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Meeting and the Officers elected there and then.

A well attended meeting is expected as it is neces-

sary for the new Executive to have the ideas of the

members in the campaign plans for the new year.

NATIONAL SERVICE.

A campaign for National Service is at present being

instituted throughout Canada. Briefly it is a census

of the man power of Canada—a tally of all male Cana-

dians between the ages of 16 and 65, and the trade

they are working at for a living.

The National Service campaign foreshadows a full

utilization of the country's resources for the success-

ful prosecution of the war. Men engaged in necessary

occupations will be expected to work to their fullest

capacity. Others, not so engaged and physically fit,

\all be expected to join the ranks of the fighting men.

We strongly urge every fisherman, fish-house work-

er, canner, and those actively engaged in the produc-

tion and distribution of fish foods, to fill out their

National Service cards and send them in. The fisheries

are necessary to the life of the country. It is possible

that the Fishing Industry will be asked to "speed up"

production to supply food for the people at home and

overseas. The Government can only do this effectively

when it has a list of the men engaged in the industry.

There are doubtless many men who have been pro-

fessional fishermen or fish workers at one time and

who are at present in some other occupation. These

men should mention the fact that they are fishermen

on their cards and that they are willing to work again

as fishermen if called up to do so.

The war is not won yet. We are fighting a mighty

and well organized foe—an enemy imbued with ruth-

less determination to win and a stubborn defiance of

facts to keep them fighting. The Allies will beat them

eventually, but it will only be when EVERY MAN,

woman" and CHILD IN THE COUNTRY IS EN-

ROLLED TO DO THEIR BIT IN NECESSARY
WORK. The drones and non-producers, the caterers

to pleasure and luxury, the parasites, slackers . and

loafers will be expected to get into the khaki or navy

blue or the overalls of the munition workers.

Once again ! Fill out your card and send it in !

eluded. Some time ago, we ventured to prophesy that

black cod will constitute one of the most important

fisheries of the Pacific coast and that it will rival the

halibut fishery. We still think so.

As this fishery is carried on by American and Cana-
dian fishermen and is a fishery common to both, why
not make the new name typical of the two countries.

How would "UNICA" do? The word is made up of

"United States" and "Canada", and would be in

etymological consistence with the two words. With the

other fish names of "tuna", "bonita", "barracuta",

etc., "unica" will not sound so strange.

We can imagine "filleted unica"; "smoked unica";

"canned unica", and so on. We pass our humble sug-

gestion on to the powers that decide.

A NEW NAME FOR BLACK COD.

Our worthy contemporary, the "Pacific Fisherman"
states that the <lealers of the Pacific (Joast are looking

for a new name for the black cod. The reasons assign-

ed are that the black cod, so-called, is not even a mem-
ber of the cod family, nor has it the flesh constituents

of the latter. The fish in (luestion is a real fine food-

fish and are extremely plentiful in the North Pacific,

but its finalities are only now being appreciated.

In the ovei-Hcas fish orders for the Caiuidian and Bri-

tish fioldieni, shipments of black cod are now being in-

WHAT WE WOULD LIKE TO SEE DURING 1917.

A Government Publicity Department for the Cana-

dian Fisheries.

Fish eaten every day in the week.

Our fishermen with subsidized engines in their boats

and the present Fishing Bounty used for the purpose.

Technical Education for our fishermen.

The Pickled Fish Inspection Act made compulsory.

The dog-fish introduced as "gray-fish" on our own
markets.

Every man in the fishing industry a member of the

Canadian Fisheries Association.

The value of our fisheries at the fifty million mark.

The Commission of Conservation restrained from

meddling with our fisheries and a "live" Commission

appointed to look after them and receive value for

money spent.

Plans for a fishermen's Naval Reserve formulated.

A better appreciation by the Canadian public of fish

and fish foods other than salmon, halibut, cod and had-

dock.

Every fish on the hook, or in the net, marketable.

Good prices for the fishermen and fair profits for the

dealers.

The war ended with a sweeping victory for the

Allies.

Our soldiers and sailors coming home victorious.

High-line catches everywhere.

THE CANADIAN FISHERIES DURING 1916.

Undoubtedly, one of the greatest events in our fish-

ing industry during the past year has been the over-

seas orders of Canadian fi.sh for the troops. Since the

appointment of a (^anndian fish man, Mr. Hugh A.

(ireeii of Saskatoon, this bu.siness had developed to

respectable proportions. In addition to the Canadian
orders for troops at home and in England, Major Green
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has st'curcd tlie attention of the British War OtTiee to

Canada's ability to supply fish, and a trial shipment

of one million, five hundred thousand pounds of frozen

fish has gone overseas and was landed in pood condi-

tion. Other orders will follow, and enquiries have

come in from other Allied Governments.

The Canadian public has turned more than ever to

fish as a food, and the publicity work of the Canadian

Fisheries Association and the Fisheries Department

has preatly stimulated the demand. As a result, cer-

tain varieties failed to meet with the call and became

high in price. There are numerous other species in

plentiful suf)ply and low in price which the consumers

could have and which are every bit as good food as the

halibut, salmon, market cod and haddock so much in

demand. Kvcn the varieties named could have been

purchased at lower prices were the consumers not so

discriminafing as to demand fish of certain exclusive

wei^'hts and sizes. Large halibut, scrod haddock and

small cod were easily procurable at fair prices, but the

demand was for the selected fish.

The Lunenl)urg salt fishing fleet had a banner year

—the largest on record. The catch was 218,060 quintals

value at $1 ,635,50.'>. Halibut on the Pacific showed up

scarce and the fishermen secured record prices for their

catches, which caused a rise in price to the consumer.

During the year, the B. C. Packers' Association un-

fortunately lost two of their fishing steamers—the S.S.

"Onward Ho " and "Roman"—both of the finest type

of steam halibuters on the Coast. The "Onward Ho"
vanished last winter with all hands somewhere in the

(lulf of Alaska, and the "Roman" struck on an Alas-

kan reef and sank on November 18th. With the loss of

these .ships, the halibut fishery was depleted by their

catches.

On the Atlantic coast, two steam trawlers have been

added to the fleets of Canadian companies. The S.S.

"Rayondor" has been purchased by the Maritime Pish

Corporation, Ltd., and is operating out of Canso, N.S.,

anil the S.S. "Triumph" (formerly of Vancouver,

B. C.) has been purchased by the National Fish Com-

l)any of Halifax. These two are the only steam trawl-

ers operating out of Canadian ports, and both have

been instrumental in keeping up the supply of fish.

The value of Canadian fisheries for the year ending

.March 31st, 1916, amounted to $35,860,708— an in-

crease of $4,r)!»6.077 over the previous year. The statis-

tical year 1916-7 should bring the figures over forty

millions.

Taking it all round, the Fishing Industry has been

prosperous. May it be doubly so for the year now

beginning.

WHAT S THE MATTER WITH FISH?

A correspondent brings our notice to a tender for
provisions for H. M. Dockyard, Escpiimalt, B. C, call-

ed for by the Department of the Naval Service, which
is also the Fisheries Department. There are twenty-
seven varieties of eatables called for, but not one fish

item.

While the food called for is practically of the non-
perishable kind.s, yet we'd like to see canned salmon,
sardines, herring, chicken haddie, codfish,, etc., getting
a look-in.

Probably tin- Department intend' to -economize on
fish and will provide the seamen of the Navy with
hooks and lines wherewith to catch their own.

Well, well, we suppose the day will come when the
Fisheries will cease to be the left hand orphan of the
Government, and when the millenium comes along
we'll get all we're looking for. At present, the Naval
Service Department, whose ward we are, hands out its

favours to strangers, while we, like Oliver Twist, will
howl in vain for more.

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

The S.S. "Manhattan" of the New England Fishing
Co., Ltd.. 'Vancouver. B. C, is being housed in amid-
shii)s for winter fishing. The "New England" of the
.same company is being fitted as an oil burner at a
cost of $20,000.

• • •

The Government has had an Order-in-Council passed
whereby Canadian steam trawlers will be permitted to
fish in Canadian Atlantic waters outside the three mile
limit for a certain jjcriod each year—said to be from
January 1st to May Isf. Up to the present, no steam
trawler can fish in Canadian waters except twelve
miles offshore. The Order has been passed to allow
Canadian trawlers access to the inshore fishing grounds
that production may be kept up during the winter
months.

• • •

The Golden Ray Fishing Company, Ltd., have been
granted incorporation papers to "carry on business as
fishermen, producers and canners of fish and lobsters,

to operate vessels, etc." The Company have a capital
stock of $20,000, in shares of $100 each. The chief place
of business is to be Montreal.

• • •

A company to engage in the fishing and marketing
of white-fish has been formed in Montreal to locate on
Lake Abbitibi. The promoters of the concern have
purchased their nets and gear and will commence
opc'-!'«"o"^- this winter.

• • •

Three steam trawlers passed through the port of
Montreal this Fall bound for Boston. These vessels
were built in Wisconsin for the Bay State Fishing
Company of Boston.
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Stormy weather last month did an immense amount

of damage to the lob&termen's gear along the Nova

Scotia coast. The loss is estimated at $100,000.

• • •

The iJoston fishing schooner Titania sailed from

Gloucester last inouth on a mackeral fishing trip off

the South African coast. She will call at Cape Town

for provisions. This is one of the longest fishing

voyages undertaken by a schooner since the days of

mackeral fishing off the coast of Ireland.

• • •

The lobster season opened on the Nova Scotia coast

on December 15th. More traps were put in the water

than for many years past. The recent storm, however,

comes as a bad blow to the industry, but it is to be

hoped that the lobstcrmen will come through all right

when the season finishes.

• • •

Mr. H. C. Walby,.late of the Canadian Fish & Cold

Storage Co., Prince Rupert, B. C, has gone into busi-

ness in New York handling Halibut. Mr. Walby is at

present on a visit to Norway.
• • •

Major Hugh A. Green, Director of Fish Supplies,

will be in Canada for another month at least. Mail

address will be Militia Department, Ottawa, Ont.

• • •

McLaughlin Bros., of Seal Cove, Grand Manan, N. B.,

are putting up an exceedingly palatable fish food in

their boneless smoked herring. The firm informs us

that they have just filled an order for 2,000 boxes for

a Chicago firm, and have been highly complimented

for the cleanliness and the manner in which the goods

were put up.
• • •

Firms contemplating the packing of Scotch cured

herring next season should place their orders for bar-

rels now. We can recommend the London & Petrolea

Barrel Co., Ltd., and the Chas. Mueller Co., Ltd.,—bofh

of which advertise in this magazine.

• • • .

Mr. Harry Rowlings, representing Messrs. Farquhar

& Co., Halifax, in Newfoundland, died of blood poison-

ing there rt'cently. Mr. Rowlings belonged to Halifax

and was highly esteemed in the Island Colony.

• * •

The lobster catch for 1916 was eminently satisfac

tory in spite of threatened adverse conditions. The

weather and the catch was good, and the catch showed

an increase over 1915. Prospects for the future are

hazy owing to the probability of restricted imports

into the Allied countries. While the war has bene-

fitted other branches of Canada's fishing industry', the

lobster is subject to public opinion as to whether it

can be clasHcd as n "food" or a "luxury". This "\ui-

certainty. and the liability of embargo against it. tends

to give the packers some concern. However, they, like

enod sportsmen, are taking a chance and going ahead
'• •hn trapping nnd fnnning.

A SCHEME TO EXPLOIT B. C. FISHERIES FOR
ENGLAND'S FOOD SUPPLY.

Mr. Moreton Frewen, writing from Sussex to the

Daily Telegraph, confesses to be one of those who see

in cold storage salvation from food shortage, and he

emi)hasizcs this also witii regard to fish supply. The
situation, he says, {)oints to the necessity of cold stor-

age plants in every town of 10.000 souls. He touches
upon (Janada's vast fishery resources, and instances

that at the terminal port of Prince Rupert the re-

ceipts of salmon for the first 20 days of September
were over 5.000 tons and of halibut 1,567 tons, valued
at the local cold stores at £6,950. He adds:—"A very

shapely 'spring' salmon, Salnio oncorynchus, weigh-
ing 4 lbs., was forwarded from Rupert by Mr. Peter

Wallace to Messrs. Spiers and Pond, and was on ex-

hibition in their Ludgate Hill establishment. These
fish, were freights at all normal, can be delivered,

iced, not frozen, for 7d. a lb. in London, and, although
they do not compare in quality with our own Salmo
salar, are still an excellent food fish."

Many may not agree with Mr. Frewen 's dictum that
the nationalization of the Enijiire's fisheries is desir-

able. He argues that the daily receipts of fish at
Prince Rupert, the central port for the British Colum-
bia Fisheries, is already .some 350 tons daily, chiefly
halibut and salmon, and if the State would offer to

pay present prices, namely 4d. per lb. for halibut,
and 5d. for salmon, and would arrogate to itself a
monopoly, with these as the maximum prices, it would
be easy with this advertisement of an unlimited cash
demand, to secure a f\dl traiiiload—a thousand tons
daily—at that one port.

The correspondent states that he lias ascertained
that a rail and steamship rate of Id. ]ier lb. from Prince
Rupert via Montreal to Liverpool, woidd be liberal, in-

deed generous. If through its agencies in every small

town Great Britain distributed such fish supplies at

a profit of Id. per lb., it might in a short time secure

a rent from its vast ocean pasture of twenty to thirty

millions a year on a consumption of 6 ozs. per day.

BUY FROZEN FISH UNTHA"WED.

The imjiortance o|' fish as a substitute for meat has
been strongly ui'ged : and here again the inei-tia of

habit tsands in the \vay. One good tip for household-

ers who buy fish in. the market at a distance from the

sea has recently been given out by the storage expert

of the Department of Agric\ilture, however, she says

that frozen fish are kept in perfect condition and are

)>erfe('tly wholesome; but that they slionld be cooked
iinmedialely after thawing. Now the average dealer,

in order to make his wares look inore attractive thaws
ont the fish before exposing them for sale, and they
immediatel.v begin to deteriorate. Insist therefore

upon having fish that are still frozen if you live inland.

Froz(>n halibut is now shi])pi'd from .Maska to Boston
and from there i-eshipi)ed all over th(> (\>nntry without
deteriorating in the least as long as tlu- fish renuiins in

its thill envelope of ice.—Portland Express.

It is stated that articles sm-h as sardines. shIiihui.

|)iekles, etc., can br obtained in -loliannesburg. South
Africa, cheaper than landed cost, owing to surplus
stocks being hi-avv.
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TO OUR MEMBERS:— . n

The Canadian Fisheries Association starts the New Year with every confidence in the future of our

Industry. During the year which has just come to a close the output and value of fish produced has

been the greatest in the history of our country.

The Canadian people are now beginning to realize that fish is a healthy, nourishing and palatable

food, which is produced in Canada and is also economical, while providing greater variety at a cost

which is within reach of all classes.

Our export trade to Europe has increased by leaps and bounds. Large quantities have been for-

warded to supply the Imperial, as well as Canadian troops. Further shipments will be sent during

the New Year and it is our patriotic duty to assist in this and every other possible way to bring the

war to a successful conclusion.

The increased demand has resulted in somewhat higher prices, thereby benefiting the fishermen

and producers, but the money expended for fish remains in Canada and is circulated through various

avenues of trade to the advantage of the general public.

Fish is now recognized as a staple article of food and a steadily increasing demand is sure to

result. In order to cope with the new conditions obtaining in Canada, it is absolutely necessary that

the supply should be increased and our slogan for the future must be "Production" on a larger scale

to cope with and provide for the greater demand.

There are many problems entailed which require the careful consideration of all who are in any

way engaged, either directly or indirectly, in the fisheries of Canada, and I make an earnest appeal

to all our members to attend the Annual Meeting in Montreal on January 29th, when matters of

interest will be discussed and the future policy of our Association will be decided on.

Make note of the date and arrange to be present, thereby helping the good cause in a practical

manner. Your officers have many important matters to offer for consideration and decision. Will you

not second their efforts, show your active support and prove your appreciation of their work by mak-
ing any sacrifice required to be present? Will you come?

Montreal, January 2, 1917.

President.
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Lunenburg Salt Fishing Fleet's Record Year

The Lunenburg salt fishing fleet landed 218,060 quin-

tals valued at $1,635,505 during the season just closed.

The average catch per vessel was 2.060 quintals. The
fish sold at $7.10 for the spring catch and $7.80 for

the summer. The schooners "James Burton Cook,"
Captain Abram Cook, and "Delawana," Captain Ben-

jamin Cook, were both high-line with 3,800 quintals

each for the season.

The 1916 season is a record considering that fewer

vessels were engaged, and though the catch was below

that of other years, yet the .stocks made and the fisher-

men's shares are considerably higher than previously

—the crews of some vessels sharing over $700 each

for the five months fishing.

One vessel, the "Lucille M. Schnare" was lost by col-

lision off Newfoundland. Seven men were drowned
from the fleet during the season.

The following is a list of the vessels engaged, their

skippers, and catch in quintals:

J. Burton Cook, Cook 3,800

Prances W. Smith, Mossman 3,150

Vivian A. Smith, Knickle 2,500

Areola. Knickle 2,100

Donald L. Creaser, Greaser 2,500

Lucille B. Creaser, Creaser 2,000

Elsie L. Corkum, Moser 1,850

Vera E. Himmelman, Conrad 1,550

Lucille I\I. Schnare, Schnare 800

"Warren Winters, Allen 1,900

Muriel E. Walters, Walters 2,700

R. L. Borden, Himmelman 2,900

W. H. Smith, Nass 1.850

Marv Flemming, Silver 1,900

Lott"ie Silver, Silver 1,400

Gigantic, Parks 1,650

Elsie M. Porter, Eisnor 1,750

Revenue, Zinck 1,850

Louis 11. Smith, Westhaver 1,900

John Parker, Horn 1,400

Frank J. Brinton, Gilfoye 2,000

Pearl Beatrice, Hubley 500
Allison H. Maxner, Maxner 2,100

Minnie Mosher, Bowers 600

Tipperary. Walters 1,550

Golden West, Getson 1,000

Amy B. Silver, Silver 2,500

Douglas B. Conrad, Conrad 2,500

J. W. Margeson, Conrnd 2,100

(^lintonia. Mack 2,600

M. M. fJardner, Baehmaii 2.900

liiiian 7^. Cork\uii. (Jorkuin 3,270

Carrie L. Hirtle, llirtlo 2.700

Mary D. Young, Spindler 2,630

J. D. Hazen, Himmelman 2,850

Itaska, Riteey 2,500

H. II. MeTntosh, Wynacht 2,470

Delawana, Cook 3.800

Arcania, Hebb 2.200

F. M. Toro, (Jorkuui 3,350

W. C. Smith, Selig 2.200

Hawanee, Cook 2,850
1'.. THVolence, Corkimi 2,750

Koii.s V. Myra, Myra . 2,.550

Araminta, Creaser 2,220

Uda A. Saunders, Spindler 2,350
Associate, Bachman 1.900

Marian Adams, Knickle 2,000

Cecil Beck, Heisler 2.500

Jennie E. Duff, Himmelman 1,950

Annie L. Spindler, Riteey 2,100
Marjory McGlashen, Waiiibach 2,850
W. T. White, Knock 3.300

James Douglas, Romkey 3,000
Lauretta Francis, Spindler 2.775
Mantanzas, Oickle 2,300
Henry W. Adams, Zinck 2.6.')0

Mary D. Young, Spindler 2.600
John B. Young, Himmelman 2.450
E. B. Walters, Walters 2,650

A. H. Hubley, Hubley 4.50

C. M. Walters, Walters 1,600

Cento, Fralic 1,600
Abacenia, Romkey .'. 900

Loyola T., Fralick 1,250
Dorothy L. Sarty, Sarty 800
(Mark S. Corkum, Corkum 900
Monarchy, Lohnes 800
W. C. Robertson, Publicover 1.900

Review, Bushen 850
Lucille Colp, Colp 2,700

Cai-1 S., Schmesiiser 800
Otokio, Ernst 1,300

Pasadena. Ernst 1.350
Marjory Baclrtnan, Bachman 1,900
Phylis Westhaver, Westhaver 2,100

Mattawa, Zinck 1,000
Earl Grey, Shupe 1,950

Marian Mosher, Mosher 2,700

Muriel Winters, Winters 2,700
Lucille M. Smith, Beck 2,650
Ada M. Westhaver, Mason 1.850

Elsie M. Hart, Corkum 3,000

Benjamin C. Smith, Smith 2.100
A. H. Whitman, Conrad 2,000

Grace Hilda, Conrad 1,500

W. C. McKay. Deal 2,700

Assurance, Wharton 2.800

Granite, Richards 2,500

(!aranza, Conrad 1,950

Doris L. Corkum, Corkinn 2,350

Marian Silver. Silver 1.8,50

Evelin Miller. Miller 2.450

Itaska. Riteey 2..500

Jeiuiie Riteey, Riteey 2.900

Dorothy Adams, Tanner 2.400
Donald A. Silver, Creaser 2,900

Leta J. Schwartz. Schwartz 1.600

Oriiuu'o, Sarty 1,1(K)

Klsie Burdett, Wentzel 1,300

Marian Helena, Bnrgoyne 1,4(K)

Alfarata. Whynot 1.200

Ataeama. Wentzel 1.600

Kmily Sdig. Sclig ;{00

(iiiide, Getson l.fiOO

Marina, Greek 500

Total catch 218,060
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Lobster Matings; A Means of Conserving
The Lobster Industry

IJy J)lt. A. 1'. KNIGHT.

During tin- siiiniiuT of 1914 tlic writt-r, vvoikiug un-

der the anspiees of the Biological Board of Canada, at-

teiiipted to rear lobster fry to the crawling stage,

using the now fanuliar apparatus of the Khode Island

Coniinission. The site chosen for the rejjetitiou of the

celebrated Wickford experiments was 8t. .Mary's Bay,

Digby Co.. Nova Scotia. The attempt proved a com-

l>lete failure due chiefly to the extreme cold water
(50 deg. F.) and to the extensive development of dia-

toms wliieli soon closed up the mouth parts of the fry

anil caused an exceedingly high death rate.

However, an experiment that was at first supposed

to be a very minor one compared with lobster rear-

ing turned out to be the major one. It was this. About
the miildl(! of June, 47 females and 15 males (all

known as commercial lobsters," because the females

when caught in fishermen's traps have no "berries"'

on thehi) were placed in a wooden pound enclosing

an area of 10 feet by 20 feet. The slats of which
the pound was built were about 4y2 tt^«t long, 3 inches

wide an<l 1 inch thick. It was intended to retain the

annuals over winter for the purpose of elucidating

the old question of whether or not adnlt females moult

one year and extrude eggs tile next, or whether they

extrude eggs every year (when mating conditions are

favorable) and only moult occasionally as they grow
i)lder.

On the 12th of August the whole of the 62 lobsters

were dipped up to see what condition they were in.

They all appeared healthy, and 36 per cent of the fe-

males earned eggs. Dr. llerrick in his well-known

book on the American lobster quotes from Vinal Ed-

wards to the effect that the percentage of berried lob-

sters caught by fishermen otf the Massachusetts coast

was 12 per cent, for the autumn of 1893 to June 30, of

1S94. Careful inquiries anuing both canners and fish-

>rinen of the St. Marys Bay area elicited the informa-

tion that only about V/v of the females caught in

lishermen's trajjs carried eggs. And then the question

arose: Uow is it that in fishermen's traps only one

female in every hundred carries eggs, whereas in our

mating pen thirty-six out of every hundred carry eggs?

The problem did not grow any simpler when it was

found that by the end of Seiitember the percentage in

our pen had risen to 64 per cent. The 17 females

which did not extrude eggs were removed from the

latticed pen and the 30 which bore eggs, representing

the 64 per cent., were kept over winter in a compart-

ment by themselves. On April 7, 1915, the 30 were all

found ttt have the full complement of eggs upon them.

Subsequently, in June and early July they all hatched
out theii- eggs, and being kept in compartments by
themselves 9 of them were found to have extruded eggs
ill late July and August. These 9 were removed from
the pen, the remaining 21 being retained, but unfor-
tunately one corner of tlie enclosure gave way, allow-
ing most of the 21 to escape and mingle with others,
so that it was impossible to know how many more of
them did extrude eggs.

.Mating cxi)eriments were resumed during the sum-
mer of 1915, but were not so successful as those of 1914.
Only 40 per cent, of the females extruded eggs, and
the eggs were most of them unfertilized. Probably
the sole reason for this was lack of males. During the
early part of the summer we had only one male to

mate with 51 females. Later on, we were fortunate
enough to secure 25 more males, but half of these died
from accidental poisoning by paint on the inside of
our mating pens. Moreover, many of the remaining
males were decidedly undersized—9^^ to 10 inches in

length. But perha|)s the most fundamental reason for
the i)Oor showing of 1915 lay in the fact that the large
majority of the females hail been retained in the pound
ovei- winter, and as a consequence had suffered con-
siderably in general health. Few of them had moulted
and their "shells" were covered with dark brown
algal growths that I have always seen ujion lobsters
A\ hen in lengthened confinement, but never upon those
which were taken directl.N' from the open sea.

In 1916 the Biological Board authorized an extension
of the mating experiments to two other places on the
.Maritime coast, namely, St. Andrew's, New iiriius-

^\iek. ami I'ictou, on .Northumberland Straits. The
results to date, 25 "berried"' out of 105 in St. Mary's
Hay. H out of 22 at St. Andrew's and 14 out of 21 at
I'ictou, or, exjiressed in percentages, 25 per cent.. 36

per cent, and 66 per cent., respectively.

How do these percentages compare with the per-
centages of females caught in lobster traps in these
same areas? Fortunately, through the courtesy of the
Dcjiartment of Naval Service, Ottawa, we were able
to make a close ap|>roximation to an answer to this
question. At the request of the Biological Board, tlie

naturalist of the Fisheries Branch. Mr. Andrew Ilal-

ki'tt. was detailed to spend the summer in going out
with lobster fishermen all around the coast, and in

collecting statistics as to the total males, total females
and percentages of berried females caught in lobster
traps. The following is a copy of his summary of
results

:

Date.

April 24, 1916

April 2... 1916

April 2S, 1916

Mav 2. 1916

No. No. F«

.Name of I'la.i . Males.

Tommy's Beach, N.S 56

Tommy's Beach, N.S 26

Little River, N.S 23

Whale Cove, N.S 25
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May 3, 1916 White Cove, N.H 2G

May '.. 1916 TivcrtoJi. N.S 9

May lb, 1916 Liniciibiirg. N.S ;J6

Mav 17,1916 Port Mouton,. . i\.S 50

Mav 20.1916 Shag Harbor, N.S 46

May 22, 1916 Shag Harbor, N.S 88

Mav 23, 1916 Shag Harbor, N.S 39

May 24, 1916 Shag Harbor, N.S 171

May 26, 1916 Cape Sable Island, N.S 68

May 30, 1916 Lobster liay, West I'ubiiico. . 82

June 2,1916 Cape St. Mary's. West I'libiiieo 66

.hiiie 6.1916 Mink Cove, N.s! 34

June 10, 1916 Little River, N.S 24

June 12. 1916 Little River, N.S 14

June 15, 1916 Ostrea Lake, N.S 16

June 16, 1916 Jeddore, N.S 169

June 20. 1916 Pope's Harbour. X.S 6

June 24, 1916 Pugwash, N.S 366

June 28. 1916 Skinner's Reef, N.S 56

June 29, 1916 Pietou Island, N.S 24

•hdv 10,1916 .\orthport, N.S Ill

July 13, 1916 Shemogue, N.B 108

Julv 17,1916 Dupin's Corner, N.B 50

Julv 19,1916 Connierville, N.B 133

Juh- 20.1916 Choekfi.sh River, N.B 139

Aug. 1,1916 Cape Traverse, P.E.I 157

Aug. 2,1916 Cape Traverse, P.K.I 134

Aug. 4, 1916 Brae Harbour, P.K.I 164

Aug. 5,1916 Rocky Point, P.K.I 135

Aug. 7, 1916 Brae Harbour, P.K.I 207

Aug. 9.1916 West Point. P.E.I 325

Aug. 10. 1916 Brae Harbour, P.K.I 150

Totals 3,333

Sanij)ies of all eggs were sent to nie foi- the deter-

mination of the age of the eggs. ,

Let us.compare these results with statistics furnished

me by Dr. Hugh M. Smith, the fish commissioner at

Washington, as to the number of lobsters taken off the

Massachusetts coast.

Dr. Smith is careful to .state that the number of ber-

ried females is i)rol)ably understated, l)ecause of the

(•arelessness of fishermen in making returns. We are

quite certain that the percentages for 1894-95 are too

low, because we have Vinal Edwards's cattdi off

Woods Hole alreatly referred to for these sanu- years,

showing 12 per cent, of the females as carrying eggs.

Does this mean that 88 per cent of the female lol)sters

off the Massachusetts coast are sterile? If fenude

lobsters moult every second year and extrude eggs in

the alternate years, why do not 50 |)er cent, of them
carry eggs? But they do not. as every fisherman

knows.

.No. Egg- Estimated

Lol)sters liear'iiig Females-
Above 10'/:; '^"'' about Half Percentages of

Year ln(;hes slcrs llifTolal I'ei'iied l*'eMudes

1888 ],740,8.".ii

1889 1.359.64.') til..s:!li (i(;i,,s2:! '.'
, heri'ied

1890 1,612,129 70.909 906,065

1891 1.2<>2,791 49.973 64(i.395

1892 1,107.764 37,230 553.887

1893 1.149,732 32.741 579.866

1894 1.096.834 34,897 548.467 V,' , nearly

1895 956 365 34.343 478.187 7', iiejirly

1896 9V :!0.470 497.69S i;'
,

nearly

1^!!^ H'>- -'3.719 498,186

19
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l'"or llu' raiuuliaii I'nast. Ilii rit'Dic, it is cK'ar, thai

I ho |M*rc.(Mita>jr of feinaU-s which carry cpifs in traps

vjirifs from h'ss than 1 per cfiit. in thf liay of Kiiiuly

area (whicli may be said to ini-hidc St. .Mary's and
St. .\ii(lrc\v"si to about 4.2 per ciMit. in .\orthnmb«'r-

lantl Straits; whereas, by mating experiments in tiiesc-

saine areas the percentages are increased by an avn-

age of :l.(KK) per cent, in tiic former an<l l.fJOO per cent.

in the latter area.

Karly in onr experiments this siniimer tlie possi-

liilit.\- occurred to me that femah-s in the open sea

nught in autiniin carry more eggs than they do in

spring and early stnnmer. In other words, many fe-

males might for oiu' reason or another lose their eggs
dnring the winter, and thus reduce the percentage to

that elucidated by .Mr. Ilalkett. This j)Ossibilit\- was
tested to some extent during August and September
(191G). Through the courtesy of the Minister of

Fisheries, the Hon. .1. 1). Hazen, I was permitted to

fish for lobsters from .\ngust 19 to August IJl, and
foinid the percentage to l?i/o per cent, for the Pictou

area. Fishing was again resume<l during the last four

days of SepftMuber. when the percentage was found
to have increased to .").() |)er cent. Moreover, during
Septe)nl)er we had 2.') males and 2') fcnudes confined
in the mating pen, and although the enclosure gave
way at one corner and allowed some of the lobsters

to escape, nevertheless IMV'o per cent, of the females
were foiuid to have e.xtrnded eggs. Here the increase

by mating is (juite clear.

While I dislike theorizing at this stage in the ex-

periments, I may be pernutted to suggest that j)ro-

bably the majority of female lobsters extrude their

eggs ever\- year: but that as the total males and
females are now greatly reduced through over-fishing

and relatively widely separated from each other in

the open sea, there is less copidation than formerly,

with consequent lack of fertilization of eggs. Being
inifertilized the eggs soon "go bad," and drop off.

On the other han<l. mating brings the sexes together

with a resulting increase in the numbers of females
carrying fertilized eggs.

We ma.v safely conclude, therefore, that the ef-

licacy of mating as a nu-ans of increasing the nmn-
ber of berried females is fairly well established, on
the supposition, of course, that the catch of berried

females fairly represents the number of berried

females in the bottom of the sea. At any rate, the re-

sults ami)ly justify further experiments on a large

scale, and if further results prove as sucee.ssfnl as

those of the past three years, they far surpass the

results of either lobster hatching or lobst(>r rearing

as a means of conserving the lobsti'r industr.v.

REMOVING A FISH BONE.

A writer in 'The Medical Times" is authority for

the statement that a simple and almost invariably ef-

fective way to remove a fish bone or other substance

lodged in the throat is to give the patient a pint of ndlk.

anti forty minutes afterwards an emetic of stdphate

of zinc, it may be added that the caution of a physician

is to eat fish always by itself—that is. putting noth-

ing else in the month at the same time, even a bit of

bread or potato. In this way the presence of a bone

Is qui<'kly detected before it has a chance to get be-

yond control.

A SALES CABINET FOR FISH.

There seems no room for doubt that one of the out-
standing obstacles in the way of increasing the demand
for fresh lish is the uinittractive maimer in which fi.sh

ari' displayed for sale in the retail stores.

With a view to inducing the retailer* in their own
i Id crests, as well as in the interests of their customers,
to use an attractive and also highly efficient method
of displaying their fish, the Fisheries Department of
Tanatia has decided to [)repare for free distribution, a
com|)lete plan and specification of an attractive and
comparatively inexpensive refrigerator cane or silent

salesman. It is constructed in the following manner:
The box for containing ice and fish is 2^ feet wide.

r> feet long ami 10 inches deeji in.side. and is lined
with sheet zinc, held in place, with a one inch dead
air space between it and the sides of the ease. The
bottom of the lining is sloped to a trap drain installed
in the lowest corner, which will carry off all water
from the melting ice, etc. The top of the case, which
has a slope of 4 inches downwards towards the front
in order to make the dis|>lay of fish more easily seen,
is made in two sashes 1% inches thick. These are hing-
ed at the back and arranged to be held in a raised posi-
tion when desired, by iiu'ans of counter-weights in the
back stiles. The sashes are fitted with two thicknesses
of ordinary sheet glass, having a 1^4 inch dead air
space between the sheets.

While the specification that will be prepared will
be for a ca.se of a particular size, which is considered
mo.st convenient, obviously, any dealer desiring to have
one made of another size to suit his own requirements,
can readily do so. It is also the idea that this case may
be used as a unit, and if further ones are needed they
can be installed as i-ecpured.

A sami)le case was built in the Department and tests

made with the following results

:

Seven inches of cracked ice and three fresh fish were
placed in the case. The temperature of the room was
raised to 74 degrees Fahrenheit, and maintained at
that temperature. For a time the case cover was raised
and closed at intervals. It was then kept closed for
two hours, and at no tinie did the gla.ss show signs of
clouding. The temperature inside the case while it was
(dosed, remained stationary at 38 degrees Fahrenheit.
The sash was then raised and kept oi)en for five min-
utes, and at the end of that time the thermometer,
which was lying on the ice, registered 40 degrees. It

was then suspended six inches above the ice, and the
sash was kept open for five minutes longer, by which
time the temperature had risen only to 48 degrees. Th<'
sash was then closed and watched for fifteen minutes,
but no sign of clouding appeared.
The cost of the case, usincr the following existing

high prices of articles her. iv estimated at about
4=40.00:

Lundier :|;(;0,00 M.
7''iti<- ..S.') per lb.

niii ,2;") per .sq. ft.

liabour ,3.00 per day.
Small hardware, etc., in proportion.

It is believed that with material at normal prices,
the cost should not !>• •••.>•- ''.. -ifn hm

;,,|(1 perhaps
less in some localities

Hefore completing ni'iaiitu pjaii and s|)ecifica1ion, it

is the desire of the Department to obtain the views of
those infereste<l and experienced in the fish business
on this case, an<l it will welcome any critieisms or sue-
gestions for improvement of it.
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I The Preservation of Sea Foods
Some Unique Methods Practised in other Lands.

By L. LODIAN.

m
m
m

All the varieties enumerated in Mr. Lodian's article

can be purchased in New York.

Preservation by Semi-Petrification.

This is instanced in Japanese practice. It is a Nip-

onese method of fish preservation. The exhibits are

hard as fossils; and one would little suspect a juicy

mackerel steak could be make out of those rock-like

articles.

The method of preparation for preservation is sim-

ple. The bonito fish, — a sort of huge and plump

espanol-mackerel, — is ripped into four longitudinal

quarters, steamed, quickly air-dried without a particle

of salt, — and the result is a product of stone-like dens-

ity. It M'ill keep for decades without deterioration,

provided mite-life is kept from it : small grub-life will

"go" for it as for anythnig else good.

Preservation in Wax.

The real kaviar of the Bosforos (Levant) is thus

preserved, and is illustrated in diverse works on ka-

viar. Kaviar is an Arabic word; and the product, as

preserved by slight salting and air-drying and pre-

servation in besswax in the region of Stambul and

Izmir (Osmani), is beyond compare as regards con-

trast to the semi-putrid, blackish-greenish mass called

"kaviar" which comes from OpeHrpad (pronounced

Orengrad), south of the Ural range. The Russians

among themselves do not call it "kaviar", but "ikra"',

which means roe. It is, at its best even inferior in

savoryness and buccal-buke to the wax-preserved

Turkish kaviar.

Sun-dried oysters.—What can be done by air-drying.

These delectable goods are from the Konfucius
Asiatic Republic, where sun-drying, and preservation

thereby, has prevailed for the past score milleniums.

The Chinese even make their bar-sugar (with syrup,

or invert-sugar, intact) by sol-desiccation of the sorg-

um-sap. There is quite an import of this eloyingly-

svveet brown bar-sugar to America. A dried oyster-

farina, of delicate flavor, is now creditably produced
in China, and competes with the imported sun-dried

oysters and the oyster-oil flavorant.

Preservation in Ink. — An Iberian Specialty.

This is the real sepia (ink) as used in more concen-

trated form by draftsmen, surveyors, mapping engin-

eers, etc., for its black permanency ; and is the only

instance known of an edible food being preserved in

ink.

The fish conserved is the cuttlefish, and it is pickled

in its own ink : hence the inscription on the container
—^kalamares en su tinta (kalamars in their ink.) The

contents are of a murky discoloration, but quite de-

lectable ; they are to the Iberian what lobster

is to the American. The inky fluid itself is

a juicy relish. The goods are much imported to Ame-
rica (via Manhattan), and sold among the bodega-

espanola trade of lower Maiden-lane, Manhattan. So

preserved, is the octopus cuttlefish itself with suckers

intact: it is a difficult example of air-drying, yet

proves the thoroughness with which the work can be

done. There is a big import of these desiccated devil-

fish ; some are giants; and the eight suckers, if 'jpread

out, would encompass an ordinary room.

THE CONDITION OF THE FISH TRADE IN GER-
MANY.

Germany was in peace times a cosniderable consumer

of fish says the "Fishing News". Of fresh sea fish,

however, the public never had anything like the sup-

ply which Britain enjoys, in fact it must be reckoned

one of the great advantages of our insular position

that it has enabled fresh fish to reach the consumer at

all times and everywhere in the country. In the years

which preceded the war, considerable efforts were

made to develop the great market which undoubtedly

exists for fresh fish in inland Germany, but progress

in this direction was slow, that is to say, slow relative-

ly to the rapid progress which the Germans showed

themselves capable of in other branches of industry.

The fish which the ordinary German purchaser knew

consisted for the most part of two kinds cured and

freshwater fish. Of the first, the cured herring was, of

course, well to the fore. Freshwater fi.sh are of much

greater relative importance in Germany than they are

in this country. The big German rivers i)roduce a con-

iblc riuantity, and the slow-moving rivers like the

;ind the Oder provide a large amount of eels. Be-

nides this, Germany was very far advanced in scien-

tific pond-culture, and the production of fresh-water

fish from this sources has shown what can be done in

this direction with progressive and scientific fish cul-

tivation. Under the conditions of to-day practically the

whole German fish "catch" consists of eels and the

artificially reared pond fish, both of which must have

been of no small service to Germany in its fight against

the British blockade. Freshwater fish has increased in

value, naturally, along with other food-stuffs in the

country, but the statistics show that its rise in price

has not been exorbitant, the different sorts having

risen from 33 per cent, to 115 per cent. On the other

hand, sea fish is considerably advanced as against 1913,

the pre-war year. German statistics indicate that the

price of whiting has advanced by '^2'y j)er cent., cod by
44,') per cent., haddock by 1!)() per cent., plaice by 400

per cent., gurnards by r)44 i)er cent., dogfish by 614

per cent., halibut by 180 per cent., turbot by 14G p(>r

cent., soles by 24 per cent., mackerel by .'iG? per cent.

In the interests of the consuming public the German
Government has taken mea.sures to keep down the

price of fish. To what extent these are effective we

have no information ; but we may assume that they do

serve their purpose in some fashion, as has been the
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case with tlie ineasiiros aflPectinfr bread and moat'. The
procpdure followed by the German Government has

been to eliminate the competition of individual buyers.

The Government interposes itself in all transactions

between the seller an<l the wholesale buyer. No fish,

either cured or fresh, can be imported info Germany
except tiiroufrh the Gentral Pui'diasinR Department in

Merlin. This is the establishment—which mtist be a

place of enormous dimensions by this time which deals

in all the chief food products of the German people.

If it does not actually handle tlie food-stuffs them-
selves, it controls their prices in every part of the Em-
pire. Th«' fish markets of the country are under the

control of the Central Purchasing Department, and
with a view to regulating the fish supplies it has order-

ed that all fresh fish must be consigned to the fish mar-
kets of Altona. Ilanibtirg. Berlin. Geestemunde. or

Brenierhiiven. At these markets the fish are sold at

fixed prii'cs. the market authorities deducf'inff 7 per

cent, commission and the charges for freight, ice. and
labour. The scale of prices at the Berlin market is

given as follows by a correspondent of the "Scots-

man": "At Berlin market." he says, "haddocks are

sold at from fid to Is a pound, according to size; whit-

ing at fid: cod. 7d to lOd: plaice, 7d to Is 2d: soles. Is

to 2s 6d: halibut. 8d to Is fid; turbot, Is to 2s; mack-
irel. 9d : river salmon. 4s; large eels. 3s ; carp. Is;

lurch, 7d; bream, 7d to 9d." These prices, which are

wltolesale, do not seem to be excessive in the lipht of

all we hear about the shortage of food in Germany.

SEATTLE SALMON MARKET.

Salmon—The salmon market is still firm with a

steady upwaVd tendency. Due to the holiday season,

fresh inauiries have naturally been light during the

past week. Prices continue to bulge. Tn fact, there

is no market. It is entirely a question of packers get-

ting about what they ask. Some ask more than others.

Then there ai-e some packs that generally command
a little extra ]U-emium and then it de()ends. too. on
whether the packer is in a position to make deliveries

as wanted. A matters now stand, nobody wants to

sell, for it is almost the unanimous opinion that i)rices

on the little fish still unsold will renuiin at the pre-

sent high mark or go higher before new fish are avail-

able, six or seven months hence.

Packers and brokers here are much interested in

the peace talk, for there are possibilities involved

in the coming of peace that may have a direct bearing

on the canned salmon market. Panned salmon has

been .iust as much a war material as nuinitions, and
it has been the tremendous English demaiid that kept

prices up and cleaned up stock. Now the question

arises, will Europe want canned salmon after the

war is over? Most packers and brokers believe that

as a matter of fact the demand for salmon in Europe
after the war will be greater than it has been during

the war. By this they mean that a cheap food pro-

duct will be one of the first things wanted after the

war. an<l that not only the allies, but the Germans,

will call for canned salmon. Furthermore, much is

niaile of the fact that the British Government has been

exploiting canned .salmon for the past years, creating

a diMiiand. it is hoped, that could not have been creat-

ed in any other way, at least without great expense.

The Griffith Durney Company, in its annual re-

view of the market, after commenting on the fact

the Alaska pack this year is the largest on record,

goes on to say that even at the present high prices

canned salmon is one of the cheajjcst of canned foods

on the market, and that it is no doubt due to this

fact that the record-breaking pack has been so speed-

ily marketed. Tn commenting on the future of the

market, this company says: "It is, of course, too soon
to say anything regarding next year's pack, but it is

timely to call jobbers' attention to the demand they
will have for canned salmon between now and next
fall. Remember, no new pack salmon can be ship-

ped before the month of July, and then only in limited

quantities. With the light carry-over here and the

small stocks jobbers and retailers are carrying, what is

causing us more concern than anything else is where
jobbers will be able to secure salmon to supply the

(hMuand iHitil the new pack is ready.

"Therefore, while present prices may look high, our
firm belief is that to-day's quotations will look cheap
60 days hence. It is freely predicted that Alaska reds

will reach $2 and i)inks will be hard to obtain at $1.25.

Hence we cannot resist urging the trade to examine
their stocks of salmon and buy immediately all they
will require for the next six months."

Still further evidence of the growing importance of

the Siberian salmon fisheries is found in the visit to

Seattle this week of Johannes Sagen. representative

of the A. G. Denbigh salmon canning interests. Mr.
Sagen states that his company has sold all of its last

season's pack to the Ru.ssian Government and that the

prospects are very bright for a brisk demand for

canned salmon during 1917. His company is accord-

ingly getting ready to establish some new canneries

and enlarge its old ones. Mr. Sagen is bujn'ng sup-

plies here in Seattle. Mr. Sagen will leave here for

New York in a few days, thence going to Norway and
on to Petrograd, and thence to '^na<livostok. where his

company has its Pacific Coast headquarters.

E. A. Sims, pioneer Puget Sound salmon canner. is

going to South America. He states that if he likes the
country he may locate there permanently. Mr. Sims
has his eye on Argentina particularly. Mr. Sims now
has a deal on for the sale of his controlling interest in

the Soonah Packing Company. It is also said that

the deal involves the sale of his other cannery interests.

For years Mr. Sims has been a leader in the salmon can-

ning business. He has been president of the Canners
Association and for years has been a member and a

leader in the Wa.shington State Tjcgislature. Much of
the fisheries legislation on the Washington statutes
has hi-fi) largely shaped by him.—Tin- C.ini)in,» T'-t1"

FISH DAY IN CANADA HAVING BENEFICIAL
AFTER EFFECTS.

K. Trquhart. president of the B. C. Wholesale Fish
Dealers' Association, with offices at Gore Avenue
wharf. Vancouver, B.C.. says that the Fish Day on
Oct. 81 (inaugurated by the Canadian Fisheries As
sociation). was highly successful and that the effect
of the publicity cam[)aign engaged in is still being
felt among the fi.shermen and dealers. He thinks, how-
ever, that the dealers should advertise more frequently
and the matter is being taken up with the member-
ship. Pacific Fisherman.
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U. S. Fish Bureau Boosting the Crayfish, Reduced
the Cost of Living

"It knocks H. out of the H. C. of L." — with this

unconventional, not to say shocking, phrase, the Bu-
reau of Fisheries of the Department of Commerce pre-

sents the KKayfish, more coninionly known <is ''dogfish",

to the public as one weapon with which to make a dent

in the high cost of living. The statement, worded in

the main in everyday language, calls the attention of

Mr. and Mrs. Housekeeper to the economic advantages

of fish in general and grayfish in particular and gives

recipes from gi'ayfish hassh to gi-ayfish show suey.

"The man who first spoke of the 'fickle public,'
"

says the Bureau, "may have been a milliner, a theat-

rical manager, a baseball star, or a politician ; but it is

certain that he has not in the fish business, for in few
things is the public so steadfast and conservative as in

the fish it eats. This is particularly the case with the

American, who. blessed beyond most peoples with a

great variety of excellent food fishes, eats but few of

them. He, or possibly in this case it is she. talks

fluently and often of the high cost of living, but takes

no practical steps to reduce it, even when to do so re-

quires no more initiative than the substitution of one

word for another when the order is placed with the

marketman. This is especially true of sea foods, of

which today we are wasting by neglect more than we
are using, largely because Ave do not even know the

names of them and do not know what to ask for when
we wish something at a low price better than som&
of the high priced thinsrs which we have been eating.

Fish Must Have a Reputation.

"Quality and price fix the economic character of a

fish, but not until it has a name can it have a reputa-

tion, and without a reputation, and a good one, the

public -will not eat it, however excellent it may be.

Fortiinatelv for the fish, but unfortunately for the

public, the early reputation of the crayfish was based

not on its high quality as a food, but on its destructive

habits. It is a pirate and a marauder, like the blue-

fish but its weapons are more efficient and it not only

eats and drives awav food fishes, but it cuts to pieces

with its teeth the fisherman's gear and leaves him help-

less and exasperated. Naturallv under such condi-

tions no name was too bad to apply to it, and the mild-

«,. ,...,. jp common use is 'dogfish.'

Hovsr the Grayfish Operates.

"Adult grayfish Aveigh from five to fifteen pounds,

seven pounds being a common weight. Thev feed on

fish, crabs, shrimps and even lobsters. Tn this exclus-

ive animal diet they are like bluefish. cod. haddock,

and most other of our important food fishes., but are

so ravenous in getting their food that they frequentlv

make themselves nuisances bv robbing the fishermen's

nets and trawl lines. Trnwl lines are long, stout lines

to which shorter ones each with a hook, are nttached at

intervals of about six feet. They are stretched on the

bottom of the sea. held in place bv suitable anchors.

and marked by buovs and as a sincle dorv. or fishinEr

boat will fish several tluuisand hooks, each bai+ed with

a piece of herring, alewife. or other fish, with ten or

twelve dories to the schooner the fishing banks are

thus strewn with food which the frrnvfi<!h find Mo-cpt-

nble and readily obtninnble.

Has Been Worthless in the Past.

"When schools of grayfish appear they greedily

seize these baits and either carry them away or they
are themselves hooked, the result to the fishermen be-
ing essentially the same in either case, for the line set
for other fish is either deiuuled of its lures or is loaded
with grayfi.sh, for which the fisherman until now has
.had no market. The address and rapacity of these
fish are such that when they are on the banks or along
shore in large bodies they seize the baits before other
fish can take them, and the fisherman in the past has
lost his tinu-, to labor expended in setting and hauling
his lines, the value of his bait, and all the other items
which enter into the expenses of the fishery."
According to the statement, grayfi.sh are to be found

on both shores of the North Atlantic. They travel in

large schools, appearing suddenly on the coasts, re-

maining for a time and then disappearing just as sud-
denly. Tliey take possession of a fishing ground, eat-

ing or driving away every other fish not too big to be
swallowed or driven.

Valuable for Several Things.
"The grayfish," continues the circular, "is a trim,

clean, dipper-built fisli. swift in the water, as is re-

quired by its practical habits. Its skin looks scaleless,

but when touched is found to be as rough as emery
cloth, owing to clase-sharp little particles encrusting
it. The hide is sometimes used for polishing fine me-
tal, ivory and wooden articles, and. as a more imjiort-

ant possibility, gives jjroniise of producing a leather

suitable for the production of small novelties. The liver

is valuable for its oil, which is in demand in the arts,

liarticularly for dressing leather, and is said to have
medicinal oualities not inferior to those obtained from
the cod. The eggs which are hatched within the body
of the mother', arc as large as the yolks of hen's eggs,

and a nuirket has been found for them, also, in the

leather trade. All of these uses are important in them-

selves, but partieidarly because the utilizations of these

by-products makes it possible to can the fish as food at

an attractively low pi'iee.

Good Eating Fresh or Preserved.

"(Jrayfisli is excellent eaten fresh, and a market for

it in that state has been developed by the Bureau in

New York city, in connection with the tile-fish fishery;

but it is as a preserved jjrodnct that it will find its

largest use. Tt can be prepared in a number of ways:
Salted and dried like cod, smoked and canned in a va-

riety of styles. The sjnoked fish is excelled by few. if

any, porduets of similar nature, and it is probable

that it will be available to the consumer during 1917.

"At present the fish is obtainable canned jilain liki'

salmon, and a can containing finirteen ounces of solid

meat is purchasable for abo\it ten cents, making it one

of the lowest-priced fishery products on the nuirket. Tt

must not be inferred from this, however, that it is a

low-grade commodity, for it is rich, wholesonu-, and
generally excellent, and the variety of ways in which

it may be served will make it an important addition to

the country's diet. It has been used as a fresh food on

the shores of the Meditarranean from times mime
morial. and of late is has come into consumption in the

countries of northern Eurojie. The officials of the

Bureau of Fisheries have been testing it for years, and
some of thfm are now using it in their own households.

They are now giving the op])ortunity to others."

( tloiii'<'s:tpr Times.
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Atlantic Dry and Pfckled Fish Export Trade During^ 1916

Hy A. IIANDFIELI) WHITMAN, of Kobin, Jones &
Whitman, Ltd.

Writijig in the Halifax Chronicle, Mr. Whitman says:

The year 1916 lias proved a prosperous one for those

enKafj<'d in the Hxpoit Dry and Pickled, Fisli trade.

Duriiif,' both HH;") and 1916 praetically all of the Nor-

wefriaii eateh of Codfish was bought by the warring
nations. In 1915 the bulk of it went to (iermauy. This

year, after Germany had enough, about one-third of

the catch, the British Government secured the balance,

part going to France, and part resold in England, and
I)ractieally all used for the European markets.

The diverting of this large Norwegian catch from

the markets of Havana and South Brazil resulted in the

necessity of tliese markets drawing their entire sup-

I)lies from Canada and the United States. Hence the

prosperous eontlifion of the Export fish trade since

the war broke out. Tlie demaml has exceeded the

supply of suitable grades and also the facilities for

drying and packing of the few export houses now re-

maining in the fish trade.

Catch of Shore Fish.

The catch of shore fish for 1916, as dried for export,

was about one-third less than 1915. As a matter of

fact the quantity of shore fish that is dried is steadily

decreasing from year to year. This, however, is not

the result of li-ss fish being caught, but from year to

year a larger pereentage of the cateli is being used
fresh or for the cut fish trade, giving fully 25 per cent,

more profit to the fishermen'. Gloucester buyers cover

the entire Atlantic coast line of Nova Seotia, and dur-

ing the last two years have invaded the North Shore

of New Brunswick and the coast of (laspe. It is esti-

mated that during the Summer of 1916, 5,000,000

pounds of salt bulk codfish were boutrht on the Gasne
coast by (iloucester houses, the best of it used in

Gloucester for the cut fish trade and the inferior

dried in Gloucester and dumped into I'nrto Rico to

compete with the Nova Scotia product.

Lunenburg Bankers' Harvest.

The Lunenburg B;ink fled has had one of the most
j)rosperous yei'rs in its history. In addition to a good
average catch of fish sold at record prices a large

portion of the fleet has earned large profits tluring

the off season by freighting. The average profit made
by the ves.sels in 1910 would probably be 50 ])cr cent.

The total catch amounted to about 175.000 quintals

of an aitproxiraate value of :{!l.250.000. The value of

the vessels and outfit engaged in this fishery, and al-

most entirelv owned in Lunenburg County, atiiniints to

over $1,000,000.

The shortage in the sup|)iy of dry shore fish was
offset by the increase in the Lunenburir catch. The
marki'ts. whicli \(. i-.- supplied by Norway, call for

medium and large f|sh. Unfortunately, this year
the Lunenburg catch had a larger proportion of small
fish than usual, cau.sed by a nund)er of the vessels
getting discouraged on the Grand Banks and finish-
ing their voyage in the tJulf of St. Lawrence, where
small fish prevail. The vessels that stuck to the Grand
Banks were rewarded by finally getting good catches,
(irand Bank fish are mostly medium and large. Be-
fore the war changed the conditions of the export
trade, all sizes of Lunenburg fish were of practically
the same value, but to-ilay there is easily a difference
in value of from 75c. to $1.00 per quintal between
fish under and over 18 inches in length. As the ex-
porters have bought the cargoes on a talqual price,
(Jrand- Bank trips have naturally had the preference.

Demand Was Excellent.

The demand for dry fish in all the consuming mark-
ets has been excellent throughout the year. The pro-
ducer has had. record prices — last sales of Grand
Bank fish being at $8 ))er quintal delivered Lunen-
burg—ami exporters have had good margins of profit.
The Porto Rico market is at present in bad shape ow-
ing to excessive consignments from Gloiu-e.ster and
^'ova Scotia. This market is used as a dumping ground
for fish not suitable for order business or not wanted
elsewhere and it is feared that the Nova Scotia and
Gloucester exporters' anxiety to get rid of their small
and inferior (uxlfish will keep the Porto Rico market
glutte<l throughout the Winter. The high prices have
very much curtailed the (icmand in both North and
South Brazil, but as stocks suitable for these markets
are in short supply, it is thought that everything will
be absorbed at high prices.

Pickled Fish Business.

Tile pickled fish business has also received a big
impetus on account of the war. which resulted in the
curtailment of the European fisheries. Prices of all

pickled fish rule about 50 per cent, above normal. Un-
fortunately, the catch of all grades was the shortest
ever known. The residt to the fishermen was very
disappointing. The exporter, however, has had rather
more i)rnfit on the smaller quantity handled than is

usual on a bigger turnover.
Tlie outlook for 1917 is most encouraging. Every

shipyard is booked full of orders for new vessels,
many of them for the Lunenburg Bank fishery. While
the war has certainly resulted in increased prosperity
for the fisheries, at the same time it is not thought
that its cessation would in any way interfere with the
l>lans for vigorously carrying on ail fishinir op.rafioi,.;

during 1917.
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Fresh or Preserved ?

A Recent Court Case in Great Britain Regarding the
Status of Frozen Canadian Fish.

January, 1917.

Ill the King's Bcncli Division. London, Engj. recent-

ly, Mr. Justice Lush and Mr. Justice Bailliache, after

listening for n day to arguments, delivered a reserved

judgment in the case of the Midland Kaihvay Company
v. Will. Warner's Sons & Co. At any time this would
liave been an interesting case, hut at the present time,

when there is likely to he, comparatively, a scarcity of

food, and develo|niients in new directions have heen so

stroiijrly advocated, it is of great importance. The

point at issue was wlietlier frozen fish is fre.sli fish or

preserved fish for the purposes of railway rates.

Those who are interested in the question may re-

member that the fish about wliieh the bother arose was

frozen salmon caught in Alaska and British Columbia.

The County Court Judge—we forget Avho be was

—

decided that this fish was not fresh within the meaning

of the Act. In the course of the appeal Mr. Talhot.

K.C.. who auDcared for the railway company, submitted

that the fish was fresb. and not preserved. He said:

The word preserved applied only to articles such

as sardines, or anchovy paste, which had been

treated in such a way that they could he eaten at

once without anythine beins done to them ; here

the article required cookinsr iust as any other fish

sold as fresh would do. Tbe railway companies

carried larsre quantities of frozen meat, and that

was always classified as fresh meat ; and the fish

in this ease was in an analoguous nosition. The

word "fresh" when anplied to fish was contrasted

with "salted": freezinsr was said to keep fish

"fresb." If this iudsmeiit was correct, then any

fish which a fishmonwr had kept on ice in his

shop was "preserved" and not fresh fish; and

fruit which bad been chilled and was eventually

eaten in its natural state would have to be classed

as "preserves " though preserved fruit or iam

was a perfectlv well-known article. He submitted

that the word "preserved" was onlv api)lieable

where there had heen some process which altered

the orieinal nature of the article.

The rmestioii of M'hat is and is not preserved has

more than once been before tbe Confectionery and Pre-

served Food Trade Board, which fixes the minimum
wasres for "manufacturers" of preserved fish. Thus

it has been eonteiided that to he preserved an article

must he snbmitted to some process whereby it is sub-

iected to beat or somethine. and then put in airtight

receptacles. For example, potted meat which is put

into B s'lass iar and covered with a laver of fatty sub-

stanee butter or margarine or lard, is not preserved,

hut bloater paste in a tin is. Messrs. Warners' counsel.

Mr. Hiiide. arcned that tbe Countv Court Judce bail

decided the point on n ouestion of fact, and that his

doeiKion. therefore, could not he disturbed.

Mr. Justice Tjush said that tbe ai)pe1laiil> eini-

tetidcd tb»t tbe salnion should be paid for as falline

wifbin Class TV. or. nlternativelv. tb»t it did not

fall into anv of the classes set out in tbe schedule

to the Act. and so must he ebartred as within Chiss

ni. ; wbile the rcHnondents contended that it cdnld

oidv lie ehariyed for as within Class II

^ "rdship then dealt with flu' provisions of

the scliedule. and pointed out tliat in fi.xing rates

the Legislature had in mind, inter alia, the market
value of the article and the comparative ea.se or

difficulty with which it could be handled. The
fish ill this case was jiacked in special boxes, and
was im.sy to handle without requiring any special

care ; and its value was not as great as fi.sh of tlie

same kind wbicli had recently been caught. The
evidence was that an honest tradesman would not
sell it at a |)ri(^e as high as that of freshly-caught
fish.

In his Lordship's ojiiiiioii it was impossible to de-

scrilie frozen fish of this kind as fresb fish. The
description of fresh fish in Class TV. pointed to fish

which would have to be promptly sold if it was
not to become worthless. The care necessary in

dealing with such fish would be greater than that
required with the fish in this case, so both on the

construction of the Act and on applying one's own
sense to the matter it seemed to him that the first

contention of tbe appellants could not he sup-
ported.

Their alternative suErgestion. that this fish did

not eoiiie within any of the specified classes, and
so must be cbarged' for as in Class III., depended
on the contention that freezing was not a preserv-

ing process; but he could not see why freezing

should not be lield to be iust as much a preserving

jirocess as salting or drying. The word "pre-

serving" covered, in his ojiinion. every method
by whicb an article was kept from putrefaction,

and one such method was that of freezing. The
County Court Judge was therefore right in his de-

cision, and tlie appeal must be dismissed.

The House of Lordfl is to he asked to decidr tiic

lioint at issue. We do not know whether Messrs. War-
ner & Co. are bearing alone the burden of this litiga-

tion, but they deserve supjiorf from others interested in

the trade, for the question is of tbe greatest im|)(U't

ance in view of possible developments in the future.

Here, for instance, is a question asked in the House of

Coinmons this week, with ^Ir. Runciman's answer:

^lajor Chappie asked the PresicU'iit of tlie Board

of Triide whether he bad directed attention to the

possibilities of increasing our .\rmy and civilian

food Mipjily by getting frozen fish via the Panama
Canal from British Coinnibia ?

The President of the Board ot Trade: The

(piestion of obtaining frozen fish freni jiritish Col-

umbia aiKJ other places is receiving attention.

The railway companies at present iiave a giant's

strength, and on principle they .should be fought when

ever possible. There is no <loiibt that one outcome of

the war will be revision of the railways' position, and

any precedent formed now is of the greatest import

ance not only to those who handle frozen goods in this

country, but al.so to those oversea.s who are seeking

to build up a trade in this country in Mich food.

Fish Tr;idcs Caxettc.
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Overseas Fish Export
The followiiiK is from tlic St. .|(>Imi>.. N'fl.l.. •SImi.'

apropos of till' reci'iit visit tlicrt- of tlir Caimiliaii l)i-

rt'ctor of Fish Supplies. .Major Ilniili (irci-n. whoso

.si-rviofs Prciiiirr HonU'ii has placed at the disposal of

the (Joveriiiiieiit of Xe\vfoiiii<llan<l to aiii in the iutro-

(liic-tioii of our fish in new markets, espeeinlly in the

British Isles, has only recently retin-ned from a ton

months' tri]> throu>rhout Kumpe and the IJritish isles,

where he was enjrayred in the work of boosting ('ana<la's

fish products as articles of food.

.\s a result of his efforts and organiziufr altility.

Ottawa reports, upwards of two and a half niillion

l>ounds of Canadian fresh fish have been sent to the

Canailian troops in Kn^land, who are now receivinjr

fresh fish once a week, and smoke<l fish twice a Mcek

for breakfast.

In addition tlie War Office has undertaken to take

large (piantities. and the first consifrniuent of a nnllion

and a half [tounds is now beiuK <lis|intehed. represent-

ing an average value nf < cents per pound to the ("iin-

adian industry.

[f Canada can produce it, and lie has no dcmbt that

she can. Major Green <leclares that Great Britain can

take up to five million pounds of fresh fish per week,

while arrangemenf are being made to secure for the

allies canned fish of variou.s sorts. Ten million cniis

l>er week can be i)laced if available.

>rajor Green is at present rejireseiiting the Britisli

Board of Trade in organizing tlu' sending of tlie (pian-

tities recpiired.

In addition to the demand for fish- for ration, the

\S''ar Office is negotiating for the sccnring of the finer

specimens of Tanadian fish such as halibut and salmon

for the hospitals and convalescent home.';.

•'Once the Canadian fi.sh bu-sincss lias been thorongh-

Iv organized to i)roduce to capacity," said Major

Green, "the War Office orders alone, not making

allowance for public demand, \^^ll mean a million dol-

lars a week to Canada. And even if the war was to

stop tomorrow. Canadian frozen fish is (ui the map of

Knuland to stay henceforth and for evermore.

••We are laving the fish down at jn-iees from 100 to

l.')() i>er cent lower than it could he purchsised in Eng-

land for before. The saving to the British people as

a substitute for beef will be enormous."

I'lioi- In his departure for Canada, ^^fajor Green re-

ceived a communication from Sir Thomas K. Robinson,

representing the Au.stralian Government. Tn this let-

ter. Sir Thomas savs: "Will communieafe with both

the Australian and New Zealand inililaiy authorities

and inform them of your offer with refen-nee to stip-

idies of Canadian fish and I feel satisfied that they wdl

be glad to take advantage of your suggestion. Tt may

interest von to know that T was so pleased with the

Canadian halibut that T managed to secure three

otiier fish one of which 1 am sending to the Lord

Mavor. one to the Rt. lion. Ticwis Harconrt. and an-

other to Rt. Hon. Wallace Runciman."

It is evident that a man of the ability and e.vperience

1 .Major Green will be able to do invaluable work in

the same connection for this countrv. especially if. as

is understoo.l will be the case, the Canadian and New-

I'ouudlaml Governments co-operate in the matter of

,,, ;.,„ ,,,, :,i..l supplvin-r the prospe.-tive new mar-

kets. There is a great opportunity now available for

the placing of fun- fishery products on the regular Bri-
tish bill of fare ami the Australian Held also appears
to promise well in the develojjment. Such an enter-

prise as this, then, offers almost unlimited possibilities

ami should result not only in the enhancement of fish

values but also in a greater, more modern. d(n'elo|)-

ment of our fishing industry and t4ie manner in which
it is |)rosecuted.

A Patent Trawl Setter

A revolution in the method of setting trawls will be

can.sed by the patent recently taken out by Mr. fjouis

Botier, of Varmonlh, X. S. ' Mr. Potier obtained his

patent from tlw Canadian Patent Office on the 21st

day of November last, and has already made applica-
tion for a similar patent in the United States. There
are three i>iinci|)al features to the patent, which can
be use in connection with au\ trawl tub or box ordi-

narily in iLse by tisliermen.

I'Mrst.—The principle -whereby the trawl can he set

and automatically paid out from a dory, boat or
|towei-boat. without the hooks catching. T'nder ordi-

nai-y eircnmstances. one man ha.s to tend the trawl,
pa.ssing it overboard by hand. With Mr. Potier's in-

vention installed in the tub one man alone can set his

trawl. He merely has to throw over the anchor on the
end of the trawl line and then row or sail in the direc-

tion he wishes the trawl set. the trawl paying out from
the tub automatically.

Secondly.—The tub is so arranged that the baited
hooks are kept separate from the trawl-line itself,

thus keeping it clean, as well as keejiing the hooks and
gantrings from becoming (Mitangled with the line.

Thirdly.—Provision is made whereby ice can lit;

placed in the tub or box separate from the line and
ganginus. thereby jireserving the bait. Fishermen will

iil)|)ieciate this feature, especially when using fresh
bait. They will be enabled to bait their hooks in port,
and if unable to get on tlu' grounds at' once, the bait
will be kept in perfect condition : whereas at present,
if the trawls cannot be set after thev are bailed, the
bait spoils and the trawl has to he stripped and rebait-

e<l. a process which no fisherman enjoys, to say noth
insr of loss of time and bait. Tn this matter alone, Mr.
Potier's patent will n-volutionize trawl fishing.

Fishermen and cN-perts, who have examined the
model, are enthusiastic over it. and feel certain that
it will ])rove a success, while those who have tried it

ont are alreadv askinir Jfr. Potier to jjrovide them
with additional tubs fitted with his |)atent.

^fr. Potier informed the "Times" that he has been
offered ."l<2.".')()0 for tile use of the patent in Canada and
the I'liited States. The offer conies from Yarmouth
and Xew York parties, but the sale has not yet been
cinupleted YMrTiintitb Times.

NEW B. C. CANNERY INCORPORATIONS.

Kiiii^iiiiit Fisheries, 1,1.1., ui' Vancouver. B.C., liave

been incorporated in the Province of-British rolumbia.
with a .-apilal stocT< of $24,000.

British Columbia and Labrador Pisheries f

Victoria, have been incorporated in the Provuiee of
British Columbia, xvith a capital stock of .'1:2 ."i.000.'
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A CALL TO EMPLOYERS
Of'(;irpATION8 FOR CRIPPLED SOLDIERS.

By SIR EDMUND WALKER,
President of (hi' CanadiHii Bank of Commerce.

January, 1917.

The end of the war is not in sight, but the wounded
and otherwise disabled soldiers are cominf; back, and it

is not too early to come to closi^ grips witl) the jjrob-

lem of finding employment for those who have no
claims on previous employers, and of (taring for those

who are partly or completely disabled.

We have to consider what we owe to the man who
has fought to defend our lives, (mr property and our
libei-ty, and we have to consider how to prevent the

disorganization of industrial society when the soldiers

come hack in large numbers and the making of army
supplies has come to an end.

We do not wish the soldiers" home-coming to mean,

except perhaps temporarily, a cause of industrial dis-

turbance. We want, on the contrary, to find in it a

great o]ij)ortunity to increase tlie pros])erity and happi-

ness of that part of the Empire which they have fought

to save.

We shall have lost forever the lal)ouring jmwer of

our heroic dead and of those few who arc totally dis-

abled. We shall have gained the labour of many wo-

men untried before the war; we shall have gained the

added strength, physical and mental, of countless sold-

iers who through the war have "found" themselves:

and we shall, in much fewer cases, have returned sold-

iers who are more or less wrecked iihysically or men

tally but who are not quite useless- 1o +h.> community.

Ipresume much of the Avork to W dnno by the Mili-

tary Hospitels Commission leads directly to the larger

woi-k of land and industrial settlenient. For obvious

reasons we shall hope that many of the returned sold-

i<'rs will lake u]) laiul. The manner of selecting such

land so that communities of loval rnen shall be planted

in every province, of carin? for the soldier-farmer in

his early years of settlement, and of lending him money

for iiii))iovrniei!ls. is ot piiiiic iiiipoftance.

^ ^leiiiiliine tlic Hospitals Commissifni iias, added to

ils oIIkt burden;, llie duty of making suitable for

work, by 1 raining and by the use of newly invented

"iniplenienta", men wlio would otherwise in many
cMses lie a charge upon the conntrv ;iiiil a inonimuMit

nl iiu- ingratitude

III my younger days the one-legged and one-armed

soldier was always present, ebxiueiil of war. and not

without a meaning to the coifimunity,
—'Mcst we for-

get." We were used to .seeiug a bank-nu'ssenger with

one sleeve pinned to his breast and his handsome com-

missionaire cojit .M.vered with medals.

IIANDK'AIM'KD. HIT NOT DISABLED.

To-day, every employer of labour, manufacturer,

merchant, banker, or whatever his calling, should be

considering how he can employ a few partly disabled

men, and thus do something more in carrying the bur-

dens of the war.

Many a machine shop cim u^ m certain number of

oiie-nrmed and one legged men with hardly any loss

,.r pfTiriiiii-v Till' Hospitals Commission sends them

out better prepared to lessen the effect of their dis-
abilities than the wounded soldiers of other wars.

In a recent campaign to raise monev for the British
Red Cross, two officers totally blind from the effect of
wounds appeared before the public. Both had been
trained in the wonderful establishment in England
administered by Sir Arthur Pearson. One of these
blind officers is now employed as an expert electrician,
while the other is a competent actuary and already en-
gaged in soliciting life insurance.

Totally blind men are being trained as stenographers,
taking short-hand notes by a system which enables
them to read by touch before being typewritten by the
same blind operator. Some of these men are already
much more efficient than the average stenographer.

What the peaceful communities at home must bear in
mind is that these men are not rendered unfit for use-
ful work but that they are handicapped or forced by
the loss of one limb' or sense to put more energy into
their remaining abilities.

All the ingenuity of this ingenious age should he
employed, no matter at what cost, to enable the wound-
ed soldier t.o earn his own living, — which will not
affect any pension he may receive.

When everything that human skill and sympathy
can do is done, we shall still have some men to be
entirely taken care of by the state. I hope that in
cieathig Soldiers' Homes for these, as well as in find-
ing good work for all not totally disabled, we shall
(•oiii|)letely revolutionize the jiast and make the name
of Cajiada shine brightly for its wisdom and its human-
ity in caring for its crijipled heroes.

[Many disabled .soldiers might be employed by firms
in the fishing industry. Such men could work, around
the fish flakes; on the docks, in the smoke-houses, and
labelling and jiacking cans in canneries. There are
doubtless many other positions in the industry which
could be filled by returned soldiers who have been
permanently injured in fighting the Empire battles.

We owe these men a great debt, and it behooves us all

to do our best to give them a hand and make places
for tlH'in. - (Editor. C. F.l

HALIBUT SHORTAGE.

\ shortf'-r,. „r L>().0()0.(K)() pounds of halibut, tiie re-

sult of strikes, etc.. will affect seriously the price of
I'tlier fish. Last season halibut sold for 9V->C"'10 cents
jM'r pound. It has been bringing 18(a)20 cents this
winter, with no relief in sight. It will never sell at

very low prices again. The demand is too great f(U-

this popular fish at 2") cents per pound retail. It is

the ( heaiiest fish obtainable, and mie of the most palal
able. Fisliiiie (iji/i'ttc
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i H i Steam Trawlers in Peace and War | H»»»»»»»»»*»^*'»*^^**»»»»»»»
One of the iiolabU- iiislam-fs ul' liackw.ti-ilin'ss iii coii-

iii'ctioii with the iiiariiic iiuliistrx of tliis country is

to l)<' CouihI ill the cxtraoriliiiarx' small iiuinbfr of

steam trawlers owned by Aineriean firiiis. says Ship-

ping Illnstiated. New York, it was not until 190;")

that th,> Hay State Fishinj; Co.. of Boston, plaeed an

order with the Kore River shipyards, at Qiiiiiey, Mass..

for a vessel of this type, wliieh was named the

'Spray." This v<'ssel was the first steam trawler un-

der tfte Ameriean flafr and lier •reneral outline followed

the arrangements adopted in the eonstnietion of her

British prototypes, except that, as u.sual with Ameri-

ean vessels the aeeomodations were vastly superior

and in other respeets many nieeties of e<iuii)ment de-

tails were iiitrodueed. The financial success of this

boat should have led to the construction of many
more, but owintr to the threat of prohibitory lefiislation.

no more trawlers were .built in this country until

1910. Since then a few more have been added to the

fleet of the Bay Stati' Fisliitiff Co., which up to re-

cently owned a fleet of nine vessels, all more or less

similar to the ''Spray." which measures 126.6 x '?'2 x

1'2.9 ft., and is driven by triple-expansion eiitrines hav-

ing cylinders 12 -4 x 22 x 36 in. with 24 in. stroke.

Lately, the Bay State Fishing Co. decided to add to

its fleet, but owin<: to the crowde<l state of Atlantic

coast shipyards, the order went to a Great Lakes firm,

the Manitowoc Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Co. of Man-

itowoc. Wis. One of these trawlers, the "Comber." has a

speed of 10 knots, measures about 300 tons gross re-

gister and has dimensions 135 x 22.6 x 14.3 ft., with

_'4-in. .stroke, steam being supplied by one Scotch

boiler tested for 180 lbs. working i)ressnre and measur-

ing 12.6 X 10.3 3-4 ft. Considering the larg<' number of

steam trawlers in use in dreat Britain. France. Iltdland

and Germany, it is more than remarkable that there

should be so few of these vessels in operation on this

coast, but as stated above it was the threat of tiro-

hibitorv legislation induced by unpiogressive fisher-

men jealous of the success of the Bay State Fishing

Co. which deterred others from embarking into the

steam trawling indii.stry. The campaign against the

trawlers was predicted upon the allegation that they

scared the fish away and denuded the fishing grounds

„\- their denizens. Whatever truth there may be in

this allegation, the campaign against the trawlers has

been the means of depriving the country of a class of

vessels that could be most useful in case of war for

mine-sweeping purposes. The mine-sweeping work per

formed by the steam trawlers in the service of the

British Admiralty is too well known t(. our read.-rs to

be gone into at present. But it mii.st not be over-

looked that it is thanks to the trawlers and the hardy

cla.ss of seamen brought up in them that it has been

possible for mercantile shipping to escape annihila-

tion in the waters that the ({crmaiis had sought to

make impassable by strewing them with floating mines.

I. form of warfare as brutal as it is unwarranted ^by

the laws of civilization. In a rejiort on the nccssi-

tics nf the national defense, prepared last year by

«•«
the Navy Di)i,i[ i miMi, il was slali-d thai in case of war
several hundred steam trawlers would be reipiired

along our coasts for mine-sweeping purposes. Of
course, this deficiency could be rcm(«<iied by the em-
ployment of deep sea tugs, but this fact alone should
serve as an inducement for the building of more traw-
lers, because their owners would have the assurance
that in case of war their vessels would be taken over
and paid for hy the Government. There being so little

known here concerning the history of steam trawling,

a retroaj)ective glance may not be amiss. Steam was
first applied to trawling at Hull about the year 1877,

when a wooden vessel was fitted with a rather small

propeller. This venture proved a failure. Fishermen
generally bcdieved that it would be impossible to fit a

projiellcr so that it would not foul the trawl. But

first one and then another tried to apply steam, to

deep-sea fishing, and along the Northeast Coast of

England many pa<ldle tugs had fishing gear jdaced

on board. These vessels would leave the Tyne. the

Tees, or the Wear, in the afternoon and return the

following morning with live fish. One of these ves-

sels was eventually caught in a gale. Iler trawl warp
cut through her side and she foundered with serious

loss of life. Tub-boats were then abandoned, and

•rraduallv steam trawlers, as we know them were in-

troduced. It was long before |)ra('tical fishennen could

be persuailed that steamers could be successful «s trawl-

ers, and the first steamers introduced at Hull and at

Grimsby were not catchers but merelv carriers. The
fishermen were glad to get their catches to market bv

means of these steamers, but when the winter season

came round thev demanded that these boats should be

laid up and that "single boating" should be resumed.

The owners declined to lay un the steamers and there

was a strike of fishermen. Trawls were then nut on

board the steam carriers and they went to sea. piekins

Ul) a good living, whilst the crews of the sailing vess-

els were earining nothint'. This nut an end to the

strike and the men returned to work since which timf

there have been but few disputes. Companies wei-e

formed at Hull and at Grimsby and the steam trawlers

were multiplied enormouslv. These fine vessels have

altogether superseded the sailiuT smacks at Hull no.!

also been adonted in lars'c numbers bv French Dutch
and German fish companies. As reivirds the owiiership

of Britisli steam fishiti!? vessels. Hull heads the list,

several hundred trawlers being owned at that nort.

Just as in the mcrcnnfile marine, the teudencv has been

towards larger and faster vessels, so the steaiu trawl-

erg htvp increased in size and steaming power, and in

normal times go lone distances in sear<di of fish. Thev

used to go as far south as the coasts of Portugal and

Morocco: amidst the Hebrides and the Orknevs: and

I'way nj) the Skagerrack as far as the Scaw. while

French vessels crossed the Atlantic to the Orand

Banks. In 1911 an Aberdeen trawler, the "Cof)uet".

came to New York, but was driven away by the tariff

imposed Mil her catches. Since the war began. British

trawlers have idiieflv been eiiiployc<l in miiie-sweepinsr.

so that the Dutch fishermen have reape«1 fortunes. The
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trawling industry has been the nursery of some of the

bravest seamen that ever ploughed the deep. They

have proved their worth in the dangerous work if

mine sweeping, which is performed entirely by volun-

teers recruited from the steam trawl and drifter fleets.

In min(!-sweeping two trawlers work together at some

distance ajtart ^ abont 300 to 400 yards. They are

connected by a steel-wire hawser, which trails in the

water between them, and is kept by sinkers or other

means at sueh a depth that the loop formed by the

hawser will be ])el«w the mine when the trawlers are

steaming ahead. TItc mooring wires of the mines are

thns caught up by the hawsci', the mines are swept up.

and exploded at some distance from the sAveeping ves-

•sels. It will be seen that in this plan any mine lying

between the trawlers is captured, bnt there is nothing

to prevent the t7-awler itself rnnning down and so

exploding a mine with the almost certain consequence

that the traAvlcr is destroyed, and pi'obably most of the

crew as well. Several suggestions have been ma_de to

])roteet the traAvlers and even larger vessels by fitting

a spur or net in front of the ship to eateh the mine

inunediately ahead, bnt the mechanical difficulties in

l)roviding fittings to resist the force of the sea and

waves are great, even in vessels of snmll size and low

speed. Besides such devices have been tried, but

without success. The mines which become floating

mines bv being broken from their moorings have to be

caught by steam drifters working with nets. These

also have to meet the risk referred to above, but they

liavc to face the perhaps additional risks of urines be-

ing exploded in the net fairly close to the ship either

through the mechanism catching in the net or by two

mines being jolted tosiether and both exploding. A

mine exidoded a few feet aAvay from a ship will prob-

ably not destroy her, but when the explosion takes

place almost close to her side the damag<' done is enorm-

ous, and sueh as to make it uncertain whether even the

largest merchant ships could survive its effects. This

has been nroved bv the recent foundering of the sriaut

hospital ship "Britannic". wlii<-li struck a mine in the

Aegean Sea.

ALL FISH GOOD TO EAT.

All t'isli arc goo<l to eat, the varieties which are pop-

idarly supoosed to be good eating depending ('ntirely

upon the localitv. In the South, certain varieties of

fish are eaten which woidd not be touched in the North

and vice virsn

Fish is gcncrallv coiiMilcri'd clifaper than meal, and

if fresh and properlv cooked, it is more easily digested

and becanse it is less stinudating than red nn^at is

better suited to the diet of an invalid. The rheumatic

patient may eat fish when nu-ats like beef, mutton

and lamb will be denied bim. It i-^ ;ilso well suited

to the <liet of children.

in composition fish is very similar to meat, though

lontnining less protein and fat, it has sufficient of

both to sfitisfy tin- demands of the average individual

Theri- are two general classes of fish—the fat and

the lean. Salmon and herring are good examples of

the first, white and eod belong to the cla^a of lean

fish. F'nt fish are better when broiled ai.d served

with an acid sauce—that is, a aaucc highly flavored

with lemon juiee, vint-gar or toin.-itm's. Mini ^easoiieil

with pepper or mustard.

Lean fish may be boiled, baked or steamed and serv-

ed with a rich sauce, which will increase the defi-

cient fat and also add to the flavor.

Because fish spoil easily they are always better fla-

vored the shortev distance from the water in which

they wei-e caught to the table from which they are

eaten. Xot oidy should the transfer be short, but the

time in wtiicli it is made should be brief. In other

words, fish shoxdd be fresh when purchased and should

be prepared for the table in as short a time as pos-

sible.

It is not difficult to distinguish fresh fish from
one that has been too long out of the water. There

are two ways to tell whether a fish is fresh or stale.

First, if the eyes are bright and glassy it is fresh; if

sunken, dull, discolored, it is stale. Second, if the

finger be pressed on the fle.shy part and it is solid

and elastic the fish is fresh ; if the pressure leaves a

iiuirk, it is stale. This applies to salt as well as freeh

water fish.

Fish timt is fro/en should be cooked immediately

after it is thawed. The flesh of frozen fish is never

quite so firm as Avhen freshly caught, nor is the flavor

(piitc so agreeable.

Persons who like seafood and the very many excel-

lent dishes which nuiy be based upon it. will be inter-

ested in an article by W. T. DeNyse in the current

issue of the Zoological Society Bulletin. The writer

calls attention to the fact that many types of fish

found in plenty in nearby waters, make very good
food, bnt is seldom served as such.

"Tlie sea raven," says the writer, "when skinned

Mild the backbbne removed, furnishes two pieces of

flesh that either broiled or fried is excellent. The
eominon sculpin makes a good stew and is also very

•rood fried. The tail of the bis; angler (Lophius pic-

catoi'ius). when broiled or boiled, is quite equal to

the ordinary sea fishes as food.

'The skates, or rays, are edible and very much
used for food in other countries. The flesh of the

skate when boiled tastes much like lobster, and many
so-called lobster salads may consist chiefly of skate

meat with a little lobstei- meat added for the proper
coloring."

The value of the dogfish as a palatable and nourish-

iu'r food, described in nrevious articles in the Herald.

is e.iiDlifisi'ed by Air. Nysc. who says:

The dogfishes (Ma.stelus canis and Squalus acan-

thiasl. are good food fishes that will eventually be

in ilemand.

•Oil the west coast of England they are utilized

both fresh and salted. .\t Folkstonc quantities of them
;>i-e saUed, then fi-esbencd and afterwards smoked,
wlien tbev are called Folkstone beef.

"0>i>- n--itive doirfishes are now being eaten to a
limited evtent in Canada and New England.
•The writer has personally tried young drumfish,

rel nouts. confer eels and even the despised toadfi.sh.

and found tliem palatable."—New York Tlerald.

I
There is still a chance for producers of herring in

Maine, Xew Brunswick. Nova Scotia and Newfound
b'ud to make a killing in New York and, incidentally,

to nmke a small fort\pic by shipping right away a rea
sonablv Inrire supply of snlit and round herring. Pre
sent market priees are ^(^ (a) 8.50 for medium and
large, respectively, which is enough of an inducement
for any shippi-r. Fishing Gazette.
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GRAND MANAN FISHERIES
Accordinj? to several parties of (Jraiid .Maiian iisher-

iiien wlio arrived here recently to look after business

interests, tlie lobster eateb this year is only about half

normal. The ealeh is said to be the smallest since

the tcn-iuch law went into effect several years ago,

and many plaee the cause of the great falling off in

the important industry to changing the opening date of

the season from January 5 to November 15.

Lobsters are said to eome near the shore the latter

I)art of the fall to shed their shells. IJefore they have
a chance to fill out and get to deeper water they are

caught in traps; besides this they bite each other and
often, when caught while the shells are soft, are unfit

for the market. The fishermen heartily believe that the

change in the opening date of the season has worked
no good, and a great deal of harm. Foi-merly the

catches were fair in the fall, and then good in the

sj)ring, but since the enactnu'nt of the new law, the

lobsters arc caught when hungry and often while
spawning. The catch is thus all made within a very

short time and the grounds strip|ied of lobsters for the

rest of the season.

At the present time the Grand Manan men are being
paid forty cents ai)ieee for pound and a half lobsters.

Last year at the opening of the season the price was but

twenty cents. There are now seven American smacks
in the heart of the lobster centre, awaiting cargoes
to carry to lioston and other points. Since the opening
of the season only two have been able to sail after

securing the average cargo of 5^000 lobsters.. In pre-

vious years the smacks have been able to load and sail

all within two or three days after the ojx'ning date.

It is claimed that many of the Tanadian spawn lob-

sters are being pounded—placed in reserve pools in

tide water—and in the spring 1,000 of the best product
of the island will have multiplied into 7,000 or even
H.OOO healthy specimens.

With the exception of the lobster and the herring
i-atch, which has likewise been very small, the island

fishermen have had the most prosperous year of their

careers. (irand Ha.v and Woods Island side of the
Seal Cove Sound have enjoyed unprecedented pros-

perity. One fishei-man is said to have cleared -tlO.OOO

for his catch of sardine herring: other weir owners
look stock from their weirs that netted them from
$15,000 to $18,000 for this season alone. This, however,
was not in all parts of the island, but (uily on th(> east

central side, where catches went to American factor

ies, where as high as $'V> a hogshead was paid

The fishermen say that the reason the Canadian mar
kefs have been short is accounted for by the fact that

most of the fish have bi'cn !i(>ni<; inm lliislon, some
600 tons of herring having been shipped there already

this year. A peculiar featui'c of the situation is that

the islanil, one of the best fishing groinids off the

North American coast, is now importing dry i)olloek.

believing they will catch some for their own use later,

and then latei"' never comes.—Telegraph. St. John.

\ 15.

EEL FISHING IN QUEBEC.

Kcls are not in form ])leasing to the eye, nor do
their habits commend them to the taste. Nevertheless
in Europe and America their flesh is in demand, and
scientists tell us it has great food value. It may be
news to many that eels are caught at certain jjoints in

Canada and shipped to the States, where the market
for them is steady. The chief center in Canada for

this industry is at Iberville, near St. John's. Quebec.
The Thuot family at that point have a license from the

government for laying traps, which extend in a zigzag

line almost entirely across the Richelieu River, which
at the ])oint is about half a mile wide. Early every

morning the traps are examined, and the catch remov-
ed and deposited in large vats which lie partly sub-

merged near the shore. These vats are the storehouses

from which the eels are taken as the market calls for

them.
The Richelieu River, by reason of its muddy bottom

and the softness of its water, is said to be particularly

well adapted for the propagation. of eels. Naturalists,

however, tell us that they have not very much precise

data as to the habits of this fish. But the fact is eels

are caught in the Richelieu River up to a yard or more
in lengtii. with a girth e<|ual to that of a man's arm.

Four or five eel catchers are constantly employed, and
the director of this iniique enterprise is said to have

ac(iviircd a moderate competence. Some say the net

profits last year were not very far short of $10,000.

Shiiiments average about four barrels a day. and they

<ro chicflv to Chicago.

GOOD WORK!

Bridgewater Bulleliii li !>'. Silver, fish nur
chant of Halifax. ad<lressed a meeting in the school

room Hivi'r])ort. Thursday evening on the imjiroving

iru'thod of curing fish."

(Education work of this nalurf li\ thox- in the tijidc

IS better than a ilozen lectures by professional teachers.

We commend Mr. Silver on his work and would sng-

ttest that others follow his plan.—Ed. C. F,]
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LEATHER FROM SHARK SKINS.

The (oiidition of tlie leather market makes desir-

able the utilization of all available supplies of suit-

able ajiimal skins. The U. S. Bureau of Fisheries of

the Department of Commerce has taken up the pos-

silile value ol shark skins in making various kinds

of 'ealher Such skins, as is well known, have for

many years had a limited demand in the United

States as coverings for minor articles of ornament

la d utility, but their use as leather has been very re-

stricted. An acceptable leather has been prepared

from shark skins in several foreign countries and

there is no apparent reason why the skins of certain

sharks caught on our own coasts or in foreign waters

may not be converted into serviceable leather by Am-
erican tanners.

Shark skins are very tough and durable, and some
of them show a beautiful surface pattern which per-

sists in the tanning process. Leather made from the

skins of the larger sharks has very considerable body,

and such sharks will be in greatest demand if experi-

ments of the Bureau of Fisheries prove as successful

as anticipated, although the skins of minor sharks and
the grayfish also are being handled.

Arrangements have been made for securing from
Florida fishermen a supply of very large shark skins;

and further specimens are expected from other sources,

especially from a number of lightships off the South
Atlantic and Gulf coasts. The Bureau of Light-

houses is co-operating in this matter and will author-

ize the men on southern lightships to catch sharks and
preserve their skins.

The Bureau of Fisheries is supplying fishing tackle.

The skins will be sent to tanners for treatment in vari-

ous ways, and it is hoped that such raw material will

prove so useful that fishermen on all parts of our
coast may hereafter find a market for skins of all kinds

of sharks now incidently caught in line and net fishing.

The Bureau of Fisheries solicits correspondence with
tanners, leather dealers, and manufacturers who may
desire to co-operate with it in exploiting this waste
product. (We, in Canada, might take a leaf from
Brother elonathan's book, and do likewise).

IMPORTS OF FISH INTO GREAT BRITAIN DUR-
ING OCTOBER, 1916.

The value of the fish imported in the nioiith of Oc-

tober amoMiited to £il20.68:l (.ii4.«(W,4ir)), compared
with !)!:i«(in,()70 last year and $2,2().'').84() in 1914, show-
ing an. increase of .$943,;J4r) against last year, and $2,-

:j!)7,.')7.'S against 1914. The value of the fresh fish

increased from ^rWJ.SO.') to $7S4.09(): from Norway the

value Was only !i;44(), against $1().;5()0 last year. There
wan >\ nuirked decrease in the value of sardines, from
*84.').42() in 1914 and !fi:{71,r)ir> last year to .>fi22.").:i80

:

the value from France was $26.:U(), against $115,2;jr>

last year. The increase in the value of eaniu'd salmon
was from $l,4r)8.9ir) to -111.491.40'), and it was entirely

due to Canadian fish, the value from the I'nited States

showing a large decline. The canned lobsters were
valued at .1<284.f)9.^). against .$2(K),()80 last year. The
value of the "not canned fish, all sorts, was .t1.221, !)")().

against !M:«).r)5r) last year, and $207,69') in 1914; the

value from Norway was $1,440. against .$10,720. and
from the Netherlands $.')8,12r), against $440 in 191.").

LIVE FISH FOUND IN SHAFT 3,800 FEET DEEP.

A c()riesi)oii(leiit. writing to a recent issue of the

"Fishing Gazette,'" describes the taking of live fish

from the bottom of a Transvaal golil mine. "The
fish." he .states, "were found in the catchment at the

900 feet level, and also at the bottom of the shaft.

The particular shaft fi'om which they came is vertical

and :?.800 .feet deep. The fact that the.v were fountl

alive at the l)ott(ym as well shows, I think, that they

must iiave been merel.v spawn when the.v fell. The
fish 1 have seen were barbel, very light in color, and
from 6 inch to 112 inch long, and up to "'/j lb. in weight.

The.v were not nearl.v as black as the river barbel

we get here. What on earth they find at the bottom of

a shaft ill the wa.v of food I cannot think. However,
the.v appai'entl.v thrive.

'"Frogs and water-snakes are much more common
than fish. In exce[>tionally dr.y weather bull-frogs

have been seen to distend thetuselves and deliberatel.v

.jumy) ilown the shaft. ai)parently in search of water.

This sounds, I know, rather like Louis de Kougemont,
but it is a fact. How on earth the.v ever reach the

bottom alive is more than 1 know."
The writer adds that it is quite impossible for an.v

surface water (rain or steam ~l to enter the mouth
of the shaft.

NORWAY'S COD FISHERIES.

Higher Prices Make the Industry Much More Profitable

The great Norwegian cod fi.shery, which extends
along the coast from Finmarken to the vicinity of Ber-

aren. and is most productive at the Lofoten Islands, has
closed with a total catch of .')1,397.000 fish according
to the report of E. Ilaldeman Dennison, United States

consul general at Christiania. This is 15,437,000 fish

less than in 191.'') and less than in an.v year since 1908.

The greater part of the catch, 44.641.000 fish were salt-

ed and prepared as split fish 3,256,000 were dried as

stock fish and most of the remainder were exported
fi-esh. Although the catch was under the aver-

age, the great demand for fish, due to the war,
made the value greater than in an.v previous .vear. The
official estinuite is $20,100,000. Iri 191;") the estimated

value was only $9,461,000 and in 1914, .$8,584,500.

The value of the herring landed during the past sea-

son was about $23,000,000 for the "green fish," and
the value of the canned fish exported, chiefl.v sprats

and small herring was about $14,000,000.

These figures indicate the great profits that the Nor-
wegian fishing industry has made, due to the high

prices obtained because of the existing war in Europe.

It has been re]iorted tluit the Briti.sh govei-nment has

pui'chased this year's entire Noi-wcgian fish catch, and
that the purchase includes also sardines and other can-

ue<l fish.

In virtue of a resolution of the Storthing export
duties have been placed upon a large variety of fish

and fi.shery products the amounts ranging from 26.8

cents per 100 kilos for split fish to $1.34 j)er barrel for

spiced herring. These duties came into force on ^farch

30tii and will eontiiuie until roval decree.
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NEWFOUNDLAND MARKETS.
s'l' .loll.XS. D.'.'.MiihiT :{Otli.

Thciv liii.s lu'cii no i-luiiijri" in tlic local \)\'n-i' (hiring;

till' wct'k, viz.. Prime .Mfivlianlablc I'odfisU. !|;K.(M) to

!J!8.:iO; Labrador (shoro i-uiH-tl), $7.70 to $8, ami LhIiiii-

dor (soft). H^G to $6.20. About twenty sclir. loads

arrived during the week, niostlv large craft belonging

to the nii-rehants north and west.—There are about ten

others to eoine from northern outports. the arrival of

whieh will end Hsli freighting in sehooners for the sea-

.son. Of 1,210,000 qtls. caught during V-Uii by New-

foundland tishenuen we e.stiniate that 700,000 have

l)een already exported.
Codoil.

The demand for common cod oil holds good at

.tl7f<.')0 to $\S{) per tun in the city. Large shipments

are being maih- to New York and Liverpool orders

every available boat, and the total sent out from St.

John's since August 1st amounts to about 2,H(X) tuns,

as against 2.000 tuns at this date last year. Fully two-

thirds of this went to New York. Refined oil is still

torpid, and $\M'i is the best offering we heard of this

week. We have .sent out about :i00 tuns from St. John's

since August 1st to the foi.ign markets.

Herring.

The herring fishery in Hay of Islands, Ronne Bay

and .Notre Dame Hay shows very little improvement

on last week's results, so that the salt herring fishery,

which under onlinary conditions has only a few weeks

more to run. will be ordy about half that of last winter.

Those who have been so fortunate as to get fair catches

.stand to make good money both with split and Scotch

cure, the local prices of wliieh are now respectively

$4.7r> and $10 for No. 1 pack. The New York |.ric<'s

are $9 and $16 respectively—Trade Review.

TRADE INQUIRIES.
.Vdtlicssis ciiit 111' obi.iinc"! "nl\ liy tlmse espeeiall.v

interested in the respective commoditieH upon appliea
tion to: ""'I'lie in(|ui!-ics Hraneh. Tin' Department of
Trade and Comiiierce. Ottawa."' or The Secretary of
the Canadian ALinufacturei-s' Association. Toionto, or
The Secretary of the Hoard of Trade at liondon. Tor-
onto. Hamilton. Kingtson. Hrandon. Halifax. .Mont-
leal. (.Quebec. Si. .John. Slierbrooke. \'ancouver. Vic-
toria. Winnipeg. Kdmontoii. Calgary. Saskatoon, Re-
gina. Winnipeg Industrial Hureau. Chambrc de Com-
merce de .M(uitrenl and .Moiicioii. N.M.
Flease Quote the Reference Number when requesting

Addresses.
2{)ti'>. Pish. .\n old firm in Harbados. asks to be put

in touch with Canadiaii exporters of fish in Halifax
and St. .lolin.

1996. *Fish oils.- A London firm of importers and
brokers asks to be placed in touch with Canadian i\

porters of fish oils, from whom tbev invite offers.

CUBAN MARKET CONDITIONS.

The following report of prices ruling at the llavaiui

Produce Exchange for the week ended Deci'iiiber 1".,

1916. has been furnished by Mr. Enriqi-c K MiMiriiiii.

S en ('.. 16 San Ignacio street. Havana:

Pish in Drums.
Importation

—

December 9, SS. Esparta, -WZ drums.

December 12. SS. San Mateo. 222 drums.

December \'i. SS. Havana. 60 drums.

The market for fish in drums has been active this

week, with the sami- prices in evidence, cod selling at

10 haddock at 10'- and hake at si/.^ cents per pound.

Codfish in Cases,

importation

December 9. SS. Ksparla. l.HMIciisi's itum imisIod.

Decemlier 11. SS. M. Castle. 40 cases from New
York.

I) nibcr 11. SS. Chalmette. Mi) cases from X' \\

' >rleans.

1 i I l( .11! N • WDecember \'-i. .S.S. ( aliiuiai i s. i

York.

The demand for codfish in eases has been anything

l.ut active and, as the arrivals just alluded to are very

licavy. the prices have fallen off. .Norwegian cod is

<)UOt«'d at $l(i and that from otiic-r source at *1 1
<'

$1.') ]>er (;ase.

Herrings.

With a good demand prevailing, bloaters are being

Id at $1..'J0 per large box.

liiit Canned salmon.—One of the largest wholesale
grocery and general merchandise companies in Austra-
lia doing an extensive distributing business, is desir-

ous of entering into direct negotiations with British

Columbia packers of various grades of canned salmon
with a view of arranging in advance for the purchase
of their 1917 requirements. This is an exceptional op-

portunity for Canadian packers, not already represent-

ed in Australia, to secure large business from a wealthy
corporation particularly desirous of obtaining their

supplies within the Em|iire.

2002. 'Ood and other fish oils.—A number of in-

quiries have been received from merchants in the Ignit-

ed Kingdom for <-<«\ and other fish oils from Canada.

N. S. SALMON EXPERIMENT.
The Department of .Marine and l''islicries has made

a successful experiiin'iit of considerable interest to

scientists and to salmon fishermen. It has been eon-

tended for a long time by .scientists that the .same sal-

mon do not ascend the Canadian rivers every year,

but every second year. In November. 1914. a salmon
was stripped of eggs at the iVfargareo Pond. Nova
Scotia, lagged and released. The same fish returned

a year later. On November 4tli last year a salmon
measuring :}2in. was stripped at the St. John hatchery,

tagged and relea.sed. This fish with the tag attached

tefiirned this fall and was stripped of 9,(KJ0 eggs. The
Fish had gained two inches in length and two pounds
ill weight.

LUNENBURGERS PREPARING POR COMING
SEASON.

' is likely that in the Banking voyage of next sea-

^..11 the highest wages ever paid this <'la.ss of fisher-

men will be offered. Already some of the captains

are engat;ing iiumi for the voyage and most of the men
prefer to go for a stipulated sum and bonus per thous-

and fish eaiighl. disliking the oUI custom of engaging
for a shaie. This year the voyage will open earlier

than ever before and some ves.sels should get away
by the second or third week in .Innuary. Some own-
ers of vessels are now buying up bail for the initial

trip of the schooners to the Banks.
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HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS,
NOV. 1 TO NOV. 30, INC.

.\r PRINCE RUPERT B.C.:

Nov. 1. Sitkii. r.S.. 60,000. Booth Fisheries Cora-

[lanv.

Nov. 3. Tyee, U.S., 80,000. The (Janaclian Fish &
Cold Storage Co., Ltd.

Nov. 7. Alten, U.S., 60,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Nov. 7. Polaris, U.S., 45,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Nov. 7. Alameda. U.S., 4,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Nov. 8. '.-. K Foster, 20.000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co. Ltd.

Nov. 8. .Jns. Carnithers, 14,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Nov. S. S,.^•m,,m, I'.S., .")1).()()0. The ('. l-\ &• C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Nov. ^. Chief Skiiffaid, lO.OOO. The C. K. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Nov. 9. La Paloma. U.S., 4,000. National iuid Inde-

pendent Fisheries.

Nov. 10. Vesta, U.S., 15,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Nov. 10.. .J. P. Todd. Booth Fisheries Co.

Nov. 10. Ijinooln. r'.S,. 7.000, The C, F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Nov. 10. (oiisiiiniidii. r.S.. 1f,.0()0. The C. F. & C.

S. Co., Ltd.

Nov. 10. North (^app. U,S., 7,000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Nov; 10. Olympic, U.S., 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Nov. 11.. Omaney, U,S.. 50,000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Nov. 14. .Jennie. U.S.. .-).()()(). The C. F. & C. S. CIo.,

Ltd.

Nov.l4. Agnes B., 6,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Nov. 14. Citv of Seattle. U.S.. 60.000. The C. F. &
C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Nov. 14. Andrew Kelly. 65.000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Nov. 14. Bidsvold, U.S.. 12,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Nov. 14. Alaiska. U.S.. 18.000. Booth Fisheries Co.

Nov. 15. Senatoi'. U.S., 22.000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Nov. 15, Vop'^ee. U.S.. 60,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Nov. 1."), Hepiiiiiie, r.S.. 60.000, The ('. !•'. .v C s.

Co., Ltd.

Nov. 15. Orient, U.S., 45,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Nov. 15. Arctic, U.S.. 20.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Nov. 15. Spit. 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Nov. 17 Chief Zibassa, 15.000, The 0. F. & C S C,

Ltd.

Nov. 17. Helgeland, U.S., 20,000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Nov. 17. Mnrgaliee, 6,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Nov, 20. Direetor. US.. 5.000, Atlin Fisheries Li-

mited.

Nov. 20. Libert V I .S.. liO.OOO. The C, F. & C. S. (^o..

Ltd.

No\ 'II Sumner, is 20.000. Atlin Fisheries

Tiimited,

Nov. 22. Auroral r s. S.(X)0. Booth Fisheries Com-
pany. ^W

Nov. 22. Chief Sknjrnid, 5.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Nov. 2:v Venus, U.S., 16,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.
Nov. 24. Sitka, U.S., 85.000, The C. F. & (J. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Nov. 25. Pescawha, 35,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Nov. 28. Elfin. U.S., 5.000, National & Independent
Fisheries.

Nov. 28. Constance, U.S.. 50,000, National &. Inde-

pendent Fisheries.

Nov. 28. Jas. Carrutliers. 15.000, The C. F. & C. S.

('()., Ltd.

Nov. 29. drier Starrett, 5.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Nov. 17. Tom & AL. 35.000. Riplev Fish Companv.
AT VANCOUVER. B.C.

Nov. 11. Celestial Empire. 30,000, The CariiMliaii

Ki.shing Company, Ltd.

Nov. 13. Flamingo. 40.000, The Canadian Fishing
( "ompany, Ltd.

Nov. 15. Manhattan. 130.000, New England Fish Co.

Nov. 17. Kodiak, 65.000. New England Fish Co.

Nov. 18. Kingsway, 75.000. The Canadian Fishing

Company, Ltd.

NEWFOUNDLAND HERRING PROSPECTS POOR.

The Newfoundland herring situation is very gloomy
indeed says the Gloucester Times on January 3rd.

and from all sources come most discouraging

reports of the fishery this season. The catch to date is

far below normal and there is nothing at present to

indicate that there will be any impi-ovement.

Sever.ii of the vessels which went to west coast early

in the season ai'c still there, some with part cargoes,

while others have secured little or none. In years past,

most of the fleet would have been home ere this and
soirie of the crafts been hack again on the scene, loaded

or nearly loaded with frozen or salt cargoes.

Added to the discouragement of poor fishing condi-

tions is that of no frost, something almost unusual at

this time of the year. No drift ice has been seen as yet

in the (iulf and winter has been ojien, with lots of wind

and rainy weather, so that when there has been a sign

of fish, the fishermen have been imable to do anything.

There is nothing at all at Monne Bay. the fleet hav-

ing left there last month and all are at Bay of Islands

)iow. S
l{ei)orts liOMi (ireen Hay say tiiat ' fishing is over

there and but little is (loing now among the packera.

There is no Hsh at Fortune Uay while at Plaeentia Bay.

some fair catches were made recently, although no en

(ouragemcnt can be taken from any prospects there.

With the scarcity of fish, Newfoundland herring is

boinid to soar in the market. Coupled with the scar-

city, is an advance in price, which it has been found

necessary to pay the Newfotnidland fishermen, all of

which is bound to make itself felt, when the fish reach

the American market.

There is every prospect that Shelbourne will shori-

ly be |)repared to supply fishermen with bait. Mr,

(leorge R. Earl, of Yarmouth. Manager of the Con-

sumers' Fish ("o.. was in town recently and he says

his company purpose putting up a bait storage room

here at onee. A large number of fishing vessels call

here to land fish and in search of bait and we trust

that the bait freezer will be a reality in the near future.
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CANADA'S FISHERIES FOR NOVEMBER 1916

Furnished by the Naval Service Dept.)

On tlic Atlantic coast the weather was jrenorally un-

fa vourabli' throughout the month. Cod and haddock
were abundant in the inshore waters and when the

weather permitted line fishermen to operate, good

catches were secured. It is reported that steam trawl-

ers landed prood catches at Canso.

From Halifax Harbour westwards In Yarmouth
county shore fishermen were enfraped prcjiarinp: their

•rear for the lobster season, which opens on the l.'itli of

December. Fishin<r operations on that section of the

coast were thereby limited — except at Lockport luid

Yarmouth where there are vessels at work.

Notwithstanding much rouprh weather the month's

total of cod lande din the whole of Nova Scotia is over

n.OOO Imndred weights greater than tliat for the same

month last year; while the total of haddock landed is

over 14,000 hundred weights greater.

On the other hand herring landings fell away to

almost nothing, the (piantity being 3.000 cwts. against

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and land-

1

ed in a Fresh or Green State; and an estimate of the Quantifies Mar-

1

keted. or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried. i)icklcd. canned,
I

etc.. in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH of NOVEMBER,
|

lf)1fi. (

64,000 last year. To Canso, Lockeport, and Digby are
due the credit for the increased cod and haddock fig-

ures. Two Shelburne county fishermen were drowned
during the month.
The new lobster fishing season opened in St. John

and Charlotte counties on the l.'ith of the month. Lob-
sters appeared to be plentiful on the usual grounds,
but bad weather interrupted the fishery considerably
and caused a good deal of damage to gear. The total

quantity landed so far is therefore less than that for
the same period last year. The figures are

:

November 191.") 2,856 cwts.
November 1916 1.726 c\vts.

Very little fishing was carrit.i <,\, m any part of thi'

gulf other than for smelts and oysters.

Rough weather prevailed o nthe Pacific coast, consc-
([ucntly the landings of halibut for ahe month fell

.

short of those for November last year by over 10,000
cwts.

Herring were plentiful in the Nanaimo and Albemi
districts, and it is noteworthy that over 1.1,000 eases

were canned diiring the month.

Totals for the Month of

NOVEJIBER, 1915.

Kinds of Fish. Caught and Landed
in a Fresh or Green

State.

I Proportion
|

used Fresh,'

! Dried. 1

I
Pickled,

I

lCann'd,etc.|

Caught and Landed in

a P^resh or Green State.

Salmon,
Salmon
Salmon
Salmon
Salmon

Quantity.

cwts 96,079

used fresh, or frozen, cwts

canned, cases

smoked, cwts
salted (dry'), cwts

Lobsters, cwts 1 .726

Lobsters shipped in shell, cwts

Cod, cwts 47,207

Cod used fresh, cwts

Cod smoked, cwts

Cod green-salted, cwts

Cod smoked fdlets, cwts

Cod dried, cwts

Value.

.$396,311

I

Quantit.v.

38.970

124,067

Haddock,
Haddock
Haddock
Haddock
Haddock
Haddock
Hake
Hake
Hake
Hake
Hake

cwts 42,231

used fresh, cwts

canned, cases

smoked, cwts
green-salted, cwts

dried, cwts

cwts '
^ 'f^'

used fresh, ew
smoked cwts. . ,

green-salted, cwi>

smoked fillets, cwts
ilvii'il, cwts

- on:',

118,688

and Cu.sk,

and Cusk
and Cusk
and disk
and Cusk

Hake and Cusk

Pollock, cwts. .

Pollock used fresh, cwts

Pollock dried, cwts

Herring, ewts 79,311

Herring used fresh, cwts

Herring canned, cases.

1 7 r.fio

10.727

87,573

77,913

21,612

7

1,726

11,431

594
7,725

296
6,084

18,636

585
7,434

280
2.411

•79

104

4.033

.i.itt

2,485

8,990

13,460

Quantity.

72,096

Proportion
used Fresh,

Dried.

Pickled.

Canned,ete.

Value.

$261,628

Quantity.

2,856

37,384

.'")0,558

79,997

59,065

8,931

11

4,408

26,757

l.-nn4

.0.50

130,69.">

54,203

15,936

8,846

138,333

2,865

8.697

10

3,3.54

223
7.096

.s.:ii:i

2.50

6,977

41

1,132

526

1,000

38
639

3..503

2,273

68.038

750
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Herring smoked, cwts
Herring dry-salted, cwts
Herring pickled, brls

Herring used as bait, brls

Mackerel, cwts 7,006 44,439

Mackerel used fresh, cwts
Mackerel salted, brls

Alewives, cwts 15 60
Alewives used fresh, cwts

Sardines, brls 22,685 95,340

Sardines canned, cases

Sardines sold fresh and salted, brls.

,
Halibut, cwts 16,763 93,140

Halibut used fresh, cwts

Soles, cwts 490 1,572

Flounders, cwts 286 347

Skate, cwts 325 325

Smelts, cwts 3,510 19,935

Whiting, cwts 2 6

Tom Cod, cwts 173 153

Octopus, cwts 5 35

Swordfish, cwts
Oysters, brls 3,271 15,341

Ciams, brls 2,181 3.409

Clams used fresh, brls

Clams canned, cases

Scallops, brls 750 1,875

Scallops shelled, gals

Crabs, Cockles, etc., cwts.. 447 1,796

Squid (bait fish, brls 606 2,605

Total value $1,074,383

FOR SALE
Schr. VIOLET M. HUTT, 23 tons, 2 years old. Will

be sold as a bargain fully equipped with dories and
fishing gear. For particulars apply Keuben Hutt, Owls
Head. IlMlifax Co., N'ova Scotia.

SALMON FOR RUSSIA.

The Canadian Ti-adc Couiinissionei- at Petrograd, Mr.
('. V. -Just, states that in any readjustment of the Rus-

sian tariff in favour of the Allied countries, a reduc-

tion in the diities on canned salmon would be a matter
of great importance to Canatla in view of the potentia-

lities of the Russian market for this article if it can be

brought within tlie reach of the masses. The Russian

|)eople are great fish users, and as one of the results of

the war has been to reduce the meat supplies of Russia

to a point from which it will take years to recover, it

is believed that the city population, on account of the

high price of meat, will turn more than ever to a fish

diet.

GIVE PRIVILEOE TO FISHERMEN.
In order to prevent (lersous of enemy nationality

in Canada, under the guise of neutrals, a regulation

has been adopted providing that no alien master or

member of the crew of a vessel arriving at a Canadian
port, .shall be allowed to land without the production

of proof that he is not an alien enemy. An alien may.
however, land for a temporary purpose, l)y permission

of the Customs or [migration officials, and the reg>i-

lations do not a|)ply to United States fishernu^n visit-

ing CHiifl'lifin ''Tt'^ for ]iiir|wwi'>j •(nlluui/i'il liv frnnty.

534
31,000

400
2,965

5,293

571

'

15

17,000

19,285

4,567

12

29,150

27,678

25,909

24

43,670

140,721

1,565

26,642

2,690

2,820

2,491

692

12

13,631

26,075

16,763
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Second AnnuaU^Convention, Canadian Fisheries Associa-

tion, Montreal,lMonday, Jan. 29, 1 9(7
The Second Aunual Convention of the Canadian

Fisheries Association was held in the Windsor Hotel,

Montreal, on Monday January 29th, 1917. It was a

purely business meeting in keeping with war-time and

the unusual developments in the Fishing Industry of

Canada. Owing to the season and the difficulty

which most of our members found in leaving their busi-

ness at this time, the attendance was not as large as it

wouhl have been had the meeting been held later, but

notwithstanding the absence of distant members, the

meeting was rejiresentative of all branches of the

trade.

Among those present were Mr. D. J. Hyrne, Presi-

dent, Montreal ; Mr. S. Y. Wilson, Vice-President, Ha-

lifax ; Mr. W. R. Spooner, Montreal; Mr. A. H. Brit-

tain. Montreal; Mr. F. T. .lames, Toronto; Mr. C. P.

Rhodes, Calgary; Mr. T. W. C. Binns. Ottawa; Mr.

Moise Lapointe, Ottawa; Mr. Emery Ijapointe, Otta-

wa; Mr. J. N. Mclnto.sh, Ottawa; Mr. .J. A. Paulhus.

Montreal; Mr. Jos. T. O'Connor, Montreal; Mr. Russ-

el Hodge. Montreal ; Mr. II. G. Connor, Montreal ; Mr.

H. Welham. Montreal; Mr. W. S. Loggie. M.P.. (,'ha-

tham, N.B. ; Major Hugh A. Green, Saskatoon ; Mr. J.

J. Harpell. Montreal; Mr. Walter !>ambert, N.A..

Montreal; Mr. T. J. McKenna. Montreal: Mr. W.
Morse, Montreal; Mr. F. W. Wallace. Montreal — all

connected with the production and distribution of

fi.sh. Mr. James White. Vice-Chairman of the Com-
mission of Conservation, and Mr. J. B. Fielding, F.Z.S..

also of the ("ommission, attended the Annual Meeting

and the Dinner.

After registration of members, the Executive Com-
mittee went into session at 10,30 a.m.

Date of Annual Meeting Changed.
In view of the fact that so many members had ad-

vised the Executive of their inability to leave their

iuisiness ami att<'ndcd a Convention in the winter,

months, the Committee discussed altering the date of

the Annual Meeting. After considerable discussion, a
day, or days, in the month of August was recommend-
ed and it was proposed that the Meeting be made in

the nature of a two or three day Convention to which
the members could bring their wives. By holding the
Convention in the summer months, it would be more
of a vacation with business and pleasure combined,
and travelling would be pleasanter. The recommend-
ation was well received and tabled for the consider-

ation of the members at the afternoon Annual Meet-
ing.

Head of The Lakes Branch, Canadian Fisheries

Association.

The President announced that the Head of the Lakes
Branch of the C'aiiadian Fisheries Association had been
successfully formed according to the By-Laws and
Constitution of the C.F.A. The headquarters of this

Branch is in Port Arthur, Ont., and the membership
is made up of fishermen and producers of the West-
ern portion of Lake Superior and district. Mr. F.

Bowman is Chairman and Mr. T. Craigie, Secretary.
It was moved by Mr. Brittain and seconded by Mr.
Wilson:—"That this Executive Committee ratify and
accept the formation of the Head of the Lakes Branch
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of the Canadiau Fisheries Association." The motiou

was carried unanimously.

Election of Officers for 1917.

Owing to the fact that a number of nominees failed

to qualify for officers and directors by numbers of

nominations necessary for election under our By-Laws,
it was proposed that the nominations received be put

up for election by ballot before the members assemb-

led at the Annual Meeting. It was therefore moved by
Mr. Spooner and seconded by Mr. Binns:—"That Art-

icle 4 of the Constitution and By-Laws be temporarily

suspended for the election of officers at this elec-

tion." Carried unanimously.

Lake Erie Fishermen's Association.

A communication was read from the Lake Erie Fish-

ermen 's Association inviting the Secretary (Mr. Wall-
ace) to attend their Annual Convention at St. Thomas.
Ont., on Feb. 7th & 8th. The Secretary was authoriz-

ed to attend and was einpowered to discuss with them
the question of affiliation. Moved by Mr. James, se-

conded by Mr. Brittain.

Membership Committee.
For the purpose of making the Association's objects

known among all engaged in Canada's Fishing Indus-

try and increase the membership, is was moved by
Mr. Brittain, and seconded by Mr. Spooner:—"That
the Executive recommend to the Annual Meeting, the

formation of a Membership Committee." Carried.

Several other matters came up for discussion at the

Meeting and the members adjourned for lunch at 2

p.m.

Annual Meeting Canadian Fisheries Association

The Annual Meeting went into session at 2.30 p.m.

When the members were seated. President D.

J. Byrne. opened the meeting by reading

his report of the year's work. The Report of the

Transportation Committee was read by its Chairman,
Mr. A. H. Brittain, and that of the Publicity Commit-
tee, by Mr. J. A. Paulhus. The Financial Statement

was read by the Secretary, Mr. F. W. Wallace. All

the Reports were approved of by the members and the

work of the President, the Committees and the Secret-

ary heartilv appreciated.

Mr. J." B. Feilding, F.Z.S., addressed the

meeting on the utilization of fish offal and

wa.stc. He pointed out that from 25 to 7,'i

per cent of the various species of fish caught

by Canadian fishermen constituted absolute waste. By
treating this waste with chemical and other processes,

it was possible to produce excellent animal and poultry

feed, fertilizers, and various kinds of fish oils. Could

the present waste be taken care of and utilized, the

value of our fisheries could be greatly increased, and

the fishermen and farmers benefitted thereby. It was
the opinion of the members that Mr. Feilding should

be encouraged in his work for the advancement of our

Fishing Industry.

An excellent pajjer on "Advertising Fish" was read

by Mr. T. W. C. Binns of the Matthews-Blackwell Com-
pany, Ottawa — a practical fish man who believes in

the value of advertising. This paper, along with some
of the Association Reports, is published in this issue of

the CANADIAN FISHERMAN.
"Marine and Fisheries" Instead of "Naval Service"

After some discussion, the Canadian Fisheries Ass-

ociation was unanimous in supporting the following

motion: —- "That the Association puts itself on record

that the name of the Government Department admin-

istering the Fisheries be changed from "Naval Serv-

ice Department" to "Marine and Fisheries Depart-

ment."
Honorary Members.

The Hon. J. D. Hazen. K.C.. L.L.D., Minister of

Marine and Fisheries, was unanimously elected Hon-

February Fish Day Calendar March Fish Day Calendar
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orary President of the Association for the year 1917-

8. Mr. Jiitues "Whitt-, Vice-Chairman of the Commiss-

ion of Conservation, was elected to Honorary Member-
ship, and at the meeting, expressed his desire to work
in harmony with the fishing intof-;'< f">- th<' proyiN'ss

and development of the Industry

Election of Officers, 1917-8.

Nominations for Officers and Directors were read
out arid voted upon by ballot. Mr. D. J. Byrne, who was
again nominated in conjunction with Mr. S. Y. Wilson
of Halifax, for the Presidency, retired from the nomi-
nation and declared in favour of Mr. Wilson whose
election was unanimous both by nominating vole

and the wish of the members present. The voting re-

sulted as follows

:

PRESIDENT—Mr. S. Y. Wilson of A. Wilson & Son.
Halifax, N.S.

FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT. Mr. A. H. Brittain. Mar-
itime Fish Corporation, Ltd., Montreal.

SECONi:) VICE-PRESIDENT. Mr. A. L. Hager, Can-
adian Fishing Co.. Ltd.. Vancouver, B.C.

SECRETARY-TREASCRER. Mr. Frederick Wil-

liam Walhu'e, Editor 'Cfinadiaii Fisherman",
Montreal.

Provincial Directors.

QIEBEC. Mr. J. A. Paulhus. D. Hatton Coy., Mont-
real.

Mr. W. R. Spoouer, Fish Dealer. Montreal.
Mr. H. A. Letourneau, Fish Dealer, Mont-
real.

ONTARIO. Mr. F. T. James, F. T. James Co., Ltd..

Toronto, Out.

Mr. T. W. C. Binns, Matthews-Blaekwell
Co., Ltd., Ottawa, Ont.
Mr. Emery Lapointe, Fish Dealer, Otta-

wa, Ont.
NEW BRUNSWICK. Mr. W. F. Leonard, Leonard

Fisheries, Ltd., St. John, N.B.
Mr. P. W. Connors. Connors Bros., Black's
Harbor. N.B.

Mr. W. S. Loggie. M.P.. W. S. Loggie &
Co.. (.'hat ham. N.B.

NOVA SCOTIA. Mr. H. B. Short, Maritime Fish Cor-
poration, Ltd.. Digby, N.S.

Mr. Arthur Boutilier, National Fish Co..

Halifax. N.S.

Mr. W. M. Hodge, Lockeport Cold Storage
Co., Ltd.. Lockeport. N.S.

PRINCE EDWARD Hon. John McLean. Matthews &
ISLAND. MeLean, Souris. P.E.I.

Mr. Clarence F. Morrisscy, h'ish Dciilci-.

Tignish. P.E.I.

BRITISH COLCMBIA, Mr. George Cassady. Colum-
bia Cold Storage. B.C. Packers Assii.

ISteveston,
B.C.

^ Mr. F. E. Burke. Walla- I- i.!,.Ti.'s l.t.l .

^B Vancouver, B.C.

^m Mr. T. H. Johnson, Can. Fish & Cold Stor

^m age Co.. Ltd.. Prince Rupert. B.(!.

^B Mr. J. A. Thom|)son. Can. Fish & Cold
Hf Storage Co.. \A(\.. Prince Rupert, B.C.

MANITOBA. Hon. Hugh Armstrong, Armstrong
Trading Co., Portage la Prairie, Man.
Mr. W. Douglas. Guest Fish Co., Winnipeg.
Man.

I

ALBERTA. Mr. C. P. Khodes, P. Burns & Co., Cal-

gary, Alb.

Mr. Jos. T. O'Connor, Fish Dealer, Mon-
treal (Aeting Director).

SASKATCHEWAN. Major Hugh A. Green, Saska-
toon, Sask. (On active service).

Mr. J. N. Mcintosh Fish Dealer, Ottawa.
(Aeting Director).

The following gentlemen were nominated as Chair-

men of the various Committees. TRANSPORT-
ATION COMl^llTTEE, Mr. W. R. Spooner, Montreal.
EDUCATIONAL & PUBLICITY COMMITTEE, Mr. J.

A. Paulhus. Montreal. GENERAL IMPROVEMENT
CO.MMITTEE, Mr. II. B. Short, Digby, N.S. MEM-
BERSHIP COMMITTEE, Mr. A. H. Brittain, Montreal.

Past Presidents to be Members of Executive Committee
The following resolution was passed. "Resolved

—

that all past Presidents be ex-officio members of the

Executive Committee." Carried.

Annual Meetings.

The motion of the Executive regarding the date of

future Annual Meetings was put before the meeting,

and it was moved: "That the next Annual Meeting be
held in the month of August 1918. Date and place of

meeting to be decided upon by the Executive Com-
mittee." Carried unanimoiisly.

Membership Committee.

The motion to foi'ni a Membership Committee was
read antl the motion passed.

Revision of Fees.

The Committee considering the revision of Member-
ship Fees reported that for the present they would
favour the retention of the present scale of fees in

order that fishermen and small dealers be brought with-

in our meiiibership. The Chairman, Mr. James, sug-

gested that additional funds for Association work
be subscribed from among the members until such
time as the Association was self-supporting.

Conclusion of Business.

The meeting concluded business at 7 p.m., when the
new President, Mr. Wilson arose and thanked the
members for electing him to the Presidency of an in-

<reasingly important Association. He referred to the
work of the ex-President, Mr. Byrne, in terms of sin-

cere appreciation and voice<l the hope that during his

term of office he would keep up with the pace already
set him by the retiring officer. "The fisheries of
Canada", said Mr. Wilson, "are becoming of greater
value and importance every day. The Association
came into existence at the right moment and there is a
great work for us to do in developing a market at

home: educating both the producer and the consum-
er; watching transi)ortalioii in order that the Industry
might not be stifled, and making recommendations un-
ceasingly until the Fisheries attain — not the name of

'a great national asset" but "the greatest national

asset of Canada". To adequately carry out the work
before us. I look for the earnest stipport of the gentle-

niiMi present and our absent members."
The Meeting concluded with a hearty vote of

thanks to the ex-President. Mr. D. J. Byrne, the Chair-

I'len of the various Committees, and the Secretary, Mr.
Wallace. All the members then repaired to the Oak
Room where the Association's Annual Dinner was
held.
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Annual Dinner Canadian Fisheries Association

AS this is a "War Year and ostentation is

looked upon as being "bad form", the powers

that be in the Canadian Fisheries Association

decided that this year's Annual Banquet

would be a purely informal affair—a " get-together-

bite-and-sup" where a man could feel at ease among

his fellows and not be strangled in a high dress collar

or feel that he has been "shoe-homed" into a dress

suit'. So the meal was not digniiied by the name of a

Banquet. It was called just plain "Dinner", though,

if one will glance through the Menu appended here-

with, it could easily have been designated with the

more aristocratic nomenclature.

— MENU —

"Thank God we don't have to eat war rations here!"

Celery Olives

Shemogue Oyster Cocktail

Bisque of Lobster Byrne
Consomme a la Barker

Fillets of Striped Bass Wilson Potatoes Brittainese

Vol au Vint Paulhusiane

Gosling, Stuffed Avec Sauce Hagerine

Flageolets Beans Bermuda Potatoes a la James
Salad Douglas

Ice Cream Spoonerian

Petit Fours

Assorted Cheese Crackers

Tea Coffee

"Just think how they'd appreciate this dinner in

Berlin now!"

The Menu Card bore the crest of the Association and

was elaborated with some doubtful poetry—said to

have been written for the occasion by Alfred Noyes

—

and which, in the opinion of Major "Hughie" Green,

should be set to music and sung as the National

Anthem of the Fish Trade. This Noyes-some effusion

is herewith set down :

"Not only the men at the Front
With bayonet, bomb and gun

—

Not only the men of the Fleets,

Are engaged in strafing the Hun.
T?emember the ones at home

—

The toilers at net and trawl
Who're fighting the waters in storm and shine

—

Providing food for us all."

OF COTTBRE, being a gathering of fish men,
anything in the shape of moat wnnlrl havo
bee!i rank, poison to iis. thoroforo fish was
the principal feature, though "Gosling, stuff-

ed, avec aaiice Hagerine" appeared as a break in the

menu—just to keep us from being too conceited and
imacrining that there was nothing else to eat in the
world but fish. There were other things too—liquid

things—that do not appear in the menu. We distinctly

remember a "Finnan Haddie Cocktail" the secret

composition of which was bequeathed to Brother Brit-

tain by an ex-barkeep on his death-bed. They say that

Alf keeps the recipe in a Trust Deposit Vault and only

brings it out at C. F. A. Annuals. Suffice to say, it's a

good drink and it has been sampled by a good many
notables in the fish world.

There was champagne too, but that seemed to hover

up where the notables were seated. I never noticed

any coming down towards the foot of the table. Nectar

may be the drink of the Gods ; Tokay may be the wine
of Kings, but I think champagne—Mumm's the word
—is the liquid refreshemeut of Canadian Fisheries As-

sociation Presidents, ex-Presidents, Committee Chair-

men, and the guests. The common herd have to be

content with what comes their way.

When the diners arrived at that stnge of the menu
where the coffee and cigars are passed around, all the

coming speech-makers "cleared for action" as it were,

by taking a last drink and giving themselves up to

soulful contemplation of the subject they thought they

would be slated for. The King's health was drunk, the

National Anthem sung, and then President Wilson
(Sam—not Woodrow) proposed the toast of "Our
Fighting Men" and called ui)on Major Green for a

response.

Our "Fish-Monjjer General" opened his rcTnarks

with a pathetic picture of the fighting fishermen in

Scotland. He had vi.sited famous fishing ports in the

Highlands where none but boys, old men and women
were left: where the boats had laid above tide-water

for two years and the nets were still on the drying

racks as their owners had left them to go to the war.

Manv of the Scots fishermen would never return.

Whole villages had been bereft when the "Aboukir".
"Cressy" and "Hogue" were torpedoed: hundreds
had perished in the mine-fields and on naval auxilia-

ries, and ethers, soldier reservists in the kilted Hich-
land regiments fell durintr tlic retreat from Mons. But
their spirit v.,ns i- t dc!)'!. as the boys would take their

place in the fisheries of the future, and in far-off Can-
ada, the Canadian fshonrien were engagred in supply-
ing the neei^.s of tlif- present. Turning from pathos to

humour, tl'o Maj^-r told of his experiences in France.
Arrivinff in a small town a safe distance, as he thought,
behind the firing line, he noticed that the buildings
and streets had the appearance as if an earthquake
had struck the vicinity. As the Huns had never been
anywhere nearer the town than 20 miles, the Major
could not understand it. and made enquiries of a

French officer. "Oui, m'sieu," he replied. "On clear
days, the Boches drop shells from their big guns on
the town." The Major admits that he anxiously scru-

tinized the appearance of the weather and telephoued
Headquarters for a car to take him out of town as it

looked like clearing up ! Hughie is modest, however,
and we know he has plentv of nerve. It is recorded
that he told Sir Sam Hughes, that if the transports
could not get Canadian fish to the boys in the front
lino trenches, he'd take it to them himself in a wheel-
barrow—and we believe he would.

The toast of "Our Fisheries" was responded to by
ex-President Byrne, and no one could have done more
justice to the stibject than he. Apart from being in

the biisinoss, and a naturally eloquent speaker, Mr.
Byrne had a fine training, as President of the Cana-
dian Fisheries Association, and as such, he had .spoken
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on maoy occasions before American Conventions,

Rotary Clubs, Conservation Commissions, and news-
papermen, on Canada's Fisheries. Invariably, after

these orations, we felt that it was worth while being

ponnected with Canada's Fishing Industry. President
Wilson (Sam—not Woodrow) remarked that once
upon a time a man would be ashamed to say that he
was connected with the Fish business. It was looked
upon as a scurvy occupation, but nowadays, all was
changed. The fish men today were among the best in

the Dominion. They were Senators, Members of Fed-
eral and Provincial Parliaments, Mayors of towns,
shining lights in Boards of Trade and Chambers of

Commerce, and very often leading society in their

localities. Indeed, one only had to be present at a

Fisheries Association dinner, or look over the C.F.A.
membership list to see what a solid aristocratic crowd
we were.

Mr. J. B. Fielding, F. Z. S. .sjiokc ii|)(iii tlu- titili/atioii

of fish waste and his remarks were followed with in-

terest by the members. There is no doubt whatever
but what scientific research along the lines of Mr.
Fcilding's hobby, is of the utmost value to the Indus-
try and would be greatly appreciated by all engaged
in it.

MR. F. W. WALLACE. Secretary of the As-
sociation, responded to the toast of "Our
Fishermen". In doing so, he said that he was
only paying a tribute to many hundreds of

personal friends and shipmates on both the Pacific,

Atlantic and Great Lakes. He characterized our fisher-

men as being the finest and most daring seamen afloat

today, and had a Naval Reserve been inexistance in

Canada, they too would have shown as much courage

and resource as the fishermen reservists of Great Bri-

tain. After relating several anecdotes of their nerve

and hardihood, Mr. Wallace voiced the hope that oppor-

tunities would be given promising young fishermen to

absorb something of a technical education in fishery

work so that they may return to their shipmates and
preach the gospel of up-to-date methods in fishing and
handling fish.

President Wilson then read a communication from
one of our fishermen members reading as follows

:

ARICHAT, C. B., January 15th, 1917.

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the CANADIAN
FISHERIES ASSOCIATION assembled.

As I am unable to attend this Annual Meeting owing
to the fact that I have just finished haddock fishing,

which has been one of the best seasons in the history

of the Industry both in price and in the amount caught.

I hereby wish to thank the Canadian Fisheries As-

sociation for the good work done in the Fishing Indus-

tries of this country. We owe to your assistance, the

good prices we have enjoyed this season.

Wishing you all a prosperous season in fish busi-

ness and a continuation of the good work already done,

I remain, yours truly,

(Signed). CAPTAIN FRANK YOUNG,
Fisherman, Arichat, C. B.

The President remarked, after reading this commu-
nication, that if the fishermen would only keep in

touch with our work and join the Association, they

would undoubtedly learn to appreciate it and would
value their occupation more. The average fisherman,

however, is a singularly independent individual and
rarely bothers himself about anything outside of catch-

ing a trip of fish. There were a number of fishermen

members of the Association and these men were of the

best class and took an interest in the development and
]irogrcss of the fisheries. They kept in touch with all

developments through the Association's bulletins and
the official organ—the CANADIAN FISHERMAN—
and as a consequence knew all that was being done to

increase the consumption of fish at home and abroad,

and what was being done by others in improving fish-

ing methods and marketing little used fish. The fisher-

man, well informed and intelligent, was a better fisher-

man and kept pace with the times, and the day would
come when the men of the trawl and twine would real-

ize the value of belonging to an Association which
could do so much for them.

THE next toast on the list was "Ourselves".
Whv nott Were we not worth toastingt One
wi.shes success to a growing Industry, a

growing Association, and an increasingly

vahiablc National Resource, and we, ourselves, had a

great deal to do with the whole thing. As we did not
all wish to brag. Mr. J. A. Paulhus, Chairman of the
Publicity Committee did the talking for the crowd, and
prefaced his remarks by saying that "we were a fine

bunch!" which was loudly applauded. A little egotis-

tical, no doubt, but we had something to boast about.
In the na.st. the fishmen hid their lights under a

bushel, but nowadays we dawned upon the world as

participators in a thirty-five million dollar industry

—

nn industry with oidy the sky as a limit to its possibi-

lities and exploitinig the greatest fishery resources in

the world.

Mr. Paulhus sounded a note of extreme optimism.
He voiced the opinion that our fishing industry was
coming out of the dark and into the liffht. We possess-

ed a great future, and if we, ourselves, watched our
step and proceeded boldly, we should be marching
alone the macadamized road of Progress. We were
already on the way in spite of a World War, and when
the fighting was all over, we'd be still on the march.
In blazing the trail, the Association had done much,
but it had still much to do in removing the snags and
ob.stacles of ignorance and prejudice, and it behooved
all in the Fisheries to pull together and fight for the
common weal.

The standard of progress had been raised when the
Association came into existence, and an over increas-
ing army was following the flag. The times were show-
ing a Renaissance ; fish was being more appreciated as
a food by our citizens, and the Association was fight-
ing to give the consumer more fish, better fish, and
cheaper fish.

MR. T. W. C. BINNS followed and gave opi-
nions from a retailer's point of view — all
solid, good talk providing food for thought.
However, one must not gain the impression

that the Association dinner was all prose and speeches.
The Fish Jlonger General, Major Hughie Green, oblig-
ed with an Irish song entitled. "The Mountains of
Moran". For a braw Scotsman. Hughie sang in Irish
very well and warmed the hearts of the Byrnes, O'Con-
nors and M'Kenna's present. Friend Hughie possesses
many natural resources. Aggressiveness, nerve, vim,
humor, faith in his business and a mellow voice are his,
and when listening 1o the latter, we could imagine
that if all el.se failed, Hughie could be driving a fish

cart and captivating the housewife by crying his wares
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"Fresh lake whitefish, jist from the watter, and only

five cent's a pun ' 1

"

The diners being mostly sober married men and

examples in their particular home spheres, when the

witching hour of midnight approached, they arose to

the tune of "Auld Lang Syne" and departed their

various ways. Retrospection of this year's Ajmual
gives one a feeling of satisfaction with a sense of opti-

mism for the future. The next Annual in August 1918

promises to be a "hummer". Let's hope that all who
read this will be there.

President's Address Canadian Fisheries Association

To the Officers and Members.

Gentlemen :

—

In presenting the Annual Report for the year which

has just closed I have deemed it advisable to draw

your attention to the changed conditions, caused to a

large extent by the European war, which have affected

our industry in many ways. The production of fish on

both the Atlantic and Pacific Coasts, as well as on the

lakes and rivers, has not been so great as in former

years. This is accounted for in part by the shortage

of labor, which has been general and has similarly

affected all other industries.

The partial closing of the North Sea fisheries has

H'adc for .i decided shortaj^e in Europe, to relieve

which our Government arranged for shipment of quan-

tities of Canadian fish to England, not alone to supply

the Canad'an troops in training camps tbeve. but also

for the Imperial troops, so that we may fairly claim

for those engaged in the fishing industry a share in

the work of helping to provide food requirements for

the Empire 's soldiers, which is a patriotic duty devolv-

ing upon us.

Overseas Shipments.

THE effect of shipping quantities overseas,

combined with shortage in production, has

tended to advance prices and I have deemed
it my duty to explain the causes in a general

way, in order to correct the wrong impression which

prevails in some quarters,—that the high prices now
obtaining for practically kinds of fish products is due

to any effort at control, but rather is it the result of

the extraordinary conditions referred to above.

We realize that the business recently developed for

Canadian fish in England is but temporary and is one

of the direct results of the war, also that when peace

comes this trade will disappear as soon as normal

conditions return in Great Britain and a large number
of the men who have been recruited for the army and
navy from the ranks of British fishermen have again

returned to their normal pursuits. So long as the war
lasts quantities of fresh, frozen, smoked, canned and

salted fish will continue to be shipped from Canada to

the Mother Country and this shortening of supply for

the local trade must have the effect of enhancing
prices to the Canadian consumer.

It will no doubt interest our members to learn that

large quantities of frozen fish shipi)ed by steamers

from various Cana<lian ports under refrigeration, have

reached destination in good condition and proved to

be 80 satisfactory that the Imperial authorities decided

to procure further supplies and have placed orders for

quantities which are only limited by our capacity for

production.

It will afford pleasure to our members to know that

this important assistance from Canada was the result

EQ

of sample shipments forwarded to England under the

auspices of our Association from the port of Montreal
during the summer of 1915 and it is also a source of

pride to the ('anadian Fisheries Association that the
handling and distribution of these fish were under the
direct personal supervision of Major Hugh Green,

—

a member and director of this Association, whose tech-

nical knowledge of fishery products and methods of

transportation thereof were largely responsible for the
success of the venture.

IT has been proven beyond doubt that the

fishery products of this Country can be ship-

1)0(1 overseas and landed in good condition,

-.vliich means that the market for Canadian fish

in future will be world-wide foi- frozen and smoked
varieties, as it has been in the past for our salt cured
and canned fish.

Home Markets.

NOTWITHSTANDING the development of

overseas trade in our line the Association has

devoted, as usual, most of its energies to the

development of trade in our home market. It

has been our aim and endeavor to populai-ize fish as a

regular article of food,. and economical as well as

healthful substitute foi- meats and for this purpose we
have in every way possible endeavored to educate the

Canadian people to the advantages of fish as a regular

diet instead of an occasional substitute for other foods.

With this end in view the Association deemed it ad-

visable, following the precedent established February
29th, 191(5, which was made a National Fish Day, to

repeat this experiment on Tuesday. October 31st. 1916.

A large amount of advci-tising matter was distribtited,

advertising by individual members in trade and daily

papers, also a lot of general work with this end in

v'cw resulted in a decided success. The efforts put

forth by Directors and Members of your A.ssociation

were not only to make Tuesday, October 31st, 1916, a

National Fish Day, but also to make it generally known
that every Tuesday would be a Fish Day and dealers

were encouraged to stock fresh suppli(>s so that con-

sumers can depend on obtaining their requirements

in a large variety of edible fish from their local sup-

pliers practically every day in the week.

Publicity.

YOl'H Publicity Committee put forth great

efforts in this direction and by disseminating

reading nuttter of various kinds succee<le(l in

uuiking the venture a decided success. It may
be well to mentiiin that our example has been followed

by similar Associations in the I'nited States, inaugur-

ating (I National Fish Day last November and their

imitation of our efforts along tliesc lines may be con-

sidered Bs very flattering.
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I will not deal further with this subject, which will

be fully covered by the report from our Chairman of

the Publicity f'ominittee, but it would be well to note

that as a result of this and similar efforts on the part

of our Association the demand for fisii throughout

Cnuadi has shown a deeiiied increase and now bids

fair to become a staple article of food with our people,

thereby affording a greater variety of edible foods

which are of Canadian origin.

Transportation.

ONE of the great problems, if not tlie great-
est connected with the handling and market-
ing of our fishery products, is that of trans-

portation and in this connection I would ask
yonr careful attention to the report of the Chairman
of the Committee on transportation, which will cover
this important question in full detail.

It has been due to the constant watchfulnes.s of our
Members composing this Committee that recent efforts

on the part of transportation Companies to increa.se

rates or modify service existing, have been frustrated
and I would urge upon our Members, not only the ad-

visability, but the absolute necessity of promptly re-

porting all matters connected with their transporta-
tion troubles, such as delays in service, unfair in-

creases in tariffs and any modifications which may be
attempted with a view to restricting or curtailing the
service to which they are entitled, so that these mat-
ters may be investigated and corrected if deemed un-
fair by your Committee, even to the extent of bring-
ing them before the highest tribunal for adjudication,
should this become necessary.
During the past year we have been successful in

having withdrawn two distinct cases of this kind,

—

one affecting free cartage of fresh fish in carlots at

distributing points, which had been cancelled and an-
other case involving a decided increase in tariff rates,

—both of which were disallowed.

SEVERAL Members of your Association ap-

peared and gave evidence before the fisheries

Committee of the House of Commons during
the inquiry held last year at Ottawa, which

have already produced some beneficial results, while

the recommendations of the Committee in their report

lead us to believe that further improvements in the

transportation services, as well as other tnatters deal-

ing with the handling and distributing of fish will be

of benefit to our Members and all those engaged in

the industry.

A Meeting was also arranged by the Superintendent

of Fisheries, at which Members of your Executive

('ommittee met the Officials of the various Railways

and Express Cos. at a meeting held in Montreal last

June. The object of the Meeting was to obtain for

the fisheries an im|)roved Express service on Canadian
Government Railway lines, with more adequate equip-

ment for transportation of perishable fish, but 1 regret

to say that the promises made were not fully carried

out, and in this connection we should insist on proper

facilities being |)rovided for the safe shipment of fresh

fish packed in ice. as well as perishable smoked fish,

by providing separate insulated refrigerator cars for

shipment from points of production to the various dis-

tributing centres in the interior.

IT is an absolute fact that the full develop-

ment of the fish trade in Canada and the

<leveloi)ment. as well as the increase for home
consumption has been seriously retarded by

obsolete methods of trausportation which are still in

vogue and which it has been our constant effort to

improve. We should insist that Railway and Express
Companies carrying perishable fish products provide
up-to-date equipment for the purpose, because in no
other way can the home market be developed to its

fullest extent and it is (juite safe to predict that when
fresh fish can be delivered at consuming centres in the

best possible condition the demand will increase to an
extent which cannot be hoped for without these neces-

sary improvements.

1 would strongly recommend that the incoming
Executive Committee spare no effort to secure the im-

proved facilities and proper service from the various

transportation Companies handling our products, from
which they derive large revenues. I suggest that the

assistance of the Naval Service Department of our
Federal Government be again enlisted with this object

in view.

Production.

DURING the past year the value of our fish-

ery products again increased and now reaches
a "total of more than $34,000,000, but if the
industry is to be developed as one of our great

national resources, which the fisheries of Canada un-
doubtedly are, it will be necessary to devote all the
energies we can to bear upon the question of increased
production.

Our market; is world-wide and our fisheries are pro-
lific, but we must have means provided to materially
increase the quantities produced and this can best be
done by the employment of modern fishing appliances
without restriction and will require the hearty sup-
port, as well as the active co-operation of the Federal
authorities to permit of full and free development
with a view to minimizing the cost of production, also

best possible means of transporting the products of

our seas, lakes and rivers to distributing markets, so

that the Canadian consumer will get the benefit of

wholesome edible fish at a moderate cost, thereby pro-

viding our Canadian public with inexpensive food at

reasonable prices and at the same time assist in build-

ing up the fisheries of Canada, which is not only a
national, but patriotic duty.

It has become absolutely necessary to stimulate the
production and in our efforts to do so we should have
the active assistance of the Federal and Provincial
Governments, as well as the transportation Companies
in order to carry on these improvements.

Branches.

X BRANCH of our Association has recently
been formed at Port Arthur, Ont., where an
inaugural Meeting was held in Deccmber,1916,
and a request made to your Executive Com-

mittee to form this Branch under the name of the
Head of the Lakes Branch of the Canadian Fisheries
Association, at which Mr. F. Bowman acted as tem-
porary Chairman and Mr. T. Craigie as Secretary. The
institution of this Branch has been carried out by sev-

eral Members of our Association and it will be for you,
Gentlemen, to decide our future policy with regard to
Branches at various fishing centres.

Our Secretary has also received an invitation to at-

tend the Annual Convention of the Lake Erie Fisher-

men Association, which will be held in the near future

and at which it is possible that the question of affilia-

tion with the C. F. A. will be discussed.
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Revenue.
IX view of the important work undertaken
and carried out by your Association it is quite

evident that our present revenues are not

sufficient and I would strongly urge the advi-

sability of re-adjusting the Membership Fees, which

will permit a wider field and greater activity to carry

on the valuable advertising work which has been of

such great benefit to the industry at large.

The work connected with our Secretary's Office has

now assumed decidedly large proportions and during

the past year more than eleven hundred communica-

tions have been handled, including telegrams, enqui-

ries and letters on various subjects connected with our

work. There is also an expenditure for advertising

l)osters and hand-bills in connection with National Fish

Days, which amounted to more than three hundred
dollars.

I desire to take occasion of this opportunity to ex-

press my personal appreciation to the unfailing cour-

tesy and constant energy devoted to his woi'k by our

Secretary. During the past two years he has given

freely of his time and undoubted ability to further the

best interests of our Association and the industry

which we represent and 1 would be failing in my duty

to the office to which you have elected me, did I not

convey my tribute of appreciation and sincere admira-
tion for all that Mr. Wallace has done during my term
of office, for the best interests of the Association.

My thanks are also due to the Chairmen and Mem-
-bers of the Tran.sportation and Publicity Committees
for their constant devotion to our best interests, which
have tended to make my term of office and the arduous
duties connected therewith, rather pleasant than other-

wise.

IN conclusion I wish to tender my thanks to

all the members without distinction for the

very high honour they conferred on me be
electing me as your first President and to

assure you that my best efforts have been gladly given

to the cause which we all have so much at heart in the

development of our fisheries.

I will also bespeak for my successor the same cour-

teous and cordial support which I have at all times

received to the end that it may be of lasting benefit

and tend to place Canada's fisheries in the fore-front,

so that they may keep the prominent place in our

national resources to which they are entitled and
thereby bring greater credit, with enlarging influence

to the Canadian Fisheries Association.

D. J. BYRNE,
President.

Report of the Publicity Committee

FOR the second time it is my privilege to

submit the work of the Publicity Com-
mittee. I will do it as concisely as poss-

fcj ible. Firstly, I shall bring forward the

inauguration of the National Fish Day. According to

general opinion, it was a marked success. Launched

out by the Publicity Committee, originated by its

chairman, the idea was received with great favor not

only by the Press generally, but also by the different

Transportation Companies, the Trade and the Public.

It was welcomed with enthusiasm in many sections of

the Dominion, and it was given as wide a publicity as

any movement of the kind could expect.

I should mention that the first article that was pid)-

lished on the subject by our magazine (written by the

chairman) was taken up by a prominent railway offi-

cial of the eastern provinces and distributed to 150

papers of this section of the country for rejjroduction.

Our local daily papers—the Gazette, the Star, tiu'

Herald, La Presse, La Patrie, Le Devoir, and commer-

cial j)ai)ers such as the Canadian Grocer, the Prix

(^ourant, the Journal of Commerce, the Pacific Fish-

ernum. gave articles in their editorial and news co-

lumns in which general efforts to foster the "Day's"

success were evidenced ; origiiuil and new ideas Avere

contributed to influence the reading masses iipon the

advantages and the benefits that would accrue to

everybody from participating concretely in the move-

ment. I want to make special mention of the La Pa-

trie and La Presse which devoted the front page of

their respective papers to this object, with colored

illustrations of fishing scenes most appropriate, and

of a fine artistic effect.

The Publicity (Committee distributed 70,000 posters

for this Fish Day. These were a great help and re-

ceived great favor and a wide distribution

cars and were conspicuous all over Canada, according
to reports.

Oil the Second National Fish Day we destri-

buted 150,000 hand-bills. Judging from re-

sults, I may say that they have been a good
medium in announcing the object in view. In

western and the Pacific coast specially, the Na-
tional Fish Day, besides being advertised as a business

proposition was also kept as a social event. I have

recorded the different communications received from
leading captains of the fish industry and patrons of

the fish business generally. Annexed to this report

are a few letters that I have received personally, and

some addressed to the secretary of the Association, and

which can be perused at will by any member of this

Association

From all indications the National FMsh Day is an es-

tablished histitutioii, and I would ask this Association

to givf! it a last and final sanction now, and even to

fix a stated annual date for its observance in Canada.

In my ojiinion it will be one of the biggest achieve-

ments to the credit of the Association and a lasting

proof of its effieacity to interest our people in one of

the principal sources of income and resource.

AMONGST the different articles on the fish

interests iniblished during the past year I

may mention in order of date the following

:

the President of the Publicity Committee. Mr.

.]. A. Piiulhus. in February 1916, a lecture was given

before tiie Grocers' C'lerks' Union on—"The history

of our P'isheries and the value of Fish as a food pro-

duct.'" This work was commented on largely, and

the author received from the press and many indivi-

duals letters of appreciation and praise for the effort.

In the Canadian Fisherman also written by the

In the"we8't the card8 were placed on street Railway above named chairman appeared the following:—
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April, 1916, 'Echo of the National Fish Day ". July.

1916, "The coming National Fish Day". October,

1916. "Canada's National Fish Daj', and V\sh Days".
Novenihfi-. liMli. ".Montreal cclcbrati's National Fish

Day."
In the Canadian CirortT. Iiy the same author, in Det-

oher last:— "Another National Fish Day". In thr

-Montreal Star, Oetober, "Mobilize for Peaee ". In the

Journal of Commerce, special November number.
l're|)H redness".

All these articles had for objective the development
of imv Fisheries a national asset.

1 must mention also that the I'nited States, follow-

ing our initiative, ilecided to hold an inaugurated

Fish Day in November last.

From the President of our Association, Mr. D. J.

Hyrne, we had timely coinnninications in our official

monthly Fishing journal, appealing to the jjcoplc and

to the trade in relation to the importance of our in-

dustry.

He also delivered an elaborate address—"The Eco-

nomic side of the Fishing Industry" before the Com-
mission of Conservation at Ottawa. We are also in-

debted to his activity as a member of the Rotary Club

for a Special Fish Dinner of which many members of

the club participated; the dining hall being decorated

for the occasion with suitable mottoes and posters.

This dinner took place on the very day of our Second

National Fish Day. October 31st last.

Great credit is due Mr. T. W. C. Binns of Ottawa for

the interesting series of Fish Talks he has given to the

readers of the Free Press, Ottawa. These articles

bear the imprint of originality and effectiveness,

rarely and only attained by one truly conversant with

the matter he has to deal with. One of these articles,

recorded and filed with the present report, has been

used as a model of the kind and distributed to their

customers by a reputable firm at Boston, Mass. It is

certainly a clever piece of work.

Other works of jjublicity. which space and time do

not allow me to enlarge u\wn as much as I would like

to. are the literary works of our genial .secretary. Mr.

Frederick William Wallace. 1 refer to the "Shack

Locker", and -'Hhie Water". These novels I truth-

fully admit, are above my criticism. However, I

want to recommend them to all lovers of the sea, fish

life, and tales of the deep. The diffusion of these

works, which are brimming over with pathos and

humor, will help to encourage the prosecution of one

of the best sides of the Fish Industry, particularly

worthy of interest at this critical period we are now

traversing, namely, the Production of Fish.

Mr. Wallace is also the nautical editor of the "Ad-

venture" Magazine, and in that capacity he never

loses sight of the fish interests.

It is also to him that we owe the Sea Films "Seamen

Courageous" which has already been shown in the

theatres of iiearly all our principal cities.

These films show great daring and enterprise on the

part of our secretary, and besides being attractive and

interesting, are a great educator, and will help to show

the importance of the vastness of our fisheries.

Both indivi.lluallv and in his official capacity. Ma.ior

Hugh A. Crecn is a fervent preacher of the gospel of

the Eat Fish propaganda. I don't believe anyone in

the fish world has shown such devotion, such enthus-

iasm. He has been of inealeidahle service to our As-

soc i

use

age and Produce Kcvk.w. published ni London, n-
gland. under date September 2l8t last, gives an ac-
count of the Major in such glowing terms. i)ay8 such
a tribute to his efficiency and ability, that it is use-
less for me to add more but to refer you to the article
in (|uestion.

The Sun Life Assarance of Canada in its magazine
Sunsliine " published la.st year in its indu.strial series
a Fisheries number of 25,000 copies; data and photos
being supplied by our secretary.

A few imi)ortant articles have also appeared in our
official magazine, the Canadian F'isherman, during the
past year from the pens of Mr. Greenwood and Mr.
Hayward of Vancouver, B.C. We expect to receive
more contributions of the kind.

This sums up the work that has been done by this

('(•mmittee during the past year. I am convinced that
more educational work is needed. When one consi-

ders that of all food products used for consumption,
fish figures only 2'/, of the whole amount, it appears
to me strongly that more direct and forceful pleas, in

favor of the usage of fish as a food, should be institut-

ed and brought to bear effectively on the Consumer.
This can best be done by appropriation of funds sup-
plied by our governments, or by corporations, or indi-

viduals.

This Association has done a great deal, but with a
limited capital at its disposal its work has not been
so efficacious as the cause deserves.

Rcspectfullv submitted.

J. A. PAULHUS.

MR. THOMPSON JOINS CANADIAN FISHERMAN.
Mr. Harold W. Thompson, who has just joined the

Canadian Fisherman as its Ontario Representative,

with headquarters in Toronto, is a native of the "An-
cient Colony" and is well ac<|uainted with the fisheries

and the re(|uirenients of tlic traile. He was born in

Newfoundland some thirty odd years ago. his father

being foiiuerly a well known journalist and member
of Parliament, and now the occupant of a seat on the

Bench.

Mr. Thompson obtained a thorough journalistic

training under his father, and then launched out on

his own "hook" and knows all about the troubles and
tribulations of the man who tries to be editor, adver-

tising manager, office boy and printer's devil at one

and the same time. After a number of years expe-

rience in Newfoundland, he came to Canada, where he

was engaged in both editorial and reportorial work.

Flight years ago he joined the Hugh C. MacLean com-

pany, and by hard work and a thorough knowledge of

his business, obtained a very large measure of success.

The Canadian Fisherman welcomes Mr. Thompson
t<i its organization, and feels confident that he will

soon number among his friends a large clientele of

advertisers.

CHINESE FISH TRADE.

sm He has been oi ineaieuiaoie seivii.- iw "". -—

iciation and trt the fish industry by advocating the

ie <.f Canadian fish as food overseas. The Cold Stor-

Shanghai. Dee. 11. There seems to have lieen a re-

vival in the trade in Canadian fish; the figures for the

last two years more nearly approaching tho.se of 1910

than at any time in the interval. If .shippers in Can-

ada would more carefully study this market, and use

greater perception in catering to the wishes of the

Chinese who are engage<l in this trade, there appears to

be no reason why imports should not annually in-

crease .for the market is never overstocked.
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The Advertising of Fish

By T. W. C. BINNS.
(Before Annual Meeting, C. F. A.).

Mr. President and Gentlemen :

—

HAVING been reuested by Mr. Wallace of
tlie Canadian Fisheries Association to say a
few words on the "Advertising of Fish" I

have great pleasure in doing so.

While conscious of my inability to do justice to a

subject of such importance, yet I feel that I may pos-

sibly touch on one or more points in connection with
the greatest natural resource possessed by Canada
which will cause some discussion from which much
good will result to the great indiistry we have
assembled from all parts of the Dominion to en-

courage.

Advertising signifies giving notice or announcing
some fact or facts. Another definition is "giving
publicity to ones business," — "To announce ones
wishes or intentions by a public notice." Thus it will

be clearly seen that there are many ways in which we
as active members of the Canadian Fisheries Associa-

tion may proclaim either in private or in public our
"wishes or intentions."

It may not be out of place at this point to remind
you as business men that conditions for public an-

nouncement in our time are "easy" as compared to

the time our grandfathers lived.

As recently as 1847 on advertisements appearing in

newspapers printed in England, Scotland or Ireland,

the state collected duty which amo\inted to no in-

considerable sum. We are told, however, that as no
duty existed on advertisements in the United States,

the American newspapers received a larger number of

advertisements.

I KNOW that we are all agreed that many
business have been created by judicious and
persistent advertising. In fact, many arti-

cles, even some of doubtful necessity, have
become as "household words" simply through the

persistent publicity afforded by out-door signs, etc.

If advertising has been so good for others, surely it

should be the very best help to the Fish business,—

a

business engaged in catering to the positive needs of

the community.
If publicity never did a "good thing" any harm,

surely the more advertising we can give the Fish busi-

ness the bigger and better it will become.

It seems to me, however, looking at the business

from the Retailers standpoint that at the present time

with such abnormal demands for Fish of all staple lines,

that "production" and more production is required.

At the Anniml Meetinpof the Bank of Commerce held

recently the President said "nor can we afford to sec

the valuable fishing industry of British Columbia,

which furnishes 40 per cent of our Fish, decline on ac-

count of the unskilled methods employed in both the

Salmon and Halibut fisheries."

The demand for Fish has now been created and we
all believe, I am sure, that there will be no difficulty
in disposing of all the Fish which can be caught.
There are several varities such as Pollock, Hake. Cusk.
Dogfish, Skate, etc. which do not meet with a ready
sale in this country and we as members of the Can-
adian Fisheries Association, interested in supplying
the people of Canada with good food at a reasonable
price might "do our bit' " to reduce living expenses by
giving publicity to the good eating and highly nutri-
tious qualities of these Fish which have almost been a
waste product to the present time.

I fear I have been disgressing with my subject but
to return to my topic :

—

SPEAKING in Montreal recently a gentle-
man said "properly speaking there are two
classes of advertising, general and direct."
Anouncements in street cars, newspapers, or

on bill boards, come under the heading of "General"
advertising; "Direct" advertising being more of a
personal call.

Advertisiments either "general" or "direct" may
be simply reminders or they may be educative. Bill
boards for instance with the simple ^ords "Gorton's
Cod Fish" as seen throughout the .state of Ma.ssachu-
setts would be simply a reminder and would mean
nothing to those who had never made use of or hand-
led the product referred to, but to those who have had
Fish Cakes or Creamed Cod Fish, made from "Gor-
ton's Codfish" a sign such as mentioned would act
as a reminder to make a purciiase of superlatively good
Salt Cod at the very first opportunity.
To be worth advertising. Fish and Fish products

must have real merit and it is only by guaranteeing the
goods Ave advertise we can hope to create a further
demand. We should be careful to advertise season-
able varieties aiul at reasonable |)rices, for even yet
there is among many of our people an antipathy" to
Fish in any form.

Unfortunately for the Retailer, although the same
sympathy may not be due to the "producer" the cost
price of many varieties of Fisli, including particu-
larly Smoked Fish, has risen to such an extent that
the consumer blames the retail Fish dealer for the
continual rise in prices. However. I am satisfied that
all Retail Fish dealers are prepared to continue to
supply the public as reasonably as pos.sible.

In the past, I fear, the Fish dealers liave not been as
liberal in their advertising appropriations as the na-
ture of the business with its vast possibilities would
suggest. True, some firms make a practice of i.ssuing

in mid-winter a calendar, not infrequently a picture
of a female, who would be subject to pneumonia and
other diseases if in real life.
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Eveu our own Fishfn<'» D^iiarimeui at Ottawa is-

sue the monthly Fishing Reports "under the author-

ity of the Naval Service." We all admit the value of

the Naval Service but I feel the omission to make
greater use of the word Fisheries is an oversight,

naturally p\y< ih- fisliiiiLr industry no imltlic-wliich

ilv.

THE officials 01 our Fislicrics Dcpartnu'iit

niitrht well take a lesson from the United
States where men are sufficiently intereste<i in

tile development of tlie Fish business to give

great publicity to the food value of Tile Fish for in-

stance; and tluis helj) to create a demand for a fish

which has latterly been in great supply and which has

been sold at a very low price.

We in Canada as before mentioned have fish which
could make excellent food at a very low price if the

]>ublic was educated to the food vnlne of Pollock. Bl(i<-k

Cod, Skate, Cusk. etc.

Piibiicity along these lines would be "educative".

One point I wish to urge and urge very strongly.

Let us all as Fish Dealers recognize no Fast Days but

push the sale of Fish on Tuesdays and Fridays and any
other meetless days, as FISH DAYS.

Let us all resolve to spell FISH always with a caj)-

ital F.

There are many in<'thods by which Fish may be

given publicity.

In tlie writer's home city in the "Old Country'',

some years ago, when a barrel of Fresh Herrings or

Mackerel was received by the local Fish dealers it was
the custom to have the Town-crier or Bellman (a man
of great age) make the round of the city, and at cer-

tain places, usually intersections of streets, ring his

bell the usual-number of times, then announce in deli-

berate voice that "so & so'' had received a barrel of

Fresh Herrings. &c, which would be sold in the market
place at such a time and price. While this method
would now be but of date is served its purpose then,

when a weekly newspajjcr was the only other available

advertising medium.

P'or educational advertising there are many suggest-

ions. In the news of the day recently I read that the

Ontario Department of Agriculture and the Gran<l

Trunk Railway are co-operating in a campaign for

"Hctter Farming" by fitting out a demonstration
train to tour Western Ontario.

COI'LD not our own Dominion Fish

erics Department also co-operate to the

extent of using similar means to educ-

ate the public as to the value of our
Fisheries. Another method by which many might
receive information regarding the economic value of

Fish as a food is through the medium of the many
Peoples Forums throughout the Dominion.
The Canadian Fisheries Association has members in

practically every centre of population. Why not en-

courage these members to give addresses, jireferably

illustrated. This has already been done on several

occasions with great interest. A campaign might be

carried on through the agency of the many Domestic

Science Classes if the school authorities were ap-

proached in flic matter and I venture to think that the

young might be interested in having those qualified

giving a simj)!*' talk to the juniors, telling them of the

\ astness of our Fisiiing resources.

In this couim Hull i refer to an item in the last issue

of the "Canadian Fisherman." It reads "H. R. Silver,

Fish Merchant of Halifax, addressed a meeting in the

school-room at Riverport, Thursday evening on im-

proving methods of curing Fish."
The newspapers and journals are always on the

look-out for "copy." Here again the members of the
Canadian Fisheries Association might "do their bit"
by encouraging the news editors to feature items of
interest regarding Fish and seeing that recipes for
cooking Fish are continually kept before the public.

By having prominent men connected with the Fish-
ing industry speak at meetings of (say) the Canadian
Club, Rotary Club. Lodge meetings, &c. interest would
be awakened to the value of Fish.

If a series of suitable pictures, either moving or
still, relating to the Fish business could be procured
and featured at the Picture Theatres, a vast amount of

interest w^ould be aroused.

As a "reminder" to "Eat Fish and more Fish"
could not this Association procure small "stickers" by
the hundred thousand which might be sold to the

several dealers and used on letters, envelopes, and in

fact wherever and whenver possible.. Up to the

present I have made little mention of the general news-
|)aper advertising by the Fish dealers.

To my mind this has been very.much neglected in

the i)ast.

IT is regrettable that in a city of the size of

Montreal, one of the oldest evening papers
rarely contains a single Fish announcement,
not even on Thursday evening. This may be

|)urely the fault of the advertising department of this

particular paper, but now is the time for the news-
papers and the Fish dealers, both wholesale and re-

tail, to get together and make up for lost opportun-
ities.

The last method of advertising I will at present men-
tion, consists of circularizing from time to time, and
sjteaking for myself as a retailer. I will state that a

bright weekly "bulletin" always receives careful con-

sideration.

In conclusion 1 trust the foregoing remarks and
suggestions may cause some discussion which will re-

sult in more and better publicity for our industry,

which so far as Canada is concerned, is still in its in

fancy, but which gives promise of becoming the most
iin))()rtant of our great Dominion resources.

HE WAS A DIVER.
A keen temperance advocate was one night address-

ing a public meeting on his pet subject.

"I should like," he declared, "to take every bottle

.of wine and every bottle of spirits and sink them all to

the bottom of the sea."

A man at the back of the hall jumped up excitedly,

shouting, "Heftr, hear I Hear, hear! Hear hear!
Tli.e lecturer paused in his remarks to beam delight-

ed approval, on the interrupter. "Ah, my friend." In

said "I can see that you are ateetotaller!"
"No, sir; I'm a diver!" said the man.

Hon. .1. I). Hazen, Minister of Marine & Fisheries,

will aeeompany Premier Borden to England for the

Imperial Conference,
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Fish Talk from Lunenburg

Fish, Fishermen, Fish Cookery, Notes and Comment

By AGNES G. McGUIRE.

THE year just closed, is, for the Lunenburg
Fishing industry at least, the most remark-
able in the history of the town.

Remarkable, because of the unprecedented

prices for fish, rather than the bigness of the catch.

On one vessel the crew shared $733.00 and on another

$725.00 per man, for about five month's work on the

Banks. And as soon as they returned from the fish-

ing trip, every schooner that wanted a cargo charter

could obtain one, resulting in about 77 vessels engag-

ing in that trade, cMefly to European ports, thus add-

ing very considerably to their sums earned during the

summer. In fact, no year has ever shown such a

goodlv balance on the credit side for our fishermen as

that of 1916.

In the spring of 1915, when $5.75 was offerel as a

starter for dry cod, and later $6.00, $6.50, $7.00 and

$7.50, the knowing ones predicted that the top notch

was struck in fish prices, and the bell was about due

to ring, but when the spring of 1916, showed a start-

ing price of $7.10 no one evinced surprise when the

.$8.00 mark was struck and the last cargoes brought

$8.05 in Lunenburg, and the price continued to soar

until $8.50 was offered at Halifax, but by this time the

catch was practically all sold.

The demand far exceeded the supply and demonstrat-

ed clearly the fact that the catch of a fleet of 400

schooners could readily have been marketed, instead

of that of the 106 that were engaged in this most im-

portant industry.

Fisheries Most Important Industry.

AND it is most important, I niaj' be pardoned

if T claim that it is the most important in-

dustry of the world.

Does anyone take exception to that state-

ment f If so, I shall try to prove the truth of my ass-

ertion.

The fishing industry, from the point of economic va-

lues, is worth infinitely more than any of our other re-

sources, because the supply is practically inexhaus-

tible. Take for example our forests, on which out-

great lumbering industry is dependent. Year after

year of constant taking away eventually spells deple-

tion.

It is so also with our mines, and even in a measure

with our agriculture.

.

With the fisherman, however, the bigger the de-

mand, the bigger the yield.

The cost of equipment also, it not nearly so great an

in many industries, those for instance, in which ex

penaive machinery and costly engineering are neces.

sary for their development and then, again floods,

frost nor drouth affect the fishing industry as they
do agriculture.

In the latter industry, the land if not properly
attended to, runs out,^ and rotation of crops and other

technical features are necessary, but the fisherman
has no rotation to bother him on the fishing grounds.

The waters swarmed with fish in 1916 as they did

in 1915, and as they in all probability will in 1917 and
until the end of time, as far as the natural course of

events is concerned.
And that is after all the really big point that counts,

this natural inexhaustible supply without artificial

stimulus of any sort.

It is not enough to say that money and good money
was earned in 1916. It is the assurance—always of

course considering regular and natural occurrences,

that good money can be earned in 1917 and the years
to come, that really cotuits.

The fishing industi'y therefore is the dependable in-

dustry, because just as surely as you put your labor

into it, you will get your dividends.

How many miners can say as much? How many
have experimented a lucky find of gold or silver or

other metals, and after vast labor and huge expend-
iture for ('(}uii)mt'tit, that the lead has petered out.

and spelt flat failure.

How many wheat or fruit farmers, have slaved over

the planting or spraying of their crops, to find that a

sud(len frost or long drouth has crippled their har-

vests and their work has been in vain.

But it is not so with the Bank fishermen. They put

in a season's hard work, and they draw their good
money for it and as far as the elements are concerned,

they've got to go some, to daunt a Bank fisherman.

The knowledge of the assured future of those

already employed, and that more men and still more

men can enter the field and not overcrowd it. there be-

ing plenty for all, surely proves the truth of my claims

that this is the most important industry of the world.

It is an ineontrovertiblt" fact.

Lunenburg Catch a Record.

TlIK catcli of the iiunenburg County vessels

for the season of 1916. totalled .some 219.360

(|tls. ; this was les than in 191."), llic lotiil for

that year being 227.245 (itls.

I'aptain .Miraham Cook, again won the distinction of

being high liner of the fleet, having weighed off exact-

ly 4. UK) (|lts. of fish.

No one could wear liis laiii'i'ls niori' moilesih than
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this quiet spoken easy mannered skipper, who simply
doesn't want to hear anything about that end of it, at

aU.

Uowfver, figures speak for themselves. There is no
particular need for loud talk, when the dividends are

paid on 4,100 quintals of fish at the figure they
brought last year.

The Lunenburg Bankers generally, are very loth to

speak of their sueeess.

They have done exceptionally well this year, they

know it themselves and are not at all particular

whether anyone else knows it or not.

This attitude is rather incomprehensible to the

average outsider, as the usual thing is to splurge a bit

and make a noise about success ; but if you associate

with the Lunenburg men, you will find they have a

horror of publicity, and from that you cannot budge
them.

I remember a rather sad experience 1 underwent a

couple of years ago.

About that time, The Gloucester Times was running

a series of stories of the successful fishing captains of

that port. Each day their pictures appeared and a

lot of interesting reading about their experiences etc,

was published, and the manager of one of the Halifax

dailies thought this would be an admirable feature for

their readers.

Accordingly I was deputized to interview our capt-

ains, get their photos and send in a story each day.

Did I succeed? My impressions were that if I had

needed mone.v. I'd have got it quick. Had I wanted a

meal or assistance from a pecuniary stand point of any

sort, it would have been forth coming, but the story of

their lives: Nothing doing.

I pleaded, exhorted, argued, told them I'd write ob-

solutely nothing but the truth, and only such truth as

was more or less public knowledge, but they were

adamant, to a man.
I am perfectly positive that I haven't convinced the

manager of that daily yet, of my need of failure, but

I wish he'd make the experiment himself, then he'd

know.
It is hard to explain, there's no rea.son for it. and

from my purely personal point of view, not much sense

in it, but even their wives can't make them see other-

wise and as Mr. Dooley would say: 'Tlierc ye a-r-r-r-e!

Fishermen and Writers.

THE Editor of the Canadian Fisherman in his

latest work. "The Shack Locker", pays many
warm tributes to the class of men engaged in

the Pishing Industry. He speaks of them as

a clean lived decent, honest lot of men. whose every

thought is for the comfort and welfare of those at

home. Indeed it would be hard to find a better brand

of husbands and fathers, sons or sweethearts than

these toilers of the deep, whose avocation separates

them from those they hold dear for seven or eight

months of every year.

Thank Heaven, he is one writer at least who does

not sicken us with the eternal twadtlle about "types"",

as if the average fishermen were something that

>hould be exhibited in a side show, with a brass band

accomi)animent.

I don't know of anything more irritating and a

normal human being, than to have some penny-a-lin-

er, suffering badly from an attack of "cacoethes scri-

bendi" invade a town, and after hanjjring around for

a couple of hotirs. go away to jul".'!'' "itli ,i lin?ii'li of

words, he fondly calls a story, telling all about the
"types" he has found in the men engaged in the fish-

ing industry.

For such an one, the life of the average fisherman
or his affairs, would have about as much privacy as a
gold fish.

These "type" hunters are regular Christopher Co-
lumbuses. You never can tell where they are going
to discover new ground, and the amazing part of it all

is, that they usually tell the inhabitants of the town
they have pai<l their addresses to, a huge amount of

things, they never knew about themselves before.

For instance, one evening several summers ago,

while on a lecturing trip I found a magazine in a

country hotel, and as I idly turned the pages the name,
Luiu'nburg, caught my eye. On giving my attention

to the story, I found that two persons had travelled

through Nova Scotia and had collaborated on their im-

pressions with astonishing results.

* Pumpkin Soup.

TO my huge amusement, I learned that
"Pumpkin Souj)", was the national dish so to

speak of Lunenburg County. Pumpkin
Soup". Ye Gods! ! I have been in every nook

and corner of this fair count}', where manual occupa-
tions are followed, but never have I heard of, much less

seen, pumpkin soup as an article of diet.

I have eaten as fine pumpkin pics as in any part of
the New England pie belt and have seen a surplus lot

of the luscious yellow globes, sliced up for the cattle

or even boiled in the big out door cooking pots as food
for young pigs, but that about covered the pumpkin
uses. Yet non-residents of Lunenburg County who
have read that article know all about us.

Haven't they tlie printed w-u-r-r-d that we eat pump-
kin soup on all occasions?

"When you begin to talk of the "eats" of Lunenburg,
and come to the fish part of the menu. I am more than
ready to listen.

Fish as Food.
HOW often one hears persons of apparently
.sound judgment declare, that they just hate

fish"", positively loathe it!"

It took me a long time to arrive at the solu-

tion of that problem, but T have at last decided, that it

is because many of them never ate decently cooked fish

in their lives.

When I speak of fish, I do not mean the cold storage

product, which has been out of its native element so

long, that it is suffering from home sickness and tastes

accbrdingly.

Neither do I mean salt codfish that has been cut

in hunks and put on to boil for hours, until it is as hard
as the nether millstone.

I have had the misfortune to have had both of these

atrocities set before me and on those occasions, I didn't

like fish either.

In Lunenburg County, they know all that is to know
about cooking salt codfi.sh.

How To Cook Salt Codfish.

IT is first soaked over night, to freshen it,

^ I

then it is put on to boil in fresh water and as

it reaches boiling point it is moved to the back
of the range to keep at just that point, and

when it is served it is deliciously tender aiul sweet and
idniost fit to ejit Avitliniit nny ;u'comp;iniiiirnl . but it
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is usually dished with a sauce boat of golden brown
onions, fried in hot pork fat with the tiny pork scrap

cooked to a perfection of crispness.

There is a favorite dish here known as salt cod.

"Dutch style." which I have never eaten outside of

Lunenburg County, and among codfish dishes, it has

no peer. To prepare, the dry fish is picked into tiny

bits and this time is allowed to boil ; the water is

changed once or twice to freshen it properly ; then an

equal quantity of potato, pared and cut into eights, is

turned into the pot and fish and potatoes are allowed

to cook until the potatoes are done.

The pork scraps and onions are fried together as

in the foregoing directions, then the fish and potatoes

are dished in a deep dish and the smoking hot fat and
onions are poured over the whole. For those who do
not like pork fat, butter may be substituted, and for

those who need a substantial, appetizing dish, this pre-

paration has no equal.

I make no excuses for the free use of onions, my-lady-
delicate-aTid-supereiliovis to the contrary. notwith-

standing.

I saw an excellent article recently in a woman's
magazine, entitled "Onions without any apology."

Nearlj' everyone really likes onions, if they will

confess the weakness, and the general health of all

races, who include onions largely in their diet is far

superior to those who have foolish prejudices on the

subject.

Some Good Recipes.

I MUST tell you of one way to prepare dry
cod which I have never seen outside of my
own home, and is my favorite method of all.

It is an equally good breakfast, luncheon or

supper dish.

To prepare, pick up the fish and freshen as previ-

ously described ; drain and place on a platter and
sprinkle thickly with dry mustard and coarsely ground
black pepper. Pour over the fish a few spoonfuls of

hot water and dot generously with bits of fresh but-

ter. Place in the oven until butter is melted and serve

with baked potatoes, scalloped tomatoes or stewed
tomatoes with red peppers, and carrots santed in

butter.

After eating this dish, there will be very few of the
other forms of preparation found popular, as Its

piquant flavor, from the mustard and the hot tomato
accompaniment, make it particularly pleasing to the
palate, and quite out of the ordinary. In fact, it

tastes more like an Italian or Spanish dish than any-
thing else.

'ihe Lunenburg fishing captains say tftat the cooks
in Porto Rico, disguise the taste of codfish, so that
.vou would never know what you are eating.

Curry, of course, is the principal agent of disguise,
and personally, as T abhor curry, the dish would be
ruined for me.

That favorite condiment of tropical countries,
smells to me, like condition powders, and I would have
a sensation that I ought to be hitched to n manger
if I had food seasoned with it. placed before me.

I do not wish codfisli to masquerade so effectually
that its identity is indiscernible. I knew a man from
Virginia once, whose favorite dish was picked up cod
in eream. he could never get enotigh of it. and he whh
brought up in th? \m^ of fried chicken and corn pone,

1 WONDER how many of the Canadian Fish-

ermen's readers have eaten pickled cod's ton-

gues and sounds or that wonderfully delect-

able article, fresh cod's tongues, fried in

butter.

Brought up in a town where fish were as everyday
matter as the water that nearly surrounded me, it

astonished me to learn that many kinds of fish which
I had hitherto regarded with a more or less unfriend-

ly attitude, figured on the bills of fare in American
cafes at exorbitant prices, and as we all, more or

less fall for food that is high priced, I tasted my
first cods' tongues in butter, in New York, and won-
dered why T had never seen such a perfectly splendid

dish served at home.
I think that Nova Scotians generally are extremely

wasteful in regard to fish as a food, there being scores

of varieties that are never even looked at. Fish that

are perfectly good and palatable at that.

In the United States, due perhaps to the tastes of

the foreign population, I have seen dozens of kinds of

fish eagerly sought after, which our people throw away.

or perhaps cook for food for the pigs.

Flat fish, flounders, chicken halibut are all dearly

paid for in American cities, but little used in Nova
Scotia.

Perch, which I have never seen eaten here, are a

regular article of food in Boston and New York, and
another tid-bit I saw exposed for sale in an American
fish market is, herring spawn.

I had the curiosity to question the dealer as to its

use, explaining that I thought it was food for cats.

The dealer who was an Italian, was horrified at my
suggestion, and assured me they Avere "ver' n-i-i-c-e."

The grayfish, our old friend the dogfish in society,

is T believe finding iinich favor as food.

How to Make a Real Fish Chowder.

PASSING from salt to fresh fish, how many
of the (^anadian Fishermen readers ever ate

a genuine fish chowder?
Here is the method employed by a famous

Coney Island chef, and believe me. no one need im-

prove on it.

Last summer I was camping with some friends on

an island, where we could get a stipply of up-to-the-

minute fish. We were visited one day by a number
of guests from Canadian inland towns, whose chief

desire was to taste a genuine fish chowder. In fact,

they came prepared with haddock. baco?i and milk,

which the.v wished converted into the chowder of"their

dreams, regarding which their ideas were very vague.

I was pointed out as the bo.ss chowder maker, but

promptl.v shied at the bacon and milk, telling them
gently but firiidy. that if 1 whs to make the chowder,

it had to be my way.
Wlien they asked wluit was ncccssar>- and T told

them, fat salt pork, onions, brown flour, potatoes and
water, one of the ladies wrinkled u|i her nose and said

the combination didn't sound attractive. She was
sort of wcd<lc(l to that "bits of bacon and milk" idea,

but the majority clamored for my product iind I pro-

ceeded thuswise.

First the haddock was skinned, ii very cas.v opera-

tion, if it is done swiftly. Cut off the head and witli

a sliarp knife loosen the skin around the neck, then
give a smart pull, and off" conies the skin in a sinu-ln

striii. repeat the operation on the other side. The fins

must be removed iind the sound scraped and the back»
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hoM thoroughly washeil. The pork was then 8crappe<l

fine, and the onions were cut rather fine to brown in

the fat. In the meantime a ewp of white flour was

evenlv hrowneil in a spi.ler. Six or seven potatoes

were V"'"'*"'' ""*' ''"' '" eiphf lis and the haddock was

cut into medium sized pieces, the small Ixnics bcinfi

removed, but the back bone, with whatever rajjjjed

bits of fish adhered to it was thrown in the pot to

extract all the luitrinient and later il was skimmed

(lilt whole, and as white as ivory.

Then beinfr ready to proceed with the real business

of chowder making, a layer of potatoes was put in

the fat ; tlien the haddock sprinkled with pepper, salt

and browned flour, then another layer of potatoes,

etc.. until all were used, then the pot was filled with

boiling water, not milk remember, and the whole was

allowed to boil from an hour to an hour and a half.

.Inst before serving were added biscuits, a couple

it pilots, broken rather- coarsely, if the old time "hard

tack" can be j)rocured. that is the proper thing to use

to make the best chowder ever, but as a rule. i)iloi

biscuit have to be substituted.

Two teaspoons of tobasco sauce were then thrown

ill and three hard boiled eggs cut in slices, but that is

only used in a chowder de luxe, it is just as good

without.

It was then served piping hot with crisp crackers,

and the lady who "did not like the combination," pass-

ed her plate for a third helping, which speaks for it-

self. They all simply raved over it. and without any

doubt there is no chowder to equal it. It is an ideal

chowder i>arty recipe for men as there is no milk to

bother with and the ingredients are easy to carry, and

no one could fail with it.

Baked cod, haddock or lialiiml, with a liiglily sea-

soned bread dressing and crisp curls of fat pork or

bacon, is ecpial to any turkey at about one-tenth of

the cost.

There is no need for people to consider themselves

martyrs, becaues they are urged to eat fish to cut

down the sinfully higli prices of meat and the increas-

I'd cost of living generally.

Fish cooked jiroperly and seasoned tastily is just

as jialatable. equally nutritious and generally as good

if not better food, than beef or poultry-.

Of course salt cod, served with some sort of a hor-

rible flour- pastry concoction masquerading-as "cream
sauce," deserves the black eye it usually gets.

The food is good enough to start with, but fully

exemplifies the old adage that 'The Lord sends the

food and the devil sends the cooks."

N'O single article of diet requires to be as

well aiiil carefully cooked as fish, so those

who have put the ban on this food take heart

of grace, and see if the fault does not lie

elsewhere than in the fish it.self.

Since the war has started there have been some

fearful and wonderful fish combinations put up.

In (icrmany "fish .sausage" and "fish butter" have

been put on the market, and recently in The Fishing

Gazette, I .saw a recipe for "Halibut Rabbit." a long

way after Welsh rabbit or rarebit. Halibut rabbit.

Digbv chickens. Bombay ducks, fish cocktails! Really

foreigners must thing the English language has gone

crazy, the Avhole lni-iiiie^s •,cimi(I'; like flu" liiiiro in .Mice

of Wonderland.
But. T am a long \v :i_\ ironi in_\ (in^iiiiii moutons.

To resume, likewise to begin, as the old man said at

a political meeting.

The Lunenburg Fleet.

THE number of vessels employed in fishing

was not as large 1 his year as last ; there being
about twelve less, which may be accounted
for chiefly by the great demand for tonnage

in freight carrying.

Then there was the loss of the fine new schooner,
the "Lucile J. Schuare", sunk when coming ou tof
Newfoundland on her first baiting, by the steamer
"Wartenfelts".

The "Emily Sdig " had to abandon her trip owing
to illness among the crew, and the "Minnie Mosher"
had to land five sick men.
The loss of life also was unfortunately greater than

last year, five men being swept overboard from the
"Leta J. Schwartz", when on the home ward trip, and
two being drowned at LaHave, from overloading the
dory. One man was also drowned when the "Lucile
Schnare" sank.
The Fishermen 8 Benefit Association, a purely local

organization had eight claims against it this year.
This society, for the protection of the families of the

tishermeu, should have the patronage of all the fisher-
men, but out of the 2,700 men engaged in this hazard-
ous occupation only about 1,400 have joined.
The fees ai-e very small, each man being assessed one-

dollar, each captain two dollars and each vessel ten
dollars, and considering the benefit it is to an unpro-
tected family it is hard to understand why every fish-

erman does not support it.

Although the fishermen have done wonderfully well
this year, it must not be supposed that the whole trip
means clear gain.

In the fishing industry, as in every other, prices
have advanced at a hair raising rate.

The cost of hulls and spars is fully 20% in advance
of last year's figures.

A schooner that could be built for $7,000 last year
costs $8,500 or $9,000, this year. Sails cost about $250
more than formerly; chain and galvanized rope are
about treble in price. Rope has jumped so that a good
hawser runs from $900 to $1,100.
The "Grub" bill for a Lunenburg banker, the best

outfitted vessel in the world from that standpoint,
amounts to about $2,500. Salt costs about $850.

Should the sdiooner run into a .spring blizzard and
lose her hawser and dories there will be hundreds de-
ducted from her dividends.
Then there are the bait bills. Some captains jig

their own scjuid for bait and their bills will be perhaps
$300. One hand liner ou Bank Quero used no bait last
year; othei-s have bait bills, running from $1,100 to
$1,800.

Sometimes persons wonder why the crew of one
vessel shares so much more, than the crew of another,
with the same catch, but the foregoing reasons explain
the matter.

Fishermen are Doing Their Bit.

DURING the past year or so, there have been
many fishermen enlist for overseas service.
While the patriotic spirit of these men

must be recognized, yet. very serious situa-
tions would arise should these enlistments continue.
Men and men of good physique and courage, are

alone able to engage in this calling. It is no work for

H
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weaklings nor can women carry it on. And fish is

today so important a food in the army and navy, that

men must be left to carry on this industry.

Thoughtless persons, who air their opinions to the

effect that "fishermen should enlist" must consider

this question more carefully.

Meat being practically prohibitive in price and
through scarcity, fish must supply its place as the food
of the nation.

It is well understood that this breed of manly men
are ready and willing to do their bit but THEIR BIT
may consist of procuring food for those at the front

and is every bit as important as that of shouldering a

rifle.

The calls from the various patriotic funds find our
fishermen ready to share their hard earned money
with those who are in need.

The amount contributed by the shipowners of

Lunenburg County to the British Sailors' Relief Fund
in December last was $6,322 of this amount $5,050 was
given by the owners of fishing vessels and $1,275 by
the owners of the freighting vessels.

In September last was inaugurated Lunenburg Fish-

ermen's Day, which will be an annual institution to

celebrate the properity of Lunenburg County.
Some 5,000 persons visited the town and a general

gala day was observed.

Addresses were made by Hon. A. K. Maclean, M. P.

;

Dugald Stewart, M. P. P. ; J. J. Kinley, M. P. P. ; all

relative to the fishing industry. Mayor Duff who is

also manager of the Lunenburg Fish Company, pre-

sided.

It is hoped that next year, the fishermen of the

Western Counties will join in the celebration.

SOME TIME since, there was an article going
the rounds of the press, containing the state-

ment that nothing but inferior fish is sent

from Lunenburg to Porto Rico.

I am prepared to give that statement an unqualified

denial. It is absolutely untrue. The very finest fish of

this County are shipped there, and the oldest Lunen-
burg firm that of Messrs. Zwicker and Company have
been shipping to that market for over fifty years.

This grade of fish, shipped in sailing vessels only, is

so highly thought of by Porto Rico buyers tliat they
often wait a week or more for the arrival of this firm's

vessels to secure their stock.

No doubt there is some bad fish shipped out from
this port. Ifa cargo of fish arrives in poor condition, it

is thrown on the hands of the shippers.

There have been about fifteen new vessels added to

the fleet and the ship yards all over Nova Scotin arc

crowded with orders.

Smith and Rhuland here, refused to take more con-
tracts until sonip nf tbosp already nrdnvpil were com-
pleted .

AmnnK tin' highest catches of tiic year were the

schooners:

J. Burton Cook, Cook 4,100

Delnwnna. Cook 3,800

P. M. Lozo, Corkum 8,350

Lilian B. Corkum, Corkum 3,270

W. T. White, Knock 3.300

Frances W. Smith, Mosaman 3,150

Elsie M. Hart, Corkum 3,000

Many of the other schooners had good sized catches
and even for those whose number of quintals was not
so large there was the big price to help out, so that
1916 may be regarded as the best year financially that
the fishermen have ever experienced.

TRADE OPPORTUNITIES.
Wo learn upon good opportunity that the Fi'ench

Government will be placing a large order for canned
fish in Canada. Only cheap grades will be called for

—cusk, hake, pollock, cod, herring, etc., and the pro-
babilities are that they will have to be packed in 1 lb.

tails. Tenders will be (tailed for through the War
Purchasing Commission, Ottawa, and any cheap fish

that can be canned will be considered.

The following articles are called for through the
Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa. Quote
reference number when enquiring for particulars.

464, Salmon.—A Canadian firm with canned salmon
for export in the future is asked to communicate with
a firm in Cardiff.

521. Salmon.—The importation of canned salmon,
not pale, from Canada, is desired by a firm in Swan-
sea.

532. Sardines.—A Swansea firm desires to be put in

touch with a Canadian concern able to supply sardines
to South Wales.

.")33. Lobsters.—If any Canadian firm has lobsters

foi- export, correspondence is desired by a firm in

Swansea.
537. Fish, tinned and frozen.—Some Glasgow fish

salesmen are desirous of acting as agents (for Europe
and South Africa) for British Columbia packers of

canned and frozen fish. References supplied.

TO SOUND GRAND BANK.
The coast guard Seneca, now at New York, will

leave Feb, 12 for Grand Bank on ice patrol duty, tak-
ing with her a party of United States scientists, who
will investigate ocean hydrography and sea life. Sound-
ings will be made over the (irand Banks. The Seneca
will utilize Halifax as a base until July 1, after which
date she will carry on the ocean hydrography work on
a line between St. John's, and the Greenland coast,
inclusive of the coast of Labrador and waters of Hud-
son Bay. The work will be carried as far north as ice

conditions permit.

PERSONALS,
Lieut, J, W, Nicholls, formerly of the Canadian Fish

& Cold Storage Company, Ltd., Prince Rupert, and
attached to a B, C. battalion, has returned to Canada
on leave and proceeded to Prince Rtipert, Lieut
Nicholls was through all the recent fighting at Regina
Trench, Courcelette and Mo(|uet Farm, and had an in-

teresting tale to tell of his eight month's service on the
firing line, Mr, Nicholls was in Montreal recently on
his way west.

Mr, .J, B. White of the Conservation Commission:
Mr. W, A, F'ound, Superintendent of Fisheries; Mr, J.

B, Fielding, F.Z,S, ; Dr, Huntsman, of the Biological

Dept,, Toronto I'niversity, and Mr. F. W. Wallace.
Secy-Treas., Canadian Fisheries Association, attended
the Convention of the Lake Erie Fishermen's Associa-

tion at St. Thonuis. Out., on Feb, 7th and 8th.
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"The Pacific Halibut War" an Attack and Counter-Attack

Positions of Vancouver and Prince Rupert in Halibut
Trade Outlined.

The following interesting article is reprinted from
the Vimoouver Province and should be of interest to

all pn<;a)»('d in our Fisheries.

PART of tiie credit for the present situa-

JJ tion in the Pacific coast halibut trade is due
to the activity of the port of Prince Rupert
in trying to secure shipments east through

tliat port, making it the north(Mn centre of the indus-

try ; part of the credit is also duo to the fact that there

are four ports now competing for the catch instead of

one, as in the early days of halibut fishing on the

northern banks; it is also partly due to changed con-

ditions in demand for foodstuffs, largely occasioned by
the European war, and finally in no small measure to

the increased prices of all food commodities and of all

prices generally."

That, in brief is the answer of men well versed in

the intricacies of that very intricate subject, the hali-

but controversy on the Pacific coast, which forms the

subject of a three section editorial entitled "The Hali-

but War,'" in the December number of the Sunset
Magazine. According to further statements of some of

these fishery ojterators tiie article in question

bristles with inaccuracies and misinformation, while a

thinly-veiled effort to work up resentment against the

Canadian Government runs through it as well.

One of the charges in the Sunset article referred to

is that "removal of the American duty on fish had fail-

ed to cut the cost of fish on the Pacific coast." Answer-
ing this, a well known operator said to The Province:

Since U. S. Duty Removed

"THE extra Canadian tonnage of fish going
into the American market since the removal
of the duty must have held down the cost; for

if that extra tonnage had not gone there, the

supply would have been still smaller, and the prices

consequently higher. As to the complaint in this

magazine article, that 'when Canada barred American
fish from Canadian markets by a high protective duty,

the American market was thrown wide open to Cana-
dian fish.' it is only necessary to point out that the
removal of the duty by the American Government was
a matter of policy on the part of the Democratic ad-

ministration of President Wilson, the platform of that

party being to admit foodstuffs to the United States

free of duty. The Canadian Government had no con-

trol over that matter, and so far as their own tariff is

concerned there has been no change. It has remained
as it is for many years.

"As to the closing of the Canadian market to Ameri-
can fish," continued The Province's informant, "the
fact is the Canadian market was closed under powers
contained in the treaty of 1818 between Great Britain

and the United States in respect to Newfoundland
fisheries. American fishing vessels were permitted to

use the ports of the Hritish colonies for three things

only, viz., wood, water and necessary repairs. Under
the terms of this treaty no further privilege to Ameri-
can fishing vessels in Canadian ports were allowed.

"By order-in-couneil, the Dominion Government has

modified these restrictions to the extent of permitting

American fishing vessels to land their catches at a

Canadian port for transshipment, in bond, and under
customs supervision, to United States points. No fish

delivered by American fishing vessels to a Canadian
port can be landed in Canada for Canadian consump-
tion, even when duty of 1 cent per pound and lY^ per

cent ad valorem war tax is proferred. Fish caught by
an American fishing vessel can be landed in Canada
on payment of the duty and war tax as above, pro-

vided same is received at a Canadian port by any
means of transportation or conveyance other than from
an American fishing vessel direct.

Setting "The Sunset" Right

"IN other words, an American fishing vessel

may deliver her catch to Seattle or to Ketchi-

kan. Alaska, and provided the same is ship-

ped to a Canadian port by rail, by common
carrier, or by any vessel other than an American ves-

sel engaged exelusively in fishing, the fish may enter

Canada for Canadian consumption upon payment of

the above tariff charges.

"For the benefit of the editor of the Sunset Maga-
zine," said the fishery man, "it is worth while setting

him right on the point of competition at Prince Rupert,
which arose after the fishing fleet ceased taking its

catch to Seattle, I might tell him. as one who is deeply
interested in the Prince Rupert market, that the com-
petition is not strangled, as the article asserts. On the
contrary, it still continues in most lively form. As to

the forcing up of the price of halibut the situation is

this:

"The average price paid for halibut at Prince
Rujiert to American fishing vessels during 191.'>-16 as

compared with prices paid to the very same fishing

vessels at Seattle during the previous year, before the

fleet went north to stay, is just about double. The
question is, whether the wage-earners, the producers,

are to be considered or the three or four fishing com-
panies and the supply houses of Seattle.

"That the fishermen are not kicking at getting bet-

ter prices may be seen from the fact that all the in-

dividual American fishing vessel owners at Ketchikan,

who sell their catches at Prinee Rubert. signed a peti-

tion to be sent to Washington. D. C. to protest against

what is known as the Strong Bill, a measure which
would have been law had it not been vetoed by the

President, and which would have prohibited the ship

ment of fish caught by American vessels in bond
through Canada.

If Bill Had Become Law.

INCIDENTALIA', this bill, if passe.i, would
have opened the door for retaliatory action

on the part of the Canadian Government, and
that is something which the fishing interests

of New England and the North Atlantic States can
not risk having happen, for their prosperity is bound
up in a continuanee of ion^-established fishing privjr
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leges extended by Canada. Consider fhe older and
larger fi-shing interests of the Atlantic Coast States
in comparison with those of Puget Sound. Is it not
worth while stopping to reflect on the possible jeopar-
dizing of those eastern fishing concerns by some hasty
action which might provoke the Ottawa authorities?
That is the question of the fishing interest's south of
the line must ask themselves before making any fur-
ther effort to call in the aid of Washington.

A good deal of misapprehension arises from woeful
lack of knowledge respecting the privilege of buying
bait in Canada. TTnder the order-in-council which, by
the way. though renewed from year to year, has really
been in force for twenty years or more. "Foreigners,
or foreign corporations," to quote the exact wording
of the order, "bringing fresh fish in vessels registered
in the United States of America to any port in British
Columbia, shall be permitted to land such fresh fish at
.such port without payment of duties and tranship the
same in bond to any port in the United States, or to
sell such fish in bond to such local dealer or dealers as
may be properly and duly licensed therefor under the
regulations and conditions hereinafter mentioned,
which dealer or dealers shall export the same in com-
pliance with the bonding requirements (but without
the right, however, in either instance, to sell in Can-
ada for consumption therein or otherwise, except in

bond, any of such fresh fish so landed.

"And such foreigners and foreign corporations
bringing fresh fish in vessels regisfei-ed in the United
States of America to any port in British Columbia,
shall be permitted to purchase bait and supplies, and
ship crews for such vessels at any port in the said Pro-
vince of British Columbia, provided also that such for-
eigners and foreign corporations before bringing fresh
fish to a port in British Columbia may be permitted to
purchase bait at any port in the said province of Bri-

tish Columbia upon an undertaking to the satisfaction
of the minister of customs that catches of fish witb any
baiting so supplied shall be landed at a port on the
mainland of British Columbia and be thence forward-
ed in bond to a port in the United States—the whole
under such regulations and conditions as the minister
of customs may determine."

Privileges Ottawa Grants.

DISCUSSING this bait privilege, which is

restricted as stated, to use for catches ship-
ped in bond through Canada, one man who
is in position to speak 'with some authority

"Not only does the Canadian Government extend
this privilege, but a customs off'icer is sent to any point
where a supply of herring for bait is procurable, so
that American vessels may enter and clear. If the
sovernment facilitates the business of providing bait
for foreign vessels; and as herring bait is the one posi-
tive essential for a catch: and if the master of a vessel
taking .such Canadian bait agrees to ship his catch
through a Canadian port, is it not perfectly fair and
equitable that such an arrangement be carried out?
Cargoes of halibut caught with bait procured at an
American port can be delivered at any port in Alaska
or the State of Washington: or if the owners prefer,
they are given the privilege of ofTerinf their cargoes
for sale at a Canadian port. As mentioned before
prices paid at Canadian ports for halibut caught in
American bottoms have been over 100 per cent higher
fbnii «)wii flip n\ark''t "'"; .n>.<!?wwi *,, \ '-.-un ports

The country is always talking of getting people into
the producer class. You can not get them unless it is

made an object worth while.

"Here are two statements in the Sunset article

which provide their own answer," said one of the
men interviewed by The Province. "One is: 'After
Prince Rupert became the base of the halibut indus-
try, by virtue of its strategic location'—the other is:

'with a ti-anseontiiiental railroad close to the northern
fishing banks, the situation changed. American vessels
having to make a round trij) of 1200 miles to Seattle
to land their catch and to take on new bait and sup-
plies were under a distinct handicap compared with
the Canadian vessels which based their operations on
Prince Rupert'!"

An Open Admission.

^
. "THERE is an open admission that geogra-

"^ phical not legislative conditions were the chief
factor in favor of Prince Rupert. There is no
getting away from that 1200-mile round trip

between Seattle and the banks. It has been the real
cause of shifting the fishing fleet north. Prince Rupert
may have made somewhat more capital in print than
they had any license to, respecting the shipping in

bond privileges, for there was nothing new in that.

The privilege had existed for twenty years, and Prince
Rupert awoke to its opportunity. 'The elimination of
the long round-trip to Seattle,' as the Sunset article

puts it, is the prime factor. There is little in the charge
against the Canadian Government of subsidizing a
cold storage plant at Prince Rubert. That had been a
recognized policy long before the halibut trade became
disturbed. It was simply availed of by the Canadian
Fish & Cold Storage Company, which got a subsidy of
something like $100,000, but its original capital was
a million, since increased to two and a half million, so
the subsidy is a minor matter.

"There are two or three other misstatements in that
Sunset article to which I would like to draw atten-
tion. One is that Puget Sound cities started, developed
and fostered the halibut business." The other is that
the "Canadian Pacific Railway commenced to roar

when American firms which had been send-
ing their fish east over its lines no longer could ship
their fish by water from Prince Rupert to the Cana-
dian Pacific terminals in Vancouver."

Trade Through Vancouver.

"DEALING with this second point it may be
dismissed by saying what every one familiar
with the facts of the halibut trade at Van-
couver knows full well, that halibut never

were shipped by water or any other way from Prince
Rupert to Vancouver. There has never been any inter-

ruption of the trade done thi-ough tlie port of Van-
couver direct bj' the fishing vessels making it head-
ciuarters. Not a pound ever came from Prince Rupert
to be sent east over tlie Canadian Pacific from Vancou-
ver. It is absurd on the face of it, any way, for the
damage to the fish in handling and rehandling, to say
nothing of the extra cost, would prevent anyone in the
business making such shipments.'"

Regarding the assertion tliat I'ligcl Sound cities

.started tlie halibut business, that can l»e flatly contra-

dicted. It is to the credit of the \(>\v Kngland Fish

Company of Boston and Vancouver to have opened up
the rommercial fishing of halibut in North Pacific

waters When tlie supjily nC liiililmt on the banks of
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the eastern coast was exhausted, the New England Fish

("ompaiiy. an old coik-itii organized in 1867, sought

new t'ii'lds. The companv eanic to Vancouver over

I went V years ajjo iiivestitratetl the halil)Ut fishing bauks.

After it found the halibut. demon.strated that they

could he had in commercial (|Uantities, after exploiting

methods of catching the fi.sh and also making suitable

arrangements for transporting the fish, from the banks
to Vancouver, and thence across continent by the

Canadian Pacific Railway. an<l finally after establish-

ing the markets in the eastern states, the New Eng-
hmd Fi-iih (^mpany btiilt up the halibut industry by its

interprise and the development of the trade to Pnget
Sound i)oi-ts on the scale afterwards reached was much
later. At all times, however. Vancouver had a large

proportion of the tonnage of halibut caught and as for

the New England Fish Company, it has always had
more tonnage to its credit than any other concern in

either the I'nited States or Canada.

A Regulation Withdrawn.

ONE regidation complained of by the Sunset

^ Magazine, which has now been withdrawn by
the Canadian customs, gave rise to a great

deal of^ petty annoyance and was at no time

a real .service to the people engaged in the halibut in-

dustry. That was when it was sought to have all hali-

i)Ut brought by American vessels to Prince Rupert in

bond, shii)j)cd exclusively by rail. Where this worked
a hardship was in the sorting of the fish. Only medium-
sized halibut are suitable for or demanded by the east-

ern United States markets. Heavy halibut, on the

other hand, is a favorite on the San Francisco market,

while chicken halibut is a strong local favorite at all

Pacific coast points, and, besides, the chicken halibut

do not ship well. Hence, when the fish were sorted, the

\('ry considerable percentage icpresented by the large

and small sizes became a drug on the market and often-

times a loss, for there was little use shipping them
Kast. That was. however, .soon rearranged. Tender

present conditions, all fi.sh from American fishing ves-

sels may be shipped in bond by water as well as by
rail. The trade is working out on the basis of through

freight rates from Prince Rupert to American points

on the Pacific coast, the fish being brought to Van-
couver for the most part and then transferred to the

vessels running to Seattle.

Halibut Fishing Fleets.

Here is a summary of the respective American and
I'.ritish Columbia fleets engaged in the halibut fishing.

It will be noted that the old fleet, including all sorts

•ud sizes of vessels, which was formerly plying out of

I'uget Sound to the northern banks, is not two hun-
<lred, as the Sunset Magazine a.sserts, but less than one

hundred.

American Fleet.

y\ FISHINO vessels owned by Pnget Ronnd coin-

4,^^ panics engaged in the halibut business:

Booth Fisheries Company—A consolidation
of tile Chlo|)eck P'ish Company of Seattle, and Inter-

national Fisheries Comj)any of Tacoma. Wash. Two
steamers, 2 schooners.

San Juan Fishing & Packing Com|)any Two steam-
is. 1 schooner.

\ational & Independent Fisheries Co.—This com-
pany formerly owned two steamers, both of which
liave Le^ii i^,st..__()jj,. schooner. (Within the past

month this company has purchased a second schooner,
formerly operated as a part of the Independent fleet.)

Glazier Fisheries Company. Tacoma—One very small
schooner.

There are about seventy halibut schooners with
gasoline engines, of American registry, that have in
the past operated from Puget Sound ports. These ves-
sels are not owned by companies, but by individuals,
and are operated on the so-called share basis, and
along similar lines to the fleet of vessels which operate
out of Eastern United States and Eastern Canadian
[)orts.

British Columbia Fleet.

New England Hriti.sh Company — With its western
headciuarters at Vancouver, with its subsidiary com-
Danies. the Canadian Fishing Company Limited and
Aflin Fisheries Limited, operates a fleet of fourteen
.steamers and schooners, which fleet in it.self is larger
than the entire fleet of company-owned vessels which
are or have been operating froTu Puget Sound ports.
The B. C. Packers' A.s.sociation, of Rteveston, form-

erly owned two steamers, which have been lost within
the past year.

The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Company, Limit-
ed, (if Prince Rupei-f. operates three British steam
trawlers, and four Canadian gasoline schooners.
A fair sized fleet of Canadian gasoline vessels, inde-

pendently-owned operates from Rupert and Victoria.

CUBAN MARKET CONDITIONS.
The following report of prices ruling at the Havana

Produce Exchange for the week ended January 20.

1917. has been furnished by Mr. Enrique R. Margarite,
S. en C.. 66 San Ignacio street, Havana:

—

FISH IN DRUMS.
Importation

—

January 15. ss. "Mexico." 31 driims.

January If) ss. "San Jose." 232 drums.
The lack of facilities for communication with the in-

terior of the island, due to recent troubles among rail-

road lines, together with the fact that the most im-
portant places for the consumption of fish in drums
are located out of this city, affords an accunnilation
of supplies, and as this is an article of easy deterior-

ation holders have commenced to lower their prices.

Codfish sells at 9>,/.. ha<ldock at 9I/4 and hake at ~'^\

cents per pound.
CODFISH IN CASES.

Importation

—

Jatniai'.v 1;"). ss. "^fexico." 100 cases from New York.
January 15. sS. "Atonas."' ."iOfl cases from New Or-

leans.

Januar-v 1.'). ss, "Cliarlotli. "
:i()0 cases from Now

Orleans.

January If), ss. "San Jose." 405 ca.ses from Boston.
Jainiarv 17. ss. "Saratoga." 6S5 cases from New

York.

Januarv 17, ss "Tenadori'-. "
L'.'iO ejiscs fnnii New

York.
The detnand fni- codfish in cases has been very didl

this year, but holders have succeeded in sustaining

their prices and quote at $12 to $16 per case for that

from T'liited States of America and Canada,
HERRINOS.

Till- niaikct for- bloaters remains tin- same as last

week, with the price of $1.50 per l(\rge box in evidence.
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Some Neglected Sea-Weed Products and Methods of Utilization

By PROFESSOR EDWARD E. PRINCE, LL.D., D.Sc,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, Ottawa.

Summaries of valuable researches upon the utiliza-

tion of sea-weeds, have already appeared in these col-

umns, and the important work carried on in this field

by the Biological Board of Canada, has excited wide-

spread interest. The Board authorized Professor A. T.

Cameron of the University of Manitoba, four or five

years ago, to undertake researches upon our kelp re-

sources, especially those of the immense beds of sea-

weed on the Pacific Coast'. He commenced by inves-

tigating the production of iodine and potassium chlo-

ride, and annoiniecd the startling result that the Bri-

tish Columbia beds could readily produce both these

products to an amount not less than three or four

million ilollars i)t'r annum, an amount equal to the an-

nual value of our herring, or cod, or lobster fisheries.

I prepared for the Canadian Fishermaji a synopsis

embodying these amazing results, and this appeared
two years ago.

Professor Cameron followed up his first researches

by further work in 1914-1015. and his conclusions are

contained in two papers i)nblished in "Biological Con-
tributions" a volume which formed the scientific ap-

pendix to the fifth annual report, of the Department
of Naval Service, Ottawa.

It is well known that Japan for a long period has

turned to commercial account the sea-weeds, which in

Canada are practically wasted. No doubt the value of

many common marine algae has been appreciated by
farmers, resident along the shores, and they have sea-

son after season carted on to their fields great quan-

tities left by the tides, or deposited in masses along

the beach after violent storms.

Dr. F. T. Shutt, Dominion Chemist, Ottawa, initiated

some interesting experiments with ground-up algae,

and his reports must be of unusual interest from an

agricultural standpoint, especially if the chemical

value of the products can be increased by admixture

with powdered fish waste. Apart, however, from the

importance of kelp and other marine algae, as fer-

tilizers on the land, or as sources of iodine and potas-

sium chloride, these wasted vegetable products are of

very great value for food purposes, for glue and ising-

la.s8, for clarifying purposes in breweries, for stiffen-

ing textile fabrics, and for many other uses. Japan
has found her sea-weed industries so remunerative

that they have been much developed, and many years

ago the total annual value of the products derived

from sea-weed waste, was not less than two or three

million dollars per annum, and it is vastly more today.

The chief products yielded by sea-weed in Japan
are: first, sea-weed isinglass; second, sea-weed glue:

third, sea-weed vegetable foods, many of which are

undeniably of an exceedingly delicate and dainty char-

acter. It may be interesting to give a brief accotnit of

the various sea-weeds used, and the methods of the

turning of them to commercial account, as well as indi-

cating the nature of the commercial products which

remit.

(1)—Vegetable JHiiigbiss. which is called "Kantcn",

is made from a common shore-weed which forms pale

reddish fronds 5 or 6 inches high and 9 or 10-in. broad,

and scientifically known as Gelidium corneum, (Fig. 1).

Other weeds of a similar character are also used, and
they are gathered during the whole summer from May
till October, but July and August are considered to be

the best months. After being gathered, the weeds are

spread out on the sea-shore, dried and partly bleached

and then sold to the isingla.ss factories. The leading

Japanese factories are at Osaka and Hyogo, and seven-

ty or eighty persons are employed there in the indus-

try; but there are many other smaller factories along

the Japanese shores.

The dried, bleached weed is sold to these factories at

the rate of 6 to 9 cts. per pound.

There are five stages in the process of treatment in

the factory, (a) A thorough washing process in fresh

water which removes all the hard particles and foreign

material from the dried weed.
(b) Drying and bleaching for about 24 hours upon

reed frames ; the wet algae after washing being spread

out in thin layers.

(c) The dried sheets of weed are rolled up and boil-

ed in kettles, the thick pulp jelly which results being

.strained through coarse flannel into a tank.

(d) The strained jelly is removed from the tink
and placed in linen bags of coarse mesh, and subjected

to pressure, so that the further purified mucilage flows

into a large vat.

(e) From the vat the jelly is dipped by wooden in-

strument on to cooling trays which are 2 feet by 1 foot,

and 3 inches deep.

(f) After cooling, but before it is hard, the jelly is

cut into long bars.

(g) The bars while still soft are squeezed through

a grating, so as to form slender sticks 10-in. long, by
114 to iy2-in. square.

(h) The sticks are dried and bound in bundles

ready for market, the bundles being of about y2-lb.

weight.

USES.—The white, semi-transparent, tasteless, ising-

lass prepared in the way just described is used for

many puiTioses including, (1) soups; (2) jellies, can-

dies, etc.; (3) clarifying wines, beers, etc.; (4) stiffen-

ing silk and textile fabrics; (5) for size purposes in

paper manufacture, for moulds for art plaster work,

etc.

MARKETS,—The principal markets to which this

sea-w(>e(i isinglass is shipi>ed are Great Britain,

France, Holland, Australia, India and China. (2). Sea-

weed glue known as "funori," in Japan.

This valuable product is made chiefly from sea-

weeds of the genus Glolopeltis, the species usually

being capillaris and coliformis (Fig. 2). These weeds

are gathered on the rocks at all seasons and undergo
five processes in order to produce vegetable glue,

—

(a) The weed is dried, (b) It is sorted, cleaned and

soiiked in fri'sh water, (e^ .Arranged in thin liiyers

on large, shallow trays tightly packed, (d) Frixu the
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trays the sheets are turned out on to matting and left

to dry and bleaeh in the open air, and to prevent enr-

linp it is fonnd offeetivo to gently swi-ep the sheets

with a damp hrooin. fe) The thin, flexible sheets are

gathered into Imiidles ') by 3 feet or into rolls 5 feet

high and 6-in. in diameter.

USES.—The prineipal uses foi" the glue produced
from sea-weeds are. (1) as stareh ; (2) eoatiiitr and
stiffening paper and thread; (3) glazing and stiffen-

ing fabrics ; (4) cementing walls and tiles.

weeds are obtained by tearing them from their rocky

attachment during the late summer months, July to

the end of October, and the fronds are spread on the

beach to thoroughly dry and are then tied into long

tint bundles for shipment to tlic factory.

METHOD OF MANUFACTUEE.—There are four

stages in the process of manufactui-e, namely: First.

—The dried weed is boiled for fifteen or twenty min-

utes in fresh water and intermixed with a coloured

dye, chiefly malachite green.

A- T- S'Ay.
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MAEKETS.—The amount produced annually is

mainly u.sed in Japan and the exportation is small.

England, France, Ru.ssia and China import this mate-

rial from Japan to the amount of probably two or

three thousand dollai-s per annum.
(3). Sea-weed vegetable products for table use.

These products are widely used in Japan and
known as "kombu" and "amanori". The former is

mainly produced from the brown Laminaria (Fig. 3)

of several species, and the second, (Amanori) is made
chiefly from a kind of sea-lettuce or soft, whitish weed,

belonging to the genus Porrhya i Fijr. 1 I'lusi'

Second.—The boiled, dyed fronds aii- spread on
straw-mats, and dried in the open air.

Third.—They are rolled up before the^ reach the
dry, hani condition and after the lapse of a period of

time are unrolled and arranged flat in wooden frames
piled up over a foot high and tightly eompn'.ssed and
then cut into four e(iual lengths.

Fourth.—The compressed mas-ses are then shredded
lengthwise, and the shreds spread out on mats to dry
in the open air. These long, dry. green shreds are mar-
keted and will keep in good condition for a year or
more.
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USES.—The shredded weed is Used either as a vege-
table by itself or boiled in soy-bean sauce. Great quan-
tities aro used in Japan and China, the total output
being over $5,000 in value. The product is sold very
(•heai)!y, tlic priee beiiifj 1 '/2i" P<'r lb. in .faiiau.

"Amanori," the second sea-weed vegetable men-
tioned above, is made in a similar manner by washing
in fresh-water and spreading out on small bamboo
mats, after being chopped fine. The material in drying
forms thin sheets, and these are stripped from the
mats and pressed flat in bundles of ten. The sheets are
14-in. by 10-in., brownish purple in colour, and very
glossy and as flexible as sheets of paper. The way in

which "Amanori" is used is, after being fried to a

crisp over a fire, it is crushed and mixed in soups and
sauces to impart a flavor, and it is also boiled with soy-

bean sauce. A very common use is in making meat- or

fish-sandwiches, but there are a great number of other
uses for this popular sea-weed product.

Other weeds of less importance are Ulva, (Fig. 5),
and Enteromorpha, (Fig. 6), which are really kinds of

^^--tXA.^^ajL S.y-.

greenish sea-lettuce. They are dried in tbin sheets in

the open air, and without any other special prepara-
tion are used chiefly as a condiment or as a powder
after being gently heated and crushed.

It may be added that the U. S. Fisheries Bureau has
realized the extreme value of marine algae and has
recently appointed a scientific expert, Dr. N. L. Gard-
ner, of California University, to make a comprehen-
sive survey with the view of more adequately utilizing

the sea-weed resources.

All the investigations hitherto carried on upon this

continent including the elaborate labours of Dr. F. K.
Cameron under the U. S. Department of Agricvdture
ignored the food-value of sea-weeds. If vast quantities

of sea-weeds at present allowed to go to waste can be
made to yield delicate, delicious and very nutritious

foods, and add to the variety of our table menu, as the
Japanese have long doinonstratcd, the increasing cost

and scarcity of domestic foods, may in some stnall

degree perhaps be ameliorated.

PACKING OF GEAYFISH.
All iiito'fstinjr development in the course of the work

i>f tile Bureau of Fisheries, l)ej)artnient of Commerce,
of introducing grayfish as a food lias occurred in the
Northwest. A e;iiniiiig coMcern on Puget Sound is put-

ting u|) lO.OOO cases (4H0,()0() cans) of grayfish of their

own motion and at tiieir own risk and expense, using
for this j)ur])os(' tiic plant an<l machinery devoted to

canning .salmon but which at this season of the year is

idle. The canners have found that the mechanical ap-

paratus used in canning salmon, which reduces to a

mininnim hand labor, is applicable to the canning of

grayfish.

A supply of grayfish is at that season of the year
available on the West coast, lasting until just before the
salmon begin to run. The grayfish are not found in the
winter on the Atlantic coast, but are present there
(luring the summer. The result of this arrangement
is tliat a winter ])ack I'an be made upon the Pacific

and a summer pack upon the Atlantic. Specimens of

the Pacific product have been submitted to and ap-
proved by the Bureau of Fisheries, which will do its

best to make the product known.
The demand for grayfish is already far in excess of

the present su])ply, but with the new Pacific product
and the resumption of work in the spring upon the

Atlantic product, a very much larger pack will be
made than has heretofore been ])ossiblc.

QUEBEC HAS RIGHT IN FISHERIES OVER
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT.

Quebec, Feb. 7.—The court of ai)peal today delivered
its decision in the pending cases as to wbat rights

Quebec province possesses on tidal-waters to issue

exclusive fisheries permits. The Federal Government
claims it has exclusively the riglit to issue suce phr-

mits.

The Court decided with Justice CVoss alone dissent-

ing, that Quebec iirovince has without contest the right

to issue exclusive permits for fisheries in tidal-waters.

The case will be taken by the Federal Governnient
1o the privy council.

The court of ajipeal had to deal with three (pies-

tions, namely:
1. Has the Covcrinnent of Quebec or any membei"

of its executive council the i-ight to gi-aut exclusive

fisheries rights in whatever uuiinicr. in tidal waters

anywhere within a three-mile limit from its shores!

(A) between the lines of high and low-tide marks ?

(B) off the mark of the low-tide and in case of an
affirmative decision up to what limit?

2. Can the Legislature of Quebec province authorize

the Governnu'ut of said province or a member of its

executive coinicil or any other person whatever, to

enut the exclusive fisheries rights described in the pre-

ceding clause.

:i Fn case there existed in the past or in the i)res-

ent certain restrictions to the issue of the exclusive

fisheries rights as above stated and that said i-estric-

tions have been abolished oi' are to he. would said fish-

erics in said waters, after said abolition of rights, be

the i)roperty of the Government of this Qtu'bcc prov-

ince, and has the liCgisiaturc or the Government or

any inend)er of th(> executive cabinet the right and
power .as to these fisheries rights, mentioned in the

preceding questions?

The majority of the court i. e„ Sir Horace Archam-
liault, the Hon. Lavergne, Treniiolme, Carroll have an-

swered in the affirmative. Judge Ooss is dissident.
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Letters to the Editor

BROTHER "BILLY" GREENWOOD DEFENDS THE
BLACK COD.

[In our last issue, we had the temerity to suggest

n new name for black cod.' Mr. W. H. Greenwood of

Vancouver is evidently the "guide, philosopher and
friend" of this particular fish and he "goes" for us

accordingly. Don't shoot, Billy! Get after the "Paci-

fic Fisherman"—they put the idea into our head.

—

Editor].

Brother Wallace

:

Don't change the name Black Cod—so far as British

Cohnnbia is concerned, Black Cod is now considered

under its own distinctive name, the best food fish got

from the Pacific. The public know it as black cod

—

that is all that matters, even if the representitive fish-

culturist is peeved because it is not a cod at all. In

tile minds of eonsumers who know it is a Cod, and the

descriptive term black attached to it only renders it

the more desirablf. The general princii)lcs that

emanate from the minds of our neighbours to the South

should be scrutinized with care by us. Unica' Ye gods,

why not Eunuch? And then you would have to educate

the people all over again, when they are already

educated to eat Black Cod. Why so much education?

If the public want black cod to eat. for heaven's sake

don't start a public school to tell them it is not a cod

and is wrongly named. Let them eat it, and give them
more of it. Go to .... with your nomenclature I B. C.

Black cod is now and ever will he the best food fish

jirodueed in the Pacific, specially if it is smoked,

W. H. GREENWOOD.
Vancouver, January 18, 1917.

CHEAPER ROPE WANTED.
Kditor. Canxdiaii Fisherman:
Your article advisine that the fishing bounty should

be turned into a fund to aid in the purchase of motor-

entrines for fishing craft in general, recalls the attempt

we made about twelve vears aaro to have that very idea

reduced to practice. Our efforts failed, not for the

lack of energy, but because the argument we nut up

was not exactly tenable when confronted with some

sti'bbom facts.

The Fishermen's T'nion of Nova Scotia was then in

vigorous youth, active as well as watchful. Power-

boats were just coming into use on the South West

shore. Everybody wanted one. but few had the ready

means: as at that time a four-horse would cost about

*300. duty and all : for the first machines came from

the States, and the tariff was 37V> per cent. At one of

its conventions the Union formulated a request that

fishing bounty niight more profitably be spent in fur-

nishing men with the modern boats. The government

did not take kindly to the proposal, and the banking

crews fought it tooth and nail. Their allowance was a

little more than it is at present.

When we came to work out the question like a sum

in aritiimetic it began to look less feasible. There

were certainly twelve thousand boats, all sizes, active-

ly engaged, and to e(iuip them all wit^ engines would

cost nearly, if not quite. .$3,600,000. Now if the annual

bounty of $160,000 should be made a sinking fund, it

would require, as you see. more than twenty years to

cover that amount. Even if two thirds the outlay
were borne by the fishermen, the remaining third
would exhaust the bounty for over five years, and none
of the engines would last that long.
Repulsed at one point, we tried another with more

reason to back it u[). When the wandering tariff com-
mission sat at Barrington in 1907. we appeared before
it (myself and seven I'nion delegates) demanding that
gas marine engines be put on the free list. At that
perio<l, people in those parts of the Province were im-
porting all the engines in use, and consequently the
revenue, with its boasted surplus, was fattening on
fishermen to the extent of almost one hundred dollars
for every engine. The ministers on the commission
winced a little at that novel view of the ca.se—their
fining the poor fellows who wanted to get ahead in
their hard calling: but Canada "was a protectionist
country anyhow." When brought to see there was no
"protection" while imports continued unchecked, the
commission, being convinced against its will, would
not give in, of course.
Then we took them in the fiank. A forcible plea

was made there and then for "lob.ster" rope to be ad-
mitted duty free. The duty was 2.5 \)er cent, and the
si.x-thread Manila cost the fishermen 18c per pound.
In the next budget that kind of rope was free-listed
and the fishermen rejoiced to get' if for nine cents a
pound

!

Xow just think what a saving was effected by that
slight change Twelve thousand craft, boats and small
.schooners, using rigging at the least 400 pounds a .year
each, in buoy-lines, trawl-lines, moorings, etc. Here
was a cut of nine cents i)cr j)oun(l on that enormous
quantitv

. wiiieh. if you reckon it correctly amounts to
nearly a half million dollars a year! It is truly
astonishing. Yet that was the gross sum left in the
pockets of the poor fishermen that year, by a single
stroke of the pen. A hal'' million saved is as good as n

bonus of that size: yrr. and far better. No wonder
business in gas engijies l;egar to look up!
Now comes a i>i< k siin-ing trumpet-call on behalf of

the fishermen. Rone did not stay at that reasonable
I ate. With the tariff removed, it began to mount : for
manv concerns put their heads together and pooled
thcii- wits -f not their wealth, to .snueeze the consum-
er. Four years ago. that cordage had climbed to 18c
JsTflin. on thf fictitious plea of short crops of fibre.
A\'hen brought before fhe bar of public opinion, the
urofiters relaxed a little seeing it was useless to lie

anv longer.

The war g.-jve them the best excuse they ever had.
But .•ilniost !i vonv of the bloodv conflict nassed before
Mii'v v»\v the point and .seized the opportunity. Last
veav the nriee was 18c per pound retail. It is no twen-
tv-five. No valid reason has yet been advanced for
thrtt extortionate rise The curse of war. direful as it

is never caused that inflation.

TTeve is an advance of nearly 200 per cent in ten
vejirs. Far more gear is used now than at any time in
the past. Let the number of boats be the .same as above
II "d onlv a sliirht increase be allowed in the quantity
"f rope. It costs seven cents a pound more than it did
last season: so we can safely figure up an additional
burden of .$400,000 laid on the backs of tho.se bread-
wi'Miers. find Iiv whose good will and pleasure?

I'eiiiovc this hui-den. and such of the fishermen as do
not already own motor-boats, may look more hopefully
to the future,

M. H. NICKERSON.
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Lake Erie Fishermen's Association Convention.

Affiliates with the Canadian Fisheries Association.

THE Lake Erie Fishermen's Association, with

^^ a strong membership composed of the license-

hoklers and fishermen of Lake Erie, by a

I'esolntion passed at their Annual Conven-

tion in St. Thomas, Ont.. on Feb. 7th and 8th, have

aifiliatcd with the Canadian Fisheries Asociation for

their mutual benefit and the general development of

the Fishing Industry in Canada.

The Lake Erie Fishermen's Association was formed

exactly a year after the Canadian Fisheries Associa-

tion. Since its inauguration it has grown to be an

influential and healthy Asociation with aggressive and

up-to-date officials and executive officers.

The recent Convention at St. Thomas was atteniled

by over a hundred members and resulted in a gathering

w^hich shows a remarkable advance in progress of the

fishing industry of the Lake. In fact, it was an out-

standing example of the slogan of "Co-operation"

which is manifesting itself among all engaged in the

Fisheries of Canada and which is bringing results in

the development and improvement of our fisheries as a

whole.

The Convention opened at 2 p.m., on Wednesday

February 7th, in the Council Chamber of the City Hall.

St. Thomas, Ont.. with the President, Mr. A. E. Pons-

ford in the chair, and Mr. Chas. Finlay. as Secretary.

In his opening address, President Ponsford urged

upon the members the necessity for more co-operation

and a better feeling between the different bnmches

of the Industry. In his report of the past year's work,

Mr. Ponsford said it had ben most successful.

Manv matters of importance had been carried out.

and deputations had visited Ottawa and. although

ihey had not obtained results as yet. they would nn-

do\Ibtedly come later. Many questions had been made

cone, ruing the Petrel, the Government boat used in

putn.lling the lake shores. He would suggest that

the I.oat be tied u)) and a mere substantial boat put on

in its sead. The captain of the boat had been blanuul

by some, hut he was not at the bottom •>!' the trouble.

The speaker urged that the association send deptHa-

tions to Ottawa, where they could demand their rights.

The fii>v--inraent did not, as some would have il. "put

anytiii'iji over" the fishermen; they were rather put-

ting one over themselves.

Re-Elected President.

A. E. I'ONSFOltl) was again elected president

of the association, inaccepting this, he stated

that he felt a great honor had been bestowed

on him. and although he had not a cent invest

0(1 in the fishinF indtjHtry. he felt n pre»t interest in th»'

fishermen. He had, he said, at one time assisted Chas.

Finlay when he had failed to obtain his license, by tak-

ing it in his (Mr. Ponsford 's) name.

The other officers were re-elected as follows: W.
Crewer, vice-president; Chas. Finlay, secretary.

The executive couunittee for the year is composed of

Pelee Island. E. F. Jones and Wm. Good child ; Kings-

ville. Bert Westcott, A. S. Brown, J. A. Pastorias;

West Kent, H. Goodison, W. Bates, J. D. Clute, Harry

Dromgole, Bert Clay, E. Koehler, N. S. Cornell, A. Mc-

Donald, Bert Hales, G. A. Van Order, Mr. Kolbe, Abe
Hoover, Chas. Moss, Chas. Ross.

MR. W. HENDRICKS of Erie, Pa., addressed

the members on the subject of "Co-operation"

and delivered a remarkable able speech. In

his opinion co-operation in an industry among

m

those engaged in it was for its general good and de-

velopment. A fisherman, himself, he fully appreciated

the advantages of pulling together, and in the course

of his address, he showed a deal of hard common sense

which coidd be very well adopted by some of our

parliamentarians. Mr. W. Knister of Leamington fol-

lowed and subjected the Chatham City Council and the

Windsor and London papers to a raking fire of crit-

icism for their actions in accusing the Lake Erie fish-

ermen of giving preference to the American markets

without considering the wants of the people at home.

Quoting from a local report, Mr. Kni.ster said:

"If the Chatham Council would look in their Brad-

streets and find out the financial standing of the fish

dealers of their city before making these charges

against the Lake Krie fishermen they would not be so

apt to jump at eoiiehisions. The Canadian people can

have all the fish they want if they will pay for it.

The trouble of it. complained Mr. Knister, was that

your small fish dealer will not pay for what they owe
and when they get rich on the fishermen's products

they get u|i and get out leaving as an asset to divide

among the creditors a soap box, a horse frame and tin

horn. Canadian are not a fish eating people, said Mr.
Knister, and they need never go short of fish if they

come down with the dlust.

Would Stop Export of Fish,

The Chatham Council was going to stop tiu' export
of fish, and some of the i)apers stipported them.

"Wonbl the merchants of Chatham, " asked Mr.
Knister, "sell their stock to stragners witho\U consult-

ing Brailstreets. and send on a bill of goods from .tlOO

to ^'AOO witliont seeing in sight some chaiu'c of getting

their money?"
Ill Chnthpm. according to Mr. Kuister, Bradstreeti^
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has no affluent or any otlu-r kiiui of fisli deah'r.s. Not
seeing them there the fisher folk put them up as euming
liowii witli the eash ('. O. 1). or no fish. No fish

appearing on the {'hathain market the ("ouneil conelud-
eti that the Amerieans were eating it all. To keep the
fish at home. Mr. Knister suggeste<l the Government
i!iNtall a eold storage plant, operated under Government
direetion. The (tovernment might then dispose of the
fish to Chathani and elsewliei-e. hnt .Mr. Knister was
ciTlaili it would hf on a easli hasis.

ntiluation of Fish Waste.
MH. KNISTER was followed by Mr. .). H.

Fielding. F.Z.S.. who spoke on the utilization

of fish waste as it ap])lied to the loeal fishe-

Mr. Fielding showed how much eoidil be saved

Industry by treating unmarketable and small

sized fish, heads and offals and manufacturing this

waste into fertilizers, chicken and cattle-feed, ami fish

oils. Much of his work in treating fish waste had been

experimental, but in a plant which be himself had
erected, with crude machinery, at Port Dover, he bad

obtained results which prophesied a splendid future.

Coidd these e.xperinuMifs be pro.seeuted further and a

.system of collecting this waste be evolved, he was safe

in saying that th<' value of our present fischeries would
be doubled.

.\s Mr. Fielding is well known to tlic Eric fishermen,

ills remarks were listened to with attention and nuiny
expressed the hoi)e that investigations would be eon-

ducted to make use of the fish waste, not alone in the

hake fisheries, but all over Canada. We. the CAN-
ADIAN FISHERMAN, are tudiesitatingly of the same
opinion.

.\t an evening meeting. Mr. W. A. Found. Superin-

tendent of Fisheries, Ottawa, gave an interesting lan-

tern slide lecture on the Deep Sea Fisheries of the

Atlantic and the Pacific coasts. The photos, many of

which were taken on the Atlantic Banks bv Mr. F. W.
Wallace. Editor of the CANADIAN FISHERMAN,
illuminated a phase of C'anada's fisheries which were
entirely new to the I^ake men and as some remarked at

the conclusion, it showed them that there were "other
fisheries in Caimda Ix-sides their own." Educational
work of this nature gives one broader view|)oint and
encourages a proper ap|)i'eciati<ni of the other fellow's

work. Mr. Found is to be congratulated u|)on bis

happy choice of sidjjeet and the maiinei- in wbieli be

delivered it.

A Scientific Talk on Scales.

IT is sate to sa.\ tliat Di'. .\. (i. Iluntsnuin of

the Miologieal Dei)artment, Toronto Fnivers-

ity. who followe<l with a lantern-slide lecture

f)n "Fish Scales," gave much food for thought
in the |)ropounding <if a theory which few ever heard
of before. According to Dr. Huntsman, the scales of

certain fishes were marked in concentric rings which
told the age of the fish much the same as in a cro.ss-

section of a tree trunk. A scientist eoidd not only

determine the age of the fish by this means, but he

coidd also tell its growth, when it was spawnetl. anil

the story of its life. By a series of tables and charts,

the speaker showed how the migrations of certain fisli

eould be traced and also the age of the fish in their

"runs." Thus, in the Pacific sock-eye salmon, the mark
iiig of the scales on the fish showed its age and one eouhl

determine the year it spawned an<l the conditions of

its life. The same applied to the Lake Erie herring

and whitefish and the seale markings would be cxceinl-

inly valuable in finding out the average age oi im- ii.^ii

caught ; its growth, ami the chart of same would show
just how the fish has been affected by temperature and
local lake conditions.

What was apjiarently a t\ry scientific lecture, turned out

to be of the greatest interest to the fishermen assembled,
and we can imagine some of the I^ake Erie men pack-
ing a magnifying gla.ss or a microscope in their kit and
doing some investigating on their own hook. Technical
education of this nature is to be highly commended
and we hop<' that more biologists like Mr. Fielding and
Dr. Huntsman will pass their information on to the
fi.shermen and keep them in touch with the results of

scientific research.

Affiliation With Canadian Fisheries Association,
.\ii E.xeeutive Comndttee meeting was held next da\

in the Grand Central Hotel, and Mr. F. W. Wallace,
Secretary-Treasurer of the Canadian Fisheries Asso-
ciation outlined the work and ob.iects of the organiz-
ation with which he was connected. To the suggestion
that the Lake Erie Fishernu'u's Ass<iciation form an
affiliation with the Canadian Fisheries Association,
the meeting coneurre<l without a dissenting vote.

President Ponsford was heartily in favour of the move
and felt certain that it would be to the mutual
advantage of both. One of their luimber. Mr. N. S.

Cornell of the Producers Fish (Jom])any, Port Stanley,
was already a member of the Canadian Fisheries
Association and eould testify as to its value to the In-

dustry. A resolution was formed and agreed to. both
by the Executive and the members, and the matter of
affiliation was settled.

By the ])assing of this resolution, anuother strong
link was added to the Canadian Fisheries Association's
chain. The Fishing Industry of Canada is becoming
of greater value and imi)ortanee as the years roll on,

and if we in the tra<le, fishermen, producers, distribut-

ors, aiul retailers, stick together by our A.ssociations.

it is safe to say that its development will be healthy
and along the right line. The fish man of today who
thinks he can get along without co-operation is a back
nundjer. Here's wishing the Lake Erie Fishermen's
.\s.sociation the best of good luck anti may its uu-mbers
do a bigger and better business every coming year.

HEAD OF THE LAKES BRANCH. CANADIAN
FISHERIES ASSOCIATION.

THE Head of the Lakes Branch of the Cana-
ilian Fisheries Association, with headquart-
ers at Port Arthur, Ont'., held their inagura-
tion meeting on November 17th last. At this

meeting, which was attended by a number of Western
Lake Superior fishennen, it was proposed to organize
a Branch of the C. F. .\. at the head of the Great Lakes.

Mr. F. Bowman of .1. Bowman & Sons, Port Arthur,
was elected Chairman; Mr. Andrew Sutherland Ross-
port was elected Vice-Chairman, and Mr. T. Craigie.
Secretary. Fort William. The following Committee was
appointed: Messrs. F. Bowman." Port Arthur; J. Bow-
man. Port Arthur; L. Maloney, Port Arthur: T. Crai-
u'ie, Fort William; A. Sutherland, Rossport; J. A.
N'icol. Rossport; Fred. Oerow, Ro.ssport ; J. Paulmart.
Kossport A AT,K:n T?f>ssi.<,i-t F Nicol Port Cold-
well

At I lie iijeeiiii^. ii « as moved by F, Daiupier and
sec(Uided by .\. Melicod, that the Secretary write the

(Continued oii Page 56)
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Side Lights On The New C. F. A. Officials.

Mr. Samuel Y. Wilson, President of the Canadian
Fisheries Association, is one of the "chosen people"
having been bom on March 15th, 1868, at Port Errie,

Banff-shire. Scotland. If he had been born two days

later he might have been an Irishman, as ex-President

I). J. Byrne would say. However, as "The Ould Sod"
has had a worthy representative as head of the C.F.A.,

for two years, it is only right that "The Free and In-

dependant Kingdom of Scotland" should get a look

in.

In Mr. Wilson, the Association has not only ^'ot a

good Scotsman, but also a good Canadian, and a good

Nova Scotian. Perhaps he might take exception to

being called a Canadian for it wasn't so very long ago
when youd insult a " Downeaster" by calling him
other than a New Brunswicker or a Nova Scotian.

However, we won't insist on any particular national

ity, but there is one thing in his favour—he didn l

stay too long in Scotland.

Coming to Canada when a boy with his father, the

late Alexander Wilson who started a small fish business

in Halifax in 1879. Mr. Wilson went through the jjub-

lio schools and the Academy of Halifax. Entered his

father's business as a fish dealer in 1881 and for eight

years studied and worked in all branches Sf the fish-

ing trade. Made a partner in 1889, he succeeded to

the business of A. Wilson & Son in 1913, Under his

management, the business has thrived and now occu-

pies a premier position in the Industry.

For three years, Mr. Wilson served as a member of

the Halifax City Council : for twenty-six years he
served in the 63rd Halifax Rifles and retired with the

rank of Captain and a reputation as a crack rifle shot.

Two of Mr. Wilson's sons are in khaki and serving
the Empire at present.

Outside of his business, Mr. Wilson is a most en-

thusiastic student of fish life and marine biology. Im-
proving fishing methods and technical fisheries educa-
tion are his hobbies. In 1912 he was appointed a mem-
ber of the Shell Fish Commission and his advice in

that capacity was extremely valuable.

We congratulate the Associati^p in choosing as its

President a man who possesses such qualifications and
who is willing to devote much of his time for the com-
mon cause.

Mr. Alfred H. Brittain, who was elected Fii-st Vice-

President of the Canadian Fisheries Association, is

Managing Director of the Maritime Fish Corporation,

Limited, with head offices in JNlontreal. Mr. Brittain,

or "a la Bairnsfatiier
—"Alf"—was born in Montreal,

anywhere from thirty-eight to fifty years ago. (This

is a guess. When we have time we'll look up his birth

certificate, l)ut we'll play safe by our a.ssiuuption of

his age), and after going through the usual trials of

youth finished his scholastic education in the Mont-
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real High School, and began his business education in

the College of Hard Knocks and Experience. In 1894,
he was travelling salesman for Waltt^r Grose, Mont
real, and five years later opened up for himself as A.
H. Hrittain & Co., dealing in fish products, particularly
boneless codfish. Selling this product was a hard .job

in tliose <lays. l)ut .Mr. Hrittain suececilcd in ImiMing up
a substantial trade which is a staple today. In 1910,
he promoted the Maritime Fish Corporation, Limited,
by amalgamating with Messrs. Short & Ellis and
Howard Andei-son of Digby, N. S., and the Whitman
Fish and Cold Storage Company of Canso, N. S. Under
his managing directorship, the Maritime Fish Corpora-
tion has developed a huge trade in smoked, cured and
frcsli fish.

Upon the .subject of Canada's fisheries, Friend Alf
grows enthusiastic. The cub reporter who sojourns
into his office for an item of news is received with
open arms into the private oflTtee; is given a chair and
a cigar and an ear-fidl of the advantages and economy
of a fish diet. With his note-book full of "good dope"
and his j)encil worn to a stub, the newspaperman sal-

lies forth uncertain as to whether he'll remain in the
newspaper gamp or open up a fish shop. Publicity for
the fish business never escapes Alf, and if he had his

way, public monuments would be erected to the glori-

fication of the finnan haddie, and Maisonneuve, in

^lontreal, would be holding a cod-fish aloft on his

sword, while Edward the Peace-maker would be grasp-
ing a box of bloaters in bis hand instead of a sceptre.

Mr. Brittain acted as Chairman of the Transporta-
tion Committee of the C. F. A. for the past two years
and accomplislu'd valuable work. lie is Vice-President
of the Sehultz ^Ifg., Co., Ltd., Hamilton, a director of

the St. Jlary's Wood Specialtj' Co., Ltd., St. Mary's,
Ont., a life-governor of the Montreal General Hospital,

and on the Ti ansportation Committee of the Canadian
Manufacturers' Association. His liesure Associations

are the Royal St. Lawrence Vacht Club ; the Old Grey
Mare Club, and laboratory work in finding new ingre-

dients for the famous "Finnan Haddie Cocktail" in-

vente I by ihem.

Mr. A. L. Hager, newly elected Second Vice-Presi-

dent, is the Pacific Coast representative on the Official

Board of the Canadian Fisheries Association. Of
course, he is a good fellow. There are no knockers or

j)essimists in the C. F. A. That kind would never join.

The best evidence of a man's popularity is when he is

elected to high office. Mr. Hager is popular, both
socially and in business.

The new Second Vice-President was born in Massa-
chussetts of an old New England family. His earliest

associations with the fish business was on old T Dock
in Boston. Going all through the mill in America's
greatest fishing port, Mr. Hager was sent out to Bri-
ti.sh Columbia to represent the New England Fishing
Company's halibut trade there. Under his manage-
ment, the Canadian Fishing Company, Limited, was
formed with head office in Vancouver -jind a branch
at Prince Rupert. Of this Company, Mr. Hager is

President, Treasurer and General Manager, and they
have a fine new plant at tlie foot of Gore Avenue with
wharves and cold storages, and operate a fleet of five

Canadian halibut fishing steamers and five auxiliary
fishing schooners.

"Al" Hager is a Prince of entertainers. Ask any
eastern fish man who has visited him in Vancouver.

With him, the proverb is reversed. "Pleasure first

—

business afterwards," and we give him eredit for
l»fing a master hand in Imtli.

He is a terribly hard worker and is on the job all

the time. You might not think he is busy if he is toting
you around in his car seeing the sights, but his work
goes borne with him and to bed with him. He is never
out of reach of a telephone and where-ever and when-
ever you meet him, it's a safe bet he has half the day's
mail in his pockt ready to digest it at the first oppor-
tunity.

A royal entertainer, a patron of all athletic sports,
and an expert motorist, all who know him will sav
he's "one of the best." Here's to him in his new
office

! '

'

The Provincial Canning Company, Ltd., has been
incorporated at Victoria, B. C.. to earry on the busi-
ness of packing, curing and can;nng. It will have its
headi|uarters in Victoria.

Mr. A. L. Hager. of the New England Fisli Coui
l)any, has purchased for his Company the gasoline
Schooner "Tyee" from Messrs. Simde, of Sunde & d'E-
vers, and the Moe Brothers — the purchase price has
not been made public. The "Tyee"" is one of the new-
est of the halibut fleet, having been built in 1915. Her
dimensions are 92.7' length, 20.6' beam and 10.1' depth
and she is equipped with a 140 h.p. Fri.sco Standard
engine. Capt. Hultman was given the command of the
vessel, and she was outfitted at Seattle and sailed with
a crew (»f sixteen fisiiermen for Ketchikan, out of
which port she will operate during 1917.
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GOSSE-MILLARD COMPANY SPEEDING UP
PRODUCTION.

Capt. Gosse, president of the Gosse-Millard Canning

Co., Hereafon, Bella, Bella, and Sunnyside, on the

Skeena left for the far north with a pile crew on Fri-

day, Feb. nth. to open his cold storage plant and can-

nery at Bella-Bella. This is an early start for British

Columbia fish producers but Capt. Gosse considers

that the demands of the markets in Canada and Great

Britain justify increased ])roduction. He proposes to

catch and freeze halibut, black cod, flounders and sole,

as well as other varieties of fish at Bella-Bella and

make weekly shipments either to Vancouver or Prince

Rupert and thence to eastern point. The Indians of

liella-Bella are great fishermen and under the organ-

ization of the captain they will speed up j)roduction.

At least l.'i,000 pounds of halibut a week can be caught

by the Indians, while other fish should bring the total

catch up to 30.000 pounds a week.

To Can Herring.

Besides the fresh fish catch the Captain plans to

can herring and make a beginning of keeping his

plant open and at work in producing fish all the

year ioiind. Capt. Gosse is one of the pioneer can

"nerymen of British Columbia, having personally built

and operated many big canneries in British Columbia.

He is a Newfoundlander by birth but has lived so long

on the Pacific that he may be taken for a native son.

He has progressive ideas and among them is the idea

that a complete fishing plant with cold storage can be

operated for practically twelve months in the year.

Utilizing Fish Waste.

The Gosse-Millard Packing Company has applied for

a license to establish a fertilizing plant on the Skeena

river. A license was held some years ago for such a

plant by the Skeena River Fisheries but was not used.

A plant to utilize the cannery offal on the Skeena

has been needed for years and there now seems to be

a concerted action on the part of the canners in the

north to turn the refuse of the canneries into profits

through fertilizer, poidtry feed and fish oil. Capt.

Gosse expects that be will have no difficulty in getting

the canners to furnish his plant with offal free of

charge, in the interest of keeping the Skeena river free

from pollution.

To Can Crayfish.

Besides this the Gosse-Millard Packing Company
have made all plans to put up at least 2,000 cases of

grayfish the year. An experiment with grayfish was

held this winter at the Vancouver cannery, their Praser

river plant, but it was found that the dogfish do not

frefiuent the Fraser in any (juantities in winter. It is

certain there will be no difficulty in getting plenty of

grayfish in the summer and the fall to make a start

at trying out this new species as a fish good for food.

Much of the success of the Gosse-Millanl Packing

(•omi)any has been due to the part that F. E. Millard

is secretary-treasurer. He is an experienced cannery

manager and is highly esteemed by the whole com-

munity. Also, the firm has the benefit of the energies

and abilities of Bob Gosse and Dick Gosse, the cap-

tain's two husky sons, H. E. Strong, his son-in-law.

This combination makes youth unite with maturity

and the result is progress and success. This company

is one of the younger companies but continuing on the

lines now laid it is bound to be a factor in the devel-

opment of British Columbia fisheries resources.

HEAD OF THE LAKES BRANCH, CANADIAN
FISHERIES ASSOCIATION.

(Continued from page 53).

Minister of Marine & Fisheries telling of our apprecia-

tion of the action of tlie Dominion Government in

(\stablishing Fish Hatcheries on the Great Lakes and
abolishing the close season on the same.

The new branch held their First Annual Banquet in

the Mariaggi Hotel, Port Arthur, on December 16th,

1916. Mr. H. A. McKibbon, Local Inspector of the

Fisheries Department, and Capt. Sam Wright of the
Fisheries Patrol addressed the members assembled and
congratulated them upon having formed a Branch of

the Association. They promised to be ready at all

times to listen to any suggesions the Association might
have at any time for the betterment and adjustment
of the Fishery laws.

Among other speakers were Messrs. J. Bowman,
Thos. Craigie, P. J. Dahl, F. W. Bowman, Thos. A.
Craigie, and W. E. Doherty.
The new Branch got away to a splendid start and it

will be of the greatest value to the Fishing Industry
of the Lake, f'o-operation is the life and soul of every
industry, and none more so than the Fisheries which
have been so long without any means of bringing those
engaged in it together. The Head of the Lakes Brancii

promises to be a live organization Avhich will do much
for the Fisheries in their district and it behooves every
fisherman and dealer ther(> to join and a.ssist in plan-

ning ways and means for the development and pro-

gress of the Industry—not only locally, but through-
out Canada.
The Board is fortunate in having a good Chairman

and Executive and they have set themselves the task

of enrolling two hundred members within the year
1917. The Canadian Fisheries Association congratu-
lates their new offspring and will watch its growth
with parental pride. All enquiries for membership,
etc., should be made to Mr. Thos. C'raigie. Fort Wil-
liam. Ont.

The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Company Limited
of Prince Rupert, equipped the SS. "James Carru-
thers" as a beam trawler, during the early part of Jan-
nuary, in order to conduct further experiments in traw-
ling in the waters adjacent to Prince Rupert. The
Company had some trouble with the fishermen in the
beginning, but finally made an agreement whereby
they were to pay 2c per pound for Halibut, li^e for

Black Cod, and %c per pound for all other edible fish,

and on this basis the vessel made her first trip. She
arrived at Prince Rujiert on .laniuiry Llth with (5.000
lbs. of Flounders and Soles, a few Halibut, and 3.0(X)

lbs. of Codfish, Hatfish. Dogfish, and other scraji fish.

During the trip her net was damaged very consider-

ably. Her second trip was of only two days duration

as she tore one net to jjieces and lost the other. Capt.

Knighthall. Master of the vessel, severed his connection

with the CoTiipany on this occasion, and. Capt. .lack

Wells took commainl. The vessel is at jiresent on her

third trip, and is expected in Prim-i' Rnpert very

shortly.

iieports from the West Coast of Vancuuyei- l.sland

are to the effect that the Herring are running in .\l

herni Canal the same as in previous years.
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The new lobster fishing season has been in progress

since the lath of November in Charlotte and St. John
t'oiintifs New HruMswifk, «nd since the loth of De-

cember in that part of Nova Scotia from Yarmouth
county to Halifax harbour, but the reports and re-

turns of the fishery officers for December show that

rouf<h weather, and two heavy gales especially, wreck-
ed about 75'/} of the gear of the lobster fishermen and
resulted in an unprecedentedly small catch of lobsters.

In addition to the wreckage of traps there were two
boats damaged and ten boats sunk or destroyed iu

Queens county Xova Scotia, several motor boats lost

and others damaged in Yarmouth county, N. S., four

motor boats lost and two boats and a schooner damag-
ed in Digby county \. S. ; nine motor boats damaged,
one vessel lost and two others damaged in Charlotte

county N'. B. Also there were seven small boats lost

and thirty nets and some gear destroyed in the Aspy
Bay district of Victoria county N. S. Two Guysboro
county fishermen were drowned.

As a conse(iuence of the small catch the price of live

lobsters in the United States markets soared to .$50.

and in some instances to -$65, per crate of 140 pounds.
The total pack of lobsters to the end of December

was 1,192 cases, while 3,436 ewts. were shipped in shell.

During the corresponding jjcriod in the preceding year
the pack was 4,006 cases, while 16.174 cwts. were ship-

ped in shell.

The following table shows the (|uantity in cwts, of

fresh lobsters, together with their value, landed from
the opening of the .season to the end of December in

each of the years fro?n 1!)12 to l!tl6, inclusive.

Year. Cwts. Value.

1912 19,100 .$200,804

1913 22,016 238,571

1914 11,371 118,684

1915 24,186 280,805
1916 7,546 135,793

The figures reveal a great fluctuation in the fishery

from year to year, but that is almost entirely due to

the changeable weather conditions of the winter sea-

son.

In view of the disastrous cflTect of the weather on
the lobster fishery, it is gratifying to be able to record

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and land-

ed in a Fresh or Green State ; and an estimate of the Quantities Mar-
keted, or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried, pickled, canned
etc., in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH of DECEMBER,
1916.

the fact that the fishery for haddock was prosecuted

witli success in Nova Scotia, to which province the

winter fishery is maiidy confined, during the month.

Compared with the same month last year the chief

features of the months operations for haddock are

large increases in Inverness county (which includes

Port Hawkesbury) and in Digby county, with increas-

<'il values all round. Respecting the rise in value it

may be remarked, for example, that a slightly less

quantit.v of haddock was landed in Guysboro county,

but the value was more than $6,000 greater. In Digby
county the (juantity of haddock landed was doubled
but the vahie was trebled.

The following table, which shows the (juantity of

haddock landed in Nova Scotia during the month of

December in the last five years, will indicate how the

winter haddock fishery has grown in volume and value,

notwithstanding the extreme hardships incidental to

fishing in the North Atlantic at that season of the

year.

Year. Cwts. Value.

1912 28,162 $ 43,423

1913 37,569 79,095

1914 54,101 104,832

1915 45,738 106,157

1916 56,427 195,094

The results of the smelt fishery were only fair, dur-

ing the month owing to the lack of ice on the rivers.

The quantity landed amounted to 15,090 cwts. and
the value to $109,969. This represents an increase of

about 4i/27< iu quantity and about 331/2% in value

over the results for the same month last year.

Between 50 and 60 smelt nets were lost in the Mira-
miehi district of New Brunswick.

In north British Columbia stormy weather prevailed

during the greater part of the month. In spite of this,

however, the landings of halibut at Prince Rupert
were over 2,000 cwts. greater than those for December
in the preceding year.

In the Vancouver Island district there were heavy
irales during the first part of the month. Herring fish-

ing in the Pender Harbour, Nanaimo and Alberni dis-

tricts was good, and the returns show an increase of

almost 30,000 cwts. when compared with the results

for December last year.

Totals for the Month of

DECEMBER. 1915.

Kinds of Fish.

Salmon, cwts
Salmon, used fresh (or frozen)ewts.

Salmon, smoked, ewts
Salmon, mild cured, cwts

Lobsters, cwts

Caught and Landed
in a Fresh or Green

State.

Proportion
|

' used Fresh,'

Dried, '

I

Pickled,
I

!Cann'd,etc.|

(,'aught and Landed in

a Fresh or Green State.

Quantity.

2,732

5,840

Value. ' Quantity. 1

$ 25 864
2.612

39

36

97,223

Quantity.

2,283

21,330

Proportion
used Fresh.

Dried,

Pickled,

Canned,ete.

Value. Quantity.

$ 16.599

2.283

230.247
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Lobsters, canned, cases . .

Lobsters, shipped in shell, cwts. . .

Cod, cwts
Cod, used fresh, cwts

Cod, smoked, cwts

Cod, green-salted, cwts

Cod, smoked fillets, cwts

Cod, dried, cwts
Haddock, cwts
Haddock, used fresh cwts
Haddock, canned, cases

Haddock, smoked, cwts
Haddock, green-salted, cwts
Haddock, dried, cwts
Hake and Cusk, cwts

Hake and Cusk, used fresh, cwts. ,

Hake and Cusk, green-salted, cwts.

Hake and Cusk, smoked fillets, cwts

Hake and Cusk, dried, cwts

Pollock, cwts
Pollock, used fresh, cwts
I'ollocK. .>m(>ked fillets, cwts. . . .

Pollock, dried, cwts

Herring, cwts

Herring, used fresh, cwts
Herring, canned, cases

Herring, smoked, cwts
Herring, (iry-salted, cwts

Herring, pickled, brls

Herring used as bait, brls

Mackerel, cwts
Mackerel, used fresh, cwts

Sardines, brls

Sardines, canned, cases

Sardines, sold fresh and salted,

brls

Halibut, cwts
Halibut, used fresh, cwts
Soles, cwts
Flounders, cwts

Skate, cwts
Smelts, cwts
Whiting, cwts
Tom Cod, cwts
Octopus, cwts
Oysters, brls
( 'lams, brls

("lams, used fresh, brls

('lams, canned, cases

Scallops, brls

Scallops, .shelled, gals

Crabs, Cockles, etc.. cwts
Squid (bait fish), brls

Total value

23.064 77,363

56,687 195,963

7,662

4.4r)6

76

2,445

18.181

400

361

574

12,606

6,980

123,514 131,696

760

9,035

110,965

430
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen Is Invited to the

foliowing provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-

ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of

the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of i. lease, license or

permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Non-residents, that is persons domiciled In the

Province for a period of less than six months, are

not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's

permit.

No one shall fish for or take largo mouthed or

small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mcutbed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts

through thi Ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export cf pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches In length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the

tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember luth to March 15th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-

in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall nut apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fich.)

Pickerel.—In water other than the Great Lakes,

Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting

waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whltefith and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th lo November 5th, bf^th days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30tb, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-

ing waters, where commercial fishing with gill nets

is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OF CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.^—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Gctigian lay. Nortn f'hanael and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Mic.ster of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries,

loronlo. Feb. Ist., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishing territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-

iii<r oainps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the rieht of

erecting private summer homes on suitjjblo

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Water.,

angling and hunting are absolutely free to rt'^•i-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-rcsidc ;

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

Haie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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NEW WAR LOAN.
The new War Savings Certificates which have been

created by the Government to encourage thrift and

economy and to give everyone an opportunity to assist

in financing our war expenditure, are now on sale at

ever}' bank and money order post office in Canada.

The !|t25 certificate sells for $21.50, the $50 for $43, and
the $100 for $86.

As an investment these certificates offer many attrac-

tive features—chief of which are the absolute security

and the excellent interes treturn. For every $21.50 lent

to the Government now, $25 will be returned at the end

of three years.

There are two other features which are especially in-

teresting to small investors. First, the certificates may
be surrendered at any time, if the buyer should need

his money; and second, each certificate is registered at

Ottawa in the buyer's name and, if lost or stolen, is

therefore valueless to anyone else.

But while they are excellent from an investment

standpoint, the certificates should appeal strongly to

Canadians because they offer to those who must serve

at home a splendid opportunity for a most important

patriotic service. The person who honestly saves to the

extent of his ability and places his savings at the dis-

posal of the Government by purchasing these certifi-

cates, may feel that he is having a direct share in feed-

ing, equipping, and munitioning our Canadian soldiers,

who are so nobly doing their part.

FOR SALE
Schr. VIOLET M. HUTT, 23 tons, 2 years old. Will

be sold as a bargain fully equipped with dories and

fishing gear. For particulars apply Reuben Hutt, Owls

Head, Halifax Co., Nova Scotia.

USE

MUELLER'S
Hardwood Barrels

^ and

Half Barrels
" THEY RETAIN THE PICKLE "

FOR PACKING MACKEREL, HERRING

and SCOTCH CURED HERRING

Prompt Shipments our Motto

Write Direct to

The Charles Mueller Co.
LIMITED

WATERLOO ONTARIO

= U

Brunswick Brand
99 =

HIGH

SEA
GRADE

FOODS I

I CONNORS BROTHERS, LIMITED |
Branch Office

:

6 Ward Street,

St. John, N B.

PACKERS AND CANNERS,

BLACK'S HARBOUR,
N.B.

Cable Addrett :

Connors, St. George

Telegraphic Address:

St. George, N.B.

li?
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TO INVESTORS
THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME. HAVE

FUNDS REQUIRING INVESTMENT
MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN SUMS OF $500, OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF

Principal repayable Ist October, 1919.

Interest payable half-yearly, 1st Ainil and Ist October by
cheque (free of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at

the rate of five per cent per annum from the date of purchase.

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering

at par and accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in pay-
ment of any allotment made under any future war loan issue m
Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other like short

date security.

Proceeds of tliis stock are for war purposes only.

A commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed
to recognized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in

respect of applications for this stock which bear their stamp.

For application forms apply to the Deputy Miniwtwr of
Finance, Ottawa.

DBPARTMBNT OF FINANCE, OTTAWA
OCTOBER 7th. I<)t6.

CANADIAN EXPORTERS
OF ALL KINDS OF

FISH
SHOULD ADVERTISE IN AND

SUBSCRIBE TO

THE FISH TRADES GAZETTE
Subscription, 15s. 2d. per annum, post free

Advertisement Rates on Application

CIRCULATES WIDELY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Only Address—Peninsular House, Monument St., LONDON, ENGLAND
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THE

Lockeport Cold Storage Co.
LIMITED

W. M. HODGE, President.

Lockeport - Nova Scotia

Producers and Distributors of all kinds of Fresh,

Frozen, Smoked, Pickled and Dried

Atlantic Sea Foods

Cold Storage, Smoke House* and Dockt Located at
Lockeport, N.S., adjacent to the Best Fishing

Grounds

FARQUHAR & COMPANY
LIMITED

Receivers and Distributors

--0F--

Dry and Pickled Fish,

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

FARQUHAR'S WHARF
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

A. Wilson & Son

HALIFAX, N.S.

Established 1878

PIONEERS IN THE FISH TRADE
: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST :

DEALERS IN FRESH, FROZEN AND
SMOKED FISH

n If you want the best in Finnan

Haddies or Boneless Strip Cod

get WILSON'S.

—Branches at

—

CANSO NORTH SYDNEY INGONISH
PETIT DE GRAT, N.S.

MAKE YOUR DOLLARS

FIGHT
AT THE. FRONX.

BUY
DOIWINION OF CANADA

THREE-YEAR

War Savings Certificates

$25.00 KOR $21.50
50.00 " -^3.00
100.00 " se.oo

INDIVIDUAL PURCHASES LIMITED TO $1900,

FOR FULL PARTICULARS APPLY AT ANY BANK
OR ANY MONEY ORDER POST OFFICE

JAN. S, 1917
F'lfMANOK DERAR-TMBN-r

Ottawa

M
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HALIBUT ARRIVALS PACIFIC COAST PORTS
JANUARY 1 TO JANUARY 31 1917.

AT PKINl'E Hll'EKT. B.C.:

.Ian. 1. Panjiina. I'.S.. .^O.OOO. Tlu- Caaadiaii Fisli &
C. S. Co.. Ltd.

.lau. 2. Polaris, U.S., 45.000. The C'auadiaii Fisli &
C. S. Co., Ltd.

Jan. 5. Vansec. I'.S.. W).()0(), ,\tliii Fi.shcrics Limit-
rd.

Jail. >. Sitka, r.S., 40.(K)0. The Canadian Fish & (
.

s. Co., Ltd.

Jan. IL Seymour, fs., 14.000. Pacific Fislinics

t iimpany.

Jan. 13. Andrew Krilv. Itl.OOO. The Canadian i-'isli

& C. «. Co., Ltd.

Jan. 15. Jas. Carnitlicrs, (i.OOO. Tlie Canadian Fi.sli

& C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Jan. 17. \V. K. Lord. ."..000. The Canadian Fish & C.

s. Co.. Ltd.

Jan. 18. Yakntat. I'.S.. .S3.000, Pootii Fisheries

< 'onipanv.

Jan. IS. .\^r,„.s H., 12.000. Hooth P'isheries Com-
pany.

Jan. 18. Director. I'.S.. 22.(K)0. Pacific Fisheri.-s
( 'ompany.

Jan. 19. (leo. E. l-'usier. 65.000, Tlie Canadian Fisli

& C. S. Co., Ltd.

Jan. 19. (Jrier Starrett. 15.000, The Canadian Fisli

& C. S., Lt.l.

Jan. 20. Lillian M.. 5,000, The Canadian Fish & C.

S. Co.. Ltd.

Jan. 21. Alaska. I'.S.. 30.000. The Canadian Fish &
(

•. S. Co., Ltd

.\T STEVESTON. H.(

Ian. 24. Nevaline, 12,000. ( olnmhia C, S. Companv.
Jan. 2«. Trajtp. lO.(KK). Colnmhia C. S. Company.

AT KETCHIKAN. ALASKA:—
Jan. 5. Kniekerhoeker. 75.000. New norland Fish

Company.
Jan. 19. Roli)he. 20.000. Washington Fish Com-

jiany.

Jan. 22. Constitution. 27.(KM). Ripley Fish Company.
Jan. 23. Anrora. (i.OOO. Ripley Fish Companv.
Jan. 27. Eeatrle. 12.000. (ilacier Fish Company.
Jan. 27. Kescne. 6.(MM). (Jlaeier Fish Coniijany.
Jan. 31. Knickerhiieker. "<it(MM) N'ew Enpland Fi.sl,

Company.
Jan. 31. Prospector. 12.01)0. New Enplaml Fish

Cfimpany.

PACIFIC FISH NOTES.

The marriaffe is annonneed of Mr. Henry Wilke.
Manager of the New Eiifrland Fish Company's Branch
at Ketchikan. Alaska, to Mi.ss Kathleen Roun.sefell.
dawfjhter of Mr. and Mrs. George Rounsefell of Ket-
chikan. Alaska. The marriage took place on December
21st. at Long Beach, California. The happy couple
spent their honeymoon at the home of .Mr. Wilke in

Washington. Mo., afterwards visiting Chicago. Boston
and New York. They returned to Ketchikan at the
end of .Jannary, where they will reside.

The Eraser River (Janners As.sociation, representing
all the Canneries in British Columbia, have made rep-

Ian. 22. Doreen. 6.000. The Canadian Fish & C. S resentations to the Dominion Government to put an
embargo on the e.xj.ort of Fresh Salmon to United
States points.

This is to keej) the American Canners from coming
to British Columbia and purchasing boat loads of Dog
Salmon in the Fall. The B. C. Wholesale Fish Dealers
Association, which represents the Fresh Fish dealers
in Southern British ('(dnmbia. met the British Colum-
bia mend)ers of the Dominion Fisheries Advisory
Board, and while being in favor of the embargo, re-

quested that it be pennissable. provided the embargo
is placed, to ship Fresh Salmon packed in ice in box-

Co., Ltd.

Jan. 22. Smituum-. I'.S., 30.000. Pacifi<- Fisheries
( 'ompany.

Jan. 2*2. Tuladi. 13.000. The Canadian Fish ii C .^.

Co.. I>td.

Jan. 22. Sumner. I'.S.. 30.0(K) I'acific Fisheries Com-
panv.

Jan. 22. Tuladi. 13.000. Tli.' Canadian Fish & C.

S. Co.. Ltd.

Jan. 23. .Margalice. 7,000. Tin- Canadian Fish & C.

S. Co.. Ltd.

Jan. 23. Constance. U.S.. 40.000. The Canadian Fish «•« containing 200 lbs. net weight of fish, and also Froz-

& C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Jan. 25. Nellie, l'..'^.. .'i.oOO, Pacific Fish.'ries I'mii-

pany.

Jan. 30. Conunonwcalth. I'.S.. r^.lMKt. Hcx.tli i'"i,sli

cries Companv.
Jan. 30. Sitka. U.S., 22.000. Pacific Fisheries Com-

pan.v.

Jan. 31. i'nritan, I'.S.. 29.000. Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

.Ml vessels not specified "U.S. " ar

registry.

en. Salt and Smoked Salmon in an,v sized packages, to

I'luted States j)oints. Mr. F. H. Cunningham and Mr.
D. N. Mclntyre are the B. C. members of the Dominion
Fisheries Advisory Board, and they will meet the mem-
bers of the Board from other Provinces, in Ottawa, in

the very near future. It is this Board that recom-
mends to the Government any changes in the Regida-
tions which may be in the best interests of the Fi.shing

Industry. It is not likely that the British Govern-
r ( aiiadian "If'd may commandeer either part or all of the 1917

catch of fish from the Pacific Coast on British Colum-

Cargoes without i.rices rejiresent Comiiany-owned }''"• '''•''s "f course is contingent upon the war last-

ves.sels. '">-'• «'"' there being a more acute shortage of fish in

-p .. . . , , .

Great Britain.
AT \ AXCOrVER. B.C.:—

'Pl,jj. ,.,nbargo proposal has been di.seussed very fully
Jan. 13. Kiti-rswny, <n ono 'riic Canadian Fisliin<r in British Columbia by those interested, and co'nsider-

< <>.. Ltd. able o|)position has developed to the .scheme on tin-
Jan. 16. Pescawlia. iu.iiun. The Canadian Fishing part of the .Salmon fishernu-n as represented by tre

* "•• I''<l- Eraser River Fishermen's Protective Association, they
Jan. 25. Carlotta (i. Cox. 70,000. The Canadian Ixdicving that the limitation of markets will tend to

Fishing Co.. Ltd. rcrhice prices.
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PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

P. C. PARKHURST
Commistion Dealer in

Salt

AND

Pickled

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

1 iMAX FINKELSTEIN

FISH
s

Smoked o
AND

Canned g
o

5 Office and Wharf :

5
28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. g

CorrcKpondence Solicited 5

ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooo

WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH
124 HAVEMEYER ST.

g BROOKLYN N. Y.:

CISCOES: CHUBS.
TULIBEES; BLUE
FINS; white STUR-
GEON; frozen as
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red
and fat, Pacific Coast
mild cured SAL-
MON.

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or

g frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe

and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi-
S cate with me.

OOOOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

BUYS

W; Irving Atwood, Prett.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Prest.

Wachusexjip
BRAND -r^~

Finnan hadd

31 Boston Fith Pier

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Sec'y

and Mgr.

Atl
VARIETIES

OF THE
= SEASON

Boston, Mass.

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE °

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers In

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK

No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited

SoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooOOOOOOoooooooeoooooooooooooooooo

aooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

I GEO. L. CLAYTON |

g CONSULTING ENGINEER B

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS, IMPORTERS AND SHIPPERS OF

FRESH CHILLED. SMOKED. SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

Mm

BUFFALO. N . Y,

X PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR S
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING. AND QiCOLD STORAGE PLANTS O

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.
|

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000ooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooaooooooo

i ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO., §

1 PIRAEUS, GREECE g

9 Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants, CommUilon Aftenls!THE LARGEST HERRING. CODFISH, FISH AND
LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE fi

Telstrams: "Dlmltrlou. PIraaus." Codas used: ABC 9
5th Kdltlnn. Scott's. lOfh F.dltlon. and Private B

OOOOOOoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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"RUPERT" BRAND
|

THE CANADIAN FISH & COLD STORAGE CO. LTD. i
o

Wholesale Dealers, Packers and Shippers g

8
OF

FRESH, FROZEN, SMOKED, SALT and CANNED FISH
No order too large None too small

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

BRANCHESCOLD STORAGE PRINCE RUPERT, B.C. VancouTcr, B. C.
Chicago. III. U.S.A.O Capaclty--7000. tons.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

f LAKE FISH ! I J. BOWMAN & CO.
S Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,

g Yellow Pike, Jacks, Fresh Herring,
o Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

A We are booking orders now for car

g lots.

g
Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks,

5 240 sacks to car for November and

g December delivery.

o Write us for prices.

S HEAD OFFICE, PORT ARTHUR
S TORONTO MONTREAL 8
g 26 Duncan St. 47 William St. f
oooooooooooaooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooo

WHITEFISH
DORE
JACKFISH
TULLIBEES
GOLDEYES
SUCKERS

We are established for handling
orders in carload lots. Shipment
right from the Lakes. 1[We
specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish,

the finest Lake fish in the world.
Pu-fr««i mi Wiatw wulhar Inum fiih huidlad

ESTABLISHED 1890

The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited
g WINNIPEG, MAN. g

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
THE MAGAZINE OF CANADA'S

\

:: COMMERCIAL FISHERIES ::

$1.00 Per Annum Canada and Great Britain. $1.50 United States and Elsewhere

Send Your Subscription in NOW
Dooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooaoooooooooi

During the months of December and January thn r

companies have been opcratiiif? buying stations for

Herring at Pender Harbor, viz.—The Canadian Fishing

Company Limited, Watson Bros., and the Royal Fish

Comjiany, all of Vancouver, B.C. The run of Herring

at Pender Harbor this season has been very good in-

deed and all the buyers have been able to get as much
Herring as thir principals could handle. Some of the

Herring has been frozen for Bait, but the greater por-

tion has been put down as Salt Herring, or Smoked.

Mr. Albert Davidson, formerly with the Grand Trunk
Pacific Railway Company at Prince Rupert, has been

transferred to Vancouver, and will act as Local Agent
for that Company in Vancouver. Mr. L. V. Duee,

who.se place Mr. Davidson is taking, has been promoted

to Assistant Freight Agent of the Grand Tnnik Pacific

Railway Company at Edmonton.

The Management of the Pacific Fisheries Limited
of Prince Rupert, has been taken over by Mr. G. Starr,

vice Mr. H. O. Roberts. It is rumored that the San
Juan Packing and Fishing Comj)any have i)urehase(l

the Cold Storage Plant at Juneau, and that Mr. II. O.

Roberts has been placed in charge of same. Mr. Ro-
berts has already gone North.

News from Ketchikan Alaska indicates that the run
of Herring at that point has been very good, and a
large quantity has been i)ut away in the freezers for

bait pur|)oses. T'p to the present time there has been
no news of any Herring striking into Prince Rupert
Harbor. The enormous runs which took place every
Winter at Prince Rupert up to 1f)14 luive iipfxirenfly

ceased.
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.' and Prepared FISH in Season .'«
OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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3 S' 'i - acts lit »

SOME OF OUR
BIG ONES

I KASKK KIVKR STURGEON
AND

ATI.ANTK^ HAI.TBI'T

The Magazine of the Commercial Fisheries of Canada

and Newfoundland
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Look for the

Mark of

Quality

It can be seen

on all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS

OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS

FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main Office - - - MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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/Imtml Sfllmim

Black or
Brighl-

Hooks
Natural
Sije

n he besi

TTsiiermens'

dWdrd

:

Manufactured by

EstabL ia52

a/^USTAD&SON
ManufacKirers

Of all kinds

of rish Hooks

CafffilSTIANIA

Fishermen liheihe

on account of their

Perfect

Shapejemper and Finish

Chicago Buffalo
ARE

New York

THE Ti[[ m] DISIiUTING MARKETS
FOR

Fresh Water Fish
Send your fish to the market that can handle your catch to get you the

highest prices. Correspond with us and find out where your best market is.

CHARLES C. ROBBINS, Inc.

362 WEST KINZIE ST.

CHICAGO

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED

DUN'S AND BRADSTREET'S

F. R. ROBBINS & CO. FINLAY FISH CO., Inc.

159 CHURCH ST. 233 FRONT ST.

BUFFALO NEW YORK

References

DAILY RETURNS

ANYONE IN THE FISH TRADE
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Department of The Naval Service

Fisheries Branch

In addition to the full statistics of the fisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $36,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very
rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish horn the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on June 1st, 1916

Ki.id of Fish; Nova Scotia. New Bruniwick. P. E. Island. Quebec.

Bau (Achigan)

.

Matkinonge. . . .

Ounaniche
Oy»teri
Quahauga

Pickerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
Smelt*
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout..
Salmon Trout. .

.

Whitefith

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 &
July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug 16 to Feb. 28
eAug. 16 to Jan. 31.
fApril 1 to July 1.

Oct. 1 to March 31.

I!» * ....

bi Jan. to 30 Sept.
Oct. 1 to May 10 and

July 1 to Aug. 31.

Aug.' 16
' toFet)'. '28.

Sept 16 to March 31.
(March 1 to June 30.
June 1 to July 1

Oct. 1 to March 31.

Manitoba.

April lis to June 20.

Oct. "I'e to'june'l's.'

'

Sept.' I'S to' 'Nov.' i'b'.'

'

^^» ML "

i)i' jan'. to' 'so' 'Se'pt'.

Oct. 1 to May 10 and
July 1 to Aug 31.

Aug'.' 16 to'Fei)'
'28

Sept. 16 to Mateh 31
(April 1 to June 30.

Oct.' l' to' 'Marcii Si!

Saskatchewan and
Alberta

d April l' to 'May 15.'

'

Oct.' I'e'io'j'uiie'l's.

Sept.' i'b to' bee'.' iT
'

'

1 April to 15 June.
16 April to 15 June.
1 Oct. to 30 Nov.

bl Jan. to 30 Sept.

April 16 to May 16.
Aug. 1 to April 30.
Sept. 16 to April 30.
April 1 to June 30
June 1 to June 30.
Oct. 1 to April 30
Oct. 16 to Dec 1

Kind of Fiih: Ontario. British Columbia.

Baa* (Achigan).

.

Matkinonge
Ounaniche
Oyttera
Quahaug*
I'ickerel
Salmon (netting).
Salmon (angling).
SmelU
Sturgeon
Speckled Trout .

.

Salmon Trout. .

.

Whitelish

al Jan to 16 June.
1 Jan. to 16 June.

cApril 16 to May 16.

May 1 to Aug. 31

See regulations.

eSept. 16 to April 30.
gOct. 5 to Nov. 30.
gOct. 6 to Nov. 30.

I

a— Eicept in Lake Erie west of Pt. Pelee where cloae sea-
son is May 24 to July 16.

b—Eicept on leased areas, where close season is from 1 July to

31 Aug.
e—S«> regulations.
d— Eicept in waters north of or intersected by 64th parallel nortli

lat. between eastern boundary of Saskatchewan, and 109th
meridian and in waters intersected by or north of 66th
parallel n. lat. west of this meridian to western boundary of
Alberta, where there Is no close season.

e—^Except in Cape Breton Island, where close season is from
Sept. 27 to May 31.

f— Bag-net fishing season Dec. 1 to Feb. 16; giil-net fishing season
Oct. 15 to Feb. 16. Licenses required for bag-nets or gill-

nets.

^ For exceptions see regulations.
I— Except in waters specified in (d) where close season is from

1 Oct. to Nov. 30.
For British Columbia See Regulations.
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SIXTEEN OUNCES—ONE POUND.

We were taught the above in school, and it .still

holds good. However, in this modern age, the old law

of avoirdupois becomes strangely controverted. The

innocent consumer goes into a store and buys a pound
of tea. The grocer hands over a package containing

tea which weighs one pound — weight of package in-

cluded. Instead of receiving a pound of tea, Ihe con

suraer receives about 14 or 15 ounces. The same holds

good with various other kinds of package and canned

goods, though there are some lines which put up tho'w

articles nett weight exclusive of package.

In various lines of canned goods, one finds in pur-

chasing a so-cailfd 1 lb. tin, that it is certified to con-

tain not less than 14 ounces of meat, fruit, etc. We
l)resume the deficiency is for the purpose of defraying

the cost of the package and to make the price appear

reasonable.

A well known Canadian packer of canned fish calls

our attention to certain provisions of the proposed

"I-^sh and Shellfish Cannery Inspection Art." Sec-

tion fe) Paragraph 27 states:

"Descriptive matters on the label shall be free

from any statement, design or devise regarding

the fish, etc., which is false or misleading in any

partie\ilar."

Sections (b) and (c) of the same paragraph state

'that a true and correct description of the contents

of the can and the nett weight of the fish shall be

plainly printed in a conspicuous place on the label."

All of this is in order and very proper, but the De-

partment of Fisheries, in a communication to canners

accompanying the draft of the Act, states: "The De-

partment is in possession of information to the effect

that it is highly advisable to explicitly provide for

the uniform net weight of the meat to be contained in

each can, rather than leave the weight to the discre-

tion of each individual canner. It is proposed, there-

fore, that the following provisions be made:

1 pound can shall contain not less than fourteen

"iinces of meat.

''4 pound can shall contain not less than ten and one-

half ounces of meat.

Vs pound can shall contain not less than seven ounces

of meat.

Unvtsual weights shall contain an amount of meat

ii; proportion to the weight of the can used."

From the standpoint of a consumer, and having the

best interests of the Canadian fish canning industry

at heart, we cannot endorse this deception. A one

pound can should contain one pound of meat exclusive

of the weight of the can, and at the rate of sixteen

ounces to the pound—the other weights in a similar

ratio.

Short weights, however honestly they nuiy be made
under duly legalized provisions, are to be deprecated.

The public is beginning to wake up to these things,

and the High Cost of Living lias set machinery in

motion which is rousing the consumer to demand value

and weight for money paid. F»dl weight packing may
raise the cost for the goods, but the public will always
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pay for full weight, and same should be marked on the

can.

Legislatiou, eounteuaucing short weights, estab-

lishes bad precedents. If it continues, the consumer

will be purchasing cloth at .32 inches to the yard

:

coal at 1,950 lbs. to the ton, and so on. The day will

come when everything will have to be standardized

in weight and measure. Let the Fish Canning Indus-

try of Canada standardize everything now and keep

to the old avoirdupois rule of 16 ounces to one pound
—-exclusive of the package.

TALKED TO DEATH.

On the Pacific Coast, an agitation has been instituted

by United States fishing interests to have a Bill pass-

ed in Congress "Prohibiting the importation into the

United States of all fish caught in the North Pacific,

through any foreign country, unless in bond from a

port of the United States or Alaska."

Briefly, this is aimed by the Seattle fishing inter-

ests at the huge fishing industry of Prince Rupert

—

which owing to its strategical position as the terminus

of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and the nearest

rail shipping point to the Gulf of Alaska fishing banks,

has captured a great share of the North Pacific halibut

fishery formerly enjoyed by Seattle.

We are not at all impressed by the reasons which

the Seattle interests put forth in advocating the pas-

sage of the bill, and the charges which they make

against the Canadian Government are childish inas-

much as they overlook all the rights invested in prox-

imity. The halibut fishing grounds are at the doors

of Prince Rupert, and Prince Rupert is justified in

making full use of every means to expand through the

development of a natural resource within easy access.

Seattle, as a terminus for the North Pacific hali-

but fishery, is out of it, and the Alaskan town of

Ketchikan, some 80 miles north of Prince Rupert, is

suggested as the landing port for United States fish-

ing vessels. Ketchikan, however, has no rail communi-
cation with the United States, and fish landed there

would have to be shipped by steamer to Seattle. For
tlie shortest rail haul to the Eastern U. S. uiarkets, th<-

fish would have to be landed at Prince Rupert and
shipped over the G. T. P. Ketchikan's existence as

a fishing terminus will depend on the Canadian Gov-

ernment and the Grand Trunk Pacific.

Our friends to the soutli are out for all they can get.

Were the position reversed, and Prince Rupert in Seat-

tle 's place, it is safe to assume that we would suffer

exactly the same treatment. If they have such legis-

lation as the above put through, Canada can retaliate

by abolishing the modus vivendi license of the Atlan-

tic fisheries.

As the Huns would have it. our claims are justified

by looking at the map. The territory of Alaska south

of the sixtieth parallel of latitude should belong to Bri-

tish Columbia. This part of United States territory

is to the British Columbian much as a German colony

in England would be to a Britisher.

However, it's an ill-wind, etc. The same United

States Senators who talked President Wilson's Armed
Neutrality Bill to death, also talked the aforementioned

Pacific Fisheries Bill out of the present session of

Congress. For the present, the Bill is dead.

EXPORT TRADE IN FISH FROM CANADA.

For the twelve months ending January, 1917, Can-

ada exported fishery products amounting to $24,696,944

in value. During the month of January, 1917, fish to

the value of .$2,784,824 was exi)orted.

March Fish Day Calendar April Fish Day Calendar

1917 MARCH 1917
|
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Coinparativp Statement of previous years is as

follows

:

Exi)ort for the year 1915 $18,661,560

Kxport for the year 1916 22,407,687

Export for the year 1917 24,696,944

Within two years, our fish exports advanced $6,-

035.384 in value.

Looking uj) the export statistics for tlic year previ-

ous to the war, we find that Canada's fish exports

during the statistical year, March 31st. 1913, to March

31st, 1914, were valued at $20,698,849. The stati.stics

for the twelve months eiidinjr .January, 1917, show an

increase of practically .'|!4,000.000.

Considering that the large German and other mar-

kets liave been closed to our fish products, and pro-

duction has fallen off, the figures show a healthy ad-

vance. The exports of frozen fish to Great Britain,

are, in the main, responsible for much of the incrpas(>,

as well as a rise in value of salt and canned fish.

POOLING THE EMPIRE'S FISHERIES.

An editorial in the British Fishing News and cable

advices from Canadian newspaper correspondents in

Great Britain tell of the work and plans of the Em-
pire Resources Development Committee. The main idea

of the Committee is to develop and utilize the great

natural resotirces of the Empire in order to pay the

enormous war debt which will rest upon us after the

war.

Quoting from the above sources, the fisheries scheme

is otitlined as follows: The Committee's ideas regard-

ing the fisheries have been explained by Mr. Alfred

Bigland, M.P. He is at present controlling the oil

and glycerine trade for the Government and he takes

the present Government control of the whole fishing

in the Antarctic as an example of what might be made

general. "By giving licenses to men to fish in these

waters on condition that the oil was retained for this

country, we had received during the war 660.000 bar

rels of this oil. It was a revelation to him that we had

such a supply, and while the Germans were paying

for little lots $1..S00 a ton for such oil. he was buying it

for the Government at $190 a ton." Mr. Bigland

argues that, in view of the fishery wealth of the waters

round Canada and Newfoundland, a .similar Empire

monopoly might be established, with, of course, the

eonsent of the Dominions, and in this way we could

become the purveyors of fish in all its forms, almosrt

to the whole world. Incidentally, he stated, that the

Grand Trunk Pacific had offered him refrigerating

plant to bring fish from Prince Rupert to Liverpool

at a penny per ton. which would be reduced to three

farthings or a halfpenny on big Government contracts

being entered into. Mr. Bigland suggests that the

Imperial authorities, acting .iointly. should not leave

the development of this fishery wealth to private in-

dividuals, but should take it up and push it as an Im-

perial asset. The whole of the vessels now used in the

North Sea for minesweeping and other purposes could,

after the war, form the nucleus of an Empire fishing

fleet and jthus increase the British fish supply to at

least four times the present British fish consumption,

which is 600,000 tons yearly. He contemplates a

.scheme extending over ten years, and he calculates that

if the State secured a profit of two cents a pound,

which is .$44.80 a ton, it would be quite possible to

make a gross profit in 10 years of $180,000,000. out of

which the sinking fund for the <leveloi)ment charges

must be met. Further, "it would be for the Stare

to regulate the prices in every town in the country

;

and the State should have the control of the home

fisheries as well."

The information at our disposal being meagre, we

are loathe to attempt any critical analysis of the

scheme, and our present remarks are subject to cor-

rection. The idea is very large and. rather sweeping

in the easy manner in which the fisheries of Canada

and Newfoundland are to be harvested by great fleets

of British steam trawlers for the benefit of the Empire.

The Canadians who have money invested in our fish-

ing industry, and who have established plants and built

ui) a fishery at much expense in time, money and labor,

are not at all likely to welcome an Imperial Govern-

ment fishing scheme whereby Government owned ves-

sels will fish Canadian waters and sell the product at

Imperial i)rices to Imperial consumers—the profit re-

tained by the Government to pay off the National

Debt.

The fishing industry in Canada was established by

pioneers who were under no obligation to the Mother

Country. In the days when they came to Canada, they

were left to scratch along as best as they could. Can-

ada and her resources were not thought a great deal

of then. The fisheries of the present day were de-

veloj)ed by these pioneers and their descendants, and

most of them made but a bare living at it. Of recent

years, .our fishery resources have developed and pro-

gressed to be of great value. The years of toil are

bearing fruit, and the fishing indiistry of Canada is

now coming into its own and reaping the benefit.

Not for one moment do we believe that the Can-

adian salmon canners of the Pacific Coast, the salt

and dried fish interests of the Atlantic, the fresh fish-

ermen, lobster canners, the inland waters fishermen,

etc.. will stand idle while all the fisheries which they

have developed arc to be thrown into one jack-pot for

an Imperial monopoly.

In the Atlantic salt Hank and market fishery there

are about 200 fishing schooners which represent an

inv<!stment of from $4,000 to $15,000 for each vessel.

Were an Imperial fleet of steam trawlers loosed on

our fishing banks, these craft, useless for an}' other

("^ling but fishing, would be laid up. The steam

trawler is not yet general in our fishing fleets, and
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while we believe it will be in the future, yet steam

trawling in Canada will be carried on by Canadians in

( 'anadian owned trawlers—built to replace the schoon-

ir fishing craft when the demands of the market make

it necessary.

ynperialisni and State Ownership is .splendid thing

to talk and write about—especially by those who have

no invested interest in the natural resources of the

Empire. Canada's fisheries belong to Canada, and

while we will welcome British capital for their devel-

opment, yet we think the Bigland scheme too colossal

and in danger of infringing on the rights of the Cana-

dians who have already developed the Industry in

Canada, and who will be willing to bear their share of

the War Debt with the same spirit as they have con-

tributed money and men to the Empire's forces.

me a fine tribute to the quality of recent consignments

of pickled fish from Nova Scotia, which I know was

not said simply to please me."

PERSONALS.
Visitors to Montreal recently were Mr. F. J. Hay-

ward, Vancouver, B.C.; Mr. S. Y. Wilson, Halifax,

N.S. ; Mr. W. Hamar Greenwood, Vancouver, B.C.

;

Mr. W. F. Leonard, St. John, N.B. ; Mr. R. T. Mat-

thews, and W. P. Scott, Queensport, N.S. ; Capt. Geo.

Doggett, Douglastown, Que. All are well known in

the fish business.

Writing from England recently, Sergeant Roy M.
Whynacht, formerly with the Maritime Fish Corpora-

tion, Ltd., at Digby, says:

"I note with pleasure that the Canadian fish busi-

ness is booming; and I am firmly of the opinion that

it will continue to boom. Shortly after my arrival in

England, I had the privilege of taking a journey along

the east coast from London to Edinburgh, and, after

sjiending a few days in visiting the historic places of

the two capitals, I decided to run up to Aberdeen

and have a look at their fisheries. On visiting one of

the large plants, I was, at first, surprised to find that

they apparently had nothing on some of our Canadian

j)lants; but, after hearing an explanation for this state

of affairs, I concluded that young Miss Canada was
not yet quite abreast of old John Bull so far as the

handling of fish was concerned. The condition of the

stock was by no means good, but my remark to that

fffect was answered by the word, "Norway" from my
conductor. They are forced to import almost any

grade of stock available, as their own production is

limited to the operations of only such steam trawlers

as are unfit for sweeping mines and ranuning sub-

marines. But there certainly must be something doing

when. the whole of their fine fleet of trawlers are on

the job. Their method of indoor drying is totally

different from ours; instead of spreading their fish,

they hang them up by the tails over numerous small

loke fires. A great portion of this work is carried on

»y women—some fine looking ones too;—and they

.
. irifd quite amused over the surprise of the Canadian

1 ;iiir. Before 1 left the plant, my conductor liandfd

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.
Referring to a .shortage of feed i'ov cattle, a daily

paper states: "From all parts of the province re-

ports arc reaching the l)ei)ai'tmeMt of Agriculture that

the shortage and high cost of feed is causing farmers

to get rid of their stock. The situation has become so

disturbing that special steps are being taken to coun-

teract the prevailing tendency." Why don't the Gov-
ernment get busy and investigate the possibilities of

processed fish waste as cattle feed. It has been tried out
and is successful both as a food and economically.

• • •

With regard to the reports of a "Fish Famine"
which emanated from Ottawa recently. When the
report was published in the press, wires were despatch-
ed from several producers offering all kinds of fish at

prices but little in advance of pre-war days. There
is no famine

;
prices have advanced less than other

commodities, and the whole blame for apparent scar-

city rests with the transportation companies, who have
been unable to bring the fish up from the producing
points. They, in turn, blame the cold and snowfalls
of this winter and the heavy demands for rolling stock
to transport troops and munitions.

• • •

A sitting of the Admiralty Court was held in Mont-
real on March 6th. to adjust the claims of Messrs, W.
C, Smith & Co., Ltd., of Lunenburg, N. S.—owners of

the fishing schooner "Lucille B. Sehnare" which was
run down and sunk on Grand Bank last summer by the

steamer " Wartenfels". The " Sehnare 's" owners
claimed $25,000 damages from the owners of the
steamer. Curiously enough, the "Wartenfels", at the
time of the collision, was a former German steamer and
a British prize, and was sunk shortly afterwards by a
torpedo from a German submarine. Judgment was re-

served.
• • *

Owners of Newfoundland sealers which will .set

out in the middle of March, have decided to ship no
unmarried men between the ages of 20 and 30 who
have not offered their services to the country, unless
they remain at home to permit other relatives to be
at the front. The sealing flotilla will be the smallest
on record. It will consist of 10 ships: The "Terra
Nova,'' "Eagle," "Viking." "Ranger." "Thetis."
"Neptune," "Erik," "Diana," "Bloodhound" and
"Njord." All are wooden vessels of the old type and
none will take more than 200 men, while the greater
number will carry smaller crews. The reason is that
all the steel ships have been sent to Russia, and the
smaller ones have been witlidrawn for service in vari-

ous eapacities in connection with war work.
• • •

Mr. John N. Cobb. Editor of the "Pacific Pisher-
nian," has resigned to take up the position of As-
sistant Superintendent of the Alaska Packers' As-
sociation. Mr. Cobb is one of the best informed men
(in the eommereial fisheries in Nortli America, and is

one of th(> few who couibine a ])raetical knowledge
of the fishing business with the tlieories of the scien-

tist. As members of the "Fourth Estate." we regret
Ids leaving the ranks, but wish him every success in

his now position.
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! H I MILLIONS IN FISH WASTE •
^ ^»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

BY THE EDITOR.

-3:——I Do \()\i it-alize tliat out of 88 pounds of .sjil-

<^^^ luon caught on the Pacific Coast, only 48

^^ pounds fioes into the cans? Of the 32.000.-

HHB 000 pounds of lobsters used by eanners on the

Atlantic, only (),.'>00.000 ])ounds are canned, and the

balaiu'c, 2r).r)00.000 i)0unds is thrown away as waste.

Every variety of marketable fish caught and dressed

for the table rejjresents a waste of from 30 per cent to

50 per cent on the round fish. In the halibut. 14 lbs.

in every 100 lbs. is calculated for the li(>ad of the fish

as waste — rouphly 3,r)()0,00() pounds of annual waste
which is shislicd off at the docks on the Pacific and
Atlantic. These wastes, eond>ined with the vast amount
of dogfish and other unmarketable sjiecies knocked
off the hooks and hove ont of. the nets into the water
again, represent a wa.ste of fish material in our own
ind)istry of something like 250,000 tons annually.

These are startling fignres, but they can easily b-.-

subslantiated. .Inst think of the enormous amount of

offal which is dumped into the sea by the vessels fish-

ing on the banks of the Atlantic and Pacific: think

of the offal buried and dum])ed by the lake fisher-

nu'n ; the waste material of the canneries and the shore

fishing stations. Every Atlantic fishing schooner land-

ing a trip of, say 100.000 lbs. of fresh cod. haddock,
pollock, hake. cusk. halilmt, etc., has, in dressing the

fish, tlirown at least 25,(H)0 lbs. of waste overboard.

The aiiumnt of uinuarketable fish slatted off the hooks

may amount to as much more. ,

The question of utilizing this enormous fish waste
is one of the most important in oni- fisheries to-day.

It can be economically utilized and processed to yiebl

great i)rofit — that has been j)roved by work in other

countries, and to a very small extent, in our own. On
L«lfe Krie the Producer's Fish Company at Port Stan-

ley, have erected a small plant to manufacture fer-

tilizer and fi^h oil out of the fish waste which comes to

them. They have made a profit on their venture, and
could iiuike more were their nuichinery more suitable

for the particular work of |)rocessing fish matei-ial.

The Robin.son Glue Comi)any, at (^anso, N.S.. manu-
facture an ex(;ellent fish glue from the fish offal of

the Canso fish docks, and o|)erate profitably. The
Canadian (iovernment have the Dogfish deduction

Works for manufacturing fertilizer located at Canso,

N'.S., but owing to either lack of proper machinery,
skilled l;iiii\vlcilcri- or irood iiiiinauement . the scheme

has been a failure, though the jiroducts found a ready
market. These, to our knowledge, are the only fish

waste plants in the Dominion.
The importance of present day economic problems

demand that an investigation be made into the pos-
sibilities of utilizing this fish waste, and the investiga-
tions should be started now. The Canadian Fisheries'
Association have looked into the problem and have
already memorialized the Marine and Fisheries De-
partment to have investigations and experiments con-
ducted with a view to making the best use of this fish

waste as soon as it is ])ossible to get the necessary ap-
j)ropriations and secure the services of the biologists

to undertake the work.

With i)roper jdant and machinery, and not ex-

pensive either, it is |)ossible to manufacture fish offal

into fertilizer worth .+30 pei^ ton. Every ton of fish

waste can produce from 12 to 15 gallons of fish oil

as well, winch is worth from 35 cents to 80 cents a gal-

lon according to its grade of refinement. Fish meal,
maiHifactured from .strictly fresh offal, is worth from
$50 to $60 per ton as food for live stock. Pish glue is

worth from 75 cents to $2.50 per gallon according to
grade. There are many othei- things which can be man-
ufactured from fish offal, but which need some ex-
perimental work to determine the most economical
way of producing them.
The enormous benefit to the fishing industry in a

profitable utilization of this fish waste cannot be over-
estimated. The fishermen, in every branch of the
industry, will receive more for their fish. At the
present time, they are getting paid for just that por-
tion which is marketable — the balance represents
waste for which they get nothing. Everything that
conies on the hooks or in the nets is of value and worth
something if it could be utilized, and if can be utilized.

The drug. soap, leather, oil, paint, glue trades and
agricnltin-e are heavy purchasers of products manu-
factured from fish waste, and in every instance, so
far as Canada is coneerinvl, they have to purchase
these materials from foreign maniifacturers — who,
mon- astute than we are. have realized tlie value of
fishery waste.
We strongly urge that every man engaged in the

Fishing Industry of Canada give some thought to this
problem and demand that Goverinnental machinery be
set in motion to make use of the enormous waste in-

cidental to the fisheries.
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Propagation of Fish on the Great Lakes
Ad.livss by Mr. H. W. DOWNEY,

|

Supt'. of the Federal Hatchery, Pnt-in-Bay, (Ohio) before the Lake Erie Fishermeirs Association. ^

EVIDENTLY somcthinfr that I said at that

timethat I first had the ]deasure of meeting

your Hon. Officer of Fisheries, Mr. Schlei-

hauf. }?ave him the imjiression that I knew

something about the propagation of the fishes of the

Great Lakes, for he wrote to me asking that I come

over and address this meeting and upon my informing

him that 1 Avas not a public speaker and could not

comply with his request, he said, "Then if you can't

make a speech, come over and tell us a story", and

assuming. I suppose, that the subject of fish would be

the one that I would be the least likely to fall down

on, he said, "Tell us a fi.sh story", and as fish stories

have been in vogue ever since the incidents were
occurring from which the Bible was written, I could

not well refuse. Yon know that in holy writ, we read

of one, Jonah having been swallowed by a whale, and
after three day's residence in the whale's belly, was
spewed up on dry land. There is no record of just why
the whale disgorged Jonah, but it is just possible that

he had been smoking cut ]>lng or natural leaf and the

nicotine was too strong for the whale's stomach. How-
ever, be that as it may. it seems that ever since the

telling of this whale of a story, anybody and everybody

consider themselves licensed to tell fish stories.

• But I am inclined to think that the story that Mr.

Schleihauf really expected me to tell at this time, is a

true statement along the lines of artificial propagation

of the better species of the fishes of the Great Lakes,

together Avith my opinion of the good resulting from

the work; also for my reasons for thinking that this

work is necessary.

Why Is Artificial Propagation Necessary.'

In trying to an,swer this question we will confine

o\ir remarks to the discussion of that best of all fresti

water fishes, the Whit<'fish. and the same reasoning

will apply ao the other species of fishes, of the Oreat

Lakes that are being propagated for the purpose of

perpetuating the fishing industry, and the conserv-

ation of one of the best an<l cheapest natural food sup-

plies that Ood has given us; and. as the time for pre-

paring an article on this .subject is limited. I will take

the liberty of quoting verbatim an article that was

prepared by myself, and read befoi-e the Fourth In-

ternational Fisheries Tongress, held at Washington

D.C. in 1908. entitled. "Plans for Promoting the

Whitefish Production in the Great Tiakes."

"In discussing this sid>ject it will first be necessary

that we understand something of the habits and the

manner of reproduction of these fishes, and the prob-

able increase and losses in numbers under natural con-

ditions, and since the same conditions exist, and the

same reasoning will apply to all thr lakes of the chain.

we will confine our remarks to the conditions in Lake

Erif.

Breeding Habits and Natural Reproduction of the

Whitefish.

The adult whitefishes are migratory, leaving the

lower end of the lake and the deeper waters each year
as the spawning season ap))roaches and the breeding
instinct )irom])ts them, and seeking their natural

s])awning beds, which consists of the reefs among the

islands and the rocky and sandy bottoms of the shoal-

er portions of the lake. Most of these reefs and shoals

are of that particular formation called "honeycombed
rock" — that is. instead of being gravelly or smooth,

these rocks are dotted with holes and small cavities,

into which the eggs, as they are voided by the fish, may
drop and be comparatively safe from being eaten by
the suckers and other spawn-eating fishes, water liz-

ards, or other enemies, and also from being covered by
mud. silt, and other filth, and smothered, as they would
be if deposited upon mud bottom.

Were the whitefish nest builders, and did they pair
as some of the other fishes do so as to perform the
function of fertilizing their eggs with any degree of

certainty, the chances for a large ])r()duction of young
under such favorable conditions would be very good
indeed. But they are not nest builders; neither do
they mate ; on the contrary, they approach the spawn-
ing grounds singly and in schools, and are what are
known as "school si)awners", the female extruding her
eggs Avherever she may haj)pen to be, regardless of

whether there is a nuile fish within close proximity or

not. In consequence, but very few of the fish come
together .so as to perform the functions of fertilization.

4nd when it is known, and was demonstrated by Mr.
J. J. Stranahan. by a very carefid experiment in the

fall of 1897. that the lifeof an unfertilized whitefish

egg. if left UTider water, is less than four minutes, while
moi-e than 50 per cent, of them i)erish in T/j minutes,
and the life germ contained in th(> milt of the male fisli

nuiy be fairly supposed to liye no longer under the

same conditions, it will i-eadily be seen that the i>ercent

age of eggs fertilized under natural conditions must of

a necessity be very small. In fact it is estimated by
those fish eulturistjj who have had most to do with the

proi>agation of whitefish that not more than one per
cent, of the eggs are fertilized when deposited under
natural conditions. Now at this rate let us see how
many fertile eggs each pair of adult whitefish will

produce each season. It is estinuited that the averajre

iniml)er of eggs i)roduced aniuially by each female
whitefish is ;1,^) 000. The greatest number of eggs tin'

writer has ever known to lie sccureil from one fish was
loO. ()()() ri'oni a fish weighing 11 pounds, giving I.S.fi.'lfi

eggs to the pound of fish. This would be equivalent

to a little more than :{7. ()()() i-ggs to the fish weighing

2% pounds, and as the average weight of the spawn-
ing whitefish is from 2'/'' to 'A [lounds. it will be seen

that ;{.') 000 eggs to the fisli should be nearly correct.

Then if each pair of whitrfish produce :ir),000 eggs.

MMcl imt oiii' per cMMil 111' llirin jirr rcrl ili/i'il H.'iO fertile
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L'^gs tu tilt' pair is all that cau be oxpeeted to

(•oiumt'iK-e with. As the period of incubation for

wbitefish eggs is from 128 to 150 days, and as these

fertile eggs must lie on tlu' lake bottom all this time,

in danger of destruetion by being smothered in mud or

filth as previously shown, and exposed to the still

greater danger of being eaten by all kinds of aquatic

life that feed at the lake bottom, it is quite evident

that but few of these 350 fertile eggs will survive to

itaeh the fry .stage. It is evident, moreover, that

nature never intended there should be such a large in-

crease in nundjers as would result from anything like a

])erfect fertilization and hatch, for in that case the

lake in a short time would be .so densely inhabited that

the waters couhl not protluce .>iufficient food for all;

neither woidd there be room in the lake for them if

they came to maturity. It is therefore safe to sup-

pose that naturally the inimber increa.ses but little if

it overbalances the loss, and reasoning from the known
to the unknown, we are sure that this is true.

The number of young produced each year by those

ishes. of which there is a large number, which carry

iheir young through the period of incubation and pro-

duce them alive so far as the writer has been able to

learn, ranges from one to 22. giving an average of 11

young to each pair of fish; and as these fishes are very

numerotis where found, it appears that this rate of in-

crease in the fry state is sufficient to more than over-

come the losses under natural conditions. Thus by

analogy we have the proof that an increase of 11 young

from each pair of fish of any kind including wbitefish

is more than enough to overcome the natural losses.

Work of the Hatcheries.

Bl'T the wbitefish on account of being sucli an

<'xcellent food fish, is more sought after than

many others and is taken by every device

that nian has been able to invent and in tht

rrcatcst numbers possibli- on all occasions, so that th.

natural losses are many times nndtiplied by this take

offish which may justly be termed "artificial'" losses

.Vow if this artificial loss is continue<l. then ui order

that the loss shall not greatly overbalance the imtural

production, there must of a necessity be introduced an

irtificial increase. lla|)i>il.v this can be accomi)lishe(l

<u several places by the aid of the hatcheries. The

method employed is to have men go out with the com

mercial fishermen when they raise their nets, and col-

lect the eggs from th;- ripe fish. This is done by

expelling the eggs frcmi the female fish into a com

-mon milk pan in as dry a state as imssibl.'. after which

they are fertilized t)v using the milk of the ripe male

fish immediately. They are then carefidly washed,

l)rought to the hatchery and placed in the jars, where

thev remain until hatched. In addition to this method

of saving the eggs, many fish are ])enned each year.

this is done by banging a net on the back of that part

of the pound "net called the crib and when the fish first

commence coming onto the grounds, before they are

ripe enough to spawn, the fishermen as they rai.se then'

nets take otit the iniripe fish and place them in these

nets on the back of the crib. Then the station tug

which is provided with large tanks on the deck through

whieh a stream of water is constantly pumped, visits

these nets and takes out the fish, transferring them to

the tanks and conveying them to the station where

thev are transferred to the pens. Here they are held

until they ripen when the eggs are sei-ured. ami the

fisli after a few days when they have regained their

normal coiulition are returned to the fishermen from
whom they w(!re obtained and are sent to the market.

It is perhaps well to .say in this connection that spawn-
ing the wbitefish in this nmnuer in no way injures

them for food ; in fact these fish that are spawned and
then held a few days before putting them on the mark-
et are in much better condition for consumption than
if they iiad been marketed while still carrying the

eggs. Moreover the wbitefish, unlike many others, in

the best condition for food at spawning time for the

reason that it is very fat and the flesh is juicy and
sweet, and the water temperatiire being low at this

time the flesh is firm and flaky, while earlier in the

.sea^son, w hen the water is yet warm the flesh is much
softer and the flavor not as fine. But no digress

further, we will continue by saying that from the fish

collected and held in pens as described above, we have
collected in a single season at one point along 122,-

160,000 eggs of fair (pmlity. In other instances, where
the fishermen operate on a small scale and small boats

are used for the purjjose, arrangements are made
whereby the fisheriiu'ii collect the eggs themselves and
are paid for them at so much per <iuart for fertile eggs

whereas if we i)ut men in boats to spawn the fish we
])ay nothing for the eggs as the fishermen are directly

benefited by the work of propagation. These small

operators usually fish gill in>ts on the reefs, and as the

wbitefish do not frequent the reefs until ready to

.spawn, from 50 to 75 per cent of their catch are ripe

fish.

Mea^iures Necessary to Insure Increased Production.

Kroiii a practical experience in wbitefish work of

over thirty years, and by consultation with other fish

culturisfs, we find that the average hatch of the eggs

collected and taken to the hatcheries is from 75 to 85

per cent. Assuming the lower figure to be the correct

one, if each pair of wliitefish as was previously shown,

produce 35,000 eggs, by the a.ssistance of the hatcheries

we get three fourths of 35,000 or 26,331 fry as against

the 11 try that these same fi.sh would have produced if

eggs had been left to themselves, or 2,398 times as

many as it was intended by nature for them to pro-

duce. Even allowing that the whole of the 1 per cent

naturally fertilized hatch, giving 350 fry as the num-
ber produced by each pair of fish, the hatchery would
still beat nature by 25,981 fry, or a little over 74 times

as many and the fry produced at the hatcheries are

just as strong and vigorous and their chances for

iiaching maturity are just as great as are those hatch-

ed naturally. Then if by the lower, calculation we
produce 74 tinu-s as many fry by collecting the eggs

and hatching them at the hatcheries as the fish -would

produce if left to themselves, it is obvious that the

lust plan to i>iomote the wbitefish production of the

great lakes is:

To so arrange matters that artificial proi)agation

shall be generally applied to the reproduction by hav-

ing hatcheries established at every available point

where a sufficient lunnber of eggs can be secured to

warrant their luainlenanei'. If is not necessary that

the hatcheries be operate<i ui)on as large a scale as

those at Detroit, Sandwich and Putin-Bay, but wher-

ever enough eggs can be secured to give a hatch of

from 25 to 50 tiiillions, if these j»oints are remote from

the larger stations jnit up a hatchery and operate
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upon as economical a scale as possible to stock these
hatcheries, not only collecting the eggs from the ripe
fish as caught by the fishermen, but p.-miiug and
holding the green, but nearly ripe fish, until they do
ripen, pursuing the method described above so th;il

practically all the fish caught will have eontribuceci
toward this production before being placed upon the
market.

To make this plan the more effective, so as to get
the greatest increase possible from the fish caught, a
law should be enacted compelling the fishermen to

collect, or allow the hatcheries to collect, all the eggs
from the ripe fish, and to place the green fish in the

auxiliary nets for penning; the fishermen to be paid

a fair price for the eggs so taken by them, and a fair

remnueration ff)r their labor in penning the fish, and
to receive pay for all fish lost in penning.

As a further part of the plan we would have a law-

enacted prohibiting the taking or the offering for sale

any undersized whitefish, making the size limit large

enough so that every fish before being placed upon the

market would have had a chance to reproduce at least

once and thereby contributing toward increasing the

production.

That you may form some idea of the amount of work
accomplished by the hatcheries, I have prepared a
table .showing the number of eggs collected from each
.species of fish propagated at the Put-in-Bay station
during the past 16 years.

Making a grand total of 12,413.227,000 eggs received
at the station during tliis time. It would be well to
state riglit here, that not all the eggs taken at this

station were kei)t and hatched here, but nearly one-
half of them were shipped to other points to be hatch-
ed, but from the eggs retained at the station there
were hatched and distributed fry of the different spec
ies of fish, in totals as follows:—Whitefish, 2,100,560,-

000: pike-perch. 1,84.5,980.000; lake herring. 164.910,-

000; lake trout, 4,796,000 and about 6.000.000 of the
common perch. Showing an average hatch of 142,-

535,000 white-fish. 115,373.75 pike-perch. 20.614,500

lake herring for the eight years that herring were
])r()pagated ,and 959,100 lake trout for the five years
that they were propagated and 3,000,000 perch for the

two .years that they were handled.

A comparison of this table by a series of years will

show that the first five years produced

:

*

Number of Eggs Collected During the Years From
1900 To 1915.

Whitefish

1900 194,234,000
1901 335,860,000
1902 256,000,000
1903 54,564,000

1904 237,774,000
1905 226,931,000
1906 186,409,000

1907 336,250,000

1908 378,046,000

1909 219,508,000

1910 310,440.000

1911 82,280.000

1912 350.080,000

1913 488,240,000

1914 479.290.000

1915 351,081.000

Totals 4,481,987.000

Pike-Perch.

138,900,000

341.025,000

305,000,000

325,000,000

431,375,000

380,250,000

422,100,000

784,750,000

616,775,000

663,600,000

594.050.000

797,905,000

239.000,000

133,500,000

592,000,000

511,715,000

7.276,945,000

Lake Herring. Lake Trout.

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,900,000

2,000,000

2,000,000

61,760,000

47,680,000

228,640,000

84,470,000

18,325,000

104,000,000

73,400,000

7.700,000 2.000.000

625.975,000 ' 9,400.000

Perch.

8,064,000

8.064.000

10,856,000

18,920,000

This plan .should only be univer.sal with the states

bordering upon the Great Lakes, but should be inter-

national, making the same conditions on the Canadian
side as in the States and preventing any loophole
through which the regulations could be evaded.

This j)laii would be strcnghtened by nuiking a closed

season during the heat of summer when it is so nearly
impossible to get to market in an edible condition on

account of the hot weather and the high temperattire

of the water from which they must of a necessity be

taken. - All the fish taken at tliis time of the year are

a total loss lo reproduction, as they go to market with

all their unripe eggs in their ovaries, and for every

female so taken there is a loss to reproduction from
11 to 350 fry if it had been left to spawn naturally, or

of approximately 26.000 fry if the eggs were allowed

to ripen, collected and hatched at a hatchery.

Whitefish Eggs . .1.078,432,000 and pike-

perch 1,541.300,000
The next five years . .1.541,144.000 and

pike-perch 2.767,495.000
The last five years. .1,750,971,000 and

pike-perch 2.274,120,000
Tlic second five years showing an increase in round

numbers of .500,000.000 whitefish eggs, and 1,200,000,-

000 ])ikc-])ereh eggs, and the last five years shows an
increase of 200.000,000 whilefisli eggs, and a falling off
of pike-perch eggs of nearly .500.000.000 from the sec-

ond series, hut still retaining an increase of nearly a

billion of eggs over the first five years, and the last

year of the table. 1915 shows a take of 351.080.000
whitefish and 511,715.000 ]>ike-)ierch eggs, as against
194.234.000 whitefish and 138,9(M),0O0 pike-perch eggs'
in 1900 the first vear, an i!i('r(>ase of luvirlv iliMihl,. for
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the whiti'fish. and niort- than fhri'e times as many of
the pike-pereh cn-ps. And this pain in the eolleetion
of e<rps has not been accoinplislied hy extendinp tlic

field of operations, we are coverinp practically the
same area as before, but with less advantapes for secur
inp the epps. for in addition to the ehanpe in the man-
ner of fishing in the vicinity of the station from the
pound net to the traj) net. thereby eliminatinp all

chance of peiuiinp fish for their epps. the Ohio State
hatchery erected about eiplit years since but a few
rods from us receive some of the epps from this field,

yet notwithstandinp the fact that the fishinp has been
prosecuted to the fidlcst extent ail these years antl the
preafesf number of the fish removed from the lake, the
take of epps has steadily increased and as the numl)cr
of epps to tiu' fisli has not increased, there must have
been an increase in the take of fish, and why should it

not be the ease ; this last sprinp we liberated in Lake
Erie 209 millions of whitefish fry. and while we place
no insurance on them, nor puarantee any certain per-

cent, of them reachinp iiwiturity, yet we do know that

there arc just 209 millions nu)re chances for mature fish

than there would have been had we not been in opera-
tion, for everyone of the epps from which these fish

were produced would have pone to market with the

fish and been a total loss to reproduction. "Hut". I

hear some close season advocate say. "if those fish had
been left in the lake to rei)roduce, would they not have
protluced these fry themselves!" To this I will rei)ly

"They certainly would, but it woidd take them from
74 to 2.892 years to do it", as was shown heretofore,

and I do not think that even the advocate of a closed

spawninp s<'ason. w(»uld care to wait that lonp for a

mess of fish.

But the proper thinp for all tliose living on the bord-

ers of the Great Lakes, and especially those interested

directly or indirectly in cither the fishing industry, oi'

the propapation of fish and the conservation of this

great natural food sui)ply. is to work on sonu' i)lan

whereby the adidt fish may be removed from the wa-

ters, placed on the market for food for the ])cople. at

the same time providinp employment for thousands of

men at good wages, and at the same time not oidy

maintain the number of fish now in the lakes but pro-

vide a steady increase, and pentlemen : 1 believe that

this not only'cAN be done, but that it is HEINO DONE
to-day by the aid of the hatcheries.

Is the Propagation of Fish an Economical Measure?
That is Aside From the Conservation of

a Food Supply

!

LET us sec: Durinp tli fiscal year 191.'). tlicre

weri' supplied from the I'ut-in-Hay. Ohio. Sta-

tion, to be hatched at other points, 28r),700.0()0

whitefish and :i0r).4r)0.000 pike-pereh eggs,

and from the epps retained at the station there were

hatched and distributed 209 millions whitefish and
ijfi millions pikc-|)erch fry. makinp 20') millions all

told. This work was all done at a total cost of $14.-

591 ; now if 10 per cent, of these fish live and reach a

weiglit of 2V1; pounds each, we will have 66.250.000 lbs.

of fish, worth to the con.sumer to-day 15c a pound,

amoinitinp to $9,937,500: but some will say. "We
don't think that 10 per cent, of the fry planted will

reach maturity: well we think there will, hiit not to be

hogpish in the matter, let us say 1 per cent, reach the

21/. lbs. This will give us 6.625.000 lbs., which at the

same jiriee will give a valuation of $993,750. which is

a little more than 6.810 times the cost of production,
or 6,810 per cent, on the investment: a better rate of
Mderest, even than .lohn 1). Rockefeller makes in the
oil business.

The rca.son for my thinking that 10^. or more of the
fry planted reach maturity, is from the results of ex-
|>erimcnts alonp this line. Scnnewhere about twenty-
two years apo there were liberated in the ("lacamas
Kiver on the Pacific Coast, o.O(K) marked salmon
fiiipcrlinps; about four years later the State Fish Com-
missioner of the State of Oregon, had notices \nit in
the papers tellinp the fishermen of these marked fish
and askinp that all the fish caupht so marke.l be .sent

to him and he woidd pay the market price for them,
and as a result, these were either seven fish less, or
seven more, than 10 per cent, of the number liberated
sent to the ("ommissioner. And of course not all the
marked fish that entered the Columbia River were
caupht. nor were all those that were caupht sent to
the Commissioner, but there were enough to show con-
i-lusivcly that a much larper percentage of the young
fish liberated reach maturity than was at first sup-
posed there would be.

GOOD WILL THE DOMINANT NOTE.
During the summer months of the year 1915 some

1 500 miles of railway — Winnipeg to Quebec, 1,350
miles, and Fort William to Graham, 193 miles—-were
added to the Intercolonial Railway and Prince Edward
Island Railway, making over 4,000 miles now operated
under the name and ownership of the Canadian Gov-
ernment Railways.

Connecting Winnipeg with (Quebec, and Montreal
with the Atlantic ports of Halifax, St. John and the
Sydneys. the Government Railways occupy a new and
important position in relation to the transportation
question of the Dominion, an importance which the
great war requiring the immense transfer of troops and
munitions through (Canadian territory has been in-

strumental in demonstrating, resulting in a traffic de-
velopment away beyond ordinary caleulati<Mis. This
increase of traffic has affected every branch of the
service. Additions to the rcdling stock have been ne-
cessary and to-day the Government Railway are
better e(iui])])ed with motive power than at any period
in their history.

W^ith traffic boomiirg there has been a large demand
upon experienced and skilled labor. The principal
slioj)s at Transcona and Moneton are working at full

capacity, and the same remark applies to the smaller
shops. The relationship between the employees and
the manapement based u])on tin- spirit of good will, are
of the hap|)iest. With the introduction of the merit
system individual worth and conduct meet their due
reward. Other agencies at work to improve the lot

of the employees arc the sick, accident and provident
funds, the latter being a form of pension on an equit-

able basis of c(uitribution by employe and the (Jovern-

nient. The "First Aid" movement is well organized
and has rendered valuable assistance in numerous
cases. "Safety P^irst" is practised and eHcouraged.
Thus it will be seen that the welfare of the human ele-

ment in the conduct of the (toveniment R^iilway is an
essential feature, which with the encouragement of co-

operation combine to make a system where GOOD
WILL is the dominant note of operation. — Labor
Xi'ws. Iliimiltnn. Out.
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Report of Drift-Net Fishing for Herring

Operations Carried on During Summer of 1916 by
Dominion Government

Bv J. J. COWIE

The Herring Drift-net operations of 1916 having

been placed under iny direction I now beg to submit

my report and observations thereon, as follows:

It has long been regarded as a matter of course that

large bodies of herring of good quality, such as in-

habit the waters off the coasts of Europe, are to be

found, during the summer months, some distance off

the Atlantic coast of Canada.

In Canadian waters, however, the places where her-

ring gather offshore are as yet not very well known,
largely because herring fishing is carried on close to

the shore by means of fixed or anchored gear. That

this mode of fishing is still in vogue is no doubt due to

the fact that the value of herring and the demand and

outlet for them in Canada has not been sufficient in the

past to induce fishernu'ii or fishing companies to go to

the expense of outfitting vessels for the purpose of

locating the herring schools offshore and prosecuting

that fishery alone.

In European waters the offshore luiunts of the her-

ring are well marked l)y i-eason of the fact that fish-

ing has been carried on for very many years in sea-

going vessels with what are called drift-nets, which

may be operated in a different locality each night and
at any distance from the land. The proximity of the

.Vorth Sea to the great consuming centres of the con-

tinent of Europe and the enormous demand for herring

that has always existed there were the main factors in

the development of a deep-sea drift-net fishery on tlie

European side of the Atlantic.

With a view, therefore, of adding something of prac-

tical use to our knowledge regarding . the herring

schools off o\ir shore and of finding out whether it is

possible to bring to land catches of the proper quality

and size of fisli in sufficient (|uantities to not only over-

come the handicap of an uncertain bait sui)[>ly iinder

which the codfishing fleets work each summer but to

supply the growing denumd for herring as a food as

well, the dejyartment's steamer Thirty-three was fitted

out with driff-iiets and sent to sea at the beginning of

last season.

Drift-net fishing takes place at night time, the niun-

i.cr of lu-ts that may be caiTJed by a vessel and put in

the water at one time varies from 30 to 70 in accord-

ance with the size and snitability of the vessel.

The nets are tied the one to the other, top and bot-

tom, so as to form an luibroken string of netting when
in till' Hutcr On fiiriviil lit the desired fishine ground

one end of the fleet of nets is thrown overboard loose,

and while the vessel moves ahead at the rate of about

three miles an hour the whole fleet is gradually put

out. The vessel is then stopped and the near end of the

nets made fast to her. Hoth vessel and nets are thus

allowed to drift or move with the tide or current; hence

tl.e name drift-net fishing.

Just before sunrise the nets are hauled on hoard and
all speed made for land in order that the fish may be

discharged in the best possible condition.

Drift-net fishing was successfully carried on in the

gulf of St. Lawrence during the summers of 1906-07

by this same steamer, and for that reason the explora-

tion work of the past year was confined to the open
Atlantic coast. The field of o|)erations covered by the

steamer in the course of the .season extended eastward
along the coast of Nova Scotia from Halifax to Cape
Smoky in Victoria county. Four or five trips were
made through the Gut of Canso to George Bay; besides

one tri]) westward to Shelburne county. The work
began early in May and ended late in August. The
catches were sold for curing, kippering and baiting

purposes in the port nearest to the various fishing

grounds, where buyers were iirepared to handle them.
Much foggy and rough weather intervened which on

many nights prevented the setting of the nets.

The fleet of nets used consisted partly of new Scotch
drift-nets of 2i/^-inch me.shes. and partly of Norwegian
nets, with meshes from 2% down to 2 inches extended
measurement which were used during the preceding
season.

T^nfortunately the latter were foiuul to be defective

jis fishing instruments owing to the fact that the net-

ting was laced to the cork rope in such a way that when
the nets were in the water the meshes would close

instead of open by any weight on the foot rope.

My duties in coiniection witli the introduction and
operation of the Fish Inspection Act called me to other

parts of the coast during most of the time that the

steamer was at work. conse(|uently T saw very few of

the catches landed.

.\ record was kept on board the steamer, however.
of the |)laces where ami the dates when fishing was car-

ried on, the temperature of the water, the nund)er of

nets set on each occasion, the quantity of fish taken and
the luiality and size of the herring. In addition to this

the buyer of each catch furnished information con-

cerning the size and quality of the fish; all of which
is embodied in the following table:
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To explanation of the terms used to describe the kind

and size of the fish it may be mentioned that in this

case "Extra Large Fnll'" represents fish that were full

of either milt or roe and measured from 14 to ISIA

inches: "Large Full" represents fish that were full of

either milt or roe and measured from 12 to 14 inches

:

"Full" represents fish that were full of either milt or

roe and measured from 11 to 12 inches; and "Medium
. Full" represents fish that were full of milt or roe and

measured from 10 to 11 inches. The nioasurement^ arc

from the point of the head to the end of the tail fin

in each instance.

For convenience in notintr and comparing the com-

position of the catches the fishing results of each dis-

trict or county are shown together in the table, begin-

ning with the date on which the nets were first set

in the most easterly county or district and not with

the date on which fishing first started.

At the outset three set's were made on Mav 8. 12 and

"iR. off Guvsborouffb and Richmond co\nities
;
but very

few herrinff were caught. Apparently it was too early

in the season to find summer herrinP' there. It was
* deeided. therefore, to move east and fish off the shores

of Cape Breton and Victoria counties at the southerlv

edge of the spring schools of the gulf, until the besin-

ning of June.

The sprins fi«b caueht there, altbonah all full of

milt or roe. and of a somewhat smaller size than the

summer fish. were, as was e:spected. ouite devoid of

fat.

The north shore of Cape Tireton countv and eastern

shore of Victoria county rouehly form a rieht angle,

drift ice had been driven and kept there, until an un-

usuallv late date, bv continued easterlv and north-

easterly winds, which interfered with the setting of

nets to such an extent that the spring herring fishci-y,

to shore fishermen, was little better than a failure.

These conditions also hampered the steamer's opera-

tions to some extent. The characteristics of spring

herrins are so well known that little need be said

about them here.

In the beginning of June the steamer returned to the

westward, and the first herring of eood oualitv to be

landed were got about 12 miles S.SW of Whitehead in

Guy.«borough county. Opcratins were continued dur-

ing the month between that point and a point 15 miles

east of Point Michaux in Richmond county, with the

exception of two occa.sion when the waters off the

Jcddorc district in Halifax county were tried.

A peculiarity in the composition of the catches taken

from the (ruvsborough and Richmond County waters

durine June has to be noted. From the 5th to the Otb

the fish were large of good quality and full of milt or

rop. On the 13th and 14th. R5 per cent of the catch

consisted of large and medium fat fish without milt or

roe. On the 22nd and 23rd the fish were all fat and

without milt or roe.

Then on the 27th and 28th the large fish were full

while the medium contained no milt or roe.

The fi.sh taken off the Jcddorc district on the 15th

and 30th of the month were fat and without milt or roe.

In a catch taken from the .same fishing grounds on July

7. the fish were found to be all large and fat. with the

milt and roe forming, which on the 20tb tlie catcli con-

tained 50 per cent of fish that were eonu>letcly full of

milt or roe. 25 per cent in which the milt or roe was
forming and 25 per cent withoiit any milt or roc
One try was made off Lockeport, in Shelburne

i-onnty. on Jnly 5. and nltlnuigh some fnll herring were

got, nperntions were discontinued because of the num-

ber of dogfish that happened to be there at that time.

Some difficulty was experienced in locating the fish

off Guysborough county during July, and on the 12th

the waters of George bay off Antigonish county were

tried when the best catch of the season, consisting of

fish of excellent quality and all full of milt or roe was

made. But. strange to say, on July 27 a catch from the

same place consisted of fairly large fat fish without

any milt or roe; then a catch on August 21 consisted

again of large fish full of milt or roe.

After the month of Jnly the fish seemed to move
close in the shore and none could he located during

August off shore from Halifax eastward.

Some nets were set at the mouth of Country Har-

bour on August 7. when fish of good quality and full

of milt or roe were taken. The catch made on the 21st

in George liay was the only other one landed during

August.
As the trade knows, herring were extremely scarce

last summer all over the south shore of Nova Scotia;

in fact, at most places the fishing could only be char-

acterized as a failure. This made it rather hard for

the drifter working alone to follow the movements of

the fish. Had there been three or four boats working

together they would possibly have kept in touch with

the schools right up till spawning time.

There has been too little practical investigation, such

as this, carried out' as yet along our very extensive

coastline to warrant any one making definite state-

iiuMits concernine the distribution of the herring-

masses and the localities at which a drift-net fishery

might or might not be established. Such accurate

knowledge as would, be of value to the trade can only

be gained, speedily, by the operations of not one boat,

but of several—not necessarily steamers — covering a

series of years.

The work of the past season, however, would seem to

indicate that a drift-net fishery could be soccessfully

prosecuted off the shores of the counties of Halifax.

Guysborough and Richmond during June and July at

least; and in George bay, Antigonish county, during
July and probably August. But, while it is important
simply to know where and when herring can be got

during summer, it is of much more importance to know
exactly where and Mhen fish of the most desirable age
and (|uality may be caught in reasonably large (|uan-

tities.

Looking at the information given under the heading
"Quality and Size" in the record of the steamer's
operations, and keeping in mind the measurements of

the varioTis classes of fish nanu'd. it will be found, by
making use of the table on page If) of Dr. Hjort's Pre-
liniinai'v Ke|)ort on his Investigations into the Herring
in Canadian 'Waters, that the apjiroximati' ages of th.'

fish taken were as follows;

Those caught off the shores of Richmoiul and (iuys-

borough counties consisted of 70 ]ier cent that were
over 10 years old, and 30 per cent that were from 4 to

5 years old. Those caught off the shores of Halifax
(•(unity wei-e all over 10 years old. with the exception
of one catch in the middle of June which was ma(ie up
of herring over 10 yeai-s old and herring from 4 to 5

years old in about e(|ual projiortions. Those caught in

George bay were from fi to undci- 10 years old. except
tlie catch of Jnly 27. which Mas made u|) of fisli that
ran fromfi to over 10 years old.

It will thus be seen that by far the greater propor-
tion of tile season's landings consisted of iierring that
bad not only reached but passed the age of 10 yeai-s.

Xow while herring of tjuit age may be perfectly suit-

able for use jis bait, they are much too old ami over
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grown to suit Ilic rpquircin. iii^ i>r tlif trade for food

pnrpo.sos. by reason of two facts: (1) that large fish

do not retail well: and (2^ that the flesh of the larger

fish is tougher and not so finely flavoured as that of the

smaller ones.

For the Scotch-cured herring trade fish tliat arc from
:) to 6 years old, are wanted : for the split-herring trade
the demaiid is growing greater for niediuiun and being
the more delicious, are jiroferred by consumers.

In the course of my travels the coast last summer I

found evidence of the fact that herring of that desir-

able age do frequent the coast of Nova Scotia.

Fo rinstance. early in July I saw herring taken in

traps in the Pubnico and Woods Ilai-bour districts, flie

majority of which were not more than 5 years old and
which were either without milt or roc. or just showincr

the fonnation of such.

At Lockeport on the 10th of July I saw about 20
barrels of small herring landed that were not more
than one year old. .^t Port Moiiton on two occasions in

the middle of August I saw a similar quantity of one
year old herring landed.

Rut. at tliese same places and about the same time
1 also saw herring landed that were very old and large.

Doubtless there are many other places on the coast

where young herring can be found. I know that the
('araqnet and Shippegan cod fishermen get young fat

herring in the few nets they carry to secure bait when
fishing in the gulf off Gloucester county, N.B., in June
and July.

The fishing problems that remain to be solved than
are :— Where—outside of the Bay of Fundy—can her-

ring that arc from 3 to 6 years old be got in large quan-
tities f At what season of the year are they in best con-

ilition for commercial purposes? Until these problems
are solved progress in building up a herring industry
for food purposes on the Atlantic coast will be slow.

Dr. ITjort in his interesting and instructive Prelimi-

narv- Report on the Investigations into the Natural His-

tory of the Herring in Canadian Waters, lf)14, tells us

that scientific investigations ofl' the coast of Norway
have resulted in the formation of a general idea that
all herrings on the open coast of Norway belong to the

same race : that their spawning reosrt is on the south-

western coast, from where the young fry are distri-

buted over the whole length of the coast by the north-

erly set of the current. These on reaching the age of

from 3 to 6 years are known as "Fat Herring" and are

taken during summer mainly in the Nordland and
Troniso districts in the northern part of the coast. As
they begin to fill with milt o?' roe, the ymove south-

wards and mingle with what are known as "Large
Herring," which are taken in greatest r|uantities in

the fall off the coast of Romsdal. Finally, they pass to

the southwest coast, there to spawn in spring and re-

plenish the northern waters.

From this it would seem that the waters off the

Norwegian coast arc peculiar in this respect, as no such

general movement along shore towards one great

npawning centre is found in the western part of the

North sea nor on the Atlantic side of the rBitish Isles,

and I do not think that any similar movement can be

traced in Canadian waters, or that the herring su])ply

is maintained by any one large spawning area, because

it is known, definitely, that there are herring schools

spawning at points along the whole Atlantic coast fi-om

the ay of Fundy to the Labrador boundary, at about

the same time of the year.

From information obtained by interviewing fisher-

men. Dr. Hjort is led to state, at page 11 of the report

referred to, that all herring north of a line drawn east-

erly along the north shore of Cape Breton are spring

spawnc^rs. and that all herring soutli of that line are

fall sjiawners.

The fact, however, is that the limit of the inshore

spring spawning schools is found as far south as the

island of Scatarie on the open Atlantic, and, for all

that we yet know to the contrary, may extend to the

nearer hanks off the whole south and west coa.st of

Nova Scotia.

Anyway this is certain, that north of the Scatarie

line and throughout the gulf there are masses of fall

spawners, as well as spring spawners: both of which
spawn in the same localities, with the difference per-

haps that fall spawners do not come so close to the

shore as spring spawners. Dr. Hjort possibly secured

sufficient (|uaiitities of hi-rring during his 1915 inves-

tigations to make this clear to him, and his final report

mav shed more light on the spawning habits niid dis-

tribution of herring in our waters.

In any case, it may be interesting and useful to re-

view here the results of the fishing operations carried

on in the eulf by the steamer Thirty-three during the

season of 1907.

From May If) to June fi off the eastern end of Prince

Edward Island : from Juyl 6 to July 20 off the Mag-
dalen islands: and from August 16 to September 12

in Chaleur bay the steamer caught in all l.fi70 baskets

or SS:") barrels.

Of the total 340 barrels were taken off the east end

of Prince Fdward Island. These were spring spawning
fish. About 80 barrels consisted of young fish which

•would measure about 8 inches: while the balance was
made up of fish of the following approximate ages:

—

40 per cent were from 6 to 10 years: 40 per cent from

4 to f) years old : and 20 per per cent from 8 to 4 years

old. in all of which the milt or roe was fully developed.

From 8 to 30 miles southwards of FiUtry island, Mag-
dalen islands, 2f)4 barrels were taken during two and

a half weeks' fishing, after the spring schools had
spawned and the spring fishery had finished. From the

6th to the 13th of July the fish taken were large, fat

and without milt nr roe. On the Ifith and 17th a few-

were ob.scrvcd to be full of milt, and on the 19th and

20tb most of the fish were of milt. These fish woidd
probably have spawned in September. About 7.5 per

cent of the Maedalen Islands fish were over 1(T years

old ; 15 per cent were probably 8 to 9 years old ; and

10 ner cent were 5 to 6 years old.

The Chaleur Bay operations resulted in 231 barrels

being taken. These fish had the roe and milt fully

developed, but on August 20th some spent fish were

observed, and again on the 27th and 28fli. Afterwards

full fish were got till September 12th when they spawn-

ed and disappeared. About 50 per cent of the herring

taken in Chaleur bay were upwards of 10 years old:

about 30 per cent were from 6 to 7 years old : and about

20 per cent wei-e from 4 to 5 years old.

Having had a record of the size of the herring taken

during 1907 the age was found by using the table on

page of Dr. Hjnrfs preliminary report previously men
tioned.

In conclusion I would direct attention to the quan-

tities of mackerel taken in the few mackerel nets car-

ried by the steamer during the past season. Thefse afford

substantial evidence that a boat <'quipped with a full

fleet of mackerel drift-nets coid<l secure large quan-

tities of mackerel off th'^ Vov-n 'scntin coast diiriuir the

motnh of June.
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I Canadian Bureau of Information Organized
Canadian Fisheries Association Well Represented at

Distinguished Gathering to Promote a Canadian

1 Bureau of Industrial and Commercial Informa-

. J tion and Technical Education. ^

^^^'^*^'^'**'^'®''"*''***'*'•******************

ON the invitation of the Industrial and Edu-

cational Pre.ss, Limited, a distinguished coni-

^ pany, composed of the leaders m educational,

.scientific, industrial and commercial spheres

in Canada, a.ssemhled at a Banquet in the University

Club, Montreal, on the evening of March 5th.

Some sixty gentlemen accepted the invitation and

sat down to an excellent dinner and amidst company

entirely free from the frigidity and dignity usually

associated with an academic gathering. With the Hon.

W. S. Fielding, ex-Minister of Finance, as (Chairman

of the meeting, the Fishing Industry was well repre-

sented by the presence of Mr. S. Y. "Wilson, President

of the Canadian Fisheries Association; Mr. A. H. Brit-

tain, A''ice-President : Mr. J. A. Paulhus, Chairman,

Publicity Committee; Mr. W. R. Rpooner. Chairman,

Transportation Committee ; Mr. D. J. Byrne, Past Presi-

dent; Mr. F. W. "Wallace, Secretary-Treasurer, and

Editor of the "Canadian Fisherman"; Mr. T. Mat-

thews and Mr. "W. P. Scott, of Queensport, N.S.—all

members of the Canadian Fisheries Association and

representing the industry.

Seated at the Chairman's table were Sir William

Peterson, K.C.M.G., LL.D., Principal of McGill Uni-

versity; Mr. S. Y. Wilson, President. Canadian Fish-

eries Association ; Dr. Jas. W. Robertson, C.M.G.,

IjL.D., Past President Dominion Educational Associa-

tion, Ottawa; Dr. A. B. Maceallum, Ph.D.. F.R.S.,

Chairnuin Advisory Council of Industrial and Scien-

tific Research, Department of Trade and Commerce;
Mr. Arthur A. Cole, President, Canadian Mining In-

stitute; Mr. C. Howard Smith, President, Canadian

Pulp and Paper Association ; Mr. Carl Riordon, Past

President, Pulp and Paper Association, aiul Mr. Horace

Chevrier, President. Retail Merchants' Association of

Canada.
Other guests were

:

Adams, Frank. D., Ph.D., D.Sc. F.R.S., Ex-President

Canadian Mining Institute.

Bacon, Norman IL, Hudson Bay Company.
Bates. John S., Ph.D.. President Technical Section

Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

Bates, Chas. W., Carleton Place, Ont., Vice-President

Canadian Textile Institute.

Bates, Stanley, E., Editor Canadian Textile .Journal

and Secretary Canadian Textile Institute.

Beaudry, J. A., Editor Le Prix Conrant and Treas-

\irer of Retail Merchants' Association of Canada.

Bissett. Alex. President UiFi' Officfrs Association

of Canada.
Blac^k, W. •!.. (Mhiwii, Ont. Ddiiiiiiion ('onituissioner

of Agriculture.

Boyd, Leslie II.. I\ < Tresident I'nion of Canadian
Mnnicipalitie.s.

Brown. Warren ()., Secrptnry Montreal Pnblicity

Ahhoi iation.

Campbell, Roy, Formerly Secretary Canadian Pulp
and Paper Association.

Charlton, H. K., Pnblicity Agent, Grand Trunk
Railway.

Christie, A. S., Advertising Manager of Industrial

and Educational Press, Limited.

Carrnthers, George, Toronto, Ont., President Inter-

lake Tissue Mills, Limited.

Dale. Prof. J. A., M.A., Departments of Education
and ('!ommeree, McGill University.

Daniels, G. F., President Canadian Textile Institute.

Daoust, J. A. (.'., President La Chambre de C!ommeree.

Dawson. A. 0., Member of the Executive Canadian
Textile Institute.

Delage, The Hon. Cyrille F.. Quebec, Vice-President

Dominion Educational Association.

Dennis, J. S.. President Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers.

Dowe. A. L., Secretary Canadian Pul]) and Paper
Association.

Drinkwater, Graham, Canadian Fairbanks-Morse
Company, Limited.

Fitzsimons, W. P.. Industrial Commissioner, Grand
Trunk Railway.

Goodwin. W. L.. LL.D.. Kingston, Ont., Vice-Chair-

man Society of Chemical Industry.

Harpell, J. J.. President Industrial and Educational

Press, Limited.
Harrison, F. ('., D.Sc. F.H.S.C., Principal IMac-

donald College.

Hore, Reg. E., M.A., Toronto. Ont., Editor Canadian
Mining Journal, and ]\Iember of Council Canadian
Mining Institute.

Howe. Harrison E., Canadian Representative of

Arthni- 1). Little Company.
Lamb, H. Mortimer, Sec. (^jnadian ]\Iining Institute.

Lighthall, W. D., K.C., Honorary Secretary-Treasurer

Cnion of Cana<lian Muniei])alities.

Lorrain. Leon. Secretary La Chambre de Commerce.
McLeod, Prof. C. IT., Secretary Caimdian Society

of Civil Engineers.
I'utman, J. H., LL.D., Ottawa. Ont., Secretary Do-

minion Educational Association.

Floss, Henry T., Secretary Canadian Bankers \-

sociation.

Ross. R. A.. C.E., Member of Honorary Advisory
Council of Industrial and Sciei-.tific Research. De-

liartinent of Trade and Commerce.
Ross, H. S.. K.C.

Koss. J. v.. Associate Kditor Journal of Commerce.
Hnttan, Prof. R. F.. M.D.. Canadian Member of

('ouneil. Society of Chemical Industry also member of

the Honorary Advisory Council of hultistrial iiud Scien-

tific Research, Department of Trade and Commerce
(^anada.

Sexton. Fred. Il„ Halifax, N.S.. Director T.-chnical

Kdtication Province of N'ovs Scofia.
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Slu-ii'iiiW. .1. li.. l'ii>I I'rr.siilfiil ( aiiiiiliiin .Mann

t'Mctiiror.s' As.sociation.

Sti'Wiirt. 1'". \V . I'f. •<i(lriit .Moiiti-.'jil l'iil)li('ity As-

sociation.

Sti'phfii.soii, J. X.. M.S., E<litor I'lilp and Pai)ir

Mapazini' of C'aiiada.

Tiinmcrnian. H. P.. intlnstrial CominissioiuT Can-

nliaii Pacific Railway.
Tti()iri]ison. W. H.. Toronto. Ont.. industrial and

T<-chnicaI Press.

Ti>nil)s. Onv. Canadian .\ortlipru Railway.

\aii Bryscil. V.

Wci)stcr, T. P., Dominion Textile Company.
Williams. Geo. E.. Cliairinan Executive Committee,

Life I'nderwriter.s Association of Canada.

Wrifflit. Frederick. Fiditor Canadian Municipal

.loiirnal.

AFTKK the loa^t Ik Tin- Kiiifi. till- lltm. Mr.

I'ieldiiifi; arose and e.xplained that the gathering was
a direct result of a visit taken by Mr. .1. J. Harpell,

President of the Industrial and Educational Press,

Ltd.. to the Coiiiinercial Museum of Philadelphia. The
scheme and objects of the Philaiielphia Museum had

impressed Mr. Harpell with the manifold advantages

of a similar orjranization to take care of tlie interests

of the rapidly develo|>injj luitural resources and manu-
factures of Canada.

Mr. Hari)ell outlined the work of the Conunercial

Museum of Philaiielphia and explained its relation to

the resources and ind\istries of the State of Peiuisyl-

vania. In Canada, he stated, there was a lack of

educational facilities for tlios^; desiring to enter special

industries and trades; there were insuffic-ient means
provided for the ilistribution of technical knowledge

and general information upon our resources and in-

dustries, and practically no museums or libraries con-

taining six'cimeiis and literature of the |)r()ilucts of the

Dominion—natural and manufactured. The higher

education of the workers in oui" industries [)resented

an acute i)roblem, and a central bureau of informa-

tion where anyone could procure reliable nuitter re-

lating to our commerce and industry called for im-

perative and immediate establishment to combat the

iiccentuated trade struggle after the war.

Prof. J. A. Dale followed by comparing tlie cdiua

tioiial facilities of Canada with other European coun-

tries, lie i)ointed out what (Jermany, Scotland and

England did for the technical education of the work-

ers, and the advantages of the Continuation Clas.ses

where young men and women were enabled to study

the technicalities of their particular industries while

they continued at their work. In Ciermany, he stated,

that if there were twenty persons in a town employed

in a certain trade, the local authorities would |)rovide

means by which these workers would be enabled to

study the most api>roved methods and modern ways in

which to develop their particular work. The result

was that the German workman was thoroughly prac-

tice and up-to-date anrl kept himself informed of

every step in the progress of his industry.

\l< I llowani Smith spoke from the viewpoint

ol till- pjipiy manufacturer, and deplored the lack of

local educational facilities which would take care of

the higher education of the worker. He cited an in-

stance in his own mill when a i-ertain chemical formida

failed to give jiropcr results. His foremen struggled

with the problem for weeks until, at la.st, he was forced

to seek the a<lvice of Professor Ruttan. The latter

.i.i.jii-.i. .1 in. iioublc in fifteen imiioiis. Were facili-

ties provided for the technical education of the paper
trade workers, such delays and expense would never
occur.

SPEAK L\(i for the fi.shing industry, Mr. S.

Y. Wilson. President of the Canadian Fisher-
ies" Association, stated that there was an
iinnu-nse amount of educational and research

work needed in the i)roduction, packing and curing of

fish. The utilization of fish wa.ste, intelligent nu'thods
of fish conservation and propagation, and technical

education of the fisherman called for extensive and
enlightening propaganda. lie expressed the liearty

co-operation of the (Canadian Fishing Industry in thi'

scheme outlined by Mr. Harpell.

.Sir William Peterson, Professor McCallum, Dr.

Robertson, Mr. Riordon, Mr. Bates, Mr. Chevrier, and
others, maiie strong speeches approving of the move-
ment, and Mr. George Carruthers, President of the In-

terlake Tissue Mills, moved the following resolution,

which was seconded by Mr. D. J. Byrne. Past Presi-

dent of the (.'anadian Fisheries' Association.

WHERP]AS there is need in Canada for some move-
irient calculated to give greater effectiveness to the

facilities airt'ady provided, and to he provided, b.v the
various governiiu>nt and municipal authorities, for the
collection and dissemination of industrial and com-
mercial information, and for the promotion of technical

education.

AND WHEREAS in the opinion of those present

such a movement might arise from a co-ordinate effort

on the i)art of existing technical, trade and profesisonal

organizations.

BE IT THEHEFOK KESOIiVED. that we here pre-

sent, together with such others as may wish to join us,

form ourselves into an organization to be known as the

"CANADIAN BUREAU OF INFORMATION. •

The objects of this organization to be as follows

:

First : To provide a central Bureau of Information
which may eventually be equii)ped with a libi-ary,

files and a staff capable of supplying information
and advice conticrning industrial and commercial
matters, jiarticularly those that have to do with
domestic production and thr donicsfic jmd for-

eign trade of Canada.
Second: To encourage, and wIum- iM>>?sililc. provide

for the strengthening of the public libraries, and
the libraries of secondary schools, with literature

calculated to give their readers an up-to-date and
reliable account of the industries, eomiiu'rce, fi-

lumces and resources of (.Canada, as well as a

knowledge of the opportunities these spheres of-

fer, and the preparation iii'ccKs;;iry to take full

advantage of them.
Third: To encourage and assist in the establishment

of museums for the exhibition of Canadian pro-

diu'ts and those of other countries that might he
produced in (.'anada, as well as the products of

other countries which are necessary to the indus-

tr.v and commerce of Canada.
Fourth : To provide, in so far as possible, and en-
courage the proihiction of photographs, plates

and other reproductions of scenes pertaining to

Canailian industries and resources fni- use in

schools and for public lectures.

I itil: 111 as.sist in the establishment of trade and
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technical schools, as well as to encourage thfe peo-

ple to take fuller advantage of such facilities for

education and training.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the above men-
tioned "Canadian Bureau of Information" be under
the control of a Board of Directors, composed of ten

Directors elected annually by the members of the

organization, together with the following ex-officio

members, or such of them as may wish to act

:

The Presidpnt of the Union of Canadian Munici-

palities.

The President of tlie Canadian Manufacturers' As-

sociation.

The President of the Canadian Bankers' Association.

The President of the Dominion Educational As-

sociation.

The President of the Dominion Educational As-

sociation.

The President of the Canadian Mining Institute.

The President of the Canadian Fisheries' Association.

The President of the Canadian Pulp and Paper As
sociation.

The President of the Canadian Textile Institute.

The President of the Retail Merchants' Association

of Canada.
The Chainiiaii of the Society of Chemical Industry.

The President of the Canadian Society of Civil En-
gineers.

A Representative from each of tlie four principal

railway systems.

Together with the President or other Chief Officer

of any other Association, Society, on Institute, that

the Board of Directors may decide to"add from time to

time.

The Resolution, as read, received the unanimous ap-

proval of the gentlemen present, and the hope was
expressed that the scheme would be acted upon as soon

as possible.

The present war lias had the affect of rousing us

from our a])athy. The Germans have taught us an

object lesson in the power of their own organizations

and the lack of our own. The indomnitable spirit of

the Briti-sh people and the huge wealth in the Em-
pire's natural resources are all that has saved us

from the Prussian machine, and while we have no de-

side to profit by the revealed vileness of its jmrpose,

yet we have everything to gain by copying their or-

ganizations for world ]iower in the betterment of their

systems of education and the development of their

manufactures and natural resources.

(A booklet, containing the full text of the speeches

at the meeting, will be mailed to all members of the

Canadian Fisheries' Association. Others in the Fish-

ing Industry will receive a copv on writing this of-

fiee. Fdito'r, C F.>

NATIONAL SERVICE.
T'nder the aiitliorify of the "War Measures Act,

1914", it is required that every male between the ages

of 16 and 65 years, residing in Canada, shall fill in

and return a National Service Card, within ten days
of the receipt thereof.

Any per.son who has made di'fiiult in the discharge

of this duty is hereby notified that the time for the
return of the completed card has been extended until

the 31st of March, 1917, and that a National Service
Card and addressed envelope may be obtained upon
application to the nearest Postmaster.

SOME FISH.^

Mr. C. Westway, of the C. P. R. office, Prince

Rupert, B.C. was the winner of the huge black cod
raffled by "Bill" Shrubshall for the Red Cross. The
raffle realized the handsome sum of $100.75. The fish

weighted 150 lb., and was caught by the crew of the

halibut schooner "TULADI". It is exactly the same
as that brought in by the Borealis of the New England

Fish Company, Vancouver, some weeks ago. The
Vancouver fish was denoted to the provincial museum.
It. has been found that it is one of the species known
known as "erilepsis zouifer. " Had Bill known that

this was its real title, he might have raised $300.

AROUND AND AROUND
(From tlie Philadelphia Buleltin).

'You waltz beautifully. Mr. Flubdub. Where did

you learn?"
"I praetie<'d with a revolving door. I find that

better than a chair."
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Filming Finny Folk

By ERNEST A. DENCH.

(Author of "Making the Movies".)

85

You do not see outside the motion picture theatre
such an announcement as this: "The Salmon's Re-
venge, featuring Fishy Finn." The reason is that the

starring system has not yet spread to the denizens
of the deep.

But there is this to be said in favor of the salmon
—or any other fish for that matter—he has a natural

aptitude for acting, and had you any doubt at all on
this score, "From Egg to Fry" (an appetizing title

that!) should have destroyed it. You see the birth of

the salmon, his quaint figure at the hatching stage.

and the movements of his curious double-barrelled

heart. Next a kingfisher darts at a young salmon and
devours him. while to relieve the picture of any heavi-

ness, it concluded humorously by showing the salmon
seeing the angler fish to "ragtime."

This is a typical example of the kind of picture for

which members of the finny tribe are "casted." The
sea anemone, trout, shark, cuttle fish, .star fish, dog
fish, jelly fish, bream, roach, perch, carp, eel and cat

fi.sh are among the finrty folk who are. or Mere on the

"pay roll" of producers, European ones mainly.

The most skilful marine cinematographer is Jean
Henri Fabre. who is ninety-three years old. He has
made insect life a life study, and at this ripe age pro-

duces marine films at the Paris studios of Pathe Freres

with the assistance of his son.

The general method is to construct an observation

chamber in a suitable river or lake. This rises a

little above the surface so the operator may work
safely. He focusses his camera through the clear plate

glass window at the side, first closing the entrance.

There is sufficient light for photograpliical purposes,

yet the fish below see nothing but a black patch. This

makes the fish act without appearing self-conscious.

Not all subjects, however, are produced in the self-

same manner, and especially is this true of radio

cinematography. T know of a Frenchman who actually

succeeded in filming the digestive organs of a trout.

This fish was put on restricteci diet which included

flour, sugar, i)eptinc, sub-nitrate or bismuth and water.

For filming purposes he used a table wliieli had a

specially constructed slot covered with glass.

The trout, after he had been fed, was placed iti.side

a celluloid envelope which was ])rovided with a glass

tube at each end in order to supply the necessary

water to keep the trout alive. There was not an inch

of extra space in which the trout could move and
the top of the envelope was covered with a piece of

parrafin paper. This tube was placed in the receptacle

under the table, the camera being focussed on tin

glass and operated by an electric motor. The troul

was compelled to fast for two days in this cramped
position, the constant flow of fresh water keeping it

alive. The subject was filmed at the rate of three

feet per hour.

It has been stated that the Williamson Submarine
Pictures were the first to be taken under water, but

way back in 1912. S. S. Hutchinson, president of the

American Film Manufacturing Company, supervised

the production of what at that time was considered

a wonderful film,

The water around Santa Catalina, California, has
the re[iutation of being as clear as a crystal and the
filming party conducted their operations from a glass-
bottomed boat. The marine gardens were selected for
the jnirpose and the camera employed was unique in
that tiny nuignifyiiig glasses were set near the lens
in various ])ositions. The gla.ss at the bottom of the
boat was an inch thick and among the subjects cov-
ered was a young octu|)us at a (\opth of fifteen feet.

In the Salisbury "Wild Life Pictures the finny tribe
were not neglected. The trout was the "featured"
fish inasmuch as he ran through the whole gamut of
emotions from the spawn to the fully-grown fish, doing
his "posing" at the Government hatcheries and dis-
(ributing stations.

The hardest stunt of all which confronted Mr. Salis-
bury was filming trout as they jump over the cataract
into their spawning place. Quick movements fail to
"register" on the film and this stick-at-it-until-you-
get-it operator waited for hours for a trout to smote
slowlv.

U. S. SHIPPING BOARD TAKING PART IN
HALIBUT WAR.

Washington, Maich 7.~The Shipping Board took a
hand today in the Federal Government's fight to pro-
tect Alaskan fisheries against Canada's Orders-in-
Council giving preferential treatment to British Co-
lumbian interests. An order forbidding transfer of
the American Gas Boat Venture to Canadian register,
the Board declared that while the Canadian Regu-
lations apparently often offer tempting inducements
for such transfers, they do not in reality give Amer-
ican citizens an opportunity for free competition in
the fisheries trade, but rather subject consumers of
fish brought into American territory through Canadian
jiorts "to the possibility'of monopolistic price manipu-
lation."

Officials here believe the effect of the Orders-in-
Council, if not offset would be to bring the Ala.skan
fi.shing fleet operating off Ktechikan under Canadian
rcgi.stry. and its product into the Canadian port of
Prince Ru|)crt. Representations jnade through the
r-ritish Embasy have failed to secure a modification,
and retaliatory legislation framed by the commerce
.'cpartmeiit failed with the adjournment of Congress.

BRITISH IMPORT RESTRICTIONS.
Licenses Must be Obtained From the Controller of

Import Restrictions in London,
.\t> is now well known, there are many articles which

the British Government has declared, for various rea-

sons arising out of the war. shall not be imported into
the T'nited Kingdom without a license therefor beinp
irranted by the Conti-oller of Import Restrictions. 22
Carlisle Place. Westminster, London, S.W. Such im
port restrictions, however, were issued with a view to

controlling the i?nports rather than prohibiting them.
These British import restrictions apply to British do
iiiininns as well as to foreign countries. Applications
for permission to import such goods into the United
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Kingdom must be made to the Controller of Import

Restrictions by the United Kingdom importer.

It has been the practice, however, of the Department
of Trade and Commerce at Ottawa to assist Canadian
exporters, through tlie Canadian High Commissioner's

office in London, whenever possible in connection with

difficulties which have arisen by reason of such Bri-

tish import restrictions.

The Department of Trade and f'oninierce has no

power to grant licenses to import goods into the United

Kingdom. It can only assist, and will do so when the

case so justifies it. in presenting the facts to the High
Commissioner so that he may endeavor to ])revail on

the Controller of Import Restrictions to issue a permit

for the import of the goods desired.

For all information in connection therewith further

application should be made to the Deputy Minister.

Department of Trade and Commerce, Ottawa.

TOO MANY GULLS.
There are residents of Maine, and a sizable Dumber

of the coast dwellers, who do not approve completely

of the bird protection measures passed by the Ijegis-

lature in recent years. At the present time from var-

rious sections of the coast comes a concerted protest

against the multinlied nuisance that Uic gulls are

making of themselves.

A fcAV years ago bird enthusiasts, suiuioi'ted by the

bulk of the summer colony, secured the passage of a

law making a close time on gulls for a long period of

years. The riicturesque flocks of white sea-gulls.

Avhceling and darting in the air and over the sea.

swoonin." down to the surface of tlie water to pounce

upon a fish annealed to the romantic interest in ev-

ery visitor. Strinerent protective nu>asures were adopt-

ed, making the shooting of a gull the cause of a stiff

fine.

Thus protected from srunshots. gulls have miiltiidied

and become fearless all along the coast. Durin.c the

last year thev have become especially tame. Never
before were they known to go so far inland in their

quest for food. This Winter, with the shores cover-

ed with snow and the bavs frozen food has been very

scarce. Several Bar Harbor iieonle have found them
comintr into their hen vards and makins' themselves

very much at home, nickinfr up the food for the liens

as if they always had lived there.

From the summer resort of Seal Harbor cfmies a

general protest that the gulls hover around the shores

gatherinsr up every bit of offal, and then flv a mil'

or two inland to the lake waters of .Tofdan's Pond,

which supplies the town with water, and make their

rookeries there pollutinrr the water supply. Hundreds
of gulls are alleged to be there and they cannot be

harmed.
Other residents of various itarts of Mt. Desert Tsla"d

claim that the gulls fly to the mountniTis from the

water and strip off evorv blueberry and everv othci-

'dible berry, thus ruining a very flourishiniT indnstrw
The gull is a natural scavenger and will r>at anv

thitig. It is one of the sichts of the town when the

dump scow goes out to sea to watch the eitvdintr

swarm of gulls that follow the craft. T)ir>- inimbcr

hundreds, and even thousands.

Taken all in all. the full is provinir himself some-

thing of a iiuisapce and Maine coast residents claim is

protccti'd altoirether too nnich at the expense of other

and more valuable mnrini' denizens. r>;\i' lliirlior

Times.

TRADE INQUIRIES.

The tiimies of the firms making these inquiries, witli

their addresses, can be obtained only by those es-

pecially interested in the respective commodities upon
application to : "The Inquiries Branch. The Department
of Trade and Commerce. Ottawa," or The Secretary of

the Canadian Manufacturers' Association, Toronto, or

The Secretary of the Board of Trade at London, Tor-

onto. Hamilton. Kingston. Brandon. Halifax. Montreal.

Quebec. St. John. Sherbrooke. Vancouver. Victoria.

Winipeg, Edmonton, Calgary. Saskatoon, Regina. Win-

nipeg Industrial Bureau, Chambre de Comment ,1,.

Montreal and Moncton, N.B.

Please quote the reference mnid)er when i-equesting

addresses.

Canadian Exporters' Note.

In view of the fact that the prohibited list of ini-

l>orts into the United Kingdom is sub.iect to change at

any time. Canadian exporters should communicate

with the Deputy Minister. Dejjartment of Trade and

Commerce. Ottawa, before nmking arrangements to

shi)> any of the subjoined articles to the Ignited

Kingdom.
Sardines.—There is a large demand in Cuba for sar-

dines, supplies coming chiefly from Norway. Three

huiulred cases arrived recently from Canada.

606. Salt fish, wet or dry.—A Liverpool firm of fish

exporters asks foi' offers of the above.

609. Canned salmon.—A London firm who are con-

tractors to the Admiralty are desirous of securing the

agency of a Canadian packer of canned salmon.

THE COMPLETE OPTIMIST.

A trawler out of Tjuin-nburg,

His nanH> was Pluck. T mind:

He sailed away on a fishinc trip

But left his luck behind.

Six months or more he cruised about.

From Quereau down to Grand.

And when he turned his course to home.

He had no fish to land.

But as he sailed round Battery Point.

He let his pennant fly:

And as he tied up to the wharf
He cheerily did cry

:

"We've come home clean as we went out :

We didn't catch a scale:

And we hain't wet an ounce of salt.

But we've had n dam good sail."

— .\nonvnion--

HADDIE STORED 21? YEARS.
I (1(1 not know if the experiments have ever been

tried as to the longest period fish will keep good in

refrigeration, says Bow Tow in the Fishing News, but

it can be yo>n-hed that some smoked finnan had

dock, which had Ix'i-n stored for 2'/> years, were re-

eentlv cooked and found to be still in excellent con-

dition. The parcel has been cured for export to South

Africa, and, dwing to a dispatch sale, had remained

in cold storage for the time mentioned. After per-

sonnally testing the duality by cooking some of the

fish, the I'urer sent th(> parcel to (>lasgo\v. and it is

-it;ite.1 ri'eeived a r(>turn of Ss {^i\ pel' stone
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Canada's Fisheries for January, 1917

Tilt- iiioiitli of .laimary, especially the latter halt' uf

it. was too routfli and eold to permit of sueeessful fish

ill? on tiu- Atlantic eoast. Totlie eastward of Canso
fishing in tlie open sea was praetieally giveu \ip except
at IVtit-<le-(irat in Richinoiid county aiul Ingonish in

Victoria county.

The current lobster fishing season opened on the

1.')tli. of November in Charlotte and St. John counties.

X.H. and is now in |)rogress on both sides of the Bay
of Fundy, and on the Nova Seotia eoast as far east-

ward as Halifax Harbour has been innch retarded by
unfavourable weather <'onditions.

I'p to the end of .January the total pack was 4,()()0

cases, while ]()iH)4 cwts. were slii|)ped in shell. I)urin<r

the corrt'sponding periixl in the preceding year th<'

pack was >i.7'M cmscs aiid the shipment in shell 2.').(122

cwts.

The t'oUowjMg tabic shows the (piaMtity of fresh lob-

sters, together with their value, taken from the oi>en-

ing of the season to the end of .lanuary in each of the

vears from 1913 to 1917.

value .... .+421.80r>

vahu' .... .'|!44«.847

value .... ii;2t;2.641

value .... *.')21.fi43

value .... *37(i.l4n

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish

ed in a Fresh or Green State ; and an estimate of the

keted. or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried,

etc., in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH
Hn7.

]'<]:
.
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POLLOCK, cwts L686
Pollock, used fresh, cwts

Pollock, smoked fillets, cwts

Pollock, dried, cwts

HERRING, cwts 63,182

Herrinjj, used fresh, cwts

Herring canned, cases

Herring, smoked, cwts

Herring, dry-salted, cwts

Herring, pickled, brls

Herring, used as bait, brls

HALIBUT, cwts 10.348

Halibut, used fresh, cwts

SOLES, cwts 511

FLOUNDERS, cwts LI 65

SKATE, cwts 220

SMELTS, cwts 29.830

WHITING, cwts 14

TOM COD. cwts 2,L34

OCTOPUS, cwts 27

OYSTERS, brls 12

CLAMS, brls 3,127

Clams, used fresh, brls

Claras, canned, cases

SCALLOPS, brls L400
Scallops, .shelled, gals

CRABS, COCKLES. &c.. cwts. . 369

Total value

• IAN F I
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Increasing Production for British Markets
Utilize the Bounty to Assist Fishermen With Motor

£n>glnes.

By COLIN M.KAV. R.N.R.. (Fn England).

Canadian fishing: interests shouhl spare no effort to

develop the industry and to i nerease production as

much as possible. Apart from business considerations,

it is a patriotic duty, for it is certain that in the very

near future every ounce of food Canada can send to

the mother country will be needed. So far Great Brit-

ain has not suffered from lack of food, but prices have
steadily increased, and there is a general expectation

that a serious situation will begin to develop by spring
time. What the authorities think of the prospects is

clearly enough indicated by the appointment of a Pood
Dictator, and the initiation of measures designed to

promote jirodutcion and conserve supplies. Parme?-s
are being iirged to increase their activities; city folks

are installing pigs in their front gardens; i)ublic parks
are being plowed up.

The government is assisting the fishing industry to

increa.se proiluction and organize an improved system
of distribution ; but it is unlikely that the British in-

dustry can do anything adequate in the way of mak-
ing up the shortage. The Admiralty has taken over
for naval duties more than 75 per cent of the first class

fishing vessels, and more than 50 per cent, of the total

number of fishermen of all ages, including boys, en-

gaged in the industry. Owing to the demands of the

navy, and the necessary restrictions of fishing iiidus-

treis the quantity of fish landed by British fishing ves-

sels is now about 30 per ent. of the normal. As a result

of these conditions the price of fish in Great Britain is

i!ow a little less than 3 times its pre-war average.

Possibly the outlook for the development of a Cana-
dian fresh fish trade with England is not very bright,

but the problem could probably be solved, if organized
effort were brought to bear. Frozen salmon from B.

C. reach England in excellent condition, and fiiul a

ready market. At i)resent the British government is

building standardized ships, specially designed for

food carrying, and some facilities may be provided for

carrj'ing frozen fish of various varieties. But then-

is no reason why Canada should not, if she can increase

her sup])lies, augment her exjjorts of salt an<l canned
fish to England, Hitherto tin- consumption of salt

and canned fish has been confined to rural and out of

the way districts, but the time is coming when the

people in the great cities will be glad to get salt and
canned fish. At present the supply of such commod-
ities in England is very small, and even if the dcpre

dations the submarine pirates are checked, the food

problem will become more .serious as the war goes on.

and for some years after the war is over.

No doubt for Canada the chief difficulty is much the
same as it is here — the problem of increasing the
catch. Even in peace times many Canadian companies
were unable to obtain as big a supply as they could
readily sell in the home markets for fresh fish. And
now that many fishermen have joined the colors the
difficulty has no doubt been considerably accentuated.
In the circumstances the most obvious method of in-

creasing production is to increase the efficiency of
the tools the fishermen work with. That condition
could to a considerable extent be assured by adopting
the suggestion of the CANADIAN FISHERMAN that
the bounty fund should be utilized to assist fishermen
to equip their ves.sels and boats with motor engines.
Since the war broke out the British government has
been making loans to fishermen for the purpose of en-
abling them to equip their boats with motor power,
and it is reported that the results have been very
satisfactory, th(> fishermen being able to make bigger
catches, and out of increased profits, to nmke unexi)ect-
edly large repayments on their loans. At a time when
the increase of fish production may be in considerable
measure vital to the existence of the Empire it is an
interesting question whether or not the interest on the
Washington Award—something over $160,000 yearly
—might not be utilized to better adavantage then by
di-stributing it in .small sums to vessel owners and fi.sh-

ermen. Years ago when the maritime fishing industry
was wedded to the truck .system, the bounty was in

many cases a God-send to the fishermen ; it was ready
money: sometimes the only ready money the fishermen
got out of his calling, if he hapi)encd to be in debt
when settling day with the first merchant came round.
But now when the cash .system is more or less the rule,
and the fisherman receives larger returns, the bounty
has become more or less of a mere bagatelle. Of course
the bounty fund belongs to the fislu'rmen

; but in these
critical times they might very well consider whether a
better method of utilizing it ought to be devised.
Some winters ago I stood on a wharf in Lockport N. S,
listening to a youngster of 20 years, employed on a
little schooner with a motor engine, grouching because
during the past week he had oidy made $25, No
doubt the fact that his ves,sel had auxiliary power
wasn't the sole reason why that boy was making
money that his father at the same age woiUd never
have dreamed of; other conditions favorable to fi.sh-

ermen had developed ; but it was one reason, and I

don't doubt what the decision of the boy would have
been if he lia<l been asked to make a choice between,
foregoing his bounty, ami leaving the motor vessel to
fish on one at the mercy of the winds.
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Fish-Cultural Notes
No. 1. Historical.

Hy .). H. KKILI)Ii\(i, F./.S., late President

British Fish IJi'eeilei's' Associiitioii.

FISH culture as we know it today is a veiy

different science from that ])racticed by the

iioinans but was none the less considered as

necesary to the nation's food supi)ly than we
consider it in these enlightened days of scientific dis-

covery. We know that even before the days of the

Koinan Knipii'e the (Chinese ])racticed the art of artifi-

cial pro])agation of tiieir fisheries, for like many Asia-

tie races they were and are dependent on fish to a very

large extent as a necessary article of diet. The earliest

r<'cord ('hinese fish culturist was Knng in 500 B. C.

What i)rocesses these early peoples used we do not ex-

actly know but it is not thought that they practiced

artificial fecunditioii but ratiier contented themselves

with stimulating tiie natural jjrocess and carefully |)ro-

tecting the results. We know that they transi)oi'1ed

fish ova, probably that of the carp principally, but it

is not thoitght that they ever attempted the culture of

such valuable species as those of the salmonidae.

Several of the Koinan historians have told us how
much the fisheries were appreciated and valued by the

State and were pi'obably as carefully protected <is they

are by any modern Government.
Fish culture made very little head-way after the

Roman period until the rise and spread of the church

which was naturally the source of all learning and
the centre of research at that time. There are few old

nionastries in England and elsewhere where thei'c were

no carp or other fish ponds in which artificially reared

fish were grown to maturity. Probably the methods of

carp culture as then adopted were similar to those of

today. We know that these early fathers kept regist-

ers of their brood stock as the well known carj) breed-

ers of today hut how far they studied the complex
subject of feeding we cannot say. Artificial foods were

used but as for the relation they bore to nutrition it

is doubted if the problem was ever considered. They
probably acted on the analogy of the hog who will (>at

anything whether it carried any nutritive value oi'

not.

Artificial fecunditioii was, we believe, unknown until

the middle of the eighteenth century, about 1770, when
an Alsatian by name Jacobi experimented on the first

salmonoid as represented by the jirown trout Salmo-

tnitta var: fario. sometimes unfortunately known as

the (ilerman trout, in this country. 1 do not think

Jacobi 's ex])eriments were ever recorded in tletail, at

any rate the art was' lost and was not rediscovered

until two simple Frencli fishermen of Remirement by

name (ieliin and Kenny in 1842, artificially impregnated

ova the same way that .lacobi had done and after hatch-

ing them out [ilanti'd tlip littlr ,il''\ins in ,i tributary

of the Moselle,

THK proc<'ss of artilicial impi'cgnation adoj)t-

ed by those early fish culluiists was what is

known as the wet process. The ova of a ripe

female were expressed into a shallow pan of

wator in which the milt tif the male had already been
stirre<l \ip it

Those early <'X|iciinifiits soon got to be known by
tile Flench tiovernnient and in turn they reached Eng-
land were it was found that P]nglish scientists had also

for some few years been following along the lines of

lacobi and had obtained the same results.

Very little ]irogress was made in the artificial cul-

tivation of fish until the year 1856 when Vrasski, a
Hnssiaii of no mean scientific attainments, discovered
tlu' ])rocess of dry impregnation Vrasski was a great

reader and careful writer. He had studied aU the early

works on fish-culture and saw the short comings of

his predecessors, none of whom had. he thought, care-

fully studied the structure of the ovum nor the sper-

matozoa. With the aid of the microscope and a note
book he commenced work and discovered that the wet
jirocess was wrong in that it was almost if not quite

as wasteful as in wild nature. He noticed how the

spermatozoa when thrown into water were extremely
active for a minute or two then fell to the bottom of

the i)aii to all intents apparent dead, therefore, he

argued that tiie sooner the spermatozoa reached the

iiiiciopyle or orifice in the ovum the better for them.
Witii all their active vivacity lie felt sure impregnation
would take place. Vrasski further discovered that the

ova when expelled carried oil them sufficient fluid on
which the s[)ermatozoa could travel, therefore, if he
simply |)oured the ova in a dry jian and then poured
the milt on the ova they would at once impregnate
them and have less chance of avoiding the micropyle.

This was indeed a great step forward for by this

means he discoverad that he was able to impregnate
nearl.v 100'/{ as against 20 to 50 per cent at best by
the other process. Vrasski further satisfied himself
that it was useless to use any but "ripe" brood fish al-

though foi'iiier investigators inferred the contrary
was possible.

Following \'rasski"s results we heai' of investigators

in all countries taking up this question of artificial

impregnation and cultivation of both fresh water and
marine fish. Amongst the most iiromiiient were F"rank

Piuckland of the English Fisheries Service, and whom
tlie writer knew well as a boy; Seth Green a native of

the I'liited States; also Dr. Garlick, and most promi-
nent of all, Livingston Stone, at one time U. S. Deputy
Commissioner of Fisheries.

TIIE .lajianese have of late years been fore-

most in the economic development of their

waters hy artificial means. Perhaps such is

not to be snrju-ised at. Seeing that they ar(> de-

011 their waters for a large portion of their

Some twenty-four years ago. when the writer
was in •lapaii, little Vas being done along scientific

lines, but since then the artificial pro|>agatioii of both
inland and marine fish, and not only that, but the i-iil-

tivation of algal for isinglass, iodine and potash, the
cultivation of shells for the button industry have been
taken iii> vigorously as a (iovernment polic.v.

Now, as a result of all this research hy early workers,
is interesting to cTKiiiire what has been done in our

IK'Ul

food.
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own time and what coiuitrics liavi- iiuulc the most use

of the knowletijte already aequired. There is litth-

doubt in the writer's mind that Germany and Japan
have maiie the (greatest sti-ides, for tlie\' have realized

that the proper admixture of |)raetiee with seienee pro-

dnees the hest results when ffuided l».v a !«>und (tov-

ernnient authority wliiidi appreeiates the natural re-

so\irees of its country and the necessity for adecpiate

i-eseareh into their value and eonservation.

In Oermany the writei' has visited many larjie tisli

farms, that i.s laud devoted entirely to fisii hreediu^.

and also land that jiroduees a erep of fish in a seven
year rotation as in field crops. In the latter ease, of

<'Ourse, the i)oundHries of tlie fields are dykes throuffh

which water can he turned. Much land of little value
nucIi as blow sand, alkali land and such like has l)een

hrou^iht under a hifjli state of agricultural cnllivation

i)y adopting; this system.

Tile writer visited several times a larjr,. farm in

uortluTU Hanover consisting originally of blow sand
and pine scrul) l)(>iiig faruu'd alont: these lines. It was
a Ooverument Penal Establishment and larj^e ei'ops of

lish were taken olT' this farm, some 2.000 or H.OOO acres

in extent.

Kxtcnsive triiets of alkali laud in the Hungarian
IMaiu are graduall.v being brought under productive
agriculture thi'ough fish farming. In a recent report

in the International Agrie. Institute wi- are toUl of

the operations of some of the principal fish breeding
establishments in this alkaline area: they are interest-

ing as showing the productivity of the soil under pro-

p.'r treatment. The particulars of those areas are:

1914 acres produced 176.000 lbs. of fish

10.50 acres produced 220.000 lbs. of fish

2(i2 acres produced TiO.fiOO lbs. of fish

8,S9 acres i)roduce<l lO.O(M) lbs. of fish

and further after four or- five years of fish culture
2,200 lbs. of wheat per acre were taken off the pre-

viously submerged land and 403 cwt. of forage, corn,

and beets, per acre.

Commencing in the year 1897 the noted (iei'inan fish

i-ulturist. tlie late Herr Siegfried Jaffe. whom the writer
can claim amongst his best friends, began some in-

teresting experiments in order to ascertain what econo-
mic eroj). either animal or vegetable, was able to ex-

tract the most from the soil of a given area.

Being an amateur farmer, a man of considerable
scientific attairnnents and a high (rovernment official

in the (lerman inland fisheries he was able to carry
nut exi)eriments of this nature under many varied con-
ditions, but unfortunately ill-health and sub.sequent
death cut off the completion of what promised to be
some of the most valuable work in soil development
• ver undertaken.
On nian.v occasions the writer visited some of the

locations of the.se tests and always kept in touch with
them until recent .years. It was great satisfaction to

Herr -Taffe, who was always an enthusiast, to see how
well his earl.v conclusions were working out. In oth-
er words, he fiiscovered that taking a definite area of
land and dividing it up into suitable equal sized
blocks, he found that by sidunerging one block and
nutting in under fish, he obtained a greater wi'ight of
liinuan food per acre per annum than he did by )tu<

t'ma it under a field croj) or farm live stock.

Water is n great solvent we know, but the curious
fact is that it does not appear to impoverish the land
to so great an extiMit. if pi-operl.v handled in fallow,

as land otherwise treated.

It is true that submergeci land, if it is to be crojtped
with fish annually, has to be treated just in the same
systematic way as dry land if the utmost is to be ex-
tracteil from it. Soil acidit.v becomes a common fea-

ture uidess carefull.v watched and stopped in time.
We must all realize that food, be it beast, bird, fish,

crustaeean or vegetable must originate in the soil, and
unless tliat soil is so treated as to make it give up its

iieces-sarv salts to the vegetable we cannot exj)ect the
luaximum production of flesh.

It was this realization that put lb ir .laffe on the
track of soil treatment for fish pro<luction and made
him in Kurope the greatest authorit.v on fish ciillnr.'

during the last thirty or fifty years.
The next .stej) in the history of agricuitun- uus iictri

the wonderful development of the study of the artifi-

i iai prodm-tion of our economic clam shells so neces-
sary to the Pearl Button Industry in the United States.
The r. S. (iovernment has established a Biological Sta-
tion at Fairpont. Iowa, where very satisfactory results
have been obtained, much to the benefit of the manu-
facturer, and further cultural stations have been erect-

ed for introducing those bi-valves into the various tri-

butaries of the .Misisissippi. We in Canada have a lot

of wa.v to make up, but like all young countries we can
only afford to go steadily, step by stej). We should,
however, take all the advantage jwssible of much of
this valuable work of research that has been done and
which has cost us nothing.
We have extensive areas of rocky land in Algoma,

Thunder P>ay. and elsewhere in Canada intcrspread with
small lakes. This land can never be of an.v agricultural
value, however great our eventual population may
become, but that land can produce a vast tonnage
of fish and therefore food for some one under ])roper
management.
Vou never see an.\- of those lakes in the.se rock.y areas

devoid of vegetation and where you have healthy sub-
aquatic vegetation you can jH-oducc fish in proportion
to the luxuriance or otherwise of the growth of the
former. Herr Jaffe 's experiments went to prove that
land submerged and ju-operly handled can produce
anything from 2r)0 lbs. to l.'iOO lbs. and upwards of
fish per annum per acre.

If this can be done in other countries why should
not we in these times of high food cost wake up to the
fact that our so-called waste lands, mucti of them sub-
merged are .just as much food producers as our rich
pastures in South Ontario or our rich wheat lands on
the Praii'ies.

WE have fii-st to work up an interest in tin-

l)ublic mind and make it realize that all the
store of knowledge we now have should be
a|)|)lied to practical issues now we are put to

it, and produce all the food we can. particularl.v, such
food as demands the least labor to create.

Ijet us look at a few practical facts. OurJ}real_Lake
frotit Cristivoiner nama,ycush, often wrongl.v called
the salmon Trout, is one of our easiest cultivated fi,sh

rn this .'-ide of the Rockies and is perhaps the easiest
after the Rainbow Trout. Salmon iridius of the Pacific
Coast, to bring up under artificial conditions.

It is a hanly fish anrl though cannibalistic by nature
can easily be weaned from that habit if no oi)portun-
ity is offered it to prey on smaller fish. It is a fish,

when grown in those cold Northern waters, that will
pack and travel well, and as a result make good cheap
fresh food for the people of the interior of this great
country who are denied access to cheap marine fish.
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In 1913 Prof. Dyelie of Kansas University read a

paper before the American Fisheries Society, at Bos-

ton, in which he tiescribed the po.ssibilities of an acre

pond on the farm. The experiment, had it been more

carefully carried out, would have been exceedingly

valuable. 1 mean by 'carefully' that had fish of a great-

er economic value been used in the experiment and

more care used in counting and weighing. T venture

to think it would have attracted greater attention, but

the experimental result are given here simply to

show the productivity of an acre of sour land, for

sour it must have been in view of the fact' that it was
an old fish pond.

In 1910 the ]iond was first planted with fish and a

few more were added subsequentlv making n total of

about 16.000, weighing about 700 lbs.

The species used were Black Bass. Ciitfish, Bull-

lieads. C'rappie, Goldfi.sh. Carp and similar stagnant

water loving types.

T\ April of 1913 a total of 26.448 fish were
taken out weighing 6,780 lbs. This it will be

seen that this old pond under apparently no
svstem of artificial culture produced in three

years 6.680 lbs. of fish on a total artificial food supply

of 1,400 lbs. consisting of meat and fish offals, com
chop and sundry table scraps.

Had the exi)ci'iment been carried out in a pond of

new ground and no artificial food given it would have

been a more valuable experiment for it was along this

line the German fish cultuj'ists were working. Only
natural fish foods should be stimulated for it is by that

means the cheapest production can be attained.

Sceptics we will always have with us. Those who
disbelieve in the vahie of fish cultui-e by artificial means
as a way of stimulating tlu> productivity of o\ir very

over fished waters. Do not let us believe, however, as

many tell us, fish culture is the panacea—it can at best

only assist nature. The writer has often heard it said

in Euroi)ean countries, as well as on this side, that no
stasifaetoi'y results can ever be attained from the arti-

ficial culture or rather incubation of mariiu> fish, but

there is growing a g(>neral census of opinion that as

s"ience progresses many obstacles will be overcome.

Xo good was ever done by condemning a process or a

scheme untried. Those of my readers, who, while believ-

ing in fish culture as a means of stimulating our in-

lan<l waters, should study the work being done by Herr
G. Dannevig T)ire(doi- of the Marine Hatchery at Flo-

devig, Norway, on the artificial incubation of the cod
as a means of helping to replenish the supply in some
of the depleted fiords.

We must carefully watch and follow the residts of the

manv economic biologists studying these fish cultural

i)i'ol)lcms in Europe. Asia and America, and not mere-
ly condemn their I'esults as not being applicable to

our country. After all, as has been said before all food
has a common basic origin. The means of extracting it

are many and varied. We in Canada have a valuable
heritage in our fisheries. Let us look to it we use it

properly, with judgment based on the laws of science

and without waste.

(To be continui'd ).

FISH HATCHERY PROPOSED FOR FORT
FRANCES, ONT., ON CO-OPERATIVE

BASIS.

THE American fishermen, having headquart-
ers at Raiiier, Minn., are endeavoring to make
Mirangements to start a fish hatchery on a co-

operative basis at Port Frances.

The proposition to build a barge on which to install

the hatchery apjniratus and machinery and when the

fish are of sufficient size to tow the barge to the fish-

ing grounds and put them in the lake.

In this work, water must be kept fresh ami in cir-

culation all the time and it is the intention to install

an electric pump. As Ranier has no electricity, they

prf)pose to anchor the barge in the river near Fort

Frances shore. They have approached the Fort

Frances council for a low rate for electricity and their

request is receiving very favorable consideration, the

council feeling that in a proposition of this kind the

lowest possible rate should he given in order to en-

courage the work.
It is said that whitefish are of a non-migratory na-

ture and that when put in the lake at one point are

inclined to make that locality their habitat. For this

reason, woidd it not be a good move on the part of our

Canadian fishermen to follow the example of their

American friends. Tlie Ranier men already have a

portion of the apparatus purchased and expect to be

in readiness when the season opens.

Duriuff the past few years there have been fre-

nueut agitations raised on both sides of the boundary
here, in the Commercial Cluhs and Boards of Trade
to i)etition the lesrislative hodii^s at Ottawa and St.

Paul to secure the passing of legislation to prevent

commercial fishing in the Avaters of Rainy Lake and

Lake of the Woods. The purpose of the proposed legis-

lation is that the fish he allowed to increase to such

an extent as to make these lakes still more a tourist.

fisherman's paradise and thus attract more summer
tourist busine.ss to the lakes. This would take away
the means of livelihood of a considerable nund)er of

fishermen on both .sides of the line and would also

take aAvay tl'e business these fishermen leaVe with

the towns in the vicinitv of the lakes, which business

is of considerable extent, and also take a large quan-

titv of much needed food uiaterial off the market.

It )=; said that a couple '>f fi'di hatcheries such as the

.American fishermen are i)rei>arine to install will re-

store to the lakes more fish than the fishernuui would

take out and so this sten is pood business for the fish-

ermen who will profit in both ways—increa.se of fisli

p.iul less agitation against commercial fishintr.

The Canadian fishermen should get together and
netition the pro|)er authorities at Ottawa and Toronto

to assist in some such arrangement as the American
fishermen are bringing about. The cost would he

sTnall and the benefit probably large.

Willis—"Bump has a very up-to-date office".

Gillis. -" Yes. He has one of tiiese offici- systems
where you <mn find just what you want when you
don't want it by looking "ln-re it wouhln't he if you
did want it."

—

jjifc.

The Honorary Freedom of the Fishmongers" Com-
pany of London was conferred on Admiral .Tellicoe re-

cently. At the luncheon which accompanied the cere-

mony, the Admiral made a notable s))eech on the work
of the navy during the war. The men etigaged in the

''sh'ug indnst'v of Gt-cMt Britain eonsidiM- thtMUselves

-oniu-cted with one of the oldest and most honorable

professions, end the Fishmongers' (^omnany is one of

the most ancient of the famous English Trades' Guilds.

We. in Canada, are only beginning to realize that the

fish business is not a trade to be ashamed of.
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BRITISH IMPORT RESTRICTIONS MODIFIED.
Mr. liloyd (it-orKe's recent '" Hestrietioii of Im-

ports" Bill fxprt'ssed a total t-nibar^o on canned lob-

•>!«'! s, and a .">fl per cent t-inliai'tjo on inijiort.s of can-
ned Kalnuni. When the cables first canu) to (^anada,
things looked bine for the two industries here. For-
tunately fi^r us. Premier Horden and Mr. Hazen,
.Minister of Marine and Fisheries of Canada, were in

London at the time, and they, undoubtedly looke<l after
the interests of our fishernn-n in the matter.

Reports to hand, are to the effect that all the Bri-

tish Cohunbia salmon pack will In- admitted, and that
.')() per <-(»nt of the Canadian lobster pa<-k will be allow-
'•'1 for imjx'rtation.

Half a loaf is better than uo bread, in so I'ar as the
lobstermen are concerned, and with this modification,
they will not be hit so hard. Op|)ortnnities in other
fisheries are better than ever before, and it will pay
the lobster fisln-rmen to jjo in for boat or vessel fish-

in>f this summer. The overseas market and the home
market are ojien for all the fish they can <ret, and men
to catcli til.' fish iWf bi'dlv tiecdefl.

EXTENSION OF LOBSTER SEASON WANTED.
The fislicrmeii of (Jaspc C(>untr\- are petitioning the

(rovernmenf for an extension of the lobster fishing
season as follows: "0[)eii season from Ajiril 20 to

•luly 10; then closed until Septend)er 1; then open
until October 10 for shipment of live lobsters oidy
Si7c limit. 9 inches. Strict liberation of .seed and
berried lob.sters, and each fisherman to be compelled
to have a license for fishing lobsters at a small fee

same to be fixed by the government.
\o lobster canning to be allowed from Barachois

Railway bridge east to Pt. Peters: thence northerly
to Point S(>ches on the (iulf of St. Lawrence, includ-
ing (Jaspe Bay.

If the present law was changed so that lob.sters

could be shipped during Septend)er to October, the
trade of Montreal and other towns and cities of East-
'111 Canada could get lobsters about the whole vear
found.

Reasons for above stated petition is as follows: For
tlii' last fcM- .vears thc-e has been only one canning
establishment on this part of the coast, and the j)rice

i>aid by the cajiin-r is not siifficM-nt to encourage the
fishermen to |)repare for catching lob.sters. On the
other hand if we had the opportunity of shipping live
lobsters during the spring ami fall iiionths it would
' remunerative.

He had opened a fish shop, and he ordered a new
ign painted, of which he was very proud. It read.

'Fresh Fish Sohl Here."
"What did yon put the word "fresh" in for?" said

liis first customer. "You woii''''i't <,']] thein if they
weren't fresh, wotdd you?"
He painti'd out the W(u-d. leaving Jiist ""Kish Sold

Here."

"Why do you say "'here?" asked his second custom-
er. "You're not selling them elsewhere, are yon'"
So he nibbed out the word "here".
"Why use "Sold?" asked the iie.\l ensimiiei-.

'Yoji're not giving them away, are you?"
S<i he rubbed out everything but the word "Fish".
A moment later another custonn-r came in.

"I don't see the use of that sign "Fi.sh" up there"
>aid he. "whi'it von can smell tlietii a mile awry." ---

Tit-Bits.

CARGO OF CODFISH.

Sequel to British Government Embargo on Exports to

Greece.

Before Mr. Justice Laurence, without a jur.v. at the
Liverpool (Eng.) Assizes recently. Arthur Kitehie
trading as Thonuts Boyd an<l Co.. general merchant.s.
Liver]>ool. brought an action for breach of contract
against C. X. Lionda and Co.. of Fenchurch Street.
London.

Mr. Procter (instructed by Messrs. Weightman. Ped-
tler ami Co.) represented the plaintiff, and Mr. Max-
well (in.structed by Messrs. FrediM-ick Foss and Sons)
appeared for the defendants.
On behalf of the plaintiff, it was stated that in Oct-

ober. 1915. the defendants, in written contracts, agreed
to purchase from the plaintiff 250 casks of Labrador
codfish. The (iovernnient. by an Order in Council,
on Xovend)er .S. prohibited the exportation of codfish
to Greece. The fish was left on plaintiffs hands, and
on November 26 plaintiff agreed to .store the fish at
the rc(|ue8t of the defendants. On December 6 tle-

fendants asked plaintiff to sell the fish for their (de-

fen<lants') account. The fi.sh was .sold by |)laintiff in

Apiil. but it realised an amount which was less than
the pi-icc which defendants had agreed to i)ay the

plaintiff, who claimed for £'?21 19s 8d.

Mr. Procter said the contract was entered into be-

fore the Order in Council was made. The fish in

(luestion were too large, and they were usually shipped
to Catholic countries, and the best season for it was
in Lent. This particular consignment of fish wa.s

sold by the plaintiff in S])ain.

In reply to Mr. Maxwell, plaintiff said he did his

best to get rid of the fish before it was sent to Spain,
but could not obtain a better price.

Mr. Maxwells for the defendants, remarked that both
parties knew ((uitc well that the fish was intended for

fTTeece. When the fish was stored the defendants
hoped that the embargo would be lifted within a

rea.sonable time, and that it could be exported to

Oreece. Plaintiff was instructed not to sell the fish

without the defendants' consent, but he did not carry

out such instructions.

His Lordship entered jiulgmenf for the amount
elaime<l - a21-10-Sd. — Fishing X.'ws.

MOTOR FISHING BOATS IN JAPAN.

By far the greatest use of the marine internal-com-

bustion engine in Japan (says an American Consular
report) is in th<' fishing trade. As a rule the engines

are not used in the fishing boats themselves, but on

vessels which visit the snndl villages in certain districts,

collect the fish from the local fishermen, and take them
to the citi<'s. The vessels are of Japanese or foreign

type, the predominent one being a round-bottom»d
craft, 40 feet or 50 feet long, with a beam of 12 feet

to 15 feet, and a draught of about .'? feet. The engines

aie usually slow-speed, heavy-duty motors, with one or

two cylinders, and from 20 to 50 b.h.p. They are of

European or Japanese make, and burn kerosene or

iirodin-er gas. These engines generally operate three

bladed propellers at the rate of about 400 revolutions

per minute. an<l give th<' vessel a speed of seven or

4'ight knots per hotir. The older models have heated

carburettors and are fired by electricity, but the later

types use the semi-Diesel system of a hot Imlli nod fuel

injection for vaporisation and ignition.
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MONTREAL WHOLESALE FISH MARKETS.

March 6th.

The following arc the dates of coiiiinn; Lenten Fish

Days: Wednesday, March 7th; Friday. March 9th;

Wednesday. March 14th; Friday. March 16th; Wed-
nesday. March 21st; Friday, March 28rd ; Wednesday.
March 28th ; Friday. March 30th : Wednesday, April

4th; Good Friday. April 6th; Holy Satnrday, April

7th.

With meat prices soaring, the fish sales dnring the

present Lenten season should exceed all previous

yeai-s. Of late, there is an undoubted increase in

the general consumption of fish as a food, and it is

an absolute certainty that fish will become more popu-

lar as a staple article of diet apart from religious jire-

seriptions.

Much of the talk of scarcity in stocks of fish is

unfounded True, there are certain lines which are

scarce and high in price, but fherc are plenty of

other varieties of fish which can be had at reason-

able prices and in abundance. The retail trade, up to

the present, insist in stocking only certain lines of

fish and certain sizes. They make no effort to intro-

duce other varieties to the consumer. Excellent sea

fish which can be produced easily and at reasonable

prices are pollock, hake and cusk. These are all of

the codfish faniilv and excellent cooking and eating

fish.

There has been considerable difficulty experienced

by dealers in procuring their stocks of fish owing to

the tie-ups in freight transportation over the rail-

roads. As a consequence, much fish has been brought
in by express which makes the cost a little more. Trans-
portation, and not scarcity, is responsible for small

supplies and higher prices, but with better weather,
this should improve.

The producers report that all classes of Atlantic sea

fish are in good supply for the Lenten Season. Had-
dock is i)lentiful and |)rices reasonable. Lobsters (live)

are easing \i]) due to better weather and fishing. Frozen
halibut is plentiful at from 17 to 18 cents per lb. Some
fresh Atlantic halibut coming in, but price is high. The
first fresh Pacific halibut of the season will be on the
market this week—price from 18 to 20 cents )>er lb.

All kinds of frozen and ])ickled stocks are getting
lower. Bloaters are cheap and in good supply.

The following wholesale pri<'es are quoted to-day:

Fresh Fish: l)er lb.

Pacific Halibut 0.18 0.20
Steak Cod 0.10 0.12
Market Cod

. 08V>
Haddock 0.091/.

Carp 0.10 O.n
Fresh Frozen Sea Fish :

Halibut n.lS 0.20
Mackerel (medium) each 0.20
.Mackerel (medium) large 0.20
Salmon, B.C 0.16 0.18
Salmon, (Jaspe 0.18
Cod, Steak, by express
Haddock, fancy, by express 0.09
Smelts. \o. 1 and \n. 1 large 1:'i

Fresh Frozen Lake Fish'

Lake Trout 0. 14
Whitefish 0.12
•'•r<'t' o!lO
l^"rf 12

0.
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Pacific Fishermen's Wages
Largely Increased

New Schedule of Rates Means Thousands of Dollars

on the Annual Halibut Catch
—Cod Also Figures Largely.

Thf iiicn-ascd nilfs to be paid to fislicrmcii on f(»iii-

pany-owncd fisiiinj; vessels under the new sciiediile

that is now in foree, will mean a substantial I'ise in

the amount of wages they will receive during the vari-

ous trips they make to the fishing grounds, says the

Vaneouver News, hut whether this aviII also laean an
increase in the i)rices paid by eonsiimers does n()r ap-

pear at present to be anything like certain.

Under the new agreement that has just been arrived

at between the Deep Sea Fishermen's Union of the

Paeitie Coast and the companies, the rate i)aid to the

fishermen has been increased from I'/j cents per pound
for halibut caught in the summer months, to two cents

per pound, and from two cents per pound during the

three winter months (December, Januar.v and Febi'u-

ary), to 21A cents i)er pound.

The old rate for black cod was li,4 cents per pound
when it was aceepte<l, and this lias now been raised to

the sann- price as halibut when the amount of black

cod caught exceeds the amoiuit of halibut ca\ight in

one fishing venture. Formerly cod w^as a sort of drug
on the market. The fishernu'ii caught cod as well as

halibut on the same lines, but the cod was usuall.v

thrown back into the sea again. Now. however, the

food value of cod is beintr more and more rccofini/ed.

Cod is now forming a staph- article of diet, and it ma.v

therefore be expected that in the future catches of

this fi.sh will i>ay the fishernu'ii as much as halibut.

Dtu'ins; 191") the quantit.v of halibut caught b.v lii-it-

ish Columbia boats was 27.000,000 lbs. Averaging this

for the 12 months, the amount earned by the fishermen

<liirinir the three winter months (l)eecnd)er. Januar.v

and Februar.v). under the old rate of two cents per

pound, would work out at something like ."tilSo.OOO,

while under the new rate of 2V-> cents per pound it

would be $16H.7r)0. In the like manner for the re-

mainder of the .vear the old rate of I'/y cents jier pound
woidd amount to about ^:5():17.")0. while the new rate

of two cents per pound woidd be !|i40o.0()().

The fisriires are not available for last year. ))nt it is

estimated that the catch was a|)proximatei.v :{r).000.0()0

pounds. Taking an average of this for the three win-

ter months, the old rate of two cents per pound would
amount to $175,000. while luider the new rate of 2*4

cents per pound it would be )f"21 8.7.50. For the re-

mainder of the .vear the old rate of 1 V^ cents |)er

pound woidd amount to ij!893.7r>0. while the rate of two
cents per pound would work out at about $2r).(H)0.

Hut all this fish was not cautjht b.v the compan.v-own-

ed boats, for there are a large number of private and
independent vessels out fishing. The number of

steamers emplo.ved in the business is estimated at '^^^0.

and the men emplo.ved total some 4.0O0. It is reckoned

that of the total catch, 50 per cent was caught by com-
pany-owned vessels, and it is to these onl.v that the

new schedule of rates api)lies. To arrive at an estim-

ate of the difference in the rates effected b.v the new
seliednlc it is. tlicrcfore iii-ecssarv to divide the above

ligurps in half, which would give the approximate gain
to the fishermen.

Making a com|>iilation i>,i the figures already given.
the change would work out as follows: 1915, winter
schedule, old rate, $07,500; new rate, $84,375, For the
icmainder of the ,vear, the old rate. $151.H75; new rale,

$202,500.

For 191(), winter »cnedule, old rate. $87,500; new
rate. $109,;{75. For the remainder of the year old rate,
$lfW.S7."): new rate. $262,5(K).

DECREASE IN BRITISH SEA FISHERIES.

The Board of Agriculture and Fisheries has publish-
ed the sea fisheries returns for England and Wales for
the calendar .vear.

The total of wet fish—4,244.172 cwt.. shows a furth-
er and heavy decrease from the already diminished
5.785,283 of 1915. and the serious nature of the falling-

off in this important article of food is better appreciat-
ed by comparison with the (piantitv of the catch in

1914 and 191:^ as follows:

Fisheries. (Wet Fish Only).

Quantit.v. Value.
Cwt. £

1918 16.1.52,374 10,009.326
1914 10,124,948 7,846.130
191-'> 5,785.233 7.391,115
191(1 4.244.172 7.222,917

As at the same time the value of the 1916 catch.
£7.222.917 fell but little short of the 1915 take. £7.391,-
115. which exceeded it hv nearl.v 30 per cent in quan-
tity, the heavy increase in the pr'iec of all fish is aj)-

parent.

As regards shell fish, although there was an in-
crease of 6,000,000 oysters over the previous year, the
number of others- captured fell away considerably,
but in the same wav the value £325.645 overtoppecl
the £290,406 of 1915."

Comparative Prices at Beginning of 1916 and 1917.

Large Towns Small Towns Whole
(populations and United
over .50.000 ) . Villages. Kingdom.
Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan. Jan.

1. 1. 1. 1. i: 1.

1916. 1917. 1916. 1917. 1916.1917.
Meef. British -

Hibs 37 66 34 62 35 64
Thin flank .. ..51 93 39 74 45 84

Beef, chilled or frozen

—

K'')s 51 90 43 81 47 85
Thin flank 70 107 .57 96 63 101

Mutton. British

—

J'<rs 27 ()1 •_'> .->7 2S 59
Breast .... Is 'k; :; | 7;; 4] ^4

Mutton, frozen—
Legs 45 90 ;-^ v:; 12 gg
Breast 70 127 .".t> 1)7 ti3 122

Bacon, streaky 34 60 28 53 :tl .^e
Fish. IT) 1.-,.- 75 108 97 131
Flour. i'. v| .-,2

<);i 49 )^(^

'^••••f"l .45 79 39 68 42 73
'''•" 49 51 48 :50 48 5]
Suirar. granulated.. 97 173 89 167 93 170
Milk 30 59 78 54 "0 ^,7
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Motor Boats Arrest Decline of British Inshore Fisheries

iUi. ati'plu'ii Reynolds, liispectoi' of Kishci-

ies h't'turiii<^ on motor fishings developments

^^^ to members of the I'lymonth Institution

iBBB (England) recently said that during the last

few years nothing short of a motor revolution had

been quietly going on, especially in the inshore and in-

termediate fisheries, says the Fishing News. A few

years ago everyone was asking how the decay of the

fisheries could be arrested. Now they were asking

what expansion was going to happen. He (lid not

know anything that had done more to bring that

about in the smaller fisheries than the motor. A few

years ago the remarkable thing was thi- growth of the

steam fisheries—the building of bigger boats and fish-

ing further grounds, while the inshore fisheries were

gratlually declining. Tiie youngsters were not com-

ing on to the smaller fisheries. About that time there

was a demand for State aid for maintaining the coastal

population, and it ended by the Harmsworth Com-

mittee, of which he was a member, going around the

"West country. As they went round they got more

and more depressed, and when they got to West (Jorn-

wall were too sick and raw to talk about the fisheries.

A State experiment was made, a grant of £4000 being

given, and the fishermen were enabled to get their

money for installing motors through the Fisheries'

Society at 31/2 per cent., the loan to last for six years.

What made the scheme go was the promise that no

fisherman would have his dwelling sold up for that,

de))t because he had had bad luck at sea. The boats

had been running since two years last August, and

there were no arrears. The committee had so many
applications that they started a new loan of £2000 out

of the repayments. The West (Cornwall Fishery Loan

Com?nittee in applying for those further loans, said the

icpayments inid been nnide out of the increased fish

caught by the motor boats; out of the ((uayside price

(»f fish. Hence, from the standpoint of food brought

into the country, it may be said tliat tin- State, with a

returnable loan, had procured for the country a worth

of food far in excess of the money lent. In four or five

years at inost t:?7..")0() worth of motors had gone into

Cornwall alone. He su])posed the conversion to motor

power in Cornwall hail been more complete than in any

other county, and that was wliy he had eidarged on

Cornish nuiiters. In Devon. Salcombe was about the

first to take to motors. Plymouth soon followed suit.

The
the

but i)ractically nowhere else were there any in.stalled

lor some time. On other parts of the English coast

motor boats were found in little colonies. An exper-

iment at Beer, a beach i)ort, proved so successful that

tliere were now nearly a dozen motor boats in that

Devon village.

The Advantages of the Motor.

MR. REYNOLDS contended that the motor

boat gave increased mobility, made for great-

er regularity of fishing due to sea and also

human conditions, and had other advantages,

most important thing it had done, however, was

bringing of the youngsters back into the fishing.

The motors were a delightful novelty, and the young-

sters who ran the motor were as good as anybody

aboiii'd— (laughter). If the youngsters came into the

fishing with their motor knowledge, they would launch

out in ways that would not be possible to the older

people. About 7.") per cent, of the first-cla.ss fishing

boats were on Admiralty service, including all the big

steamers, ami half the fishermen were gone. Yet the

sui)i)ly of fish had only dropped to aiiproxiraately 30

per cent., of normal. More dependence had to be

l)laced on the fisheries, and the motors came in time

to enable many of the inshore fisheries difference in the

amount of fish, as comi)ared with what they would

have been able to do with the sailing boats. That was

])articularly the case in the West country. Fish was

dear, but the money paid for it remaiiuHl in the coun-

try. If the available sailing boats in his district had

motors installed at a cost of £-2r>.0()0, and. assuming

that they catight only 2.T per cent, more fish, the cost

would be repaid six times over in the first year. The

greatest value of the motor boats was the stopping of

the threatened decay in the fishing industry and the

renewed activities that it had brought to tho.se com-

mninties.

'Do you see anything you like on the bill (U inie:

•How can i .judge by reading a printed cann^Iust

tell the waiter to bring it all. Then if I see anything

I don't like. I can send it back." Louisville Courier-

.louriud.
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THE BRITISH SALMON EMBARGO AND THE U S
CANNING TRADE.

A rorrespoudeut of the "Caiiuintr Trade" wiring
from Seattle. Wash., March 2. says :-

A {food deal of real importance to the caiiiied saiiiioii

industry of this Coast has developed duriiij,' tlie past
week. Tiie most inipoi taut development of the week
has l)een the aniioiiiieeriieiit from England that the (iov-

^riiment has decided to cut down the aiuouiit of can-
ned salmon that may be imported into the country.
The new regulations provide that only 50 per cent, of
the quantify of fish imported (hiriii<r 191() can be
shipped into Entrland diirin>r the cominfj year. This
order comes as a fireat suri)rise to Seattle canneil sal-

mon packers, who have felt that the canned salmon that

has been imported into England has been to fill a
great and urgent demand, and even now some of the
packers and brokers here believe that the (tovernment
Mill not shut down on the inimportations of fish. A
very large percentage of the fish packeil last year went
to England, just as it did the year before. And judging
by the inquiries and correspondence that has been in

progress for the past few weeks, it was almost a cer-

tainty that more fish would be shipped to England out
of the 1917 i)ack than ever before in the history of the

industry. Now. with a ruling coming on which may
cut down the shijiments 50 per cent., there is anything
but a cheerful feeling in canned salmoh circles, m-
I>ecially in offices where the British business has l)een

the whole thing for a good many months.

Still there is another side to the matter, namelythat
the general domestic demand is so brisk that it may be

heavy enough to absorb the fish that cannot be shipped
1" England.

SHORTAGE OF SHIPS AND LACK OF SALT DIS
TRESS NEWFOUNDLAND FISHEERIES.

St. .Johns, Nfd., March 8.—Newfoundland fish ex-

porters are disturbed over the difficulty of obtaining
enough vessels to market their product this year. The
fisheries constitute the main industry of the colony
and in normal times a large fleet of .schoonei-s and
small steamers is engaged throughout the autumn and
winter in carrying to Europe and South America fish

caught in the sjjring and summer and cured by being
pickled and dried in the sun. The vessels trading
principally Mith I'ortugal, Spain, Italy, and Greece,

bring back cargoes of .salt from Sicily and Spain.

I'ntil recently the war has not seriously interfered

with this trade except for a temporary shutting off

the (ireek market by the Entente blockade. Sinci*

.lanuary 1. however, six fish carrying vesesls have
been torpedoed off the Portug>u>se coast and in the

Mediterancan. Fishing agencies here have purchased
all vessels at present available, but as the British Ad-
miralty has requisitioned many steamers formerly used

in the trade there is a growing shortage of toiunige.

The trade will require at least 35,000 tons of salt to

cure this j-ears catch of fish. Thus far only enough
ships have been secured to bring in 9.000 tons.

Sir Edward Morris, Premier of Newfoundland, who
went to Englantl recently to participate in the forth-

coming imperial conference, carried with him strong

repTcsentations from fish merchants and others as to

the need of assistance from the Admiralty in solving

the problem.

NEWFOUNDLAND MARKET.
Codfish.

I''
I.. 17th. Merchantable i ; strong at $8.40 to $8.50.

i he lureigii markets are good, but short toiuiage and
war-risk insurance cut deep into exjjorters profits.
Very little Labrador left. The entire holdings of all

iiralities in St. John's is abiiut 100,000 quintals, and
most of this is the quality suitable for the Brazil
market.

Codoil.
Comiiion cod oil is holding up In :|ilS2.()0 and .$182.50

per tun in St. John's.The holdings are now very low.
and there are only two firms who sold considerable
stocks waiting for $190.00 offers, which are expected
t(. come before next May. Refined oil is gone below
the dollar limit, and 95 cents is the best offer this
week.

Herring.
Split herring, which are not plentiful in the market

if well-packed and ready for foreign shii)ment, can now
command $5.00 a barrel. Stock pack fetch about .$9.00
ill St. John's, and .$8.00 to .$8.50 on the coast. There
are not more than 10,000 barrels altogether in store
here at the present time. There is no danger of a
slump if the owners use their own natural cold stor-
age, and send out to New York by small shipments

Lobsters.
Only a few cases remain unshipped in the city, and

as far as we can learn there are none held over in the
outi)orts. The price here to-day is $19.00, and next
season will jjrobably be $20.00,This better price is

likely to result in more packers taking up the business
next summer. The grounds have had a rest in many
parts of the coast since 1914. and it is believed that a
favorable result will be noticeable next season. ,

The Xorlli Sydney Herald learns that an offer was
recently made by the Leonard Fisheries Company,
owners of the largest fish plant in Canada, at Port
Ilawkesbury. for the i)urcha.sc of the business block,
ship])ing i)iers and fish plant of the Moultons, at the
head of Regent street. The amount offered however,
was not quite up to the price asked, and the deal is

off, at least for the i)resent. Later the Ilawkesbury
[)laiit owners,, comi)osed chiefly of Halifax i)eople,

made a proposition to Mr. J. A. Faripdiar. owner of
the large and valuable water front and business site ad-
joining the North Sydney Herald building, with a
view to erecting a shi])i)ing jiicr close to the railway
terminus for the purpose of facilitating the ipiick tran-
sportation of fresh fish. What success had attended
their efforts is not yet known; but should the deal go
through a large cold storage plant is likely to be erect-

ed on the F'arquhar property, in addition to wharves
and otlii'r necessarv buildings.

"What was the slip?" was the natural question.
"ft was a slip of the pen," he said. "In filling in a

death certificate for a jtatient who had died I absent
mindcdly signed my name in the space, "Cause of
death."
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EXPORT OF CANADIAN FALL SALMON TO BE
RESTRICTED.

Measures will shortly be put into effect by the l.'aii-

iuliaii Government which will practically prevent the

export of what is known at iiritish Columbia "fall

salmon to the United States. During the past season

tiiere has been a large export of fall salmon from Can-

ada to the United States, in which country the product

has been canned and sold at British Columbia salmon

packed in Puget Sound.

As a matter of fact the salmon was not allowed to be

eanne<l in Canada at all, as it was considered that at

the time of yeai- it would not be in sufficiently good

condition. Protests were made to the Marine and

Fisheries Department by Canadian canners and as a

result the government will frame regulations increas-

in the size of the mesh of nets after September 15,

when the fish commence to become poor. This will

jirevent the salmon being caught at all where nets are

used.

Urom tlio.se portions of the coast whei'c the fish are

caught in di'ag seines the export of salmon taken after

September will not be allowed. An exception will

be made in favor of fish of good condition exjiorted in

200-pound boxes.

CATCHING PISH BY ELECTRIC LIGHTS AND
SUCTION.

Populai- Science Magazine describes a new fishing

device.

"The fish of the deep are getting wiser, if one can
trikc Ihe numerous devices invented for their capture
as a ci'iterioM. One of the most recent of these

ii- an ai)paratus for enticing the fish into a net
and then drawing them up through a pipe to a eon-

taiuei' on deck. C. P. Dio/. of Xilvcrsnu. Holland, is

Ihe i.'iventor.

'I'll' H])pH!-atus eolu])risc;^ a suction [ii[n: connected
\\i!.h a ccritrifugal pinnp, a source of light such as an
•'ncios"ci electric lamp i)laced in front of the suction

opening, and a funnel-shaped net so arranged as to

guide Ihe fish to the suction opening. The fish, seeing

the light, ("iter the net, approach the suction opering
and are drawn through the pipe and delivered to a
container on deck.

Steel hoops brace the net and strengthen it so that

it -I'tnins its shape in spite of the action of the waves.
The net is secured at its rear end to the suction pipe

aiul at its front end to a frame pivotally suspended
from the boat, so that the net can be removed from the

|)ipe I'aised together with the frame.

There is a recess made in the boat into which the

jiilie may be raised and stoi-ed away when it is not in

USI'."

Canadian Boat and Engine Exchange
Head Office : 295 Queen Street West Toronto. Boat Factory : Kingston, Ont.

We are exclusive agents for the best Marine Engines known—money refuiuled witii bonus if not satisfied.

16-ft. Launch, complete, $205; 18-ft. Motor Boat, $260; 22-ft. Runabout, $320. Order early.

•:2. Stt-nin Yacht, ."iexlO.ex
4.1!, stroiiKl.v buiU, late Domi-
nion (:o\'C'rnment I'atrol boat.
Two bjat.s, roomy, well equip
liiil. Trade for real estate.
33.500, Toronto.

$75 ^°^ t^"'* splendid Out-
board Motor, Battery

^ Type. Toronto. Magneto Type.
^ $90. Don't Delay. Order Today.

.1. f'nsHi'iiKor
iiiwetl 1". $2,000,

sti'lilniT, fin X II

f.o.b. Ontario.

HERE ARE SOME SECOND-HAND MARINE ENGINES FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
St«rlliiK. lilKl" Bpcert S <'yl.. 2n(i li.|..

i;i.Kch ('ijuippcd, $1,B00, IT. S.

K. at. Uiwrence ITnIt Knulne F'lant. 20
h.p.. 3 rvl. outnt, 1175, Ontar'o.

». Afl:im». 4 h.p., M. * K iKnltlDM,
.ill. . ..rburptor. $f.'). fnit

in. IO\'inrU(l<' mitbi'.'ird motor. maRneto
iKnilloM. rcvcrKiiiK, |.sr., t)nt.

11. HiiUk. 4 cyl,, 4 eye. 60 h.p., SpUt-
dorf man. iKnItlon. llSTi. Ont.

12. Soiithiini. a cvl,. I rye. it h.i>..

r.^ir..^.' i:r:ir. rc:ir sliiil.-r. $11". Out

1.1. Spcfilwav, i; cvl.. 4 ivc, 4n h.p. unit
plant xvith K'-ar, $.">nn. Out.

14. Auto Marine, 3V4 h.p., carburetor,
coll. timer, etc.. $40, V. S.

1.". I'alnicr. fi. h.p . 2 rye.. M. * B. I(t-

Miliiiii coil. catburrti>r, JfiO, TT. !^.

Jl
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The attention of the fishermen Is invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling

except under the authority of ;- lease, license or
permit issued by this Department is prohibited.

Nonresidents, that is persons domiciled In the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take large mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,

otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mcutbed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the Ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,

brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts Is pro-

hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen inches in length, measuring from the point of

the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, Is prohibited.

The taking of wbitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets in Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15th to March 15th, both dayc inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one shall set or place nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-
in five hundred yards of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fieh.)

Pickerel.- -In water other than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April 15th to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trcut.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November 5th, bnth days in-

clusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November 1st to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-
ing waters,'where commerc.'al fishing with gill nets
is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days inclusive.

LIMIT OP CATCH (Commercial Fich.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmo'n Trout.—Big and Little Uideau Lakes,
three per day. Other waters except Great Lakes,
Gcdgian Bay, Nortn C'bannel and connecting
watcrK, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy Minister of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Game and Fisheries,

ioroiito. Feb. Ist., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, which

is the only one that leases exclusive hunting

and fishinp: territories over large areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect-
«

injr camps thereon.

Membership may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privileges

already provided, and often with the ritrht of

erecting private summer homes on suitabU;

sites on the club territory.

On all unleased Crown Lands and Watcs.

angling and hunting are absolutely free to n-.-i

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of the non-rcsidc ;

fishing or hunting license^

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fre.sh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their supply from the

r>aie des Chaleurs and the North Shore of the

St. Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their cu.stomers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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THE ROBERTS FISHERMAN $150.00

Fisherman's Work Engine 8-10 H. P.

Bore 6-in. Sti'oke eVa-in. Ci'ankshaft 1 1/3-iii.

A strong, sturdy, dependable work boat en-

gine that you can absolutely rely upon to give

consistent service in your Ijoat. Write to-day

for full details.

ROBERTS MOTORS
2104 Roberts Bldg. Sandusky, O., U.S.A.

USE

MUELLER'S
Hardwood Barrels

and

Half Barrels
" THEY RETAIN THE PICKLE "

FOR PACKING MACKEREL. HERRING

and SCOTCH CURED HERRING

Prompt Shipments our Motto

Write Direct to

The Charles Mueller Co.
LIMITED

WATERLOO ONTARIO

i«

= u

Brunswick Brand
J? =

HIGH

SEA
Blsckb Harfcotfr

1

^«fe îi^ i_

GRADE

FOODS I

I CONNORS BROTHERS, LIMITED I
Branch Office :

6 Ward Street,

St. John, N.B.

PACKERS AND C.XNNERS,

BLACK'S HARBOUR,
N.B.

Cable AddreMt :

Connors, St. George

Telegraphic Addr**i:

St. George, N.B.

n If?
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TO INVESTORS
THOSE WHO, FROM TIME TO TIME, HAVE

FUNDS REQUIRING INVESTMENT
MAY PURCHASE AT PAR

DOMINION OF CANADA DEBENTURE STOCK
IN SUMS OF $500, OR ANY MULTIPLE THEREOF

Principal repayable 1st October, 1919.

Interest ptayable half-yearly, 1st .^pril and Ist October by
cheque (free of exchange at any chartered Bank in Canada) at
the rate of five per cent per annum from the dale of purchase.

Holders of this stock will have the privilege of surrendering
at par and accrued interest, as the equivalent of cash, in pay-
ment of any allotment made under any future war loan issue in
Canada other than an issue of Treasury Bills or other Uke short
date security. •

Proceeds of this stock are for war purposes only.

A commission of one-quarter of one per cent will be allowed
to recognized bond and stock brokers on allotments made in
respect of applications for this stock which bear their stamp.

For application forms apply to the Deputy Minister '-'

Finance, Ottawa.

DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE. OTTAWA
OCTOBER 7th, 1916.

CANADIAN EXPORTERS
OF ALL KINDS 6F

FISH
SHOULD ADVERTISE IN AND

SUBSCRIBE TO

THE FISH TRADES GAZETTE
Subscription, 15s. 2d. per annum, post free

Advertisement Rates on Application

CIRCULATES WIDELY THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Only Address—Peninsular House, Monument St., LONDON, ENGLAND
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THE

Lockeport Cold Storage Co.
LIMITED

W. M. HODGE, President.

Lockeport - Nova Scotia

Producers and Distributors of all kinds of Fresh,

Frozen, Smoked, Pickled and Dried

Atlantic Sea Foods

Cold Storage, Smoke Houset and Dock* Located at

Lockeport, N.S., adjacent to the Best Fishing
Grounds

FARQUHAR & COMPANY
LIMITED

Receivers and Distributors

--0F--

Dry and Pickled Fish,

Lobsters, Cod Oil, etc.

FARQUHAR'S WHARF
HALIFAX, Nova Scotia.

A. Wilson & Son

HALIFAX, N.S.

Established 1878

PIONEERS IN THE FISH TRADE
: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST :

DEALERS IN FRESH, FROZEN AND
SMOKED FISH

n -If you want the best in Finnan

Haddies or Boneless Strip Cod

get WILSON'S.

—Branches at

—

CANSO NORTH SYDNEY INGONISH
PETIT DE GRAT, N.S.

KSTABLISIIEl) I.S83

GRIMSBY, ENGLAND 1
oooooo

Trawler Owner
Fish Salesman
Fish Merchant

oooooo

~- Afrciit till- tlic siilc of .Ncwt'ouinllaiKl, Ijiihi'ador

= ;iM.I iilli.T SAI/PKI) ('OD and HADDOC'KS.

= CONSlLTIXd DIKECTOK to the CANADIAN
= KlSIl & f;OLD ST()RA(!K CO, Ijimitod., Prince
= Unport, B. C.

Ajiiul lor tlic siilc iuid imrchase of STEA^l =
THAWI.KK'S. •le. =

The l>AH(iKST I'.RITTST1 IMl'ORTF.K of C-.nvA

diiin h'rozcn Fisli.

( 'nnti'iictur to till' IJritisli (Jovci'mtioiil and t>\ itsims Korccs.

Telegraphic and Cable address:

"RELIANCE, CRIMSBY".

oooooooooooo

Hankers:

THE NATIONAL PROVINCIAL
Bank of ENGLAND LTD.,
GRIMSMY Branch.
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** Brown s Bank or Hell, Vll make a wake for th* rest

to steer h\ ^ **^— ^^ spoke ' Drive-her-an' -be-damned' Judson—^^——^^-^— Kemble when he shipped as a trawler on the
hoodooed schooner ANNIE CROSBY.

Read the yam and many others in THE SHACK LOCKER- tales of the daring, sail-carrying,

reckless fishermen of Canada's deep sea fishing fleets.

Canadian Sea Tales by a Canadian

The Shack
Locker

Yarns of the Deep Sea Fishing Fleets

By

FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE

"Faithful |)ictiii('s of tlic livos of a partioularly sturdy
iiiid picturesque raee of men — an interesting and at-

tractive volume of dee|) sea yarns."—Saturday Nigrht,

'I'dl'OUtlV

"We owe .Mr. Wallace a dei)t for this hook. It com-
prizes a dozen of as ^ood stories of dee)) sea adven-
ture as it has been one's fortuni' to run aei-oss."

.Moiitrciil Star.

"(iiips tile imajjiiiation of the reader and holds him
spelli)onnd with j)erils and ailventures of liard sea

faring life."—Journal of Connnerei'.

Special Offer to the New Subscribers for the Canadian Fisherman
A copy of THE SHACK LOCKER tastefully bound in stiff paper covers will be sent to all new
subscribers to the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for .tl.SO. 1^'or one dollar and fifty cents, a paper
bouTid copy of THE SHACK LOCKER will be sent along with a year's subscription to the CAN-
ADIAN FISHERMAN—the Journal that is putting Canada's Fisheries on the Map.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE BOOK AND MAGAZINE NOW!
Mi'^.NiN. liuluslrial and Educational I're.vs, Ltd.

(iOO Read Building,

Montreal, Que.

I am enclosing $L50 for which please .send m.' the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for one year,

also the paper bound edition of THE SHACK LOCKER.

Name . .

Addres.i.

THE SHACK LOCKER bound in cloth covers costs .">1.50 net. For those who wish to keep the

book in their library or give as a present, we mail to any address on receipt of the price.
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ooooooooooopooooooooaoaoaoooooQaaooooaQOOO
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PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

s

a
o

P. C. PARKHURST

Salt

AND

Pickled

Committion Dealer in

FISH
Smoked

AND

Canned

Office and Wharf :

28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass.

Correspondence Solicitedo
000000000000000000000000000000000000 900000

o

§
o

s
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

s
o

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

IMAX FINKELSTEINf
2 WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH S
6 124 HAVEMEYER ST. g
g BROOKLYN - - - N. Y.: |

CISCOES: CHUBS. 5
TULIBEES; BLUE g
FINS; white STUR-
GEON; frozen as g
well as salted round o
HERRINGS. Red
and fat, Pacific Coast g
mild cured SAL- a
MON. 5

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or g
O frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe

gO and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- g
g cate with me. g
OOOOOOOOOOOOooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOoooooo

BUYS

W. Irving Atwood, Preit.

W. Elmer
Atwood,

Vice-Pre«t.

Wachcsfti
BRAND

Finnan haddil

31 Boston Fith Pier

ComiinssioN Oe«leh5 and oistributors of

AND

N. D. Freeman, Trca».

S^^^\ Irving M.

\^^f Atwood,

^^:^ See'y

and Mgr.

ALL
VARIETIES

OF THE
.^ SEASON

Boston, Mass.

~J"

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

1 THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE
g

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc. !
Wholesale and Commission Dealers in g

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish §
26 PECK SLIP Tel. 1658 Beekman NEW YORK g

No connection with any other house. Correspondence solid ted g
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

I GEO. L. CLAYTON I

^^^"'""'^'^'^1^1 COMPANY

V , . I
I, ERS. IMPORTERS AND SHrPPERS OF

FRESH CHILLED. SMOKED. SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

H©rsTE"Rs--eyiiis

o
CONSULTING ENGINEER

g PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING. FISH FREEZING. AND

5 COI.D STORAGE PLANTS

1 VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

OOOOOOOOOOOOooooooooooooooooooaooooooooooo

I
ANT. B. DIMIl RIOU & CO., §

PIRAEUS, GREECE S
o

o
Wholesale Grocers, Fish Merchants. Commission AHents

THE LARGEST HERRING. CODFISH. FISH AND
LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE

Q Telegrams: "DImltriou. Piraeus." Codes used^ ARC
g 5th Fdillon, Scott's. 10th I itltinn. and Private g
000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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THREE FATHOM HARBOR AND VICINITY.

By MARGARET McLAREN.

The colonies of fishermeu who operate at Three
Fathom Harbor, The Grave. Seaforth. Maisomienve's
(Jove (a local name) are independent of all the world,
because tliey fish with their own gear, boats, etc. and
market their fish to suit themselves. As theip number
is close on three hundred, their takinjrs from the sea
amount to a great deal, durinfr the season. Season of

course with these people does not include the Winter
because, owing their own homes, and fishing gear, they
can haul uj) the boats when "old Boreas" begins to

riot round the little grey shanties where the men have
spent the Summer months. The gear is stowed away,
and the various beaches are deserted and lonely, their

)isual Occupants going home to the settlements at

Grain! Desert. Lower East Chezzetcooke, and Sea-

forth, where the Winter is spent in hauling firewood
and the usual work round the little farms.

There are three big fishing schooners owned among
these men and these with their owners forming part of

their crews, go every year to the fishing grounds
round the Magdalen Islands where they remain until

their fare is garnci'cd from tlie sea, and I'etiirning, thcv

go to Three Fathoms Harbor where the catch is taken
care of, and where the vessels are laid up for the Win-
ter.

The past season has been a very good one and although

the prices of things they must buy have soared to

what one of them called a "dizzy height", these men
say they have nothing to grumble about, because fish

brought good prices, and their hope is that prosperity

may continue, as it surely would if the Fisheries of

Canada were advertised as well as some of the break-

fast foods about which there is a poster on every fence

that can almost be seen through the fog.

CLAMS

At \\<-r,\ V II. /./,('lc<K>kt'. N.S. tlicrc i.s a largi- but

shallow harboi'. whose sandy Hats, bared by the vanish-

ing tides each day disclose to view stretches of what
may literally be callcil Ituried treasure. It is estimated

that during the past year aliout ten thousand dollars

worth of clams were gotten out of these flats and sold

to be used as bait by the deep sea fisheries. A man.
workintr during ebb tide each dav secure?; three barrels

if the crustaceans, which when shelleil, yield one bar-

n-l of meat, or bait, for it is called by both names.

The digger, during the season when bait of this

sort is being purchased, makes ap|H-r)xiiiiately five

dollars each day.

This five dollars lie calls "dear miiiic\' bcrau.sf lu'

has it as a profit after paying for the barrel u.sed, and
tli(> salt. Sometimes the purchasing company furnish-

es both barrel and salt, sending both from Halifax by
schooner, in which case the profit is greater.

During the whole year bi-weekly trij)S are taken to

the towns of Halifax and Dartmouth, by a dozen of

teams, the ownci-s of which make a good living by the

sale of the large, cleanly and succident clams which
they carry, and for which there is always a good mark
et.

'

The money uuide by these people is exclusive of that

nuide by the diggers in the bait buying season, but on<'

<if them told the writer how many qviarts he sold week-

ly. an<l on figuring uji after making allowances for all

necessarv expenses, there was a profit of twenty dol-

lars.

The flats in question arc an inexhaustible source of

sn|)ply, and it is a great wonder that there has never

been a factory put in operation by some interested

fcrson.

ADULTERATION OF COD-LIVER OIL IN
NORWAY.

According to an article in the Oil and Color Trade
•lournal, 50, (1916). 1815, the oils of exotic fishes used

for the adulteration of <'od-liver oil by some merchants
are mostly those obtained from the so-called "coal-

fish", "cusk" and haddock. It is asserted that the

Lofoten merchants do not practice adulteration during
winter fishing, and that the oil then made is extracted

exclusively from cods' livers because no other fish is

caught at that season there. Chemicals are not used

for purposes of adulteration as far as is known, except-

ing i)erliaps a very small |>ercentage of sulfuric acid

(luring the steaming process in order to facilitate the

extraction of the oil. If cod-lived oil be mixed with

oils from the livers of fish skin to the cod (such as

mentioned above), the mixture is never more than 10'y{

or less. It is very difficult to prove this adulteration

by methods of anal.vsis. Medically purr- genuine cod-

liver oil is of a bright yellow color with a slight odor

onl.y. The adulteration of this oil is .said to have start-

ed in Norway .pist about 1900.

oooaoooooaooooooooooDooooooooaoooooooooooo
o
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LAKE F I S H J. BOWMAN & CO.
WHITEFISH
DORE
.lACKFISH
TULLIBEES
(;()LDKYES
SUCKERS

We are established for handling
orders in carload lots. Shipment
right from the Lakes. "fWe
specialize in Lake Winnipeg fish,

the finest Lake (ish in the world.
Paa.frataii and Wintvr wsidiar fr«M« fill) handled

ESTABLISHED 18*0

g The W. J. Guest Fish Co. Limited S

8 WINNIPEG, M.\N. S
5 o
pooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

S Trout, Whitefish, Jumbo White,

g Yellow Pike, .lacks, Fresh Herring,

g Salted Herring, frontal cut or flats.

S We are booking orders now for car

g lots.

a Frozen herring, 100 lbs. in sacks.

5 240 sacks to car for November and
2 December delivery.

o Write us for prices.

S HEAD OFFICE, PORT ARTHUR
S 10R0NT0 MONTREAL
g

26 Duncan St. 47 William St.

oooooooooooooooouooooooooooooooooooooooooa
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FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

.' and Prepared FISH in Season /

YSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES
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I
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It can be seen

Von^all

High-Grade

Atlantic Sea

Foods

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED

Vessel Owners Cold Storage Plants

PRODUCERS OF ALL KINDS

OF ATLANTIC SEA FOODS
FOR HOME & EXPORT TRADE

Main Office - - . MONTREAL, Canada
Branches

DIGBY, N.S. CANSO, N.S.

Maritime Fish Corporation
LIMITED
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Black or ff N?% \^ Natural
Bright- Sije

TTsliermens'

dWdrd : A

Kigfit in ihdpe Tpmper '^ fimh
Manufactured by

Establ la.V.

MnsfedCod
Hooks

Black
or % iispeciaiiy m&ae

Tmned \^ ^.^»^- "^^ ^°^

1^,
'

'

fhis markef
rishermen
consider fhem

iheBesfHooks
on Ihe meLtkef iod^

i^Ade by

The Le^gejf iAAnufdLcfurers

orFishHooks iniheWorld
Esfabl 1832. .

Canadian Boat and Engine Exchange
Head Office: 295 Queen Street West Toronto. Boat Factory: Kingston, Ont.

W- all' cxcliisivi- iifieiits for tlir lii'sl .Marine Eii^iiics known nioin'v rt't'iuulcd with l)()nu.s if not salisficii.

16-ft. Launch, complete, $205 ; 18-ft. Motor Boat, $260 ; 22-ft. Runabout, $320. Order early.

L'L'. Steam Yacht, ri6xl0.6x
If., .strongly built, late Doml-
TLion CoviTmiient J'atrol boat.
Two bDat.s, roomy, well equip
pe'l. Trade for real estate.
33,500, Toronto.

$75 for this »plendld Out-
board Motor, Battery

Type, Toronto. Magneto Type,
$90. Don't Delay. Order Today.

3. I'luMHeiiger Htcamer, BO x 11 x 1.

i.wcl 10, 12,000, f.o.b. Ontario.
_

""

HERE ARE SOME SECOND-HAND MARINE ENGINES FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.
.stcrllriK. liiKl' ."peeil S . yl.. -I"i ll.p

lj4Hieli equipped, J1.,t()0, \'. S,

8. St. Ijiwreiice I'nit KiiKinc Tlant. 20

h.p., S cvl., outnt, $175, Ontar'o.
9. AdamH, 4 h.p., M. & B. Ignition,

coll, carburetor. $60, Ont.

I" IO\iiii-uii.' Mutbi'artl motor, majrneto
iKiiition, rever.MliJK. $S5, (.>nt,

11. Buick, 4 cyl , 4 eye, GO lip.. Spill-
ilorf maK. Ignition, $lil5. Out.

12. Southam, 3 cyl., 4 eye, 9 i

revcrur Rrear, rear starter, $110, Ont

i:i. .spceilwa%. li cyl., 4 eve
. 41

plant with Bear, $5(io, (Jntl
14. Auto .Marine, 3V4 h.p., c:

I oil, timer, etc., $40, U. S.
15. I'ulmcr, 6. h.p., 2 eye, M.
tion coll, carburetor, $60, U,

' U p. unit

irbur*!' 1
,

& li

S.
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Department of The Naval Service

Fisheries Branch

In addition to the full statistics of the Fisheries which are published yearly in the Annual
Report, the Department issues monthly bulletins containing statistics of the sea fisheries and
general information in regard thereto. Copies of these will be sent free to any applicant.

The value of the Fisheries of Canada is now about $36,000,000.00 annually.

The demand in the home markets for fresh and mildly cured fish, is expanding very
rapidly. The Department pays one-third of the express charges on less than car-load lots on all

shipments of such fish from the Atlantic Coast to points as far west as the eastern boundary of

Manitoba, and from the Pacific Coast, as far east as this boundary.

Close Seasons for Fish in Force on June 1st, 1916

Ki.id of Fith:
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Farquhar & Company
LIMITED

Receivers and Distributors of

Dry and Pickled Fish

Cod Oil, Etc.

Dories always on hand

Farquhar*8 Wharf

HALIFAX - - N.S.

Cable Addreu "SMITH" W. C. SMITH, Prei. indMtn. Director

W. C. SMITH & CO., LIMITED

Producers and Distributors of

Salt Fish, Provisions, Etc,

A Fl»*l of Th-rly

Fiihinc V*i>«lft Lunenburg, Nova Scotia

FISHING NETS
T
W
I

N
E

^ r F
L
O
A
T
S

GUNS, TRAPS. ANIMAL BAIT, HEADLIGHTS,
FLASHLIGHTS, FISHING TACKLE . SHOEPACKS,
SPORTING GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

CATALOG FREE.
ADDRESS. 455 Hallam Building.

JOHN HALLAM, Limited - TORONTO

Vessel

Outfits

We make a specialty of supplyinj^ com-
plete Outfits for new Ves.sels, and foi- old

ones being refitted. Those who purpose
such work will find it to their advantage
to submit their specifications for Outfits
and interior Hardware l-Mttings to us.

We Will Gladly Submit Prices for

Galvanized Wire Ship's Rigging, Chains
and Ancliors.

Canvas, Osnaburg.

Manila and Hemp Rope. Marline, and
Houseline.

SJiip's Lam])s, Binnacle Lamp.'^.

Logs and Log Books, ('liarts ajid Com-
passes.

Shackles and Turnbuekles.

Rigging Screws, Mai-line Spikes, Caulk-
ing Mallets, Irons and Beetles.

Oakiun, Yellow Meta! and Nails. Bl(»cks,
Flags.

Linseed Oil, Paints, Com])()sitions.

Sail Thimbles, Snaps, Jib Hanks, Sister
Hooks, Clews, and Spikes.

Ship's Knee Iron; Bolt Iron, Black and
Galvanized, etc.

Wm. Stairs, Son and

Morrow, Limited
Established 1810

EASTERN CANADA'S SUPPLY HOUSE.

HALIFAX
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Fisherman's Marine Engines
WITH 5 YEAR GUARANTEE

PROMPT SHIPMENTS

We have been

manufactur

ing these en-

gines eleven

years.

Ask for

Reference Book

7 1-2 H. P. SINGLE CYLINDER
Bore, 4 1-2 inches; Stroke, fi inches; Weight,
260 pounds: Prices of Engines, with Sight
Feed Oilers, Grease Cups and Carburetor. .

$98.25
8 H. P. TWO CYLINDER

Bore, 3 3-4 inches; Stroke, 3 12
inches; Weight, 215 pounds; Price of
Motor equipped with Carburetor,
Force Feed Oiler and Chain Starter

' $150.00

Brown Engineering Corporation, Limited
419 King Street West - TORONTO

Chicago Buffalo New York
ARE

THE TiEE GREIIT DISIHTIlie iiEIS
FOR

Fresh Water Fish
Send your fish to the market that can handle your catch to get you the

highest prices. Correspond with us and find out where your be^t market is.

CHARLES C. ROBBINS, Inc. F. R. ROBBINS & CO. FINLAY FISH CO., Inc.

362 WEST KINZIE ST. 159 CHURCH ST. 233 FRONT ST.

CHICAGO BUFFALO NEW YORK

CONSIGNMENTS SOLICITED

DUN'S AND BRADSTREET'S
References

DAILY RETURNS

ANYONE IN THE FISH TRADE
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- OF FISH PRODUCTS - -
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EDITOR

The lodustrial & Educational

Press, Limited
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.\DVERTISING RATES
ON APPLICATION
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articles on subjects of practial interrjt.

If suitable tor publication these vill n<

-paid for at our regular r.iteu.
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INCREASE PRODUCTION CAMPAIGN.

The watchword of the present time among those

engaged in producing food-stuffs in Canada, is "In-

crease Production". These two words are the slogan

l»y which we hope to win the war. Increase production

in fighting men: in munitions; in shipping; and most

vitally, in foodstuffs.

Great Britain, with so many of her food producers

engaged in war-work, fighting or manufacturing, and

her shipping menaced by the submarine and the mine,

needs a constant stream of food for her people and

tlie huge armies on the continent and elsewhere. Oan-

.i(la. her nearest food-producing colony, is looked to

for the supplies necessary.

It is ui> to us here in the Dotuiiiion to iie-iease the

production of food, not only to supply Great Britain

und the men under arms, but also to supply ourselves,

since so many of our own men formerly engaged in

fnnd production have- gone to the front.

Ill the daily newspapers, much of the Increase Pro-

hiction propaganda has been addressed to the agricul-

'iiralist and munition worker. The Fisheries have not

'een appealed to. That does not mean that increased

i>roduction in the fisbinir industry is not necessary. On

the contrary, it is a vital necessity, but. this crisis has

found our fisheries without any Governmental Depart-

iiieiit which can «de<|U,Tfcly make the appeal and reach

the producing classes.

The Canadian Fisheries Association, with its affilia-

itons, will shoulder the work of stimulating production

of fish, and commencing next month, the Association,

through its official organ, the CANADIAN FISHER-
MAN, will cany on a six month's campaign to in-

crease fish production, not only for the present, but

for all time.

The present is tiie psychological moment in our

fisheries. The demand for fish at home has increased

greatly;, huge orders for overseas are coming in, and

our market's in neutral countries and the colonies must

be maintained. 3Iany fishermen have enlisted or gone

into munitions work and a number of our fishing craft

have been sold, chartered for freighting, and a few

lost by submarines. Production, therefore, has fallen

off. though values have risen.

The entrance of the United States into the War Ring

as one of our allies will, in all probability, still further

decrease the suppl,v of fish on this continent.

Many of their fishing craft will be called up for Naval

Service, as will a large number of their fishermen if

the V. S. Navy is to be brought to full strength. The
United States is one of our best fish markets. As an

Ally, we will have to see that our suppl.v to that mar-

ket is maintained.

We have a big task ahead. Production must be in-

creased to suftply the markets, and another duty de-

volves npon us -that of placing the economical value
<<•' fixli jis a food before the public of Canada in order

that living costs may be kept down. Tlie.home market
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must b(> built up ou a permanent basis, and, if i)()ssible,

all the war-time markets as well.

The campaign will also be oducatioiial, iiuisuiuch as

it will pive iu cadi issue a comprehensive sketch of

just what the fishing industry is in Canada. This, with

the increased distribution which will be given these

special issues, will bring our fisheries .into the lime-

light and by disseminating knowledge, will attract

capital and labour for their development. Articles on

improved methods of fishing and the utilization of all

our fi.shery resources will be strongly featured, and

will be written in a way that all can understand.

The special i,s.sues of the CANADIAN FISHBHMAN
will have a distribution of at least 10,000 copies per

month to fishermen, producers, distributors, rctailei-s,

schools, colleges, libraries, consular agents, and the

press. Commencing with the May issue, the campaign

will run through six numbers of the magazine, and

each will be greatly increased in size and will be pro-

fusely illustrated with unique drawings and photo-

graphs. We aim to put the Canadian Pishing Indusii-y

on the highest plane and to give it a publicity never

before attempted. "With the Canadian Fisheries Asso-

ciation Executive and members, we will put our fish-

eries "on the map".

INCREASE FISH PROUUCTTON CAMPATCtN —
MAY TO NOVEMBER. SIX BIG ISSUES OF THE
CANADIAN FISHERMAN—THE MAGAZINE THAT
IS PUTTING CANADA'S FISHERIES ON THE
MAP. IF YOU ARE NOT A SUBSCRIBER, SEND
YOUR DOLLAR IX NOW. AND HELP THE GOOD
WORK AT;ONG

TRADE WITHIN THE EMPIRE.

The following is an extract from a letter received by

Mr. 1). H. Ross, Canadian Trade Commissioners in Mel-

bourne Australia, fjom a leading Australian lumber

dealer:

"The time has now come when each pai't of the Em-
pire must and should do its best to help the other and

there is no better way of making a success of this than

by trading.

"Keep this well before you—while the war is on

trade is brisk and men are in constant work, whether

at their own special trade or at something else. When
the war is over no one knows what will take place aiul

it is for us all to try to make work within our Empire.

My suggestion is this, that all timber coming from

Canada should be branded at each end with the word

'(Canada'.

"I have thought this scheme out for many months

and during the last two or three months I have asked

various people if Canadian Salmon Avere branded with

the word—Canada—in red aci-oss the tin would they

always ask for Canadian, and in every instance the

i-eply has been in the affirmative. All this must be

worked by a little advertising— it does not cost much.

Perhaps twice a week in the prominent part of the

paper the words to this effect — 'Support your own
people—Order Canadian Salmon'—and I am certain

that even an advance of a penny a tin or l/-per dozen

would not .stop the people here from ordering. It could

be done with so many articles, and I can assure you

this, that from the enquiries I have made during the

last few months, T am convinced that by branding

everything—Caimda—there is no need for any prefer-

ential duties. I repeat again, what is done must be

doTu> at once. If you delay America might take your

place with branding and advertising."

April Fish Day Calendar

1917 APRIL 1917
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We heartily tMi<lorst' this idea, and would strongly

rocoiiiiiu'iid that all our fish packors see that their

lal>els, boxes, paeka^es and eaiis arc stampe<i with tiie

word ••CANADA."

THE ORAMAPHONE IN THE FISHING FLEETS.

We are living in an enlijtlitened ap' and I'ro^rress

makes her advances in the most unheanl of plaees. Slie

is like an i,)ideini.', and breaks out among persoi s

who are popularly Misi)eeted to be immune to her eon-

tauioii. One ol her epidemies is to be found in ilie

spread of -.lie jtramaphone and phonograph among the

iishcrmen of the offshore fleets.

It is a pretty safe bet nowadays that a fishing vessel

iioesn't jfo to sea without a pramai>hone or phono-

\craph aboard. These in.struments are a progressive

ftdvan<e on the sailorman's one time ubiquitous musi-

eal instruments—the mouth-organ, accordion and fid-

.I'e.

Sailors are all musical. They always were. There is

something in the sea which calls up all the music in

a man's soul. There is harmony in the whine of the

V ind in the rigging; the droning of the breeze in the

canvas aloft, and the musical mutter of the bow wave.

Even in the gale the notes only take on an organ tone.

There we have the sonorou.s boom of the wind in the

gear, ami the thunderous basso profundo of the surges

roaring past. The seaman has always felt the challenge

of these sea noises, and in harinony, or defiance of

them, he has heaved and hauled and stanii)ed the

capstan around bawling out the old deep-sea chanteys

of "Awav Rio"! 'Hlf)W the Man l")owi 'Whi.skev

Johnny"! "On the Plains of Mexico'", and so on.

The fiddle was the music of the old sailing Navy.

The mouth organ and accordion of the merchant fleet.

These have also had their day with the fishermen, but

Jack of the Hook and Line has ac(juired a cultured

taste and prefers listening to the humourous ditties of

Ada Jones, and the songs, bands, banjo solos, and

Hawaiian string orchestras of to<lay from the shijj's

gramaphone or i)honograph.

The writer has sailed on at least dozen fishing craft

where either of these instruments were as much of an

institution as the galley stove or the windlass. As a

rule, the instrument was subscribed for and purchased

l'.\ "all hands" and belonged to the ship. The records

were botight in a similar nmiuier. At the conclusion

of a good trip, a collectii)n is iisnjdiy pjissed around

for some new records.

After a day of back-breaking toil, it is certainly soul

refreshing to turn into one's bunk, or loll on a locker

with jiipe alight and listen to a few selections on the

Kramaphone. The music seems to take the "kinks"

out of one, and

"The cares that infest the day

Fold their tents like the Arabs

—

And as silently steal away."

Hut it is in the wearying "lay-offs", when tin vessel

is bucking some Atlantic howler, hove-to under a fore-

sail, that the gramaj)hone is really appreciated. There,

is nothing to do in these blows but smoke, eat and

sleep. Sometimes they last a long time, but with a

gramaphone aboard, the time passes quickly and pleas-

antly.

Chocked on a locker, with someone holding the ma-

chine to prevent it rolling off, these instruments will

play when the vessel is doing some wild plunging. I've

known us jump up from a gramaphone concert "down
aft", to take in the mainsail, and the strains of "I

want to go back to the farm" would come floating up

the gangway and make some of us wish to h—1 that

we were "back on the farm" instead of fisting the

wind out of frozen canvas and rolling the big rag uj).

Yes! they're a great invention, and fishermen know
it. Tf the manufacturers of these machines never got

a testimonial from fishermen before, we'll pass it on

now.

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

Big catches of fish arc reported from Sable Island,

better known as Western Bank, of late. The Bo.ston

trawlers and the Lunenburg fleet have struck some

good ontches of haddock, pollock and cod there.

There is likely to be a falling-off in the pack of

Maine sardines since the U. S. has entered the war
arena. Something like 80 sardine boats from Eastport

alone are liable to be impressed as patrols to assist the

U.S. Navy.

Several of the Lunenburg fleet have run their first

fares in fresh to Halifax and Lockeport. It is a pity

that the Lunenburgers do not turn their attention to

winter haddoeking with their smaller craft instead of

laying them up in winter. Supplies would be greatly

augmented this way.

Members of the Canadian P'isheries Association can

procure a neat silver button-hole badge from the

Secretary for the cost—52 cents. There are only a few
left.

The steam trawler "Triumph" of the National Pish

Company, Ltd., Halifax, X.S., while homeward bound

from Western Hank got off her course in a dense fog

and took the ground in Lawreiicetown Hay to the

eastward of Halifax. For two days her position Was
precarious, but happily, after jettisoning some of her

fish, she was lightened enough to be pulled off by tow-

boats, and made port with some of her fare. The

trawler is slightly damaged, but will continue fishing
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after a few days on the slip. The "Triumph," com-

manded by Captain Mayhre, formerly of the Grimsby

trawler "St. Leonard", was one time halibut fish-

ing on the Pacific coast.

Messrs. D. Hatton Company, Ltd., Montreal are re-

buildinfi^ their offices and warehouse, and are install-

ing a largo cold storage plant on their premises. The

refrigeration machinery will be supplied by the York

Machine Co., York, Pa., through the Canadian lee Ma-

chine Co.. Toronto. The National Fish Company of

Halifax are also building a large cold storage plant at'

Hawkesbury, N.S.

In all probability, the entry of the United States

into the war will have some effect upon the Fisher-

men's strike at New England ports. During this cri-

tical period in their country's history, a compromise

between men and vessel owners and masters should

not be difficult.

The American mackeral seining fleet are getting

ready for sea^some of the vessels having already sailed

for the southern grounds. Others will be late in get-

ting away owing to the strike.

This is the big "fourth year" for salmon on the

Eraser River. A record pack is looked for.

A branch of the Canadian Fisheries Association has

been formed in British Columbia.

THE FISHERMAN STRIKE.
BOSTON, Mass., April 5.—The fishermen's strike at

Boston and Gloucester seems no nearer a settlement,

and it looks now as though it had become a question

of endurance. The fishermen apparently will not abate
their demands, while the committee representing the
owners and masters of vessels on Saturday issued a
manifesto stating that "they will never arbitrate the
ipiestion at issue, which means the life or death of the
fishing industry." The plan to call a sympathetic strike

on the steam trawlers, which are supplying most of

the fish for the Boston market, will probably not be
carried out. It was expected that the trawler men
would quit last Monday in sympatby with the striking
crews of the schooners. Instead of striking, the men
on the trawlers give 5 per cent, of their wages to the
strikers.

WINTER FISHING AT CANSO, N.S.

Notwithstanding the stormy weather of this Winter.
the stenm trawler Ra.vond'or has maintained regular
weekly landings. For the past four weeks her land-

ings have been 18.1.000 pounds. 230,000 pounds. 210.000
pounds, and 200,000—almost entirely large haddock
and steak cod.

Such successful fishing has not only supplied a ready
market, but has given a lot of local cmiilnx uM'ni in

handling these large weekly catches.

BIG FOURTH YEAR FOR SALMON.
All Canneries Will Operate.

This being the "big" year of the four-year c.vcle in
flic fishing business, every cannery on the Praser river
that has any equipment will operate says the British
Columbian, and a number of them are already com-
mencing to make jtreparatioiLs. particularly those that
have not o])erated since the last ])ig year." There will
not. however, be an unusually large number of fisher-
men on the river this year. ])r()bably not more than
la-st, in the opinion of Mr, Martin Monk of New West-
minster. One reason is that a lot of fishermen have
gone away, while others have taken to forms of em-
ployment that promise to be jnore lucrative than fish-
ing, despite high ]U-ices. Mr. Monk hazards the guess
that this year no cannery is likely to .stake any but
experienced fishermen to the necessarv equipment, on
account of its high cost, a new sockeye net, for in-

.stance. costing in the neighborhood of .$17.') nowada.vs.
and everything else in proportion. In the good old
(lays, any man that came along and offered to fish

could get the gear without question. Mr. ]\ronk recalls

that the year he first came to New Westminster, a
cannery fitted him out, although he had never seen a
fishing net before.

There are but few fishermen on the river at present,
and catches are poor, although improving .slightlv. A
few springs and steelheads are being caught. High
(irices are beinc naid. springs being worth 12 cents a
nound to the fishermen, the highest price on record.

The hiqrh level is likely to continue, unless there is a
really big run of sockeye, and the opening price for the
kinsr of salmon will probably be 35 cents.

The hair seal nuisance is particularly rampant at

present, fi.shermen report. Probablv owing to the bad
weather, the seal are well up river, deserting the .storm-

ier waters of the mouth. Especially right opposite

the city they are in great numbers, and their annoying
habit of taking spring salmon right out of the fisher-

men's nets is particularly detestable as fish are so

scarce. One fisherman reports going out three times
without bringing in anything but heads.

DEATH OP COL. WILLIAM BARBOUR.
Col. William l>arbour. ]>resident of the Linen Thread

Company and allied corporations, the American Net
& Twine Company, the T'nited States Twine & Net
Company, aiul the Gloucester Net & Twine corporation,
died suddenly March 8 in New York. At the time of his
death, which was due to heart failure. Col. Rarbour
was alone in his ear, on his way home after spending
the day in his office.

Col. Barbour was interested in many important in-

dustries besides those mentioned, being a vice-presi-
dent of the Fuited Shoe Machinery Company and hav-
ing flax 'mills in Ireland and in New Jersey. Mr. W.
Rarbour, manager of the John T,eekie Compimy, To
ronto, is a relative.

NEWFOUNDLAND SHIPPING FRESH FISH TO
CANADA.

News from St. John's. Mid., says that the export of
frozen codfish from the west coast is a business that
is gradually growing every winter since the railway
was completed from Portaux-Ras<|ues. On her last trij)

the steamer Kyle took over from Port-aux-Rasques to
North Sy.lney 'I'tQ boxes of froziMi co<l (300 lbs, each"*,
destined foi- Toronto. Montieal ami other Canadian
cities.
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Fish-Cultural Notes
No. 2.—Some Fundamental Principles.

15y J. H. FEILDIXG, F.Z.S.,

Late Prenident British Fish Breedfis

Association.

fMM

TIIK science and practice of fisli cultun; as

carricil on to-day, though iiiwch in advance
of tlie niiietecntli century, i.s .still in its in-

fancy. There is much to learn, many obstacles,

l)oth scientific and practical, to be overcome before we
tan say that we have raised "aqnaculture" to the level

of "agriculture."

The priiu'iple trouble we have to face is the iguor-

aiiee of the general public on the source of our food

snpi)ly, both on land above water, and land below
water. To some extent we believe in the necessity of

technical education on agriculture. Why not aqua-
itdture?

There is no source of our country's food supply
iiss thought about than our fisheries. There is no
source of food production that requires less labor and
less capital in proi)ortion to its nutritive value than our
fisheries, yet here we are in this twentieth century
still groping in the dark complaining of the high cost

of living, shortage of labor, scarcity of fresh food, etc.,

with all this vast area of manipulatible land under
water producing food without our assistance. No coun-
try has been so richly endowed with natural fishery

resources as Canada and it is believed no country
realizes it so little—why?
We talk and write volumes on wheat, we draw pic-

tures of and talk about "Canadian apples," from our
house tops and yet here is a source of food as rich

as the former and vastly more valuable than the latter

and we hear nothing of it.

It is possible the answer to these questions is all

summed up in the one word "ignorance"—ignorance
of the quantity of available fish, igjiorance of the
varieties that are of economic; value, ignorance of the
food value, ignorance of the best means of conserving
our fisheries, ignorance of the best means of market-
ing, ignorance of the vast waste connected with the
industry amounting to from 40 per cent to 50 i)er

•i-nt of the total weight of our annual catch.

This is the problem before us. If we only realize

iind will openly admit our ignorance it is ea.sy to learn
if we have the dt>sire. How the cultivation of fish to
those who have some slight knowledge of the prin-
ciples of the artificial impregnation of ova, seems at
first sight a simple jjroblem anil when failure results
one is often too ready to blame the water, the ai)para-
tus, indeed anything and any person but oneself.

The writer has known instances in Europe and Aui-
<rica where the entire output of a hatchery has been
lost and the blame put on water pollution when the
real cause has never been anything of the kind but
has often proved to be due to the neglect of .some

"fundamental prinei{)le" being entirely overlooked
by the man in charge.
We are told that it is the sign of a bad workman

when that workman complains of his tools, how often
this is thf f!is<' hi order to prove how little water

really has to do with llie incubation of fish ova was
once proved by the writer by hatching out some 450

Atlantic salmon ova out of a possible 500 on a dam|>

pocket handkerchief laid on a plate in the dining room,

Don't think for a moment this is a system recom-

mended for it is not economic nor practicable, but the

experiment proved that that particular type of ovum
only required moisture enough to holil the free oxygen
necessary to its proper embryonic development. In

fact, the experiment established one "fundamental
principle."

We had previously thought that salmon ova re-

quired to be placed in nnniing water and if the

current stopped the ova would die almost immediately.

The question evolved then was that so long as there is

sufficient free oxygen available in the water film

enveloping the ovum the latter will develop and hatch
out.

This is only one of many fundamental principles,

now let us begin at the begiiniing and study some of

the others.

LET us take as our model the principles as-

sociated with the artificial propagation of

the Atlantic salmon, often called the "King
of Fish," or indeed any member of the "genus

salmo." Before, however, tliscussing these funda-
mentals let it be said that some have yet to be under-
stood scientificall.v in order that otu- minds may b«
set a,t rest as to whether they are really essential, as

for example the fact that our Atlantic salmonoid
seems always to be less subject to disease in its early

life in the so-called "softer" waters, whereas the op-

posite is the case with the minor salmouidae of the

Pacific slope.

First, in looking for a site for a hatchery it is es-

sential that the water be ample at all times of the year.

In order to arrive at the capacity it is necessary to

guage the supply of water during the dryest period
of the year. The vohune necessary to deal with a given
(juantit.v of ova ilepends on its temperature and oxygen
holding cai)acity. In selecting a water suj)ply it is

wisest to be on the safe side and select a water supply
in excess of the actual requirement.
Secondly, it is well to have two sources of water of

different character, namely one of spring origin and
the other from a creek. The spring water would be
used for incid)ating, and for such purpose shotdd not
vary in temperature more than 3 deg. on either side of

47 deg. Fall, if the best results are to be expected. As
soon as there is the least sign of feeding on the part
of the alevins, or rather as soon as the yolk sac is about
one-quarter absorbed, creek water shoidd be added
and increased gradually vnitil such time as the fry
are on full feed when spring water ma.v be entirely
cut off, unless it it necessary to assist in keeping the
temperature of the creek water during feeding in the
neighborhood of from 50 deg. to 55 deg. Fah.
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Thirdly, and the most essential fundamental con-

nected with fishculture—that of control. No water
supply whatever should be taken on trust. We must
have absolute control of the source of our supply or

not at all. We must also have entire and undivided
control of the supply in transit until it has passed over

the eggs or fry. There must be associated with it no
means by which any form of pollution can find its

way into the system or watershed, be it either a chemi-

cal or mechanical pollution. The creek supply should

be as little exposed to the sun as possible so as to

minimize algal growth of an oxygen consuming char-

acter. The spring water supply is best taken entirely

in i)ipes underground from its source and aerated in

the hatchery before it passes over the eggs. In this

way we maintain the most uniform temperature.

It is essential that the creek water contains as little

decomposing, non-aquatic vegetable matter, such as

leaves in it, and if possible it is best to encourage the

growth of marginal vegetation along the creeks and
on the bed of the stream. It is by this means we stimu-

late the production of entomostraca—the most valu-

able food for the young of the salmonidae.

IN selecting a creek wo must watch cart

fully that no industrial wastes can find their

way in storm water or soakage into our sup-

l)ly and great care should be taken to see

that no domestic sewerage, logging bark, sulphite
liquor, tannery wastes, spent dye liquor, water gas or

coal gas liquors can find their way into the water-
shed. It has been satisfactorily demonstrated that
oxygen saturation is better attained by the water for

fish cultural purposes from subaquatic plant life than
by agitation. For this reason it is well to cultivate

such plants in the creek as give off the most oxygen
and do not break up too easily. This for the very good
good reason that plants detached from the soil and
float only generate starch and rapidly decompose and
thus use up instead of give off oxygen.

In selecting suitable plant life it is es.sential to

adopt species of quick growing habit rather stinted
in growth and succulent. The latter is important since

it produces food for univalve moUusca, our most valu-

able of scavengers. For this reason Chara fragillis is

not of such value as anacharis, although many fish-

culturists recommend it owing to its quick growing

PRODUCTS Of
ANinAL LIFE.

fKooucrs of
PL/MMT LIFE.

PRODUCTS of
DEConPOSi riON

SOIL
Never select a creek that is subject to flood after

heavy rainfall for it is by this means we court dis-

;iKlcr through the introduction of land surface wash-
ings often carrying toxic elements used in agriculture

or street crossings and such like.

We have to be sure also that the waters we use for

incubation contain no metallic toxin of any kind, salts

of lead ; blende, and copper ar*; particularly fatal and
with that in view it is best to test the water not only

in the laboratory, but also with live fish. liaboratory

examinations will often not give us sufficient infor-

mation particularly where there is decomposition of

rock holding some of these minerals.

Unsuitable spring waters are not so common as

unsuitable creek waters, but care must be taken.

Clenmess of the water is no test—no waters having the

slightest trace of acidity can be used since fish deiimnd

a water if anything slightly alkaline. It must not,

however, be inferred that a spring carrying salts of

sorjium or magnosinm can be accepted as suitable but
rather water originating in a limestone formation or a

stratum of calcareous drift is inuoh to be pref(>rri'il

to any.

habit. Subaquatic plants of the species myrophyllum
spicatura—watef milfoil, the water tanwort—Colombs
carioliniana. Canadian water weed—Anacharis cana-

deniss and swiral of the pond weeds, genus Potamoge-
ton are invaluable, indeed necessary to the production

of "healthy" water for fish-cultural purposes.

While on the subject of the fiindamental essential

of having a healthy groAvth of subaquatic vegetation

perhaps it is as well for us to look into the reasojis

for it.

We must first in order to fiilly appreciate the rela-

tionshij) of plant life to animal life we should under
stand the circle of food production.

A glance at the diagram will assist one to un<iei-

stand this problem. Let us start with the soil. Plant

life obtains its food-nitrates, etc., from the soil, while

in its turn it gives off oxygen and consumes carbon
dioxide, the former essential to fish life, the latter

poisonous. The next stage we finil is that plant life

produces food for micro-life from its albumens, starch

and fats, while these in turn provide food for our fish.

In course of time fish die and decompose through the

action of moulds and bacteria. We thus, in time, have
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the products of (lofiMiipositioii. in .other words tin-

disiiiti-frnitfd cli'incnts wliicli in comliinatioii with the

soil and nitrify ing Iwfteria form the basic foods of

|ilaiit lift'. In toufliinK very briefly on this elonicntary

suli.ji'i-.t it is oidy intcntU'd to j)oint out certain salient

tiatures connecteil with the relationship of plant to

iish life. It must be noted that the plant not only

irives (fff oxytfcn so nt'cessary to the fish, but also is

the indirect basis of food both during the period of

its growth autl also in the process of deconij)osition.

While alive, the plant is preyed upon by many species

of univalve and bivalve moUusca—Limnea, Physa
I'lanorbis. Ancylus, Pisidiuni, etc.. while in the process

of ilcca.v we find Kntoiuostraca of the groups Bran-
I'liiopods, Ostracods and Copepods feeding on the

algae and types of parasitic growth subsisting on the

decoiu|)osing tissues of the plant. We must not over-

look the vast variety of insect life living on this sub-

iupiatic vegetation which form valuable food for fish,

l>ut it should be observed not so valuable as the Mol-
lusca and Kntomostraca.

SOMK of these insects form food in their

larval form, while other in the imago. It is

curious. how(!Vcr, that fish do not seem to

care and indeed will not eat unless forced

-iicli wholly a(iuatic insects as the Water Hoatnian

—

.Xotonccta. Cori.xa Xcpa. etc. The princijile insects

>lcvoured by fish i^i their larval form are the Phry-

u'aneidac, Limnophilidae, Ejihcmeridae, etc., and these

,i)-c to be fouiul in almost all '•licaltliy" wntcrs amotiirst

<ubaquatic vcfrctatioii.

In nuiking a careful survey of such waters wc would
do widl to see that they do not contain such predatory

reatures as the water mites—Uydrat.-hnidac," the car-

nivorous water beltles—Dytiscidae. The Jormer if

they get into a hatchery play havoc with both ova and
, alevins, the latter are destructive to ova and fish at

almost eVery stage of development.

Till" great question of healthy vegetation and animal

life in fish raising water as wc have seen is an import-

ant factor in fish culture for it can be' used even when
it ri.ses to a higher tem])erature than water without

>weh conditions. A(iuatic vegetation, while living, we
>ee i e.sseutial ; while in the process of decay it is of

value too as food to the lesser forms of fish food.

There are many other questions relating to fisli-

i-ultural water sui)plies of less imi)ortance. l)ut space

precludes further discussion on the subject.

We now will look into some of the essentials sur-

rounding the utilization of water when it enters the

hatchery.

As a rule if the water enters at a suitable tempera-
ture wc neeil have little fear of the shortagi' of avail-

able free oxygen. We have dealt with the necessity

of two sources of water supply, and the care which
has to be taken against mechanical and chemical in-

terference, but wc now consider its adaptation to our

requirements in fishcnltnre.

First given the conditions referred to, it is not ne-

cessary to <lo more than pass the water jierhaps

through a flannid filter to protect the ova from the

attacks of mites, though to make it doubly sure it has

t>cen found that it is safest to use also a charcoal filter

as well. It may be said b.v some that filtration of

this type prevents a suitable volunu; of water hcinj;

used, but the writer has always found if the water is

'healthy" a very much smaller quantit.y of water is

iiei'cssarv.

FISHERMAN IN

The type of hatching trough is a minor detail so

long as it is designed so as to cairy the maximum of

ova iu the minimum of space compatable with eou-

venieuee iu extracting dead ova. The hatching troughs

are best made of white pine with as few knots as pos-

sible, and should be treated in such a way as to steri-

lize the wood tissue and prevent it assimilating the

spores of any of the aquatic i'uugi such as Saprolcguia
and Byssus. It is true that neither of these parasitic

fungi need be feared when incubating healthy ova, but

should for any reason the vitality drop, one or other

of tliese fungi is sure to attack the ova unless every
precaution is taken. Prevention is always better

than cui'e.

Now there are many methods adopted for the treat-

ment of wood so as to permanently sterilize it, but

one system adopted successfully during the past 20

years by the writer is as follows:

Assuming the wood to be di"y and well jointed it

has been lound that a coat of the undermentioned
fluids as a preliminary measure js invaluable. First

paint the entire woodwork with a satui'ated solution

of sulphate of copper and repeat this three or four
times letting it soak iu well between each coat. Then
when thoroughly dry paint the whole well with lime

water. The reason of this is that copper sulphate in the

most dilute form is very destructive to all unicellular

life, but is soluble in water, the painting with lime

water converts into an insoluble element. As soon as

the woodwork is thoroughly dry it is well to enamel
It with a black enamel. Probably the most widely
used black enamel adopted is a preparation of asphal-

lum made up iu the following way:
Take Syrian Asphallum 45 lbs.

Coal Tar Oil G gals.

Litharge 6 lbs.

Turpentine 25 gals.

lleat the asphaltum lo boiling lor six hours then
take the tar oil also to boiling point and add the
litharge gradually while boiling then add the mixture
to the asphaltum. When cool add, while stiri'ing, 25
gallons of turpentine. The preparation is best poured
while cooling into an old coal oil barrel, then the tur-

pentine can be stirred in well with a paddle without
making a mess.

.ry^_ TIUIS will produce one of the best black

J
enamels on which no parasitic spores can find

a hold. It can be easily wiped since the sur-
face is, or should be if properly put on, of a

glassy nature. Should the euamel get scratched or
chalked the cojjper sulphate will offer no opportunity
to fungal growth. All that will be necessary from year
to year if the enamel is not scratched is a sterilization

of the trough with weak formaldehyde or perman-
ganate of potash before using.

A hatching trough like everything else in u hatchery
cannot be kept too clean for it is a well known fact
that if an epidemic should start it is almost impossible
to stop it going right through the whole plant.
The question of whether a hatching trough should

be covered or not is not of imi)ortauee, though early
fish-culturists maintained they get better results with
darkened hatcheries or covered troughs.
We hear the opposite theory in connection with the

incubation of white fish and lake herrings though
there is no scientific reason for it.

The ova of the brook trout, the rainbow, .\tlantic
sali?iiin and fish of similai- habit all deposit their ova

k
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in shallow water where light can and does penetrat:

while on the contrary white fish deposit their ova in

comparatively deep water during the equinox

wlien the water is turbid so little light can possibly

icach the ova. Further when winter conies iind ice

with snow cover the lakes the ova must be in total

darkness for several months. For these reasons it i

,

certain there can be little if anything in the theory

that salmon and trout eggs should be incubated in tlic

dark while white fish should be incubated in "lass jais

with every access to all available light.

In conclusion wu think it may be fairly laid down

that with a fair knowledge of limnology and the prin-

ciples of life a careful student may overcome many o.

tlie difficulties of fishculture, but fundamentals must

Le accepted and lived up to for it is no excuse that

your ova alevins were lost because yom* water supply

was polluted, was insufficient or the system of delivery

broke down, for these must never be possible. In-

efticient impregnation, disturbance during transporta-

tion, and similar exercises should equally not carry^

weight. Impregnation should be efficient or it is

waste of money and space putting doubtful ova in a

hatchery. Ova should always be accompanied dur-

hig transportation if at all possible, on short one day

trips it is not necessary if they are properly packed.

As an example of long transportation of ova the writer

can testify to the safe travelling of several interesting

consignments in which he was associated one con-

signment for example was shipped from the Trinity

itiver, Oregon, to England, and from thence to Buenos

Aires, Argentine Republic; one from England to Brit-

ish East Africa, viz. Suez Canal, one to Kandy, Cey-

lon, one to New Zealand and so on.

(To be continued.)

KEROSENE AS FUEL FOR GALLEY STOVES.
Kerosene for fuel, replacing coal, has been in con-

stant use in the galley range of the tender " Daisy,
""

of the U. S. Bureau of Lighthouses, since May, 1916,

and is said to luive been found inoie satisfactory than

(oal. The system installed consists of a standard type

of oil end iiir tank as used with vapor lamps, connected

to a hoiizontal oil-engine starting torch. The nozzle of

the torch is located .just inside of the front door of the

fire box of the range, the flame passing through a 2i/>

by fi-!/|-in. hole in the front fire brick, and being direct-

ril onto a special curved fire brick constructed to de-

flect the flame up into the top of the fire box. The
ordinary stove fire brick is permitted to remain around

the side of the fire pot in the usual manner, and false

brick is installed above the grate to fill up the space

bcloW the burner. From 7 to 10 minutes are required

to start the a))i)aratus and heat the stove to a proper

temperature for cooking, and a meal can be prepared

in about one-fourth the time consumed by the old

method using coal. The consumption of kerosene is

about one quart per hour, but the burner is not in use

more than 31/; hours per da.v.

SHARKS AS FOOD.
While one of the big steam trawlers was being un-

loaded at the South Boston fish pier recently, I observ-

ed a fisherman cutting up a mammoth shark that was
I'sted in the two days' catch of the crew. This was
hitei- taken in a fish cart to one of the stalls.

I learned that it had been disposed of almost as soon

as the ship docked to a North End buyer.

"There is a great demand for sharks,'" a fisherman

told me. "in the .Italian trade, and they are snapped

up as soon as the 'catch' becomes known.
"Dressed for market. T couldn't tell the shark from

a sword-fish."—Boston Post.

FISHING BY TELEPHONE.

A strange way of discovering the whereabouts of

fish is practised in some parts of Norway, and the

method was discovered by a clever Norwegian. A
microphone, which is an instrument that will transmit

the slightest sound, is lowered into the water from a

fishing-boat and a wire from the microphone is attach-

ed to a telephone fixed in the boat. The operator takes

the receiver of the telephone and places it to his ear,

ready to signal to the fishermen when he hears tiie

least sound beneath the waters, and the fishing-boat is

then immediately steered in the direction whence the

sounds come. The result is—a splendid haul.

As cod, herrings, and mackerel swim in enormous

schools, their passage through the; water causes a rush-

ing sound which is clearly heard by the fishermen,

who immediately steer in the recjuired direction and

h't down their nets.

A prominent fisheries firm of flloueester, Mass., has

purchased premises on the south side of St. John's,

N F.. and it is understood it is the intention of the com-

pany to export both green and dry and boneless cod-

fisli to the United States, Brazil, and European mar-

kets.

LIGHTER PACKAGES OF FROZEN SALMON.
Hecently, Cold Storage reported one useful outcome

of a paner read before the CS.T.A.—namely, that b.v

Mr. J. M. Tabor, who complained, and other speakers

1-oi-e witness to the same effect, that frozen salmon was
exported from Canada to England in packages too

heavy for the rei|uirements of the retailer here, and

that there was fi-equently discrepanc.v in weights,

which militated against the business.. An official re-

Dort of the meeting was communicated to the Dominion
(iovernment in Ottawa, by Mr. Harrison Watson, the

Canadian Trade Commissioner in Ijondon. and the

frozen salmon recentl.v to hand came packed in 56 lb.

ami 112 11). eases, exact weight.

STEAM TRAWLER LANDS HUGE FARE,
The steiim trawler East Hampton, eaine in at Port-

land recently with a bumbef' catch, she having all of

22.'')000 Dounds. of which about 50.000 pounds were
cod. the balance haddock. The fish were in prime con-

dition, the majority having b(>en caught within six

(lavs, and with the ]>rie(>s now ruling will net a good

round sum. The entire eateh as taken by the Rundlett-

Vcrrill Co., who havi> orders booked for practically

the whole lot, most of the fish having been taken on

the Sable Island grounds.
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Another Piscatorial Asset

r.v i;kv. 1'. W. BROWNE.

"WHAT'S ill a naiiic?" superciliously asks

the Bard of Avon. Did he live in this strenu-

ous age he would realize tliat a name means

a great deal, whether we consider it as an

. iidorseiiient on a cheque or as a factor iu the domain

of eulinary eeonomics. "Give a dog a bad name and

hang liim." off.scts the Sliaki-spcareaii qiiodlibct, for

things that have an evil name or reputation iiiust fight

for recognition. We again quote tlie gentle William:

•'Let Hereides himself do what he may.

The cat will mew, the dog (fish) has his day."

We apologize to the master of |)oesy for ai)propriating

liis verse in this unseemly fashion ; we feel justified,

however, in taking this liberty, though we do not claim

.justification for it as does the average poet when he

uses "poetic license" as an alibi for metrical and oth-

r misfits.

The piscatorial asset that we are going to discuss is

the dogfish, which has of late been in the forefront

of fishy things; and whilst we are not particularly en-

thusiastic about the culinary attractiveness of the great

marine scavenger there is a good deal to be said re-

irarding the dogfish that is worthy of note.

What is'the dogfi.sh? The name is a general one for

small sharks given to them apparently because they

follow their iirey like dogs, hunting in packs: it is

synonymous witli "hound" and "bonedog." Dogfish,

however, is most commonly used to designate members

of the family Squalidae, of which the characteristics

are—a spine before each of the two dorsal fins;

spiracles, or spout holes; five gill openings on each

side, all before the pectoral fins. The dogfish is

Dvijiarous: the body, long and tapering; the head,

flat: the snout, conical, with sharp-edged teeth in both

jaws, formed for cutting. It attains a length of 3 to

1 feet and a weight of 10 to IT) pounds. It abounds on

both eoa.sts of the North Atlantic, and it is also found

in the Mt'diterranean.

The ilogfish lias an unenviable record amongst fish-

erineii, especially on the coast of Nova Scotia and in

.Newfoiindlanil. It has, frequently wrought sad havoc

ill these sections during the height of the fishing sea-

son; and for the past eight or ten years it has been a

pest. Nets, bultows. and even lines liave been render-

ed u.seless by the predations of dogfish, and thousands

of dollars have been lost to the fishermen along th(!

ea.stern seaboard. Some punt fishernieii. within tin-

last few years. Have actually been obliged to "give

up the voyage" owing to the presence of dogfish,

along the south coast of Newfoundland.

The Canadian Government have established reduc-

tion plants on the Nova Scotian coast in order to

induce fishermen to capture dogtish ; but from re-

ports these plants have in nowise minimized the pre-

eminent has had the (piestion of inaugurating reduc-

tion plants on the South Coast, presumably in I'ln

centia Ba.v; but so far nothing has been done.

Fishermen along the Maine Coast, in the United
States, have also had trouble with ^ogfish ; and reduc-

tion plants do not seem to have solved the difficulty.

The dogfish has of late appeared in a new role. The
Federal Bureau of Fisheries of the United States has
taken the dogfish under its paternal care, and Dr. IT.

F. Moore, the director, is pleading its cause. He in-

sists that the dogfish has been undul.v abused and that

it deserves more respectable treatment at the hands of

fishermen than to be ignoininiousl,y dumped into the

hopper of a reduction plant. The Federal Bureau has
even given the dogfish a new name; and henceforth
it will be known offieiall.v as the "grayfish." Under
this appellation it will be caught. i)repared and sold

;

and it is hoped that tens of thousands of cans of dog-
fish will find their way into the larders of the thrifty

housewives who are now face to face with the high

cost of living.

American newspapers have latel,v been devoting con-

siderable space to dissemination of articles dealing
with the new piscatorial asset, which, it is claimed,

"will knock h— out of the h.e.l." in western and mid-
dle west cities and towns where a fish menu has hith-

erto been be.yond the means of the average purse.

Circulars have been issued by the Bureau of Fish-

eries giving elaborate data historical and otherwise
regarding the "gra.vfish."

From these circulars we gather that the "grayfish"
has been in use on the other side of the Atlantic for

many .years, that it can be cooked in a variety of ways,
that it is a very palatable fish, and that it can be
cheapl.v prepared. Even a com])arative anal,vsis has
been furnished. It is claimed that grayfish is just
as nutritious as salmon; in fact, it ha.s commendatorv
attributes to which the ro.val fish dare not lay claim.

THE Bureau says that gra.vfish is excellent

when eaten fresh, and that a market for it

in that state has been lieveloped for it in

New York City in connection with the tilefisli

fisher.v ; but it is as a preserved product that it will

find its largest use. It can be prepared in a number of

ways—ssalted and dried like cod, smoked and canned

in a vadety of st.vles. The smoked fi.sh is excelled b.v

few, if an.v, products of similar nature, and it is prob-

able that it will be available to the consumer during

1897.

At present the fish is obtainable canned like sal-

mon, and a can containing fourteen ounces of solid

meat is j)urehasable for about ten cents, making it

one of the lowest j)rieed fisher.v products on the

market.

We are warned, however, that though the price of

the new piscatorial commodity is low, it does not fol-

low that the newly christened ilogfish is by any mean«
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"low" either in flavoi- or in sustaining ()iialitif'.s. Not

at all; if is rieh, wholesome and generally excellent,

so says the Bureau of Fisheries. Furtliermore. as it

may he eooked in a variety of ways, it shouUl thus

prove an important addition to the oonntry's di(!tary.

The dogfish as an article of food was known cons

ago to the people in the Mediterranean, and to the

Italians it is known as "the hound," suggested it

woidd seem hy the graceful lines of the slim, sleek,

hody of the fish.* Ere the Norsemen thonght of in-

vading the fair plains of the country of the Franks,

they knew th"e value of the dogfish; and the Scan-

dinavians to-day have again begun to ntilize the

scavenger of the deep for food purposes. The Norse
are a very economical [)eople, and ]ireHumably herring,

mackerel, salmon, codfish and other such piscatorial

articles are of such value there that they dispose of

these and feast off4he less costly dogfish!

The canning of dogfish is not hy any means a new
departure. Tf memory serves me right an enterpris-

ing Newfoundland merchant—Mr. G. C Fearn. who
did a large fish business at Harbor T?uffet. in Pla-

centia Bay. put up a quantity of dogfish several years

ago and shipped the consignment to England. I have
not heard what Mr. Fearn 's shipment realized, or

whether it ever got beyond the warehouse of the com-
mission merchant in Liverpool to whom it was con-

signed. As he did not continue the business of can-

ning dogfish, the presumption is that it was not a

financial success.

f^'^ 1 IN the Ancient Colony, the dogfish is used for

very plebian purposes, and it ranks with t'

sculi)in and other scavengers as a highly-

prized article of food for the canine family

!

It does not seem ever to have been refused by the

canines, possibly because it has in its name a sugges-

tiveness which makes it acceptable to even such re-

spectable dogs as yon find in Newfoundland outports!

To prove their belief in the edibilitv of dogfish, we
are told that the officials of the Bureau of Fisheries

at Washington have been testing it personally and
having others pass on it for vears ; some of them are

using it in their own households.

Tn addition to the food properties possessed by the
dogfish, a number of by-nrodncts are available. The
skin is said tn be convertible into leather. The roe is

useful in the mechanical ai'ts. and the liver is declared
to yield a grade of medicinal oil suiierioi- to that pro-

cured from the vulgar gadus eallarins!

The American newspapers that have been boosting
the new fish food tell us that it is simply vulgar pre-

judice which precludes people generally from using
dogfish more extensively. They te11 us. too. that mnnv
other varieties of fish had a reputation enually as un-
savory as the dogfish not so long ago: and they in-

stance butterfish and tilefish as having once been re-

garded as beyond the pale. The use of butterfish has
no claim to antifiuity. as it came into use not more
than B quarter of a century ago. Tt owes its coin-

mercial respectability to a New Jersey skipper who
paid twenty-five cents a bushel for his first purchases
from Sound fishermen. The tilefish came into u.se

through the activities of the Fishery Bureau of the
Ignited Stntis: and it is now a reguHir feature of the
American fi.sh tnarkets. Tt seems that it is not so long
ago that sturgeon came into popular favor; and our
old fi i<'n(l ' ' ''' '

' i-j long winning its way fo

di.ttijictioii

Chang^es in British Columbia
Fishing^ Regulations

THE <lelegates appointed by the fishing in-

tei-ests of Northern British Columbia (Fishing
District No. 2) comprising tlie salmon can-

Jieries of the Skcena. the Naas, Rivers Inlet,

and the outlying districts, together with the halibut

banks off Prince Rupert, with the object of obtaining

certain alterations -in the fishing regulations, have re-

turned from Ottawa and re|)orted that many import-

ant changes asked for were granted by the Dominion
Fisherv Advisorv Board. Tn order to avoid conflict

Avith provincial regulations, it is expected that the

changes granted by the Dominion board will be in-

corporated in the fishing regulations of British

Colundiia.

. Abolition of Boat-Rating Provision.

One of the most important changes was the abolition

of the boat-rating provision. Tn order to safeguard the

salmon sujipl.v the number of canneries that may be

located on a river is limited, and each cannery has

been allowed a certain nu)id)er of boat licenses • to

supply the catch. These craft are small rowboats
manned by one fisherman and an assistant. None
except those who were graiited licenses have been
allowed to fish for salmon in the waters under the

supervision of the various canneries. One effect of

this rule was that oidy those fishermen who were in

a position to devote all their time during the canning
season to salmon fishing were granted licenses. The
nmn who owned a boat and was able to fish for sal-

mon onl.v part of the season coidd not get a license

and was not allowed to take salmon for commercial
purposes at all.

The abolition of the roAvboat rating among the can-

neries has produced a change. The new order means
that hereafter licenses Avill not be ajjpoi'tioned to the

canneries and distributed bv them. b\it every fisherman

will have the right to sell his catch to the highest bid-

der. Tt is expected that the competition will result in

a higher price to the fisherman and also in an increased

catch.

Salmon for Bait from the Canneries.

Anolher impoi'tant concession was the rearulation re-

(|uii'ing canneries to suppl.x' Canadian halibut vessels

with salmon for bait at the price such salmon would
be worth for cannin£r. The uneertaiut.v of the bait

suppl.v hei'c has been oin^ of the greatest obstacles to

halibut fishing in the past. One of the Orders in

Council of the Dominion Cfovernment provided that all

fish caught by American vessels with bait obtained in

British Cohnnbia should be landed at a mainland port

of British Columbia. No partictdar ob.iection to this

requirement was raist>d so long as bait was availablt>

:

but for the past three or four months no bait has been

obtainable in Prince Rupert, where practically all

halibut cart'oes are lainled. This condition is said to

have been due tn th<> failun- of herring tn "run" in

Cl'jifhain Sound and contributing inb'ts along the coast

of the jnainland. i>articularl.v Prince Rui)ert TTarbor.

'

The inland waters of lower Alaska have never .vet

lacked for herring, so the only thing for American hali

but vessels to do was to go to Ketchikan for bait.

Halibut caught with bait obtained at Ketchikan nnu
be landed an.vwh'ere. and if was considered advisable

lo provide various dejiofs for bait in British Cnltpnbia
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bait to ('miailiim vi'sscls, tin* sui»|>ly of herriiiK I'ait

will 1)0 I'oiiscrvcd for Aiiiorioaii vessels. The new order
proviiit's that caiiin'rios having salmon on hand must
supfily tli»> needs of (^anadiaii halibut fishing vessels

with bait at actual value. Salinon liiiit is aeceptable

!! horrinfr is not available.

Wider Field of Motor-Boat Fishing.

. -—. .XN'oTIlKH eliaii'Tf abolishes thi' regulations

"a prohibitinjr the use of motor boats in salmon
^nk fishinir. This means a wider field for motor-
*^^"' boat fishiiip and inereased equipment for sup-

plying: fish to eanneries. The |)rineipal advantage is

that the owner of a motor boat of small size need not

L'li to the deep seas for halibut in bad weather, nor

iMod he wait for good weather. He ean fish for sal-

' Km in the protected waters of the inlets and rivers.

The ehanges in the regulations go into offeet after

the present season. The advisory board also deeided

to grant one new license for a salmon cannery each

year in district No. 2 until all the applications are

disposed of; to add a new member to the board, to be

appointed from Prince Rupert: to establish permanent

head<iuarters for the ins])ector of fisheries for district

No. 2. at Prince Rupert: and to fix the annual fee for

iiii^i'dhmcons fishing licenses at $1.

Jurisdiction of Dominion Government.

Till" final matter submitted for consideration was
i resolution in relation to the right of the Dominion

I Government to exercise exclusive authority over all

'lie fi.sheriea, whether in the deep seas or in the pro-

\ incial waters of British Cohniibia. The Province has

not been willing to concede exclusive rights to the

Dominion, so far as so-called inland fisheries are con-

rned. The lansrnage of the resolution is as follows:

That the Dominion flovernment be requested to ask

Mr a ruling from the PriiT Council of Great Britain

as to the rights of the Provincial riovernment of

British Columbia to refuse to issue a pro\-incial license

'> any applicant or applicants who have been granted

Dominion cannery license pre^'iously.

If this resolution receives favorable consideration

nd the matter is carried to the Privy Council, it is felt

'iiat a decision will be arrived at in which the rights

of each party in intt-rest will be clearly defined. T'

R. Consul Geortre M. llauson. at Prince Rupert. B. (

ill Commerce Reports.

Sea Fisheries of the Empire

State Development and Control.

SMART NOVA SCOTIAN FISHING SKIPPER.
The Yarmonth Times savs: The .schooucr MorniiiEr

-•»:ir Cunt;. ITarrv Ross, arrived in Bostpn reccntlv.

'th i>iio)her ex'-ellent fare of fresh fish. stocl<in<r $4.0n''

;..id t'«e crew shariuc iJ^m per man. This was the

•I'ond trin landed in sivfecn davs stocking in that

time upwards of .*7 000 That Captain Ross is a hustler

<\(\ a fi.sh killer of repute is evidenced by the fact tTiat

I w vessel is now bicrb line in the double dory haddock
fleet «nd in four months and three davs has stocked

*2r>.47r). Owing to the fishermen's strike now on in

'"'iston the Star, with many other vessels, has been
• "d up and is being eleaneil, painted and generally

rhaulcd. Capt. Ross is a Digby County man and
• iis formerly skipper of the Ditrby schooner Dorothy
M. Smart. The Editor of fu- ("anadian Fisherman was

shii>mates with Capt. Ross on the '"Smart" and "Effie

Morrissey" and can testify to the ability and energy

r this young fish killer both trips being "hiphliners."

The British Fish Trade Gazette says:

MR. ARTHUR BIGLAND, M.P., a member of

the Imperial Resources Development Com-
mittee, lectured on Tuesday at a meeting of
the Colonial Section of the Ro.yal .Society of

Arts on "The Empire s Assets and How to Use them."
He said that although tremendous quantities of fish

are already landed and consumed in the United King-
dom, amounting to about 600.000 tons in 1913, the.se

quantities might be greatly increased by extension of
supplies and improved methods of distribution and
storage. In his opinion there almost certainly would
be a continuance of the high price of meat, and as a
remedy he suggested the substitution of a larger pro-
portion of fish than at present in the dietary of our
peoples. The seas around our Empire teemed with
.splendid fish. As a Canadian Bluebook well put it:

"To say that Canada possesses the most extensive fish-

eries in the world is no exaggeration : moreover, it is

safe to add that the waters in and around Canada con-

tain the principal commercial food fishes in greater
abiitidancc than the waters of any other part of the
world." Yet. in 191,'>. according to the same publica-
tion, there were only forty-eight steam fishing vessels,

1 236 sailinjr and easoline vessels. 2.'i.l0.5 sail and row
boats, and 431 carrvinsr smacks eneacred in the Cana-
dian fisheries These did not include the figures for

Newfoundland, in whose cod fisheries 2,000 schooner*

and 2.').000 boats were engaged. Not the lea.st import-

ant aspect Qf the fisheries question was the large con-

simiption in other countries of cod. herrings, and oth(^r

fish, pickled and otherwise. For instance, apart from
Germany and North Eiiropean countries, large amounts
were taken bv Greece. Italy. Spain. Portugal, and Bra-

zil. Under State auspices, and with a comprehensive
system of suppl.v and distribution, a huge world-trade

could be built up, and care Avould, of course, be taken

to ensure that our Allies received the greatest possible

advantage resulting from the increased supplies.

The Fisheries Should be Nationalised.

Ill the course of discussion Mr. Moreton Frewen said

be was pcrfectl.v convinced that the fisheries of the

Emi)irc shoubl and would be nationalised. There was

more in the question of the nationalisation of fisheries

than met the eye. In these they had one of those im-

mense Empire assets which, in connection with such a

huge scheme of State socialism as was now being pro-

jected, they should develop to the fullest extent. They

had in the first jilace to bring before the Hoard which

they hoped would be constituted the fact that this

was an industry where the return on the capital ex-

l>ciided was exceptionally large. In this country, for

exampU'. there was ten millions sterling invested in

connection with the fisheries, and upon this the gross

annual return was more than ten millions, or 100 per

cent, on the capital invested. Official returns showed

that in Canada the capital invested was five millions

sterling, and the gross yield on thai was seven millions

sterling a year, lie found that it was the same in the

United States. He asked them to compare this enor

iiious return with the average yield on capital invested

in other undertakings. Capital invested in the British
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Isles amounted to £114,000,000,000, and the gross na-

tional income from this was reckoned at £2,500,000,000,

but if they eliminated certain items such as duty and

purchase of raw material, they would find that the

true income was at the utmost £1,500,000,000, or 9 per

cent.

100 Per Cent Return on Capital Invested.

The return on the capital invested in fisheries, he

repeated, was in all cases 100 per cent., and in the

United States and Canada considerably more. The

State must take the development of the sea resources

in hand, for the nation was confronted with one of

two alternatives: The people must eat more fish and

less meat. The world wa.s confronted to-day by a tre-

mendous shortage of meat. And yet, out of our daily

ration of 40 ounces, our consumption of fish was little

over a single ounce. He maintained that if this country

could get cold storage on thoroughly nationalised lines,

and properly take advantage of the mighty harvest of

the ocean, we could store, during the months of

abundance against the period of gales and winter, such

enormous quantities of fish as would keep the consum-

ers of the country plentifully supplied. They could

thereby yield the State a profit on the sale of fish—he

might fairly put it at a penny a pound—and at the

same time bring the consumption up to six or seven

ounces per head.

Mr. J. Short. Norwich, said there was a huge har-

vest in the sea that was never touched, and within a

few miles inland from his own eitv the people had no
opportunity of getting fish which were so plentiful.

What was wanted was proper refricrerators which
would keep the harvest of the sea fresh and cheap.

The Hon. F. W. Young, Agent-General of South Aus-
tralia, remarked that they should have as little as pos-

sible to do with State management of our resources,

and the State should have still less to do with the

profits arising from it, leaving management to indivi-

duals under the guidance of the central body that was
instituted to develop the resources referred to.

LEONARD FISHERIES, LIMITED.
The Leonard Fisheries. Limited, has been incor-

porated, and is now owning and operating the old

established fish firms of Leonard Bros., Montreal, St.

John. N.B., and (rrand TJiver, Que. ; Matthews & Scott,

Queensport, Canso, and Cheticanip, N.S., and Messrs.

A. Wilson & Sons, Halifax, Canso, Tngonish, Petit de
(4rat, N.S.

The Company has jinrchased the Cold Storage plaut
at Prirt Hawkesbury. N.S., formerly belonging to the

North .Ml.'intie Fisheries, Limiteri, and also a number
of fisliing vessels. The new Company ranks as one of

the largest fishing concerns on the continent.

Mr. S. Y. Wilson, Halifax, N.S. President of the

Canadian Fisheries Association was in Montreal dur
ing the week of April 9th.

The Digby fi.shing schooners "Dorothy G. Snow"
and "Albert J. Lutz" have been sold to Ri-itish Colum-
bia par-ties to engage in the haliluit fishery. The price

paid for these craft was around $12,000 each. Their
purchase means a loss of two of the half dozen Bank
schooenrs fresh fishing out of Atlantic Canadian ports.

They will leave for the Pacific via the Panama Canal
shortly.

The Lobster and Salmon
Embargo

Correspondence from the Minister of Fisheries.

London, March 2, 1917.

The Secretary of the Board of Trade;
Halifax, N.S.

Dear Sir:

—

I duly received your cable with regard to the pro-

posed embargo of the British Government upon Lob-
sters in connection with the general plan for the con-
servation of tonnage which in the opinion of the Gov-
ernment has been rendered necessary in consequence
of the necessity of Great Britain supplying tonnage to

other Allied nations and the submarine menace and the

necessity of allowing the boats to bring into the Unit-

ed Kingdom so far as possible only the articles that

are absolutely necessary for the support of the people

at the present time.

On receipt of your cable I at once saw the Prime
Minister who furnished me with a copy of the cable

which he had received representing that the exporters

and packers were alarmed at the proposed prohibition

of Lobsters to Britain and pointing out that the em-
bargo would prove disastrous to 1.^,000 maritime fish-

ermens' families, also suggesting that distress would be
relieved if importation was also placing maximum and
even if necessary restricting quantities.

Having discussed the matter with Sir Robert, who
also by communication and personal interview Avith

members of the Government made your representations

known to the Colonial offices. T took the matter up for

discussion personally with the Rt. Hon. Walter Long,

Colonial Secretary, and the Hon. Sir Albert Stanley,

President of the Board of Trade. I urged upon them as

strongly as T could the desirability of doing nothing to

interfere with the importation of lobsters into Great

Britain and pointed out how important an industry it

was. what food value lobsters possessed, and that the

amount of tonnage required for the annual shipments

was not large as stated in vour cable that the whole

value remained within the Empire.

While arlmitting that the space occupied by the entire

lobster shipment was not very large, the members of

the Government to whom T have referred pointed out

that this was also true of other commodities the im-

l>ortation of which from other countries had been pro-

hibited but that taken altogether such commodities

occupied a very large space which could be better used

under existing circumstances for other goods that were

more necessary to the well being of the people of the

British Isles at the present time.

However, after fully discussing the ouestion on

several occasions, the members of the British Govern-

ment to whom T before referred agreed to recommend
that the imports of canned lobsters shoidd be reduced

to fifty percent of the imports for 1916 supplies being

ncrmitted from Canada and the United States in nro-

|iortion to the pre-war imports from each of these

countries: 1 hnve looked up the trade returns and find

that the imports of canned lobsters from Catindn

rnd the T'^nitel States are as follows:

Canada T^nited States.

1911 ;^7,121 cwts. ."i.nOfi cwts.

1912 '.^SJtU cwts. ."i.nSO cwts.

1913 33.139 cwts. 2.091 cwts.

1914 32.919 cwts. 1.G41 cwts.

1915 38,610 cwfv. .t.S47 I'^xtx.
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i:>U) 50,10y fwts. li.U-J.') cwts.

so that the imports from the United States have been
practically a ucfrligihlc quantity. Therefore on the
basis of the export of 1916 the Government will re-

ceive from Canada about 25,000 cwts.

The view was further exprcsseil that there might be

a p)os.sibility of getting further amounts imported un-
der the arrangement for using empty space in vessels.

but at the present time it could not be told how much
arrangements worked out and they did not care to say
anything definite on this point. I believe, however,
it can be worked out in such a way as to provide fur-

ther space for Canadian Lobsters without interfering

with the iinjiortation of other articles that are consi-

dered necessary here at present. I trust therefore
that the result of the restrictions will not prove as

great an injury as you evidently feared it would be to

the Lobster industry in the Maritime Provinces.

Yours verv trulj',

J. I). HAZEN.

COPY.

Downing Street,

March, 1917.

Dear Mr. Hazen :

—

With reference to our conversation this morning, the
present position as regards the .importation of canned
salmon is as I explain<-<i really more favourable to

Canada than to the Cnited States. It is intended to

license half the amount imported in 1916 and to di.s-

tribute this between Canada and the Cnited States on
the basis of pre-war imports. The imports into the

United Kingdom in cwts. were as follows:

—

Canada. Ignited States.

1911 169.070 226.789
1912 211.616 125.206

191 a 275.362 265.817

1914 3.52.177 510,330

1915 387,171 555..524

1916 479.634 850.745
As the amount to be allowed in during 1917 from

Canada and the United States will be 665.380 cwts.

and this will be divided between Canada and the Unit-

ed States in proportion to their pre-war imiiortations.

Canada will bi- allowed rather more than half, say
roughly 335,000 cwts. The figures would have been

much less favourabk- to Cana<la if the amount had been

distributed on the basis of the 1916 division instead of

the pre-war division. I do not think the Foreign
Office woidd have agreed to stop American imports
but if there is differentiation T think you will agree

that it is not against Canada.

I am moreover s\iggestiiig to the (iovernnient that an

additional quantity might be bought for the trooj)s in

order to bring the imj)orts from Canada up to the 1916

figun's.

In the case of canned lobsters, imports have been as

follows, in cwts.

—

From Canada. Total

1011 37,121 42.427

1912 28.764 34.394

1913 33.139 35.230

1914 .32.919 34,660

1915 .38.610 43.457

1916 50.109 .52.134

Vou will see that imports from the United States

liHve been negligible «?id that Canada will be able to

seiiil UN 2.>.niH) ewl. tliis vear as compareol wilb 29,000
ewt. in 1912 and 33.0(M) in 1913.

There might also be a possibility of getting further
amounts imported under the arrangement for utilizing

empty space in vessels, but. as we do not know exactly
how these arrangements will work out, I am afraid
that I cannot say anything definite as to this point.

Sincerely vours.

(Sgd.) WALTER H. LONG.

FIVE FISHERMAN DROWN—LOST LIVES IN
GALE WHICH SWEPT NOVA SCOTIA.

IIALIF.AX. .\.S. Five lislieniien lost their lives in

a terrific southeast gale which swept Nova Scotia
April 9th.

The dead are: Charles Conrod, 39; Duncan Con-
rod. 20: Frederick Duncan, 28. all of Liverpool, N.S.

;

Thomas JIusey. Yarnionth, X.S. : and George Therian.
Digby, X.S. A sloop containing the fir.st three named
foundered. The powerful gasoline boat of Musey and
Therian came ashore with oai"s and trawls in position
and it was thought at the time the men had been pick-
ed u]) by a |)a.ssing schooner, but the washing a.shore

of one of the bodies has shattered this hope.

NEW LIFE FOR B.C. FISHERIES COMPANY.
D. T. .Siindison. a long-headed Seotclniian who has

been in the deep-sea fishing business for twenty years,
is in Vfineouver, B.C.. representing a syndicate of Lon-
don capitalists who have bought assets of the B.C.
Fisheries Company, at Skidegate, Queen Charlotte
Island. Among the members of the syndicate are Sir
Thomas Lipton. the man who put T in tea; .\ndrew
Weir, whose ships go to all part of the world, and C.

Williamson Milne. CrowTi Court, Old Broad St., Lon-
don, Enghind, the well kiu)wn financier. The price
paid for the various plants of the Company was $50,-
000. but before the money is paid over to the receivers,
Scotchman Sandison wants to be sure that the assets
are intact, hence he is going up north the first week
in April to look things over and if all is in ship-shape,
he will return in ten da.\s time and ccnnplete the deal,
which it is hoped in British Cohnnbia will give new
life to the north coiuitrv and make every one forget
the hurrah da.vs of Sir George Doughty in the light of
more cautious development of the fisheries. Mr. San-
dison is not unknown to the fishermen of B. C. for he
has hiid dealing with them in the past. His people
have been in the fish trade in Scotland for generations
;md hi' is lijiril-Iii'jidi'd.

GERMANY S PLAN TO HIDE U BOAT LOSSES.
Tlir (leniiiiu .\dniiraity are deeply concerned with

the effect that their recent heavy losses in submarines,
if known, coidd not fail to produce upon their U-hoat
crews, who are no longer dauntless voliuiteers of the
earlier type. No pri'cautioiis. therefore, are spared in

order to prevent these lukewarm pirates from learn-
ing the truth about those who have "gone before."
Thiit is why tnider a recent order no T^-boat employed
on blockading dtities, if and when it returns, is allow-
ed to return to its port of departure, but proceeds to
another base. In this way the T'-boat crews in training
or at rest cannot ascertain whether their comradM
have conu' home safely nr have met with ilin- reti'i-

bution.
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Canada's Fisheries for February

1917
(Furnished by tlie Marine and Fishories Dept.)

Notwitstaiidiii}! roiigli cokl weather the quantity of

cod and haddock landed on the Atlantic coast during

February was considerably greater than that landed

in the same month last year. On the other hand the

total landings of lobsters fell short of that for the

preceding February, chiefly owing to exceptional ice

conditions.

The present lobster season ojiencd on the 15th of

November in Charlotte and St. John counties N. B.,

and is now on i)rogress on both sides of the Bay of

Fnndy, and on the western and southern shores of

NovaScotia as far eastward as Halifax harbour.
,

Up to the end of February the total ,j)aek was 4,922

cases while 13.845 cwts. wore shipped in shejl. During

the corresponding period in the preceding year the

pack was 9,953 cases, while 30.315 cwts. were shipped

in shell.

The following table shows the quantity of fresh lob-

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish

ed in a Fresh or Green State; and an estimate of th

keted, or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried, piekl

in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH
1917.

slci's, togctlici- with their value, tak(ni t'ronj the open-
ing'of the season to the end of Februai-y in each of the
yeras from 1913 to 1917:

1913, 44,348 cuts, value .'iir)()!».432

1914, 43.927 cwts. value $496,192
1915, 35.039 cM'ts. value i|;371.235

1916, 50.223 cwts. value $645,488
1917, 23,692 cwts. value $492,005

The I'csidt of the smelt fishery was slightly better
than that for the corresponding month last year. The
extension of the open season was reported to be be-

neficial in some districts, but, taken overall, the quan-
tity thereby added to the total was insignificant.

In the Vancouver Island district of British Columbia
herring were reported in large numbers in the vicinity

of Nanoose Bay and Ntinaimo at the end of the month.
But the total (juantity landed in the province during
the month was 11,500 cwts. less than that landed in

February last year and 54.912 cwts. Ics?: th;ni tlv total

for P^ebruary two years ago.

There were 7.441 cwts. of haliliut landed during the

month against 18.260 cwts. for February last vear.

caught and land-

e Quantities Mar-
ed. canned, etc..

of FEBRUARY,
Totals foi- the T!U)nth of

FEBRUARY, 1916.

Kinds of Fish. iCaught and Landed
lin a Fresh or Green

I State.

Proportion!

'used Fresh'
I Dried.- I

I Pickled. I

ICaniied.etcI

Caught
a Fresh

and T>anded in

or Green State,

SALMON, cwts
S.nlmon, used fresh (or frozen),

cwts
Salmon i-.moked. cwts
LOBSTERS, cwts
Lobsters, canned, cases

Lobsters, shipped in shell, cwts.

COD, cwts
Cod. used fresh, cwts
Cod. smoked, cwts
Cod. green-salted, cwts
Cod. smoked fillets, cwts
Cod dried, cwts
HADDOCK, cwts
Hfiddock. used fresh. c\v1s. . .

TTndflock. smoked, cwts
FTfiddoek flried. cwts. . .

TTAKE AND CUSK. cwt^ . .

Hake and disk used frch cwts.

Hiike H'ld Cusk. smoki'd fillets.

cwts
H-ilco .i"<l Cnsk. dried, cwts. . .

POLLOCK, cvts
Pollof'V u<ief1 f'-osh. cwts
P'llo'.k «rooked flH.tw .' i ,

"RRRTNO. cwts
TToffini* used frcsii cwt^
TTo».vinf». ennned. cases .

xtcfrmif smoked, ewts. .

iTo.-rinff. drv-snlted. ewt^
ll.rri'inp, nicklcd b>'l

IQuantify.

646

Value, i Quantity. I Quantity

$

6.039

639

793

Value.

$

691"

I Proportion

'used Fresh.
' Dried

' Pickled.

ICnnned, etc.

I

' Quantity.

4,666

11.45

713
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SHAD. <\vi.s

Shall, usi'tl frosli, fwts
.SAfiDINKS. brls

Siir<liiu's. solil fi-fsh (iikI siiltfd.

brls

IIAMHIT, ixMv
lliililiut. used fresh, cwts
S(H,KS. cwts
I'LOVNDERS. cwts
SKATE, cwts
SMELTS, cwts. .

ori.AcnoNS. cwi .. .

.

WHITIXO. cwts. . .

TDM ( 'OD. cwts
lU^TOPl'S. cw";
I Iravfish, cwts
OYSTERS, brls

fT>AMS. brls

' liims. used fresh, brls

I. iaiiis. canned, eases

SCALLOPS, brls. ....
Scallnj)s. shelled. j^mIs

CRABS. COCKLES, etc.. cwts.

T<iT.\l, VALUE

:«.iO

7.603

1 .242

723
2 If)

.'2.224

16
6

1.019

23
900

42
2..'>32

III

200

174

46,879

6,166

1,021

236
205.190

')(;

J 4

6.272

184
31.5

294
3.110

SOO

1.0.59

S80,864

300

7.603
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BOOMING SABLEFISH, ALIAS BLACK COD.
Sablffisli, more eoiiiiiioiily known as black cod. was

formally presented to the elite of available aquatic

food supplies of the United States Bureau of Fish-

eries. Officials of the department, believing that the

democracy of high i)rices has upset the old exclusive-

ness of the so-called "codfish aristocracy," establish-

ed by the Pilgrini fathers, have inaugiirated a cam-

paign to demonstrate to tlu' people who are protest-

ing against the high cost of living that the sablefish

are entitled to the same regard accorded the fish which

have been accepted by the housewife for generations.

They staiul sponsor for the st itement that the so-call-

ed black cod, free from boue. white in flesh, and

requiring little time for cooking, is suitable for the

hund)lest honu- because of its price and for the mil-

lionaire's table for its firmness of texture and delicious

flavor.

Although the sablefish was discovered off the coast

of Alaska in 1811, until now its excellence has been

known to only a few persons. The department be-

lieves, however, that the tinu' has come when because

of its edible qualities and low ])rice, it should be made

known to all. It is found in the deep water off the

Pacific coast from San Francisco to Alaska, and is

particularly abundant from Oregon northward. It

has been caught more or less freely by halibut fisher-

men for many years, but has been regarded as a

nuisance rather than at its true worth, because, "with

characteristic American heedlessness of the value of

natural resources," it has been neglected by the con-

sunu'r and there has been no market tor it.

Millions of pounds have been returned to the sea

aiuuially. while the people who shoidd have been using

it have been clamoring for investigations into the rea-

sons for the high cost of living. The sablefish as caught

averages about fifteen pounds in weight, although it

grows much larger. Because of its firm texture, it

is transported easily, and, according to the depart-

ment, is available for u.se as far east as New York and

New England. The fish can be used in as many ways

as can cod. Cod is dry-meated, but the department

officials say that the sablefi.sh is one of the richest and

fattest of the American fishes.

151/4 inch and 29 inch by 21 inch stroke; speed 9i/o

knots. Her dimensions are: Length, 95 feet; breadth'

20.7 feet ; depth, 10.7 feet.—British Fishing News.
(There is no steam trawler named Crocus mention-

I'd in either Ijlo\(i"s Register or the (Janadian Shipping
List.—Ed. C. F.')

Mr. Walter Lambert, naval architect of Montreal,

and who has been devoting a great deal of attention

to the designing of trawlers and auxiliary sailing fish-

ing craft, has severed his connection with Messrs.

.(ohn Keid and Comi)any, Ltd., and will 0]>en an office

lor him.sclf. Mr. Lambert is a miMnber of the In-

stitute of Naval ArchitcH-ts. the Canadian Fisheries'

Asso<dation, and is already known to our readers by
the d'-si<.riis published in the Cauadiiui Fisherman.

BIGGEST KELP BARGE.
l^uilt at a cost of over .'i;2.()U()' probably the largest

kelp barge on the Pacific Coast was launched recently

from- the private ways of the Pacific Products Com-
pany, Los Angeles, Cal. The big scow is equipi)ed

for coastwise comnu-rce, and has n capacity of 'i2^-> tons.

The dimensions of the boat is HO by 80 feet and 8 feet

deep.

CANADIAN OWNED?
The CauHdiari-owned iron s(wew Irawlei' Crocus, 111!

tons gross and 62 tons net register, has been sold for

about £2, KM). She was built at Middlesborough. in

]^'V.K ;iiid has cntnpotuid engines H.'i h.]).?!.; cylilldei's

BRINE FOR SHUCKING SCALLOPS.

The custom of soaking scallops in fresh water, which
has been practic(Ml for a number of years in certain

localities, is regarded by the Ignited States Department
of Agriculture as likely to result in a violation of the

Federal Food and Drugs Act, and, with the opening of

the scallop season, shippers are being warned that in

the opiiuon of the departnu'iit it is uidawfiU to sell in

interstate commerce, scallops that have been treated

in this way. The effect of soaking sca'lops in fresh

water to increase their volume, even when the intention

is only to wash the shellfish, and such an increase is

held to be adulteration within the meaning of the food

and drugs act.

To those shippers who find it is difficult to keep
clean scallops that are shucked in a dry basket, the de-

partment recommends the use of fresh brine containing

21/2 per cent of salt. Two pounds of salt to ten gallons

of water will give approximately the proper strength,

and small amounts of this liquid can be used in the

shucking basket without much danger of soaking the

scallops. Brine of a similar strength may also be used

to wash the shucked scallops, but the liquid should

be changed frequently and should not be used when
dirty.

('lean salt water from the ocean may be used in-

stead of the brine if it is possible to obtain water from

sources which are free from all risk of contamination

by sewerage.

It is also recommended that the scallops, whenever
possible, should be washed in clean salt water before

they are brought ashore. This will get rid of a great

deal of mud. If clean tables and receptacles and a

clean, dry place for storing the molluscs in the shell

are provided, there will be less difficulty in keeping

the scallops clean without the use of water.

If fresh water is used for washing purposes, the scal-

lops must not remain in contact with it for more than

two or three minutes. If they are left in the water

any longer there is danger of "soaking," that is to

say, they will absorb the water and increase in size.

This, it is held, affects the quality or strength of the

sid)stance in a maimer prohibited by the food and

.drugs act.

In its investigation into the conditions in scallop

shucking establishnuMits the de|)artment has found

that it takes from W to 4;') minutes for the average

shucker to fill a pail. If- therefore, the scallops are

shucked into pails of fresh water, they almost certain-

ly will renuiin there sufficiently long for soaking to

take |(lace. Even when snuiller receptacles are used,

if water be present, soaking will probably occur. Tiie

effect of this process is heightened wlu'ii they are

washed subsequently in tubs of fresh water. The use

of brine as described above is, therefore, recommended
as a nu>ans id" seoiring cleanliiU'.ss and attractiveness f(U-

till- shucked scallojis. without violating the provisions

of the Federal food and drugs act.

The washed scallops should be carefully and com-

pletely drained before shipnu'nt, as the presenci> of

flee liquid would be regarde<l as an adulteration.

Kastporf Sentinel.
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PACIFIC NOTES.
Tlie I'irst of tlie herring struck in at i'ort tiimpson on

.March 7, and thrt-e seining crews which were operating

there secured fair catches. As the run increased, more

boats were put into operation, and as much as fifty

tons per ilay were caught and taken to Prince Rupert

for freezing. The run has continued tlirough the month

of March, and is not vet over.

Mr. W. I']. Aiiurix.ii. of the Quathia.ski (aiiuiiig Cn..

I^imited. (^uatiiiaski Cove, B.C., returned to Vancouver

on March 7th after visiting Ottawa, Toronto, Mont-

real, and various Eastern United States points.

Tin- tiawling (iperations of the S.S. '.lames Carruth-

ers" out of Prince IJupert are continuing, although it

is as yet impossil)le to say whether or not these oper-

ations are a financial success. On March 8th the "Car-

ruthers" brought in 43,000 lbs. of fish, of which only

600 lbs. was halibut, 10,000 lbs. cod, and the balance

flat fish of various kinds. This experiment is being

watched with great interest by the fishing industry,

and if successful there is no doubt that many other

boats will be fitted up to operate as steam trawlers.

The Gos.se-Millerd Packing Company, which has

hitherto been known only in the salmon canning busi-

ness, has recently erected a small cold storage plant

and fish freezing plant at Bella Bella, B.C. This plant

is now making ice, and for about a month past has

been freezing a i|uantity of bait. They expect to do

<iuite a business with halibut schooners in bait during

the Summer, and they also except to pureha.se hali-

but caught by Indians and local fi.shermen and freeze

the siiiiie for the Kiistern markets.

During the early part of March the usual shortage

of lefrigerator cars which exists at Prince Rupert be-

came accentuated, and for i)ractically one week no

refrigerator ears were available at all at that port. As

a result, a nui!d)er of schooners which put in to Rupert

with trips of halibut, were obliged to go to Seattle in

order to dispose of their fish. The Canadian Express

Company, which operates over the C.rand Trunk Paci-

fic Line, were unable to supply the refrigerator equip-

nient, and were obliged to call on the Great Northern

Express Company, who supplied refrigerator ears via

Winnipeg, and relievetl the shortage, on March 12th.

-Mr. F. E. Payson, Manager of the floletas Fish Com-
pany of Vancouver, B.C., has left for Boston and other

Eastern Cities.

The (Joletas Fish Com|iany, Ijiuiited, of Vancouver.

B.C., and .Shushartie Bay, has changed the name to

Western Packers Limited. The new Company will

operate- under the same management as the former

(Joletas Fish Company, and will in addition operate
the Butedale (tannery, and cold storage plant, at Bute-
dale, B.C.

The .schooner Kiiieker'bockcr", while procee(iing

South from the Vakutat fishing banks, with a cargo
of fish, broke her starboard tail shaft and lost her pro-
pellor. The vessel put into Seward, Alaska, and dis-

charged her cargo. A new tail shaft propellor was
shipped to Seward and repairs effected at that port.

('apt. W. H. (Jillen. formerly of the Schooner "Jess-
ie" will fish this Summer out of Prince Rupert on the
Schooner "Sealight".

Capf. Jacob Hansen, late of the Steamer "New
England", has taken commaiul of the Steamer "Chi-
(a<ro.

A new company has been formed to operate out of
Prince Rupert, to be known as the Deep Sea Fishing
Comi)any, the shareholders including Messrs. George
Selig. William Selig. Baiufer and McNulty. They have
ac(piired the "Ilaysporf No. 1

" and the "Ilaysport No.
2" from the Skeena River Fisheries Limited, and have
'also built the launch "Kitwinmar". The latter vessel

will be operated in the Herring business.

HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS
DURING THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY 1917.

Feb. 2. Cliief Skugaid. 4.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Feb. 3. Tom & Al. U.S.. 23.000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co.. Ltd.

Feb. 3. Washington, T\S., 17,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co.. Ltd.

Feb. 6. Pacific, U.S., 1.5.000, Pacific Fisheries Com-
pany.

Feb. 7. America, U.S., 20,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Feb. 7. (Jilford, 6.000, The C, F, & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Feb. 9. (Jeo. E. Foster, 7,000. The C, F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd,

Feb. 9. (irier Starrett, 13.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Lt<l.

Feb. 10. Carruthers. Jas., .'i.OOO, The C. F, & C. S.

Co.. Ltd.

Feb. 13. Maiola, I'.S.. 16.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Feb. l.">. Siniiiii-r. I'.S.. ^(\.()()^\ Allin Fisheries

Ltd.

Feb. 1:"). Agues H.. 10.000. Aliiu Fisheries Lid.

Feb. lii. Trio. U.S., 12,000. Royal Fish Company.
Feb. 16. Director, U.S.. 7.000, Atlin Fisheries

fjimited.

Feb. 18. Republic. U.S., 30.000. The C. F. & C. S,

Co., Ltd.
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Icl.. 1^. Knllr, I .S.. ll.OOO, 'I'hc ('. K. & ('. S. Co.. K.li. 1. K ii iikcrhockcr. :5r>.0()(). New Enplaud Fish

Ltd. <'()m|)aMy.

Fcl). IS. \V. H.. l.iinl. l.'.dno. I'll,. C. F. iV ('. S. Co.. F.-h. 10. Tdid.-iisk.jold. IH.OOO. Kipley Kisli Com-
Ltd. |)iiny.

Feb. 18. Chief Skugaid, 20.000, The (1 F. & (1 S. Feb. 10. Seattle. 11.000. Kiley Fish Company.
<'().. Ltd. Feb. 12. Omaiiev. n,000, Sail .Tiiaii Fishiiifi & Pkji.

IM.. II). CaiTuthers, Jas.. 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Co., Ltd. Feb. 14. Liberty, ;K).000. Sail Juan Fishing & I'kg.

Feb. 20. Puritan, II.R.. 20.000, Booth Fisheries Com- Co.

pany. Feb. 14. Senator, 7,000. San Juan Fishing & Pkg.
Feb. 20. Olympic, U.S., 15,000, Pacific Fisheries Co. Co.

Feb. 20. Panama. U.S., 30.000, Atlin Fisheries Feb. 14. Active, 6,000. Ripley Fish Company.
I^td. Feb. If). J. I'. Todd. 11.000. Washington Fish & 0.

Fell. iM. Kddink, U.S.. :U).0()0. The C. F. & ('. S. Co., Co.

titd. Feb. 20. Vakutat. 20,000, San Juan Fishing &- Pkg.

Feb. 21. Constance, U.S., 2(j,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.

Co., Ltd. Feb. 22. Tyee. 25,000. New England Fisli Company.
Feb. 23. Commoinvealth, U.S.. 13.000, Booth Fish- Feb. 23. Prospector. 25.000, New England Fish

cries Company. Company.

Feb. 23. Nellie, U.S., 8.000, Booth Fislu-ries Com- Feb. 23. Knickerbocker, 25.000, New England Fish

pany. Company.

Feb. 23. Tuladi, 5.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
'

Feb. 23. P. l^oreen, 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

I^t<l- HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS
Feb. 23. Margaliee, 5,000. Royal Fish Coini)aMy. MARCH 1ST TO MARCH 31ST INCLUSIVE.
Feb. 23. Lillian M., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited. . . p . „ „ „

Feb. 24. Arctic. U.S., 15,000, The C, F, & C. S. Co.. ""'.^^Z Z.l f'S,- 14.000, The C. F. ^ C. S. Co.,
I^t'i. Limited.

Feb. 24. Atlantic, U.S., 15,000. The C. F. & C. S. ^^,^,,. ^ ,,,..,,. ^,^,,.,.^.^^ ^^^^^^^ ,,,,^,, ^, ^, ^ ^ ^ ^^
<"o-. I-'t*!- Limited.

Feb. 24. Wireless, U.S., 5,000. Koyal Fish Com-
.^j^,,. , _,^,,^,,j^, ..^ ,,,„„, .,,|^^, ,, ,, ^^ ,, ^ , .^^

P'"'y- Limited.
Feb. 2(i, K, .Xirlsni,, U.S.. 10.000, The C, F, & C. S. ^^,.„. i.__Pj,„r,M,.. U.S , 14,000, The (

'. F. & C. S. Co..
Co., Ltd. Limited.

Feb. 26. Alvilda, U.S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.. ,Mar. 1.—Omaney. U.S., 55,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd. ,
Limited.

Feb. 26. America, U.S., 20,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Mar. ].—Canutliers, Jas., 20,000, The (J. F. & C. S.

Ijfj ("o.. Limited.

Feb. 26. Eaglr. U.S., 26,000. Tlie C. F. & C. S. Co., Mar. 1.—Chief Zibassa, 17,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd. Limited.

Feb 27 Tom & Al. U.S.. 45.000. The C. F. & C- S. .Mar. 1.—Orient. U.S.. 15,000, Atlin Fi.shcries Limited.

C,,,^ ],tti. Mar. l.--Tordenskjold, U.S., 25,000 Atlin Fisheries

Feb. 27. M. T. 3, 8.000. Uoyal Fish Co. Limited.

Feb 28 Nornen, 5,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited, >AIar. 1.—Eidsvold, U.S., 16,000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd.

. Feb 28. Loyal, U.S.. 14.000. The C. F. & (;. S. Co., :\Lir. 1.—Nautilus, U.S., 7.000. Atlin Fisheries Ltd.

l,tj. _ Mar. 1.--Seattle. U.S., 45.000, Booth Fisheries Co

Vessels not specified 'U.S."' are of Canadian Regis- .Mar. 1, -Washington. U.S.. 25.000, Pacific Fisheries

ter. Company.

AT VANCOUVER, B.C.: ^liir. l.--l'acific, U.S., 2,^,000. Pacific Fisheries Co.

Feb 3 Celestial Empire, (iO.OOO. Tin Canadian Mar. 1. -Ed. Rodel, 5.000, Royal Fish Co.

Fishing Co., Ltd. '^lar. 3.—Liberty. U.S., 35.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Feb.'"5. Borealis, 40,000. The Canadian Fishing Co.. Limited.

I,td. ^lar. 3.—Panama. U.S.. 17,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co..

Feb. 5. Kingswav. 35.000. The Canadian Fishing Limited.

Co.. Ltd.
'

-^I"''- 4.—Bryan, U.S.. 10.000. Booth Fisheries Co.

Feb. 10. Peseawha, 25.000. The Canadian Fishing Mar. 4.—.\ndrow Kelly, 40,000. The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Co., Ltd Limited.

tVb II 00(1 riie Canadian .Mar. 4.—Agnes, B., 8.(K)0. The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Fishing Co., Lt.<l. I^Lir. 4. Glacier. US . 13,000, The C, F. & C, S. Co..

Feb 27 Celestial Empire. 100.000, The Canadian Limited.

Fishing Co.. litd. ^Ln•. 4. Mars. U.S., 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

f/,.),
-Hi |.'!.,,,|||!,„, i;iiiiiiii TIh- ('nnadian I''i-<}iii\'_' Limited.

( ,
I

.
i

.^Llr. 4. -Senator, U.S., 20,000, Booth Fisheries, Co.

\l KKIl HIK.X.N, ALASKA: ^Lir. 4.—Thelma. U.S., 14.000 .\tlin Fisheries Lt.d.

lei) 1 Prospector. 10.000. New Englaml Fish Com Mar. 4.—Viking, U.S., 10,000. Atlin Msheries, Ltd.

p„„v Mar. fi.—Sitkn, TT.S., 36.000, Pacific Fisheries Co.
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\lliKlinli.

I,

(KMt. Th. t
I

I
', ill HI 'I'll,' IAlar. 1.. r.M|.!> .1 r

I
. Limited.

Mar. fi. SliaiiirocK, l ..^,, 2u,inM/, .Viiiii JMsncrhs Li"l.

.Mar, ti KiMiiK-lioc, TT.S.. 7,000, Atlin Fishori.'s Tj.l.

Mill-. 7. K'ol! - 10,000. Tho C !'

I..iiiiitC(l.

Mar !).— Director. I'.S., 16,000, Pacitic Fisheries Co.

Mar. !)._V.ilniit.'cr. I'^ iTnnn Tli.' C F. & C R
I .'

. liiinitcd

M,' '' .Manhattan i ^. jim.nnM. .\lliii KislHM'ics.

\liir. 12.— Aiiiiiiisdcii. U.S., 15,000, Tlie C. F. & C s

I
. Limited.

Mar. 12.—Pioneer. U.S.. 20,000, The C. F. & C. S
I Limited.

Mar. 12.—Commonwcaltli i.OOO, Booth Fisli-

s Company.
Mar. 12.—Aretie, U.S.. 15,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Miir. 12.—Active. T'.S.. fi.OOO. T'.ootli Fisheries Co.

Mar. 12.—.Tas. OarnitluMs, 20.000. The C. F. & C. S.

Limited.

.Nfar. 1^ Knili;i1< ' - 'nnmi -ri .(> |.- ^vC S Cn..

Limiteij

Alar. l:i. Olvmpic. I .S.. liO.tHJU. liodtli Fisheries • 'o

Mar. 1.'5.—Oj'oa. U.S.. Ti.OOO. Booth Fisheries Co.

Mar. 13.—Corona. I'.S.. 10.000. Pacific Fisheries Co.

Mar. 13.—Borealist. 10.000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Mar. 13.—Nornen. 1.5,000. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

>rar. 14.--Fairlianlcv, r.;=;.. Ifi.OOO, Bi>ot]i Fisherirs

I "iiipan.v.

.Mar. 14.—I. P. Todd. U.S.. D.OOO. j'.ooth Fisheries Co.

Mar. 14.- Cora, T'.S.. S.OOO. Pacific Fisheries Co.

Mar. 14.—E. Nielson, U.S.. 0,000 Pacific Fisheries Co.

\(;,r. 14 ri.,,ii !• c; innnn tiw r y s.- c s Co..

^lai'. 14.- -.Miirji.-ii ^,(i(<u i lie < . I- . iV ' .
.->. ('(>.. fjtd.

Mar. 16.—Alten. T'.S.. .-..'.,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Limited.

.Mar. 16.—Tordensk.iold, T'.S.. 15,000, Pacific Fish-

's Compan.v.
Mar. le.^Alvildii, T.S.. '.I.OOO, Pacific Fisheries Co.

Mar. 16.—T). C. F. 1. 6.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Mar. 16.—Nantilus, 6.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Mali 19.—Atlantic, U.S., 20,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Mar. 10—Eidsvold. U.S.. 7.000. Booth Fisheries Co.

Mar. 19.—Lihertv, U.S., 55,000. Pacific Fisheries Co,

^r»r. 19.—Tom & Al, U.S., .55,000. The C. F. & <

'
S

' ' . Limited.

Mar. 19.—Panama, 1^ 10,000, Atlin Fisheries

1. united.

NLtr. 19.—Af?nes B., 5,000 Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Mar. 19—Rosespit, 15,(KX), Atlin Fisheries Limited.

Mar, 19.—Tuladi, l.'i.OOO. Atlin Fisheries Limited.

.Mar, 20.—America. U.S„ 10,000. Th(> C, F, & C. S.

I H
. Limited.

Mar 21.—Chief Skiitrai.!, •i(MM)(). Tli.' C V \ (' ^

I '1 , fiimited.

Mar. 21—Oeo. E. Foster, 10.000. The C F & < S

' " , Limited.

.Mar. 22.—Grier Rtarrett, fi.O(H), The C, F, & C, S. Co
' iiiited.

.^^ar. 22.—Eavrle. U.S., 24,000, Booth Fi.sheries Co,

Mar. 23 Vesta, T',S,. 20.000. The C, F. & C, S. Co.,

1 , united.

M.ir -Jt Aii.lr.w Kellv. 40.000. The C. F, & <
'

S

M.n St' l''laminu'

< Limited.

,Mar, 27. I'. 1

l-imited.

. nnn

Mar, Miamrociv
Co,. Limited.

Mar. 30. -Joe Baker. 5.000, Hoval Fish Company.
Mar. 31.—Nornen. 10.000. The C. F. & C, S. Co., Ltd

Vessels not specified "I'.S

At Vancouver. B.C.

:

.Mar, 1—Borealis. .50.000. Th(

f Canadian Rejristry.

Canadian Fishinj: Co.,

Till Canadian Fishing

O.OOn. Till- Cnn.ndian

Mm '' < 1 1 1 ( 1 1 1 1 ( I i I 1 I
-^

: i
'_'

I anadian Fishing Co,,

(^anadian Fishing Co,.

The Canadian

Limited.

Mar 3.—Kinjrswa.v. .50.000.

Co . Tiimited.

Mar. 20.—Celestial Empire.
Fishing Co., Tjimited.

Mar. 21,— Flnttiintro, 5.-.,000.

Co., Tiimited.

Mar. 24.- -l><kmn, in.Oon. Tin

Limited,

26.—Kingswa.v. 55.000. The
Limited.

Mar. 30.—Carlotta (i. Cox, 25,000.

Fishinsr Co.. Tiimited.

At Ketchikan Alaska:
Mar. 12.— Doli.hin. 12.000, ,\'c\v Hiiirlaiid Fish Co,

Mar, 12,—Lister. 10.000. New Enfrlaiid Fish Co,

Mar. 12.—Hi (^ill. 12.000. New England Fish Co.

Mar. 12.—Daisv. 11.000, New England Fish Co.

Mar. 12.- Rolfe,. 14,000, New England Fish Co.

Mar. 13.—IT. & R., 6,000, New England Fish Co.

Mar, 13—Roald, 12,000, New England Fish Co.

l^Tar. 13.—Venus. 25.000. New Endand Fish Co.

^Tar. 15.—Prospector. 15.000, New England Fish Co.

Mar. 17—E. Nilsen. 8,000. New England Fish Co.

Mar. 17.—Kingfisher. (i.OOO. Ne?v England Fish C9.

Mar. 20 -Lincoln. 5,000, New England Fish Co,

Afar, 20,—Panline, 13.000. New England Pi.sh Co,

Mar, 20.—T.vee. 30 000, New England Fish Co.

Mar. 20,- Tioval. 13.000. New Ent'land Fish Co.

Mar, 20.—TTellenic, 12.000, New Fngfand Fish Co,

]\Tar. 21 —Orient. 32,000. New England Fish Co.

Mar. 22.—.1. P. Todd. 5,000, New England Fish Co.

Mar, 22.—Star, 15,000, New England Fish Co.

Mar 22.—Senator. if.OOO, New England Fish Co.

Afar. 22,—Eureka. 5.000. New Eiiglaiul Fish Co.

Mar. 24, Omane.v. 50,000. New England Fish Co.

Mar. 26. Manhattan. SO.OOO, New England Fish Co.

M.ii _':. Anrora, 5,000, \, ,, Kngland Fish Co.

BOOTH FISHERIES CO. BUYS BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANNERY.

The Booth Fisheries compan.v on Jlarcii 12 took over

the Scotdi-Canadian canner.y property at Steveston.

B. C. and will direct the operation of the plant from

Seattle. Tlu' propert.v iiurludes a large fonr-line sani

tar.v cann<>r.v. with full e(|nipmeiit of American Can
company machinery, located at the mouth of the Frasor

river- which has heen a producer of some eon.seqnence

Ml the past.

' •|)crati(nis will be conducted nno -1

Booth Fisheries Company of Canada, Ltd,, a Canadian
subsidiary of the American corj.oration. Oscar Berg-

seth, formerly assistant purchasing agent of the North-

west<'rn Fislieries Compan.v at Seattle, has been ap-

pointed superintendent, and is now at the plant mak-
ing preparations for thf s.m^kiCs work I'lifi'
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ESTABLISHED 1736

Gourock Ropework Export Co.
LIMITED (OF SCOTLAND)

MANUFACTURERS OF

The Celebrated ''Gourock" Brand

of Herring and Mackerel Nets

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Canadian Branch Montreal

McKeough & Trotter
LIMITED

Manufacturers of

Gasoline Engines and

Launches

CHATHAM - ONTARIO

We Manufacture Fish Boats; Gaso-

line Engines, two and four cycle,

both Marine and Stationary; aLo
Stake Drive'-s and Pullers; Ice

Crushers, etc, for Fishermen.

Our Output is first class; made
from the best material obtainable;

put together by experienced mech-
anics; and sold ai. reasonable prices.

THE

New Brunswick Cold

Storage Co., Limited

ST. JOHN, N.B.. CANADA

750,000 CUBIC FEET.

STRICTLY PUBLIC WAREHOUSING. NO
TRADING IN LINES HANDLED.

SWITCHING TO ALL RAILWAYS. THE
ONLY COLD STORAGE WITH SIDINGS
LOCATED AT A CANADIAN WINTER
PORT.

15ETTKK FACILITIES FOR ACCUMU-
LATING LOCAL GOODS FOR CARLOT
WESTKl^X SHIPMENT OR WESTKRN
GOODS FOR EXPORT FURTHERANCE
THAN ANY OTHER HOUSE.

WIRE US YOUR PROPOSITIONS,
PLKASE. HATES ALWAYS AVAILABLE.
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ONTARIO
Department of Game and

Fisheries
The nttention of the fishermen is invited to the

following provisions of the Dominion Special Fish-
ery Regulations for the Province of Ontario and of
the Ontario Game and Fisheries Act.

Fishing by means other than angling or trolling
except under the authority of u lease, '.icense or
permjt issued by this Department Is prohibited.

Non-residents, that Is persons domiciled In the
Province for a period of less than six months, are
not allowed to angle or troll without an angler's
permit.

No one shall fish for or take largo mouthed or
small mouthed black bass, maskinonge, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts,
otherwise than by angling.

No one shall fish for large mtuthed or small
mouthed black bass, maskinonge, salmon, speckled
trout, brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts
through the Ice.

The sale or export of small or large mouthed
black bass, of maskinonge and of speckled trout,
brown trout, rainbow or other Pacific trouts Is pro-
hibited.

The sale or export of pickerel (dore) less than
fifteen Inches in length, measuring from the point of
the nose to the centre of the posterior margin of the
tail, is prohibited.

The taking of whitefish or salmon trout less than
two pounds in weight is prohibited.

The use of trap nets is prohibited.

Fishing with gill nets In Lake Erie, from De-
cember 15tb to March 16th, both days inclusive, is

prohibited.

No one Khali set or placj nets other than hoop
nets, dip or roll nets, in any river or creek or with-
in five hundred yards *of the entrance thereto. This
prohibition shall not apply to carp fishing.

CLOSE SEASONS (Commercial Fish.)

Pickerel.—In water otiier than the Great Lakes,
Georgian Bay, North Channel and connecting
waters—April Ifith to June 15th.

Whitefish and Salmon Trout.—In waters where
commercial fishing with gill nets is not permitted
—October 5th to November Sth, both days in

elusive.

In the Bay of Quinte—November Ist to No-
vember 30th, both days inclusive.

In waters other than the Bay of Quinte, Great
Lakes, Georgian Bay, North Channel and connect-
ing waters, where commerc.'al fishing with gill nets
is permitted—October 5th to November 30th,

both days Inclusive.

LIMIT or CATCH (Commercial Fish.)

(By Angling or Trolling.)

Pickerel.—Twelve per day.

Salmon Trout.—Big and Little Rideau Lakes,
three \)fr <lay. Other waters except Great Lakes.
Georgian Pay, Norta Channel and connecting
waters, five per day.

A. SHERIFF,
Deputy MIn.ster of Game and Fisheries.

Department of Ganip and Fisheries.
Toronto, Feb. Ist., 1916.

Exceptional

Angling

Opportunities

are offered by the Province of Quebec, wliicli

i.s the only one that leases exclusive huntin};

and fishing territories over larp;e areas of

forest, lakes and rivers, both to Clubs and pri-

vate individuals, with the privilege of erect

iiitr oanips tliereon.

.Mcinber.slii]) may be obtained, if desired,

in many existing clubs, with camp privile;r<'.s

already provided, and often with the rierht of

inrtiiiir private summer homes on suit.abl'!

sites on the club territory.

On all nnleased Crown Lands and Waters.

fiiigling and hunting are absolutely free to resi-

dents of the Province, and the only charge to

non-residents is the cost of tlie non-re^;-!...,

i

fishing or hunting license.

To the Wholesale Fish Trade

The attention of dealers who receive their

fresh fish from Portland and other foreign

sources is directed to the exceptional oppor-

tunities of obtaining their .supply from the

Paic des Clialcurs and the North Shore of the

St Lawrence, to their own advantage and that

of their customers, and to the benefit of the

fishermen of the Province of Quebec.

For all Information apply to—

The Minister

of Colonization, Mines and

Fisheries

Of the Province of Quebec
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THE ROBERTS FISHERMAN $150.00

Fisherman's Work Engine 8-10 H. P.

I '.ore (i-iii. Stroke 6V2-i»- Crankshaft 1 l/'S-'m.

A stronft. sturdy, depcudablc work boat en-

^'ine that yon can absolutely rely upon to give

consistent service in your ])o«t. Write to-day

for full details.

ROBERTS MOTORS
2104 Roberts Bldg. Sandusky, O., U.S.A.

USE

MUELLER'S
Hardwood Barrels

and

Half Barrels
" THEY RETAIN THE PICKLE "

FOR PACKING MACKEREL. HERRING

and SCOTcH CURED HERRING

Prompt Shipments our Motto

Write Direct to

The Charles Mueller Co.
LIMITED

WATERLOO ONTARIO

i'

= <<

Brunswick Brand
77

HIGH

SEA
GRADE

SARDrNES IN Oil

Bliicka li^iuoJr
N D.

FOODS I
^\ Block ^^

'wrvsr'

I
CONNORS BROTHERS, LIMITED

|
Branch Office

:

G Ward Street,

SI. John, N.B.

PACKKRS AND CANNERS.

BLACK'S HARBOUR,
N.B.

Cable AddretM

:

Connors, St. George

Telegraphic Address:

St. George, N.B.

»,-
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1 S lAUIIMIII) ISN3

THOMAS nOBINSON I

GRIMSBY, ENGLAND 1
oooooo

Trawler Owner
Fish Salesman
Fish Merchant

oooooo

Ajtent for tlu' sale of NewfouiKllaiid, Labrador
aii.l other SALTED COD and HADDOCKS.

(•()XsrLTI\(i 1)1I{P:("T01{ to the CANADIAN
FISH & COLT) SToltAOK CO, Tvimitcl .

Vnuc'
Kiipert, B. C.

Agent for the sale and purchase of STKAM
TRAWLKKS, ete.

The LAUOEST HHITISH IMPORTER of Oana

(lian Frozen Pish.

Contractor to tlie Britisli Oovernment and Overseas Forces.

oooooooooooo

Telegraphic and Cable address:

"RELIANCE, GRIMSBY".

Bankers:—
THE NATIONAL PROVINCIAL
BANK OF ENGLAND LTD.,
GRIMSBY Branch.

in^

CANADIAN EXPORTERS
OF ALL KINDS OF

FISH
SHOULD ADVERTISE IN AND

SUBSCRIBE TO

THE FISH TRADES GAZETTE
Subscription, 15s. 2d. per annum, post free

Advertisement Rates on Application

CIRCULATES WIDELY THROUCiHOUT THE WORLD

Only Address—Peninsular House, Monument St., LONDON, ENGLAND
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THE

Lockeport Cold Storage Co.
LIMITED

W. M. HODGE, President.

Lockeport - Nova Scotia

Producers and Distributors of all kinds of Fresh,

Frozen, Smoked, Pickled and Dried

Atlantic Sea Foods

Cold Storage, Smoke Houie* and Dock* Located at

Lockeport, N.S., adjacent to the Best Fishing
Grounds

The E. F. HART CO., Limited

Dry and Pickled Fish

: Canned Lobsters :

Farquhar's Wharf HALIFAX, N.S.

H. R. SILVER, Ltd.,

Exporters of all kinds of

dry and pickled fish.

Large stock carried, suit-

able for all markets.

Halifax. Nova Scotia.

A. Wilson & Son

HALIFAX, N.S.

Established 1878

PIONEERS IN THE FISH TRADE
: ON THE ATLANTIC COAST :

DEALERS IN FRESH, FROZEN AND
SMOKED FISH

n l{ you want the best in Finnan

Haddies or Boneless Strip Cod

get WILSON'S.

—Branches at

—

CANSO NORTH SYDNEY INGONISH
PETIT DE GRAT, N.S.

Dry and Pickled Fish

Fish Oils

Fishery Salt

Fish Packages
Fishing Dories

Ask us for Prices

Arthur N. Whitman, Ltd.
Halifax, - Nova Scotia.

CNt' POUND NET

(sl^Kii"JnC3aA"i7DwaC3'ii'D(? (g©(?)C-'dSW
:^&ii><

PRCPARED WITH GPCAT

W.5.L0GGIE CO..LTD.. Chatham, nb t?5=-^=^
%Jid.

W. S. LOGGIE COMPANY
LIMITED

CHATHAM - N.B.

Producers and Distributors of Frosh
and Frozen Fish, Canned Lobsters.

If you want the best in Pure
Boneless Codfish, try our Golden
Crown, 1 lb. Lithographed Wrap
pers, 24 X 1 lb. boxes.

Star Brand, 1 lb. tablets, parch-
ment wrapped. Pure Codfish, no
bones. 24 x 1 lb. boxes.

Write us for quotations.
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** Browns Bank or Hell, Fll make a wake for th* rest

to steer h\l^* ^'^ spoke ' Drive-her-an'-be-damned' Judson—^^————^— Kemble when he shipped as a trawler on the
hoodooed schooner ANNIE CROSBY.

Read the yarn and many others in THK SHAtlK LOCKER -tales of the daring, sail-carrying,
reckless fishermen of Canada's deep sea fishing fleets.

Canadian Sea Tales by a Canadian

The Shack
Locker

Yarns of the Deep Sea Fishing Fleets

By

FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE

• Faitlitul pictures of the lives of a partieiiiarly sturdy
aiitl picturesque race of men — an interesting and at-

tractive volume of deep sea yarns."—Saturday Night,
Toroiild.

"We owe Mr. Wallace a debt for this book. It com-
prizes a dozen of as good stories of deep sea adven-
ture as it has been one's fortmie to nni across."

—

.Montreal Star.

(irips the imagination of the reader and holds him
spellbound with perils and advciitini's of hfird sea

faring life."—Journal of C'oinmercr.

Special Offer to the New Subscribers for the Canadian Fisherman
A copy of THE SUACK LOCKER tastefully bound in .stiff paper covers will be sent to all new
subscribers to the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for $1.50. For one dollar and fifty cents, a paper
bound copy of THE SHACK LOCKER will be sent along with a year's subscription to the CAN-
ADIAN FISHERMAN the Journal that is putting Canada's Fisheries on the Map.

ORDER YOUR COPY OF THE BOOK AND MAGAZINE NOW!
Messrs. Industrial and Educational Press, Ltd.

600 Read Building,

Montreal, Que.

I am enclosing $1.50 for which please send m • the CANADIAN FISHERMAN for one year,

also the paper bound edition of THE SHACK LOCKER.

Name

Address

TUK SJIA(JK LUCKEli bound in cloth covers costs $1.50 net. For tho.sc ^mm. wish to keep the
liook in their library or give as a present, we mail to any address on receipt of the price.
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PROMPT SALES PROMPT RETURNS

P. C. PARKHURST
Commission Dealer in

Salt

AND

Pickled FISH
o
o
o
o

Smoked o

AND a
o

Canned S
o

Office and Wharf ;

§ 28 Vincent Street, GLOUCESTER, Mass. g
8 o

Corretpondence Solicited

5 o
ooooooooooooopoooooooooaoooooooooooaaooooo

oooooooaooooooooooooooooooooooooooaooooaao

IMAX FINKELSTEINg
o
a WHOLESALE PRODUCER OF SMOKED FISH

124 HAVEMEYER ST.

BROOKLYN N. Y.

BUYS
CISCOES: CHUBS. S
TULIBEES; BLUE g
FINS; white STUR- 5
GEON; frozen as g
well as salted round
HERRINGS. Red g
and fat, Pacific Coast g
mild cured SAL-
MON. 5

I pay market prices for all varieties of prime, fresh or g
5 frozen fish, suitable for smoking. Remittances upon safe g
O and satisfactory arrival. Authentic reference. Communi- 6
g cate with me. g
oooooooaaooo 000000000000000000000000oooooa

W. IrvinK Atwood, Pre*t.

W. Elmer

Atwood,
Vice-Preit.

REE
WHoresMI CoMUfssios Dealers and DrsTRiBuroRS j

Wachusett
BRAND

Finnan Haddil

31 Boston Fiih Pier

Frozen;;;

N. D. Freeman, Treas.

Irving M.
Atwood,
Scc'y

and Mgr.

ALt
VARIETIES

OF TME
SEASON

Boston, Mass.

00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

S THE GENUINE INDEPENDENT HOUSE o

o
Q

o
o

CHARLES LYONS CO., Inc.
Wholesale and Commission Dealers In

Carp, Sturgeon, Caviar, and all Lake and River Fish

§ 26 PECK SLIP TeL 1658 Beekman NEW YORK
S No connection with any other house. Correspondence solicited ^
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000

oooooooooooooooooooooooo000000oooooaoooooo

I GEO. L. CLAYTON § ,

.-. ;^„^L„AL[; PRODUCERS. IMPORTERS AND SHIPPERS OF

FRESH CHILLED, SMOKED. SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

H ©flTEiS.*'>»CrLLilM

CONSULTING ENGINEER

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FURNISHED FOR
ICEMAKING, FISH FREEZING, AND

COLD STORAGE PLANTS

VICTORIA and PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

o
o
o

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo"
o
o

s
o
o

o
o
o
o

s
o
o

ANT. B. DIMITRIOU & CO.,
PIRAEUS, GREECE

Wholesale c;rocer>. Fish Merchants, Commiision Agents
THE LARGEST HERRING. CODFISH. FISH AND

LOBSTER DEALERS IN GREECE
Teleitriims: "DImilrlou. Piraeus." Codes used: ABC

.llh Kditiiin. Scott's. lOth Edition, and Private

ooooooOOOOOOOOOOOO000000000000oooooooooooo

i
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a
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a
a
a

FISH & OYSTERS
ALL KINDS OF

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked, Dried, Pickled

/ and Prepared FISH in Season .'

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

COLD STORAGE ON THE PREMISES



INCREASE FISH PRODUCTION CAMPAIGN.
tr w a^-''.'Pu^-i

tTDU

'LniJjiiivi
/ Organ

VOL. IV

tadian

MONTREAL, MAY, 1917

Lion Brand
CORDAGE

UION

No. 5

^

BRAND

Strength, Durability and Service

UPHOLDING TRADITIONS

ALWAYS RELIABLE

MADE FOR HARD SERVICE

Consumers Cordage Co.
Limited.

Toronto
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New "Iron

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MA
CHINE. THE ONLY MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we have been manufacturing Butchering

and Cleaning Machines for use in the sahnon industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish sav-

ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that

is far sujxM'ior to any we have heretofore manufactured.
We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information,

prices, tenns, etc., furnished on application.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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Office of the Minister of Marine and Fisheries.

Ottawa.

To the Fishermen of Canada:

—

Owing to our rapidly increasing home demand for fish, the quantities

required for our soldiers overseas and for the domestic needs of the Old Coim-

try, the landings of fish in Canada are not equal to the demand.

As there is an abundance of fish in our waters, what is necessary is

that the industry should be prosecuted with all the increased energy pos-

sible. This involves not only an opportunity to the fishermen, but a clear

cut patriotic duty. Indeed, at this time, there is no more effective service

that anyone who cannot actually imdertake military duties, can render in

furthering the interests of the war than to increase the food supply. Increased

production on the land is needed, and is being effected, but for the land crops

we must wait until they are ready. The fish are there now for the catching,

and by each fisherman doing his part to increase the production, an adequate

supply to meet all requirements will be produced.

Let no fisheimen treat this as an impersonal matter. If each one

leaves it for the other to exercise increased effort, nothing in this direction

will be done. If, on the other hand, each will loyally accept this as a duty

resting upon himself individually, the end in view will be achieved.

The ranks of the fishermen, like those of other callings, have been

seriously reduced by enlistments, but I am confident that the coimtry may

rely on those who have remained to more than make up for the deficiency

by persistent increased effort.

Acting Minister.

May 1st, 1917.
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Everything for Fishermen

Knoxs' & Barbours'

GILLING NETS
and TWINES

STURGEON NETS
and TWINES

Pound Nets Purse Seines

Trap Nets Haul Seines

Fyke Nets Minnow Seines

Lobster Pots Cod Traps

Cedar or Aluminum Floats, Leads, Anchors
Lamps, "Plymouth" Fishing Rope, Sails

Oars, Oilskins, Netting Needles

Ship Logs, Anchor Chains

Life Buoys

IvSTABLISlIED FOR FORTY YEARS WRITE FOR PRICE LISTS

John Leckie Limited
77a WELLINGTON ST. WEST, TORONTO
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To the Members of the C. F. A. and the

Fishing Industry of Canada.

The question which should be uppermost in the minds of the members of the Canadian
Fisheries Association is: What can we as individuals and as an Association do to win
the wart

With this question in view the executive oi' the Association has entered on a six

months campaign of education through the official organ The Canadian Fisherman, hoping
to stimulate production and distribution so as to thereby relieve the strain on other food
staples and also to provide for a larger surplus for the export to the United Kingdom,
where there is an unlimited demand for all edible fish which we can spare.

The producer can assist this movement by adopting the most modern methods in the

capture and care of this production which in many eases would mean greater volume and
a higher grade of quality.

The distributor can also assist materially by using the most modern and scientific

methods of handling and preserving the fish they distribute thereby preventing a consider-

able waste which now obtains, but should be eliminated; also it would nvean a more satis-

factory service to the consumer at no increased cost.

The development of the fisheries of Canada has been considerable during the past

thirty-five or forty years, and more especially during the last ten years, but it has not by
any means reached its limit.

The problems that have already been met and solved will no doubt lead to a further
development, but we anticipate, in fact, know that the future will present many difficul-

ties that must be mastered if this great national natural resource is made to flouri-sh and
grow as it should, and will, if every member does his duty and keeps abreast of the times
by a study of all the latest and best methods pertaining to his particular branch of the in-

dustry.

The obsolete methods of the past will not do for the future. Each succeeding year
sees a greater demand for goods that are up to the standard, whereas it is more difficult

to dispose of goods that are indifferent and lack uniformity.

During the educational campaign in The Canadian Fisherman there will be many
articles and papers along the line of practical and technical training which I am sure it will

well repay any one interested to read, mark, and carefully digest.

Our production last year is estimated at something like $35,000,000 for all Canada.
Our slogan should be $50,000,000 for the next year.

Can we do itt Yes! If everyone interested in the industry puts his mind and
energy unreservedly to it.

President, Canaciian Fisheries Association.

Halifax, N.S., April 28, 1917.
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1

Marine Engines,
Two and Four Cycle
5 to 200 H.P.

Bronze Shaft,
Propellers,
Bearings,
Lobster Hoists,
Boat Lights,
Fish Scales,
Trucks,
Power Shafting,
Hangers, Pulleys,
Belting, etc.

Boilers and Engines,
Steam Goods,
Valves, Tools, |

Pumps,
Electric Motors,
Electric Generators, etc.

MORE
FISH

More Fish More Boats

More Engines More Men
More Equipment

You Will Need Them All

FAIRBANKS-MORSE
"Made in Canada"

ENGINES
and Fishing Equipment is just what
you require. Our engines are the

accepted standard for fishing boats

throughout the Dominion.

The Hst in the margin gives some
idea of the wide range of goods we
can supply for the canning factory as

well as the fisherman.

WRITE FOR PRICES

The Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co. Limited

ST. JOHN QUEBEC MONTREAL OTTAWA lORONTO
HAMILTON WINDSOR WINNIPEG SASKATOON

CALGARY VANCOUVER VICTORIA

Canadn's Departinenial House tor Mechanical Goods
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INCREASE PRODUCTION OF FISH.

We are facing a critical period in our food supplies,

;md wp caniiot blind ourselves to the fact. True, we
are not feeling the pinch as yet, but the day is coining

when we will if we do not prepare now to meet it with

increased production. The war is not yet won by the

.\llies. nor is there any prospect of it being ended this

year. There is two years' fight left in the Huns yet,

and the falling down of Russia will prolong the con-

flict.

Food ex])crts are i»rophesying food shortage. It exists

in several cases at present. ^leat is becoming increas-

ingly dear and scarce. Potatoes are also high, and

far from plentiful. Both are, with bread, the staple

foods of the Anglo-Saxon races, and bread has

gone up. too. To produce all three takes time, labour

and capital. They all depend upon the land.

There is one great food resource which we have that

requires no tilling, .seeding or preliminary investment

to harvest. That is our fisheries, ftod put the fish

into the seas, rivers and lakes. They are there yet.

and can be easily harvested for the use of mankind.

I-ish is the only substitute for meat. Canadians are

recognizing this fact, and though not a fish eating F)eo-

I)le, are beginning to .see that, with meat prices soaring,

fish must take its ))lacc. The demand for fish in Can-

ada is growing daily. .\ similar demand is coming

from the United States, who, as our Allies, must be

given a chance to take our surplus. A still more in

si.stent deiiumd for Canadian fish comes from Oreat

Britain, who, unable to fish in her own waters and

lacking fishermen, calls to Canada to supply the defi-

ciency. Three cargoes of frozen fish can be shipped

from (Canada in the time taken by a cargo of frozen

meat from the Argentine and with less danger. The
cost is also cheaper.

It is up to the fishermen and fish producers of Can-
ada to "do their bit" now. Let every man who can
fish at all get out on the water and harvest the finny
food. Let the boat and vessel fishermen of both
oceans and the iidand waters keep at work fishing

steadily without "knocking off" for rests and "spells

ashore." Our fishermen, like other people, after a

hard spell at sea, like a run ashore. Let them cut down
the shore time. Keep the boats at sea. Ijand your
-catch and get out to sea again without wasting valuable
time. Remember the boys in the trenches are getting
no "lay-offs." The men in the Navy are getting but
littli' shoi-e leave. We're fighting an enemy who
never slacks up, and who keeps a weather eye lifting

for slacking up on our part.

Every day yo)i waste nutans a loss in production.
Bad weather is the oidy thing that should keep you
from fishing. A day in port on a ten dory vessel, a
fish tug. a boat fisherman, etc., nutans a loss of fish

from 100 to IH.OOO poiinds—enough to provide a meal
foi; at least J50 to 20.000 people.

Ijet us re-print part of an appeal to the British fish-

ermen issueti recently by the British Government. The
sanu' applies to ns

:

An Appeal to Fishermen.

FISHER.MEN,—How fishermen came to the res-

cue of their country, how they kept in check the
under-wafi'r attacks of the enemy, and all that
they have done in the mine-sweepers and patrols,

that is a tale that cannot be told till the war is

over.
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If the country is going to win the war, the coun-

try must be fed. Next to fighting for his country,

a fisherman cannot do it better service than by
fishing for it and bringing in food for its popula-

tion.

On behalf of the Government, I ask you to in-

crease your efforts : to follow up as far as possible

those fisheries which produce the largest bulk of

food for the people; to alter your fishing ways
and customs, when necessary, according to the

needs of the time : to fish all you know how.

Do not misunderstand me. T wish to drive no
man to sea. A proper fisherman deserves his time

off—his occasional trip ashore, or his night or two
in—as much as any other man whose labour is

hard and trying, provided that he does not by his

absence cause others, who are willing, to stay in

from sea. But, however hard we work, we usually

find we can do still a little more if we make an ef-

fort. It is that extra effort I now ask you to

make. Every landing of fish, however small, is a

contribution to the food of the country. I ask you,

therefore, as far as you can, to postpone holidays

ashore—to fish hard, to fish for fish and fish for

your country, too.

I ask it, feeling sure that the fishermen who re-

main fishing will respond to their country's need

no less than those who are on Naval Service.

A COMMISSION WANTED TO INVESTIGATE
B. C. FISHING REGULATIONS.

From Briti.sh Columbia comes the news that the pro-

posed changes in the federal fisheries regulations

whereby the boat-rating on the northern rivers will be

done away with and motor-boats permitted, beginning

with next year, do not meet with the approval of the

whole fishing industry.

The large majority of the packers in British Colum-

bia think that these regulations will not only disturb

and disarrange the business of canning salmon, but

will also necessitate the outlay on the part of the can-

ners of large sums of money with which to equip

the fishermen with motors. In the main, the packers

think that the enforcement of the proposed regulations

will tend to decrease the supply of fish as well as

shake confidence in the fishing industry as an invest-

ment.

While the packers will not admit that the proposed

regulations arc in the interest of the conservation of

the fish and the fishing industry, yet they are pre-

pared to say that even if these regulations are wise,

which has yet to be proven, the third year of the war

is no time to revolutionize the adimnistration of the

federal fisheries on the Pacific. In common with oth-

er basic industries in Canada, the fishing industry has

had to meet and cope with many and varied difficul-

ties consequent on the war. It has had to pay war

prices for all materials that go into the making of

preserved fish products. Freights have gone up.

Labor is scarce and costly. What will happen after

the war is over no one can say. Why complicate that

problem by instituting new and drastic regulations

which do not meet with the approval of those who are

vitally interested in the conservation of the fish and

the permanency of the industry?

Strange though it may seem to the man who is not

acquainted with the fisheries problems in British

Columbia, yet it is a fact that the packers maintain

that all they desire is a square deal and that they are

emphatically not getting that square deal if the pro-

posed regulations are put into execution. Thus it is

that the official mind and the mind of the packers come

into conflict. On the one hand you have the packers

saying that the proposed regulations are not in the

best interest of the industry and on the other, you

have the official hand, as represented by the federal

fisheries department, declaring that the proposed regu-

lations are in the best interests of the industry and of

the country. With the issue so clearly drawn, with

each side so vigorous in its point of view, and with a

great national asset at stake, is it not reasonable to

assume that there may be truth on each side and that

perhaps fundamental truth may be found in the mid-

dle way? How to get both parties to the dispute on

that middle way is the problem to engage all who are

fair-minded and realize how important it is to have

Canada's natural resources developed on sane and

proper lines.

We give ground to no one in our admiration for the

work that the officials of the federal department of

fisheries have done in protecting and encouraging the

fisheries of Briti.sh Columbia. Without exception, all

the officials of that department, from the lowest to the

highest, are imbued with their responsibility to con-

serve this national resource not only for to-day but

for posterity. They are disinterested servants of the

people of Canada and do their duty without fear or

favor. Men like Deputy Minister DesBarats, and Su-

perintendent Found, are fisheries experts, experienced

and skilled in all modern methods of administration

and intimately conversant with every phase of the fish-

eries problems of Canada. Their worth to Canada is

incalculable. They have made the fisheries depart-

ment of Canada one of the great public benefactions

of the country and a model for other countries. But

in the same breath we say that in dealing with a na-

tioiml and basic industry, the facts possessed by the

members of that industry, which may not be within

the view of the official mind, must be known and ap-

preciated before any drastic regulations, which the in-

dustry says are detrimental to the development of the

industry, should be imposed. That .seems so simple

as to appear as a truism.

The fishing industry of Briti.sh Columbia as repre-

sented by the packers declare that the fisheries de-

partment at Ottawa has proposed regulations without

first obtaining all the facts, the knowledge of which

underlies all statesmanlike action, relative to the

fisheries. They are prepared to furnish some of those

facts and they ask for an opportunity of gathering

other facts, and cross-examining the sources of tlie in-
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format ion rer^ived by tlio department that lias It'cl it

to propo>md repilations that militate against the ord-

erly progress of the industry, which, after all is said

and done, it is fair to asstinie tliat they, with their large

capital investments, have a right to see is made per-

manent and not too frequently subjected to vexations

and unsettling governmental action.

In a word the packers of British Columbia ask that

a commission of business men be appointed to investi-

gate the British Columhia fisheries problems before

the proposed regulations for 1918 arc enforced. In the

light of the statement of the case' made, The Canadian

Fisherman is of the opinion that the appointment of

such a commission would be in the best interests of

the industry and of the country. All Canada is inter-

ested in the fisheries of British Columbia, for they form

a national asset, and a Royal Commission of influ-

ential business men taking evidence on oath and sub-

mitting a report to the Minister of Fisheries would do

what is urgently desired, namely, adduce all the facts,

make recommendations and lay the groundwork for

future consistent development in the interest of all.

We anticipate the argument that such a commission

would delay the enforcement of the proposed regula-

tions. That would not be harmful, for a difference

of a few months could do no great damage to the fish-

eries under rules and regulations that have these many
years been productive of good. If the need for hasty

enforcement of the proposed regulations is urged then

there at once appears reason for a thorough investiga-

tion into the problem, for hasty regulation may be ill-

advised and dictated to meet only a local situation

rather than to survey the whole field.

It may also be urged that Royal Commissions never

get very far. That all depends upon the commis-

sioners as history will prove. The F'ederal Fisheries

Commission appointed in 190.5 to make an inquiry into

the state of the industry on the British Columbia

coast was composed of business men and resulted in

stabilizing the industry for ten years, to the common
advantage of all concerned. As an aid to the depart-

ment and as an educational infhience the work of

another such Commission should be productive of

good.

By all means let a Commission be appointed to

look into the state of the fishing industry on the Brit-

ish Columbia coast and let the fisheries department stay

its hand on its new regulations till all parties to the

dispute have been heard and the evidence digested by

business men as well as by departmental and indus-

trial experts.

PISCATORIAL PARAGRAPHS.

-Mr. F. E. Payson. of tlie Western Packers, Ltd., Van-
couver, has just returned after making an extensive
tour of Canada and the Eastern States. On his trip,

Mr. Payson met the various fish people, and gave us a
look-in, in Montreal.

A good move for aiding the sale of fish has been
started by the D. Hatton Company of Montreal, who
have had 1.50 displa.v cases made according to the plan
suggested by the Marine & Fisheries Department last

winter, and which was published in the CANADIAN
FISHERMAN. These cases arc in the shape of a glass

covered show case on legs capable of holding 75 to 100
lbs. of fresh fish on crushed ice. The Company loan
these to their customers, and hope by their use to en-
courage the consumption and sale of fish, which in the
past has been discredited by unsanitary methods and
poor display. Mr. J. A. Paulhus, senior partner of the
D. Hatton Company, is Chairman of the Publicity Com-
tnittee of the ('anadian Fisheries Association, and be-

lieves in livinc np to his title, and boosting the sale of
fish.

A card from Mr. H. C. Walby, late of Prince Rupert,
announces his return from Norway. He is now in busi-
ness in New York.

Mr. Walter Lambert, Naval Architect, of Montreal,
and a designer of fishing craft, has received the im-
portant appointment of Superintendent of Steel Ship-
building under Col. W. I. Gear, Director of Steel Ship-
building, Imperial Munitions Board. Mr. Lambert has
closed his office temporarily, but will take up his work
again at the close of the war.

The Lake Erie fishermen have struck tough luck this
spring. The heavy spring gales played havoc with
the gill-net fleet, and destroyed hundreds of yards of
twine. Nets have been torn from their buoys and cast
up on a lee shore : dragged across the steamer chan-
nels and fouled with clinkers, and one gang was raised
with no less than 25 tons of drowned ducks in it. The
birds were brought to Port Stanley and put through
the fertilizer plant there. The herring is becoming
scarce, and disease has struck the blue pike. The tug
men, according to reports, are feeling blue over the
season's outlook. The heavy weather and lake ice has
hindered the pound uct men in driving their stakes.
The Lajie Superior fishermen at the western end of the
lake have been held up by ice, and only started fishing
on May 15th.

The Ontario National Resources Commission has been
formed to exi)loit and increase i)roduction in Ontario's
resources. An effort will be made to increase the con-
sumption of Ontario fish among the people of the Pro-
vince.

There will be six of these big issues on Increase Fish
Production. This one features British Columbia. The
other provinces will be features in turn during the six
months.

Mr. T. Craigic, Fort William ; Mr. Chas. Finlay, Port
Stanley; Mr. W. Crewe, Merlin; Mr. F. T. James, To-
ronto—representing the Lake fisheries—attended a
meeting of the Ontario Resources Commission in To-
ronto on Mav 14th.

The Canadian Fisheries Association is booming these
days. New branches have been formed; new mem-
bers are coming in, and the organization is keeping
tab of events and giving a Jielping hand where it will
do the most good. The Increase Production Campaign
is being run tuuier its auspices, and with the help of its
members.
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THE MOTOR IN FISHING GRAFT.
Onp of tlio ri-patpst aids for iiifreasing production is

the oil gasoltnif or keroson^ ciifrine. Sinoe their in-

vention the fishing fleets of the world have been re-

volutionized, and the prodnetnoii of the fish jrivatly ni-

ereased. Just what the motor lias done, an<l what it is

doing may be itemized as follows:

—

(l)-.'-!! has lightened the fishwinaiis labor by

taking the place of oars.

(2).—It has saved vafnable time at sea by tak-

ing the place of sail and rendered the fishermen

independent of the wind.

(3)._Tt has enabled the fishermen to make

longer journeys off-shore to the fishing grounds,

and therefore increased his sphere of operations

and his opportunities for catching fish.'

(4).—It has increased his catch, inasmuch as he

can get to the fishing grounds quicker, remain

fishing on Ihem longer, carry a greater load, and

get back to port in less time than by the sail and

oar method.
(5).—It gives the fishermen more reliability in

bis work. It gives the fish dealer a steadier sup-

ply-
.,

(6).— In the larger sailing schooners, as an auxil-

iary, it saves towage bills ; enables the vessel to be

manoeuvred in narrow channels; brings her into

market quicker with the fish fresher; gives the

dealers a chance to figure on her supply and time

of arrival ; less risk for dory fisherinen in squally

weather on the Banks, as they can be picked up

(piicker, and finally, it may save the ship and crew

in clawing off a lee-shore.

In (,'anada, according to the last Statistics, there weic

9,302 motor boats in the fisheries ; 225 steam vessels

:

1,236 sailing and motor vessels of the larger type; 4:il

carrying smacks, and 29,842 boats using oars and sails

—a great field for motor development. In the previous

year, there were 8,700 motor boats, which shows that

within a year 602 motor boats were added to the fleet.

The increase in motor boats within two years was 3,391

—an enormous development. The motor engine in the

fishing industry lias come to stay, and its universal

adoption will result in the development of the fisher-

ies.

LEONARD FISHERIES, LTD., NOW OPERATING.
All iiiiiKirtant advance in the development of Can-

ada's Fishing Industry on the Atlantic coast is the

consolidating of several old established Canadian fish

producers into the Leonard Fisheries, Ltd.,—a million

dollar corporation which commenced active operations

under that name on May 1st.

The old established firms of Leonard Bros., of St.

John, N.B., Montreal and Grand River, P.Q. ; A. Wilson

& Sons, of Halifax, N.S., and Matthews & Scott, of

Queensport, N.S., form the new corporation, and the

Leonard Fisheries, Ltd.. is now operating their plants

at St. John, N.B., Grand River, Canso, Port Hawkes-

bnry, North Sydney, Queensport. Eastern Harbor and

Halifax, N.S., with head office in Montreal. The firm

have purcihased the .$2.50,000 cold storage plant at Port

Ilawkesbury, formerly operated by the North Atlan-

tic Fisheries, Ltd.. and this will be used as a receiving

cold storage for fish in con.junction with their distri-

buting cold storage at the Montreal sales office.

The corporation intend developing the Atlantic fish-

eries on modern and up-to date lines, and in addition

to utilizing boats and schooners for producing fish,

intend to operate steam trawlers to maintain steady

supjilies just as soon as they can be purchased or built.

The best efforts of the directors will be put forth to

improve the handling, curing, packing and distribu-

tion of fi.sh- for the Canadian market, and every facil-

ity for improving these items will be utilized.

The officers of the company represent men who are

|ii'acti<!al in every |)articular, and who have been

brought up ill the fish business. They are : Walter

F. Leonard, St. John, N.B., President; D. J. Bryne,

Montreal, Managing Director; S. Y. Wilson, Halifax;

R. T. Matthews, Port Hawkesbury, and W. P. Scott.

Queensport, Directors. Mr. Byrne is also on the Direc-

torate.

With officials of their calibre and experience, the fu-

ture of the Leonard Fisheries, Ltd., is in able hands,

and is assured of success. They have our best wishes.

CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION
ACTIVITIES.

The Transportation Committee of the C. F. A. met
members of the Express Traffic Association in Mont-
real on Wednesday, May 16th, and discussed the ques-

tion of standard sized fish boxes from Maritime points.

The C. F. A. Committee felt that it was not possible at

the present time to reduce the weights of the boxes be-

low 250 lbs. uett weight, as the extra cost would have

to be added on to the consumer, and such was not de-

sired. However, the fish men promised to assist in

gradually reducing the weights, and urged that the I.

C. R. put on an Express Refrigerator Car service from
eastern points daily. A conference between the rail-

road companies and the C. F. A. to discuss service and
refrigeratof cars will be held shortly.

HH
OBITUARY.

Mv. Alfred Sheriff, Deputy Minister of

Game & Fisheries for the Province of Ontario,

passed away on May 14th at his residence in

Toronto, after a long and painful illness. Mr.
Sheriff was a native of the Channel Islands,

and at the time of his death was only 47 years

of age. He leaves a widow and four children.

Coming to Canada many years ago, Mr.
Sheriff was, for a time, engaged in newspaper
work, and on the staff of the Toronto Mail and
Empire. On entering the Civil Service, he be-

came Secretary to Hon. Dr. liheaume, former
Minister of Public Works in Ontario, and lat-

terly Deputy Minister of Game & Fisheries

for the Province.

Mr. Sheriff's work brought him in touch

with the commercial fishermen of the Lakes,

and his sympathetic interest in their affairs,

and his ready understanding of their diffi-

culties made iiim a very popular official. His
administration of Ontario's fisheries was con-

ducted in the most intelligent and capable

manner, and his relations with the fishermen

and the fisheries officers were most cordial.

He will' be greatly missed.

We extend our sincerest sympathies to Mr.

F. E. Paysoii, of the Western Packers, Ltd.,

Vancouver, who lost a help-mate and a good
"pal" when his wife, Evelyn L. Payson, passed

away in the Homoeopathic Hospital, Boston,

Mass., on April 3rdi, following an operation.

The late Mrs. Payson was a native of Cam-
bridge, Mass., and married Mr, Payson 20

years ago.
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No. 1. The Compass

By FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE.

THE science of navigation is of the utmost

importance to the fishing industry—especi-

ally in the deep sea fishing off our coasts

where the fishing grounds are out of sight of

land. Without a knowledge of navigation, the fisher-

lan in coniniand of a vessel, if he has nerve enough

take coniinand, is as useless as the Dutchman's

lanchor.

In Canada, we are up against a dearth of men cap-

Fable of skippering off-shore fishing craft. We have

thaudreds of smart young fishermen, good fish killers

land experienced seamen, but having little or no

^knowledge of the navigational science. This lack of

[knowledge prevents them from taking command. They

tare afraid to sail out of sight of land and get lost,

pand they have no confidence in their ability to take

a vessel out to the fishing grounds and bring her back
[again. Could these young men be given a chance to

Hearn elementary imvigation by a system of navigation

chools established by our Government at cei-tain local-

[ities around our coasts, we could have more men for

pkippers and better fishermen.

The fishing skipper of today must be an expert in

very-thing that pertains to his profession. He should

'have a first class knowledge of marine biology—that

is, of fish life, their spawning seasons, their food, their

feediu',' grounds, their habits, and their value as food

fish. He shoukl have an intimate knowledge of the

fishing grouiKls. the composition of the bottom, the

depths of water on them, currents, tides, and water

temperature. The care and handling of fish, proper

icing and salting, and the value of the by-products

such as livers, roes, tongues. so\nnis, heads and offal

—

all of which arc worth money if properly utilized—are

subjects upon which be should be an expert. And of

just as great importance is a knowledge of navigation,

for without it. he cannot find the fishing grounds or

handle the ship properly in the many situations which
crop up at sea.

The writer has known many smart fishing skippers

who have wasted valuable time through poor navig-

ation. They could fetch an off-shore Bank alright, if

conditions wer<' favorable, but if a blow came on and
they were hove-to for any length of time, they would
lose the grounds altogether and have to run in and
sight the land again in order to make a new departure.

For coasting, where they knew the land-marks, they

couldn't be beaten, but when off-shore and with only

the lead to give them an idea of their whereabouts, if

they lost soundings, they were literally "all at sea".

THEN again, in heavy breezes, or when the
barometer portended bad weather, they
would stand in for a harbor to escape a "dust-
ing." Probably a dense snowstorm would shut

down before they made the land. In that case, the skip-
j)er, nojie too sure of his position and his navigational
abilities, would "lay her head off-shore" and take the
breeze outside. He may be hove-to for days and have
drifted a hundred miles. When it faired up again, his
decks may have been swept, dories smashed, gear gone,
or it may take him so long to beat back to the fishing
grounds that the bait was rotten, water tanks empty,
grub running low, and it was time to get home. The
result is a "broker" trip and no money for fishermen
or owners.

A poor knowledge of navigation keeps many a smart
fishing skipper fishing only in waters that he is ac-
quainted with. Many a man can fish successfully in
Hecate Straits or on Browns', Roseway, Sambro, and

• Canso Bank, but who would be afraid to tackle the
trip to the Gulf of Alaska grounds or in the Gulf of St.
Lawrence or the Labrador. That, to him, would be
getting too far from home. Yet, if he only had the
knowledge, it is just as easy to take a ship from Van-
couver or Prince Rupert to Cape St. Elias or the Shu-
magiji Island grounds, or on the Atlantic, from Digby,
Halifax or Canso to the north shore of Anticosti or the
Labrador, as it is to make a local run of a hundred
miles.

All this keeps the supply of fish down. The man
who loses the fishing berth in a breeze loses a lot of
fish. The vessel beating about trying to make a Bank
after being hove-to outside when she might have been
in a handy port, loses valuable fishing days getting
back to the grounds. The man who can only fish in
waters he is ac(|uaintcd with could make more money
and catch more fish if he could travel further to new
grounds. It works in a hmidred ways which needs
no further explanation. Every fisherman knows tlie

value of navigation and a good knowledge of it.

The first thing a young fisherman must know is the
compass. Without it, no sailor or fisherman could
get anywhere, yet there are plenty of men taking a
wheel today and steering a trick who have only the
faintest knowledge of its functions and make-up. The
writer has known men take a wheel and who could
steer "'tlirough the eye of a needle", who didn't even
know all the points of the compass card. They saw a
certain black speck on the compass card pointing at
the lubber's mark, and they knew how to turn the
wheel to keep it there, but if they lifted their eyes
from the binnacle for any length of time, or the ship
gave a wide yaw, they lost the course and would have
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the ship steering anywhere bnt on the right point.

Such men steered best by the wind or with a star in-

side the fore-rigging, but their compass steering was
decidedly precarious.

The writer does not claim to be an expert on naviga-

tion, and these articles are not for the sailor who
knows all about it. This is written for the fisherman

who is anxious to improve his knowledge, and there

are many, and who has never had a chance to get the
ground-work. All the books on navigation today are

written by scientists who will persist in writing in

words not easily understood by the man with a limited
education, or else by sea captains who are anxious to

show their command of scientific and astronomical
terms, and as a result they talk right over the heads
of their students. One would need a dictionary to
translate their meanings.

EVERY fishing craft has a compass. In the
large steam vessels it is contained inside a
brass or copper stand called a BINNACLE
which is lighted at night by either two oil

lamps fixed at each side of the binnacle hood, or by an
electric light fixed underneath the compass card. Some
steam fishing vessels have no binnacle stand, but have
the compass placed up in the ceiling of the wheel-

house. On schooner fishermen, and other sailing craft
of the larger type, the compass is placed inside the
cabin house abreast of the wheel, and there is a hole
cut in the planking through which the helmsitian views
the card. The compass card is lighted at night by
means of a lamp inside the cabin. Many fishing schoon-
ers, notably those of the Lunenburg fleet', have the
compass contained in a wooden binnacle placed on top
of the cabin house—usually on the starboard side of
the cabin gangway and abreast the wheel. In all fish-

ing schooners the compass is placed in the starboard
binnacle as a general rvile. In .smaller craft, sloops,
motor-boats, and dories, the compass is contained in a
plain wooden box and may be placed wherever it is

handiest for the helmsman to see.

Compasses may be of two kinds—DRY or LIQUID.
The dry card is oidy useful for navigators when it is

of large size—otherwise it swings too much with the
motion of thfi vessel. The liquid compass is the best

of the small sized compasses used aboard fishing craft.

In this compass, the card is suspended in liquid and
its motion is slower. The larger the compass, the bet-

ter. A .small compass is a poor thing to steer by and
one would need eye-glasses to .see the points.

It is not my intention to confuse the reader with
the whole scientific make-up of the compass. That
knowledge is alright for the master of a liner, but for
the fisherman it is sufficient for him to know that the
NORTH POINT of the compass card points to the
MAGNETIC NORTH—not the TRUE NORTH. Keep
that fact in mind.

THE compass card is divided into POINTS.
Starting from the NORTH POINT on the card
and going round to the north point again,
either way, there are THIRTY-TWO POINTS

each of which have a name. Commencing with NORTH
and following the easterly part of the card, we have
EIGHT points between NORTH and EAST, namelv:
NORTH Wiatten N.
NORTH by EAST
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24 points 270 Degrees.
25 points

26 points

27 ]>oints

28 ])oints

29 points

30 points

WE8T
WEST l.v NOKTIl
WEST NOKTIl WEST ...

NOHTII WEST by WEST
NORTH WEST
NORTH WEST l)v NORTII
Noirni NORTH WEST .

NORTH l>v WEST 31 points
NORTH 32 points 360

-^ THE whole of the THIRTY-TWO I'OiNTS
of tlie compass are given in this table and
they should be learnt off by heart. Don't
f^abble it off like a parrot, but study the com-

pass card illustrated here, or the comjiass on your
vessel, and I'ommence with the principal points first

.such as NORTH. EAST, SOl'TIl and WEST. Then
meinori/e one quarter of the eoiiipa.ss, then another,
and finally the whole card, until you know them all

and can "box the compass" either way and from any
|ioint. There is nothing difficult in it, and you will

find after ina.stering the first ci^ht ]>oints that all the
others are easy.

You will notice that tlic table also gives degrees.
In aildition to points, the coinpa.ss is also divided into

degrees—that whole circle making 360 degrees. One
point is e(|ual to 111,4 dcgi'ces; foui- points 45 degrees;
'•ight points 90 degrees—otherwise a right angle

—

:ind so on until the whole circle is traversed up to 360
degrees.

While it is not necessary for steering on fishing ves-

sels, yet it is well to know the degrees in laying off

'ourscs and taking bearings, and each ((uarter of the
' ompass should be memoi'ized with the dcgreee for
very point. There are oidy eight point.s in every
iiiiarier and IT't degrees to each point; tM-o jjoiiits

L'l"/, dcirrecs; four points 45 degrees; eight points 90
lie^'ii.s The points between tliese arc easily mem-
orized.

In large steamers, steering is usually by degrees in-

stead of points, and the courses are usually given in
degrees such as "North 47 degrees East." On a fishing
vessel this course would be given as "North East one
.(uarter East" which brings us into another division
of the compass.

YOTT can readily understand that were the
sailor to steer on courses of the thirty-two
points only, the steering would be rather
lu-oail. The skip])er, who, on a vessel out on

(^icro Hank, says: "Our port lays to the west'ard.
Steer west!" is liable to fetch up on the Nova Scotia
con.st anywhere within fifty miles of the home port.
Ill order to .steer finer courses, we can head the ship
to a <iuarter of a point if necessary.

All fair sized steering compasses are marked with
'lie full thirty-two |)oints and the quarter points. That
IS. each point is divided into four (puirtcr points mark-
ed on the compass card by an arrow head or a nick.
The compass illustrated in this article shows the half
points only, but the quarter points will be found on
fair sized compa.ss cards and we illustrate a section of
one herewith. By these quarter points we are enabled
I" steer finer courses, and taking the first point from
\oitli to North by East, we have the quarter points:

NORTH 1', EA.ST
NORTH y., EAST
NORTH •', EAST

then eoiiies, 1)1 , ,,,.

the others follows

:

NORTH h AST I II rot.il loll.

NORTH by EAST 1/4 EAST
NORTH by EAST 1/. EAST
NORTH by EAST % EAST

an.l then the point NOJITH NORTH EAST and so on.

Whenever ]>ossible call the .piarter point by the
la.st name of the point. Thu.s, S.W. 1/. W. instead of
S.W. by W. y. S. or N.W. by W. V., W. rather than
W.N.W. :«/, N. Both mean the same thing and indicate
the fractional point, but it doesn't sound right to a
sador. You will notice that "Nor "west by west three
quarters west!" sounds better than "West nor'west a
quarter north !" In naming .some of the quarter points,
just remember that little rule. Of course this cannot
be done at all times as for ('xample the N.E., N.W., S.E.
and S.W. iioints. A halt' iMiint noitb of VK i^NE.
V2 N. and so on.

This article covei.-i iiir .niii.ii luiuiiiiss luiiv enough
for the fisherman's purpose. The main thing is to

Drawing showing (piarter points. Compass pointing
N.N.E. 1/0 E.

memorize the poinis ami be able to box the compass,
and name the .piarter points intelligently. A little
study and observation of the compass card, and the
whole thing is easily mastered. Remember! The com-
pass North points to the Magnetic North. There are
thirty-two points. Each point is divided into four
<piarter points. There are llVt degrees in each point;
45 degrees in four points; 90 degrees in eight points
or one (piarter of the compass circle, and 360 degrees
in the whole circle of 32 points.

(Another article will be publi.shed next month >.

WEIGHTS OF PILLED SALMON CASES.

("ans. Weight.
Case of No. 2 size cans, 24 48 lbs.

Case of No. 1 size cans, tails 48 70 "
Case of No. 1 size cans, flats 48 68 •"

Case of No. I size cans, oval 48 70 "
Export shipping measurement of Salmon Tails are

lO'/i N Ti \ 20. Cubic measurement, 1 foot 6 inches.
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House of Commons
Ottawa

To the Fishermen of Canada:—
The demand for increased production

of food is beeoming more urgent day hy day.

Tt is t]ie opportunity of a lifetime for the Can-

adian fishermen. It is not only an opportunity

to make money, for prices are good, but one to

strike a blow for the cause we all have at heart.

No class of our population has made greater

sacrifices in the present war. There is scarce-

ly a harbour or a hamlet on the coast of the

Maritime Provinces, but has its representa-

tives in the trenches. This is only an addi-

tional reason, if one were necessary, why those

who stay at home to man the fishing fleet

should strain every nerve in order that the food

supply should be kept up.

The great importance of this phase of the

war was emphasized a few days ago at "Wash-

ington by Hon. Mr. Balfour, the British

Foreign Secretary. He pointed out that one

of the main dangers to the allied cause is the

probable failure of the food supply. In this

matter Britain is not only concerned about food

for her own soldiers and her civilian popula-

tion, but for the Allies as well. She has

agreed to share her last loaf with her Allies.

Our young and vigorous men here in Canada,

with red blood in their veins, will want to fol-

low their comrades to the front, but there will

.still be men left to man the fishing fleet, and
it may well be, that the man who day by day.

as the result of the special energy that he puts

into his task, adds an extra barrel of mackerel

or an extra quintal of cod to the common stock,

is doing as much to win the war as the man who
is wielding the bayonet in the trenches in

Flanders.

Kverybody knows that most of tlic Kiiropean

fishermen have been put out of business. Of

the three thousand trawlers and thousands of

other smaller crafts operating in the North
Sea and adjacent waters before the war, there

are few indeed left. They have become U-boat
hunters and mine sweepers. Their crews in the

meantime have become .jolly tars, and their

skippers are wearing the King's uniforTn.

The men who man the "little grey ships"

have done splendid work. They have braved
the darkness and the ice-cold winds and storms
during the last three winters. They have cap-

tured and sunk those hyenas of the deep by the

score, and I doubt not that when the history of

this straggle comes to be written they will be
found to l)e the heroes of the war.

Be that as it may, this condition of affairs

furni.shes another strong reason for special ef-

fort on the ])art of Canadian fishermen. Let us

hope that a determined effort will be made to

add at least from 25 to 50% to last year's

catch; and, while the farmers and munition
workers all over this continent ai'e being suc-

cessfully appealed to for an increased output,
let it not be said that the Canadian fishermen
have fallen behind in the hour of their conn-
try's need.

Today, people are asking themselves every-

where if we who remain safely at home are

worthy of the sacrifices that are being made
for us. Men have died in France, in Flanders,
at Gallipoli, on the Tigris, on the high seas

—

died by thousands and tens of thousands. They
have staked their lives aiul their hopes in mil-

lions. What for? Surely not merel.v that we
who are left should escape what they have en-

tlured. We should be unworthy to be called

citizens of the country for which these men
died, unless their example made us willing to

spend and be spent in the common cause.

lA/c—^i^^^ic-'O'^"Vx^

M.P. for Ciivslu.ro. \.S.

April Jtilh, lin?.
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The B. C. Salmon Canning Outlook

THE East is East and the West is West, and
never more so than when one discusses the

Hshiiit; industry. Yet if the twain are ever

to meet, and everyone agrees tliat they should

meet, it is neeessary that the strong liand of puhlieity

he called in to enlighten the East regarding the pro-

l)iems of the West. Happily that hand is present in

the Canadian Fisheries Association and its official

or^an. the CAXADTAN FISHERMAN, whose merits

Mr. .1. .1. Ilarpeil, President of the Industrial and
Edueational Press, Limited, has recently been exem-
|)lifying with such success on this coast. From now on,

it is hoped that the industry on the Pacific coast will

lie put and kept in touch with the brethern in the

fraternity in the rest of Canada.

Not all is rosy with the fishing industry in British

( oiumbia for the war has had its effect here as else-

where, in making labor scarce and materials high in

price and hard to get at any price. The new scale of

wages to the Halibut fishermen has greatly increased

the cost of this fish and added to the risk that the

producers must ever run in deep-sea fishing, where
;idvei-se weather conditions play so important a part

in making good catches. And, whether the weather is

I'air or foid. the expense of keeping large steamers in

cipei'ation goes on without let or hindrance. If the

idld storage men could get all the fish they wanted at

;ill the times they want it, their woidd be a happy
life. Hut when a big schooner is out for three weeks
iind returns with only 20,000 lbs., as did one of the
.Vew England's fleet the other da.v, then there is woe
and lamentation. The high price of 17% cents a pound
for haliliut at Prince Rupert in the first week in April
is an index of what the inde|)endent halibut fishermen
make out of their fishing, and what the big producers
have to pay for fish in the open market when they
liave to l)uy to make Tip the supply to fill their orders
from the east. Some i)roducers say that the fishermen
make all the real profit in the deei)-sea business.

A.\l) the salmon canners are not without their
troubles also and chiefly over the possibility

of there not being a sufficient supply this

year to satisfy the demand and keep the
canneries going at profitable cai)acity. There is

much doubt whether the big year on the Fraser will

materiali/,e this year, as is due. This doubt ha.s caused
the canners to buy with caution, so that if the big run
really does come, they now find themselves unable to
get guarantees of further supplies before September,
which will be too late. The effect of this situation will
bear most heavily upon the smaller canners for they

are not financially able to risk tying up large sums in

supplies of canning material when they have no cer-

tainty that they will be able to use them, and especial-

ly when canning material is perishable. The larger

canners are giving much thought to this question and
never before in B. C. has there been so much uncer-

tainty in the business.

The matter of supply is always a consideration with
the canners, not only for the present season but also

for years to come. It is upon the certainty of the
supply of salmon that the permanency of the industry
depends and to the securing of that permanency, every
canner devotes much time and care. Thus it is that
there has arisen a demand for the imposition of an
embargo on raw salmon going into foreign points for

the canners claim that they could use all the salmon
caught in the B.C. waters in their own canneries and
cold storages. This would give them on the Fraser
and in the waters of Vancouver Island additional sup-
plies of salmon and add to the fish production of B.C.
Such an embargo is opposed by the fishermen of the
Fraser for they claim, and their claim is true, that the
foreign buyer is prepared to pay higher prices for
the cheaper grades of salmon than is the B.C. canner,
although the B.C. cold storage man offers close com-
()etition to the foreign buyer of raw salmon.

The foreign buyer rei)resentR foreign packers who
bv using trans and seines, which are not allowed on
the Fraser. in their own waters get the bulk of their
))ack at prices per fish that are much lower than any
|)rices paid in B.C. They can then afford for the
smaller part of their pack, to maintain buyers in B.C.
watei-s who will pay hisrher prices than tlie B.C. can-
ners can profitably pav. This is so. also because the
foreign packers have highly protected markets for all

their pack which are practically closed to the B.C.
packers. The request for this embargo was not listen-
ed to by Ottawa though the demand for it still per-
sists and mav come up asain in another way later in
the season, for ns the cheaper grades of fish do not
run in anv nnmbors till late in August or early in Sep-
tember it is thoucht that more mature coii«ider,ntiop

may be given to it before that time.

THE siqiply of salmon 071 the Fraser is view-
ed also from a larger angle bv men like Mr.
II. Bell-Irving of the A. B.C. Packing Co.
He believes that the supply is so threatened

with depletion that the only hope for the river is to
close it to all fishing during IHIS. 1019 and 1920. There
is no doubt that a serious condition does exist, as was
pointed out by the federal commission appointed in
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1905. It may be that the broad policy advocated by

Mr. H. Bell-Irving is the proper course to pursue. This

year may add weight to his arguments already so

forcefully presented at Ottavra, but so far,Ottawa is

not persuaded.

It is an axiom that if the salmon are allowed to get

to the spawning grounds, and those grounds are freed

from obsti'uctions, and the fish unmolested while

spawning, the natural increase of the fish would keep

up the supply and perhaps justify more extensive fish-

ing. Ottawa has paid much attention to this task but

to the thinking of many caiiners not enough. This is

a fruitful field for the government to work in, in co-

operation with the canners. and it is even suggested

that greater efforts be made at once to clear all the

.spawning streams of obstruction even if it should

cost monev. The canners are prepared to share the

expense with the department. This is proper conserva-

tion and should be considered.

The high cost of production is the practical matter
that is giving the canners concern at this time just

as the season is about to begin. Tin-plate never was
so high before and never has there been such difficulty

in making sure of shipments. This difficulty is aug-
mented bv the fact that the V .?>. is now at war in line

with the Allies and of necessity ste(>l will be more than
ever in demand for making munitions. "While the price

of tin, which is obtained from the United Kingdom,
enters somewhat in the price of tin-plate, yet the
detenuining element is the price of steel billets If the
demand for steel billets is great for the purposes of

the war. then their price soars so far as the tin-plate

makers are concerned.

There is at present a movement ou foot in the F.S.
whereby it is expected that the government will make
it incumbent on the steel producers to see to it that
the supply of steel billets is kept up to the tin-plate

producei-s, for it is pointed out, with great show of
force, that the canning industry not only as it is rep-
resented by the .salmon canners but also by the vege-
table and meat canners, is a necessary adjunct to the
military organization, as food stuffs can be more rcad-
ilv handled in tins than in any other way.

Tins is all very well so far as the future is

iccmed but what interests the salmon vnn-
ner on the Pacific coast is the fact he has to

pay to-day $10 Poi' what cost him at the begin-

ning of the year around ."f!.").?.'), when contracts are

usually made, and even at that price, he must be con-

tent with the statement that no shipments will be

guaranteed till September. Happily, however, most of

the canners figured on their supplies earlier in the sea-

son and have no need to go into the market and buy
tin-plate to-day. There are cases of new canners who
failed to buy at the proper moment and who have been
forced to delay operations on the Fraser this year
because they could not get deliveries of tin-plate. The
situation is in no wa.v due to the makers of tin-plate

but is solely caused by the unprecedented demand for

tin-plate owing to the war.

What is true of tin-plate is true also of other s\ip-

plies needed by the fishermen. Nets that cost $17.'i

last year cost if.lOO this year and the supply even at

that price does not meet the demand. Some of the
canners find that Ihc nets that they ordered last year
are still in Fn<iland and they are not sure that tliev

will reach this coast Ixfiui the fish begin to run.
It is estimated that on the iiveini'c tli(> nosf of inn

(liiction this year will be fifty per cent, over last year.

Resides that the recruiting efforts have been so suc-

cessful in B.C., that the problem of labor and fisher-

men is acute. Most of the able-bodied white, uative-

t)orn and British-born fishermen have enlisted and are

either overseas or in training. The result will be that

fishing will have to be done by inexperienced and
therefore inefficient fishermen, which will mean addi-

tional cost to the packers.

The bright side of the shield, however, is that the

demand for canned salmon keeps up and the prices

rule high. The buyers of canned salmon buy at their

own risk f.o b. the cannery' wharf, for the most part,

and their troubles are to get space in ships to ship

their purchases to their destination. Sjiace that cost

.50 shillings before the war now costs 200 shillings and
is to be had only after much Avaiting. Most of the

B.C. packers have already sold all their pack, yet to

be put up, that they desire to sell, believing it good
policv to take a fair price now and let the buyer have
any increase that may arise later in the season.

While there is no doubt that the fishing industry is

one in M'hich a good manufacturer's profit can be made
if good business judgment is exercised and it is view-
ed in terms of four-year cycles, yet the uncertainty of

the runs of fish, the peculiar labor conditions existing

and the excessive cost of all msiterials that go into

the making of canned fish, render the industry one
fraught with manv obstacles that oiilv expert knowl-
edge and good luck can surmount.

"
BERTDFS that, the industry this year is

"^ j/'\ "oi'ked UP over the changes made by the

^.-^^^ Department of Fisheries' at Ottawa and bv
Ihe proposed policy of the Department for tlie

year 1918. These changes, in the opinion of the sab<i'>'i

(•aiming industry as a whole, revolutionize the fi.shing

l)usiness. Thev will, it is said, neeessitate many and
expensive readjustments of administration and opera-
tion and yield little or no compensation to the canners.
In their opinion, the time for their eiiforeement is in-

opportune in this the third year of the Avar, when
everv resource at the disposal of the industry is de-

voted to the problem of increased fish for food pro-
duction, even in the face of (Muulitions that, Avere it

not for the war, might warrant more cautious ojxM-a-

tion.

Fiitthermore. it is urged lliat tlu^ jiroposed new re-

gulations are based oil insufTicient evidence and do
not tak(^ into account the large sums of money invested

in the industry on this coast but rath(>r cater to a

tendency that will render the industry unstable as an
investment and likely deplete the supplies of fish

through over-fishing.

While objection is made to the announced policy of
the DepartuHuit in granting yearly one additional

license for a cannery on the northern streams if the
supply of fish warrants it, on the ground that there
are alread.v enough and more canneries to take care
of all the fish caught and that few canneries in B.C.
ai-e Y\\\\ to ciipacify, yet the main ojiposition arises over
Ihe pro))osed new and, to the cannei's, disturbing re-

gulations, that will be put in force at the beginning
of the year 1918.

OXK of these proposed regulations is: First,

tlie abolition of all attaclu'd boat licetises on
j^jk the northern streams of British Columbia

fgriB nud\in&: them like th(> Kraser Itiver where the

fishermen aie all independent of the cMnneiics The
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rule liiis l)ffii III! ilif iHirilinii strpams to havo a cer-

tain iiumbor of boats with fisliprnicii attached to each

canncrv. while of coiirsc, thcro wen' a number of in-

<io|)<'ii(l('iit white fisheriueii, yearly iiuTeasinR, who
eoiild sell their eatehes to anybody who wanted them.

And the second of the j>ropo.«!ed re(2r\ilations is that

permission is to be K'ven for the ii.se of gasoline boats

in fishinp operations on the northern streams.

The restdt of the first regulation, relating to un-

attached lioat licenses, will be to tnake the fishermen

free to contract with any canner they wish, for their

season's work and catch. That is to say, the Labor
Market will be open and the services of the fishermen

will have to be bidden for. In time no doubt this con-

dition would work itself out in a satisfactory way,
but at the bcitinniiifr it would undoubtedly cause in-

convenience, and uncertainty to all. Tt would prob-
ably come about tliat the larjje canneries would ffct

the best fishermen and the small canneries the inferior

of inshore deep-sea fishing has been found to pro^jress

with the use of motor-boats. While canners think that

Jhis tendency is bound to be felt and in fact is being
felt now to a greater or less extent in Ui'itish Colum-
bia, yet they believe that this year or next year, the

third or the fourth year of the war, is no time to in-

troduce this comparative innovation in a wholesale
manner. Tt is believed that to make a complete change
from tlie ol<l sailing boat or row boat to the motor-boat
wouhl not be economical. Tt has been suir<restcd that

perhaps the spirit behind the regulation might be met
by stipulating that not more than ten per cent, of the

fishing licenses should be allowed to oj)crate with
motor-boats to begin with and an increa.se of ten per
cent, be allowed each succeeding year. Tt is believed

that the change to motor boats should not be sudden
liut rather gradual and thus give the older canneries
which are equipped wliolly with row and sail-boats, a
chance to sell some of their boats to the newer can-

Interior of a B.C. Salmon Cannery.

fi.shermcn, for the capacity of the fishermen differs

very greatly. Then, again, the old order by which the

eannei-s advanced money, boats and nets would con-

tinue, but it is likely that the advancement would have

to be larger than formerly in order to hold the fisher-

men to their agreement in the face of competition.

This regulation is an effort on the part of the De-

part?nent to render assistance to the independent

white fishermen for whom no one can do too much,

and in this work and aim tlic canners are in sympathy

with the Department. Tt will also put the larger can-

ners on a par with the smaller ones so far as fishermen

are concerned in the open market and the only advant-

age one will have over the other will be in the ability

of one to outbid the other.

As to the regulation referring to tlie use of motor-

boats on the noi-tliern streanis, this is said to be, and it

undoubtedly is, a fundamental tendency of the fishing

industry throughout the world, where tlie development

neries which are not fully equipped and thus prevent
the wholesale scrapping of fishing boats that seem to

have served their time.

(-—-;;—. THEN, again, the cost of equipping nearlj' a
' 'L- thousand fishermen with gasoline boats, all of

^jOk which would have to be new and costingW^^ fpoin two hundred and fifty dollars to five

Inindred dollars, a piece, would be very great and is

not warranted by the conditions of the fishing trade

at the moment. The Department says that there is no

need for the canners to equip tlie fishermen with motor
boats, but the history of the Praser River tells the

story that where one cannery provides any number of

motor-boats for the fi.shermcn it employs, then all the

canneries must jirovide them, because the fishermen

demand it, and in the salmon fishing industry, what
the (ishermen want, because they ar(' the ones who
bring the siip])ly to the canneries, they generally get.

So this I'l'LjiiIiition will result in tlie eaiilieries of thu
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nortli having to expend several hundred thousand dol-

lars in buying motor-boats to be used by their fisher-

men, an expenditure which will press very hard upon

many of the canneries and is not in tbe nature of good

business, because extensions to plant should invariably

be made out of profits. The canners contemplate such

expenditure with much disapproval and anxiety and

the credit agencies are not enthusiastic over the pros-

pect.

Perhaps the strongest argument that is urged

against motor-boat fishing on the northern streams is

that the fisherman can catch twice as many fish by
using a motor-boat as he can by using a row boat and
that therefore motor-boats will mean over-fishing, and
over-fishing inevitably means depletion of the supply.

This is a problem that the department is as vitally in-

terested in perhaps as the canner, but there is no doubt
from the canner 's standpoint that if the supply is de-

dependent business men, and one representative from
the canners, and one representative from the fisher-

men, might result in recommendations being made that

would attain the objects the Department has in view
and at the same time safeguard the industry in it's

operations as well as take precautions to prevent the

depletion of the supply of salmon. The canners of Bri-

tish Columbia say that they are willing to abide by the

decision of such a commission for they claim that when
all the facts are adduced that their contention will be

proven. They say that all they ask is a fair deal, which
they claim they are not receiving at the hands of the

department in the light of the proposed new regula-

tions for the year 1918.

One of the regulations made by the advisory board
at Ottawa in January was that salmon canners .should

sell Chum Salmon for bait to halibut fishermen when
called on to do so at the same price that the Chum

Filled Salmon Cans in the Cool ing Room of a B. C. Cannery.

pleted then the salmon canning industry of British

Columbia is wholly destroyed.

It will be seen that there are differences of opinion

regarding the wisdom of putting into force these regu-

lations relating to the northern streams, and while one
must be willing to admit that the Department is con-

scientious in all it does, yet it is open to (|uestion

whether the de[)artment sees the situation as it appears

and appeals to the cannery men who have to consider

methods of operation and financial expenditure. The
(luestion with the canners is: Where is t^e money to

come from with which to buy motor-boats to supply
the fishermen T This is a rpiestion which does not con-

cern the fishery department but is vital to the canner.

In this regard, as well as in others, it seems reasonable

to suggest that perhaps a thorough investigation into

the whole state of the fishing industry in British

Columbia by an independent commission of three in-

Salmon were worth to the canners. On April the 11th

this regulation was changed by order from Ottawa
whereby it is made optional on the part of the can-

ners to sell Chmn Salmon to Halibut fishermen for

bait. This was one of the regulations that met with

the disappi'oval of the British Columbia Salmon ("sin-

ners, and while it was given out as part of the policy

of the Department of Kishei'ies early in the year it .secnis

now that the criticism offered it ha.s cau.sed the de-

partment to reconsider it's decision and mitigate the

otTcnding regulation. This would seem to indicate

that when that particular regulation was put into force

that the Department had not all the neces.sary inform-

ation in it's possession relative to the effect of the

regiilation upon the salmon canning industry. Cer-

taiidy it seems strange that the departnuuit would
cause the canners to a.ssist in the iise of a good food

fish for bait to catch other food fish when the canners

J
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needed all the Chum Salmon they could get for ca_ii-

tiiug purposes. It appeared at first glauoe to be a dir-

iit discrimination against the salmon canners and in

favor of the halil)nt fisliermen, a discrimination that

in the interest of eciuality of treatment could not be

maintained.

IN tlif light of tills episode, it is reasonable

to assume tliat jierhaps when tlu- Department
lias more closely considered the proposed re-

L'ulations for lf)18, and has received ftirtlier

irir<)i-ination, particularly as to how they will effect the

^aimon caiiTiiiig industry. Avill sec fit to change them
()i- withhold them altogether. If tiie Department can

be persuaded to change one regulation it may be pos-

sible to persuade it to change others, particularly

when the regulations most grievously complained
against, are such as threaten to revolutionize the whole
salmon canning industry of British Columbia, in the
opinion of the canners who are most yitally iuierested

in a fitiancial way. and who are not the least of those

oneerned about the conservation of the salmon sup-

I'ly. upon w))icli their whole business depends.

The Fisheries as a Profession
By MARGAKET McLAKEN.

Poets have sung of the ocean wave until some per-
sons doubtless think of tiie vast e.xi)anses of water as a
vciiicle by wiiich thought is carried toward the artistic

effect of silvery moonlight or ominous storm clouds
upon the rolling deej).

But the ocean, since earliest times has provided the
means of subsistance as well as adventure to the differ-

I lit races of men who fared forth upon its broad bosom
in ho[)eful and sanguine search of either. I say san-
guine, becau.se none but he whose heart is brave with
that good red blood which is indeed "The wine of life",

would dare llie risks assumed by them whose chosen
lalling is the .seafaring life.

"He goes to sea", was once, to the writer, a passport
to all the romantic stories conjured by the traveller in

foreign lands, or of tales of soul i-ackiiiir and hardily
I'udured ship wrecks.

The annals of the fisheries of Canada and Newlc.uiid-
lanil hold many such stories, but the fishermen,
llll\^illing to pose as heroes will laug'i derisively at the

"Nosey" .searcher after details and say, "Aav that's
nothing", when \<.n speak of some known danger en-
d'lred

Going jis far back as history carric>s us. -m see that
four hundred years ago. the adv<'ntur()us fishermen
of the jiast, c!-iir-sed from different oarts of Europe 1o

th(? wild and formidable coasts of Newfoundland, in

yiu'h tiny v(.s>eis 8s were thini in une.

There they dwelt and came and went without assist-

nnce from anybody and made the tirecarions living of
the fishers of long ago. The locality of '"anso is one
of the most ancient fishing stations in Canada, and
there is authentic proof that even as early as the
eleventh century, Welsh fishermen came to these
waters for the abundant catches to be obtained.

One historian states that the Indians po.ssessed nets
made of fibrous roots and the sinews of animals with
which they fishi<d in the sea. using the boat called by
the historian a proa in which they went aboiit all over
the ocean, fearlessly.

Regarding the inducements offered to the colonists

hundreds of years ago, a perusal of the archives shows

that the fisheries were cited as one of the principal

ways of earning a living in the new land.

For a long time the fishermen worked their w ay and
to a great extent it is still the case, unaided. By their

brave industry and jierseverance they have accom-

plished what the early colonial mind would have

doubtless seeuied a fairy dream, because it is such a

far cry from the primitive appliances of early days

and the tiny vessels, to the gears, and machinery used

in the modern handling of fish and the valuable ton-

nage owned in the industry. But the fishermen of the

past and present, own the same stout hearts.

Now, let us see what the profession of a fisherman has

to offer to the young manhood of Canada and New-
foundlandi We will contrast the profession of law
as an example. The boy who becomes a lawyer, is

sometimes considei-ed as on a better social ])tane tiian

his brother who has gone into training as an "Aquati-
cist", as a very affected clown in a circus once called

a fisherman.

To obtain the ])rivilege to spend his life in a stuffy

office and depend on law breakers, whether corp-

orations or criminals, for his "Salary", he has to

qualify by long and expensive years at college, and
unless luck and Providence are both on his side he

will never have much coin. He can't even get either

"elbow room or the great whiffs or God's own air"

that are free to the fisherman.

Outside of a pecuniary consideration, when it rains

a few drops he dodges home through the smoky streets

jostled by all and sundry, and usually has a little

cough, because of his sedentary life, to which his pa-

rents because of the wish to make him superior (save

the mark) have condemned liiin.

See the other lad. He can face the danger with a

song in his heart and his lusty voice roars out un-

trammelled by the confines of City walls. The asso-

ciations of his daily life make him self reliant and
d('|)endal)le. and living among his comrades makes him
Ininian. and therefore nearer the image of the Creator

than those whose social code is like an iron band. And
—altho' some would not think so he has more to spend
than a great many of professional men. and is conse-

uucntly of greater value in a commercial sense to his

country. Therefore the fisheiMnan should look upon
his occupation as a trade or |)rofession of which he

may be proud. JIany Cityites know nothing whatever
about the fishermen or their work. Recently, after

the usual performance in a Halifax theatre, a "Fishery
Film", showing scenes at the "Banks" was put on.

Great interest was manifested by those jire.sent. and
some young men remarked that "That was the life".

So it is. It is a great ]>ity t-liat more is not dotie to

place before the youth of Canada that there is room
for them in its fisheries, and no over crowding as in

other jirofessions.

Statistics .show that since the year 1857 the fisheries

of Canada and Newfoundland have increased wonder-
fully. The gri'Jlti'sl ilirTc';lsi' !.; liiif i.'i>;lhli' dilfinc tbn

last five years

In eiuiclusion I In- \\ riter would say that tlie Cana-
dian Fisheries have been developed to their present
magnituile by Canadian effort, the slogan .should be
"Canadian fisheries for Canadians," and rigid care
should prevent the infringement of our rights in that

regard.
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A Naval Reserve of Canadian Fishermen
By FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE.

THE present war has sliowii the value of

trained fishermen in the naval oi)erations of

the British Fleet. Trained and untrained, since

the outbreak of the war in Aug., 1914, the tish-

cimiMi of Great Britain have ])Iaypd an enormous part

in keepino; the Hun at bay and foiling his seheraes on

the sea and under the sea. Almost automatically,

the.se men and their vessels slipped into their places as

])art of the great auxiliary fleet assisting the main

fighting flotilla in maintaining the glory of the Em-
pire's flag and guarding the ships that' sail under it.

Rudyard Kii)ling, Alfred Noyes and other noted

writers and poets hav(> been permitted to see and hear

a little of what the fishermen have accomplished in the

War, and what the/ are doing. Both have sounded
their praises in song and story, and both have ventur-

ed the opinion that without her fishermen and fishing

fleet, Britain would have been in hard straits today.

In their steam trawlers they are steering tliroiigh the

German-mine fields with wire hawsers between them

sweeping the deadly undersea bombs to the surface

and exploding them ; they are keeping ceaseless patrol

in the waters of the North Sea, the English Channel.

Eastern Atlantic and Mediterranean, with guns mount-

ed ready for the unwary submarine of the enemy; wilh

nets and other devices they are hunting the U-boats

and iMitting rnany out of business, and as tenders, con-

voys, and guard-boats, they are doing their bit in a

7'ianner beyond praise.

When the call came for nu-n for the .\avy. the British

li.shernien rolled up in thousands. The battlecruis-.Ms,

the dreadnaughts, scouts and torpedo-boat-destroyers

claimed many; the tran.sports, hospital shij)s and auxi-

liary cruisers took others, but where they did their

best work was in their own ships—the steam ti-awlcrs,

herring drifters and fish carriers. W^hen their ships

were tricked out in Navy grey with the white ensign

flying from the mizzen on .jack-staff. Fishermen .lack

shed his bine "gensey", his "fearnaught" pants, and

his "doppcr" for the regulation rig of the man-o-

war's man. Under their own skippers, now uniforme<l

and rate<l as skippers "Royal Naval Reserve Trawler

Sectio7i", they took hold of the work to be done, and
"carried on" like the bully brave hearts that they

were.

There were ski))])ers Avho never wore a white starch-

ed collar in their lives before, and to whom anything

in the shape of a uniform was a badge of servility, who,

in tight jdaces and Jiot to be out-done by the regular

Navy men, accomplished deeds wliich W(>re almost

startling in cold blooded <'oolness and brazen nerve.

Where the skip|)ers went, the fishermen crews went

also, and it is recorded that they did tilings that caus-

ed the Navy men to characterize them as a "crowd o'

bloody terrors".

Of course they fii>' the I'iglil stuff and the best sail-

ormen in the worhl. You can't beat fisln-i-men for

handling small craft in any kind of weather. It's

part of their profession, and if they never got credit

for their seamanship before, they're getting if now.

Here in Canada, we have in our fisheries, as

fine a breed of sailormeu that one could find
anywhere. The Atlantic men are the more nu-
merous and are the genuine off-shore type. There are
probably fifty thousand fishermen in Canada on the
salt water, and ten thousand on the Inland Lakes, and
of this sixty thousand seafaring men, scarcely a thou-
sand have been enlisted in the Navy and none of them
ever received a Naval training.

As long ago as 1911, the writer came out strongly
in Toronto "Saturday Night" and other i)apers, ad-
vocating that a Naval Reserve of our fishermen be
orgaiHzed in Canada. The Canadian Naval Bill was
before the public then and. various orators were back-
ing it up and telling the people that our fishermen
would be falling all over themselves to enlist in a Cana-
dian Navy. The writer pointed out, at that time, that
the fisliernieii of Canada would not enlist for per-

manent naval service. Life on a man-o-war did not ap-

peal to their indejjendent notions and existence, and
the pay was not high enough to induce them to leave

their free and -remunerative vocations. Recruiting for

the "Raiidiow" and the "Niobe" was started and was
a disnud failure, and a complete blank as far as the

fishermen were concerned.

It was then that the writer suggested the better al-

ternative of a Naval Reserve. A training period of

four to six weeks per annum was (iroposed and at the

seasons when fishing was slack at various centers. We
suggested that a few of Great Britain's obsolete cruis-

ers. g\iii-boats or torpedo-boat destroyers be procured

by the Canadian Government and anchored in centrally

located ports. One could be stationed at St. John. N.

B.. another at Halifax. N.S.. others at Quebec, King-

ston, Toronto or Port Arthur (for the lake fishermen").

Vancouvei' or Escpiimalt, and Prince Rupert. These

vessels need never leave their moorings. They are for

training purposes oidy and in them the fi.sherman re-

soi-vist could be trained in gunnery, signalling, naval

drill, navigation. etc.

As the fishernuin. by virtue of his calling, is an ex-

pert seaman, it is not essential that he Vie sent to sea on

a man-o-war for training. The technicalities of naval

work can be imparted to him on a moored school-ship.

He doesn't have to be tnuffht seamanship or how to

handle a bonf, steerinc. sailoring. etc.. though, of

course, his knowledge of these suhject.s can be im-

]'V('ved.

In the tiiiining of the fisherman reservist, the course

followed should be along the lines for which he is mo-st

adanted. and that is as a small boat sailor. The pre-

sent war luis shown the value of the small craft in

naval affairs, and it is iii patrol work, mine-swee))ing,

mine-l)iyine, and submarine catching that the fisher-

man is mo.st valuable. It would be a mistake to train

him for work on a battle-ship. In that, his peculiar

iiidividualitv and abilities would be lost'.

In order to stimidate iiderest in the movenuMit. a

retaining allowance shoidd be granted all fishermen

joinintr the Reserve and putting in the drills and he
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sliimUl l»c paid for the tiiiif lie is drillitiR. Officers

slniiilil be selectcil from aiiioii(f tile many britrht yoiiiiR

skippers t«) be found in the tishiii^r fleets and let them
be sriven the intennediate Reserve ralinK** "f Skipper

and Mate with opportunities to (|ualify for eonimis-

sions. The appointment of yaehtsnien and landsmen to

affieer's ratings over tishermen will not be relished

iind will nuike the serviee unjiopular. The fisherman

has a Ki''«t eontempt for "yaehtei's" and "dude offi-

ecrs" and would mueh prefer to obey the orders of

men who liave experienced the ways of the sea mueh
.•)s I'e himsi'lf has exj)erieneed it.

NKWForNliAXl) has beaten Canada out in

tin- Naval Reserve selieme. A Naval Reserve

of her fishermen has been in existence there

for nuuiy years and the <rnn-boat "Calypso"
wf>s used for trainin>r them. Since war broke out, the

Island Colonv lias contributed over two thousand men

both of them will giv(> much Ihoufrht and consideration

to the problem.
Shortly before the war. Canada passed an Order-in-

Couneil whereby the Royal Naval Canadian Volunteer
Reserve was formed with authority to raise 12 Com-
Piiiiics of 100 men in each. One coni]>any was raised in

\'anc(Miver and helped to man the "Rainbow" when
the war broRe out. but the others did not materialize.

Sin<'e then, the R.X.C.V.R. constitutes the Canadian
Xaval Serviees and some overseas drafts for the Im-
perial Navy, but the enlistmments for it were not drawn
f'-niii the fisherman class.

In our scheme for a Naval Reserve of our fishermen,
we are lookiiifr to the future. Plans should be prepared
now for execution immediately after the war. At the
nresent time our fishermen are nece.s,sary for the pro-

duction of food and it would be a mistake to divert
them into naval work. There may come a time when

A Record -Deck" of Pacific Halibut. Some of the Trip of 320,000 lbs. Landed by the SS. "Flamingo" in

Auenist, 1912.

to I he Hijiisii 11,1 viil toii'cs. * aiiada, with three or four

|imcs the number of cliirible fishermen, has contributed

iraetieallx none, thoufrh many of our fishermen joined

hie military branches.

At the rei-ent Imperial War Conference in London,
»ne of the resolutions ])a.ssed reads: "It is recom-
mended that the Admiralty be requested to work out,

immediately after the war, the most effective scheme
iif Imperial naval defence, for eonsideration of the
(lovcrnments concerned at a eonfereiice to be held

with representatives of the Admiralty retrardinK the

future security of the Empire."
Sir Robert lloi-den and the Hon. .1. I). Ila/en. Min-

ister of Alarine and Fisheries of Canada were present
.11 this conference and we have no doubt but what

the naval end will be of paramount importance, and
it would then be a splendid thing, if occasion arose,

for Canada to be able, in an instant, to have a trained

naval force of many thousand men; for the best and
most suitable of our fisliint; boats and tugs to be in-

stantly turned over into war-craft, and our harbors
defended and coast patrolled. The jiroper personnel;
the trained seamen we alwu.vs have with us, are the
fishermen. As the journal of the fisherman and the

fishing industry of Canada, let us voice the hope that

the Hon. Mr. Ilazen, in his administration, will in-

jiugurate a Naval Reserve. Hy doing so w(' will be

acting up to the doctrine of Preparedness, which after

all, is the surest guarantee of peace.
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Office of the Superintendant of Fisheries

Ottawa

Mr. Editor:

—

. Let nic wish you tlie largest possible measure

(if siK'cess ill the campaign upon which you

are entering with the support of the Canadian

Fisheries Association. It will, I am confident,

give eminent satisfaction to everyone who has

the welfare of the fisheries at heart.

For reasons that are so obvious as not to

need citation, Canada as a whole, has in the

past had no adequate I'ealization of what an

a.sset she has in her fisheries. This condition

necessarily reflected itself in the conduct of

the industry, and there has, consequently, been

in years gone by, especially on the Atlantic

coast, a serious lack of progression in the fish-

cries and of that pride in the indu.stry that

those engaging in it have such good reason to

entertain.

While there has been rapid development of

the demand for fish in Canada during the i)ast

few years, there never was such an opportune

time as the present to make the use of fish

general. It would be a national pity if this op-

portunity were lost. Butcher's meat is now so

expensive as to be beyond the reach of many,

at least for daily u.se. Moreover, we should not

forget that the less that is consumed here, the

more there will be to send acros;^ to the sol-

diers. At such a time as this, it is of immeas-

urable national importance to be able to turn

to our seas and inlaii<l waters, and there find

fvcellent food in such abundant (piantities as

to much more than meet all requirements.

One sometimes hears it .said, tiiat fish is not

very sustaining, and therefore may not be re-

lied upon with safety to the health to rejilaee

meat to any great extent. This is far from

the fact. Pound for jiouikI it is as nourishing

as butcher's meat. Analysis has demonstrat-

ed this beyond room for (|uestion. Therefore,

there need be no hesitation in increasing the

personal consumption of fish as much as de-

sired. In (Irent Mritain, in normal times the

eoiiHumption of fish averages over fifty-eight

pounds per head per annum, including children

and infants. This is about twice as much per

capita as in Canada, and the consumption of

fish was incrca.sing in Great Britain year by

••"MIV

The experiment of supplying fish to our sol-

diers overseas worked so well that it is being

continued in increasing proportions, not be-

cause it is cheaper, but because they desire

it. This has created a considerably increased

demand, aud added to this, come large orders

from Great Britain to meet the civilian demands

there owing to the shortage? of the landings by

British fishermen on account of the war. These

.!onditions have combined to change tiie problem

ill Canada from one of finding remunerative

markets for our fish, to one of producing suf-

fitient (piantities to meet demands.

This problem is vexed by the fact that en-

listments from the ranks of the fishermen

have seriously reduced their number, and ow-

ing to the inducements in the merchant ser-

vice, some fishing vessels have been converted

into traders. According to the fishing bounty

claims, there were approximately three thous-

and fewer fishermen on the Atlantic coast in

1!)1f) than in 1!)!.').

How in the face of tlie.se conditions, is pro-

duction going to be increased and increased

sufficiently? There seems only one way, but

it is a j)erfectly feasible one, viz.—by increased

individual effort. It is not suggested that the

fishermen are not industrious, or are not now
working hard, but this is a time \vhen each of

us, whatever our calling may be, must be jire-

pared to exert the last jiossibie effort to do

what may lie in our power to further the luiii

ciples for which we are fighting, and to help to

bring the war to a successful finish, even if we
cannot ourselves join the fighting ranks.

All individual fisherman may ask himself,

what the use of additional effort by him would
be, as the little he could do by an extra couple

of hours a day would not count for much. But

let him remember that, 'on the Atlantic coast

alone he is but one of about fifty thousand,

and if each worked two hours |>er day more it

would be e(|uivalent to a ilnily increase in fish-

ing of about 100,000 hours. Let this be eon

tinned for the summer months, and the prob-

lem that is before us will be solved.

There is another point to which 1 should

like to call attention, viz.. the desirability of

the more ireiieral use throiltrhoiit the eouiitr\-
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ol .„i,i,.-.i fish. Whilo. even with oxisting

transportation facilitit^s, thorp may be times

when it is difficult to procure fresh or fresh

froxcn fish, perfectly fresh fish in cans, with

all their juices retained, is always available.

It should not be for^'otten that the fish are

delivered af the canneries fresh and firm from
the wafer, and are jjlaced in the cans within a

fiw hours after bein<r caupht. They are thor-

oufrhly cooked and sterilized, so that they are

always in convenient condition for use. They
can be served in so many attractive and appe-

tiziiif; ways tiiat it is surprisin<; that their use

is not much more general, particularly in a

country like ours, where the distances are so

LM-eat and the weyther conditions at times so

xtremc.

I understand tha* your fii*st number will

deal specifically witb the British Columbia
fisheries. Tiic salmon and halibut fisheries of

that province have so ovei-shadowed others that

few peo|)le. excepting those directly interested,

know little or anything about the others. Hence,
there has been practically no demand for them.
I trust tliat you will succeed in bringing to

the attention. particiilarh^ of our western
provinces, which should be receiving liberal

.supplies of these fi.sh. the fact that in catch-

ing halibut other excellent varieties are cap-

tured, such as black cod.—which when kipper-

ed is not sur|)assed, in the judgment of many,
including the writer, by even finnan haddie,

—

grey cod, and different kinds of flounders, etc..

all of which can be had in abundance and at

niodei'ate prices.

In concluding, let me draw attention to wliat

it means to a maritime country in the day of

trial, to have available a large body of skilled

fishermen. When the history of this war is

fully written, it will be realized much more
generally than it is now, or ever has been, what
it has meant to Great Britain to have a large,

fearless fishing population. The paths of tlie

sea would not have been as safe even as they
have been had it not been for the ready way in

which the fishei'inen devoted themselves, and
the owners their well ei|uipped vessels, to that

most perilous work of I'idding the ocean of the

seeds of " frightfulness" sown by Germany.

Yours truly,

WM. A. FOUND
srPKRl.XTENDENT OF FISHERIES.

A|.ril :«)lli, 1917.

Prince Rupert Branch Canadian

Fisheries Association

A BRANCH of the Canadian Fisheries A.sso-

ciation has been formed in Prince Rupert
which has become the leading fishing centre

on the Pacific coast. It is a marvel that such
a branch had not been organized before in view of the
importance of the fi.shing indu.stry to this port. The
branch owes its origin to the visit of Mr. J. J. Harpell,
representing the Canadian Fisheries Association, to the
city. A few scattered members of the Association re-

Ifiided here, but with the visit of Mr. Harpell, who is

lenthusiastic over the work tbat the Association can do
[it was decided that a branch should be duly opened.

At a meeting in the city hall on the evening of
[April 13th there gathered on short notice quite a rep-
resentative body to hear the objects and aims of the
[organization explained by ,Mr. Harpell. Aid. Montgo-
[mery, the chairman of the City ('ouncil Fisheries Com-
mittee, presided and introduced the visitor. There
were also present T. H. Johnson, General Manager of
the Canadian ?^ish and f^old Storage Comjjany, here;
Aid. O. H. Xelson, who is a member of the Dominion
Fisheries Advisory Committee for the Pacific coast;
Aid. Dybhavn an active fish buyer in the city ; Judge
Carss; J. F. Mathieson of the Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage staflf; C. E. Bainter and C. H. Thomas, botb
of them ijiterested in the operation of halibut boats

operating out of here; and William Shrubsall, a fish

curer and packer.

Mr. Johnson explained the good work that was
being done by the organization and advocated the

formation in this city of such a body that might from
time to time be of great benefit to the industry in man.v

ways. He was followed by Mr. Harpell, who went more
fully into the importance of the organization in Prince

Rupert of a branch. The Association was doing much
to foster the industrj' throughout Canada. Its good
offices were always available in urging anything be-

fore representative bodies looking to the advancement
of the fishing industry. It also aimed at advancing
the business by the encouraging by publicity and every

other means of the use of fish in Canada. It was aiding

in the encouragement of everytbing looking to the

spread of technical knowledge relative to the subject.

There was a very fine discussion of the subject fol-

lowing the address when all present took part and
favored organizing. Accordingly the Prince Rupert
branch came into existence with the following officers

for the ensuing year:

Chairman, Mr. T. H. Johnson. \ i.-, -( litiii nmn, Aid.
John Dybhavn: Secretary-Treasurer, Aid. 0. H. Nel-
son; Committee, J. F. Mathieson, C. E. Bainter Judge
A. Carss and C. H. Thomas.
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The Gray-Prior Four—Cycle Model D-4

New Four-Cylinder Machine Which Is Notable for Its Unusual Length of Stroke

Combines Medium Weight with Unusual Strength

A 36 H. P. Outfit Which

Tlu' Gray & Prior Maehiiic

Co., of Haitford, Conn., for

many yf,ars manufacturer of

the well-known Hartford two-

cycle motor, has now entered

the four-cycle field with the

four-cylinder motor shown in

the accompanying illustration.

This motor, which develops 36

h.p., is chiefly remarkable for

the length of its stroke, this be-

ing 8 inches to a cylinder bore

of 41/2 inches, but there are

many other features which give

it distinction. The D-4, as it is

called, is a moderate speed en-

gine built for heavy and con-

tlinious service and suitable for

fishing craft. In stating that it

is particularly adapted to this service, the manufac-

turing company calls attention to its consistent and

economical operation, the enormous strength and high

faetoi- of .safety of all its parts, and the liberal use

of heavily case-hardenod and heat-treated alloyed steel

I)arts.

In general design the motor combines reasonable

lightness with great strength, unusually large bearing

sui-faces and few parts. Accessibility has been the

foremost consideration in its design, and every mov-

ing part may be leadily removed for inspection or

adjustment without taking the whole motor to pieces.

The craiik(!ase, for instance, is constructed in two se-

parate castings, the upper half having large plates on

each side to make it easy to reach the various parts

without removing the cylinder from the base. The
center line of the crankshaft is arranged above

tlu' top of the base, thus nuik-

ing the nuiin and the crankpin

bearings easily accessible for

adjustment. The flywheel is

held in place with six steel

studs that extend through its

hub into a disc which is an in-

tegral part of the crankshaft.

This method of fastening is de-

clared to render the flywheel

readily removable while proof

against its woi-king loose in ser-

vice. The cylinders are of the

L type aiul are cast in pairs

with detachable heads. This
method of construction not
only presents a neat appear-
ance, but sim])lifies the removal
of the ])istons and connecting

rods for cleaning or adjustment.

The valves are plaae.d on the port side and all valve
chand)ers and passages are thoroughly water-jacketed
and enclosed. The valves of 2i/i-inch dianu^ter and are
constructed with cast iron heads electrically welded to

steel stems. Adjustments for clearance are easily effect-

ed by means of screw and lock nut in the push rod.

Other interesting features include machined steel

case-hardened gears, force-feed lubrication, two inde-

pendent ignition systems, doid)le ])nmp e(|ui]>ment. air

compressor', governor, water-jacketed manifold, etc.

The camshaft and cams are iiuule from high-grade
steel. The cams are a di-iving fit on the shaft and are
held in |)lace by means of Woodr\iff keys and taper
])ins. The shaft, cams, and bearings are housed in a
tubular-shaped casting and are flooded in a bath
of oil.

A New Form of Milk for the

Fishermen's Cook
RECENTLY milk in powder form has come
into use quite largely for the requirements of

fishermen and fishing vessels, and has proven
to be in many ways a welcome addition to

the fisherman's supplies. II is probable that as this

product becomes better known it will be used by al-

most everv' cook on fishing vessels and fishing-boata

fhronghout the country.

The product most largely used is a separated milk

powiler. made by a process i-ecently j)erfected, which
makes perfectl.v soluble powder for tea, coffee, etc. It

is usually mixed with water, and is used as ordinai'y

lif|uid milk. Manufacturers, however, do not recom-

mend if 80 much for this purpose as for use in every
kind of cooking where milk is ordinarily used. For
eooking the milk i)owder is mixed in dry with the

other ingredients. Where the recipe calls for milk,

water is used in its place, the milk having been already
sn()plied b.v the water which has been used.

Intense cold does not in any wa.v injure the powd-
ered milk, as the amount of nu)isture in it is .so small

that fi'cezing has no effect upon it at all. Likewise,
it is impervious to heat of any kind. Another great
advantage of this product is that' it will keep for a
long time after the can has been opened. This product
is no longer an experiment, but a proven success, and
is warranted to contain no adulteration, preservative
or chemical of an.v kind. If contains nothing except
the solids of milk, from which the water h;is hern re-

moved.
It will |)ay an.v fishing vessel outfitter and cook to

investigate this product, as by it all the difficidties of

supplying milk can be overconu', a.s it is most satis-

factor\- and can be furnished at a low cost to the mi'ii

in a very convenient form.

Samples and information regarding this prodin-i i-.in

be secin-ed fi-om the Canaiiian Milk Products. Ijimited.

10 William Street. Toronto, nwinufa<'t,urers of "Klim."
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primeval forests aiid towering, snow-clad peaks.

The Pacific salmon, its various speeies and the method

of oanninK them, is ahly described in the foregoing by

Mr. John P. Babnook, Commissioner of Fisheries for

British Columbia.

"We have in our waters the five known speeies of

the genus oncorhynehus. termed the Pacific salmon.

They are distinct from the salmon of the Atlantic, which

are the genus salmo. Indeed, the word salmon does not

hy right belong to any fish found in the Pacific, it hav-

ing first been applied to a genus found in Europe. The

settlement of the Atlantic Coast of America was made

by a people familiar with the European form, who at

once recognized this fish as running in the rivers of

their newly-acquired territory. They naturally and by

right gave it the name salmon, for it is identical with

the European form. With the advent of people from

the Atlantic States to the Pacific Coast, they found

running in all the main rivers a fish similar in form

and colour, and of apparently similar habits, and they

naturally called them salmon. Structurally these fish

arc but 'slightly different, but their life history is to-

tally dissimilar, and they are distinctly and i)ositively

placed. The greatest difference is presented in the fact

liiat all the species found in Pacific waters die shortly

after spawning once. This is true of both sexes. This

ivmarkable characteristic, when first brough to the at-

tention of some Atlantic and European authorities, was.

discredited, as they did not then generally know that

the Pacific .salmon was different from and not identi-

cal with the salmo salar, which does not die after

spawning, and generally returns to salt water after de-

positing its ova. While our Pacific fish are not salmon

in a scientific sense, they are now the salmon of the

world, because of their abundance and their fine can-

ning qualities, which permit them to he offered in the

markets of the civilized world.

"Taken in the order of their . ipiniiuitiai iinpoitauci'

in the Province, they are known as:— (1) The Sockeye

or I'.lueback (Oncorhynehus ncrka) : (2) the Spring or

Qiiinnat CO. t.schawyt.scha) : (3) the Coho or Silver (0.

kisutch)
; (4 the Dog {O. keta)

; (5) the Humpback or

.iiiiiii (Ct. gorbuscha).

The Sockeye.

1 The Sockeye weighs from 3 to 10 pounds,

thoiii;!! s]>ecimens of 17 pounds in weight are recorded.

The anal fin is long, and has about 14 developed rays.

There arc 14 branchiostcgals. The gillrakers are more

numerous than in any other salmon, 32 to 40. The

young fry of this species can always be distinguished

by the great number of the gill-rakers. The scales of

the adult usually average 130 to 140 in the lateral line.

The tail is narrow and widely forked. The adults in

salt water are free from .spots; the backs are a clear

blue, and below the lateral line they are immaculate.

They are in form and colour considered the most beau-

tiful of their family.

"The blui.sh backs and silvery sides, which so dis-

tinguish them in salt water, give place in the head-

waters, at spawning time, to a deep carmine, while the

head and tails become a deep olive green, the nmle and

female being equally highly coloured in the specimens

found in the extreme headwaters of the Province. The
head of the male undergoes less distortion in our
waters than any of this genus. Specimens which enter

the rivers towards the last of the season's run. and
whii'h <l<) not ascend to the headwaters of the main
streams, but which spawn in the lower reaches near-

er the sea. do not become nearly so highly coloured at

the spawning period, many of the females not showing
mtieh, if any, red. The flesh of the sockeye is of a

deep and iinfailing red. They enter the Fraser River as

early as April. They are not taken until July 1st. The
main run in the Fraser is looked for toward the latter

part of July. The run is at its height during the first

ten days of August.
"The sockeye run in all our Mainland rivers, and in

some of the rivers of the west coast of Vancouver Is-

land, and in the Nimkish River, near the head of the

cast coast of that Island. In the rivers of the north-

west Mainland coast they run a month earlier than in

the Fraser.

"The abundance of sockeye in the Fra.ser varies

greatly with given years; there are years known as

'the big years and as 'the poor years.' Their movement
appears to be greatest every fourth year, and the run
is the poorest in the year immediately following. The
causes which may have led up to this most remarkable
feature have given rise to much speculation, and many
theories have been advanced to account for them, but
none are sufficiently satisfactory to be generally ac-

cepted. This periodicity in the run of sockeye, which
is so pronounced in the Fraser, has no marked counter-

part in any other river in the Province or on the

Coast.

"The spawning period of the sockeye extends from
August, in the headwaters, to as late as October and
November in the waters nearest the sea. Thej' usually

spawn in lake-fed or in lake-feeding streams, the first

of their run seeking the extreme headwaters. Very lit-

tle is known of the life of the young or the length of

time they live in fresh waters before seeking salt water.
Nothing is known of their feeding grounds in salt

water, as they are never found in the bays and in-

lets, which distinguish our coast, and where the spring
and coho are so common. It is though that their feed-

ing ground must be in the open sea. There is a smaller
specimen of the sockeye found in many of our interior

waters that appears to be a permanently small form,
which is known to writers as "The Little Red Fish,'

'Kennerly's Salmon," or 'The Evermann form of the
Sockeye,' and which in some lakes of the Province can
be shown not to be anadromous. This form of the sock-

eye is often mistaken by observers as a trout. It has no
commercial value, and does not 'take a fly' or any other
device commonly used by anglers for taking trout.

The Indians of Seton and Anderson Lakes cure great
numbers of these small salmon by smoking them. They
give them the name of 'Oneesh.'

The Spring Salmon.
" (2.) The Spring or Quinnat Salmon (0. tschawyt-

scha) ranks second in importance in the waters of the

Province This species is known in Alaska as the

King or Tyec salmon ; in British Columbia as the Chin-

ook, the King or Quinnat; in California as the Sacra-

mento or Quinnat .salmon. It was the first and for

many years tbe only salmon used for canning. The
spring salmon attains, in our waters, an average

weight of from 18 to 30 pounds. Specimens weighing
from 60 to 100 pounds have been reported. It has 16

rays in the anal fin, from 15 to 19 branchiostcgals, and
23 gill-rakers. The number of scales in the lateral line

run from 135 to 155. The tail is forked, and, like the

back and dorsal fin, is commonly covered with round
black spots. The head is ratter pointed and of a metal-

lic lustre. The back is of a dark green or bluish colour

;

below the lateral line it is silvery. At spawning it be-
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comes almost black, with little or no red. On the

spawning grounds of the Province they are often

spoken of as 'black salmon.' In this respect these

fish in our waters are different to those in the waters

to the south, where the spawning fish are of a dull red.

The spring salmon are the most powerful swimmers
which seek our rivers, usually going to the extreme
head of the watershed, which they enter. They seem
to prefer the most rapid moving streams, and appar-

ently avoid the lake-fed tributaries. The colour of

their flesh in our waters is from deep red to a very
light pink, at times almost white. Owing to the uncer-

tainty of its colour, it is less generally used for can-

uing, and all specimens are examined by the canners
before accepting them from fishermen. It is stated

that the 'early run' fish are the most reliable in

colour. It has also been stated that these pale pink

ing larger than any other of the genera. In colour

these fish are very silvery, greenish above, with a few
black spots on the head and fins. These fish run in

August and September in the rivers on the north-

west coast, and in September and October in the

Fraser. Like the sockeye, they travel in compact
schools. They do not seek the extreme headwaters,
and frequent both the streams and lakes to spawn.

Dog Salmon.
" (4.) The Dog Salmon (0. keta) run in most of

the rivers and Coast streams late in the fall. They av-

erage from 10 to 12 pounds in weight; much larger

specimens are not unusual in most of our waters.
They have 14 anal rays, 14 branchiostegals, 24 gill-

rakers and about 150 scales in lateral line. In Provin-
cial waters they spawn close to the sea, ascending
almost every one of even the minor Coast streams.

Salmon on the floor of Cannery.

or white-meated salmon arc not any less rich in flavour

or oil than the red-meated ones but as the English

market demands a red-meated salmon, and refuses to

accept anything else, they are rejected by the packers.

"The spring fish enters the PVaser early in the

spring, and the run continues more or less intermittent

until July. There is no pronounced run in the fall.

"In recent' years considerable quantities of spring

salmon have been mild cured for the German market.
In 1908 this trade amounted to 795,000 pounds, val-

ued at $79,500.

The C5oho.
" (3.) The Coho (O. kisutcsh), or Silver or Fall

Salmon, is found in all of the waters of the Province,
and of late years has become a considerable factor in

the canned product. This species on an average
weighs from 3 to 8 pounds. Heavier specimens are
not uncoTnmon. It has 13 or 14 developed rays in the

tnnal fin, 13 branchiostegals, 23 gill-rakers, and there

are about 127 scales in tlie lateral line, the scales be-

In the sea thoy are dark silvery in colour, llie fins

being black. At the spawning period they become
dusky, with lateral lines of black, with more or less

grey and red colouring along the sides. The heads
of the males undergo the most marked distortion, and
the teeth in front become large and dog-like, hence
the popular name. Until within the last four years,

these fish have not been considered of any value. Now
they are captured in great numbers by the Japanese,
who dry-salt them for export to the Orient, many
thousands of tons being exported annually. They
are never canned in the Province.

The Humpback.
" (5.) The Humpback Salmon (0. gorbu.seha) is the

smallest of the species found in our waters, averaging
from 3 to 6 pounds. It has 15 rays in the anal fin, 28
gill-rakers, and 12 branchiostegals. The scales are
180 to 240 in the lateral line. In colour it is bluish
much smaller than in any other salmon, there being
180 to 240 in the lateral ilne. In colour it is bluish
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above and silvery below. The back and tail are cov-

ered with oblong black spots. In the fall the males of

this species are so greatly distorted as to give them
their popular name. These fish run in abundance only

every other year, coming in with the last of the sock-

eye run. They (ire but little valued, though a consid-

erable use has sprung up during the la.st few years.

With the development of the markets for cheap fish-

ery products, a demand has come for all of our salmon

of the hatcherj' and the methods of incubation and dis-

posal of the fry; the degree of protection necessary,

and the proper limits of a close season are not to be

determined wholly by experience elsewhere, but by
local observation and systematic invi-stigation ex-

tending over a series of years. This the Provincial

Government, by the establishment of a Fi.sheries De»
partment and the appointment of a Ki.sheries Com-
mission, has undertaken to determine, and with every

Coho Salmon.

products, with the result that the fishing season is

Ix'ing extended to cover the' runs of all five of the

.salmon species found in our waters. This lengthening

of the season is of marked benefit to our regular fish-

ermen, and with the development of our other fish-

eries, it is confidently believed that these hardy men
may find ready employment during the entire year.'"

Local Conditions,

('oneerning the habit.s of the salmon in British (Joluiii-

l)ia waters, ther is a wide field for investigation, and

promise of success. The efforts of Mr. Babcock in the

direction of acquiring useful data are demonstrated in

his annual reports bearing on many matters of prac-

tical interest, and in the erection of a hatchery, most
modern in its equipment and of great capacity, near
Seton Lake, in the Lillooet District.

Salmon Canning'.

The methods used in handling and packing salmon
have been greatly improved—to such an extent, in

fact, that after the fish is taken from the net it is

Spring Salmon.

though a good deal has been accomplished there is still

much to be learned.

The facts as to the conditions governing and affect-

ing spawning ; the time of their going to sea : the ef-

fects, injurious or otherwise, of dumping the offal of

the canneries: into the river; the economic results

practically untouched by hand during the process of

cleaning, cutting up and canning. The canneries are

now equipped with ingenious machines, which perform
the work with a rapidity and precision unattainable

in the old days, when Indians and Chinese were em-
ployed. The salmon are taken from the boats by a
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conveyor which delivers them on a table convenient

to a machine called the "Iron Chink," which does the

work ,of many Chinamen, and from whom it derives

its name. The Chink is fitted with an intricate ar-

rangement of knives and cutters which slice off the

heads, tails and fins, scales and splits the fish and
removes the entrails. Another conveyor takes the

fish to the cutter, where it is divided into convenient

pieces to fit the cans. During these processes the

fish is sprayed continuously with water, so that it is

thoroughly cleaned. The fish is then packed in the

cans, which are soldered as they pass along a belt to

the test tanks. These are large tanks in which the cans

are submerged so as to detect any defect in sealing.

Should bubbles rise the defective cans are set

aside. Next the cans are placed in a retort, where
they are subjected to a high degree of heat, which
thoroughly cooks the fish. After the cooking the

cans are conveyed to the labelling and packing rooms,

wonderful scene at the mouth of the Eraser River dur-

ing the sock-eye run to note the myriad lights of the

fishing boats drifting in the estuary. From the shore it

seems as though one were looking at a veritable town
afloat. The nets are also set during the day if the water
is sufficiently muddy to hide the twine.

After drifting for a certain time, the nets are hauled
aboard the boat over a stern roller, and the gilled sal-

mon extricated, clubbed and hove into a pen in the bot-

tom. After the night's haul, the fishermen may pull or

sail into the cannery with their fish or discharge into a

cannery tender. In the latter case, the fishermen re-

main on the fishing grounds until the week-end close

time or bad weather forces them to come to port.

Another method of fishing is by means of trolling

lines from row and motor boats. Spring and Coho sal-

mon are caught in great numbers by trolling in the

channels. Trollers set either baited hooks or spoons on
lines suspended from four or more rods fixed to the hull

A Fraser River Cannery Wharf.

where they are made ready for shipping. In every

stage from its capture to its final cooking, the fish is

carefully kept from contamination, every possible

precaution being taken to ensure cleanliness.

Method of Capture.
THE bulk of the salmon taken in British Col-

umbia is caught by means of gill-nets set from
small row and sail boats in the estuaries, inlets

and rivers. The nets, of varying length, may
be either "set nets' or "drift nets." The former are

anchored so as to remain in a certain location by being
made fast to stakes or anchors, while in drift net fish-

ing, one end of the net is buoyed, and the fishermen pay
the rest of the "twine" out across tide or current and
drift to the last end. The nets used are made of flax,

cotton or linen twine, tan-barked, with cork or wooden
floats along the head rope and leads along the foot.

The drift net fishing is usually carried on at night,

when the darkness hides the entangling meshes from
the sight of the salmon heading upstream, and it is a

of the boat. Rowing or motoring ahead, the trolls are

towed astern and hauled in when a salmon has taken
the hook.
Salmon trap net's, which are the principal means of

catching salmon in U S. waters, are not general in Brit-

ish Columbia, though there are a few on Vancouver Is-

land, and they were only allowed in order that our fish-

ermen may be placed on an equality with the American
fishermen on the Straits of San Juan de Fuca, who, by
their use, were catching enormous (juantities of the sa;

mon heading for British Columbia watei-s. The salmon
trap is an expensive structure, consisting of stakes

driven into the bottom and leading out from the shore.

The spaces between the stakes are walled in by wire or

net webbing, and the whole trap is designed so as to

turn the schooling fish coming in from sea, into several

chambers, and finally into the "pot" and "spiller.

"

The latter chamber is so arranged that it can be brailed

up by windlass or derrick, and the trapped fish dumped
into a scow or on the deck of a tender. The salmon
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trap is similar in design and purpose to tlie pound nets

of the Great Lakes, and the herring weirs of the Atlantic

coast.

Yet another appliance is used for catching the salmon

-the fish wheel. This is an Indian invention, we be-

lieve, and the one illustrated herewith is located on the

Yukon River, Canada. The current turns the wheel
which is equipped with two or more scoops. The fish

aufjht in these revolving scoops are simply thrown into

I pan or net placed in the right position to receive them.

i»ther Indian methods of fishing salmon are by means
if hand-gaffs and dip-nets.

The purse seine is also used in the salmon fishery of

the Pacific. These are set from gas boats from a plat-

form built on the stern of the craft. On sighting the

schooling fish, the seiner heads towards them, launches

her dory or seine boat with a man in it to hold the end
of the net, and then, paying out the "twine" from the

platform aft, encircles the fish by coming around to the

M'ine boat again. The seine is pursed up by means of

brail running along the bottom, and the net is hauled in

small boats in all weathers—gives them an occupation

which does not appeal to the white man, though there

are a number of the latter in the fishery as well.

In the trollers and seiners, cannery tenders, traps

and shore workers, the white men are to be found. As
workers in the canneries, Indians (men and women),
and Chinamen are employed. The Indian is also a fish-

erman.
Value of the Salmon Fishery.

-r y\ WITIITN the last five years, the salmon pack

^^y of British Columbia has averaged between^H 1,000,000 and 1,100,000 ca.ses annually. This^^^^ pack is only exceeded by that of Alaska. The
pack is made up largely of sockeye, pink and chum,
with coho, spring or chinook, in lesser proportion.

In the prosecution of the salmon fishery and the
canning industry an enormous quantity of supplies is

necessary. Many of tlie canneries are in isolated places,

and when the season opens everything necessary for the
prosecution of the fishery has to be freighted to them.
The canneries often constitute settlements in them-

A Fishing Wheel on the Yukon. -Photo, Janet M. Cummin?.

by power or hand and the fish in the bunt are dipped

I
It by dip-net.

Another method of catching the salmon in Canada is

orthy of mention. A Grand Trunk Pacific train was
ailed on the banks of the Skeena, and a keen disciple
' Isaak Walton among the passengers noticed the sal-

on heading up the river close to the shore. With a

window pole and a clothes-net, such as are found in the

sleeping berths, he hied to the water's edge, and landed

hree or four fine salmon in a few minutes. The salmon

were served up in the dining car later.

Salmon Fishermen.

The fishermen engaged in the salmon fisherj- of

Uritish Columbia are cosmopolitan, and include Brit-

>hers, Americans, Scandinavians, Chinese, Japanese and
native Indians—briefly summarized in three cla.sses as

whites, orientals and Indians. The Japanese are ex-

tremely numerous in the gill-net fishery, and the ar-

duous nature of the life—on the water day and night in

selves, with cottages, shacks, bunk-houses, boarding
houses, and stores for the employees who migrate
there for the season.

The heaviest supply item is tin-plate for manufac-
turing cans, if the cans are made at the cannery, or
the cans themselves. Then comes the boxes for packing
the cans and the incidentals in connection with the
cans themselves, as solder, acids, labels and paste.
When one figures that a million or more cases and
forty-eight million cans are u.sed in a season's pack,
some idea of the quantity of wood, tin, nails and in-

cidentals required may be gathered.
The cannery owners usually supply the gear for

catching the fish. This includes boats and nets, rope,
canvas, and the hundred and one things for floating
craft

; gasolene and kerosene for propulsion of boats,
tenders, and lighting. Coal for the boilers of the can-
nery; food-stuffs, gasolene engines, rubber boots, oiled
clothing, clothing for men, women and children, tar,
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paint, tools, labor-saving machinery, stationery and
office equipment, tobacco, crockery, cooking utensils,

etc. These are all items purchased heavily for the car-

rying on of the work. Other heavy items are freight

charges, insurance and storage.

It can be readily seen that with such heavy outlays,

a great deal of capital must be invested in the salmon
fishery before profitable returns are made. Even
though the fish are so prolific and easily caught, it is

not all found money, and the successful prosecution of

the salmon canning industry calls for much in good
judgment, reduction of operating costs without the

sacrifice of efficiency, and the ability to take charge
of spasmodic runs of fish with labour and material al-

ways ready.

The Halibut Fishery.

SECOND in importance to the salmon is the
Pacific halibut fishery. The catch of halibut

by British Columbia fishermen amounted to

around 200,000 cwts. last year. Two years

proper lie within the hundred fathom limit of the
coast from the Straits of San Juan de Fuea to

Dixon Entrance — almost four hundred miles of

latitude. Within this area and including the territor-

ial waters inside the three-mile-limit, halibut are found
in more or less abundance at certain seasons. The
heavy fishing of recent years, however, has caused a

depletion in these inshore grounds, and while big trips

are still taken from these waters, yet there is undoubt-
ed evidence that the yield is falling off yearly, and
that the grounds must be given a chance to become re-

stocked.

The halibut banks adjacent to the Province, and
where the bulk of the halibut is caught nowadays is

in the Gulf of Alaska, from Dixon Entrance to the
Aleutian Islands. This area is open to our fishermen-
outside the three-mile-limit — Alaska being United
States territory—and huge fares are taken there by
British Columbia fishermen. As in the inshore
grounds, the catch is falling off yearly, and the hali-

Cannery Tender Piddng up Salmon from Boats.

previously, the cntch was 228,000 cwts.. and the latest

statistics show a dccro!i«<'. tlimisrh tln' vfdiio of the fish

has risen considerablv.

The decrease in the ciitcli ol' h;ilil)u1 is giviiij; rise to

fears that the extremely heavy fishing of the banks by
both ranmlian and American halibuters is depleting
the supply. Proposals to conserve this valuable flat-

fish by closed seasons or restricted fishery are im-
portant questions for both Canada and the United
States, and before long something must be done.
The centres of the halibut fishery are Prince Ru-

pert, Vancouver and Steveston. At these ports are lo-

cated the plants of the Canadian Fi.sh & Cold Storage
Co., Ltd.; the Canadian Fishing Co., Ltd.; New Eng-
land Fish (%).. Ltd.; R. C. I'ackers' Association; West-
em I'jickci', Ltd.. and others.

Halibut Fishing OrouncU.
Tin riiiiMMit (ishing jjfrounds of British Columbia

but will have to be protected in some way to prevent

extinction.

Method of Capture.
THE halibut fishery is practically a hook and
line operation, though a few are caught by
the steam otter trawler now operating oxit of

Prince Rupert. The vessels employed range
from small gasolene boats carrying four to ten men
and jising long lines and dories, to large auxiliary

schooners and steamers operating entirely with long
lines or dories, or both.

The dory fishing is by means of trawls, and was
introduced on the coast by Atlantic halibut fishermen.

The trawls, as used in the dory halibuters, ('(nisist of

7 "lines" or "shots" of a heavy tarred cotton trawl
of 28 lb. line, all bent together and called a "skate."
Each shot or line is .')0 fathoms in length, and the whole

skRte i^ 3f»0 fathoms. Unlike Atlantic haddock or co<i
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trawls, halibut gear is not coiled down in tubs, but is

lashed up on a sc^uare piece of canvas with tyinpr ropes

seized into each comer. The resemblance of this can-

vas jacket to a skate-fish probably accounts for the

name.

On this ground line, and bent into beckets hitched

into it at intervals of from 8 to 12 feet, are 14 lb. snoods
or gangens, to which heavy halibut hooks—either Mus-
tad's No. 6283, Arthur James, or others—are seized

—

the whole rigginp making up a skate of halibut gear.

Arriving on the fishing ground, the fishermen—two
to a dory—bait up from eight to ten of these skates

with herring or shack bait—the latter may be pieces

of dogfish, cod. etc.—and swinging out their dories,

proceed to set the skates of baited gear on the bank.

Halibut.

.An anchor with a buoy and line attached is thrown
nvor first, and to the ring or crown of tlie anchor is

bent the first end of the skate. One fisherman rows
the dory, while the other heaves out the baited gear,

skate after skate, until the whole has been set. An-
other anchor and buoy is made fast to the last end.

After being on the bottom for an hour or so, the

fishermen haul up the last anchor and proceed to get

the gear in. In the bow of the dory, a lignum vitae

roller is placed in the gunwale, and the bow man pulls

the line in over it. His dory-mate, immediately aft

of him, gaffs the fish as they conic up on the hooks

:

clubs them if necessary, and hauls them into the boat.

He also coils the gear down as it is hauled in. The fish

are laid in a square net with iron cringles worked in

at each corner, and when all the gear has been hauled

and the dor\' has come alongside the parent vessel, a

tackle is hooked into the four corners of the net and
the fish are thus hoisted aboard.

A small hand-winch, known as a gtirdy, which fits

over the bow gunwales of the dory, is also used for

heaving up trawl, and is very necessary for breaking
out the anchor, or disengaging the trawl when snarled

up on hard bottom.

The dorj' is a type of boat peculiar to the fisheries

only. It is an Eastern product evolved by the New
England and Nova Scotia fishermen, and while simple
of construction, and ugly in appearance, is a wonder-
ful sea boat when properly managed. The dory used
in the Pacific halibut fisheries is larger and heavier
in construction than the Atlantic type, and is strong

enough to be hoisted bodily aboard with men and gear
in them.

The dory halibut fishing vessels of British Columbia
range from the small power boat carrying three or four

dories and ten men, to the big steamers, of the British

trawler type, carrying twelve dories and a crew of

thirty-five. The smaller craft fish in the inside chan-

nels of the coast, and the inshore banks, while the

larger craft make the long voyages to the Gulf of

.Maska—often steaming from Vancouver as far west
as the Kodiak and Shumagin Islands.

Another method, which dispenses with dories alto-

gether, is long lining. This is an Old Country manner
of fishing, and was sueeessfully introduced on the Pa-
cific Coast by the Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Co.,

Ltd., of Prince Rupert, who imported the gear and the
crews to operate it from Grimsby. England. The long-
lining, as practised by them, is worked from steamers
of the British trawler type. The gear is rigged of three
stranded Italian hemp, 7-8ths circumference, tan bark-
ed, with gangens of 141b. tarred cotton, one fathom
long, bent into beckets bitched into the ground line at

8 or f) foot intervals. The hooks are seized on and are
the same as in the dory gear. Eight lines of 37 fathoms
each usually make a long line skate.

When ready to set the baited gear, the skates are
all placed aft on the quarter of the steamer. "With the
vos.sel steaming slow or dead slow ahead, the fishermen
heave the first buoy over, and while the buoy line is

running out, the first end of the baited gear is made
fast to the buoy anchor. The buoy used is usually a
keg or cork float with a twelve foot spar through it,

and a colored flag attached. The bottom of the spar
is weighted to keep it floating upright. The anchors
are a trifle heavier than the usual halibut trawl an-
chors.

"When the first skate has been bent on, the anchor is

hove over the stem of the steamer, and one of the fish-

ermen heaves the trawl overboard by means of a heav-
ing stick—pausing when some 50 to 100 fathoms have
been paid out to allow the trawl to be tautened up.
After five skates have been set in the manner describ-

Bfotor Dory Halibuter.

ed, another buoy and anchor are bent on to the end
line of the fifth skate and the first end of the sixth

is also attached. These five buoyed and anchored
.skates are known as a "shank." From six to eight of
these shanks may be set, which means from thirty to

forty skates of gear. The gear may be set in shanks
running in one continuous line, or in separate shanks
parallel or at angles to each other—the setting depend-
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ing on the size of the bank, the rnn of the fish, and the

depth of water.

In hauling the gear, the anchor and buoys are

brought aboard and the first end of the skate is led

over a roller placed on either the port or starboard

rail on the main-deck forward, and thence to a steam

gurdy winch located in the centre of the deck and just

abaft the fore mast. The fishermen take up their sta-

tions—one tending the line at the winch, one at the

roller on the rail, two with gaffs to gaff the fish as soon

as they appear at the surface, and others clearing the

fish from the hooks, coiling down the trawl and re-

baiting again ready for the next set.

The skipper or mate are in the wheel-house watch-

ing the trawl coming and working the ship's engines

to ensure that the vessel does not strain on the gear

or get too far over it. The engines and the wheel are

worked almost continually in tending trawl.

ly a long liner. Otter trawl gear consists of a huge
bag net, cone shaped, the mouth of which is kept open
by what are known as "otter boards." The whole
gear is lowered into the water by steel wire warps at-

tached to the boards, and towed astern of the vessel.

The net is dragged over the bottom for a certain

length of time, and then hauled up by steam winch.
A strop is placed around the cone, or "cod end" of the
net, and the whole hove aboard by a derrick. The
cod-end containing the fish is opened and the catch
falls on deck. Among the many species of fish caught
are a number of halibut.

Market for Halibut.
IK addition to the home market in Canada,
great quantities of British Columbia halibut
goes to the Eastern United States, in a fresh

and frozen state. Of late years, quite a trade

in frozen B.C. halibut has been built up in Great
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There a if two species of cod in Pacific waters—grey

and blnck. The former is similar to the codfish of At-

lantic faiiip. and the latter, though somewhat the same
ill build, is of darker colour and entirely different in

taste. Some people claim that the black cod is superior

as a food fish to the common cod. However, this is

• ritircly a matter of opinion and taste, but tlicre is no

doubt whatever but wlint the black cod is an excellent

food-fish with a proini.'siug future

The black cod has recently been iin >iil>jcit of a

Publicity Campaign by the United States Bureau of

Fisheries, and rc-namcd "'sable-fish." it has been in-

troduced in eastern markets with great success.

FVesh, filleted and smoked, it is the "finnan haddie"

late, the fish orders for overseas has called for huge
<iuantities of sable-fish, and the fishery has received

an impetus accordingly. There is no doubt whatever
but what the sable-fisii will constitute an important
fishery in the near future.

Tlic grey cod is a native of the far northern waters,

ami the {{eriiig Sea. Tlic fishery is largely carried on
i)y r. S. firms from San Francisco and Washington
ports, who salt and dry the fish for home and export.

(Canadians have not yet made a permanent fishery af-

ter this fish, though two ventures were made in 1903
and l!)l;i by tlii> Wcsteiii Canadian Fish Co., of Bar-
net, and the Canadian Fish and (^)ld Storage Co., Ltd.,

of. Prince Rupert. The latter company fitted out the

Auxiliary Dory Halibuter. Atlantic Bank Fishing Schooner Remodelled.

of the Pacific, and will become, in time, as popular as

the latter.

Method of Capture.

THE bulk, of the sable-fish caught to-day

is by hook and line and a large proportion

are caught on halibut gear, and are brought

in by the halibuters. No large vessels

for catchiiiK sahlc-fisli exclusively, though a

few small craft do so. Many are picked up in the otter

trawl K''"'' o"^^' *)cing used out of Prince Kupert. They

arc also caught on hand-lines by local boat fishermen.

.\8 the market has only been a local one, with a limited

demand, sable fish was regarded iu> being of no value

liy the halibut fishermen who caught them on their

hooks, and they were thrown back into the sea. Of

three-mast schooner "Albert Meyer," and sent her to

the Bering Sea. She brought back 100,000 fish, but
the market was "off," and the venture was not con-
tinued. With steadier markets and increased demand
for fish, the grey cod is another future exploitation for
British Columbia fishermen. This fish is caught al-

mo.st exclusively by haudlincs from vessel and dory.

Herring.

ACCORDING to the last statistics, something
like .$876,851 worth of herring were caughtK and prepared in British Columbia. The catch
for the year ending March 31st, 1917, will

probably exceed this. Some account of this fishery
is given in a Provincial publication, and we reprint it

herewith.
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"Although there is a great abundance of herring

in British Columbia waters, the catching and curing

of these fish is only beginning to secure the attention

which its importance deserves. The Atlantic herring

fishery has been a profitable branch of the fishing in-

dustry for many years, herring occupying the fourth

place on the list of principal commercial fishes, from

1869 to 1908, and yielding in that period an average

value of over $2,000,000 annually. Canadian herring

have always had as strong rivals in the foreign markets,

the Scottish, Norwegian and Dutch products, although

they were declared by experts to be quite equal to

their competitors in size, quality and flavour, the

drawback to their acceptance being defective methods

of curing and packing, which resulted in deterioration

if they were kept for a considerable time. To over-

come this defect the Dominion Fisheries Department
engaged the services of Mr. John J. Cowie, of Lossie-

mouth, Scotland, an expert herring curer, and a crew

of Scotch fishermen and curers, to conduct a series of

experiments on the coast of Nova Scotia, and prove

once for aU the truth or fallacy of Canada's claims.

These experiments were carried out during the season

"Nanaimo seems to be the chief seat of the herring

fishery, so far, in British Columbia.
"From the middle of November on to the month of

March, herring come into the harbour of Nanaimo in

such apparently incredible quantities that, during some
seasons, they are left stranded on the beach in huge
masses, and become a nuisance as they lie rotting

there.

"The herring of the Pacific coast appear to be, gen-
erally speaking, of a smaller class, and contain a far

greater amount of oil than the herring of the Atlantic.

"While I found that these Pacific herring make very
good kippers, they may not prove to be so well adapt-
ed as the Atlantic herring for curing purposes, owing
to the great amount of oil they contain, even after the
roe and milt has formed in them.
"When I say that these herring differ from the At-

lantic herring for purposes of curing, I do not mean
that they cannot be cured, but that they will not keep
in good condition for such a length of time as the
herring of the Atlantic.

"The more oil there is in herring, the more difficult

they are to cure in pickle, and the sooner they go

Pacific Long Line Halibuter.

of 1004, and proved that the quality of Canadian her-

ring is all that can be desired, and that the conditions

necessary to gain for our herring the highest repute

and the most remunerative prices are:— (a.) Gutting

and curing as soon as possible after capture; (b.) Sep-

aration and proper selection of fish aecordingto grade

;

(c.) Use of the right kind and quality of salt; (d.)

Proper packing for shipment to market. By strict

adherence to these rules and cei-tain minor details, Mr.
Cowie established the fact that Canadian herring could

take rank with and conunand as good prices as the best

products of Scotland, Holland or Norway, the latter

being established by experimental shipments to New
York and St. Petersburg, whioh were disposed of at

prices much higher than could be obtained for fish

cured and packed by the old methods. Mr. Cowie
and his staff will continue the experiments this year
at other points of the Atlsmlic mul will also visit this

Coa«t.

At the close of the herring tishnig season on the At-

lantic coast, Mr. Cowie paid a visit to Nanaimo, with
a view of finding out if the industry here is capable

of development along the lines proposed on the At-

lantic coast. The following extract from his report
gives the H'siilts of his observations;—

wrong and lose quality. An excess of oil seems to be a

l)roiniiieiit feature of all kinds of fish on the Pacific

coast, owing, ]>ossibly. to the e(iuable temperature of

the water and the richness of the food they live on.

"Notwithstanding tbis. however, attempts have

been made within the last four years to (Mre these her-

ring for ex|>ort, with no little success. The method of

curing which has been adopted is a good deal similar

to the Scotch method, and. in my opinion, the trade

may be developed along the lines on which they have

started, with some slight improvements regarding de-

tails.

"The hanel in nse there is an admirable one, and
is far ahead of the herring barrel in use on the Atlan-

tic coast. It is strongly made, hooped with galvanized

iron hoops, and is capable of carrying cured herring

to any part of the world in good condition.

"The nse of a similar barrel on the Atlantic coast

woidd go far towards improving the present condition

of the herring trade of the East.

"The salt in use. however, is, T consider, quite against

the propel- ciiring of Pacific herring.

"Trial shipments. 1 was told, had been made to

Anstrnlia and New York, and in spite of the poor

(|uality of the salt, and some defects in the curing prt-
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CMS. have met with a very favourable reception, espe-

••ially in Australia.

"T found there is a demand springing up for Pa-

cific herring in China, not cured in pickle, but dry

salted in boxes, and I believe extensive shipments of

herriii;; put up in that way will be made this season

to that country.

While there may not be a great demand for those

Tacific hcrrin<r in ca.stern Canadian or American mar-

kets, as there they will come into competition with a

better class of fish, I believe there is a large outlet for

them in the western states of America, in Australia,

the west coast of South Auierica, China and the Straits

.Settlements, if properly attended to,

"To improve the already fairly effective methods of

curing in vogue in British Columbia, and as the people

there are keenly anxious for such improvement, I would

pounds in five years, the figures being:—1903, 3,620,-

000 pounds: 1908, 45,146,800 pounds. Smoked herring,

too, shows an increase of over 2^ per cent. Japanese
fishermen have embarked in the herring fishing at

Xanaimo in recent years, catching and salting large

i|\uintities (if fish, which are exported to Japan.

Method of Capture.
ilKHlilXti are largely caught in |>ursc seines

from motor boats. The illustrations give

some idea of the enormous quantities caught
at a haul. The run is so heavy at times that

a twenty-ton scow load can be dipped up in a few
hours.

Flounders and Flatfish.

The king of the flatfishes—the halibut—has so long
overshadowed tile other members of the tribe, that

but little attention has been given to them. Large

Fishing from a Long Line Halibuter,

suggest that, as the herring season on the Pacific only

(begins after the season on the Atlantic has closed,

next year three gutting girls and a cooper be sent to

[the Pacific coast, after operations have ceased on the

Atlantic coast, to give a month's instruction in her-

^ring curing." »

In his report for 1903, Mr. C. B. Sword, Dominion
'Inspector of Fisheries for Briti.sh Columbia, notes an
item of 3,.500 ca.ses of canned herring as a new ven-

ture, and remarks that there is no good reason why
the fish i)ut up in that way should not be marketed
successfully.

In 1903, the run of herring was very large. At Na-
niamo the fish invaded the harbour in such numbers
that thousands wcr«' washed up on the beach, like sea-

weed, by the waves created l)y passing steamers.

The herring fishery is increasing rapidly in British

Columbia, showing a train of moix' tiian forty million

i|iiantities of various species of flounder, turbot, sole
and plaice are to be found in British Columbia waters
and there will be a large future market for them. At
the present time something like $.35,000 worth of soles
have been marketed annually and .$12,000 worth of
flounders. The Otter trawler out of Prince Rupert
is catching great quantities of these fish which are
frozen and exported to the British market where they
are in great demand.
Other varieties of British Columbia fish of more

or less importance as food-fish or other marketable
products are well described in a pamphlet issued by
the Provincial Government which reads as follows:

Sturgeon.
.\iH)tlier important fish, though not utilized to any

large extent, is the sturgeon, the roe of which, when
salti'd. forms caviare, and the bladders arc manufac
tared into isinglass. The Pacific Coast sturgeon
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(Acipenser transmoutanus) enters the Fraser about
tht' end of April, following up tlie oolachans, and
spjiwu. although little or nothing is known about the

period. They are taken by spearing or by night-lines,

bfiiti'd with salmon, and very often they are caught in

the nets of the salmon fishers. They grow to enormous
sizes, some of them weighing from 700 to 900 pounds,

and it is said that the largest caught weighed over

1,000 pounds, although it is not authenticated. There

is i) small local market for sturgeon. A company was
rormed several years ago at New Westminster for the

l)urpose of catching and export, which was done in a

limited way. Mr. C. B. Sword, Inspector of Fisher-

ies for the Dominion in British Columbia, in his re-

])ort for 1901, says, regarding them:
'•This fishery shows a very small return, 65,000

pounds against 105,000 in 1900, 278,650 pounds in

18!)9, 750,000 in 1898, and 1,137,696 pounds in 1897.

It would not appear that we are ever likely again to

see this fishery of any commercial importance. The
cold storage companies take all they can get, but the

for the local demand. There is no lack of young
sturgeon in the river (Fraser), so that it would appear
that the large fish, formerly so common, had taken
years to reach their growth, and, with the increased
demand, the fishing has been too energetically prose-
cuted to allow the time .needed for their development."

Professor Edward E. Prince, Dominion Commission-
er of Fisheries, ranks the sturgeon as one of the most
valuable of Canadian fishes. In his special report on
the "Canadian Sturgeon and Caviare Industries,"
(37th Annual Report, Fisheries Branch, Department
of Marine and Fisheries, 1904), he points out that
Canada supplies 75 per cent, of the world's consump-
tion of caviare, and gives a mass of interesting infor-

mation regarding the fish, its distribution, habits,

methods for its capture, and the preparation of caviare,

isinglass, and other products. The quantity and value
of sturgeon and caviare for the Dominion, in 1903,

were: Sturgeon, 1,660,920 pounds, value .$146,860;

caviare 64,835 pounds, value $52,426; total value,

$199,286. The use of caviare has become more general

Dory Halibut Fishing— Clubbing a Big One,

supply. esi)ecially of the larger fish, is very limited.

Several illegal lines have been seized and destroyed,

but the scarcity of the fish makes the employment of

this method no longer so profitable as it once was.

and comparatively few of these are now used.

"There is no lack of small sturgeon in the river, so

that the only reason for the failure of this fishery

would seem to be the number of .vears that this fish

takes to obtain its full growth. Until a market was
found abroad for them, the local consumption was too

small to affect their numbers, and many were taken
of a size now rarely met with."

Sturgeon have also been taken in the interior lakes.

The above figures show that the catch of sturgeon

has decreased very rapidly. In 1903. the total catch

was only 30.000 pounds, and Mr. Sword says in his

report for that year:-

"This fishing is |)rnetieally extinct. There arc still

fish of some size taken occasionally, but not enough

of late years, and in consequence it now sells as high as

$1 per pound, on the fishing ground, so that taking
the yield of an average fish at 50 to 60 pounds of roe,

the value would be $50 to $60 per fish, not reckoning
the flesh, the bladder, the oil, and the skin, each hav-
ing n distinct economic value. There is no other fish

which yiel^ls so much, as every ])art of the sturgeon

can be turned to profit. Named in the order of their

commercial importance, the products of the sturgeon

are:— (1) Caviare; (21 isinglass, made from the swim
bladder: (3) the flesh, fresh, salted, smoked or other-

wise jtrcpared : (4) oil. which is of great value in the

leather industry; (5) fei'tilizer, made from entrails and
sera]); ((>) the soft, gristly backbone, with its sheath,

wliieli, prepared, is called wesiga. and in Russia is an

esteemed article of diet; (7) the brain and nerve conl

renu)ved from the gristle, when smoked and dried, is

considered a great delicacy in China; (8) the back

portion of the sturgeon, or dorsal region, is made into
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halyki; (i)) the ventral part, or belly, of the fish is

made into a food called pupki; (10) a valuable ghw.
differing from the isinglass of the swim bladder, is

made from the nose, fins, tail, etc., and, lastly (11)
leather is made from the tough and dense skin. Mill
belts and hoot laces are made from sturgeon leather,

and e.xpi-riments have shown that a set of sturgeon
leather laces will last as long as the belt itself.

The catch of sturgeon, in 1914-15, was 1149 cwts.
valued at $22,0SO pounds.

Dogfish.
THE waters of the North Pacific are infested
with many varieties of .small sharks (all known
to the fisherman as dogfish), which are a

endless source of vexation and loss to the

deep-sea fishers. These coyotes of the sea, like their

land brethren, skirmish on_ the flanks of the big

schools of halibut, herring, cod and salmon, snatching

their prey at unguarded moments, and when the fish-

ermen lower their lines, pounce upon and devour the

bait, while in the case of nets, they tangle themselves

In aililiiion i<i ii.« value a.s an oil fish, the dogfish

of the I'acific ma.v yet become important as a food,

for their good qualities in that respect have long been
recognized in Norway, the Channel Islands, the Hebri-
des, and in Scotland, while recently several of the can-
neries in Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island have
been successful in putting canned dogfish on the market
which is said to be "superior to canned salmon." One
brand of canne<i dogfish masquerades as "Japanese
mackerel" and finds a ready sale. Since the above
was written, the much despised dogfish has come
to the forefront as a food-fish. Boomed by the U. S.

Bureau of Fisheries, and renamed "gray-fish," the
dogfish has been proved "a dog with a bad name,"
but valuable as a food. American canners, east and
west, are now canning gray-fish and it is commanding
a favorable market. Canadian fishermen have not
taken it up to any extent as yet, but the future will
undoubtedly see the gray-fish utilized as a food-fish
find nuirketed.

I

Dressing Pacific Halibut.

Bp in the meshes, seemingly for very wantonness, a

single dogfish often succeeding in wrapping himself

up tightly in a 150 fathom net. The spike dogfish

(squalls sucklii) and the tope shark (geleorhinus

galeus) are the most common, and arc found every-

where, and at all seasons, along the Coast. They are

from two to five feet in length, and weigh from five

to fifteen pounds. These creatures are exceedingly
voracious aiul so destructive that on the Atlantic Coast,

where the spike dogfish is very common, the Dominion
(lovernment established stations for their capture on

a large scale, with a view to their extermination. At
these stations the dogfish were converted into oil and
fertilizers. The dogfish are very rich in oil, a very

superior grade of lubricating and machine oil being

extracted from the livers, while the bodies supply ii

large quantity of an inferior quality. The resiilue.

after extraction of the oil, makes a good fertilizer.

Other Oil Pish.

IN addition to the dog fish, there are several
other oil-bearing fishes, the principal of
which is the raffish (H.vdralagus collioei). It

is found in great abundance in places, and the
oil procured from its liver is used for the very finest

work in watches, gun-locks, sewing machines, etc. It

is a very prolific oil-bearer, and shouM prove to 1)e

valuable as the basis of an industry.

The basking shark (Cetorhinus maxinius), is also

|ileiitiful in Queen Charlotte Soun<l tluring the sum-
nu'r nnuiths. It attains to a great size, is perfectly
harmless, and so tanu* that while basking it ma.v be
touched by the hand. In England. 150 gallons of oil

is the average yield of the liver, which alone is treated,

but on the New England Coast the whole carcasses

are utilized for the manufacture of fertilizer. The pro-
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duction of fish oil and guaoo is inconsiderable, when
the opportunities afforded for their mannfactiire are

taken into account, the production for 1908 being

:

Fish oil and glue, 142,480 pounds, value $56,600;

guano, 84 tons, value $2,350; total value, $58,950.

These figures cover only the oils and fertilizers made
from dogfish and fish offal, and do not include the

whole products, which were valued at $357,500, in 1908.

1908.

The Oolachan and the Smelt.

The candle fish (Thaleichthys Paeificus), known
locally as the oolachan, or eulachon, should be of

considerable commercial value. It runs in enormous
quantities up the rivers and inlets of the Coast, com-

ing into the Naas about the middle or latter part of

March, and reaching the Fraser about the middle of

April, deteriorating somewhat in quality as it comes

success. The oolachans have many enemies besides

the Indians. The seal, sturgeon, salmon and porpoise
follow them in their run, and even bears and pigs

gorge themselves on them when the opportunity offers.

If they coiild be preserved, as indicated, for export,

so as to retain their flavor and body, they could un-
doubtedly demand a sale co-extensive witii sardines.

There are two varieties of smelts common in the local

markets (Osmerus thaleichthys and Hypomesus pre-

tiosus), which are in brisk demand.
Mr. Sword notes a substantial increase in the

oolachan and smelt fisheries, and he remarks that as

there has been no determined effort made to find a

market abroad for these fishes, the figures given repre-

sent the local consumption, the Indians being the main
consumers in the case of the oolachan. As both of

these fish are unrivalled delicacies, it can only be a
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of whales, apparently enjoying n titanic game of tag,

or he may share in the excitement of a whale hunt, if

fortunate enough to secure a berth on one of the
steamers of the Pacific Whaling Company. This com-
pany has been operating for about f(nir years with
i:ii at success, the average catch being over ()(M) wiiales

per season. The company has adopted modern methods,

and instead of the old style of sailing ship and whale
boats, employs fast steamers, which dash boldly along-

side the whale and dispatch it with a well-directed

shot from a machine gun. The carcase is then towed to

the whaling station, where it is iiauled on to a suitable

^tage by machinery and cut up so that every i)ortiou

of the huge mammal is utilized. This method of whal-

ing was established in Norway several years ago, and

yield : 6 tons of oil, worth $450 ; 3^ tons of body bone.

$175 ; 3V2 tons of guano, $105, and three hundredweight
of whalebone, worth $48, or a total of $778, which,
after deducting expenses, estimated at $206, would
give a net profit of $572. A humpback, which is a
smaller whale, averaging about 27 tons, should give a

profit of $140, whil(! a finback, weighing 50 tons, is

credited with a gain of $338. The right whale is much
more rare than any of the others named, but offers a

grand prize to the hunters, for he is worth $10,000.

The Pacific Whaling Company has three stations

on the coast of Vancouver Island, equipped with mod-
ern i)lant. On arrival at the station, the whale is

raised from the water on an adjustable platform, for

cutting up. Incisions are made in the carcase, run-

One of the Older Auxiliary Type.

ter in Newfoundland and Quebec. The profits of

haling by this system are large, average from 15 per
cent, to 40 per cent.

Several species of whale are found in tlie North
Pacific and Behring Sea, of which may be mentiont;d
the sulphur-bottom (Sibbaldius sulfurees), the bow-
liead (Baloena mysticetus), the sharp-head tinner

' Baloeuoptera davidsoni), the right whale (Haloena
japonica), and the humpback (Megapera verabilis).

The sulphur-bottom, which is the most common in

British Columbia waters, grows to an enormous size, an
average specimen weighing about 60 tons, and worth
to its captors over $500. A whale of this size should

ning from head to tail, and about a foot aj^art. This
divides the blubber into long, narrow strips, which are
then torn or stripped of by means of large hooks at-

tached to wire ropes which are operated by a steam
winch. The blubber is then cut into small squares
and put through a mincing machine, from whicli it

goes to the steam-heated "trying-out" tanks, where
the oil is extracted. The residue of the blubl)er and
the lean meat are converted into guano and glue.

The body bones are crushed, ground, and sold as fer-

tilizer, while the whale bone is carefully cut from the
jaws, trimmed and shipped to Dundee, Scotland, the
home of the whaling industry.
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Whalprs, opfniluij^ ui tlie Sea of Japan and Behring:

Sea, do a eonsiderable trade in whale meat, which is

extensively used for food in Japan. Instead of con-

verting the "beef" into fertilizer it is salted and in

this form commands a better price. The importation

of whale meat into Japan amounts to over two mil-

lion pounds, annually, representing a value of over

$50,000. Pickled whales' tails are esteemed a delicacy

in Japan, and large quantities are shipped from this

coast.

About two-thirds of the whales captured are cow-

whales, either with suckling calves, or with young
unborn, the females, being broader across the body
aJid slower in movement, as well as yielding more oil.

are more easily captured than the males. This, and

the fact that whales are hunted at all seasons, should

induce the authorities to adopt reasonable restrictive

iiing these fish. b>it as yet no one has undertaken the

business on an extensive scale.

Rockfish.

The bass and perch families are well represented in

the coast waters of British Columbia, and are taken

in coTisidei'able quantities to suj)ply the local markets.

The red and black bass are plentiful, and much es

teenunl. The perches and other viviparous surf fislx-

are very common about the shores, and are extensivel\

used as food.

The tom-cod (.Microgadus proximus) is caught in

large numbers, and finds ready sale in the markets of

the Coast cities.

Shad.

The Atlantic shad, which has been well established

in the Pacific through plants of fry made in the Colum-

bia and Sacramento Rivers, has worked its way north

1

A Room Where Halibut are Frozen and Glazed.

measures for the preservation of these valuable crea-

tures. The indiscriminate slaughter of whales in the

North 8ea. the Atlantic, and Gulf of St. Lawrence,

has practically destroyed the industry in those waters,

an<l without i)roteetion the same thing is likely to

occur on this coast.

Sardines and Anchovies.

I'.OTFI the .sardine (Cluiuuiodon coeruleus)

and the anchovy (Engraulis mordax) are

(|\iitc |)lentiful in British Cohnnbia waters.

Thi' sardine api)ears for a short period dur-

inj? the H\nnmer months, but the anchovy remains

from May to November, and enters the bays and

harl)ors in immense schools. These fish are said to

be of excellent qui.lily and to offer exceptional op-

portunity for their preparation as anchovy or "sar-

dines." Some experiments have been made in can-

to Puget Sound and the (Julf of Georgia. It was firs

noticed in the Fraser River in 1H88, and by 1896 i

had increased to such an extent that the fisheries an

thorities deemed it expedient to make regulations gov

erning its capture. The fish does not run in sufficient

quantities to warrant its being fished for speciall.v.

but is taken incidentally with other fish. The catch

is, however, increasing steadily, year by year, and

in time the Pacific shad nia.v become as important

as its Atlantic progenitor.

The mackerel, which is the basis of an importa^

industry on tlie Atlantic coast, is practically unknot

in the North Pacific. Further south the buir.s-eye,

chub mackerel (Scomber colias) is found in modera

abundaiu'c and is caught for local use. The northe||

limit of tliis fish is said to be Monterey Bay, Californi
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but during th«t winter of 1904, a specimen was caught
near Nanaimo, B. ('., and it is possible tliat it may
a|>pt'ar in lar^rf niiiuhi'rs on this roast in tlie future.

Oysters.

The small iiaiiv.- iiyster (Ostrea lurida) is found in

eonsidcrablf quantities at many plac»'s along thi'

coasts of Hritisli Colnmhia and Washington. On Puget

S()und, till! (Millivation of the native oyst(!r has n'

ceivfd attention, and several eompanies are in suc-

ture in British Columbia, the supply for local con-
sumption being drawn from the East and from Pugct
Sound. There is a good opening for a profitable busi-

ness in oysters, as the demand increases with the
growth of population. Experience has taught the
oyster growers at Washington that an inexpensive
<lyke, which holds a small amount of water over the

oyster at low tide, greatly enhances the value and
productiveness of an oyster bed. Many of the dyked

A Scow Load of B. C. Herring.

eessful operation. Olynipia, Wash., has become the

centre of the oyster industry, and the Olympia oyster

is esteemed everywhere on the Coast. Several firms

have imported Atlantic seed oysters, and in many
instances these plantations have produced good re-

sults. Although natural oyster beds exist at many
points along the Straits and on the west coast of Van-

couver Island, very little has been done in oyster cul-

beds yield from 100 to 350 sacks of oysters per acre

each season, some producing as high as 500 sacks. The

grower receives from $4.50 to $5 per sack, and as the

cost of raising and marketing is about $1.25 per sack,

a handsome margin of profit is left. British Colum-

bia's production of oysters for 1914 was valued at

$28,619.

Herring Fishing 1 1 mi^C A* .our.
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Clams and Other Molluaks.

CLAMS, of various species, are found nearly

everywhere on the Coast, and their value as

food is being recognized by the establishment

of clam canneries at various points. The
business promises to become important and profitable.

The output of canned clams for 1915 was 5^45 cases,

valued at $40,360. TDhe total catch is valued at

$84,097.

The abalone, a large mollusk, sometimes growing

to the size of a soup plate, is quite common, and is by
many esteemed a delicacy. Cockles, mussels, and oth-

er edible shell fish are very abundant, and are more
or less sought for as food, and although such "small

deer" of the sea are barely reckoned in estimating the

commercial importance of our fisheries, they, in the

aggregate, contribute a very considerable amount to the

annual value of the industry.

Crabs, Shrimps, Etc.

Large crabs, belonging to the genus Cancer, are

very common, and at certain seasons come up on the

shores, in some localities, in large numbers. They are

in great demand for food, taking the place of the

lobster, which is not found in the Pacific. The catch

of crabs is little more than enough to supply the local

demand, for no special effort is made to capture them.

The business of canning crabs has been essayed re-

cently by a couple of firms, and this will doubtless

stimulate crab fishing. Crabs to the value of $44,588.

3 Sc S .^ SOS Ihs

A Fraser River Sturgeon.

were marketed during 1914-5, a substantial increase

over previous years.

Shrimps and prawns d g<ni<l <jiialil_N an- iiU'iililiil,

but they are not much fished for, and little informa-

tion regarding them can be obtained. The habits of

these creatures are sueli as to place them generally

outside the ordinary range of observation, so that

fishermen may be scarcely aware of their presence,
when an active search might disclose them in abund-
ance. At least two species of prawns, one of large
size, the other smaller, are seen on the local markets.
The principal fishing ground, so far, has been in the
neighborhood of Victoria, and in the southern part of

Puget Sound. Shrimps and jjrawns to a value of

$6,000 to $7,000 are taken annually.

Beche-de-mer, or trepang, is quite plentiful in the
North Pacific, but it is not sought as a commercial
commodity. Chinese and Japanese fishermen collect it

in small quantities for their own use, but incidentally

Packing Herring.

in their regular business. Beche-de-mer (Holothuria
edulis) is also known as sea slug, sea eueumber, sea

pudding. It is higlily esteemed for food in China,
where it is imported in large quantities. The auiuia
is repulsive, resembling a big, fat worm, from 6 to L'

inches in length, and is prepared for use by boiling

and drying over a wood fire, or in the sun. China im-

ports beche-de-mer to the value of $650,000 annually.
As already stated, there are no lobsters known to

be native to the Pacific. Several years ago, the Do-
minion Department of Fisheries liberated a car-load of

vounj" lobsters in the Gulf of Georgia, but they either

died from the effects of the journey across the con-

tinent, or were destroyed by some natural enemy, as

nothing was ever seen of them. The Department re-

peated the experiment in 1906, but so far the results

liave not been ascertained, although lobsters are re-

ported to have been seen near where they were liber-

ated.

Game Fish.

SO far the fishes of British Columbia have
been treated from an economic point of view,
but from a sportsman's standpoint the field

is not a less interesting one. The whole in-

terior of the Province, Island and Mainland, possesses

a wonderful system of water communication, lakes

and rivers. These, as well as the lesser streams, are]

abundantly stocked with fish, principally salmon or

trout, the several varieties of which have already]
been enumerated. There are also wliitefish in the!

northern waters. While the best known and favorite!

resorts are on Vancouver Island, there is no locality!

where a fisherman may not prosecute with zest this

time-honored sport; and even on the sea-coast, during
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the salmon run, with trolling line he will meet with
gratifying success. The waters of Kootenay and
Southern Yale are already becoming noted as fishing

resorts, and when linos of comnmnifation are opentMl

up, the rivers and lakes of the whole interior will at-

tract numerous fishermen, affording, as they do, fish

of uncommon size and number. The scenery, too,

everywhere is on a grand and picturesque scale, and
all natural conditions are healthful and invigorating.

British Columbia Trout.
The waters of the Province are rich in trout. No
her section of the Dominion offers better fishing than

but, unlike our salmon, it survives after spawning, and
returns to the sea. It feeds at all times freely in fresh

and salt waters. Commercially the steelhead is of im-

portance. It is commonly found in our markets from
early fall until late spring. A considerable quantity

is shipped East in cold storage. It finds ready sale in

all local and Eastern markets; and because of the de-

mand for it in a fresh state, the entire catch is market-

ed in that way. In our waters it averages abouts 12

pounds in w«ight, though specimens weighing from 20

to 24 pounds of not uncommon. As a "game fish" the

steelhead is considered by many fishermen to have no
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can be found here. Of the varieties of trout found in

the rivers, streams and lakes of the Province, the steel-

head trout (Salmo gairdneri) is the best "known and
most highly considered, because of its abundance,
great size, and "game" and commercial qualities.

From its being more or less anadromous in its habits,

it is locally and in many Coast sections classified with
the Pacific salmon. The steelhead more closely re-

"riibles in form, color of flesh, and habit, the Atlantic

ilmon than any other form found on the Pacific

jst. It, like our salmon, spawns in fresh water only.

equal in fresh water. It readly takes a fly or spoon
bait, and "puts up a stiff fight, taxing tlic skill of the
angler and the strength of his tackle to bring it to net

or gaff."

There are numerous forms of trout to be found in

the Upper Fraser and Thompson Elvers, and in many
of their tributary lakes, that cannot be distinguished

by any technical character from the steelhead, but

which, because of the many differences in habit, form

and color, have been given many different names. Of
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these, perhaps the best known of anglers is the verj-

game fisli which abounds in the Kamloops, Shuswap,
Okanagan and Kootenay Lake regions, to which Dr.
Jordan gave the name of Kamloops trout (Salmo Kam-
loops). The smaller specimens of this trout readily

take a fly, but the largest specimens are seldom se-

cured except by means of trolling.

In addition to the salmon and trout which abound in

our waters, we have the Great Lake trout (Christi-

comer namaycush) and the Dolly Varden trout (sal-

velunii parkei), which are easily distinguished from
the true trout by their red or orange spots. These last

two—which should be called charr—while abundant
in most of our interior waters, arc not considered of

great importance to the angler, because only the young
ones arc taken by means of a fly. Both these fish at-

tain a large size, the Great Lake trout not uncommonly
weighing as high as 30 pounds, while the Dolly Varden

Conclusion.

The fisheries of British (Jolumbia are practically
virgin ground. As stated before, practically only
three species have been exploited to any extent, viz..

salmon, halibut and herring. The countless other varic

ties of food and other inai-kctable fish arc yet to bf
exploited and the fishery for them developed. With
the enormous fishery resources with which the pro-

vince is endowed, there is no doubt about their future.

With a larger home consumption of fish, which will

come through a policy of educating the consumer;
with a greater influx of a fish eating j)opulation from
war impoverished Europe, and the iiici-easing cost of

meat foods all over the world. British Columbia has

in her abundant fish resources, a huge field for futuri'

development, and it will develop providing care is

exercised in its exploitation and capital judiciously and
economically used for the purpose.

Salmon Fishermen on the Skeena River.

often weighs from 15 to 20 pounds.

Sealing.

FUR seal limiting was for many years one of

British Columbia's most profitable industries,

but owing to the restrictions imposed upon
Canadian sealers as a result of the Behring

Sea award, the business has fallen away very consider-

ably. The anniml catch decreased from an average of

62,600 skins for five years ending 1894, to 16,500 for

the five years ending 1903. In 1905, the sealing fleet

consisted of 87 schooners, employing 518 hunters (188

whites and 330 Indians), and the catch was 13,798

skins. In 1906, tlie catch was 10,370 skins, in 1907,

5,397 skins: and in 1914-5. 3.52 skins, the smallest on
record.

In addiliiiM III Um' iiii .-M-ai, large numbers of hair,

or Labrador seals, are killed ainuuilly, the catch in

1914 5 being 2,050 skins, valucil at $512. A few pelts

of the valuable sea otter are also taken every year by
the scalers and other hunters.

(Editor's Note.—The statistics used in this articl.

have been taken from various sources and arc given

merely as an index of the values of the various fisheries.

As the statistics for Canada's fisheries during the year

ending March, 1917, have not been given out at tli'

time of writing, it is quite possible that certain ol

British Columbia's fisheries during tlie year have

shown increases an<l decreases, more or less tlian tln'

figures (juoted).

Mr. Herbert A. Rich, of the H. A. Rich Company
the Boston Fish Pier, Boston, accompanied by Mrs.

A. Rich, is visiting the Pacific Coast. They came We
on the ('anadian Pacific, stopping a few days in Va

couver, and returned via Seattle, Portland, San Fra

cisco, and the Southern route.
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THE FISHERIES
AT

PRINCE RUPERT

TIIK present season in common with all other

lines of industry is exceeding late as far as

fishinp: is concerned. This seems so far to

apply to all lines of fishing. The herring run
at the usual places where they are obtained was late

and now the spring salmon is only beginning whereas
in former years there have been good catches made of

this variety of the commercial fish of the Pacific long

before this.

The Spring salmon is known also as the King sal-

mon and with the first catches of the season it looked
as though it might well be called the "king" salmon
for the price of ITV, cents a pound was reached. This
with the increasing amount taken has dropped down
to about ten cents a pound for the best. These are the
prices that were paid to the actual fisherman deliver-

ed on the wharf.
The Spj-ing salmon affords an example of what

changed conditions arising out of the war has done for

various industries which promised to be most injuri-

ously affected at the outbreak. Spring salmon is the
best and largest salmon of the Pacific coast when it

comes to serving fresh. Yet for years its fame has not
trone beyond the coast to any extent. Even on the
Pacific there were many who did not appreciate the
evccllent quality of the salmon. Later the mild curing
of this salmon was made a very lucrative line of busi-

ness and before the war broke out this fish was being
so treated at all points along the coast.

The mild curing process was quite a laborious one
and renuired very careful work on the part of the
curers. The great market for this was in Germany and
some other parts of Europe. Tonseouently the war put
the industry as far as that was concerned out of the
runnfng. In manv instances some of the mild curing
3rms were caught with supplies that made it look dis-

aal. but new markets were found on this side of the

^cean and in many cases the operators found different

(lethods of treating with good results.

As a conseouence spring salmon was never more
lueht after than now. The result is to be seen as far

Is Prince Rupert is concerned bv the fitting out of
!'ver^' available craft that is capable of taking the fish

for that work. The spring is caught in the salt water
"Tor the most part outside the rivers. They do no fol-

low the "school" system in the run as do the other
varieties They are found for much longer seasons than
the regular <anning varieties of salmon.

THIS season the fish began to come about the
iiiiddlc of Afarcli and have been increasing
since. ,\ favorite ground for them is about
N'orth Island on the extreme northern coast

Ml r'harlottps At timo nf writing the fish haven,

not appeared there yet this season. Whey they do come,
North Island will, as during the past few seasons since

the development of the industry, become a lively cen-
tre taking the fish and shipping by larger carriers to
this port.

The fresh spring salmon are growing in favor away
from this coast now that the mild curing has been to

such a marked extent interfered with. For a time,

until they become more plentiful with the advance of
the season, this is absorbing the whole catch practical-

ly, with the one exception of the light colored fish.

The light colored spring salmon finds no favor with
the ordinary buyer and user. As is the case in so many
instances in the fish business the public are wrong in

this for those accustomed to the salmon on the coast
will select in most of cases the light salmon for their
own use. But the whim of the general public has to

be met and in consequence the price paid for the light

colored springs as compared with the red is about one
third.

Of late fish packers and curers are adopting a me-
thod of using the spring salmon and especially the
light colored which is a delicious form for use. This is

the kippering of the fish which leaves it ready for use
by simply warming it.

WITTT the close of the fiscal year for the
Dominion statistics are available as to the
records for fishing for the past twelve months.
For the year ending March 3tst. 1917. the

halibut landed at this port has reached 19.300,000
pounds. As compared with the year previous the
fisrures are very close. There is scarcely 200.000 pounds
difference.

Of this amount the large part was landed from
American fishing boats which are allowed to land their
catches at Prince Rupert under the new regulations
that have been in efl'ect for over two years and which
are working to the advantage of all concerned. The
Fi.shennen are able to land their catches in better
shape being fresher than if obliged to carry them all
the way south to an American port. At the same time
the Canadian fishermen are not interfered with as the
market is such as to take care of all that is offered.

There was landed during the last fiscal year at this
|iort by American bottoms 12,fi20,000 pounds. The
Canadian fishing boats therefore landed only 6,680.000
pounds of the total handled through this port. '

The figures .showing the fish taken during the vear
-irding March 31st. 1917, shows that the fish known
as the black cod or the Alaska cod is finding favor at
In^' This fi.sh has never been sought to any extent by
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fishermen. What is now used may be described as a

by-product of the halibut fishing. They are caught on

the halibut hooks and, instead of throwing them away
as was done in the earlier days of the industry on this

coast, they are brought in and now used. Properly

smoked and used without long delay it is a food for

an Epicure. Local interests here, including the G.T.P.

officials, have been doing good work in this regard by
sending sample consignments and so introducing tbe

fish to users. The results are being seen now by the

steadily increasing demand for the fish.

The figures for the year that has .iust closed shows
that nearly a million pounds of this fish was landed

here. To be exact there was 944.700 pounds of this

black cod landed at Prince Rupert alone. Of this

ouantity the American boats landed f>9.500 pounds.

Tt is safe to promise that within a short time when
the excellent mialities of the black cod are more
widely known that this varietv of fish will be sought

in a commercial way bv deep fishing for it alone. The
black cod which by the wav is a misnomer and not a

suitable name for the fish is a frenuenter of deep

waters. The halibut banks do not suit him and only

when the halibut' banks dip over the edge of the bank
are they taken.

The halibut season as renresonted bv the deliveries at

this port, promise to be excellent. This is due in no
small part to the fact that the number of boats that

are making this their port of delivery is increasing all

the time. The very hisrh price of halibut during the

winter months has induced the owners of small ves-

sels to get ever\' one that is at all fit for the business

to be ennipped for catching, and consequently the fleet

has been materiallv increased, especially as far as small

craft is concerned.

The month of April saw nearly two million and a

half pounds of fish delivered here, and of this amount
over two million was halibut. There was landed here

2 047 700 pounds of halibut during April. As compar-
ed with the earlier months^ of the year this was the

highest. In .January the catch landed in Prince Ru-
pert was only ."175.000 pounds. In February this drop-

ped to 54S.500 pounds. The month of March saw con-

ditions better for fishing, and the catch of halibut

went UP to 1,482.300 pounds.
In the herring fishing which was done for bait for

the halibut boats, March was the month that saw all

this harvest gathered in. The local plant of the Cana-
dian Fish and Cold Storage Company put up for the

coming summer very nearly 2,000,000 pounds of her-

ring.

The coming of tbe spring salmon has raised the fig-

ures under the head of salmon for April. There is,

however, comparatively few of these as compared with
other years—the season being very late. In April, the

amount of salmon landed here was 51,700 pounds. This
is, of course, all springs taken by trolling. These fish

are caueht in the open waters outside the rivers. En-
tering the rivers they are not caught on the hook, but
have to be got by means of nets. In March the catch

of this .salmon was only 10,000 pounds. In February
and in January there was a catch of only 500 pounds
each month.
The cod fishing is showing an increase, due in part

to the general increase in the halibut fishing when
black cod are obtained, and also because of the use of
the trawling adopted by the Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Company. The trawling operations have prov-
ed an evident success, and there are now a number of

small craft getting ready to enter that line of business.

These will depend upon the market found nearby in

the cities on the coast fartber south. The cod brought
in last month represented 125,000 pounds. In January
the catch was 28,600 pounds; February, 41,000 pounds;
and March 60.900 pounds.

The trawling operations has brought onto the mar-
ket here another variety of fish that hitberto was
only found in very small quantities This is the sole,

which is obtained in many varieties, and with it may
be classified various other flat fish that differ only in

quality from the real sole. The lemon sole that is ob-

tained by the trawl here is pronounced to be the equal

of that taken for the British market. The catch of soles

for April was 182.300 pounds. In January there were
5,333 pounds taken. In February the catch locally

was 102,600 pounds, and in March there were 129,600

pounds.
The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Company, which

is so very prominent a feature of the fishing industry

in the city of Prince Rupert, has now transferred its

head office to this city. Formerly it was in Vancouver,
where for business reasons in the very early days of

its formation as a company, and before the plant

was built here, and the facilities for rail shipping were
established out of Prince Rupert by the construction
of the G. T. P., the southern city was made the head
office. For a long time this has been the real head-
quarters, although the head office remained nominally
in Vancouver. Now a formal transfer of the regis-

tered office of the company has been made to Prince
Rupert.
The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Company has

purchased its first American fishing bottom. The
schooner Sitka, formerly owned in Seattle by a syn-
dicate of which the skipper, Capt. J. Johannsen was
the chief, has been bought bv the compan.y. She is to

be operated as an American vessel in the halibut

trade as formerly, and will be under the command of

Capt. L. J .Reed, of Seattle. She is capable of carry-

ing about 90,000 pounds of halibut, and is fitted up
with auxiliary power. She will in future bring her
catches to Prince Rupert, delivering them direct to the

owners at the cold storage.

A number of the companies operating in the halibut

trade have owned both Canadian and American boats.

This is the initial step by the Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Company in this line. It is not announced yet

whether the Company is in the market for any addi-

tional American schooners or not.

Under the arrangements between the Customs De-
l)artments of the two countries the catches of the Cana-
dian boats can be shipped to either Canadian or Am-
erican markets, going in duty free to the United
States. The American boats, while being allowed to

land their catches in port here in common with other

Canadian ports, must ship tlic catch in bond to the

United States.

Pacific Steamer Sold for Maritime Trawler.
The Wallace Fisheries Limited, have sold their

Steamer "Orontes" to Messrs. A. & R. Loggic of Log-
gieville, N.S.. for an unstated sum. The new owner
sent Captain Reynolds and a crew of eight men
Vancouver to take the boat through the Panama Cana|
to Halifax. It is their intention to procure a complete
trawlijig outfit from Denmark and etpiip the boat a^

a Ix'nm trawler. The boat was drv-docked and giver

a complete overhaul before being turned over to hejj

new owners.
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A. L. HAGER.
An Appreciation.

T IN the opinion of the men in the fishing in-

induatry on the British Columbia coast, the

)C' man who pnt the IT in halihnt is Mr. A. L.

TTntrpr of Vancouver, peneral manaper of the

New Enpland Fish Co. and the Canadian Fishing

Company. Limited, with ten steamers on the Pacific

and an army of employees, peacefully produciiif? fish

for food for the peoples of the North American con-

tinent.

At the moment, and for the purposes of this article,

he is in the public eye. one might almost say the Fish-

eye, by reason of the fact that he has been chosen

with one accord by his confreres in Vancouver as the

chairman of the newly created branch of the Cana-

dian Fisheries Association of that city, which came
into beine on April 4. when representative men en-

saeed in a larec way -in the fishing industry in B.C.
met in the council rooms of the Board of Trade and
decided to link un the province of British Columbia
with the rest of Canada in one organization, devoted

to the fishing interests of the country from the Atlan-

tic to the Pacific.

Mr. Hager comes naturally to his present position,

for. from the ver^' inception of the Canadian Fisheries

Association, he has been a member of the parent
organization and has served as a member of the execu-

tive representing B.C. In fact, wherever fishery mat-

ters are under discussion in a national way and when-
ever a movement for dealing with fishery problems

with a broad and generous hand is to the fore, there

vou will find him giving his energy and help. This is

hpcause to him the fisheries of Canada are of great

imnortance and worthy of the support of public- spirit-

ed oiti/cns.

Perhaps no other man in Canada connected with the

fi'shine indu.stry is better known on this continent than .

Mr. Ilager. For more than fifteen years he has been
the personality behind the companies he represents in

B.C. and he has so stamped his personality upon his

business in all its ramifications, that to-day the name
Hager is svnonomous with the New England Fish Co.

and Canadian Fishing Co. not to say with the fishing

industry' of B.C. And this has been accomplished not
by advertising but bv strictly attending to business

and letting the results in increased trade and pro-

gressive extensions proclaim the fact. Tie thinks in

terms of his companies. He is an emanation from them,
possesses their spirit, that wide vision and a great
part of their untiring activity.

TT is not too expansive a phrase to use to say
that he is the greatest fish man in Canada to-

dav and this statement will be accepted with-
out disparagement of many other prominent

and influential members of the fishing fraternity, who
would he the first to hail him foremost if they were
asked to give an opinion. While others may be his
peers in producing fresh fish from the Pacific yet it

will be freely admitted that he alone combines with
the producing features of his business, other units,

Rueh as cold storage, smoking and cnring on a large
scale, to make a huge composite fish producing busi-
ness, to which is attached tbe most extensive and effi-

eient distributing agency the industry so far has

created in America, Credit for the success of the New
England Fish Company and the Canadian Fishing
Company, is due no doubt in part to the organizing
skill of the eastern directors who are all men of large
aflFairs but in the final analysis, the bouyant, bubbling,
business-getting personality of Mr. Hager as it shows
itself in B.C. is the predominating factor of their con-
tinuous progress and pronounced achievements. That
is \yhy. in the public mind in B.C., fish is forever as-
sociated with Mr. Hager and how halibut got its H.
But it is not alone for the business side of his activ-

ities that he is so widely and appreciately known in
B.C.. but also for his ready participation in the com-
inunity life of the province, for he is a man who sees
life as a whole and sees it clear. He fits in. and thinks
that he has duties as a citizen to perform, and he per-
forms them with as much pleasure and energy as he
transacts his business. He is the friend of all worthy
causes The members of the Lost Legion never get the
cold .shoulder from him. He is human and for his own
good, perhaps, wears his heart too close to his sleeve.

In the practice of the much-neglected virtue of hos-
pitality, he is in his element: he is a veritable prince.
He possesses ea.se of manner, himself, and knows how
to put his guests at ease, even if the surroundings be
new and at times embarrassing. He delights to lunch
with half a de/cn friends and whil? caterin'? to the
inner man, to exhibit an optimistic outlook on life, that
makes one forget for the time that one has to work
for one's daily bread.

He has a temperament that nothing can dampen.
When less than a year ago fire destroyed his plan one
Sunday night, burning his office and wiping out his
records, he was at work on Monday morning in a
make-shift office in the smoke-house, as if a fire was a
matter of no concern. And so well had he his business
in hand that every order was filled and not a customer
in the city or outside of it, was put to a moment's in-

convenience. Whatever comes to him in the way of
business is part of the game and is met with a spirit
that will not be daunted. He believes in himself and
that is half of any battle.

WHEN C'finada issued her 1st war loan Mr.
Hager was among the first Vancouver busi-
ness men to subscribe for i}!2.'i,000. It was so
with the other i.ssues, till to-day his company

has $100,000 in the Canadian war loans. He has many
returned soldiers employed in his factory, and his firm
is listed a? one of others in B.C. that have pledged
themselves to give the returned soldier the first call
whenever a vacancy occurs. It is a rule of this company
that only white men need apply for positions with it.

In athletic circles, he is among friends, and supports
.'ill amateur endeavors. He is a bowler of repute. He
owns two or three automobiles, one at least of ancient
virtage but kept in condition through affection as one
might take care of a faithful dog. He acts as his own
ehauffeur. and his special stunt of backing out along
the Core Avenue wharf is a trick that tests the loyalty
of his friends But after all. he really prides himself
only on his ability to sink the pink 'un in a game of
snooker, for which i)astime he ha.s the most ornate
billiard table in B.C. installed in his house.

His attitude of mind is cosmopolitan. He has tra-
velled east, and also west and even has been known to
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tread the hot sands, to which the mystic pin on the

lapel of his coat testifies. He is widely read in the

thoughtful literature of the day and can discuss Im-

perial politics and the intervention of the U.S. in the

war with the grasp and certain judgment with

which he will buy or sell a million pounds of halibut.

When a man considers that the Literary Digest and

the Geographical Magazine are necessities of life, some

idea of his calibre may be formed. He is versed in

fi.shing conditions the world over and speaks with

authority born of accurate information. In the sense

in which Bacon used the word when he spoke of read-

ing making the full man, Mr. Ilager is a full man.
To his close friends he shines best at his own fire-

side, where he relaxes amid the affection of those near-

est and dearest to him. He is an ideal father and hus-

band, and unbends a.s only a man. still a boy nt heart,

can. He has a beautiful home on Shaughnessy Heiffhts.

Vancouver, and is now making it even more beautiful

by the studied planting of trees and shrubs and pic-

turesque landscape gardening, into which he enters

with groat zest. With caro and luck he will have his

place blossoming with roses and flowering trees this

summer. It is characteristic that he will have effected

a transformation in six months time, transnlantintr

trees full-srrown and bushes loaded with buds. Far
countries have been searched in order that he might
make a spot in Vancouver more beautiful to be seen.

In a word. Mr. Ha<Ter is a finp citizen and the elec-

tricity in the fishing industry in B.C.

MR. SAMUEL BARBOUR, NOW PRESIDENT
OF JOHN LECKIE COMPANY

EVTNPUDE MOTOR AGENCTT-S IN CANADA.
Distributors for the Evinrude Detachable Tfowboat

and Canoe Motors have been appointed as follows:

Maritime Provinces A. T?. Williams Machinery Co. of
St. John N.B.. Ltd.. St. .Tohn. The Saskatchewan
MotoK Company. Limited, of Regina. and Revillion
Wholesale. Limited. Edmonton.

These concerns will handle all agency appointments
in their territories, and will carry a full stock of
motors, parts, and accessories.

Since January first the followinsr distributors have
represented the Evinrude in Canada : A. R. Williams
Machinery Co.. Limited. Toronto. Province of Onta-
rio: E. Drolet. Montreal. Eastern Quebec; Capt. A, A.
Sears, Victoria. Province of British Columbia.
The sale of the Evinrude has been affected by the

general prosperity obtaining now in Canada, and sales

to date have already passed last season's mark.

OFFICIAL MEASUREMENTS OF STANDARD
CANS.

Sanitary Cans: Diameter. Height.
No. 1 size 2 11-lfi 4

No. 2 .... 3 7-16 4 9-16

No. 2y2 4 1-16 434
No. 3. 4y8-in 41^ 4%
No. 3, 5-in 41/4 fj-in.

No. 3, SVz-in 41/4 SVg-in-

No. 10 6 3-16 7

Hole and Cap Cans:
No. 1 8i7.' 2 11 Ifi 'I

No. 2 . . ... .V'^ I !i Ki

No. 2V2 . .

.

1 4%
No. 3, 4%-in 4 3-16 47/^,

No. 3, 5-in. . 4'
,

.^-in.

No. 3, 51;, ;„ 41
,

r)i/,-in.

No. 10 . 6V4 6%

Mr. Samuel Barbour, whose photograph we

herewith rc])ro(hice, and who for some time past

has been manager of John Leckie, Limited, the

well-known fishermen's supply house of Toronto,

has recentl.y been appointed President of this

Samuel Barbour.

Company, succeeding the late Col. William Bar-

bour, an account of whose sudden death was pub-

lished in the last issue of this paper. The Canadian

Fisherman, in conjunction with Mr. Barbour's

many friends throughout the country, extend

hearty congratulation to him on his well earned

and well merited appointment.

NO MORE DUTCH FISH FOR HUNS.

Special despatches from Holland say that the per-

sistent torpedoing of Dutch trawlers has cn\ised the

fishermen to lay up their boat.s. The trawlers were

guaranteed safety within prescribed limits, and a sup

ply of German coal on condition that they supply

fish for the German market. The promi.se was not

kept, and the sinkings continued, so the German lega-

tion at The Hague is said to have been notified that no

more fish will be supplied.
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Fish-Cultural Notes
No. 3.

—"Salmon Problems."

Uy J. H. FKILDlXCi, F.Z.S.,

Ijate President British Fish Breeders
Association.

THE Atlantic Salmon—Salnio Snlar—has from

time immemoiial been termed the "King of

Fish." but has never received that respect

which is due to a king. No fish has been

wTitten about or legislated for more than the Atlantic

salmon—the only true salmon.

Any waters frequented by th^, salmon are closely

and jealously watched by the angler and netsman

and every known means both legal, and I am sorry

to say. illegal is employed in getting it out of the

water. It is not surprising then that from p.arly his-

tory the (Vown has had to regulate the catching of

this fish or it would have long since been oidy ex-

hibited in museums as part of out extinct fauna.

The Crown has always had great difficulty in fraiii

ing legislation for the protection of this fish, for until

quite recicnt years little knowledge of its life history

has been known. ^Inch credit is due to Mr. Cald-

Tvood, Inspector of Scottish Salmon Fisheries; Sir

Herbert Maxwell. Mr. H. Johnston and others, for

tlieir untiring research.

Up to quite recent times the life history of the sal-

mon has been an accumulation of erroneous theories

linked uj) with very few facts.

This has undoubtedly been due to the fact that the

fish is anadromous in habit ; that is it spends the.

greater part of its life at sea, but has of necessity to

return to fresh water to reproduce its species.

However, notwithstanding this dearth of knowledge,

legislators have, bravely framed laws from tinjc to

time ill the attempt to protect this valuable fish.

In 1424. in Jam(p,s I. reign, this Scottish monarch
approved a bill during his first parliament to protect

the salmon in Scotland in a somewhat drastic way,
for a section of it read as follows: "Quha so ever be

convict of slauchter of salmonde in tim^e. forbidden

be the law he sail pay fotirtie shillings for the unlaw
and at the third time gif he h^^ convict of sik tri>spasse

he sail tyne his life or then bye it." Those good Scot-

tish people, were not going to have the king of fish

roughly handled and further they realized the ne-

cessity of impressing oji all men the fact that miga-
tory fish at any rate were j)ractieally the property
of the Crown until such time as they entered on wat-

ers flowing over lan<l held in "fee simple."
Fishery legislation up to the present time has for

the most, part aimed to prevent man being unduly
greedy an(i much of it I fear has been luc-i'd on f-rron

eons data if on any data at all.

Though we have progressed in n\ir kiinwledgc ot'

tlie life history of the salmon legislation has not kept
pMcc with our recent discoveries.

Wr know now what we did not know (10 of 70
years ago that the salmon passes through certain

well defined stages, namely:
1. The ovum or egg which is deposited in the fall

and hatched in the late winter or early spring.

2. The 'alevin' or embryo with its yolk sac still

attached.

.!. Parr" or fry d/e,fined as bearing the parr marks
or vertical bars on the side,s.

4. "Smolt defined as having as.sumed the well
known "silvery dress" previous to descending
stream.

3. "Grilse" or mature fish returning to fresh water
the first time after, approximately, twelve
months at sea.

(i. "Spring fish" a fish that has jiassed the grilse

period at sea ami therefore lifis spent abo\it

twenty-two months at sea.

7. "Salmon" the adult fish that has .spawned be-
fore.

PERHAPS it would iu)t he superfluous were I

to touch briefly on each of these periods so
that we may fully appreciate the conditions

most favorable to each stage in the salmon's life his-

tory so far as we have to deal with it in fresh or river

water.

In discussing the true Atlantic salmon I do not
want my remarks to be considered as being applicable

to the "Landlocked" tyi>e, though zoologically speak-
ing it is the same fish. By the latter I mean the so-

called "Ouanauiehe" or Sebago salmon common to
Lake St. John, Lake Sebago and many other lakes
in the Maritinu' Provinces and Main^'..

First let us consider the ovum or egg of the salmon.
It is deposited in the late fall before the frejeze-up

and usually in water just deep enough to cover the
fish while (U'.positing its ova. The site selected is in-

variably a clean gravel bed of such a nature that the
ova can roll down into the crevices for protection.

The female prepares her "redd" (Norwegian for
nest and always applied to salmon egg laying grounds)
by slow movement of her tail. This has in my opinion
three objects, first the cleaTiing of all possible vegetable
matter which might promote disease affecting the
ova, s<'condly to loosen up the ova in the ova sacs
and thus facilitate the free passage of them, and
thirdly to level out a suitable bed on which the ova
can lie where they can be properly impregnated by
the male fish. The male is generally waiting behinli
the female until such time as she is ready and finished
performing her duties.

The male watch<>s her every movemeut and wards
off all intruders by vicious attacks, be they of his own
species or any of the predatory creatures that hover
about spawuing redds.

Now modern eonditioiis have t^ejided to create arti-
ficial surroundings in many of our rivers so that the
salmon cannot obtain suffici^^t .suitable spawning
ground.
These con<litions arc of two classes, mechanical pol-

lution and obstruction.
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The former may be composed of savrdust, or bark

rpsnlting from log "driving," sewerage sludge and

other! decomposing organic matter. Any of these,

materials covering what was onae, good clean gravel

would prevent any "gravid" salmon frequenting the

area. There must be no foreign matter at all if sal-

mon are to make use of a gravel bed. Hence we must

keep our rivers as clean as possible and free from

industrial and municipal effluents as I believe the law

dirfi,cts.

By obstructions I mean dams, weirs and water falls.

It is said by many students of economic zoology that

more ova is wasted by overcrowded spawning redds

than by any other means and nothing promotes a

crowded redd more than such an obstruction to the

free upward migration of the, salmon.

Picture what happens. A few female fish come up

as far as they can. followed, of course, by such male*;

as are "ripe" and being in close quarters the latte.r

commence to fight. This continues until the first

batch of females have completed their spawning

while the now hungry male^s commence to rout up the

redds and devour all ova in sight.

These now "ruddy" males wait about for other fe-

males to come up and as fast as ova is deposited so

fast do these pent up male fish devour all in sight.

This is no exaggeration, an.vone who watches an ob-

struction, be it natural or artificial on a river, will

observe this struggle for bre,eding space of migratory

fish.

Now. how can this dreadful state of affairs be got

over? The, answer is obvious, either prevent gravid

fish entering such a river or assist them over the ob-

struction.

The former is well-nigh impracticable so that the

latter is essential.

We now come to the means of attaining this ob-

je.ct. Much has been written about salmon passes,

ladders, slides and elevators, but few practical

schemes have been devised.

The principle faults in the engineering of what T

prefer to call a "Salmon Pass" originate in the fact

that they have for the most part been designed by
engineers with no knowledge of fish life and in par-

ticular the conditions essential to the upward migra-

tion of a gravid female, fi-sh.

THE fundamental principle underlying the

designing of a Pass, no matter what height,

eannot be better eyplained than it was to

me years ago by a Highland Scottish gillie

:

"Na fush wi' eggs ul jump if she may crawl and na

fush in such a condition can crawl e.xcept through

black water." In other words what is meant by this

is that a fish heavy in eggs cannot be expected to do

any successful jumping and de.posit eggs that can be

prefectly impregnated nnd further she cannot penetrate

super-aerated water since there is not sufficient re-

sistance for the candnl fin in order to proper her

forward.
T have always found that the following rules if fol-

lowed nut prftdtice a successful salmon pass:

1. "Design a pass thjjt will enable ii fish to travel

with the minimum of water.

2. The pass should oprrnte at all stages of water

volume passing down the river.

^ It should be constructed in such a way that it

will not be b1ock«,d with ice coming down the

river.

4. A gradient of not more than 1 in 9 to 12 should

be provided for.

.S. There miist be a minimum of aerated water in

the pass.

6. At each rise of 9 inches there should be; devised

a means by which the fish may rest in still

water and also admit of the water being liberat-

ed of its aeration before passing on.

7. The downstre,am entrance must always be locat-

ed at a spot where fish naturally congregate
before attempting the obstacle.

8. Sufficient water must be allowed down the pass
to attract fish to the base, otherwise they may
fail to find it.

With these principles in mind it is a simple matter
to construct a pass that will be used throughout the

whole season by fish moving up and down stream.

I have heard, as have many of your readers, that some
great fishery authorities have spent great sums on
erecting salmon passes and have turned all down as

failures eventually and when you come to examine
the reason of failure you are sure to find some funda-
mental principle has been forgotten.

THE "BROWN" FISHERMAN'S ENGINE.

The accompanying illustration shows one of the

fishermen's marine engines, manufactured by the

Brown Engineering Corporation, Limited, Toronto,

whose announcement appears in another column. This

is a 714 horse power cylinder engine of about 260

pounds' weight, which operates on either gasolene or

coal oil, and sells complete with sight feed oilers,

grease cups and carburetors, f.o.b., Toronto, for

$I>S.25. a price which puts it within the reach of every

fisherman throughout the country. Every engine

manufnctuicd by this concern carries with it a five-

year guarantee, and as they have been manufactured
in Toronto for over eleven years, hundreds of fisher-

iMcn throughout the country can testify as to their

flurability and effectiveness. Full particulars will bt

gladly supplied by the Company on request.
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Newfoundland Enters Fish Industry on Large Scale

Following the visit of Major Hugh A. Green, Direc-

tor of Canadian Fish Supplies, to Newfoundland last

fall, where he met prominent members of the fishing

industry there, and told them of the possibilities in

fresh fish, an interesting project, destined to revolu-

tionize the Island's fishing industry, has been started.

A full account of the initial operations are given

herewith from the St. John's Trade Review:

The Reid-Newfoundland Company began work last

Monday on the erection of a Cold Storage Plant for

fish at their premises near the Railway Station. The
buildintr will be of concrete. 200 x 90 feet, and three

storeys high. It will have a cold storage capacity of

ten million pounds of fish. All fish fit to eat will be

handled there, as well as codfish, and cash will be

paid to the fishermen immediately on delivery. In the

case of codfish all the fishermen will need to do after

catching it is to take out the entrails. There will be

no splitting and no salting.

It is the intention to have receiving branches in

different parts of the Island, six for a start, one at

Port-aux-Basijues, one at Ronavista, one at Lewisport,

one at Placentia, probably one each at Bay-de-Verde

and Trepa.ssey. The market will be on both sides of

the Atlantic, and liners with cold storage will take the

fish from St. John's after being brought in from the

outports on cold storage trains. The Bay steamers

will be equiped with cold storage plants in conveying

the fish from the outport centres.

The outport plants will have a capacity of five

million pounds of fish, and exporting will be done di-

rect to Canada from the depot at Port-aux-Basques.

Motor boats will be used to collect the fish in the

bays and bring it too the storage centres. It is also

contemplated to have a plant at some convenient port

on Labrador.

Mr. Cowan, the Cold Storage expert, who is here
from Scotland, initiating the work, says that fish can
be kept two years by his process and be as good as

when it came from the water.

The demand ior fresh fish has been brought about
l)y necessity. The beef supply of the world has been
practically destroyed by the war demand for meat ra-

tions and leather. It will take ten years at least for its

recovery to anything like the normal standard ; mean-
time the people must have food and fish is the best

substitute, in fact', food analysts say that good fresh

codfish is by no means inferior to beef, pound for

pound, in nutritive qualities.

The next question, as far as the trade of Newfound-
land is concerned, is: What will be the effect on the
dry codfish export: will that business be killed outt
We do- not think so. Where we get a million and a

half quintals now in an average year the new conditions
ought to enable our fishermen to increase the year's
catch fifty per cent. They will be relieved from split-

ting, salting, and the many hours spent in drying, "rhis

time will be spent on the fishing ground. Competi-
tion will drive up the price of both kinds of fish, and
the lessening of the catch of dry-cured will enhance its

jirice in the foreign markets, and we shall hear no
more of periodic congestion that so often in the past
has resulted in slumping the prices abroad.
A feature in favor of the cold storage system that

may be kept in mind is that the Company will not con-
fine all its energies to codfish, but will utilize all the
fishes in our waters that arc fit to eat, including her-

ring, salmon, lobsters, plaice, caplin, perch, etc., most
of which are now either only half developed industries
or ones entirely neglected. The new companv is capi-

talized at $2,000,000, and will be called Newfoundland
Cold Storage Fresh Fish Corporation, Ltd., with head-
«|iinrters at St. John '.s Newfoundland.
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(Special Correspondence).

For some vears it has been nimoured that the big

fishiiiK interests, of Chicago, were indirectly connected

with some of our largest producing sections m the

West hut the reports were generally denied by those

who ought to have known the facts, and who doubtless

<lid know all about them. Some days ago nimor went

to the winds entirely and we learn from the advertising

columns of the Winnipeg papei-s that the Booth Fish-

eries Co. of Canada have decided to make great changes

in their western arrangements.

The re-arrangement applies only to the interests of

the Armstrong Trading Comjiany, formerly at Portage

La Prairie, but whose head office has been moved to

the premises of the Winnipeg Fish Co. in Winnipeg.

In future the operation of the Armstrong Trading

Company will be divided into several districts under

resident" managers and the following appointments

have been made: Le Pas district Mr. H. S. ,h)hnson,

manager; Winnipegosis district, Mr. J. P. Grenon,

manager; Warroad. Minn., district, Mr. Paul Mar-

schaek, manager: Kenora district, Capt. A. J. Johnson,

manager, all of whom will come under the jurisdiction

of the Winnipeg office.

The Hon. Hugh Armstrong, who is one of the direc-

tors of the Canadian Fisheries Association for Mani-

toba, will be the western representative of the Booth

Fisheries Company of Canada, Limited, with head-

r|uarters in his home town—Portage La Prairie.

The fishing town of Selkirk is actively preparing

for the Lake Winnipeg fishing season which should

open June 1st, but the lake is still ice bound and it is

certain operations will be delayed this year.

The Northern Fish Company are overhauling the

S.S. Wolverine prior to taking up her usual sailing

schedule and the same company are completing an

additional tug for their lake fleet.

The North-West Navigation Co. and other parties

are getting their boats and gear overhauled also.

In common with the other parts of the continent

this district is being hit with the H. C. of L. bug and

it is admitted that higher prices will prevail this sum-

mer for all varieties of lake fish.

The Fish Companies in Winnipeg are extending

their motive delivery services somewhat. The W. J.

Oueah Fish Co., Limited, have recently purchased a

Reo delivery truck, which with their T)etroit electric

tnick. will enable the Pioneer Company of the west

to extend their service whicti is one of the strong

claims in the programme of the guest concern.

Mr. W. R. Spooner spent a day or. two in Winnipeg
enroute to the Pacific Coast. "Bill" seems to have

qnitfl a strong love for the West and if his annual trip

is a criterion of this, he is consistent to a degree. We
look for "Bill" every year now and hope to see more
of his Eastern messmates in the West this summer.

Mr. J. J. Hnrpell, of Montreal, was in Winnipeg re-

cently and nn endeavor was made to form a loi-al

branch of the (^anadian Fisheries Association, but it

was impossible to have n miM'ting, fully representaliye

of the industry in iSInnifoba. <'onsetpiently the matter
was delayed until later in the summer wlien an at-

tempt will be made lownrdx this desirnbid end.

Many of the dealers in the province have a grudge
against the continuance of the 1 /:{ rebate off the Paci-

fic Const Express rates and rightly so. This sid)sidy

actually works a hardship on the fish produced locally

as well as the fish adventurers in the fish business,

port. The fact that adventurer.s in the fish business,

who have nothing at stake, have no business premises

to keep up, no business tax to pay come into the coun-

try and get the advantage of a low express rate, by

reason of the subsidy from the Paeific Coast, is surely

an injustice to those men whose all is invested in Cold

Storage plants, fishing fleets, expenses warehouses, etc.

Moreover, we produce fish ourselves in this Province

and when a man in the country can transport fish from

Vancouver or Prince Rupert at an express rate as low

and in some ca.ses lower than our own local production

costs in express charges, then this discrimination ought

to be discontinued.

The fish business is not a railroad company and the

men in it ought to be independent enough to say, we
can stand on our own legs, we want no favors, we
can develop what is here, without any strings to the

bow.

MARITIME FISH CORPORATION ACTIVITY.

(Special Correspondence).

ALIVE to the necessities of the times, and

eager to meet the demands of an active mar-

ket, the Maritime Fish Corporation have re-

cently made additions to their fishing fleet,

which they firmly believe will provide them with a

more regular and increased supply of fish.

Some few weeks ago, the Schooners "Albert J. Lutz"
and "Dorothy G. Snow"—vessels that had been at-

tached to the Digby fleet, were sold for the Paeific

trade, and after sailing to Halifax were fitted with

auxilliary power; and it was no easy task to replace

these with other schooners ef|ually capable.

The Maritime Fish Corporation decided to charter

two steam trawlers for their trade, and negotiated at

Boston for the "'swell" for Digby, and the "tide" for

Canso.
The "Swell", which flies the American flag, has also

an American Captain, Mate and Engineer, but the deck

hands are all Nova Scotians. and shipped for the initial

tri() from Yarmouth last Friday.

She steamed for the Western Bank, and in two day's

fishing secured her load of 1.^0.000 lbs. chiefly had-

dock. The gale of Wednesday cau.sed her to "lay to"
for twenty-four hours, yet she arrived in Digby on

Friday, and at once proceeded to discharge her catch

The "Dorothy M. Smart", Capt. Ansel Snow, arriv-

ed on Tuesday last with 92,000 lbs. of mixed fish, and
after discharging made preparations for putting to sea

again.

Tlie "Tide" is a much larger trawler then the

"Swell" and has a capacity of 2ri0,000 Ib.s. : she oper-

ates at Canso, and brought in her first catch on Tues-

day last.

Tn addition to this ves.sel the Corporation has its

own trawler "Rayandor". an up-to-date Grimsby
craft, with a (•a|>acity of .'^00,000 lbs. which is working
in connection with the Canso liranch regularly.

The outlook for future supply is veiy encouraging,

and in n chat with H. B. Short, President of the Cor-

poration, we learned that present prices were very

slightly above the normal, being a little more than

those obtaining this time last year. If people would
oidy be content to take the fish in" season, he did not

see any necessity for very high i)rices. The demand
for fish is ('(insislr-ntl V tjood and is llkoK tn ri'iujlil) so.
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Smoke

TUCKETTS T, & B,
The best Virginia leaf, mellowed and blended by

experts. Will give you pipe satisfaction.

T. & B. Plug is sold in three sizes, 10c, 25c and

30c per plug. Has been smoked for 60 years by

Canadians who prefer the best.

If you like a high grade tobacco, cut ready for the

pipe, smoke Tucketts T. & B. Myrtle Cut. Sold in

pocket packages 1 Oc, 1 -2 lb. tins 60c, full lb. tins

$1.20

THE TUCKETT TOBACCO CO., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario
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ALBEETA BRANCH OF THE CANADIAN FISH-

ERIES ASSOCIATION FORMED

On a recent visit to Eastern Canada, Mr. A. S.

Duelos, of the Edmonton Cold Storage, came in con-

tact with, and was very much impressed by the good

work which the Canadian Fisheries Association was

doing, and decided that its influence should be extend--

ed to the Fishing Industry of the Province of Alberta.

On his return to Edmonton, he arranged for a meet-

ing of local interests. The meeting was held in the

afternoon of April 24th, at the office of the Edmon
ton Cold Storage. There were present:

F. H. Miller (generally known throughout the north

country as "Dad" Miller).

W. C. Campbell, of the Alberta Fish Company.
W. H. Wallace, of Menzie & Company. ,

F. W. Miles, of the Northern Fish Company.
R. B. Hunter, of the Swift Canadian Company.
C. B. Stewart, of P. Burns & Company.
A. S. Duelos, of the Edmonton Cold Storage.

J. H. Lyon.

J. J. Harpell, of Montreal, who was on his way back

from the Pacific Coast, was invited to be present and

explain the organization and work of the Canadian

Fisheries Association. •

Mr. Duelos opened the meeting and outlined the sev-

eral matters which should have immediate attention if

the fish resources of Alberta were to be kept up by

re-stocking and propagation to the point where the

Province would have a continual resource with a mixi-

mum annual catch. He felt that the Canadian Fisher-

ies Association was well designed to bring about this

result, and strongly urged the establishment of a

branch in the Province of Alberta, with headquarters

at Edmonton.

Mr. Hurpell gave an account of the workings of the

Association, and the procedure necessary for the es-

tablishment of a branch at Edmonton. After a con-

siderable discussion, in which all present took part,

a branch was duly established with the following ex-

ecutive, which it was understood would hold office,

and arrange for the first general meeting, that in all

likelihood would be held at Edmonton some time dur-

ing the coming autumn:
Mr. F. H. Miller, Chairman,
Mr. J. H. Lyons, Secretary,

Messrs. W. Menzie and W. C. Campbell, as repre-

sentatives of the fishermen of Lesser Slave Lake.

Messrs. F. W. Miles and Clark, representing the

fishermen of Lake La Biche.

Mr. E. Cressey, representing the fishermen of

Lake Wabamun.
Messrs. E. B. Hunter and C. G. Stewart, representing

the trade.

It was understood that this Executive would con-

tinue to look after the affairs of the branch as pro

tern officers, and each would make a special effort to

see that as large an attendance as possible from the

districts represented would be present at the general

meeting to be held in the autumn
It was explained that membership in the Canadian

Fisheries Association was open to anyone who was
connected in any way with the production, prepara-

tion or distribution of fish, and all such in the Prov-

ince of Alberta would be earnestly solicited to become
nembers of the Alberta Branch of the Canadian Fish-

eries Association.

THE CANNING OF HERRING.

Replying to an enquiry by a Prince Edward Island

subscriber, Mr. J. F. Calder, Inspector of Fisheries,

Campobello, N.B., states :—
You do not state the kind of herring which is con-

templated being canned, but from what I know of con-

ditions at Prince Edward Island, I conclude that it is

large herring.

The best size of can for large herring is a one pound
tall. The packed fish are better in cans that are lined.

The heads and tails should be cut of the herring and
entrails taken out. They should be cut the full length

of the can, and the can sliould be crowded full of fish,

as they shrink very much in the bathing process. The
fish should be salted for at least 24 hours in strong

pickle. It is not neeessni y to put either salt or pickle

in the cans.

With regard to the bathing process, which of course

is for sterilization purposes, the retort process is much
better than the old style water bath. The best pro-

cessing for large herring is to retort the cans for about

one half hour before the covers are put on them ; then

put the covers on while the cans are still hot, and re-

tort them for one hour with 10 pounds of pressure,

which is equivalent to 240 degrees of heat. If you have
the water bath only, large herring should have three

runs on three successive days. Each run should be

about an hour and a half, and the cans should be

opened and stopped each time.

A barrel of herring will make about three cases,

each containing 48 one-pound cans; therefore, if all

other costs amount to $.'>.30 per case, as you state, the

total cost per case, including the cost for fish, would
be about $5.75, which is about 12c. per can.

The labels can be procured from most any litho-

graphing concern.

From my knowledge of the business and also of the

run of large spawn herring which frequent the Gulf
of St. Lawrence and Northumberland Straits in the

spring of the year, I have grave doubts as to the ad-

visability of packing such fish. They are both too

large and too poor to make a first class article. Spring
fish contain a much larger percentage of water than
the summer and fall runs do; water boils out in the

bath and leaves the cans only partially filled with fish.

The run of summer heiTing caught in nets of about
2 inch mesh, would make excellent goods if properly
packed.
Of course the cheapest and best method to pack these

fish would be to procure sanitary cans, automatic clos-

ing machines and retort baths. To use open top cans
which must be soldered by hand is an unsatisfactory,

slow and expensive way. A soldering "plug" which is

used on cans that have the covers snapped on the cans
is much better than hand soldering. Messrs. Burnham
& Morrill, 1 believe, use such heading and soldering
arrangements in their lobster canneries.

When 1 was last in the sardine business, about
twelve years ago, 1 packed a considerable quantity of

herring in round cans, and used the Burnham and Mor-
rill outfit, it was the best scheme available in those

days, but does not compare in any respect with the au-

tomatic closing machines now in use.

Mr. W. R. Spooner, of the National Fish Company,
of Montreal and Halifax, is making his annual trip to

the Pacific Coast. He is at present in Vancouver, and
will visit Seattle and Victoria before returning.
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PACIFIC FISHERIES SECTION.

The New "Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MA
CHINE. THE ONLY MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we liave been manufacturing Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the sahnon industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information,
prices, tenns, etc., furnished on application.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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ONTARIO'S FISH CAMPAIGN.

The Organization of Resources Commission of the

I'rovincf of Ontario, through a spi'cial sub-commit-

tee, are planning to inaugurate a camjjaign to en-

courage the use of Ontario fish among the Ontario

people. A cook hook showing how whitefish. herring,

trout, pike, pickerel, bass, etc., should be cooked, is

being eomjiiled and will be distributed throughout

the province; the value of fish as a food will be ad-

verti.sed, and dealers will be encouraged to i)usli their

sales of Ontario fish. Means are being considered

whereb.v the fishermen will be enabled to increase

their production of fish to take care of the demand.

Though this campaign is confined solely to the Pro-

vince of Ontario, and is for the purpose of increasing

the consumption of Ontario lake and river fish jimoiig

the residents of the province, yet we commend it heart-

ily and believe it is a step in the right direction. The

idea is so good that it should be universal aixl we woidd

strongl.v advocate similar work bciiifr done by tln^ ntli-

er I'rovincial Governments.

British CoUnnbia and Nova Scotia are the greatest

fish producing provinces in the Dominion. There is

an opportunity for both Governments to odvertise their

fish products and form a Commission for the purpose,

not alone in preaching the gospel of "Eat fish and

more of it," in their i)articular province, but through-

out the Dominion. The other provinces can take their

cue as well and start a campaign along the same lines.

The Canadian Fisheries Association's scheme of a

Tuesday fish day can be very well embodied in these

campaigns.

ERASING THE BORDER LINK
The entrance of the United States into tiie war arena

on the side of the Allies has given rise to a feeling

in Canada of gratefulness at the recognition of the

.justice of our cause by the world's greatest republic.

Yet another feeling has arisen, and that is a desire

on our part to effect an amicable adjustment of the-

fishery disputes which have arisen in the past between

Canada and the United States. When nations are

fighting side by side, pooling their resources and gold,

it is only logical that petty discriminations and trade

barriers shouUl be done away with and relaxed if it

is at all possible to do so without permanent injury to

one or the other.

Ottawa and Washington, are, we hear, getting to-

gether on outstanding fishery qiiestions, and the

changes will be far reaching. The Canadian Modus
Vivendi will probably be abolished, and it is j)robable

that the United States regulation forbidding Canadian

fishing vessels to clear from American ports direct to

the fishing grounds will be rescinded also.

There are other matters affecting the Lake and Pa-

cific fisheries which will come under diseu.ssion, and
with the new spirit of fair play animating both coun-

tries, there will be enacted legislation beneficial to the

fishing industries of both countries.
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WHAT THE HUNS ARE DOING TO BRITISH
FISHERMEN.

Fishermen of Canada! Just read here what the

gentle Hun is doing to our brother fishermen across

the Atlantic. The story is from the most reliable and

authentic sources:

A trawler, of the ordinary steam-fishing type, was

on her ground fishing, when a German sub. opened

fire at about 3,000 yards, using shrapnel and small

calibre high-explosives. The crew of the trawler com-

menced to abandon her, and take to their boats, though

a heavy sea was running, and they were more than

70 miles from land. The submarine continued her

shelling, even at the boats in the water, and as she

gradually closed up the fire became more intense and

deadly. The skipper was killed as he stood at the wheel

in the wheel-house ; another shell carried away the fun-

nel and put the steering gear out of order, while a

shrapnel shell burst on deck, killing four more men.

The submarine then made off, while the survivors in

the boats made towards land, and reported to a patrol

ship. The patrol ship went out, and found the trawler

still floating, and towed her in to safety. I saw her

coming in, and went down to the wharf. There were

the poor fellows' bodies, partly covered with their

own nets; and the sight of those mangled bodies and

the ship's scuppers dripping with human blood, was

terrible in the extreme."

"It is my daily lot now to come in direct contact with

these things ; and I can assure you there is no exag-

geration in anything you are likely to hear about these

damnable Huns. They have taken our men prisoners,

and put them at the periscope, to act as informers,

under peril of death for refusal to betray us to them.

They have dived with our men standing on deck,

leaving them to struggle or to drown. ... So you

know all the awful sacrifices we are making are not in

vain if we successfully liberate the world from a

periodic recurrence of such warfare, accompanied by

such monstrosites of crime."

Fish As Food in England
COLIN McKAY,

H. M. Transport "St. George," Southampton, Eng.

Now that the British Government is seriously tack-

ling the problem of regulating the prices of foodstuffs

and rationing the people, it is interesting to recall

that similar action has been taken at more than one

period in the checkered history of England. In the

times of the Norman kings the fishing industry was

regulated by edicts or customs having the force of

edicts. Edward I fixed maximum prices of fish sold

in London. Best fresh cod could not be sold

for more than 3 pence each, or best haddock

sold for more than 1 penny each in Lent or for more

than V2<i- out of Lent.

The state or its agents insisted on quality. In 1382

John Wellingham sold some pieces of conger which his

customers said were unwholesome. Twelve men
(cooks and regrators) were called to decide, and on

their verdict Master "Wellingham was placed in the

pillory for an hour and the fish were burned beneath
him.

According to old chronicles whale meat was not an
insignificant article of diet in England. In the time of

Edward II. saltiid whale was considered a great deli-

cacy in some circles; it is questionable, however, wheth-
er whale blubber was ever so populur in England
as it is in some parts of Greenland. Possibly the

ancient friend of Jonah may achieve something of

his old importance, if the war continues for fifty years

as some soldiers predict; it is said that thrifty Nor-
wegians are putting whales in cans, and selling them
under various disguises. Possibly, too, Tommie's stom-

ach, adapted to the bully beef of Chicago, might not

find whale- flesh unpalatable.

Once upon a time, too, the people of England, not

content with whales, ate seals and porpoises. Accord-
ing to Act 33, Henry VIII: Seal, ace, sturgeon and
porpoise were the only fresh fish allowed to be bought
of an alien at sea between England, France, Flanders,
and Zealand.

The Germans now base their hopes of victory upon
the ability of their tin-sharks to starve the English
people. But sharks are slow and sluggish—and cow-
ardly creatures : their rage and rapacity makes little

effect, after all, upon the food fishes. So also with
Germany's tin sharks in respect to Britain's food sup-
ply; they annoy, worry and enrage—but they can
never be numerous enough to cut off Britain's food
supplies. Mistress of the seas Britain still remains,
and if the worst comes to the worst she can by more
largely reaping the possible harvests of the sea carry
on for several years yet.

In Great Britain the question of equipping fishing
boats with auxiliary oil engines is receiving more and
more attention. Some days ago a rejiresentative of the
Hoard of Agriculture and Fisheries informed east coast
organizations that applications for loans to equip fish-

ing vessels with motors would have careful attention,

as it was considered of first importance to do every-
thing possible to increase the nation's food supplies.

About three j-ears ago the Fisheries Board of Devon
and Cornwall obtained £4,000 from the Development
Fund, and lent it in small sums at 31/2 per cent interest

for this purpose. It is estimated that if the available
sailing craft in these two countries alone had oil en-
gines installed, the cost^—about £2.').000 pounds—would
l)e repaid six times over in the first year, even if only
25 per cent more fish were landed. In Norway and
Sweden this system has been in operation for several
years with very satisfactory results.
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Why a Commission Should Be Appointed to Survey the

Fisheries of B. C.

We believe the Federal Government, acting as the

Governor-General-iu-Council will appoint a small com-
mission of independent business men to thoroughly
investigate the whole fishing industry of British

Columbia before the new regulations proposed for

1918 are enforced by federal action in Rritish Columbia.
Our reasons for so believing are many, and grow out

of a fairly intimate acquaintance with Canadian public

opinion, but particularly is our belief strengthened by
the fact that the British Columbia canners, whose large

interests are vitally affected b.y these proposed regu-

lations, are asking only what is fair and what should

be accorded them and their industry, against which
the proposed government action threatens to militate.

It is reasonable to expect that one of the first ques-

tions a responsible minister would ask when con-

templating definite changes in regulations relating to

the administration of his office is, "What, if any, in-

terests will be injured bv this action ; what, if any, in-

terests will be benefited!" Ordinarily he would call

in to confer with him all the interests likely to be af-

fected, and after hearing all sides of the question

formulate his policy. That strikes us as the reason-

able nmnner of administering a high office. But in

the case under discussion this was not done either by
intent or oversight, and by ju.st this lack of prevision,

due possibly to pressure of other and weightier busi-

ness, in not getting the considered views of the can-

ning industry, the proposed regulations are .iustl.v open
to the criticism of being ex parte, and not in the in-

terest of all.

But we are firm believers in the capacity of the Hon.
J. D. Ilazen, who has wrought wonders in the de-

velopment of the fisheries of Canada since he took

office. Never before in the history of Canada has

there been greater activity in oiir national fisheries.

The popularity of fish for food, that has been evident

to all during the past few years, is due almost entirely

to the personal work and interest of the minister him-

self, who has been untiring in his advocacy of the

economic value of fish for food as compared with other

and more costl.v forms of food. His annual si)eech on

fish at the Toronto Exposition has become a national

event, and by it he has drawn all minds to consider

that fish is good food and should be more frequently
eaten.

His encouragement of the Biological Board of Can-
ada %rith Dr. A. B. Macallum, as Secretary, stands as a

monument to his appreciation of the need of scientific

investigation into the life habits of our food fishes.

A lesser man would have treated this Board as child's

play, but Mr. Ilazen is a man of culture and vision and
sees that the logical development of the fisheries of

Canada must be laid upon a foundation of scientifically

accurate information if it is to be of permanent value.

Mr. Ilazen is a man of exceptional mental equipment,
with a cosmopolitan outlook, and brings to the dis-

charge of his responsible duties habits of mind, trained

in dealing with large affairs and capable of formulat-

ing investigations and drafting policies in the manner
of a statesman. His .support and championship of

scientific research within his department is a fair in-

dex to the man.

The first announcement of the proposed fisheries

regulations for 1918 was made a few da.vs before he
leift for London with Sir Robert Borden and the Hon
Robt. Rogers, to attend the meetings of the Imperial

Conference. He had been unusually busy during the

short session of parliament, and was compelled to view
man.y matters hastily and decide others off-hand in

order to clear his desk before leaving Canada. That
the proposed regulations will not in any event become
active till 1918 is suggestive of the possibility that he
took this means of making them public in order to

test public opinion as their efficacy.

To believe that he would put into execution regula-

tions detrimental to the canning industry of British

Columbia without hearing the canners' side of the

ease is grossly to mis.iudge a man whose every public

act has been the result of careful investigation into

the facts and considered application of the .just remedy
to fit the case as has seemed to him. This was his re-

cord while he was Prime Minister of New Brunswick
where he began his notable career as a public man. It

has been his record since he .joined Sir Robert Bord-
en's Cabinet as Minister of Marine and Fisheries and
Naval Affairs. We think he will not go back on his

record.

At the same time in order to make certainty doubly
certain, we suggest to those engaged in the salmon
canning industr.v of British Columbia that they should
continue their work of conveying to the Department of

Marine and Fisheries their emphatic desire that not
onl.v should their side of the case be heard, but also

that the evidence on which the Department bases its

regulations be presented to them for examination. It

is obvious that it would be difficult to have all .sides

to the controver.s,v assemble in the ante-room with the
Minister and thresh the matter out. There is no wish
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to duplicate a Doiiny Brook affair. The questions at

issue are too large and too vital to be subjected to the

careless vehemence of rival disputants. The proper
tribunal, in keeping with the magnitude of the problem
to be solved, is a commission of independent business

men who will take evidence from both eanners and
fishermen as well as others interested, and having sift-

ed the facts, present recommendations to the Minister.

It is not difficult for us to understand the official

mind that drafted the proposed regulations. Nor have
we any trouble in seeing the point of view of the ean-

ners and of the fishermen. We also know the spirit

that actuated the Prince Rupert deputation that went
to Ottawa and we have no quarrel with it. We have
made a careful study of the fishing industry in British

Columbia. We realize the extent of its operations.

We comprehend the business acumen and practical

skill, backed by large capital investments that built

up the British Columbia Salmon Canning Industry.

Hence, in the midst of so many varying and varied

interests and points-of-view, we find it hard to believe

that the official mind, great though we acknowledge
it to be, carries in it all the salient facts that lead to

the proof. That official mind is worthy of all praise

for it has been the guiding force that has developed
our fisheries and prevented their utter depletion. I3ut

when, according to the eanners, the whole fabric of the
canning industry, financial, administrative and opera-
tive, is made restive as it is by the proposed regula-
tions for 1918, then minds others than official must
be called in to adduce the facts and peradventure stave
off disaster to a national and basic industry.

And that time has come. Therefore, we believe that
the Hon. J. D. Hazen, when he has had time to record
the signs of public opinion on this question, which will
have been brought to his attention, will recommend
the appointment of a small cOTnmission of independent
business men to investigate thoroughly the state of
the fishing indu.stry in British Columbia. No harm is

ever done by proving the facts. A commission can col-

lect them and logical action arising from their survey
can not be successfully disputed. This illustration of
the fair way in which all interested in the British
Columbia fisheries view the matter, that no one desires
anything but a square deal. This attitude should help
the responsible minister in coming to a decision re-

garding the appointing of a commission for we are
persuaded that he more than any other person inter-

ested desirps only fairness to all.

WM. HAMAR GREENWOOD.
Vancouver,*June 11, 1917.

THE FISHERIES IN PARLIAMENT.

ON June 5th, Mr. Clarence Jameson, M.P.
for Digby, N.S. introduced a motion to ap-

point a separate Minister for the administra-
tion of Canada's fisheries. Mr. Jameson's mo-

tion read as follows:—"In the opinion of the House,
in view of the food shortage with which this country
is confronted, and for the purpose of materially in-

creasing the resources and food supply of Canada, a

Department of Fisheries, under a separate minister,

should forthwith be organized."

The member for Digby explained to the House that
the development of our fisheries was not as great as it

should be and that the present Minister (Mr. Hazen)
administered 37 different departments—one of which
was the fisheries. The placing of so many depart-

ments in one man's hands was too much, and the fish-

eries, the most important and productive department
of the whole, could not receive the attention they
merited. The Industry was of sufficient importance
to warrant a separate department under a separate

minister.

Replying, Mr. Hazen, Minister of Marine and Fish-

cries, outlined the work of his department and stated

that the present would not be a good time to make
such a change, and that it should be left until after the

War. The Liberal members from fishing constitu-

encies strongly advocated Mr. Jameson's motion and
urged a more vigorous fishery policy. Mr. Jameson
withdrew his motion for the present.

THE Miiiister of Marine and Fisheries stated

in the House the following facts regarding
Catiadn's fisheries.

The fishery value of $.3r>,860.708 for 191.5 will

be substantially exceeded by the figures for 191fi.

There has been a falling off in the bounty payments
during 1916 over those of 1915. The enlistments of

riahrrrnen probably account for that, as fewer claims
vv're made.

The boat fishermen, and those who fish in inshore

waters now find the motor-boat indispensable to the

success of their operations. It gets speedily to the

fishing grounds quite independent of vdnds, tides and,
in a great measure, weather conditions. Also, it per-

mits operations over a greater range of fishing

grounds than was possible with the old .sail boat. We
do not know exactly how many motor-boats were used
in the fisheries of 1916, but the figures for 1915 and
the preceding four years, are illustrative of the rapid

advance made in the use of such craft. In 1911 there

were 5,580 motor fishing boats in the whole of Canada;
in 1912, 5,911: in 191R RTOfl: in 1914. 9.302; and in

1915, 11,097.

It is expected that the value of the Fishery output
for 1917 will reach the forty million mark.

CAILLE PERFECTION MOTORS.

One of the well known engines in the fishing indus-
ti-y is the Caille Perfection, manufactured by The
Caille Perfection Motor Co., Detroit and sold in East-
ern Canada by the Perfection Jlotor Co. Montreal atid
in Newfoundland by F. G. House & Co., St. Johns. The
makers tell us there are over 1.000 Perfection Motors
in constant use in Newfoundland alone where already
this year they have shipped over 125 with a large num-
ber of unfilled orders still on hand. Caille Perfection
Motors are built in a large variety of sizes, models
and types. The makers wish to draw the attention of
Fislierinen i)articnlarly to their Perfection Waterproof]
Ignition System which tlicy claini eliminates all dan-j
ger of the engine stopping if caught in a storm on ae-j

count of the Perfection Igniter being absolutely water-]

l)roof. They recently tested this by deluging every!

part of the ignition system with water and the engine]
continued to run showing the same power and .speed as]

when perfectly dry.
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Canada's Fisheries for April, 1917
(Furnished bj' Marine and Fisheries

Department.)

On those sections of the Atlantie coast where the

season's operations had begun the weather was favour-
able generally throughout April.

Witli the exception of some herring fishing in West-
morland county N.B. and in Kings county P.E.I, no
fi.shing took place in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.

On the Nova Scotia coast the chief features of the

mouth's operations compared with those of April last

year were the greatly increased (luantities of cod and
haddock taken. Of cod there was an increase of 16,-

986 cwts. and of haddock an increase of 12,639 CAvts;

halibut also increased by 2,098 cwts. Gu.vsboro and
Shelburne returned considerabl,v greater q\iantities of

cod and haddock but the main increase was in Tjunen-

burg county.

In Charlotte county N.B. the sardine fishery for the

month resulted in 3675 barrels less than for the cor-

responding month last year, but owing to high j)rices

the value was $4,820 greater.

Large catches of alewives were made in St. John
harbour during the latter half of April, part of which
was used for bait and part salted.

The catch of lobsters for the month amounted to 35.-

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and land-
|

ed in a Fresh or Green State; and an estimate of the Quantities mar-

keted, or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried, pickled, canned, etc., I

in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH of APRIL.
|

1917.

295 cwts. against 36,125 cwts. lor April last year.

Since the opening of the curirnt lobster season on
November 15th until the end of April there were pack-
eil 16,279 cases, while 31,819 cwts. were shipped in
shell. During the corresponding i)eriod last year 20,-

561 cases were packed ;ind .')0,()02 cwts. shipped in

shell.

Two men were reported drowned from Lunenburg
County, four from Queens County, and one from Shel-
burne County. There were also reported from Lunen-
burg (kninty the loss of a schooner b.v collision, and the
loss of a motor boat from Queen County and another
from Shelburne County.

In the Southern district of British Columbia the
weather was stormy and wet, while in the north it was
favourable for fishing.

The landings of halibut in the north during April
were greater by 12,000 cwts. than during the same
month last year.

The quantity landed in the southern and Vancouver
island districts, however, was less b.v over 2.000 cwts.

It ma.y be noted that the total value of the landings
of sea fish in the whole of Canada f«r April is 36%
greater than that for the same month last year.

Totals for the month of

APRIL, 1916.

Kinds of Fish. Caught and Landed
in a Fresh or Green

State.

Proportion
used Fresh

Dried,

Pickled,

Cann'd, etc

Caught and Landed in

a Fresh or Green State,

I
Proportion
|used Fresh,

I

Dried

I

Pickled,

(Cann'd, etc.

(Quantity. Value.

i^ALMON. cwts 2,369 24,324

Salmon, used fresh (or frozen),

cwts
Salmon, canned, cases

Salmon, smoked, cwts
Salmon, mild cured, cwts

LOBSTERS, cwts 35.295 355,902

Lobsters, canned, cases

Lobsters, shipped in shell, cwts

COD, cwts 45,013 131,280

Cod, used fresh, cwts
Cod, green-salted, cwts
Cod, smoked fillets, cwts

Cod. dried, cwts
Black Cod, cwt 6,484 30,254

Black Cod. u,sed fresh, cwt
Hiai'k Cod. smoked, cwt
HADDOCK, cwts 29,831 80.348

IIad<lock, used fresh, cwts
Ilaildoek, canned, cases

Haddock, smoked, cwts

Haddock, green-salted, cwts

Haddock, dried, cwts

Quantity.

2,263

72

27

10,520

14.267

10.114

1,555

300

10,296

5,516

484

io.eoo

283
1,710

642

4,690

Quantity,

3,155

Value.

$
26,090

36,125

29.683

7.395

17,192

389,961

64,517

32,979

39,860

Quantity.

2,868

75

159

9,188

17,748

6,977

1.067

130

6.726

6.675

360

7,309

2.090

1,901
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HAKE AND CUSK, cwts
Hake and Ciisk, used fresh, cwts.

Hake and disk, smoked fillets,

cwts
Hake and Cusk. dried, cwts. . . .

POLLOCK, cwts
Pollock, used fresh, cwts
Pollock, smoked fillets, cwts. . .

Pollock, dried, cwts
HERRING, cwts
Herring, used fresh, cwts
Herring, canned, cases

Herring, smoked, cwts
Herring, pickled, brls

Herring, used as bait, brls

Herring, used as fertilizer, brls.

SHAD, cwts
Shad, used fresh, cwts
ALEWIVES, cwts
Alewives, used fresh, cwts
Alewives. salted, brls

SARDINES, brls

Sardines, canned, eases

Sardines, sold fresh and salted,

brls

HALHiUT. cwts
Halibut, used fresh, cwts
Halibut, smoked, cwts
SOLES, cwts
FLOTTNDERS, cwts
SKATE, cwts
SMELTS, cwtp
OTTLACHONS. cwts

WHITING, cwts
TOM COD, cwts

OCTOPUS, cwts
OYSTERS, brls

CLAMS, brls

Clams, used fresh, brls

Clams, canned, cases

SCALLOPS, brls

Scallops, shelled, gals

CRABS, COCKLES. &c., cwts.

TOTAL VALTTE

CANADIAN FISHERMAN
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The Fisheries of Digby County
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FOR several years Digby Couuty has ranked
second to Lunenburg in the value of its catch
marketed, but this may not long continue as

-iSi Digby made a big increase last year and add-
ed to its outj>ut $307,600. This was done in spite of the
fact that for nearly the whole fisliing season two
schooners—"Cora May", and "Emerson Fay", of
Freeport were lost to the fleet, having been sold *or
the West Indies fishing.

Fog in the Bay of Fundy largely interfered ^-i itii our
fishermen, and the severe gales did considerable
damage, particularly in the district of Ceutreville,

where much gear was lost, boats destroyed and wliarves
damaged. Notwithstanding this many boats did ex-
ceptionally well for several month.s, and as prices
ranged above the average, their owners were well re-

compensed for their labours. The year has been very
free from serious personal accidents—only one termi-
nating fatally, when William Smith, who left Digby
with others in a gasoline boat to join the "Lila G. Bou-
tilier" at Centreville was drowned when the boat was
smashed to pieces at Theriault's Cove in April 1916.

With fishing being conducted all the year round by
the local men, this is an extremely good record, for

the work in the winter time on the Banks is particu-

larly hazardous, requiring men of stamina and deter-

mination. The fleet is well equipped, and has intre-

pid skippers, who for years have braved the storms of

the Bay, and trip after trip safely made harbour with
their catch.

Capt. Ansel Snow and the crew of the "Dorothy M.
Smart" have featured on many a Moving Picture

screen, and tended to familiarise the general public

[with some of the hazards of the Grand Bank fishery.

Capt. William Snow, skipper of the "Lila G. Bouti-

lier" has just brought the banner catch to port, and
there was considerable elation at Centreville over the

139,000 pound haul.

Capt. Simms has transferred to Yarmouth ; Capt. Ar-

thur Casey is making the usual good trips with the

'Loran B. Snow", and finding employment for Capt.

rJ. E. Snow's establishment.

The "Swan" Capt. Calvin Stevens. Freeport; "Gy-
no" Capt. Ed. Thompson, Westimrt ; "Laurette C"
Capt. W. L. Comean. Comeauville : "Bella" Capt. F. E.

Comeau. Meteghan River; "America" Capt. Freeman
Robishaw. Meteghan; "Nora", Capt. P. Doueette and
"Emma D." Capt. F. S. Doueette, both of Cape St.

Mar.v are all adding their quota to the general in-

gathering, and aided by hundreds of smaller craft are

swelling tlie toll of finny tribe captures, which mean
80 much towards sui)plying the needs for food pro-

; dacts.

All the way from Digby to (ape ."St. Mary, warehouses
afid wharves are alive with workers getting read.v the

resultant catches for market, and either in the fresh,

smoked, or canned state the productions will be ship-

i
• il to an ever waiting and eager market.

The majority of Digb.v fish is j)repared for export;
' aiiailians as a rule being particularly daint.v in their

consumption of fish, and only fancy the choicest qua-

litv.

New wharves and sheds are being built by Alden
Elliott, and Elliott Bros., Charles Harris and Theriault
Bros, at Tiverton, who will engage in the fishery busi-
ness in the future.

Capt. Maiming Trask, one of the largest buyers and
shippers in the Little River District, passed to his long
home recently, and will be greatly missed.

Mr. Frank L. Anderson of the Maritime Fish Cor-
poration, Digby, is endeavouring to encourage the fish-

ermen of Clare from Weymouth to Salmon River to

exert themselves in the matter of j)roduction, and has
arranged to purchase their catches for his Corporation.

THE question of increased production has be-
come one of intense interest to shippers, and
Mr. II. B. Short of the Maritime Fish Corpora-
tion thinks that the present year will prove to

be the best from the standpoint of output. Several
new boats have been added, and the prevailing high
prices will do much to stimulate the men. In a com-
parison with Lunenburg, whose vessels are taken from
the fishing grounds during the winter, he said the two
kinds of fishing were so distinct that it was difficult to
adapt the Lunenburg vessels to the Digby fishing. His
company offered to fit up two or three schooners for
winter fishing, but the offer came to nothing; they
could very well do with half a dozen this next fall and
winter. In the immediate neigbourhood of what he
called "the best fishing ground of the world" with in-

creased and improved facilities he believed the busi-
ness was capable of permanent expansion. More men
and more vessels was the- secret.

There are .5.5 brush weirs in the county built for
catching herring and the Government official seeks to
advise fishermen of the locality of bait caught; but he
thinks the weir tenders might lend much more assist-

ance by advising the office of their catches promptly
and regularly.

Want of bait often holds back a ve.ssel, and the
scarcity during i)eriods of bad weather affects the re-

turns of market fi.sh.

The Lobster fishery has drawn quite a number of
men in its pursuit, and because of the prevailing very
high prices obtained has probabl.y been extremely re-

munerative ; but an Inspector of Fisheries in conversa-
tion said that with a view of increasing production of

necessar.v food supplii's, he was of opinion that it might
be a wise thing to curtail this branch of the industry
and apply the men and boats to the more essential fish-

ing so greatly needed. He looked upon the lobster

more as a luxury than a necessity; at an.v rate for the

purpose of conserving that branch he believed it would
be an advantage to cease lobster fishing at the end of

May.

The Nova Scotia Fish Co. has had a very quiet pe-

riod for several months, and is only now beginning to

be busy.

The trawler "Swell". Capt. Doyle is discharging a
fine cargo of 150.000 and the Dorothy M. Smart, Capt.

.\nsel Snow has arrived with a similar catch; as both
vessels are supplying the Maritime Fi.sh Corporation,

the arrival on succeeding days makes them particu-

larly busy. Three hundred thousand pounds of fish in

two days is a record for Digby.
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NAVIGATION FOR FISHERMEN.
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ALFRED H. BRITTAIN, Esq.. ^Tontreal

Vice-President Canadian Fisheries Association
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Navigation for Fishermen
Written Specially for Fishermen and the Requirements

of Fishing Craft.

No. 2. The Chart

By FREDERICK WILLIAM WALLACE.

^
THE chart is merely a plan of the sea or lake

just as a map is a plan of tlie land. In a map,

the land is shown in detail with towns, rivers,

lakes, railroads, mountains, etc., all marked,

l.iit the water areas are left blank. In a chart, the

land area is left hlank, while the water areas are care-

fully marked with the depths of water in fathoms; the

.shoals and rocks are plotted and all the aids to navi-

•ration, lights and buoys, are shown. With the depths

<if water are also given the nature of the bottom —
'.'lavelly, rocky, sandy, mud, etc.

Every detail on a chart is of the utmost importance.

I'licri' is nothing on it of no use. They are the result of

many years of careful and painstaking surveys by vari-

ous clever engineers and navigators, and the Admir-

alty charts of either the United States and British Gov-

ernments are extremely reliable and accurate.

In knocking around with ijiany of our fishermen on

both coa.sts and on the lakes, one is struck by the hazy

idea they have of the real science of chartwork in its

1elation 'to careful navigation. While they appreciate

the soundings given on it and can lay off a rough and

icady course, yet they ignore the details of the make-

up of the bottom; the set of tidal streams; the various

differences marking the character of lights and buoys,

and their distance visible from seaward; the lines of

variation, and altogher do not really understand its

\alue in accurate navigation or make full use of its

advantages.

Fishermen tell a yarn of a certain Gloucester skipper,

who on his first trip in command, laid off his course

on the chart, southeast for Georges Banks. He ar-

rived on the ground and got a trip of fish, and when
the wheelsman swung her off for Gloucester again and

asked the skipper for the course, that worthy studied

the chart for a while and sung o\it: "Let her go south-

east. That course took us here, an' I cal'late 'twill

take us back!" The story does not tell us if he steer-

ed by the stern end of the compfi«« '>•• •<"* '>'• f't-hed

his port by making sternway.

Another skijjjjcr leaving for sea ^.i ahlxd liis wiJe's

window-blind in mi.stake for his chart and actually

made Georges Bank on it, so 'tis .said. When studying

the window-blind chart looking for confirmation on his

soundings, he remarked: "Man an' boy, I've sailed

twenty years to Georges Banks an' never saw fly

specks on it before!"

A similar yarn is told of a skijijicr who had laid his

course off on the chart by pencil. Running in on the

land in a strong breeze and sea, he was becoming
anxious, and noting the number of miles the vessel had

run by log, he pricked them off on the charted course.

The distance run brought him up almost on top of a

blot of ink on the chart and he called the mate. "John,"
said he, pointing to the blot. "If that's a blot, we're
all right, but if it's a rock we'll be gone to Hell in five

minutes!"

HOWEVER, we're getting off our course, but
these are well founded yarns which give an
idea of the "By guess and by God," naviga-
tion which is peculiar to many fishermen. If

it were not for the fact that the most of them are first

cla.ss seamen and have vessels that can be hauled up
running and dragged off a lee shore under sail, there
would be more wrecks and "drowning scrapes" than
there are.

The cliarts commonly used by seamen are drawn on
what is known as MERCATOR'S PROJECTION and
are called MEROATOR CHARTS. They are drawn
accurately to scale so that the distances between each
point on the chart can be determined easily by refer-
ence to the scale to which it is drawn. In order to
determine these various distances the whole globe iias

been scaled off into LATITUDE and LONGITUDE.
The MERIDIANS of longitude run NORTH and
SOUTH, while the PARALLELS of latitude run EAST
and WEST. The first or prime meridian of longitude
runs through Greenwich, England, and all longitude
is reckoned east and west of Greenwich. It is at
Greenwich where the Royal Observatory is located and
British and American chart makers use Greenwich as
being longitude 0°. The first parallel of latitude
is the equator—commonly called "The Line" by sea-

men—and all latitude is reckoned north and south of
the equator. The latitude at the equator is 0°.

On all the fishing grounds of Canadian and New-
foundland fishermen, the longitude is WEST of Green-
wich, and the latitude is NORTH of the equator, there-

fore in our waters. Inncritude is always West and lati-

tude North.

Each parallel oi laiiiiide and tiieridian of longitufle
is divided into DEGREES, MINUTES and SECONDS
(written " ' "). There are 60 seconds in a minute and
CO minutes in a degree. A degree of LATITUDE is

((|ual to 60 nautical miles, but while there is the same
number of seconds and minutes in a degree of longi-
tude, yet it is only at the equator where a degree of
longitude will equal 60 miles. The parallels of latitude
are all at an equal distance from each other, but the
iiu'ridians of longitude meet at the poles and the further
north or south we go the nearer the meridians get
to each other. Thus in latitude 59° North, a degree
of longitude measures only 31 nautical iniW*; ui>-<..|(l

of 60.
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Keppiiij; tliis in mind, tuiii to the chart illustrated

herewith anil you will notice that it is framed by a

graduated scale on both sides and top and bottom. The

scale of longitude is marked on the TOP and BOTTOM
of the chart^ The latitude is marked at BOTH SIDES.

In measuring the distance between any two points on

the chart always take your measuremtmts from the

latitude scale at the sides. If you take it from the

longitude scale, your distance will be less than what

it should be.

Before one can do any work with a chart it is neces-

sary to have two instruments—a pair of dividers and

a parallel rule. The dividers are for the purpose of

measuring distances and the rules are for .shaping and

determining courses. The fisherman desirous of read-

ing up on navigation should, for the purpose of prac-

tice, purchase a chart of the coast he is in the habit of

fishing around, dividers and parallel rule. The three

can be purchased in Vancouver. Prince Rupert, Port

Arthur, Toronto, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, Halifax,

Sydney, Charlottetown from any nautical bookstore

or marine opticians for three or four dollars.

"We will suppose that the reader has provided him-

self with these, and if not, some idea of our explana-

tions may be given by the section of chart published

herewith' It is a part of the Nova Scotia coast around

Cape Sable and Brazil Rock. On this, as in all charts,

the information on them is printed in signs and letters

which rdl mean something.

THE numbers scattered over the chart rep-

resent the depths of water in fathoms. Every

fishernuui knows how to take a cast of the

lead and read the depth, but all of them do

not i)ay much attention to accurate determination of

the bottom as brought up on the "priming" or "arm-

ing"' of the lead. More attention to this and use of

the signs marked on the chart would give a better idea

of the ship's position. Under the fathom figures may
be noted various letters—f.s., d.cl., sm.st., etc. This

means that the bottom is composed of "fine sand",

"dark clay", "small .stones", and we give a list of

the letters used and their meanings.

b.blue. blk. black, br. brown, brk. broken.

c. coarse, cal. calcareous (containing lime), chk.

chalk, choc, chocolate, cin. cinders. cl.elay. crl.

coral.

d.dark. di. diatom (very small flinty organisms).

f.fine. for.forminifera (many celled organisms)

g. gravel, gl.globigerina (deep water forminifera),

gn. green, grd. ground, gy.gray.

h.hard.

1. large.

m.mud.
manganese
mus.sels.

osy. oysters, oz .ooze.

peb. pebbles, pt.pteropod. pum.piimice.

r.rock. rad.radiolaria (ooze containing situUl shells).

s.sand. sc. scoria (volcanic ashes), sft.soft. sh.

shells. shin, shingle. sm. small. sp.sjjonge. spk.

specks, speckled, st. stones «tr>;ti(T vik sticky.

t.tufa (soft sandy stoiir

vol. volcanic.

w. white, wd.weed.

y . yellow.

1 v. lava. It. light.

mad. madrepore
nd.marl (lime

(branch coral). man.
and clay mixed), mus.

THESE signs describe the quality of the bot-

tom very fully and are of the greatest assis-

tance to fishermen who have to depend so

n)uch on the lead for locating fishing berths.

]\Iany fishermen just give the bottom two classes —
hard and soft—and pay little or no attention to the

minute differences in clay, ooze, marl, mud and the

colors of it which are to be found in various depths

and in different place-s. A better knowledge of the

(luality of the bottom and the ability to tell what the

bottom is composed of outside of just hard or soft will

be of great help to the fisherman trying to locate a

small fishing spot or the ship's position. With an in-

telligent use of the lead and the priming on it, together

with the chart and the signs, the fisherman becomes
more accurate in his work. These chart signs, like the

points of the compass, should be committed to

memory.

So much for soundiniis We'll now take up another

fifries of si.uns in ihe iiids of navigation of lights, light-

vessels and buoys. Lij-'lits are usually marked on all

charts used by our fishernu'n with a red and yellow

spot of colour on thrm. Alongside these colour spots

you will read something like this-
—
"Lt.Fl.ev.2y2 sec.

116 ft. vis. 16m." In plain English this means "Light.

Flashing every 21/^ .seconds. It is 116 feet above sea

level and visible for 16 miles in fine weather." The
height of a light is reckoiu'd above high water or water

level if there are no tides. The visibility is in nautical

miles assuming the observer to be 15 feet above the

sea. On fis-hing craft, owing to their low free-board, a

lierht will not be seen as far as marked on the chart

and in running for a light in clear weather it is well

to keep a look-out for it from the rigging. The farther

of? one picks up a light,.the safer the navigation.

The signs one will find alongside lights on the chart

are as folows:

Lt., Lts. Light, Lights.

Lt.Alt. Light Alternating (A light which alters in

colour).

Lt.F. Light Fired (/\. steady Light, either white, red

or green \
Lt.Fl. Light Fliishing. (A flashing light at regular

intervals—the duration of LIGHT being always LESS
thf'u that of dai'kne.ss).

Gp.Fl. Group Fla.shing. (Showing at regular inter-

vals, a group of two or more fla.shes).

Occ. Light Occulting. (A steady light eclipsing or

darkenintr at regular intervals. The duration of

DARKNESS being LESS or EQUAL to that of light.

Note the difference between Occulting and Fla.shing^.

Gp.Occ. Group Occulting. (A steady light with a

group of two or more sudden eclipses at regular in-

tervals).

P.Fl. Fixed and Flashing. (A fixed light which may
show a brilliant flash at regular intervals. This flash

may show up as a sudden brightening of the fixed

light, or the fla.sh light may follow, or be followed by

an eclipse of the fixed light).

F.Gp.Fl. Fixed and Group Fla.shing. (Similar to the

above only with a group of two or more brilliant

flashes).

Rev. Revolving. (A light which gradually increasea

to full brilliancy and fades again to an interval of

darkTU'.ss. This must not be confused with an occult

ing or flashing light, or a fixed and flashing. In all

these the change from light to darkness is sudden.

i
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while ill the revolving the light inereases and decreases

tfiadnally).

Also ill dcnotinK the ( haraeter of a light, the follow-

:isr si^iis are used:

Ait .Alternating.

•v. every. ""lilWl
1 1 fls. flash,flashes.

<i.(3ii .Qreeii. (ip.firoup.

horl . horizontally—lights |l;ii.il lu-nir m; ii dilin.

irreg. irregular.

in. miles (of vi.sihility from seaward).

mill. minute or minutes (of light or darkness),

obsed . obscured ( darkened )

.

oeea-sLoecasional (in fog signals means a signal

which is onlv given in answer to vessel's signals).

K.Red.
sec.secnods.

(U) .rnwatehed. (N'o keeper tending the light at

night and eautioning the mariner not to depend upon
it).

vertl . verticiil. ' Liu'lits placed abovf each other).

vis. visible.

W.Wh. White.

It is im|)oi'tiiiit tliat these signs and their meanings
be thoroughly understood. It simplities navigation by
^hart wonderfully and yet a large number of fishing

tippers know very little about it and can only name
lie lights they are familiar with. Many a vessel has
een lost or had a narrow shave tbrougli the skipper

"being unable to name a certain light. To many fisber-

meii there are only two kinds of lights—steady and
fishing—and under the last name comes all the

[julting. flashing, . group flashing and revolving

jhts. The watcb will report "A flash light off the

bow." The skipper will take a squint at it and
can bis chart for flashing lights. He finds two or three

his vicinity. One may be a revolving white light on

liore; another an occulting light on a buoy, and yet

aother a group occulting on a lightstiii). To him, tbe

fht on the lee bow may be any of them. He doesn't

now for sure, so he damns the Government for ball-

the lights up and hauls the vessel offshore, or else

les on and trusts to luck that he's all right. Home-
iiues he is, and sometimes be isn't and tbe crowd will

lake the beach in tbe dories while the vessel pounds
pieces on some ledge—all because the ski|)per wa.<

lable to determine the light.

THE o'd-timers, when they're not sure, usual-

ly slop tbe ship or jog until <hiy-ligbt—a safe

enough course, but a sinful wasti' of time.

In shaping a course down tbe coast, the

ipper should scan all the lights sighted. If it is a

ishing light, count the seconds of darkness and the

^conds of light. Thus in running from the Magdalens
'Cape North we raise a light which flashes every five

feconds. A glance at the chart shows us that rai)e

Jorth is marked "fit Fl.ev..'i sec." Should we raise a

jht ahead that flash(>s only every thirty seconds,

J 're off our course and have the South Light on St.

nil's Island over the bow. Should we cla.ss St. Paul's
Cape North and haul the ship to the north 'ard to

lear the cape, we'd fetch up on the rocks of the

island very i|uickly.

For daylight navigation in entering barbonrs oi

iiasting alongshore, we have ditTerent kinds of buoys.

I'hese are of different shapes and painted various

•olours. Thus we have light Iwioys, bell buoys, whist-

ling buoys, can buoys, conical buoys, spherical buoys,

spur buoys, floats, and buoys with top marks. These

signs are not shown very much on small scale charts,
but are used in plans of harbouis, ports, liv. r-s and
roadsteads.

The shape of the buoy is drawn on the plan with
its des:ription by letter ai-cording to the folic. wing;

U..Mlk.Ulack.

('Iie<|.("heqnered.

tf. Green.
(Jy .Gray.

H.S.Horizontiil Stripes.

.\o..Numbers.
K.Ked.
S.M. Submarine Uell.

\'.S. Vertical Stripes

Y . Yellow.

W.,\Vh. White.

WITHOUT ECONOMY WAR IN DANGER OF
BEING LOST.

"if we do not economize in food stuffs we stand a
grave chance of losing the war. Our enemies are cal-
culating that America will fail in this, and that our
Allies will have to give iii.''

These are not the words of a professional alarmist.
They represent the profound conviction of the man
who, in all probability, is better qualified to speak on
the food i)roblem8 of the world than any other man.
We are quoting Herbert C. Hoover, wh'o was chair-
man of the Belgian Relief (-ommission, and has been
named American Food Dictator by President Wil.son.
They are words which should be" taken to heart by
every Canadian.

There are two ways in which this situation can be
met. One is by increased food production, and the
second is by economy in food stuffs. Economy, elimi-
nation of wastcy. is as vital as any other part of wai^
work. Every man cannot fight, every woman cannot
work in munitions, but every man, woman or cliiidd
can economize and can save.

The proper use of savings is to invest them in War
Savings Certificates. These are is.sued by the Govern-
ment of Canada and are obtainable at any bank or at
any jiost office where money orders are .sold. When
one buys a War Savings Certificate one is not only
providing funds to carry on the war, but also making
a nexcellent investment.

For .'t!21.50 one of these ct rliliiati^ «aii lie piirclias-

ed, and at the end of three years the Government will

pay out $2.'), that is, the interest on the investment will

have increased its value to that amount. This means
interest at nearly 5i/i> (ler cent — a much better rate
than the money would i-arn if left lying idle in the
bank. Besides the !|!2r) certificate which costs $21.50
there is a $r>0 certificate which can be bought for $43.

and the .$100 denomination which is purchasable for

.$8G.

Serve lis .>a\iii^ and invest in War Sa\ni;i> 'i

lificates for your own country's and own sake.

An Act to change the name of dogfi.sh to "gray-
fish" was introduced by Mr. Ilazen. read and passed

on to the Select Standing Committee of Fisheries.
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The Future of the Canadian Atlantic Fisheries
By A. HANDFIELD WHITMAN, Managing Director,

Robin, Jones & Whitman, Ltd, Halifax, N.S.

DURING the past decade the fisheries of East-

ern Canada have not shown a growth com-

mensurate with their importance, in fact, it is

doubtful if there was as much fish produced

during the decade as during the previous ten years,

for, while there has been a large increase in the pro-

duction of fish used fresh and smoked, there certainly

has been a very large falling off in the quantity of

dried fish cured for export as produced by our fish-

ermen. The deep sea fishery, as prosecuted by the

Lunenburg Bank fishing fleet has barely held its own,

notwithstanding the results have made the people of

Lunenburg County the richest per capita of any Coun-

ty in the Dominion.

A few years ago the writer put down most of the ills

that appeared to be keeping back the development of

the fisheries to the lack of any progressive policy of

research education and scientific methods on the part

of the Department of Fisheries at Ottawa.—It might

be as well to say here that the present admniistration

of the fisheries is no worse than under the previous

Government.—For any progress from that quarter, the

only hope the writer can present, is that some day a

strong man will appear and do to the Fisheries De-

partment what Dr. J. W. Robertson did to the De-

partment of Agriculture ; namely, revolutionize it.

The Halifax movement of some ten years ago to try

and get the Department, the Fishermen, and the Mer-

chants working together under Fisheries Boards to be

formed at whatever centres proved desirable was

abortive, the fishermen, though their Union leaders

opposed the proposition, giving the Department a

good excuse to continue to mark time.

The writer has now to admit that perhaps too much

was expected of the powers that be, and believes that

a large share of the blame for the falling off of the fish-

eries has been due to lack of initiative on the part of

the Merchants. A number of the reforms such as bet-

ter packages, standardizing of qualities, and up-to-date

methods of curing could have been and, in fact, are

now being carried out by the Mercantile Houses, so

that without any Department help the writer predicts

more progress in the fisheries during the next five

years than during the preceding twenty years. Towards

this end, the conditions brought about by the War are

a great incentive for greater production, but the great-

est development should come after the War is over,

and it is possible to employ steam trawlers to develop

the fresh fish industry.

THE past ten years have so to speak been a

transition period in the Canadian Atlantic

Fisheries. Trevious to ten years ago the larg-

er part of the energies of our fishermen were

^ven to the production of dry fish for export, but

from that time on the development of the fresh anl

smoked fish business, and the demand from the Unit-

ed States for Pickled Codfish to be used in the Bone-

less fish trade, have had the result that today, outsidt>

of the Oaspe Coast and a few out of the way places, ii

very lartrf pro|i"-'''"i "f tin. kIkh-c ciitch of Codfish,

Haddock and Hake is marketed fresh or is pickle salt

cd and either manufactured into Boneless fish in Cana
da, or sold to American concerns for manufacture in
the United States, resulting in from 15% to 25% better
returns to the fishermen on the salted article, and 25',,

to 100% better returns when the fish are marketed
fresh.

These better' returns cannot but bring about a moi'
active prosecution of the fisheries and, as the
American buyer is willing to pay high prices for a
fancy article, the fishermen soon realized that their
old time methods had to be brought up to date.

The biggest scope, in the writer's opinion, for the
development of the fisheries is in the production of
pickled fish, under which term are included Mackerel
Alewives and Herring. This branch of the fisherii

has shown a steady falling off—this owing to haw
methods, inferior packages in the case of Herring, and
the competition of cheap Newfoundland fish.

IT is in this branch of the fisheries that tli.

writer believes it is up to the Merchant to ri

medy matters. Already a high, class barrel is

being used for Mackerel, and, in a very short
lime. It is thought that the old-time, cheap, leaky Her-
ring barrel will also be a thing of the past. Howeveiv
this is only one phase of the subject. Just as import
ant is the proper curing and standardizing of the fish

It is in this that the Merchant should show initiativi

establish packing houses, buy the Herring fresh from
tlie fishermen, use a first-class barrel and produce an
article that will enable him to pay the fishermen mor
than he could get for his Herring if he packed then
himself. Also, the Merchant would have a produr
marketable in Canada and the United States at a pric

that would give a fair profit, instead of the former in

ferior article, only saleable in the West Indies.

To sum up. Eastern Canada has illimitable fishery
wealth at her doors. The War has created an extni
ordinary demand for fish goods. Opportunity knock.s

at the doors of both Fishermen and Merchant. Let all

be up and doing. It is just as patriotic to inci ease the

production of fish, in these days of stress, as for the
farmer to increase his acreage. It is up to all interest-

ed in the great fishing industry of Canada to do tlieir

best to produce a high-class article, so that when tli

War is over, the reputation gained for reliable goo<l

will hold the consumer against foreign competition
There is no industry in Canada more promising for dc

,
velopment with jirofitable results than the Fisheries.
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Increasing Fish Production in Nova Scotia

Opinions of the Trade and Particulars of Their Plants.
Culled by the Canadian Fisherman.

A. Wilson & Son, Halifax.

THE firm of A. Wilson & Son is situated on

Morris Street, Halifax. It was established in

1878 by Mr. A. Wilson, and merged into the

Leonard Fisheries in December, 1916.

We need more men in the fishing industry,' said

r. S. Y. Wilson, the present head of the firm. "A
larger production of fish food would, without a doubt,

he helpful in present conditions, but an increase of our

fishing population and improved methods of catching

Knd
curing are indispensable to this end. Our present

lethods of cure are more or less by guess or by God.

"The introduction of steam trawlers is, to my mind,

ecessary to keep up with the demand for fresh fish

rade, and I am strongly of the opinion that if the

cotch method of curing herring were adopted here

efficiently, it would in a very short time double the

alue of our herring catch. The same, of course.

plies to the other varieties of fish.

"Some classes of navigation are being given now in

r Nova Scotia Technical College. This should be

tended and technical education applied to "every

ranch of the industry. Better cure, more careful

andling. better packages and up-to-date standardiza-

jon of the product is what we all should work for.

doubt one would find considerable difference oi

inion in the trade as to what should be taken up
rst, but T think you will find, generally, that all con-

nected with the trade will agree that a vast improve-
ment could be made if co-operation were secured with

le ends in view."

Robin, Jones & Whitman, Halifax.

TIIK firm of Robin. .Tones and Whitman was
established in 17f)6 by Charles Robin of .Ter-

sev. Associated with the Managing Director,

Mr A. n. Whitman, are Messrs. A. E. .Tones,

i. Kinff. W. F. ITnmon and D. E. Clarke. The firm

|>0Rsesses twenty branches in the Province of Quebec.
one in New Brunswick and five in Nova Scotia. These
include wharves, warehouses, general stores and dry-

ine nlants. 1.000 men are employed during the season.

"If we are to increase production of fish in this

coimtr%'." said Mr. Whitman, "we must not only have
'""'•'• fishermen btit we must relieve the present salt

fi'iine. There is no doubt, of course, that the present

eonrlitions fully justify increased production. T do not
know that the Government can do a ereat deal in the
wav of prnetical instruetion. as T consider that our
merchants are quite capable of handling their end of

the business, and our fishermen have a good working
knowledge of the methods of cure that after all is said
and done are best suited to Canadian conditions. I

consider that our fishermen are getting the last cent
of value out of the fish produced by them, and that
our merchants and fishermen may be depended upon
to look out for any so-called improved methods that
prove to be really profitable. The development of mar-
kets, of course, is up to the merchants, not to the fish-

ermen. In my opinion our foreign markets are now
pretty well developed. The real ditficulty is to obtain
supplies to meet the demand."

W. & C. H. MitcheU, Halifax.

THE firm o*f W. & C. H. Mitchell, Limited, is

(situated at 121 Lower Water Street, Halifax.
It was founded by Walter and C. H. Mitchell,
in 1896. The present members are: Messrs.

Walter Mitchell, C. H. Mitchell, C. S. Stayner. W. R.
Wakely and Walter Mitchell, Jr. *

The plant consists of a large wharf with a commo-
dious warehouse, a large sized store house for storing
dry and pickled fish and a well equipped drying plant.
Other equipment includes an electric elevator and
hydraulic press for packing fish. Forty persons are
employed by the firm.

Jlr. Walter Mitchell believes that three steps should
bo taken in any campaign looking toward greater pro-
duction in the fishing industry. In his opinion the first

of these is education, the second, education and the
third is education. He believes that the edueation of
fishermen is the remedy for the present unsatisfactory
condition of affaira, as if this were undertaken in a

practical way most of the problems would solve them-
selves. "I believe that present conditions decidedly
instifv increa.sed production," said Mr. Mitchell, "and
T would fav/ir the appointment of experts at the prin-
• inal "entres. with sufl'icient staffs, to undertake in-
'

< ? fisliprmen in all the most modern methods of
f^'^hintr and curincr. The greater knowlcdee the fisher-
ii>!in possesses of hj.s industry the more willing he is to
'o-onerate with the merchant in effecting such im-
nrovenients as will be mutnallv benefi"inl. Tt seems to
'"c that there are manv aspects of the fisbin? industry
•i>.,t hcvf. not been impressed upon onv fishermen Our
< 'Mipffer fishermen are intellieent enonjrh. and I am
swrc that thev would enter willingly into any practical
s -henip for the greater development of their industry,
or coiir^c. IIS you will understand fishermen bv them-
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selves are not in a position to do very much to develop

markets either at home or abroad. The development

of markets is largely in the hands of the fish mer-

chants, but in order to develop markets for any pro-

duct, the quality of the product must be raised and

maintained. This part of the work is largely in the

hands of the fisherman, and that is why T say that

co-operation is essential if the higrhest deirrop df suc-

cess is to be attained."

O'Leary and Lee, Halifax.

TUTS firm was established in 1911 by Kichard

O'Leary of Richebucto, N. B., and G. Stanley

Lee of Halifax. The head olTice is located at

85 Lower Water Street. Halifax. The lobster

packing plants are situated at East Jeddore. Halifax,

and Deep rove, Yarmouth County. Abmit fifty per-

sons are employed.

H

Bay. 250 persons are employed during the season.

"There surely exists somewhere a rational method

of instructing fishermen in ui)-to-date methods of fish-

ing," said Mr. J. Foster Rood. "I have often thought

that a thoroughly practical text book plainly and sim-

ply written and well illustrated, .showing modern me-

thods of cure, coidd, with advantage, be distributed

among our fishermen. I know several fishermen who
would be glad to attend a course of instruction in

iriodern methods if such were available. Something is

being attempted now by the Government in the way
of dcTnonsti'ation, proper cure and barrel making, etc..

hut such instruction should be systematic, and demon-
stration should be followed up by regular courses of

practical training.

"Our fishermen in their methods of working are

followinsr too closely the methods adopted by their

tri-aiidfcithei's. Tt does not seem to be fully impressed

250,000 lbs. of fish drying at Digby, N.S.

"I'nder present regulations I do not think that tlio

lobster fishing can be increased in Nova Scotia," said

Mr. Lee. "I do think,. however, that more Government
action should be taken in regard to the utilization of

waste in this industry. Something more besides the
crudest kind of fertilizer shoidd be obtained from the

large amount of wastage in lobster packing. It seems
to me that this is certaiidy a matter for investigation
In- till. r'nnscrvfitioTi of Resources T'onnnissinn.

"

Skt

The Dominion Fisheries, Limited, Halifax.
THIS firm is hicated a1 47 rp])er Wat(>r
Street. Halifax. It was established in 1911 by
Mr. .1. Fo.ster Rood, and with him, on the

Board of Directors are W. E. Rood and G. C.

Branch factories and warehouses are situated

Etautf Margaree Harbour. Friar's Head.

upon them that their

of adoption of moder

instance the waste of

try in this country is

that a.ssistance should

esfablishitig ])lnnts in

pose of transforming

su<'li assistance to be

fifty per cent of the v

industry is suflFering from lack

n methods and e(iuipment. P^or

by-products in the fishing indus-

wcll nigh complete. I would say

be given by the Government in

different localities for the pur-

fish waste into fertilizer, etc.,

in the form of a grant of say

ost of such [ilants."

Leslie

at ft rand
Broad Cove Mamh, Mabou, Merigomiah and Terrenee

Peerless Packers, Halifax.

THIS coiu'crn is loi'ated at 41 Upper Water
Street. Halifiiv. The firm whs i-stjihtislied in

1!t1.") by Mr. .1. W, Smith. With him are asso-

<iated Messrs. 11. A. Smith. John Murray.
William Smith and E. G. Whitman. This firm packs
lobsters, haddock, cod. scallops, clams, besides blue-
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bi-rrit's, apples, evapoi .<;i >i ,.ii.i canned. Foii.% j.i rsons

are employed.

"One way of reducing the present high cost of

living," said Mr. J. W. Smith, "is to increase our pro-

duction of fish. There is no doid)t whatever that this

is possible, but to do so we retpiire not oidy an increas-

I'd number of fi.shermen but men trained in a practical

manner. The Government is making .some attempt
now to instruct the workers of the fishing industry,
and the advantages of this work are already being felt.

"To m.v mind, however, there is no reason wh.v we
should not have an institution down here devoted to

the fishing industry in the same way that our Tech-
nical College is devoted to certain trades and our Agri-
cultural College is devoted to farming. There need be
no fear that the fishermen would not countenance and
support such an institution. T am confident that the
attendance would l)e n)Ost gratifying once it were

or aljroail. On the other hand, without good work on
the i)art oi" the fishermen, fish merchants are naturally
greatly luindicappcd.

"There is no reason in the world why there should
be more waste in the fishing industry than in any other
industry. All so-called fish waste is merely unutilized

by-products and could be manufactured into useful
articles of commerce. I know for a fact that not only
fertilizer, but chicken feed and cattle feed can be
manufactured to advantage out of the so-called fish

waste."

Boutilier's Fish Market, Halifax.

Tins establishment is located at 30 Bedford
Row. Halifax, and was est.ahlished in 1902 by
the Halifax Told Storage Company. The firm
retails fish throughout the citv of Halifax.

Twenty persons are employed

N. & M. Smiths' Wharf, Halifax, N.S.

found that the institution were really i)ractieal.

If for instance such an iirstitution would onl.v insure

once for all the use of only fii-sf class packages for

pickled fish its establishment would be. in my opinion,

fully justified.

"I should like to see a larger share of co-operation

in the fish business. Our fishermen should co-operate

with the fish dealers. The one is essential to the other,

and a growing sense of this would be entirely bene-

ficial all roiuid. Left to them.selves our fishermen could

never develop markets advantageously either at home

"l would suggest the opening of a class in fish cur-
ing," said Mr. I. Dauphinee, the Manager. "1 know
personally .several fishermen in this city who would be
onl^ too glad to take advantage of a class of instruc-

tion ,and if the class were under the guidance of an
expert there is no reason why excellent results should
not be obtained. There is no doubt in my mind that
those engaged in the fishing industry should do their

utmost to increase production at the present time.
This would not only be profitable to them but would
be a God send to many people who are no longer able
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to purchase meat at the present prices. Close contact

with consumers, such as one has in the retail trade,

makes retailers realize even more strougly than whole-

salers the value of fish food in the economic nourish-

ing of a nation.

"There is a good deal of talk about the waste in the

fishing industry. So far as we are concerned there is

no waste around this establishment. The market gar-

deners around this city call every day and relieve

us of all product elsewhere unsaleable."

S. R. Giffin & Sons, Goldoro, N. S.

THE firm of S. R. Giffin & Sons, Goldboro,

was established in 1892 by. Mr. Samuel R.

Giffin. The present members are Messrs.

Oswald T. Giffin and S. Osbum Giffin. The
plant consists of fish and salt warehouses, general

stores, feed store, cold storage plant, ice houses, freight

sheds, curing sheds, wharves, etc.. situated at Gold-

boro, New Harbor and Port Beckerton. Fifty men are

employed.

"To increase production of fish here to advantage,"

said Mr. Oswald I. Giffin, "we should have better

shipping facilities. As it is now, we have only one

steamer per week calling at Goldboro. The nearest

railway station is 50 miles, way across the country.

You can see how we are handicapped in the shipping

of fresh fish.

"We also need a fleet of off-shore fishing

vessels carrying from five to ten single dories. If firms

could engage profitably in the shipping of fresh fisli it

would pay them to provide the fishermen with these

vessels. The fishermen here have not the resources for

obtaining the craft.

"I do not know that the Government can do very

much in the way of instructing fishermen in the curing

of fish. Any fishing concern of any importance rausi,

surely acquaint themselves with the most modern me-
thods of curing different kinds of fish for the different

markets. If the fish merchants have this information,

nothing much more is required. In this district, fish-

ermen sell most of the fish they catch to the fish firms,

and these firms do the curing.

"Shipping firms are still greatly handicapped
through the lack of a first class package that would
retain the original pickle. A tight barrel is absolutely

es.sential if our foreign trade in herring and mackerel
is to be developed. If the merchants can get the fisli

it is up to them to cure the fish properly. The develop-
ment of markets does not by any means present a for-

midable problem at the present time.

"A fertilizer plant on Harbor Island could we think
be operated at a profit. The suggested location is an
ideal spot for such a plant, as it would be central for
securing all the dog fish and fish offal along the shore
from Liscomb to Tor Bay."

W. C. Smith & Company, Limited, Lunenburg, N. S.

•> •'I TH?: firm of W. C. Smith & Company. Limit-

^^y ed. Tjunenbiirg, was established in 1S99. Asso-

IgJUJI
riated with Mr. W. C. Smith. Managing
Oirecfor, are H. H. Macintosh, Secretary, G.

A. Smith. Benjamin, Cook, B. C. Smith, and Artemas
Schnare, Directors. The plant consists of a large fonr
story building situated on Montaqne Street in which
is kept all the general outfitting jind ships stores, also
floor and feeds. Two large warehouses on the wharf

property which are used to store and pack dry fish for

shipments in casks and bo.xes, together with two boat
houses, where the fishing boats are built for the ves-

sels. The wharf property consists of one long wharf
and one side wharf, with good room for handling the
shipping.

"The question of increased production," said Mr.
Smith, "resolves itself into the solving of more prac-
tical fishermen. The natives of this country seem to
be particularly adapted for carrying on a fishing in-

dustry, and if we had a few thousand more of the same
kind their services could certainly be utilized to great
advantage. Recent steps taken by the Government in
the way of instructing our fishermen in modem me-
thods of curing are to be commended, particularly in
the pickled fi.sh branch of the business.

"It seems to me that our fish dealers .should get to-
gether and advertise our goods. Co-operation in this
should be productive of much good. The world is just
beginning to realize the value of fish as a food, and
in my opinion the time is ripe for taking full advant-
age of this especially in view of present abnormal con-
ditions in the fond markets. Many of the best fishing
districts of Nova Scotia are handicapped through in-

sufficient railway service.

"As to the utilization of waste, I understand that
steps have been taken by the American Govermnent to
can the dog fish and sell it as grey fish, and we under-
stand one firm in Gloucester has orders for many
thousands of cases. If the Canadian Government would
take this matter in hand we have no doubt but what
dog fish would also be used as a food by our Canadians.
"By the way, I should like our fishermen to know

they should remove the black napes from the cod. We
tried this plan last year and as a result we srot ^0 pouts
per quintal more for the fish."

G. E. Abriel Popes Harbor, N. S.

Tire firm of G. E. Abriel, Popes Harbor, was
ostfiblished in 1884 by John Abriel. The plant
consists of a lobster factory, can shop, store

hoi'ses. freight sheds, wharf, etc. A commo-
dious herring packing factory will shortly be erected.
"To increase production in this district," said Mr.

Abriel, "we .should have lobster hatcheries on the same
scale as those established on the New England Coa.st.

We should also have cold storage facilities for storing
bait to help out in our cod and haddock fi.shing. The
herring industry would be benefited by the establish-

ment of adequate stoj-ing plants to take care of a
larger catch.

"There need be tio waste whatever in our fishing
indnstry. All so called waste conld be manufactured
into fertilizer. The waste should be collected over wide
areas and brought cheaply to factories in suitable
smacks or auxiliary schooners of shallow draft and
good carrying capacity. The waste could be salted just
suffieiontlv for temporary preservation.
"So far as cod. haddock, herriuir. halibut, etc., are

concerned, production could certainly be increased.
Our lobster resources are, in my opinion, being taxed
to the utmost at the present time, Catchim: and cur-
ing should be two entirelv different eallngs. I wouM
favor instrnctiiitr those who wish to liecome evperts in
modern methods of cure. Fishernten should be in-

stnieted in better methods of fishing. Instruction in
curing, by experts, to include practical demonstration.
The Government should give financial a.ssistancc to
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firms enterprising enough to import expert curers, aa

the .Scotch Herring Industry. This affords excellent

ustruetion for all the em|)l()yoos of such a firm en-

ifed at the work.
"I most heartily favor tiii- .Siuich method of cur-

ig herriiijf. The use of smaller mesh nets is neces-

f, in order to briiif? fish of a more suitable size than

kose at present caught, which are much too large.

im trawlers increase production of other lines, but

iether their use is IxMicficial to the industry is to be

lestioned.

"An advertisiufr campaign is absolutely essential to

^e development of markets for our fisheries. This is

question that I think concerns not only individual

phermen and fisheries associations, but also our Qov-
iments. Better shipping facilities are also neces-

r. Just now tonnage is the difl'iculty. A great deal

be accomplished by educating for the proper cure.

any fish sell better than ours, our cure should be

langed accordingly, so that no better product than

jva Scotia fish would be available."

In doing so, however, we should be very careful to

endeavour in every way possible to supply only fish of

first-rate quality. We have an opportunity just now
to capture markets in many directions, and it seems to

me that our fish merchants everywhere should get to-

gether and co-operate with the fishermen in safeguard-
ing the interests of the trade."

Thomas Williams & Son, White Point, N. S.

THIS firm was established in Yarmouth in

Point, Victoria County, N. S.

"The fishing industry will never amount to

much in this district," said Mr. Williams,

"unless we get better steamship service. Wo can pro-

duce the fish all right, but this is an out of the way
place and we are handicapped in getting our fish to

rail. Our fishermen too are comi)laining that our local

breakwater is not kept in repair. I think it is up to

the Public Works authorities to see that this matter is

attended to without further delay."

Lockeport Cold Storage Co., Ltd., Lockeport, N.S.

>gg»e,

A. & R. Loggie Company, Limited, Mulgrave, N.S.

TIIK well known firm of A. & K. Loggie Com-
pany, LiiAitod. of Loggievlle, N. B., establish-

ed a branch at Mulgrave, Nova Scotia, in 1915.

The members of the firm are Messrs. Andrew
President, Robert Loggie, vice-president and

P. Loggie, secretary-treasurer. The plant at Mul-
ive consists of canning and smoking houses and cold

>rage plant. Sixty-five persons are employed.

'Yes. I think we should increase production." said

F. P. Loggie, "and to effect this I believe in the
fieacy of the Otter Steam Trawler. There is no
Dubt to my mind that the day is drav ing near when
lost of our fishing will be done by trawlers, and the

>onpr we prepare for the change, the better. In the
niPiuitime it is difficult to increase production owing
'" the scarcity of men.

We are passing through an abnormal industrial
I'criod. and the withdrawal of so many men from
cfoiiomic |inrsiiits has largely inereaesd the scarcity
ind the cost of nearly all kinds of foods. The market
)r fish was never better than at present, and I feel we
iiould nil ilo everything within our power to take ad-
vantage of this extra demand.

E. K. Spinney, Yarmouth,. N.S.
TllLS irm was establishcil in Yarmouth in

1873 by Spinney, Kenney & Co. The plant
consists of six mercantile warehouses. Fifteen
persons are employed.

"If we are to increa.se production of fish," .said

Mr. Si)inney, "we mu.st provide properly equipped ves-
sels an<l offer indiieements that will attract the fisher-

men to operate from a home port rather than seek
like employment in a foreign port.

"I consider that present conditions unquestionablj-
justify incrcasi'd production. I also lielieve that great
financial benefit would result if immediate and effec-
tive .steps were taken for the practical training of fisli-

eniicn in every fishing centre of this Province.
" It seems to me that special attention should be giv.ii

to the curing and packing of herring by the Scotch
method. Demonstrations should be given along these
lines and the work should be made an inherent part
of our technical education system in Nova Scotia.
There is no doubt that a course of training of this kind
if properly presented would be taken up by the fisher-
m(>n.

"The employment of auxiliary power to vessels en-
gaged in catching fresh fish for the market is of great
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value. The use of gasoline engines enables the fisher-

men to make close connection with trains and boats,

thus ensuring a more evenly balanced market.

"I would suggest the formation of a strong com-
bination among fishermen, distributors, and transpor-

tation companies. Their interests so far as fish mar-

kets are concerned are identical. There should be only

cordial and friendly feeling among them. Such a com-
bination, together with practical training of the fish-

ermen and a campaign of advertising to influence the

consumer would be certain to bring gratifying benefits

to the trade.

"No industry in Nova Scotia gives greater promise
of financial results to-day than the fisheries, but the

maximum results will not be obtained without addi-

tional capital and greater energy. We should all strive

for a greater excellence of product and greater at-

tractiveness in the package. These featiu'es attained,

the devclo]>rTient of the markets by the tlistributing end
of the trade would jirove an easy task."

Neva Scotia Swordfish.

Joseph E. Snow, Digby, N S.

THIS film was (stal)!islif(i about twenty five

yeais ago at Dighy by Mr. Jost'iili E. Snow.
The plant (onsifts of a wharf and buildings
suitahle for handling dried and smoked fish.

Ten persons are employed.
''"

'iiciea"^e prnduetion in this district," said .Mr.

We wouhl require more vessels, more boats
and more labor. We should endeavor to create a

greater demand for fish. People should be educated
to ai)i)reciate tlie value of various kinds of fish foods.
We are doing what we can to get up a good article,

both as regards finnan baddies and salt fish. Of
course, we think that our Digby finnan baddies are
the best in Canada, and we find that a good many
people agree with us in so thinking. So far as salt

fish are concerned we are putting up as good an article

as cireunistances will allow us.

"As far as waste is concerned, the great trouble
seems to be that the stuff is so widely scattered. The
waste products would have to be gathered over a very
large area in order to make a success of such a venture
as a glue factory."

Zwicker and Company, Lunenburg, N.S.

THE firm of Zwicker and (Vimpany, Lnm-n-
berg, was established at Lunenburg, in 1789,
by John Zwicker. Associated with the Presi-

dent, Mr. Arthur II. Zwicker, is Mr. E. Fen-
wick Zwicker, Secretary ri\d Treasurer, and W. Nor-
man Zwicker, Viee-P' evident. The plant is located at
the water front at Lunenburg, and consists of two
large wharves .six Tsh warehouses, patent steam fish

drier, provision and flour .store, cordage and line store,

general store, and three offices. About forty men are
employed.

"Conditions " ?aid Mr. Arthur Zwi?ker, "fully
.instify the ins: eaaed production of all kinds of fish.

Everything is moving upwards now. What is really
needed, perhaj:s more than anything else, is more ex-
perienced hands to man the fishing fleet. Take this
port of Lunenburg. We could easily employ, profit-
!il)ly, double the present I'nuuber of fishing vessels,

and double the present nmnber of fishermen. We are
just now somewhat badly off for experienced navi-
gators and responsible young men for masters.

"We also recpiire several plants for handling the
cutting busJues^s for h'neless and smoked fish. Every
I
fart of a Hsh should be saved—even the fish washings,
wjiieh aie very benelicial for cultivating the land.
The fish skins .should also be saved as they can be
utilized for boots and shces to take the jdace of leath-
er. The sk'ns can be successfidly tanned into a high
grade of merchantable leather, and sold at a fair price
to pay the producers. All kinds of fish oils should
be saved, as big prices are being paid the world over
for oils and fats to-day. Lobster shells should be saved
also aiul ured as a prepared fertilizer on garden plots
making a very rich manure.

"I think p'oper steiu should be ta;en iit once to

encourage all these industries."

William Smith & Ccmppny, Gulf Shore, N.S.

THIS firm of Lobster Packers, situated at

Ciulf Shore, Cuiidierland C:)„ N,S., was es-

tablished in 1892. The present members are
Samuel Smith. President, and Theodore F.

Smith, Secretary, while the directors are ^Ir. George
F. Suiith, and the Bank of Nova Seotia. The plant
consists of three lobster factories, with warehouse,
wharves, etc. Eighty-Hve persons are employed.
"Lobster packers are in a ipiandary to-day," said

Mr. Sanmel Smith, "owing to the curtailment of. lob

-t- impoits by the British and Fren' h Covernments.
Pac'ers here a:e in st ait; to know inst what course
to follow. Peisonally I cannot see where present con-
ditions would justify any increa.sed produeti(ut. indeed,

unless we are shown where our product can be market-
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I'd 1 would say that conditions to-clay would jiistify

decreased production.

"The (Jecreasinp of |iroduftioii uduKI jjive tiie lob-

stei-s in Nova Scotia a cliance to grow and multiply.

-More strintrent nieasures should be taken in cnforcinf?

the law and prohibit the illegal catching of lobsters.

There should be no respect of persons in this connec-

tion and every fisherman caught fishing illegally

should be |)rosccutcd. I would suggest that the gov-

ernment stop granting further licenses, a.s the business

just now is sonKMvliiU. overdone.

•"In this district all tiie lobster waste is given to the

farmers who distribute it over their lands for fer-

tilizer."

Henry Burgess, Port Mouton, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 1885. The
present members are Messrs. Henry and Fred
Burgess. The plant consists of two lobster

factories with bait houses, etc., which are

situated at Port Mouton, Queen's County.
'"Some steps must be taken," said Mr. Henry

Burgess, "if tiie interests of the lobster fishermen are

to be safeguarded. All loh.sters under eight inches

should, when caught, be thrown back into the water.

As a matter of fact, I think it would be well to close

the lobster factories for a while. The markets are dis-

organized and we should seize this oi)portunity to allow

the lobsters to develop and multiply. I would like to

sa.v right here that the law for the i)rotection of lob-

sters is being violated so generally that it would really

be almost as well not to have any laws of this kind

at all. If the industry is to be carrietl on I would sug
gcst that only the largest lobsters be retained an !

these all shipped alive."

George W. Atkins & Copapany, Little Harbor, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 18!)2. The pres-

ent members consist of George W. Atkin."?,

Joseph R. Atkins, John A. Cameron and
Keuben Atkin. The plant consists of three

lobster factories situated at Little Harbor and Car-
ribou Island. Pictou (Jounty, N.S., together with cook
houses, can shops, wharves, etc. Twenty-four jjcrsons

are employed.
"Something shouhl certainly be done to protect the

lobster fishery," said Mr. (Jeorge W. ,\tkins. .'There
is a serious decline in the nuiid)er of lobsters caught
in this district, and it seems to me that our lohste-

laws should be more strictly enforced. At present
practically every lobster caught is either canned or

shipped alive, while in the interests of the industry
half of the catch should be returned to the water.
There is a cliance now to conserve tlie lobster indus-

try that will probably not occur again in this gen-
eration."

F. B. Lent, Westport, N.S.
THIS firm is situated at Westport, Digby
Cotinty. N.S., and is engaged in the wholv
sale fish business curing finnan baddies, fil-

lets, and dealing in fresh fish, boneless cod,
cod oil, etc.

"In order to increase the production of fish in this

district," said Mr. Lent, "our means of transporta-
tion mu.st be improved. We have no direct boat to
Yarmouth connecting with the boats to Bo.ston and the
lack of this ailvantage is very detrimental to the in-

terests of the fishermen here. The convenience of
puch a boat would immediately stimulate production,
and I hope something can be done in the near future
towards this end."

Alexander Hines & Company, Ing'onish Ferry, N.S.

THIS firm was establislied twenty-two years

^ ago at Ingonish Ferry, Victoria County, N.S.,

and the jilant consists of a lobster factory

with the usual sid)sidiary structures.

"We are scarce of help here," .said Mr. Hines, 'we
want more fishermen and more fishing gear. At pres-

ent marketing conditions are not as good as previ-

ously, but |)ersonaIly I do not think we woidd call a

halt on that account. There are too many people de-

pendent on the lobster industry for drastic measures
to be taken without the most serious consideration."

Nova Scot; a Halibut,

Mackcn-sie & Munro, River John, N.S.

.

I

THIS firm was established in 1892, at River

C^J John, Pictou County, N.S. The present man-
>^^ ager is Mr. C. E. Carruthers. The plant con-

sists of a large lobster factory together with
cook house, wharf, warehouses, etc. Eeighty persons
are employed.

"To increase production of lobsters here." said Mr.
Carruthers, "we need a hatchery. We shoidd also like

to huve a longer season and rigid regulations applied
whereby spawn lobsters shoidd not on any account
be taken. All out of season fishing should be abso-
lutely prohibited. Unless steps of this kind are taken
the lobster industry will suffer serious decline in this

neighborhood."
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John Mclnnis, Wallace Bridge, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 1880 by Mr.

John Mclnnis, at Wallace Bridge, Cumber-

land County. The plant consists of a lobster

factory with bait house, lobster shop, cook house, can

shop, etc. Twenty-four persons are employed.

"Just at the present time," said Mr. Mclnnis, it

appears to me that the lobster industry in this coun-

try is at its limit. Lobsters are on the decrease here

owing to the lack of efficient protection. What is

wanted is officers of the right stamp who will abolish

illegal fishing in the fall of the year.

"There is no real lobster waste in this district; it

is all used by the farmers as a fertilizer."

A. V. Conrad, Riverport, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 1889 at River-

port, Lunenburg County. The plant consists

of seven store houses, with wharves, etc. 110

men are employed.

"I ecrtainlv cannot fill the demand made on me for

fish products, ".said Mr. Conrad. "We can dispose

of far more fisli than we can seeure. The real problem

with us now is the securing of additional labor.

"Of course, I fully realize that much is to be desired

in the way of better cure. Almost anything in the

way of fish will sell just now, but present conditions

will not last. While we have the advantage of all ex-

port trade just now, we should see to it that the pro-

ducts we export are of a high grade. I believe in

educating the fishermen, and I think that practical de-

monstrations carried on in fishing centres can be pro-

ductive of nothing but good. In my opinion, our

fishermen are rapidly becoming convinced of the ne-

cessity of adopting modern methods, both of catch and

of cure, and any practical demon.strator will be wel-

comed amongst' them. In fact. T know personally of

forty young fishermen who would be glad to attend

any practical course of instruction.

"I know our fish should not be so heavily salted, and

we do slack salt them on the spring trips, which are

short trips. As to tlie summer catch, when the trip is

\isually three months, I would suggest that the fish

caught on the last part of the trip be slack salted in-

stead of all heavy salted as is customary. Our fisher-

men should be impressed with the necessity of always

having in mind to take the best care of their fish from

the time they are taken off the trawl until they are

properly cured for market. Carelessness at any stage

of the process is fatal to the highest degree of success."

J. Ernst & Son, Limited, Mahone Bay, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 1869 by Abra-

% ham Krnst. The present members of the firm

are Selvyn A. Ernst. Willis A. Ernst and

Arthur L. Ernst. The plant consists of two
.stores of general merchandise, lumber wharf, fish store

and wharf, fish yard and four fishing vessels

The fish wharf contains a large fish warehouse of

three stories for handling dry and pickled fish. A 300

ton vessel is now in coursw of eonslnn'lHoi nt tin. «liip-

ynrd. 120 persons are employed.
"I would like to increase o\u' fisii ikmi, shki \\v.

Selvyn Krnst. 'We could do this if we had more men,
l)iit it is easier for ns to get the vessels than the men,
as we build our own vessels. The (lueslion of increas-

ing thi' production of fish here hinges nu'rely on our

ability to increase our equipment. There is T)l''iity of

Fish in th* .ten, and the markets are active.

John Mason and Company.
THIS firm was established in 1904, by Messrs.

John Mason and Charles L. Mason. 14 hands

are employed.
"In order to enlarge the production of

lobsters in this district," said Mr. John Mason, "a

hatchery must be established here. We derive some

benefit from the one stationed at Caribou, and in

my opinion another one here would pay well. The

ground off shore is very favorable for production, and

in any event more spawn should be deposited in the

Caribou hatchery.

"Before our Nova Scotian fisheries are fully de-

veloped we must have refrigerator cars and cheaper

express rates. Our firm has, on the whole, found the

Canadian market somewhat unsatisfactory. We have

forwarded fish in good condition to Upper Canada

cities, and have received almost nothing in return.

The American markets are first rate, but there we are

up against commission hogs. Would it not be possible

for the Department of Fisheries to appoint an ex-

perienced and reliable person in the most central loca-

tion to whom shipments of fish could be regularly con-

signed?"

D. Sproule & Company, Digby, N.S.

THIS concern is located at Digby, and was

established in 1882, by Messrs. David and

Orvin Sproule. The plant consists of store,

warehouses, smoke houses, salt sheds, curing

and drying houses and wharves.

"The great difficulty down here in the way of in-

crea.sing production," said Mr. David Sproide, "is the

scarcity of lielp, and not only do we want more men,

but we want more vessels or trawlers.

"I would suggest that all fish offal and waste fish

instead of being thrown overboard be brought to shore.

Fish thrown overboard contaminates the water, and

in my opinion tends to drive fish away. It seems to

me tiiat such waste could be utilized by fertilizer fac-

tories, centrally located and subsidized by the Govern-

ment. The extra production of grain, vegetables and

hay that could be grown by the use of fish fertilizer

would more than repay the Government for any outlay.

"The practical instruction of fishermen is a live

subject at the present time. I believe in this form of

education, and I know of several young fellows in this

vicinity who would be glad to avail themselves of

such practical training, if it were available. Could not

the Department of Fisheries have a simply written

book prepared embodying the essential points of mod
ern methods of catching and curing of fish, and the

nuiking of proper fi.sh barrels and boxes? Such a

booklet could be distributed, free, or at a very small

cost, among the fishermen.

"I would suggest also that fish tra<le here en-

deavor to interest more largely the British Consuls

and Trade Representativ.es in foreign countries. Of
course, the question of transportation enters very

largely into any discussion of the fish business. There

should be greatr eo-operation among fish dealers in

order to obtain the desired end in tluit connection
"

W. S. Lawrence, Margaree Harbor, N.S.

THIS firm was established ti.^) years a>;u 1>.\

Mr. Samuel Lawrence, at Margaree Harbor.

lnv<'rness County. The plant includes a com
nioilious wharf with storehouses, freezer.

lobster factory, warehouse and general store.

"What we need here before we can increase j)rodue-

tion of fish in this district," said Mr. Walter S. Law
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icnce, the present head of the firm," is much needed
improvement to our harbor entrance. There are plenty

i>t' fish to be caught, but our fishermen are greatly

liiimlicapped, owing to the difficulties of exporting

and importing. Our fish export would be very largely

increased, especially our fresh fish export, if we only

had better .shipping facilities. It seems to me that the

l)roiii{)t and proper transportation of fish is a matter

that should receive the earnest consideration of the

trill If at the i)resent time."

Farquhar & Company, Halifax, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 1887, and is

located at 163 Lower Water Street, Halifax.

The present membei's include Mr. J. C. Farqu-
har and Mr. C. W. llowlings. Messrs. Farqu-

liar have no special plant but only pack occasionally

themselves. They deal principally in herring purchased
from the fishermen.

"If we are to have a larger production of fish,"

:iaid ilr. Kowliugs, "we must have more fishermen

with increased equipment, such as various kinds of

nets, traps and seagoing boats. There should also

be greater care and attention to curing, and a special

catering to the individual requirements of each market.

Our (iovei-nment representatives, of Trade Commission-
ers, should be keen business men. Too many Govern-

ments give appointments of this kind to political

friends who are, in a large number of cases, men totally

unfit for such positions. Such representatives should

be carefully .selected, thoroughly trained and well paid.
"1 believe that our fish industry should be given

more publicity. After all, the consuming public can

be reached only in this way. Judicious advertising

combined with greater care in curing would revolu-

tionize the trade. Fishermen and curers should com-
bine in the interests of the industry, and these mem-
bers of the trade should be kept fully advised by lec-

tures and i)ami)idets as to the value of saving the vari-

ous waste and by products."

H. A. Smith & Sons, Port Hood Island, N.S.

THIS firm was established in 1857, by Mr.

.lohn Smith, father of Mr. II. A. Smith, the

present head of the firm. The other members
of the firm are Messrs. G. F. Smith and R.

M. Smith. The plant consists of a solid erib wharf,

225 feet long, and warehouses, bait shed, supply store,

ice liouse, smoke house, etc.

"If production is to be increased in this district,"

sai<l Mr. II. A. Smith, "we .should have better protec-

tion for boats and fishing craft. I would suggest an

extension of the break-water at Smith's Cove, so as

to give the larger boats safe anchorage during the fall

storms.

"During the nionths of August and September the

fishermen around here are held up in their operations

on account of the dog fish pest. If there were a ready

market for the dog fish our fishermen would save a

lot of time and earn something during the entire sea-

son. There seems to be room in this vicinity for a

factory that would utilize these dog fish and also the

fish offal."

E. F. Hart & Company, Halifax, N.S.

THIS firm consists of Mr. E. F. Hart, manager,
assisted by Mr. Gilbert Hart.

"P"'ish are not produced in this district,"

said Mr. Hart, "except at shore points. To increase

production we must increase the number of workers
in the industry and educate them in modern nu-thods
of cure and in the utilization of fish by-products. 1

have always advocated the establishment of a central

technical fi.shing school, conducted by experts in
'

handling of fish. This could be supplemented by a
travelling fishing school similar to the travelling

dairying waggons in the butter and cheese business.

I know that many young men would be glad nl ;iii

opportunity to attend such classes.

•'As a matter of fact the catching and curing of
fish should be separated. We should have fishermen
and fish curers. The fishermen should hand over their

catch to the curers and thus all the catch wo)dd be
standardized by going tiirotigh the same hands. Fish-
ermen should not cure their catch. They should be
free to devote all their time to fishing."

Annapolis Branch—Robin, Jones & Whitman,
Annapolis, N.S.

MR. F. C. WHITMAN, the agent of Robin,
Jones and Whitman, Limited, at Annapolis,
thinks that at the preseJit time shore fishing

could be quadrupled without interfering with
]inet% as the present demand would easily absorb such
a supply. "I favor personal inspection and instruction
by competent men vi.siting all fish stations through-
out the fishing season," said Mr. Whitman. "There
are many kinds of cure required. Market conditions,
the wants of buyers and the character and condition
of the fish are controlling influences. Cures of cod
vary according to where caught, method of catching
and the market to which the fish are to be shipped.
It is up to the fisherman to do the best he can. Local
condition, supjjly of men and available outfits largely
control methods.
"I would suggest the formation of a Maritime Fish-

ery Board, which would deal with the various problems
arising in our industry in the Maritimos. In order to
increa,se production wo must have more fishermen,
but before encouraging an influx of foreign fishermen
into our fishing population present conditions in our
fishing centres should be considered. Our shore fish-

eries for the most part mean two men to a boat and
a fleet of boats centering at a suitable station where
sufficient fish can be collected and cured for shipment.
Shore fishing needs a community of interest centered
on fishing, with sufficient fi.shing or catch of fish to
occupy the greater part of the year. Usually this is

a close community, with intimate family relationship
and knowledge of the immediate fishing grounds. An
outsider would find it difficult to come in on the
same footing. Needless to say the shore fishermen is

opposed the introduction of steam trawlers.
"The increase or success of vessel and bank fishing

depends on the .supply of men for crews, and above all

on the sup|)ly of fi.shing captains in charge of the ves-
sels who know the fi.shing grounds, know their men,
and have a community interest in the venture. Capital,
vessels, wages, cannot take the place of and will not
succeed against a fishing venture in which captain and
crew are personally and directly interested in the
vessel and catch.

"There need not be any worry about markets. This
is a matter of collection and transportation. If the
fishermen produce the fish the merchants may be de-
pended upon to develop the market."

Mr. W^hitman recommends the widespread collection
of fish offal and dog fish to central reduction plants,
for the manufacture of oil and fish scrap fertilizer.
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A Navigation School For Fishermen

Nova Scotia's Encouragement to Ambitious Trawlers.

By the Editor.

WE have often preached the manifold advaii-

tajjes of a good knowledge of navigation in

our fishermen and advocate it as one of the

principal studies in technical education for

fishermen. The Province of Nova Scotia has already
made a good start in that direction with the Navigation
School estahlished in the Nova Scotia Technical ("ol-

lege at Halifax.

The good work of this College under Dr. Frederick

Se-xton has long been celebrated in educational circles,

and Dr. Sexton, himself, has created a enviable reputa-

tion for his labors in coinieetion with technical educa-

tion and vocational training for returned and wounded

enough to leave their work and attend a technical

school for three or four weeks at places where they
are established.

Dr. Sexton is of the opinion that the only effective

way to carry out a course of technical education for

fishermen, is to have travelling schools. The teachers

should go from place to place and hold ela.sses and
lectures during the times that the fishermen are most
likely to be ashore and able to attend. The classes

should combine navigation, marine biology and prac-

tical exhibitions of the best iiiainier in which to cateli,

pack, and cure fi.sh. The present-day fishermen of Nova
Seotia have shown, by the opinions many of them have

Nova Scotia Technical College.

soldiers. Interested, as he is, in all classes of industrial

workers in Nova Scotia, the fishermen, one of the larg-

est bodies of workers in the Province, are a class to

whom he has given much thought in plans for their

technical education in matters pertaining to their pro-

fession.

With the fishermen, however, such work is difficult.

In the first place, they are seattereil over a large area

of country. Secondly, the nature of their work keeps
them at sea for protracted |>eriods, and they are only
home at certain Hea.sons. Tliirdly, they arc not rich

I'xprtjssed, that tliey would be williutr to :itleiul such

chusses if they were established.

The college, of which Dr. Sextuu in I'nm-ipal, lias

established oiu' class which is of vital interest to fisher

men, and that is a School of Navigation. Tiie sciiool

is located in the college and is well etpiipped with all

the instruments necessary to instruct the student in

navigation and such seamanship aa can be taught
ashore. The school ha.s been very stiecessful since its

iiicei)tioii and the credit must be given to the skill ami
ability of the Instructor, C'a])tain >las. Sinunoiids.
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It i.sn't every nia.ster iiiariiu'i- who can feacli iiavijra-

.11 ti) others siieee.s.sfully ami intelligently, and while

it-re are plenty of men who eaii prantise the science,

.•t there ate very few who ean leaeh. Captain Siin-

Kinds has the happy kiiai k uf bein^ alile to impart his

;iowleil<j;e to otheis in a way that they iinders'and

..lid renieniber. He is patient, which is a neeessary

c iiaraeteristie in a teaeher. rnd he is a thoroujjh sailor

ml experieneed navijiator, so that his explanations

irry the eonvietion of lonjt years of sea praetiee.

TllK eonrses under ('ajitain Siinmonds' in-

struction cover the ie(|uiieinents for every

class of certificate from ("oastin>,' .Mate's to

•Ma.ster Mariner Koreijtn Trade, and it speaks
well for his ability as a teaeher to the many student.s"

who have passed throufrh his hands that not one that

The course reeoniniendeil for fishermen by Captain
.SiuiMionds is the ('oastin^f Mates, which the student
will be sho\sn how tovvoik a day's woik, how to find

the latitude by meridian altitude of the sun how to

ti'ke 1! Icaiin^ I'y (oiupass and <lete'nnne the ship's

pcsiiion <'n the chart, and how to shape a (<iiirse and
( I eiiiiii;e t''e distance run from any ^iven departure.
In seaiiianship, the Jtudent will I'e t.iUKht thoiou<;hly

the Mile of tile road as applies to both steamers anil

sailii'K vessels, the legulation lights, fog and distress
:''. 11!' s use of the lead and lo^, etc.

The CANADIAN KISIiEKMAN and tiie Canadian
Fisheries Association woukl like to have a teacher of

Captain Siininoiids" ability fake charge of a travellinjc

navijjafion school caferiiif; to fishermen exclusively.

There is enoufrh work in that for one man in South-

I'hou^li the Xavijjjatioii School at Halifax has been
teu advantage of mostly by iiieu aspiring to mate
|d master in coasting vessels, and second mate, mate

master in foreign trade ships, yet a number of

lierinen have gone through the coasting mate's and
•'s coui-ses. These have been mostly the bright

ig fellows of the Lunenburg fishing fleet who are

pretty good navigators on the whole and who take
sir Vessels (III West Iiii!l;i vii\;ii/es in tlie winter

le.

FisherMieii siiuiim liiKv liiii ini viiiil ii)^e ui liiis iiaviga

on school. The tuition is free, and all the students
'.!• expected to pay for is their own books, pencils and
aper.- Instrueton is given to each person individually
> Captain Siinmonds, and they progress as fa.st as

:liey are able. There is no time limit set upon the

length of their studies.

western Xova Scotia alone. Taking that section for
example, classes could be held in Lunenburg, Locke-
port, Shelbiirne, Yarmouth and Digby during the year,
and they would be well attended by those fishermen

unable to go to Halifax. We have had the pleasure of

.seeing Captain Siinmonds at work and of talking with

men who received their training under him, ajid we feel

sure the fisheries would benefit if he were enrolled as

a factor in the work of technical education for fisher-

mi'ii.

enjoy some piscatorial diversion to-"I intend to

morrow."
"Oh. professor, why do you want to bother with

such highbrow things." Come with us on our fishing
party." -Halt imore American.
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Who's Who, What's What, and Why
In the Fishing Industry of Lunenberg

By AGNES G. McGUIRE.

INCREASING production in the Fishing In-

dustry is handicapped by several factors

which other important industries do not have

^ to contend with. Not only has it no govern-

mental department which could be depended upon to

carry on an Increase Production Campaign, but its

greatest drawback exists among the very class it is

destined to benefit, the medium wage earners gen-

erally, whose education from a fish eating point of

view, has been sadly neglected.

It is as important to have an Increase Consumption

propaganda then, as one of Increase Production, as

it is appaling when one considers that fish has been

an article of diet since earliest bible times, and yet

so little is known of the various edible varieties and

of the important part they play as life savers of the

nation.

I do not mean that there is not enough of certain

kinds eaten ; there lies the wrong of the matter in a

nutshell.

Too much attention is paid to popular varieties, and

the waste of millions of pounds of good fish in our

waters is little short of sinful. Therefore, an important

point in the Increase Production Campaign will be to

remove these foolish prejudices and to place all fish

as food on a sane basis.

When it comes to a show down there will be found

very, very few sorts that are not good to eat and

that are not used in some country and esteemed a

delicacy.

Fish That Can be Eaten.

THE vital importance of speeding up the fish-

'^y'\ ing industry as well as all other channels of
^^^" food production must be impressed upon the

citizens of Canada.
The meat demand is depleting the supply at an

alarming rate and people must eat more fish. If they

hold this as a light matter they may find that the only

solution to the scarcity of food problem that the future

threatens, lies in the increased consumption of fish.

Through the popularity of some of the more aristo-

cratic varieties, their price almost outdistances meat,

but providentially the waters abound with countless

sorts, nutritious and palatable, which not have yet

been boosted by society and consequently may meet

the leanest purse.

Suppose the average Canadian citizen were asked to

a fish dinner at which the following varieties were
placed at his approval : Sculpin, skate, cusk, monk
fi.sh, perch, grayfish or shark. No one need be at all

surprised if he should "throw a fit," and I think I

am safe in saying that he would decline all, without

thanks at that.

Yet, should you call them by some other name, he

would enjoy thorn immensely, and that goes to prove

how much this prejudice ainount.s to. Simply nothing.

I know for a fact that huge sharksj weighing four

of five hundred pounds are palmed off In hoiiu; very

swell cafes as scallops, on their unsuspecting patrons.

They are treated in this manner. Great steaks an

inch or so in thickness are cut across the fish, then

stamped out with a small cutter the size of the ordinary

scallop. These when baked in scallop shells or scal-

loped in ramekins, defy detection.

Skate fins also masquerade as scallops. Shark
steaks sold as .sword fish find ready purchasers.

In foreign markets, squid, skinned and baked are

esteemed a delicacy, and men sailing out of this port

have eaten them and pronounced them good.

Each of the fish I have already named are eaten,

and are for sale in large quantities in the fish markets
in the United States to meet the tastes of the foreign

population. J
To prove how easy it is to remove prejudice, I may

cite the case of the flounder, which up to a very few
years ago was wasted in Nova Scotia, but which a

Halifax merchant informed me recently was becoming
much sought after. The only persons who bought
it at first, were English people who had moved here.

Now everybody wanted them.

There is also the grayfish, which now Is an accepted

food, and canned, has found a steady market, which
proves that the chief thing against the much maligned
dog was his bad name, and after the agitation about
extermination it is truly amusing to think that the ij

best way to exterminate him is to eat him.
~

But through these absolutely nonsensical ideas,

nutriment of the most precious kind is being wasted.

People turn up their noses at sharks and dogfish

because of purely imaginary habits. It is best not to

inquire too closely into the habits of either fish or

animals that are to be used as food. The controversies

about the sought after and despised fish, on account
of their habits, remind \\\c of certain people who woidd
like to be considered fastidious and who "just hate

pork."
They affect to look with suspicion on pork as pork,

because pigs are siipposed to be dirty. But they will

ealiiily eat ham and not bat an eye. Possibly they

imagine is goes through a purification process with
smoke.

Tliey also are very partial to chicken and duck. As
an experiment, let them tiu'n out pigs, chickens and
(lucks together and see which will eat the most dir(.

So also some one who shudders at shark meat will

eat eels, which are notoriously dirty feeders and will

go into eestacies over crab meat salad, especially if

it is a nice high j)rice, and the Lord alone knows what
all crabs eat. In fact, our friend the lobster, whose
rosy moments only occur when he's a dead one, is not

supposed to be any more particular than he ought to

be in his diet.

So, it is plain to be seen, that a demand must be

created for hitherto despi.sed fish and traditional fool-

ishness must be swept away, and the masses must be

educated to the belief that there are few, if any.

varieties of fish in onv waters Hint iire Tiot .>v.'..li..Mf

food.
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Medicinal Qualities of Fish.

'I'llKIxH is uiiollici- very imiiortaiit factor in

iiiakinjj fish form a large part of our diet

ami that is its iiu-dii'inal qualities.

Suppose the average person were asked

why he ate fish? The answer in nine ease.s out of ten

woulil be "Heeause it tastes good.'" Its foo<l value as

a tnuseU'. fat and flesh builder is not considered, and

ir is only because of a conscious craving that he un-

consciously ministers to the wants of the body.

In the human race, the admirable stability of the

body is maintained by the action of the wonderful

ductless glands. Two of these most important factors

aie the secretions of the adrenal and thyroid glands.

'I'lie absolute uecessltv of adrenalin for the human

Luncij,burg. and if 1 do it with pardonable pride it is,

among other reasons, because I recently heard it quoted
at a patriotic meeting, as the wealthiest town for its

size in the Province of Nova Scotia, possibly the

wealthiest for its size in the Dominion. What is the

basis of this wealth, this prosperity which is TiUnen-

burg's goodly heritage?

I am jiroud to state that it is the fish trade and
fishing industry, which from a once despised position

has forced its way to the very front ranks of the im-

portant industries of the world.

From a |)erhaps somewhat biased viewpoint I can-

not see how the fishing industry can be regariled

otherwise than really the most imjjortant of all the

world's industries, for the reason that it has developed

Fish Drying at

system is ordy equalled in importance by the thyroid

secretions which are vital to life.

Space forbids the detail of this matter, but the

point to consider here is that an al)soiuteIy essential

part of the thyroid secretion is iodine, that is, the

secretion itself contains that matter. From what
source does this marvellous gland obtain the material

which it elaborates into an iodized secretion? From
food, of course, and in preparing the daily menu, the

wish housekeeper will do well to give fish a prominent
place, as a large j)ercentage of iodine is found in

smoked herring, fresh cod, salmon, trout, tunny, eel,

anchovy, gray shrimp, whiting, bream, crab. oyst<M-

and lobster.

Thus, it would seem that the most potential of all

arguments has been advanced for fish, when in addition
to being a palatable food it is one of the most important
regulators of the body and is really indispensable
to the human race.

Lunenburg's Fishery a Wealth Bringer.

THKKE is still another side to consider and
that is the commercial side of the fish ques-

tion and that brings me to the |)oint that 1

have been rather modestly working up to for

some time, for it gives me an ojiportunity to introduce

IS no-

Lunenburg.

to almost gigantic projiortions, yet its limit

where in sight.

Development but means greater production; the
more men engaged in fishing the greater the harvest.

It is, therefore, woitli infinitely more in economic
values than any other resotnx'c, because the supply is

practically inexhaustible. But some one objects, that

may also be said of farming, mining, lumbering, etc.

The importance of farming no one would attemj)t

to belittle, but it has setj»acks in the shape of di'outh,

frost and floods, to say nothing of the armies of in-

sect pests which lie in wait for the newly grown
plants, all of which can blast a season's labor, and
are the curses of agricultiife, \i't tlicy Imld no fcrioi-s

for the fishermen.

Again in the case of Imnbeiing, ini- liin >\\ceii a

million dollars worth of val\uii)le timber to blackened
ruins ami if that is not exj)ericnced, continuous cut-

ting at a certain section means depletion and the for-

est has to have a chance to rest for renewed growth.
This is especially so in Nova Scotia, where conserva-

tion of the forests is not carried along scientific lines,

entailing enormous waste.

Alining often demands costly engineering or the
building of long stretches of railroad for its develop-

ment, and in the case of gold mining in many parts
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of Nova Scotia there are thousands of dollars worth of

expensive machinery rusting into scrap iron, which
was bought for mines whose prospects were rosy
enough in anticipation, but which petered out to the

dreary realization of utter failure.

These vast sums of money, invested in staunch bank
fishing vessels, would have been paying big dividends

and would have been a sane and steady source of

"••osperity. Wild cat schemes of sudden wealth ap-

peal more strongly to man of the fine coat, his nose

tilts skywards at the thought of fish.

However, one has the satisfaction of knowing that

supercilious airs affect the fishing industry not one

jot, it forges steadily on to recognition and distinction.

When considering the value of any industry, it is the

future, more than the past or present that really counts,

and surely no one is so blind as to deny the vast pos-

sibilities the fishing industry holds.

The waters teem with fish in 1917 ; they will teem
with fish until the end of time as they have since the

beginning of time, and with the assurance of an abund-

ance to draw from, all that is necessary to consider is

the extension of the industry.

The year 1916 was a big year for Lunenburg, the-

cargoes sold netting $1,635,505, and there is every

prospect of 1917 being equally successful, as many of

the bankers secured good catches on the early spring

trips, the demand is great and the prices high.

Last year there were over one hundred vessels en-

gaged in fishing, this year there are a number less, ow-
ing to sales and losses, but there is no reason why
there should not be three or even four times as many
vessels prosecuting this industry.

The argument has been advanced, that it would not

be possible to get hands euough to man such a fleet.

I will refute that argument by the statement, that

after the schooners were equipped this year, there

were one hundred and eighty applications for berths

which could not be granted.

How many more could be secured if there were a

known need, 1 will not attempt to estimate. The ap-

plications came from Pubnico,' Argyle, Arcadia and

other places in Yarmouth County, as well as froni men
in Gloucester, who, tied up by the big strike, were

anxious to get employment in Lunenburg.
There is not a doubt that many of the men en-

gaged in fishing out of Gloucester would return to

their native province, should there be any call for

extra men, as those who have tried it are well satisfied.

Last year Captain Lewis Wharton brought a crew

and fished out of this port. When it came to settling

the trip the men were so pleased with their treatment

they decided that Lunenburg was tlie pl^ce for them,

and one member of the crew was so astonislied at the

.•size of his check, that he tliought a mistake liad been

made, as it was fully one hundred dollars in excess

of his i)r('vi()us earnings or expectations.

Fishermen of Oood Character.

A WORD in passing, regarding the tributes

paid these young French fishermen in the out-

fitters' stores.

Lunenburg is a conservative town, and does

not warm quickly to outsiders, but on all sides there

were words of praise for these young men and one or

two instances of their .scrupulous honesty were related.

In one case a i)air of rubber boots had been pur-

chased, and when the owner started to haul them on
)w. f,.,,.,,i !, v,,1i!h1>i.' pi...... of fwiiiiKr j»,.ni. in tiie boat,

which he at once sent to the owner. Another young
fellow found he had been charged with only one suit

of oilskins iflstead of the two he had bought. He im-
mediately sent the money to the firm calling their at-

tention to the omission.

Incidents such as these from non-residents cannot
but attract the outfitters notice and create a favor-
able impression, so that any time there is a vacancy
in the fleet, the D'entremonts, Doucettes, Landrys,
etc., are sure of a berth. They are liked by their ship
mates and are regarded as tine chaps on all sides.

The young fellows from our own country who man
the fleet, are a fine type of wlioni too much good can-
not be said.

Tlieir bravery and general good qualities make up
a class that is hard to equal, and don't let any one fool

himself into thinking that any dub can be a success-
ful fisherman. From the time the mere lad goes aboard
as a "throater" or "header," his one ambition is to

be inaster of a schooner.

This, of course, will depend solely on his industry
and ability.

A good captain must possess .sound judgment, be able

to handle men, no mean accomplishment, as many a
one has found to his sorrow; have a keen knowledge
of business, understand a certain amount of naviga-
tion

; possess intuition as to the whereabouts of the
elusive cod, and be competent to handle the thousand
and one emergencies that arise from the months of

March to September.
The first trip is made about March 15; the second

about the 15th of April. On returninaf from that, about
the first week in June, they sail about the 8th or 10th
of June getting home about September 15.

Let no one think that the big dividends paid by
the Lunenburg fleet are earned on "flowery beds of
ease."

The land lubber who sees the cheques paid to the
men, when full fares are sold at big prices are apt
to talk of "easy money," but there is very little easy
woi-k in the life of a fisherman.

There are probably few men who prosecute their
calling under such "distressful circum.stances" as
these brave chaps, whose adventures on the spring
bank trip would fill a book.
During the months of March. Ai)ril. and even May,

the fieezing blizzards make hauling trawls "some
hazardous."
On the land the spring zephyrs have moved poets

to verse, on sundry occasions, but I doubt if these
piercing gales swooping down on a cockle shell of a
dory, tossed about, now on the crest of a mountainous
wave, then in its trough, bobbing about like a cork,
could inspire much i)oetry in the most ardent senti-

nifiitalist. S])lash ! The spray flies, freezing as it

falls, and the men with uumbei'ed fingers bend to their
oars and endure it as best tliey can. Then again, a
blinding, bitterly cold fog swirls down on them while
the men are tending trawls far from their schooner.

Terrible tales of suffering are told of men who have
taken the wrong direction and rowed for days suf-
fering hunger and thirst, before they were rescued.
Then the ocean tramps, with little thought for the!

small fry of fishing schooners, which may be in theirj
path are a eoTistant menace. Men have been drowned]
like rats in a trap, when a steamer has crashed into!
an unfortunate trawler, eiitting her praefieall.v in two!
so that theri> was no escape for tli(> poor lads who lay
in their bnnks asleep, or who, if awake, were powerless]
to hel]i themselves.
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IIAIK raising are the tales of narrow escapes
wlu'u a steamer shaved the schooner's rails

ill passiiiff, and it was over so <|uickly, that
iiotliin^ liiit the discordant screech of her

wliistle >;ave a sense of reality lo the night mare.
The ca|)tains of tlic schooners have many bad hours,

when their arch enemy, the fog, settles down for a
prolonged spell, and the men all loathe fog above every
other kind of bad weather.
There is soiiictiiing so baffling and weird, in trying

to detect daii<rer, hearing it, feeling it, sensing it, yet
not being able to see it, and the men who accomplish
their ambition and become skippers of the fleet, carry
heavy burdens of worry while the fog lasts.

Yet there are none so light hearted, as the men of

the fishing fleet. When danger is over they philosophi-

call.v refuse to fish over past dangers or consider

future ones.

'A miss is as good as a mile, they decided and as

their dail.v fare is heroism and peril, they go about
their work cheerfully and are as optimistic a bunch
as you would wish to meet.

They also receive an extra commission of 1%% of

half of the total stock, which is paid by the owners.
The first credit in settling is fi.sh oil, and halibut;

the first charge, bait, then fish drying and cost of
delivering; master's commission; headers' and throat-

ers' wages; oil l)arrels and wafer dues. These amounts
are dednctcd from the gross receipts of the trip.

After this deduction, one half of the net proceeds
go to the crew, who pa.y cooks' wages, medicine, gaso-
line, and a percentage for use of engine.

The other half goes to the owners, who pay provi-

sion bills and all outfitters' costs, such as dories, lines,

etc., etc.

The vessels are divided into 65 shares, of which
the captains own from 1-16 upwards, other shares
being divided among merchants, other fishermen cooks,

etc.

With captains who have the reputation of being
lucky it is almost impossible for an outsider to buy a

share, as the same persons take shares over and over.

The prices for outfitters' supplies have practically

doubled in price in the last ten years. A vessel, for

Vectel Building

They arc fairly sure of big prices for their summer's
i*'ork, their schooners are as comfortable as most, their

grub is better than the best, and they make the •best

of '"vcrything.

Outfittinir the Fleet.

The Lunenburg fleet is operated and outfitted

differently from probably any other,

^^g^ Each trip is settled as soon as the cargo is

sold. •

I'he method of settling is like this. The captains
get 'ly^'lk of the returns of the trip, half of which is

paid by the owners and half by the crew.

in Lunenburg.

instance, that cost $4,500 at that period, runs now to

$8,500 or $9,000 at the yard.

When ready for sea, she stands worth some $14,000.
Dories cost about $21.50; 280 fathoms of hawser

about $1,470; anchors $60.00 each. Vessels carry two
of these and a club anchor with 60 fathoms of chain
rus to $300. Salt costs about $850.

Sometimes in a big blizzard in early spring a vessel
loses her dories and part of her gear. From the fore-

going figures it will be seen that such losses tell heavily
against the dividends.

Bait bills are another big expense item. There are
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eaptaius who jig their own squid for bait and conse-

quently their bills are very light. Others have bait

accounts running from $1,100 to $1,800.

Some of the hand liners use no bait, and have no
charges of that sort, which must be a great relief when
settling day comes.

THE H. C. of L. made apparently little

difference in the "grub" outfit this year,

although it was considered wise to try to cur-

tail the extravagance that had obtained along
those lines in past years.

An attempt was niadc by the owiiei's to fix a sche-

dule, but the men rebelled and apparently things are

as usual, as if one or two items were cut down, some-
thing else equally expensive was substituted.

An exact copy of a grub outfit account isi submitted
which proves clearly that the men have little to com-
plain of.

The bill amounted to $671.61 and provisioned the

schooner for three months.

Food account : 4 bbls. extra plate beef ; 1 bbl. pork

:

160 lbs. lard; 175 lbs. creamery butter; 6 bags sugar;
122 lbs. pilot biscuit; 5 bush, beans ($7.50 per bush.) ;

50 lbs. raisins; 3 cases canned peas; 3 do. string beans;
2 do. corn ; 1 do. pumpkin ; 1 do. blueberries ; 1 do.

peaches; 1 do. strawberries; 1 do. clams; 50 lbs. eva-
porated apples; 21/2 cases condensed milk; 25 lbs. dried
green peas ; 3 lbs. cocoa ; 2 lbs. chocolate ; 2 Ib.s. hops

;

60 lbs. onions ; 4 buckets jam ; 2 packges macaroni

;

6 lbs. cornstarch; 16 lbs. baking powder; 6

lbs. cream of Tartar; 20 lbs. rolled oats; 6 lbs. soda;
20 lbs. tea; 30 lbs. coffee; 15 lbs. rice; 15 lbs. barley;
6 bottles French mustard; 26 ozs. lemon; 26 do. vanilla;

20 lbs. tapioca; 2 doz. bottles Worcestershire sauce;
3 doz. do ketchup; 24 gals, molasses; 9 bbls. flour;

6 packges cream of wheat ; 9 bushels turnips 40 bushels
potatoes; 30 doz. eggs; 1 lb. nutmegs; V^ lb. ginger;

y-i,
lb. cassia; 7 lbs. pepper; 1 lb. mixed spice; V^ lb.

allspice; lb. cloves; 2 lbs. seasoning for dressing.

In addition this cabbage, pickled beans and sauer-
kraut are also laid in and with a continuous supply of
fresh and pickled fish, there should be nobody hungry.

Eggs, which some schoonei"s carried as high as 60
dozen, cost 35 cents a dozen and potatoes which are
now being bought for the summer's outfit are costing
$1.50 per bushel.

The farmers of this county selling dii-eet to the out-
fitters, with no middle to contend with, have no kick
coming.

More Education in Fiah Handling Needed.

THK method of trawl fishing as (tarried on
'' by the Lunenburg fishei-men has been des-

cribed in the Canadian Fisherman so often,

that it is not necessary to tiikc up space with
that detail.

But, perhai)s it will not be amiss to emphasize the

need of more care, both in salting on board the schooner
and curing.

The s\ibstance of the matter is, that the demand at

present is so great for the cured product, that our fish-

ermen have never really ha<l to face great competi-
tion with products which would swamp their output,
consequently the trouble is not taken necessary to

ensure a perfect result.

The real story of a badly cured fish often begins
aboard fhi- schooner, although a can-lo^-^ flsli innker

can put a jinx on a good clean cargo of fish, by wash-
ing them in insufficient water.

This leaves a deposit of .slimy matter on them, which
is not so apparent when drj', but when these fish come
to be shipped to a foreign market, and start to

"sweat", they arrive at their destination, unfit for
food.

When the fish are tossed from the dories, on board
tile schooner to the dressing crew their duty is to split

them, wash tliciii, thi-ow them in the hold and salt

them in'%enches.

The pi'oportion of salt used is generally 15 hogs
heads to 100 quintals, and irregular salting can ruin
the best fish that ever swam.

One captain of the fleet is spoken of as the most
"fussy" man in this port.

He insists that all work shall be done properly, and
is extra careful about tlie salting.

.Vo slack salting of one lot, and another quantity
fairly burned up with the excess of salt that is thrown
in at random.

Then they must be piled right. If they are not, hol-
lows form in which the pickle collects and heats, burn-
ing the fish an unpleasant red.

This captain knows that there are only two ways to

ilo things, the right and the wrong way, and he insist^

that his work be done right.

When his cargo is delivered to the fish makers, theyj

have excellent stock to work on and when the cure(

product comes to the market every fish is up to th«

mark.

Many fish makers take jjride in tiieir work, hav«
pumps attached to their buildings, use plenty of cleaiii

water and take every pains to turn out an excellent
article, but there should be no question of some de-^

livering good stock and others not. In an important
industry like this there should be no imperfect stoek,j

The essential is cleanliness first, last, and always.

The fish should also be allowed a longer time in the

".sweat" pile, and then they should be thoroughly^
.sun dried, the backs being exposed to the sun much
longer than the faces.

THE only remedy for the evil of improper
(Uiring is a Dominion Inspection Act, and
those interesteil should insist upon its being
passed as it seems ridiculous, that any por-

tion of the biggest money getter in the county, should
get a black eye through inefficient handling.

Technical traiiung for our fishermen and fish Tiiakers

is suggested as a way out of the wrongs that obtain

at the present time. The Board of Trade of Newfoiuid
land has already taken this matter up.

The old theories of blanung Providence for potato
blight^ etc.. are luckily left far behind, and the farmer
applies his knowledge gathered at Agricultural (Col-

leges and from short courses in the country, to com-
bat |)ests ami garners big harvests where once there

was vain labor.

I read an article written by a Yarmouth fislierman-j

recently which shows that many of the fishermen them-
selves realize that they are haiulicapped by lack of
technical education. The letter made such a stroni
impre.s.sion on me, I take the liberty of reproduc^
ing it.

"The National Service nu-eting to promote 'foodl
production'," held here (Yarmouth) last week, laidj
si less exclusively on farm and garden work, and the
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speakers seemed entirely unaware of the faet that

Variiiouth's interests are those of the sea, and that it

is an important centre for our great provincial fish-

ing industry.

Is there to be no recognition of fish foot! production

in this National Service movement? It may be said

that the soaring prices furnish sufficient stimulus for

increased production, but the same is true of the

farnu'rs" products.

I thought when I heard the Principal of our Agricul-

tural College making arguments and suggestions for

farm and garden development, that it was time we
had a Maritime Fishing College for the express pro-

motion of our fishing interests. Professor Gumming
shows the need of legislation, and a .slogan against

eating veal. But what ignorance of politicians, in

spectors and fishermen has allowed the veal lobster

to be destroyed by the million and with them the food

supply so valuable to-day. This l)y the way of ex-

ample.

Then again is it not worth while to ciiipliasi/.e the

value of fish offal and kelji for fertilizers which play

such a large part in land crop production.

Cannot the National Service have some word of

counsel and wisdom for the larger and better pro-

duction of fish as food in this critical period of high

living?

Whether that article was written by a fisherman

or not, I do not know, but at any rate it is largely

co-incident with the ideas contained in this article

and perhaps if hundreds of such letters were pub-

lished, the need for a fishing school would be made
clear.

When it is considered that at the last provincial

exhibition in Halifax the fisheries building did not

have even a fish's tail in it. it woidd seem that there's

a big need somewhere.

"*rhe magnificent building provided b.v the (lovern-

ment has ever.v facility for displa.ving all kinds and
conditions of fish, and it is not too m\ich to sa.v that

it is shameful for this imliistry to be represented b>-

a minus sign. If the fisliing industry should fail in

all the towns in Nova Scotia, which depend altogether

or largely on it for their prospering, there would be

no end of lamentation ; the calamit.v would be bewailed

to the skies, yet those interested do not show their

appreciation of it. by sending one sign of it even, to the

provincial fair. Vnu that be said of farming or min-

ing? So, perhaps it is a technical school that is needed

I

to teach admiration if not appreciation of o\ir king

industry.

The Norwegian fishermen all have to attend fishing

schools and the fish makers as well.- and poor work
is not tolerated in that country.

Education is a slow business. Yet if our fisheries are

to increase after the war and our industry is to be

held against the real competition which will then

obtain, the standard will have to be raised.

To-day vegetable, fruit, meat and other foodstuffs

have to be good. There is no question of one lot being

good, and the next bad, no poor goods are accepted.

High j)rices are paid and the articles must be up to

the mark.

Sooner or later that rule will also apply to the fishing

indvistry; wrongs will be righted and losses from
cargoes spoiling on passage to foreign markets will

be unknown.

Do not gather from the foregoing, that inferior fish

are the rule in Lunenburg, for they decidedly are not,

but there should be no bad fish, all things being equal

and proper care being taken of them from the time

they leave the hands of the dressing crew, until they

are delivered dry to the fish merchants.

Some time ago there was an article going the rounds
of the press to the effect that nothing but poor grade

fish were shipped from Lunenburg to Porto Rico.

This is absolutely untrue as I will prove later on.

Zwicker & Co., Ltd.

TIIK oldest fish firm in Lunenburg, that of

Zwicker and Company, Limited, has been
shipping to this market for over half a cen-

tury, and so highly is their stock (shipped in

sailing vessels only) appreciated by Porto Rico bu.vers

and so excellent is it considered that these bu.vers often

wait a week or more for the arrival of their vessels

to secure their cargoes. Although this was not intend-

eil for publication, I cannot help using it as further

proof of other consignees' assurance of good stock ar-

riving.

The letter was from a merchant in Havana, and
stated that the consignment of fish had arrived, and
though the buyer had not .yet seem them, he was quite

sure the.v were O.K. That seemed to !ne a very ex-

cellent testimonial and i>ositive proof that he must
have had strong faith in the shippers.

The firm of Zwicker and Company has maintained
an uid)roken business record since 1789.

.lohn Zwicker, who started business in that year,

had prior to that time been a partner in the firm of

W. & M. Rudolf.

This firm wound up its affairs in 1788, and the next
.vear. John Zwicker began business on his own account
as a general and West India merchant, shipper of fish,

lumber and staves to the Windward Islands and im-

porter of molasses, sugar, coffee, tobacco and rum.
These imports were chiefly sold at Halifax, and in spite

of what, to modern ideas, would seem limitations of

opportunity, the old ledgers of the firm show that he

at one time owned twelve fidl rigged brigs, two ships

and several schooners.

At his death in 1841. his sons Edmund and Nicholas

took charge and the firm name was changed to E. &
F. Zwicker. but both m^n died in 1859, and their ,voung-

cr brother William N.. assumed control of affairs,

having in partnership with him John M. Watson.

At the end of ten years. Mr. Watson retired and
moved to Halifax and W. N. Zwicker carried on the

business alone until 1881, when his eldest son, Arthur
II. was admitted as a jiartner.

In 1904 two other sons, W. Norman, and E. Fen-
wick, were also admitted, and the firm became a limit-

ed stock compan.y.

Zwicker & Compan.v were the very first to outfit

vessels for trawl fishing and this ,vear their outfitters'

list includes 21 trawlers and handliners. beside what
is known as the "mosquito fleet," some 16 in number,
which operates on the north side of Prince Edward
Island.

In speaking of the Lunenburg fleet, the local habit

is to speak of the vessels that oiijfit with each firm,

as that firm's vessels. For instance, if you were ask-

ed whose schooner is the "Ehie M Hnrt," you'd say
at once, Zwicker 's.
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But if you said the "Glacies" for example, who
outfits with thp Smith firm was a Zwicker vessel,

you'd be corrected at once. And so with the vessels

outfitting with each firm. It doesn't mean that the

firm owns the vessel, but is a local method of dis-

tinguishing them.

The fishermen are very jealous of the reputation

of the firms they outfit with, and are very exacting

about the credit that each firm gets, and you'll be set

right in a jiffy if you assign a schooner to the wrong
outfitter.

So that, with few exceptions, the outfitters are not

sole owners, but neither does it mean in the case of

Zwicker and Company, that their holdings are repre-

sented alone in what is called their fleet, as they own
numbers of shares in other Lunenburg schooners as

well as several in Halifax.

In past years, their outfitting fleet was considerably

larger, but several schooners have been sold since last

year, among them being the "Edith Marguerite,"
"Falka," "Mayola," "Artisan," "Elsie Corkum,"
"Mattawa," and "Marion Silver."

The tern schooner "W. N. Zwicker," was also sold

and tern schooner "Blandford" and the "F. M. Toro"
were lost.

The handsome new tern schooner "Hillcrest," one
of the finest models ever built here, and the new bank-
ers, the "Edith Newhall," Captain Eldridge Spindler;

"Asquith," Capt. Sarty; "Hazel Herman," Captain
George Herman, and the "Doris L. Corkum," were all

added to the fleet within the past year.

Zwicker & Company claim to be the only firm in

the West India trade, that regularly ships fish in

sailing vessels and they continue to do their own
freigliting, with a surprisingly fast service.

They have five schooners engaged in this service,

some of them making marvellously quick trips. By
this method of transportation there is no expense of

transfers, and no extra lo.ss by many handlings.

A record trip was made recently by the schooner
"Lloyd George," Captain Gabriel Himmelman. The
vessel went to Ponce, discharged her cargo of fish,

proceeded to Turk's Island for salt, loaded her cargo
and was home, covering the round trip in 27 days.
She also made four trips in 121 days, this time cover-
ing her sailing and discharging cargo abroad.

The brig "Sceptre," some years ago made a trip
from Lunenburg to Mayaguez and return in 25 days,
and a run from Lunenburg to San Juan in seven days.

While fish shipped to Porto Rico are cai-ried in the
firm's ve-ssels, large .shipments are made to Cuba. Ilayti,

Jamaica, Trinidad, Guadaloupe and Demerara.

These cargoes go to Halifax where they are shipped
by Royal Mail steamers, or to New York, where they
are carried by the United Fruit Company's and other
steamers.

Diiring the past winter, big shipments were made via
Yarmouth to I3oston, where they were shipped to vari-

ous destiriatious by stc'iiiici's of the TTnitod Fniit Cotn-
pany.

In the year l.^ytj, l.VK, i.-^:»^, IMt'J, shi]>iii('iits as liigh

88 80,000 quintals yearly were handled hy this firm.

Probnl)ly no other firm in Nova Scotia is better

equipped to handle bank fish as they have the largest

fish dryer, outside of Halifax, in Canada, installed in

their store.

It is capable of drying 300 quintals a day, having
572 flakes, each 10 ft. long and the finished product is

most satisfactory. It was installed in 1905 and has
paid for itself many times during that period.

There is no need of worrying about the weather,

the work goes steadily on, rain or shine, and at one

time, from fall to the following April, the number
dried was 17,000 quintals.

Since the war, there has been a revolution in the

fish trade of this firm, in regard to competition with
Scottish and Norwegian cured fish.

Alaska has been a strong factor in bidding for a

share of trade.

The Alaska fish are much harder than the Lunen-
burg product. The normal Alaska fish has about 25

per cent of moisture taken out of it, and they are all

dried in patent driers.

To compete with these, Zwicker & Company's con-

signees demanded an extra dry fish and after experi-

menting, it was found, that an additional 14 per cent

of moisture must be taken after sun drying for the

fall drying, and 4 or 5 per cent for the summer dried

stock, to make a product equal to meet the Alaska

stock! The.se latter fish are all "white napes," mak-
ing a far more attractive looking article when cured

than the Lunenburg fish, a feature the Lunenburg
bankers would do well to make a note of.

It is estimated that these (white naped) fish are

worth .35 cents per quintal more, and tliough many
of the fishermen can't see it as yet, if that is the class

of fish demanded, that is the class that will have to be

marketed.

The records of the firm of Zwicker & Company are

of much interest. There is the firm of S. P. Musson
& Company, of Barbadoes, with which the ledgers

show they have traded for over a century.

The late W. N. Zwicker died November 4th, 1912.

He was 93 years of age. and although in his latter

years, he did not take an active part in the affairs

of the company, he took the greatest interest, until

the end, in the business in which he put all the energy
of his younger days.

The nanu^ of Zwicker has been so indissoUdily as-

sociated with the fisli business of the town for the

past 125 years, that it would be hard to imagine

Lunenburg without it prominent in the fishing in-

(lu.stry. It is to be hoped that in these days of

mergers when the names of old established firms are

so fast disappearing one by one that the firm of

Zwicker and Conipany which has existed so honor

ably for so many years wilt not lose its identity.

W. C. Smith & Company, Limited.

THE firm of W. ('. Smith and Company is

one that has attracted considerable attention

in the fishing world since its incorporation

in 1899 with five Smitli brotliers iimoiur its ^tn.-l,-

holders.

Though a mere baby, so to speak, in tlu> business

world, the business has grown so rapidly and its pro-

gress has been so steady that from its modest start

only a short time ago, it has advanced to being known
as one of the most successful firms in Nova Scotia.

Some years ago four of the Smith Brothers, James ^

(K. Abraham, Wiliam C., and Benjamin wer(> sailing!

fishing vi'sscis and even then "Tlie Smiths" were re-

cognized as men who could l)e di'|ii>nili"il upon to cateli

fish if there were any going.

The Canadian Fisherman at one ii jMililisliiii an
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account of Caiitain Benjamin Smith's trip in 1913 when

his schooner, the "Gladys B. Smith" divided $9,000

among her owners.

The Smith brotliers started in business with six

vessels, and each of tliem was known as a luek.v one.

In 1909. as their husine.ss was extended, a three storey

warehouse was erected for fishing supplies, the top

floor of which is n.sed as sail loft. Some time later,

an ad.ioiniufj property, including a ship yard and boat-

house was acquired, and mi 1913 the general outfitting

store was eidarged to double its capacit.v. and the Com-
pany's offices %vere extended and fitted with hand-

some furniture and modern equipment.

The water frontage of this firm now covers an en-

tire block. For the year 1917. W. C. Smith & Company
have outfitted 24 trawelrs and handliners.

In 1916 there were 29 bankers and three lartre

freighters on the outfitting list. Since that time the

s'-hooners "James Burton Cook." "Assurance" and

"Benevolence" were sold: the schooners "Lucile

Sehnare" and "Doris V. Myra" lost, as well as the

tern freighter "H. R. Silver."

Three fine new schooners were added to the fleet

this spring, the "Lueile Sehnare No. 2." for Captain

Artemus Sehnare; the "Alicante" for Captain Milton

R^mkey. and the "Glacier," for Captain Lemek Knock.
The Smith brothers are noted for their close atten-

tion to business and the success of the firm to a largf

detrree is due to its careful management.
The younge~t brothc", Lewis H., looked after tin'

office affairs for a nnniber of years, but failing health

forced him to retire from the firm and engage in nut

of-door emplo.viiient.

The Smith ^i-'hing fleet engages in freighting in the

fall and winter in part, cthe's carrying cargoes over-

Iseas in the expoit fish trade.

The'r ve.s8els fol'cw the fishin-ij to Newfoundland and
loll the "c^ areas off the Atlantic Co:!st of the Dominion
[where ocean fish are obtained.

The wharf of this firm is one of the busiest in the

Ispiing and fcr several weeks their .store is a scene of

{frazzled rt'enuosity as each skipper wants to haul in

land be outfitted first.

A feature of the firm that cannot but impress out-

siders is the loyalty of the skippers who sail in this

emflloy.

There is a spirit of catnaraderie between the mem-
bers of the firm and those sailing for them that is

[noticeable to the most ordinary onlooker, and it is cer-

tainly productive of reciprocal good will.

Th(>re is a certain r)pen-handed generosity when set-

,tling day comes; there is always a cigar when the ski])-

iPers call and the odd dollars on account are evened
[up in such a satisfactory manner to the master of the

vessel that he tries to impress ever.v one with the idea

that his is the best firm in the world.
This is as it should be. because each man that he

talks to, is sure his partienljir firm is tlie bfst. so it

[does no harm whatever.
Captain E. ('. Mack, ol lu.- mh.m.h.i \iviafi I'.

Smith," sold his spring cargo green to the Parklmrst
Pish Company, of Gloucester, at the rate of .'i!9.00 per
quintal dry, for cod, and $7.00 j)er quintal dry for

haddock.
The demand for green fish is big and a number of

agents for different firms were here in the early spring
to snap up cargoes.

William C. Smith, President of this firm is a menj-
ber of the Fishery Advisory Board of Canada.

Robin, Jones and Whitman.

AN industry that contains probably as great

possibilities of increase as any in the Dominion
is the Boneless Cod business of Robin, Jones
and Whitman, whose factory store and of-

fices Mi-c situated at the extreme eastern end of the

town.

Capt. Christian Iverson and his son, Captain Kenneth Iverson.

This business, formerly known as The Atlantic Fish
Com|>aiiy, was taken over by Robin. Jones and Whit-
man, of Halifax in I'JOC. At that time and until 1911,

William Duff, now president of the Lunenburg Fish
C'ompany was manager. When he retired he was suc-

ceeded by the present manager, Captain Christian

Jverseu.
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A trip through the boneless cod factory is of much

interest. Surely the motto •'Cleanliness is next to

Godliness," must be strictly observed here as the

place is ideally clean, and the fish in various « ages of

having their bones extracted, look good ouongh to eat

raw.

Since last year the demand for this product is enor-

mous. Before the war, trade was steady at time brisk

but it has simply jumped ahead in the las twelve

.nonths, and that this firm will be heard of along the

lines of greatly extended business withm the next

few years is a safe prophecy.

Shipments of their excellent pro.luet have be^n made

direct to Australia, also to Toronto, where the T. Eaton

Companv and the Robert Simi-son Company are large

purchaser, although the F. T. James Company of

that city are the biggest buyers.

The fish are put up attractively in eonvenieiitly

sized wooden boxes; the "Halifax" and "Acadia

brands being cut frmn the thickest and best parts ot

the cod.

These slabs of pure white solid food, free from bone,

offer a solution to the problem of keeping down ex-

I)ense to the housekeeper, for though this brand is not

cheap, every portion of it can be used; there is no need

to waste a particle.

Other well known brands |mt up by this firm are:

IJIuenose, Pilot. Skinless Shredded, Nova Scotia Tur-

key and Micmac.

The "Halifax Shredded" product is for fish cakes

and hash and is put up in nice cartons, giving direc-

tions for preparation in a few minutes. This is another

good food M'ith no possibility of waste in cooking.

The fish used in the factory are siiore cod and green

cod brought from the Gaspe Ojast.

Owing to the situation of the store, llie cargoes can

be most conveniently handled. From tlie rear of the

second story a pier runs (uit, covered with wire flakes,

on which the green fish are dried for manufacture.

The firm's vessels bring salt, which is hoisted i'

to this pier and easily jdaced in the store.. A huge

windmill pum)) carries 4.000 gallons of water to a tank

to use for washing fish and in case of fire. The fish

are shredded by electric motors and light is furnished

throughout the building by their own dynamo. P>ut

if the electric light plant of the town could furnish

a day as well as night service, a box factory would be

put in operation, ami it is up to the town to meet the

need of this growing business.

At present ."{il 2,000 worth of boxes are used yearly.

These are furnished by J. F. Mackcy, of Northfield,

the shooks are brought to the factory where they are

made up as needed.

There is no doubt that a box factory would give

employment to a large number of persons, and it would

seem that the demand for this class of food will in a

very short time be far in excess of the supply. There

should be steps taken at once to increase the output

and to establish a box fa(;tory.

One city alone in the United States will furnish

orders sufficient to keep the hands busy for a year,

to the exclusion of their other eustomcr.s, if the firm

wished to accept the offer.

Every portion of the fisli is utilized at the factory:

a market is found for the skins at the glue factories and
thf fiirin""^ ''-•• till' refuse for fcrtili/ei-.

The Maritime Fish Corporation are the selling agents

of the company in Montrt-al and Quebec.

The firm of Robin. Jones & Whitman, outfits a

number of vessels although this year between sabs

and losses, the number has been reduced to ten.

The handsome new tern schooner "Perce," owne<l

by this firm, fell a victim to the Huns on her first

trip.

The schooner "Mark A. Tobin," sailed by Captain

Kenneth Tversen. was lost a few weeks ago on Sambo

Ledge on passage from Halifax to Barbadoes, with a

cargo of sugar and molasses. Captain Iversen, who is

a son of the manager of the firm, made his first voyage

as master when a little over 20 years of age. and was

probably the voungest captain to foreign ports, who

ever sailed out of Lunenburg. He went from Bridge-

water to St. Kitts, carrying a return cargo of molassc

,

to Halifax.

This was his fourth voyage and genuine sympathy

is felt for the bov master who, having navigated his

vessel from Barbadoes to almost the end of her destin-

ation, should be sacrificed to the unfortunate circum-

stance, which demands that all lights be out along

the coast at a certain time.

It is no reflection on anyone's skill as a navigator,

as ships are being piled on the rocks in other coun-

tries from the same cause, and the captains have to

console themselves that it is necessary to lose a few

ships to save the greater number.

Navigators usually arc considered to do well, when

having weatlu-icd the hardships encumbent on almost

any foreign voyage, they run for a light and nuike then-

port, but expected to fiiul a light and irane app.'annsr,

there can be nothing expected but disaster for the

ship.
John B. Young.

'i'lIE fish firms of Lunenburg, have with one

exception, "and company." on their signs.

or have several intere.ste<l in the business.

, , The exception is John B. Young, one of the

most successful men of the town, and one whom the

other fish merchants speak of with marked resiwct,

for John Young had no help in his business from part-

ners, and when he met a loss he met it alone. To-day

he is regarded as one of the wealthiest men of the town

and his business is considered as solid as a church.

For twenty two years Mr. Young was with the olil

firm of J. b. Eisenhauer and Company, and in the

year 1S94 he started busines.s for himself. He owned

a number of shares in the fishing fleet, and as his busi-

ness extended he built a number of vessels in the

ship yard on his own premises, back of his store, for

his own banking and freighting trade. These schoon-

ers were built by the veteran shipbuilder, Stephen

A. Morash, and were solely owned by John B. Youne.

Several of these have been sold from time to time. The

tern schooni'r "Mary I). Young." another of Mr.

Young's vessels, probably the only schooiu'r of her

class engaged in trawl fishing, is sailtMl this summer
by Cai)tain Roland Knickle.

The schooners "Earl V. S.,'" ami "John B. Young."

are engaged in freighting and are also the property nl"

Mr. Young, having been built in his yard.

I.",,r <..v..r;d \.';ir>i Mr 'S'nung gave up building

i
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rschooncrs, but in response to the great call for toii-

Itoage )u' c'oiitt'iuplati's putting in iiiHi-liincrv nnij l>iiil(l-

}ing other ships this /ear.

Tho salt hulk ami fro/t-ii hcrriu^r trade has always
eatly interested Mr. Youiifr. and his schooners have
»ne to Newfoundland in that business for many years.

ie owns a lar>:e .store, handling flour, feed, salt and
lip chandlery, beside having an extensive coal busi-

Mis property in .Vcwtown is one of the tincst in

Liunenbiirg and the success which has crowned his cf-

Mis is recognized as due to his shrewd business ability
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and iibsohitf iiilcgrity in all his dealings.

John Young's word is as g.iod as his bond, and
though it would be hard to find a in."n of more modest
demeanor and (piiet life, yet it must be conceded that

his attainment is the result of his own \inaided effort

and due to his own t>rains and business ca])acity.

The Lunenburg Fish Company, Ltd.
TFTE Fjuneidiurg Fish ("rmpaiiy has been in

busiiu'ss for five years and ;;airics on an ex-

tensive trade in dry and pickled fish, handling
Mil iiii <ivera"ge eacli year about 4 000 rprntals of <\<

y

[CoH, l;addock, pollock and hake, and 4 01)0 bands of
aekerel and herring. They also nurcluue kench fish

nd dry them on their premises. They transact busi-

ness with firms in IJoston, New York, Porto Rico. Hayti
and Trinidad.
r

This company at the time it was incorporated, jiur-

chased the premises of James Eisenhauer and Com-
I'jiriy, which are centrally located in the town.

I'he manager ()f the company is Mayor William Duff,
who has always taken a keen interest in the develop-
llli'Xt ilf fill' flwliiTlfv: ;ili<1 iv ;(t tlit> I tt*i>>^<>l| t titi|t> tlli'

largest owner of fishing and coasting vessels in the
country, holdnig shares in ji large number of the
liu'ky bankers.

.Mr. Duff is an enthusiastic advocate of "white
nape " fish and should these fish be the rule in Lunen-
burg instead of the exception, quite a bit of credit will

be due him for his efforts to interest the fishermen
in the advantages accruing from this method of curing.
Last year, when it was imnossible for tiie Norwegian
fish to be shipped into Cuba, he saw the opportunity
for a new nmrkct for the Lunenburg product, and he
wrote to the fishing Captains urging them to white
impe and clean the blood from their fish, so that their

fish could be pr<>pared for this important market. A
few of the captains responded to this advice last year,

and this year he believes that a great nuiuy more will .

adopt this method as they will bring a far better |)rice

than the ordinary cure(i fish.

He has also strongly advocated fo; a number of

years, the idea of the vessels disposing of their catch
immediately on their return from fishing, instead of

first drying their fish and then selling them, as if the

fish were sold green, on the arrival of the vessel, the
captains and fishermen would at once get the amount
due them for their share, and it would have a marked
effect in stimulating the industry.

If the fish were |)urchased in this manner tiic iiici-

chant who bought them would then be able to have
them made to suit the different markets, aiul conse-

quently a new era in the fishing business woidd lie in-

augurated.

J. Ernst & Sons, Limited Mahcne Bay.

TllH firm of J. Krnst &. Sons, does a large gen-
eral trailing business at Mahone Bay, a sea-

11(11 1 ti^wn ;ili(Mit v,-\.'n iiiil<'s Irom Tvunen-

llUI^Z.

It was incorporated under the acts of Nova Scotia

in 1916. the incorporators being Selvin A. Ernst. Wi'
lis Ernst and Arthur Ernst, all sons of the late Abra-
ham Ernst.

This compan\ lui-.s ..«. r the l»u^iiii» luiimiix cwm-

ducted uiuler the name of J. Ernst & Sons. That busi-

ness liad been established nearly a century ago by
Jacob Eru.st, the grandfather of the three Ern.sts who
are now the chief stock holders of thr mw company.

The business originally stalled by Jacob Ernst grew
rapidly and after his death was carried on by his son
Abraham, under whose reginu'. the deveiopnu'nt of an
onlinary trading business was pushetl forward to one
which included the selling of goods and purchasing
of hnnber.iXhen the purchasing and shi|)ping of fish

an<l managing anil controlling vessels. He also con-

dm-ted a ship yard and built several steamers, includ-

ing the Kinburn,"" and ".Mahone,"" which plie'd be-

tween Halifax and .Mahoiu-. also .several other steam-

ers for owners in Halifax. He built many vessels, the

models of which were favorably commented upon by
all who saw them.

Mr. Abraham Pirnsi died altout tivc vi'ar.s n^o. and
up to last year, when the business was incorporated, it

Avas carried on by the executors of the estate. The
present company is carrying on a large general busi-
ness, outfitting a nund)er of vessels for the bank fish-

eries, and carrying on extensive lumber operations.
The president of the company is K. A. Ernst ; vice-presi-
<Ient. Willis Knisf. secretary treasnn'i-. .Arthur f'nist.
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Ritcey Brothers, Limited, Riverport.

KITCEY BROTHERS, LIMITED, of River-

port, is tlic newest firm in the country, and
it is safe to predict a bright fiiture for this

firm as it is backed by men who have been eminently

successful in their undertakings.

Two brothers, Chairles H. Ritcey, and St. Clair

Ritcey, purchased the general business of H. W. Mac-
Gregor. Riverport, and carried on such an extensive

trade with the people of Riverport and vicinity, that

they succeeded in increasing their turn over one hun-

dred per cent.

These young men, having faith in themselves, and
their ability, interested a number of prominent men
and successful fishing captains to such an extent that

on January 31. 1917, the business was organized into

a Limited Stock Company, with a paid up capital of

$35,000. The business was incorporated under the

name of Ritcey Brothers, Limited, with William Duff,

of Lunenburg, president; II. R. Silver, of Halifax,'

vice-president; Charles H. Ritcey, managing director

and St. Clair Ritcey, secretary.-treasurer.

Improvements and extensions are being made in the

increasing business supplying fishing vessels with all

requirements.

The premises occupied by them, was formerly owned
by the late L. B. Currie, of West Dublin, who in 1901
•puitehased this property and built a fine store at La-
Have.,

His early demise has been much regretted by all in-

terested in the fishing industry as he possessed seem-
ingly a sixth sense regarding the pulse of the foreign
markets.

At his death, the property was purchased by the

Atlantic Fish Company, who occupied it for several

years, and after the removal of their boneless cod
business to Lunenburg it was sold by them to the

LaHave Outfitting Company.
This company is said to be the only one of the firms

that ha,s the bulk of its stock distributed among
masters and ship owners only.

Last year they outfitted fourteen trawlers and eleven

hand liners; this year there are fewer handliners and
more trawlers.

They also have a number of schooners engaged in

foreign freighting, their values running from $9,000

La Have Outfitting Company.

store property to handle the increasing volume of busi-

ness; a large warehouse is under construction with a

.salt store in connection, and the wharf is to be run
out probably 1.00 feet extra.

The LaHave and Riverport fleet have .shared in the

good fortune of the Lunenburg County fishing vessels

in no small degree, and the hustling skippers of this

section have caused their vessels to pay biy dividends.

One new vessel last year outfitted by Ritcey Bi-oth-

ers, earned one hundred dollars more than her entire

original cost, during her hnnking trips mid two freight-

ing trips to Oporto.
Ritcey Brothers are out i'or business iiihI no one

need be surprised to hear of them giving an excellent

account of themselves in future.

They are particularly wide awak<' to the advantages
of the Canadian Fisherman's Increase Production Cam-
paign iiiid lire licfirtily in areord with the movement.
The LaHave Outfitting Comr.ony, Limited, LaHave.

TIIK Laliave Outfitting Company, is a

live concern situated at the iiuiuth of the La-

Have Hiver. It was incorporated five years

airo. and has since been engaged in a steadily

to $20,000.

A branch of the Canadian Bank of Commerce occu-

pies the top floor of the building.

The business is managed b,v a board of directors of

which Captain Joseph Conrad, of Upper LaHave is

President, and Fraser Gray of LaHave is Secretary-

Treasurer.

Here are the vessels, the men and the wish to en

t.v to develop a fresh fishing industr.v.

At an.v rate it is the only place that I have heard
fresh fish talked at all.

Here are the vessels, the men and this wish to en

gage in this lucrative industry, and the whole scheme
is held up because there is no railway, nor any expedi-

tious method of shipping fresh fish to the wanted
markets.
Oidy twelve miles of road would be necessary to con-

nect with the main line at Bridgewater and a spur road
of that length should not seem an unsurmountable
obstacle. I']s(>ecially so. where it would give impetus

to i)i-obably the best paying industry in the world, that

could be l)rought to the count.v.

lyiiMiMiliiii!,' captains know little about selling their
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stocks fresli. Ouly three of the fleet sold their early

spring sfoc-k fresh this year. They were Captain Elli-

son Creaser, of the schooner "Donald Creaser" ot

Riverport; Captain Abraham Cook of the Lunenburg
Schooner "Clentonia", and Captain David Backnian

of the Hiverport Schooner "Marjorie Baekinan."

They ran into Halifax after a ten days' catch and

disposed of their stock at a big figure.

The Majorie Backman stocked $7,200, which was
fair money for the length of time it took to earn it.

LaHave Fish Company, Limited.

THIS company arc packers and shippers of

cod. haddock, hake, pollock, tongues and
sounds, cod oil, herring, mackerel, etc. Gen-
eral merchants and agents, and are located at

LaHave. Mr. J. E. Backman, of Riverport, is Presi-

dent of the company. This concern is one of the com-
ing succe.sses on Lallave River, and is at present doing
a thriving business.

Tt is a .sad commentary on our times that a fresh

fishing industr>- in this county should be handicapped
by lack of a railroad or lack of capital to build it.

Especially so is this true, when it is known that

there are hundreds of thousands of good Lunenburg
County dollars, reposing peacefully in Western Mus-
kegs, and lands which will not have a town built near
them in another century.

It is said that $100,000 went out of here at one wal-

lop, and that was. not the only hundred thousand, that

went by any means, and it was the hardly earned cash

[of level headed fishing skippers who tried to persuade

I

themselves tbcv were .7. Rnfiis "WnlliTiLrfords in Em-
[bryo.

Thosp hundreds of thousands devoted to building up
ia fresh fishiner industry in their own county, would
Ihave enriched themselves and their native land, but

that would be too .sane and practical a scheme to

[attract the average investor, not enough wild cat

[abou* that to prove an attractive lure.

A prominent stock broker told me once that his suc-

icess in business was solely due to the fact that he

'understood human nature.

He never attempted to boom an industry in the town
in which it originated because it was human nature to

^
knock it, no matter how good the proposition.

His method would be to sell that stock a thousand
'miles or as many more as he could get away from that

town and then interest the citizens of that town in

^something a thousand miles from them.

U that is human nature, the sooner it is knocked. out
^of people's heads the better.

If there is a solid money getter as a prospect in your
[home town, examine it over, under, around and through

then if it appears satisfactory, finance it and let the

meteors such as fox farms, skunk and mink ranches

Sand others of dazzling promise severely alone.

Many a one in Lunenburg to-day regrets falling for

a smooth stock seller, but opportunity lies right at

the door in the shape of a fresh fishing industry, which

would mean prosperity for all concerned.

There has always been a kick about the young men
of Lunenburg County going away as soon as they

grew up, because there was not enough lucrative em-

ployment for them at home.

Many of these youths t>i" 'nost valuable asset of

any county, would be glad to come back to engage in

the (lifTcrent industries which capital kept at home
and wisely invested, could establish in and around
Lunenburg.

It appeal's as though the world wide tragedy of thi-

war will restore to their proper place things that real-

ly count in life.

The aftermath will bring plainer, simpler and better
living.

The spending of hoarded monies which were gather-
ed during peace will bring less prosperity to the bulk
of humanity, and capital must be expended more care-

fully and enable all to live with a degree of comfort,
with the extravagance of before the war times pro-
videntially curtailed.

False standards will be lowered and monied people
will be forced to realize tliat tli'> mil\- .rmxl of money
is the good that it can do.

Hoarding money in banks foe i,'(iici;i lions will be
regarded as almost wicked and the true value of

capital, that of being valuable only when it is working
for the benefit of humanity will be learned.

The war has taught the world many lessons, many
of them sad and sorrowful lessons, but it has opened
the eyes and hearts of the monied people as they never
were opened before and has restored to their proper
place the essentials of life which were in danger of
being overlooked in the individual struggle for capital.

NORSE FISHERIES SUFFER.

Whalers and Sealers Victims of German Subs.
London. June 12.—A despatcli to the Exchange Tele-

gi'ajjh from ("openhagen says German submarines are

operating on the west coast of Norway against the

valuable Norwegian sealing and whaling fisheries.

The Dagblatt says, according to the correspondent,
that yestei-day the whaler Svcrre II. was sunk outside
Tromsoc and that another whaler, the Sverdrup. was
«i'nk near Falso. the latter having a cargo of .'iOO seals.

The crew was given two mimites to enter the shi)i's

boats.

A NEW REVERSE GEAR.

Among the newest devices that are being introduced
to Canadian Fishermen is the Ball Bearing Marine Re-
verse Gear manufactured by the Carlyle Johnson Ma-
chine Company of Manchester, Conn.. U.S.A. This
concern is one of the pioneer Reverse Gear manu-
facturers, their various patents covering clutches and
Reverse Gears dating back to 1884, and after experi-

menting in their own faetorv and with their own boats
they put on the market in 1902 the first Reverse Gear
of an encased desiffii manufactured. Improvements
followed and in 1911 they brought out a compact light

weiffht gear manufactured from Vanadium Steel, and
in 1914 startled the motor boating field bv placing on
the market the first bnll bearing Marine Reverse Gear.

The present tvpe of gear manufactured bv the Car-
Ivle Johnson Machine Company is the only Reverse
Gear on the market which has embodied the principles

of an automobile transmission, and far surpasses any-
thing that has vet been developed. An interesting

leaflet is distributed which fully describes the ,Iohn-

son Marine Reverse Gear, and readers of "Canadian
Fisherman" can obtain a copy of this circular by
addressincr The Carlyle Johnson Machine Co.. Man-
chester. Conn.. V. S. A.
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To Western Bank
on a

St Trawl(earn irawier

The Log of a March Trip on a Modern

Canadian Steam Fisherman.

Hv FKEDEHK'K W ILI.IAM
WALLACE.

(Photograph.s by tlie Author).
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trawler from Cork and ciiKafjcd in salt fishing almost

exclusively : the others enHfasred in fn'sh fishinjr and

sold their faivs to the Maritime Fish Corporation, Ltd..

.the North Atlantic Fisheries, Limited. National Fish

Company, and Loekeport Cold Storage Company.

Wlien war broke out. the " Andromache ". "Carnia-

nia'". "Camhoilia" and "St. Leonard"' went home to

.({real Britain, and the "Uayond'or" continned fishin<,'

for tile .Maritime Fish Corporation. Limited, and ran her

trips to CuiKso, X. S. The vessel was then o\vne<l l)\'

Me.ssi-s. Olesen & Jensen, who afterwards sold out to

the Maritime Fish Corporation's subsidiary con\|)any

The (iolden Ray Steam Fishintr Company, Limited.

Steam tra.wling was engaged in on the Pacific coasi

out of \'anc()uver hy Sir (Jeorge Dnuglity. Sevcra'

Vessels were operated, hut the Company failed and
the ships were laid up. One of the largest vessels, tlie

'•'Triumph" was bought recently by the National Fish

Co., of Halifax and brought around to that poit. The
Loekeport Cold Storage Company, Limited, houglit a

French steam trawler, the "Haleine"". hut <'liarfereii

her for naval pMr|)0ses.

At the |)re8ent time there are two Canadian owne.i

steam trawlers operatijig upon the Atlantic coast— tli'

"Rayond'or" and the "Triumph". Two American
trawlers are fishing for the Maritime Fish Cor|)oratioii

at Canso and Digby under chai'ter, so that we now
have four vessels fishing hy otter trawl out of (^ma
diau Atlantic ports. The Leonard Fisheries, Limited,

will operate one or more steam trawlei-s shortly, and
it was reported that Messrs. A. & R. Loggie of Loggie-

ville, N.H , intend to tit out the steamer "Orontes" for

steam trawling.

The wi'iter hail fished in pi'actically every otln'i

naniier of craft—^Pacifie long-liners, dory halibutei

Bank haddockers and on shacking trips, and wishiii'

to keep in touch with all modern developments, took
• turn at steam trawling.

CAPTAIN MARTI X OLESEN -of the big

steam trawler "Rayond'or" extended a very
lea'ty invitation for me to have my round
bottomed trunk aboard of his ship and try

steam trawling for a change. I joined the steamer in

Halifax on March 24th, and came prepared to pick out

a lower forecastle bunk and sleep in my clothes for

a week or more Bank schooner fashion. I was agree-

ably surprised when I was ushered down into a decid-

edly snug cali'n under the wheel-house—a speeiou«>

room panelled in mahogany and furnished with two
wide cushioned sofas, steam heat, electric light, elei'

trie fans, folding wash-basin, and all the "trimmings
"

of a de luve cabin on a tropical liner. It certainly was
a contrast to the accommodation on some of the Bank
schooners I voyaged in, and I saw at a glance that my
oil-clothes and sea boots could remain in my bag. I'd

never need them on this hooker.

We got out to sea on Sunday morning ami headed
for a certain s()ot on Western Bank. At 6.110 p.m.

.stopped the shi|) and sounded. an<l the Skipper |)assed

the word to get rea<ly and "shoot the gear!"

The Otter trawl gear consists of a large cone shajied

net with a mouth about 80 feet wide, which is kei)t

open when trawling by two Otter doors or boards at

each side of the mouth and to which the towing warps
are attached. The foot-rope of the net's mouth is of

wire with hardwood rollers or "bobbins" strung on it

to prevent the gear snarling on rough bottoiu. The
f>tt..i- lw.:iiilv :ii-.. fiiriiish'-d with shoe< lik'' sli.<1 ninners.

and slitle over the bottom on their edges. The cone or

snudi end of the ni't is made of heavier mesh and is

closed and opened with a sort (d' draw-string. This is

known as the "cod end" and the fish caught in the

net fin<l theii- way into it and are retained there until

the gear is lifted, the cod end hoisted aboard, and tlie

draw rope |iullei| to dump the lisli oii the deck.

HI j||\tJM
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alongside the quarter of the vessel by means of a

messenger warp.

After towing for about an hour and a half to two

hours, more or less, the ship is stopped and the gear

hove up by the winch. When the otter boards come up

to the gallows, all hands lay hold of the net and haul

it up as far as they can ; a strop is passed around the

net and carried to the winch. The whole is then hove

up by steam until the cod-end of the net comes ovei

the rail by the fore-rigging, wlien the draw rope is

pulled and the fish dumped into the pens on deck.

As soon as this is done, if the fishing is worth it, the

gear is lowered away again, and night and day the

work goes on without cessation. "While the trawl is

overboard, the crew dress down the fish and stow them
i>n ice in the hold in the same manner as on the

^schooner fishermen.

In steam trawling it is possible to fish in quite rough

weather—weather which would prevent dories being

engines of 68 nominal horse power, built at Beverley,

England in 1912. She is what is known as the Iceland

type—a class of trawler used in the Iceland fisheries

—distant voyages.

The Bag on D«ck. Ready to pull the draw rope of the cod end.

worked. There no bait, hooks or lines to bother about,
but steam trawling ia more expensive to operate than
schooner and dory fishing and the cost of up-keep and
repairs are heavy, so that it requires good trips and
short spells at sea to make it pay.

THE "Rayond'or" is one of the finest type
(if steam trawler afloat. She is a steel, screw
st.jiiiier, l!)l tons nctt, 140 feet long, 24 feet

Ixfiiri, by 13 feet depth, and triple expansion

Spilling the Cod Enr.

E(|uipped with electric light, three compasses,
Kcarchiight, Morse flash lamp, and a steam liver ren-

dering plant, she is an u])-to-date fishing vessel in

every lesiJCct.

m.j^
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To return to our log. The first haul yielded us some
700 pounds of haddock, cod and pollock. The second
haul showed the cod end floating on the water, as it

docs when there are over a thousand pounds in the

bag, and wc dumped 1,500 pounds of fish into the pens.

Fine clear night, smooth sea. slight swell.

JIOXDAY, MARCH 26th. Fine, smooth sea. Trawl-
er "Triumph" in sight shooting and hauling her gear.

Also ten vessels of the Lunenburg fleet anchored and
with dories out. Shot and hauled gear at two hour in-

tervals all da.v with but small hauls. After dark, the
catch was better—two 4.000 pounil hauls coming up.
TrESDAV. MARCH 27th. Morning opened with fog.

Light hauls. Fog continuing, in the afternoon we
made a shift to get clear of the schooners anchored
aiound. and shot the gear on Emerald l>ank. Very
little doing. Fog dense.

WEDXESDAY, MARCH 28th. Shifted back to

Western Hank ami worked the gear. Better luck.

auled a full bag of 10,000 pounds. Fog and moderate
ale from southeast. Blowing and raining all day. 5.30

.m. Trawl warp on after door parted and a big haul
f fish escaped. Repaired gear and shot again. Good
auls during the night.

TIirRSDAY. MARCH 2!)th. Fine day. Heavy .swell.

ood hauls all day. 5 p.m. Best haul yet. Getting cod
ind up, net broke and half the fish escaped. Only 500
ounds saved. Bent on a new net. 11.30 p.m. Best
aul so far. 20,000 pounds dumped aboard. Rough

night. Strong S.W. wind, rough sea. Fishing all night.

FRIDAY JIARCII 30th. Thick fog. Heavy swell.

nofher 20.000 i)ound haul of haddock, cod. pollock
nd .skate made. Hauled all dav—good fishing.

SATURDAY, MARCH 31.st.
"2 a.m. Snowing and

breezing uji from N.W. Crew lashing up the gear. 9
a.m. Swung off for Canso in a heavy sea. Made Cran-

rry Island Light at midnight and stopped ship 5
iles off. Fine night, sea moderating.
SUNDAY. APRIL 1st. Steanu'd into dock at Canso
d tied up. Ont-tmn of tri])—100,000 pounds. Tims
ids this log.

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.

The month of May has been a proud one in the fish-

]g line in Prince Rupert. It has seen well on for

Ihree arul a half million pounds landed here during
that calemlar month. The ])i-cce(ling month of April
with about two ami a half million pounds was regarded
as a good one but the nu)nth that has just closed reach-
es nearly a million more.

In connection with this catch there has been practi-

lily no .salmon for caiuiing |)urposes taken. The sea-

3n has not opened for that branch of the business

tith the exception of a few spring salmon that have
een taken in the Skcciui River (uid which will be mikl
ired or frozen.

The great producer ni May was the halibut which
Bached an amount landed at this port that has very

seldom been exceeded. It reached well on for three

million pounds alone. The amount landed was 2,809,-

000 pounds. There is no doubt that it would have
reached the total of three millions had it not been for

the fact that during the last da.ys of the month, with a

tremendous amount of fish being landed here, the G.

T.P. found it impossible to get enough express refri-

gerator ears to deal with the sitimtion.

This car shortage has oeciirred once or twice this

season and is a serious handieaj) to the trade requir-

ing some of the fish to be delivered elsewhere where

shipping can be obtained. The G. T. P. has tried
every plan possible to overcome the situation but with-
out success at all times at least.

It is explained that the congestion of siiipping on
the American lines has luadc it a very difficult mat-
ters to get cars back again once they pass over the
botuulary line. The companies on the other side pre-
fer to i)ay the per diem fee rather than get them back
on to the Canadian side.

The difficulty is explained as due to the fact that in
some instances the cars get congested with other ship-
ping on the tracks and rather than go to the trouble to
get them on their way to their proper destination they
allow the.se empty cars to remain. In other instances
the cars are used for the trade of the lines on the other
side. The situation is one that has cau.sed a lot of
concern not only to the fish men but to the company
handling the trade.

One effect of this little shortage has been that there
has been put into cold storage here in the magnificent
plant of the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Com-
pany (juite a tonnage of halibut to be frozen which
Avonld otherwise have reached the market in a fresh
condition.

During the month of May about one huiuli-ed cars of
fish went out by express Avhile in addition there has
been a very active trade shijiping by steamer from this
l)ort for the Prince Rupert halibut is getting an en-
viable name for itself for the quality of the fish that
is sent out. This is due to the fact that the fish reach
this point in the very pink of condition and gets away
before there has been an.v deterioration.

The Trawler "Carruthers" belonging to the Cana-
dian Fish and Cold Storage com])any is making good
in its particular line which is a new departure for this
coast—bringing in about 100.000 pounds of mixed fish

each trip — the total catch for the month of May
anuiunted to about half a million pounds. Of the catch-
es made by the trawler, flat fish that have hitherto
been brought in very small numbers, arc new being
landed in considerable quantities. The figures for the
I'lonth in these lines which represent nearl.y alto-

srether the catches of the "Carruthers" are as follows:
Soles, 138 100 pounds: FIo\inders. 50 900 pounds:
Skate, 8.000 pounds, other flat fish, 10.400 pounds.
The trawlinsr "harvest" is a wonderful one, espcci-

clly in view of the fact that it is a new style of fishing
on this coast on the scale on which it is carried out by
the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage. The fish are tak-
en elo.se to the port in Hecate Straits and the quality
is therefore of the best owing to the fact that the
trawler is out oid.v a few da.vs.

For the month of May there was 230,000 pounds of
salmon landed at this nort. This is of course all spring
salmon the season b"ing too earlv for the commercial
cainiing fish. This amount, with a very small quan-
tit.v taken in the Skeena in nets, was brought in by the
trollers which operate out of here and who will con-
tinue to follow this line of enterprise for the summer.
As has been mentioned before in these columns this

fish finds its wa.v into cans onl.v to a very limited ex-

tent. It is iised in the fresh condition being the most
delicious table variety of the salmon of the Pacific

coast. In addition to this the fish is cured by smok-
ing slightly and also by the system of mild curing.

Cod represented 1.50..500 pounds during Ma.v. Of
this quantity no small jiroportion was black cod which
is becoming under different names including that of

Alaska cod and Sable fish, very popular.

Cnibs to the amount of 800 pounds were landed.
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Better Barrels

An Interview With a Scotch Barrel Expert

MK. ROBERT GRAY, Govt'i-mnciit Fish Iii-

s)HH'tor, c'lmtiiuics his good Mork in the Mari-

_ time Provint-es. Mr. Gray has some definite

ideas respcetin;^ the maimer in which eertain

methods used in the fisli industry conld tie improved.

Mr. Robert Gray.

He is especially interested in tlie l)etterment of barrel
making;, and {lives demonstrations in the varions fish

eenlres of the proper manner of eonstrncting barrels,

as well as of enrinjj fish. Mr. Gray came to this conn-
try from Scotland a few years ago, and his expert
knowledpe of the best nu'thods of fish prodnction and
cure in the Old Country led to his jiresent appoint-
ment by the Dominion Government.

"How could you describe the Nova Scotia fish bar-
rel BH you saw it when you came out?" the "Fisher-
man" reprcH«ntative ankcd him.

"As beinR the poorest fish package I ever saw. The
stnv" ••••I •> were inneh too thin and only iuinfiinp:

together. There was no evidence of the barrels hav-|

ing been trussed, and the hooping was also altogethei!

too light."

"Are barrels of this class good for any purpose?"!
"I dare say they could be used for shipping potatoestj

or cabbage in, but for that they may be unsuitable, be-

ing much snuiller than the package used for that pur-
pose.

'

'

"Are tile iiaiive woods of Nova Scotia suited to mak-1
ing first-class fish barrels?"
"Yes, there is plenty of good wood in Nova Scotia,

j

hut of course for first-class pickle barrels the wood
lias to be carefully selected, only the best being usedj
ill their manufacture. Other grades of wood can be]
worked up in what are known as dry barrels or box-
es."

"Do the Nova Scotia hardwoods make good bar-

rels?"

"The hardwoods make a strong barrel, but person-

ally I prefer good sj)ruce which is much lighter, cheap^
er, and more easily worked. Sjiruce is also closer inl

the grain, and where I can blow nickle right through
j

hai'dwood I cannot do so with good spruce. Another!
thing of importance is that in the manufacture of bar-
rels to be used for herring cured by tlie Scotch meth-
od, a facsimile of the Scotch barrel is desired. Thatj
in fact is necessary, and spruce with a very sm-ill pcr-l

centage of fir is the only wood us-'il for the |>urpose|

now."
"Will you state the different kinds or classes ofJ

barrels suitable for packing different kinds of fish.

"At present there are three standard sizes of bar-J

rels and half barrels being made in Nova Scotia. Th€
Scotch whole and half herring barrel, the maekerel|
whole and half barrel which is also used for salironJ

and the Canadian herring barrel into which is alsol

packed alewives."

"How would you make ^iii alisoiutelv tight fi^ti

barrel?"

"To begin with I would see that I had t.'ie right

material and tools. Then I would prepare the joints

of both ends and staves so as there wou'd be m possi-

bility of a leak. The barrel or half barrel .should then
be properly fired and trussed with at least six heavy
iron hoops specially made for that juirpose, the ( himes
are then carefully wiu'kcd out every suspicious look-

ing knot car(>fiilly iiuttied or coat'.nl v;ith a s.iluti-in to

prevent the pickle leaking through them. The Scotch
herring whole and half barrel is particularly cleaned

on the outside with a tool called a plucker, across the

grain of the wood, but other pickle fish barrels only

have the overwond taken off with a spokeshave. and
very often left uneleaned altogether. A line .should

then be drawn around the barrel or half barrel to a

gauge about a third of the whole length of the stave

from the end, and the first hoop should fit absolutily

tight on that line. After the package is ipiartcr

hooped the bottom is put in and hooped a.s firmly as

possible with several wood or an iron hooji. Previous
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to putting ill tlie head, a little piekle, about half a pint, (I'stock for their barrel-making, and employ practical
should be poured into the package tor testing its tigiit- men to do the eoopeiing, but the quantity of barrels
iiess. The heading up antl hooping is then completed. ,

used by tlie tishermeu are so small that tlie saving iu

1 may say that the bottom and head siiould fit perfeet-'filthis would be only a small item, lu a fishing com-
iy so as to be firm when in the eroze, not too large so asjijmunity where a earliy so as to be firm when in the eroze, not too large so as5!^munity where a carload of barrels would be used, fish-

to cause the joints of the staves to open, neither shouldjj^crmen could club together and order a carload instead
of each individual ordering his own. This 1 imagine
woukl mean a saving in freigiit.

It is quite apparent to me tliat fishermen would pre-

they be so siiuill as to be loose when the end liooj) is'

taken off. \\ lien the package is finished a hole three

eigths of an ineii is boied in the head, not in a joint ofl

the iieatl, and the package blown full of wind. The
package is then rolled round in such a way that thej

pickle which is inside should touch every jiart of every
stave, also the inside of the bottom and head, and|

-IkiuIiI liiere be the smallest leak the wind will imiiu

I lately force the piekle through. 1 may add that when|
I practical man has made the package out of good
Miaterial it is a very rarr iiriMni-.ni-i' hi find ;i li';ik of

iiiy consequenee.

"ARE you ilisliui-un^r lue i\ii\a .Sfoiiii I'lsll-

eiiiieii in barrel making?"
"Wherever my serviees are required 1 givt

all the assistance 1 possibly can, but it seem.s

to me that the rising generation of fishermen prefer to|

buy their barrels ready made. This 1 believe is a wise!

thing to do, as, speaking generally, a fisherman as a

rule has not the time to practice barrel-making so as to]

beeoine fully capable of making a barrel as it .should

lie made. There are exceptions, however, and in any
case 1 ilemon.strate in various eentres so that the work-

rs may have a proi)cr idea of what a fish barrel ought

;i) be. It is encouraging to notice the results in many
cases. Indeed with time and j)atience we shall see

people who now think that any kind of a jiackage is|

irood enough to carry pickled fish, glad to do their ut-

uost to produce packages up to the standard, for

otherwise they will be forced out of the business.

»ny of the fishermen are now quite alive to the fact

bat a good package is a most important factor and

111 not purchase a package just because it is cheap.''

'How should a barrel be hooped?"
i"The Fish Insjiection Act allows pickled fi.sh bar-j

fels. wholes or halves, made of either hard or soft

Bod, to be hooped in three different ways: (a)Eiitirely

ith wooden hoops, (b) Partly with wooden hoops,]

id partly with iron hooj)s. (c) Entirely with iron'

sops. Wooden hoops are preferred on the (piartersi

the Scotch whole and half herring barrel. Mitli the

^gulation iion hoop on tlic chimes."

'You would then not advise the iiidividuii! fisher-

m to iittrinpt to make tight barrels for his own

'It ir, .,i . .iirsc possible for him to do so, but I am
raid not practicable in every ca.se. for a barrel-maker Nova Scotia."

fer selhng their fish, and allow the fish merchant to
do the curing, and 1 believe that this system will be
adopted Very generally before long. The fishermen
would then be able to handle more fishing gear, which
would mean a very considerable increase to our fisher-

ies, al.so an inqirovemeiit in the quality and uniformity
of the cure, besides employment for people on shore
who cannot for many reasons go fishing. At the present
time the majority ot tishcrinen cure their own catches,
and the consccpienee is that they can handle only a
very limited quantity of fishing gear. The fisherman
lias to get on shore and jnit his catch in salt, or he is

not going to be able to produce a good article when
cured.

EVERYBODY knows that Scotland is the
greatest herring fishing country in the world,
There the fishermen's time l.s all taken up with
his boat, gear, and fishing. The buyer attends

to the purchasing of the fish, the tally-man takes deli-
very, sees that the fish are up to the standard bought,
and that the weight or measure is correct, the fish-
worker cleans, grades, and salts the fish, and the
cooper who is a practical fishcurer makes the pack-
ages, superintends the curing, etc., and makes the pack-
ages ready for the market. In this way you can see
that each individual is an expert in his own branch."
"Are the barrels now being made in Nova Scotia of

standard size?"
"I am sorry to admit that only a projiortioii of the

barrels and half barrels now being made in Nova Sco-
tia are really up to the standard in every sense of the
word. There is quite an irregularity in both the sizes
and shapes, in fact nearly every barrel-maker has his
own style, and it takes time to make coopers see this,

and to work them into producing uniform packages."
'Has our iiidusti-y here suffered iniicli from poor

barrels?"

I'lidoubtedls-. iiiid 1 heiieve \cvy serious. The storing
of iiifeiior barrels, in buildings with leaky roofs,
packing too many fish in a ])uncheon which expresses
the top tiers to rain and air. and the carelessness or
want of knowledge in coopering has meant the loss of
hundreds of thoiisjmds of dollars to the fishermen of

uits a practical training. an<l I am afraid the average

iherman could not devote the necessary time to make

Jmself efficient at this work."
f'You would favor factory manufacture of barrels

a large scale rather than individual manufacturet"

"Are absolutely tight barrels necessary for cures
other than the so-called Scotch cure?
"Absolutely tight barrels and half barrels are ne-

cessary for all kinds of pickled fish, for when pickle
gets off the fish, those fish arc bound to become discol-

'I am strongly in favour of practical coopers making oured and will deteriorate. Hence it follows that all

|e barrels, ami 1 feel sure that until this is done we concerned are losers. The fisherman, from past ex-

re bound to have more or less trouble with inferior perience. expects only leaky barrels from the cooper

irrels. What with keeping their boats and gear in and does not feel like paying an increase in price for a

pdcr. besides attending to fishing, the fishermen really package lie is t(d(l is good. The fish merchant expects

ive enough to do." quite a proportion of bad barrels, and consequently

: "Would vou sav tbat co-operative methods could be bad fish, from the fisherman and naturally pays a price

itilized to advantage in making barrels?" aceonlingly. When it comes down to the eon.sumer

"I am a believer in co-operation, but would not say he is not very anxious to buy. because perhaps the last

ffhand that co-operation amongst fishermen making fish he bought was bad. That sort of thing acts like a

heir own barrels eouM be applied to advantage. Of brake on the driving gear of the pickled fish business.

ourse they could co-operate in the purchase of the I5ut this can be removed."
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"What consideration is given the barrel when in-

specting the pack?"
"THE barrel is the first consideration, and

before an Inspector proceeds to examine the

contents he has to satisfy himself that the bar-

rel is a standard package. Therefore, you

see the barrel figures very prominently, for it does not

matter how good the contents may be or how careful

and particular the curer or packer has been, if the

cooper has not performed his bit faithfully, the fish ia

that barrel is condemned through no fault of the fish-

erman, curer, packer or merchant."

"What in your opinion would be the easiest and

quickest way to overcome this trouble of the inferior

barrel?"
"The quickest way, although not the easiest on every

one, would be to make the Fish Inspection Act com-

pulsory, or, at least that part of it which deals with

the construction of barrels and half barrels. By doing

so, barrel-making would be tuned up in a very short

time. As it is at present a man, be he cooper or fish-

erman, who does his very best to produce the goods

is not appreciated as he should be. He realizes this and

naturally asks himself, "Why should I go to this extra

trouble and expense when my neighbour who uses an

inferior package and puts up his fish any old way,

gets the same price for his goods as I do?" That ques-

tion has been put up to me time and again."

THE PICKLED FISH INDUSTRY.
Some Suggestions by Inspector Robert Gray.

It is generally believed that a certain proportion of

the members of the Fish Trade of Nova Scotia are tak-

ing the Fish Inspection Act too lightly, and my own
observations lead to the same view. This is unfortun-

ate, as the less the serious thought given to this most

important matter the greater will be the length of time

before the pickled fish industry of Nova Scotia comes

into its own.

I have been told that not so very many years ago the

belief was general that a West Indian negro would not

eat a Nova Scotia cured herring. Whether this state-

ment is true or otherwise, the reason for its currency

would not have been hard to find, particularly to a

practical man. A glance at the barrel in most cases

was sufficient proof that the contents could not possi-

bly be good, and even at the present time the majority

of fish barrels made in Nova Scotia are not only not

standard-made but are leaky. As a matter of fact

every barrel should be tested before it leaves the coo-

per's hands, and should there be the least sign of a

leak, that leak should be immediately corrected. What
this one small move in the right direction would mean

in the way of more remunerative returns would aston-

i.sh the easy-going workers who "can't be bothered"

to do things right.

I have had long experience in the fish trade of Scot-

land, and so far as I could learn I believe the methods

of cure practiced in that country were learned from

the Hollanders over fifty years ago. Rut the Scotch

were not satisfied with wliat they learned but went

to work determined to beat the Hollander at his own

game. This they in time accomplished by simply im-

proving on everything they already knew. For one

thing they made better barrels. One of the outstand-

ing features of barrel making in Scotland is the meth-

od of trussing, and until Nova Seotia coopers realize

the fact that their barrels are not suffieieiitly trussed,

...,.1 ...lopt a more careful method their fish barrels will

continue to resemble flour and apple barrels. Among
a stock of Nova Scotia barrels a number will appear
all right until they are moved. The proportion of
tight ones will then gradually lessen. Even if the staves
are made two inches thick that will not improve the
barrel unless the staves are thoroughly trussed to-

gether.

The Scots exercise the greatest of care in the selec-

tion or grading of their herring. By experience they
know just what the consumer wants and therefore pro-

duce the goods he will cheerfully pay for. The pack-
ing is done in the same painstaking manner, and the

salting is done as uniformly as possible.

If Nova Scotians would only follow this example I

fail to see why they cannot fully share in the big prices

obtained by their cousins in the trade overseas. I know
that fifteen dollars per barrel has been paid in the

United States on several occasions for Nova Scotia

Scotch-cured herring, and this fact should surely en-

courage competition amongst Nova Scotia packers and
prompt them to use only the very best barrel obtain-

able, handle their fish in the very best way they knoM'
how, and try hard to come out ahead of their neigh-

bour.

Some people claim that Nova Scotia herring are too

fat to cure by the Scotch method. From my experi-

ence of over twenty years I cannot agree with that

view. In fact, I have never seen herring on this side

of the Atlantic as fat as the Scotch fish. Herring are

caught in large quantities on the Nova Scotia coast

only in shallow water where they come for the purpose

of spawning, and at spawning time no fish is in its

fattest condition. The raatje herring, very few of

which are caught in this Province, are really the fat-

test fish. This quality of herring are caught farther

off shore and earlier in the season, just previous to the

time when the milt or roe begin to develop, and when
the milt or roe advances toward maturity the fat gra-

dually disappears. Those matje herring when cured

by the Scotch method are salted very lightly, very

strong pickle being used instead of extra salt. The
barrels are not filled ([uite so full as for ordinary cure

owing to the fish being soft. As those matjes are

meant for immediate corisumj>tion they are usually

shipped right away and often bring big prices. At

the same time there is a certain amount of risk in soft

curing.

It may be interesting to some to mention that in the

year 1905. herring driftei'sto the ininiber of 1783 were

engaged in fishing around the Shetland Islands, which

lie off the N. E. Coast of Scotland, 21,201 fishermen,

fishworkers, etc., were employed, and 1.024,044 bar-

rels of herring, besides other fish, were the result of

their labours. Those barrels contained approximately

250 pounds of fish each. I do not expect to see any-

thing like this happen in Nova Scotia until after Crazy

Bill, (the Kaiser) has gone to the happy hunting

grounds, but we have the herring pond right here and

North and South America waiting anxiously for fish,

good ones.

In conclusion I may add that the Fish Inspection Ac

is already showing good results. In my possession al

tliis moment I have entiuiries from large fish firms fo^

the addresses of peo]ile who make application for

official brand. This is proof positive that the consur

er is now beginning to realize that he does not need_

take the former ehanee of getting bad fish,

growth of tliis realization will ultimately lead to i

increased consumption, largi-r prices, and the establish

ment of the industry upon a sounder basis.
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Every Fish You Can Catch is Needed!

Not for generations has food been so scarce or so high in price! Last
year's crops were generally poor the world over—and prospects this year are

none too good. Yet we must produce food in plenty if we ;ir<' to help supply
Great Britain and feed the men at the Front.

Short of help as they are, the farmers of (Canada are doing their best —
yet tliey cani^ot do enougli. The shortage of grains and meat must be made up
as far as j)Ossible by more Canadian fi^li. The su]iply in <mv coast and inland

waters is pi-actically unlimited, and

The catch can be greatly increased if every fisherman

will do his utmost!

Remember that there is more than your own i>rofit depending 07i your
work this season! The fighting men at the front, and the armies of workers
who keep them supplied, are looking to you to "do your bit" by helping feed
them! Every extra hour you woi-k — eveiy bit of bad weather you face —
«>very extra fish you binng to market — is true "National sei"vice."

Your reward will be generous, for i)resent pi'ices mean handsome profits.

Save these i)rofits, invest them in Canadian War Savings Certificates, and
you will be doubling your service, for

Money Len t to Canada Helps to Win the War

P'or eveiy $21.50 you lend the country now, you will get back $25.00 at
the end of thi'c^e years. Certificates for $25. $50 and $100 are on sale at all

Banks and Money Order Post Offices at $21 .50. ,$43, and $86 i-espectively, and
yield over 5% interest.

The National Service Board of Canada

R. B. Bennett,

Chairman

C W. Peterson,

Secretary
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Captaiu Harry West, one of the old-timers on the

Fraser River, has blossomed out as a fish broker and

commission agent, witii offices at 811 North West
Trust Building, Richards St., Vancouver, The Captain
has, man and boy, been in the fishing game in B. C.

these thirty years and more, and was kippering her-

ring in Billingsgate, when in knee pants and before
he could say his prayers unaided.

He was brought up on fish in London, England, and
has been thinking in tei-ms of fish ever since and doubt-
less will continue to the end of the chapter. Hence,
whatever he says regarding fish may be taken as ra-

rher authoritative as far as the circumstances will

allow. At any rate, allowing for a splendid imagina-
tion, what he says of the fisheries of the Pacific may

Ijf coii.-.idcrcd as right and the product of an intimate
acquaintance from every angle, from boat-rower to
boss of the job.

No matter what his title, it is as a fisherman that he
will be kiu)wii to fame and fortune; and to give him
credit, he has no desire to be considered as anything
else. He talks as a fisherman. He knows their trials

and tribulations, through having gone through them,
and being gifted with exceptional i)owers of express-
ion he can better than any other fishennan in B. C.,

give voice to their oj)inions and tell their story. Hav-
ing also hdrt i^icperieiiee as a producer, he can weave
into the talc botli sides of the (|nestion. until he stands
as the vocal enibodimciit of llic fishint.'- industry, if it

is humanly possible for one man to attest that title.

Some little time ago, he organized the Herring Fisk
ermen's Union and affiliated it with the Deep Sei
Fishermen's Union, as secretary and treasurer for thi^

Herring fishermen. He was successful in putting som«
degree of order into the operations of the herring fishf
ermen, getting better prices for their product|
ameliorating the regulations surrounding the fishin|
and elevating the ideals of the members of the associs
tion. At the last annual meeting, however, he dropped
out, thinking that the boys coidd get along all righ^
without him and they have done fairly well, but it

likely that at the next annual meeting, which occur
soon, he will get back into harness, for he is a fisherJ
man, though also a broker and commission agent. Hia
heart is with the men who go to sea to fish.

Knowing the Fraser River as he does from the days
of Alex. Ewen, Peter Burrell, Old man Harlock, The
Laidlaws, Old man English, and Billy Wadham, he be-^

lieves that this year will be a fairly big year on the

river . It will likely compare favourably with the!
year 1909 which was a fairly big year, is his consider-,

ed opinion. In this he admits that his view runs county
er to that expressed by others. He recalls that manj
attributed the big run in 1913 to the fact that 87 miM
lion fry were placed in the river in 1909. Following
this line of reasoning, he says that in 1913 there werel
l)laced in the river 147 million fry, and he asks if it ia

iu)t reasonable to exjjcct the same results as followed
the placing of fry in the river in 1909? The writer ha

not checked the Captain up on his facts but the point
of his conclusion seems right so far as it can be seenJ

As a matter of fact, it is the belief of the Captain^
that no one can definitely forecast what the run of

sockeye on the Frasei' will be this year or any other
year. He has seen big years in 1897, 1901 and one of

the biggest ever known in 1913. In 1905 he fished the

river till the season closed and did not make much
more than the price of a net. but after September 15,

tlie late run of soceye began and developed into un-

]U'ecedcnted proportions. Tliousauds of fish were sold

at 3 cents a i)iece and thousands were thrown away
for there were too many to can. From September 15

to November 19, that year, he made $1,900 by catching

fish and shipping them across the line.

The Captain, in spite of the risk, is preparing for a

big run on the Fraser. He expects the price of fish to

be a substantial one because it will be a fairly big year.

Perhaps it will be the highest price paid for sockeyes

in a big year. This high price will induce manj- white
men to fish who are now in the lumber camps and else-

where working. He figures that the average catch in a

poor big year should be about 3,000 to 4,0(X) fish a fish-

erman. This would give the fisherman at 35 cents a fish

$1,050 to $1,100. Out of this he would have to pay
for his net .$200, his boat .$50, $10 for the licence. &a
$60 for gasoline anti grub, in all $320, leaving a nel

total for the season of from $730 to $1080 not bad fo

six weeks' work and a great outing on the river. The
will be more intensive fishing on the river this yeai

than ever before, is the Captain's o])iiiion and it w
be d\U' to the demand on the part of the canners for

fish as well as the high price for'Tirth to the fjsbernu'u

Besides what the llsliernien eiin make out of thci

1
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riere is your opportunity to

get a genuine French briar

pipe—Free
To make you a smoker of T & B we make this introductory offer

of a genuine French briar pipe, a bundle of pipe cleaners, and one
pound of Tucketts T & B cut or plug tobacco—all for the price of

the tobacco alone.

You can get Tucketts T & B
tobacco -in Myrtle Cut ready for your
pipe--or in handy plugs. You also

have your choice of a straight or curve
stem pipe—see the illustrations.

You will enjoy Tuckeits T & B.
Made from the finest selected Vir-
ginia leaf. Smoke T & B cut or plug
tobacco--then you'll reali/.e just how
really good is pure Virginia leaf of the
best qualify, carefully matured and
mellowed. You won't be satisfied

with anything but T & B.

WHAT TO DO-
Pill in the Coupon. Tear out this page—take it and
$1.20 to your dealer—and pet your pound of Tueketts
T & B, (12 rejrular lOe [)ackaffes), or (3 No. 3 plug.s or
10 No. 10 |)iufrs). Instrtiet your dealer to send us the
page- -oil reeeii)t of wliieh we will mail you direet a

pi))e and a bundle of cleaners—free of charge.

NOTE: If your dealer does not stock T & B cut

or |ilug—attach express or money order for $1.20

to this page. Fill in your dealer's name, and mail
to The Tuckett Tobacco Co., Limited. Hamilton, Ont.

We will send you one ])ound of T & B cut or plug,

a j>ipe, and bundle of cleaners to you.

Tucketts T & B Myrtle Cut Tobacco sold in handy
10c. packages. Also \U lb. and 1 lb. tins.

Tucketts T & B Plug Tobacco. Sold in lOc, 25c.

and 30c. Plugs.

(corwumrr's name and address)

I have sold one pound of T * R tn

(cut or pluR)

Please send him stem i<ipe. and bundle of cleaners.

(straiKht or curve)

Address ....

(dealer't name) (street, town and province)

NOTK. - If youT dealer can't supply you with T & R. Just fill in his r.ame In space above. Attach
express or postal note for 11.20. mail to us. and we will send you the tobacco, pipe and cleaners.

The Tiirkett Tobarcn Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

Caution—It is necessary to send us this page, with details filled in on coupe
pipe and cleaners. j

order to secure free
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sockeye catch there will also be the pinks, the chums
and the echoes, for all of which the canners will be

bidding as well the foreign buyer for export to the

other side.

On the matter of the advisability of putting an em-

bargo on cheap raw salmon going into Puget Sound

points, the Captain admits that the cold storage men
of B. C. bid almost as high as the foreign buyer for

these salmon but says that the canners do not. If the

price offered by the B. C. canners were to approximate

to that offered by the Foreign buyer he thinks that

perhaps something might be done about it, for the

fishermen are in favor of a policy that would use the

raw materials of B. C. in B. C. factories to produce fin-

ished goods, and give employment to B. C. labor. He
suggests that a minimum price be set, which would be

agreed upon by all concerned, and he thinks that then

the fishermen would give the preference to the B. C.

buyer on national grounds. He has no antagonism to

our friends across the border, nor does he believe any

one who thinks has, but he believes that one of the first

to see the justice of a protective policy would be the

foreign packer, if the matter of price to the fisherman

were fixed upon an equality.

PERHAPS because he is a hard one, the

Captain is no follower of the late Adam
Smith as to freedom of the trade. He
thinks that t^e opening of the rivers of

E. C. to anyone who wanted to put a cannery would at

the first precipitate, to use his own words, a chaotic

condition and result soon after in the smaller canner-

ies going out of business and the larger ones becoming

larger than ever. He realizes that every canner is

out a large sum of money in getting ready for the fish

before he gets a dollar back, and that the success of

the canning business is pendent on the run of fish, so

that it is a very risky business and one in which know-

ledge and skill are necessary if success is to be obtain-

ed. Not every man has that knowledge, let alone the

skill that comes only after years in the business. At

the same time, he thinks that there are some streams

where concessions are held but not used, that might

with reasonable notice be thrown open to men who

know their business and who will guarantee to develop

As to the use of motor boats in fishing, he says that

there is no doubt tliat a fisherman using a motor boat

pan catch more fish than when h<> uses a row or sail

boat That has been sufficiently proven on the Fraser

and he has no doubt it will be also shown on the novtli-

ern streams. And he is free to state, also, that th<-

post of the motor boat will come out of th-^ pockets of

the canners in the first instance, though thev will be

repaid in time if the catches are good by the fisher-

men who get the boats on that condition. The initial

expenditure will be bv the canners and it will amonnt

to a tidy sum. It is the tendencv of the fishing in-

dustrv savR the Captain, that fishing should be done

in the most efficient manner, namely by motor boats

In the long run. it will work out to the advantage of

the canners for thev will get more fish and their ftsli-

ermen will develop more skill, as runmnsr a gasolin.-

fishing boat is a librral education in itself.

Tn the Captain's mind it is a serious onestion to de

pide whether during thp war is the proper time m
w1ii"h to do awav with the boat-rating and give per-

mission for the use of gasoline boats on the northern

rivpTH Conditions in the industry and in finance are

not such as warrant great disturbance in the handling

of the fisheries. That these things are bound to come

in time is the Captain's opinion but he is inclined to

believe that much thought should be given to th«r
effect on the industiy before they are instituted.

He would be in favor of a commission to investigate

the state of the fishing industry in B.C. before impos-

ing these regulation. On that commission there should

be a representative of the fishermen as well as of the

canners. Business men should be chosen who will in-

vestigate thoroughly and recommend fearlessly. It is

a long time since all the facts regarding the fisheries

liave been made public but it is high time it was done
so that the people may know whether the fisheries are

being depleted or not, and whether more modern me-
thods of administration should not be employed. The
fisheries of B.C. are of such importance from a national

stand-point, that they should have the undivided at-

tention of a responsible minister of the crown who
would inform himself concerning how the fisheries of

other countries are being administered and profit by
their example. Perhaps a wholesale re-organization of

the fisheries of Canada would fit the case.

Captain West, as this interview shows, is keeping
abreast of the times. He has large views as to the

future of the fisheries of B.C., arising from his per-

sonal knowledge of how the city of Yarmouth was
built up on the herring trade alone. Similar cities will

arise in B.C. His opinion is worth while for he was
the first man to catch a herring on this coast and he
declares, that that herring wasn't blind at that. He
holds himself ready to keep this journal au fait with

the doings among llie herring and salmon fishermen
and is i)repared to keep the whole industry right as

regards the history of fishing on the Fraser River.

This is in the nature of a challenge and Capt. West
lets it stay as it lies.

J

An Exceptional Opportunity for Fishermen

A few iif* i'> to 7 h.p. slow spoed M.i''inc Ijislnet'.

made by the Oiiim-in Oiis Power baiin 3i<oa. svillable ror
.siniiU flshlnjc biats. These are the Inst rem.ilnlnK of ii

lianl<riii>t Stoc';, and arc offered at low price-* for
lulrk turnover. I.,art;e .<!tock of repair parts always
ivallable.

lloii't miss this opportunity to secur* a hlRh ^rade
enKlnr at a ParKaln Price.

Writ* Marina 8al«s Sept. to-day.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited

TORONTO - CANADA
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"CANSl-MORE CANS!"
When the run of fish is good that is the oiv. If the pack is to be successful and profit-

able the machines that meet emergencies must bo dependable.

The supply of cans must meet the incoming rush of fish smoothly — always ahead, no

stoppage for repairs, no failure on the part of any of them to perform its share.

"Bliss" Automatic Can-Making Machinery is used in every part of the world where cans

are required—is the development of nearly sixty year.s—can be depeiided upon.

"BLISS" AUTOMATIC LOCK-AND-LAP SEAM BODY-MAKER
No. 22-N is the iiiacliino illustrated iiliovr. Shown with automatic

suction blank feed and roll .solder attachment. Production speed up-

wards of irin per minute.

Write for Catalogue Section No, 18-

A

E. W. BLISS COMPANY
Main Office and Works; BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE CLEVELAND OFFICE
1857 People's Gas Bldg. Dime Bank Bldg. Union Bank Bldg. 1917

LONDON, S.E.. ENGLAND, Poc(x:k Street, Blackfriars Road PARIS, FRANCE, 100 Boulevard Victor-Hugo St. Ouen
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The Lobster Situation — Spring 1917
By HOMER D.

IjOOKING backward to the time when the

present clash of arms began in 1914, one real-

izes that the Lobster industry of the Maritime
Provinces has passed through many crises.

The trade from time to time has faced some alarming

possibilities and been kept keenly upon the alert.

Fortunately, later events have di^roved its well-

founded fears, and the results up to now have render-

ed the results satisfactory.

The first alarm in August 1914 over the financial

situation was soon cleared by the prompt action of the

British Chancellor, and the attitude of (Janadian Bank-

ers towards those who had shipments on the way to

Europe or goods left on this side awaiting shipment.

The loss of the German markets was considered a

severe blow to the business, and to find a new outlet

for forty thousand additioiud eases of lobsters was
looked upon as a stui)endous task, but the new markets

that arose in the military training camps and canteens

in England and France or the increased monies put in-

to circulation througli higher wages earned in munition

factories and elsewhere increased the demand suffi-

ciently to absorb the supply without very drastic re-

ductions in value becoming necessary.

The tightening of the Germaii blockade reduced the

quantities allowed to go into neutral countries, or else

they created such complications that lessened the value

of those markets to exporters, but no bad effects be-

came visible.

As time went on exchange rates fell lower and lower,

while the Allies were pouring their money to the

American side in payment of their enormous orders,

freight rates increased steadily and war risk rates for

insurance fluctuated seriously, but all these took place

without materially decreasing the returns to the fish-

ermen and packers of Canada.

Twelve months ago a further commotion arose over
the embargo declared by France against this class ol

food stuffs. Much publicity was given to the matter

a great deal of correspondence ensued, and various re

})resentations made until eventually a system of li

censes was established so that all the lobsters that the

trade wished to send to that country were shipped

during the last season.

Prices for all goods entering into the business have
increased gradually and steadily, but up to now the re

turns from the business have been adequate to cover

all advances.

During the i)ast winter the British announcements
regarding restricted importations caused another

storm, but the later permission given for 50 jier cent of

the usual shipments to be sent to England revived hope

again.

P\)llowiiig closely upon this came a new French de-

cree regarding similar restrictions and while the de-

tails remain up to now a matter of much uncertainty

some modification seems probable.

Lately the submarine menace has increased or at

least its po.ssibilities more vividly realized, and as the

allied governments require most of the space in ocean

going steann-rs from this side of the Atlantic, the ques--

tion of transportation stands pre-eminent in the minds

of lobster exporters.

Thus far, however, even without organization maii\

of the obstacles to the lobster business have been swej)!

awfty, and yet as one disappears another looms up. Tn

day the trade stands on the threshold of a new seii

son confident of a good demand for its product, but

filled with doubt as to the difficulties and dangers that

are ahead.

The present season viewed from today's prospective
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Established 1874

D. Hatton Company
MONTREAL

Largest Receivers and Distributors

oF all kinds of

FISH
IN THE DOMINION

Experts in the handling of

Bulk and Shell Oysters
Proprietors of the NIOBE BRAND Haddies, Fillets,

Kippers, Bloaters and Sardines in the

Purest of Olive Oil

Also IVORY BRAND of Boneless Codfish put up in

1 and 2 lb. Blocks, 20 lb. Boxes

Whether you want to Buy, Sell or Talk FISH, communicate with us

It will always pay and interest you
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is fraught with uncertainty. Cautious operators are

proceeding more slowly than usual.

The fishermen's supplies are costing them more
money than ever. Rope, as an example, has more than

doubled itself in price since the war opened.

The packers' needs of Tinplates, cans, tin, lead,

parchment, have soared to fabulous heights. Some of

thein iiave trebbled their cost in the past two seasons.

THE shippers are confronted with freight

rates, etc., that are in some cases from five to

ten times greater than they were before war

was declared. The difference between f.o.b.

and c.i.f. prices today means several dollars per case

for some of the usual markets—and to all those are

added the doubt as to whether the lobsters when pack-

ed can be transported to the countries wherein lies the

best demand.

The general feeling is that up to a certain stage all

buying is safe. The wise buyer is he who knows when
to stop. Many of the lobster buyers appear to believe

that the moment for them has arrived.

Some calculate that within a month there will be

large stocks of these goods ])acked arid accumulating
in various pa'rts of the Maritime Provinces that can-

not be moved to their original destinations, and will

either have to be held here or dumped upon the home
and near-by markets until such quantities will cause
a heavy slump in values.

Some packers, however, refuse to acce])t warnings of

this nature, and consider those who venture such opi-

nions merely like the Bears of a Stock Market. In a
foolish spirit of competition many are paying more
than ever for their supplies, trusting that all obstacles

in the future will be removed as surely as those of the

past.

The cautious attitude of the regular buyers is how-
ever a noticeable feature at the present time. One of

them is said to have recently remarked that buyers
with reputation, character and money must go slow
now and let those who consider these three essentials

less vital have the field to themselves. There is a

gambling chance for their success but it is hardly a
business proposition.

Perhaps by the time this appears to the public the

situation will have resolved itself, but to the writer
the importance of the present situation — whatever
may transpire — demonstrates the need, but lack of

organization and eo-operation between factors in this

business.

Many in their despair declare the lobster industry
to be one of the insoluble human problems recently
referred to by Premier Lloyd George. They cannot
see a distinction between a co-operation to protect
tra(h' and a combination that restrains it. being scared
by the prayings of Socialistic Agitators and Fretiziod

Politicians Avho have found a "happy hunting ground"
for making a noise in this complicated business for
years and drowning thereby the cry of those really in-

terested in its reform.
RY co-operation means for transportation

conld more easily be found, the danger of'

ginttinjr any particular outlets avoided, and
n stability of all nuirkets established, even if

it should become necessary to hold the present sea-

son's pack unshipped for several months. One could

then conduct a business with some assurance of s\ie-

cesB.

It will be little use for a fisherman to pet high prices

for his lobsters unless he gets paid for all of them. It

will be no advantage to any packer if he has a large

pack and caiuiot dispose of it. It will benefit no one

if the packer or the buyer cannot meet his bills at the

end of a season. Foolish comjx^tition in one season

almost invariably acts like a boomerang in the nest. A
sane business might rob the industry of its new.spaper

popularity and the partisan politician of much of his

power, but it would leave a steadier income for the

fisherman, packer and exporter, a more regular an-

nual revenue to the Dominion and a surer means for

conservation of future supplies than is now possible.

The lessons of the war may be fruitful for the trade

and it is hoped that these can be learned without be-

ing forced upon it by a disaster.

A NEW TRAWL BOX AND HOW TO BUILD A
BOAT.

Editor, Canadian Fisherman,
In the Fisheiman-PVbrnary I notice an item that a

Trawl Line box had been invented and ]iatented. I

don't know what it is like but I had made one myself.

I X^-as fixing up my hooks, moods and ground line

and thought it was an old woman's way to mix up the

hooks with the moods and line ; so dumped the whole
business out on the floor: cut a piece of board the

length and height of the box ; inside : cut a dozen slots

with a saw half way down the board and nailed it in

about one third from one side, coiled up ray line and
moods on the larger side and dropped the hooks on

the narrow side with the moods laying in the slots.

It works O.K. and pays out fine. Of course the

hooks could be baited ; and ice or snow packed down
with the bait.

All fishermen are very welcome to use the^ contri-

vance.

How to build a boat 6'.6" x 26'.—Clinker built.

Lay the keel, set up and fasten the stem and the in-

post : then put one mould amidships; on other moulds
fasten the garboard plank to stem, keel and stem post,

then the next plank is nailed to the stem and the upper
edge of the garboard plank : the next plank to the

upper edge of the second and when the bilge is reach-

ed the planking has no more use for the only mould
amidships: but depends on its own blend and stiffness

and Avhcn the upper edge of the hearstake is reached

is 6" away from the mould.
A stiffening piece II4" x 2"' is then nailed on the in-

ner edge of the hearstake and both sides finished up.

Remember there is no frame at all as yet.

The frames 1 x 11/2 are put in the steam box and lines

1 foot apart are marked on the inner side of the planks

already in position.

As soon as the frames are soft enough they are taken

out one by one, forced down inside to fit the planking

and nailed in ]>lace while soft. — So the frames are

made to fit the planking and not the planking to fit

the frame.

I claim that no man is able to bend planks on each

side of a boat by eye and hand; so that each side shall

have the same conformation: the boat is bound to be

fuller on one side than the other. Am T right*

I had a small 12 foot skiff built a counle rtf years

ago and T never could make otit why the thing alwftj

wanted to go to Port—never to starboard.

Now I know.—He is fidler on one .side than the othe

Did you ever hear of a boat of any kind britt-jr buil

in this manner? It is the practice here.

Xatiisliduan.

North Shore. 26 March 1917.

F. C. CREAN.
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PACIFIC FISHERIES SECTION.

The New "Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MA-

CHINE. THE ONLY MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we have been manufacturing Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the sahnon industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illusti-ation shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information-
prices, tei-ms, etc., furnished on application.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

n
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Settlement of Fishery Questions With United States
e "Canadian Fisherman" was glad to learn from

e remarks made by the Minister of the Naval Service,

hen his Fisheries Estimates were under discussion in

e House of Commons, that negotiations with the

luted States Government were on foot, which will

rohably lead to a settlement for good and all of eer-

in matters on both the Atlantic and Pacifie coasts,

hieh have been causing considerable unrest, and
which have consequently been militating against stabil-

ity in the industry in both countries.

A brief summary of these questions may be of value.

Article 1 of the Treaty of 1818 between Great lirit-

aud the United States measures the liberties which
lited Staes fishermen enjoy in ('anadian waters,

is question had, ever since the American war of In-

ependenee, been in controversy. Under this Treaty,

nited States fishermen are given the liberty to fish in

ommon with Hritisli subjects in the territorrial waters

round the Magdalen Islands and on the north shore of

he Gulf, eastward from Point Joli, as well as to land

and cure fish on unsettled portions of this part of the

north shore. Similar liberties are provided on portions

of the Newfoundland coast. The Article also speci-

H-^ that American fishing vessels shall be permitted to

• lii'T our harbours and bays for the four humanitari-

an purposes of obtaining wood, water and shelter and
"f "ffecting repairs, and in order that there might be

loubt about the matter it pertinently adds "ior no

oilier purpose whatever."

Differences of interpretation as to the meaning of
some of the terms of this Article soon arose and gave
rise to a great deal of diplomatic controversy. Pro-
minent amongst these, so far as Canada is concerned,
was the definition of a "bay" as contemplated by the

Treaty. The United States contended that it meant a

territorial bay in the strict sense of the term.- -that is

a bay not more than six miles wide or three miles from
either side, — so that American vessels might fish in

our bays up to within three miles of the shore to a
point three miles from a line drawn across the bay at

the first place where it ceased to be more than six

miles wide. Canada, on the other hand, contended

that the term meant a geographical bay, no matter

how wide it might be.

This and other points in doubt were not setlU'd un-

til 1911, when they were the subject of an exceedingly

interesting and important arbitration at the Hague.

Canada's contention on this point was upheld, but both

countries felt satisfied with the outcome, which to .say

the least is an unusual experience. No doubt, one of

the main reasons for this situation was. that both coun-

tries were glad to have the troublesome questions .set-

tled.

In the earlier years before the advent of the steam

trawler and cold storage, the successful exploitation of

the fisheries depended mainly on three factors, -bait,

crews and handy base of operation. (lanada, situated

as she is, in juxtaposition to the most imporlsitit fish
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ing banks, and with her inshore waters teaming with

bait fishes, as well having a large fishing population,

WHS ill a much more favourable position to carry on

th(! fisheries than the Americans, but, on the other

hand, her home demand for her product was small, and

she needed the markets of the United States as well as

other countries. Hence, we find that in all the in-

ternational negotiations on the subject, the United

States sought for her fishermen the advantages of

Canadian ]iorts and bait .supplies, as well as the ship-

ping of crews, while Canada sought freedom to the

tinited States markets. These reciprocal advantages

were exchanged by the reciprocity treaty of 18.54 to

1865, and the Washington Treaty of 1871, — which

came into effect in 1873,—to 1885.

Both these Treaties were terminated at the instance

of the United States. When, in 1886. the United

States fishermen were again restricted to their liber-

ties under the Treaty of 1818, seizures and interfer-

ences of their vessels for invasion of our laws began

with all the irritation incident thereto. Negotiations

were opened up for another reciprocal treaty arrange-

ment, and these culminated in what has since been

known as the Unratified Treaty of 1888. Thie treaty

was even more advantageous to Canada than the i)re-

vious ones, and while it was approved by the Canadian

Parliament it failed to receive the ratification of the

United States Senate. Newfoundland was also a party

to this tr^ty, and it was approved by the legislature

of that colony.

It was out of this treaty that the so-called "modus
Vivendi" grew. The treaty was signed too late in the

year to enable it to be considered by the (Canadian Par-

liament, the legislature of Newfoundland and the Unit-

ed States Senate before the opening of the then pend-

ing fishing season, and in order to prevent further dif-

ficulties ari.sing by seizures of vessels, and to enable

its advantages to be antieii)ated in a considerable mea-

sure, the British plenipotentiaries offered a temporary

arrangement, which was not to last more than two

years, by which United States vessels would be per-

mitted to enter Canadian and Newfoundland bays and

harbours,

—

(a) for the purchase of bait, ice, seins. lines and all

other supplies and outfits; and

(b) the transhipment of catches and the shipping of

crews,

—

on taking out annual licenses, the fee on which would

be .^L.'W) per registered ton of the vessel. It also \n-o-

vided for the return of the license fees should the

United States make retroactive the remission of duties

eoUeeted on Canadian and Newfoundland fish.

Though the treaty was not ratified by the United

States Senate, the "modus vivendi" was continued in

l)oth Canada and Newfoundland. A special Act of

I'arliament was i)a88ed in Canada, authorizing it in

1H90 and again in 1891. and in 1892 power was given

the Governor in ('ouncil to authorize the renewal of

the arrangement from year to year, and such has been

done up to the present.

There were those who felt that this was a mi.stake oh

Canada's part, and that if she had, following the fail

lire of the United States' Senate to ratify the treaty,

held United States fishing vessels down to their bare

libeHies under the treaty of 1818, they could not have

successfully competed with those of Canada. It was.

no doubt, owing to a strong feeling in this direction

that in 1904. when if was Itarned that United States

fishing vessels which iiad installed auxiliary power

were taking out licenses,and were thus able to avail

themselves of the priivleges to a greater extent than
had been originally contemplated, sucii vessels were
declared by Order in Council to be ineligible for

licenses. The effect of this is to render the privileges

of the modus vivendi of less and less value to United
States fishing vessels as the years go by, as more of
them are installing auxiliary power.

Ill Newfoundland, following the failure of the Unit-
ed States Senate in 1905 to ratify the Bond-Hay Con-
vention which provided for reci])rocal arrangements
between the two countries,that colony absolutely dis-

continued the "modus vivendi", and has since been
restricting United States vessels to their liberties un-
der the Treaty of 1818.

With the changing conditions, owing to the advent
of cold storage and the development of the steam
trawling industry, as well as the ever increasing
growth of the fresh fish markets, obviously these pri-
vileges are not of the same vital importance to the
United States that they were in earlier years, but they
arc still of great value, particularly to the vessels en-
gaging in the salt fish industry, and as will be showni
later on, with .some modifications their value would be
vastly increased to the United States.

All the above has reference to the Atlantic coast, bnl
when the deep sea fisheries of the Pacific began to be
developed, difieulties of a largely similar nature began
to be experienced there.

The halibut fishery, which even up to the present
time is the only deep sea fishery on that coast that has
been extensively developed, was started from Seattle,
but as the most i)ro!ific banks were off the British Co-
lumbia coast, and the C.P.R. afforded as good and as
cheap transj)ortation facilities to the markets of the
United States as the United States railroads the New
England Fish Company, the pioneer organization in the
industry, opened a branch at Vancouver in the early
nineties. At that time, the duty on fresh fish enter-
ing the United States was 1/20 a pound, and the com-
I)any, owing to being . able to operate more cheaply
from Vancouver than Seattle, found it feasible to use
Canadian boats in the fishery and pay this duty, and
still more than successfully eomi)ete with Seattle. But
in 1897 the United States tariff was raised to Ic a
l)ouiul. The company then represented to the Cana-
dian Government that unless it would allow it to use
United States fishing vessels and shij) their fish in

bond from Vancouver, it would be unable to continue
eomiietition with Seattle, and would have in future to

carry on its business wholly from that ]iort.

After much hesitation, it was decided to grant these
requests for that year only, but like the "modus
vivendi" on the Atlantic, the privileges have been re-

newed yearly since that time.
As well as being allowed to ship tiieir fish in lioiid.

Vessels bringing their catches to Vancouver for such
purposes, were also permitted to purchase bait, stores,

and outfits and to sliij) crews.
When a few years ago the O.T.P. was opened up to

Prince Rupert, the situation became even more com-
plicat(>(l, and the agitation for discontinuing the privi-

leges altogether was very strong. Indeed, it would
seem that the only thing that saved the privileges was
the fact that the duty had been removed on fish into

the United States. It will be readily .seen that as long
as the duty remained, this arrangement placed United
States operators in British Ccdumbia ports on a dis-

tinctly advantagous position as compared with Cana-
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(liaii i-iiiiiin'Uiors. as while the I'di'iiht (Mnild sliip their

fish ii)t(i tlie I'liitod States in hoiid and tlms oseape

the duty, the Canadians liad to pay a dnty of le a

pound. No doubt, in the earlier days this faet militat-

ed ajrainsl the developnuMit of the Canadian fishery,

thoupii tlic selling organization of the Ameriean eom-

panies in the United States at that time made it

extremely diffieult to break into it.

In any event, whe nit was deeided Id t-enew the pri-

vileges of the (i.T.P., it was also deeided to meet the

requests of the smaller individually owned United

States" fisiiing vessels, which were not in a position to

ship their own fish in bond, to .sell their fish in bond
in ('anadian ports to duly licensed inirehasers who in

tnrn would ship them in bond to the United States.

As only vessels shipping fish or selling fish in bond
were allowed to purchase bait, etc., representations

were made on behalf of .the United States' vessels to be

allowed to come to Canadian ports and get bait on their

way to the fishing gnmnds liefore landing a fare of

fi.sh, and this was granted conditional on the vessels

giving an undertaking that the fish caught from such

baitings would be taken to Canadian ports.

There were however, some "flies in the ointment"

in the working out of the arrangement to the United

States" vessels. They claim that it is particularly un-

fair to them to be made to give the undertaking above

referred to. and that they should be free to bring their

catches to Canadian or United States ports as they

might find most desirable. Also, some Customs nilings

were given in connection with shipments by water,

which for a time seriously upset arrangements, but

these have been revoked, and there is no difficulty now
from that standjioint.

The yearly nature of the arrangement however.

leaves the operators in doubt as to its stability, and,

conse(|uently. prevents the development of the busi-

ness by them to the extent that they otherwise would

feel warranted in effecting.

While, as on the Atlantic coast, the geographical po-

.sition of Itritish Columbia, and particularly of Prince

Rupert, give advantages greatly above those offered by

any Washington State port, or even by Ketchikan, ow-

ing to the latter being about one hundred miles away
from a railway, the conditions on that coast are chang-

ing too. The richest halibut grounds off the Briti.sh

Colund)ia coast have already been seriously depleted,

and for the greater part of the year the halibut are now
mainly caught on banks well north of the Alaskan

coast. Also, while as a usual thing, bait fishes are plen-

tiful on the British Columbia coast, there are times

when bait is found in the United States side when it is

searce in Canada, and it is therefore advantageous that

our fishermen should be assured that at any time they

may go to United States waters for baiting purjioses if

they desire.

There are seviTiii nim-i iii<iiiri.> ni mimif iriip<irtiiare,

but of distinct valur'. which space forbids dealing Avith

at the present time, but it will be seen from the above

that there are (liffic\dties .on both coasts. Ff the time

for hairsplitting arrangements on either side ever

existed, that time has fortunately passed. It is now
•'•nerally recognized that what is needed is a well bal-

anced arrangement that would be fair and just to both

countries, and that would a.ssure that stability which

would encourage develoijinent in the inilustry all along

the line by the fi.shermen of either country.

On I lie Atlantic coast, it would be of tremendous
value to United .Stales' fishing vessels having auxiliary
power, if they could avail themselves of the "modus
vivendi" i)rivileges.

The value of these privileges to all United States fish-

ing ves.sels would be vastly implemented if they were
permitted to sell their fish in Canadian ports, even in

the face of a duty, as well as to ship them in bond from
such i)orts. Merely superficial examination reveals

this While these vessels would always go to the Unit-

ed States' markets under ordinary conditions, it too fre-

quently hai)pens that owing to inclement weather or

running short of bait on account of poor fishing, ves-

sels liiul it necessary to make for iiort with an insig-

nificant fare. In such instances valuable time would
be .saved if the vessels were permitted to visit the near-

est port, and there dispose of her small amount of fish

which it would not pay to tranship, and then imme-
diately refit and get back to the banks. Such an ar-

rangement would in the aggregate, save months of

fishing time to United States vessels, and would thus

result in greatly inerea.sed food production and earn-

ings.

Also, while the license fee is a serious matter for in-

ilividual vessels, the reveinie even if licenses were tak-

en out by the whole United States' fleet would not be a

matter of much importance to the Canadian Goverik
ment. and the reduction of .such fee to a merely nomi-

nal one therefore ai)pears practicable.

On the other hand. Canadian vessels are not allowed

ed to go directly from the fishing grounds to United

States' ports with their catches and sell them there, but

they must forward their fish through the ordinary

merchantile routes. In years gone by, when they were

permitted to go to such ports, they were not given

clearance after disposing of their fish for the high seas,

but they had to return to a home port.

While owing to the proximity of Canadian ports to

the fishing grounds and the ready transportation faci-

lities from such ports, Canadian fishing vessels would

not frequently go direct to United States ports even if

they were permitted to do so, there are occasions when
they could go there with advantage, and at such a

time no detrimental competition by them with United

States vessels would be experienced as they would oidy

go there because the demand would be greater than the

supply.

An agreement on broad lines covering a long term

of years, by which United States' vessels, no matter

how pro|)elled, — jirocuring licenses merely to recog-

nize the ovcr-.stepping of treaty concessions to which

licenses only a nominal fee would attach,—would be

permitted on both coasts to come to Canadian ports to

tranship or sell their catches in bond or locally, on pay-

ment of the duty, if they chose, to then replenish their

stores and outfits, as well as ship crews and then be

granted clearances for the fishing grounds, similar pri-

vileges to be accorded Canadian ves.sels in United

States' port.s, would in the opinion of the "Canadian

Fisherman" greatly inure to the benefit of the fish-

ing industry in both countries and would prevent diffi-

culties arising which tend to cause international com-

plications.

Such an arrangement would be eminently more re-

liable than one (lepending (ui tariff provisions, which

are unstable and liable to change at any time. We
trust that the negotiations will be successful in bring-

ing some such settlement.
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COMMISSIONERS TO DEAL WITH FISH FOODS.

Acting under Section 6 of the Order-in-Council

civating bis office, the Honorable W. J. Hanna, Pood

Controller for Canada, has appointed Messrs. G. Frank

Beer, of Toronto; R. Y. Eaton, of Toronto, and F. S.

Wiley, of Port Arthur, as Commissioners, having the

same power as the Food Controller to deal with all

matters concerning Canadian fish.

According to the above-mentioned Order-in-Coun-

cil, the Food Controller for Canada possesses the

following powers:

(a) Ta make such inquiry and investigation as he

deems necessary for the purpose hereinafter

set forth into the quantities, location and

ownership, and into the sources of supply of

any article of food used by the people of Can-

ada and into the prices at which same is sold

or held for sale and the causes of such prices.

(h) To ascertain the food requirements of Canada

and to facilitate the export of the surplus to

Great Britain and her Allies.

(•) To make regulations where he deems it in the

public interest and subject to the approval

of the Governor in Council.

(1) Governing the prices of any articlf of food

and the storage, distribution, sale and deliv-

ery thereof.

(2) Providing for the conservation of food and

the prevention of waste thereof, and govern-

ing the consumption of food in hotels, res-

taurants, cafes, private houses, clubs and other

places.

(3) Respecting the mainifactui-e, preparation, stoi'-

age and transport of food.

f4> .Xuthorizing the Food Controller to purchase,

requisition, store, sell and deliver food. For

all the purposes of these orders, the Food

Controller shall have the powers of a Com-

missioner appointed under the provisions of

Part One of the Inquiries Act. All powers

conferred and all duties imposed on the Food

('ontrolier liy these Orders, or by any subse-

(|uent Order of the Governor in Council, may
be fjxercised and performed by him either in-

dependently or in co-operation with any De-

partment of the Government of Canada, or

any Provisional Government, or with any De-

partment or officer of the Government of

Gfeat Britain or of any Allied country vested

with similar powers.

For e\T:'ry one dollar's worth of fish that is produced

from our inland lakes, British Columbia and the Mari-

time Provinces produce six dollars' worth of ocean

fish, and in view of the very special character of this

business, we would have expected that at least one of

the Commi.ssioiuTs appointed by the Food Controller

would have been a British Columbian or Maritime

Province fisherman. However, the three Commis-

sioners that have already been appointed will be given

every facility and assistance by the fishing industry in

the prosecution of their work.

BRITISH COLUMBIA COMMISSION.

In order to determine the best policy to adopt in

connection with the Salmon Packing Industry of Dis

trict No. 2, British Columbia, the Dominion Govern-

ment have appointed a Commission composed of Mr.

W. Sanford Evans, of Ottawa, Chairman; Mr. H. B.

Thompson, of Victoria, and Mr. F. T. James, of To-

ronto, as a Commission to examine into the following

matters

:

W. SANDFORD EVANS. Ottawa.

1. Whether the niiinber of salmon (•iinneri/s al-

lowed to be operated in district No. 2, Brit

ish Columbia, should be restricted to the ninii

ber of licenses for such establishments as are

now effective, and if so, for what length of

time.

2. Whether motor boats should be allowed to be

used in salmon fishing operations in the said

district.

;i. Whether the number of fishing boats lunv a!

lowed to be used in any area should be en

larged or retluced, (a) if motor boat's arc ul
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lowcil, and ih) it" row boats only arp ptTiiiit-

t<'(i, and if so, how nuiny in I'itlici' case and in

I'ither direction.

Wlietlier any of the l)oals authorized to be

used in any area should be licensed to fish in

I onnection with specified canneries only, and
if so, what jjroportion of such boats.

Whether the export in a fresh condition of

other varieties of salmon than sockeye should

be prohibited, and if so, to what extent.

The actual amount of money in cash oi'iginally

and at present invested in each cannery and

e(iuii)nient; the annual business done and the

expenses connected therewith, and the gross

and net annual profits or losses sustained by

each cannery in the said district since the

boat rating became effective, such informa-
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Ontario to Use More Fish

H. B. THOMPSON Victoria, B.C., member of the recent-
ly appointed B. 0. Commission.

tion to be obtained by the examination of

witnesses under oath, or by an audit of the

books or both, as may be found most desir-

able by the Commissioners.

7. Such other points directly connected with the

salmon fishing and canning indu.stries in tihis

district as in the opinion of the Com-

missioners will better enable them to reach

proper conclusions on the aforesaid subjects.

These gentlemen left immediately for the West af-

ter receiving their api;.;intmert, and are now on the

ground iMiikliiL' the neeessi.rv investigation.

May 15th, 1917.

Chairnum, Ontario National Resources Commission,
Toronto, Ont.

Gentlemen :

As Editor of the CANADIAN PTSirERMAN. Secre-
tary-Treasurer of the Canadian Fisheries Association,
and a member of the sub-eommittee appointed by you
at the meeting on Monday, May 14th, I would niakc
the following personal reeommendations and sugges-
tions for the utilization and larger consumption of On-
tario fish among the citizens of the Province.

FIRST. EDUCATE THE PEOPLE TO THE
VALT'E AND ECONOMY OF FISH AS A FOOD
This can be done hv ADVERTTSTNO and DEM-

ONSTRATION.

Advertise in newspapers and magazines which reach
the home and the house-wife. Enumerate the species
of edible fi.sh which Ontario waters provide. Urge the
people to eat more fish. Separate fish from Friday
and encourage its consumption three and four times
a week at least. Have the ads. designed showing the
fishermen hauling the nets, etc., and have the wording
telling, forceful and calling attention to the urgent
necessity of using our natural resources to the limit
in the.se wai*-time diiys.

WITH every advertising contract given, sup-
ply a series of reading notes and fish recipes
which must be published in the "Home
Notes" or "Women's Page" of the news

paper or magazine receiving advertising. Ask the
editors to write editorials oji the subject of using more
fish in place of meat, eggs and poultry.

Have a small pamphlet printed giving a list of
edible Ontario fish: their food value; how to dress
them; and how to cook them. AVOID RECIPES with
ingredients which are costly. AVOID RECIPES which
call for much preparation and attention. The simpler,
the better. Have this book bound by a snddle stitch
so that it will remain open at any page. The cook Tnay
want to have the book in front of her while pieparing
the fish, and she won't be bothered with a book that
persists in closing up like the booklet produced bv the
Department of the Naval Service. THIS BOOKLET
SHOULD RE SUPPLIED TO ALL DEALERS IN
FISH, wholesale and retail. Let them mail it to their
customers and have it upon their counters. ALso have
it distributed in the rural distn<'ts throu<.'li the local

postmasters.

Have a small poster designed for dis])Iay in fish

stores. It should be of stifT cardboard—not too large
and not too small. The design could be a string of
white-fi.sh. trout, herring, etc., with the outstanding
words. "EAT MORE FISH AND KEEP DOWN THE
COST OF LIVING. IT IS A NATIONAL DUTY."
Or "I'TILIZE HOME RESOURCES. EAT FISH AND
SAVE MONEY. CHEAPER THAN MEAT."

Cin-ularize the fish dealers and urge them to aid the
Commission in increasing fish consumption. Ask them
to advertUe locally. Free them to make good displays
on both Tuesdavs and Fridays, and get them to take
eare in disidaying and handling fish-foods. Get them
to give prominence to the poster in their windows and
on their delivery caVts and wagons. Have them dis-

tribute the cook book to their customers. As manv
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fish dealers are butchers also, it may be policy to

leave out the "cheaper than meat" slogan.

IN ALL PUBLICITY WORK remember there are

seasons when certain lines of fish are dear. Advertise

the fish in season and make the public acquainted with

the seasons and the varieties plentiful.

Endeavour to popularize species of Lake fish which

throuprh appearance and prejudice are not generally

consumed. Plelpouts, catfish, carp, sturgeon, etc., are

all first-class edible fish and are largely consumed in

the United States. There is no reason why they should

not be in Ontario.

DEMONSTRATION. One of the best means
of practical demonstration is through the

domestic science classes in colleges. If the

students are taught how to cook fish, they
will carry the knowledge home and spread the gospel.

Demonstration booths in charge of a good cook can

be established for a week or so in the fish department
of large city stores. Have the restaurants and hotels

feature fish on Tuesdays as well as4'"'ridays. The Tues-

day Fish Dav was originated and given much public-

ity by the CANADIAN FISIIERTES ASSOCIATION
and it has been very successful in many localities Most
of the dealers throughout the country know of the

Tuesday fish day, and the Association is still keeping

the idea alive and will continue- to do so until it is

universally adopted.

The idea of a I'aiJroad car as a demonstration booth

as mooted by Mr. F. T. James of Toronto, is a g-ood

one and would be invaluable for promoting the fish

ea+ing campaign in the rural districts.

For the benefit of the store-keepers in country dis-

tricts who find it liard to stock fresh fish in the sum-
mer-time, I would suggest that thev be supplied with

a glass topped show-case, lined with zinc and capable
of holdinff 50 to 100 lbs. of fish. The Dominion Depart-
ment of Fisheries advocate this idea and had sample
••ases made and tested. One of our Montreal dealers

^las had 150 cases built and is loaning them to his cus-

tomers 'u the rural districts of Quebec. The fish are

laid in if'c in this case and the whole makes a tasteful

display. Particulars of this case are appended, and the

Ontario Government itiisrht sunply thee cases with
suitable legends stencilled on tliem iirging the eating
of more fish.

SEf;OND. SI'PPLY. In my opinion, which may be
o'lcn to correction, the demand has to be created first.

('rpate the demand and the supply will take care of

jtoelf. Our fishermen will ship to the Ontario markets
iust PS readily as thev will to the American. The T\S.

•narket has i>roved a pood one for Ontario fishermen

in certain localities bnth jn nrice and (niantity bought.
Tt is less trouble to ^''-< 1 000 lbs. than 100 lbs. nnd
that bns been the ri'!>«"n in the »'.";t. With i> crond

'-"irW-ft in Ontfifin. the >JiM>nK' ^vjl] follow, and dii»''n<T

these war-time I'avs it would be «» j?ood move to cse
UP on the Provincial fishi"<r ret riot ions and onen ur>

mnnv closed lakes atid wntcs This will tend to lower
priepR. The fishermen and prodnoprs could be nnneal-
ed to ineronse nrodiiftion pnd sb'o to both mnrkets.

We mi'"'* not forcet the fact fipt the Thiited Stjiteo '<ro

now our Allies ami iittv discriniipntion a'r:iil<s' them
v'<nld be nnpatriolic mid lend to '•(>tn1iation. Our 'o'nt

reMfiiirccs are now beinir pooled for the common srood.

THIRD. It is probahlv within the scope "f the

Coiiimission to advise reirnrdine thf future of the fish-

eries. Following an inereHse in CONSUMPTION and

PRODUCTION, there mu.st be PROPAGATION to

make good the loss. This can be done by the establish-

ment of FISH IIATC;HEKIES under competent fish

culturists in order to pieserve the fisheries and main-
tain the supply. The fishermen and the producers will

gladly co-operate with the Government in this work.
FOURTH. Utilization of Fish Waste. Enormous

(|uantities of fish offal are thrown away in our fish-

eries. Great ((uantities of this could be utilized for

fertilizer, cattle feed and oils at very little expense.

Mr. J. R. Feilding, F.Z.C.—an expert upon this sub-

ject—has made a number of experiments in the manu-
facture of waste fish products on the Lakes for the

Conservation Commission, and 1 would suggest that

your Commission get in touch with him. His addre.ss

is Barrie. Ont. An editorial by myself on this subject

is attached for your perusal.

T would susjgest that vour Commission work in har-

mony with the Head of the Lakes Branch, Canadian
Fisheries Association, Mr. T. Craigie. Secretary, Fort
William, Ont. Lake Erie Fishermen's Association,

Mr. Chas. Finlay, Secretarv. Port Stanley, Out., affi-

liated with the C.F.A. Mr. F T. James. 20 Church St.,

Toronto. Ontario Director, f'anadian Fisheries Asso-

f'iation—all of whom were present at your session on
Mondav.

Needless to say. both the CANADIAN FISHERMAN
and myself will do everything possible to aid the cause
of fi«h pi'oduction and consumjition in Ontario.

The whole respectfully submitted.

ACADIA GAS FNnTNES.I-TD.. HAS HAD REMARK-
ABLE GROWTH.

The Acadia (las Engines Limited, is not unfamiliar

to peofile doing business in the fishing districts of the

Maiitime Provinces and Newi'oundland, for the pro-

ducts of the concern are so well known along our coasts

that it is hardly conceivable the existence of the com-
pany (an have escaped the notice of business men. And
ye' we iiii.igine many will be surprised to learn of the

dimensions to which this industry has grown in eight

W. T. RITi.
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voars. W. T. Ixitwy, the foiiiidg-, is a native of the

South .Shore, who spent many years in the I'liitcd

States. Being in need of a eliaiiffP for the benefit of

Ills health he eaine haek to Nova Seotia to enjoy a short

holiday, and as he had the agency lor an Aiiieriean (Jas

Kugiiie and found that thei-e was Held in this country,

he conceived the idea of doing a little business on the

side for himself. The opportunity opened up so well

before him that presently he decided to engage in the

business of |)r()ducing gas engines in Mridgewater. As-

sociating .some others with him, a .joint stock company
was formed with an authoi-ized capital of $50,000. Of
this amount .$12,400 was paid in. The first year's sales

amounted to $7,000; last yeni- tlie\- reached over .$250.-

000.

The Acadia (Jas Engines. Limited, is a reorganization

of the firm of the Acadia (Jas Engine Company, Limit-

ed, which was organized in 1!)0S with a |)aid in capital

of $12,400, and although the ca|>ital was then so small,

the company has since become and enjoys the distinc-

tion of being the largest manufacturers of Two-Cycle
Engines in Canada. The growth has been somewimt
|)henomenal. and has been due largely to catering to

the needs and requirements of the trade, and also to

the simplicity and working (pialities of the products
manufactured.
The business of this company consists principally

in the manufactuie of interiml Combustion Engines for

the use of fishermen, and als(» Power Winches for Hoist-

ing of sails and cargo, and the heaving of anchors, etc..

(in schoonei's.

Part of its organization consists of Local Represen-
tatives all along the seaboai-d of Eastern Canada, Ija-

brador. and N'ewfoundland. aiKl in the latter Colony
an (JtTice and Warehouse have been established, where
a complete stock of engines an<l accessories is carried.

The main buildings of its plant consist of factory
and foundry buiUlings which are most thoroughly
built, covered with a.sbestos slate shingles. e(|iiipped

with automatic sjirinklei- .systems, elevator, and mod-
ern machiiu'ry especially adajited to the manufacture
of its product.

The plant is situated on the bank of the LaHave
Hiver, and has a large pier and warehotise, and the
facilities for the discharge of cai'goes are excellent.

The prospects and future of the old compan.y were
so bright and the growth so vapid that it was impos-
sible to make the neces.sary additions, and to carry the
increased stock and volume of business without addi-
tional capital, and therefore a reorganization was
ctTectcd and bond is.sue has been made, which is to be
used |)ar-tly for additional e(|nii)mcnt, but principally
to tak(! care of the future inci-ease, which is sure to

come, if the business of the past several years can be
used as a basis.

The company also ant^-ipatcs manufacturing new
lines, which will increase the field, and there are yet
greater possibilities and oj)portunities of increasing
the business in the fields now being canvassed, as much
of it is only being slightly skimmed on account of more
business being offered than can be handled. Each year
recently, many orders have been ctincelled, and it is

figured that this additional capital will mak<" these can-
cellations unnece8sar>'.

The first four months of this year show an increa.sc
of H4 per cent over last.and the months of January and
February are months that do not reach the average.
The present year promi.ses to be the largest and most
successful in the history of the company.

PRESERVING FISH WITHOUT ICE OPPORTUNITY
FOR THE SMALL PRODUCER.

'Slierm.in"s' l-'ish Sterilising Co.. Ltil.. 1416 Stanil-

ard Hank Kldg.. \'ancouvei-, B.C.. is the owner of the

Henderson Process for preserving fish without ice.

A. 11. Sherman, proprietor of the Defiance Packing
Co.. is the Britisher who introduced this process into

Canada, being impressed with its impoi-tancc from the

fact that the Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, 43
Parliament Street, Lontlon. England, reported in Feb-

ruary, 1917. that "there appears to be no ground for

doubting Mr. Henderson's claims as to the practicabil-

ity of the process on a comnu'rcial scale." When a

British (Jovei'nment Board puts it's seal of ajjproval

on a fish preserving proces.s, it is good eiionu-li for all

Britishers, is Mr. Sherman's opinion.

Many tests with an experimental jilant have been
(arried out in N'ancouver. and their results have been
satisfactory to all concerned. After a leeent test. Mr.
Sherman received tin; following unsolicited testimonial

from Edward G. Taylor, Inspector of Dominion Fi:ih-

eries, Xanaimo, B.C.

"The test proved entiiel.v successful ami the process
was exceedingl.v simple, and no ice vvas used at an.v

time during the process. 1 also ate salmon which hail

gone thi'ough this process, and had been out of the
water for fourteen days, and this salmon was jus' as

fresh and firm as if it iiad been taken out of the water
that vei'y da.v. The bone of the salmon was strong,

souiul and sweet, proving conclusively that the Process
was entirely successful in preserving fish without ice

for at least fourteen days, and from what I have seen,

I have no tioubt it would kcej) a very much longer
time. 1 believe the jiroccss will be a great boon to the

country and be an immense fnctoi- in the ileveloiiinent

of the fishing industry.

Some of the processed fish was (n pressed to W. A.
Found, Department of Xaval Service. Dominion Fish-
eries. Ottawa, and he wrote after sampling it: "There
was nothing in the taste of eitiier (isli that suggested to

me that they luid not been cured immediately follow,

ing their being landed."
It is claimed by the owners of this patented process

for preserving fish v.ilhout ice. that because no ice is

needed the cost of preservation is lessened, and there-
fore the fish can l)e sold cheaper.

All the original Havor of the fish is maintained. The
process applies to fresh and smoked fish, and al.so to
meats, with which successfid tests have already been
made.
The whole jiroccss from start to finish takes only

three hours. Salt, low temperatures and sterilization

pre salient features of the process. First the fish is pur
into a cooling tank filled with water and brought to

a low temperature. In half an hour the latent heat in

the fish is extracted grailually and entirely. Then the
fish is put into ^ second tank of sea wafer or fresh
water strengthened by the addition of salt. In order
to prevent freezing the water is agitated by a pump
which draws it off through one pipe and drives it back
again through another, passing through a filtering

chamber charged with willow charcoal to kill the
germs. The extremely low tem|>crature of the salt solu-

tion seals up the pores of the fish and prevents .satura-

tion, acting as an antiseptic protection on the outside.
After three houi-s the fish is taken out and presents a
fresh appearance. It is imjiervious to decay for ten
days, and may be kept in a cool room for months.
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Robert Mann, Superintendent of the Henderson Pro-

cess Plant at Dock St., Fleetwood, England, who in-

stalled the first plant at Lisbon (Portugal) writing

under date of Febiuary 2Sth, 1317, of the Process of

the Fleetwood Plant days:

"I cannot speak too higiily of the great success of

this j)lant. Treated fish kept in excellent condition for

a fortnight or longer in changing weather, the flavor

being equal to that of newly caught fish ; it never be-

comes flabby as in the case of fish that has been on ice.

It is also admirably adapted for use in connection with

smoked fish being first treated and then smoked. It

keeps for a much longer time, especially in hot weather

and has a better flavor."

Mr. Sherman sees great possibilities in this Process

for it is cheap to install and it will give the small pro-

ducer of fish a means of preserving his catch so that

he may reach the distant markets with his fish in good

condition. He considers this process will not antago-

nize the cold storage companies, but will supplement

the work they are doing in increasing the production

of fish.

"Who's Who and Why," gives the following refer-

ences to the three gentlemen who have been appoint-

ed ])y the Honorable W. J. Hanna, Food Controller

for Canada, to look after all fish matters:

—

BEER, George Frank.—P,orn at Bedeque, P,E.I., Jan-
uary 12. 1864, son of the late John Beer, M.P.P., of

Charlottetown. P]ducated public school and Prince
of Wales College, Charlottetown. Partner oif Beer
Urothers, General Store, Charlottetown, 1886-1897.

Partner Beer Brothers, Financial Agents, Nelson
B.C.. 1897-1900. Treasurer Eclipse Whitewear Com-

Commission of Canada to draft model city plan bill

for Canada; Honorary Treasurer of Commission ap-

pointed by Ontario Government to build Toronto-

Hamilton highway; Member of Commission ap-

pointed by Ontario Government upon Unemploy-
ment; representative Ontario Government at Im-

perial Health Conference at London, England, 1914.

EATON, Robt. Y.—Vice-President, T. Eaton Co., To-

ronto and Winnipeg. Born Ballymena, Ireland,

nephew of the late Timothy Eaton. Educated Bally-

mena, Ireland. Came to Toronto when 22.

WILEY, Franklin Samuel—of Wiley & Co., and Thomas
Marks & Co., President Canadian Northwest Steam-
ship Co., Ltd. ; Vice-President, Lake Coast Trading
Co. ; Secretary, Thunder Bay Harbour Improve-
ment Co. ; President, Port Arthur Board of Trade,

MR, G. FRANK BEER, TORONTO.

pany, Toronto, 1901-1913. Retired from business
l!M:i. President Toronto Housing Co,, Limited;
Viee-President. National Hou,sing Association of
America; Director, Toronto Playground Associa-
'i '11 ; Meinber Executive Toronto Hed (^ross Society;
Mt iMl>er of (Committee ap|)ointed by Conservation

MR. F. S. WILEY, FORT WILLIAM.

three years. Born Penetanguishene, Ont., May 17.

1859, son of late Captain Thomas and Maria Marks-

Wiley. Removed to Bruce Mines, Ont., 1870, where

was connected with firm of Thomas Marks & Brother,

established there, 1856 ;
joined firm of Thomas JIarks

& Co., Port Arthur, 1871, and has been connected

with that firm since then in lake carrying traffic

and jobbing trade. Member of Board of Governors.

Toronto General Hospital,

SUMMER FISHING.
St. .lohn's, Nfld.

Seveial hundred Newfoundland schoonei-s have sailed

for tlu> Laluador coast on their annual fishing exjiedi-

tioii, which will last all summer.

The number engaged is somewhat less than usual,

as the high cost of provisions makes the fitting out of

two ves.sels as expensive as the supplying of three in

ordiiuiry years.

Maiiu> sardine packers at Eastport recently paid

.^>80 per hogshead for fish. This is just four times the

normal i)rices a year ago. What will Maine sardines

cost the ultimate consumer this year!
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J. H, PAULHUS. Esq.. Montreal

Din'ctor of the (.'anndinn Kisli(>rios Association and riuiirtnan of its Ediica-

tioiial and Publicity Conunittee.
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f

F. T. JAMES, Esq., Toronto

Director of the Canadian Fisheries Association, who has been appointed by
the Dominion (jovernnient one of thri-e Commissioners to enquire into

the conditions of the Salmon ('aiming Industry in District

No. 2, British Colum})ia.
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Canadian Oysters

.1. STAFFORD, M.A., Ph.D., Montreal.

TX CANADA there are two species of oys-

ters: The large one found on the eastern

coast and the .finall one on the western

coast. The large species is known across

the breadth of Canada, and is shipped in car-

loads and transplanted on the Pacific coast. The small

species is for the most part unknown over the great<>r

portion of the country to the cast, but is well known
and much u.sed in the west.

In the United States there are the same two species,

similarly distributed, but in greater abundanct iii-l

more extensively used as an article of food.

All the oysters from (Canadian waters are shipped

and sold fresh—in the shell—and few go outside of

Canadian territory. Ignited States oysters, on the

other hand, come into Canada in the shells as well as

;in bulk—with the shells removed. The first are served

fresh, on the half shell ; the second are used extensively

for soups, fries, and in other ways. The rich nutricious-

ness and delicate flavor of the oyster always cause

it to be sought after on the menus of hotels, restau-

rants, and the meetings of societies; yet in this coun-

try at least it must count as a luxury, never or rarely

making its way to the tables of the ma.sses.

The oyster was known and esteemed in ancient

times and has been praised throughout mediaeval and

modern age.s. At the time of .Julius Caesar it was
cultivated in Italy; and had been transported fronl

the coast of Britain, in fact, it has been hinted that it

was the oyster that lured Caesar to the shot' < of

England.
Throughout this vast period there have been numer-

ous contributions to the literature of the oyster, many
or most of which arc of little or no value, but are still

lot interest as showing the simple and quaint thoughts,

customs, or methods of our ancestors. At the present

day the sight or the mention of an oyster is sufficient

to bring any ordinary man to the position of attention

and most people are fertile in enquiries about every

phase of the subject.

In recent times our knowledge has been so far ex-

tended that it is difficult to include even the main
divisions of the subject in the coiripa.ss of a single

article without overtaxing the patience of the reader.

There is the oyster itself, meaning its organization and
its activities, including its manner of living; then tiiere

is its mode of origin ; a third department is the sur-

roundings among which it lives; and in the last place

we may mention its methods of culture, leaving trade

and commerce and uses and many other subjects to be

filled in by the general knowledge of the reader.

Orgfanization and Activities.

That the oyster is an animal distinct from other

species, has doubtless been recognized as long as the

animal has been known, but double names to distinguish

one species from another were fii'st introduced by
Linnaeus (1707-1778, from 1762 written Linn), a
professor in the university of Upsala in Sweden. Be-

fore his time sxieh common animals as were known
were called by common names stich as "the edible oys-

ter." Linnaens gave double Latin names to the ani-

mals known to him. For the oyster his name was
"Ostrea edulis," which means the same as the com-
mon name, ostrea being the Latin word for the older
Greek name of the oj-ster, while edulis is Latin for

eatable. The first word of the double name is the
nam? of the genus and the last is the name of the

speeies.

After the oyster of the eastern coast of America
(Figs. 1, 2) came to be known, it was soon regarded
as sufficiently different from the European oyster to

warrant its being looked upon as a different species and
it was called ostrea virginiana, after the common name
used by Lister (1638-1713, ph.ysician to Queen Ann),
and later Ostrea virginica by Gmelin (1748-1804, pro-
fessor in Tubingen), who edited the 13th edition of
Linnaens' great work Systema Natural (System of
Nature). The name appears to have been first given
to the long narrow variety of the American oyster,

and later Lamarck (1744-1829, professor in Paris)
recognized the shorter and broader variet.v, which he
named Ostrea borealis, and another variety not very
clearly distinguished from the other two, which he
called Ostrea canadensis. These are only form varie-

ties, not different speeies. They all agree in structure,
habits and manner of breeding, but they differ from the
European spe<'ies. In still more recent times tin- com-
mon oyster of the Pacific coast (Fig. 3), has been dis-

covered and come to be named Ostrea lurida — tiie

name given by Carpenter (1820-1877, Montreal), al-

though the older name Ostrea columbicusis of Ilanley,

is more proper. This is quite distinct from the At-
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lantic coast oyster and is much more closely related

to the European species.

THE eastern oyster occurs at intervals

from the Bay of Chaleurs to the Gulf of

Mexico. It is often called by special local

or trade names such as Caraquette, Mal-

peque,
' Cape Cod, Blue Point, etc. In a similar

way the western oyster is often called the Olympia

oyster. It occurs at places on the coasts of British

Columbia, "Washington, Oregon, California, and con-

tinues farther south.

The most superficial character of any species of oys-

ter is the shell, which is composed largely of the same

chemical material as limestone. It is in two pieces

(valves) held together at one place by a hinge ,which

^i^

Fig. 1.—Ostrea virginiana, short variety, from Mal-
peque, P.E.I. . Reduced from the natural size.

permits the opposite edges to diverge to allow the

entrance of water and food, and the exit of waste

matters. Each valve is marked by semi-circular

creases, that serve to exhibit former sizes and shapes

of the growing oyster, but there are periods of rapid

and of slow growth. The shell is not a living part of

the oyster, but is of a similar nature to our nails, serv-

ing a similar purpose, viz. : protection of the parts

covered. It is built out at the edges as the body of the

animal grows inside. One valve is larger, heavier

and deeper than the other and in the natural position

of the oyster should lie underneath; this is tlie left

valve.

When the smaller right valve is carefully removed
the soft body of the animal with its appended parts can

be observed (Fig. 4). Perhaps the first distinct part

to attract attention is a large, strong muscle situated

just behind the centre of the animal and attached at

both ends to the opposite valves of the shell. It is

this that offers resistance in opening the shell. It

used to be called the heart by fishermen, but that

is a wrong name, for the oyster has a true heart sitiuited

in a little transparent spot just in front of the muscle,
and in the freshly-opened oyster may be seen to slowly
pulsate.

Placing the oyster with the straight edge of the shell

away from you and the smaller (hinge) end towards
your right hand, it will be seen that the two ends dif-

fer from each other and the near and far edges also

differ. The hinge end is anterior and the end to the
left is posterior, the far edge is dorsal and the near edge
is ventral. The soft parts along the ventral edge are

separable into six leaf-like structures, (Figs. 5, 6)

lying parallel with and just inside of the slit along
whi(!h th(! two valves separate or gape. The outer-

most leaf, that lying against each valve, is the mantle,
and fits over the body of the oyster in much the same
way as a man's coat does over his body, but with this

difference, that the mantle of the oyster is an integral

part of its living flesh. It is the thickened edge of

the mantle that is responsible for building out the

growing edges of the shell. The other four leaves are

the gills—two on each side of the median longitudinal

line, but each pair in reality representing a single

gill, one belonging to the left and the other to the

right side of the body.

Fig. 2.—Ostrea virginiana, long variety, from Con-
necticut, transplanted and grown at Crescent, B.C.
Natural size.
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It will now be plain that the oyster is not a shape-

fless mass of soft flosh. liiit that there are distinct parts

tpr organs, oaeh of whicli has some special work to do

tin the life of the animal. A closer examination of the

[gills will show traiisCcisc creases and minute slits

^through which sea-water is filtered and brought into

Slose contact with blood-vessels connected with tlic

beart. In this way oxygen can be triven to and iiii

Onrities removed from the blood

But the gills have another use. Tiieir suil'aces ai'c

Covered with little hair-like processes that, by their

lapping movements, not only keep fresh supplies of

rater pa.ssing over their surfaces and into their pores.

Jut also bring in the food of the oyster. This consists

»f vast nund)ers of minute plants, called Diatoms, that

live suspended in the water, and it is by the filtering

fprocess of the gills that these can be separated out

[from the water and passed forwards to the mouth. The
muth is situated between the anterior edges of the

-r??5r:^

Fig. 3.—Ostrea columbiensis (-= O. lurida), native
of Boundary Bay at Crescent, B.C. Natural size.

lantle, just behind the hinge, and is guarded by four
Ipalps that look something like small gills, the two
louter being in reality anterior and connected in front

fof the mouth, while the two inner are posterior to it.

The collected food matter is piished forwards from
the gills and is directed by the palps into the mouth.
There are no teeth, but there is a gullet, a stomach
with a liver, and a long coiled intestine, the latter

opening [)osteriorly, just above the adductor mu.scle,

[and permitting the undigested waste matter to be car-

^ried off by the current of water flowing away froni

[the gills.

There is an excretory organ situated just below
fthe adductor muscle, a nervous system that connect*
(and controls all part« of the body, and a reproductive
[system that gives rise to eggs for perpetuating the
[species.

anterior and a pos-

ventral edge, and a

; not a locomotory,
but a fixed animal. It is normally attached to

a rock or to another shell by its left valve, which ex-

plains why the two halves of the shell, as well as to a
1' ss extent the soft jiarts, are not equally developed.
li: free, locomotory relatives of the oyster, such as thr

.nil, there is a muscular outgrowth of the median

b/ I WHILE the oyster has an an

^\^ terior end, a dorsal and a ve:

K \^ right and a left .side, yet it is :

am ^ht

Fig. 4.—Ostrea columbiensis, from the right side

with right half of shell removed, showing edge of
mantle (m), heart (ht.), adductor muscle (am.).

ventral part of the body, the so-called foot, which can
stretch forwards outside of the shell and by means of

which the animal can creep about, turn itself over, and
dig itself into the mud or sand. The oyster can do
none of these things, but on the other hand it is well

adapted to the mode of life it pursues. The absence

of a foot, the slight lob-sidedness of the body and shell,

and the habit of fixation show that it must have been
a long time since the ancestors of the oyster were as

active and as symmetrical as a clam. Yet the pres-

ence of single median organs like the digestive canal

and the heart and of paired lateral organs like the

mantle and the gills point towards an ancient bilateral

symmetry of structure such as is possessed by all good
runners or swimmers. Sprat (1669) wrote "The Oys-

ters when the tide comes in, lie with hollow shell down-
wards, and when it goes out they turn on the other

side ; they remove not from their places unless in cold

weather, to cover themselves in the Ouse." This

was of course all wrong and Sprat must have got his

information second-hand or conflicted some of the

habits of the cla^n or cockle with those of the oyster.

Yet there are many people of even the present day
who have just as erroneous notions. I have sometimes
been asked by summer visitors at the seaside where
they might go to "dig" some oysters. Others again,

seeing a float in which were temporarily kept a few

sbc

'^m^//

Fiig. 5.—Same with right half of mantle removed,
showing course of intestinal canal from the mouth (mo)
through the stomach (st.), and backwards to the vent
above the adductor muscle, the striated gills curving
from below backwards and upwards, the reproductive
organs (gd.), ftc.
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oysters for convenience in filling orders, remarked to

the manager of the company, "Oh, I see, this is where
you raise your oysters

! '

'

Oysters cannot live very long if kept in a great heap,

at least the under ones can not. In old beds along the

Atlantic coast there is often a depth of several feet

of shells, but the only oysters living are on the surface.

The newer generations have built on the shells of the

am

Fig. 6.—A cross section of the body of the same
in the region of the heart (v.), showing a bit of the
muscle (am.), the intestine (r., dd., ad.), the repro-
ductive organs (gd.), the gills, (loh, lih), and their
cavities (she, wt.) containing water.

older, which either died naturally of old age or were
smotliercd or starved by the dei)0sit above them. The
surfaces of these beds arc usually eight to twenty feet

below the surface of the water. Many oysters be-

come broken away free from the mass and are tumbled
about by strong currents. Many live singly or few
in a bunch, att^iched to a atone or other solid object
or broken loose. Those that are transplanted or that

are brought into commerce are separated from each
other.

OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES AND VOCATIONAL
HYGIENE.

A subject of great interest to everyone engaged in

industry or commerce, is that of Occupational Diseases

and Vocational Hygiene.

It has been a well understood fact, for hundreds of
years, that every particular occupation has its own
particular diseases, and a book recently published un-
der the editorship of George M. Kober, and William C.
Hanson recalls our attention to this in a very forcible
manner.

The life of the seafaring man is usually regarded
as a healthy one, even if somewhat hazardous. It

compares very favorably with other occupations, stand-
ing eighth in the list of twenty-two occupations
tabulated.

The sailor's greatest enemies are darkness, damp-
ness, insufficient air space in sleeping quarters, ir-

regular meals and sleeping hours, exposure to extremes
of heat and cold, hard work and accidents, especially
during storms. As a result we see an undue prevalence
of injuries, diseases of the respiratory organs, rheu-
matic and neuralgic afflictions. Heat exhaustion is not
an uncommon trouble in the tropics. Fortunately, al-

coholism is dying out, and the gener;d mortality rate
is rapidly decreasing.

The off-shore fisliernuni has many advantages over
the deep water sea-goer, in as much as he has a more
settled abode, with all that means in the way of a
home life and home ebmforts.

The work of fish curing has some special interest be-
cause of the employment of a large number of women,
and also because during the lierring season it involves
long and irregular working hours. Rheumatism, bron-
chitis, and diseases of the lungs are the penalties.
Severe cuts, slow healing, and septic wounds are fre-

quent. In days past, the very ground on which the
workers stood was a menace to health, for in the abs-
ence of proper paving and drainage, the earth became
impregnated with decaying organic matter, which
created a constantly foul atmosphere that was not com-
pletely counteracted by the open-air surroundings.

The hygiene of the industry has been wonderfully
improved since the establishment of modern canneries,
and while primitive methods still prevail in the curing
of herring and cod in a few backward district, the
handling of most of the sea food is now carried on
under most favorable working conditions. As time
goes on, no doubt there will be still greater improve-
ments, for while there is a growing demand that food
which is to be placed on the market shall be prepared
under strictly hygienic conditions, there is also the de-
mand that no one shall work under conditions that are
injurious to health, or timt will impair tlu' efficiency
of the worker. Special attention is being given to the
construction of buildings. Cement floors with wood-
en lattice work for the workers to stand on are being
placed. Good ventilation for the removal of bad ajr

is arranged for, Avhile rubber aprons and boots are be-
coming better appreciated. Much of the work is now
being done by nmchinery, and the methods for the col-

lection and utilization of the offal have been perfected
so as not to create a menace to public or private health.
Altogether, the fishing iiulustj-y is being juade very
attractive, and it would not be surprising, later on, to

see a large influx of both capital and labor into the
business.
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Utilization of Fish Waste

I

Messrs. The Canadian Fisherman,
Montreal, Que.

Gentlemen :

—

In one of your issues recently we notice that you
called attention to the enormous waste which apper-
tains in modern fish packinj? factories because of the
absence of means for handling waste fish and fish

offal. We are entirely in agreement with you. The
waste is ajipalling. The matter is of such large public
utility and benefit that we are glad to note the advice
contained in your article that the Canadian Fisheries
Association are taking the matter up with the Marine
and Fisheries Department with the request for an in-

vestigation. We desire, however, to correct the im-
pression which may be given by your article that there
is no proper equipment for handling this problem and
that the investigation will necessarily require large

appropriations and the services of skilled investigators,.

As a matter of fact this problem has already been
effectively overcome and a large number—upwards of
fifty—fish jiacking companies are now equipped with
apparatus. The firms so erpiipped are however, si-

tuated in Great Britain. South Africa, Australia and
New Zealand. None have yet been furnished to

American or Canadian fish packing companies for
though we have sought to interest people on this sidein

the matter, we have not come across a firm sufficiently

interested or enterprising to take the matter up. Per-

haps they are making so much profit that they do not
reed to look for further returns !

!

The method by which this problem is best overcome
iis by our "SCOTT" Gasoline Oil Extraction Plant
which we have specially adapted for the handling of

waste fish and fish offal. Tn this adaptation of our
"SCOTT" Extraction Plant we take the wet fish and
fish offal just as it comes and put it into the extrac-

tion vessel and without any intermediate apparatus we
extract the oil therefrom and turn out the residue in a

fine bone dry powder emminently suitable for fish

meal or fertilizer purposes. The best market for the

oil extracted residue is to dispose of it as fish meal to

cattle and poultry food makers. That this was the view
taken by the British Board of Agriculture even several

years ago as instanced by the fact that they issued a

snecial pamphlet directing the farmers' attention to

the advantages accruing from the use of this material

fnj- feedinir stock and the result has been that the pro-

duct has been extensively taken up for that purpose.

Owing to the fact that this oil has been removed the

keepinjr properties of the fish meal are indefinitely

better than appertains in the ease of ordinary dried fish

scrap.

For fertilizer purposes the extracted residne is also

very much better because owing to the fact that the oil

has been removed the residue is in very much better
condition for fertilizer purposes as the oil in ordinary
dried fish scrap is a deterrent to its absorption into the
ground and not only that but the presence of the oil in

ordinary fish dried scrap makes the ordinary fertilizer

ferment, or go sour, because the oil is acidified on ex-
posure to the air. This is entirely avoided by the pro-
duct from our machine because the oil is eliminated.
By our method of removing the oil all the nitrogenous
values are retained and the percentage of ammonia
etc., obtained is therefore higher.

When the extracted residue is to be used for feed
purposes the fish meal is usually finished off leaving
not more than 2% of oil in the dried residue but for
fertilizer purposes the oil is extracted even further.

The ordinary size of extractor deals with about 10,-

000 lbs. in about twelve hours. We are however,
making extractors of larger size, say up to about 18,-

000 lbs. but the operation takes proportionately long-

er in the larger machines so that tlicre is not much
gained by increasing the size of the extractors.

The plant is extremely simple anil is operated by
ordinary intelligent unskilled laborers.

We should like to make a suggestion how liiis prob-

lem of equipment far handling waste fish and fish

offal can be most advantageously conducted. It is

that the material should be collected and disposed of

at a central plant — run perhaps on co-operative lines.

Each central plant would be able to take care of the

material obtained from a cei-tain locality. Such an
arrangement would avoid duplication of equipment
and it would be to the interest of the packing com-
panies to send their waste fish and fish offal to the

central plant for extraction.

One reason advanced to us by American-Canadian
packing companies has been that the season is short

but that seems to us all the more reason why it is ne-

cessary to get all there is from the fish while the

season is on. You correctly mention in your article

the waste is colossal. The j)rofits are so large that

even though the season be short the return on the in-

vestment is very high and in fact a few months work-
ing would be all that would be necessary to return the

full amount of the investment.

We shall be very pleased to furnish the Canadian
Fisheries Association or the Marine Fisheries Depart-

ment with full information concerning the installations

which we have installed for this purpose and to assist

them in any way in their investigation of this im-

portant matter.

Yours faithfully,

ERNEST SCOTT & CO.

F. C. AUSTIN.
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Judgment re Frozen Fish in England I H

Judgments" Frozen" Not "Fresh" Confirmed.

In the Court of Appeal, on the 27th ult., before Lord
Justice Swinfen Eady, Lord Justice Barnes, and Mr.

Justice Bray, judgment was given in an appeal by the

Midland Railway Co., against a judgment given in the

Divisional Court, at Leicester (vide Cold Storage, Apl.

and Dec, 1916) in favor of Messrs. William Warner's

Sons & Co., Ltd., affirming a judgment of a County
Court judge.

Mr. G. J. Talbot, K.C., and Mr. Frank Gover ap-

peared for the appellants, and Mr. H. Holman Gregory,

K.C., and Mr. F. Hinde appeared for the respondents.

Judgment.
Lord Justice Swinfen Eady said: The point raised

is a short one, but one which is by no means free from

difficulty. The question is : within which class, for the

purpose of railway charges, salmon imported from
Alaska, and, T think, some from British Columbia, and
coming forward in a frozen state, should be classified.

Now before the learned County Court Judge, the

actual method of packing was described. It was de-

scribed by Mr. Warner, and he said that the salmon

in question comes from Alaska and British Columbia.

He says: "The fish is perfectly hard frozen when it

reaches us. It is packed in wooden cases, wrapped
in a number of Avrappers, each fish or piece of fish be-

ing separately wrapped in two sheets of grease-proof

paper, and also in brown paper." Then "The Loggie

salmon, a thick paper bag encloses the fish and each

piece of fish separately. The case itself is lined inside

with bituminous card. There are holes at each end
of the case for corks, when the case is not in a cold

storage chamber. The corks are in the holes when the

cases reach us. Corks are 2V2 to 3 inches in diameter.

It must be 'some weeks old before it reaches Liver-

pool"—that is the fish—and then "We buy the fish

from importers who consigned the fish to us."

Now that is the state and condition in which the

fish is sent forward, and it is sold here on arrival. The
fir.st question raised by the appellants, the railway

company, was this. They contended that this was fresh

fish, coming under Class 4, where certain classes of

fresh fish, which includes salmon, are classified. The
contention on behalf of the appellants was that this

is fresh fish salmon—within Class 4. In my opinion

the fish so preserved cannot be called fresh fish. It is

fish which by reason of the freezing or refrigerating

process to which it is subjected has been preserved

from decay, but it cannot be called fresh fish. Then
the next question is whether it comes within Class 2,

which is: Preserves, fish, fruit, meat, and provisions,

in casks, boxes, or cases. It was said that this, coming
inside a strong wooden case, comes within Class 2 as

"Preserves, Fish in cases." Now it will be noticed

that the classification of goods includes in Class 1

"fish" preserved by, I think, almost every other meth-

od than refrigeration or freezing, for instance, fish

that is dried, that is cured in brine, and, as regards

red herrings, thoroughly cured. All such fish pre-

served in that manner comes within Class 1, so that

the classification "Preserves, fish," etc., is obviously

not intended to include fish preserved in any of those

methods.

Now can it be said that under a heading of "Pre-
serves" although extending to fish, fruit, and pro-
visions, a whole salmon so frozen is properly included ?

In my opinion this heading in Class 2 of "Preserves
in casks, boxes, or cases" does not extend to and in-

clude a preserved fish, that is to say a fish preserved
by the freezing process. "Preserves" is not a term
properly applicable to such a fish. The best concliLsioh
that I can arrive at, although the matter is not free
from doubt, is that this is a fish preserved in a manner
not provided for in the detailed classification : and
therefore the effect of it is that it is covered by Clause
20 of the Schedule, and is to be included in Class 3
until it is duly added to the detailed classification.

For those reasons I am of opinion that it is not in

Class 4 as "Fresh fish," and it is not in Class 2 as "Pre-
serves," but it is fish preserved in a manner not men-
tioned in the classification; and was unclassified, and
should properly be dealt with according to the rates
in Class 3. In that way the order below should be
altered to that extent, and, as the parties have agreed
about the costs, there will be no costs of the appeal.

Lord Justice Barnes said: There are two points
which have to be decided, first of all whether this is

fresh fish within the meaning of the language of Class

4, which speaks of fresh fish, including amongst fresh

fish salmon. Well, there are a great many senses in

which you may use the word "fresh" as applied to

fish. You ma.y use it as opposed to stinking fish, but
that is quite obviously not the meaning in which it is

applied here.

A salmon which has been brought thousands of miles

away from Alaska, and has been frozen stiff and pack-
ed in a particular way so as to maintain it in a frozen

condition until it arrives, and then has to be de-frozen

before it is exposed for sale, or at any rate, before

it is used, to a salmon in that state, in my opinion, the

word "fresh" is not properly applied. Then the ques-

tion is, not being fresh fish, is it "preserves," and the

question, it seems to me, is whether the word "pre-
serves," as used throughout this classification, when
speaking in reference to fish, is a reference to a pre-

served fish or only a reference to preserves of fish.

Again there is some difficulty about this, and the con-

clusion I have come to is that they are speaking of

preserves of these different articles. That means to

say something that has gone through some treatment

or process, which has, to some extent, changed its

original character. In my opinion, this appeal ought

to be allowed on the jioint that this particular article is

not classified at all and therefore comes under Sec-

tion 20.

Mr. Justice Bray : Tlie first contention of the rail-

way company here is that this is fresh salmon. Well,

I feel quite clear that it is not fresh salmon. We have

got the advantage of the evidence of a fishmonger

who says that frozen fish would alwa.vs be sold as

frozen fish.

As to the otlicr point. I have a great deal of difficul-

ty, and I do not feel sufficient doubt to differ from

m.v brothers on that point. I agree on the whole that

this appeal should be allowed to the extent that has

been mentioned.
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Fish As Food

265

Qreat Britain's Fishing: Industry In War Time
And After.

(From the London Times Supplement, January 1917).

If war has greatly diminished the present supply of

fish, it has also, potentially, greatly increased the

aftcrwar supplies.

Naval exigencies have closed more fishing grounds

than by-laws ever tried to do, and. in view of the old

controversy over restrictive mea.sures for preventing

depletion, it will be interesting to see, after the war,

how far some of the most heavily fished grounds will

have recovered, and how long the recovery will la.st.

The .scarcity of fish has widened the range of fish

which is marketable to something approaching the

French standard, though unfortunately it cannot be

said that domestic fish cookery has correspondingly

improved. There is still too much frying-pan. And
lastly, the importance of the fisheries, as a national

asset, their unique economic position, and their possi-

bilities of great and relatively cheap development, have

been demonstrated to a degree only anticipated before-

hand bj' a few enthusiasts.

Mr. Acland surprised most people when he said in

the British House of Commons on May 22 last that

normally the weight of fish landed and consumed in

this country is fully one-third of the weight of meat,

whether grown here or imported. Perhaps he rather

mystified them when he stated the yet more important

economic truth :

—

"Fish is a home product which costs nothing to cul-

tivate, an import for which go money goes out of the

country, while the capital outlay in proportion to the

yield is similar in the case of the fisheries than in the

case of any other food-producing industry. From a

national point of view, therefore, fish is the cheapest

food we can have".
He might have ad*>d. too, that fish is the only im-

ported food which does not take up mercantile tonn-

age, since it is landed by the fishing vessels them-

selves.

Why Fish Is Dear.

But fish on December 1. as compared with July.

1914. has gone up in price 147 per cent, in the large

towns. "How is it", the consumer very naturally

asks, "that the cheapest food to the nation is one of

the dearest to met"
Before inouiring where the money jroes—and flintr-

ing blame about — it is well to consider the except-

ionnally heavy double pull to which the fishing in-

dustry has been siib.iected throughout the war — the

pull of the Navy on the one hand, and of food de-

mand on the other. An official stament of the Board

of Aericulture and Fisheries runs as follows:

—

"The importance of the British fishing industry has

been demonstrated bv the war. Tt is. in effect, a sub-

sidiary arm of the Nayv- from which both ships and

men are drawn for naval services, largely of special

and. as events have proved, of most important and in-

vnlnable character

. "The Navv has alreadv cinimeil for nr.val duties

more than 7^ per cent, of the first-cla.ss fi-hing veseols

and more thnn 50 per cent, of the total mi-nher of fish-

ermen "of all ages, including boys." onTaged in the

fishing industry.

"As a result of the demands of the Navy, combined
with necessary restrictions of fishing operations, the

quantity of fish landed by British fishing vessels is now
about 30 per cent, of the normal."

In other words, while the supply has gone down to

rather less than a third, the price has gone up to rather
less than three times, its pre-war level— a not undue
rise if we are to endorse the commercial maxim that
the price of a thing is what it will fetch ; if we are con-
tent to leave fi.sh to the unfettered inter-action of sup-
ply and demand.

That the fisheries, with half their men gone and
three-quarters of the first-class boats (and those the
biggest and best steamers)—to say nothing of vessels

sunk and captured, and enemy submarines round about
—that they should, under those conditions, have kept
the siipply up to one third of the normal speaks elo-

quently, not only of the energy and hardihood of the
men who remain fishing but also of the magnitude of
their "civil" contribubtion to the war.

Government Aid.

Needless to say. the earnings of steam fishing vess-

els, too old for Admiralty service, have been very great
and the prices obtained by fishermen in general have
been high beyond record. Where fishing has not been
too much restricted, the inshore fisheries, which were
ina state of decay, have so improved their position that
in some parts they are in a fair way to find themselves
re-capitalized. For inshore fishermen, remembering
their lean years, have certain ly not squandered their

increased earnings : and it so happens that high prices

have more or less tallied with the introduction of the

marine moter. which, with the same or a smaller crew,

at least doubles the productivity of a sailing boat, fn

the south-west, the Government has aided the install-

ation of motors, by means of a loan, with siich strk-

ing results, both as to repayments in advance of due
and as to increased landines of fish, that it becomes
a question whether the nation would not be immensely
the gainer from a universal State-aided conversion of

every possible sailing boat to moter power.
There is. however, this to be noted as regards the

prices obtained by the fishermen : they are not the re-

sult of anv bargaining power possessed by him. He
brinsrs ashore an extremely perishable commodity
which he mu.st needs sell quickly — and off to sea

again. Now as heretofore, the price he gets is the

price prevailinar when and where he lands his fish

;

and that price is the result of competition among the

fish merchants themselves to obtain the supplies they

want What further is added to the consumer de-

pends on what he can get to pay. If the fishermen

forwent the market price for his catch, the money
would merely go into the pocket of one or other

middleman.
Dogfish.

Tt seems a far crv. thoujrh it is onlv a fe%v years ago,

sin<>o fish not "prime" Avas called, and treated as.

"offal". A week or two pa.st T saw on the 'menu' of

a T.onrlon restaurant "Matelotte de " some-

thinir or other — name unreadable. The proprietor

told me it was "rock salmon". And when, after eat-
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ing an exceedingly •well-cooked and palatable stew of

dogfish, I asked him how many of his customers knew
what it was. "he replied:

—"Hush! Nobody! Nobody!
They like it." So they should; it was very good. But
those wise men who initiated the advertising campaign
to popularize dogfish under the name of "hake" —
and so, in the West Country, transformed a fisher-

man's pest into the fisherman's stand-by—probably

never foresaw the day when dogfish would fetch up to

8s. a stone, as it did the week before Christmas. Even
scad, variously called horse-mackerel or cow's pigs,

have fetched their 5s. 6d. a hundred. Every possible

fish has been pressed into service. And that is a per-

manent gain ; for each new fish that people learn to

cook and eat. instead of throwing it away, is, in effect,

an addition to the fish resources of the country.

A Serio\is Warning'.

The above-quoted statement of the Board of Agri-

culture and Fisheries goes on to utter a very serious

warning :—

"The trade at home and abroad upon which fisher-

men depend is so curtailed as to be on the verge of a

total collapse . . . Before the outbreak of war the

British fishing industry occupied a position of un-

challenged supremacy. Now that the bulk of the fish-

ermen and of the fishing vessels are employed for other

purposes, neutral European nations, tempted by the

huge prices at present obtainable for fish, are so de-

veloping their fishing activities as to threaten most se-

rious rivalry."

Even more than the fishing, it is the distribiitivo

channels which have broken down, and which cannot

be recreated simply by saying the word, simnly by de-

mobilizing boats and men. The fried fish shops, that

wonderful, if odorous, modern development, may well

be described as the backbone ofthe modern fish trade,

since bv absorbing the "rough" they make the

"prime" worth catching. They form the main chan-

nel by which fish reaches the industrial population.

That they have strugsrled well for existence is evidenc-

ed by the fact that the price of rough fish has risen

considerably more than that of prime. Saueezed out.

however, by dear supplies on the one hand, and mili-

tary service on the other, they have in many workincr-

elass quarters become a thing of the past. Value for

value, the price of fish still compares favourably with

that of meat. But is it not too much to sav that if the

fish supply could suddenlv be raised to normal it

would prove impossible at first to distribute it to the

consumer.

Whether the Food Controller will tackle fish re-

mains to be seen. Fish is not a food which can wait

while licenses are procured or "adiustments" made
The trade is more complex that outsiders realize. An
attempt to control prices at one end oulv mifrht easilv

lead to fish becoming scarcer still. Government rail-

way transport of the fish, or at least a fiat rate from
anywhere to anvwhere. should he possible under the

present svstem of railwav control, and in the Avriter's

opinion that would be a "sine nua nop" of fish control.

For only by that means eould the multitudinous rail-

wav charges be ennalized, and clear-cut prices be es-

tablished for the fisherman at one end an<l the con-

sumer at the other.

Better Transport Facilities Ur<rent.lv Necessarv.

The )ifter-wnr problems of the indnstrv—rrndunl de.

ni'-'-''' "•' ........,| of fhn for'-i'/n fi«h trade, nml the

like—are, no doubt, receiving attention. In the main,
the recommendations of the Departmental Committee
on Inshore Fisheries have shown themselves adaptable
to war conditions and still hold good, whether
for the improvement of the deep-sea or of the

inshore fisheries. It is beginning to be realized how
responsive the fisheries are to well-planned schemes
of development. Certainly no other industry offers

such a return to the nation for a comparatively small

State expenditure. Cheaper and better transport fa-

cilities ; better arrangements for the point-to-point dis-

patch of fish, instead of so much of it going up to the
great markets and down again; development of the
cultivable shell and fresh-water fisheries, with their

great food potentialities; a general tauntening of the
whole fish trade organization, which, like most trades
that work on big bargains, is decidedly speculative and
wasteful — those are some of the directions in which
action should be taken. It is possible that direct State
help will be needed to set many of the smaller di.stribut-

ors on their legs gain. The middleman, who performs
a necessary function, is as worthy of his hire as any
other labourer, but in the fish trade there are too many
who do comparatively nothing and are in a position to
lew a high charge for doing it. For the sake both,
of the fisherman and of the consumer, their expensive
services will have to be dispensed with, or SAvitched into
more useful channels. Onlv then will the cheapest food
to the nation become also the cheapest to the consumer.

NEWFOUNDLAND FISHERIES.

The "Scotch packing" System.

The Imperial Trade Correspondent at St. John's,
writing under date Aprit 18, states that the trade of
Newfoundland in the year 1916 jrave very satisfactory
results, the great increase in the price of imported
articles having been fullv m"t bv the increased values
of exports. Transport difficulties and the TTnited
Kinardom restrictions on exnorts^f manv articles used
in the fishing and shinbuildinp- industries are greatly
restricting trade with the TTnited Kingdom, and in-

creasinsr that with the TTnited. States.

The 1916 catch of fish was fullv up to the averatre
yearly catch, and was sold to advantage, the chief fish

markets of the world taking liberal supplies during the
year. The extra demands for fish foods and fish oils

created by war conditions has increased values for
these products to an unprecedented extent. The exports
of herrings nearlv doubled during 1916 a great de-
mand for this fish having sprung up in the TTnited
States owing to the decreased North Sea catch, and
also to the adoption of the "Scotch packing" svstem
in Newfoundland. Efforts are being made permanent
]v to secure this trade: this is not considered to be a

difficult undertaking, as the herrings caught on the
coast are enual in size and flavour to those obtained
ii: the North Sea.

The trade in fish oils also largelv increased duriu"'

the year. The compulsory Government iuspection of

cod-liver oil has led to a much better auality being ex

ported ; many authorities state that the oil which pass
es the test is eonal to the best Norwegi.in oil.

The vear proved highlv successfnl for son] fishing.

The catch constituted n record one for the sjnall ntim-

ber of ships engaged. 11 steamers bringing in 241.302
seals, valued at 642.463 <1o11ars.
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The following article on a timely subject was pre-

paretl at our special request by Mr. R. H. Williams,

Managrer of the well-known Lobster Exporting Firm

of Koherts. Simpson & Oompany, Halifax.—The Editor.

THE restrictions against importations of

jobsters to Britain and France at this time

and the ditTiciiltics of shipping them to other

Euro])ean countries when considered with the

submarine menace causes many to divert their atten-

tion to the possibility of a Lobster business entirely

confined to the American Continent.

According to statistics the pack of Canned Lobsters

is about lf50.000 ca.scs or 8 million pounds of meat
obtained from sa.v 32 million pounds of lobsters in the

shell. The quantity shipped in shell is given as slight-

ly over 8Vi million pounds. The annual catch .tbere-

fore may be said to be abotit 40 million pounds.

The United States has been for nian.v years the Diin-

cipal outlet for shipments of lobsters in their fresh

state. Attempts have been made to send live and boil-

ed lob.stcrs to England. Oermany and France, but none
of these were sufficiently successful to render any ex-

tensive business possible.

The various States of our neighboring republic have
rcgnlations governine the size that mav be sent or

used there, and in fll but one s'liall section of Canada
it is claimed thnt ln'>ster fish-u" would not be profit-

able luilcss accomnanied with the canning industrv.

Tt must be admitted too. that the ouantity sent in a

fresh state to American markets because of the size

limits imposed on their side and the short season on
h=s side cannot be iiiMteriallv incrca.sed under present
eoiKlit'ons. Tf larfc quantities were sent then lower
prices would prevail so ps to render the retiirns to

fishermen unprofitable. Even as it is now it is only
durinsr a part of the season the prices obtained are

profitable to the fishermen or dealers that handle
them.

Since the inception of this branch of the business

Boston has always been the centre, and while present
regulations and eond'tions evist. it is li''elv to remain
so and be the controlling factor as to prices. American
houses do this business through a medium of dealers

and commission firms and these reap profits which
many contend shotild be made hv our own people if

more unitv between the fishermen and dealers in the

Maritime Provinces prevailed.

Maine, Massachusetts. Rhode Island and Connecti-
cut enjoy a business in fresh lobsters and although all

combined have not an equal supply to that obtainable
from Nova Scotia itself, they, not us, are the masters
of the situation. There arc. of course, some frsitures

wherein these States have an advantage over Cana-
dian dealers inasmuch as they arc from 12 to 24 hours
nearer to the principal consuming cejitres. Maine stocks
its ponds and cars with Nova Rcotian lobsters when
prices rule low and retails them to the consumer when
hieh. selling in the meantime such lobsters as develop
their spawn during the warm weather at a good profit

to the State authorities .so as to replenish Maine waters
with lobsters for future seasons. Boston collects a

commission of five per cent on nearly all the Canadian
lobsters that go there, and a profit besides. Dealers
in Canadian cities prefer to buy from the States than
from Halifax because the latter cannot furnish their

lequirements for the whole year. Thus they pay higher
prices and an import duty as well.

The fishermen and dealers in these Provinces quar-
rel among theinsehes and refuse to be reconciled to

(Mch other so that the American dealer .steps in and
t'lkes their ])rofiis. They remind one of that picture
showing iwo men disputing about a cow. the one t\ig-

ging at its tail and the other pulling at the head while
a lawyer between the in 4 is taking all the milk. The
American fishermen and dealers are perhaps quite as
•ruilty of aunrrelling with their neighbors arid eom-
[etitors. but as a rule they appear to get together
before their profits fall in the hand of outside parties.

WHILE divided into so manv fragments, the
business in fresh lobsters for Canada can only
be improved with much difficulty and will

never be as remunerative to the countrv as

it «hould be. Tf more closely linked toirether our fish-

ermen and dealers could have ponds and cars like those
of Maine where the stocks coidd be stored and disposed
of throughout the .vear. They could furnish buvers
Avith supplies at any and all renuired dates. They
could arrange for transportation facilities and proper
accommodations bv railways and steamers for carrv-
ing lobsters to their destinations, and compete success-
•"ullv with those points that may be nearer the large
cities of the States and Canada than ourselves. Thev
"ould develop the trade in our own country and extend
it further West than is possible at present and make it

a larger and more profitable business for themselves
and Canada.

Even if they did not wish to disturb the present Bos-
ton connections they could bv joining hands in a com-
mon cause save thousands of dollars annually by get-

ting their lobsters to that market in better condition
and seeing that they get a "square deal" when they
land them there.

This feature needs attention irrespective of whe-
ther the canned lobster branch is confined to this Con-
tinent or not. Moreover this is not advocated as anta-
gonistic to our American allv, but in the spirit of self-

preservation and "Canada First".

According to the (lOvernment export statistics for
1914 the quantity of canned lobsters sent t^ the Unit-
ed States was about 47 thousand cases, and to the
West Indies. Central and South America about S.'iO

cases. Deducting the total exports of these goods from
Canada during the vear from the total pack the quan-
tity as being used in Canada is aboiit 4,200 cases.

These figures do not agree with those furnished
from well-informed trade circles. It is pointed out
that quite a large portion sent to the States is usually
re-shipped from there to European and other coun-
tries, and that many lobstei-s find their way to the
central and southern portions of our Continent from
English port,s. The generally accepted prr>|)tirfinns of
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an annual pack consumed on this Continent are given

as follows:

S2'y2 M. cases in the United States.

1214 M. cases in the Canada.
5 M. cases in the other parts of America.

The American trade in canned lobsters is well cater-

ed for by the American packers in our midst and by
various others who specialize for that market. The
trade in the Eastern States is small when considered

"per capita" of their population because lobsters in

the shell are frequently preferred. The Middle and
Western States provide a good market and with the

increasing population, should the present prosperity

of that country continue, the business there is capable.

of a steady development.

The same may be said of Canada. In the east sup-

plies of fresh lobsters are obtainable and because our
own country has in the past been made a dumping
ground for inferior grades there is perhaps more pre-

judice against lobsters in tins evinced here than in any
other country. It is said that many Canadian consum-
ers having become accustomed to poor qualities

actually consider canned lobsters like live Jobsters
more black and green than red and white. The in-

creasing English, Scotch, Irish and Welsh population
in the Western provinces makes a good market for
good qualities such as these immigrants had been ac-

customed to buy from the grocers in the Old Country.
The other American markets have been only partly

explored. Canadians have not entered the Spanish
American business, lacking, knowledge of the language
and currencies and modes of payments in these coun-
tries, being handicapped as well by the smallness of
individual orders and the absence of direct communi-
cation.

THROUGH ignorance Nova Scotia has ne-

glected to cater properly to trade in the West
Indies. All inferior food-stuffs used to be
considered suitable for the colored people of

those islands and so goods that were unmerchantable

in other markets were sent there. Canadians know
more about the West Indies now and realize that good
foods are wanted there as in all other countries. The
extent of these markets is of course limited at present

high prices, enhanced by existing rates of import
duties. The orders for canned lobsters being small, are

n.sually given in connection with other groceries, so

that direct trade between packers and dealers there

can be expected only from places in touch by steamer
with the ports of these provinces.

To hope that we can make this continent, with its

estimated population of 17.5 millions, consume eight

million pounds of lobsters in a year, does not seem a
very difficult proposition since it will average less

than loz. per person for 365 days. It means but little

over a pound of lobster per capita per anninn for each
Canadian—or a tenth of a (lound for each resident in

the United States. This anu)unt surely could be eaten
without increasing the distresses of indigestion. This
system of reckoning while interesting, may be some-
what misleading. Rather should we ask whether the
people on this continent can be induced to eat three
times as much lobster as they have been in the habit
of doing.

For the immediate future it is believed easily pos-
sible when all food-stu(Ts are in such demand and prices
of flU oth''i canned i)r<)(lucts so greatly advanced.

Proj^cr organization, however, is necessary to pro-
duce the best results, and as to "After the War Con-

ditions" unity in the trade is even more essential, and
the best means of "Preparedness" should be consider-
ed now.

One of our leading Canadian statesmen has recently
suggested that possibly those interested in the lobster
industry should GET TOGETHER.

In unity there is strength and if the trade will per-
mit itself to be brought closer together and adopt the
maxim of "Live and let live" more than in the past,
many things that now appear impossible may be ac-

complished. After all, this lobster business may be
only one of those supposed insoluble human problems
which the British premier tells us can be surmounted.

SPRING SALMON FISHING POOR

Catches Are Small and Few Fishermen Operating —
Prospects for Sockeye Run.

The spring salmon fishing on the Fraser river is still

very poor. An indication of the situation is found in the
fact that the Fisheries Office has so far issued only
about 560 licences this year, or about half the number
out at the corresponding year. Thus there are very
few fishermen operating, and yet the catches they get
are miserably small. Recently one cannery reported
that nine fish were secured by three boats as the result

of a night's fishing. One of the boats was "skunk-
ed", one had four and the other had five. It is poss-

ible that the spring salmon run is merely late, and may
come on later.

An officer of the fisheries branch, sent out to get

eggs of a certain species of trout, reported that these

fish, usually on the spawning grouUds early in May,
did not show up til labout the end of the month. A
similar condition may exist with the salmon.

There is considerable discussion on the river regard-

ing the possibility of a big run of sockeye or otherwise.

This is the fourth year, but the B. C. Packers' Associa-

tion has announced its intention not to operate all its

canneries, as it usually would in a big year. The rea-

son given is that four years ago a slide caused by con-

struction work on the C. N. R. hurled tons of rocks and
earth into the Fraser at Hell's Gate, causing a block

which, it is claimed, prevented many salmon from go-

ing up the river to the spawning ground. In this con-

nection, Mr. P. H. Cunningham, chief inspector of fish-

eries, says that no forecast as to the probable effect of

that obstruction on the sockeye run is possible.

Whether it had no serious effect can only be determin-

ed after the run. The early run in 1913 got past be-

fore the slide came down, and prompt mea.sures were

taken by the dciiartment to facilitate the passage of

the second run by the construction of flumes. In addi-

tion some millions of eggs were gathered and hatched

out at the Harrison Lake hatchery. It is hoped. that

these measures will prove to have been effective, and

that the sockeye ruTi will not have been seriously de-

creased.

It is also pointed out that the number of fish below
the obstruction was nuu'h larger that it would have
been uiidin* normal conditions for the reason that there

was a strike of fishermen on at the time, and thus

thousands of fish that would ordinarily have been
caught in tlie nets and never got to the spawning
grounds were thus allowed to go up.
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BAHAMIAN FISH

Some Notes About Fish and Fishermen in the
Bahamas—Trade Opportunities for Canada.

5 5 ...
2 A Written ti\- ^ ictona Ilayward. Pliotdiri-nphs by
f I Kdith S. Watson

- ^

WALKING down Bay Street in Nassau a few

days apo, wp turned in to the office of the

Dominion Government Agent, and there we
were surprised and pleased to find a eopy of

"The Canadian P'ishorman." (We promptly borrowed
the copy from the prentleman-in-eharere. and took it

home with us to read). On seeing "The Fisherman"
we felt at once as if we had met an old friend who
eame not alone, but hroufjht along other old friends

—

the far outports of Newfoundland and Labrador, the

Majrdalens, the French shore in Cape Breton, down
north and up along toward Cape North, Canso and the

Eastern shore of Nova Scotia, the Southwestern to

Yarmouth, and the Bay of Fundy to Digby, in most
of which from time to time we have seen the fisher-

men, splendid fellows all, reaping the harvest of our

northern sea.s—the silvery herring and mackerel, the

dory-loads and "bankers" of cod, lobsters fit for

kings, and in the Magda'ens women digging in the

.sand for the dainty clam with which the men bait their

hooks.

It then occurred to us that perhaps our Northern
fishermen may enjoy hearing something about the

fish of these tropic waters—the fish that compete
against codfish, in the markets of the different West
India Islands.

THERE is a great varietv of these southern

fish, but with the exception of "Jew Fish,"

"Rockfish." and "Grouners." none of them
are large. Though Jewfi.sh and rockfish are

often caught, that turn the scales at a hundred pounds
But all the others are fish weighing under twelve

pounds, and mo.st of them on the marker are "pan"
fish, weighing from six or eight ounces to two or three

pounds.

The water in which these fish are caught is clear to

a great depth, so all going on at the bottom is visible

to the fi.sherman in his boat above, and when the Avater

is deep or rough, the fisherman uses a water-glass,

merely a pane of window-glass set in the bottom of a

box or bucket, and puttied around so as not to leak.

This water-glass he holds firmly against the top of

the waves, and looking through it sees all the actions

of the fish as plainly as though he were at a theatre

looking at the actors on the stage.

Just think what a heap of hauling-in of line, our

northern fishermen would be saved, what wear and
tear of clothes and tackle, if they could look through

a pane of glass and see if a cod had taken the hook
or not!

FTSII, living in such sunlit water as this,

sonth of the Gidf Stream, so that the water
is always warm and full of light, take on the

most beautiful colors—colors such as the
rainbow paints in its are of the .sky, such as our North-
I'm Lights flash from out the Arctic, such as the rich-
est opals and ameth3'sts emit when sunlight falls upon

them. It does not matter whether one is a fisherman
or not, there is unbounded pleasure in looking at the
color in these fish, and their grace. Artists love to

])aint them. There is one artist here now, in Nassau,
specializing on fish, trying to paint them swimming
about naturally in the water. This artist is an Eng-
lishman, and already his work in painting these fish,

depicting their jewel-like colors and their grace of mo-
tion, has won him a place in the world .of art. If he
were to go north and try our codfish and our pictur-
esque codfisliers in sou 'westers and oil skins, I am sure
he would find them equally excellent subjects, and it

would be good advertisement for our fish to have our
northern "Captains Courageous" appear in our art
galleries, and I am equally sure that "the bigness"
of the theme would be welcome to all true lovers of
art, in Canada. Here are some of the names of these
fish. One they call an "Angel." His colors are blue

—

Royal blue aud a golden yellow ! The dorsal and ven-
tral fins end in long graceful whips—as wide as it is

long. The body of the angel fish is saved from clum-
siness by these whips; while the blue-and-gold head
ends in a mouth about the size of a thumb nail. Look-
ing through a water-glass at one of these angel fish
is like looking at a fairy creature. It seems too beau-
tiful to eat, but even so, it is considered the most
dainty to the palate of all this southern fish.

^ /'\ ANOTHER fi.sh has a hard three-sided shell.

^;^^ This specimen is cooked much as lobster,

'^"HS though it is freijuently opened on the bottom,
stuffed and broiled in the shell. In Nassau

there are several varieties of these shell-fish, but "cow-
fish" and "cuckold" are the commonest.

Sehool-ma.ster's. Margaret fish, .sailor's choice,
grunts, hinds, snappei-s, sargeant-majors or cow-
pilots. Jacks, cavelli. bonitas, hog-fi.sh, turbot, shad,
goggles, hamlets, nigger-fish and Spainards are always
in the market.
The flesh of all these fi.sh is firm aud fresh-looking,

mo.st of the fish being brought to market alive in
"wells" that allow the water to flow in and out, so
that in its constant change the fish is always "drink-
ing" afresh. Many fishermen put any extra fish they
may happen to catch in "crawls" or "kraals," or en-
closures, built of stone, out from the shore, forming a
sort of "room," through which a fresh supply of sea-
water is always flowing.

Excellent as this southern fish is in flavor and great
as the variety, none of it keeps for any length of time
when salted, which, of eotirse, prevents its exporta-
tion. And also, although there are so many varieties,
no one of them is caught in the great quantities that
cod is captured in northern waters.
Of course, attempts are made to salt some of this

fish, and strings of it may be seen hoisted up the ma.sts,
hung on poles and spread on the decks of fishing-craft
in the harbor of Nassau at any time at this season of
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the year. But all this "salted" fish is for home con-

sumption, and is sold here in the general market of

Nassau, and in little retail shops presided over by

colored people, in the suburbs over the hills, where

the negroes live, in tiny cabins, half-hidden by groves

of cocoanuts, sapadilloes, oranges, bananas and grape-

fruit.

THE Southern fishermen, like most of our

Northern men, build their own boats, but the

model is altogether different. A dory would

not do for southern waters. For one thing a

boat carrying a "well" must of necessity draw consid-

erable water, and the more she "settles" the more sail

can be carried. Great attention can here be paid to a

boat's sailing qualities, because the equipment, an-

chors, etc., for this clear and shallower water is lighter

than in the North. I remember reading in Judge

Prowse's History of Newfoundland, that in the early

lays some boats came up from Bermuda to fish on the

'Banks, and that these same vessels could 'beat' out

of St. John's harbor when the Newfoundland craft

Bahamian Fishino^ Boats, Nassau.

Photo Edith S. Watson.

could not, and for this reason the Bermudians could

make more voyages to the Banks and bring in more

fish than the native fi.shcrmen." After a time, in-

stead of the islanders improving the models of their

craft, they legislated against the competition of the

"rorciguers." This incident shows how much at-

tention even in those early days was paid to "speed

with strength." by the fi.shcrmen of the sub-tropics.

The slow boat in these waters would perhaps find her

catch rotten l)efore getting to market, or she would

find herself out-sold by a speedier boat. As competi-

tion is the life of trade, so it is the man quick to see

and take advantage of the least opening, the first op-

portunity, who stands the best chance for success in

the fish-trade. No stone should be left unturned by
shippers of codfish to the West Indies to have a good

sound fish well-salted, but not burnt with salt, put be-

fore these people. Do not commit the fallacy of

thinking because two-thirds of tihese i.slaiul people

happen to be black that they don't know good food.

Man for man being cooks, they are even bettor

"juflges" of fine foods than the white, and even these

ncigroes are accustomed to surroundings—palms and

fruits and vegetables altogether prohibited our North-

em fishermen. If the black man is fa.stidioiis as to

what he eats, and how it is cooked, think what the

taste of the white people of these islands is!

If some of these simple truths were borne in mind,

some of the codfish I have seen in our'northern ports

destined for the West Indies would never have been

shipped.

The people here are great fish-eaters. They eat fish

every day of their lives, and many families serve it

twice a day. Fish is the natural food of the Tropics

:

that and fruit. The press does not here have to urge

upon the people "two fish days a week."

Every Day is a Fish Day.

NOW think a moment what that means. It

would have to be pretty nice, attractive fish

that Canadians would eat every day of the

week, every week and every year. This native

fish of the West Indies is attractive, as I have shown
it is a thing of beauty pleasiner to look upon as jewels

please the eye.

If the codfish arriving here were even half-way

tempting to the eye on the simple merit of soundne«v

without beinsr "salt as the ocean seas" to the taste.

I am sure that more of it would be eaten here.

Surely there ought to be a good market for Can-

adian fish among a people eating fish every day of

their lives!

In some of these islands not as much codfish is con-

sumed as formerly. If at tlie present time the good
^isli is bringing too high a price at home to send

here, then I am afraid when the time comes to try for

these markets again there may be no market onen.

or other competitors mav have tacked under the Can-

arlians' lea and got to windward.
Transportation, quick and sure, will be one of the

features that anyone planning to embark on this trade

must very seriously consider before luidertaking it.

At nresent visitors to Nassau may almost tell the tit""

of day by the whistle of the passenger and freight bonts

from New York and grocery men know almost to the

minute when a barrel of flour or a tub of butter or

drum of fish from "The States" will be in their bands
ready for the retail trade.

There is no reason why Canada cannot compete,

not with "The States" in particular, but with all na-

tions, in the possession of steamers and sailing vessels

of all types that can do the work required of them

:

and Canadians must not think it a virtue to put up
with less than the best. They must insist upon it, if

"Canada" is to be the powerful talisman in trade and
in the fish trade in particular, that it ought to be,

TO eome back to a small matter, I have often

l)cen surprised at the sort of boat-bailer that

the average fisherman of our Canadian coast

uses to get the water out of his boat.

It is to his credit that he has nuide it himself, but its

form is ill-fitted to its purpose since it takes up so

little water. It is unnecessary to describe it because

every reader is familiar with the scoop that looks like

a box with one end knocked out. having a handle at-

tached to the end left in.

Fishermen in the Tropics girdling the entire world,

use the half of a gourd for a bailer, and I think if our

fishermen once used one of these gourds, or a "coker,"

or "calabash," which arc nearly the same things ex

cept that one grows on a vine and one on a tree they

would lU'ver use anything else. These gourds cost 8
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cent or two only. Any importer along the coa.st could

handle them. 1 believe, too, our fishermen would take

a great deal of comfort in a sponge for the boat.

There's never a fishboat going to "the grounds" as

tropic "Banks" are called, but has its sponge for

whieli in a boat there are a thousand uses. After bail-

ing out the boat the fisherman sponges out any re-

maining water. The best fishermen in these warm
climates may easily be known by the spotless condition

in which he keeps his boat. Some of the expert fisher-

men find it pays t« paint boats inside and out twice a

year. Being drier they arc lighter in the water and in

conse<piencc sail faster and row lighter.

The Bahamas is the home of sisal, but the most of

the fibre is shipped raw to the United States. Some
of it comes back as rope, but the fishermen find a very

satisfactory rope in that which the islanders make
from the twisted fibre of the Palmetto Palm-leaf. The
rope is stiffer than hemp or sisal, but if care is taken

to dry it after using it, lasts a satisfactory length of

time, and, of course, is much cheaper than the rope

ordinarily in use everywhere.

What does the fisherman of these regions use for

bait?

THE flesh of the conch. One "couch" makes
quite a number of "baits."

There is one advantage about this kind of

bait—it is always in season. Every day of the

year couchs are to be had for the simple exertion of

nipping them up from bottom with a two-pronged rake.

In tiiese "conciis" the fisherman occasionally has the

good-luck to find a pink pearl of considerable value.

But these "finds" are rare.

The fisherman makes a little additional money by
selling couch-shells to a dealer. Before the war a good

business was done in these conch shells, both here

and abroad. All who have seen one of these conchs

will recall their beautiful pink lining looking like fine

porcelain, but few will realize that it is the material

I

from which cameos are cut.

The dealers have the lip of the shell sawed off by

a machine. These lips are then packed in barrels and

shipped to I^Jtterdam where the cameo-cutting is most-

ly done.

What remains <>1' the shell is used for road-making

and for filling in wharves to which the fish-boats

"make fast" while marketing the catch.

The conch meat is excellent eating and tastes not

unlike lobster when made into an attractive salad.

So it may be judged that in these molluscs natun;

has provided the fisherman with a very excellent bait

and one wliich these fish almost over-fastidious as i;o

I

what they eat, since they have in these sun-lit waters

thousands of marine tid-bits from which to choose,

readily accept.

One more use is made of the conch. Greek sculptors

always placed in the hand of Neptune, the great sea-

god, one of these conch-shells for a horn.

The god himself a myth, few of us realize that the

horn-blowing is a touch of reali-sm.

But, if you could hear "the couching," the blatant

penetrating "honking" from the conch of the incom-

ing Bahamain fishermen as they sail up the harbor

of Nassau "to market" you would appreciate that

even the fish-trade has its element of romance.

It is a sound that once heard will always

be remembered. When it first begins away

Llrff in the distance, when only the white sails may be

Wn out of the blue-.sea against some distant low-lying

point of land with its i>alm trees silhouetted again,st

the Tropic ksy, and then gradually grows louder and
louder as the boat comes nearer in her sailing it is one
of the most pleasing and suggestive ways of an-

nouncing "a ware for sale" that trade has ever in-

vented.

If local fish-merchants were to use one of iliese

conehs at his shoj) door on Tuesday and Friday morn-
ings he'd soon have a cniwcl assimlili'd. jimi his fi>.h

would sell like hot-cakes.

FISH CATCH TO BE LARGE, SAYS LOCAL
EXPERT.

'The fisli (.-aluh will not be ariVcted hy tile cold and
late spring of this year", declares J. A. Paulhus. man-
ager of the I), llatton Comj)aiiy. "On thi- contrary,
the catch will reach its normal point, and may even be
greater than in other years owing to the prevailing
easterly winds. The lobster season has just closed
very satisfactorily. Owing to lesser exportation to
the old world and a drop in the bulk canned, the lob-

ster has been selling at a low price, heretofore un-
known. Mackerel is reported as being very abundant,
but this fishing will not be on before ten days." Mr.
Paulhus also touched on the question of duties on fish,

which the Canadian consumer has to pay on fish
brought in from the United States. Things, he said,
are illogically conducted. The American can come
over to Canada, acquire a plentiful supply of fish and
then transport it home free of duty ; whereas the Can-
adian is constrained to go over to the American market,
purchase the fish taken from the Canadian market and
ship it home only when duty ujion it has been paid.
The Canadian consumer, for instance, has to pay a
duty of ten cents on every gallon of oysters imported
from the States. Again, when the shad is in Florida
waters, Canadians have to pay one cent per pound
duty for its importation, whereas the American, at the
period of the shad's migration to Canadian waters,
can import the fish free of charge.

VALUE OF ONTARIO'S FISHERIES.
.

The commercial fishing in UaJiiJiwt' began a little lat-

er this year than last, and from the reports received
up to date the catch would ai)pear to be an average
one. The statistics for this year are not yet available.

Last year, however, there were caught from March
intli to May 31st, in the waters of Lake Erie fronting
the province of Ontario, 401.234 pounds of whitefish,

5.G99 pounds of trout, 141.282 pounds of pickerel. 11.-

.'596 pounds of sturgeon, 928 pounds of caviare. 391,-

o.'il pounds of herring, 109,633 ])ounds of perch. l,3()r),-

636 poimds of blue pickerel, 24.708 pounds of pike. 4,-

959 pounds of catfish, 4,823 pounds of carp and 342.-

209 pounds of coarse fish valued at $232,691.97. Fishing

in the other lakes of the province is not carried on to

any extent until the month of May.
A great portion of the fi.sh caught are sold in the

United States market, and frequent protests against

this are lodged with the Ontario government. The
fishermen, however, must be allowed, say the jirov-

incial Government, the privilege of disposing of their

fish in the market which will bring them the best re-

turns, and fish of the coarser kind, wliich could find

no buyer in Ontario, are quickly sold at good prices in

the large cities of the United States. All licensed fish-

ermen are rcfpiired to furnish for home consumption

such fish as are required for local consumption at their

I'liiifriii't jirices.
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Fisheries Waste
Its Use and Value

By J. B. PEILDING, F.Z.S.

THE problems associated with industrial

wastes during the past twenty or thirty years

have been all absorbing subjects in the old

world, but owing to the great natural re-

sources and wealth on this Continent these problems

have not become as important as they should.

Now the world is at war, food producing is the

topic of the hour, be the food of the character that is

known as "direct" or "indirect," in other words, be

the food adaptable to the human being, the farm ani-

mal or the farm and garden crop. When there is

"direct" foor shortage it is invariably due to condi-

tions associated with "indirect" food shortage. To-

day we are faced, owing to many millions of men
taken from fields of production and put into spheres

of destruction, hence all conditions of life are abnormal.

Raw material diverted to other than normal uses;

many bye-products are being entirely neglected for

the essentials of war, hence the producer of food, name-
ly the farmer is "up againgt" many serious problems
connected with the proper running of his industry

—

namely, food production on the land.

Starting at the basic origin of food the soil, we find

shortage of soil stimulents, i.e., fertilizers.

The fertilizing elements, phos^jhorus, nitrogen and
potash, are all affected in these time. Phosphatic
fertilizers are affected by the high price of chemicals

necessary to the conversion of bone and coprolites into

phosphate of lime. Nitrogen is dear owing to the great

demand on Chilian nitrate of soda for explosives and
potash is scarce owing to the fact that the basis of

potassic fertilizers is obtained in Germany in the form
of kainite and stassfortitie.

With this scarcity and high cost of chemical fer-

tilizers existing it must naturally cost more to pro-

duce our crops.

Another element we must not overlook and this has,

a« a matter of fact, in the past been always with us,

naturally the fact that wo in Canada are dei)endent,

to a great extent, on foreign countries for our artificial

fertilizers. Hitherto our phosphatics have conft from
Florida and other states. Nitrates come from Chili and
our potash from (Germany. Now there is no reason
whatever why all these elements could not be obtained
in Canada just as cheaply and in some cases cheaper,
where methods adopted to conserve and make use of

products, waste and otherwise around us in our fish-

ing industry.

Let us now look at the conditions surrounding the
other form of "indirect" food, namely that necessary
to our farm live stock. The fundamental elements ne-
cessary for the building up of animal bone and tissue

we all know to be protein, fat, carbohydi-ates and
lime. Of these elements protein and fat have be-

come high priced commodities not only on account of
war conditions, but even before the war owing to

greater and wider consumption. Animal foods as
to market price are based on the quantity of protein
and fat contained in them and which must be guar-
anteed by the manufacturer. Again another feature
must not be overlooked, that of digestability of the

protein and the purity and sweetness of the fat; nuiny
foods may show on analysis high protein and fat con-
tent, but a large proportion of the former may be
indigestable and the latter may have broken down and
become acid. We must realize that the farmer looks

to a food that is palatable, keeps well in storage with-
out chemical change, is digestable, and contains a high
percentage of bone and tissue building material.

Now, what are the market conditions to-day, and
what are the sources of protein and fat used on the
farm as live-stock food, other than the crops the farm-
er can grow? Regarding the latter it is doubtful
economy at present prices if the farmer foeils his

whole grain on the farm, but it is a matter of opinion
as to what is the cheapest source of protein and fat in

these times. At any rate protein and fat concentrates
are essential and absolutely necessary to the farmer in

order to balance his cereal feeds containing as they do,

chiefly carbohydrates. Further, there are many mill

"offals" such as bran, shorts, etc., which are cheap
sources of food, but require the addition of a protein
concentrate to make them economic.
The concentrates chiefly used at the present time in

this country are linseed cake meal and cotton seed
cake meal, both termed protein concentrates. Both
are wastes from other industries—the oil extraction
industry. Both as to price are controlled in foreign
countries, both are in the hands of a few people who
can, if they wish, nuinipulate prices and quantity
available for the market.
The prices of these two feeds have been going up

yearly and to-day, of course, are influenced like every-
thing else by war conditions, but their comparative
prices are based on their protein and oil content.
The following prices and analysis have quite recently

been quoted of these two feeds

:
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i^ra<le animal oil in many of our industries. With lard

standing around 28 cents a i)ound, and linseed oil

now at $1.50 a gallon in barrel lots, something will

have to be introduced to help out the situation. Even
in normal times linseed is quoted around $1 a gallon.

Again cotton and oil stands to-day about 17 cents

per pound for No. 1 quality.

While fisli oils are quoted on a foreign inarket at

prices according to quality ranging from 35c. to $4 per

ga.l I suppose the oils principally used in our industries

would be petroleum oil of various types, linseed oil

and cotton seed oil practically all controlled as to

(puintity and price outside of Canada and yet here

we iiave oils of high grade and very varied as to the

industries they can be used in being thrown over-

board, buried or otherwise wasted.

The drug trade demands high grades of fish oil and
I am told little if any is made in Canada of the

quality needed though we have all the raw material

available. The paint trade demands a drying fish

oil for outside work, but none I believe is made in

Canada though the paint trade is paying $1.50 a gal-

lon for its linseed oil at this time.

For outside work on ships and on either wood or iron

no oils, linseed included, have such resisting qualities

as fish oils properly selected and suitably blended

with a tungate drier. It is more resistant of heat

than linseed oil so it becomes invaluable for boilers

and smoke stacks. The prejudice against fish oil as a

paint conveyor is often justified when one sees some

of the offensive smelling materials sometimes offered.

A good fish oil for paint use should be practically free

from smell, it should not in any case be offensive.

The leather trade demands large quantities of fish

in the currying of leather, yet it has to buy it in foreign

markets. The same can be said of many other indus-

tries, let us ask ourselves why?
I wonder how many of my readers glance through

the weekly or monthly circular of the Department of

Commerce and notice the continual applications from
fortiign buyers of fish oils, aiul yet we turn a deaf

ear and still dump our "waste."
The utilization and conversion of these raw wastes

are not new to conunercial history for they have

been used for twenty or thirty years, but the time

has come when we in Canada will have to look more
carefully into the leakages in our industries, for though

great wars come and go, civilization we hope will

spread and with it the demand for such products as

we are now throwing away. Don't let us handle our

great fi.shing industry as we have our timber in the

past without any consideration of waste for a <l!iy of

reckoning will come.

Now is the time for our canning comjianies and fish-

ermen to follow tlie Tueat ])ackers and oil refiners and
prevent these wastes.

I do not wisli it to be understood that tlu- manu-
facture of a higli grade and ehtunically delicate sub-

' !• is "us easy as falling off a log," for many mis-

. indeed disastrous failures have been made in the

pa.st and it is by thesi! we learn for the future.

The element.H of wJiicli tin; fish and its waste con-

sists is very delii^ate and unless handled as it should
be will invariably call for trouble if certain funda-
mentals are overlooked, but the finished product, be
it food for cattle, sheep, pigs, or poultry, is very valu-

able now and will he more so in the near future. As
oils it is needless to say anything for every

1 of the daily newspaper can see at a glance the

serious state of shortage and high prices of all classes

for all requii'ements.

I have lived in no countries in the world but Japan
and Germany where I have been so impressed with
the intensive and economic development of the fish

industry. The former because she has been com-
pelled to and tli(> latter because she lives by and on
the sea.

THERE arc many titlici' proi)iems arising out

of the fishing wastes and bye products I

should like to touch upon, but space pre-

cludes for the present, but twenty odd years

of travel and experience of the problem have brought
many things to my notice which are now becoming all

absorbing in our everyday economic press.

The products of our land have been given far more
careful study than the products of our water so it

would surprise many of us were a list of everyday
requirements made whose origin is of the water or is

not composed of at least one product of the water.

To the ordinary observer fish for the table is the

only product of the water, he does not stop to con-

sider the origin of his pearl shell shirt button, the

iodine now so largely used in sterilizing wounds on
the field of battle, isinglass, sizes for the cotton and
cloth industry glues, dyes and pigments, fertilizers,

feeds for live stock, leather, many medicinal and
chemical products, oils for painting, lubricating, temp-
ering steel, for making soap, and many other com-
modities besides fish for human consumption.
They say all things come to those that wait and

truly may it be said that the "Old Lion and her Cubs"
are slow to originate new industries, but once fully

appreciated they generally come up to expectation.

With the great central powers now out of industrial

comj)etition surely we have a glorious opportunity of

getting under way.

EAT MORE FISH.

To eat more fish is one practical measure for food
economy according to the New York Mail. "A pound
of fish per capita is about all the sea food we have eat-

en aninially", declares The Mail. "To most of us fish

is a rar(! food, to be eaten only on occasion, and yet we
would be fed more cheaply and quite as well is, like the

people of other countries, we ate fifty poiuids of fish

a year. Fish eating cuts down beef eating. When the

pastu7*es of the sea supplement to a far gr<?ater extent

than now the grassy plains oii whicti we feed our beef

aninuils, all meats will be more plentiful than now.' *
'

If the food scarcity brings to lis a better knowledge (if

the vahu' of fish, we shall be th? gainers."

MACKEREL PLENTIFUL.

Halifax, June 5.— The waters of the Nova Scotia

coast to the eastward and westward of Halifax aic

teeming with nuickerel are rei)orted from Prospect
and other ])laees adjacent to Halifax harbor. In fact

thousands of No. 1 beauties were brcuight up to the

city recently from those places for shipnuuit to Boston

and New York markets.

Cai)tain Jollinuire, in the .schooner James E., alone,

has landed at the wharf of the North Atlantic Fisheries

over 40,000 c(uint mackerel in two days, 211.(MIO and
19,000 resi)eeitvely. 'Wu'.se were eauglit by rrospect

netters and iced for inuncdiate shipment to nnirkets.

—Lunenberg Weekly News, July 7.
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The Battle for the Fishes
s

What the Heedless and Selfish Did to Depopulate the Streams

By the HON. WILLIAM E. MEEIIAN.

•OiiiKm1> Coinmissioner of Fisheries of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Superintendent of tl]e Public

Aquarium, Philadelphia, Author of Fish Culture in Ponds and Other Inland
Waters, Etc.

Ainerieans are ere<lited with being the most ex-

travagant and wastef\il people in the world witli re-

spect to their natural resources. When a review is

made of the history of the Uniteti States from Colonial

times until a comparatively recent date, it must be re-

gretfully admitted that there was a sound basis of

truth in this unpleasant reputation. Much has been

done towards repairing the destructiveness that was
wrought, but those who woukl conserve and have made
great striiles in that direction, have to bear witness

to the truth of the ohl saying that it is hard to be rid

of a bad name. Hesides, notwithstanding the over-

wlieliiiiii'_' sciitiiiHMit and active work towards ri'stora-

From the Gulf of St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico,
there were almost unbroken forests that extended from
the shores of the Atlantic to the prairie lands of the
Mississippi Valley. The colonists laid waste forest

areas. They ploughed, sowed and reaped food stuffs

without doing anything to maintain the fertility of

the land, they swept the waters of fish. Their children
and children's children followed their examjjle, until

the forests nearly disappeared, much land became in-

fertile, the waters decreased appreciabl.v in volume and
in nmn.v instances entirel.y depoj)ulate(l of fish life.

With conditions as they now exist, and with the
vastiH'ss of the sea water supply within their ken, it

The Shad.

lion there is .vet a large element that insists that the

|ininerals, the woo<ls. the birds, the wild animals and
Ihe fish are God given to the iieople, free to be done
rith as the finder wills, and who contends that his

^personal interests are paramount to those of the coni-

Biunity.

There is a reason, though not a palliation, for the

irasteful .streak in the composition of Americans.

Vhen the pioneer im migrants from Europe laniled on

the coast of North America they found apparently

boundless natural wealth, beyond their wildest dreams.

The treasures of the land, air and water seemed to

lieir eyes to be inexhaustible and made intoxicated

ad reckless by the unexpected wealth, squandered it.

is hard to conceive an idea of the multitude of fresh

water life from the latter ])art of the seventeenth cen-

tury to the beginning of the nineteenth. Earl.y writ-

ers themselves found words inadequate' to convey a

comprehensive idea of its magnitude. The best that

one of them could do when dealing with shad in the
Delaware and Susquehanna Rivers was, "They came
in such vast multitudes that the still waters seemed
filled with eddies, while the shallows were beaten into

foam by them in their struggles to reach the spawning
grounds."
A modern writer on the herring, in order to show

the po.ssibilities, other influences not preventing, of its

fecundity, aaid that if all the progeny of a single pair
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of herring were to reach maturity and their progeny

were to survive and spawn, and this were to continue

for about ten years, all the seas of the earth would be

filled solid with herring, all the land would be sub-

merged and all other creatures in the world would be

crowded out of existence.

This is something all can understand. It is a sim-

ple case of arithmetic made even plainer when given

as a further basis of calculation, the fact that an aver-

age mature female herring produces annually about

30,000 eggs.

All eggs of a female herring, however, do not hatch,

neither do all the eggs of any fish. Nature has seen

to that. She made most fish and many other forms

of wild life, spawn eaters and carniverous feeders, and

arranged that under normal conditions only sufficient

eggs hatch and the young reach maturity to maintain

the species or a little more, until in the process of time

she saw fit to exterminate it in favor of some other

species, better suited to perhaps changed environ-

ments.

Man is the only creature that could and has upset

the plans of nature for the continued existence of fish

life. As man, in America, before the landing of Euro-

peans was not only a negligible factor in natures ar-

said that the chief demand was that they not be fed

on salmon more than three times a week. In Phila-

delphia the strikers secured a clause in their indentures

that they should not be given shad but twice a week.

Shad was undoubtedly the most important food fish

in the early days of the nation on account of the greater

coastal area of its habitat. They were eaten fresh,

and were smoked and salted for winter use. During

the spring runs, people travelled long distances in

wagons to the shad rivers to obtain their winter's sup-

ply. With ham it was the chief article of flesh food

for the whole year for those who dwelt in the country.

A Pennsylvania writer in the middle of the last cen-

ury said, "leaning on the gate after breakfast, I asked

the children passing to school what they had in their

little baskets for dinner, and the universal answer

from the cheery upti5rned little faces was 'bread and

shad'."
Although shad was undoubtedly one of the principal

foods in colonial times it was not eveiyone who would
admit making a practice of eating it. The name shad

was derived from a similar appearing European species

of fish of very inferior qxiality, and rarely eaten ex-

cepting by the very poorest and commonest classes.

Hence, notwithstanding the toothsome qualities of the

The Alewife, Gaspereau, or Branck Herring.

rangements, was indeed rather helpful, by dwelling

a little on the possibilities of the herring as just noted

a faint but better realization may be had of what the

quantity of fresh water life must have been in primeval

days.

Shad swarmed each spring from mouth to head-

waters in every river from Maine to Florida, and
other anadramous fishes were equally abundant in all

the tidal streams of the latitudes in which they be-

longed. Among these may be prominently mentioned
the striped bass, sometimes called rock, one of the most
valuable food fishes. Prior to 1850 it was not uncom-
mon for a single fishery on the Delaware River to

take from 500 to 1,000 striped bass in one day. As
late as the close of the Civil War on several occasions

over 10,(K)0 shad were taken in one haul of the big
geine net at Gloucester on the Delaware.
Every river flowing into the Atlantic along the

New England coast was overrun annually with sal-

mon. Atlantic salmon, to-day the most expensive fish

in the markets, was so cheap and common that it was
almost a daily article of food in the New England
states. Pennsylvania and New York. Its use was so

extensive that in a great strike of apprentices it is

American shad, nmny people, especially the English

settlers in Coniu'cticut, seldom ate it excepting when
strangers were not around. There is n story in the

early history of the Nutmeg State, that on one oc-

casion, a family was about to. begin a dinner off a fine

roe shad, when a well known garrulous visitor was
seen coming up the walk to the house. In a panic,

the ]ilatter was hidden under the table, and cold meats
substituted hurriedly, until the unwelcome visitor had
departed.

As a matter of course, fish was one of the chief foods

of the primitive Indians. Many of the tribes devoted
as nuieli or more time to fishing than to hunting. They
were experts in cooking and curing, both fish and shell

fish. It WHS probably from them that the colonists

learned tlie superiority of a broiled fish over one that

was fried. It was from the Indians that they obtained

the wonderful secret of "planking" a shad or a white
fish, the superlative method of cooking these two as

well as certain other large delicately flavored fishes.

Harriott, an English writer in 1585 of a little book
called, "A Vo>Tige to Virginia." has this to say, iu

quaint Cliancer-like English, of the Indian methods of

broiling and KtmililiKr ri«li

;
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"After they haue taken store of fishe, they gett

them vnto a place fitt to dress yt. Ther they sticke

vpp ill the growiR'd 4 stakes in a square rooiiie and lay

4 potcs vpoii them, and other ouer thwart the same,

the same like vnto an hurdle of sufficient heighthe,

and laying their fishe vpon this hurdle, they make a

fyre vnderneathe to broile the same, not after the man-
ner of the people of Florida, which aoe but schorte

(schorche) and liarden their meat in tlie smoke only

to Reserue the same during all the winter. For this

people, reseruing iiothinge for store, thei do broile,

and spend away all at once, and when tliey haue furth-

er neede they roste or seethe fresh, as we shall see

hereaffter. And when as the hurdle can not holde all

the fishes, they hange the Reste by the fyrres on sticks

sett vpp in tlie grounde against the fyres, and than
they finishe the rest of theire eookerye. They take

good heede that they bee not burntt. When the first

are broyletl they lay others on that weare newlye
brought, continuing the dressinge of theire meate in

this sorte vntil they thincke they haue sufficient."

Primitive Indians are expert fishermen. They used
seines, gill nets, trap nets, weirs, spears, bows and
arrows, scoop nets, set lines, hook and lines, and even
vegetable substances to stupify fishes. But though

tent with theire state, and liuing frendlye tohether

of those things which god of his bountye hath giuen

vnto them, yet without giving hym any thankes ac-

cordinge to his desartes."

The colonists were not slow to adopt all the most
effective of the various devices used by the Indians for

catching fish. Having tools of steel and an inventive

turn of mind, they made these devices more effective.

From the brush weir they evolved the pound not and
they enlarged and improved the racks so that not a

fisli could go down stream without being caught in

them. "^ ?i
Of all the apparatus invented and improved for

fishing purposes, the rack now variously known as

fish basket, eel pot, and eel weir is the most dangerous
and destructive. It is to-day the most difficult to get

rid of legally or even to get under legal control, in

sections where eels abound. It is unquestionably the

most effective devise known for catching eels on their

annual migration from the headwaters of rivers to the

sea. As many as two tons of eels have been taken from
a fish basket in one night.

With the Indian devices and others Imported from
Europe the work of ravaging the waters was begun
and conducted actively and unrelentingly. The ap-

"i^V̂

The Striped Bass.

hey caught, unlike their immediate white successors,

they did conservation work. They stocked and re-

stocked, sometimes carrying fish and eggs eonsiderable
distances from one water to another.

IAs
fisherman Harriot, to quote him again, has this

o say of the primitive Indians:
"They haue likewise a notable way to catche fishe

n their rivers, for hereas they lacke both, yron and
teele, they fasten vnto their Reedes or longe Rodds
he hollowe tayle of a certain fishe like to a sea crabb,

n steede of a poynte, wherewith by nighte or day
hey stricke fishes and take them off into theire boates.

They also know how to vse the prickles and pricks of

other fishes. They also make weares, with settinge opp
reedes or twiggs in the water, which they soe plant

one with another that they growe still narrower, as

appeareth by this figure. There was neurer scene
among vs so cunnunge a way to take fishe withall,

whereby sondrie sorts as they founde in their rivers

vnlike oure, wliich are also of verye good taste. Doubt-
le.ss yt is a pleasant sight to see the people, sometimes
wading, and goinge sometymes sailings in those Riv-

ers, which are shallowe and not deepe, free from all

care nf heaping opp Riches for theire posterite, con-

parently inexhaustible supply of siiad appreciably di-

minished, and shortly after the Civil War some of the
best rivers for that fish scarcely yielded profitable

returns. The Delaware River for example, from
which early in 1800, when the population was small,

more than $200,000 worth of shad were taken annually,
yielded in 1880 less than .$80,000, worth and that with
prices ruling much higher than in colonial days. The
majority of the rivers in New York and the New
pjngland states ceased entirely to be shad streams.
The sturgeon, in some respects the most valuable of

all the commercial fishes was, by 1890 almost entirely
exterminated. At one time they were in vast abund-
ance in nearly every river visited by shad. The Great
Lakes were full of a species that lives entirely in fresh
water. The Delaware River, a large stream navigable
for the largest vessels for more than one hundred miles,
flowing from the mountains to the sea and separating
the states of New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey
and Delaware, and on the banks of which is Phila-
delphia, one of the dozen largest cities in the world,
was perhaps the most abundantly supplied with the
huge ganoid fish, one of the few survivors of a long
past age.
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For many years it is said that seven-tenths of the

famous Russian caviar vv'as made from the roes of the

Dela%vare River sturgeon. The fish were so numerous

fifty or seventy-five years ago, that it was notliing

uncommon for persons while being ferried between

Philadelphia and Camden to see a number of the huge

fish jumi)ing. Nowadays it is doubtful if as many stur-

geon* are caught in a whole season as could be caught

in one day in 1880 and before. From ten dollars a keg

of about "one hundred pounds, the price of sturgeon

roe has risen to over one dollar a pound. The fish

have become so scarce, that the catching of a large

female is considered of sufficient importance to be re-

corded as a new despatch in the daily papers.

Of all forms of fish life the destruction of the

sturgeon in both the rivers and Gti:eat_Laj££S, was the

most wanton and ruthless. In the earlier days the flesh

was not considered as of nuich value as a food pro-

duct. There was a prejudice against it, and few would

eat it. "Nigger fish" it was often contemptuously

called. It was finally fairly introduced on the market

successfully under the guise of "Albany Beef."

As before then, it had little sale, and the big crea-

tures tore the nets of the shad fishermen, an actual

warfare of extermination was waged against the

sturgeon. The young when caught were clubbed to

death and thrown overboard by the fishermen. People

living along the Great Laljfia. made up parties to go

after sturgeon and kill them as parties are now some-

times made up to round up and kill noxious animals,

and as is sometimes done in Australia to be rid of the

rabbit and kangaroo pests.

But disastrous as was the work of those who fished

without regard to the future conservation of the sup-

ply there were other elements that entered the field

of destruction and completed the crime even more
quickly anil effectively. One was the manufacturing
interests and the other canal companies.

National Government. The same interests completely

wiped out the salmon from all the New England
streams excepting the Kennebec and the Penobscot.

The salmon would have disappeared from there also,

only for the unselfish labors of the United States Gov-
ernment. It is a huge and scarcely profitable labor,

and to use a phrase of one of the members of the

United States Bureau of Fisheries only persisted in

chiefly for "Kentimental reasons."

The efficient method of the manufacturing inter-

ests to destroy the fresh water fisheries was to empty
the filth and discarded poisons directly into the rivers

and smaller streams, and to build dams over which fish

could not pass. There is little blacker or more nearly

criminal in the history of the country or an exhibition

of greater disregard for the rights and health of the

IX'Ojile than the pollution of the streams by manufac-
turing and other industrial interests. It is harder to

1 ('pair the damage they have done, than all the acts of

careless fishermen. To those who know the facts;

have seen the dire results, and have the work of re-

habilitation in hand, the faults of Judas Iscariot and
of Benedict Arnold are more to be condoned and of less

harm to the people than the ruin of the fisheries and
the water supply for doincstic jiui poses, wrought by the

interests named.

In most of the New England States and Middle
States and some of the middle west, where manufac-
tnrics, mines and other industrial enterprises are in

the greatest number there was hardl.y to be foiuid

twenty years ago an unpolhited stream. Some of them
were and are .yet so impregnated with filth that not

a living thing, aniiiml or vegetable is to be found in

them. In some cases the stench arising is so great

that only a person with an exceptionally strong stomach
can approach the banks. In some a person bathing

therein, will contract ulcerated sores, and cattle drink-

ing the water will die.

^
The White Fish.

It was the manufacturing interests that utterly de-

Btroyed and without much ho])e of their future re-

storation, all the shad rivers in New England with

the exception of the Connecticut. Across this stream

a huge dam forty-five feet high was erected a few

miles aV)0ve its mouth, and this barred the migration

of the shad as well as other anadramous fishes. That

utream, the only one in New England in whieli shad are

found in any part thereof, is onl.v maintained as a shad

river by the mo.st strenuous cultural efforts of the

As a class the numufacturing and industrial indus-

tries bitterl.v resisted and umny still resist all efforts

to have stream |)ollution stopped. The j>resent Gernuin

Kaiser could not more ari-ogantl.v njihold his rights

and resent their being qiuvstioned, than tlie nm.iority

of mill, factory and mine owners a few years ago, when
steps for coTiservation and the rehabilitation of the

waters for domestic purposes and fish life were in

their iiiraiiey. "What" thev would exclaim angrily

when proiest against pollution was nuule, "Would .you
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destroy our great industries for tlie sake of a few fish

;

for the sake of the eattle of a few fanners or the

health of a few people! If people want fish let them
go to tjie sea or somewhere else and get tln-m. Let

the farmers dig wells for water for their eattle. Let
the few people who live along the water eoiirscs wliere

we empty our refuse into go soiiiewlu're else where the

water is better."

things. The beginnings for conservation were not
much more than fifty years ago. To pleas for some
eonsideration for the rights of posterity, fishermen,
mill and mine owners took the same stand as a cer-

tain notorious stumj) speaker, on the same question.

"Posterity." he cried contemptuously. "Why should
we consider posterity? Wluit li;w posterity ever done
for us."

The Atlantic Salmon.

.\.stounding and incredible as this little speech may
seem, it was actimlly uttered by the owner of a big

industrial plant about thirty years ago before a Legis-

lative Committee that had under consideration a very

modest bill designed to abate water pollution and a

meeting at which the writer was present as one of

the drafters of the bill. The speech seemed astounding

to the conservationists present, but logical to the

Legislative Committee for it killed that particular

measure.
The awakening of the public did not come until the

fresh water fisheries were well nigh ruined, and the

sea water fislieries threatened. And the awakening
, was not sudden. It was gradual and almost discourag-

ing to the small f<jrces that were working for better

OUR FISHERY.
Trade Review Report, June 9.

Notwithstanding the increased cost of outfits, there

is a spirit of buoyancy evident among the fishermen

'who have undertaken the Labrador voyage this year.

This spirit is part and parcel of our hardy toilers.

[and, though underlying during the other seasons of

[the year, it comes to the surface in the spring, and
gives stimulation to all and sundry to be iij) and doing.

After all is said and done, the cod fishery .still re-

mains the staple product of our Island. It is a great

! speculation, and the results are often fatally uneer-

[tain, but in its prosecution there is no uncertainty.

If all goes well, and good catches result, this year

[well probably be a record year for prices, and will be

[extraordinary profitable to those engaged therein.

The system of cold .storage now being inaugurated

[will, when fully in force, relieve any surplus which

jotherwise wotdd tend to decrease the value of ha;-d-

[dried eodfi.sh. It will likewise eidianee the eommer-

[cial value of other branches of the fishery. snhii<in. eap-

1 lin. lob.sters. etc.

The possibility of an evenly distribution of baits at

the principal outports should aid the fishermen in the

fall catch, when baits in their immediate localities ean-

. not otherwi.se be obtained.

The establishment of auxiliary resources, such as

But the small forces increased, became powerful.
They labored, they educated, and finally became strong
to a point that they dominated the legislative assem-
blages. They organized a vast system of education.
They educated the forester and the fisherman, and_
have made .same progr^ess with manufacturers and"
owners of industrial establishments. They banded the
fanner and the fishermen into protective organizations.
They had forestry and fishery matter introduced into

the i)iiblic school system, they encouraged and de-

veloped fish culture, they have started to establish

public aquaria in the leading cities.

Some of the wealth so recklessly thrown away is

returning, but it will be years before the great natural
wealth that was ours is restored.

cold storage which will continue for all time, is a
model way to endeavor to offset in a slow, steady man-
ner, the high cost of living.—Trinity Enterprise.

FIRST SWORDFISH OP THE SEASON,
Dealers Quoted 25 Cents Pound For Them This Fore-

noon At Pier.

Gloucester Daily Times. July 22.

Receipts at the Boston fish i)ier today were extremely
light, one with mackerel and one craft with tilefish be-

ing in. The latter had .50,000 pounds, besides a small
quantity of hake and one swordfish.

Sell. N'irginia arrived yesterday afternoon with the
first swordfish fare of the season, having 37 fish in

eoiuit. Swordfish this tnorning was quoted at 25 cents
a potind.

Boston Arrivals and Receipts.

The arrivals in detail are:

Sch. On Time, 8.(500 large and medium fresh mack-
erel.

Sell. Waltliaiii. VUlOd tilefish, :^.:.0() hake. 1 -.\\r.v.\.

fish.

Arrived Yesterday.
Sell. Virginia. 'M swordfish.

lla.Mock. .1f6.50 per cwt.; larg.' cod, *fi ; tilefish, .3iAc

lb.; pollock, $3 to ;}!:{. .50: fresh mackerel. 12c lb. : sword-
fish, 25c lb.
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To Increase the Consumption of Fish

July, 1917.

COLIN McKAY.

"IT IS a question of prime importance, the

cultivation of markets for fish," said a promi-

nent fish merchant of Boulogne. "Since the

war our difficulty has been to procure fish

to sell, but before this question was receiving a good
deal of attention. One of the duties _ with which the

Fishery Bureau of the Republic was charged lay along

this line.

"Of course, in most good hotels and among the

wealthier classes generally, fish usually from a course

at one or two meals daily ; here in France fish is a

rare axis on the breakfast table, though in England
finnan haddie appear to be almost as popular in some
places as the inevitable bacon and eggs. The problem
for the fishing industry is to increase the consumption
of fish among the working people. The nutritive value

of fish docs not need to be demonstrated ; the figures

of savants, often published, should suffice. But men
who live by hard labor make an objection to fish that

must be considered. They say a repast of fish digests

itself too quickly (ne tenait pas an corps), does not

.stick to the ribs, according to the popular expression.

When the Germans were developing their i;ishing in-

dustry with characteristic energy and thoroughness
they met with this ob.jection, and they answered it.

Their newspapers were filled with articles on the sub-

.iect. They said, treat fish like meats—serve it with
vesretables make soups and chowders. In their meth-
odical and thorough fashion the German fishing so-

cieties circulated hundreds of thousands of booklets,

instructing housewives how to prepare appetizing and
satisfying meals from fish. These barbarians, no doubt,
learned a good deal from the Americans. On a visit

to Boston some years ago T sampled their famous fish

chowders: enjoyed also a fine dish prepared of dry
salted fish, served with potatoes, Irish turnips and
sreens, morsels of pork, and plenty of the fat of pork.
These di.shes gave the feeling of repletion which fol-

lows a good meal, without the heaviness which comes
of indulgence in too much of baked meats. Also these
dishes stood by one. This business of Instructing the
work-people as to the cooking of fish with proper
accessories has made progress coTisidcrjiblo in France,
but theer is much yet to do.

"As patrons of the fishing industry, we do not dis-

charge our duty to the nation, or ourselves, by telling

housewives how to cook and serve fish. This problem
of promoting the consumption of fish has other aspects.
Not the least important is—what shall I call it?—the
psychological aspect. Most of us are creatures of
habit; the most contented people in the world are
those who.se lives run in a routine as secure from
interruption as the movements of the planets. If the
people of a hou.schold acquire the habit of eating fish
on certain da.vs, then it is our duty, our business, to
see that nothing happens to interrupt that habit. That
is to say, we must be prepared to put on the market
a regular supply nf fish. Also it is of first importance
that the fish be placed on the retail markets in good
enndition. and at prices within the reach of the work-

'*'• This requirement raises a whole .series of
itions. It raises, for example, the question

whether for the wholesalers co-operation, may not
be' more profitable than competition in the long run.
If I am for one week, unable to supply the retailers.

who ordinarily look to me for .supplies, the habit of a
certain circle of consumers is interrupted, and the fol-

lowing week they may show little interest in a fine
supply.

"But co-operation between wholesalers on the
lines I have suggested will not of itself be suf-
ficient. Of a .similar importance is the question of co-
operation in the matter of transportation. Our experi-
ence in France may or may not be peculiar. In any
case our production of fish has increased more rapidly
than our consumption; we are exporters. Interest in
this state of affairs lies in the fact that our fish con-
sumption per head of population is relatively small.
We have fairly good transportation facilities for fish
to the larger cities; but we are not yet in a position
to develop the market possibilities of smaller communi-
ties—a condition which confronts the fishing interests
in other lands. Still some progress is being made, and
it is largely along the lines of co-operative efforts and
organization. As individuals we would not be able
to offer sufficient business to railways to make them
anxious to serve us; as societies we are able to put
beforfi them prograinmes which command their interest.
Only by co-operation can we hope to establish depots
at important points, from which local distribution can
be made to the smaller communities. This matter of
establishing depots for local distribution is receiving
attention, and in time we hope to have a net-work of
such depots, provided with cold storage facilities, estab-
lished in all the centres of population in France."

Captain T. E. Ryder, manager of the St. .loliu

House of the Canadian Fairbaidvs-.Morse Co., Limited,
on leave of absence at the front, has just received
his i)romotion from the grade of Lieutenant. He has
also been awarded the Military Cross, and on more
than one occasion has been mentioned in the despatches.
He was, j)revioiis to the war. an officer in the St. John
Batter.y. When tlie war broke out hn inunediately
enlisted for active service and was attached to the
Ammunition Column, Heavy Battery.

Capt. Ryder is one of the many big hearted patriotic

men who are doing their bit for Canada and the Km-
l)ire in the very thick of the battle.
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The Pearl Button Industry

By ARTHUR A. ULLYOT,

Of Canndian Pearl Button Co., Limited, Trenton,

Ontario.

281

I

Few people realize that the beautiful pearl buttons

us(>(I are obtained from a natural i)roduet of our in-

land waters. In order, tlierefor, to interest my read-

ers in the conservation of one of our Canadian raw
materials, the writer proposes to offer a few remarks

on this important industrial subject from the point of

view of a manufacturer.

The history of the pearl button industry dates back
to about thirty years ago, when up to that time, fresh

water clams were a menace to the American Govern-
ment, in as much as that they formed beds in the

Mississi|)pi River, and hindered navigation. These beds
had the liabit of shifting from one place to another.

which made it impossible to define a channel with any
degree of certaintj'. They also usually formed their

beds on the edge of a channel, just outside the main
stream. A great deal of money was spent trying to

solve this problem of navigation with no practical re-

sults, until a Herman farm hand, named Beppell. who
in Germany had worked in the manufacture of horn
buttons, conceived the idea that the shell could
be worked into buttons. He therefor devised a
crude machine for cuttinir the shells, which he made
into buttons, and foi- which he found a ready market.
This was the start of what has since become a very
large industry, and in the United States they manu-
facture about 100.000 trross of buttons daily, and the
consumption of shell is about 500 tons in the same
period. When the industry was first started, and
for some considi>rable time after, the button manu-
facturers believed that their supply of raw material
was inexhaustible, and the waste at that time was al-

most unbelievable. They ('ut from one to three but
tons out of a shell, whereas to-day they cut from one to

two dozen. They also culled everything but the "Nig
gerhead" shell (Quadrula Ebena) which they pre-

ferred, as it was of a very fine quality. The price of

the .shell at that time ranged from $3.00 to $6.00 jxr
ton. while to-day it is many times that figure.

There has been a ereat development in the ma
cliinery used for finishing the blank, as the first cut
is ti'rmed, to a button. For the first ten years the
work was done altogether by hand, which altliouerh the

raw material M-as very cheap nindc the finished i)i-o-

duct expensive.

About this time Nicholos Barry, of Muscatine. Iowa,
invented an automatic machine which faced and drill-

ed the buttons, automatically doing the work previously

done by the hand operators. Until this time pearl

buttons were not in general use, because of their high
cost. The saving of labor cut their cost in two, and
they very shortly displaced glass, agate, horn and
bone buttons. This increased demand stimulated the
business, which verj' shortly diminished the visible

supply of raw material. The manufacturers became
alarmed and appealed to the American Government
who in turn investigated scientifically the possible re-

production of the economic clam with the following
results

:

They discovered, contrary to the general belief, that
tiiey matured more rapidly than supposed. It was con-
sidered that it took about twenty years to attain an

economic size, but the investigation proved without

a doubt that this was accomplished in from five to ten

yeans, depending on the different species of shell.

They also discovered that clam propagation was im-

possible without the aid of fish. The clam exudes its

spawn, which in turn is cast off in the form of what
is known as glochidia, which become parasitic on fish.

After a period of eneystment they drop off and lead

an independent life. As a result of this the Govern-

ment established propagation stations at different

points, one at Rock Island, 111., where thousands of fish

laden with glochidia are released into the Mississippi

with the result that they are fast replenishing their

hitherto depleted supply. The bass is one of the prin-

cipal "hosts" adopted by the glochidia of these large

l)i-valves and for that reason should be protected as

also is the yellow perch, the sheepshead, and the gar

Fig. 1 shows shells known to tho i; i I, i^ pigtoes

(above), Canadian three ridge (larn. .•nii.il), and
warty backs (below).

Until 1910, the Canadian manufacturer believed

there was no raw material to be found in Canada,
but on the 2.3rd of May of that year, the writer dis-

covered a very fine quality of bi-valve in the Grand
River, a pure white shell known as "three ridge"
(Quadrula heros). These shell beds extend from the

mouth of the river for a distance of about twenty miles

and al.so in the feeder which runs from the Grand River
to the Welland canal for a distance of about five

miles. Since 1910, my firm has been operating here,
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eiiii)ioyirig yearly a groat number of fishermen with

the inevitable result that the supply each year is di-

minishing. The main reason of this may be the quan-

tity we have fished, but two other reasons are prob-

able, namely, the diminishing of the fish "hosts,"

and the pollution of the water by sewerage.

The American Government receives no remuneration

from the parties who control the fishing industry there,

while here, we pay the Government of Ontario a fee of

$1.00 per ton for "every ton fished, and would have no

objection to paying more, providing something was

done to stimulate a greater supply. We believe from

the knowledge we have of the different rivers of the

province, that the very finest quality of shell could

be produced in sufficient quantities to supply all pres-

ent and future demands at a cost which should pay the

country fi)r any outlay which it might make. There

are a great many species of shell and each obtains its

name from some peculiarity of its shape, that is some

resemblance to some object in general use or otherwise,

such as the washboard (Quadrula heros), the pigtoe

(Quadrula undulata), the uiggerhead (Quadrula

ehcna), the butterfly (pegiola securus). The wash-

FiK- 2 nhoWH larnc C'aniirllan tlirep ridse. small Am-
frlrnn piKtops. Iilank.s and flnl.shrd buttons, crow-

hoard or, three ridge slu'll lias thre(! ridges on its back,

such ridges as are found on a washboard, the ))igtoe

is somewhat after the sha])e of a pig's toe, and the

niggerhead is rouiul and black, ami the butterfly re-

sembles the shape of a butterfly's wing. In all there

are about a hundred varieties. We have liere in Can
adn large quantities of what are known as paper shell

(lanpsiles laevissirna). These latter are very thin and
easily broken, and consequently of no value to the

trade. There are a great many qualities of the sanu-

ecotiomie variety of sliell, as each riviT prorliifcs a

different quality. The difference is in the texture

which is very important to the button manufacture, as

for instance, the Grand River washboard is snow white
and of a very fine texture, the Ohio River washboard
is very much discolored and coarse in texture which
causes a great deal of breakage in the course of manu-
facture. The finest quality of shell is the northern
niggerhead because 'of its iridescence, while the south-
em niggerhead while iridescent does not work up near-
ly as well, or this reason the manufacturer is very
particular in buying shell to have specified the river
from which th(' variety of shell he is buying lias been
fished. The farther north shell is fished, the whiter
it is, and the finer its texture, hence the necessity for
Canadian production of the valuable raw material.

The different methods employed in fishing .shell are
as follows:

The crowfoot method which is most comnvnnly used
is to attach wire hooks to a piece of cord about 15"
long, one hook to the end of each cord, which are tied

securely to a gas nine %" in diameter, and about 8'

long and about 8" apart. To this nii)e is secured a

light weight rone, and dropped to the bottom of the
river, when it is draarped some distance from a row
boat. The idea is that the bar carries the hooks to the
bottom, and acts as « s'nVer. but its main function is.

that as it is dragged over the clams, it startles the"i

when the.v cl'ose. and ps they do close nuick it catches
oTie of the hooks pa'^s-'ntr over them and hang on. Thi-
method can be used in anv denth of water. Another
"letbod and the one which we are using here is to t'^'""

behind a gasoline launch two flat bottom boats, in

each of which is a man with a heavy scoop n"t, fitted

with strong iron teeth which he drops along the rive
bed. the teeth sink into the mud sufficiently to get
under the clams, and the momentum at which the boat
is going rolls the clams into the basket of the scoop.
This method is verv satisfactory where the water does
uot exceed 18' in depth, but at a greater depth it is

iinpinssible to handle the srroon. Where the water is

oiiite shallow they wade in and gather them by hand,
which is the fastest method there is. but unfortunatelv
't is not often they are found where the water is
sbailow enough to permit this method.
When the clams are fished they are taken to the

sliore. where they are cleaned in the following man-
"e" They are put in shallow pans, where thev are
-"oi-ed until they open of themselves, A live "clam
'•'' " powerful fish, and has wonderful resistance. After
they are cooked they are allowed to cool, and the men
employed at this work separate the meat from the .shell,

j'lid incidentally look for pearls. A great many brosoues
-'e found, but vc'-y rarely a valuable pearl. The clam
being coinked, makes an ideal pig feed, and as manv
-1.S can be disposed of for that purpose is done so hv
giving them to farmers who come for them once a day.
A quantity is also disposed of to farmers for fertilizing
tuirposcs. but the supply is usually so great, that the
I'rcater quantity has to be buried", ^\r. Keilding has
investigated fish wastes and tells me it is a very vain
ftble food for young trout in a fish breeding e.stablivl
ment, indeed far more valuable than liver, the usi!, '

food employed. Further, Mr, Feilding tells me tli.ii

by a special [irocess the waste i)roduct can be convoi
ed into a useful food for live stock on the farm, com
peting with any now on the market.
The shells after cleaning are shipped as soon as jios

Slide ((. the fa.'tory, where they nre juit under cover.
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as rain hikI sun have a disastrous action on the shell.

.IS the latter consists of thin layers of practically P"''^'

' arhonate of lime which break down under the action

"fair den.sity, hmnidity or otherwise.

Such is the history of tlie clam which is so i-.\-

tensively iised commercially in the following? products:

pearl buttons, crushed poultry shell, dust used as fill-

er for fertili/.iiiff and varnish makers lime.

In offerintr these few remarks on the industry in

which the writer is interested, he has done so with the

ibjeet of briufiing to light a condition in his trade not

altoffcther desirable, namely, the dependence of his

firm and all others in rana<la or the United States as

the source of supply of these clams. In Canada we
have the water, climate, f^eological conditions necessary
for the production of an almost unlimited supply of
economic mu.s.sels. Why is it that the "powers that
be" have not realized? There is no aquatic biological

survey of our \yaters on which the majiufacturer can
rely as a source of information as to the whereabouts
of these shells; there is no legislation on the Statute
Book to protect and conserve our raw material, and
finally there is no effort being made to artificially pro-
pagate these clams in waters we know to be well suited
to their proper development.

Some Yarmouth History

•THE history of Yarmouth fishing, the

present operations, and the prospects for

the future." That's some text the editor

has given me to handle in one small

article. Of course, there is a firstly, secondly

and thirdly, and each one of them would require

onsiderable time if handled exhaustively. A history

(.f fishing would be in many ways a history of the

town as Yarmouth has always, from the first year it

was settled been interested in the fisheries. And why

not? She is situated near the best fishing grounds

in the Atlantic shores. wher«' fish of all kinds can be

laken in ab\indance. and she is in easy reach of market

which will buy all kinds of fish taken at a good price.

.\nd not only "that, she has got the men who know how

to catch them; whose knowledge has come down to

them from sires who in their turn got their knowledge

from their sires, and so on from generation to genera-

Iion.

The very first settlers, who came here in 1761.

rought with them a shallop, named the "Pompey."

vessel of about 25 tons. Of course, it was used to

arry its owners and their household effects to their

lew'home here, but after arrival it is safe to say that

he was engaged in fishing more than in any other

ccupation. Seth Barnes, one of the original settlers,

eems to have been the big shin owner of the day. In

762 he owned the schooner Elizabeth; in 1771 he also

had a sloop; in 1772 the schooner Polly; in 1775 the

Pelmel, and a half interest in the Ranger, and in 1783

he is recorded as owning the Dove. In this latter year

.6 was lost, the records saying briefly: "Schooner

>olly^ tons. Seth Barnes, master and owner, .sail

id from Boston for Yarmouth with a cargo of supplies,

id was not afterwards heard of." (Lawson's Re-

rd of Yarmouth Shipping). All these vessels were

doubtedlv fishing vessels, as the great wealth of the

lea woubi be the first attraction for the pioneer settlers.

referring again to Lawson's. one cannot be but struck

fascinated by the wonderful tales of adventure.

leril, disaster and death, which it unfolds in brief

.aragraphs on every page. And behind many of them

e can see in imagination the homes made desolate

he widows mourning for their husbands, the children

^or their fathers, and the mothers for th.-ir sons. And

fateful words is so many cases are, "Sailed from

for and was not afterwards heard of." Yes,

armouth has earned its place in the fishing world in

.lood and tears, and many is the YHrniouth fishermau

who has gone to his long home while pursuing his call-

ing. When we consider that even in these days, when
our shores are safeguarded by every means in man's
power, that the loss of life is still appalling we wonder
how these old mariners did so well and admire them
all the more for their hardiness and bravery.

A careful •'udy of these records shows that many
vessels of which, no doubt the majority were used
for fishing during part of the year at lea.st. were lost

either going to the West Indies or returning from there.

For over a century Yarmouth carried on a big fish

hns'ness with the West Indies, running her own fleet

of vessels. The first to engage in the trade was the
same Seth Barnes, previously referred to. He left

Yarmouth as skipper of his own .schooner, the Polly,

o'\ the 5th of December, 1775, and returned on the

25th of April, 1776. Among his crew was John AUe"
lii»'ed at 40s. per month, who took out two quintals of

(rod fish as a venture. A second trip in the same ves-

sel was Tiiade, starting on the 9th of January, 1780.

and lasting about four months. The business started

in this humble way by Seth Barnes, was followed up
by a worthy band of successors, and many a hundred
cargoes of fish, lumber and potatoes have been taken

out and exchanged for sugar, molasses and rum. Fi«h,

caught l).v our own vessels, "made" b.v our own men,

has always been the principal item of export to the

West Indies, and is an important item to-day, al-

though not so large as before the time when the fresh

fish business between Yarmouth and Boston came into

existence.

K
day.
cept

AND how the fishing has changed dur-

ing the yea^s! In Seth Barnes' time and
for many yca»s afterwards cod was the

kin" of all — .iust as it is in Labrador to-

All other fish were comparatively worthless ex-

perhai)s for herring and mackerel. It has only

been in recent years that haddock has been considered

as good eating, and I have talked with men who can

lemember the time when they would .swear when
there was a halibut on the hook. The only thing to do

with him was to cut him loose .just as they do with

tiM' skates to-day. Lobsters! Nobody troubled about

catching them and they were not looked upon as ci

commercial possibility at all. As a change in the

menu, perhaps, a fisherman would take one or two for

his own table, and if he got two cents each from some

town cu.stomi-r he considered that two cents as good

as money picked up. And the change is still going on.
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Ten years ago the writer can remember seeing horse

mackerel, so called then, but now exported as albacore

and tuna, lying on the beach rotting, having been al-

lowed to drift ashore from the weirs and traps where
they had been caught and killed. Swordfish were
treated the same way even later than that, and I doubt
even now if an average of one fisherman in a village

can be found who has had either albacore or sword-

fish on his own table although big money is made
in exporting them. Probably the next revolution will

be with the gray fish (the new official name for dog

fish), and T would not be surprised to see a large

export trade grow up with them, although fishermen

laugh at the idea now. But they also laughed over

lobsters, haddock and halibut!

Previous to the advent of the steamers Yarmouth and

Boston, a little over a quarter of a century ago, our

export trade in fish consisted entirely of the cured

product. After these steamers came on, a few deal-

ers commenced to ship fre.sh fish. It was found that

the fish could be landed here on boat days, iced up.

shijiepd to Boston, and opened up in such splendid

condition that it could compete with the T wharf and

Gloucester catches right in the market. Except for

lobsters and mackerel the business was not pushed

to any great extent for some years. Other boats, the

Prince EdAvard. Prince George, Prince Arthur, were

added to the Boston fleet, and, urged on by higher

prices and insistent freight and traffic managers, the

business commenced to grow apace. But the biggest

boost was given it when the TTnited States congress

passed the Underwood tariff bill. Before that the

Yarmouth fishing fleet had dwindld to practically

nothing, except for a few boats, and the former fish

wharves—some of the best water front proiierties in

town, were falling into ruin. The first residt of this

new tariff was when Elmer E. Pryor and his associates,

of the Boston T wharf, came here and succeeded in

floating the Consumers' Fish Company (now the Con-

sumers' Fish and Cold Storage Company), which has

been carried on successfully ever since under the man-

agement of George R. Earle, a Yarmouth boy; then

Henry A. Amiro, a Pubnico man, saw the possibilities

here, and as he owned a fleet of half a dozen schooners,

he went into it on quite a large scale and to-day is

doing a big business. Later came the Gateway Fish

('ompany, a company of local young men. They were

handica{)ped at first by lack of capital, but ran the

business in a conservative way for a year or two, when
the present manager, .). M. Walkc. took control. Since

then it has acquired a large number of boats, and has

boomed. Last year the New York and Yarmouth Fish

Company was established. They have bought several

vessels and to-day are doing a good business. This

year S. Epstein, the first Hebrew to go into the fish

business in Yarmouth so far. started operations. He
has so far [)nrchased four small vessels aiul is handling

considerable fish. Then there are the two older com-
panies which have been dealing in salt fish jiarticularly

for years, Parker, Eakins, Limited and the Yarmouth
Trafling Company. Both these concerns do a large

West Iiulia business, shipping principally by boat, via

Boston and New York, altiiough llu- Yarmouth Trad-
ing Cuiiipany operates the only direct West India

packet we tiow have, the schooner Palmetto.

The possibilities for the future are great, l>iit in

IncrcflHcd shii»ping facilities will have to be iirovided.

A."t the fisliing l)oatH increase, ami there should be many,
very innriy more, the steamers will be overtaxed, in

faef. tfiey arc now, and it will be impossible to put

the fish on the market in the condition they should be.

The companies and dealers are demanding boat.s—more
boats—for trawling purposes; boats from thirty to

forty feet long, to carry two men are preferred. The
Gateway Company particularly is carrying on extensive

experiments as to the proper style of boat for these

waters. We have good boats, but it is felt they can be
improved and what they are looking for is a good
sea boat, but yet a boat adapted for the easy hauling
of trawis. Boats are being built and launched right
along and almost every one shows some improvement
over its predecessor, but the perfect boat is not of
such importance as the proper number of boats, and its
boats we want.

AS far as our resources are concerned, why,
there is nothing to beat us. Yarmouth is

light on the grounds: the fi.shing commences
right clo.se in.shore and extends off to Browns'.

The fact that this is no bottom for steam trawlers
makes a fisherman's paradise for the boats. There are
good harbors all along the coast and Yarmouth itself

affords every facility. Located right as we are, just
where the Bay of Fundy branches off from the At-
lantic Ocean, we have good fishing all the year round
for vessels, although the months of February and
March are possibly too stormy for boats. Our halibut
fi.shing, that is for the best grades of halibut, comes
in a time when no other locality is taking that grade.
Shoal halibut, it is well known, are of the finest pos-
sible variety, and the season lasts from March until
the dogfish — pardon me, I mean gray fish — strike in.

Then comes the cod fishery, the haddock fishery, etc..

to say nothing of mackerel and herring.

Lobsters, probably, are our chief fish export, in
fact, Yarmouth has the reputation of doing the largest
export business in live lobsters in the world. During
the season—from December to June—our whole shore
is lined with pots, and thousands of dollars' worth are
shipped on every boat. And it is in connection with
the lobster export that the fishermen are demanding
better transportation facilities. The boats have no cold
storage and if anything happens to delay them, as there
is siu'e to be several times during the season, a large
lot of the shipnu^nt ilies and the fishernu'n is out of
pocket. The last trip of lobsters carried over this

year was delayed, and five-sixths were dead when
landed in Boston and were a total loss. The excessive
freight rates also are a bugbear, but possibl.v, in these

abnormal times, excessive rates must prevail.

What the town needs now is a good cold storage
plant, even if only of sufficient cajmcitv to handle the
bait required for the vessels and boats. This season,

on a niunber of occasions, vessels have had to go to

St. John or Lockeport for bait, and the delay thus

caused is a serious one.

Summing it all up the principal needs of the fisher-

ies in Yarmouth are:

More boats.

Better transportation facilities.

Reduced freights.

Cold storage.

Given those, we can ju-oduce the men, as the couii

try is full of good fishermen—men who require to take
lessons from no one.
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Canada's Fisheries for May, 1917
Fishing operations were carried on during May

under unfavourable weather conditions on all parts

of the coast. Notwithstanding this handicap, how-
m'er, such fish as cod, haddock and halibut were land-
ed in much prcatcr quantities than during the same
month last year. There was a phenomenally large

catch of haddock landed at Ingonish, Victoria County,
N'. S., the total amounted to 80,000 cwts. for the month
ijjainst 2,809 cwts. for the same month in the preeed-
iig year, all the traps in the vicinity had an equal
share of the big run of fish.

In the Canso district of Guysboro county there were
16,672 cwts. of haddock and cod landed as against

12,595 cwts. in May. 1916. In Lunenburg country there

were 25.850 cwts. of co<l and haddock landed in place
of 9,917. In Digby county. May this year gave 10,458

wts. against 8,772 cwts.

The sardine fishery during May in Charlotte Coun-
ty, N.B., gave rather poor results; not more than 6,615

barrels being taken as against 37,837 barrels in May
last year. In the course of the month some large

itches of iilewivcs were made by weirs and nets in

^t. John harbour.

In the counties of Bonaventure and Gaspe, Quebec,

there were 3,730 cwts. of cod landed against 10,120
cwts. during May last year. The shortage in the land-
ings is caused by the backward state of the spring
this year. At the Magdalen Islands fishing, generally,
was not very successful. The quantity of herring
taken during May amounted to 95,600 cwts. against
122.000 cwts. for the same month last year.

The catch of lobsters for the month on the whole
Atlantic coast amounted to 140,718 cwts, for the same
month last year the catch was 166,102 cwts.

Since the opening of the lobster season on Novem-
ber 15th until the end of May there were packed 73,831
cases, while 57,410 cwts, were shipped in shell. During
the corresponding period last year 87,398 cases were
packed and 83,022 cwts .shipped in shell.

In the course of the month four men in Nova Scotia,

one man in Prince Edward Island and one man in New
Brunswick lost their lives while engaged in fishing.

The values herein shown are based on the prices of
the various kinds when first brought to land by the
fishermen. The figures contained in the Monthly Bul-
letins are subject to revision before publication in the
Annual Report.

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and
|

landed in a Fresh or Green State ; and an estimate of the Quan-
|

titles Marketed, or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried, pick-
|

led. canned, etc., in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH
j

of M.W, 1917.
I

Totals for the Month of

MAY, 1916.

Kinds of Fish.
i
Caught and Landed

I
in a Fresh or Green

I
State.

I
Quantity.

SALMON, cwts 7,542

used fresh (or frozen), cwts
canned, cases

smoked, cwts
" mild cured, cwts

LOBSTERS, cwts 140,718
" canned, cases
" shipped in shell, cwts

COD, cwts 70,178

used fresh, cwts
green-salted, cwts
smoked fillets, cwts
diied. cwts

iLACK COD, cwts 8,630

used fresh, cwts
green-salted, cwts
smoked, cwts
dried, cwts

fHADDOCK. cwts 121,056

used fresh, cwts
canned, cases

smoked, cwts
green-salted, cwts
dried, cwts

LKE and CUSK, cwts 7,0.50

" used fresh, cwts
" green-salted, cwts
" smoked fillets, cwts
" dried, cwts

I
Value.

$ 80,818

Proportion
used Fresh,

Dried,
Pickled,

Canned, etc.

Caught and Landed in

a Fresh or Green State.

Quantity.

Proportion

I
used Fresh,
Dried,

I
Pickled,

I
Canned, etc.

951,300

197,471

40,140

186,762

10,7.55

5,822

1,874

86

57,552

25,591

ii.Voo

6,141

147

15,252

7,660

6

479
1

35,030

458
2,584

30,751

6,206

808

10
618

1,455

Quantity.

8,022

166.102

51,614

4,959

23,206

15,182

Value.

$ 72,560

1,067,902

97,597

24,127

36,566

16,149

Quantity.

6,708

1,324

6

128

66,837

32.420

'9,538

3,090

ii.962

4,459

12

238

7,725

481
1,235

1.164

3.304

i,414

4,590
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POLLOCK, evvts
" used fresh, cwts
" green -sal ted, cwts
" smoked fillets, cwts
" dried, cwts

HERRING, cwts
'

" used fresh, cwts
" canned, cases
" smoked, cwts
" dry-salted, cwts
" pickled, brls
" used as bait, brls
" used as fertilizer, brls....

MACKEREL, cwts
" used fresh, cwts

SHAD, cwts :

.

" used fresh, cwts
"' salted, brls.

ALEWIVES, cwts
" used fresh, cwts
" salted, brls

SARDINES, brls
" canned, cases
" sold fresh and salted, brls..

HALIBUT, cwts
" used fresh, cwts
" smoked, cwts

SOLES, cwts
FLOUNDERS, cwts

SKATE, cwts

SMELTS, cwts

OULACHONS, cwts

WHITING, cwts

TOM COD, cwts

OCTOPUS, cwts

CLAMS, brls
" used fresh, brls

" canned, cases

SCALLOPS, brls
" shelled, g;als

CRABS, COCKLES, etc., cwts...

SQUID (bait fish), brls

LAUNCE (bait fish), brls

TOTAL YALT'E

22,125 34,790

301,360 183,053

2,299

i,412

18,383

8,293

30,120

6,6V5

35,810

35,063

54,040

338,943

200

374

500

2,199

.152,] .57,671

6,281

2,010

33

3,909

12,027

3,204

27,140

2,000

11,952

52,955

43,849

2,299

1,382

10

8,235

7,295

16,200

3,375

35,810

1,623
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Book Reviews

The "F. M. Book."

E'.cn those best aL'(|iiaiiit«'ii with the ('imadian Fair-

haiiks-Morse roini)i:iiy will be suipiisetl at tiie very

wide ranpre of {roods shown in their new general eata-

loK'iie wiiich tliey have ealled the "K. M. Book." Tliis

hook is a marvel of eonii)lete mechanical information

eondensed into a convenient size for easy reference. It

contains U)4S pages, ;ind over 4G70 ilin.strations.

It is, in fact, a key or index to the vast wareiioiises

of "Canada's Departmental House for Mechani al

Goods," and contains a very wide selection of "Made
in Canada" (Joods.

Twelve distinct department are represented; each

department covering a line of goods which is ordinar-

ily considered a business in itself.

The Scale Department (r)2 pages) covers a full line

(if Fnii'haiiks Scales.

The Valve and Steam Goods Department (138 pages)

contains 42 |)ages of Valves, and 06 pages of Pipe,

Fittings, St<'am Specialties and Tools.

The Automobile Accessory Department (140 pages)

—you will find practical acce.s.sory for Automobile.

Ford and otherwise, besides a complete line of Motor

Boat Fittings.

Engine Department (16 pages). Electrical Depart-

ment (22 pages) — These pages are merely aTi index

of the vario\is styles of Fairbanks-Morse Oil and (ias-

oline Engines, Electrical (ienerators and Motors. Com-
plete descriptive bidletins of this ajipiiratiis will be

sent on request.

Pumi) Department iti2 pages (^llcre is .shown a very

comjilete line of Steam, Power and Hand Pumps,
Duplex. Tri|)lex and Centrifugal, besides a number of

Pum|) Accessories and Windmills.

Machine Tool Department (110 i>ages) — \early

every ty|)e of Machine Tool is represented ; among them
some of the best known Mai-hine Tools on the Con-

tinent. Truly a representative de[)artment.

Wood Working Machinery Department (88 pages)

As fully rei)resentative as the Machine Tools.

Transmission Department (86 pages) — Every
ap])liance for Transmission of power through belts,

ropes, chains, (conveyors, etc., is here shown.
Kailway and Contractors Department (100 pages)—

Containing Railway Track Tools, Motor Cars, Road
Machinery, Trucks, etc., etc. A very interesting sec-

tion.

Supply Departnu'ut (138 pages)—Representing a

line of Tools and Supi)lies foi- eipiipping any Factory.
Safe and N'ault Department 21) |)ages)—showing :i

line of high grade Fireproof Safes and Vaults Fronts.

In adiiition to all this is a 65 pages section, printed

on yellow paper, and containing beside, an excellent

index, a quantity of tabulateil information most com-
monly used.

A copy of the " F. M. Book" will be sent free to any
one interested in nu'chanieal liiu-s, on icceipt of their
reijuest.

SERIOUS SITUATION IN STRAITS.

Fishery Season on and No Salt.

The Western Star Curling, Bay of Islaiul New-
foundland, June 27.

From Bonne Bay to Point Riche and all along St,

John's Bay, there is a good sign of cod both with trap
and trawl, stated ("apt. Goobie of the S.S. Ethie when
his ship reached Curling at C o'clock last evening
from a regular trij) to the Straits of Belle Isle. Fi'om
Farrole to Flowers Cove traps are doing nothing, but
trawls are doing well On the Labrador side of the
Straits from Bonne Espearance to Red Bay there is

a good trawl and hook-and-line fishei-y. but nothing
doing with tra])s when the shij) went north but on
Moiulay when the ship was coming south there was a
slight improvement in the trap fishery and some traps
at Blance Sablon had good catches. From Chatteau to

Battle Harbor there was no codfish either by trawl
or trap up to Monday, though caplin had been on the
shore for some tinu\ It is ajjparent however, that the
cod are working eastward for on MoiuIay some good
catches were made at York Harbor ten miles east of
Red Bay.
Some two or three cargoes of salt and provisions

have reached Flower's Cove, but all the other places
on both sides of the Straits there is a great scarcity of
salt, which is creating a very .serious situation for the
tishermen. At several places too, [irovisions, such as
tlour, etc., are scarce. The shi]) made a ()uick voyage,
though she was delayed two nights with fog oiii I,a-

brador coast.

THE LOBSTER SEASON.

The lobster season, which was extended one week,
has closed. It cannot be said to have been a sticcessfid

season. The second day after this fishing comnu'uced,
it will be remembei-ed that a fierce gale swept the
coast and a result the fishermen lost heavily in gear,
and even since then the fishing has been none too good.
It was on account of the rather hard luck of the men
since the .season opened that the Government exteiided
te season for a week, and it is needless to .say that
the extension was ai)preciated very much.

We sincerely trust that our fishermen, now that I hey
are engaged in other branches of the fisheries, wiil

get in a good summer's work.
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' %? ^The Salmon Fishermen*'^'^^^^^'^^
PISHING is a dignified calling recognized

from the earliest time in the story of man.

In primitive religions, the fish was held in

great veneration by the simple men who saw

in it a symbol of creative power.

Fish as a religious symbol is now, perhaps, unintel-

ligible to the majority of people and has become solely

a thing of commerce, yet it is well to remind ourselves

that in the dark days of mankind fish presented a

wealth of mystery to men in the solving of which

the brain of man was greatly exercised. This is written

in order that fishermen may realize that they are

members of no mean calling, and that, if they so de-

sire, they can by reading and study emulate the ex-

ample of their worthy brethren of years ago.

It is interesting to recall that the world's canning

sirable and that there is nothing new under the sun.

Napoleon was the wise man who spurred the in-

ventive genius of Appert and paid the price, but Eng-
land soon saw the utility of the preserving jar and
took it as her own. To-day there is not a housewife in

the British Empire who does not preserve fruit as

did Nicholas Appert and without a thought as to how
the discovery was made. By the same token, not

much progress—so far as the average household is

concerned—has been made in preserving fruits since

the days of the Little Corporal.

In 1815 Ezra Daggert brought from England to

America a process for canning salmon, lobsters and
oysters, that began in the Western Hemisphere the

preservation of food stuffs; and to-day hundreds of

millions of people cat out of tin cans.

This brings us to treat of the salmon canning in-

Salmon Fishermen on the Skeena River.

industry was evolved one hundred years ago in France
by Napoleon. The British fleet was successfully
blockading ?Vench ports. Napoleon's army was em-
barrassed by the lack of food. He knew great wealth
in valuable but perishable foods was wasted because
there were in existence no adequate means of pre-

serving them. This led him to offer a prize of 12,000
franes to anyone who would devise a practicable

method of preserving foodstuffs other than by drying
and smoking.

Nicholas Ai)i)ert was the lucky Frenchman to win
this prize. His method was to put the food to be
preserved in glass jars, set them in boiling water and
when the contents were thoroughly heated seal the
jars. Yet Nicholas Appert merely built on the founda-
tions truly laid by Spallanzain nearly fifty years be-

fore, proving again that the study of history is de-

dustry from the fishermen's standpoint. The fisher-

men are an essential part of the indu.stry, whose raw
material is fish. As the self-binder over-runs the

wheatfields and puts up the grain into i)ortable shape,

so tlie fishernu'u with their nets over-run the fish

fields, catcli the fish in nets, dump them into their

boats and take them to the cannery wharves where
they can be handled by the canners. The fishermen
are the middlemen between the fish and the canners.

Oanning salnu)n is a process of manufacturing..
Methods and |)riMei{)les of factory organization and
administration are the essentials of a siiceesful sal-

mon canning enterprise. Of course the eanner must
get the salmon or he can't can them, still the catch-

ing of the fish is a co-operative business in wliich the

favors are all for the fishermen and the eanner acts

solely as banker, philosopher and friend.
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All that pertains- to catching fish is pretty well

standanlizt'd on tiio Pacific Coast. The fishermen at-

tach fhfiiiselves to a cannery for the season by refjnla-

tion or of their own free will. They are supplied

with nets and boats, provisions and oil, undertaking

to pay for the same out of the catches they expect to

make. Sonu' few fislicnnen eitluM* with cannery gear

or their own, make an attempt to fish whenever fish

run throughout the year, their catches reaching the

fresh fish market in the spring, fall and winter. But
when we sjjcak of salinon fisliermcn we refer to the

army of 3,500 or 4,000 Whites, Japs and Indians who
fish without cessation for the six weeks in June and

July when the sockeye salmon run is on, and later

when the jjinks and the chums enter the rivers and the

streams, driven by nature to sjiawn. From the Ifith

or 20th of June to the loth of September every year

tliis army of fishermen are working at the harvest

which in the final issue produces the caniied salmon

of conuuerce.

A SALMON cannery when the fishing season

is on is the centre of a cosmopolitan sumnu-r

resort. When things arc going at full blast,

when the fish are running and canning opera-

tions are under way, a salmon eaniu^r.v in British

Columbia, with its environs, is a hive of industry, the

cannery being the hive and the fishermen and their

wives and children and the other employees in and
around the cannerj' being the bees. A spectator gets

the impression that thinsrs are humming. There is the

noise of machinery in the cannery itself. There are

the Indian women with white gloves ptitting the fish

into cans. There is the constant coming of fishermen

with fish, of scows tugged up to the wharf, of big

steamers arriving with supplies and departing with

cases of salmon. The place is over-run witli fisher-

men. Whites. Jaijianese, Chinese and Indians, with

machinists, with clerical persons, all seemingly having
sonu-thing special to do, though what it is the in-

nocent spectator cannot tell. Yet he gets the correct

idea when he sees bright tins of salmon taken out of

the retorts and placed on the floor of the drying rooms,

and further on, when he sees the cans lacquered and
labelled and put into cases and the cases trucked on

the steamer. Finally he makes up his mind that all

these people are canning salmon.

Lonjr before a salmon is caught and canned in a

salmon cannery in British Columbia a lot fo work
has to be done by the manager of the cannery and
his men. While the season does not open till the

middle of June, yet the work of gethting ready is begun

I

before the 1st of May. Getting ready means that

all equipment must be overhauled and made work-

able. The cannery store has to be opened and re-

stocked. The housing arrangements for fishermen

and help must be completed. In some places a whole

Indian village mu.st be transplanted and the inhabi-

tants laboriously settled.

The manager of a cannery makes his contracts with

fishermen before the season opens. With white fish-

ermen it is a comparatively easy ta.sk, although it may
be that some of the white fishermen do not decide to

fi.sh until the la.st moment. Contracts with Japanese

fishermen are made through a "Boss Jap," who acts in

the cajiacity of manager for the Japs and is their

spokes-man with the cannery manager. The cannery

manager nuikes no individual deals with the Japs. He
deals only with the 'Boss Jap.' This .saves time and

prevents complications. Similar contracts with Chin-

ese fishermen or helpers are made through a "Boss

Chinaman.' Also the Indians are negotiated with in

a similar manner as there is always a chief somewhere
around when Indians go afishing. In the majority
of instances the chief is boss and the Indians do his

bidding.

A salmon caflhery and its appendages are so ar-

ranged that the Japs live in a house or houses by
themselves, known as the Jap house; the Chinks in

the (Jhink house; the Indians in the Indian houses;
the white men in separate houses. There is no com-
mingling of the races. This makes for peace. The
manager lives in a house by himself, generally a resi-

dence similar to those valued at from .$7,500 to $8,500
in Vancouver. He is very comfortably found with all

the conveniences of modern life, hot and cold water,

electric light, open fireplace in the den and a furnace

in the cellar. When his day's work is over, one finds

him in a business suit, with white collar, smoking a

cigar and reading the latest current literature, for all

the world like a prosperous merchant of the city. And
why not? He spends only three months of the year at

the cannery. The rest of the year he is a citizen of Van-
couver, as like any other citizen of that great city

as two peas in a pod.

The manager of a salmon cannery must be a mighty
fine specimen of mankind. Generally he has graduated
from the ranks of the fishermen. He mu.st know fish-

ermen and fish. Particularly he must be versed in the

jieculiarities of the fishing grounds that are fished by
his cannery. This knowledge is got only through ex-

perience. He is weighted with responsibility, for on

his shoulders is the necessity of putting \ip an ade-

quate pack of fish. If the fish are on the fishing

grounds it is his task to see that the fishermen catch

them and bring them to the cannery. Long before

the first fish is caught his cannery has expended at

least .$50,000 in getting ready. His .job is to i)ut up

enough canned salmon to get back that $50,000 and

some more besides: the more the nu-rrier.

WHEN one deals with two or three hundred
fishermen and helpers and keeps them in

order an<l up to the mark for fishing, he

nuist be a man sure of himself and competent
to command. The manager of a cannery is the abso-

lute boss of ever,ytliing in and around his cannery. He
is a general and his army of workers are under nuir-

tial law. What he says goes. Those who object to

his rulings leave the caiuiery by the earliest boat.

Should a fisherman land at the caiuiery with a flask

of whiskey, and be seen with it by the manager, then
that fishernum is off the list. He is ordered to turn

in his boat and net and quit. The boot-legger is always
on the go, so eveiy boat that stops at the cannery
wharf is scrutinized, and should the boot-legger land

an<l lily his trade he gets short shrift. The Chinks
are the prize boot-leggers. All Chinks look alike, and
it is hard to pick out the stranger wlio carries the

bottle. The fact necessitates overhauling the Chink
liou.se ever so often and breaking bottles, for the

Chink does dearly love to drink booze, either ca.se goods
or his own make which is especially deadly.

The manager of a cannery must have a positive

genius for organ izaticm. Not only has he to organize

the perfect working of his factory, where cans are

made and salmon canner, but also he has to organize

the fishermen in their attacks upon the fi.sh. To do
this successfully he must see that they are properly

equijiped for fishing. The nets and the boats with

their equipment, which the cannery supplies to the
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fisherman, are in charge of the net boss, who is al-

Avays a big strapping fellow who can put up an argu-

ment. Care must be taken that all equipment is in

ship-shape when it is issued to the fishermen. If the

net boss doesn't do this the fisherman will himself,

for he does not want to reach the fishing grounds only

to find a big hole in his net, which would mean that

he could not catch as many fish as he should and, as

he is paid according to his catch, it is in his interest

to see that he makes a big catch. Through careful

selection the manager can get a net boss who really

helps the fishermen to catch fish. By keeping all

equipment in shape the net boss can keep the fisher-

men fishing and not loafing on shore or mending his

net on the fishing grounds.
Nets do get badly damaged during fishing opera-

tions. In rivers like the Fraser and the Skeena,
swift running, snags are often encountered and a

large part of the web of the net destroyed before the

fisherman can get free. Dog fish also damage the

nets. They bite their way through. Seals seize sal-

mon gilled in the nets and in their struggles part

the strands of the web. In Rivers Inlet last year a

ground-shark got entangled in a net and carried away
practically the whole web. It must be stated, too,

that sea-lions, a few years ago, did damage to nets at

Rivers Inlet and Barkley Sound, but since the method
of scaring the sea-lions by firing off guns at the rook-

eries has been instituted no further damage to nets

at these i)oints has been reported. It is a strange

phenomenon, but one often observed, that more damage
is done to nets when the fish are not running than
when they are going strong. A damaged net is often

a good excuse for not getting the fish. A good net in

these war times costs from $170 to $200, and hard
twine has gone up in price, so it is a valuable piece

of gear worthy of being taken care of by the fisher-

man in the interest of the cannery.

Then the manager of a cannery is also the manager
of a little navigation company, whose fleet consists

of two or more ocean-going cannery tenders, capable

of facing any sea, and several launches. Success with

cannery tenders and launches depends upon the man-
ager engaging a competent skipper, preferably a Scots-

man, for he is sure to be canny and able to see things

and say nothing. If the manager is wise he will leave

his Scotch skipper to choose his cwn engineers, and
they will almost invariably be Scotsmen, for they are

the only engineers in the canning industry. Tiiese

cannery tenders tow the fishermen out to the fishing

grounds on Sunday evenings and then anchor in con-

venient coves with their escort of scows to which the

fishermen may bring their fish or in which they may
place them when the tender makes a eollecing tour.

This is a clever scheme to keep the fishermen fishing

and not wasting time by sailing home with his catch.

If is a splendid example of efficiency in the salmon
canning business, which has been defined as getting

the other fellow to work for you. It was first thought

of by a Scotch skipper. It is now in vogue wherever

salmon is canned in British Cohunbia, for it saves

time, and time is fish in the canning business.

FURTHERMORE, the manager of a- cannery
is also general manager of a small dei)artment
store which caters to the multifarious needs
and desires of a mixed population. Nothing

but the best of everything is sold at a cannery store.

The .Japs, the Chinks, the Indian, and the white men,
who work in and for canneries arc well paid when the

fish run well and they spend their money freely. They
haVe been educated by the big stores of Vancouver,
V^ictoria and Prince Rupert, 'and they demand what
they have been accustomed to. Only experience cnn
tell the store-keeper what .stock he will need, but that
it will be large and high priced goes without sayinp
The Indians and the Orientals like bright colors, ami
the store-keeper keeps gaudy cloths. Every Indian
who can afford it has a gramophone. Records of ele

vated cost find a ready sale over the counter of the
cannery store. Red is the usual color worn about a
cannery; it may be due to association with salmon.
Patent medicines are plentiful in the store for every
fisherman is his own doctor. Generally he wants
something that will bite or taste bad. It is a primitive
instinct, but not confined to fisliermen. Last year
the writer was in a cannery store at Rivers Inlet, and
saw a big Swede fisherman come in and ask for Pos-
tum. That seemed strange and a far cry from Battle
Creek, Mich., but the fisherman had been reading a

magazine and wanted to try the effect of near coffee.

The odd part of the matter is that the store could de
liver the goods.

So far the environment of the salmon fisherman has

been indicated. Now what about the fisherman liiin-

self? White men, Jai)s and Indians fish for salmon
in British Columbia. All fishermen must be British

subjects. Each fisherman must have a license. It is

either attached to the canney for which he fishes or

it is an independent license giving liim the privilege of

fishing for any cannery he wants to. To the Jap and
the Indian the salmon season is the big event of the

year. It provides him with means of earning enough
money to keep him the rest of the year. It is affirmed

—and there seems every reason to believe—that the

Jap fisherman makes in a good year from $1,000 to

$1,500, and this enables him to take a long ti'ip home
and return when the season oi)ens up again. This

ai)plies only to the young bachelor Jap. Few Indians

make as much money fisliing as the Jap does, for the

Indian is not a willing worker, seenung to think that

too much money is an added worry to be avoided if

possible. When the fishing season is over the Indian

takes things easy till necessity, and the running of fish

combine to set him to work again.

The white fisherman is in a ilifferent class from the

Jap and the Indian. Tlie best white fishermen are set

tiers who find in the fishing an opportunity of making
a few extra dollars to keep them going until they have

cleared their pre-emptions or freeholds and made them
productive. For the n\ost part they are farmers who
iiave not been deterred by the formidable prospect

from entering a wooded land, in the hope of some dav

seeing the land logged off and covered with growing
grain. Scotchmen. Irislimen, Englishmen, Swedes, Nor-

wegians, Russians and Canadians, all arc represented

in the ranks of the white fishermen. They come to

the canneries from their settlement, 50. 100. 150 miles

away, leaving their wives and yoinig ones to tend to

the farm while they toil ove)- their nets to get the

wherewithal to provide against the coming winter.

They are the real Salmon Fishermen of Britisli Colnm
bia, and they are a stalwart breed, worthy of all p--

and support.

The best of them eqiml the Japs as fisiu>rmen. the

worst surpass the Indians. The Jap has no pre-emption

on which he has made a clearing and planted a kitcli

en garden. lie has not lies he cannot break. The In

dian is no farmer. He prefers to squat rather than
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to spade. But for the white fisherman there is al-

ways a light in the window of his shack on his pathetic

clearing, while within sits his wife working and wait-

ing for his return and his children listen for Daddy's
boat to grate against the gravelly beach on his home-

coming. Take off your hat to the white fisherman

and settler, for it is he who is doing heroic things to

cut out for himself and his own a bit of land on which,

if God is kind, he may make a living and rear a family

as sturdy, as self-reliant and as sincere as himself.

These settlers have a veritable passion to own a strip

of land and no obstacle, no matter how prodigious,

cows them. This is the stuff from which an independ-

ent peasantry is moulded. May Heaven prosper their

just and courageous endeavors.

One shock-headed, blue-eyed Scotch settler was en-

countered a year ago in the height of the fishing sea-

son, 250 miles np the coast. It was on a Sunday, a

closed day to fishing. (It is a mystery who gave the

fish their Sunday). He had just received a letter from

Dressing the Fish.

his wife who was left on the homestead with her two
little children. That spring he had cleared half an acre

and planted it to garden truck and to keep the deer

out of it he had put up a cla})-boarded fence. The
letter said that the deer had come up to the garden,
broken down the fence and eaten up everything green
in sight. Not only that but his brother-in-law, who liv-

ed on the adjoining homestead, had tried to frighten

the deer off and in doing so had shot away his left

hand. That was a preety kettle of fish for a fisher-

man to care for on a Sunday afternoon and his home-
stead was seventy miles away reached only by boat or

air-ship. That Scotch settler fished through the sea-

son and made less than $300. But he went back to his

wife and family and his deer eaten garden. Better

luck to him.
Another white fisherman and settler was seventy

years of age and had been fi.shing every season for the

paBt twenty years. lie looked like Father Time as he

stood up in his boat and pulled a sturdy oar. In his

time he must have been a skookum chap for his should-
ers, though bent, wre broad and heavy. He had the
face of a Patriarch, lined with care yet unafraid. His
hair was long, unkempt and gray. He never talked to
anyone. He had come to fish and he fished as if

Destiny were at his back. The other day a friend from
up there brought word that the old man would not fish
this year. He had died on his clearing last winter.
Not for him, dear old soul, the promised land.
The essential tools for the salmon fisherman are his

boat and net. The boat is a strongly built round bot-
tom sailing boat, 30 feet long, 61/^ foot beam with a 6
foot centre-board. On either side of the centre-board
are the fish tanks capable of holding two and a half
tons of fish, live weight. The sails are a jib and an or-

dinary sloop rigged main sail. The net is 150 fathoms
long with a width that varies with the depth of water
on the fishing grounds. The mesh is 5% inches and
this is the regulation standard through British Colum-
bia.

Up to twenty years ago the salmon fisherman's boat
was an ordinary skiff, and in some eases it is yet. That
is twenty years after salmon canning began in British

Columbia (in 1876), the salmon fishermen still used a
two-oared skiff. But a score of years ago Gilbert Rob-
ertson, then owner of the Alliance Cannei-y on the

Eraser River, built twenty round bottomed sail boats
and used them with great success in his fishing opera-
tions. Following his lead, all salmon fishermen's
boats became round-bottomed sail boats, with big
sweeps as auxiliary power, when the wind fails, and
so it is today.

Twenty-five years ago salmon nets on the Fraser
River were made of soft twine. The same Gilbert

Robertson, a Labradorean and a fisherman up and
down the Atlantic for years, made with his own hand a
salmon net of a hard laid sturgeon twine, oiled it and
used it with exceptional success. The soft twine bunch-
and did not spread easily. The hard twine keeps
its shape and place, and if properly oiled can be hand-
led without danger of tangling up. That was the be-

ginning of salmon nets made with hard twine, doub-le

knotted. After Robertson had demonstrated their

utility the net stores stocked up with the new nets. All

this must be true history, for Gilbert Robertson says

so himself, and all who know him vouch for his vera-

city. Doubtless, however, there are old-timers with

the gift of imagination and impressed for years with

the strength of their own stories who will take issue

with Gilbert Robertson. That will then be another

story.

The salmon fisherman's boat is his house and home.

On it he carries not only his net but all the parapher

nalia he thinks to make a big catch and to give him
comfort. He leaves the cannery before 6 o'clock on
Sunday night and it is e'ihev towed to or sailes to the

fishing grounds to that he may, as soon as the 6 o'clock

gun is heard, drop his net and prepare to catch the fish

as they make their way up the stream or inlet. He is

going to fish till 6 o'clock Saturday morning. He
knows he will need to eat. to keep warm and dry, to

sleep, to rend and possibly to pray. So he goes pre-

pared.

On his boat is a week's sujiply of food and fresh

water. He has a stove made out of a discarded oil

can that burns gasolene. In one end he has rigged a

wigwam into which he crawls when it rains or when he

wants to sleep. He goes warmly clad but he keeps a

change of'dry garments on board. His long rubber

boots and slicker, and a sou's wester are always ut
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hand, for it rains freqiiently in certain parts of British
f'ohirabia. Many fishei'mon have dogs of strange
breeds that go fishing with them and some even carry
gramophones to lighten the tedious hours of waiting
for the fish to get in the nets. Most fishermen smoke,
those who don't "chaw terbacker". Some achieve the
impossible by doing both at one and the same time.
The younger fishermen carry safety razors and a look-
ing glass but the oldtimers let their beards grow and
.look only for fish. Some fishermen have been known
to take a daily dip in the river but most of them fore-

gothat exhilaration on the ground that their business
is to fish not to frivol.

Salmon fishermen are gregarious and fish in couples,
one pal keeping near the other to lend him a hand if

needs be or forcompanion ship. In fair weather-except
for the cramped quarters—the fisherman has a fairly

pleasant time, that would be enjoyed by a husky city

man. In bad weather, however, with the rain falling
in cataracts, the water rough, the wind blowing and'
the night dark, it is no fun and even the stoutest fish-

erman gets his net aboard and beats it for the nearest
shelter till better weather ensues.

The method of fishing with a gill net is simple,
though to succeed at it requires strength and endu-
rance. The fisherman having chosen his ground, pays
out one end of his net which is anchored' to a small
cask on which in the daytime is placed a red flag and
at night a small lantern. He rows away from the
paid out end, paying out a little net as he goes till the
whole is in the water. He then ties the other end to
another cask and flags it. Then the net is out and from
flag to flag is seen a row of floats three feet apart on
the surface of the water the whole length of the net.

The fisherman takes up a position in his boat away
from the net but near enough to watch it closely.

When the fish are on the net the snuill floats go under
water and other signs are made near the net to indicate
that the .salmon have been gilled. If only a few floats

sink under a few inches the fisherman rows to the
agitated part of the net aiul lifting it takes out the fish

and puts them in his boat. If a great part of the net is

struck by the fish then the fisherman pulls it in, taking
off the fish as they come with the net to the side of
the boat. When the fish are gilled in a net they are
securely caught for they have run they* noses through
the meshes which are too small to admit their whole
bodies. When they try to back up they are caught in
the gills which for respiratory purj^oses are never still

on a fish. Seldom does anyone fisherman get a boat
load of fish at a cast. If he catches one hundred fish

a day he is doing well for a catch of .S.OOO fish per boat
in the Sockeye Season of six weeks means money for
the fisherman and hap|)iness to the canner. Prices
vary for the fisli the fisherman catches. On the Fraser
as high as .Wc a fisii has i)een paid though itis expect-
ed that .40c a fish will be the high price this year. In
the northern wafers a slightly less price is paid per
fi.sh. The jiriee depends upon the supi)ly of and the
the demand for fish as well as the scarcity or plentitude
of labor. The fishermen generally meet and agree on n
price to a.sk the eanners before the season begins,
though it often hapi)ens that when the season is on and
the need of fish imperative, competition among the
eanners raises the price to the immediate advantage of
the fishermen. H the fisherman catches the fish he
can make excellent wages, but in this, ns ever. Inck
plays a predominant part.

When 6 VInek Saturday morning comes around the

fisherman turns his boat toward the cannery and calls

it a full day.

Arrived at the cannery he ties up his boat, takes out
his net and puts it in a bluestone tank, and gets ready
to spend a few hours on shore, fraternizing with his

fellows and stocking up for the next week's work. Sat-
urday and Sunday afternoon finds him mending his

net and putting things into ship-shape for another try
at the fish. And so it goes on until the end of the sea-

son.

Such is the life of the salmon fisherman in the North-
ern waters of British Columbia. It is somewhat dif-

ferent on the Fraser River and in the Gulf of Georgia
where gasolene boats are used in fishing. The same
sort of net is used, but there are generally two men on
each boat and fishing operations are interesting. In
all British Columbia waters the ind.ependent fisher-

man, the fisherman not atached to a cannery but free

to sell to them when he wishes, uses his own discretion

as to fishing hours. When he thinks he has fished long
enough he quits. With the attached fisherman, how-
ever, the cannery manager indicates the length of the

fishing trip, except in exceptional cases where tried

and proven fishermen arc allowed to do as they please,

with good results.

All in all the salmon fisherman in British Columbia
has no reason to complain, unless it is that the salmon
are not as ]ilentiful as they should be. That is true of

the spring salmon in all British Columbia waters. It is

also true of the sockeye salmon in the Fraser River.

Hence with more fishermen fishing and fewer fish

running it is inevitable that not all the fishermen can

make big catches and make much money. But as

fishing is only an aid to a livelihood for the ma.iority

of white fishermen, who find remnuerative occui)atious

(luring the rest of the year, it partakes of the nature of

a vacation which is spent in the open air, on the sea.

the river or the stream and doubtless prolongs the lives

of many of its devotees. Three years ago a gentleman

with an income in the five figures, spent a Sununer at

Noden Harbor fishing spring salmon and ]uit in his

catch and got his money from the cannery as did the

Haida Indians, yet he ssnil he vas fully compensated

by the sport itself.

The salmon fishermen of Britisli Columbia are mem
bers of an honest calling, for ages recognized as a dig-

nified manner of earning a living, and their labors help

to keep them phys-cally fit to assume all re^pousibili-

ties as citizens of th(> iiritish Eniiiire.

\V. II. (JKKENWOOn.

.SALMON SAUSAdl': M:\\ I 'OHM OF l'(H)l).

('iiitip<i)ni Or(/anizfd to VJavr it on the MarUd Other
New lurorporatioiis.

Victoria, B,C.

Sa'mon sausage will he a new form of food to ln'

shortly placed upon the mai'ket by the Fraser Hiv^r

Sahnon Sausage Manufacturing Co.. litd., a eoneern.

notice of the iucoriioration of which is given in the cur

rent is,sue of the Birtish ("olumbia Gazette, The head

office will be at Vancouver. The Company will nls'i

manufacture fish oil and carry on the business of fisli

curing, its capital is $1().006.
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LHere 15 y6\lY ftpportuhity to

^get a genuine French briar
kDipe-Free
To make you a smoker of 1 & B we make this introductory offer

of a genuine French briar pipe, a bundle of pipe cleaners, and one
pound of Tucketts T & B cut or plug tobacco—all. for the price of

the tobacco alone.

You can get TuckeUs T & B
t()bacco -in Myrtle Cut ready for your
pipe- or in handy plugs. You also
have your choice of a straight or curve
stem pipe--!«ee the illustrations.

You will enjoy Tuckeits T & B.
Made from the finest selected Vir-
ginia leaf. Smoke T & B cut or plug
tobacco—then you'll realize just how
really good is pure Virginia leaf of the
best qualiiy, carefully matured and
mellowed. You won't be satisfied

with anything but T & B.

WHAT TO DO-
Pill ill the Coupon. Tear out this page—take it and
.'i<1.20 to your dealer—and get your pound of Tucketts
T & H, (12 regular 10c packages-, or (4 No. 3 plugs or
12 No. 10 plugs). Instruct your dealer to send us tiie

page—on receipt of which we will mail you direct a

jiijie and a bundle of cleaners—free of charge.

NOTE: ir your dealer .ioes not stock T & B cut
or plug—attach express or money order for $1.20

to this i)age. Fill in your dealer's name, and mail

to The Tuckett Tobacco Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

We will send you one pound of T & B cut or plug,

a pi[)e, and bundle of cleaners to you.

Tucketts T & B Myrtle Cut Tobacco sold in handy
10c. packages. Also i/o 1^- ^^^ ^ ^^- ^ii^^-

^J^^^^^^H

Tucketts T & B Plug Tobacco. Sold in lOc, 25c.

and 30c. Plugs.

1 li.-ivf .siil.l OIK- iiniind r,f T * R to

(cut or plug) (consumer's name'and addrrss)

l'li-a»e send him stem ppe, and bundle of cleaners.

(straight or curve)

Addre.s8

(dealer's name) (street, town and province)

I "TE.—If your dealer can't supply you with T & B, Just fill In his i.ame In space above. Attach
.

I

!• ..r pnstnl note for $1.20, mall to ns. and we will send you thp tobacco, pipe and cleaners.

The Tuckett Tobacco Company, Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

^ipe and cleaners..
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A DISAPPEARING PROPELLER FOR A FISHING
BOAT.

The Disappearing: Boat Propeller Co., Limited, Tor-
onto, have placed upon the market a device which is

particularly ada})table to the needs of the fishermen of

Canada. This is a propeller device, with a motor which
can be installed in any fishing boat without trouble,

and will turn it into a motor boat with a speed up to

ten miles per hour. Equipped with a propeller and
shaft that can be made to disappear at will, the boat is

transformed into a row-boat, capable of making a land-

ing anywhere. It will also ride, without damage, over
anj' obstruction, such as submerged logs, driftwood.

rocks or sand bais, being furnished with a weg, which
automatically raises the propeller and shaft into a

housing above the keel, on striking an obstruction. The
skeg, when raised, forms a continuation of the keelson,

and, at the same time, throttles the engine from rac-

ing. A handy lever in the flooring gives a complete

control over the speed of the boat, without touching

the engine, and also enables the propeller to be raised

with its housing when desired. The change from row-

boat to motor-boat can be made without leaving one's

seat. The engine is a Waterman make. The company

will be glad to send illustrated literature to anyone

upon request.

^:.:.y ; .
".';M|

^:2^^^2:^s$>

^

yy/f-y/i

n.' i'"

No. 2

m^'Sy)>)mmM

A STENCILING MACHINE FOR FISHERMEN.
The readers of the Canadian Fisherman are practi-

cally all shippers of boxes, bales or packages, and will
be interested in the announcement of the Hamilton
Stamp and Stencil Works Limited. Hamilton, Ontario,
in another column, illustrating their Bradley Stencil
Machine. A machine of this nature, in the hands of
our fishing firms, will mark the smallest package to
the largest box, bale or tin with equal legibility, and
mark them uniformly, thus preventing goods going
astray, and presents a much more businesslike appear-
ance than the old-time hand marking. Any kind of
stencil can be cut with it in a minute or two. and the
makers claim it will save its price the first year in the
cost of metal .stencil alone, besides being a great labor
saver, particularly now, when labor is so scarce. It can
also be used for advertising purposes for show cards,
posters, etc. The company will be glad to send illus-
trated literature to anyone upon request.

FISHING NOTES.
Mr \ I, riager. manager of the Canadian Fishing

Comr.any. Limited, and New England Fish Company,
left Vancouver on .Tune 1st for an extended visit to
Eastern Canadian and TTnited States points. Mr. Hager
spent cnnsidernble time in Boston taking up with his
directors various contemplated extensions of his com-
panies' activities.

Petef- Bnchan. well known to the fish trade in Van-
convor »nd Prijico Rupert, met with a nasty accident

at Prince Rupert some time ago. While working at

one of the fish sheds in connection with unloading a

boat he got his foot crushed in an ice crusher and bad-

ly mauled about. After being in the hospital some
time, he was able to return to his home in Vancouver.
and is progressing favorably.

Mr. Harry Lipsett, manager of Lipsett, Cunning-
ham & Company of Prince Rupert, spent a few weeks
in Vanconver during the past month, on account r>f hi'*

healtli.

The casunltv lists recently received from England
announce the death of Private Harry Parker, former-
Iv in the emplov of the New England Fish Company
at Vancouver. Parker was one of the many employees
of the New England Fish Company who joined the
Canadian exneditionarv forces as soon, as the war
broke out. and is the first one reported as having been
killed. Another employee. .Tames Coombs, has recently

been reported as being seriou.sly wounded.
The Canadian Fish & Cold Storage Companv, Limit-

ed, of Prince Rupert are continuing their trawling ven-

ture with the steaTner ".Tames Carruthers" with vary-
ing success The steamer has encountered considerable
ba<l weather which has had a adverse influence upon
her operations, but outside of this she has been pro-

curing considerable nnantities of fish. Her trip landed
in the middle of .Tune amounfed to about Kifl.OOO

(loiinds of fish.

The steamer "New Enirlimd" sailed IKnn Seattle for

thp fishing banks via Ketchikan, on the 17th of Jiuie,
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Modern Cannery Practice
Allows little time to elapse between the catch and the final operations on the pack. Prompt and

cDiitinuous streams of all the elements necessary to make can.s are depended upon to avert loss.

Clean cut. liiKh quality output Is required of all "Bliss" Automatic Can Making Machinery, but

steadily continued production at high speed is likewise a feature of importance. These things have been

developed in The "Bliss" lines through nearly sixty years of experience and co-operation with canners

.ind ran makers in all parts tif the world.

HI.IS.S Al luMATlC 1«)UND-CAN DOUBLE-END FLANGER, NO. 15-K.

This machines flanges both ends of can bodies simultaneously and is entirely

automatic and continuous in operation. It produces flanges on 100 to 160 cans per

minute and can be readily adjusted from one size to another.

Write US for Catalogue Section No. 18-A

E. W. BLISS COMPANY
Main Office and Works; BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE CLEVELAND OFFICE
1857 People's Gas Bltlg. Dime Bank Bldg. Union Bank Bldg. 1917

LONDON, S.E., ENGLAND, Pocock Street, Blackfriars Road PARIS, FRANCE, 100 Boulevard Victor-Hugo St. Oue i
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iiudtT the cominaud of Capt. Otto Holmstrom. This

steamer, during the past four months, has tmdergone a

thorough overhaul at Vancouver, B.C. Her coal hunk-

ers were removed and replaced with oil tanks, and an

oil hurning system installed. Heretofore the operations

of this vessel were handicapped hecause she could not

carry sufficient coal to enahle her to go to the Yakutat
and Portlock Hanks and return. As an oil hurner her

radius of operation will he equal to that of any other

steamer in the lialibut business. Her machinery also

received a tliorough overhaul. Anotlier improvement
wliicli was carried out was the removal of the galley

from the forecastle to the after eahin. Formerly the

galley was in the forecastle which it shared with the
fishermen's sleeping quarters. The fishermen, firemen
and deckhands now all sleep forward, and the after

cabin is divided between the officers' staterooms and
the galley. Everyone who has inspected the new
arrangement states that this vessel now has more con-
venient and commodious quarters than any other
steamer Her old fish hold was also torn out and en-
tirely rebuilt.

A new recoi'd in large sized halibut has been set up,
but unfortunntely for the Pacific Coast, the honor goes
to the East. The Echooner "Eva Avina" while fishing
on the Middle Bank. South East of Cape Canso, on
Tune 11th, caught a halibut which measured 9-ft. 8-in.

in length, 4-ft. from the tip of the tail fin to the tip of
the back fin and Ifi-in. through the thickest part of
the belly. This fish weighed 625 pounds after the en-
trails had been removed, but with the head on. This
is the largest halibut that has ever been landed at the
Boston Fi.sh Pier. Some very large halibut have been
landed on the Pacific Coast in years past. Capt. Gott
of the Steamer "Manhattan", in 1911, landed a hali-
but which weighed 387 pounds dressed with the head
on.

Capt. Peter Keough of the Steamer "Starr" spent a
few hours in Vancouver while his ship was undergoing
a few repairs in Seattle.

MANITOBA NOTES.
(Special ("orrespondence)

.

One of the best known Norsemen of the province
passed away May 16, in the Winnipeg General Hos-
pital. Captain Stephen Sigurdsson, a real pioneer
of the fishing industry on Lake "Winnipeg. "Steve,"
as he was familiarly known to all who knew him, in
the fish business and out of it, was admitted to the
hospital suffering from heiiiorrhnge (?) of the brain.
Even the strong vitality of this big man was unable
to stay the hand of death. The industry mourns the
lo.ss of one whose activit yon Lake Wintiipeg has cov-
ered a period of over forty years, during which time
he had watched the development of the local fisheries,
and likewise took a live interest in the expiinsion of
the business.

He was born in Iceland in 1863 and settled on the
shores of Lake Winnii)g in 1876, ad the passing years
witnessed his constant effort in marketing the pro-
ducts of his favorite lake. During his career he owtied
the HS. Tjady of the T;ake, also the SS. Mikndo. 11,

leaves a widow.
A. L. Eager, of the <'anadian Fishing Co. Ltd., Van-

couver, spent n day in Winnipeg recently en route to

Toronto, Montreal and Eastern Points,
A now tug has been added to Lake Wituiipeg fishing

fleet and in honor of the pioneer fish man of the Prov

ince it has named the W. J. Guest. — Here's, Good
luck to the W. J.

The Industrial Bureau of "Winnipeg are now interest-

ing themselves in the propaganda to interest the resi-

dents of this community in in popularizing fish as a

food. A research cominittee to follow out this idea has
been api)ointed. The chairman of this sub-committee
is Mr. J. B. Hugg, who acted as one of the Commis-
sioners appointed by the Dominion Government som(>

years ago to investigate the fishing industry and its

problems in Manitoba. One Of the main objects of the
committee will be to interest the citizens of "Winnipeg
and Manitoba to a more extended use of fish, parti-

cularly the fish produced in the local waters of the

province. This is a move in the right direction, and
the Fisheries Association will doubtless welcome the
interest which is thus indicated by one of the most
inflrential ] uhli? bodies in Western Canada. Whiisi
the Lakes of Manitoba produce the finest whitefish in

the world yet our own Canadian people are not as ii

whole a fish-eating class. The tastes of the individual
are indeed strange and we find it a hard task to

educate the ])eoi)]e to a fuller use of fresh lake fish in

preference to canned goods. Not that we vd.sh to be-

little canned fish at all, as there is a large place in the
public mind for that class of our industry—only—we

It is an undisputed fact that thosuands upon
thousands of pounds of lake fish, of all varieties are
exported annually, and the (|uality and flavor of the
renowned "Seikirk" whitefish has been firmly estab-
lished in all the largest centres over the international
border. Our lakes are turning with other varieties of
the finny tribes less known than whitepots, and there

ENGINES
2 CYCLE
3 to 50 H. P.

-- 4 CYCLE
1 to 4 Cylinder

Send for catalog and second-hand list of bargains.

I'HAMGK ISLAND, Newfoundljind.
Tlii-ic is till nthfr nitiko of I'liRino (iuiri tluTc arp main i

iirounii line bit whiU h.ive iloubliMl the IJuiirantro in
runiiiiis pxptn.Mo.s this veur. The two-cycle men are tiv
ins to burn ki-ro. but are havhiK a lot of trouble. Tlir
liiiarnnteo four-c.vcle engine will run .1 whole flshinK sea
.son on the lowest Rrarte of kero without cleaning AVe tliil

not .so much as take out a spark pluR to clean it thin
summer, Kishermen shoulil bu.v four c.vclc enttlnes for
two reasoii.s-. First, bs-ciuse the running e.vpcnses are
little more than half of the two cycle. Secondl.v . b;'causi-
it is much less tro>ib!e to keep them in workiuK order
This is how 1 have found It after three years of ex
perirnee anil a thoroii^h Uiiowlrihri' of (he running i'\

pensi's of b »tli.

I'll,

SE.\t) /OA' C.l7.t/.0(;

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.
n;\MILT()N. CAN,\D.\
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An Exceptional Opportunity for Fishermen

A few >!»•* •; lo 7 h.p. slow speed Ma'-iiie Tiisines.

iiiarte by tho Cnnii'Ja Gas Power Laun^nos. suitable icr

small fishing u^iits These are the last reniAliiint; of a
r.-inkrupt Stor';, ar.'l are offered at low pr.i-HJ lor

luick turnover. Larue .-tock of repair parts alw;iys
.ivallable.

Don't miss this opportunity to secure a high grade
.'iiKiMp at a HarKuin Trice.

Write Marine Sales Dept. to-day.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited

TORONTO - CANADA

^iuin'i)ian]^
=^W BOAT MOf^

Saves Time and Labor

FOR fiv(- years the (^oliiinbian Row-Boat Motor
li:!s l),."! friviiipr SATISFACTION to tlion-

saiids of fislu'rnu'ii, wiiose cii-

prine-; mu.st he RELIABLE.
STrRDY. SIMI'LW and ECO-

NOMICAL. Although
this motor contains

every modern im-

provement, we .;ire

lliiip it at (J^CZr\
($10 extra for high»fl>Ov^

tension waterjiroof iiiafrneto Iniilt

ill fly-wheel).
With t'. o :u.l of this liighly I'Mliicnl

motor, FIsifrmen not only sivc themsels.s
11 c'l heavy toil, but are able to go farliier
1;^ less tline. ml so Increase their fares to
a large extent.

Vi'e can s .pply complete equipments of
I'vo :»a'l lk>i:r ?,,'ele marine engines up to
:.00 H.P.

Tell us your needs lo-rtay, and wc will
I ' |)teased to send you a catalogue. Ad-
r^ress:

—

CULLEN MOTOR COMPANY
112 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Shipmate Ranges
10 Sizes— 14 Numbers

A Soldier's wind is a fair wind, but

any wind's a fair wind that blows you

aboard of a craft with a SHIPMATE
in her galley. North-wester or South-

easter, the SHIPMATE'S below,

doing its duty,

Always Reliable -- Fair Weather or Foul

Made by

The

Stamford Foundry

Company
STAMFORD CONN.

Established 1830

is iilmndance of fisli in many of the inland seas as yet

untouched.

Why is it that lake fi.sh finds greater favor in Buf-

falo, Dertoit, Chicago and other United States cities

than in Montreal and other Canadian cities of the

cast?

If fish from the Pacific ocean can he safely tran-

.sported across the entire continent and landed in Bos-

ton in a first class condition, there shonld he no rea.son

in the wide world why lake products cannot he like-

wise transported, hut the demand does not exist for

such a f(uantity of lake fish in one centre, at one time
during the summer months.
One factor will considerahly help the development

of the fihric demand for lake fish, i.e., the entire can-

cellation of all .suhsidies granted hy the Dominion Oov-
ernment for Pacific and Atlantic fish. The existence

of these suhsidies whilst fostering and extending the

demand for sea fish in inland communities discrimin-

ates considerahly against locally produced fish—How
is this? —well, fish from the Pacific points into all

Manitoha towns have the advantage of the one-third
suhsidy off the usual express tariff, whilst the fish

caught right at home in this province must .stand the
full local express rate and consenuently the Pacific

6sh has in the nast cost less than what local fish would
cost laid down in many western towns.
The fishinsr industry of Tiake Superior, all along the

North Shore, also the ManTFbba mteresls could find a

greater opportunitv for developing the home caught
article of the suhsidy was cancelled altogether.

It is unjust that any specific branch of the industry
should have an unfair advantage over another section,

especially when such advantage is Government—given
and in the end works to the disadvantage of the dis-

ti-ict which derives no subsidiary assistance.

Rut enough of this for the present issue. Your corre-

spondent mav refer again to this subject later on.

Messrs W. Sanford Evans of Ottawa, and P. T.

James of Toronto, members of the Dominion Commis-
sion 4o investigate the salmon industry of British

Columbia, accompanied hy Mr. "W. P. Pound, super-
intendent of the Fisheries Department, spent a day
in Winnipeg en route to the Pacific coast, wher their

labors as a commission will shortly commence.
The fishing on Lake Winnipeg whilst delayed for

about ten days at the beginning of the season on ac-

count of ice, is fully better to date than last year dur-
ing the .same period. Weather conditions have been
excellent and a full pack is expected. The quality of
the fish is the finest and the demand good. The usual
run of catfish has failed entirely and the only explana-
tion, offered is. the water has heen too cold and con-
ditions generally against the eat. However, whilst it

is late to expect any cats, this may be but a strange act
(if nature and we may have them in shoals later on.
The Dominion flovernment have made some changes

in the regulations and restrictions on Lake Winnipeg,
and the full text of the alterations are expected from
the department shortly.

ENGINE BARGAINS
.".O piiKlncM .1 to 4r. HI'., 2 nnd ( i-vrl.., ,! HI". Forro, $60;

."> H.r. Adums. $)i(l; fi II,)'. 2 oyl. Cuiinuitei'. JUS; in H.P.
Ciray, $110; Uow bcmt riiotnr, J.'ifi; 7 H.P. Uacliio, $100,
S H.I'. HiitTnIo, $175, ;in<I timny othora, also propellers,
rlriKs nnd nil .mippllps. ,S.>nil for list.GUARANTEE MOTOR CO,

HAMILTON - CANADA.
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Lion Brand Cordage
Is quickly available in any part of Canada

No matter what part of Canada you are located in, Lion Brand Service ia always at your disposal.

By means of our system of distributing agencies extending from Coast to Coast, we can supply your wants
at shortest notice.

Consumers Cordage Company, Limited
Mills at Dartmouth, N.S., and Montreal Branches at Toronto and St. John N.B.

Buy Lion Brand because it's Made in Canada and because it is the Best

Index to Adv«rtii«r«, pag* 353.
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The New " Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MACHINE. THE ONLY

MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we have been manufacturing Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the >sahnou industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish, sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

"We are now taking orders for 1918 deliveiy. Pull information,
prices, tei-ms, etc., furnished on apiilicatioii.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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The Case of the Producer

With a critical inquisitiveness calculated to arouse

troublesome suspicion, a prominent Toronto daily, in

its issue of Augu.st 7th, comments upon the first car

of fresh fi.sh whicii the Food Controller of Canada

brought from the Atlantic seaboard and distributed

to the consumers of that city at prices lower than what

the people of Toronto heretofore had been paying for

a poorer quality of the same article. In doing this

the Food Controller disturbed neither the ordinary

machinery of the fish trade nor asked tlie producer

to accept a price one iota less than he had been re-

ceiving, which, by tlic way, as a result of the excel-

lent foreign demand, has been considerably higher

during the last year than he received for many yeais

[ireviotis. This does not imply that tlic i)rice paid was

too high, because, when the fisherman's market de-

pended upon Canadian consumption he received a

price for the products of his labor insufficient to pay

for equipment and provide a living, and the number

engaged in the business of fishing decreased from

82,871 in 1905 to 65,081 in 1913. During the same

period the boats engaged decreased from 41,463 to

34,501. Even present prices do not. leave sufficient

if any margin, and, unless the Food Controller effects

a considerable reduction in the p?i--^ f ''" ^nt"-l"«

the fisherman has to buy, a much higher price will

ave to be paid for his fish, if the supply of this com-

iiiodity is to be maintained. This matter has been

:)rought to the attention of the Controller and assur-

ance received that it will be attended to.

But the point we wish to impress upon tlie Toi onto

daily press is that the improvement the Controller

effected in the fish services of the consumer lias been

i.ic.ught about by increasing the demand and improv-

ing transportation facilities, and not by forcing the

l)toducer to receive a lower price for his product or

by interfering with the price he was receiving for his

exports.

liow different is this from the methods by which

tile metrojiolitan press of Canada, including the above

mentioned Toronto i)aper, prevailed upon the Do-

minion Government to force dovm the price of news-

print. They struck directly at the producer.

The forests of Canada annually produce about 660,-

000 tons of newsprint, over 600,000 tons of which, as

well as 560,000 tons of pulp, and 1,100,000 cords of

pulpwood, is sold in foreign markets, principally in

. e I'nited States, and in this way helps to pay the

interest on (.'anada's foreign borrowings and reduce her

fttlvi-rvi- l)iiljni(M> of trail" A' the iiistiirat ion of tlie
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metropolitan press of this country, which consumes

only 60,000 tons of newsprint, the Canadian Govern-

ment has forced down the prices of this commodity

to a ridiculous level and thereby protected the Can-

adian daily press from an expenditure of a couple of

million dollars, and at the same time reduced the value

of the country's exports of pulpwood, pulp and news-

print by at least 20 million, all of which come out of

the pockets of the producers of these commodities

—

every man wlio had a stick of pulpwood for sale con-

i ibuting his •hwe.

This action ot tne metropolitan press and the Gov-

ernment has so reduced the profits of the newsprint

producers that most of their projected improvement

and expansion had to be cancelled and their position

thereby weakened when they come into competition

with foreign countries after the war.

Another . instance of where the Canadian producer

paid the piper is that of cheese. By the fixing of the

price of this commodity, the Canadian producer has

lost several million and the value of the country's ex-

ports has suffered a reduction of the same amount.

It is significant that while the price of cheese to the

Canadian producers has been regulated, no attempt

has been made to adjust the price the Canadian con-

sumer has to pay for his cheese, nor to reduce tiie

prices paid for the articles used in the production of

cheese. It is unfair to regulate the prices producers

receive without at the same time regulating the price

of the articles used in production. It is also unfair to

permit, much less to assist in a course calculated to

reduce the value of the country's exports without

receiving some quid pro quo in the way of a reduction

in the commodities Canada has to import.

Canada imports large quantities of anthracite coal,

a commodity which figures largely in the cost oi living

of most Canadian producers. At the present time the

price of anthracite coal is unreasonably high, due to

two causes, namely the price which producers of an-

thracite coal in the United States are asking and the

excessive profit exacted by the importing companies.

Yet the Canadian Fuel Controller acknowledged, in a

meeting at the Montreal Board of Trade a few days

ago, that no effort had been made to effect a lower

price at the point of production and that it was not

his intention nor the wish of the Dominion Government

to interfere with the coal trade. The controller of

prices in the United States has not hesitated to ask

for the assistance and co-operation of the Canadian

authorities in the regulation of prices which Cana-

dian producers are charging American buyers, and

why should there not be reciprocal action. The Fed-

eral Trade Commissioners, who investigated the news-

print situation in the United States, did not hesitate

to send their auditor to Canada for the purpose of

examining the books of Canadian Paper Mills. Fur-

thermore, at the instigation of the sardine factories of

Maine, the Food Controller of the United States did

not hesitate to ask the Food Controller of Canada to

investigate and see if the fishermen of New Bruns-

wick should not be forced to accept a lower price for

the fish they sold to these factories.

The controllers of prices in Great Britain, United

States and Canada must necessarily work together if

the best residts are to be obtained. But, heretofore,

any such international effort has resulted to the dis-

advantage of the Canadian producer. The Canadian

producer of cheese receives a fixed price for his pro-

duet in order to keep down the price of this com-

modity to the British consumer, and the Canadian

producers of newsprint is forced to accept tlie mini-

mum price for his product in order to supply the

metropolitan press of the United States and Canada

with cheap paper. But we do not know of any article,

the price of which has been regulated with advantage

to the producers of cheese or newsprint, and it is de-

cideiUy unfair to force a produce? to accept a lower

price for his products without first reducing the price

of the al'ticles that enter into the cost of his produc-

tion. Neither do we know of any article, the price of

which has been regulated with advantage to the inter-

national trade of Canada. Canada pays the interest

on her foreign borrowing, her anthracite coal bill and

her bills for imports with her exports of newsprint,

pulp, pulpwood, fish, wheat and other commodities

the products of her natural resources; and the higher

the prices her people have to pay for these imports

and the lower the prices her people are compelled to

accept for the things they have for export, the greater

will be the adverse balance of trade of this country.

SMART SCIENTIST.

The scientist had given a very scientific lecture, and
at the end he said, beaming down on his audience con-

descendingly :

"Now, if there is any scientific question that any of

my friends would like to ask, I beg them not to

hesitate. I shall be only too happy to answer any in-

quiry in my power."

An old lady in spectacles that gave her a severe,

stem look, rose and said

:

"Why do wet tea leaves kill cockroaches?"
The scientist did not know wet tea leaves did any-

thing of the kind, much less the cause of the i)heno-

menon : but, never at a loss, he replied ?

"Because, madam, when a cockroach comes across a

wet tea leaf, he says: 'Halloa, here's a blanket, and

wraps himself up in it, catches cold, and dies."—Tit-

Bits.

MAJOR H. GREENE MARRIED.

LONDON, July 26.

Major llughie Green, Canadian quartermaster-gen-

eral's staff, familiarly known as "the F'ishmonger

General," through superintending Canadian fish ra-

tions, was married to-day to Violet Elenore Price,

well-known as a vocalist. Lieut.-Col. Ciuirles McLean,
i)f Montreal, was best man.
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Canada's Fisheries as a Source of Food Supply
.1, STAFFOKD. AT A . Ph D.

At the present time it is more than ever necessary to

take stock of our national resources, wiietlier natural

or artificial. The coUossal struggle that was precipit-

ated in central Flurope and has spread to the inclusion

of major parts of every continent, is a contest not sim-

ply between the nian-iiower of the opposing nations,

but is a trial of strength in a more comprehensive

sense. Beside the immense numbers of men and their

high standanl of quality, there is the backing which

calls into support every resource of the countries con-

cerned—the natural and the artificially acquired

wealth, the morals, sense of duty, judgment, invention

and skill of the people.

Our original natural resources may be pretty well

comprehended in the three divisions

—

Forests,

Fisheries, game and fur'animals,

Mines and water power,

to which may be added the artificial resources —
AgriciUture and manufactures.

The Atlantic Salmon (Salmo salar) as a type of the

Vertebrata (and the Fishes).

Rearranged these may be classified and exemplified

imder

:

Plants-
Vegetables, fruitB.

Wood, timber, lumber,

Buildings, ships, furniture, implements.

llcinp. linen, paper, oil, tar, etc.

Animals

—

Fish, game and fur animals,

Domesticated animals that form our companions,

carry our burdens, and furnish food and cloth-

ing.

Cured meats— dried, smoked, pickled, canned.

cooked.

Feathers, wool, cotton, leather, oil. glue, dies, etc

Minerals

—

Metals, ores, <-licmieals.

Water, coal, oil, salts.

Power.
Culture

—

Agrictilture, vegetables, grains, fruits, wood, bark,

hemp,
Fish-cidture, poultry, live-stock

Manufactures

—

That sulxiivision of our natural resources selected

as of especial value in the present connection is the

fisheries, types of which may be kept in mind as tin-

Salmon fishery

Lobster '

'

Ovster
Whale

It is, of course, plain to everybody that, for want of

a more technical knowledge, the mas.ses of our people

speak of many animals as fish that are not fish in the

true sense of the word. In this latter sense the last

three of the above four types would be ruled out. It

does not need years of experience in the fishing pro-

fession to recognize that a salmon, a lobster, and an
oyster are distinctly different types of animals, not-

withstanding that they may be caught in the same bay
and by somewhat similar methods. This becomes in-

creasingly evident if we introduce another animal, such
as a cod, into the comparison. All would agree that the

cod must be classed with the salmon and not with the

lobster or the oyster. The salmon and the cod are

fishes, the lobster and the oyster and the whale are
not fishes at all. but animals so different from fishes

that it is confusing to speak of them under the same
name. It adds immensely to the accuracy of conversa-
tion and reasoning to he able to speak of each distinct

animal or each distinct class by a distinct name; and
fishermen, merchants or others should not object to

iTiaking use of this advantage. Another confusing cus-

tom is the grouping of lobsters and oysters together
under the term shell-fish, when they are not only not
fish, but the va.st difference in their orpranizstion. even
in their shells, does not warrant their Ix'ing called by
the same class-name.

If a number of children are ushered into a large

furniture store, they will all agree in classifying the
furniture into chairs, tables, sofas, beds, etc., accord-
ing to the construction of the articles. In the same
way, those who have made themselves familiar with
great numbers of animals have learned to classify them
according to their structure. The salmon, the lobster,

and the oyster (see cuts) may be taken as types of

three great groups of animals, of which the members

The Lobster (Homarus americanus) as a type of the

Arthropoda (and the Crustacea),

of each gr()U]i are as much alike as arc the different

makes of chairs and as much different from each
member of the other two groups as a chair is from
a table. These three great groups of animals are called

sub-kingdoms of the animal kingdom and are named

—

Vertebrata (ver-te-bra-ta "I

.

Arthropoda Car-throp-od-a i.

MoUuska fmol-lusk-a').

Nearly all animals that have been found useful to

man, and all that have been found most useful, belong
to one or other of these three sub-kingdoms. In fact
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man himself is a member of the Vertebrata.

Tlie Vertebrata are all those animals that possess

a vertebral column or backbone composed of separable

pieces (vertebrae) jointed together. The group con-

tains five subdivisions or classes:

Fishes (salmon).

Amphibians (frog).

Reptiles (turtle).

Birds (duck).

Mammals (cow .whale).

The fishes are very valuable for food : the amphi-

bians and reptiles are of relatively small value; the

birds are of value for food and feathers; the mam-
mals for food, clothing, and beasts of burden. Birds

and mammals are represented by numerous wild spe-

cies (game animals) and also by many domestic species

(poultry and farm-stock).

Fishes, so far as is known, are all good to eat, i.e.,

are not poisonous. It is hardly necessary to say that

some are better than others. And this is true not only

from the standpoint of taste or flavour but also as

The Oyster (Ostrea virginiana) as a type of the Mol-
luska (and the Bivalves).

regards nutrition and the amount of meat in propor-

tion to waste such as bone.

It must be admittc'd that we have become biassed

by custom, that what we have been in the habit of

buying we continue to accept without question, that

whatever tastes a little difl'erent or possesses a slightl.v

difl'erent texture or even beai's a diff'erent name must
be accepted cautiously and subjected to test and cri-

ticism before it becomes a staple article of our food.

How many of us have seen fresh-water fish caught by
hook and line, when, as long as tlicy turned out to be
trout or bnss they were respected. Init as soon as a

chub or a perch appeared it was thrown away, while a

cat-fish or an eel would be shunned jnul even the hook
and part of the line sacrificed in :\u .-it tempt to gi^t rid

of it without contact.

Whoever will visit l?onseeours fish-nmOvct in ^loiit-

real or a similar market elsewhere on a fish-<lny will

find that there are species of fish disposed of now, nnd
even sought after by certain foreisrners. that i'l e.ni'lier

years we never dreamed of seeing ofTcred as food. In

the sea there are also eels and other eel-like fish, cnt-

fish of n diflferent species from those in fresh-water, do-^

fish of H different order from tliose bearing the same
name in lakes, and many other kinds that arc doubt

less good eating, notwithstanding their unattractive

appearance and repellant names.
With regard to the last the IT. S. Bnreaii of Fish-

eries has recently initiated an attempt to overcome any
pre.iudice that might be conveyed in the name by pro-

posing new and more euphonious appellations. The
salt-wgter dog-fish is to be called "grayfish"; the mis-

named black cod is now to be known as "sable-fish."

The dog-fish does not belong to the same great group
of fishes that supplies our most reputable marketable
species, but that is not a sufficient reason for discard-

inar it without trial. It undoubtedly possesses a white
flesh, and lives on good food itself. Examination of

thp stomach-contents of numerous indiv'-tunls shows
that herring and other small fish form a large part of
its diet—in fact the name dogfish suggests that its life

in the sea resembles that of the dog on land, and fisher-

men can testify to its destructiveness to their catch
ard also to their nets. Its abundance at times is so

freat as to constitute it a pest, occas'onino' irovprn-

meut bounties for its destruction, or the building of
fertilizer- plants for its conversion to useful products.
The black cod is not a cod at all. belonging to a dif-

ferent family of fishes, and it is ouite T)roper that it

should hear a common name that does n^t associate it

with cods. It has been called noal-fish skil and beshaw,
of whifh the first is also annlied to the nollack. a com-
mon member of the cod-family on thp Atlantic coast.
The black cod. or as we must now call it the sablefish.
is a resident of the Pacific coast, oocnrrinw from Cali-
fornia to Alaska, but commonest !^rifl most valuable as
a food-fish in the northern part of i+s dis+riVi^ition.

The blno cod, cultus cod. line onrl o^- hntfalo cod is

another misnamed Paeifie-coa.st fish <^1ns"1v related to
the last, but belonging to a difl^f^'cnt fn-niiv and eannl-
ly useful as a food-fish.

The red cod, red rock-fish, oi- tpvibor belongs to a
still different familv. that has numer'^ns representatives
on the Pacific coast and the singlo Atlantic species call-

ed the rose-fi.sh, Norway haddock homduvgan. r^dfish,
snapper, and red perch.

If the gravfish proves to be mo'-e nalatable than
the dogfi.sh, then there are many of its larger relatives
among the sharks that are doubtless of equal value, and
the skates may come into more extensive use than here-
tofore. Sturgeons and their eggs (caviare) might be
more sought after and even the gar-pike and the bow-
fin (fresh-water dog-fish) may come into their own.
Cat-fishes and suckers furnish a mass of fish-food to
inland districts, while carp, chub and moon-eve lead
over to the great group of the herrings with both
Atlantic and Pacific marine and fresh-water represen-
tatives. To the former belong the common, fall and
summer herrings, the gaspereau (or alewife) and the
shad, and menhaden: to the latter the skip-jack or Ohio
shad and the gizzard or hickorv shad. The smelt and
capelin must be mentioned, and then the great salmon
fnmilv, including the wTiite-fishes and the trouts, Tn
the fir.st are grouped the common, the round and the
Sault white-fishes together with the cisco and th.> tulli-
bee of the great lakes: in the second the gravling of
northern rivers, the Atlantic salmon with its land-
locked varieties, the lake tronts and the brook trouts.
On tlie Pacific coast and entering the rivers of British
Columbia are half a dozen species of salmon, belonging
to a difl'erent genus from our Atlantc .salmon, as well
as several species of trout distinct from our ea.stern
trouts. The salmon family constitutes our most attrac-
tive and most valuable group of fi.shes

To contiiuie the enumeration of the more outstand-
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irig food-fislips thorp aiv the pikes, of which the tiiief

arc the eominon pike and the inuskHlluiiKe of our in-

lanil wntprs, the eel of hotli sea and fresh waters and
•he eoiiKer eel of the sea. The sword-fish. and the tun-

iv are large and valuable fishes but with a restrieted

market. The mackerel, with its (jraeeful shape and
lieautiful colouration, is another salt-water fisli, well

known from its abuncLinee and food-qualities, Tn

fresh-water are the calico and rock basses, the sun-

ishes and the black bas.ses, the yellow perch, the pick-

erels or dorys, the striped and white basses, and the

ilrtnn or sheep's-head amonsr others of good i|uality.

The curnier attracted by the offal about wharves and
its brother the tautop from deeper water, the rose-fish

<r red perch, the wolf-fish or cat-fish of the sea. and
several less likely looking species such as the wry-
mouth, the eel-pout, the lump-fish, mola and angler or

goose-fish must not be passed unnoticed. The cod-fi.shes

stand ne.xt in importance to the salmons and are rep-

'•sented by the cod. haddock, pollack, hake cnsk. tom-

od and silver-hake of salt water and the ling of fresh

water. The flat fishes are also of great importance,
being headed by the halibut of both Atlantic and Paci-

fic coasts, the turhot. flounders and sand-dabs.

Tn estimating our fisheries, it is important to distin-

,'uish those fishes that occur singly or in small num-
bers from those that are found in schools or large num-
bers. The first can not be depended upon in building
lip a demand and supplying a constant market. They
ire of value chiefly as novelties and in catering to spe-

ial tastes. The masses of the people want something
tiey are ae(|uainted with, that they can depend upon,
liat they can obtain regularly. Such are the white-fi.sh

!id trouts of fresh-water and the trouts. salmons,
Miackere]. herrings, smelt, cod, haddock and halibut

from the sea. These not only occur in greatest numbers
hut have the broadest distribution, so that people have
liecome most familiar with them and have received
tlieir knowledge of fish from them, whether as to beauty
of form, colour, and movements or as to quality of taste

lid nourishment.
Our most valuable single fisheix- is that of th'^ sal-

on, amounting last year to $11.2()2 381. The cod-fish-

'y totalled last year .$4,480,496. For brevity and
icility of comparison those of over .1(100,000 yearly

\ alue may be tabulated :

Salmon ."til 1.262,281
('.),] 4,489,496
Herring 2.906,887
Halibut 2,261,776
Haddock 1,232,022

Sardines 1.229,006
Whitefish 1.048,641

Mackerel 990,329
Pickerel 901,183
Trout 870.209
Smelt 632,733
Hake and Cusk r)20,051

Pike 347,355
Pollock 193,788
Tullibee 165,569
Alewivcs 120. 12(!

Swordfish 106.090

Kels 104,237
Since .salmon, trout, white-fish and tullibee all belong

''I the saluion familv, the total value of this family
as $13,346,800.

Similarly the cod, haddock, pollock, hake and cusk
lielong to the cod family aiul net .•i!6,435.367.

Herring, sardines (which are small herrings) and
alcwives, of the lienlne fMniily, aggregate $4,256,109.
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ATLANTIC BIOLOGICAL STATION.

Uly a Special Correspondent).

BIN MUCH the same spirit that w. „i . „.iil8

retire to a religious retreat for meditation,
uninterrupted study and communion with
kindred minds, scientists flock from far and

near to the Atlantic Hiological Station at St. An-
drew ".s, N.B. Charmingly situated on a point of land
.jutting out into the St. Croix River, where it empties
into Pas.samaquoddy Ray, the little settlement clusters
together half hidden among the trees.

The Biological Station, which is under the juris-

diction of the Department of Marine and Fisheries at
Ottawa, was built sonu' eight or nine years ago. At
fiist the research work was carried on in a houseboat
that was moved from place to place, Malpeque, Gaspe
Bay, and other districts in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Finally after considerable wandering it was decided to
locate the permanent station at St. Andrew's by-the-
sea. Some twelve or fifteen Canadian scientists, most-
ly ])rofessors or teachers from universities, annually
investigate the scientific problems connected with the
fisheries. The greater part of the work is carried
on during the summer holidays, but it is rare that these
devotees of the cause of science do not depart in the
autumn laden with many specimens and resolutions
for continuing their studies throughout the winter.
Most of the work is done gratis, except for actual
expenses which are defrayed by the Government.

T)r. A. G. Huntsman, of the University of Toronto,
the permanent curator of the station, is conducting
an cxpeilition to investigate the fisheries in the Gulf
of St. Lawrence, and in his absence Dr. J. W. Mavor.
jirofessor of zoology at TTuioii College. Schenectedy,
is in charge.

An investigation into the fluctuations of the fisher-

ies was commenced some four years ago by Dr. flavor.

The fisheries differ in quantity from year to year, and
the object of this branch of the work is to ascertain
whether there is a continuous decrease of fish in Can-
adian waters, or a decrease for a few years followed
by a corrcsiwnding increase. In the same way that a

statistician stiulies the pojiulation of a country, not-

ing the age of the iidiabitants. Dr. Mavor is studying
the population of fish, investigating the length of their
life and the causes of their death. The age of the
fish is determined from the number of rings on the
scales in the same way as the rings in a cross section

of wood gives the age of a tree. Fish differ from
human beings in that they are prai-tic^ally all born or

spawned at the sanu' time of the year. Another dif-

ference is that fish continue to grow practically
throughout their whole lives, while the human popula-
tion reaches physical maturity at about 21 years.
Thus the age of a fish can also be told approximately
from its size.

In particularly favorable years a great many fish

are sj)awned and this gives rise later to a heavy har-
vest of fish of that year's "class" or age. Thus, suc-
cessful years are often caused by the abundance of
fish of a certain age. When the fish of a certain age
are being caught there follows a period of scarcity
until the offspring of these abundant fish have grown
to maturity. By studying the nature of the fish popu
lation through a mnnlier of years it is possible to pre-
dict in which years there will be an abundance, and
in which years a scarcity of fish.

This is one of the chief causes of fluctuations in the
fisheries. But there is also the question of fish dis-
ea.ses to be considered and their effect on the fish
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population. Dr. Mavor has determined that except

for far-reaching epidemics, diseases do not attack fish,

hut it is an open question as to whether it will be pos-

.siblc to control these epidemics in the .same way as hu-

man diseases are checked. Dr. Mavor has confined

this phase to the gadoid .species, cod, haddock, pollack

and hake.

FOR nearly three years Dr. J. Playfair Mc-
Murrick, professor of anatomy at the Uni-

versity of Toronto, has been engaged in a com-
prehensive study of the minute-organisms

found in the waters adjacent to the station. All water
is teeming with life on which the fish feed directly or

indirectly. Either they consume this "plankton" or

they feed on creatures which live on it. Therefore,

the importance of an exhaustive survey of the varie-

ties and abimdance of animal life existing in Canadian
waters can hardly be over-estimated from a i)oint of

of countries interested. Russia explored the nature of

the waters of the Arctic coast, and Denmark studied
the Icelandic shores. Unfortunately the work is at a

standstill at present, as such international co-opera-

tion is impossible under warring conditions, quite

apart from the fact that the majority of these scien-

tists have been actually drawn into the war.

The investigations made by Dr. McMurriirk in the

St. Andrew's district since 1915, show a marked sim-

ilarity in general character to the results obtained by
the European scientists. Tows are taken at a num-
ber of specified localities in this vicinity, either once
a week or once a month, as the case may be, through-
out the year. For this purpose Dr. McMurrick uses

a net of fine silk voile, towed for twenty minutes be-

hind a motor boat. From the results of these tows Dr.
McMurrick has selected some forty or fifty species of

animal and plant life. He has compiled a chart show-

Atlantic Biological Station, St. Andrew's, N.E. (Low tide).

view of obtaining basic knowledge on which to build

further experinumts on the habits of fish.

To emphasize the value of a study of this kind, it

is only necessary to turn to the work that has been

carried on by Euroiiean scientists. In 1002 and 1903 a

survey, similar to that of Dr. McMurrick, was organ-

ized by all the countries bordering on the North Sea,

to cla.ssify the animal life foiu^d in those waters. It

was not until 1908 or 1909 that the work was fairly

under way, but from then until the outbreak of the

war a very exhaustive study was made ami rc'cords

of utmost value were compiled. The North Sea area

was divided among the neighboring countries, Great
i^ritain undertaking her share. France, Belgium and
Holland co-operating in the work, while Germany, Den-
mark, Norway, Sweden and Russia completed the list

ing how abundant these forms are at different periods

of the year. He has foinid that there is a period when
plant life is very abundant and another when animal
life predominates, and also that certain species occur

to a marked degree in one locality and are entirely

absent in anetlier. It is exjiected that these results

will [)rov.! to have a direct bearing on the migration

of fish.

The work of Miss Clara Fritz of McGill Inivt'isUN,

may be considered to be almost a subdivision of the

general survey being made by Dr. McMurrick. Miss

Fritz is engaged in classifying the diatoms found in

the tows. hr. McMurrick devotes some three columns
of his chart to the diatom family, but these Miss Fritz

has classifietl more minutely into fifty different species.

Hut her work does not end here. Slie goes on to de-
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termine wliieli varieties predomiuate, at what seasons

of the year they are most prevalent, and how deep in

tlie water they prow. Her lahoratorj' experiments also

sliow that certain speeies may he cultivated in mueh
irreater numbers tluin they occur in the sea. Her re-

sults promise to be of unusual scientific interest iis

these diatoms form one of the main sources of nutri-

ment of the fi.sh.

The task undertaken by Prof. Alexander Vaehon, of

Laval University, Quebec, is also basic iu character,

(lesif;ned to form a foundation for further ex])eriments

on the habits and idiosyncrasies of fish. Dr. Vaehon
is determining tiic salinity of the water in Passama-
((uoddy Bay and the Bay of Fundy. By the chemical

method of titration he is able to ascertain the amount
of common salt or sodium chloride in the water. It

has been found that the total salt content of water is

always in a definite proportion to the amount of com-
mon salt in the water. Samples of water have been

taken in various localities every week or every month
throughout the year. They were taken at different

<lepths and in as many cases as possible results were
obtained at 10 metres under water. 20in., 30m.. 40m..

.")()m., 75m., 100m., 125m.. 150m. and 175m., respective-

ly. Thus, on his arrival at the station this summer
Father Vaehon found awaiting him a goodly store of

bottles, rows and rows of bottles that resolved them-
selves into square feet of bottles that opened up the

po.s.sibility of cubic feet of bottles—each one exactly

like its fellows and no one any more like a ginger ale

bottle than any other. For each bottle the professor

performs the same pretty chemical experiment, filling

the long summer days with an unending repetition,

and his notebooks with the combinations and permuta-
lions of the numbers from 35 to 37 carried to two
decimal places. Father Vaehon has now completed
the cycle of two localities up to date. In the one, which
is situated at the mouth of the river St. Croix, the

salinity increases in the winter when the river freezes

;ind very little fresh water flows down. The other,

situated in the ocean, shows little change. When he

has completed another siunmer's work, he looks for

interesting comjjarisons between one year's results

and the next.

DR. CHAS. E. BURKE, of the University of

Vermont, has undertaken a study wiiicli

promises to be of primary importance in

solving the great question of food distribu-

tion. Since the commencement of the war, foodstuffs

have played a part that has become more prominent
each year as the means of transportation have been

intercepted and existing stocks depleted. The cry

of "conservation" is taken up on all sides and every

feasible method is being encouraged, whether it be

salting, pickling, drying or freezing. The general

feeling of antipathy towards cold storage plants has

turned to one of sympathy and interest, as these com
panics are destined to play a large part in tiding the

Allies through their aiuiual food crisis. In turn these

companies look to the scientists to help them bring

their task to a state of greater efficiency. It is j)re-

ciselj' on this far-reaching question that Dr. Burke
has commenced his exhaustive studies.

It is a well-known fact that when meat is placed in

cold storage for any length of time certain chemical

changes take place. Although the temperature of the

storage house is low enough to arrest bacterial action,

autolytic action continues. Autolysis is recognized to

deprive meat of some of its nutriment, as if it liad been

already subjected to some of the processes of human

digestion. Autolysis does not occur to any extent in
eggs, and the question arises whether it has a deter-
iorating effect on fish, and if so liow it may best be
prevented. Experiments must be made with smoked,
pickled and cold storage fish, but before doing so it

is necessary to set up a standard of comparison.
To this end Dr. Burke is working this summer on

fresh fish. He disinfects his samples with toluine to
|)revent the development of bacteria, which reduces
the chemical action simply to that of autolysis. Ex-
periments are nuide with samples kept at different
temperatures, the heat of the room, blood heat, etc.,

and the freezing point noted every three hours in the
beginning and at greater intervals later on, this being
one of the most accurate methods of determining the
progress of this chemical action. Another test is to
measure the alkaline content wliich increases as the
fish autolyses. As Dr. Burke continues his research
he hopes to obtain information of great commercial
value, as to whether fish can be handled in such a way
that autolysis can be prevented. At the present time
fish usually stand about twenty-four hours before
they are treated and very ])0ssibly this has a more
harmful effect than is generally supposed.

The investigations carried on by Mr. Wilfrid Sadler
and Miss Eleanor Shanly, both of McGill University,
have a direct commercial bearing. Sardines have be-

come the aim and object of the experiments, research,
and excursions of these two ardent devotees of the
cause of science. As is unfortunately but too well
known to fish wholesalers—although the distressing

fact may be hidden from the public at large who eat
these fish—a tin of sardines is very liable to putrefy
and swell. This is often a great loss to the trade. The
Government has requested Mr. Sadler to make a thor-

ough investigation of the conditions and causes in-

volved. As a result of his last j'ear's work, he has
proved that certain species of gas forming bacteria
i)ring about this putrefaction and swelling. By in-

iioculating a good tin of sardines with these bacteria,

he has produced a swelling similar to that of affected
tins, and in this way he has defined the exact nature
of the nncro-organisms involved.

THIS summer his work lies in studying and
experimenting with a view to discovering

where the bacteria which cause this swelling

come from and how they nmy be avoided.

He is now concentrating his efforts on the canning
process as employed at the factories. The sardines,

after they have been sealed in the tin, are subjected
to 129 deg. Centigrade of heat for an hour and a half,

in order to kill all the micro-organisms contained.

Api)arently the bacteria that cause the swelling are

immune to this treatment. Good tins of sardines are

again being innoculated with the bacteria and sub-

jected to varying temperatures, and results of a very
practical nature are looked for at the end of the

summer.
Miss Shanly 's work on the sardine bacteria is of a

more general imture. Each and every weir in this

prolific herring district is visited and samples are

brought back. Bacteria are taken from different

parts of the intestinal tract and other viscera, in every
case, and the results of the cultures are classified and
compared. These experiments will show whether sar-

dines found in salt or brackish water are more suit-

able for canning; whether it is jiossible for a weir to

become contaminated and produce harmful bacteria

in the sardines caught in them; why the bacteria
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vary in different species; how fast the organisms

grow and spread through the fish, and therefore how
long they can be allowed to remain out of the water

before they are actually canned—truly a monumental
piece of work!

Dr. C. C. Benson, associate professor of physiologi-

cal chemistry at the University of Toronto, is work-

ing on the pigment found in the shell and eggs of lob-

sters. There has been found to be a certain relation

between the different kinds of pigment found in ani-

mals and plants, and considerable similarity in their

chemical nature. For example chlorophyl in plants

and haemogloben, the red coloring matter of human
blood, .have certain fundamental chemical character-

istics in common. It is with the ob.ject of tracing some

of these fundamental points of structure that Miss

Benson is working. The whole subject of pigmenta-

tion and animal pigment is of considerable scientific

importance to-day.

The work of the station with regard to clams and

mussels is under the care of Miss B. K. Mossop, of the

University of Toronto, and Mr. Gerald Coote. Miss

Mossop finds great diversion dressing herself up in

her oilskins and exploring the mussel beds of the

neighborhood. These she carefully charts on her re-

turn to the station, indicating the size of the mussels,

the extent of the bed and the quantities found in a

given area. She is also studying the rings on the

shells to determine the age of the mussels. The object

of her studies is to find out whether these shellfish

occur in sufficiently large quantities to make them

of commercial value for food, and whether a canning

industry would be a profitable investment. Mussels

are used as bait in England and Scotland, and this

phase of the work is not being overlooked by Miss

Mossop. "The local fishermen have hitherto used

herring as bait," she says, "but then herring have

been cheap. Now they are becoming too dear for

this purpose and it may be that the use of mussels

will solve the difficulty." She is also studying Eu-
ropean methods of mussel cultivation in beds similar

to oyster beds to prevent over-crowding, so that the

mussels can obtain sufficient nourishment. Fine large

shellfish are produced in this way. and Miss Mossop
emphasizes the importance of such an industry to Can-

ada where the Hicrh Cost of Living has become a spec-

tre all too menaciner in its reality. Mr. Coote 's work
on clams is along the same lines as Miss Mossop 's in-

vestigation of mussels. Two successful clam canning

factories are already located in the vicinity of St.

Andrew's, and it is possible that the field will admit

of more extensive operations.

As yet no successful methods of preserving winter

flounders have been discovered, and this delicate

fish is still the luxury of the few who can afford to

pay for special transportation facilities. Dr. Robert

Chambers, professor at the Cornell Me<lical College,

New York, has recently arrived at the station to

study the life history, distribution and methods of

catching these fish. Flounder fisheries have been car-

ried on for considerable time off the New England

Coast, but it is only recently that it has been taken up

in Canada.

Fort Stanley, Ontario, East Side of Harbor, showing half of fishing fleet. The inland waters of Canada

have many such centres of production of fresh-water fishes.
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River St. Lawrence, 1899; Director of Government
Shipyard at Sorel, 1901; Deputy Minister of Marine
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ada to the International Wireless Conference, London,
1912. Address: 330 Wilbrod Street. Ottawa.. Club:

Rideau, Ottawa.
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Hie Sardine Industry in Canada
By A. BROOKER KLUQH.

THE sardine industry is, and has been for

some time, a fairly important branch of our

eomniercial fisheries, but it strikes me, as one

familiar with the industry and who knows

something of the trade in the products of that indus-

try, that it has never reached as great a development

as favorable natural condition would indicate it should

have attained.

In this article I wish to first outline the industry

as now conducted, for the benefit of those not familiar

with it, and then to deal with some factors which

would, I believe, lead to a considerable extension of

the industry.

The true sardine (Clupea sardina) is a small fish of

the Mediterranean and derives its name from the island

of Sardinia. This is the sardine which is put up in

Prance. The sardine packed in Canada, the United

States, and Norway is the young of the Common Her-

ring (Clupea hareugus), from five to seven inches in

TluM- young herring come in on our Atlantic coast,

particularly on the coast of the Bay of Fundy, in im-

mense schools from June to October. They are caught

in weirs, which are large hoop-shaped enclosures of

stakes, brush and net. The weirs are constructed far

"nough out from shore so that at low tide there will

from four to ten feet of water in them. A fence of

stakes and brush, known as the "lead" runs out from

the shore to the gate of the weir.

In the construction of a weir stakes are first driven

in with a pile-driver mounted on a .scow. Cross-pieces

then nailed from stake to stake, and long spnice

iind birch poles with the topmost branches still at-

tached, known as "weir-brush," are bent in and out,

with the top end downward, between the cross-pieces.

Long poles are next nailed to the stakes, so as to ex-

tend high above them, and from these a net is stretch-

ed. Over the gate of the weir a weighted net is sus-

' nded so that it can be dropped and thus close the

weir. Some weirs have but one gate, but most of those

built now-a-days have two—one on each side of the

lead. Weirs cost from $300 to .$1,700 to build. They
may not be built closer than a thousand feet from one

another, and a license fee of $5 is required by the

< Government.

The young herring, coming in from the sea, keep close

' the shore. When they strike a lead the.y will not

wim between the brush of which it is composed, but

swim along it into the mouth of the weir. The man
who is running a weir lives close to it during the sea-

son, and as the fish fill into a weir on the high tide he

inspects his weir each high tide, and if he finds fish in

it he drops the gate. Usually the fish come in on a

night high tide.

At low tide the weir is seined. The seine used is

long enough to reach round the inner circumference

of the weir and deep enough to reach to the bottom.

The seine is stretched round the inside of the weir

by a man in a dinghy or dory, then gradually drawn
in until the fish are gathered into a practically solid

mass.

Then the fish are dipped out with a huge dip-net

having a long bag. The hoop of the net is placed in

the boat and the bag pulled in, hand over hand, thus
loading the fish into the boat. Some idea of the im-

mense numbers of sardines which sometimes run into

a weir may be obtained from the fact that as high as

three hundred hogsheads, and a hogshead equals four

barrels, have been taken at one time. From fifteen to

thirty hogsheads is considered a fair catch and any-
thing over two hogsheads as worth seining for. The
price paid the owner of the weir varies from $3 to $30
per hogshead depending upon the abundance or
scarcity of sardines. When the weir fisherman has fish

in his weir he signals to a sardine boat, a flag or a little

barrel set on the top of one of the weir-poles con-
stituting the usual signal, and the sardine boat puts
in alongside the weir.

THE sardine boats are usually from forty-

five to fifty feet long and about thirteen

feet beam, though some are larger. Until a

few years ago they were sailing vessels only.

Now, in addition to sails, they are equipped with gaso-

line engines, usually of about fifteen horse-power.

Some of these boats are eighty-footers and carry more
power. Some are owned by the sardine factories,

while many of them are owned by private individuals

who are paid $1.50 per hogshead for short runs of

from five to twenty miles, and $3.00 per hogshead
for longer runs.

As soon as a dory or dinghy has been filled with
fish inside the weir it is rowed out to the sardine boat,

into the hold of which the fish are loaded with a
scoop-net, salt being shovelled on them as they are
packed in.

On arrival at the factory the fish are hoisted from
the hold to the dock and are sent down a sluice, and
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deposited in brine-tanks. From these they go through

the flaking machine whicli raises them to the next floor

and arranges them in a layer over large trays known

as "flakes." These flakes are placed in a large rack

on wheels, which is wheeled into the steam-chest,

where they are steamed for ten minutes. From the

steam-chest they are wheeled into the drying-room,

where they are dried in a hot-air blast. When dry

they are removed from the rack and the flakes are

carried to the packing tables, at which girls are at

work packing the fish into tins. The tins and covers

are stamped out of sheet tin by machines on the

premises. In some factories scissors are used to re-

move the heads; in others they are pulled off by
hand. So expert do the girls become at packing that

the fish seem to fall naturally into their proper posi-

tion in the tins. The tins are on trays which hold twen-

ty-five tins each, and from the packing table they are

taken to the oiling machine. The tray is placed in the

machine and the pressure of a lever drops the right

quantity of oil into all the tins at once. The low-

pricetl sardines are packed in cotton-seed oil, while

those to be retailed at a higher price are put up in

olive oil. Many are put up in mustard sauce, in which
case they go to the mustard machine instead of to

the "oiler."

The tins are next fed into a machine which holds a

supply of covers, and as each tin passes through the

TTiachine a cover is clamped upon it. Tbe covers used

to be soldered on, but now these machines clamp the

covers on hermetically at the rate of thirty-five per

minute.

Next, the tins are placed in a huge vat where they

are boiled for two hours. Then the tins are dipped out

of the vat with chain dip-nets, dried 'in sawdust, and
shot down into the shipping-room, where the cases

are made, and the tins labelled and packed for ship-

ment.

When one considers the immense numbers of young
lierring which are caught in the weirs there must arise

in his mind the thought that such a high "infant mor-
tality" must surely deplete the supply of herring

in a comparatively short time. Such a catastrophe has

been predicted for a long time, in fact, ever since the

operation of weirs began. Yet up to the present there

has been no .sign of anj^ such depletion. In fact, some
of the recent years have been among the best in the
history of the industry, one weir-owner in 1911 mak-
ing ))!5,000 in two weeks. The probable biological ex-

planation of the way in which the supply of herring
is maintained in spite of the heavy loss of young fish

lies in the very fact that it is young fish and not
mature fish which are captured. At first sight it

might seem that it amounts to much the same thing

—

that a herring taken is a herring lost to the race no
matter what its age. But such in not the case, as among
the young fish captured there is a very large percentage
which would never reach maturity in any event, which
would fall a prey to natural enemies. In the ease
of fairly long-lived fish which are captured when adult
the loss is far more serious, as the individuals taken are
tho.se which have i)assed the dangers of .iuvenile exist-
ence and arc about to perpetuate the species.

So much for the present condition of the sardine
industry and for the outlook of a supply of sardines
for the future. Now what of the further" development
of the industry!

THE first consideration is the turning out
by Canadian factoi-ies of a higher grade sar-

dine than that which they now put on the
market. If we ask at the grocery for an extra

fine sardine, what do we get—a Canadian? No! a
French ! If we ask for a good sardine, what do we
get—a Canadian? No! a Norwegian I Not until we
demand a cheap sardine are we offered the Canadian
product. In this industry, as in so many others our
factories have not catered to the high-class trade.
Their product is good as far as it goes, but it does
not go far enough—it stops short of supremacy. Now
what constitutes supreme quality in a sardine? Three
things—the fish, the manner of preparation, and the

package. The fish we have in abundance, the very
same species which is canned in Norway, and one
equally as good in flavor as that put up in Prance,

.

from which countries they are shipped to supply the

high-class Canadian trade. It is in the manner of pre-

paration mainly that our sardines are inferior to the
imported product. In the first place I believe that the
French sardines are not steamed and subsequently
boiled when in the can, but are cooked in boiling olive

oil before packing. Then in the highest-grade sardines
the olive oil is flavored with a little bit of onion, a
bit of truffle, and probably with other condiments
which impart a superior savour to the fish. I see no
good reason why our sardine should not be treated
in the same manner. In the matter of the package
again the Canadian product does not bear comparison
with the imported article. True, we do not eat the
package, but the way in which products are put up.
particularly food products, has a lot to do with their
success or failure in capturing the high-class trade.
And now is the time for Canadian sardines to secure
the best class trade of the home market, now that for-
eign products are much harder to import than in nor-
mal times. I know well enough that labor conditions
and the price of tinplate and other commodities used
in the canning industries make a great extension of
trade difficult at this time, but these factors are no
bar to the improvement in the quality of the goods,
and it should be possible for our "Made in Canada"
brands to secure a firm enough foothold in our own
market that after the war they may be able to main-
tain their superiority and increase their output. A
well-known Canadian firm of biscuit manufacturers
has recently for the first time put out a line of high-
class biscuits equal to the best British biscuits, and
have secured a hold on the high-class trade which
they will almost certainly be able to hold for all time,
and it is time that other industries did likewise.

The second development of the Canadian sardine

industry which I have in mind is the establi-shment

of M'cirs and canneries on the Pacific coast. On the

British Columbia coast we have a very fine species of

herring, the young of which run in countless mun
h(>rs along the shores, as I have seen for myself. Here
it seems to me is a possibility which should be inves-

tigated.

"How fast is your ear, Jimpson?" asked ITarkaway.
"Well," said .TiMii)son, "it keeps about si\ months

ahead of my iiicomi', generally.
"
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PORT ARTHUR HATCHERY

A. .]. MiXAH.

FISH breeding at the Port Arthur hatchery

is carried on extiMisivcly. Last spring there

were planted ont on the natnral spawning

grounds

:

Whitefish frv 19.790,000

Herring fry 13,085.000

Sahnon trout fry 8.551.000

Salmon trout fingerlings 847.000

Total 42.273,000

The collection of eggs begins about October 1st.

There is a man in charge of each fi.shing station, who
sees that each fisherman is supplied with spawning

outfit, such as pails, pans, and dipj)ers. takes the eggs

from each boat, meastires the quantity of all eggs,

keeps records and pays the fishej-men at the end of

the spawning season. The price paid is 25 cents a quart

for salmon-trout eggs and 40 cents a quart for white-

fish and herring eggs. Some industrious fishermen

make enough in this way, apart from their regular

occupation, to clothe themselves for the winter.

It is much better to return to the waters what be-

longs to them than to let go to waste. The old way
was to throw all these precious eggs into the offal

barrel.

The Fishery Branch of the Naval Service insists

that all fishermen be taught how to take the eggs
without destroying any. When Mr. Harijcll visited

this hatchery he saw for hira.self 19.000 .salmon-trout

eggs on the point of hatching—the young showing con-

spicuous eyes. These eggs were taken from one sal-

mon-trout weighing 14 pounds. It can be seen at a

glance what a waste and a loss to the people would
have resulted if these had been thrown away. The
fishermen would receive 75 cents for the eggs—the

A. J. McNab, Port Arthur.

Port Arthur Hatchery.
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value of the fish producing them. Had this practice

been followed for the twenty-nine years of my con-

nection with fish-breeding there would be no question

of Canada becoming starved out. The waters are dif-

ferent from the forests and the wheat fields—the for-

ests may be burned and the wheat may be destroyed

by hail, but there is little damage can happen to the

fish. There is abundance of food in the water for all

species.

As regards attention, 10,000,000 salmon trout eggs

laid down in this hatchery require more care and
labor than 150,000,000 whitefish eggs. As soon as the

young of whitefish are hatched they are planted out,

whereas the salmon trout young have to be kept clean

and washed for six or seven months. In winter, at a

food, and spread in the surface of the water. In this

way every fry in the trough will get a taste of the food,

and in a week or ten days they will find it without
having to spread it in the way mentioned. It is best

to put most of the food at the head of the trough, in

order that it may be carried down with the current.
After three weeks feeding with liver we then begin
the cooking of shorts or meal of any kind, or unripe roe,

which is put through the machine along with beef-
liver. This makes good food for the fry and may be
made coarser as the fish grow. We feed at sunrise
and repeat every two hours until sun-set. After two
months the feeding may be repeated only every three
liours, but we never fail to feed early and late—those
are tlie times that all fish are looking for food.

Port Arthur Hatchery Interior.

temperature of 33 deg., it will take about sixty days
before the food sacks are absorbed, and the fry re-
quire much care during this time. We have 700
floating trays upon which the young, tender fry are
placed until they are strong enough to take care of
themselves. Tliey are then liberated into the fry-
troughs and the trays re-filled with the younger stages.
This happens two or three times during the hatching
season. The greatest care of all is to be taken at the
period between the absorbing of the food-sack and the
beginning of feeding, when the fry swim to the sur-
face of the water. This is the time to begin feeding—
any delay will prove a great loss in that the fry will
become poor feeders and will result in stunted fish.

In feeding the fry fresh beef livers are put through
a meat chopper until it is fine enough to go through
a 32-mf8h wire-screen. It is then diluted with water
until it can be beaten with an egg-beater. We then
take something like a bunch of featji^rs, dip into the

YARMOUTH LOBSTER CATCH.

During the season of 1916-17, there were 44,101
hundredweight of lobsters, valued at $537,300. caught
in the Yarmouth district. Of this total 14.085 cases
were canned and 18.201 hundredweight were shipped
in shells to the United States and parts of Canada.
The average price was $12.18 per hundredweight.
During the 1915-16 season, the catch was 60,754 hun-
dredweight, which was valued at $614,946. The aver-
age price during that season was $10.12 per hundred-
weight.

In spite of the fact that lobsters were scarce, the
past season was fairly successful, owing to the good
price brought by live lobsters.

The prospects for next season are not bright, owing
to the likeliliood of the British embargo being con-
tinued and the scarcity of tin for canning the lobsters.—-Yarmouth Herald.
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The Fishmongers' Co. of London
The PMshmonKcrs' Company of London, before which

a short time ago Sir John Jellieoe delivered a remark-

able speech on the war situation is one of the oldest

of the great Livery Companies of London. Its chron-

icles go back to the year 1154. and unlike most of the

survivors of the old Guilds it still exercises certain

Giiild functions. For instance, its officers, meeting the

new conditions brought about by cold storage, under-

take to mark and seal salmon caught in the open sea-

son, so that they may be legally sold afterwards.

Ilazlitt, in his history of the Livery Companies of

London says the oldest extant charter of the Fishmong-
ers' Compan.v bears the date of 1.364. It is written

in Norman-French, and makes it clear that the Guild
was a floiu'ishing organization many years before. In

1298 the Fi.shmongers' celebrated the return of Edward
I from Scotland by holding a magnificent pageant. In

the Royal charter of 1364, reference is made to rights

and privileges en,ioyed by the confraternity under the

older English regime. It is declared that it was a

very ancient custom that no fish should be sold in

London by other than fishmongers, except stock fish

which belonged to the Mistery of Stock Fishmongers.

An ordinance of the company prescribed the garb of

a fishmonger to be "a jacket doublet or waistcoat

without a gown"; these clothes only to be worn when
in the market. Wardens of the company appointed
buyers and sellers, aTul j)rofits were limited toa penny
in the shilling. Forestalling and regrating—buying
from fishermen away from the market, or buying and
then selling in the same market at an enhanced price

—were forbidden under heavy penalties. Of course,

the oompany does not now enjoy a monopoly as it did

in the old days; but it is still great and powerful and
takes a practical interest in the trade. It is rich, sup-

ports important charitable enterprises, and since the

war has converted its great banquetting hall into a

hospital for soldiers.

COLIN McKAY.

Boulogne as a
COLIN McKAY.

Fishing Port

OLD BOTTIiOGNE in peace times was the

most important fishing port in France, sending

its fleets to Iceland, the West Coast of Africa,

and the Banks of Newfoundland, as well as to

the Xorth Sea and neighboring waters. Now its steam
t-awlers are mostly engaged in the grim and mono-
tonous business of fishing for steel sharks and those

deadly devil fish—the mines which the German pirates

with diabolical industry plant about the coasts. And
many of its sailing craft are laid up, growing dirty

and dilapidated, while their former crews are hazard-

ing their lives for La Belle France in the Mediter-

ranean, or some other part of the world at war.

But in war, as in peace Old Botdogne remains a port
of passage—a meeting place of men from the four

corners of the earth. Once Caesar's legionairies gath-

ered here to set sail for the white cliffs of Dover; once
th. great Napoleon assembled here a formidable force to

invade England. And now, by the irony of history,

here now arrives every day thousands of Briti.sh sol-

diers, bound for the fields of Flanders and Picardy
to fight, side by side, with the French, against the
descendants of the barbarians who overthrew the once
miglit.v Empire of the Caesars. On the flood tide the

trooi)ships come in, swift boats crowded with khaki
men. Gangways are flung out; streams of soldiers

Boui'- .ui lucr. Fish Market.
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pour onto the quays. They come in battalions, in drafts

of ten or twenty or a hundred, mixed with hundreds

of unattached men returning from leave in Blighty.

Shepherded by old, fat, hoarse-voiced disembarkation

officers, with "brass hats and red tabs, they drift out

of the docks, across the bridge, and flow into a eon-

fused sea of khaki along the embankment of the little

river Liane under the shadow of the imposing post

office. Here the officers who have charge of the task

of entraining troops for the front take charge of them.

They are mostly ancient of aspect, large of girth and

imperturbable, these officers. They bark out hoarse

commands. A dozen captains, more lieutenants, and

scores of N.C.O.'s bark out orders in their turn. They

set the sea of khaki in a state of agitation. But in an

incredibly short tiirie the mob of nu>n slips into ordered

array, each unit in its place. And then off they march
towards the waiting trains. They march past with

disciplined step—men of England, Wales, Scotland

and Ireland, and men from every land over which

the banner of Britain floats. Hulking blacks from

the West Indies, childishly curious, white teeth gleam-

—absent minded beggars going casually to war ; tall,

straight-backed Highlanders, in kilts, their do>u- faces

full of purpose, their buoyant tread, and martial air,

compelling one to realize, as the casual English Toni-

mie never does, that war is a grim and deadly business.

In times that now seem primeval the Taubes used

to come over old Boulogne daily. .V salvo from the

hills to the southward would announce their appear-

ance. Bugles would blare
;
gun crews of patrol boats

in the harbor would spring to stations. Soaring at a

great height the Tavdies would circle about the town,

shrapnel shells bursting in fleecy puffs of >nioke round
about them. Sometimes they would drop bombs, but

they never did any damage of importance. In course

of time their visits ceased to attract any attention

except from new drafts hearing perhaps for the first

time the sound of guns fired with deadly intent. Army
service corps men went on luiconcernedly loading the

long trains with mails, with munitions, with coils of

barbed wire, with provisions and supplies of all sorts.

R. A. M. C. men composedly transferred wounded from
the ambulances to the hospital ships. At the little

EoulogTie-sur-mer, Dechargement du Poisson.

ing in friendly grin ; lithe East Indians, turbaned and
dignified, impassive and calm, as befits the warriors

of ancient fighting tribes; big Boers from the South
African veldt who, but a few years ago were valiantly

fighting against the might of the British Empire;
stalwart Australians in cowboy hats, their faces florid

and radiant with the health producing j)ropprties of

a gracious soil and genial climate, their manner large

and expansive breathing the generous democratic spirit

of their land ; New Zealanders, debonair and self-as-

sured, till' finest men physically in the Empire; Cana-

dians, of a more rugged type, and with the froward

air of adventurers; Irishmen of an untamed and reck-

less aspect; Engli.shmen of all as]>ects and sizes, burly

men from the north country, clumsy men from the

farming lands, sallow, undersized proletarians of the

cities, all good humored, and of an Incredible patience

booths, presided over by gracious ladies, seasoned sol-

diers sipped their coffee, heedless of the menace over-

head. Fish wives haggled cheerfully with customers.

And the Boulognaise ge.nerall.v would look at their

watches and laughingly observe: "Well, the Boclie

has one virtue; you can trust him to be methodical in

his habits."

-X-57^ SITUATED on the Pas-de-Calais, Boulogne
^.xlial is admirably adai)ted for fishing purposes,

and in the decade preceding the war its catch

was more than doubled. In 1912 its catch

was valued at L'fi.OOO.OOO francs - or more than $r),000,-

000. At the begiiuiing of 1!)14 it filled out 111 steam
trawlers, 26 steam drifters, and 103 sailing craft—not

counting a considerable nuud)er of snuill boats for

shore fishing. A goodly proportion of the steam
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vessels raiipe from 140 to 175 fo<>t in loiiptli. and are

equipped with engines of from 500 to 7(K) horse-power.

All the steam ves.sels whieh go to the North Sea, lee-

land, Newfoundland, or the West Coast of Afriea, are

well furnished, and most are e(|uipped with wireless

tel»>}»raphy.

Boulopne is well equipped to fit out fishing vessels,

and handle their catehes. and before the war plans of

imi)rovement were beinp worked out which would have

nuide it one of the best equipped fishing ports in

Euroiie. It has buildiufr .vards, repair doeks, floatinjr

doeks and .slips. It has faetories for the produetion of

artificial ice, and depots where natural ice, imported

from Norway, is kept in storaee. Excellent arrange-

ments have been made to quickly supply fishing ves-

sels with ice. as well as with coal and other necessaries.

Many curing plants have been established, and special

attention is given to mackerel—Boulogne mackerel

having a great reputation in all the markets of France.

Boulogne possesses a school which undertakes to

teach younsr fishermen a certain amount of navigation,

and the technique of their calling. In connection with
this school there is a small steam trawler, the main-

taiiience of whieh is guaranteed by a state .subvention.

and on which the ptipils of the school are given prac-

tical e.\i)erience, fi.shing in the waters of the channel.

Courses in wireless telegraphy are also given.

A more advanced school, intended to prepare fisher-

men for the position of captain, is also maintained in

the port, and tliis school has fai-Hities; for advanced

studies in wireless telegrai)hy.

Situated on the quay near tlic in'.iii ol tin- older

part of the town is the fish market, a large and archi-

tecturally picturesque building. Here a certain por-

ti(ui of the catch is sold by auction, and
there are certain section reserved for the retail

ilealers. This market is within easy reach of the rail-

way station. JIuch of the prosperity of Boulogne as

a fishing port has been due to the facilities provided

by the railways to enable the wholesalers to ship fish

to the cities of the interior.

Before the war the various fishing fleets sailing

out of Bouloene employed 6.000 men, and vessel own-
ers were finding it necessary to recruit men from neigh-

boriiiK ports aiul from Bi'ittainy. This necessity raised

the question of providing the men with house accom-
modation, and inducing them to bring their families

to the port. With characteristic enterprise the muni-
cipality and Chamber of Commerce began to build cot-

tages, and to sell them to fishermen on easy terms of

payment.
In spite of its facilities the vessel owners and fish-

mongers of Boulogne are not satisfied that the port ar-

rnngements are as economical as they ought to be.

They have plans for building a new dock to be entirely

devoted to the uses of the fi.shing industry.

Canadian Oysters
J. STAFFORD, M.A., Ph.D., Montreal.

n.—Mode of Origin.

THE article of the previous month dealt with

our two species of oysters as adults. An-
other sul).ject is the manner in which such

full-grown oysters come to be there—how
they come into existence.

The mode of origin of birds by the hatching of eggs

is best known of all animals to the masses of people.

Oysters also originate from eges. but the eggs are very

small and inccnispicuous objects, and are deposited

in the bays where oy.sters abound. The hatching is

performed by the warmth of the sun acting upon the

water directly, or upon it indirectly through the in-

fluence of banks, beaches, bars, flats, and the like,

where sand or other earthy matter is warmed by the

sun and in turn warms the water that washes upon it.

The breeding of oysters, and in fact, the whole life

of oysters, is confined to comparatively shallow water,

where the heat of the sun has most effect in raising

the temperature. Since hatching depends .so largely

upon temperature, it is of course restricted to the

warmest part of the year. viz.. the summer months.
The word hatching is used |)rovisionally, because of

its familiarity, but it nnist be stated that in the oyster

there is no bursting of a hard shell and issuing of the

young, as in the case of the bird's egg. The process

is more appropriately described by the terms develop-
ment, embryonic development, or embryology.
The eggs are pro<lueed in the body of the oyster,

close under the surface layers or what corresponds to

the skin of larger and more highly organized animals.

When ripe, they are emitted in great numbers through
a i)air of ducts (oviducts, one on each side of the

body), that extend backwards and open into the space

above the gills. From this they can be carried out by
the respiratory current or can fall into the cavities of

the gills and pass through the water pores to the

chamber surrounding the gills and between the lateral

flajis of the mantle. From this they need only to fall

through the slit formed by the gaping valves of the

shell to get to the outside.

In our two species of oysters the conduct of tlie de-

veloping eggs is to some extent different. In the At-

lantic oyster the eggs are very small and ])ass to the

sea-water outside at once or in a brief period after

they have been discharged from the body. In the

i^ea they are scattered by the slightest movements of

the water, but most of them settle to the bottom
near where they have been spawned. In the Pacific

oyster the eggs are much larger and fewer and are

not swept out into the sea at once, but are retained
in the respiratory chamber of the pareiit for a period

of about two weeks.

The number of eggs deiiosited by an Atlantic oys-

ter has been estinuited at 1 6.000,000 or more, depend-
ing upon the size of the oyster. The actiuil niuuber
in any case is of less importance than the fact that

it is very great—up in the millions. In the Pacific

oyster it is easier to approximate to the real number,
for since they are retained in the branchial cavity they
may be poured into a small graduate and the volinne
measured. Then by taking the nu-asurenuuit of an
egg as viewed in a miscroscoi)e and dividing its cubic
contents into that of the volume of eggs the number
will be sufficiently close. It is something like 10.000
for a single brood, but sometimes an oyster does not
deposit all its eggs at one time.
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BEFORE an egg (ovum) can develop it must

be fertilized, i.e., meet and become united

with a sperm-cell (spermatozoon) from an-

other individual—sperm from the same oys-

ter as the egg are not effective. That is no doubt the

reason why in the eastern oyster they have ceased to

develop in the same individual, and why in the west-

ern oyster there are rarely both eggs and sperm

brought to ripeness in any abundance at the same

lime. In both cases living, active sperm discharged by

one individual are taken in by the respiratory cham-

ber of another individual that produces eggs. In the

eastern oyster, on account of the brief time during

which the eggs are passing through the respiratory

cliiiinber to the outside, it is likely that most of the

eggs are not fertilized until after reaching the sea-

water outside the oyster. But as o\'sters live in

eommunities and the number of sperm is vastly great-

er than that of egers. the water about oyster beds in

the breeding scffson must be thickly charged with

sperm, so that there is perhaps but little chance of any

eggs going unfertilized.

For an egg to become an oyster requires an enor-

mous accession and organization of now matter. This

can not be done in great quantity and at once, but little

bv little and slowly. The old is at least partly organized

and it transforms the new. As the amount of orsran-

ized matter increases the amount of transformation

of new matter can increase. The eef is a Tninute. more

or less spherical, plastic elobnle of matter than has

a considerable resemblance to the white of a hen's efrs.

This is what is called protoplasm. It is the reallv

active, livnng substance. On the outside is a laver of

a little denser and toncher nature, the eEre-memhrano.

About the middle of the protoplasm is a still more

mini'te spherule, the nucleus, containing granules and

having a thin membrane of its o'wn.

When small bits of an ovster's body are examined
under the maenification of a miseroseopc it is found

that the whole body is composed of minute elements

resemblinff the ogff. but smaller in si'^e and (renerallv

differinc in shape. They mav be sphericnl. elliptical,

on'ndle-shaped. cubical, oblonnr. or much len"thened :

but thev possess simil.nr parts to those already men-
tioned for the egff. The body is in reality made up
of such elements much in the same way as a piece of

honey-comb is made up of its cells filled with honev.

These elements, whether found in animals or in plants,

have lone been known as cells, and are the structural

units of living organisms in mueh the same sense as a

brick is the structural unit of a brick wall. Egtrs ar-^

cells that have become enlar(?ed and specialized and
separated from the bod.v for the purpose of eivinT
rise to new individuals. To make up a new oyster an

epg has to <livide tn suppl.v cells, and as that redufcs

their size, the cells have to grow to make up for the

reduction. Growth in .size and weight means the tak-

njr in of new matter. The taking up of new matter,

he t'ansforming of it. and the division of cells, as well

las other cluuicrcs, all require energy. The increase of

nmtter aiul the increase of energy in the organism
both come from th<' food-matter eati-n and absorbed.

For a time the egg and succeediiiir stages can not take

in food and do not grow, but great changes take place

throufrh the influence of the concentrated food-matter
stored as granules in the protoplasm. By the time this

is used up and transformed into new protoplasm the

organism has reached a stage when it is capable of

taking in and making use of fresh food.

In observing a fertilized egg (oosperm), it soon be-

comes evident that it is a living thing, for it not only

changes its external shape, but there are movements of

the nucleus, the granules and the protoplasm. In two,

three, or four hours, depending upon the species, the

ripeness and healthiness of the egg, the salinity, aera-

tion, and above all. the temperature of the water, the

single-celled es^g undergoes a partial or almost com-

plete division into two, three or more smaller cells,

that do not separate from one another, but remain

united as one body (Fie. 2). The process is not uni-

form all the way around, but proceeds fastest on one

side of the ege, requiring more time" to include the

whole mass. At first the cells are relatively large,

but with succeedine divisions, as thev become more
numeroiis. they became smaller, until it is difficult

or impossible to distincuish them. From the very first

the division of each cell is preceded bv division of its

nucleus, so that each cell has a nucleus of its own.
Another phenomenon is the extrusion of one or two
very minute globules from the ceg. before its first

division, that remain clinging to it for sometime and
are known as polar bodies.

ALONG with the increase of number and the

decrease of size of the cells there must also

he mentioned the arran<?emcnt in a definite

order. The region of the polar bodies and
of the first division is different from the opposite

region, where division is slow. If the egg is turned
so that the small cells (micromercs) are uppermost and
the largest cell (macromere) lowermost (Fig. 3) a ver-

tical line falling through the centre will represent the

chief axis and its ends the poles—the upper the animal
pole, where there is greatest activitv, the lower the

vegetal, where there is greatest storage of food-matter.

Already, in a rude wa.y, there is a difference between

the dorsal and the ventral surfaces. Wlien the first

clear division givine rise to small cells is complete,

or when any one of the succeedine divisions is com-

plete, one vertical plane can be distinguished along

the chief axis that will divide the egg into equal halves

right and left of the chief vertical plane. Already a

sort of bilaterality is evident.

The half about the animal pole proceeds with division

in such a manner that it seems to grow down like a

cap pulled over the vegetal half, and the latter ap-

pears to be drawn up into the former, leaving a little

depression below. When segmentation is complete

(Fig. 4), the depression is a mouth, opening into an

internal cavit.v, the stomach. There are two layers of

cells, one inwards from the other, and continuous with

each other at the mouth. The outer layer (ectoderm)

gives rise to the surface and muscular walls of the

bod.v: the inner la.ver (endoderm) form the digestive

c.inal. Between the two is the .segmentation cavity.

Already the cells are arranged to form certain organs

such as mouth, stomach, and body walls. The egg has
become a cellular organism. At this stage (called a

gastruta) the animal pole seems to rotate somewhat
along the chief vertical jdani' and (he little organism
becoincs lengthened transversely to tlie original chief

axis. At one end (anterior) minute hair-like processes

(eilia) grow out and begin to flap, giving movement
to the organism (Fig. 5), which is now to be recognized
as an animal.

External parts can be deti>rmiued with some care,
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but internal structure is difficult to make out and

requires all the advantages that different technical

methods can contribute to assist and correct one an-

other: microscopic examination of the living organism

while in free swimming movement and when hamper-

ed by pressure, the use of killing, preserving, staining,

and clearing fluids, the delicate and laborious processes

of hardening, imbedding, sectioning, mounting, and

interpreting of the sections.

A shell-gland is formed in the dorsal region and a

pair of little shell-valves (Fig. 6) secreted, that grow

larger and larger, enclosing more and more of the

body.

The cells supporting the cilia form a distinct swim-

ming organ, which becomes partially folded off from

the rest of the body, making a more efficient organ of

locomotion (velum) (Fig. 8), and acquiring the ability

of being crumpled up and withdrawn into the shell.

(Fig. 9).

Papilliform gills grow out along each side of the

body, below the folds constituting the mantle, and

become increasingly complex and capable. Two ad-

ductor muscles (anterior and posterior) stretch across

between the valves of the shell, but later the anterior

one disappears and the posterior becomes much en-

larged. The digestive tract acquires a greater length

and becomes folded, as well as showing special re-

gions and a digestive gland (liver). A heart and blood

vessels are formed. A nervous system, ear capsules,

pigment spots and other organs may be made out.

A second organ of locomotion, a creeping foot, de-

veolps on the ventral surface of the soft body, behind

velum and mouth, and between the gills. At this time

the animal can creep over the surfaces of shells, stones,

plants and other smooth objects at the bottom ; it can

withdraw its foot between the valves of the shell and,

protruding its velum, rise and swim in the water above.

According to the degree of organization, or accord-

ing to the power and mode of activity, there may
be distinguished five stages in the life-history of the

oyster: egg, embryo, larva, spat, adult.

The egg is the single-celled stage as it leaves the

parent oyster; it is the simplest condition in the life-

history of the animal. (Fig. 1).

THE embryo is the stage of multiplication

of cells and their arrangement into layers

forming the first cellular organs. Since

segmentation of the egg begins by a simple

division and proceeds gradually, it is difficult to fix

a clear bound between egg and embryo. It has been a

common custom to speak of at least the earlier stages

of segmentation as still the egg. On the other hand
it would seem more logical to include all the stages

of cell-division as stages of the embryo. (2-4).

The larva is the free-swimming or free-ereeiung stage

of development. There =. a clear line of demarcation

between it and the embryo, not so nuieh in organiza-

tion as in action. When the hitherto quiescent organ-

ism begins to move and to glide about, it is sufficiently

plain to everybody that it has reached a higher plane

of development, even if the only new structure that can

be detected is the flapjiing cilia. (fi-O).

The spat can be clearly (leiimite<l from the larva by

the loss of locomotion and the assumption of a sessile

mode of life—being fixed to a shell, stone or other

hard object . (10-12).

The adult is diffi.'iilt to distinguish in any definite

manner from the older stages of the spat. One might

say it is the stage of full growth, but in that case an

oyster would never be adult until at the point of

death. Again, it might be said that the adult is ar-

rived at when the animal is sexually mature, bur in

that case some would be adult in the same or succeed-

ing year to their birth.

All these terms are terms of convenience and are

useful and intelligible whilq we are regarding the

most characteristic stage, although it is not always

clear when one stage begins or ends. That comes from
the fact that <levelopment is continuous and progres-

sive—not by sudden jumps. For purposes of isolation

and description, it is an advantage to divide the jjcriod

of life into stages, even though these are not more
clearly separable than the childhood, youth, manhood,
and senility of man. It is possible by resorting to more
minute differences of organization to indicate second-

ary periods in these primary ones, but that would lead

to great detail.

Eggs begin to be spawned on the Atlantic coast of

Canada in the last of June or first of July, but it is

not possible to specify a fixed date since it depends
upon the season and chiefly on the temperature. On
the Pacific coast of Canada spawning begins in some
season as early as the last of May.
The rate of development also denends chiefly upon

temperature. In the heifbt of the season the free-

swimming stage is reached about five hours after

spawning (and fertilization"). After this, when the

larva begins to feed, the rate of development and
growth are still associated with temperature and food
(which itself is also largely a ouestion of temperature).

It takes five or six days to arrive at the stage when
the soft parts can be enclosed by the shell (8), and
about a month before the larsfest si/e of the shell-

bearinff larva is reached (9). From the egg to this

stage there has been an increase of length, for the ea.st-

ern species, from 1-500 of an inch to 1-65 of an inch

(.05 mm. to .385 mm.) In the western species the

growth is from an egg of 1-250 of an inch to a larva

of 1-98 of an inch (.1 mm. to .25 mm.) The western
oyster begins with a large egg, is protected for a couple
of weeks in the brood-pouch of the mother before is-

suing to a free life in the sea, and changes to a fixed
mode of living at a much smaller size than the eastern.

As soon as the full-groAvn larva becomes attached, it

is a spat, although its organization is at the moment
unchanged. The first fixation is apparently accom-
plished by means of a cement-like secretion from a

gland in the foot, that is poured out between the shell

and the object to which it is being fixed, as the larva

is l.ying on its left side. New <rrowth is soon effected
round the edges of the shell, the matter added to the.

left valve being made fast to the substratum, increas-
ing the surface of attachment.
The young s]iat in a day or two loses its ehai-acter-

istically larval organs, such as velum and foot, which
are now of no more use ; but gills, intestine, blood ves-

sels and other organs develop rapidly. The early and
more fortunate spat ma.v reach a length of over an inch
before the cold weathev of wint<>r arrests their growth

;

later spat do not icach so large a size. During winter
there is little yrowth in .size, but some thickening of
the shell and peff(>('ting of the internal organization
takes place. The alternation of periods of rapid growth
with periods of little or no growth leaves concentric
ridges and furrows on the surface of the shell, such
tliiif ill iiinny cases tlu' age mnv be estimated. It takes
about five years to grow to marketable size.
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INSTITUTE TRAINING MARINE ENGINEERS.

Shipping Congestion Not Due to Lack of Ships But to

Shortage of Men Necessary to Handle Them.

Professor Miller in Charge.

WOHI) has biM«n iocimv.mI from Wasliiiifitoii

that one of the most effective ways Tecli-

nology can do her part in instructiuR men

to take up the duties forced upon us by the

war is to train marine engineers and navifrators. To

this end. the Institute leads the list of teeliiiieal col-

leges at which free co\irses are to he established for

turning out engineers trained to man our future mer-

chant marine.

Pid)lic opinion has hastily fixed the great difficulty

of our transportation problems upon the lack of ships,

but the fact that with the present comparatively small

number at our disposal, fifty-five vessels were tied up

in New York Harbor on June 28 alone, and a corre-

sponding number at nearly every American port, sim-

ply becau.se of the lack of necessary marine engineers

to* take charge, brings home the fact forcibly that the

Institute's duty is not a small one.

Beginning Julv 9. free' courses will be started at

Technology. Stevens Institute of Technology, Hoboken.

N. J. ; Case School of Apjilicd Science. Cleveland, Ohio

:

Armour Institute of Technoloiry. Chicago, 111.: Wash-

ington Universitv, Seattle, Wash.; and Tidane Uni-

versitv. New Orleans, La. These colleges were chosen

because of the completeness of their laboratory equip-

ment and of the fact that each one lies on or near a

water front.

The entire work at Technology is under the direc-

tion of Professor E. F. Miller, head of the Depart-

ment of Mechanical Engineering, who has made ample

preparation to effectively care for the needs of as many

men as apply. If the number totals ir)0, the Institute

will furnish" seven members of the Faculty to take

charge of the various courses .so as to insure as nearly

individual instruction as possible. Up to the present

time, thirty-four men have applied for admittanee to

the courses given at Technology.

These courses will be open to ail who have had sut-

ficient sea-going experience to w:uTant their accept-

ance. Applications for admittance must be sent to the

local l\ ^- Steamboat Inspector. If the applicant is

accepted he will be sent to the nearest technical col-

lege which has been designated as a training school for

marine engineers, where he will take a cours.- which

will fit him to hold one of the positions in the en-

gineering branch of the merchant marine.

When his course is completed, he will be sent to

sea for three months' training, after which he must

nrescnt himself for examination before the Shipping

Board at the port from which he started. Graduates of

Course II at Technology will be permitted to enter

immediately upon the courses which gives the sea-

going experience without having to take the ])relimin-

arv work at any of the institutions named; but the

examinations given by the Shipping Board must !>.•

taken.

All of the men who wish to obtain licenses as iiiarine

engineers in the merchant marine arc required to

spend the three months at sea for experience. Pay

during this time will be $75 a month with board for

the first two mouHis. with the possibility of an ad-

vaneement in salary if the man shows hiin.self suf-

ficiently capable to warrant it.

The rank which the applicant receives will be de-

pendent upon the grade which he obtains in the Ship*-

ping Board's examination. All marine cngini-.-rs will

receive j)ay which is governed by the rank which they

hold and the tonnage of the vessel they run.

The pay of a chief ensineer is $225 a month with

board, while that of an assistant engineer is $190. The
assistant engineer of a tug. the smallest craft that

is used, is $90. In addition to the fixed salary granted,

a bonus rangiiur from fifty to one hundred per cent

is added for all men whose work carries them through
the war zone dnriiKr the period of the present conflict.

The proposition has already appealed to several men
because the service dees not re(piire regular enlistment

in the Navv and employment is independent of the

duration of the war. All positions are government
paid, but the men act in civilian capacity. Wages at

the present time are attractively high and the oppor-
tunity for advancement is g'-entnr than it will be for

many years to come.

William H. Seymour, '17. a graduate of Course II,

who has had previous sea-going experience, has already
taken the Shii»j)ing Board examination and received
the rank of third class engineer.

PISH FOR FOOD.

IN extent and variety British Columbia's
fishery wealth surpasses that of any other
country in the world. What is being done
to nial'e this priceless asset pla.v the part in

tile solution of the most crucial problem of the day
it is capable of plavinar? What is hcung done to con-

nect the public with a storehouse of sustaining food

second only to our grj^paries? What steps are being
taken to prevent the incalculable waste of fish while
th(> whole world is confronted with a food shortage
unexam|)led pchaps in its history?

The time is at hand when' our fi«;heries must he
viewed by the Government through other srlasses than
those which disclose only their co'iimccial pos<;ibili-

ties. It will have to regard them first as a source of

food supply for the people, with their evnloitation for

profit as a secondary consideration. If this is not done
we shall have the extraordinary situation of a country
at war suffering with its Allies from soareity of food

with enormoi's reserves of the finest kind of food only

[lartially utilized at its very door. We shall have a

continuance of the exploitation of two or three varie-

ties at a rate which is rapidly depleting them and the

criminal waste of tons upon tons of numerous other

kinds of edible fish on the ground that there is no
"demand."
We have hefore us a report on our deep-sea fisheries

by an official who three years ago was commissioned
to conduct an explanatory survey for the Fisheries

Branch of the Dei'artment of Naval Service. This

officer. Captain Crichton, an expert with many years

of experience in the fisheries service of the Old Coun-
try, appears to have done his work with great thor-

oughness and his report for the year ending March
:]1. 191(i. contains information which the Government
should review and act upon with no little profit to the

countiy as well as to itself at this time. Captain
(Crichton deals particularly with the harvesting of

fish other than salmon, halibut and herring, ui)on which
the fishing industry has concentrated with a vigor

and enthusiasm which for the most part leaves no room
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for the development of other fisheries no less valuable,

and for which there has been no systematic cultivation

of the market—certainly not the Canadian market.

Dealing with the flounder family, for instance, Cap-

tain Crichton's report says: "I emphatically state

that this branch of fishing must eventually have a great

future, because we have in every bay and inlet and

foreshore along the coast to the north of Seymour

Narrows a never-failing source of supply of these fish

of magnificent quality, variety and size. So far as I

know, no one appears to be engaged in their capture

beyond a few small boats which capture mud flound-

ers of the lowest type within the environs of the Fraser

River and Vanouver Harbor, which are placed on the

market in a prehistoric .and almost revolting manner."

Elsewhere Captain Crichton says:

"Such an enormous variety of edible fish frequent

or are indigenous to our waters that it is difficult

even to superficially detail them or rather to 'classify

them. However, generally speaking, we have .several

varieties of bass and rock fish, cultus cod, black cod,

grey cod, hake, whiting, and last, but to my mind the

most prolific and valuable fish, the much despised 'red

ood.' All these fish are in abundance and. as far as I

have learned or seen, no one has engaged commercially

in their capture, with the exception of the cultus cod
'" the Gulf of Georgia.

"ONE often wonders M'hy the Pacific market

is practically confined to the everlasting hali-

but. The arenerality of people not engasred

in the fishiufir industry no doubt are under

the impression that no other fish save halibut and

salmon exist on the Pacific coast. Tt is only a natural

conclusion to arrive at. However, those enaraged in the

distribution of our fish food, supply have no doubt

some wise reason in holdins^ back all other forms of

fish food that literally swarm along our shores.

"I was runninar aloner the west coast of Vancouver
Island, six or seven miles off shore, one September day,

and had the 'honor of having on board some crentle-

men officially connected with the Fisherv Department.
For a distance of close upon nine miles we passed

through a literal field of dead red cod floatinsr upon
the surface of the water. Pish that had been hooked
upon the halibut lines, taken off and thrown broadcast

over the face of the waters as if they were carrion.

Great distress existed in Vancouver that year and at

"

that moment people were being fed by public subscrip-

tion, and yet this appalling waste of valuable food

existed daily, and yet exists.

"Within this year, 1915, down in the waters of the

United States, existed a fish similarly despised, the

tilefish. The waters were swarming with them, and
yet they were beyond the reach of the people who
craved for fish food in a cheaper form. The United
States Government equipped a boat foi' the hn'-vesting

of these fish, and placed the resulting eaptui-es upon

the ])ul)lic free. What has resulted? At Mie nioim-n*-

so enormous has the demand for these hitherto de-

spised fish become, that a regular fleet of boats are

now engaged in their commei-cial cajiture. I hope soon

to see the day when these fish now finding no ]>lace in

our markets may be similarly captured and become
a source of long-felt food demand that must necessarily

exist amongst our peojile.

"

Cai)tain (jrichton's rejjort of two years ago makes
very appropriate literature for to-day. If a food-con-

trol board is going to be established by the Govern-
ment one department of it certainly should be charged

with the duty of getting our food fish to the people,

and it should be clothed with powers suf-

ficient to enable it to stop waste as well as

discrimination in the marketing of the product. In

any case the Government would be well advised to

authorize the fullest investigation of this question in

its relation to the present food situation in the shortest

possible time.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF UNDERWATER
CINEMATOGRAPHY.

By ERNEST A. DENCH,
(Author of "Making the Movies.")

WHEN the wonderful Williamson submarine

motion picture invention was heralded, nine

out of every ten folks thought that it was

only destined to remain a scientific toy, that

is to say, merely to provide entertainment for motion

picturegoers. But they were wrong, entirely wrong.

In the first place, a region which the cinematographer

had not previously had access to was conquered. I

admit that there has been pictures presumably taken

under the water, but the public little knew that these

were deliberate fakes. In a recent nautical drama I

saw two divers fisrhting for life for sunken wealth at

the ocean's bed. The cimning thing about it was that

the divers actually went doM'n from a boat on the real

sea. But between the filming of those on and under

water, several day's interval occurred. Expert divers

are hired for the former work, the latter being left

into the hands of the actors. Some movie firms have

a glass tank lake in their studio where they can put

on spectacular stunts along these lines.

The first film produced by the Williamson Brothers

was in five reels, but twentv reels were exposed al-

together and the choicest views retained. The pro-

duction cost ran into thirty thousand dollars, which

amount they have srot back several times over. The

inventors are more than mere amusement purveyors,

for they are invadin£r new fields with a nracti'^al ob-

iect in view. In taking their first effort off the Ba-

hama Islands, they located a Civil War blockade run-

ner, which had vainly tried to escape the penalties

of war. The shin was found at a depth of fifty feet,

and George Williamson decided to act as a diver in

order to put his brainchild to a new use. The local

government loaned him a diving suit, in which he in-

vestigated the wreck while the camera man filmed all

his movements. He came across pieces of eight

cannon and other salvage, all of which he despatched

to the surface by mentw af a wire basket attached to

the end of a rope.

The experiment being successful, it occurred to Mr.

Williamson that he might recover some of the wealth

that has found a watery grave. Speaking of his plans,

he said: "Some say there is more gold at the bottom

of the ocean then there is in circulation; gold and

silver have been sinking in the sea for centuries; mil-

lions a year going down and none ever coming up

again. We think we have a method of getting some

of this treasure which is not in too deep water."

The maximum dejitli the submarine tube invention

can be safely used is a thousand feet. The steel tube

is wide enough for two men to pass by each other

while ascending or descending, and water is kept «u!

by an inner covering of rubberijted cloth. Air is pump-
ed down, allowing the operator to work for hours at a

stretch. The photographic chamber is at the end of
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the tube. This is hollow and made of steel, it being

five feet in diameter. In a horizontal position is a steel

funnel of the same dimensions. There is also a sheet

of glass, two inches thick and a diameter of five and a

half feet.

The further down the pictures were taken, it was

found that more precautions were necessary to com-

pete with the enormous pressure of water on all sides.

This was managed by fixing two portholes at the

other end of the funnel and enclosing them in steel.

These two glass ports are three inches in diameter,

the top one being for observation piu'poses and the

bottom one for focusing the camera. As a further

guard, the amount of compressed air pumped down

protected against the unexpected, for there is a small

steel shutter which blocks out the two port holes so

that if the large outer glass broke, the operntor would

be as safe as if nothing had occurred.

rrr-rr\ THE Williamson brothers are also making
' '^ ' arrangements to salve the silver bars said

^QJ^ to be on the "Mereda," which sunk off the
^^^^ Virginian coast. They will likewise raise the

valuables which went down in the "Empress of

Ireland." Films will record their accomplishments,

two birds thus being killed with one stone.

The pictures will not be marred by bad photography,

for there is a submarine light device which makes it

possible to obtain clear views at depths and places

\hcre there would not be sufficient daylight. A wire

,.s connected with a battery on the ship and this is

lowered above the photographic chamber. At the

11(1 of the fuse is a metal submarine globe containing

iglit mercury vapor lamps, which have a twenty

•liousand candle power capacity. You can now clearly

M'C that salvage is likely to be more offoetive and

thorough in scope by the new plan.

When the film was shown before a (li>tiiigui.sheil

iudience at the United States National Museum in

Washington, the harbor men and steamship officials

were convinced that the invention woidd be of con-

siderable use in investigating the supports of wharves

id piers besides locating dangerous rocks and reefs

jttle known or unknown to navigators.

On the other hand, scientists and educationists

eed that it could bring to light miudi on which onl.v

perfieial knowledge exists. Tlie,v were also delighted

discover a new fish in the picture, which was prompt-
named "Old Glory," because of the colored stripes

n its body.
From time to time, producers have given us many

examples of natural history studies. There was, how-
ever, always a certain artificialness about the produc-

ing of them since the.v were taken in the studio in a

glass tank, the creatures being moved about bj' human
hands so as to get everything according to text book
knowledge.

Prior to the advent of the invention, genuine under-

water scenes have onl,v been filmed in places where
nature has made it possible. "Neptune's Daughter"
was noteworthy for some scenic effects which were
secured b.v the installation of electric lamps in the

caves off Bermuda.
Sometime back quite a consternation was caused

by the taking of a motion picture in the Marine Gar-

dens at Santa Catalina. California, where the water is

reputed to be most transparent in the world. The
camera man worked through a glass bottom boat and
affixed small magnifying glasses and mirrors to the

lens of the camera, which penetrated fifteen feet un<ler

water. If I am not mistaken, much will bo heard of

Ernest and George Williamson in future. They have

made an auspicious beginning, anyway.

K
PRESERVING FISH FOR HOME USE.

WHEN the word "preserving" or •canMiiit.'"

is mentioned, the housekeeper usually thinks

of strawberries, raspberries, peaches and other

such delectable berries and fruits; some who
have gardens, think also of beans aiul tomatoes and

other vegetables. But {(*W, doubtless, have ever

thought of canning or preserving fish for future use.

The Bureau of Fisheries of the United States Depart-

ment of Commerce is urging housewives, particularly

those who live near lakes or streams or the seashore,

to preserve fish during the summer, when they are

plentiful, in order to have a good supply on hand for

food during the winter, when there are not so many
in the market. Practically all fish are edible, they say,

and add that purchasers should not be deterred from

buying them because of an unattractive appearance, as

some of the ugliest are among the best. Apparently

it is a ca.se of remembering the old saying that "hand-
some is that handsome does," although in this par-

ticular ease, "tastes" might be .substituted for "does"
and the preceding ad,ieclive changed to one which

might more properly be applied to food. In order to

make their advice more valuable, the Biu-cau of Fish-

eries furnish directions for two easy methods of pre-

serving, canning and salting.

To can fish, according to these instructions, one
should begin by scaling or skinning the fish. When
the fish to be canned is of tlic coarse-scaled, thick-

skinned variety, the skin and fin.s should be removed
and also the head, backbone and viscera. The meat
should be washed thoroughly and cut into strips to fit

the length of the jars and rubbed over with dry salt,

using one tablespoon of dr.y salt to each pint jar of

fish. The jars should be filled with the pieces of fish,

packed as tightly as possible, the rubber ring adjusted

and the caps put on loosely, so that the steam may es-

cape, but no water should be added. These jars of fish

should then be cooked in a pressure cooker for IVo hour
after the steam pressure registers 15 poiinds or the
temperature 250 degrees. Then the caps of the jars

should be fastened tiglitl.v and the,v should be per-

mitted to cool. The Bureau of Fisheries offers to fur-

nish to applicants addresses of manufacturers of vari-

ous kinds of cookers and each of these is accompanied
with directions for using. *

Thin skinned fish, herring and alewives, for ex-

ample, should be scaled merel.v and not skinned, they
say.

To salt the fish, begin somewhat in the same man-
ner; that is. large fish having soft fins, small scales

and thin skin, should be sealed, but not skinned. The
head. tail, backbone and viscera should be removed.

In the case of slender fish, such as mackerel, whiting,

large herring and others of their kitid, the backbone
need not be removed. Smaller fish of the same order

need not be split, but should be carefully eviscerated.

Black bass, perch and other fish of the coarse-scaled,

tliick-skinned, spiny-finned varict.v, should be skinned,

but need not be split unless large and thick meated.
When the fish have been thus i)repared and washed

carefully and thoroughly, in water containing a little

salt, they are ready to be packed. Select A tight keg,

barrel or other suitable vessel, so the directions con-
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tinue, and cover the bottom with coarse salt. Upon
this place a layer of the fish, sprinkle salt thickly

all over it, add another layer of the fish and repeat

the process until the receptacle is full or the fish all

used. These pieces of fish should be packed one deep

only.

The salt and the moisture from the fish will com-

bine in making a strong brine in which the fish should

be left for a week or 10 days. After that time it should

be removed, thorough washed again, repacked in the

barrel and covered with a freshly made brine strong

enough to float a fresh eg^ After another week, this

second brine should also be removed and the barrel

filled with what is known as a saturated brine, that is,

one in which a little undissolved salt will remain on

the bottom of the vessel after the solution has been

subjected to a prolonged stirring. The old brine should

not be used over again. All this done, the keg or bar-

rel should be headed and stored in a cellar or the cool-

est place to be had. If these is any leakage—and this

may*be detected by the sound made when the barrel

is struck with a stick at various heights—strong brine

should be added through the bunghole to make it good.

Fresh fish should be used always and much care ex-

ercised in the salting, the jiroper mixing of the brine,

in keeping the barrel tight, and the fish covered with

strong brine.

If the keg or barrel cannot be filled at one time,

it is added, the fish may be preserved by placing

on top of them a covei- nuide of a barrel head or pieces

of wood fastened together with cleats and made to

fit the container. This must be weighted down with

a clean stone, or some other article, which will not be

affected by the salt.

A GLANCE AT OUR FISHERIES.

(By a Special Correspondent).
CANADA with its many natural resources

might well be termed "The Land of Promise"
of modern times, and not the least among
these is its fish and fisheries.

Beginning with its most eastern extremity, we have
in the mighty St. Lawrence its wealth of cod, halibut,

salmon, hake and other salt water varieties. Then we
come along to Lake Ontario,—the first of the great

chain of lakes withlts numerous fresh water varieties,

and supplying the bulk of the fish food to the people

of the central district (jf that province, principal of

which are white fish, trout, bass, pickerel, etc. Lake
Erie, the next in order of the grain chain supplies the

south western part of Ontario, with its harvest of

white fish, yellow pickerel, perch, herring, silver bass,

black bas.s, etc. Lake Erie white fish is the choicest

Hsh of that variety to be found in any of the Ctreat

Jjakes. Herring her(< are most abundant and run in

size from three-fpiarters of a pound to three pounds
each. There are many appeti.sing ways of preparing
his plenti''ul species of fish for the table. A irreat

many of the larger varieties of Lake Erie fish are

i-:ltipi)cd to the New York fish market.

Ijake, Huron and Lake Superior, which are much
folder and deeper than the other lakes of this great

fresh water chain, contain an endless variety of fi.sh,

the choicest of which arc the salmon trout and white
fish. The trout in these lakes grow to great size,

weighing as high as forty pounds each, and the white

fish run in weight from ten to twelve lbs. each. There
are also sturgeon, perch, pickerel, pike, bass, tuUibee,

etc.

By far the largest amount of white fish supplied to

the northern section of the country are caught in the

inland lakes of the Kenora and Rainy River districts.

Pike (or Jack fish, as they are more familiarly known
among the northerners) are also more plentiful and
caught at less expense in inland waters.

The Lake Superior fishing headquarters are at Ross-

port and Port Arthur. A fleet of small tugs is kept

busy at the industry right up till the time when the

lake freezes over. Herring is the big catch in Lake
Superior.

As we leave the Great Lakes and go up to the North

Country,—that vast area that lies between the head

of Lake Superior and the Manitoba bounary, we find

this section honey-combed with lakes, large and small,

and which abound in white fish, lake trout, speckled

trout, bass, pikerel and pike; the latter grow to an

enormous size, it being no uncommon feat to pull out

,1 pike three or four feet long.

THE lakes and streams of the north country

provide a real sportsman's paradise, but the

best of them at the present time are almost in-

accessible. Nipigon River and Nipigon
Lake are the best known, and the most fre(|uentcd by
tourists, but tliere are streams and lakes north and
west of Nipigon which trappers and Hud.son's Bay
men state excel that region. Above the Tashota min-

ing district, prospectors say there is a big river, which
is fairly choked with trout, that has never yet been

opened up by the fishing industry, or even whipped by

a sportsman's line. You can take almost any given

direction in that north country, and in due time strike

a trout stream. At the present time this north country

is the summer paradise of writers, artists, millionaires

and adventurei*s from all over America.

Our Pacific Coast and its Salmon Fisheries and Can-

neries, in British Columbia, are world renowned, and
were pretty thoroughly written up in the May issue of

The Canadian Fisherman,—the first of this series of

Increased Fish Production.

It is said that fishing is Canada's second largest

industry at the present time, and with the Government
continuing to do its part, and the people of the in-

dustry co-operating by putting forth a greater effort

to put more fish on the market—The Canadian Fisher-

man stands ready to do its share through advertising

and educating the people to eat more fish, the great-

est food for mankind Surely our combined endeavors
should make fishing, not the second largest, but the

largest iiulustry in our glorious land.

NATIONAL FISH DAY IN CANADA.
The Canadian Fisheries As^soeiation has selected

October 31 iis National Fish Day in Canada, and ar-

rangements are now in progress by the Publicity com-
mittee of the Association to nuike this the greatest

(>vent in the fishery aiuials of the Domiiuon. Tlie day
seiec'tcd is a Tiu'sday, this being fixed upon with the

e-,pecial object of separating fish from Friday, to

which it has been attached from time immemorial. It

is also planned to make this tlw inauguration of a uni-

versal Tuesday Fish Day every week in the year.
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THE SALT SITUATION.
TIIK salt sit\iutioii in tlio Maritiiiic Provinces

this year lias been nearly akin to a tragedy.

Soiiic distrii'ts have suffered more than oth-

ers, but with the e.xeeption of Lunenburg
County, where the banking fleet did its own importing,

l>raetieally no plaee has escaped. To make the situa-

tion still more exa.sperating there has been an unusual

run of fish and we hear of fishermen having to throw

their eateh overboard and then desist from taking

more beean.se the salt barrel was empty. Magdalen
island fishermen have been imploring the Halifax

merchants to come to their help, but without avail.

At the time of writing it is hoped that a cargo of .salt

now due will be here in tinu- to fill Magdalen orders

i>y the next boat, but if this happens it will need to be

pretty close work to do it. There was a report on the

waterfront last week to the effect that Gloucester

ish buyers were taking salt to the Magdalens, but

vhether this is true, and whether the quantity taken

•imounted to anything, we do not know. The Magdalen
Islamls ba<le fair to do very well this season and it

will be a pity indeed if the slackness of the salt sup-

uly should upset this expectation. To-day's prices of

-alt in store in Halifax is ,'1;4.25 per hhd. What a con-

rast with before the war when one could get all he

wanted for i)il.2ri. The belief of the trade locally at

present is that after this week there will be sufficient

-supplies forthcoming to meet all requirements.

Dried Fish.

The late reports from the Lunenburg fleet all in-

dicate that fishing is good and it is now expected that

the result of the season will surpass all previous re-

i-i)rds. It can scarcely fail to do so if prices hold any-
where near to what they are to-day. We hear talk of

-!t.85 f.o.b. Lunenburg, as soon as there are any fish

nady to offer. Shippers will probably lose money at

these figures; that is to say, they will make on the
large and lose on the medium and small sizes, but as

long as one buyer is willing to do so, th(^ others will

have to do the same. The news from the shore fleet is

that fish are plenty but salt scarce. The trade is hop-
ing to get this latter difficulty straightened out by the

iid of the present week, as there is a ship due with
iiiiplies at the present moment. The West Indies are
ailing lustily for sup])lies of dried fish, but nothing

IS troiiiir forward, as forsooth there is nothing to send.

Lobsters.

An advance in prices is reported, attributable partly

the short pack of the jiast spring and partly to the

Icreased demand from Europe, but chiefly to the

itense competition prevailing among the rival buyers.

fcie question of trans-Atlantic carriage is not thor-

jghly solved for the exjiorters yet, and so an element
speculation is connected with the present opera-

Ons. Some sailings have been quite recently cancell-

and a steamer from Halifax this week for English

larkets is reported to be unable to take all that is

eing offered to it. The general feeling in the trade
that shipi)ing opportunities are bound to occur be-

pre winti-r traffic opens here, though some claim this

merely problematical. The report that a season to

ateh lobsters in Gaspe. parts of New Brunswick,
I'.E.I.. and possibly along the northern shores of Nova
Scotia, will be granted from August 10th to September
I')th causes some dissatisfaction to the trade and es-

'•(•ially jilorig tin- Atlantic roast. The lnl)st<'r is not

migratory in its habits, and many fishermen realize
that tho.se caught this fall would be the same as those
whieh would be available to them under usual condi-
tions next spring when the weight and condition would
be more suitable for packing purpose.s. Most packers
find theii- supply of cans and bait inadequate for any
extra pack and new sup|)lies practically unobtainable,
while the dealers fear that a new .season with addition-
al quantities of eaiuied lobsters thrown on the market
woidd tend to make buyers less eager for supplies
and cause vafues to fall. One of the Halifax dealers
states; "It is generally felt that a month's packing
this fall will assure a shortage in next year's catch,
and although ])oIitical influences are said to be at
work to obtain '^^uch a season it is to be hoped that the
Government in view of all opinions expressed regard-
ing ("onservation will resist the appeal. An additional
pack placed on the market this fall will reflect unfavor-
ably on the prices obtainable for the winter pack on
the Western Shores of Nova Scotia, while fishermen
in other sections have suffered equally through the
catch shortage as those who -are petitioning for a new
season. Seeing that the question has been raised some
dissatisfaction will occur whatever hajjpens, but the
question of con.serving sujjplies for the future should
<leci(le the issue.

SWAMP BOSTON WITH MACKEREL.
Over 42;j,0U0 pounds fresh mackerel awaited whole-

salers at the Bo.ston ))ier this morning, there being 13
trips in all th the fish pier. It was one of the biggest
mackereJ days of the .season, the fish selling at 5 cents
and 5.1 cents a pound.

The crafts took their fares off No Man's Land,
wher large bodies of fish have been schooling for sever-
al (lays. They average mostly mediums.
The arrivals in detail are

:

Seh. Harvard. Capt. David Keating, 28,000 pounds
fresh and .salt bbls. salt mackerel.

Sch. Mary V. Clurtis, Capt. Lemuel Firtli. 28,000
pounds fresh and 15 bbls. salt mackerel.

Sch. Georgia, ("apt. William Surrette, 40,000 pounds
fresh mackerel.

Seh. Saladin, ('apt. Wallace, Parsons, 60,000 pounds,
fresh and 10 bbls. salt mackerel.

Sch. Victor, Capt. Douglass McLean, 30,000 pounds
fresh and 20 bbls. salt mackerel.

Sch. Veda M. McKown. 35,000 pounds fresh and 16
bbls. salt mackerel.

Str. Robert and Edwin, 20.000 pounds fresh and 5
bbls. salt nuu'kerel.

Sch. Monarch, Cai)t. Norman A. Ross, 25,000 pounds
fresh mackerel.

Sch. Little Fannie. Capt. Charles Nelson, 5.000
])ounds fresh mackerel.

Sch. Agnes, Capt. Robertson Giffin, 30,000 pounds
fresh mackerel.

Sch. Helen B. Thomas, Capt. Rufus McKay. 60,000
pounds fresh mackerel.

Sch. Helen B. Thomas, Capt. Rufus McKay. 60,000
pounds fresh mackerel.

Str. Helena. Capt. John Matheson. 12.000 pounds
fresh mackerel.

Seh. Rob Roy, Capt. Waldo. Carrigan, 35,000 pounds,
fresh mackerel, 15 barrels salt mackerel.

Gloucester Daily Times. July 3.
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CANADIAN FISH FOR ENGLAND.
It is reported in Canadian papers that the British

Government has entered into a contract for the pur-

chase of 600 tons of Canadian salmon per month

—

in addition, it is said, to the importation of canned

salmon up to 50 per cent of last year's imports under

the new trade regulations. It is also stated that a

contract to furnish 14,000,000 lb. of frozen fish for

consumption by the armies of the Allies has been

awarded the Bay State Fishing Company of Boston,

U.S.A. A small army of carpenters ha*s been busy

making packing cases. A fleet of steam trawlers will

be used to bring the fish to port—flounders, as well

as cod and haddock. Trawlers will also land fish at

Canso, Nova Scotia, where the fish will be made ready

for shipment, and the "freezer" at South Boston will

be worked to full capacity. The fish will be frozen in

pans holding about 200 lb. each, and the cases are the

right size to hold this quantity, thus facilitating stow-

age and economizing space in the refrigerator ships.

With proper care the frozen fish will remain solid for

several weeks. A South African paper says it has

been decided that some 5,000 tons of tinned crayfish,

at present stored in South African ports, may be re-

leased for shipment to England under conditions ruling

with dried fruits, and that this has been much ap-

preciated by buyers in London, who anticipate a ready

sale at high prices.

PREPARING MEN FOR BIG MERCHANT FLEET.
(From "The Tech," Cambridge, Mass.)

Six more schools for the training of fishermen to

fit them for first officerships, will open a week from

Monday, under the direction of Dean Burton of the

Institute, at Atlantic City, Cape May, Philadelphia,

Baltimore. Crisfield, Md., and Norfolk. The work of

starting the schools is being rushed and arrangements

have nearly been completed for supplying instructors

for the young merchant marine officers. JFor Atlantic

City the head of the institute will be Professor Har-
rison W. Smith of Technology; for Cape May, Russell

Patterson, the son of a well known navigator; at Phila-

deplhia. Professor Erie Doolittle of Ilarverford Ob-
servatory; for Norfolk, Professor S. A. Mitchell, di-

rector of the McCormick Observatory, University of

Virginia has been named, while William R. Ransom,
Professor of Mathematics at Tufts is still to be as-

signed a place. He was originally scheduled for the

school in Boothbay, Me., which opened recently, but

the director finally cliosen is Captain Warren Shepard
of the Rudder.
The task of running tliese schools was given the In-

stitute by Henry Howard of the Shipping Board for

the preparation of chief officers. The plan is to give

intensive training in use of instruments, in computa-
tion and a few studies of the kind, to men with good
nautical experiece. Skilled in the technique of man-
agement of vessels the special training will afford to

the Government quickly the miich needed officers for

the steel merchant fleet that is to be built. Mr. Howard,
a graduate of the Institute in 1888, has undertaken a

great variety of naval work for the Government and in

this matter has left the organization and management
of the schools to Dean Burton, who has turned for his

assistants largely to the instnicting staff and recent

graduates of Technology.
The list given thus far includes fourteen schools and

it is the purpose of Professor Burton to establish still

other schools in Southern waters.

DOESN'T BOTHER BUREAU.

The Bureau of Fisheries now urges the American
people to eat whale, informing us that it is "meat" and
not "fish" and in texture, looks and taste resembles

beef. Just where is there any good whale fishing,

please ? We are keen to compare rare roast whale with

rare roast beef.—Portland Express.

Anyway, no matter how it eats, it sounds better than

dogfish, doesn't it?—Biddeford Journal.

It certainly does. By the way, glad to see the Jour-

nal sticks to the right name of "dogfish." "Grayfi.sh"

according to no less an authority than Dr. Harvey Wi-
ley, is a distinct misrepresentation and violation of

the intent of the Pure Food and Drugs Act. As Dr.

Wiley wrote in reply to an inquiry :
" I beg to say that

the law forbids all forms of misrepresentation, and to

sell dogfish under a name which it is not, would be

contrary to the provisions of the Food and Drugs
Act."
A little thing like that, however, doesn't deter the

Bureau of Fisheries in its determination to evade the

real solution of the dogfish menace by foisting an

"eat—'em—up" policy upon a long suffering public.

—Portland Express Advertiser.

Try a few cans of grayfish brother. They won't kill

you. On the contrary, as we have told you oft before,

you will find it good eating. Cast prejudice and bias

overboard. Incidentally speaking of misrepresenta-

tion, how about those Maine herring which have for

years and still do masquerade under the name of "sar-

dines?" What's in a name anyway? We may jar your

delicate stomach which revolts at grayfish by telling

you that we have just eaten some smoked monkfish

and it was swell; also we "sat in" on a squid salad,

recently that was delicious.—Gloucester Daily Times.

A BIG WASTAGE OF EGGS AT HATCHERY.

Laxge Proportion of Spawn Bought Has Been Lost

Through Different Causes.

According to Sandwich fishermen there is at least

one item in the department of marine and fisheries

which Ottawa officials will not be able to explain

by blaming the war. This item, amounting to $89,358

was lost in fish eggs in Essex county in the past three

years.

It must sound worse to the department to hear they

have lost 297,860,000 eggs during this time. In 1914

some 113,000,000 eggs out of a total of 178,000,000 pur-

chased, were lost. Tlie balance, 65,000,000 were ship-

ped to Kenora, Ont., Collingwood, Out., and Selkirk,

Man.
In 1915, the loss totalled 65,360,000, out of a total

of 130,360,000. Then the fish hatchery was moved
from Sandwich to Kingsville, w^iere the egg tragedy

was continued during the past year. Increased laud

values at Sandwich was given at the cause of the

move by local government representatives. Fisher-

men say the eggs and alkali in the waste, at Sand-

wish did not agree, and the eggs got beaten to a frazzle

in the fight for supremacy.

But Kingsville as a selection by the government for

a hatchery has nothing to boast about, as already 117,-

500,000 eggs have been lost out of the total of 120,-

000,000 taken there last fall from Sandwich, which,

in other words, means that the government saved only

the difference, 2,400,000. Eggs arc bought at 40c per

quart of 40,000.
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The British Columbia Commission
0. H. NELSON.

(Photographs and Biographical Notes of the Men, and
a Brief Statement of the Objects of the Com-

mission, were given in the July Num-
ber of The Canadian Fisherman).

Prince Rupert.
THE Royal Commission inquiring into mat-
ters affecting the northern coast of British

I'olumbia, known in the Department of Fish-

eries as District No. 2 has completed its work
^ far as it can he done on tlie actual "ground." The
iinmission consisted of W. Sandford Evans, of Ottawa,
iiairinan; F. T. James, of Toronto, well known by

' putation at lea.st in all parts of the Dominion as
lie of the biggest fish dealers in the country; and H.

i'. Thompson, of Victoria, formerly a member of the
I'lritish rolumbia legislature, and a shrewd business
man.
The commission under which fhesi' men worked was

lie [)a.ssed bv order in council at Ottawa. It stated

lat the Minister of Fisheries had found it impo.ssible

) come to a conclusion relative to certain matters,
A hich affected this district, and directed the commis-
sion to proceed to the ground and jnake investigations

there and report upon the matter.

While the members of the commission were unac-
i)uainted with the real situation the basis of the trou-
I'le originated in an effort on the part of Princ Rupert

1 obtain what that fishing port'felt was its rights and
Mie rights of the fishing community, as opposed to what
the northerners called a monopoly which the Canners
l>osse.ssed. To one disinterested there is no doubt that

(here was an exaggeration of the situation from both
points of view. The residents of Prince Rupert felt

that the canners were systematically boycotting the
lity in an industrial way and reaping an immense

Irvest
out of the salmon fisheries. On the other hand

' canners have forgotten that a community had
)wn nji in the city of Prince Rupert since they began
srations in the northern salmon waters and that

ne attention shoidd of a right be given to that place,

e situation is one that will in all probability clear

jlf and a better understanding between the parties

s'lMiis already to be asserting itself.

Last winter the city of Prince Rupert, feeling that

iinething shoidd be done to assert the rights of the

ty and district, sent a delegation of three east, rep-

senting the city council, the Board of Trade, and the

ishermen generally to jh-css their claiins upon tlie Fish-

ery Advisory Board at Ottawa. The delegation con-
sisted of George W. Morrow, who had had a great
deal of experience in various lines connected with tlie

salmon industry in the north, having lived for many
years in that part of the province; W. E. Williams,
who was the chairman of the Fishery Committee of
the Hoard of Trade, and Alderman 0. H. Nelson, who
has since been appointed a member of the Advisory
Board for the Pacific coast.

P'rom the standpoint of those whom they repre-
sented, the mission to Ottawa was a success. The Ad-
visory Board made recommendations that were ac-

cepted by the Minister and many concessions sought
were granted. These included the use of motor boats
by those who wished to use them in fishing on the
Skeena, the throwing open of the fishing so that the
fishermen might dispose of their catch as they got it

to any eanner, and the allowing of additional canneries
on the rivers if they desired. The object of the
citizens of Prince Rupert was to take the salmon can-
ning out of the hands of the limited number in which
it was and to make the fishermen more independent
in the disposal of the fish. Up to tho present the
fishermen have been attached to the canneries and
must sell to the cannery to which they are attached,
there being a limit placed upon the number of fish-

ing licenses that are issued each year.

"When these concessions were announeefl there was
a protest from the cannerymen and strong representa-
tions were made to the minister and to the department
in the matter. Presumably the minister felt that it

would be well nigh impossible to settle this except by
a commission on the ground. The commission, there-
fore, had its being and has made investigations on
the spot, covering the various parts during the height
of the fishing, the latter part of July. The Protection
steamer of the Fishery department, Oaliano, was placed
at the disposal of the commissioii. and in this way
they were able to cover all the ground visiting prac-
tically all the caiMieries and taking evidence of all

kinds.

THE commission has gathered a great deal
of information that will be of value to the
department in other lines than that affecting
the exact scojm- of the investigation. They

took evidence when it was offered relative to the deep
sea fisheries and to trolling and a number of other

interesting points.

With the eoiiejiisioti of till' month of .Iul\ ih,. work
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was finished as far as taking the evidence on the fish-

ing grounds were concerned and the commission is

now completing its work in the south, where the can-

nery interests are all centered and where the evidence

from the standpoint of the canners can be obtained.

While in the north the cannery managers were called

and gave evidence as to what they knew with respect

to the operation of the work. The questions involv-

ing the returns that arc made and the selling prices of

the salmon are all to be obtained in Vancouver, Vic-

toria and New Westminster.
- For the most part tlie cannery men are in favor of

attached licenses and for the limit of the number of

the canneries on tlie rivers. They, in fact, state there

are now too many canneries and that the rivers are

in danger of being depleted. Depletion, in fact, has

started in, according to their view. They are also op-

posed to the use of motor boats as they contend that

the cannery owners would have to provide them and

the fishing would be more intense, tending to further

deplete the streams.

There were some exceptions to these views on the

part of cannery men, but these were by canners who

were not included in the association and who are re-

garded by the others as intruders. In the ease of the

Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Comjiany of Prince

Rupert, which also operates a cannery, Mr. T. Johnson,

the managing director, had no objection to the fisher-

men using motor boats where the license held was an

independent one. He placed the cold storage and the

fresh fish business ahead of the cannery in importance,

urging for the fresh fish business tlie first claim. This

he based on analogy with tlie fruit and other lines of

business. In these he contended that the canning fol-

lowed only where the production could not be taken

care of in a fresh condition. It should be the same

in the fish business, and he, therefore, claimed for the

fresh fish business the first consideratioit.

F. W. Strang, of the Gosse Millerd Canning Com-

pany, which has been another intruder from the stand-

point of the canners, was quite agreeable to allowing

motor boats as it would allow the fishermen to deliver

the catches at the cannery and .save the putting on of

boats to collect these. Both of these canneries are

without a boat rating, having for the most part to de-

pend upon the independent fishermen for a pack.

For the other side, the delegates who had gone to

Ottawa defended the position taken and pleaded for a

continuation of the conditions that had been promised

by the department in response to the representations

made. Mr. Morrow showed by the figures for many
years past that, while in a season like last year there

iiad been a falling off in the catch of salmon, this

was not general but on the contrary there had if

anything been an increase in the run of salmon. He
filed figures relative to this. He argued also that the

canners themselves operated as many as four canner-

ies under one company on the Skeena, shoAving that

they were not consistent in the argument that there

were too many canneries now. They were always

seeking new canneries.

O. H. Nelson pleaded that the citizens of Prince

Rupert had desired to build up an independent fishing

population in the place. This would-be done in nor-

mal times he believed. Tliere might need to be some
encouragement and .some adjusting of regulations from

year to year for a time until it all got in good work-

ing condition. While it might ho argued that the fish-

ermen were as well off when attached to a cannery,

j'et it was a condition that they did not like. The
fishermen wanted to be able to sell to any cannery
that would buy. For this reason the best of the white
fishermen had left the salmon seining in the river and
taken to trolling, where they operated their own boat
"—a motor boat—and sold to the highest bidder in the

market. He favored white fishermen to the total

exclusion of Orientals, if this could be done without
complications in an imperial way. He would, in any
event, go as far as possible in the exclusion of Orien-

tals from the fishing.

Prince Rupert is waiting with a great deal of inter-

est the decision of the commission hopeful that the

concessions that have been granted will be continued

in the interest of the building up of a white fishing

population in this centre.

Prince Rupert.

AT THE taking of the evidence by the Royal
Commission appointed to investigate the fish-

ery question on the northern coast of British

Columbia, the statement was made by 0. H.
Nelson, one of the delegates who had visited Ottawa
and presented the case which led to the changes com-
plained of being made, said that the city of Prince
Rupert had sought to build up at that centre a fishing

community that would represent the very best. It

had been the hope of the citizens that the industry,
both as to deep sea fishing and also with respect to the
salmon end of the business, would be carried on by
the best type of white fishermen. The end aimed at

was to have a resident fi.shing population from which
could be drawn the men necessary to man all the fish

ing vessels operating out of the city and in the district.

This would be to the advantage of the whole of Canada,
for, from the ranks of these men, it was but natural
to expect, the men to man the merchantmen and those
to man the navy would be drawn in time.

Mr. Nelson said that there had been times in the
earlier days of the port, when the residents had be-

come somewhat discouraged with respect to the se-

curing of deep sea fishermen as residents. For a time
the fisherfolk lived elsewhere, even while the boats
came to Prince Rupert to land the fish. That had now
been altered with time, and it was (>stimated th:it

during the past season about three families a wee'-
had been coming to the city and locating permanently
here, representing the fishermen Avho were plying to

the port.

Any alterations that had been asked for in connec-

tion with the regulations governing fishing in t'^e 'h'-

ers had had for its object the idea of attaiiiinor to tI-'>

same things with respect to that class of fish'ng. If

was a matter of time and patience to accomplish this

object.

The returns obtained by fishermen in the various
lines on the Pacific are .such that the wonder is that
there are not more seeking this locality. An instance
of what is made by fishermen working on a halibut
vessel, where the returns from each trip are divided
among the members of the crew after taking out the
ship's share and equipping for the next voyage, will

prove interesting. It is not pretended that this is

<lui)licated in all ca.ses, but on the other hand there
arc instances where verj' much better residts have been
(ibtiiiiied by crews. The "^Malolo." a four dory boat
under command of Capt. Bill Hurley, who, while an
American citizen now, was born in Halifax, left the
south early during June to enter the fishing off this

port. J2 days out from Seattle, she arrived here with
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as a by-product on the halibut lines. The "Malolo"
(lid not catch the best market of the time when slie

arrived, but. after equii)])inn for the trip, the .^^aptain

divided anions; his men on the basis of ^208 each.

In two days he was on the banks again, having taken

on bait, ice, oil, etc. He returned in eleven days with

48,000 pounds of hnlibiit and 140 spring salmon. At
the time of writing he had not sold, but wo\ild get a

slightly better price than was obtained on the last

trip, so, it is safe to e.xpect, that the men will obtain

nearly $300 each.

The members of the commission lliemselves, during

the proceedings, liave given expression to the fact that

they had learned, when interviewing the troUers who
operate gasoline boats and take sju-ing and cohoe sal-

mon, that they had made in some cases as much as

$;iOOO or $."5.r)00 ,\ scMson. which lasts about eight or

nine months.

STARTING the season with anything but a

good outlook, the salmon canning on the

Nortliern rivers of British Columbia is show-

ing up remarkably well. To add to the dif-

ficulties for the year was the shortage of labor for the

carrying on of the work. Northern B. C, in common
with the West, gave liljerally towards the i)rosecution

of the war by enlistments that were perhaps out of

proportion to the population when compared with

some of the other parts of the Dominion. This made

itself felt upon the fishing industry as well as upon

other lines of business. The canneries gave liberally

of their employees towards the war, and so this sea-

son many of the canners had to employ fresh men.

Then, again, the demand for labor in all kinds of in-

dustry in the province made it difficult to secure fish-

ermen, who had taken to new employments where

steadier work was assured and where the pay was in-

creased in order to hold them. All is looking promising

now. however, and the pack will luckily be a good one.

With the prices that prevail this is making the canners

all look happy.

I

The sockeye pack, whicii is the most valuable, is

foing to exceed that of last year on the Skeena by a

rery considerable amount, according to the outlook

low. Opening on the 20th of June the pack on the

iver at the end of .Inly totalled about 90,000 cases. Last

leason the* sockeye pack for the river was only a

ittle over 60,000 cases. While the total pack to the

ind of July is not all sockeye, the great proportion of

t is of that variety. Moreover, the sockeye are still

' running well and a most encouraging sign is that the

fishing for the most part is confined to the waters out-

side the river itself so far. The big run in the river,

I

when the fish are making for the spawning grounds.

has not commenced.

j
On the Skeena, during the month of June, the pack

pas 5,557 cases. During the month of July it reached

^bout 82,100 cases. With the fall fish pack yet to

come there is every reason to expect that the pack will

this year reach a high average. It totalled for the

HSkeena last.vear. 223,153 cases. Tn 1915 it went to

179,161 ; and in 1914, it reached 237,634.

The Naas River is giving good results also, accord-

ng to the rci)orts. The pack there for June was 2,360

cases, while for J\ily it was 21,210 cases. Last season

the total pack of sockeye in tliat stream was only

31,411 cases, so that the prospects for far exceeding

that this year are the best. The pack for the Naas

ill liUi; was 12ti,(.--t. .,,>,.; ill l!M.i M ,.,^ lld.^.l^; in

1914 it was 94,890.

From Rivers Inlet tlie other main canning centre

in district No. 2, British Columbia, comes the most en-

couraging reports, and the outlook there is for a high
average at least. Tliis district, which packs about

three-quarters of the salmon put up in British Cohim-
bia. has the prospect of again having an excellent year.

The fish have been coming steadily this season with

no very large run so far. This has been of advantage
to the packers, who in most cases are running a little

short-handed and are not therefore as well prepared
for a short rush of fish.

In addition to the canning that has been carried out

by the Skeena packers there has been quite a quan-
tity of spring salmon handled in other ways by the

canneries. There has been 46,173 pounds of white sal-

mon frozen and 10,346 pounds of steel heads treated

in the same way. Then in the way of mild curing a

large quantity has been taken care of. There has

been 385 tierces of red springs put up in that way
and 85 tierces of white springs. When It is taken into

account that the tierce contains 850 pounds of sal-

mon this accounts for quite a large amount of fish.

On the Skeena River alone this season, which is not

far advanced yet, the value of fish put up by the can-

neries, in canning, as mild cured and in other ways,

must })ass the half million mark.
0. H. NELSON.

EAT FISH
For Health and Economy

MARK
TUESDAY
AND

FRIDAY
YOUH SPECIAL FISH DAYS

EVERY WEEK

WESTERN PACKERS LTD.
Vancouver - Canada

The Canadian Fishernmn has received copies of post-

ers in red and black type, sent to their customers over

the prairies by the Western Packers Limited, of Van-
couver, carrying out the original idea of the Canadian
Fisheries Association that Tuesday as well as Friday
should be J'ish Day.

We are glad to learn of this effort being made in the

West and hope that miiiiy (><1vt- fi"l> Iniviii''^^-*^ will fol-

low suit.

EAT LESS MEAT AND MORE FISH.

An ai)peal to the public to eat less pork
and beef and more fish is contained in a statement
issued by the State (.'ommittee on Public Safety at

Boston, Mass., recently. The statement points to the
almost inexhaustible supply within easy reach of this

city and calls attention to the availability of various
kinds of fish not in general use but of excellent quality

and moderate price.
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Educational Dept., New England Fish Exchange

THE United States produces more fish and

eats less than any other sea coast nation.

With the most fertile fishing banks in the

world lying but a few miles from its shores;

the largest fish pier in the world located at Boston,

Mass., one of its ports; and one of the swiftest and

most efficient transportation systems possible at its

service, the United States has not yet learned the

lesson long since digested by Europe and Asia, that

by increasing the consumption of fish, it will increase

its general health and decrease the much discussed

"cost of living."

Germany, Russia, with its great sea coast, the Brit-

ish Isles, all maritime countries, are such great con-

sumers of fish that they are annually forced to import

large quantities to supply the needs of their popula-

tions. America, ignorant apparently of the advantages

to be gained by eating fish, actually exports fish to

these countries, instead of using it herself.

England, one of the biggest importers of fish, con-

sumes nearly 50 pounds per year per person. Am-

erica, the greatest fishing nation, consumes between

one and two ounces per year per person. Germany

consumes over forty pounds per capita, and Russia over

thirty pounds.

In the New England States, the centre of this coun-

,try's fisheries, where the consumption of sea foods

should be greatest, only about thirteen pounds of

fish per capita are consumed annually. And inland,

it is much less.

Yet there is no logical reason for this. Transporta-

tion facilities are such that fresh fish can be shipped

to reach an inland consumer in far better shape than

fresh fish caught in the Baltic Sea can reach even the

port of Hamberg. The handling of fresh fish from

the time it is caught on the banks to its delivery to the

consumer has been reduced to a science.

Federal government experts, long engaged in what

has been to date a somewhat fruitless endeavor to

call the attention of the general public to the possibili-

ties of fish as a healthful, tasty and economical food,

bring out the point that increased consumption of

fish should not mean an increase in price.

There is no cost of production, as is the case with

meats, no cattle to be fed and fattened; no soil to bo

fertilized and weeded. The sea, unaided, produces the

fish, and it requires only an increased demand to bring

about an increase in the catch.

Another point to be noted is that Europe and Asia

utilize as foods many varieties of fish disdained by

the population of this country. The ska,te or ray, the

shark, the squid, the albacore are sold here to some

extent, it is true, but they find their sale among the

foreign born population, which has learned from ex-

perience that they are not only edible, but actually

delicious.

F^amiliarity, it is said, breeds contempt, and perchance

this is the case with fish foods of this country. They
are so easy to get, so reasonable in price, that their

desirability is lost .sight of by the consumer, while,

iibrotid, where the fish are smaller ii\ size, poorer in

quality, and none too ri'fisrmiibtc iti cost, they arc liail-

pd with delight.

Fish is shipped daily to the inland West from Boston,
but its consumption there is confined pretty much to

former inhabitants of the coast States. Its use as a

general thing in this country, too, is confined to one
day a week, Friday. Abroad it is eaten several times
a week, and, in some families, forms a regular part

of the daily menu.

Knowledge of the many appetizing ways in which
fish may be prepared for the table is largely respons-
ible for this. The European housewife is an expert
cook, a gentle art in which as yet the average Ameri-
can housewife has not trained herself.

"yilTI TO cook fish properly does not require the

'jjlfm cognizance of any mystic art, nor any par-

^I^J ticular trouble. But it does require knowl-
edge. Like all simple matters, it's easy

enough when you know how. Incidentally, there is

hardly any variety of food susceptible to so many
variations of cooking as fish. A cod, for example,
may be fried, baked, boiled, made into patties, salads,

and served in a thousand ways. In food value, and
in taste, it is equally satisfactory whether served
fried, plain, or made into an elaborate dish.

Nearly 165,000,000 pounds of fish are annually
landed at the Boston Fish Pier, Boston, Mass., alone,
and from this port fish are shipped to all sections of
the country.

This is big salmon season for New England. The
delicious and much esteemed red-fleshed fish has been
very plentiful, large shipments having come through
from the West Coast, and salmon of fine quality is

selling cheaper at the Boston Fish Pier, South Boston,
than steak cod, halibut, or swordfish.

Steak cod has been rather scarce for some time,

while the supply of swordfish and halibut has been
noticeably shortening up. The arrival of the big siiip-

ments of salmon supplied the New England market
with quantities of one of the favorite sea foods of hotel

menus.

Dealers at the Boston Fish Pier are quoting salmon
at nine to fifteen cents a pound wholesale. As salmoji

is one of the richest of sea foods, and should be served
in small portions, it can be readily seen that the pub-
lic have an excellent opportunity offered them to ob-

tain a delicacy, at the same time reduce the cost of
living.

Salmon, of course, may be baked, boiled or broiled.

The New England Fish Exchange cook book offers
the following suggestions for cooking the fish

:

Baked Salmon—Take salmon steaks, weighing about
one pound each. Place in buttered saucepan with one
pint white wine, one pint white broth, pepper, salt,

grated nutmeg, parsley, and other lierbs desired, and
two ounces of butter. Let come to a boil, then cover
and simmer for a half hour. Drain the fish. Thicken
the liquid with flour and boil ten minutes. Then add
yolks of eggs. Spread a layer of thick mashed potato
in an oval baking dish, well buttered. Remove skin
and bones from salmon and place the steaks on the
potato. Fill witii more i)otato, and pour sauce over
all. Sprinkle with bread crumbs and bake until ;i

light brown in a moderate oven.

Boiled salmon—Rub fish with salt, tie it in a cloth
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mill l)oil slowly for fhrpo-quarters of an hour. Serve
with egp or caper sauce.

Broiled Salmon—Sprinkle slices of salmon with
chopped j)arslfy, mixed herbs, salt, pepper and oilvc

oil. Arrange a well greased gridiron and broil over

a clear fire, basting occasionally with oil seasoning.

Serve with a white sauce.

How many kinds of fish have you ever eaten?

In answering this, the average resident of the New
Kngland States would jjrobably name a half do/en
fish, and these wntdd probably be: Cod, Haddock, Bos-

ton, Bluefish, Salmon, Halibut, and Mackerel A few
[icrsons would add swordfish, smelt and herring.

How many kinds of salt wjiter fish ai'i> there for

sale in your market?
And to this question the average New Englander

would probably reply by naming the same fish. But,

as a matter of fact, there are nearly twice as many
varieties to be had, and from the very varieties not

inehnli'd in the above list are to be made some of the

tastiest of sea food dishes.

can housewife in reducing the cost of her food bill

considerably.

Early New England owed its good financial con«U-
tions largely to the success of its fisheries. The
growth of the industry has given rise to a growth of
other industries. Its fisheries .still form one of New
England's greatest a.s.sets. In these days one hears
much of the slogan "Made in America." We are told

that the proper way to .sliow patriotism is to buy
goods "Made in America." Fish are produced in

New England, and the New Englander can show local

jirice, as well as extreme good sense, by taking advan-
tage of his fisheries.

There are three good reasons why fish should be the

great food of New England. First, health demands it;

second, it is the most economical; and, third, it is the
sole great natural food produce of that section of the
country, and the interests of New England industries

require it.

That fish is one of the healthiest of edibles all au-

thorities seem agred. Stomachs which cannot assimilate

Red Cod" thrown adrift from a fishing steamer off Prince Rupert because there is no
market for them.

There is the whiting, for example. This fish, most
highly esteemed in England, is little used in this coun-
try, except by the foreign populations. In England,
they are fried. The tail of each fish is curled into its

month, making the fish round like a doughnut, and in

this way they are sent to the table.

FROM the ordinary flounder is to be made
the much praised filet of sole. The flesh is

cut from the bone, and either rolled over

a meat skewer, or cooked flat and served

with the proper sauce.

Cusk, a fish rich in oil ; soup, eels, squid, homely but
dcliiioiis; skate, or ray, shark, horse mackerel, and

catfish are other varieties brought into Boston regidarly

which fin<l little sale except among our foreign i)eo-

ples. So great is the demand from the foreign sections

for some of the.se varieties that their price is higher

than that of the staples. Others, however, are landed

in great quantity and their use should aid the Amcri-

ineats, fruits and coarse grains can digest sea fooi
easily, and for invalids and convalescents fish is fre-

((uently prescribed. Although the old theory that fish

made brains has passed, with many other similar

theories, into the fancies of a past age, there is no
doubt that fish is good for the stomach and every in-

ternal organ.

Meats are difficult of digestion ; fruits are acid ; and
grains are unsuitable for a continuous diet; while

fish is easily digested, free from acid, and, when prop-

erly prepared, is excellent for a continuous yet varied

diet.

It is a simple fact, which Government statisticians

have often demonstrated, that the purchaser of fish

gets more nutriment for his or her money than the

buyer of any other kind of food. There is little or no
waste, and fish contains, per ounce, more food value

than an equal amount of almost any other food.
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On the Troll-Fishery of Prince

Rupert
THE development of trolling on the north-

ern Pacific Coast has brought with it a seri-

ous question for the authorities to consider.

This is the adoption of some method of preserv-

ing the fish that are taken by trolling and at the same

time work as little as possible to the injury of the in-

dustry represented by tke trolling fleet, which has

now become quite a large one at this port. Trolling

has been carried on on the coast to some considerable

extent for a number of years past, biit it was only

this present season that it was decided that the trollers

should be obliged to take out licenses for plying their

trade.

To this the trollers have not objected, realizing that

it was in the interest of the industry that they should

have to take out licenses and thus be brought under

the restrictions that may be imposed, as long as the

licenses fee is as it now is a nominal one of one dol-

lar and the restrictions are not too irksome. By re-

quiring a license the regulations are made easier of

enforcement, and at the same time the fishermen them-

selves are protected asrainst foreigners coming in and
interfering with the rights of the local men.

But on the score of regulations the fishermen who
have outfitted for trolling are very indignant owing

to the fact that the department in issuing the licenses

specified that they should observe the same close sea-

son each week as has been the practice for the seine

fishermen on the rivers.

There are two kinds of salmon only that take the

hook—the spring and the cohoe. The latter runs late

in the fall near the close of the salmon fishing sea-

son and the season for this variety is not a very long

one. The spring is taken for a long season extending
from early in the spring until quite well advanced
into the fall. It is, therefore, a line of fishing that if

permitted to be carried on with adequate returns

gives employment to the fisherman for a large part

of the year and tends to build up a permanent indus-

try. Tn this way it differs from the ordinary seine

fishing, which has a very short season each year and
which therefore does not offer the same inducements
to the building up of a permanent fishing class. The
sympathies of the residents of Prince Rupert, as well

as other places where the trolling has made a base, has
always been with obtaining for the trollers the very
best regulations that can be obtained.

Prom the standpoint of the department the spring
salmon must have some form of protection, if the in-

dustry is to continue. It is alleged that this class of
fish is being depleted. The canneries, which have
their fishermen taking springs in the first part of
the season before the soekeye begins in number, bear
evidence to this fact. They contend that the trolling

has injuriously affected their industry to this extent.
They were able to keep their fishermen earning in the
early .stages of the season by taking springs until the
increase of the trolling affected it.

On the other hand the trolling method is looked
upon as a sporting method of taking fish. Tlie oper-
ations are carried out in the open waters away from
the rivcTs where the fish are going to sjtawn. Caught
thus with a spoon and hook the fish have abundance
of eluinee tn escape, and it is hard to see how the fish-

ing could deplete the salmon under these conditions.
One of the best fishing grounds for the springs is

off the northern end of the Queen Charlotte Islands,
where these fish are found for a long season. This
appears to be a favorite feeding ground for the salmon,
there being an abundance of herring and other small
fish in that neighborhood all season. Fishermen tell

of seeing flocks of seabirds miles off, which is a sure
evidence of springs. Following the birds, they find
that they are feeding upon the herring and small fish

that reach the surface, while beneath are the springs
following up and preying upon the schools of herrings.

THE fisliermen contend that the fish taken
i there are not, by any means, all on their way

to the .spawning grounds. On being opened
the spawn is represented by a small thread

which indicates to them that the fish will not deposit
its spawn in the same year.
The fish that are taken by the trollers cannot be

protected, it would seem, by the weekly close season,
for they are not running, as is understood, in connec-
tion with the masses of the salmon of the Pacific
Coast. The fish are feeding, and may remain about in
the locality for weeks, perhaps for months. A close
season under these conditions only perhaps prolong
the time for the salmon. It would, therefore, appear
that some other method must be found for the protect-
ing of the salmon in the case of trolling as distinct
from the seine fishing, when the fish are running in
the rivers and making for the spawning grounds. Tn
the later case the fish are running, and a close season
allows a certain number to get past while the nets are
raised. It is very effective, therefore, in letting the
fish reach the spawning beds. It does not so work
when applied to the taking of the fish while in the
salt water, where they are feeding and taking their
time, even if spawning fish, in getting to the rivers.
The subject is sure to take a lot of consideration by
those charged with the preservation of the fish of the
coast.

PRINCE RUPERT.
The car shortage that affected the shipping of fresh

halibut from here, has been overcome to a large ex-
tent, and the G. T. P. is now getting enough cars to
take care of the business.

William Maddock, who, since the opening up of the
business of buying here by the Booth Fisheries, has
been in charge of the buying operations, is leaving for
Seattle, where he will take a position with the company.

Canneryraen in this part of the country are very
much exercised over the outlook for fisherTnen this
season. In the past they have depended in large meas-
ure upon the Japanese, which cla.ss of fishermen was
.supplemented by Indians and white men. The war
and the changed conditions that have followed have
upset the whole .situation. The Japanese are many of
them finding better employment and for a longer "sea-
son in other lines. The Indians have also found em-
I)loyment in large numbers in lumbering along this
noi-thern coast. White men are, of course, more scarce
than ever before and the outlook is not promising,

Tom : "Is it true that yon proposed to Alice and were
rejected?"

Jack: "Not exactly rejected—sKe ,said when she
felt like making a fool of herself she'd let me know."
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Canada Might Benefit from the Suggestions
statement of the New York State College of Forestry Concerning Full Utilization of the Non-Agricultural

Lands and Inland Waters of New York Stata for the Production of More Food

Delivered to the Governor's Patriotic Agricultural Commission, May 3, 1917.

I

Premises.
Since its estjihlislmieiit in 1911. Tlic New York State

Colleuo of F'orestry at Syraeuse has been continuously
preaeliiuR eeonoinic forestry—the riglit use of non-
agricultural lands of New S'ork State. According to

continental experience, the forest is « community

;

it contains not only timber crops, but its animal life

and fish life, beneath the forest canopy and in the
streams, together make up the forest. The United
States Forest Service recognizes this fact, since they
not onl.v sell mature timber, but lease grazing privi-

leges, camp sites, recreation grounds, etc., and the for-

esters also exercise supervision over fish and game.
On account of the wonderful agricultural resources

of this nation, the vast possibilities of non-agricnlt)iral
soils in producing food have not yet been fnll,v ap-
nreciated. The laws controlling our fish and game
have been enacted almost entirely at the behest of

sDortsmen. and the use of fresh water fish and game
for food is comparatively limited in this countrv. In
continental countries, particularlv in Oermany, fish

and game propagation has been intensively practised
and according to newspaper reports, it is easier to-day
for the Germans to purchase venison and birds than it

is to buy butter, eggs and milk.

It is needless to call to the attention of ,vour com-
mission the situation in whieh tin's State and nation
finds itself at present. "We have had two lean agri-

eultural years in succession and during the coming
vears we mu.st not only feed our domestic population,
hut the Allies as well. This increased demand must
be met with a decreasing number of farm laborers, ow-
ing to enlistment and munition activities. A state-

ment issued from the Department of Agriculture at

Washington ten days ago announced that the national
food supply "was causing serious concern to govern-
ment officials and that the domestic meat suppl.v was
100 million poiinds below normal." 'In such a crisis,

every acre of land whether agricultural or non-agri-

ultural should be made to vield every pound of food
o.ssible.

The College of Forestr,v has, since its ])eginning,

onsistentl.v urged that forestr,v is complcTnentary to

agriculture, and that lam] unsuited to tillage which
the agriculturist cannot use must be made to yield

repeated crops of forest products of all kinds. The
Federal Census Report of 1910 states that ihcrt^ arc

appro.ximately fifteen millions of acres of land in New
York State unsuited to agriculture \indci- present eco-

omic conditions. Under continental .s,vstem of nuin-

gement, such an acreage could, in short time. I)e made
;o yield a tremendous amoiuit of foodstuff.

The extent of the inland waters of New York State

scarcel.v dreamed of h.v the average citizen. These
aters particularly in the Adirondacks and the large

lakes and streams throughout the State should he
utilized to their maximum capacit,v in ordei- that the

food fish may be used to supplement the waning meat
supply.

Dr. C. C. Adams, of the New York State College of
Forestry, in his "Notes on Oneida Lake Fish and Fish-

eries," states that 100 tons of eels arc caught each

\car in this lake alone, and a press notice of last fall

stated that twent.v-threc trap nets, illegall.v set in

Oneida Lake, were captured by game wardens and their

contents, Consisting of 30 tons of fish, were allowed to

escai)e.

From the above instances, some slight idea of the
food fish which might be obtained from our inland
lakes ma.v be gained. Close utilization of our inland
waters Avould. to a large degree, help out a depleted
meat supply.

In view of the situation previousl.v described, the
Factdty of the College of Forestry with the especial
aid of Dr. C. C. Adams, head of the Department of
Forest Zoolog.v. respectfully submit the following .sug-

gestions concerning the utilization of our non-agricul-
tural resources, in order that the waning meat supply,
partieularl,v, may be increased.

I. That netting of inland lakes and streams.for ma-
ture POOD FISH be permitted, under State super-
vision by State officials diirinp- the period of the war.
This taking of fish should be allowed in general only
after the breeding season is over. A further detail

would be to provide that the possession of such seines

or nets for all except state officials be made illegal,

with a heavy penalty provided.
Naturall,v. the above iccommendation, if put into ef-

fect by your Commission would meet with strong op-
position from certain quarters. As previousl,y stated,
the game laws have been largel.v enacted from the re-

creational and sportsmen's point of view, hut in times
of national peril, juihlie need mu.st take precedence.
Food is and will be lacking, and all the fish that our
inland waters can provide should be full.y utilized

without, however, exterminating any of our species.
(See next paragraph for prevention of extenniiiatinn').

IT. Increasing the Number of FISH NURSERIES.
The Federal and State hatcheries located in New

York are already .sufficient to turn out large numbers
of fry. However, when they are liberated, under ordin-
ar,v circumstances, their natural enemies reduce their

numbers tremendously. Fish nurseries can be built
very cheapl.y and quickl.v to turn out tremendous quan-
tities of fi.sh which would soon reach market size. It

is commonl.v the custom of Federal hatcheries to re-

lease a certain number of their employees during the
summer season. Such men could ea.silv be utilized by
the State to take charge of the fish nurseries at the
State hatcheries or elsewhere.

ni. The Breeding of CARP by the State on a Huge
Scale.

Just as in the Civil War, pork was found to he the
war meat, so is Carp the war fish on account of the ease
with which it is propagated and the rapidit.v of its

growth. With large numbers of carp bred and dis-

tributed throughout the State, a tremendous amount
of protein food could he secured within two vears. At
the present time carp are found upon the markets of
thirt.v-five States, and approximately 20.000.000 pounds
are sold anruiall.y.

IV. Refers to Shooting Licenses.

V. Game Farms. VI. Open Lands.
F. F. MOON, Acting Dean.
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The Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Company, i

I Prince Rupert, B. C.
|

TO THE easterner the West has all kinds

of surprises. Unless prepared beforehand

for sneh a condition of things, it would be

no small surprise for the visitor to the city

of Prince Ru|)('rt, that only dates back to 1910 as an

incorporated municipality, to find a fish establish-

ment doing business there that boasts to be the most
modern and the largest fish packing and storage es-

tablishment under the British flag. But, thanks to

the excellent reputation gained by the product of the

Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Company, the name
under which the Prince Rupert establishment oper-

ates the '-'Rupert" brand of fish has spread the fame

Mr. George C'oUins, who organized the company and
succeeded in getting it ready for operation at the com-
ing through of the railway.

About the time that active handling of fish began
and the o])erations became sucli as to require the at-

tention of one trained in the fisli bvisiness in all its

asi)ects, the managenu*nt was taken over on behalf of

the company by Mr. T. H. Johnson, who is still in

charge, having been over three years in this capacity.

In selecting Mr. Johnson the directors went to the fish

centres of Englaiul, where the business is carried on
under the most careful management in order to meet
the keen competition that exists there. Mr. Johnson

The Cajiadian Fish & Cold Storage Co., Limited, Prince Rupert, B.C.

of the plant across the whole continent of America.

Not only on this side of the Atlantic is the Canadian
Fish and Cold Storage known for its high class pro-

duction, but to no small extent the firm has made itself

known on the British market.

With the construction of the G. T. P. as a transcoii-

tinental line witli ('onnoetions direct with all the main
parts of the United States and Canada. Prince Rupert
became the logical place for the location of a great

fish centre. This is so because'the great bidk of fish

caught in the Pacific Ocean are taken within a shorter

radius of Prince Rupert than of any other port on the

coast.

Those who invested in tlie Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage foresaw this and accordingly have been re-

warded by the building up of the great business that

has come to them in the few short years that have fol-

lowed tlie o|)ening uj) of the [)hint and the completion

jf the 0. T. P. as u carrier. A lot of credit is due

is certainly a fislierman. lie has been boi'ii to the

business in trutli for he is the third generation which
has continued to follow that line of business without

a break. He is the son of Andrew Johnson, of the

world famous fish comjiany of Andrew Johnson
Knudtzon, Ltd., of Hull. England, His grandfather
was in the fish business when it was carried on by
means of sailing smacks. With that style of vessel

he did business in the North Sea. For forty years his

son. Andrew Johnson, has been following the business,

hut with the iTU)st modern of craft in the same waters,

building up (uie of the greatest concerns in England.
For twenty-five years, T. TI. Johnson, the nuiimger of

the Prince Ru])ert b\isiness, has been following in his

father's footsteps, as far as the fish business is con-

cerned, and as nuiy be iniagiru'd received a very tluu'

(High training in the enterprise, which has served him
in good stead in the nuinagciiient of this new Canadian
enterprise.

In ^Ir. Johnson, the Caiuuiian Fish and Cold Stor.
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Hfiv Coinimny has a most iiulffatipablc worker. lie

watches every detail eoiineeted witli the business and
jrives liis undivi<ied attention to it. Tlie fisli husines.s

especially on the Pacific Coast is constantly nnder-

iHnug <-lian(;es and in its many brandies is in a trans-

itory stajre to no small extent. It th)is calls for the

exercise of the most careful jndj?ment on the part of

one placed like Mr. Johnson in charge of business of

the ijnmense proportions of the plant he directs. New
methods of trejitintr fish and the testing out of varie-

ties that have not been used to any extent are con-
stantl\ heintr tried. It is the proud boast of the con-
cern that \vl r-: any product goes out bearing the red
label "liuper?" brand that it is the best of its kind
that can be produced.

Permanency marks everything in connection with
the Prince Rupert .'old Storage plant. The main build-

ing is of solid cone' ,'te. ei<rht storeys high. Of these,

six are above the main floor, where the fish are re-

ceived from the boats that deliver them. The two lower
storeys are given over to a considerable extent to the

necessary machinery used in connection with the plant.

The floors eac% l>-avc a space of 10.034 square feet.

There are thus available six storeys of this space for

fish. It is estimated that there is available in the
building insulated space for the storage of fourteen
million i)ounds of fish of various kinds. Throughout,
the building is of reinforced concrete, with cork in-

sulation in all [)arts, and the most modern style of
cold storage construction has been used in every de-

tail, including mastic flooring in all parts. Electric
elevators are used throughout the building for the

conveyance of the fish to and from the various floors.

Some idea of the capacity for handling fish in such
a plant as this can be conveyed by the statement that
the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage has frequently
handled 3.500,000 pounds during a month. This in-

cludes different varieties and shows that the plant
is equipped for practically anything. Such a condi-
tion of things is necessary in a j)lant such as this,

as there is a very heavy deuumd put upon it at times.

Fish being so perishable there is no possibility of delay
in the taking care of the supply landed. It must be
taken care of in short time, and it is in the plant of

the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage.

THEHK are six sharp freezer comjiartments
in the plant that are kept going practicallv

all the time. There is a capacity in these

of 120.000 pounds a day. But, while theic
is of iu!cessity every convenience for the taking care
of the fish in cold storage, it must not be thought that

this is the main end of the business. On the contrary
the influx of fish from the north Pacific Ocean is such
that the storage is only a small part of the work done
by the company. The niain part of the business is that
of shipping fresh fish. Halibut is, of course, the main
part of the fresh fish shipments and the facilities for
handliifg this is of the most modern and up to date

I

character. The fish are hoisted by slings from the
Steamers or other vessels that land them and de[)osited

|on the siiecially ()re|>ared ()latform in front of the
landing room. Here they are beheaded and sorted.

placed in conveyers and. by means of an overhead rail-

Svay. taken to the floor where they are packed in

p>oxes with ice for shipment. They are weighed as
they pass alr)ng on the railway. So expe<]itiously is

this work carried out that they Hre placecl in the boxes
(in occasions within five minutes from the time they

leave the ves.sel. Tlic facilities enable the company to

^iJl

pack in boxes for the eastern market <»r any other
jiart of the glol"- :!n nofi ,„ u mh lioui- I'lun, tli.. fUl,.

ing schooner
The plant hiiiinies Ine giealest (jwiiiilily iii iisii on

the Pacific Coast. Last year out of a total of about
r>0,(K)0,000 |)ounds of halibut that was handled on the
Pacific, the Prince Rupert plant had to its credit 13,-

(XX),Ol)0 pounds. This fish is placed almost immediate-
ly, and in many cases without any delay whatever, in

the express refrigerator cars of the G. T. P., and in that
state shipped to the various points in the east, where
the Princre Rupert halibut has become so famed.
When it is taken into account that the port of Prince

T. H. Johnson, Manager.

Rupert lies so clo.se to the banks, and the method of
handling the fish (which arrive in so fresh a state)
is of the most modern and expeditious character, there
is little wonder that Prince Rupert has become
synonomous with high quality halibut.

The couipany maintains branches in Chicago and in

\'ancouver. There are agencies in all the other prin-
ciple centres in the east and along the coa.st. and in

the distribution of the fish the .same modern methods
are followed as in connection with the packing. It has
only been by such methods that the company has been
able to handle the immense quantities of fish that it

receives.
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In comu'ctioii with such a business as this, the ice

of the establishment is a most important one. The
cold storage is not only a centre for receiving fish that

have been brought in from the banks, but, in addition,

it is an outfitting centre for the steamers and gaso-

line boats engaged in this line of business. The ves-

sels must outfit before leaving for the banks, and at

the cold storage plant they are able to obtain prac-

tically all they need. They get their bait, their ice

for i>reserving the fish until they get back to port,

and their sunplies of all kinds, for the company main-

tains one of the largest stores on the coast. In it

everything that the fisherman wants, from hardware
and ship chandlery to beef and clothing, is carried.

Nets, lines, and dories are obtainable here.

But, to return to the question of the ice, the plant

has produced as much as 80 tons a day. The plant sun-

plies all the needs of the establishment itself, and in

addition takes care of the ice needed in the city of

Prince Rupert. It supplies some of the other fish

firms in the city, and is always prepared to take care

of the needs of its own fleet, and all independent

schooners that come. The company has a separate in-

sulated ice storage, thoroughly piped up and connected

with the main compressors. This storage has a capacity

of 2,000 tons, which acts as a reserve supply for the

plant. It is connected with the ice producing part of

the main plant by conveyors, so that there is no hand-

ling by hand necessary. It is also situated so that it

may be used in loading into cars as they stand on the

siding. Everything is arranged to avoid delay and to

economize in the matter of labor. The ice as it is

made is lifted by derrick and sent in an automatic

manner to whatever point it is needed. The ice, by
the way, is all made from condensed water and is thus

pure.

The ice is carried by gravity from the ice storage

to any desired point about the plant. There are three

ice crushers which supply the fish-packing shed, being

delivered at different points where required. It is

also delivered in the crushed state right in the storage
quarters on board the fishing boats.

In the production of the ice. the company has in use
two 125 ton Nordberg Compressors. The power for the

plant is supplied by two 150 ton Babcock and Wilcox
boilers, which use coal as fuel, having automatic
stokers which facilitates the working. The company
generates its om'u electricity, which is used throughout
the buildings.

THE ('aiuulian Fish and Cold Storage Com-
'viny operates three steamers of its own, the

Carrnthers, Kelly, and Foster. In addition

to this it has nine schooners of large size,

t'-" Zibassa, Skugaid. Starratt. W. R. Lord, Fredelia

111. Phippen, all of Caiuulian register, and the Sitka

and Sumner of Amei-ieaii I'egister. The company is,

then, in the market for the catches of all comers, and
takes care of the catches of a great fleet of inde-

pendent schooners that come to Prince Rupert to dis-

po.se of their catches.

The company owns and operates its own cannery
across the liarbor from tlu' main [)lant. This is

(•(piipped ill the most modern way, also, for the can-

ning of salmon from the Skeenn Hivei-. It has a

capacity of 40,000 cases a year. During tlie present

year the (Jold Storage has been successfully operating
the Flnglish steam trawler system in these waters, the

otter trawl. The f'nrnithers is being used in this work
and brings in every fi-w days its quota of soles and
other small varieties of fish. It brings in up to 150,000

pounds a trip and is proving a decided success. This
is the first time that trawling has been made a success
on a large scale on this coast.

The company has to its credit the introduction of
the long line .system of halibut fishing on the Pacific.
This is now being followed by all vessels to some ex-
tent at least.

Needless to add, the coinijany luis all the conveni-
encies for the loading and the shipning of its products
from the plant. A spur of the G. T. R. runs in among
the buildings so that it is a simple matter to get a
train load of fish dispatched from the place. It is load-
ed directly into the car and every facility exists for
the placing of the ice in the chambers of the car from
the roof. Adjoining the main building, which con-
stitutes the cold storage plant, are other buildings,
where the mild curing of salmon is carried on and
where the smoking and other treatments, that go with
the production of the excellent brands turned out by
the plant, are carried into effect.

The plant of the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage
is one that is a credit to the Dominion. It is not local
in any sense, as its product finds its way to all parts
of the continent. It is a connecting link between the
great productive Pacific ocean and the continent of
America. With the ever-increasing prices for meats
there may be expected to follow an increased consump-
tion of fish. The future of the trade in Prince Rupert
is therefore bright and, while there will be transitions
in the business in various lines, the demand promises
to be largely increased. The wisdom of the promoters
of the Canadian Fish and Cold Storage Company,
therefore, in the placing of its magnificent plant here,
is borne out more and more every day.

FISHERY NOTES.
With favorable weather conditions prevailing fish-

ing onerations were carried on energetically on both
the Atlantic and Pacific coasts throughout the month
of June.

The quantity of cod taken during the month is 29.000
ewts. greater than that taken in June last year, while
the catch of haddock is 48,000 ewts. greater. Ilake
and pollock landings on the other hand are somewhat
less than in the preceding June; also the quantity of
herring landed is considerably less owing to the catch
at the Magdalen Islands being smaller.
The catch of mackerel in June this year, however,

is 60 per cent, better than for the same month la.st

.vear.

The total catch of lobsters for the month is 134.392
ewts. In June, 1916. the catch was 180,671 ewts.

Since the opening of the lobster sea.son on November
15th, until the end of June there were packed 136,135
ca.ses, while 67,222 ewts. were shipped in shell. During
the corresponding period last year 171,847 cases were
packed and 93,758 ewts. shipped in shell.

This is the year in which the periodic "big run" of
salmon occurs on the Fraser river and the eanners
there are preparing to handle the usual large quantities.

Spring salmon were only fairly plentiful in the
Prince Rupert district, but Soekeye seemed to be
abundant. Good catches of .spring salmon were made
in the northern i>arts of Vancouver Island.
The British Columbia halibut catch during June

amounted to 36,8.53 cMts. against 6,693 ewts. in June
of last .vear.

(Ine fishernuin belonging to Gloucester County,
N.B,. was drown(>d while fishing.
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, J. H. CLAYTON,
Secretary Standard Gas En-

gine Co., Oakland, Cal.

GAS ENGINE MAN JOINS AVIATION CORPS.
In tlu'sc (lays of stern

military neces.sity many
;>n I'lilisted man is .saeri-

tii'injj his home and busi-

ness life without a mur-
mur and nuirt'liing away
to France to do liis share

of the fighting which his

country needs him to do,

but when a man volun-

tarily and through no
military requ i r e m e n t

passes un vital business

interests because he is pe-

culiarly fitted to aid his

country and believes that

his country should stand
before all else, then we
have a display of patriot-

ism that Tiiakes us realize

that the same red blood
course through American
veins as in days of old.

Examples of this sort we are hearing of all over

the country and one of the most conspicuous of these

cases is that of J. H. Clayton, the secretary of the

Standard Oas Engine Co. of Oakland, Cal. Mr. Clay-

ton became an officer of the Standard Gas Engine in

January, 1917. and in addition to being secretary was
also direct assistant to President Geo. W. Emmons
in the management of the big manufacturing institut-

tion. Yo\uig, active, capable, and enthusiastic, his

opijortunitics with the company were great and his

career a promising one, and yet he did not hesitate

to sacrifice this immediate future when America sent

out the call for her sons to come to arms in her de-

fense. Clayton has had much experience in aviation,

and realizing the need of the country for trained men
in this work, he immediately and without hesitation

offered his services and was accepted. He took this

stcri and his associates in the company encouraged his

taking it despite the fact that the business of the

Standard Gas Engine Co. for the present year is

1,'reater than ever l)cfore in its history and that the

need of Clayton's experience and knowledge was very
keenly felt at the home office.

Of course, the gap left by Clayton has been filled,

and the business of turning out "Frisco Standard"
engini>s for the fishing and work boat fleets of the
world is going on apace, and Clayton will soon be on
his way to France to do his bit, secure in iho knowl-
edge that the place which he left is waiting for him
when he comes back and that his associates in the
company are each and everyone of them behind him in

the patriotic effort he will make for his country.

ONLY COST PREVENTS POSSESSION.
-MAKGAKEi' .McLAKKN.

SPECIAL LOBSTER SEASON.

Ottawa, Jidy 26. — An ordcr-in-council was passed
oday providing for a special lobster season this year
lor northern New Hrunswick and Prince Edward
Island, from August 11th to September l.'ith. The usual

lobster season runs from May 2r)th to July lOtli. The
trial of a special lobster season this year is with a view
to testing out the theoi-y that the later open season
woidd give better residts in (|uality and character of

rat.-li.

K "ONLY the cost, prevents me installing a
motor," is what every fisherman now motor-
less say.s. But, argues the agent, "Why not
have one anyhow, if we give you time to pay

for it?" The fisherman, thoughtfidly aware of the
extras, such as gasoliiu- ever soaring, as well as the
mounting prices of foodstuffs, shakes his head. "No,
he says quietly. "I can't buy now." "But," persists
the agent, "You would get more fish if you had a
motor, because you eould, without fear of not getting
back, go out to the far grounds, and were there no
wind, you need not wear yourself out rowing, and so
on, as we all know a persuasive agent can talk. The
fisherman, however, has a holy fear of debt. Per-
haps he has built him a house and wants to pay for
it or has .some undefined idea that if he gets the motor
he will not be anythine else but worried as to whether
he may meet, as they fall due. the notes eiven for pur-
chase of a thinsr niost nrcently needed in the fishing
industry, an industry that is of vital necessity at this
time to our country. The discussion as to whether or
not motors will be purchased, resolves itself into a
hot argument as to the advisability of petitioning
the Government for the purnose of having the bounty
monev taken for the purchase of motors, and it seems
this is really a most sensible idea to which no thought-
ful person could possibly obiect. The idea would be
to allow any man who applied for a motor to obtain
one. his bounty being turned over to the Government
for a certain number of years, and all of tho.se not
desirous of having motors, but who would leave their
bounty with the Government for this most patriotic
purpose coidd obtain thereon a certain rate of inter-
est. The Government, by purchasing such a large
number of motors, could get preatly reduced prices,
and also a fixed rate of repairing could be agreed on
accommodating of course, the cost of labor and ma-
terial. The fisherman, also if he wi.shed might pay
as he could for the motor, without having the nervous
feeling of debt incumbrance. Tn which case, if he had
paid his obligation to the Government, he might draw
or leave on deposit, that small bounty, which in the
atrarregate is a considerable sum. Should this be ob-
tained, the increased business that would be the resultm all channels connected with the fi.shing industry
would cause a sort of awakening in the trade, which!
in those times of nece.s.sary greater production, would
be most acceptable to the interest of our great countrv,

Canada ! Land of the Maple,

Birthplace of Gallant and Brave Men.

FORTUNES MADE IN ONE NIGHT'S CATCH.
Says the St. John Telegraph of July 26:
There has been a large run of sardines in the two

local weirs for the last two nights. Tuesday night
July 24. Alexander Logan caught 18 hogsheads and
these .sold at -t+O per hog.shead. On July 2^ and 24
Alexander Silli|)ant and partners netted I'fiO liogshea"<ls
and sold them at the abovi' price, realizing .i!6'[4()0. It
is reported from all the weirs that the .sardTncs are be-
ing taken in exceptifuially large (|uantities, although
weirs at the mouth of Courtenay Bay have been get-
ting the best of it.—Ea.stport Sentinel.

I
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D. Hatton Company, Montreal
Established 1874.

Tlic well-known and old established firm of D. Hat-
ton Company of Montreal has carried out extensive

alterations and improvements to their Montreal
premises on Bonseeours Street, which will enable them
to cope with their ever increasing business. The
premises have been entirely remodelled, one of the

chief items being the installation of a duplex Refriger-

ating plant with the necessary Cold Storage building,

which will ensure perfect preservation of both fresh,

iced, and frozen stocks and guarantee a large and va-

ried storage to hand.

The Refrigerating and Cold Storage equipment
comprises the new building shown by the illustra-

tion, which also gives the general arrangement of

Iheir jiromiscs and ])roperty. The Cold Storage

by the well-known York Co. and was supplied by the
Canadian Ice Machine Co., Ltd. The Compressors arc
of the Vertical Euclosed-Twin type, each driven di-

rectly from a Motor. Double-pipe Condensers are
fitted to work in conjunction with a Water Cooler
upon atmospheric evaporation, so that not only will

great economy of water be effected, but, in the event
of temporary stoppage of water supply, the plant is

quite independent and such stoppage will not neces-
sitate shutting down the Machinery, and the temper-
atures within the Cold Rooms will not be seriously in-

fluenced by any such temporary shut down of water,
which frequently hap])ens in a growing City.

As before stated the Plant is really in two units,

each complete iuul indepcindent, so arraugetl that any

y X

— ^ ///rrro/^ danjpff^y.-^ /Y7of^rvg^/t^.
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has been designed not only to handle the various kinds
of fish, but to give and maintain steadily, the vai'ious

degrees of temperature most suitable for these same
kinds and as the temperatures range from about 40
degrees above to 5 degrees below zero, or even lower,
detail rooms were necessary.

The Cellars are also suitably cooled and fitted for the
conservation of wet fish, barrelled stock, oysters, etc.

and are served by the two Elevators shown, which
Elevators also serve the Cold Storage rooms- in the
new Building.

The Refrigerating Machinery is in two distinct units
and is upon the Ammonia Compression i)rinciple, cool-

ing by the direct expansion system and working with
a 25 ton flooded Accumulator. The Plaiit was made

accident to the one plant in no way causes trouble, as

the stand-by plant can at once be switched on. This
gives a safeguard against accident and guarantees
steady temperatures; as each plant is fully competent
to deal with the load. Furthernuire this arrangement,
although more costly in first i)lace. has a nmst import-

ant advantage a])art from the above duplication. This

is contained within the method of ojx'rating by means
of two units and the fneiliti(>s such eiial)les (ui(> to

obtain. For example

:

In tlu' event of a very heavy consignment being ii'

ceived in a coiuiition recpiiring prompt cooling of I he

whole load, the two units can be at once put to work
iiiul the eomiilete stock be quickly overpowered by the
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\tra refrigerating capacity available. When this is

•I'oinplished one of the units is shut down and the
'iicr then steadily anil easily maintains the toniper-

iires obtained and thus any injury caused by slow
'itling is prevented.

Again : another advantage is gained, as by running
:ii' unit on the iluty of merely holding steatlily a

luperature already secured a snudl plant run for a

iiger period gives more satisfactory results than a
iger machine run for a shorter period. In the latter

ise the temperatures are naturally brought lower
lan is really necessary in order to gain some margin
-ainst a rise when the machine is stopped.

advantages and altogether the arrangement fully re-

pays the extra first cost and the somewhat larger Ma-
eliine required.

Kai'li of the four floors of Cold Stores are fitted with
air locks which are made larger than usual as they are
cooled sufficiently to act as collecting rooms to enable
goods to be gdtliered together ready for shipment
whilst under cold .lir treatment and this ensures goods
b.MMg s'^nl «i. I Ml ijood condition.

The nard Freezing is carried out upon the first floor

the cleaned fish being placed upon trays which slide

upon horizontal shelves of Freezing coils supported by
steel frames as usual. The pans arc of special kind as

^y
';..

.....fft*ri î f tt»***Mj^s. .f»»ft.*.t»t»*»» 9**»,^tt,^. tt^t tf,^,,^ M H* ^'^fstsif^^^t
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This amount of leawaj^ m factor of ><ii'iN iiinv m;

Bjudged and the stock adversely affected by such

in any case it is an established fact that a steady
iperature is one great essential to good results. By
lining a small unit for a longer period however it is

isily undei-stood that the amount of rise or differ-

ice in temperature between the air in the rooms and
e actual stock is materially reduced and thereby the
-k of judgment also: as a direct result the temper-
iires are more reliable and subject to considerably
-' \!iriatioii. This division nf dtitv has other reni

li i> ioiiinl iliat i)ctter I'ersulls are ubtaiiiable with dif-

ferent materials according to nature of stock. The
arrangement of Freezing connections has been given
attention the cooling being so adjusted, regulated or
tempered, as to perform the freezing process slowly
and thoroughly resulting in best possible stock.

The necessary glazing equipment is being fitted for

long shipping routes or other cases where 'air seal" is

necessary.

A complete de-frosting equipment guarantees that
the freezing and cooling ]iii)es and surfaces are kept
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efficient and_ sweet and ample sized trapped drains in

concrete floors ensure a maintenance of sweet and sa-

nitary conditions.

The Cold Storage Building is divided by insulated

partitions into the required number of separate rooms
for the different kinds of fish and various temper-
atures. The insulation which was carried out by
the Armstrong Cork & Insulation Co. of Montreal is

entirely Nonpareil compressed sheet cork, erected in

Portland cement or asphalt as necessary, the interior

finish being Portland cement plaster painted white.
This in conjunction with the concrete floors, and skirt-

ing gives a water-tight, fire-proof and sanitary
storage.

The whole is lighted by an up-to-date Electrical

equipment and made as complete as is possible. Small
special doors upon each floor give access to the Cold
Rooms and these are fitted with locks. By these

means the Proprietors are able to make i)ersonal and
regular inspection of the goods without operating
Elevators, interfering with the working, or opening
main doors thus exposing goods to injurious draughts
of warm air.

Automatic self-closing, fire-proof doors isolate the

Cold Storage from the main Buildings and safeguard
the valuable stock.

The present offices have proved inadequate for the

business being done and same are being removed and
enlarged. The cellars also are being over-hauled, new
concrete floors and draining being laid and the re-

mainder of premises put into good order.

To facilitate cartage and expedite delivery, which
has hitherto been a great handicap, the whole frontage

has been remodplU'(l and three full length Cart docks
are being built for heavy Motor Lorries and Railway
Trucks and Rigs and in addition to this a fourth Dock
for light carts and express service is being arranged

as shown in illustration.

These improvements in conjunction with the Com-
pany's fleet of Motor Lorries and Express Cars will
guarantee prompt and rapid delivery.

A new building is to be erected which will carry a
saw mill and other machinery for the manufacture
and repair of Fish Boxes and also for storage of same,
and will contain the other equipment necessary as well
as a store of crushed ice.

An Electrically driven Ice crusher has been installed
which is mounted upon a moveable truck so that every
box is well iced before being sent out.

Great care was necessary in designing these im-
provements as not only had the work to be none in
shortest possible time with the minimum amount of
disturbance to the present business, but the present
buildings, having to be left intact or utilized as far as
ever possible, entailed another handicap. The present
state of affairs made the delivery of steel work and
material a difficult matter to say nothing of the labo>ir
situation.

The plant was designed by M. Chas. Bishop of
Montreal. Consulting Refrigerating Engineer who is

an Expert in this branch of Engineering and has car-
ried out such work in many parts of the world.

Messrs. D. Hatton Company naturally expect and
certainly deserve an increased business as a result of
their heavy investment and enterprise and as they in-

tend to handle solely first class stock, shipped prompt-
ly, in best possible condition, taken from a large and
varied stock maintained under best conditions of

temperature and sanitation, there should be no doubt
concerning their expectations being fully realized.

The plant although of moderate size, as Fish plants
go, is still probably the most complete and up-to-date
equipment of its kind in the Dominion of Canada and
it has been erected with the intention of extension in

the near future.

Consumers Cordage Co., Limited, Almost a Century Old

Every fisherman knows "Lion Brand" Cordage,

manufactured by Consumers Cordage Company, Limit-

ed, but few know that nearly a century ago—or to be

exact, 1825, this firm was making hawsers, ropes, lines

and twines at a plant located in Montreal near their

present large up-to-date factory.

The cut reproduced is taken from an old painting

showing "The Accommodation," being hauled up the

St. Lawrence River through St. Mary's current. This

was the first steamboat in Canada, in fact, in the

world, and was built and operated by Hon. John Mol-
son. "The Accomriiodation" used rope made in the
Company's first plant.

The Jlontreal plant was established in 1825 by the
late Mr. John A. Converse, and has grown from mod-
est beginnings up to its present large dimenisons as
shown in the accompanying photograph.
The Dartmouth plant was established in 1868 by

the late Hon. W. J. Stairs, of the well known Hali-
fax hardware house, William Stairs, Son & Morrow,

Montreal Mill Operated S
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Dartmouth Mill Operated S nee 1868.

Ltd. It was tlieii known as the DarliiKiiitli Wope-

work Co., but twenty years a^o was absorbetl by Con-

iiiiers Cordage Company. Limited.

Both factories si)ecialize in the various cordage re-

lirements of the fishing industry from the smallest

M.bster marline and rope to the largest hawsers or

k

W. A. C. HAMILTON,
Secretary and Sales Manager.

cablis u^.'d on the bank fishing ves.scls, and mooring

lines, tow lines, etc., of the largest ocean liners or

ships of the navy.

Many fishermen have seen the old-fashioned method

f rope-making, i.e.. the rope walk. Although the

,.rinciple is the same, the method employed by Con-

sumers ('ordage Company, Limited, Montreal plant,

insiderably lessens labor. This work is now all done

y powerful up-to-date machinery, which will make

i,,p(. of uniform strength varying from one-half inch

in circumference up to immense ropes of twenty inches

I'ircuiiiferenee. For lai'ger sizes which may be bctici-

produced by the old-fashioned method, a rope walk is

now maintained at the Dartmouth plant.

In order that no rope may leave the factories below
the standard of quality which has been decided upon,

a rigid system of inspection is in force from the time
the raw material is purchased until the goods reach

the buyer. This has resulted in such a unifortii and
reliable product that the Company has felt a steady

and increasing demand for their cordage which results

in continual growth. Just at present a large addition

is in course of construction at the Montreal plant, and
at nartmouth the entire plant has recently been
e(iuipped with electric motive power in order to sup-

ply the increased demand caused by the continued
growth and the revolution in ship-building through-
out Canada.

FLESH OF WHALES SAID TO BE MEAT AND NOT
FISH.

Covernmeut Experts Recommend It Highly for Food
Whale meal and similar sea meat for food jiurposes

are advocated by the 11. S. liureau of Fisheries, accord-
ing to an announcement made by the Department of
Commerce. The announcement states:

'Whales and porpoises are mammals, like cattle and
slieep, and their flesh is 'meat' and not 'fish.' In tex-

ture and appearance, it resembles beef, though the
color is darker red, and the flavor is closer to that of
meat than any other. It is devoid of all fishy taste. It

is jirobable that it will soon be obtainable fresh, corned
anil canned, and it is recommend to those wlio hiivc

the opportunity to purchase it.

"During May, an enterprising whaling company
phu't'd whale meat on the market in Seattle, Washing-
ton, and Portland. The i)roduct met with a ready sale
at ten cents a poinid, and was immediately placed on
the menus of hotels and restaurants under its proper
iiiime.

Two of the Bureau's employees dining in the cafe
ut a western hotel found the following on the card :

-Barbecued Alaska black cod and drawn butter' and
"sperm whale steak and current jelly.' One ordered
the whale steak and one the cod, and each found his
dish very palatable. Incidently it may be said that
the 'black cod' is another of the food fishes, the use
of which this Bureau has been urging and with suc-
cess.

"During the course of the dinner the two gentlemen
heard several orders being given for whale steak, and
inquired of the waiter whether there was much demand
for the meat. He replied that there was a tremendous
call for it and that they had just served the last por-
tion. The waiter said that the whale meat cost ten
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cents a pound, and prave as liis opinion that if a supply

could be maintained it would become as popular as

beef. The steaks are served fried, but there is no rea-

son why the meat should not be cooked as pot roasts

and the like.

"Whales are taken at several shore stations on the

Pacific ("oast, where the blubber (fat) is rendered foi-

oil and their bones and flesh used to some extent for

fertilizer, while their skins appear to be adapted for

tanning into leather.

"As these stations take a considerable number of

these huge animul.s, each furnishing about five tons -

"

excellent meat, it is evident that a large quantity of

this valuable food has been going to waste, and the

fishermen have been converting into fertilizer a pro-

duet that has probably ten times greater value to them

when sold for food.

"Whaling on the Atlantic side, once the greatest

whaling region, has declined greatly, but there are still

some whales taken. There is no difference in the food

value of the Atlantic and Pacific whales.

"Porpoises are abundant on our coasts, and there is

a regular fishery for them at Cape Hatteras, where

they are valued principally for their oil and to some
extent for their hides. Canned porpoise and dolphin

meat, recently submitted to the Bureau of Fisheries,

was favorably regarded by all who tasted it."

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.

The amount of fish landed at the port of Prince

Rupert during the month of June reached a very high

total. The beginning of the salmon season in earnest

in the way of canning had its effect upon the total re-

ceipts swelling it to well on for four million pounds

of fish of all .sorts which included the salmon landed at

the canneries along the Skeena River just outside the

eitj' of Prince Rupert and which are tributary to the

city directly. This does not take into account the sal-

mon taken at the other canneries like Rivers Inlet and

the Naas and which are also tributary to this place,

hut to the same direct extent as the Skeena which

empties into the salt water practically at the entrance

to the Prince Rupert harbor.

The month was a good one in the line of halibut

which accounted for well on for two and a half million

pounds. The amount landed was 2,390,000 pounds.

Next to the halibut the salmon came into prominence

with 768,423 pounds including the canneries of the

Skeena as well as the fish of that variety landed for

use in a fresh and frozen state. Of this amount there

was actually landed in Prince Rupert 155,560 pounds.

The ntnnber of salt fish being landed as a result of

the trawling operations of the Canadian Fish and Cold

storage almost exclusively is bet'omiiig an im|)ortant

part of the fish landings each month now. Included

with this is the whiting a small fish resembling the cod

in some respects which cannot be included as a flat fish

but which is caught for the most part in the trawling

oi)erati()ns. Of the whiting there were landed during

.June, !)32 i)ourids. In the line of flat fish of the sole

type the figures for the month were as follows: brille

213,941 pounds; soles 7,834 pounds; witches 540

pounds; flounder 51,552 pounds; skate 18,129 pounds.

('od stands at 171,293 pounds landed during the

month of June.

The record for the month for the whole of the fish-

iiH/ lit till' |iorf I< tlicrefiire over :).()22,700 pounds.

0. H. Nelson.

SOCKEYE SALMON.

Expected big run of Sockeye Salmon has not material-

ized—Looking to the full moon for the full run

—Reasons advanced for the shortage—Grayfish

packing increas.ng—Dry weather is hurting the

fruit crop.

Seattle, Wash., August 10, 1917.

Salmon.—Gloom hangs in great black gobs over the

Puget Sound sockeye salmon canning industry. This

is due to the fact that the expected run of sockeye

salmon has not as yet materialized in the proportions

that had been expected. The first run of sockeye was
heavy and hopes of trapmen, seiners and cannery own-
ers ran higli. With the first catches out of the way,
the fishermen and canners commenced to wait for

more fish, and so far have been disappointed. One day
last week the canneries at Bellingham received less than

50,000 fish, where five times that number should have
reached the city. A. W. Deming, of the Pacific Am-
erican Fisheries Company's big plant at Hellingham.

says that the eannerymen are ho])ing against hope that

the much-looked-for run will yet materialize. The
veterans are hoping that the run will come on strong

during the full of the moon. Indians and old-timers

declare that the moon does actually affect keen com-
j)etiti()n for the sockeye salmon that have been brought
in to the canneries. For a few days as high as 75 cents

per fisli was paid by canners. Other canners purchased
fish by the hundreds and were willing to take ninety

fish and pay for a hundred. The situation became so

bad that a meeting was held with the seiners, and as a

i-esult the latter agreed to accept a price of 30 cents

for sockeyes for the balance of the season.

The principal reason assigned for the poor run is

that four years ago, when the fish were crowding up
toward the Fraser River to spawn, an earth slide in

that river prevented the fish from getting up to the

spawning grounds. Four years ago there was a lot of

talk about this earth slide, and the prediction was made
that the failure of the fisli to spawn would affect the

1917 i;un. Experts declare that if this was the case, it

will take a good inaiiy years to get the supply back to

normal.

From Alaska eonie faii'l\' encouraging reports. A
J. Alexander, superintendent of the Pacific American
Fisheries Company's cannery at Hoonah. has reached
Juneau, Alaska, and reported that the biggest run of

salmon ever known in South-eastern Alaska was in

progress when he left the cannery. He said that all

the canneries in that section were taxed to capacity.

Most canneries, he said, were short of help, and are

for that reason unable to box u]> their stock for ship-

ment as ra[)idly as thc.v had planned.

On the other hand, discouraging reports were brought
to Bellingham this week by the steamer Windber, own-
ed by the Pacific American Fisheries Company. This
vessel arrived from Port Miljei- and otlier way points in

Alaska. The vessel stayed three weeks at Port Miller

waiting for the fish to run. The run at that point was
reported almost a complete failure.

Parent—Do you know the pai-ahles, my child?

Johnnie—-Yes, sir.

Parent—And which of the parables do you like

best ?

Johnnie -1 like the one wlu-re somebody Imifs ninl

fishes.- -Philadel]>lna Record.
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On Oyster Culture
No. 1.—^In Canada.

OYSTEK culture has been receiving some

attention in Eastern Canada during recent

years, but it cannot be said that very much

has been accomplished in this direction, more

especially if we consider how we might have profited

by the experience of other lands. Oyster culture is a

very ancient science, business, industry—whatever you

choose to call it. In Pliny's natural histories, we read

that the Ancient Romans in various parts of their vast

empire had made considerable progress in oyster cul-

ture ;
maintained great oyster parks in which by arti-

ficial means—practically the same as those employed

today—they gave a new lease of life to larvae that m
the natural order would have been destroyed, improv-

ing the species, and fattening the individual till it was

fit to adorn the table of the most fastidious senator

of Rome. When the German barbarians of the period

overthrew the Roman Empire the science of oyster

culture was lost to the world of Europe. In the mid-

dle ages oysters continued to be a delicacy much apprri-

ciated, but nature was given a free hand in the matter

of their propagation. Evidently nature attended to

her task with commendable industry, for as late as

1681, the opinion prevailed, in France at any rate, that

the oyster beds around the coast, were inexhaustible.

In that year an ordinance was passed, imposing cer-

tain restrictions on the taking of mussles on various

parts of the French coast. Apropos of this Valin, an

old writer on the fisheries, observed in eifect; "The

restrictions are only of interest to the fishers of muss-

les; fishers of all other shell-fish may carry on without

fear of exhausting the bottoms." Nevertheless the

French oyster beds, prolific as they were, gradually

became depleted ; oysters became a rarity, even upon

the tables of the rich. The French Admiralty, and

provincial parliaments adopted regulations intended to

arrest this depletion, but they were never applied

with sufficient vigor, and the destruction of the beds

continued. Only the lack of transport facilities to the

markets, prevented the complete destruction of the

oyster beds.

\^y, I

IN 184i), the French government began to

consider seriously the v^question of the artifi-

cial propagation of oysters, and by 1852 the

Ministry of Marine was carrying on experi-

ments on an extensive scale. Many of these experi-

ments were from a financial point of view a failure;

but together they helped to increase the stock of tech-

nical knowledge necessary to solve the problem. By
1863 these exiieriments hf^I indicated the main lines

upon Avhich the problem must be tackled, and since

then the development of the industry of oyster cul-

ture in France has been continuous and regular.

In more recent years this development has been of

an eminently satisfactory character. In 189.5 the
French oy.ster yield was valued at 10,000,000 francs;
in 1913 it had reached a value of 29,000,000 francs.

The importance of artificial culture may be judged
from the fact that while in 1912 the value of the
oysters taken from the natural beds was 1.200,000
francs in round nnnil)ers, the value of the yield from
cultivated beds was nearly 28,000,000 francs.

It is worth noting, as indicating the ability of the
oyster to adapt itself to new conditions, that the in-

crease in the yield of the oysters of France is in con-

siderable measure due to the introduction of the Por-

tuguese oyster. This introduction was of a fortuitous

character. In 1866 a small steamer, carrying some
Portuguese oysters, was detained at Bordeaux. The
oysters began to go bad. The master was ordered to

go outside and jettison the oysters but instead of

doing so he dumped them in the harbor. Some of the
oysters were alive; they pursued their functions, mul-
tiplied, formed an enormous bed, and spread along the

coast. In 1895 the harvest of their descendants was
valued at 2,000,000 francs; by 1913 the yield had at-

tained a value of 11,000,000 francs. These oysters
received little consideration in the market for years,

but of late their sale has steadily increased. They are

said to lack the flavor and nutritive value of the native
oysters, but tend as the years pass to approximate
them.

IN England, France and Holland, wherever
oyster culture is carried on, strict attention

is given to the problem of maintaining the

salubrity of the parks, and the wholesome-
ness of the oysters. As the ancient Koman Pliny in his

natural history studies noted, oysters love frequent

baths of sweet water. Only in brackish waters do
oysters grow large and fat, and of a flavor to tickle

the palate of the epicure ; those reared in waters of

a high degree of salinity are usually small and not

very tasty. Oyster parks for maturing purposes are

located near the mouth of a river, or in bays, into

which rivers and brooks discharge fresh water in suf-

ficient quantities to produce that condition of brack-

ishness necessary to make the young oyster eager to

grow up and go adventuring among the haunts of

wealth and beauty in cities of gaiety and colored lights.

These streams of fresh water carry to the habitations

of the oysters matter of various kinds. Occasionall.v

the oyster may absorb microbes which do not agree

with his system; if raised from his bed in this con-

dition he may transmit the microbes to the consumer,
who in, his turn becomes sick. That this is a possibility

there is no reason to doubt. At the same time extensive

researches made in England and France show that the

number of cases of illness arising from eating con-

taminated oysters, is, as compared with the total con-

sumed every year, infinitesimal. Besides it does not

follow that the oyster acquired microbes while on the

sea bottom; it may have been contaminated while in

the wholesaler's or retailer's hands, through being

washed with impure water or kept in unsanitary re-

ceptacles.

However, the question of conserving the health of

oysters is a matter of first importance, and it has be-

come the object of state concern in various countries.

A long time ago Holland organized a system of sani-

tary control of oyster culture parks. This control in-

volves frequent bacteriological examinations of oys-

ters taken from the parks, and analysis of the waters

that flow over them. When the oysters and waters are

found to be in a satisfactory condition, a certificate

to that effect is given. Before buying oystei-s from
any park, wholesalers require the production of the

certificate of purity. When oysters are found to be
in ill-health, the state officials are empowered to en-

force the adoption of such measures as the.v consider
necessary. These measures depend upon the degree of

pollution of the park. It is seldom or never necessar.v

to destroy the oystei-s. But the operator of the park
may be compelled to remove all the oysters suspected
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of contamination, and replant them on bottoms where

pure seawater is found. In pure sea water oysters soon

throw off the germs absorbed from polluted, fresh

water streams. Indeed oysters taken from contami-

nated areas can by treatment with pure water be made

ready for the market without fear of causing sickness

:

but this remedy is not encouraged by state authority

or the trade. The more stringent precautions are gen-

erally practised. Cases of sickness due to eating oys-

ters may lead to sensational articles in the press, and

the trade may suffer severely. In France, for instance,

though the demand for native oysters has shown a

steady increase, the demand for imported oysters some-

times .shows violent fluctuations.

IN 1915, Great Britain adopted new regula-

tions designed to assure improved sanitation

of oyster parks. It is provided and ordered

that local health authorities shall make fre-

quent examinations of oyster parks in their district,

as well as of oysters placed on sale. These authorities,

even if they cannot prove contamination, may, if they

think there is a possibility of danger, prohibit the sale

of oysters, until they have been transplanted in pure

water for a period of at least 15 days. These local

boards are instructed to attach more importance to

topographicAl considerations and epidemic possibilities

than to the results of bacteriological analysis. They are

required to take prompt action on complaints coming

from other districts that oysters coming from parks

directly under their control are not in a satisfactory

condition.

The British system of regulation has been subjected

to some criticism by the trade. The main objection

seems to be that it has the inconveniences inherent in

English legislation in general—it leaves too much to

local authority. Appeals from the decisions of the local

boards may be made through the local government

board—which probably knows little of oyster culture.

At the annual meeting of the representatives of the

fishing industry in 1915 the new regulations were

vigorously discussed, and the demaAd was made that

the Board of Fisheries should take over the sanitary

control of oyster parks. The Board already has a large

pcr.sounel of technical experts, and it was argued it

could establish a uniformity of conditions impossible

under the system of control by local authorities. Lord

Selborne, chairman of the Board of Fisheries, was.pre-

sent, and stated that the regulations were of a provi-

sional character, and that it was intended to make the

(luostion of the contamination of oyster parks the sub-

ject of a new bill, dealing with the whole matter in

a comprehensive manner.

The Holland system which provides for greater cen-

tralization of authority and more uniformity of action

is said to have produced excellent results, and it is

along similar lines the French are moving. Their task,

iiowever, is not easy, for whereas in Holland large

concerns planting oysters on an extensive scale are

the rule, in France small concerns, very often indivi-

duals, carry on oyster farming.

Some years ago the scientific consultative committee

of the Freneh Fisheries department took up the ques-

tion of the sanitary regulation of oyster culture. They
laid down two principles. The first was that as it is

exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to determine

the precise degree of contamination of any park, all

parks should ^be considered a« contaminated, or sus-

eeptible of eontamination \^ ;i consequence £»f this

principle it was recommended that all oysters taken

from the parks, .should before being placed on sale be

submitted to a bath of filtered water—pure salt water
either natural or artificial—in order to give them an

opportunity to rid themselves of any species of bacilli.

THE second principle, based on the old adage

that an ounce of prevention is better than a

pound of cure, was that the solution of pro-

blems must be found in constant surveillance

of oyster culture, and by consequence, the creation of

a permanent system of sanitary control. The com-
mittee expressed itself satisfied that the great major-

ity of existing parks were perfectly healthy ; recom-

mended that operators of parks having any defects

should be at once compelled to remedy them; urged
that the few parks, known to be contaminated beyond
remedy, be completely suppressed ; objected to the

granting of any concessions in waters of which the

salubrity was at all doubtful. The committee suggest-

ed a system of control. It proposed that local com-
mi.ssions, composed of medical or other hygienic

authorities appointed by the local prefect, should make
frequent reports on the condition of existing parks,

and examine and report on the condition of the watei
ami bottoms where application to establish new parks
was made. It was proposed that all such reports and
coni'hi.sions should be reviewed by a special commis-
sion of the scientific consultative committee before

action was taken. The hope was expressed that the
study of .the reports and .conclusions of the local

authorities, compared and co-ordinated with the con-

clusions of the servants of England, Holland and other
countries, would result in a formula, definite and pre-
cise, relative to the conditions essential to the culture,

successful and sanitary, of oysters.

In compliance with the recommendations of the

scientific committee, the Ministry of Marine (which
as in Canada embraces the Department of Fisheries)
i.ssued in 1913 instructions that all applications for

concessions for proposed oyster parks, must be accom-
panied by reports made by the local officials of

hygiene, and later the prefects of the Maritime De-
I)artments were ordered to see that the hygienic
authorities made proper investigations before draw-
ing up their reports. Since then this pro'-'-dnre has
been scrupulously followed. Moreover the scientific

committee has been entrusted with the duty of deter-
mining the methods of examination, and of reviewing
all re])orts. This committee, although not posses.sed of
legal authority exercises by virtue of its consultative
character state powers; it really decides whether or
not the state will grant concessions to would-be oper-
ators of oyster parks, and its recommendations in

regard to existing parks are promptly carried out.
In order to supplement the activity of the state in

this connection, the French oyster farmers and deal-
ers have formed an association which working in con-
junction with the public authorities attempts to do for
the oyster industry what Lloyds does for the shipping
industry. Its object, as stated in its act of incorpora-
tion, is to determine on scientific lines the eondition of
instiillation, maintenance, improvement, and control
of establishments for breeding and growing oysters
!Mid other shellfish, and to exercise supervision over
the transportation, storage and sale of such products
of the sea. Making its debut in an advisory and educa-
tive capacity, the association .soon became an organ
of sanitary control, and devoted its main efforts to the
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assuring of the production of healthy oy.sters. Organ-

izing an expert technical staff, it established a system

of classification of oyster parks similar to Lloyd's

register. Members submitting their parks voluntarily

to the supervision of the sanitary service of the asso-

ciation are granted a certificate and a classification

according to the condition of the park. Any improve-

ment noted by the inspectors, after bacteriological and

other examinations may mean a higher classification

;

deterioration may mean a lower class. Just as a ship

to keep up her classification in Lloyd's register must
satisfy more stringent requirements than is necessary

to satisfy the government inspection, so the oyster

parks, in order to keep up their classification in the

association's register, must satisfy requirements more

stringent than is necessary to secure a certificate from

the state authorities. 0/ course the advantage is

obvious; oyster parks in the A-1 class need not worry

about markets.

Canada's Fisheries for July, 1917
"While the month of July was free from storms, con-

tinued fog on the south and west coasts of Nova

Scotia and in the Bay of Fundy hampered operations.

Notwithstanding this di-awbaek the landings of cod

and haddock in the counties of Guysboro, Halifax and
Lunenburg were 45.000 cwts. greater than those for

July last year, and in the counties of Shelburne, Yar-

mouth and Digby they were slightly greater.

Round the island of Cape Breton weather conditions

were more favorable, fish were abundant on the fish-

ing grounds, and with a plentiful supply of bait op-

erations proceeded steadily in most sections through-

out the month, resulting in an increase of 10.000 cwts.

in the catch of cod and haddock.

Compared with July last year the landings of the

Caraquet and Shippegan, N.B., cod fishing fleet for

the month were rather less. On the Gaspe coast and
at the Magdalen Islands the cod eateh was consider-

ably less owing to scarcity of fish and somewhat un-

favourable weather.

The catch of sardines in the Bay of Fundy resulted

in an increase of 10.000 barrels over the eateh for

July last year.

Salmon were scarce during July in the Margaree
T?iver, N.S , and the Mirimachi River and Bay, N.B.

Since the opening of the lobster season on Novem-
ber 15th. until the end of Jul.y, there were packed
147,954 cases, while 69,255 cwts. were shipped in shell.

During the corresponding period last year 181,913

cases were packed and 94,209 ewts. shipped in shell.

On the Pacific Coast fishing was carried on under
favourable weather conditions. Good catches of sal-

mon were made by the traps at the south end of Van-
couver Island : also in the Praser River districts, and
indications point to the recurrence of the usual "big
run" which in tbe ordinary course happens this year.

Tlie salmon fishing results in the northern district

were very considerably better than for July last year.

The landings of halibut, on the other hand, show a

decrease of over 30 per cent, when compared with
those for the same month in the preceding year.

One fisherman was drowned in the southern district

of British Columbia.

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and
landed in a Fresh or Green State ; and an estimate of the Quan-
tities Marketed, or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried, pick-

led, canned, etc., in the WHOLE OF CANADA for the MONTH
of JULY, 1917.

Kinds of Fish. Caught and Landed
in a Fresh or Green

State.

Proportion
used Fresh.

Dried.

Pickled,

Canned, etc.

Totals for the Month of

JULY, 1916.

Caught and Landed in

a Fresh or Green State.

I

Proportion
used Fresh,

Drieii.

Pickled.

Canned, etc.

Quantity.

SALMON, cwts 215,389
Do., used fresh (or frozen)

cwts
Do., canned, cases

Do., smoked, cwts
Do., salted (dry), cwts
Do., mild cured, cwts
Do., pickled, cases

LOBSTERS, cwts 25,212
Do., canned, cases

Do., shipped in shell, cwts
COD. cwts 265,705

Do., t].sed fresh, cwts
Do., green-salted, cwts

Value.

$
1.241,828
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352 CAN

[>o., smoked fillets, ewts

Do., dried, cwts
IJLACK COD, cwts 12,254

Do., used fresh, cwts
Do., smoked, cwts

HADDOCK, cwts 70,216

Do., used fresh, cwts.

Do., cauued, cases

Do., smoked, cwts

Do., {rreen-saltcd. cwts

Do., dried, cwts

HAKE AXD CrSK. cwts 58,673

Do., used fresh, cwts

Do., smoked, cwts

Do., green-salted, cwts

Do . smoked fillets, cwts
Do., dried, cwts

POT.LOCK. cwts 34,039

Do , used fresh, cwts

Do., greeu-salted. cwts
Do., smoked fillets, cwts

Do. dried, cwts
HERRTNG, cwts -92,271

Do., used fresh, cwts

Do,, canned, cases

Do., smoked, cwts
Do., dry-salted, cwts
Do., pickled, brls

Do., used as bait, brls

Do., used as fertilizer, brls

MACKEREL, cwts 15,499

Do., used fresh, cwt.s

Do., canend. cases

Do., salted, brls

SHAD, cwts 547

Do., used fresh, cwts
Do., salted, brls

ALEWTVES, cwts 469

Do., used fresh, ctws
Do., salted, brls

SARDINES, brls 29,774

Do., canned, cases

Do., sold fre.sh and salted, brls

HALTRTTT. cwts 39,963

Do., used fresh, cwts
Do., smoked, cwts

SOLES, c^\^s 201
FLOTTNDERS, cwts 1.028

SKATE, cwts 711

SMELTS, cwts 1.56

OT'LACHONS, cwts 66

DRILL, cwts 2.899

TOM COD, cwts 697
OCTOPUS, cwts
SWOUDFT.SIL cwts 73
AI.I'.ACOIJE. cwts 9.159

DOGFISH ffor food) cwts. .. 5,740

("LAMS, brls 3.400

Do., nsed fresh, brls

Do., canned, cases

S('ALL0PS. brls .50

Do., shelled, gals

OCAHArCH (fresh sold), brls

CHABS. COCKLES, etc., cwts. 1.244

WINKLES, cwts
SlIHLMPS, cwts
SQI'ID (bait fish). l.rLs 2,222

LAI'NCE fbnit fish), brls

AN FIS
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An Exceptional Opportunity for Fishermen

A few >>«w i> to 7 !i.l). slow speetl M:!*-!". I i.-^ n- :

.

mnrtc by the Otiimla Gas Power l.aii:! •in:!. s.i.i;.l>lc ni
small fishing liintt These are the laal r.'in.tluiH!: of m

Hankrupt '^tix^';, aii'l are offered at low pr.<-H-' !«r

iiiiok turnover. Karee Moc'A of repair parts alwavR
iv.iilable.

Hon't miss this opportunity to secure a high grade
. ntfine at a Haruain I'ric-e.

Write Marin* Sales Dept. to-day.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited

TORONTO - CANADA

oluinbian^
^W BOAT"motor

Saves Time and LaboF
<»U fivi' .ycar.s the C'oliiinliian Row-Hoat Motor

has been giving SATISFACTION to thou-
saiuls of fishennt'ii, wlio.se en-

gines must be REIilAIiLE.
STrHDV, Sl.MI'hE and ECO-

NO.MICAL. Although
this motor contains
every modern im-

provement, we ac?
still selling it at ^fT* /^ /'\

($10 extra for high^pOL/
tension waterproof magneto built
in fly-wheel).
With the aid of, this highly efficient

motor. Fishermen not only save themselves
miir-h heavy toil, but are able to go farther
in less time, and so Increase their fares to
a largo extent.
We can supply complete eiiuipmcnts of

two and four cycle marine engines up to
300 H.P.

Tell us your needs to-day, and we will
he pleased to send you a catalogue. Ad-
dress ;

—

CULLEN MOTOR COMPANY
112 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Shipmate Ranges
10 Sizes— 14 Numbers

MATE — (To prospective cook) :
—"Well, are

yv froin' ter sign on with us this voyage?"

COOK.—"No, sir."

MATE. — "Why? We'.ve got a good hoat here

— a good skii)per, an' gootl fare."

COOK — (turning away) : — "Aye, but ye

haven't got a SHIPMATE in tlr galley. Good

dav, sir."

Made by

The

Stamford Foundry

Company

STAMFORD CONN.

Established 1830

Uncle Sam never thought that the Camp of the Ohio
National Guard at Camp Perry, Ohio, would be flooded

by Lake Erie, or probably the soldiers would have been
[)ro\'ifTefrTr1tTi boots. When water almost knee deep
covered the entire camp the soldiers had to provide
their own hip-boots. This picture shows about thirty-

five members of the Guard wearing Goodrich Hiprees
Boots, which they had to purchase themselves.

HERRING.

Si)lit herring are still holding at $5.50 to $5.60.

Nearly all that was remaining in the outports is now
stored at St. John's, aiul will be held for better price

later in the season, as the demand for our splits is likely

to be very good in the autumn in New York, owing to

the fact that there are such small quantities of Eu-
ropean herring to come forward.—The Trade Review,
St. John's, Nfld., August 4.

ENGINES
2 CYCLE 4 CYCLE
3 to 50 H. P., 1 to 4 Cylinder

Send for cntalog and second-hand list of bargains.

rHANGE ISLAND. Newfoundland.
Tliero is no other nuike of engine (and there are many)

around here bJt what have doubled the (luarantee in
ruiininp expenses this year. The two-cycle men are try-
injr to burn kero, but are havhiR a lot of trouble. The
(luarantt^e four-cycle engine will run a whole fishing sea-
son on the lowest ^rade of kero without cleaning. We did
not so much as take out a spark plug to clean it this
summer. Kishcrnien should buy four cycle engines for
two reat"on.«r. First, b''cause lite running expenses are
I'ttle more than half of the two cycle. Secondly, because
it is mv:ch less troub'e to keep them in working order.
This is how 1 have found it after three years of ex-
perience nnd a thorough knowledge of the running ex-
penses of both.

Arch. Scammell.

SEND FOR CATALOG

GUARANTEE MOTOR CO.
HAMILTON. CANADA
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PAOmO nSHEBIES gBCnON.

The New " Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MACHINE. THE ONLY
MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we have been manufacturing Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the salmon industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information,
prices, terais, etc., furnished on application.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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Food Control and the Fisheries

Food control is the question of the day. The war
tias brought about far-reaching changes in the produc-

tion and (ii.stributioii of the staple foods. Bven in

J
countries so distant as Canada the effects are felt in

[many different ways.
The volunteering, training, supply and transport to

the front of so many of the most able-bodied young
len have weakened the power of production, necessi-

tated a re-disposition of labor, and brought about
changes in the modes of living. Tlie effects are felt

not only among farmers and fishermen, but in mercan-
tile and professional vocations.

Flour, beef, pork and other staple foods to which
ire have been long accustomed, lend themselves to the

equircments of the army and navy, not only in their

'highly initritious values, but in their case of preserva-

tion and reaiiiiiess to withstand shipment. At home we
IfCan make many turns— if we lack one thing we have
plenty of others. At the front they have only what

sent them and that subject to the vicissitudes of

Itime and transport.

Control of the production and use of wheat, cattle,

jigs, potatoes, cheese, and some other animals and
foods at home, will go far to keep up the food supply
for those fighting for us at the front. To deny our-

elves a fair share of the old stand-byes is the least

re can honestly do. It is our patriotic duty to cul-

^tivate, assist, and encourage the raising of the grains

ami farm stock which are used in the production of

cereals and meats and to temporarily refrain from con-

suming them ourselves by making use of the scores of

other foods we find at hand to take their places. Milk,

vegetables, fruits, eggs, poultry, mutton and other

farm i)roducts that are best used fresh or are not so

well adapted to permanent preservation or are not so

economical in shipment should form a larger part of

our hieals. Game animals in a pinch can be resorted to.

In this country we have at our disposal an ex-

cellent substitute for meats in the abundance of our
numerous species of fishes. Cities and towns situated

on the borders of the great lakes and rivers, and on
the sea-coasts have access to an almost unlimited sup-
ply, and when cities and towns are supplied the great
masses of our consuming but non-producing inhabi-

tants are provided for. When I recommend the sub-
stitution of fish for meat I mean fresh fish—leaving
eanned and cured fish for shipment abroad.

Canning is not eonl'ined to fishes and meats, but
might be greatly extended in application. Instead of

being restricted to the great canning companies it

might be broa<lly employed on a small scale through-
out the country by farmers an<l others and along our
waterfronts by individual fishermen. They could at

least economically piit up enough for their own use
and that would liberate great quantities for shipment
abroad. Cans may be bought ready-made or the sheet-
tin may be bought and the cans easily made at home.
A small and cheap can-sealing machine, that can be
damped onto the edge of a table and worked by hand,
is, I believe, now obtainable. With this outfit not only
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may the old-time fruit-jar become largely supplanted

but there is brought within the grasp of everybody a

means of preserving his own canned fruit, vegetables

cereals, fish and meats at a time when these can be

procured at the lowest cost.

When fish are scarce there is plenty of help to at-

tend to all secured. But when fish come in swarms
there is sometimes a shortage of labor, boats, salt, cans,

or machinery, and much of the catch goes to waste.

This should be provided against by foresight and cal-

culation.

During the present summer fishermen have been
greatly hampered in some parts of our eastern mari-

time provinces for lack of salt. The great herring

weirs of Ppsssniiaouoddy Ray and Grand Manan Is-

land may go for days or weeks without a catch worth
seining; then, in one night, ind^v'dual weirs may
capture several thousand dollars worth. The writer

has seen fifty hogsheads of sardine-herrings taken

from a single weir at St. Andrew's, N.B., and as many
more left impounded to be secured at the next low
tide: and theie are records of three or four times this

number havinp- been taken. In the vicinity of Nanaimo,
B C, herrings are at times thrown up on the beach
like windrows and have to be carted away and used as

manure to prevent pollution of the atmosphere of the

city. But these are special oases More often the

buyers at salmon canneries limit the number of fish

taken from ep h fisherman or boat, leaving many to go
to waste.

The biET fupdrennial run of sockeye salmon in the

Strait of Georgia and Praser River has failed this year

for the first time in the history of the fishery, but,

notwithstanding a shortage in the so-called red-sal-

mon, there will be an increase in the pack of pink and

uncolored salmon, and these are just as nutritious,

if not so attvactive.

The immediate problems connected with increased

consumption of fish, with a view to liberating greater

quantities of meat for use in the army and navy,

have to do with the capture, transport, distribution

and consumption of fish.

The number of fish captured depends upon the

number in the water and the efficiency of the means
of capture. In earlier times when the waters were

swarming with fish and when they were procured by
rod and line, hand line, trolling line, trawl, gill nets,

drift nets, and haul and purse seines, the catch was
largely a question of man-power. The use of weirs

and traps increased the catch and lessened the labor.

The introduction of gasoline engines made a tremen-

dous advance in effectiveness—rendering the fisher-

man independent of the wind, shortening his time of

going and returning, and giving longer time for fishing,

adding to the safety of the work and permitting access

to more distant fishing grounds. The more recent in-

troduction of steam trawlers—making use of beam or

otter trawls—is the latest great advance in the use
of appliances to save man-power and lighten labor.

Such methods are beyond the means of individual

fishermen and react towards the throwing of fishing

into the hands of wealthy companies. In proportion
to the number of men employed, the catch is usually
great, and the liberated fishermen may be employed in

handling, curing, canning, packing or shipping. This
system would tend towards the reduction in number
of able seamen and the limitation of fishing vessels

to a somewhat small number of rather large steamers
-^ -both of which, while economical so far as the fishing

industry is concerned, would be unsatisfactory in

crises such as the present, when trained seamen and
large steamers might be required by the admiralty.

But as steam trawlers are a comparatively new innova-
tion in Canadian waters they have not changed to any
great extent the previous methods of fishing. Outside
of the trap-fishing, the setting of trawl from dories

is still the effective method. The long-line trawl, set

from a steamer, makes use of the same principle of

ground-line with swords and baited hooks.
Another advance has been with regard to bait.

When we recall the long waits that used to occur (and
still do in many places), where fishing schooners lay
in port for weeks at a time and the fishermen made
the rounds of the herring and salmon weirs every
morning looking for bait (herring, mackerel, squid),

we are in a position to appreciate the use of cold stor-

age and refrigerator plants in the laying up of bait

at times when it is plentiful for the purpose of ready
supply during periods of scarcity.

After procuring the fish the next problems are those
of immediate transport to supply the inland demand
for fresh fish and the immediate preservation or cur-

ing of the surplus for use at home in non-fishing

seasons and for the trade abroad. Hitherto transport
has been very inefficient both in action and in mode.
Few fishing grounds are near the terminus of a ra'l-

way, and the fish have first to be shipped by boat and
re-loaded onto railway cars. As both the catching
of fish and the sailing of boats are subject to the
weather, there are unavoidable delays and misconnec-
tions. Fish can not be caught by schedule to suit the
time-tables of steamboats and railway trains or to

accommodate last minute hurry-up orders. In warm
weather ice and refrigerator ears are necessary and
''^erp s^honld be cold storage or refrigeration plants at

both the fishing port and the delivery port. All these

requirements are easily mentioned, but are expensive
to construct and operate, and the fish handler, railway
manager, or other, who puts his money into them,
must be able to see a tolerably sure prospect. The
saving of the surplus fish of a big catch after filling

all orders, and the ability to fill orders and hold cus-
toTners during slack fishing periods, as well as the
ability to preserve orders that have through delay
missed the market, will soon go a great distance to-

wards paying the extra cost of the plant.

At the port of delivery there arises the question of
effective distribution through the wholesaler and the
retailer to the consuming public. Carting and expos-
ing for sale as well as frequent handling tend to de-
terioration of the fish both as a presentable and a
wholesome food.

The consumer, with his long-contracted habit of

buying meat and eggs, is somewhat doubtful about
risking new substitutes. The fish must be fresh and
attractive and so must their surroundings. The last

link in the chain of the fishing industry is the most
important, for upon it depend all the others. If there
is no demand from consumers there can be no distribu-

tion, no transport, no fishing. To create an increased
demand from the consiuning public it devolves upon
all concerned to do their parts in bringing before the
purchasing customer an article that is presentable,
attractive, iialatable, nutritious, and cheaper than
those with which it has to compete. The fish merchant
who puts his prices only a few cents below the meats
per pound is too greedy and is injuring the business.

To adjust a regular and effective chain of opera-
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tions hetwoen the fishonnan and the oon.sumer, insnr-

injf a constant stream of supply to a demand, the food

controller ha.s something to do; and so lonfj as he

exercises an impartial authority to accomplish this

end he is performing a necessary work towards a

worthy object. It may not come within liis sphere of

action to reduce the prices of food, but with the ac-

complishment of the before-mentioned machinery there

should be some results in this also. It must be under-
stood that fishermen (much less fi.sh handlers and fish

merchants) are not producers—except that they hrinir

into commerce a food that might otherwise go lost.

Tlie fisherman, like the Imnter. the lumberman, mid
the miner, takes freely what nature has provided with-

out his assistance. The farmer is a producer, for he

devotes labor and expense in the origination of his

produce. In clearing the land, ploughing, seeding, fer-

tilizing, and in breeding, feeding, and managing stock,

he is subject to an initial expense, labor, and lapse of

time, for which fishing has no equivalent. Only the

harvesting and succeeding processes correspond with

the expenses of craft, gear, tackle and work of the

fisherman. Both in the expense of obtaining and in

the nutritive value—pound for pound—fish must be

lower in price than meats, eggs and cheese. This gives

fish an advantage which, along with their lighter and
more d'fcstible food qualities, contributing to healthi

ncs without overstocking and clogging or poisoning

of the system, should bring them into much greater

use than hitherto in this country.

In the numbers of varieties and differences of tex-

ture and flavor, and iii the rotation of the catch in

different months, there are presented opportunities

for choice and change to suit the tastes of everybody
While cod. haddock, halibut, and salmon may be obtain
ed fresh throughout tiinst of the year, herring, mack-

erel, trout, whitefish, ba.ss, pike, dory, smelt and many
others come in their seasons.

The various methods of capture also supply variety

in that the troll, the gill net. and the weir take for the

most part surface feeders like salmon, mackerel and
herring, while the line and steam trawls take es-

pecially ground fish or ground feeders, .such as cod,

haddock, halibut, flounder, et<!. Winter fishing

through holes cut in the ice of lakes and rivers gives

access to fresh water fish (dories, etc.) to alternate

with salt water fish from the ocean. Texture and
flavor are contributed to fishes not only by the dif-

ferences of salt and fresh waters, but especially by the

differences of the animal and plant food-matter upon
which the fishes themselves subsist. It must be men-
tioned also that both in the sea and in inland waters
fishes secure and transform for the use of man food
that would not otherwise be available, while the food-

supplying farm stock make use of much that could
he <'mployed in other ways.
The chances are that the more or less emergency

sup[)ly of meats during the war will so far reduce
the live stock of the country that there will be a

shortage for .some years afterwards. The increase of

the use of fish, lobsters, oysters, etc., in the meantime
will, without doiibt. set habits that will remain to the

advantage of the fishing industry.

After the more immediate and urgent problems are

attended to. there is a long-sighted policy necessary
for the replenishment of the more or less depleted
waters and the restitution of the catch. This is where
production comes in. To be producers the fishermen

and wholesale shippers would need to do something
towards restoring to the waters some equivalent for

what they extract from them. Fish culturists and
hatcheries are producers in the proper sense of the
term. J. S.

Office of the Food Controller, Ottawa

September 14th. 1917.

To Lady Hendr-e, the Members of the Women's
Auxiliary of the Organization of Resources

Committee and ther co-workers through-

out Ontario :

—

Great Britain and her European Allies look to Cana-

da for food. The K'ng has notified the Canadian
Government that "Increased supplies are absolutely

essential to the defeat of the, enemy's devices and to a

speed.v and successftd termination of the war."
Lord Rhondda, the British Food Controller, has told

the Dominion that Great Brita'n looks to "The re-

sources of Canada and to the indomitable energy of

Canadians for ah answer that will shatter Germany's
threat of starvation."

There is a world famine of wheat and a world short-

age of beef and bacon. These are the commodities

most required for overseas. It is to ensure supplies of

these foods and other non-perishable and easily

storable commodities that each housewife "s being

iisked to sign the Food Pledge. Canada has abundance

of other foodstuffs. By reducing domestic consump-

tion of wheat, beef and bacon and by using subst'tutes

the housewives of the Dominion can give vital war

service. They will give it once they realize the ne-

cessity. And all that is asked at present is that they
do not use beef and bacon on two days a week
or at more than one meal on any other day,

that they reduce the'r consumption of wheat
bi(ad by one-quarter and that they use

perishable and non-exportable products to the greatest

possible extent as substitutes for the staple foods re-

quired for export. The appeal to the housewives is

contained in the one word subst'tnte. When they re-

alize the great need of the fighting forces and our
AIl'cs they will also save every ounce of food possible

in order to release more for export. To do this means
the complete conservation of our food supplies and the

elimination of waste.

To yourself, to the members of your Committee and
to your co-workers I wish to express my great appre-

ciation of the services you are g'ving in circulating

the Food Service Pledges by a house-to-house canvass

and thus bringing home directly to the people the im-

perative need for substituting other foods for those

ri'(|uired for export. Your task is an arduous one. but

I am confident that the housewives of Ontario will re-

spond splendidly to your war appeal.

Very tmlv vo\irs

• (Signed) W. J. IIANNA,
Food Controller.
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Canada's Fisheries as a Source of Food Supply

J. STAFFORD, M.A., Ph.D.

n.

Outline of Structure as a Guide to the Study of Fishes

X nfi IN a previous article the importance of tak-

^..Sy ing an inventory of our food-fishes was point-

ed out, find a brief review of our chief com-

mercial specie.s was followed by some statis-

tics of their value for the preceding year.

It was seen that, although confined to those fishes

of greatest economic worth to the country, the num-

ber of species is considerable. It is difficult to speak

or write of so many different kinds and distinguish

them clearly by means of common names that refer to

separate species without including different species.

The same common name is sometimes applied to sev-

eral kinds, and one kind is often known by different

names in adjoining localities. As near as I can recall,

the black bass bears about fifty different local names

in this country. When fishermen began to operate

a more scientific method of naming fish, Latin names,
or .sometimes Greek words changed into a Latin form'
were employed. The name of the salmon in Latin is
"Salmo." As there were several different kinds of
fish bearing a close resemblance to the salmon, these
had to be distinguished by descriptive terms. In the
Latin language it was customary to place the adjective
after the noun to which it referred, consequentlv the

^^^K»r^

/

-^_.

1. Dogfish.

on the Pacific Coast they called several different kinds

of fish by the name "eod," and distinguished them
by some qualifying terms such as grey, black, blue,

red, etc., some of which so-called cods not even be-

longing to the cod family. In order to speak in a busi-

ness-like waj' about our fishes it becomes necessary to

refer to each species by a definite name, reserved foi-

it alone. This can not be expected without some kind

of understanding between those who need to talk

iniich about fish, or between different y.\y\< i>f the

country, or different countries:

When English people firat came to llus cinuiif.N Ihey

spoke of our fish by the names they were familiar

with in th(! old land, even if the fish were not (|uite

the sam*. The common names in France were applied

inde|)eni' ' those in England, and the same may
be said f! countries. Any fish that occurs iu Sev-

ern) (ouutrieK IN known liy a different name iii eAcli.

With 1' • • of knowledge and interchange of
thought -opean nations there grew up a

method oi ini' niaiional corfimunieation by n T

the Latin lanzuage, and when, later, tiiere <i: i

2. Sturgon.

complete designation for "brook trout" would be
"Salmo fontinalis." The first to introduce this double
name .system (binomial nomenclature) was Linnaeus
(1707-1778, called Linne after 1762), professor of bot-
any at the University of Upsala in Sweden, the first
published editions of whose work, "Systeraa Naturae,"
contained only the vernacular or common names. In
the 10th edition (1758) the method was f'rst applied
to animals. The 12th edition (1766) was the last
brought out by Linnaeus, but a 13th edition was pub-
lished (1788) by Gmelin, professor in the University
of Goettingen. The name of the species is followed
by the name of the author who first applied it.

In relegat ng the naming to a single language in this
way, a language taught in all countries, a great ad-
vantage was gained because, for one thing, if the same
name were applied more than once it would soon be
discovered and a different name would be substituted
for all cases except the first to receive it. Another
convenience is the fact that in whatever country a

man lives, and whatever language he talks, writes' or

3. Herring.

leads, there is one name for ««ich fish that he can un-
derstand, no matter how many others there may be of
more or less inappropriate application.

FISHERMEN, fish handlers and con.sumers
are sulficiently familiar with at least the
superficial appearances of the commonest
commercial fi.shes to know that each kind pos

sesses characteristic features of a very constant, \el
not altogether unvarying nature. The KabnoD, the
cod (Fig. 7), and the halibut i Fig. 8), are as uniform-
ly di.stincf from one another a.s are the domestic ani-
mals, the dog, the cat, and the horse: yet the more we
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examine and study them, the more it is impressed upon
us that, along with their constantly distinjf'iishing fea-

tures, there are othi-rs of a more variable nature. It

is exactly these two opiwisiiijr tendencres—the one re-

peating certain salient features, the other varying cer-

tain less outstanding characters—that bring about the
similarities and differences which enable us to recog-
nize the individuals of one species and distinguish

Colour originates under the influence of light and
re<iuires light to bring it into evidence. It is liable

to vary in shaiie and intensity with the brightness of
the locality, the clearness of the water, the character
of the food, the age of the fish, the approach of the
breeding season, even the mood of the fish. Many
species rival birds and butterflies in bright colours
and conspicuous designs. While some (such as the

M.

-^y

4. Catfish.

them from the members of another.
But resemblances and differences are not all super-

ficial, and the more deeply we examine into the struc-
ture of fishes the more [)oints of compni-ison and con-
trast there are exposed. It woubl be difficult, if not
impossible, to distinguish such numbers of species by
jnirely external characters, and especially as some of
these arc the least coh.stant, such as size and eoloiir.

The carrying of the comparison to deeper parts is of

5. Eel.

the same nature as its application to the surface,

except that it is less convenient, requiring the opening
up of the fish, and perhaps a ccrtji'ii iimount of

dissection.

Witii some kinds of fish it is an easy matter \« re-

cognize the species at sight, such as the mackerel or

the halibut, but with many it is not at all easy or cer-

tain to judge from appearances, especially where
young individuals of a large speeies may be mixed
with older ones of a small s])ecies. The young shad is

7. Cod.

brook trout and the mackerel) may be recognized at
sifrlit h\ their colour-markings, in others (salmon.
catfish (Fig. 4). pikes (Fig. 6). flounders) colour can
not be depended on in distinguishing the diffs-ciit

species in a genus.
Shape may change somcwiiat with growth and age,

l)iit is tolerably constant in lislies after they have
passed their larval stages. A few. such as the eels

8 Halibut.

,ll^^ .),. and the flat I'islics. are very different when
young and when full-grown. The common shape is

fusiform or spindle-shape. The broadest part of the
body is generally nearer the anterior than the pos-
terio'' end. and. while the fore part may be cylindrical
or flattened from side to side (compressed) or from

. 6. Pike.

not always to be immediately distingui.shed from the

gaspereau; similar sizes of differcid species of salmon
or of whitefish rei|uire close scrutiny for recognition.

There is little that is hard and fast in the use of

descriptive terms nearly everything is relative.

Words referring to size, such as large, medium, small,

var>' with their application. A large smelt is a small

fish compared with even a medium-sized salmon, and
the latter is small in comparison to a sword-fish.

r^
9. Black Bass.
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above downwards (depressed , the hind part is usually

narrower than deep, facilitating the lateral move-

ments of the tail.

Fins are very characteristic organs oC fishes. They

are outstanding, flattened parts, supported by skeletal

rays, and capable of vibrating movements, useful in

swimming, steering, or balancing. The great propell-

ing fin =s the one at the hind end of the body, the cau-

dal fin (cauda meaning tail). It is frequently half-

moon shaped and equally disposed (homocercar above

and below the axis of the vertibral column, but in the

dogfish (Fig. 1) and sturg-eon (Fig 2) the upper and

lower parts are unequal (heteroeercal). There are two

pairs of fins that are mated, left and right, on each

sid« of the body, the anterior pair being called pec-

toral or breast fins, and the posterior pelvic or ab-

dominal fins. These correspond with the paired limbs

(fore and hind legs) of the higher classes of verte-

brated animals. In fishes they are not lengthened or

jointed, and are more like paddles than legs. All

other fins are unpaired, and are not lateral, but

median in position. There may be one above (dorsal)

and one below (ventral or anal), as in the sturgeon.

ALL the fins that occur in the different spe-

cies may be derived from a primitive type,

that begins above the head or anterior end

and runs in the median plane backwards
around the tail and then forwards on the ventral sur-

face to the anus, where it divides and passes along the

ventro-lateral edges of the body to near the head

again. In nearly all fishes some parts of this original

fin have ceased to develop, leaving the variable num-
ber of dorsal or ventral median fins, but never more
than two pairs of lateral paired fins.

Fishes are good swimmers, and to this end every-

thing contributes. The shape of the body is adapted
to meet and split the resistance of the water. The
smooth surface and the set of the fins and of the

scales are of a nature to reduce friction. The an-

terior end, preceding in locomotion, comes first in

contact with external objects, and has been specializ

ed to receive information, being modified into a head
with the chief organs of special senses, feeling, tast

ing, smelling, seeing and hearing. Through gravita

tion and contact with the bottom, the ventral surfac<|

has become different from the dorsal, and the left uni

PTG

10. Medium View of Right Half of Salmon.

herring (Fig. 3), sucker, pike, chub; or there may be

two above (first or anterior, ami .s(M'on(l or i)osterior

dorsal), and one below as in the salmon, catfish, dory,

perch; or there ma.v be three above (first or anterior,

seuond or middle, third or posterior), and two below
(anal and ventral), as in the cod (Fig. 7), haddock
and others. In the eel the dorsal, caudal and ventral

are continuous as one fin. and the pelvic fins are ob-

.sent. In the salmon and catfish the posterior dorsal

fin ha.s no skeletal rays (adipose). In the bass (Fig.

9), the dorsal fin is partly separated into two, the an-

terior portion being supiiortcd b.v stiff ra.ys. while the

posterior part has soft rays. In man.v fishes the an-

terior ra.vs of some of the fins are modified into bon.v

spin(>H. useful for defensive purposes. In cods, basses,

sun-fishes, perches and dories tlii- pectoi-al fins are
laised n|) along the sides from the ventral surface,

and the pelvic fins are moved forwards along the ven-
tral surface until the.y may l;e beluw (thoracic) or ac-

tually anterior (jugular) to the pectoral fins.

right sides have been e(iually balanced.

Hapidity of movement, guided b.v highl.v developed
sense organs, enables fishes to pursue and capture

many smaller animals, which, in some cases along with
plants, serve them as- food. Competition for foo-^

brings them intoi strife with one another, agains!

which the.v are protected b.v scales, bon.v plates, sj)ine-

or teeth.
"^

*

The skin is in some fish soft and slippery, but is in

Miaii.v tough aiul leathery, thickened, strengthened and
defended b.v cycloid or ctenoid scales or eiyimcllei'

|)lates. The teeth in-^-ide the mouth are nnl.v speeiall.\

enlarged and nuKlified skin-^eetli, with which, in tin

sharks, the.v are continuous over the )nargins of '

lips. The.v receive a solid basis of support in the si.

ton of the jaws, and are turned to new uses in jn-c

ing bit'ng. and nmsticating the food.

Underneath the skin is the flesh of the bod.v.

sisting of the muscles that bring abotit the movenu i.i,

of the fins. jaws, gills and other parts.
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Under the skin and flfsli is the skeleton, whieh siiji-

• oris the soft part.s. and ^ives attaehineiit and means

! operation of tlie mu.scles. The skeleton consists of

nil and vertebral (Mihniin. jaws, (fill arehes and sup-

irts for the fins. In sharks and sturgeons the skele-

ton is not hone hut eartilajie. whieh is softer than

!M>ne, h\it still strong and firm. In salmons there is a

lod deal of eartilage and the bones are not so dense

id solid as in the great masses of the higher groups,

here nearly ail of the skeleton is bone. In the young
It is always cartilage and only later comes to be part-

ly or completely turned to bone. The cartilage o.ssi-

fies from certain centres outwards, making bones

that are separated fnnn one another by bands of car-

tilage, the latter becoming reduced until they are mere
lines (.sutures), or completely disappearing.

The skull is pre-formed as cartilage, the cartilagin-

is skull (chondro-cra^ium), .surrounding and pro-

ting the brain, as well as protecting the nasal, optic

il auditory organs. There are openings (foramina)

t't through the walls of the cranium for i)assage of

rves and blood vessels, and. when bones arise, they
0 formed with reference to the re(|uirements of the

lin, sense-organs, nerves, mus-les, etc. There are

paired bones in the median line, above and below,

paired bones, left and right, and most of them
"e constant throughout numerous species of the bony

fishes, but some are variable.

The vertebral column consists of a number of some-

at cylindrical bones (vertebrae), placed end to

d, and extending throtigh the body to the tail. Be-

es supporting and strengthening the body, and
ing insertion to the muscles, and other parts, this

•rtion of the skeleton protects the spinal cord, as the

nium does the brain.—
"Tj THE brain and spinal cord (Fig. 10, br, co),

^^,^.1 form the central nervous system. From the
"

brain arise ten pairs of cranial nerves, that

pass through foramina to the organs of sense.

iiscles or skin ; and from the spinal cord a pair of

nerves for each vertebra, supplying muscles and other

parts of the trunk. A branch of the tenth cranial

rve runs back along each side of the body. an<! is

_Lfotected by specially modified scales forming the

eral I'ne.

LThc mouth in sharks (Fig. 1), skates, ami .sturgeons

[transverse, on the under side of the snout; in other

h it is terminal. There is no protrusiblc tongue.

It a fleshy mass in the floor of the mouth is often

lied the tongue.

fThe back part of the mouth, more properly the

])liarynx (Fig. 10, ph.), opens by a row of gill-slits,

'..'••nerally five, on each side of the uneonstrictecl ncck-

gion. Water is taken in by the mouth ijnd pa.ssed

it by the gill-slits, flowing over the gills on its way.
'1 sharks and sturgeons, the most anterior of the gill-

its is small, and a little removed from the rest, and
^ called the spiracle. In sturgeons and bony fishes the

gill-.slits are not freely exposed, as in the shtirks. but

are covered by a backwardiy growing flap (opercu-

im), from the cheek, leaving only one external open-

•\ti on each side.

Food is passed through the mouth and pharjiix info

the oesophagus (Fig. 10. gul), leading to the stomach
and the intestine, and the undigested i)ortions arc ex-

truded at the ajn"8, on the ventral surface in front of

the anal fin. The food is operated upon by secre-

tions from the inner surfaces of the digestive canal,

and from the pyloric caeca, which are finger-like pro-

cesses from the intestine, after it leaves the stomach.

Digested (i.e., dis.solved i jtortions of the food are ab-

sorbed into the blood-capillaries, which abundantly
supply the inner walls of the stomach and intestine,

and make their way to the liver and to the heart, and
eventually to other parts of the animal.
The blood vessels frrm a closed circulatory system,

of which the heart is the thickest and most muscular
part. It is situated in the region of the throat and
acts much as a force pump in driving the blood forward
and upwards through the gills to the chief distribut-

ing vessel (aorta), which runs backwards underneath
the vertebral column to the tail, and giving off

branches on its way to the fins, liver, stomach, intes-

tine Biul other organs. All these vessels branch into

snmller and smaller vessels until tli(> smallest, or what
are called capillaries, are reached. The latter arc very
numerous, and are distributed throughout all parts of

every organ to whieh blood is su[)plied. In these or-

gans, by union of the capillaries again, fewer but larg-

er vessels are formed, and these unite and re-unite into

the largest that bring blood back to the heart. Count-
ing the liciirf the centre, tlierc ate the outgoing vessels

or arteries, then the capillaries, and finally the return-
ing vessels or veins. The blood does not pa.ss outside of
these vessels, l)\it, while in the capillarie-s, whose walls
are extremely thin, there can be an interchange of the
contents of the blood with the contents of the bodies
surrounding them. Oxygen especially penetrates
through the thin walls of the capillaries into the tis-

sues around them, and carbon dioxide especially
pa.sses from the tissues into the blood. After the blood
has circulated around the body and back to the heart,
it is laden with carbon dioxide, and is somewhat blue
in colour. On the way from the heart it passes'
through a capillary .system in the rows of tender, red
gill-filaments, where the carbon dioxide can be given
out to the respiratory current of water pa.ssing over
the gills and oxygen taken uji in its place. Blood rich
in oxygen is red in colour. There are other substances
besides oxygen and carbon-dioxide in the blood; gen-
erally speaking we may say that it carries nourish-
ment to the tissues, and takes away waste from them.
The nourishment is supplied by the food eaten and
passwl into the intestine for digestion and absorption
into the blood; the waste is got rid of through the
gills and kidneys, and to some-extent by the skin, liver
and other organs.
The kidneys are situated below the vertebral col-

umn, one on each side, in close contact and sometimes
more or less united. From each sorings a duct, the
ureter, but the two duets often unite to form a urin-
ary bladder, which opens to the outside immediately
behind the anus.

The reproductive organs, ovaries in the fe-

male, testis in the male, are situated below
the kidneys. There should be one on each
side, but they are often united, and each has

a duct to carry off the product (eggs or sperm), to
the outside, alongside those froTn the kidneys, with
which they often unite.

An air-bladder is generally to be found in all the
higher groups lof fishes, situated between vertebral
column, and intestine. It is what is called the
".sound" by fi.shermen, and corresponds with the lungs
of air-breathing animals. In a great number of fishes
it is cojinected with the oeso|)hagns by a narrow duet,
through which air can jiass to and from it.

Surrounding the cfiief viscera (.stomach, intestine,
liver, etc.), is a body-cavity (coelom), and around thf
heart a smaller sj)aee, the pericardial cavity.
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The sense of touch is broadly distributed over the

surface of the body, but is especially sensitive about

the snout, where in catfishes there are projecting,

movable feelers.

Taste and smell are closely associated in the mouth

and nose and on the latter the external nostrils may
be noted. Sight is relegated to well-developed eyes.

Hearing is accomplished by a pair of internal ears en-

,.],,si>(l K.-i.i.' tlie brain in the back part of the skull.

Description of Figures.

Vig. 1—Dogfish. Fig. 2.—Sturgeon.

Fig. 3.—Herring. Fig. 4.—Catfish.
Fig. 5.—Eel. Fig. 6.—Pike.
Fig. 7.—Cod. Fig. 8.—Halibut.
Fig. 9.—Black Bass.

Fig. 10.—Median view of right half of a salmon.

Ph.—Pharynx (with 5 gill slits.)

6ul.—Gullet (oesophagus.)

St.—Stomach. Dii.—DiindcTiuiii.

Py C.—Pyloric Caeca.

Int.—Intestine. An.—Aiiii.s.

Lr.—Liver. G. bl.—Gall bladder.

Kd.—Kidney. Ur.—Ureter.
Ts.—Testis. V. Df.—Vasdeferens.
U. G. 0.—Urino-genital opening.

Ht.—Heart (ventricle and auricle).

V. A.o.—Ventral aorta.

f'(] A.—Caudal artery (continuous with dorsal

aorta.)

Br.-Brain. Sp. Co.—Spinal Cord.

Sp. CI. Spinal Column.

FAILURE OF THE SOCKEYE RUN.

August 23rd. 1917.

The Editor, Canadian Fi.sherman, Montreal.

Dear Sir :—I want to bring to your notice the very

serious situation resulting from the failure of the

Fraser River Salmon run this season. It means that

the Fraser River is practically wiped out as a salmon

producer. The total Sockeye pack from fish caught by

some two thousand, four hundred fishing boats is, in

this the supposedly "Big Year," only about one-tenth

of what it should be, and is divided among some thirty-

two canneries, while one could do the work. Many
canneries have reniained entirely closed. Were the

river producing as of old, the market value of output

this season would promjitly huve rcnclied $10,000,000

to $12,000,000.

Does the public realize what a loss this means to the

whole conmnniity. not only on operation alone, but in

the scrapping of the plants, which is bound to follow?

Our com{)any owned originally half the number of

Fraser River Canneries. We never expect to operate

on the Fraser River again unless drastic action is taken

towards restocking the river.

Experts state emphatically that with determined

action and co-operation with tlie United States, the

river can be brought back to its former productivity.

We have a Royal Fisheries Commission novp here.

The P'ishery Department at Ottawa has been urged

by canners. backed by associations of business men of

the city, to permit the Commission to investigate con-

ditions on the Fraser River, with a view to making
recommendations for restocking. The importance of

tlie matter seems to be of infinitely greater national

interest than any other, coming under the .scope of

tlie Commission. The Dominion Fisheries Department

has so far refused to permit the investigation.

I write this in the hope that through your columns,

public opinion may be sufficiently aroused, so that the

authorities may be persuaded to seize what appears

to be the opportune time for making an investigation

of such vast interest to British Columbia and to the

Dominion as a whole. I am.

Yours truly, (Sgd.) H. 0. BELL-IRVING.

F. E. BURKE.
Francis E. Burke, general manager of the Wallace

Fisheries, Limited, is one of the younger generation

of packers on this coast, but he leads in knowledge,

ability .and outlook.

He came to his present activities after exceptional

training. lie is an honor graduate of West Point and

served through the Chiban campaign with distinction,

retiring to the reserves with the rank of Major. Hi?

upstanding figure marks him as the military man.

while his direct, though courteous manner of doing

business, suggests a school where things were done.

For several years he was identified with the Swifts

of Chicago, in an executive capacity and gained first-

hand knowledge of the organization of large and ef-

ficient corporations.

He is young, ambitious, industrious, alert and able,

with an unusual capacity for sustained application.

He has done much to energize the functions of the

associated canners, and is alive to all progressive

tendencies in the industry. He makes an admirable

team-mate for the president of the company, Mr.

Peter Wallace, his father-in-law, whose long experi-

ence and matured judgment are happily supplemented

by his enthusiasm and driving force.

Close observers see in Mr. Burke an outstanding

figure in the fishing industry of British Columbia.

His wide acquaintance among men who are doing

tilings, both east and west, and his perception of busi-

ness on a large scale, as well as his undoubted abilities,

are an earnest of a promising future.

FRANCIS MILLERD.
Francis Millerd, vice-president of the Gosse-Millerd

Packing Company, is a young Irishman who came
to British Columbia via South Africa, after risking his

life fighting for Britain. There also he was on inti-

mate terms with the financial and commercial life of

Johannesburg, meriting the observation that he is a

thorough business man.
Throughout his career as a cannery man he has been

associateil with Capt. Richard E. Gosse, and these two.

together with the invaluable aid of the Captain's sons,

have built up a notable aggregation of canneries and

fishing establishments. In no small measure, the ex-

pansive progress of the company has been due to the

imagination of this young Irishman and to his clear-

cut vision. His energy is huge and he takes on pro-

blems that would make the less courageous falter.

His worth is marked by his success which has been

unfailing. The future has something big for this son

of "Ould Erin."

It is a fair prophecy that a decade from now, F. E.

Burke and F. Millerd will occupy the prominence

in the Firitish Columbia salmon canning industry now
so adequately taken by W. H. Barker and II. 0. Bell-

Irving; and that is a prominence worthy of the ambi
tion of any young man. But. in time, youth will l)t>

served.
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The Battle for the Fishes
n.

How the battle was Conducted for Restoration

By the HON. W. E. MEEHAN,
Former Fish Commissioner of the Commonwealth of FennHylvania—Superintendent of the Fairmount Park. Phila-

delphia PiiMir .\qimriiim. .Aiitl"' ••<' >"i"'> ''Hltiirc in p.. •>.!-. ...i 'Miier Inlnnd Wiitors. etc.

AS ill nearly all great movemeiUs, llie be-

ginuing for the restoration of the waters

with fish life was sporadic and scarcely or-

ganized, excepting perhaps temporarily. Efforts to

prevent the use of over destrudive devices may be

traced back to shortly after the Kcvolutionary War.

The Legislature of the then newly organized Common-
wealth of Pennsylvania was induced to enact a law

to forbid the use of fish ba.skets, and about 1830 a law

to regulate the kinds of nets and sizes of mesh for the

catching of shad from the Delaware Kiver, also to de-

clare a close season for .shad fishing.

L'nfortunately either those who brought about the

anti-fish basket law thought they had then done their

full duty, or the act was so loosely diawii as to be iin-

enforcible, for little or no attention was paid to it.

and fish baskets flourished as before, and the Dcla

ware Kiver fish laws were completely ignored, except

ing where the interests of the shore and the gill net

fishermen clashed. In such instances, however, the

|)reliminaries were usually an ai)pcal to jiersonal and

bloody encounters rather than the law.

Those physical clashes were productive, however, of

one great benefit. The legal rights of the riparian

owners having been established, the gillers and the

shore fishermen turned their attention to heading off

industrial establishments that were showing a dispo-

sition to erect dams across the river to the threatened

destruction of the shad fisheries. The matter had

been prominently before the legislatures of Pennsyl-

vania. New York and New Jersey many times before

and .ioint Commissions created that had uniformly

pronounced against the projects, but it was not until

the fishermen took a hand that the legislatures of the

three States specifically prohibited the erection of

any complete dams, in any part of the Delaware

Kiver, excepting one of low height near the head-

waters. That was probably the first big step for the

conservation of fish taken in the United States.

Other States early enacted as loosely drawn and in-

effective laws as Pennsylvania, but none of them to

prohibit or regulate the size of dams for many years.

or to do anything that would interfere in the light

est degree with the unrestricted operations of mill

and mining industries. Even the highest State courts

gave open and sweeping support to the latter 's whole-

sale destruction of fish life by pollution. About fifty

years ago, when citizens took legal ste|)s to prevent

the flowing of mine water, strongly impregnated with

sulphuric acid, into the waters of such streams as the

Susquehanna, the highest court in Pcnnsylvaniii dis-

mis.sed the suit of the plaintiffs in a decree in which
it was said in effect that the big coal mining interests

w-ere of more importance than those of the people who
lived along the polluted water courses, and that when
water could be made to naturally run up hill, the pol-

lution might be stopped. Years later that more than

doubtful doctrine of public policy was disowned by
the same tribunal, but that was when public opinion

had become mightier than selfish interests, and bad
stringent boiler tight conservation laws, with State

Department heads having almost Czar-like powers to

enforce them. These are the Departments of Health

and Fisheries.

\^- \ NOT only were the efforts first made to

l^ cause a halt on the destruction of fish life

^^^^ sporadic and weak throughout the country,

but efforts in behalf of the con.servation of

other natural resources were also. The growth and
spirit of these isolated and unorganized in<iividual

conservationists were disheartingly slow. In time,

however, there were formed local fish protective a.sso-

ciations, mostly for the protection of what are termed
game fish: forestry associations ; farmers' assoeiatioiis;

commercial fishermens' associations, and health as.so-

ciations.

The farmers speedily banded them.selves into a pow-
erful nation-wide body, but the others for many years

remained local organizations, and with little influence

outside of their own locality. But, one after another
they began combining until now there are potent na-

tional bodies covering all forms of conservation of re-

sources.

During much of the period when these different in-

terests were organizing and gi'owing, ea;'li confined
itself to the subject it was jtarticnlarly interested in.

The forestry associations worked entirely for the re-

habilitation of wooded areas, the anglers for the pre-

servation of game and food fishes, the pure water ad-
vocates for the conservation and purification , of the

water supply, and the health organizations for water
purification and tither sanitary movements for the
improvement of publir- health.

Each worked for and secured for their interests

State recognition by the establishment of Departments
or rommissions. and for some National recognition of

their importance by the creation of Bureaus The
fishery interests were among those securing both State

and National administrative bodies.
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It was aggravatingly long before each interest re-

alized that the interests of all were closely interwoven,

and that a union of all was necessary for complete

success. The period when an alliance of all was made
is well within the memory of the middle aged. When
this was accomplished a big step was taken in con-

servation. The combined bodies of forestry, fisher-

ies, water, game and health made a mighty force that

is sweeping away reckless waste destruction, and the

Early Indian Methods of Fishing.

evils caused by selfish corporate and individual in-

terests. Forestry reserves, both national and state,

have been established and are being increased ; the areas

holding the headwaters added to and protected; es-

tablishments for the hatching of fish have been locat-

ed by the United States Government and the States,

and billions of young fish planted in the waters every

year.

Effective laws for the protection of all the conser-

vation interests have been enacted by States, and to

some extent by the National Congress reviewing the

work of the last twenty-five years, the progress made
has been almost marvellous. The least progress has

been made in abolishing water pollution, manifestly

the very foundation of the work of maintaining pub-

lic health and of restoring the fresh water fishes. The
purification of the waters has been and is yet being

bitterly contested by cities, towns and boroughs. The
manufacturing interests profess themselves as not op-

posed to the purification aims, but excepting in a few
sections and in some individual cases, have not ceased

polluting the waters.

Pennsylvania has UTidoubtedly the best framed laws

against pollution, and the heads of the Departments
of Fisheries and of Health, in whose hands the en-

forcement of these laws are given almost autocratic

powers, and Pennsylvania has probably accomplished

more in this direction than any other State. Tinder

its statutes no substance of any kind deleterious to

fish life, fish food or aquatic plants can lawfully be
"run, flowed, washed or allowed to be run, washed
or flowed or emptied into any waters within the Com-
monwealth." That is in the Fish Code. Under the
laws framed for public health no city, town or borough
sewage may be emptied into any river or stream with-
out first being put through a process of purification.

It is an easy matter for the Commissioner of Fish-
eries and the Commissioner of Health to prevent any
refuse from new establishments or any new sewage
from being emptied into Pennsylvania streams, and no
owners of plants or no new sewage systems establish-

ed within the last twenty years have discharged re-

fuse into an open stream in the State. The problem
for the two officials to solve is to get rid of that which
existed before the enactment of the laws and the crea-

tion of the two departments.

As Pennsylvania as well as other States in the past,

not only did not forbid individuals and corporations
to use the public waterways as open sewers, but ac-

tually killed legislation proposing it, there was admit-
tedly an equity with the owners that made immediate
and drastic enforcement of the new laws on long es-

tablished plants savor of oppression, and also in some
cases impossible.

IT takes time for small centres of population
to design, raise money and put into service
sewage disposal plants, and for huge cities

like Philadelphia it is a gigantic and stag-
gering task. For some owners of industrial estab-
lishments an immediate enforcement would either be
an impossibility or cause financial ruin, or the closing
of the plants. But the work of purification is going

Early Indian Methods of Cooking Fish.

forward, and the time is relatively not far distant
when every stream, large and snmll, in Pennsylvania,
will be running in pi-imal purity.

Every corporate city, town and borough in Penn-
sylvania has been served with formal notice by the
Department of Health to have sewage disposal plans
prepared and submitted within a specified time to the
Commissioner of Health. Some, have done so and have
disposal plants built and in operation. Nearly all, if

not all the owners of industrial establishments in the
State have been notified by one or the other of the
Departments to install purification apparatus. Many
have complied, others are installing, others are ex-

perimenting to find the most effective as well as the
cheapest apparatus. Some are doing nothing, except
defyi^ig the State and these one by one are being
haled before the jietty courts and mulcted in heavj'

fines for their recalcitrancy.
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New York and some of the other older States are
loing good work towards removing water pollution.

lost of the newer States forbid pollution in their fun-

lamental law; ii^sonie seetions scarcely anything is

l)ein^ done, but tlicse are few, and steadily becoming
less.

Some years before the movement for the purifica-

lon of the waters became a great and potential one,

nother for the restoration of fish life by transplant-

isr and artificial propafiatimi was inaugurated. A
knowledge of the latter had been brought to this coun-
try from France and tested with success. Something
ver four hundred years before, a scholarly priest in

lutral Europe discovered that the eggs of the trout

were fertilized after they had been extruded by the
' -male, and that the eggs could be expelled from the

male by the pressure of the fingers, and fertilized

by the milt of the male taken in the same manner. This

irreat discovery apparently did not get beyond the

walls of the monastery for many years, and was conse-

Muently forgotten. About the middle of the seven-

•enth century, Count Jacoby, a German nobleman,

( ither learned of the priest's works or, as a result of

his own initiative, as he claimed at any rate, announc-
• 1 the practicability of artificially taking, fertilizing

lid hatching trout eggs, and invented a crude incu-

ator device. The world regarded Count .Tacoby's

ublished paper, and his experiments as an interesting

ientific discovery, but of no practical value. Hence
- in the case of the priest, his work was also speedily

rgotten.

About 1845 two Breton fishermen, Gehin and Remy,
^vho were hardly likely to know anything about either

ount Jacoby or the priest, by actual observation of

out in the act of spawning, rediscovered the fact of

\temal impregnation of the ova, and by experiment

arn^d that both the eggs and the milt could be ex-

pressed. They also invented a hatching apparatus, and
fter they had produced young, notified the French
ovemment. The latter took cognizance of the tre-

iMulous value of the discovery, and, Gehin having

ii'd in the meantime, appointed Remy a Commissioner
' teach the new art of fish culture.

j .\MONG Remy's pupils was an American, who,

Ji j on his return to the United States, taught a

^JLI friend, a doctor living in Sandusky, Ohio, He
HimI experimented successfully with lake trout.

Through him several men in New York and Pennsyl-
inia, among them Seth Green, Frank Clark, William
inesworth and Thaddeus Norris, established trout
ilture plants as a commercial venture.

Later Seth Green experimented succe.ssfully with
e artificial propagation of other fishes, notably shad,

rid by the time the United States Pish Commission
as created by Act of Congress the so-called artificial

lish culture was an established and practical fact.

Professor Raird, one of the foremost ichthyologi.sts

of his day, was the first Commissioner under the Na-
tional Act. Many States, as the outcome of a national
invention held in New England in the middle 60's,

cated Fish Commissions, and some authorized the
tablishments of fish hatcheries. Among these were

M'W York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Massachusetts,
K'hode Island, and Wisconsin, States that in a few

ars were performing almost, and in some respects,

lite as brilliant work in fi.sh culture as the national
>vernment. California and several other States

hose Fish Commissions were established some years
t'ter those named have also placed themselves among

iiie foremost in fish culture.

The strides made by the National Government and
the States in fish culture in the half century since it

was first introduced has been little less than marvel-
lous. As a whole, the United States has left Europe
far behind both in investigation and practical work.
Fish culture has passed entirely from the experimental
stage, and is virtually an exact science.

Doubtless the urgent need for something of the kind
was the impelling force that spurred the mental ac-

tivities to extending and raising the art of fish culture
to the highest point of scientific and practical effi-

ciency. The public has just awakened to results of
the devastation of the streams that it had been permit-
ting or overlooking, and was beginning to demand
that something be done to restore the fish. The pub-
lie had also begun to awaken to another stupendous
and startling fact, namely, that even thoiigh the wat-
ers be restored to their primitive purity and drastic

protective laws enacted and enforced, the natural in-

crease of fish life could not keep pace with an increas-

ing demand for fish from a rapidly growing popula-
tion.

**"
-^S

Juniata River, Pa., once a great shad atream.
industry has been destroyed by dams.

The

Consequently the discovery of Gehin and Remy
came at the opportune moment. Improvements on the
methods of incubating the eggs and the care of the
trout when hatched were rapidly made. But there
were other fish, the eggs of \diich either could not be
handled in the same manner as those of the trout after
fertilization or in limited numbers only. To care for
these floating boxes were invented by Seth Green,
and then, the triumph of fish cultural work on a vast
scale, the hatching jar was invented.

Cy^^ I

WHILE experimenting and putting to prac-

I y^^ tical use the results of fertilizing and hatch-

|^9| ing fish eggs, the interesting discovery was^"^ made that there was a group of fishes from
which the eggs could not be taken by expression the
same as from trout, shad and most other species. Fore-
most among these was the black bass, one of the three
or four greatest American fresh water game fishes
known.

Experts, and by this time there were many of them
in the country, tried in every thinkable way to bring
about the extrusion of the eggs and milt by finger
pressure, but in vain. They even waited until the fe-

male was in the act of expelling the eggs naturally,
but a few dribbling eggs was the best result. Also
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it maj' be mentioned incidentally that after a female

so experimented with whs returned to the water, she

was herself nnable to resume the function of spawn-

ing naturally.

Inability to strip a black bass was the more perplex-

ing when it was found there was little or no difficulty

found in taking the eggs by finger pressure from

some other members of the family, notably the com-

mon sunfish. Finding themselves baffled, fish cultur-

i.sts had recourse to the ancient European, Chinese and

Japanese method of natural propagation in ponds and

this, after many failures, they brought to success, and

now pond culture holds nearly as important a place

in fish propagation as the jar and hatching trough.

From fishes some indefatigable investigators turned

their attention to the propagation of other forms of

aquatic life of great economic value for food. Fore-

most among these were the hatching of lobsters and

shell fish. The United States Government and the

States of Massachusetts and Rhode Island were in

friendly rivalry to solve the problem of lobster culture

first. The two States won the honor. Oyster culture

Fish house, tugs, anj ne'. reels Erie, Pa.

was solved by University biological laboratories, and
the TTnited States Bureau of Fisheries, after many
heartbreaking failures, discovered that fresh watei'

pearl and other mussels could b(> hatched by lodging

the spawn in the gills of certain s])ecies of fishes. Penn-
sylvania experimented with the propagation of frogs,

and progressed far enough to indicate that it was
working in the right diueetion. and that under certain

circumstances it could be conducted successfully and
avoid the fate of the experimenter, who found that

after he was well under way he met failure because,

as he put it, "the big frogs ate the little frogs, and the

little frogs ate the polywogs,""

From the small beginning of liatching trout, by
delving in the different fields of a((uatic life, fish cul-

turists in the United States have built a new and
mighty industrial enterprise. It is mightier now than
was dreamed of at the outset, and the benefits to man-
kind are already manifest and increasing. They are
upbuilding a food product as valuable and as essen-

tial as meat and grain. They are establishing new and
valuable eommereial enterprises in i)roduets manufac-
tured from the shells of fre.sh and sea water shell fish

and the skins of fishes and aciuatic animals and rep-

tiles. They are giving new life to the sponge indus-

try. But they are Tiot through. They are constantly
finding new fields to develop that have an important
coiinn'-tion with the iiinintenaTice nnd increase of fish

and ptiier aquatic life.

For example, when tlie knowledge of the bit cdiiig

of fish was fairly advanced, it was recognized that the

mere hatching aiul ])laMting of fish was not all that

was necessary to bring about invtS^iable increase in

the waters, even when they are reasonably pure. To
thrive they must have food. Many of the waters had
become depleted of plankton, small fish and other

aquatic life, on which fish live. So fish foods and
aquatic plants suitable .for plankton life are being

studied together with local water conditions.

In this work the Governments, and particularly the

biological departments of colleges and great universit-

ies are engaged. Yes, more, the manual training schools

and the higher schools of the public educational system

of the more advanced cities have biological laborator-

ies with specially trained teachers, in which the sub-

ject of a(|uatic life is given prominent attention. In-

deed, the whole fishery question, both fresh and sea

water, is considered of such vital importance that cer-

tain features of it, notably the economic value, are

taught in the higher grades of the elementary public

schools.

WHILE investigating and doing i)r;utic<il

work in other fields of aquatic life, improve-

ments ill inetliods and manipulation in fisii

culture were made until the incubation of the

eggs and the care of the young became almost an ex-

act science. Under normal conditions, given the num-
ber of eggs, the culturist could tell witli almost mathe-

matical precision the percentage that would be hatched

and in everv case the iminber was far in excess of

Five tons of fish taken by one tug in one day, Eria, Pa.

what would have been produced in natural propaga
tion. In some eases a statement of the excess would
seem to the layman unbelievable.

The excess varies naturally with different types of

fishes. It is smallest with those that build nests ami
greatest with those that do not, Init scatter them and
leave th(>m to be free food for sjiawn eating creatures

Some interesting figures have been i>resented on this

subject. It is perforce impossible to figure accurately

on how many eggs of a nofi-nest building fish are

I
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liaU'liftl or iii.u iri,iii_\ lisc iciH-li iiifilmils ; lint from
(•art'ful observation if is possible to make an estimate.

Aecorilinfj to that estimate. j^eneiaUy agreed to be the

inaximiim, not more than two per <'ent. of the eggs are

fertilized and hatelied. and not more than two per
'•(lit. of the young live to reach breeding age.

A moment "s thoiigiit, with even only a rudimentary
knowledge of fish life, must eonvinee us that this is a

liberal and not an under estimate—that half that per-

centage would lie nearer a fact. Take a shad for ex-

ample. The average number of eggs yielded by a fe-

male is :«).(H)0. Many have fiO.OOO and" more. A hatch
of two per cent, of :{().0()(1 would be tiOO. A like per-

itntHge of the young to reach maturity would be 12;

or. if it be allowed that both parents died on spawn-
ing or shortly after, an addition to the .stock of shad
id' eight for the pair.

Tf onlv l.OnO shad ascended a river for the first

the ends of the i...^. and hatch Irum T.'i lo NU per cent.

at least of such species as the white fish and lake her-

ring, and pike jierch and blue pike, and would feel

aggrieved if he achieved less than H.") per cent, from
shad and !)0 to !);'> per cent, from yellow perch. He
ha.'< therefore maliifestly outclassed Nature.

He does not expect more than two per cent, of the

fi.'-h he plants to reach maturity, or any more propor-

tionately than the wild fish after hatching, for when
the fish are only a few days old he puts them in the

Ifrp of Nature and her negligent care. Hut he gives

hei more to care for than she would have had without

his having jilayed the part of aceouchei' and nurse.

From th(> .30,000 shad eggs he will hatch at least 24.000

young fish. If, after planting, two per cent, reach ina-

turit.v, there will be 480 fish from the eggs of one fe-

male, or forty times the liberal estimate from natural

propagation.

Trout hatchery, Corry, Pa.

I n> III spawn, there would appear three years after-

wards from 8.000 to 10,000, and three years after that

at least T.'i.OOO. After that the increase would be stag-

yi ring in numbers, and soon over-populate the waters.

This figuring, of course, does not take man's needs

into consideration, for Nature did not when she creat-

ed fish life, and provided for its maintenance. It

nnist be conceded therefore, that two per cent, is a

liberal estimate both for hatching and growth in the

ffdi waters.

A fish culturist would be ashamed of such a small

percentage of hatching. By his methods, under nor-

mal conditions, he will fertilize about all the eggs tak-

ei: from a female, excepting the few undeveloped at

AN effort was made in Pennsylvania to ascer-

tain the percenta.ge of loss of .young nest

Diiilding fishes from cannabalism among
ihemselves in as nearly as jiossible natural

environments. The young of ten black bass were

I'hieed in June, as soon as they had been deserted by
the parents, in a hatchery pond of .sufficient area to

sustain them six months. They were fed daily, and as

fa I as possible protected from reptiles and predatory

birds and mammals. Early in October the fish, aver-

aging from five to eight inches, were removed and
counted. There were found to be less than 11,000.

The following spring the experiment was repeated

with the same number of young, but l^ey were placed
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in a pond about five times larger than the year be-

fore. The pond was plentifully supplied with aquatic

grasses and water lilies. Instead of removing the fish

in October they were allowed to remain until May. On
removing them there were found only 41 fish. The

remainder, or over 23,000, had been devoured. The

few that remained had attained a length of nearly a

foot.

Experience with mature black bass in hatchery

ponds in Pennsylvania was that about one half dis-

appeared yearly, not including those that died from

natural causes, and the assumption was that notwith-

'Tg liberal feeding, the missing ones had found

lodgment in the stomachs of their more fortunate com-

panions.

At present there are at least 200 fish hatching plants

operated throughout the year by the United States

Government and the States, and at least that many
, more operated during the season for the propagation

is more than $40,000, and it is not the leading State in

this business.

Doubts have been expressed in some quarters whe-
ther the results of artificial propagation equal the
cost. But it would seem that the results, so patent to

all, should remove all doubt. When they are exam-
ined the findings are emphatic in their finality. In
nearly every case where a particular fish has been
propagated on a huge scale there has been shown a
marked increase in the number of that fish. Per con-

tra, almost without exception, fish that are not propa-
gated are diminishing in numbers, and some, notably
the sturgeon, show indications of early extinction.

Lake Erij_ is a conspicuous example of the huge
benefits from artificial propagation. As an illustra-

tion. Some years ago, white fish had become so scarce

that Pennsylvania, whose fishery business is second
of the States on that lake, did not think it worth while

to make a separate item of white fish Avhen compiling

Interior of a trout hatchery. Three tiers of troughs. Capacity, 5,000,000 fry.

of some particular species of fish. In all these there

are hatched and planted annually between 6,000,000,-

OOC and 7,000,000,000 in public waters. Besides these

there are throughout the country a number of sport-

ing clubs that maintain plants for the hatching of

trout for planting in their own preserves. In addition

there are at least a score of establishments operated

by individuals and partnerships for the sale of trout

and trout eggs for profit, and these keep the markets
supplied, for under the laws of nearly all the States,

wild trout may not be sold. There are further a few
plants where black bass are reared for sale.

The rearing of trout for the food market is one of

the several valuable indnstries that have been created

through perfecting the artificial propagation of fish.

There arc no data at hand concerning the value of

the industry in the TTnited States, but in Pennsylvania

the annual buattcss in brook trout for food purposes

the values of the various species, but lumped them
among mixed fishes. After several years of heavy
stocking by the National Government, Ohio and Penn-
sylvania, white fish became again abundant, and at

the present time, Pennsylvania white fish industry

ranks third in weight among the fishes, and second in

value.

Pennsylvania's frontage on Iiake Erie is only 45

miles, yet in that distance and to the Canadian line,

since the partial i-estoration of the fi.shing industry,

nearly fifty large tugs operate daily. These boats

have in daily use over 400 miles of gill nets, with an-

other 400 miles drying on the reels on the shores in

the City of Erie. Five houses handle the fish caught,

and it is said that one-tenth of the population of the

City of Erie receives employment in some manner from

the fishing industry.
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Unused Canadian Sea Foods
By A. BROOKER KLUGH.

AT this time, when the matter of the food

supplj' has beeome of such paramount im-

portance, it behooves us to take far more
careful stock of our natural food resources

than we have been in the habit of doing in the past.

We in Canada undoubtedly share with the inhabitants

of the United States the distinction of being the most

wasteful nations on tin- face of the earth. With our

vast resources and our prosperity we have never need-

ed to be economical, and we have picked and chosen

among our food-products until our leavings and our

wastage would have maintained a population as large

as that of Canada. Some there are, it is true, the

writer among the number, who have been pointing

out for some years the ne<>d of a more efficient me-

thod of using our food resources, but it is not until

the present stringency arose that this need has be-

come apparent to tlic jicoplc as a whole.

needed to induee people to try this most nutritious

food. Better systems of refrigeration and better ship-

ping facilities now, however, allow the inland popula-
tion to obtain sea fish in a condition which quite close-

ly approximates that of the freshly-caiight product.
There is still some room for improvement in this re-

spect, and it seems to me that it might be very much
worth while to try the experiment of salting marine
fish as soon as cleaned very slightly, not heavily brin-

ing them, and then shii>ping in refrigerator cars.

The matter of the utilization of sea-foods at pres-

ent unused has a two-fold value.—it provides a new
source of food, and it lessens the strain upon those

species which are now used commercially, many of

which are beginning to show the effects of over-fish-

ing.

One of our unused sea-foods is the Red Cod. a very
fine food fish which is not a true cod. but a species of

Sebastodes. These fish are caught in immense num-
bers on the trawls when fishing for halibut, and are

at prosf'i* fV.roivn luick into the water, and die lie-

'Red Cod"—good fish and not wanted—sent adrift from a fishing vessel on the Pacific Coast of Canada.

The full utilization of our food resources falls under
two heads,—Firstly : the discovery and bringing into

common use of foods not hitherto used. and. Secondly:
the proper handling of all food material so that no
waste occurs. With this latter phase of the subject I

do not propose to deal here, except to say that when
we are dealing with the products of the sea it is of

very vital importance that they should be so handled
as to become available to as large a proportion of the

population as po.ssible. We have made considerable

improvement in the past few years in this respect, and
sea fish can now be obtained at inland points, which
does not taste so much like wet blotting paper as that

which used to be offered for sale. When one remem-
bers the unpalatable condition in which our splendid

marine fishes arrived on the inland markets one does

not wonder that the demand has not been heavy and
that even more than the slogan "Eat more fish" is

cause they are unable to sink. This inability to sink
is due to the fact that the gasses in their swim-blad-
ders are very much compressed by the pressure of
the water at the depths at which they live, but when
brought to the surface these gasses expand and ren-
der them lighter than water. Thus they float until
picked up by the gulls. The Red Cod is a fish of fine
flavour, with firm flesh and keeps well, so that it

would readily stand transportation, and it is little

short of criminal that we should waste tons of them
annually. It is not far from the truth that for every
pound of halibut which reaches the market a pound
of Red Cod or other edible fi.sh is wasted.

TIIE Black Cod. a species of Anoplopoma, is

another good food fish which is caught in
great numbers on the halibut trawls. In fact
at .some settings it sometimes forms the bulk

of the catch. Yet it is but rarely brought to market.
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and is regarded by the halibut fishermen as a nuis-

ance.

A ranch-despised fish which is often caught in large

numbers on the trawls set in shallow water on the

Atlantic coast is the Mother-of-eels. This is really

one of the most excellent of fishes, having firm white

flesh of very fine flavour. To its high quality I can

personally attest, and while I have eaten, while fresh

and in prime condition, all our best-known food fishes,

such as halibut, Atlantic salmon, different species of

Pacific salmon, mackerel, haddock, cod, smelt and

herring, I am bound to state that Mother-of-eels is

the equal of any of them, and superior to some of

them.
There are a few outstanding examples which oc-

cur to me of excellent fishes which are wasted, but I

hrtve not the slightest doubt that there are many other

species which would prove very good as food if given

a fair trial.

To create a market for these unused fish a great

publicity campaign is necessary. The population at

large must be educated away from silly prejudices

against all except a comparatively few fishes. The

fault at present does not lie with the fisherman; he

will naturally bring in the fi.sh for which the demand

exi.sts. Rut he will be able to do his part by supply-

ing, at first in limited quantities, some of these spe-

cies which the public are urged to try. The two fac-

tors must go hand in hand, there is no use asking the

Dublic to try a fish wbich they cannot obtain, and it

is also futile to ask the fisherman to bring in quanti-

ties of fish for which no market exists. And now, at

this time when m good deal of publicity is being given

to 'the use of fish, is the time to introduce these spe-

cies to the public.

Another sea-food which is at jiresent wasted in Can-

ada is roe. Fish roe, that is "hard roe." the eggs still

contained in the ovaries of the fish, is now rejected

with the entrails Yet it is a most nutritious food, and

when well salted is tiot only of excellent flavour, but

keeps indefinitelv. This Avould be purely a by-pro-

duct of the various fishing industries, and as sucli

would be a clear gain. As far as T know, no fish

"pastes" are put up in Canada, and we have had to

depend for our' supplv of these upon importations

from Knirlfind. These importations have now ceased,

or practically ceased, and it seems to me that the time

is opportune to place on the market a paste made of

fish roe. a paste similar to the "Potted Cod's Roe,"

which was nut up by a well-known British firm. This

is onlv a minor point, in comparison with some of our

unusf-d sea-food problems, but nevertheless is one

worthv of consideration.

Still another of our unutilized sea-foods is the Aba-

lone. This shell-fish is common along the whole outer

<>n«st of British Columbia, and at the present time is

almoft entirely nedected. The Abalone is an ally of

file ovter and scsllfn. but has onlv one valve to the

v'lell. This shell is from four to six inches in lenirth.

wnd eomph't'dy covers the upper surface of the body
like an inverted saiiee-. The shell is red on the upper
surface and has a series of breathinEr holes which al-

low the wflter to tiass over the trills of the animal

"•ithin. Tt '\% fonnd on roekv coasts and nt'nches itself

o the ro"Vs bv nie'ins of its larsre foot. Since the foot

's comiiosed largely of muscle and also has a large

mnsi'Ie attached to it the main mass of the animal
consists of muscle and it is cnnsenuentiv verv nutri-

tions as food m""h more oo thati the oyster, in which
iMr.»i nf til.. IkwIi- k- uofter and inore watery. This

muscle of the Abalone is of very fine texture and fla-

vour, and it is now being canned in California, where
a species different from, but closely allied to our
northern species, is found. 6ur species has been
canned at Bella Bella, B.C., but seems to have been
[)laced on the market in very small <(uantities.

The large Horse Mussel of our Atlantic Coast, is an-

other species which never seems to have been used
conuuercially. At some points they are very common,
and tests which I have made of thera proved them to

be of good flavour, equal or perhaps superior to oys-

ters. We have an abundance of shell-fish on both

coasts, many of which, I am convinced, would prove of

value as food if given a fair trial.

CAPTAIN GOSSE.
THK story of the fishing industry in B. C,
when it comes to be written, will have a chap-
ter dcvotetl to the activities of Captain
Kicliard E. Gosse, President of the Gosse-
Packing Co., with canneries on the Fraser

Hiver, at Bella Bella, and on the Skeena River.
For thirty years he has been identified with the

fishing and canning industry of B.C., and even to

day at 65 years of age, he works a fidl day with a

vigor and capacity that woidd overtax a younger
man.

Millei

Captain Gosse, President (left), R. Johnston, of Inverness
Cannery (right).
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111 particular he is a firm bflit-vcr in tlii' pos,sit)il-

ity of building up an iiiilt'poiKieiit i-lass of fislicrmi'ii

111 this i-oast, who may find occupation in tlie fish-

ing, in the cauncrics, in tlic cold storage, in the salter-

ies, and iii the smoke-houses of the fishing industry,

which adjuncts he hopes to see established wherever

irood locations arc available, in order that constant

iiiiploynieiit the yeai- round may be provided for them.

He is carrying on experiments in this direction at

his cannery and cold storage at Bella Bella, and has

(lemonstratcii the feasibility of his ideas.

He is a man cast in a herculean mould, standing six

feet and tipping the scales at 280 pounds. He earned

his title of Captain on the sealing floes off Labrador,

where he skippered liis own vessels for years.

The Labrador disaster of 188") hit him as well as

lumdreds of other Xewfoiindlanders, and he came out

ti> Hritisli ("olumbia when canning salmon was in its

infancy. lie first went into the construction business,

and i)ersonally superintended and built on the Fraser

Kivcr and Puget Sound, and other points in B.C., 14

The story of the building of t lie Star cannery is one
of the epics of the Fraser l{iver. On the day it was
finished it burned to the ground. But between .June

llttli and July 'Jth, it was rebuilt in exact replica

even to the three coats of white paint, to the utter

a.stonishment of everybody on the Fraser River. James
Robertson, of Hobertson & Hackett, said it could not

be done. Kverybody laughed at the thought that a

cannery with a capacity of 40,000 eases could be put
up ill three weeks, for those were the days of crude
.saw-milling and haji-hazard transportation. But the

Captain fooled them all. and made his reputation for

driving capacity and efficiency besides. Twenty-five
of the fifty foot joists for the cannery loft took only

one day, from the time they were cut down as trees,

trimmed as logs, sawn into proper lengths and sizes

and fitted and morticed into the building. This was
an unheard of thing, and would stand some beating

even to-day.

Not only a.s a builder, but also as the manager of

canneries for others, Cajitain Gosse was a success, and

GosseMillerd Canrery, East Bella-Bella, B.C.

salmon canneries that won liiiii the championship
among cannery builders, a title that he still carries

with the iiinner-iip a long way behind.
Later he associated himself with the late J. H. Todd

as manager of the Richmond Cannery on the Fraser
River, and when the founder of J. H. Todd and Sons
passed away, he retained his position under his son,

Charles Todd, of Victoria, for a number of years, and
left him only to embark as a cannery owner for him-
^elf, in which venture he has been successful.

Ill a re(;ent conversation he recalled that it is 22
years ago this year since he built the Star CJannery
on the Fraser River for the late and lamented Mike
Cosfell'i. th? pietures(|ue pioneer of Vancouver.
A few Weeks ago the Ca|>tain inspected this very

tannery, which he himself had built, but which his

firm now owns. Ife found the building in the best

possible shape, and was impressed will the romantic
iact that tlie ciuinerx lie hiiilt. for another iiiati is now
his o'A'n

when he went into the cannery Imsincss on his own it

was not to be marvelled at that he was C(|Ually suc-

(cssfiil. lie bought the Bella Bella Cannery in the

face of coast-wise opinion that it would not pay. that

the fish were not to be got, and that the past was
against it. But the (Captain proved that his opinion

was right, though it ran contra to the general ojiinion.

lleaiteiied by his success in an independent way, the

Captain continued to back his own judgment, which
was le-enforced by his energetic sons and Francis

Millerd, an experienced eanneryman and business

oecutivc. Out of this grew the (jossc-Millerd Pack-
ing Co., which bought the Vancouver Cannery on the

Fra.ser, perhaps one of the largest and best equipped
canneries in 15. ('., and also the Star (tannery. The
Fraser K'iver interests are cared for by Bob (>osse.

cMest son of the Captain, and Mr. Millerd, the general

manager of the firm. To encourage his son Dick.wjd
his son-in-law, J. F. Strang, and to further 1»«(^ iiis

own faith, the Captain built last year a cannery at
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Sunnyside, on the Skeena River, with all the old time

speed and vigor shown thirty years ago, and succeed-

ed in a race against time in putting up a fair pack.

Now the Gosse-Millerd Packing Co. may be said to be

established, and with some of the keenest minds among
the younger eannerymen to draw on for inspiration

and action, the future of this company may be said to

be assured.

sibility in a large fishing enterprise is a great part of

its success.

The Captain comes from stalwart British stock. He
was born at Spaniard's Bay, Newfoundland, an his-

toric spot closely associated with the beginnings of the
extension of the British Empire. The name of Gosse
has been a household word in the Island Colony for
generations, and by correspondence the Captain re-

Gosse-Millard Cannery, Skeena River, BC.

At 65 years of age Captain Gosse may well be proud
of what he has accomplished since he came to B.C. in

1887. Particularly may he be congratulated on his

sons and the men he has chosen to aid him in the di-

rections of his enterprises. This company, like some
others that may be named, is propelled by young men
and marks a distinctive tendency in the fishing indus-

try in this province. The Captain's capacity is shown
in no other particular more clearly than in his genius
in selecting the right men with which to surround
himself. The i)roper division of labor and respon-

tains his associations with his former home, which he
expects to visit this fall for the first time since he left.

He is one of the landmarks of the B.C. canning' indus-
try, and is entitled to a holiday after the good work
he has done in increasing tho production of fish.

When he goes East he will go as a missionary to

the Newfoundlanders, and when he returns it would
not be surprising if he brought many families of fish-

ermen with him to establish them at his vario\is fish-

ing locations in keeping with his ambition to see an
independent class of fishermen in this coast.

JOHN WALLACE.

n 1 JOHN Wallace, who up to this year, when he

\j/f^^A sold out to the Western Packers, Limited, ran

Iviy^l the Butedale Cannery on Wark I-sland, is one

I'l'&^rl of the real old-timers in the fishing industry

on the Pacific Coast. In partnership with his bro-

ther, Peter Wallace, now president of the Wallace

Fisheries, Ltd., twenty years ago he shipped the fir.st

frozen steelhead salmon to Aberdeen, Scotland, and

for years afterwards continued his shipping.

lie believes that the otter-trawl, catching cheaper

grades of fish, such as flounders, soles, ling cod, red

pod. whiting ami turbot, will soon revolutionize deep

sea fishing in northem B.C. waters. These cheaper

fish are excellent as food, and all that is needed is

the building up of a market for them among the con-

sumers of Canada.

He recalls that half a dozen years ago he bought

the takes of the otter trawler Kingsway, then owned
by The Sfaiulnrd Fisheries, and by curing the fi.sh as

well ns freezing them, and shipping many of them to

C'.'Mi, he was able to make it ])ay. With conditions

gfenny changed to the advantage of the marketing of

these fish, he thinks the time is opportune to estab-

lish the trawling industry on a permanent basis.

To this end he con.siders that the a.ssistance now
given to the shipment of halibut should be transferred
to the shipment of trawl-caught fish. This would not
affect the halibut market, as it is an established one
that can afford to pay a little more for its raw pro-
duct. But any assistance given the cheaper fish mar-
ket would stimulate production to the advantage of
the Canadian consumer.

The fact that food fishes in quantity equal to the
quantity brought to port are destroyed in halibut
fishing every year, suggests that something be done
not only by the fishermen and cold storage compan-
ies, but also by the Government to prevent this waste
of valuable food product. Expert knowledge of mar-
ket conditions and transportation problems is needed
to establish a market for fish which are now prac-
tically unknown to consumers. Pioneer work in this

direction is necessarily costly and unremunerative at
first, though doubtless the results in time would be
profitable. Encouragement by the Government seems
to be the need of the moment, atid it is not unlikely
that the Fisheries Commission now in B. C. will re-

commend such a move.
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ADMINISTRATION OF FISHERIES IN NORWAY.
By COLIN McKAY.

NORWAY, being a famous fishing country, &

brief tleseriptiou of its system of administer-

ing its fisheries may be of interest.

As other eountries, Norway has not arrived

at a stage of sufficient recognition of the fishing in-

dustry to grant it a special Minister. Since 1900 the

.Minister of Commerce has been the official head of

the Fisheries Administration; the practical direction

is vested in a bureau with offices at Hergen. This

bureau <lisposes of a budget of $125,000 per annum at

the present time.

Associated with this bureau in an advisory capacity

jN what is called the Fisheries Council, composed of 16

repre.sentatives elected by the districts interested in

fishing. This council assembles at Hergen at lea.st once

u year usually for a week in the autumn. It consid-

ers the budget prepared by the General Director of

Fisheries, and di.scusses any (juestion relating to the

catching, curing and marketing of fish, which may be

brought before it. In practice the administration takes

more the form of a commercial enterprise than a min-

isterial function: though the Minister of Commerce is

constitutionally responsible for all decisions taken.

Immediately under the General Director there are

two advisors—one concerned with legal matters and
the other with technical affairs. These are assisted

by a secretary and four assistants. The i^resent Gen-
eral Director is Johan Iljort, formerly cflief biologist

of the scientific .service, a man famous throughout tin-

scientific world. He is the somewhat rare combination

—a distinguished savant, with a genius for organiza-

tion and directing scientific researches towards practi-

cal ends. Many important developments have been di-

rectly due to his initiative and persistence.

Three inspectors, with offices at Bergen, exercise

general supervision over the fishing on all the coasts

They are men of technical knowledge, who fre(|uently

represent Norway on International Commissions, and
at expositions. Among their functions is the granting

of applications from fishermen for loans from the

Credit Maritime—a state fuinl.

The Administration uuiinfains two foreign agents,

who reside at Ilidl and Hamburg. These agents furnish

information necessary for the improvement and ex-

tension of the Norwegian markets in England and Ger-

many. Their reports are published in a fortnightly

journal, along with extracts from reports of Consuls

in all parts of the world.

This journal, the "Fiskets Gang," also publishes

articles on the results of scientific research work con-

cerning the prosecution of the fisheries and the cur-

ing and conservation of the product.

MAINTAINING close relations with the cen-

^^^ tral bureau are numerous societies, composed
of fishermen, vessel owners, wholesalers, re-

tailers. Although of a private character,

many of them receive subsidies from the state. They
have interested themselves in fishing problems gener-

ally, established museum.s. founded fishing schools, or-

ganized courses in the preparation of fish. In im.S

their subsidies amounted to $12,500.

In addition, the administration bears the expense of

experiments in new methods of transporting fresh fish

and in the preparation of fish destined for foreign

markets. A considerable sum is also ])aid to curers

and fishermen, voyaging to foreign lands, with the

object of increasing their professional knowledge.

The Administration maintains a steamer called the
Alichael Sars," which is well appointed for scientific

and oceanographic research work. A large laboratory
18 maintained at Bergen, and to this an aquarium is
attached. One .section of the laboratorv specializes in
the study of the conservation and ••uring of fi^h and
fish products.

The Administration conducts a fisheries protection
.service, costing about $50,000 a year—or more than a
third of the total budget. It polices the territorial
waters against foreign poachers, and sees that the na-
tive fishermen respect the regulations. An armed ves-
sel protects the territorial waters, and to enforce the
local regulations temporary .staffs are appointed, ac-
cording to the fishing .season, to work under the direc-
tion of the (-ommLssioners of J'olice, wlw. r iv.. in
demnities for their services.

In connection with the herring fisiierv, the Adiiiin-
i.stration employ.s 16 inspectors at the "principal sta-
tions. They see that the herring is properly packed
mark the barrels according to the grade of their eon
tents, and also stamp them with the date on which
the fish was caught. The inspection is verv careful,
and by conse(|uence Norwegian herring have" an excel-
lent reputation.

The distinctive features of the -Xorwegian svstem of
administration arc the centralization of authority and
direction, combined with close relations with repre-
sentatives of local interests, the attention given to
.scientific research, and the facility with which it lends
itself to the promotion of new "enterprises, and the
popularization of new methods of fishing, curing, and
even cooking. That the Administration has contri-
buted largely to the development of the fisheries there
can be no doubt. Royal Commissions appointed to
report on the reorganization of the fisheries adminis-
trations of England and ScoMand have made recom-
mendations that indicate they eonsi<lere(] the Xor-
wegian system a model one.

(Mr. Colin McKay's name was unintentionally
dropped from the article 'On Oyster Culture," in the
la.st number of the Canadian Fisherman.—Ed.)

TYPHOID PROM GERMAN FISH.
The marked <leeliiie in typhoid ea.ses in London since

supplies of undersized plaice and dabs from the mouth
of the Elbe have been unavailable owing to the war is
di.scussed by Dr. Hamer. the L.C.C. Medical Officer of
Health, in his report for 1916. La.st year only 461 ea.ses
were notified, compared with 789 in 1914 and 607 in
1915. Dr. Hamer recalls how in 1910 anil 1911 the
"nursery grounds" on the Danish and German coastJi
near the mouth of the Elbe came under .suspicion, and
remarks that in 1915 typhoid was at a low ebb in
London, that the autumnal rise was again absent,
and that a similar experience was reported from IIulj'
Grim.sby and Midland towns. In 1916 the changed be-
haviour of the disease was again observed, and in-
vestigation made it clear that typhoid reached a high
level in London in the years when there was a maxi-
mum use of the Elbe area, that a decline followed ujion
a gradual di.suse of the area, and that its discourage-
ment as a future source of supply to this country was
ju.stifie*!. Perhaps some fervent patriot will declare
that the Germans sent us tj-phoid of tnallce prepense
—The Fish Trades Gazette.
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Burbot and Sablefish are Really of **Codfish Aristocracy"

Dr. H. F. Moore, Deputy U. S. Commissioner of Fisheries: Describes Former as Fresh Water
Cousin of the Cod Black Cod of Pacific now has new Cognomen

Back in Days of Chivalry Burbot was Esteemed a Great Luxury — Was Little Known in United
States Until Bureau of Fisheries Popularized it Sablefish a Commercial Food

A FAMOUS Italian naturalist of the sixteenth

centuTy relates that a certain countess car-

ried her fondness for the burbot so far that

she expended most of her revenue in its pur-

chase. The lady's income is not stated, but if there

be American housewives ambitious to live like count-

esses, they now have the opportunity without plung-

ing into bankruptcy, for the burbot is coming on the

markets at a price which will place it within the n^ach

of modest means. That there are additional and bet-

ter reasons for using it is shown by the testimony

of other authorities, one of whom says that in conti-

nental Europe it "has long been esteemed a great

luxury; * * * its I lesh is white and delicate, while

its liver is its most delicious morsel."

In our own country it is almost unknown except

to fishcMuen, and by them it is but little regarded be-

cause, heietofore, it has not been readily convertible

into cash. Sonu-body years ago, in an attempt at w.t

called it "lawyer," because, as explained by a Lake

Erie lisherman, "it preys on its fellows and is no good

itself." The author ot the quip and his successors

have paid the penalty, so often following an ill-na-

tured epigram, and have unwittingly lost a source of

revenue while the public has been deterred from using

a needed food supply. The fish is :dso variously called

eelpout, eehng, ling cusk and a score of nar.ies, most

of which properly belong to other species, but its good

old English name, burbot, which is rarely used in the

United States, outside of books and a few restricte 1

localities in the Kast, has the sanction of propriety

and ancient usage.

The burbot has the distinction of being the only

freshwater member of the cod family, all of its rela-

tives living in the sea. Its habitat circles the earth,

two almost indistinguishable species being found, erne

(!ach, in the lakes and larger streams of the northern

parts of the two hemispheres. In North America it

occurs from the Arctic Circle, and perhaps beyond it.

to the Ohio and Mis.souri Rivers, being particularly

aouudaut in the Great Lakes and the larger waters of

New England, New York, Canada and Alaska.

it is said to spawn in the winter and early spring

and like most of its family is exceedingly prolific,

estimates of the number of eggs ranging from 160.000

in a medium-sized lish to 670,000 in a large one. Its

voracity is notorious. By day it hides in the holes

and ciannies of the bottom or in the deeper waters,

but at night it goes forth to prey on other fishes, cray-

tiihes. and, at least in early life, on aquatic insects

an<l tish eggs. Its highly distensible stomach is as

elastii^ as its appetite and it takes a heavy toll of ils

nrighbors. the |)articular trait which has brought it

into disfavor with '.he fishermen who brook no rivalry

iu tiieir calling.

li\ sliapc the burbot is rather elongate, but
with age it has a tendency to lose its slender

figure and become "pot-bellied." In life it

is beautifully marbled with dark green, or

greenish black, and yellow, but the colors quickl,v fade
after death. The consumer, however, will have but
little concern with the ph.vsical appearance of the

fish, for usually it will be placed on the market skin-

ned, dressed, and decapitated, and what he buys will

be all edible, with the exception of a small portion of

backbone. With no transportation charges to be paid

on waste parts, and its low initial cost, the fish should

be as low-priced as it is good.

The meat of the burbot resembles, generally, that

of the cod and haddock and it may be cooked like

those fishes, with due consideration to its smaller size.

If frozen, it should be purchased while still congealed

and thawed^n cold water immediately before using.

Recipes.

(Recipe No. 1 was contributed by Mrs. Albert Sid-

ney Burleson; Nos. 2 and 7 by Mrs. William C. Red-

field; Nos. 3 and 13, Lake Erie fishermen's recipes:

Nos. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 adopted from New
English Fish Exchange recipes.)

1. Burbot mousse. — Steam the fisli until tender,

about 30 minutes; remove bones and press meat

through a colander. Prepare a white sauce as follows

:

Into a saucepan put one tablespoon ful butter, one

tablespoonful flour, and one saltspoonful salt. When
hot, add gradually one cupful of milk, cook until

smooth, about 10 minutes, stirring constantly.

To two cupfuls of the prepared fish add the sauce,

one small onion minced, one tables])oonful minced pars-

ley, one tablespoonful melteil butter, and the beaten

whites of two eggs. Mix all together thoroughly and

put in a moidd. Put in a cool place for three or four

hours. Turn onto a platter and serve cold with egg

sauce.

2. Burbot hash.—Flake one pound of cold, cooked

fish, add one pint of boiled potatoes in small pieces,

mix with one teaspoonful of butter, and sea.son with

salt and pepper. Place in a buttered frying pan and

stir until thoroughly heated, then leave long enough

to brown on the bottom. Turn out on a platter,

brown side up.

3. Fried burbot.^Remove the backbones from four

|)ounds of burbot and cut the fish into suitable pieces

for serving. Salt and pepper both sides, dip in egg

and roll in cracker dust or bread crumbs. Fry on both

sides to a golden brown. If the fish are large, they

are better if the i)ieces be first parboiled.

4. Boiled btnbot.— Boil three pounds of fish and

:;erve with egg sauce made as follows:

i
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Thicken one pint of milk with corn starch or flour,

add a lump i>{ liiittcr the .si/.c of a walnut, one cfrif.

salt, and peppi'r. Boil and stir briskly until flakes

of vfia yolk come to the top.
'). Burbot and spa^iietti.—Boil about one pound of

fish for ten minutes in salt water, drain, cool, and
flake it. Prepare two cupfuls of boiled spajrlietti. Mix
two tablespoonfuls of butter, three tablespoonfuls of

flour, two cups of milk, salt, and pep[)er. anil boil until

thick. I'lace a layer of spaghetti in a baking dish,

then a layer of fish and cover with the sauce and a

few slices of hanl-boiled epp. Spread breAd crrnmbs

over this, moisten them with a little melted butter,

and bake until brown.
6. Burbot with tomato saiu'e.—Prepare the fish as in

the preeodintr recipe. Mix one-half can of tomatoes,

one chopped onion, one-half tablespoonful of salt, one-

quarter tablespoonfid of pepjier. and one clove. Allow
this to simmer for ten minutes and strain throufrh a

sieve or colander. ^lix one tablespoonful of butter

and one tablespoonful of flour, slowl.v add the tonmto
sauce, stir until smooth, and simmer for five minutes.

Pill a baking dish with alternate layers of fish and
tomato sauce, and cover with a cup of bread crumbs
moistened witli three tablespoonftds of melted butter.

Brown in a hot oven.

7. Scallojied burbot.—Boil the fish one-half hotu',

remove the bones, and break in fine flakes. Rub to

a smooth paste, over the fire, a piece of butter the

size of an egg and one large spoonful of flour; add
slowly one i)iiit of nulk until it makes a rich cream,
stirring over the fire until thoroughly cooked. Add
the fish, and season with salt, pepper, finely chopped
parsle.v, a little chopped onion, Worcester sauce, etc.,

as ilesired. Put the mixture in a baking dish with
bits of butter and cracker crumbs, and set in an oven
to brown. Or the creanu>d fish may be served on hot

toast.

8. Scalloped burbot.—Place two cujifuls of skin-

ned fish cut into small jiieces in a baking dish. Dredge
over it one-third cup of flour, add one-half teasjioon-

ful of salt, pepper and two tablespoonftils of butter.

Cover with milk, and bake for 80 to 40 minutes;
9. Burbot pudding.—Fiiu'l.v flake one pound of cold

cooked fish, add four medium-si/.ed potatoes, mashed,
a |)iece of butter the size of a walnut, and one-half

cup of milk, mixing the ingredients thoroughly. I'lace

in a pudding dish and cook for one hour in an oven
i\t moderate temperature.

10. Burbot rarebit.—Mix in a pan or chafing dish

a teaspoonful of melted butter, a few drops of onion

juice, one teaspoonful of salt, aiul a very little paprika.

As the dish warms, add gradually one cup of milk,

three-fourths of a cup of chopped cheese, and oiu' cuj)-

fid of cold finely flaked fish. To the thickening mix-

ture add one beaten egg and one tablespoonful of lemon

juice. Serve very hot on thin toast.

11. Btirbot omelette.—Beat four eggs slightl.v and
add a pinch of salt, one tablespoonful of flour, and
three-fourths i)ound of cold, cooked fish. Place in a

very hot. wi-ll-buttered fryiuL' iiiin. cover tightly, and
iiok until brown.
12. Burbot chowder.—(a; iii. ,i,.'iil from the hones

of four pounds of skinned fish. Clover the bones and
the head with cold water and boil for one-half hour.

PVy until tender two small sliced onions and four

thin slices of fat salt pork. Skim out the j)ork and
onions and add the strained bone licpior and one quart

of sliced raw potato. Cook for 10 minutes and add

the fish, one tablespoonful of salt, :iiid (uie jialf ti'ii

spoonful of white pepper. When the potatoes have
beconu' tender, ad<l (me quart of hot milk, thicki-ned
with two ounces of butter and flour mixe<l together.
Sei ve with crackers.

13. Burbot in sour.—Cut five jiounds of burbot into
l)ieces about lVi> inches long, without removing back-
bone. Steam for one-half hour and pack the j)ieces in

an earthen jar. Take three pints of vinegar, one tea-
spoonful sugar, one-half teasjioonful of salt, one heap-
ing teaspoonfid of whole clove,^, pepper and allspice,

a sliced onion, and boil for 10 minutes. Pour over the
fish and let stand until cold.

Dr. II. F. Moore is al.so author of Economic Circular
No. 23, "The Sablefish, alias Black Cod."'
To gain entrance to the best society a new fish, like

a new neighbor, must be vouched for and properly
introduced. Cod, mackerel, salmon, and a few other
members of old and respected fish families of Europe,
which came to the shore of America even before the
Pilgrim Fathers, were at once recognized and ac-
cepted by the Mayflower innnigrants and their succcs
sors, and there was established from among them a
veritable "codfish aristocracy" of the markets. From
time to time other fish have been added to the elite,

but their number is still far short of the "four hun-
dred." which probably eoidd be included if our avail-
able aquatic food sujjplies were fully utilized.

Within a few years, however, the democracy of high
])rices has upset the old exclusiveness and has given to
previously luiknown or obscuie fishes an ojjportunity
to be pushed to the fore and to demonstrate that they
are entitled to regard, at least equal to that accordell
to those of longer standing in the community. The
tilefish has established an assured position, and the
grayfish is living down .the reputation which it ac-
quired as a piiate and is acquiring respectability as
a fish whose acquaintance is woith cultivating.

The Bureau of Fisheries now presents the sablefish,
which, for no reason of its own nuiking, has lived here-
tofore under the alias "black cod." It is not a cod, and
is not related to the nu'nd)ers of that family by lineage,

structure, or edible qualities. When it was discovered
on the Alaska coast in 1811 the only name which it bore
was the barbarous one u.sed by the Indians, and the
early white .settlers aiul explorer.s, with the uncoii-

ventionalit.v common in new couuniniities, gave it a

nickname based on superficial a|)p(>aranfes. So long
as the fish was |>ractically uinitilized the misnomer was
of little moment, but now that it is eutei ing into com-
merce it becomes deceptive and not only runs the risk

of being banned under the pure food laws, but is ac-
tually misleading to the consumer, who ma.v buy it

under the impression that in its edible qualities it

resembles the cod.

THE cod is diy iiieated, while the sablefish
is one of the richest and fattest of Anu-rican
fishes and is to be cooked differently. Its

flesli is firm, white, and flaky, with a lull.

rich flavor, while the fats are almost gelatinous in

their consistency. A high authority on dietetics in
the Department of Home Economics of the University
of Washington says tha^ it "is excellent from an
economic standpoint, as there is little waste, bi-ing
almost free from bone and requiring very little time
for cooking. It is suitable for the humblest home on
account of its price and for the millionaire's tabic
from its fineness of texture and delicious flavor."

I'ntil now its excellence has been known to but a
few i)ersons on the Pacific coast, but the time has
come when, on aci-ount of it edible qualities and low
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price, it should be made known to all. It is found in

the deep water off the coast from San Francisco to

Alaska, and is particularly abundant from Oregon
northward. It has been caught more or less freely by
the halibut fishermen for many years, but has been

regarded as a nuisance rather than at its true worth,

because, with the characteristic American heedlessness

of the value of natural resources, it has been neglected

by the consumer and there has been no market for it.

Millions of pounds have been returned to the sea an-

nually, while the people who should have been using

it have been clamoring for investigations into the

reasons for the high cost of living. Here is one reason

which requires no legislation for its correction.

The sablefish as caught averages about 15 pounds

in weight, although it grows much larger. On account

of its firm texture it "ships" well and is therefore

available fresh far from its home in the Pacific, and

frozen (just as good) as far east as New York and

New England. To obtain the frozen fish at its best

the housewife should buy it still "in the frost" and

thaw it in cold water immediately before using.

"Barbecued" sablefish is one of the most delicious

of sea foods. The fish is kippered or lightly pickled

and smoked and in that condition, if kept cool and dry,

will keep perfectly for ten or twelve days. As the froz-

en fish may be thawed and then barbecued this pro-

duct should soon be available everywhere. The fish

is also excellent salted, and as it does not rust, al-

though fat, there should be a broad market for it in

that state to the mutual advantage of the fishennan

and the consumer.
The culinary experts whose recipes follow advise

that the fish should not be allowed to stand unduly

long in water, and that it be handled carefully in cook-

ing, as the flaky character of the cooked flesh causes

it to break apart readily.

All fish meals should include green vegetables, and

this is particularly important with rich, fat species

like the sablefish.
" Miss Rausch suggests the following

examples of inexpensive fish dinners:

(1) Boiled sablefish, boiled potatoes, parsley sauce,

spinach, tomato salad, baked apples, coffee.

(2) Fried sablefish, tomato sauce, escalloped pota-

toes, cold slaw, apple pudding, coffee.

(3) Baked sablefish, stewed tomatoes, celery, let-

tuce salad, cranberry pudding, coffee.

FRESH FISH FOR CENTRAL CANADA.
Refrigerator Car Service to be provided from Pacific

and Atlantic.

OTTAWA, August 3.

The first step toward the practical consummation

of plans upon which the food controller of Canada

and the special fish commission have been working

during the past few weeks are indicated in an an-

nonnccrnent made last night. It is intended to provide

a refrigerator car service from both Atlantic and Pa-

cific coastal point.s to facilitate distribution in Cen-

tral Canada of the finest fi.sh food.

Thp first car, as a test u%der this plan, left the At-

lantic coast on Saturday, August 4, loaded with fresh

Atlantic sea food. It arrived in Toronto on Monday
morning. August 6.

This is the first time that Atlantic sea food has been

exprnsfted right through on the refrigerator carload

lot plan as far west as Toronto.

Arrangements from the Pacific coast to points in

Western Canada will be made later.

FISHING VESSELS SHOULD GET BAIT.
Supply was ample but deep sea fishermen at St. Mary'i

Bay were refused it.

DIGBY, August 6.

In these days when every available means ought
to be put forth to increase the production of our food
supplies, it is not a pleasing matter to record the dif-

ficulty our fishermen are laboring under, by being re-

stricted in that all-important necessity—bait.

The Government makes every effort to ascertain

the amount of bait caught in the various weirs round
the shores, and daily reports are telegraphed to the

different centres giving the number of barrels return-

ed from the weirs.

The weir fishermen are licensed by the Government
to build weirs and catch herring and small fish, and
though there does not appear to be any law compelling
the sale of their catches primarily to fishing vessels

for bait, yet it is an unwritten law, and for the most
part acted upon.

Recently, cases have come under notice where this

has been very flagrantly ignored; and last week in

St. Mary's Bay a fishing vessel was twice refused bait,

when about twenty-five and eighteen barrels respec-
tively had been caught. The reason assigned for not
selling to the fishermen was that the catch was sold

to the sardine vessel. To sell for sardines is perfectly
legitimate when there is an abundance of bait, and the
fishermen are supplied; but it seems a wrong policy

to prevent the fishermen from following their avoca-
tions for lack of bait, when it is there at hand.
The first consideration in these days of conserving

production and increasing it, ought certainly to be the
needs of our own men. The weir fishermen have a

monopoly of bait fishing; and the vessels that go out
to the banks and brave the dangers of the deep, to

bring in their catches of fish so much in need, ought
never to be held up for bait unless there is none avail-

able.

Now that the steam trawler has been taken off the
Nova Scotia fishing ground to increase the supply of
fish to be taken into the markets across the Bay, every
possible boat that can go to the fishing grounds should
do so ; and all the help that can be afforded in providing
them with the essentials should be given. Weir fisher-

men should willingly co-operate with their deep-sea
brethren, instead of putting insuperable obstacles in

the way.
Rait is the one thing absolutely necessary, and cer-

tainly the claims of the fishermen are to be advanced
before sardine buyers. Something ought to be done
to put this matter right at once—Halifax Chronicle.

CANADIAN TRAWLER TRIUMPH ARRIVES WITH
HOLD LOADED.

Is first steamer of the Dominion in Portland.
With 160,000 pouiuls of mixed fish in her hold, the

Cnnmlian beam trawler Triumjih. the first steam fish-

erman flying the flag of the Dominion to ever come
to this port, arrived here recently, and tied up at Com-
mercial Wharf. Later in the da.v the Triumph went
to the Btirnham & Morrill Compan.v plant at East Deer-
ing to land part of the big fare of fish.

1' In the last four trips the Triumph has brought into

port a total of 700.000 pounds of mixed fish, and previ-

ous to the trip completed here to-da.v, she ha.s been
going into Halifax, N.S., with her fares.—^Portland

Evening Express and Advertiser.
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THE EVANS AUTOMATIC FISH HOOK.

IN observing the large percentage of loss sus-

tained by reason of the present inefficient

methods used in trolling for salmon and other
kinds of fish, the inventor, Mr. J. S. Evans,

wliile employed by one of the large fishing com-
panies operating along the coast of British Columbia,
became impressed with the urgent need for a more ef-

ficient device to replace the ordinary hooks in general
use; it being conceded from general observation that
fully fifty per cent, of the fish caught on the ordinary
hooks are lost before they can be landed on account of
the hooks tearing loose from the fish in its struggles,

and in such event, the fish die from the effects of be-
ing so wounded.

Believing that some kind of device could be created

spent in perfecting same, was for increasing the earn-
ing capacity of the thousands of men engaged in
the commercial fishing industry.
The average price paid fishermen on the Pacific

("oast for salmon caught by trolling has been five cents
per pound up to the past two years, and this season
as high as eleven cents is being paid. On the basis
of five cents should a fisherman save but four fish of
twenty-five pound weight in a day's fi.shing it would
increase the value of his catch $5, and from personal
observations made, as high as $25 per day additional
can be made by siit)><ti1uf ing this hook for the ordin-
ary hook in use.

To the scores ol juiHtieal fishermen who have seen
this hook, the unanimous opinion is, that it will meet
their requirements in every way.
The only criticism or doubt expressed as to the

^^

that would fill the long felt need for a better fish

hook, the inventor spent over four years working and
experimenting with various devices and feels that the

problem has now been fully solved in the Evans Auto-

matic Fish Hook, which has been covered by patents

<ued jointly to himself and A. L. Snow, in Canada.

wfoundland, United States and Great Britain.

The proportion and shape of every member of the

combination has been determined by careful study and
observation, while trying out the practical working of

"^^Miie in catching various kinds and sizes of fish.

I'he illustrations were made from the working draw-

's by which the models have been made.

Alany kinds of artificial baits can be used on this de-

\ i<(. in addition to those shown and described here.

Various sizes of the different types would be in de-

mand, ranging from smaller to several sizes larger than

the cuts shown here. •

,

The principle object of this invention and ,\iva/e

merits of the' hooks was by one single man, and that
was, that the automatic hooks might fail to operate in
certain unusual conditions (which have so far failed
to materialize in any practical demonstration made),
but grant that such might occur one still has the fish
hooked according to the best means now in vogue,
that is, impaled on the bait hook.
Another important point is that these hooks will do

away with the gaffing of fish in landing which de-
tracts from the value of the fish.

As to the use of these hooks in the inland lakes and
rivers, they can be manufactured in sizes to fit the
requirements for those who fish for pleasure.
The inventive genius as applied to fishing devices

the past half century has been along the line of more
attractive devices to lure the fish, with no appreciable
effort toward securing the fish after having been .so

lured, which the inventor feels has been successfully
accomplished in the Evans Automatic Fish Hook.
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BABY LOBSTERS FROM NOVA SCOTIA
PLANTED.

The export of undersized lobsters from Nova Scotia

to Boston is turned to good aeeouiit by the Mas-

sachusetts officials who are planting thein as future

breed serial along the shore. The Wardens collect

those "baby" lobsters from the receipts of the dealers,

who are not held responsible for the contraband, and
put them on board the Glonccster boat which dumps
rliem, at stated intervals, during each outward trip.

In this way many thousands of inuiiature lobster3 are

liberated in New England waters every week; ajid as

there can be no doubt about their flourishing the

same as in their former habitat, the Massaelmsetts

commission are working a good scheme for the local

fishery at the expense of the provincial shippers, who
are strangely short-sighted in this instance. An ap-

peal has been made to the commission of conservation,

Ottawa, for some steps to ])revent the shipments of

such shorts. The whole trouble arises from the fact

that there is no size limit for lobsters in Nova Scotia.

—Fishing Gazette.

FRENCH BUY FISH AT NEWFOUNDLAND.

French fishing operators are visiting the south coast

of Newfoundland to purchase stocks of cod for ship-

ment to France and French colonies. This is due to

the cessation of fishing activities in the French islands

of St. Pierre and Miquelon, lying off the southern

end of this island, because practically the whole male

pojiulation is either fighting in France or invalided

home.
The number of French vessels which formerly came

to the Grand Banks to catch cod has been reduced from

several hiuidred to less than a hundred this year.

Several French and Spanish vessels have been chart-

ered by Newfoundland dealers to take cargoes of fish

to European markets. This is the first year in a gen-

eration that Si)anish ships have engaged in this trade.

SOCKEYE PACK IS VERY SMALL.

Estimate of 130,000 Cases is Made, But Even That is

Considered too Optimistic.

The extent to which the sockeye run this year has

been a failure is indicated by the fact that an esti-

mate of the sockeye pack of the Eraser River, etnanat-

ing from Vancouver, places the total at 130.000 cases,

as compared with a pack of 719,000 eases in the last

"big year," 1913. Even that estinuite is considered
too optimistic by Mr. Martin Monk, vice-president of

the Glenrose Cannery. In view of the fact that this

is the first serious failure in a big run .year, within
the m^•mory of man, many people interested in the

industry feel that sonu- effort should be made to find

means of replenishing the supply, and a movement is

on foot in Vancouver to have the Dominion Fishery
('ommission now on the coast turn their attention to

tliis important (piestion. It has been before them in a
general way, l)ut only incidental to the emiuiry they
were 8pecifically commissioned to make.

STRAITS PEOPLE DOING WELL WITH SEALS.

Trawl Fishing Good—Ethie Returns From North.
Tile SS. Ethie, ('apt. .J. Goohie, reaclu-d Curling

recently from a regular trip north as far as Battle
Ilr. The ship brought report that there is good sign
of codfish along the Newfoundland side of the Straits
Belle Isle, particularly in the vicinity of Current Island,
and both bankers and shoi-emcn are doing well; the
latter, however, are somewhat hampered through the
scarcity of bait. Fishermen are now setting their
traps and will have all out by the end of the present
week. No salmon yet reported along the coast. Lob-
ster packers are finding lobsters both scarce and small.
Seals have been numerous in the Straits and the peo-
ple on the Labrador side with nets and frames have
(lone well. This is a source of great relief to them,
;is they were worried as to how to .secure skins for
boots owing to the high prices in the St. John 's market.
There are a good many icebergs in the Straits, but
no field. ice. The Ethie experienced gales of wind and
dense fog during Friday Saturday and Sunday.

LOBSTERS.

Dealers here aj'e giving $19.00 per ease for 1 lb.

Flats, 48 to a case. By the new export regulation only

half of the catch can be shipped to England, the sanu'

law as applies to Canada. This will keep the |)rice from
going over $20.00, as we shall have the States and Can-
ada to take the balance. The catch particularly on

the West and South-West coasts is much better than
last vear.

YARMOUTH LOBSTER CATCH AND EXPORTS.

During the season of 1916-17, there weie 44,101

hundredweight of lobsters, valued at $537,300, caught
in the Yarmouth district. Of this total 14,085 cases

were canned and 18,201 hundredweight were shipped
in shells to the United States and othe- parts of Can-
ada. The average price was $12.18 per hundredweight.
During the 1915-16 season, the catch was 60,754 hun-
dredweight, which was valued at $614,946. The aver-

age price during that season was $10.12 per hundred-
weight.

In spite of the fact that lobsters were scarce, the

I)ast season was fairly successftd. owing to the good
])rice brought by live lobsters.

The prospects for next season are not bright, owing
to the likelihood of the British embargo being con-

tinued and the scarcity of tin for canning the lobsters.

—U. S. Consid John J. C. Watson. ViifMiouth. N.S.

SALT.

The salt situation was somewhat i-elieved by the

commandeering by the Tonnage Committee of 10,000

hhds. held here in nu-rchants' stores and distributing it

where wanted worse. lions. J. ('. ('rosbie, A. E. Iliek

man, and W. F. Coaker have herein done a good pice.

of work. The SS. is due Monday with (iOO

tons, and two sailing vessels will also arrive with car

goes within the next few days. As tlie trap fislu-ry

is now about over, the ill effects of the scarcity will

not be experienced to any serious degree.

i
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Canadian Oysters
J. STAFP'ORD, M.A.. Ph.D., Montreal.

m.

Conditions of Existence

Tlie article for July gave an account of our two
-pecics of oysters in their adult life—their organiza-

lou and activities. The article for August dealt with
the mode of origin lof individuals. Both cover in a

lirief manner the life-histoi-y of the oyster. An adult

yster spawn eggs, which develop and grow through
more highly organized stages until they are them-
selves adult and deposit their eggs. This is the cycle

of events generation after generation.

1. Portion of an Atlantic oyater bod.

An Atlantic oyster may produce 16,000,000 eggs or

more in a single season. If all the eggs of all he

oysters were to develop regularly, as easily and direct-

ly as it can be stated, they \vo>ild soon fill solid all

the bays in which they o<!Cur. It is evident that such

I condition could never be reached—the developing

ysters would begin to smother and to starve one

mother long before the sea-water came to be ex-

' luded from the bay.s. Not only is this true for the

oyster, but a similar condition exists for many other

animals living in the same waters. We are forced to

recognize the fact that there is another aspect to the

life of the oyster besides what belongs strictly to it-

self, it*i origin, organization, activities, feeding, growth,
breeding. This other aspect has reference to the ex-

ternal world, the surroundings, environment, natural
conditions of existence. We walk over an oyster bed
iit low tide and find great numbers of empty shells.

We dredge up oysters from a deep-water bed and we
pick out a few living individuals from a great mass
of dead shells. We cannot find anything like the

mimbcrs of spat in the spring that we judged were
piesent the autumn before. Of the myriads of eggs
spawned into a bay in summer we have to .search to

fiiKl a few representative spat in autumn. Clearly

§m? .;!<fjS«l3St

2. A native oyster bod in B. C.

there are causes at work to reduce the numbers at
all times of the year—causes that are not resident in

the oyster itself, but exist outside of and react upon
it—causes that are not only fatal to adults, but opera-
tive throughout the whole life from egg to full-grown
oyster. No wonder that every female has to spawn
millions of eggs each summer to keep fairly constant
the relatively snuili number of living oysters in a bay.

In order to grasp the significance of the action of ex-
ternal forces upon living oysters there are open to us
two methods of procedure— :we can study the nat-
ural conditions under which oysters pursue success-
ful lives, or we can experiment upon oysters by in-

troducing artificial conditions.
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In studying natural conditions we can compare an

oyster-producing bay with a non-oyster-producing

bay in order to determine what are the favoural)le

conditions present in the former and absent in the

latter; we can compare an oyster area in a bay with

an oysterless area in the same bay ; we can transplant

oysters to an oysterless bay or to an oysterless area

of an oyster bay and examine them from time to time

to note their growth, state of health, etc.

Richmond Bay, P.E.I. , is the best known oyster bay

on the Atlantic coast of Canada. From it originate

the well-known Malpeque and Curtain Island oysters.

Passamaquoddy Bay, N.B., has no oysters. The first

is located on the north-eastern side of Prince Edward
Island, and is an extension of the great Gulf of St.

Lawrence, from which it is guarded by a series of

most effective difference is in the temperature. The
enormous volume of cold water from the deep Bay
of Fundy, mixing with the remaining deep water
after the draining of the surface water by the falling

tide, serves to keep the temperature of Passama-
quoddy Bay at a low average. In Richmond Bay the

relatively small exchange of warmed for only partial-

ly cooled water and the great extent of exposed beach
and heated sand over which it flows serve to maintain

a higher average temperature.

Geographically, Passamaquoddy Bay lies to the
south of Richmond Bay and nearer to the great oys-
ter regions of the United States. If we go to the
north and select Gaspe Bay there is a closer parallel

with Passamaquoddy Bay. Oysters were at one time
to be found at Perce, near the entrance to Gaspe Bay,
and they persisted until a still later date at places on
the coast of Maine not far from Passamaquoddy Bay.

In their northern limits they have retreated to Cara-
<|uette in the Bay of Chaleur, and have an interrupted
occurrence down the east coast of New Brunswick,
and continuing onto Nova Scotia, all around Prince
Edward Island, in the Bras d'Or Lakes of Cape Bre-
ton, and sparingly on the southern coa.st of Nova Sco-

tia to near Halifax. Passing over the great Gulf of

Maine (including the Bay of Fuudy), they begin again

at Cape Cod and continue in all suitable places to the

Gulf of Mexico.

On the Pacific coast the native oyster is distributed

sparingly from the region of Bella Bella southward.

3. Western spat one month old on an oyster shell.

sand-dunes that restrict the entrance. The second

ha.s much the same relation to the Bay of Fundy,

from which it is protected by a string of islands be-

tween which the tide finds pa&sage-ways. The two

bays are also sufficiently alike in size and shape to

fit into the comparison. But here the similarity ends

and the contrast begins.

TO be impressed by the difference it is neces-

-Ow^'J sary to see the two bays at both high and low
tide. At Malpeque the rise ajid fall of the

water is in the neighbourhood of five feet; at

St. Andrew's it is about 28 feet. At both places the
water may fall off great distances from parts of the
shore, but at Malpeque this is due to the very slight

and gradual slant of the ocean bed, whereas at St.

Andrew's it is due rather to the great fall in depth of

the water, for the beaches dip more abruptly into the
sea. The rocks, the boulders, the sand, the mud, the
colour of the beach, the clothing of seaweeds, the
abundance and variety of the animals are different.

In Richmond Bay a comparatively small volume of

water is exchanged by the rise and fall of the tides,

and there are scarcely any strong currents. In Pas-
sama(iuoddy Bay an enormous volume of water is

carried away or brought up in the short period of
six hours, developing strong tidal currents that re-

move soil from one place and deposit depths of black
mud at another.

The water itself is subject to differences of specific
gravity and of temperature. The incoming tide-

water is Salter than the outgoing, but the amount of
difference depends especially upon tihe fresh-water
cionfrihutions from the rivers entering the bays. The

4. Spat of two months on an oyster shell.

becoming more abundant in the Gulf of Georgia and

even on the western side of Vancouver Island. From
these it continues into Pugct Sound and along the

coasts of Washington. Oregon, and California. It is

not difficult to select parallel conqoirisous to those on

the eastern side of the continent.
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The ilislriliiaitiii in a [m\ iii-pi-iKi.N largely iipun

the depth and nature of the bottom, the protection

again.st eohi and roiitxh .seas, tlie disposal of beaches

and flats, the entrance of rivers and the position of

channels, the nioveinents of sand and' mud, the tem-

perature of the water and the jireseuee or absence of

rocks, stones, shells and other liard and smooth ob-

jects upon which spat can become fixed. In Richmond
Hay, I'.K.l., the great sand-areas just inside from Hill-

Hook and tieorge Islands are devoid of oysters. K.x-

posed beaches, while they may sliow an oyster now
and again, and at spots (such as Kam Island Point),

a

good many, do not form the great productive areas.

The latter are below low-tide, on beds of old oyster-

shells that have accumulated through untold periods

(Fip. 1). Some of these beds cover great areas and

manner <!< mm i systems do for larger areas of coun-

try. The substratum is not loose sand or soft mud, but
of a more solid and permanent character, sufficiently

firm to walk on, although sand and mud have taken
part in its formation. At such |)laces the dead shells

of clams, miuisels, cockles, whelks, and the like, as

well as the shells of dead and living oysters, offer

points of fixation for oyster larvae (Figs. 8. 4, 5).

They do not form continuous beds of shells cemented
together like the great sul)merged beds of the Atlan-
tic coast. There are no deep-water beds on the Pa-
cific. On parts of flats the oysters may be somewhat
aggregated but free—the original small, thin, soft

shells to which they were attached having crumbled
away. For the most part the oysters on natural beds
are much scattered.

5. Spat of largest size for the first year on a clam shell.

several feet in depth of dead shells, infiltrated with

sand and mud or other dei)0sits of the time when they

were forming. The living oysters are on the surface

of such beds, mostly attached to the next layer below.

The best beds are H to 20 feet below the surface of the

water, and methods of fishing— as by tongs—bring up

relatively few living oy.sters mixed with a greater

amount of dead shells. Such are the Curtain Island

beds.

lu Boundary Bay. B.C., the sandy and gravelly

beaches to the east of the main channel and the great

sand and mud flats to the north and north-west of

the channel of the Serpentine Hiver are bare of oys-

ters. The naturally occurring oysters are to be found

at and just above low-tide limits, abo\it the mouths

and following up along the edges of sloughs (Fig. 2),

that cut through the exposed flats in much the same

A.\ analysis of the facts of natural distribu-

tion j)oints to cei-tain primary e.ssentials in

the environment of the oyster:

—

That oysters do not live on the land, in the

the air, in fresh-water ponds and rivers, but do in the

sea. proves that they need the salt water of the ocean.

That oysters do not live floating on or in the water
or on shifting .sand or non-supporting mud, shows
that they should have a somewhat hard substratum.
That oysters grow better near sea-wceds and black

mud (largely the product of organic decay) than
on clear gravel and sand beaches, calls attention to

the necessity of food.

That oysters do not occur in polar seas, but do in

temperate and warmer zones, points to the require-

ment of heat or warmth.
The deductions from the observations of natural oc-
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eurrences can be verified and carried to details by ex-

periments. If oysters are planted on sandy _spotR they

are likely to get drifted over and smothered. If they

are put on soft mud they are in a favourable place for

obtaining food, hut are liable to settle down into the

mud and become smothered. They can not dig their

way out like a cockle, or live buried and still com-

municate with the clear water above by means of

siphons like a clam. The fixation of an oyster larva

is a means of protection against such accidents after

the loss of its locomotory organs (velum and foot). To
be successful, transplanted oysters have to be put

down on bottoms and in bays closely resembling the

best naturally occurring oyster areas. They may be

thickly disposed (Fig. 6), looking very much like beds

of transplanted eastern oysters (Fig. 7.)

Experiments on adult oysters show that when left

exposed to the air, or when placed in river, pond, well

practicable for our purposes. Their small size and the

exposed position of their swimming organs permit in-

stant action of the water, and make observation easy.

Youthful and spat oysters are more like the adult and
unsatisfactory. Embryos and eggs are too quiescent

to be of great value for such experiments.
Two things were made use of—the larvae and the

rain-water. Two sets of observations can be record-
ed—the one referring to the larvae themselves as

judged by their behaviour, the other referring to the
rain-water as a medium. The first supplements our
knowledge: of the activities of the oyster, the second
contributes to our knowledge of its environment.
Withdrawing most of the rain-water by means of a

l)ipette and transferring sea-water to the watch-glass
results, in a few minutes, in the larvae again being re-

stored to activity. If they are left longer time in

rain-water, it takes longer to restore them in sea-

6. Western oysters re- planted in B. C. 7. Eastern oysters transplanted in B. C.

or rain water, or buried in sand or mud, they will not

live long. If the weather is cool they may live about
a month, otherwise they may die in somewhat shorter

time. . Adult oysters are rcsistent. In experimenting
we cannot wait so long for results. Younger stages

are more delicate and less protected. They serve our
purposes better. For many experiments the larvae of

the British Columbia oyster are all that can be de-

sired, and are easily obtained in the proper season.

Experiment : Home large active laxvae from the

branchial cavity of Ostrea columbiensis are trans-

ferred to a watch-glass of rain water.

Result: The larvae cease swimming on the instant

and remain quiet as if dead.

The larvae give much quicker and more decided re-

sults than the adult, and as a consequence are more

water. If exposed to rain-water for fifteen min-
utes, few or none can be revived. All forms of fresh-

water: rain, pond, river, spring, well and distilled

watei's act similarly.

Larvae (and younger and older stages) are liable

to exposure at times to fresh water from rain, rivers,

drainage, melting snow of the mountains, glaciers,

etc. One hears and reads of river oysters. This is due
to a failure to grasp the real conditions or a loose

and unscientific mode of expression. We have no
river oysters. There are oysters living in estuaries,

which are salt water arms of the sea—not fresh water.
In some districts it is customary to speak of tidal cur-
rents, between the mainland and islands or between
two islands, as rivers, wlicro they have nothing to ilo

with rivers.
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KHKSll water, is death-dealing to oysters;

sea-water is life-sustaiiiiug. liut sea water

may be somewhat diluted with fresh water
and still rrinnin life-sustaining, That is what

happens at the mouths of rivers and in most bays.

The risinp tide trenerally forces sea water up the

channels leading to rivers and the river water flows

over its surface. The water is fresher on the sur-

face and Salter on the bottom. Sea water from a dis-

tance off shore, nut of the influence of rivers, has a

specific gravity of 1,025 (or thereaboutsi, the S. G.

of fresh water being 1.000. As the tide falls in a bay
the layer of fresher water on top is lowered along

the beaches and over the flats, washing and scouring

the surface. This, for one thing, preventii many sea

animals from living in these places. Animals, like the

oyster, that have become habituated to a varying sal-

inity, may prefer it. but there is a limit to their ability •

to withstand both decrease and increase of salinity.

Experiments show that the degree of S. G. giving best

results is just above the medium between sea and
fresh water, i.e., about 1.013. It must be noted that

there is a difference between salinity and specific

gravity—the latter may be due to other substances in

solution besides salt fcommon saltl. A solution of

salt of S. G. 1.025 is not life-sustaining to the oyster.

The writer has made up artificial sea waters from dis-

tilled water and pure salts, in kinds and quantities as

they occur in sea water, that are just as good as, if

not better than, natural sea water.

Another necessary constituent of sea water, from
the standpoint of the oyster, is air. Stagnant sea
water is much inferior to aerated sea water as a life-

sustaining medium.

Sperm, as showTi by exjicriments, are more sensi-

tive to changes of media than larvae, and may be used
to test the effects in a similar way.

Fertilization is the most exacting of all the methods
of testing and comparing media. Fertilization can be
effected in artificially compounded sea water.

Temperature is the most important purely physical

attribute of the sea water in which oysters live. If

larvae arc placed in sen water in a test-tube and stood

in a hole bored in a block of ice kept in a con] place,

and examined from time to time, it will lie fo\md that

as the temperature falls to near the freezing point the

larvae become inactive. Ice may he frozen around them
and they may be thawed out and swim about again.

But after a certain prolongation of the freezing they
are permanently injured or killed inutright. They can
not be frozen through and again restored to continued
active life.

A study of temperature with reference to fertili-

zation and development throws a great deal of light

on the breeding of oysters. At 2° C. fertilization is

not effective. If kept at this temperature for a time

and then brought into a warmer «ne. a few may be-

gin to develop, but are liable to soon go to pieces. If

kept a longer time at 2° before exposure to moder-
ate warmth, none will develop. At 10°C. they do
not develop, but when wanned to l.')°C they begin. If

kept at 10° for 24 hours before being warmed, a few
will begin to develop, but will soon disintegrate. At
25°C development is rapid, but few ea.se8 are regu-

lar and free from abnormalities. Forced develop-

ment does not contribute to regular and healthy

growth. At IS'C it takes .5 hours to reach the 2 to 3

celled stage—at 25''C it takes onl,v 2 hours.

IT now becomes clear why breeding takes

place in spring and summer, and whj' rate of

development and growth vary at different

places and different times. At Crescent Bay,
B.C., the temperature of the sea water for 1916 gave
the following readings:

March 15. 1916 e^C
April 1 8.5
April 15 11.5
Mav 1 14.5
Mav 15 15
June 1 17
June 15 20
Julv 1 19
July 15 20
Aug. 1 22
Aug. 15 20
Sept. 1 19
Sept. 15 17

The distribution of eggs is similar to that of the
oysters spawning them. Similarly with embryos. The
distribution of larvae is at first the same, but, as lar-

vae are free-swimming, they may. while in suspension,
be carried to other areas by the drift of the tide or
by tidal currents. When full-grown larvae begin to
set and become spat, the chances are that they will

find the most suitable conditions in the same regions
as their parents, and that m«st of those which go
adrift into other less favourable places will be lost.

THE FISH OF LILLABELLE LAKE
Two years ago Lillabelle Lake was well stocked with

goodly fish which furnished the angler with very
satisfactory returns for a few hours' fishing. It was a
source of pleasure to numbers of Cochranites who ap-
preciated the results from a few hours spent with rod
and line.

Then the greedy law-breaker with h's nets appeared
on the scene, and fish in large quantities were sold in

town and country. But this was not all ! The supply
was nmcli greater than the demand, consequently the

surplus had to be disposed of. which was accomplished
by the simple process of bagging them up in old sacks

and dump'ng in the adjacent creeks: there they were
left to rot and befoul the water which settlers use in

many instances. Eight large sacks of decomposing
fish it is said were discovered a year ago in one creek.

Several times settlers notified the Department and
a man was sent to put a stop to these depredations,

but as the game goes merrily on, it is presumed the

profit is worth the small risk. Nets are still in evi-

dence, and it would seem there is still some profit in it,

but the unfortunate angler may fish with all the fervor

of the renowned "Sir Isaac" and be equipped with

the outfit of the complete angler b\it his efforts will be

in vaiTi. "The Hun has done his work."
H. W. P.

DRAGS BIO FISH FOXTR MILES.

Arkansas City. .\rk.. Aug. 11. — Unable to pull a

75-pound catfish from the Arkansas River dam. Bloom-

er Aleln. an Arkansas City fisherman, chained the fish

aiul dragged it through the river to this. city, a dis-

tance of four miles. When he reached the city several

men a.s8i8ted him in pulling the fish out of the water,
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* *
Fisheries Administration in England

|
C. MfKAY.^*****************

mini.stration, instead of being a subordinate depart-

ment of the Ministry of Agriculture should, owing to

the importance of the interests committed to its charge,

be placed on the same status as the Department of

Agriculture, and have its chief raised to the rank of a

permanent secretary. Tt was recommended also that

the central administration should exercise its authority
with a view to promoting greater uniformity in the

regulations, and to be careful before sanctioning local

variations that such variations were not shortsighted
and incom])atiblp with the general interest.

With a view to making the principle of centralized
control more readily operative the Commission advised
that the number of fishing districts in England and
Wales be reduced to four or five, and that each dis-

trict should have at its head a resident inspector, di-

rectly resi)onsible to the central body, and in close

touch with the local fishing interests and fishermen.

It also suggested that the district committees, exer-

cising in practice legislative function, should be re-

constituted as advisory commissions, their members to

serve without pay. They were to confer with the dis-

trict inspector, discuss (juestions of technical and com-
mercial interest, and generally review the work of the
district.

AMONG other things, the Royal Commission
recommended that the administration should
be able to take action to prevent the extinction
of threatened fisheries; that it secure more

control of the developnu'nt of oyster parks, and set in
motion measures to prevent their contamination : that
it continue on an increased scale the scientific studies
on the practice of fishing and preparation of the pro-
duct for the market : that it collect and disseminate
among the fisliennen information concerning the fish-

eries; that it organize a more extensive programme of
technical education for fishermen ; that it undertake
a propaganda among the fishermen to educate them
to the advantage of the principle of co-operation in

connection with loans and the sale of fish ; that it

develop and improve its system of statistics; that it

take measures to secure the establishment of a fund
to improve existing fishing ports and construct new
ones ; that its budget be made a complete charge
against the public treasury, instead of a partial charge
against local bodies; that it publish the results ob-

tained by the installation of motors in fishing boats
with a view to encouraging this practice, and when pos-

sible to make loans to co-operative societies of fisher-

men to permit the purchase of motors.

The Fisheries Administration maintains a number of

vessels and a considerable ])ersonnel for hydrographic
and scientific research work. The direction of this

work is subject to the supervision of a consultative

committee composed of eminent scientists who meet
frequently to consider reports. The Administration
also makes grants to scientific bodies engageil on local

investigation and experiment in connection with the

fisheries. In addition it lakes its share in the work
tile Fnternational Coiineil at Copeiduigen is doing in

respect to the exploration of tiie North Sea and ad-

jacent waters.

THE Fisheries Administration of England

presents the virtues, and defects, inherent in

the whole scheme of English public life. The

English are a peculiar and perhaps a chosen

people. No nation po.ssesses a greater fund of scien-

tific knowledge and technical skill
;
yet few people are

so unscientific in their attitude to questions of public

interest. Old Cu.stoms die hard in England; individ-

ualism, though outlawed by modern conditions, re-

mains the keynote of the Englishman's character. To

a certain extent England is still a collection of feudal

principalities; a nation of parishes. Local self-gov-.

eminent is nearly as much of a fetish as it was in the

days of the Saxon, when the folk-meet settled all pub-

lic" affairs. English as she is spoken in this country

is a continual source of amazement to the Canadian

from the backwoods. T don't know how many dia-

lects were spoken around the tower of Babel, but

there's a lot in this land.

Thus it is, perhaps, that England, while it has for

years, had a well organized central administration of

fisheries, has permitred local organization — legally

subordinate to the central power—to control the fish-

eries and adopt rules and regulations not always com-

patible with the geperal interest. England and Wales

have for Fishery Administration pui-poses been divided

into 11 districts. Each district frames and enforces

its own regulations. True, the central administration

has the power to reject or revise these regulations;

but naturally, England being constituted as it is, the

central administration has rarely exercised its authori-

ty. Naturally, too, the district adopted regulations

which it considered to be in its own interest, without

worrying as to what might be the interests of the fish-

ing industry as a whole or the nation in general. This

was proper enough when the di.strict was practically

self-contained — when the district catch found its

market near at hand. But the steam trawler and rail-

way enterprise have created a revolution ; the Grimsb.v

fishing industry is no longer only interested in Grimsby

and neighboring towns—it is interested in the market

possibilities of the nation as a whole. The Grimsby

dealer may find himself up against ancient regulations

that prohibit or render unprofitable the sale of his

fish in districts where the consumer would be glad

to have them at a reasonable price. At the same time

these districts may have a super-abundance of certain

kinds of fish which the Grimsby district^ would offer

a market for at reasonable prices. This may be a

crude statement of the situation. All the same there

is abundant testimony to the contention that the

absence of uniformity in district regulations operates

to the disadvantage of the fishing indu.stry as a whole,

and to the consumer, too.

That a modification of the system of administrative

control, adapting it to the revolution in the fishing

industry, was necessar.v has been recognized in Eng-

land for some time. A year or so before the war a

Royal commission appointed to investigate the fish-

eries question made some recommendations on this siib-

;,,,.« T» rfiitiitiiendcd tlint the Central Fisheries ad-
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND FISHING.

CHAKI.OTTKTOWN, P.E.I.

ABOUT 50 per t-iMit. of the lobster pat-kers

on the Island are taking advantage of the

oxtonsion of the season for one month, Aug.

11th to Sejit. lOth. and about forty per eent.

traps are tout.

repnlar season for the jrreater part of the Is-

land opene.l on April 25th, and elosed June 25th. bnt

in a .small section .xtendiiiff from Cape Traverse to

West Cape on Northumberland Strait the season

-pened May 24th, and elosed Aupu.st 10th. As the

xtension applies to the whole Provinee, the fisher-

men in the latter .section, simply kept on fishinp. and

every factory is in operation. On the north side of

the T.sland. however, from New London to East Point.

;ill are closed with few exceptions. From Souris to

.Nfurray Harbor almost all have re-opened, and along

the rest of the coast west of New London about half.

All the factories at Rustieo. one of the most im-

portant fishing centres of the Island are elosed, and

the fishermen are engaged in catching cod. which pays

them better at this time of the year.

There is a difference of opinion as to the effect

which the extension will have ujion the lobster indus-

try as a whole.

This Spring the total catch from the Lsland was

about sixty per eent. of that of the previous season,

and was about 36,000 cases. One argument used in

favor of the extension was the shortage in the catch.

If the .second season will bring up the whole season's

catch to a normal one of an avcnige season, it is claim-

ed that no injury will result.

A number of packers say that as this is the first

time fall fishing is being tried they will wait until the

season closes, before they express themselves regard-

ing the advantages and the disadvjmtaces of the ex-

tension.

A leading packer in Tignish says that he does not

anticipate a large pack in that section, the general

opinion being that the fish will be caught up in a

week. At the time of writing fair catches are being

handled, but it will be ver\' strange if these can be

continued. In anv ea-se, he says, the extension is

bound to injure the Spring's fishing. Some packers

contend that the extension should not have been grant-

ed, because it establishes a bad precedent and the

strictest adherence to the regular season is essential

to the conservation of the lob.ster. Others use the ar-

srument that the lobsters are now closer in shore, and

as the father in September is liable to be .stormy,

considerable damage to gear may occur. Xo one holds

the view, however, that the catch this fall is likely

to be such as to seriously affect prices.

Shortage of herring, which is most commonly used

for bait, is a factor to be reckoned with in the fall

fishing, but codfish heads are being used as a substi-

tute with good results.

Todfishing is carried on to a considerable extent in

some sections, especially in Rustieo. Souris and other

points. The Oorton-Pew Company of Gloucester.

Mass., have established a branch business in Souris.

and the indications are that other large firms from

the ITnited States may follow their example. Canning
cod is being carried on, a new factory for that ptir-

Dose having been opened at Morrell by R. N. Cox &
r'ompany. A new departure with respect to the fish

industry this fall was the starting of a motor truck

service between Rustieo and Hunter River Station.

This will be of much advantage to the fresh fish

trade.

Once the car ferry commences running, and the

gauge of the Prince Edward Island Raihvav is stand-

ardized, the fresh fish industry should receive a great

stimulus, because shipments can be sent through in

cold storage from anj- point on the Island to any point

on the mainland railwavs without rehandling or

breaking bulk. -M.ACDONALD.

PRINCE RUPERT NOTES.

While there has been general lamentation on the

part of those connected with the salmon fishing in-

dustry on the Pacific Coast over the fallincr off of the

sockcye salmon, reasons for hope and conirratulations

have appeared as far as the Skeena spawning outlook

is concerned. Never since the spawnine grounds
have been patrolled has there be«en as good a .supply

of sockeye in the upper waters of the river as there

is this year.

Stewart Norris. the Fishery overseer, has return-

ed from the headwaters of the river where he in-

spected evervthing connected with the stocking of

the jak>es and streams. To his knowledge, for over

ten years there has not been as many fish reach the

upper waters as this vear. The reports of those who
were acnuainted with the conditions before that, is

that this is a most favorable year as compared with

those since fishery began in the river. It is safe to

say that the present outlook is the best as far as the

stocking of the spawning groriiuls is concerned for

.the past twelve or fifteen years.

lender the four vear cycle which constitutes the

life of the salmon there is therefore a splendid out-

look for the year 1021 as far as sockeye are concern-

ed in the Skeena. The season's results in this respect

will therefore afford evcellent scope for the study of

conditions on the part of tho.se who are connected

with the fishing industry so as to ascertain what
were the contributing causes for this large stocking

of the headwaters. In this way some rules may be

devised that will assist in ftiture in the keeping up
of the stock of fish.

Another feature connected with the conditions

found on the spawning grounds is the fact that the

fish that have arrived as far as the waters of Rabine
Lake are in good condition physically. They have
made a good run to tb(> groinids and ni-e not complete-

ly exhausted.
It is held as likely that the early run of sockeye got

safely past the fishine areas at the mouth of the

river. This was due in no small measure to the fact

that there was not nearly as much net fishing for

spring salmon as in former years. Trolling has be-

come the accepted method of taking the springs,

leaving the gill net fishing practically until the sock-

eye season is legally opened. While spring salmon
nets would not take the sockeye, yet it is more than
likely that the fishing operations in the river may
have the effect of diverting the sockeye from their

run up the river until a later period when they ane
more ripe and therefore do not stand the long run
as well, reaching the beds in an exhausted condition.

Tlie .'•eason as far as the Skeena River is drawing
to a close. Some of the canneries had closed up be-
fore the end of August and others were to follow
shortly, as .soon as the cans on hand were filled. With
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a poor season on the Fraser and elsewhere there has

been a constant shipping of cans from these canner-

ies that have had a very short run and a ligrht pack.

For this reason there has been a rather long extend-

ed season on the Skeena for canneries that are owned
by corporations that have them oti the Frase* as

well.

The pack of sockeye has not been a large one on

the Skeena this season. It will just about reach the

same figures as last year—about 61,000 cases. This

is about half what a normal pack of this variety

should be for this river.

But while there has been a short supply of sockeye,

the run of humpbacks has been very large. There

has been nn difficulty in filling all the surplus cans

with these cheaper fish. There is now a good run

of cohoes which are regarded as a most valuable fish.

These are selling to the canncrs and the dealers at

fifty cents each on the trolling grounds.

Tt will thus be seen that the pack of the Skeena will

l)e a full one. although the sockeye. the most valuable

fish that is obtained, has not been as good a run as

it should be.

Fishing for the fall season has commenced on Lak«
Winnipegosis, but it is impossible to say just how
this will turn out as the first catch is only due—judg-
ing by the demand for nets it would seem as if the
.slogan of the fishermen for 1917-1918 will be "Pro-
duce More Fish."—More power to the men at the
nets.

BRANDRAM-HENDERSON, Limited

MARINE PAINTS

Recognizing the great future of the shipbuilding
industry in Canada, Brandram-Henderson, Ltd., manu-
facturers of Paints and Varnishes, have organized a
lU'W department in tlieir business, known as the
"Marine Specialty Branch."
One of the earliest efforts of Brandram-Henderson,

Ltd., was in the manufacture of paints, compositions,
enamels and varnishes, especially suited for marine
work. "Anchor" Marine Paints were among their

MANITOBA NOTES.

The season for fishing whitefish on Lake Winnipeg
closed 15th August, and the total quantity allowed

under the Department of Fi.sheries regulations is re-

ported as having been taken this season. The fisher-

men have had a wry successful season and they are

all making active preparations for the fall fishery,

which opens in a few weeks. The demand for Lake
"Winnipeg whitefish. acknowledged by the most criti-

cal to be the finest whitefi.sh in the world, increases,

and with the added demand for fish of all varieties,

it is expected that this delicacy will be found in all

the principal markets of the continent before very

long. The regulation by the Food Controller is be-

ing observed throughout the principal parts of the

province, and the fuller introduction of fish into the

menu of all the leading cafes, clubs and hotels in

Winnipeg is already noticeable.

The Town Council and Board of Trade of Selkirk,

have forwarded a resolution to Col. Geo. H. Brad-

bur>-. the member for that district in the Federal

House, protesting against the removal of the fish

hatchery from Selkirk. Tt is contended that the Sel-

kirk Hatchery has served a u.seful purpose and natur-

ally the business interests of the fish town of Selkirk

object to the removal of the hatchery.

The fishing station of the Northern Fish Company,
Ltd.. at Black'Rivcr. was burned down some time ago
and about .$2,000 worth of fish totally destroyed.

The entire plant was destroyed, and the fishing opera-

tions there somewhat handicapped until the different

outfits were removed to anotbrr station. However,
the contractors are busy erecting a new plant in or-

der to have pverythin? in order when the season opens

next year.

The many friimls of Mr. W. J. Ouest, the pioneer

•fish merchant of this province will regret to learn that

he has been confined to the General Hospital for some
time, suffering from a serious ease of blood poisoning
in his right hand. He has had n bad time with the

band, but at time of writing is making progress and
is looked for around the warehouse in the near future,

Jas. G. Lorriman.

first products, and the sales of their products in all

parts of the Dominion will now be directed by the new
department.

.lames G. Lorriman has been appointed manager of
the Marine Specialty Branch, with headquarters at

Montreal. Mr. Lorriman was. for four years, sales

and advertising manager of the Metal Shingle and
Siding Co., Preston, Out., and was connected with
their Montreal and Toronto offices, for nine years. He
has been nuinagi-r of "Hardware and Metal" for the

past six years;

This new departincnf marks another stage in the

growth of Bi-andi-am-Ilenderson. Ijtd., who, originally

covering the Maritime Provinces oidy. are now repre-

sented by factories or warehouses, in neiirly nil import-,

ant Capsdipo cities.
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THE MANUFACTURERS OF THE "FRISCO
STANDARD."

Many (food tliiiiK^^ liave t'oine out of the West and
f.spi'cially is this triH» in the gas engine field. The
heavy duty gas engine for eoinniereia! .s<^rvice originat-

ed on the Pacific Coast, and has been developed on

that coast to a greater degree than anywhere else

in America or tlie world. Probably no other motor
manufactured is so well-known for work boat service

as the "Frisco Standard" engine made by the Standard
(Jas F/iiL'iiii' Co., of Sail Francisco and Oakland, Cal.

Special attention of the readers of this magazine is

called to their advertising announcements and to the

remarkable claims that they make for the service and

reliability of this engine.

The history of the growth of the Standard Gas En-

gine Co. is an interesting one, and the popularity to

which this engine has attained in recent years is

equally remarkable.

The Standard Gas Engine Company commenced

business as a co-partnership under the title of the

8tandar<l Machine Works in San Francisco, in 1899 and

The Standard factory is a first class fully equipped

modern plant of very large cajjacity, splendidly

situated in an ideal manufacturing centre on the

Oakland side of the San Francisco Bay. hiivinL' bnfb

rjiil and wat<>r transportation facilities.

Drafting room, pattern shop, foundry ami iniii-imn-

shop, engineering, construction, testing, painting and
shipj)ing departments are all very carefnlly organized
and thorousrhly systematized, being the direct result

of modern efficiency methods.
A shi|)y;ird and boat buildintr i'K<;iMi«b?ii('nt. opcr

ating in connection, has deep water frontage, private

dock and ways.
Frisco Standard Marine and Stationary engines are

built in sizes ranging from 4 up to 275 horse-power.

Marine cargo hoists are bnilt np to 16 horse-power.
Direct connected electric units are built up to 10
horse-power.

The Frisco Standard engine in design and construc-
tion is a development^—the result of the application
of years of experience to a fixed idea. Its neatness
of design, coupled with its simplicity of construction.

in June, 1901, just two years later the business was
jncorporMted as the Standard Gas Engine Company,
since which time it has enjoyed a very rapid growth.

The officers of the company are: President, G. W.
Kmmons: Vice-Pre«ident W. L. Hughson; Secretary.

J. H. Clayton.

its durability, resulting in low cost of maintenance,
its never failing dependability, and its remarkable
fuel economy, combine in one engine, points of de-
sirability attained in no other.

Many special features of merit are claimed for Frisco
Standard engines over other makes which, in many
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instances are original, as, for instance, the massive

construction necessary for normal propeller speeds and

diameters; the over-head cam or timing shaft veith

valve in the head reducnng the iiuiiiher of moving parts

to the minimum while giving ])ositive action, greatly

economizes fuel and increases the power. All recipro-

cating parts, wrist jtins and crank pins are protected

by forced lubrication insuring long and continuous

service and minimum wear.

Reserve gears recently developed for the Frisco Stan-

dard Marine engines will give the same speed ahead

or astern, and will not cause any thrust or stress on

the propeller, crank or crankshaft when in operation

at full power.

The Frisco Standard engines, propellers, propeller

shafts, bearings, and water circulating parts are es-

|)eciallv adapted to marine service on the Pacific Coast.

All engines are designed for slow speed in R.P.M.

which allows for a formidable wheel that will stand

great abuse in the ice and along shores where landings

are made in tlie oi>en roadsteads; and on rock shores

where lighter and higher speed ])ropellers are not prac-

ticable.

known engine, no matter in what country built, and
irrespective of whether exhibited or not.

Therefore, by the winning of the Grand Prize, the

Frisco Standard Engine stands adjudged as the

world 's best, in the highest court ever convened to pass
on the relative merits of all engines.

In many isolated districts of the "World Frisco Stand-
ard engines are the only means of communication, and
the service they perform is as unusual as it is indis-

pensable. For instance

:

Mail is delivered by contract with the postal authori-

ties, over regular routes, by Frisco Standard propelled
mail boats.

Marriages and christenings are conducted, and re-

ligious services held on board Frisco Standard pro-
pelled missionary vessels, which regularly ply pre-
scribed waterways, for this purpose.

Wireless service, government and private, on both
land and sea, is maintained by the use of Frisco Stand-
ard Engines.

Life boats on ocean liners are regularly equipped
with Frisco Standard Engines. (The passengers and
crew of the SS. "Aeon," wrecked on July 18th, 1908.

The heavy correct base construction, the long, care-

fully made bearings, the large crankshafts, the long

connecting rods of steam engine type construction, the

long pistons, and numy other features, all prove, with-

out question, that the Frisco Standard demonstrates in

the highest possible degree, a true combination of

theory and practice.

The Frisco Standard engine has been exhibited in

competition only three times: At the California State

Fair it took first ])rize as the best marine engine ; at

the Alaska-Yukon E.xposition at Seattle it took first

prize as the best nuirine engine; and at the Panama
i'aeifie Internal ioiud Exposition at San Francisco it

took the Grand Prize as the best tnarine engine.

In connection with the winning of the Grand Prize

at the Panama Pacific International Exi)osition it is

interesting to note that the international .Jury of

Experts, drawn from all four corners of the earth,

held that the Pamima Pacific International Fxposi-

tion. being a World's Fair, its exhibits must be meas-

ured by World StMudards. Accordingly, in arriving

at ttfif di'i'ivinn. tlii'\- t(u>i( into consideration overv

on Christmas Island—a desert island in mid-Pacific

Ocean—were saved alone b.v means of a Frisco Stand-
ard motor-equipped life boat, which a volunteer crew
navigated close to 200 miles on the Pacific Ocean to

obtain succor).

Marine hospitals (motor boats so equipped), are

propelled by Frisco Standard Engines.

Floating grocery stores and butcher shops propelled

by Frisco Standard Engines are quite common.
Universities are even using Frisco Standard Engines

as demonstrators, in their mechanical engineering

courses.

"Somewhere in France" Frisco Standard Station

ary Engines (similar to our marine t.vpe, but without

the revers(> gear") are to-da,v doing their bit for the

Allies, operating trench digging machines.

More Frisco Standard Engines are iised

world's fishing fleets than any two other

combined.

Mori' Frisco Standard Engines are used

ei- service, than any otiier.

More Frisco Standard Engines nrr iiscil in freight

in the

engines

HI passeng
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service (both coastwise and inter-oeean^ than any

other.

More Frisco Standard Engines an: nst-d in tow-

hoat service tlian any other.

The Fri.sco Standard H^ngine has heen universally

adopted for use in all departments by the United

States, as well as the following foreign gov.ininetits :

The Dominion Government of Canada.

The New Zealan«l (lovernment.

The Australian (lovernnient.

The French (ioverniiient.

The Fijian (jovernmeiit.

The Mexican Government.
The British Government.
Frisco Stan<lar(l Flngines have a steady call in the

following foreign countries: Peru, Chile, Nicaragua.

Samoan Islands, Society Islands. (Jreece, Columbia,

.\rgcntine Republic. Mexico, Panama. Guatemala.

Siberia, China, Australia, New Zealand. Canada, Fiji

Islands, and Japan. The most remarkable feature of

the foreign business enjoyed by the Standard Gas En-

i;ine Company is the fact that we have never sent out

;i travelling salesman or representative soliciting this

business, it has all come to them, being the result of

their established world-wide reputation.

Frisco Standard Engines successfully operate on

irasolinc, benzine, kerosene, alcohol, solar oil, "tops"

ind gas oil. The fact that they use the low grade oils

with no perceptible loss in power and efficiency while
performing with the same reliability as when burning
gasoline or benzine, has greatly added to their use-

fulness.

Frisco Standard Literature of Immense Technical and
Educational Value.

The Standard Gas Engine Company have just issned
the "Frisco Standard Book of Boats." illustrating
vessels equipped with the Frisco Standard Engines.
This book is the most comprehensive and interesting
piece of literature that was ever published. It contains
over 200 illustrations and shows 184 boats of every
kind and description equipped with motors made by
this company. It illustrates a variety of types and
range of service and territory whicli includes almost,
every kind of work or pleasure boat in use in any of
the waters of the world.
We suggest that readers of Caiiadiaii Fislicrmaii

send for this book before the supply is exhausted,
mentioning that they are readers of this journal.

It has an immense technical and edm-ational value
to any one who is looking for any kind of a boat as it

summarizes the requiretnents and .shows and describes
the models that experience .has proven to be best suit-
ed to all kinds of conditions and service, and no pres-
ent or prospective owner of a commercial motor boat
can afford to be without it.

NEW FISH DISPLAY CASES
With the increasing demand for fresh fi.sb to take

the place of, and conserve, our meat supply, the re-

tail dealer is finding that one of the outstanding

obstacles in the pa.st in the way of inerea.sed sales was

!ie unattractive manner in which fish are disjdayed.

The firm of John Hillock & Co.. Ijiiniicd. of Toron-
to, manufacturers of the well-known line of "Arctic"
refrigerators, have decided to place Ibis line on the
market, along with a full line of their different sizes
and styles of "Arctic" fish cases, so that the needs

and he is now ha.stening to improve bis .store with of every class of fish dealer can be supplied promptly.

proi)er receptacles and cases. The Canadian Fisherman is always desirous of intro-

Witli a view to inducing the retailers, in their own
interests, as well as in the interests of their custom-
rs, to use an attractive, and also highly efficient

iriethod of displaying their fish, the Fisheries Depart-
ment of Canada flecidcd to prepare a complete plan
lid specitication of an attractive and comparatively
iiexpensivc refrigerator case, or silent salesman.

ducing to its readers lines which will imi)rove the

fishing industry in general, and to that end is illns-

trating here both the "Governnu'nt" fish ease, and
one of the other designs manufactured by this firm.

The '•Goveriniicnt " case is 2l^ feet wide, T) feet

long and 10 inches dec|) inside, and is lined with sheet

zinc, with a one inch dead air space between it and
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the sides of the case. The bottom of the lining is sloped

to a trap drain installed in the lowest corner, which

will carry off all water from the melting ice, etc.

The top of the case, which has a slope of 4 inches

downwards towards the front, in order to make the

display of fish more easily seen, is made in two sashes

1% inches thick. The sashes are fitted with two

thicknesses of ordinary sheet glass, having i/o inch

dead air space between the sheets. The second case

illustrated is 54 inches x 24 inches x 15 inches. Legs

18 inches high. It is made of best American plain oak,

with extra lining of tongued and grooved sheeting

and waterproof paper; lined with heavy galvanized

iron. The partition is removable. It has a slatted

rack to protect the bottom, allowing the water to

drain off. Plate glass is used in the sash.

John Hillock & Co.. Limited, has prepared specially

for fish dealers a fully illustrated folder on their dif-

ferent size fish display cases, which they -will be glad

to send upon request. Wholesale dealers are also in-

vited to write for prices on quantity lots.

St. Andrews, N.B., Sept. 10th, 1917.

'Canadian Fisherman," Montreal, P.Q.,

Dear Sir :—While reading with considerable inter-

est the very lucid and informative paper on the "At-
lantic Biological Station," in your issue of August
la.st, T noticed one statement which with your permis-

sion T desire to amplify.

On page 307, your correspondent writes. . . "The
sardines after they have been sealed in the tin are sub-

jected to 129 degrees centigrade of heat for an hour

and a half in order to kill all the micro-organisms con-

tained." The temperature quoted is adopted in cer-

tain canning factories, but the more usual method in

vogue is the bathing of the cans in boiling water, the

tiifie of exposure varying in the different factories

from one and a half hours to two hours. As to the

most desirable temperature and time of exposure to be

advocated, my work is not as yet sufficiently complete

for a definite statement to be made.
F am qu'te sure that you will welcome this slight am-

plification, for the further statement on page 307 that

"Apparently the bacteria that cause the swelling are

iiimnine to this treatment," mvist necessarily be read

with due regard to the various temperatures adopted
by the respective canners. Further, so many factors

are involved, that for the present this latter state-

ment should be accepted in a qualitative anci tentative

sense. I am.
Yours faithfully, WILFRID SADLER.

September 5, 1917.

"The ('Muadian Fisheriiuin," Montreal, Canada.
Dear Sir:-—An article on the sardine industry which

.ippears in the August ssue of your magazine has
been called to my attention. The article is interesting

and instructive, but inaccurate in one detail, and T

feel that in .justice to the Booth Fisheries Co., of Can-
ada. Ltd., yon will be glad to correct the statement,

which appears at the head of the second column on
page 314. wliirh would lead your readers to believe

that they ciiiuiot jiurchase a Canadian packed can of

Sardines and receive first-class quality.

Wf have been o[)i'i'ating a plant at <Iham(!Ook for

thr past two years, wliich produces a quality second
to none put up anywhere in the world. Each lot of

fish is the product of Canadian fisheries, caught in

Canadian weirs and brought to the factory in Cana-

dian boats, and then packed under the most careful

processing and sanitary methods, in the largest and
most cleanly sardine factory in the world, which is

located in St. Andrews, N.B., and built and equipped
with Canadian materials.

Contrary to the inference in your article, under our
brands the customer may secure a package that is

not boiled or steamed, but carefully fried according
to the best French methods, packed in the piirest grade
of olive oil, and the finished product is offered to the

customer, not in an unattractive container, but in hand-
cleaned cans wrapped in oil-proof parchment paper,

and the whole surmounted by a most attractive label.

Despite these war times when the Canadian con-

sumer is unable to procure the imported article there

is no reason for any Canadians to dei)ri"ve themselves

of the delicacy of a strictly fancy sardine ; and for

your information, our brands are securing prices on a

parity with any first-class imported article, except

that the customer saves the duty when he buys the

home product.

We are gratified to say that each tin is stamped
with the word "Canada," as we are proud to demons-
trate to the Canadian piiblic that the article can he

and is produced as well at home as in any other for-

eign producing centre.

T would be very much pleased to hear from you. and
trust that you will see your way clear to correct any
erroneous impression which may have been left in the

minds of your readers by the article in your August
issue. Yours very truly,

Booth Fi.sheries Co., of Canada, Ltd.,

H. B. GRADY, General Superintendent.

"JACOBSON" OIL ENGINE
Special Fisherman's Engine 5 to 200 H.P.

Use Crude or Fuel Oil

Investigate the " Jacobson" Engine if you want

reliable power with the lowest fuel expense and

freedom from troubles. It gives the economy

of the full Diesel type with simplicity and

lowered first cost of the Semi-Diesel.

Hot Head Ignition. The simplicity of the

cylinder head gives better scavesnging than

hot bulb ignition and prevents carbon. No
spark plugs, wiring or batteries.

Fuel Injection Pumps. Special design

spray nozzle nuikes clogging impossible.

ciirbnreter,

Sizes .') to 600 H.P.

JACOBSON GAS ENGINE CO.
SAR.VrOGA SPRINGS, N.Y., I .S.A.

of

No
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For All We Have and Are

—

To-iiifrht—iiiuhT the witl^e canopy of

Heaven, trentlied in a line from the N'ortii

Sea of Switzerland, pacing decks of ships,

(leeriug into darkness, that holds perils

such as God's omnipotence never formed,

millions of men aie braving death for us.

Not oi-e iunong whom but holds some

woman dear (even though she be only

the Dream Woman of his finer ino-

IMCIlts I

.

And with thoughts of '"her" comes that

other thought of th« (ierman Miehael

loosed upon the earth.

1)1) vou wondei' wh\'

haid? '

our men fight

Think, then, of what a i)rivilege it is

lor us women to help send suffieient of

the right kinds of food for tlie bodies of

sueh gieat souls.

Think of this and then a.sk yourself
whether you will forbear to sidistitute

other foods fior the white bread, beef and
baton you and your family now eon-
.sume; and. in addition, prevent the waste
of a single ounce of food in your home.

Your service of sacrifice is so small.
The result will be so great—\wu surely
(•annot refuse.

Serve Our Heroes—Sign and Live

Up to Your Food Service Pledge

Women's Auxiliary, Organization of Resources Committee, in Co-

operation with The Hon. W. J. Hanna, Food Controller

.
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The Dominion Fisheries Commission Vancouver

Sept., 1917.

THE Dominion Fislu-ncs Coniniis-sion has spent

two months in British ('oiunibia gathering

evidence of conditions and has departed for

Ottawa to digest the facts and inakc findings.

Tlie whole case from every angle has been fully pre-

sented, and it is remarkable that no one is saying that

he did not have a chance to register his complaint.

This is due to the tactful patience of Chairman Evans

who prolonged the sessions of the commission so that

all who desired to be heard miglit have their say.

No commissioners in the memory of British Colum-

bia worked harder, endured more and travelled farther

in less time than the members of this commission.

They took their comfort in their hands when they

went north to visit the canneries in one of the fisher-

ies patrol boats. They were shut off from organized

civilization and all the comforts of home for weeks

at a time. They were buffetted with the seas and

burnt brown by the clearest sun in all Canada while

being frequently stung by the stingiest mosquitoes of

the species, all with good cheer in the performance of

tlieir duty. And after it all. they reappeared again in

Vancouver, pictures of fitness and still going strong

as optimists, with never a spot taken off their sense

of humor.
It was an admirable commission, particularly as to

its personnel, though in the opinion of^ all interested

in the fisheries its scope was too limited. W. Sanford

Evans made an ideal head of the commission, from the

start insuring the approving confidence of the public

by clearly en\uiciating tiie purpose of the commission

and inviting evidence from all and sundry. Early in

the investigation he made it ])lain that it was evidence
and not argument that was desired, and he thus shut

off the interminable pleadings of counsel who were
ready to air their eloquence. Firsthand evidence was
welcomed at all times, but third i)arty protestations

were frowned upon. Such a course was highly

popular.

While the deepsea fisheries did not come within

the purview of the commission, yet evidence was taken
regarding them as it is hardly possible to get a north-

ern B. C. fisherman to talk fishing without hearing

facts relative to halibut and cod fishing. In this line

of inquiry, commissioner Fred T. James rendered in-

valuable service as he is an authority on the distribu-

tion of sea fishes, being interested both on the Atlantic

and the Pacific. The astounding fact was adduced th;it

as much edible fish is destroyed in B. C. as is brouglil

to port. Tlie fish destroyed are black cod or sable fish,

red cod, ling cod aii<l gi-ey cod. As 20,000,000 lbs. of

deepsea fish are marketed yearly in B. C, it follows

that a like quantity is destroyed. The commissioners
were gravely interested in the problem presented and
|)romised to do all they could to create a market for

the fish now destroyed. The high price of halibut,

reaching at time to 22 eeiits a pound, as compared with

black cod at 21/0 cents a pound, is the reason that haji-

but is brought to port and black cod caught on the

halibut lines is thrown overboard.

W. A. Found, Superintendent of FLsheries, whose
l)resenee with the commission throughout its tour was
of great lielj), is greatly exercised by this w-aste of food

fishes, and it is expected that immediate action to

Service and Satisfaction
I? what you give your cus-

tomer.s when you equip

your store with

I

FISH CASES
With the daily increase in fish consumption your sales will increase if you install

a proper method of handling and display.

»*- We manufacture different varieties of fish cases. Write for our illustrated folder.

JOHN HILLOCK & CO., 154 George St., TORONTO
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An Exceptional Opportunity for Fishermen

A few new >> lo 7 ii.p. slow speed Marine EriKine.s,

ide by the O:inu0a lias Power l.iiiin -nes. suiiable for

>iiiall flshinif bJats. These are the last reinatnInK of a
iinnkrupl Stui;';, an'l are offered at low prlce'^ for
<iiilok turnover. I^aree .^tock of repair parts always
ivatlable.

Don't miss this opportunity to secnre a high grade
iisine at a Hargaln Price.

Write Marina Sales Sept. tn-rlay.

The A. R. Williams Marhirery Co., Limited

TORONTO - fANACA

olumblan
ROW BOAT MOTOR

Saves Time and Labor
OR five years the Columbian Row-Boat Motor

has been giving SATISFACTION to thou-
.sunds of fisherinen, whose on-

Riiics mu.st be RBLIARLI5.
STl'RDV, SLMPLK and ECO

NOMICAL. Although
this motor contains
every modern im-

tu( provement, we ace
)Sh6 still selling it at /m^ ^^

($10 extra for high •IJpOw
tcMsioii Materproof magneto built

y-wheel).
with the aid of thl.s highly efficient

motor. Fl.shermen not only save themselves
much heavy toil, but are able to go farther
In less time, and so Increase their fares to
a large e.ttent.
We can supply complete equipments of

two and four cycle marine engines up to
300 H.P.

Tell us your needs to-day, and we will
1-e pleased to send you a catalogue. Ad-
di'e.s.s:—

CULLEN MOTOR COMPANY
112 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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remedy this condition will be effected either through

the Department of Marine and Fisheries or through

the agency when created by the food controller, the

Hon. W. J. Hanna.
H. B. Thomson, British Columbia's representative

on the commission, besides bringing one of the keen-

est business brains on the i-oast to bear uj)oii the evi-

dence submitted, acted also as guide to the commission

for he knows British Columbia like a book in all its

conditions. As with all such commission's evidence

was given at times with restraint. It required a man
like H. B. Thomson, fully acclimatized and knowing

the B. C. spirit to fathom what was merely indicated

by the witnesses. When the findings of the com-

missioners come to be written, the shrewd judgment

and thorough understanding of Mr. Thomson will be

made evident.

SO FAR as Vancouver was concerned the

commission dealt with the question of the

advisability of permitting the export of raw
salmon other than Sockeye for canning pur-

poses. This matter affects the Fraser River and the

west coast of Vancouver Island. The fishermen in tin-

Fraser testified that if a fair price were given for

pinks and ehums they would prefer to sell to the

Canadian canners rather than to the United States

ners; but they feared that if United States competi-

tion were barred that the price the Canadian canners

would pay would not adequately recompense the fish-

ermen. They admitted, however, that the price paid

by the fresh fish companies approximated to the price

paid by the U. S. buyers. The canners on their part

said they were prepared to buy all the pinks and

chums the fi.shermen could catch and considered that

in the interest of the maintenance of the canning in-

dustry they should be given a preference over the

U. S. canners. whose peculiar environment enabled

them to offer higher prices for B. C. cheaper salmon

that they carried. The canners declared they were

prepared to pay a just price for pinks and ehums. and

would agree to can all the fish caught. The difficulty

is over the definition of a "fair price."

On September 6 the canners were paying 20 cents

a piece for pinks and 25 cents apiece for chums on the

Fraser River, and the fishermen were catching 150

pinks to the boat, which produced $30 a boat. At these

prices with the fish running as they are the fisher-

men are satisfied and this satisfaction is not yet dis-

turbed by the presence of United States buyers in Can-

adian waters who may offer slightly higher prices,

because the run of pijiks on Puget Sound is giving the

U. S. canners all the fish they can handle. But when
the U. S. buyers come to Canadian waters, after the

Puget Sound run falls off, the fishermen may prefer

to sell to them than to the Canadian canners. So a

fair price so far as the fishermen are concerned is a

shifting price and really dissolves itself into the best

price that can be got through U. S. competition.

The situation, calls for a price fixer. There is a price

for pinks and ehums that would be fair to the fisher-

men, the canners and the canning public. That price

should be ascertained and fixed by government au-
thority, if it is desired that a long established industry
should be protected against unusual and unfair com-
petition from U. S. industries. That appears simple
but there is ever present a clash of public interest and
public opinion when matters touching the fisheries of

the Fra.ser River are discussed, for these fisheries are
viewed in B. C. very much as the Intercolonial Rail-

way is viewed in the Maritime Provinces; they are

looked upon as the property of the people of B. C.
whereas as a matter of fact, they are the property of

all the people of Canada. Holding the larger view

one may regulate prices in the interest o' all ('ana-

dians; but holding the narrower view, one must deal

with the question from the local asp»cl or ii. In war
time it may be desirable to see that all tlio peopl'» of

Canada pay only a fair price for foodstuffs.

The fisheries problems in British Columbia are a

tangled net. There are no hopes that the commission-

ers may find a speedy and successful course out of all

their difficulties.

HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS
FOR THE MONTH OF JULY, 1917.

At Prince Rupert, B.C.:

July 1. Corona, U. S., 12,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.
July 1. Stranger, U. S., 15,000, Booth Fisheries Com-

pany.

July 1. Yakutat, U. S.. 50,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.
July 1. Tahoma, U.S., 24,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 1. Soya, 5,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 1. Margaliee, 9,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 1. Nornen, 15,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 1. Haysport 1, 25,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 2. Andrew Kelly, 120,000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 2. James Carruthers, 25,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 2. Viking, U. S.. 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

July 2. Onahl, U. K., 18,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Julv 2. Nellie, U. S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

July 2, Core, U. S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 2. D. C. F. 1, 9,000 Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
July 2, Aurora, U. S., 9,000, Royal Fish Co.

July 2, Director, U. S., 14,000, Royal Fish Co.

July 3, Starr, U. S., 15,000, Pacific Fisheries Com-
pany.
July 3, Kitwiuinar, 7,000, Pacific Fisheries Company.
July 3, Koald Amunsden .U. 8., 30,000, Booth Fisher-

ies Companv.
July 3. Alten; U. S., 60,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 4. Chief Skugaid, 50.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

July 4, La Paloma, U. S., 22,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 5, Elfin, U. S., 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 5, G. Theekla, U. S., 5,000 The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 6, Chief Zibassa, 18,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 6, Rose Spit, 7,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.
July 8, Royal F, COOO. Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
July 8, Joe Baker. 9.000, The (\ F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

July 9, Agnes B, 5.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 9, Mayflower, U. S., 9,000. The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 10, North Cape, U. S., 10.000, Royal Fish Com-
pany.

July 10. Sehna, U. S., 11,000. Royal Fish Companv.
Julv 10, Hecate. G.OOO. The il F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 10. Mayflower. 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
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"CANSl-MORE CANS!"
When the run of fish is good that is the cry. If the pack is to be successful and profit-

able the machines that meet emergencies must be dependable.

The supply of cans must meet the incoming rush of fish smoothly — always ahead, no

stoppage for repairs, no failure on the part of any of them to perform its share.

"Bliss" Automatic Can-Making Machinery i.s used in every part of the world where cans

aro roqnirod— is the development of nparly sixty yoars—oaii bo depended upon.

"BLISS" AUTOMATIC LOCK-AND-LAP SEAM BODY-MAKER
No. 22-N is the machine illustrated above. Siiowii with automatic

suction blank feed and roll solder attachment. Production speed up-
wards of 150 per minute.

Write for Catalogue Section No, 18-

A

E. W. BLISS COMPANY
Main Office and Works; BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE CLEVELAND OFFICE
1857 Peopl .'s Gas Bldg. Dime Bank Bldg. Union Bank Bldg. 1917

LONDON, S.E., ENGLAND, Pocock Street. Blackfriars Road PARIS, FRANCE. 100 Boulevard Victor-Hugo St. Ouen
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July 10, Nautilus 11,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited. July 19, Mars, U. S., 20,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

July 11, Noinen, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd. Ltd.

July 11, Soya, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd. -July 19, Stranger, U. S., 11,000, The C. F. & C. S.

July 11, Gilford, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd. Co., Ltd.

July 12, Polaris, U. S., 18,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., July 19, Seattle, U. S., 30,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd. Ltd.

July 12, Dip U. S., 6,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd. July 19, E. Neilson, U. S., 11,000, The C. F. & C. S.

July 12, Dolphin, U. S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Co., Ltd.

Ltd July 19- Vik'ing, U. S., 7,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

July 12, Saturn, U. S., 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd

Ltd.

July 12, Maud, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 12, Corona, U. S., 22,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

July 12, Lincoln, U. S., 8,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

July 13, Ilaysport 2, 24,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 13, Lillian M., 6,000, Atlin Fisheries Company.
July 13, Geo. E. Foster, 38,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 14 Doieen, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 14. Onah. U. S., 12,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

.Ad.

July 14, Klatawa. 5,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

.'Illy 15, Venus, U. S., 5,000, Royal Fish Company.
July 15. Flora Bel, 7.000, Royal Fish Company,

y 15, Maigalice. 5,000, Royal Fish Company.
V 15 C'ara, 8 OOO Royal Pish Company.

'i; V 15 James Cariutheis, 10,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Md.
MV 16, Tc:«:eus"; jold, U. S., 65,000, Booth Fisher-

os Company.
July 16, Malola, U. S., 35.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.
"

July 16, Fisher, IJ. S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

uly 16, Unimak, U. S., 13,000, The G. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 16, Todd, U. S., 19,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 16, N. & S., 12,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 16, Rennell, 5,000 The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 16, Ila, 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 16, Chief Skugaid, 25.000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 17, Liberty, U. S., 40,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 17, Nellie, U. S., 12,000 The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 17, Starr, U. S., 15,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 17, Director, U. S., 6,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 17, Margaret, U. S., 5,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 17, Ringleader, 5,000, The G. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
July 17, Kodiak, U. S., 50,000, The G. P. & G. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 18, Sitka, U. S., 30,000 The G. P. & G. S. Go.,

Ltd.

July 18, Grier Starrett, 10,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 18, Cora. V. S., 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,
Ltd.

July 18 Viking. 7,000, The C. P. & C. S. Go. Ltd.
Ju'v n r'Hh T' S., 10,000. The G. p. & G. S. Co.

I/. I.

July 19, Aurora. U. S., 8,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.
Ltd.

July 19, North Cape, U. S., 9,000, The G. P. & G. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 19, Nornen, 16,000, The G. F. & G. S. Co., Ltd.

July 19, Joe Baker, 14.000, The G. P, & G. S. Co., Ltd.

July 19, Agnes B., 10,000, The G. P. & G. S. Co., Ltd.

July 20, Andrew Kelly, 60,000, The G. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 22, Chief Zibassa, 8,000, The G. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 22, James Garruthers, 15,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 22. Dolphin, 14,000, The C. P. ?: G. S. Co Lt<l.

July 22, Magnhel, U. S., 9.000. T) p C. P. .^' C S

Co., Ltd.

July 22, Yakutat. U. S., 20,000, Th- r. F. v- ('. s

Co., Ltd.

July 22, Teddy J., U. S.. 5.000, The G P. & C. S. Go.

Ltd.

July 22, Lumen, U. S., 12.000. Rrya' !•
i h ('oini>M>.

July 22, Alvilda, U. S., 8.000 Roynl Fl.sh Company.
July 22, Gonyention. IT. S., 5,000" Roy.d Fish Go.
July 22, La Balmma, U. S., 45,000, Booth Fisheries

Company. '

July 22, Haysport, 20,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
July 22, Mayflower, 9,000, Atlin Fi'iheries. Ltd.
July 22, Kubien, 3.000, Atlin Pisheiies, Limited.
July 22, Nautilus, 5.000. Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
July 23, Corona, U. S., 12,000. Atlin Fisheries.

Limited.

July 23, Liberty, U. S., 6.000, Atlin Fisheries.

Limited.

July 24, Lancing, U. S., 7,000, Atlin Fisheries. Ltd.
July 24, G. Techkla, U. S., 7.000, Atlin Fi>;lu.rips.

Limited.

July 24, Rringold, U. S., 8.000. Atlin r i.^smru's, i.td.

July 24, Rosespit. 17.000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
July 24, Alten. U. S., ,50.000, Booth Fisheries Co.
July 24, H. & R., U. S., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
July 24, Kit\yinmar, 17.000, Atlin Fi.sheries, Limited.
July 26. Mayflnw.M-. T^ S.. 8,000 -n.-.^tl, Fi.^hi^ries

Company.
July 26, Lenor, U. S., 12.000, P)00tii Fisheries Go.
July 26, Lincoln, U. S.. 7.000, Booth Fisheries Co.
July 26, Selma, U. S., 6,000. Booth Fisheries Co.
July 26, Roald Aniunsden. T'. S.. 13.000. The G F

& G. S. Co., Ltd.

July 27, Albatross, F. s.. j.'.dOi) T^ i
.

|- ,\ , .-,.

Co., Ltd.

July 27, Tom vt Al„ F. 8.. 28,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

July 27, Sumner; U. S.. 40,000, The C. F. & C. S. Go.
Ltd.

July 27, Clara N., 11.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
July 27, Lilliam M., 11.000, The G. F. & G S Go

Ltd.

July 27. r. Doreen. 11,000, The G. P. & G. S. Co., Ltd.
July 28. Polaris. U. S.. 55,000, Pacific Fisheries Co.
July 28, Margalicc. 5,000, Altin Fisheries, Limited.
July 2H. Haysport 2. 35,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
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W. R. SPOONER
Wholesale and Commission Dealer

Fish of all Kinds

119 Youville Square, - MONTREAL
I am in the market at all times to Buy or Sell on Commission,

Fresh, Frozen. Smokf<I :iiid Salt Sia and T ;iki- Fi^^h. in Carload

Lots or Less

CorreMpondmnce Solicited

iL

Representing

LAKE FISH

J. Bowman & Co.

Port Arthur. Ont.

Wabakin Fish Co.

Montreal. Que.

BONELESS COD FISH

R. E. Jamieson

Rustico. P.E.i.

Representing

SEA FISH

A. W. Fader. Canso, N.S.

Harbor Breton Fish Co.,

Ltd.-

Harbor Breton. Nfld.

National Fish Co., Ltd.

Halifax and Port

Hawkesbury, N.S.

STEAM TRAWLER TRIUMPH.

National Fish Company, Limited

Halifax and Port Hawkesbury N.S.

"National Brand"
Haddies, Fillets, Kippers, Bloaters, Scotch

Cured Herring.

Producers

Freshy Frozen and Salt Sea Fish
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July 28, Soya, 7,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 28, N. & S., 7,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

July 29, Tahoma, U. S., 20,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

July 29, Margaret, U. S., 5,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

July 29, Fisher, U. S., 17,000, Royal Fish Company.

July 29, Director, U. S., 9.000, Royal Fish Company.

July 29, Venus, U. S., 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 29, Gilford, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 29, Nautilus, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 30, James Carruthers, 20,000, The C. F. & C.

S. Co., Ltd. ^. , . T xj
July 30, Kodiak U. S., 40,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.

July 30, Malolo, U. S., 50,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

July 30, Seymour, U. S., 40,000, The C. F. & C. S.

°July 31, Chief Skugaid, 25,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd. .„. ^. ,

July 31, Tordenskjold, U. S., 35,000, Pacific Fisher-

'^
July 31, Magnhell, U. S., 7,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd. ^ r. r.

July 31, Nellie, U. S., 7,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 31, Caygeon, 10,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 31, May Flower, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 31, D. C. F. 1, 18,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

July 31, King George, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

July 31, Elfin, U. S., 9,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

July 31, Todd, U. S., 15,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

July 31, Ringleader, 5,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.

Note.—All vessels not specified "U. S." are of Can-

adian registry.

At Vancouver, B.C.:

July 2, Madeline Dyke, 10,000, Western Packers,

Limited.

July 2, Flamingo, 80,000, The Canadian Fishing

Co., Ltd.

July 2, Canada, 40,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

July 3, Pescawha, 50,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

July 10, Celestial Empire, 25,000, The Canadian

Fishing Co., Ltd.

July 10, Iskum, 10,000, Western Packers, Ltd.

July 12, Kingsway, 70,000, The Canadian Fishing

Co., Limited.

July 13, Emma H., 50,000, The Canadian Fishing

Co., Limited.

July 16, Madeline Dyke, 10,000, The Canadian Fish-

ing Co., Limited.

July 29, Pescawha, 40,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

July 19, Manhattan, 150,000, New England Fish Co.

July 20, Flamingo, 80,000, The Canadian Fishing

Co., Limited.

July 21, Canada 60,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

July 21, Borealis, 30,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

July 23, Celestial Empire, 85,000, The Canadian

Fishing Co., Limited.

July 28, Kingsway, 70,000, The Canadian Fishing

(;o.. Limited. ' '.

July 30, Iskum, 25,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

At Ketchikan, Alaska:

July 1, Manhattan, 150,000, New England Fish Co.

July 1, Prospector, 30,000, New England Fish Co.

July 2 Tyee, 50,000, New England Fish Co.

July 9, Ne^t England, 150,000, New England Fi.sh

Company.
July 16, Knickerbocker, 80.000, New England Fish

Company.
July 19, Pioneer, 50,000. New England Fish Co .

July 19, Violet, 10.000, New England Fish Co.

July 23, Tyee, 80,000, New England Fish Co.

GLOUCESTER BOAPD OF TRADE STATISTICAL
BULLETIN NO. 7.-July, 1917.

1917. 1916. 1915.

Pounds Pounds. Pounds.

Fresh Cod 4.031.070 1887 872 1..521 .841

Salt Cod 1.202.665 1768.418 2.857.957

TTalibut 136.620 174.817 2.58 287

Fresh Haddock .. .502.135 368 262 1.136.7.50

Salt Haddock .... 45.435 12.127 41980
Fresh Hake 87.623 288.448 .-)41.680

Salt Hakp 5.3.50 'l? «'^1 18 535

Salt Cnsk 2.010 8 933 10.930

Fresh Cnsk 170178 33« r^?« 2.59.417

Fresh Pollock .... 62.375 173 97fi 31.610

Salt Pollock 8.6.50 28 082 69.545

Flitches 11,836 7.424 19.831

Not Products of

Am. Fisheries... 4,065,186 2 41.5.293 2.263.460

10,331,133 7 515 029 9,031.823

Fresh Mackerel, bbls 219 1329 145

Salt Mackerel, bbls 1,.520 6 492 1..504

Fresh Herring, bbls 121 15

Salt Herring, bbls 952 1.764 2.949

Cured Fish, qtls 4,058 6 .522 7.129

Miscellaneous : Mackerel, foreifi 294 bbls. : Cray-
fish. 306 072 lbs.: Whiting, 2,000 bbls.: Small Pollock,

166 bbls.

TOTAL CATCH—GLOUCESTER.

January 1st to Augnst 1st, 1917.

1917. 1916. 1915.

Pounds. Pounds. Pounds
Salt Cod 2,811,1.52 4 718 027 6.452.7.52

Fresh Cod 11..57,5,110 9.9.52 988 8.900 775

Halibut 600.178 1.18.8 780 1.811,.377

Haddock 2,106,739 3.809.180 4,735 213
Hake 230,047 984.743 2,161,115

Cusk 326.464 943 074 1,512,691

Pollock 3,345,815 2.746.587 1.946.:?60

Flitches 33.032 44.227 124.155

Not Product of

Am. Fisheries .. 7,879,801 4,383,499 4.331.278

28.908,338 28,771,055 31,975,716

Fresh Herring, lbs, , , 31.789 1,.587.100 1.543,080

(bbls,)

Salt Herring, bbls. .. 36.192 27.237 17.399

Frozen Herring, lbs. . 487.946 2.816,680 2.470,352

Fre.sh Mackerel, bbls. 728 1,751 1.023

Salt Mackerel, bbls. , 6,888 9,692 5.176

Cured Fish, qtls 11.039 11..528 7,058

Total—1917: 48,133,170 lbs.; 1916: 43.246,417 lbs.
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Smoke

TUCKETTS T, & B,
The best Virginia leaf, mellowed and blended by
experts. Will give you pipe satisfaction.

T. & B. Plug is sold in three sizes, I Oc, 25c and
30c per plug. Has been smoked for 60 years by
Canadians who prefer the best.

If you like a high grade tobacco, cut ready for the

pipe, smoke Tucketts T. & B. Myrtle Cut. Sold in

pocket packages 1 Oc, 1 j2 lb. tins 60c, full lb. tins

$1.20

THE TUCKETT TOBACCO CO., Limited, Hamilton, Ontario
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DIGBY FISHING NEWS.

The Maritime Fish Corporation are very busy now
working to their fullest capacity, and could readily

find employment for more hands to deal with the fish

on shore. They are shipping a large quantity in ice

for western markets, and three or four teams are con-

stantly employed conveying shipments to the wharf,

for transmission across the Bay.

The catches are falling off somewhat lately and

some of the vessels have brought in only small fares.

The Nova Scotia Fish Co. is doing nothing recently,

but E. Robertson has a few boatmen fishing for him.

Schooner Souvenir has landed two fine cargoes of

salt hake from the New Brunswick shore, and schooner

Cora Gertie from Freeport two loads of salt pollock and

hake.

J. E. Snow is as usual busy, and the Loren B. Snow
after discharging her load is fitting up for haddock
fishing again. The Sila G. Bontilier landed another

cargo this week.

David Sproule & Co. are chiefly supplied by the local

fishing boats, and H. H. Syda purchased the fare of

the schr. Roseway recently landed.

Captain Harry Ross, in his schr. Morning Star, made
a very successful trip recently and landed $4,600 worth

at Gloucester, each member of the crew getting -$113

clear.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE CO., LTD.

The cut (which was not to hand for last monlli's

notice) shows the " Aceommodat'on" being hauled up
the St. Ijawronce River using rope made by their com-
pany.

SALT FOR CANADIAN FISHERIES FROM TURKS
AND CAICOS ISLANDS.

Apropos of the shortage of salt for the use of the

Canadian fisheries, it may be important to note that a

representative of the Turks and Caicos Islands. Brit-

ish West Indies, proposes to visit NowfouTidland and
('anada during the present autumn with the ob.iect of

establi.shing, if possible, a trade in salt between these

countries and the islands trientioned. in which salt is

the chief product.

It is said to be possible to guarantee a yearly output
of 75.000 tons of good quality. The Comnrssioner of

these islands has lately supplied two cargoes of salt to

dealers in Newfoundland.
The address of the Commissioner is: George White-

field Smith. Grand Trunk. Turks and Cnieos Tslnnds,

B.W.T.—Weekly nulletin.

NOTES.

On the Atlantic coast weather conditions were vari-

able during August. Codfish generally were abundant
on the fishing grounds, but bait was somewhat scarce
in some sections, while dogfish in many places caused
trouble and lo.ss.

The cod and haddock fishery in Nova Scotia for
August was greater than for August last yearp the
increase being 55,363 cwts.

Eastward of Queens County herring were less abun-
dant than last year, but westward of that county the
(juantity taken was considerably greater, except in

Digby county where the catch was very much less.

Compared with August last year the quantity of
herring taken for smoking purposes in Charlotte Coun-
ty, New Brunswick, was very much short. On the other
liand the quantity of sardines taken was considerably
greater with prices nearly back to normal.
The codfishing fleet of Caraquet and Shippegan,

New Brunswick, liatl better fishing results during Aug-
ust which greatly lessened the difference between the
total landings this season and last.

About the same quantity of cod and haddock was
landed in Prince Edward Island, but hake was nearlv
2000 cwts. short.

Cod and mackerel were not plentiful at the Mag-
dalen Islands.

Lobster fishing is being continued till September
10th on that part of the Coast from Antigdnish County
iiorthAvard along the southern part of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence to Gaspe including Prince Edward Island.

Since the opening of the season on November 15th
until the end of August there were packed 170.073
eases while 70.124 cwts. were shipped in shell.

From the opening of the season until the end (Aug-
ust nth) in the preceding year there were 188,545
cases packed and 94,409 cwts. nsed fresh or shipped in

shell.

In view of the laci that this is tlie big run year on
the Fraser R'ver, Brit'sh Columbia, sockeye fishing has
been disappointing so far. The catch in the southern
or Fraser River district for August this year amounts
to only 74,685 cwts., whereas for Aujrust 1913 the last

"big run" year the catch was 388 181 cwt.s.

The sockeye run in Rivers Inlet was good, but the
fish were small and gill-nett'ug was less successful
than usual.

In the Prince Kuiiert ilistrict humpback salmon were
plentiful dur-ng the nuinth. These fish were also fairly
abundant in the Vancouvei- Island district.

One Prince Edward Island fisherman and two Br't
ish Columb'a fishermen were drowned during .August

INVENTS FISHING MACHINE.

X. A. Lybeck of 309 Broadway says he has Con-
structed a fishiiiff machine that will i>rove a great

benefit to the public in keeping up an ample supp',^

of sen fooil at moderate cost.

The invention is capable of removing. Mr. Lybe< k

says, all the fish from 92.000.000 sqtuire feet of water
per minute by a combination of his new fishbone
netting, searchlight, scoop, conveyor and speeder. A1
lowing 1.000 pounds of fish to every 92,000,000 sqiuir.

feet of water, the inventor asserts that he will eateli

30 tons an hour or 300 tons of fish in a ten-hour night ^

work, by steady running.—Kastpoi-t Sentinel.
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You are Sure of a Good Catch when you use

UON BRAND CORDAGE

A Record "Deck" of Pacific Halibut. Some of a Trip of 320,000 lbs.

Landed by SS. "Flamingo".

LION

>
J}

7;

BRAND

CONSUMERS CORDAGE CO., LIMITED
MILLS AT DARTMOUTH, N.S., AND MONTREAL
BRANCHES AT TORONTO AND ST. JOHN, N.B.

Te«» & Perase. Limited. WInnlpeit. Reftlna. Saskatoon. Calftary. Mooae Jaw. Edmonton
and Fort William, Ont. James BIssct & Co.. Quebec. P.O.;

Macftowan ft Co.. Vancouver, B.C.

**Lion Brand*' is stocked by the best Ship Chandlers

lnd«x to AdveiHia«r«, pag* 57.
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The New "Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MACHINE. THE ONLY

MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we have been manufacturing Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the salmon industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information,
prices, terms, etc., furnished on application.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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We regret the delay in getting this issue into the

mails. The printing plants at Montreal have been

.somewhat inconvonienced by a strike of their press-

men and^assistants, declared about the middle of Octo-

ber and not yet settled. This issue is therefore some

two weeks late. But we have brought it up to date

by destroying some of the type that had been already

set and by the inclusion of an extra eight pages.

PROGRESS AND MORE PROGRESS.

The success attained by the propaganda of the Can-

adian Fisheries Association, waged since the inaugur-

ation of that institution three years ago but with

special vigour and determination during the last

eight months, notwithstanding the reactionary policy

of the late Minister of Naval Service, is most encour-

aging and will undoubtedly actuate greater efforts.

Eight months ago a special effort was inaugurated

to interest the Canadian people in the fish resources of

their country, and the food products thereof. Since

then every member of the C.F.A. has been shouting

FISH and doing his utmost to interest every person,

firm and corporation about him in this commodity.

Special efforts were made to increase the member-

ship of the Canadian Fisheries Association, and each

new recruit was given the slogan.

Immediately on the appointment of any govern-

mental committee to consider resources or encourage

economy or increased production of foodsuffs, a depu-

tation from the C.F.A. or one of its branches waited
upon it, and urged the great possibilities of fish as a

food. All the principal fishing ports were visited by
one or more members of the C.F.A. Executive, who
urged greater efforts in the direction of production

and more care in the preparation of the products for

the market.

Not the least item of this campaign has been the

six special issues of the Canadian Fisherman, pre-

pared and published at great expense and sent into

tens of thousands of offices and homes of Canadians,

many of whom had never before given a thought to

their country's resources of fish or the nutritive and
economic values of this article as a food.

But much remains yet to be done, and now is the

opportune time to do it. When the present period of

the industrial history of Canada comes to be written

and the author places the responsibility for the crim-

inal delay there has been in the development of Can-
ada's fish resources, it undoubtedly will be found en-

tered up against the governmental dci)artiuents, both
Federal and Provincial, that have had in charge the
administration of our fisheries. In the same pages
we will find that the first to appreciate the value of
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these resources were the late Minister of Militia, Sir

Sara Hughes, who must be credited with the export

of Canadian fish for the soldiers at the front, and the

Food Controller, the Honorable Mr. Hanna, who has

recommended it for domestic consumption and secured

a similar recommendation to the people of United

States. The increased market, resulting from the ac-

tion of these two gentlemen, has brought increased

production and this increased production has meant

prosperity to the industry. In the words of Mr. Brit-

tain, "prosperity breeds a disposition to improve con-

ditions and methods." An excellent program of

improvement has been recommended by Mr. Paulhus,

and it behooves the members of the C.P.A. and every

citizen of Canada to encourage the development of our

fisheries along the lines so well delineated by the

Chairman of the Educational and Publicity Committee

of the Canadian Fisheries Association.

For at least one year let us bend our efforts in the

direction of interesting our schools and colleges in the

wonderful development that is about to take place in

our fisheries and the opportunities which this indus-

try will present when it is placed on a par as regards

scientific and economic operation with the industries of

agriculture, raining and those resulting from the de-

velopment of our forests.

CONCENTRATES FROM THE SPEECHES MADE
ON NATIONAL FISH DAY IN MONTREAL.

J. A. PAULHUS—
It is the purpose of the Canadian Fisheries

Association to encouraga and promote the de-

velopment of the fishing industry.

All waters of the Dominion should be explored,

surveyed and charted in order to ascertain the

present and potential value of the fishing grounds

therein, and assist those engaged in the pro-

duction of fish therefrom.—Marine exploration

and navigation should receive much more at-

tention in our schools and colleges in the future

than it has in the past.

A vigorous policy of re-stocking our inland

waters should be instituted, and great care taken

to allocate on each fishing ground the species best

suited to it as regards condition of water, tem-

perature and food.—The study of pisciculture

should be encouraged.

The jjroducer, distributor and consumer should

be educated and kept informed concerning the

most economic and scientific methods of handling

and preparing fish.—These questions should re-

ceive more attention in our class of general and

domestic science. — See page 412B for complete

speech.

J. J. HARPELL—
It is not generally known that all the important

deep sea fishing grounds of the world are situated

in the Northern Hemisphere, and that such fishing

grounds are only four in number, namely, the

eastern and western shores of the North Atlantic

and the eastern and western shores of the North

Pacific. The average Canadian does not appre-

ciate that his country thus possesses the unique

geographical advantage of being located in the

closest proximity to two out of the world's four

great deep sea fishing grounds.—One on the east

coast and one on the west coast.

Another fact not generally appreciated is that

the area of Canada's fresh water fisheries—220,-

000 square miles—^is several times greater than

the fresh water fisheries of any other country.

A third fact which we should not lose sight of

is that, situated practically in the centre of Can-

ada, lies one of the largest inland bodies of salt

water found anywhere on the Globe. Little de-

finite information has been ascertained regarding

the varieties and abundance of fish in the Hudson

Bay, but what little there is would indicate that

these waters are well stocked with a fine quality.

Such a survey of the potential value of our

fisheries arouses the question. Why has this great

asset not been more fully developed long ere

now? The reasons are two, and two only:

First.—Little or no effort has been made to

make these resources and the opportunities their

development affords known to the people and to

acquaint them of the excellent food value of their

products.

Second.—The delay in the application of effi-

cient means of development and in the introduc-

tion of proper education and training for those

in the industry, coupled with the constant ten-

dency to make the interests of the industry sub-

servient to the political aims and ambitions of

the party in control at Ottawa, and elsewhere,

has kept the industry for years in a primitive

stage of development, depleted many of the in-

land waters without properly re-stocking them,

made the business of fish production and distri-

bution hazardous and uncertain, and alienated

from it the share of capital and man power which

its potential value deserves. — See page 412D for

complete speech.

DR. STAFFORD—
Few men in our fish hatcheries and other Gov-

ernment departments have acquired the habit of

keeping themselves informed concerning the best

there is to be known and the latest information

regarding the work they have undertaken to do.

It is indeed a regrettable fact that so few are

even capable of acquiring from books, correspond-

ence or conversation, the knowledge best calculated

to keep them abreast of the work they have in

hand. Very few of them have any libraries or

subscribe to publications or are members of the

scientific societies, or possess any of the other

earmarks by which the efficient men in such posi-

tions are known. The average government ap-
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pointee in the fishing industry seems to consider

his work is done when he has secured his

appointment, whereas, as a matter of fact, it is

onlj' begun.

MAJOR HUGH GREEN—
If the iiicrcascd coiisiiinption of fish in Canada

continues we will soon have little or none left

for export to feed the people overseas, unless pro-

duction is further deveIo|)ed. Where it is impos-

sible to increase the number of men engaged in

fish production, the only way of keeping pace

with the demand is b.v engaging a greater number
of trawlers. The trawlers of England were not

only the backbone of the fishing industry, but

the right arm of the Navy.

CAPT. F. W. WALLACE—
The main purpose which the Food Controller

has in encouraging a larger consumption of fish

is to conserve beef and other food stuffs which are

more easily transported to and required by our

boys and our Allies at the front. The matter of

price is a secondary consideration, but it is a

source of satisfaction to us all to know that his

purpose is being achieved without an undue en-

hancing of the prices. The simple and seasonable

fishes are being supplied to the consumers in Can-

ada at prices far below those which the consum-

ers of any other country have to pay. Further-

more, the people of this country are receiving their

supplies of fish in a finer condition than ever

before.

The campaign of advertising which is being

conducted by the Publicity Committee of the Can-

adian Fi-sheries Association was opened on Sat-

urday, and there is every reason to believe that

it is going to prove a great success. The first

day's mail, after the appearance of the first ad-

vertisement, brought over four hundred enquiries

for the cook books that are being supplied on

application to the office of the Food Controller.

A. H. BRITTAIN—
increaseti output in any business means pro-

sperity, and prosperity breeds a disposition to

improve conditions and methods. We are begin-

ning to realize, as a result of the work of the

Canadian Fisheries Association, the value of the ap-

plication of study and scientifically trained minds

to the development of our business. The time is

not far distant when companies such as my own
will engage a technically trained man whose

business it will be to assist in directing the opera-

tions of our company along the most improved

scientific and economic lines and whose observa-

tions and determinations may not only be of

service to the company engaging him, but of value

to the whole industry.

W. R. SPOONER—
Transportation is one of the most difficult

problems which the distributors of fish in this

country have to cope with. The centres of our

population lie from one thousand to one thous-

and five hundred miles from our fishing grounds

on the Atlantic, and nearly three thousand miles

from our fishing grounds on the i'aeitic. We have

no reason to feel discouraged, however, when
we realize that fresh fish is being brought over

these great distances and distributed in Montreal

and Toronto in as fine a condition as are those

that are being landed in London from Grimsby
and other British fishing ports that are only a

few miles away.

J. J. STANFORD—
It may interest you to know that the records

in my office show a very considerable reduction

in the consumption of meats and a proportionate

increase in the demand for fish. This is largely

due to the institution of Tuesday as a second fish

day in the week. My customers have pretty gen-

erally acquired the habit of orderiug fish instead

of meat for Tuesdays. Two fish days a week,
viz., Tuesday and Friday, gives a better speed,

and thus encourages the retailer to pay more
attention to his supplies of fish. lu fact, the

campaign for fish consumption is forcing the re-

tailer to give more attention to his stocks of fish

in order that he may be.able to satisfactorily sup-

ply the requirements of his customers.

NEW SOURCES OF FISH FOODS.

We are much indebted to one of our readers, name-
ly, Dr. Robert T. Morris, of 616 Madison Avenue, New
York City, for some excellent suggestions concerning

three food products which, heretofore, have been over-

looked. Dr. Morris' suggestions are as follows:

—

"Apropos of the subject of fish food supply at the

present time, it seems to me that special effort might
be made to employ at least three extremely abundant
materials. On the Pacific Coast chiefly, but also on

the Atlantic Coast, the salmon preserving plants either

throw away or convert into fertilizer the heavy mass
of cecal appendages of the salmon. I have seen vast

quantities of this highly nutritious and most delicious

food supply dumped into the water. The waste cor-

responds to the waste of liver and roc of lobsters, in

the fact that one of the best parts is wasted because

of the as.sociatiion of ideas. The fatty cecal append-

ages of the salmon are not only rich in nitrogen Mud

fat, but when cooked in any one of a half-dozen me-

thods are most delicious for the table. The cleansing

required is much less than the cleansing required for

tripe.

"Another wasted product consists in the use of cap-
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lin on the Atlantic coast, where they are captured by

the toil and used for fertilizer. If this most excellent

little msmbar of the salinOQ family were to be preserv-

ed in some way for the larger markets, a great addi-

tion to the food supply would be forthcoming. In

Newfoundland a good many families save a barrel or

two of caplin dried in the sun for winter use, but I

have never seen them in the market.

"Another food supply which has seldom been utilized

by anyone excepting Indians and naturalists on ex-

ploring expeditions, consists of the moUusk pteropods.

These occur in enormous quantities on the sui'face of

the sea at certain times in the early summer. They

may be prepared in many ways, aud when using them

in camp I have often wondered at their not being made

use of by civilized people, as they sometimes are by

explorers and Indians."

VALE, MR. HAZEN.

In the shake-up of the Cabinet, the Hon. J. D. Hazen,

Minister of Marine and Fisheries, retires.

During his term of office in administering the Can-

adian Marine, Canadian Navy, and Canadian Fisheries,

Mr. Hazen has not outshone his predecessors in office.

Opportunities came his way to do many things for

the development of the Canadian fishing industry —
the greatest of opportunities these war time days —
but Mr. Hazen slumbered on, and for its prosperity

and development today, the fishing industry is indebt-

ed to Sir Sam Hughes, former Minister of Militia, and
Hon. W. J. Hanna, the Food Controller.

Mr. Hazen could have done a great deal more than

he has done. Nothing of any great importance to the

industry came directly from his hand. The moves
he has made have been suggested to him by others, or

by pressure.

Of course, we may be too critical. The requireinents

of a great national resource and industry may be se-

condary to that of the Royal Canadian Navy and Mr.
Hazen may have been much engrossed with the needs

of this particular service. He probably was.

riSH AND THE FOOD CONTROLLER.

Through the initial efforts of Sir Sam Hughes and
a rigorous follow up movement on the part of the

industry and its advance agent, Major Green, a large

overseas export trade in fresh frozen Canadian fish

has been built up dui-ing the past year, and a great

home consumption is being created now. Both are the

outcome of the war, but even when the war is over, the

in<lnstry will still retain the benefit of the stimulus.

The Food Controller, in naming meatless days, fol-

lowed tb* lead of the Canadian Fisheries Association

and chose Tuesday and Friday with the recommend-
ation that fish be substituted for beef and bacon.

Since his order went into effect, the home consumption
of fish has increased greatly.

This gives the producers and distributors in the fish

trade a splendid chance to build up a permanent busi-

ness. It is the greatest oportunity we have ever had,
but it ix as well to sound a note of warning. When the
public, endeavouring patriotically to carry out the
wishes of the Food Controller", increase the demand
for fish, it is exceedingly bad business on the part of

the trade to raise prices with the increased consump-
tion.

The Food Controller is not proclaiming the substitu-
tion of fish for meat because he wishes to build up the
fish business. That follows in due course, but the
prime motive is to reduce the consumption of beef and
bacon in order that more can be exported to Great
Britain and France.
We are facing a world famine. The War is more

likely to be won now by the Food Controllers of Great
Britain, France, Canada and the United States than
it is by the Allied armies and navies. The German
submarine activities have cut down shipping enor-
mously : sources of supply are cut off for lack of ships
to carry cargoes, and in fighting the submarine, the
Allies have been forced to utilize almost all of their
huge naval forces. Meats can no longer be imported
from the Argentine, New Zealnnd and Australia. The
voyages there are too long and tlie routes cannot be
adequately protected from U-boat depredations. The
result is that Britain and France must be supplied from
the nearest protected source — Canada and the United
States.

GERMANY IS STAKING EVERYTHING ON
STARVING THE ALLIES! It ^s her last card. The
best brains of the Allies are working overtime to beat
her at the game. Ships, ships, and more ships are
being turned out by the yards in the United States,
Canada and Great Britain to catch up on the depleted
tonnage. Grain and meats have to be supplied and
rushed across from North Amerca to feed the hungry
millions of soldiers and inhabitants of Britain and
France, and in order that we may be able to produce
enough to beat Germany's schemes, it is necessary
that we in Canada conserve and produce as we never
did before.

Fish foods have attained an importance and pro-
minence such as they never attained before. We have
the fish in abundance, and wliile we are not fully equip-
ped with the most modern means of catching them,
yet the Industry is capable of supplying any home de-
mand. BUT IT MUST BE CHEAP! Dear fish will
not save beef and bacon, and the public will not be
stampeded into eating fish if it is as dear as meat.

It is up to the fishermen and producers to do their
bit. This is NOT a time to make big profits. The Food
Controller is not fixing prices. He is leaving it to the
fish trade to do the right thing and be content with
fair margins. Profits will come with increased volume
of business, and the producer or retailer who raises the
price of fish without reason is not only a traitor to his
country, but is paving the way for actions on the part
of the Food Controller which may lead to the fisheries
becoming a Government Monopoly and a natural re-
source operated by the State. This is a step we trust
may never have to be taken.

ONTARIO FISH SCHEME UPSETS TRADE.
It is to be deprecated that the Ontario Government

went into the Fish business in the manner it has. We
do not criticise the commendable object which actuated
the scheme, but the method of distribution has been
rather unfortunate, inasmuch, as it has only served to
defeat the end for which it was started.

The supi)lies from Lakes Nipissing and Nipigon have
been very small, with only a few thousand pounds of
fish distributed in small lots to dealers in various On-
tario towns weekly.

These fish are very quickly snapped up by consiim-
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ers at the low cost prices set by the (lovcriiiiient. and
when the dealers attempt to sell the fish they purchase
throuph the regular channels, the customer balks on
the extra price, refuses, and fot'^Jd-'-; the retail fish

man is trying to rob him.

This has had the effect of ihrowuitc lisli buck od the

wholesalers, or cutting down orders. "With the Ontario

(Jovernmcnt selling fish at less than cost, it is not poss-

ible for olhc rs to ((iriini'tr aL'iiiiist Ihetu and make a

fair profit

The Ontario tii>\ir iimrnl would show riiuie wisdom
by fixing the spread on prices of Ontario Lake fish if

tliey wish to treat the consumer to cheap fish, and
make use of the regidar channels for distribution of

the product of the Government fishery.

It is not fair to place whitefish from Nipissing or

Nipigon at 12t/4 cents in competition with whitefish

sold througli tlu' regular channel at 15 cents. The lat-

ter i»rice represents oidy a fair margin of profit, while

the former represents no profit at all. The whole
scheme engenders had feeling and disorganizes trade,

and that, without doing any good for the consumer.

The Ontario fish scheme is more of an irritative than

a palliative.

The Ontario Government Department operating the

Government Fisheries at Lakes N'ipigon and Nipissing,

plan to increase the supjdies from these waters, by pur-

chasing herring, whitefish, etc., from the Lake Erie

fishermen at a price to be set. The Government will

distribute the fish through the channels already or-

ganized for the Nipigon and Nipissing catch.

Mr. John P. Babeock, Assistant Commissioner of

Fisheries of British Columbia, has been appointed as

Pacific Coast adviser to the Fish Committee of the Food
Controller's Office.

The steam trawler "Orontes," of the A. R. Loggie

Company, landed 110.000 lbs. of ground fish at Port

Hawkesbury recently on her initial trip since her pur-

chase.

Major Hugh A. Greene returned to Montreal on Oc-

tober 30th. He expects to be permanently located here

now.

REGISTRATION OF WHOLESALE HOUSES.

By an Order-in-Council, every wholesale house in

Canada dealing in food stuffs is required to register

with the Food Controller's Office, Ottawa. Heavy
penalties are attached to any ommiss'on or failure to

register. Any wholesale fish increhant who has not

received a registration card can procure one from the

Food Controller, Ottawa.

CANADIAN FISHERIES ASSOCIATION
ACTIVITIES.

The center of administrative interest in Canada's
fishing industry seems to have shifted from the Marine
and Fisheries Department to the Food Controller's Of-

fice. To the Fish Committee of that Office, officials

of the Canadian Fisheries Association have been of
much a.ssistance and a number of the Association's of-

ficers are on various Advisory and Provincial Boards
assisting the Food Controller.

In transportation problems, Mr. W. R. Spooner of

the C. F. A's Transportation Committee and Vice-

President A. H. Brittain haVe been in almost daily

consultation with Mr. W. E. Ireland, Traffic Manager
of the Fish Committee, and reports are being made
upon every car of fish leaving Atlantic coast points
for Quebec and Ontario in order that delivery may be
expedited. Plans are being formulated with the rail-

road companies to increase facilities in every way.
In Publicity work, Mr. .1. A. Panlhus ahd Mr. J. J.

ITarpell of the C. F. A's Publicity Committee, are ass-

isting the Food Controller's Fish Committee in organ-
izing the Eat More Fish Cami>aign. In Publicity w^ork,

the Association intend to lend their l)est efforts to the
Food Controller through its members all over Canada.

Directors of the Association in various sections of
the Dominion are being called upon for ndvice and
a.ssistance and are giving it willingly

In stimulating the demand and edueat'ng the public
to eat more fish, the As.sociat ion's members will be
called upon to do most valuable work. "What the C.

F. A. has done in the pa.st, and what it will be called
upon to do in the future, fully justifies the Associa-
tion's existence, and its establishment three years ago
was undoubtedly one of the most progressive steps un-
dertaken by the Fi.shing Industry in all its history.

The A.ssociation's Secretary. Cant. F "William Wall-
ace, who left last spring for service in the Navy, has
been recalled and is now acting as Secretary to the
Fish Committee of the Food Controller's Office, Ot-
tawa.

PACIFIC FISH EXPRESS SUBSIDY AMENDED.
An Order-in-Council has been passed, effective on

October 15th. in which the Government Express Sub-
sidy of 1-3 rd on Pacific fresh and frozen fish from
British Columbia ports to points as far east as the
eastern boundary ef Manitoba, has been cancelled on
halibut and salmon, and altered to a new subsidy of
2-3rds of the express or freight eharsres on less car
load lots of other Pacific fish such as black, grey, ling
and red cod, skate, grey fish and flat fish (except
halibut.)

The sub.sidy was taken off halibut and salmon, as
it has been proved that the market for these fi.sh is

more than equal to the supply. By placing and doub-
ling the .subsidy on the other fi.sh, the Marine and
Fisheries Department intend assisting the recommend-
ations of the Food Controller's Fish Committee that
Pacific cod and flat fish should be utilized by "Western
consumers and jiurchased by them at a reasonable
price.

AN INTERIM REPORT FROM THE BRITISH
COLUMBIA SALMON COMMISSION.

The Deputy Minister of Naval Service has announced
the first of the findings of the B. C. Commission in a
letter to the secretary of the B. C. Salmon Canners
Association, which reads as follows:
"I beg to inform you that the Special Commi.ssion

which was appointed to investigate the salmon fish-
eries in district No. 2, and the question of the prohibi-
tion of the export of salmon other than sockeye in a
fresh state, has conveyed its findings to the Minister
on the question of the prohibition of export.
"The Commission did not find itself able to recommend
that the export of such salmon should be prohibited at
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the present time, but appreciating the necessity for

affording these salmon adequate protection they re-

commended an extension of five days in the annual
close time, so as to make the fishing season end on
the 9th, instead of on the 14th November, and in order
that this close season might be effective they recom-
mend that no net fishing for salmon of any kind be
allowed during this close time.

"These recommendations have been approved by the
Minister, and the necessary steps are now being taken
to amend the regulations accordingly.

"You will be good enough to so advise the members
of your Association."

ALBERTA BRANCH OF THE CANADIAN
FISHERIES ASSOCIATION.

At a meeting of the Alberta Branch of the Cana-
dian Fisheries Association, the following officers for

the ensuing year were elected :

—

Honorary President: F. H. Miller.

President: W. L. Campbell.
First Vice-President: A. Menzies.
Second Vice-President : M. Mclnnis.
Third Vice-President: J. W. Clarke.
Fourth Vice-President : Homer Lyons.

• Secretary-Treasurer: A. S. Duclos.
General Purpose ommittee. — J. W. Publicover, W.

Slater, C. Christian, D. H. Watson, E. Menzie, S.

Darroeh. F. W. Miles, W. M. Armstrong, E. Cressy, R.
L. Shimmin, J. Clements, W. Wigle, "W. C. Jones, J.

Phillips, J. Weieker.
A special committee was appointed to wait upon the

Food Controller and his Alberta representative. This
committee was composed as follows :—W. S. Campbell,
A. S. Duclos, R. L. Shimmin, M. Mclnnis, W. Menzie.
The General Purpose Committe was instructed to

confer with the Board of Trade in matters relating
to the fishing industry of Alberta. It is understood
that the Provincial Government was about to appoint a
Fish Commissioin for the purpose of assisting the Food
Controller in local matters, and the Secretary-Treas-
urer was authorized to submit to the Provincial Min-
ister of Agriculture the names of the following gen-
tlemen from among which members for this Commission
should be selected:—R. L. Shimmin, W. Campbell, A.
S. Duclos, M. Mclnnis, "W. Menzies.
A vote of thanks was also passed for the good work

that had been done by the Organizing Committee
appointed last spring, and coupled with this motiion
was a resolution approving of all that had been done
by this Commitee.

A CORRECTION OF MISSTATEMENTS.
As much publicity, of a character detrimental to the

best interests of the Alberta fishing industry, has re-

cently been given in the daily press by parties whose
lack of accurate knowledge rendered them incapable
of making correct deductions, the General Purpose
Committee of the Alberta Branch of the Canadian
Fishcvi'^'! Association submit the following informa-
tion :

Lesser Slave Lake and Lac La Biche are the largest

producing lakes, both in area and quantity of output,

in Alberta. TJie cost of production of whitefish on
fhi'Kp l;iVi-, i<i IIS follows:

Lesser Slave Lake.

tinscii ipii iiutput of 10 cars (200,000 pounds) of

dressed whitefish, cost of plant, boats, etc., to attain
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this output is $5,000 as a minimum. Plant, etc., is

written off in five years, as experience has shown this
to be the life of the average fish plant. Interest is

calculated at 8 per cent., the prevailing bank rate in
Alberta.

Per Hundred Pounds.
Paid to fishermen $3.00
Collecting .50
Packing and labor .50
Ice 10
Box 60
Fixed charges and depreciation 70
Salaries 45
Expen.se .10
Refusals and bad debts .25

$6.20

Lac la Biche costs are 60 cents per hundred pounds
higher owing to the practice of the buyers on that
lake purchasing the fish round and not dressed. Last
summer the producers sold their fish at 7 cents per
pound f.o.b. the Lake points in car lots. Thus their
profit was 80 cents per hundred pounds—a totally in-

adequate profit, as the producers had to guarantee
their product and thus become responsible for loss in
transit. The profit for the Lake la Biche producers
was only 20 cents per hundred pounds, which can only
be described as "unlivable" profit. In reply to the
allegations that an undue profit is made on Alberta
whitefish, a table is appended showing the cost to the
retailers of Edmonton and Calgary of Lesser Slave
Lake whitefish

:

Cents.
Cost to the retailers at Lake 7.

Express 1.15 and 25 p.c. for ice and box .... 1.44
Transfer from E. D. & B.C. to city 25

Cost of whitefish in Edmonton (per lb.).. .. 8,69

Add express from Edmonton to Calgary 1,20 per
hundred plus 25 per cent, for ice and box—$1.50 per
hundred pounds, thus the cost of whitefish in Calgary
is 10.19 cents per pound.

If the wholesalers in Calgary or Edmonton purchase
the fish in car lots, the price to the retailer would
have to be higher as, although the express on carloads

is less, the wholesalers' legitimate profit would make
the price higher to the retailer, and in actual practice

this is the case. Up to recently the wholesalers' prices

to the retailer have been 9y^c. in Edmonton and from
lO'/oC to 12c in Calgary. In Edmonton, on the market
the public can purchase whitefish at 10c and in the

stores at 15c, or 2 lbs. for 25c, a very reasonable mar-

gin of profit to take care of delivery, bad debts, rent,

wages, etc, etc. We have no hesitation in stating,

that in no part of Canada is the fish industry handled

on such a small margin of profit, but, in view of the

increasing cost of labor and materials, the cost of

whitefish to the public must increase at an early date

(if those in the industry are to make the living that

is their due), and if the present regulations are con-

tinued.

Unjust Regulations and Restrictions.

Under existing regulations in Alberta a fisherman

can only use 300 yards of oVa inch mesh gill net, and

experience has shown that no man can make a living

using 300 yards of net in the lakes of Alberta. In

Manitoba both on the large and small lakes a fisher-
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man can use 1,500 yards of net, and in addition, the

Manitoba fisherman has a longer open season than his

Alberta confrere.

The Manitoba lakes are still open for fall fishing,

but the Alberta lakes have closed since early in the

summer.
The limit of catch for the summer season on Ijes.ser

Slave Lake is 500,000 pounds of dressed whitcfisli. The
superficial area of Lesser Slave Lake is 1,500 square
miles. The fish avernpe dressed weipht three pounds,

so that out of each square mile of water only 115 fish

are allowed to be taken, and Lesser Slave Lake has
more feeding grounds than an Eastern Lake of ten

times its area.

It should also he pointed out that Alberta fisher-

men are restricted to the use of nets whose mesh is

not less than 514 inches. This Association states em-
phatically that it is physically impossible to deplete

or even injure, the fish supply of a lake with nets of

such mesh. As proof Lake Wabanuin, although fished

for twenty years, this summer produced more fish

than ever, and of a better quality. The open season on

Lesser Slave Lake lasted 21 days, the ridiculously

small limit of catch allowed by the Dominion Govern-
ment being caught in that time. It is evident that

no fisherman can afford to equip himself with boats

and nets for such a short season. As a consequence,

nmny men found themselves in debt as a result of their

"season's" work.

Repeated representations have been made to the

Minister of Naval Service, but no relief has been af-

forded. The Government is constantly urging greater

food production—the Alberta Lakes are teeming with
fish and the fishermen are ready to harvest them and
help reduce the high cost of living.

If eranted reasonable working conditions, this As-

sociation will undertake to supply the Alberta market
with ample quantities of the finest fish at the lowest

possible price.

Exception has been taken to the export of fish to

the United States. We point out that the Alberta

market does not provide an outlet for the large quan-

tity of yellow pickerel and jackfish that our lakes

produce. Again the United States must always be our

market for any surplus, as every other province in

Canada, without exception, is amply provided with fish-

cry resources, exceeding even those of Alberta.

The Association wishes to emphasize that at all

times preference is given to the home market, and if

the Dominion Government will allow fair regidations

and working conditions, fish can be supplied to the

Alberta consumer at cheaper prices. If the following

regulations are at once put into force, the Alberta fish-

ermen and producers will be enabled to cheapen food

prices, and do their bit "To win the War."

( 1

)

Same regulations with respect to nets, as are

now in force in Manitoba.

(2) Open summer season on Alberta Lakes to be

from May 15th to September 30th.

Open winter season November 20th to Febru-

ary 15th.

(3) Limit of catch for Lesser Slave Lake:

(a). Summer season two million (2,000,000)

pounds,
(b). Winter sea.son one million (1,000,000)

pounds of dres.sed whitefish.

During the summer export only to be allow-

ed from August 1st to September 30th.

(4) No clo.sed season for Jackfish. as this fish is

very destructive of the more edible whitefish.

(5) Limit of Catch for Lac la Biche:
(a). Suiiinier season three hundred and fifty

thousand (350,000) pounds of dressed
whitefi.sh.

(b). Winter season two hundred thousand
(200,000) pounds of dressed whitefish.

(c). No closed season for Jackfish.
(6). The appointment of a Fisheries Commissioner

for this province, who will have a practical
knowledge of the industry and of marketing
conditions, and who will give adequate inspec-
tion to every phase of the industry.

The Association points out that only those lakes
touched by a railroad can be commercially fished in
the summer time, and thus after the war is over, it

would be advisable to close such lakes in the winter,
and fish those lakes back from the railroads during
the cold weather when the snow allows of trans-
portation.

Announcements
October 24, 1917.

The Editor, "Canadian Fisherman,"
35-45 St. Alexander Street, Montreal, Que.

Sir,—As you arc aware, this Department for a num-
ber of vears past has been paying one-third of the ex-
press charges on all shipments of fresh and mild cured
fish from the Pacific coast to points in the three Prairie
Provinces, as well as from the Atlantic coa.st to points
in Ouebec and Ontario.
With this assi.stance. the demand for halibut and

salmon from the Paeifie coast has been so increased
that, coupled with the demand for the export markets,
the supply is not eoual to renuirements. It is. there-
fore, unnecessary for the Department to continue the
payment of any port'on of the transportation charges
on these fish.

While fishing for halibut different kinds of cod and
flounders of eveellent edible value are taken, hut as
there is little demand for the.se at the present time,
they are largely thrown away. These fish should he
in general use in the Prairie Provinces, as they can
be nu'ckly and cheaplv distributed there, and in order
to enable dealers to create a widespread demand for
such fish, authority has been obtained for discontinuing
the payment of any portion of the express charges on
halibut and salmon, and instead, this Department will
pav two-thirds of the transportation charges on all

shipments of the different kinds of cod and flounders,
as well as of grayfish from the Pacific coa.st to points
in Alberta. Saskatchewan and Manitoba, no matter
whether these fi.sh are forwarded in less than carload
or carload lots, or by express or freight. This ar-
rangement went into effect on the 15th of this month,
and it is hoped that with such cheap transportation
facilities the people of these provinces will soon avail
themselves of the opportunity of procuring these
cheap, yet excellent, fish, and thus reduce the cost of
living to them, and at the same time find a market for
fish which are now being largely wasted.

I am, Sir.

Your obedient servant,

G. J. DESRERATS,
Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

Ottawa, October 24.
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Vancouver, B.C., October 12th, 1917.

Dr. A. B. McCallnm,

Chairman, Bureau of Industrial Research,

Ottawa,

Sir,—An intimation of your wish to receive a state-

ment rcfiarding the unsati.sfactory condition of the

Fraser River salmon industry, and reasons why the

Royal Fisheries Commission should fully investigate

them, having been received in your telegram of Sep-

tember 24th. ult., to Messrs. H. Bell Irving & Co., and

shown to the Members of this Association, I have been

instructed to submit the following brief statement of

facts bearing upon the subject, for your esteemed

consideration :

—

The present deplorable condition of the Fraser River

salmon industry has arisen primarily by the fact that

the fish in their migrations to the head waters of the

Fraser River (to spawn), from the Pacific Ocean, have

to traverse waters belonging to the United States and

Canada respectively, before reaching their objective.

Their progress is arrested by regulations affecting

their capture, which vary in character, scope and en-

forcement in the respective waters.

On their entrance to the Straits of Fuca, about 100

miles from Puget Sound, they were met this year by

a fleet of 416 purse seines (500 fathoms each), and

147 drag seines (300 fathoms each), and fished con-

tinuously, up to the mouths of the 280 traps installed

in the waters of Puget Sound, in addition to which 478

gill nets (300 fathoms each) were fished in various

areas in American waters.

These appliances took a first heavy toll of salmon,

equal in fact, to about three times the number taken

by Canadian fishermen in the home waters of the fish.

In contrast with this policy, on the Canadian side

from Cape Flattery, upwards, only 9 traps and 14 purse

seines were licensed this year.

On reaching the Fraser River estuary, and in the ad-

jacent waters of the Gulf of Georgia, the remainder

of the fish had to run the gauntlet of 2,600 gill nets

(150 fathoms each) this year, fished from Sunday even-

ing at 6 p.m., to midnight on the Friday following.

Then again— gill net fishing is permitted to Mission

Bridge has been sought by the canners, but has not

which has entirely nullified the benefits of the weekly

close season, as the up river boats go out on the Sun-

day night and Monday, and catch the fish which had

reached there during the previous week end.

The closing of the Fraser fishing above "Westminster

Bridge has been saught by the canners, but has not

been conceded by the Government.

The marvel is that any salmon at all are able to reach

the spawning grounds—and the serious condition of the

industry has long been recognized by the thoughtfvil

canners and fishermen.

Twenty years ago a dam was built across the en-

trance to Quesnelle Lake, the most important spawn-

ing area on the Fraser, which for 5 or 6 years com-

pletely blocked the salmon from entering, and was the

means of depleting the subsequent supply. A fishway

was afterwards put in, but tlie mischief was done and

that area has never been restored to its former value.

In 1912-13 the Canadian Northern Railway con-

structors were allowed to dmnp the debris from their

right of way all down the canyon of the P^-aser, and

in doing so narrowed the channels and filled in number-

less spaces in back eddies wherein the salmon had

rested on their way up streftm, Tbig condition was

aggravated by the collapse into the river of portions

of the mountain at Hell Gate, in 1913-14, which
completely blocked the channel, the result being that

hundreds of thousands of spawning soekeyes failed to

get through and died of exhaustion below Hell Gate
—-the dead fish being piled upon the banks for miles,

and others being carried down towards the sea.

Thoiigh strenuous efforts were made by the Dominion
Fisheries Officials to mitigate the obstructions in time

to permit some of the fish to pass up, only a com-
paratively small number got by. Careful inspection by
Fraser River Officials made it certain that in 1917 no

, large run could be expected, and that this has proved
correct the results of this year will show.

In 1909 there was collected 98,000.000 sockeye eggs

at the Fraser River Hatcheries, which was just the same
quantity as in 1905—but in 1913 only 86.000,000 were
received, of which 25,000,000 wer collected below Hells

Gate and Scuzzie Rapids, after the fjlides before re-

ferred to occurred ; and were incubated In the Harrison
Lake Hatchery.

This year the Provincial Fisheries Department re-

ports that the Fraser River si)awning beds will be no
better seeded than in average off years, which have
also shown a serious depreciation since 1910.

The packs of Fraser River soekeyes from 1901 have
shown steady decreases, except in 1913, the year of the

Hell Gate disaster, which was 142,000 eases more than

in 1909—a—nd gave rise to a hope that conditions were
improving—for as will be seen by the following state-

ment, the decrease has been steadily increasing :

Fraser River packs of

Soekeyes, Other Grades,

Year. Cases. Cases.

1901 920,313 69,939

1902 293,477 33.618

1903 204,809 32.313

1904 72,688 56,215

1905 837,489 39.647

1906 183,007 57.479

1907 59,815 103.301

1908 63,126 26.058

1909 543.248 24.955

1910 133,045 90,103

191

1

58,487 242.857

1912 108,784 65.1.37

1913 684.596 47,463

1914 185.483 142,907

1915 98,040 200.159

1916 27,394 79,046

1917 Estimated 170,000 Still jiacking

of which 18,700 cases were filled from soekeyes caught

in traps in the Straits of Fuca.

Since 1914 the gravity of the situation has become
truly alarming. With a pack on the Frasor of otdy

89,040 cases of soekeyes in 191.5—a droj) to 27.394 cases

in 1916. Whil.st the estimated soeUeyr pack of 170,

000 cases this (1917) season represents only 25 per

cent, of the sockeye pack of 1913.

This relative 25 per cent, of the salmon in transit,

this year, as compared with 1913 was only obtained

by the intensive efforts of the fishernuMi, anxious to

make the most of the high prices being paid for sock-

eyes (35c to 75c perjfi^h), and of the Canners to get

up a pack.

It is reasonable therefoi-e to estimate, that as onlv

25% of the salnum which passed up in 1913 spawned in

the river and returneii from the sea in 1917—the iniiii

bers now on their Sv^.v "P '" "'•' spawning grounds

must ])Q reduced, for tbe reasons above stated, much
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below the 25 per cent, ratio; so that even 25 per cent,

of the 1913 pack cannot Ite reasonably expected in

1921.

Independent reports state that the Indians all up
the Fra.ser complain that they have bpen unable to

secure their winter siipplies: that at Quesnelle and
other points very small numbers of sockoyes have ap-

peared on the spawning grounds; whilst up to date

the Harrison, Birkenhead and Seaton Lake Hatcheries
have got comparatively few soekej-es, although they

should have secured nearly half their supplies at this

time of the year.

I enclose herewith a concise history of the salmon
industry from its commencement in 1867, which shows
that during its best days it was a hazardous business,

and that most of the changes made in ownership were
caused by inability to make the business profitable.

If conditions are not soon improved, the sockeye
salmon industry on the Eraser River and Puget Sound
will become extinct.

In 1905 the depletion of the supply of sockeyes dur-

ing the off years, became so painfully apparent to

the Canners on Puget Sound and the Fraser River, and
to the authorities in both countries that joint efforts

were made to remedy the shortage during the "off
years," but unfortunately no effective results accrued.

Now the condition of the whole of the four years

is deplorable, and demands the sympathetic considera-

tion of both American and Canadian Governments,
in order to devise some scheme or measure for its

restoration.

The causes for tliis depletion may be summarized as

follows

:

1. Over fishing by Puget Sound operators, especially

purse seines.

2. Over fishing by Fraser River operators with too

many gill nets.

3. Improper fishing above New Westminster Bridge,

which has nullified the intention to protect the

sockeyes after getting so far up the River, dur-

ing the weekly close times of 36 hours.

4. The capture of spawning fish by Indians, on their

way up to and upon the spawning grounds.

5. Slockades and log .jams oij streams frequented by
sockeyes, which bar their progress, or render

the spawning grounds useless for the fish.

6. The absence of a "Local Fishery Board" on this

Coast, with power to deal, under the Minister of

Fisheries, with all matters pertaining to the

economic administration of the British Columbia

Fisheries; along the lines of the present "Hail-

way Commission."

7. The injurious effects of political influence in

respect to the administration of Fisheries af-

fairs in British Columbia.

It is respectfully submitted that the foregoing facts

in relation to tlu^se, the most important fisheries in

Canada, will justify the thorough investigation by

your Honorable Bureau of Industrial Research and

of the Royal Fisheries Commission to which reference

was made in your telegram of September 24th, 1917,

aforesaid.

All which is respectfully submitted.

IJ. C. Salmon Canners Association.

(Sgd.^ W. D. BURDIS.
Secretary.

P.S.—In making iiKpurn's Irom Chief Inspector of

Fisheries, Cunuiugham, he stated be bad received the

following ri'jiort relative to the salmon arrived at the
different I'p River points on the Fraser this season:
September lOfh, 1917. From overseer Perkins report
on trip of inspcffion to Stuart, Fraser and Francois
Lakes.

"During my recent trij) to Stuart. Fra.ser and Fran
eois Lakes I found that many more sockeye are reach-
ing these lakes and the creeks running into them than
have been seen for several years past. So far there
seems to have been two runs, the first about the lOtli

of August and the second during the last week of the
month."

1 am getting the same favorable reports from the
North Fork of the Fraser, Clearwater River, Slim Creek
and other streams tributary to the Fraser and
Nechaco."

WESTERN PACKERS. LIMITED, HAS A GOOD
YEAR.

Becomes Important Factor in Fish«ng Trade.
Western Packers, Limited, is the youngest big com-

pany in the canning and fresh and frozen fish busi-
ness in British Columbia, and this year is the first

of their operations under the re-organization b.v

which several of the keenest men in the industry
have held resjjonsihle positions in the affairs of the
compan.y. The year is ending with gratifying results
to all concerned in all departments of the company.

Their new cannery at Smith's Inlet put up this year,
did as well as its competitor with socke.ves. but there
were not a great number of these fish packed at the
Inlet, for as happens every five years there, the sock-
eye took a year off. They will be there next year
there is no doubt, for that is the way of nature up
north, and this fact is verified by Capt. Chambers, the
manager of the Smith's Inlet cannery, and one of the
most experienced and capable cannerv men on the
coa.st. The Captain did not attemt) to go in for the
cheaper grades of salmon th's .vear. but satisfied him-
self with a fair pack of socke.ve. The new cannery is

one of the most complete in British Columbia.

Shu.shartie Ray and Riitedalo did well for the West-
ern Packers, Limited, in all lines. Manager Jeffer-

son at Butedale made a record pack of pinks, and
put up large quantities for the foreign trade. These
two plants have proven their fitness and now onl.y

remains their development to capacity.

All the fishing grounds of the company, as well as

individual contractors kept the fresh fish department
well supplied with all varieties of fish, so that F. E.

Pa,vson. general sales manager, has been able to fill

the large demands made upon him by the increased

consumption of fish in Canada. He specialized, as

formerly, in Koyal Chinook salmon and found that

his repeat orders have exceeded his expectations.

With an eye to the winter when fishing is difficult,

Mr. Payson has put aside considerable frozen fish to

take care of his regular customers.

Secretary Hamilton is engrossed in the details of

expansion plans for next season, in which additions to

the present plants are contemplated.

Western Packers, Limited, has become a factor in

the fishing and canning industry of British Columbia.
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The Aims and Obstacles in the Way of the C. F. A.
To Mr. J. A. Paulhus, chairman of the Education

and Publicity Committee of the Canadian Fisheries

Association and one of its members, Mr. J. J. Harpell,

was assigned the task of opening the discussion at the

meeting of the Montreal Branch of the C. F. A. which
met at the Windsor Hotel, Montreal, on Tuesday even-

ing, October 30th, to pick fish bones together and cele-

brate the anniversary of Canada's National Fish Day.

The presentations of these two gentlemen are here given

in full

:

MR. PAULHUS.

I venture to say that if the old proverb, "It is an

ill wind that blows nobody good" were ever applicable,

it, strangely enough, is in this present abominable

war.

From this chaos of atrocities and extermination of

life, without parallel in the history of the world

—

from this terrible issue, sublime in valorous actions

on the one hand and despicable for its horrors on the

•^tbor. a great lesson must be learned. Not the lesson

that might is right, but that organization Is power.

Though we cannot admire the Hun for his principles,

though most of his maxims and methods are repugnant

to our ideas of civilization and government, we must
nevertheless, give him credit for a talent for organiza-

tion, which, as shown in his war methods, has been a

revelation to the whole world.

It is against this complete and perfect machinery

that we have been struggling for over three years.

We have tried to shatter it with iron and blood, at

the cost of cruel sacrifices ; and though we have given

it severe blows, it still resists our united efforts.

Some day, and not far distant, we hope, it will crumble

under our pressure, because we have learned to or-

ganize. We have become convinced that we have to

fight this enemy with his own weapon and out-class him
in organization. Organization will win the war. There

are, however, other battles to be fought and other

victories to be won in the world of politics, economics

and industry, and these can be achieved only by or-

ganization.

We have already, as an Association, drawn our

plans of battle for the future; we have delineated a

programme with certain rules to follow. This is not

sufficient, however. This programme does not answer,

or, rather, will not answei' to the ideals for the future

of our Association. We must, therefore, enlarge this

programme by a policy which will be broad enough
^0 shelter our aspirations, and to answer at all times,

and under all circumstances, to our devotion and
efforts in the great cause of the fish interests. This

policy, in my opinion, to be sufficiently comprehensive,

should comprise these three divisions, viz.

:

Discoveries, Conservation, Information,

Under the heading of Discoveries we could put all

research work. When geographical discoveries are

considered, we shall find that, in fact, we have a

great field for exploration and activity. What is

known of our fishing localities and waters is very

limited, indeed, compared with the unknown or im-

perfectly known waters. Our fisherfolk, as all fisher-

folk, are great routineers, and they never, as a rule,

depart from the beaten track. Each season as the sun

riiie« and sets, the seas stormy or calm, you will find

them at the same posts from generation to generation.
They will not consent nor decide to try new ground
until long after its discovery has been directed to
them and sufficiently tried as to chances of success.
They cannot be depended upon to open up new avenues
to the industry, and this is easily explained. Not
having any technical knowledge of fish life and habits,

they cannot be expected to speculate on such matters.
This is where our work of discovery and research will

be important.

To be practical discoverers some expedition will

need to be organized. I believe that a full and com-
plete survey of all our waters—coastal and inland

—

should be thoroughly and systematically mapped out.

They should be able without any danger of mislead-
ing the industry, to direct surely and safely anyone
wishing to invest or instal fishing operations in any
part of our country. At present it is impossible, for

instance, to determine accurately what is our wealth
of fish in such waters as Hudson Bay, Baffin's Bay
and the Canadian Labrador. The same applies to all

rivers forming the basin of the last named Bay, and
even to the inland waters extending over the Lauren-
tian Range, and the numerous lakes of all our North
American territories.

Another field for discoveries would be to find more
use for the fish that is already known and caught,
but not marketed on account of being unknown and
untried, due to the ignorance of the producer and to

the indifference of the consumer.

We are told that year in and year out, from olir

most prolific banks, thousands of tons of good edible

fish are lost owing to the lack of general knowledge.
While on this subject, may I recall to your mind

that until, at the most, a couple of years ago, dogfi.sh

was considered a pest in our waters—good only to

be destroyed or done away with by any means. Upon
the representat'ons and constant complaints of the

fishermen, the Government undertook to exterminate

the pest by the building of reducing plants, and even

by paying a bonus to fishermen to provide the dogfish

for these costly plants. With a little research work
we should have discovered that dogfish—now gray-

fish—is a good food. It is marketed to-day, and found

to be tasty, nutritious and wholesome. Instead of be-

ing a liability on our fish industry, grayfish has turned

out to be a valuable asset.

There are other momentous discoveries to be made
in the Dominion of our fisheries, such as the habits

and life of the fish, the influence of the seasons, of

tides, of currents, winds, storms, etc. All these should

be studied thoroughly and intell- gently for the bene-

fit of all the branches of the fish industry. Of course,

to be complete, there should be technical and scienti-

fic research work ; for instance, a practical course of

studies, a general curriculum of all matters pertaining

to the industry—development, production, conserva-

tion, curing and fishing—should form the sub.iects to

be taught by qualified professors. It would be found

out in these particular studies why we shoidd import

from fore-gn countries manufactured products of

which we possess in the raw state such an abundant

supply.

The importance of finding suitable and profitable

markets for our different fish food articles, should
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Iso be taken up and specialized upon. Nothing will

elp the prosperity of our fisheries so much as the find-

Bg of proper channels to which to direct the wealth

our oceans, rivers and lakes.

I After we shall have surveyed and mapped out all

ie fisheries of the country, it will be Well to have

liem divided into districts where a constant watch

id active vigilance shall be maintained. It will not

enough to have discovered what wealth of fish we
' pos.sess, we must preserve it from destruction : we
mu.st increase it where possible, and this brinjjs us

to the second article of tins policy, namely

—

Conservation.

To understand well what conservation means, we

iniffht retrospect a little in the history of our fisher-

t's. and we shall find that "once upon a time" we had

in our Gulf regions a valuable resource in the oyster

industry. We were prowing. that is. nature was

.'rowing for us, a bivalve whose value as a luxury

^amongst the epicureans had no rival the world over.

Phe far-famed Malpeque oyster is a thing of the past,

fhe beds which produced this delicious oyster are

practically extinct. IIow this came to be and why
teps were not taken to prevent such a disaster is

matter that would take too long to explain. I may
»y, however, that as far as I know, political exigen-

ies and interference, together with lack of fore-

bght and public spirit on the part of interested par-

ses, are responsible for this deplorable loss. Even

^ow, bad as it is, in my opinion the industry could be

Bvived if practical cidtivation was resorted to; if

re adopt the same methods and take the same means

fas our neighbors, who have an oyster industry, alive

and prosperous, yielding a crop worth several millions

of dollars annually.

Another valuable industry which has been .subjected

to a lot of vicissitude of late, and whose future is not

very well assured—due to the same reasons I have

given for the decline of the oyster—is the lobster in-

dustry. When we look at our fish statistics we shall

find that it is near the top of our resources when

value is determined. In spite of a maze of legislation.

a labyrinth of regulations, the yield of lobsters is

yearly dwindling. There is, however, as sure a

remedy against the depletion of our lobster fisheries

as there is against the depletion of fish in our inland

waters. This remedy is pisciculture. This science has

made rapid strides in the past few years, and the time

is not far distant when it will be so perfect as to rapid-

ly conserve our supplies wherever exhaustion is threat-

ened.

It is well understood by those familiar with the sub-

ject that without a certain control over lakes, rivers,

and all inland waters, it is very ea-sy to lose much

fish life. This has occurred on a large .scale in the

past, particularly with the species migrating from the

sea to the rivers, and also with the .fish in inland

waters.

The only possible remedy is wise legislation, and

the help of pisciculture or fish farming. No doubt a

time will come when fish rearing will be as easy and

as safe as cattle or poultry raising. In that day in-

dividuals will have their own ponds in which to rai.se

their own supply of fish and thus increase the coun-

try's food supply.

Conservation will also look to the preserving and

curing of fish, either, for domestic or export purposes.

Fish product easily deteriorates, and, consequently,

requires a great amount of care in handling and t)re-

paring for the use of the consumer. From the fisher-

man to the markets it is necessary that a process of
protection, against any chance of injury, should be
given the fish.

Fish is .sold fresh, pickled, .salted, smoked or cauued.
The tendency at the present time, not only in our
own market, but in every market of the world, is to

give preference to fresh or frozen fish. This is causing
a revolution in the fish trade, and is due to rapid
transit and cold storage facilities. Cold storage and
iiuick transportation are the essetitial requisites of the
fish trade at present. They are the forerunners of an
era which will dethrone the use of preserved fish to

a large extent.

We now come to the last article of our new Policy

—

Information.

I would remind you that our Association is not

merely an institution for fishermen, traders and car-

riers, but is also open to students, professors, and
Mien with scientific knowledge bearing on the subject
of biology and icthyology. Without these our institu-

tion would be incomplete. We must he able to direct

the fish interests of the country not only on commercial
lines, but also in research and student branches, whose
value to the scientific and economical world cannot
be over estimated. C/onsequently, our Information
policy may be divided into two parts—

Science and Economy.

Not very long ago the President of ou«rA8sociation,

Mr. Wilson, in addressing a meeting of industrials,

claimed that it was imperative for the efficient develop-

ment of the fish industry that some set rules, ba.sed

upon scientific lines, should l>e given to curers and
packers, so as to provide a uniform quality of goods
in every centre of fish production. Most of the re-

presentatives of the different industries present spoke

of the necessity of technical education so as to do
away with the rule of the thumb and pail, which is

so prejudicial to the interests of the different indus-

tries of the country. Science shall remove these

obstacles from the path of our activities. It will

solve for us many arduous problems in our own in-

dustry. In fact, I believe that science is just starting

to unveil some of the mysteries in which are wrapped
the inhabitants and wonders of our oceans, lakes, and
rivers.

Besides helping us to prepare our fish for consump-
tion, science will also aid us in the knowledge of the

migration of fish, their habits, the causes and reasons

for their appearing and disappearing unexpectedly.

Particularly in the cause of pisciculture from which

we expect so much, the service that can be rendered

by biologists is too obvious to be neglected.

To the fishermen, technical knowledge will be most

valuable, as it will make their calling safer and more
secure. The perils of the sea will be minimized

through wider knowledge, production augmented and
marketed in a more remunerative way.
The scientist will also increase the consumption of

fish, because he will be able to appeal more certainly

and more practically to the housekeeper. By scienti-

fic comparisons and deductions, fish food is presented

to the consumer with more convincing force, and he

cannot fail but surrender to the evidence of the argu-

ment.
The value of economic information cannot be ignor-

ed for just as good reasons. They are of a vital. 4m-

portance to our policy.

This will give us a detailed aceount of fiah produo.
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tion. species, quantities, values. A general statistics

of fishing operations under proper headings should be
tabulated, so as to give at' any time the exact econo-
mical situation of the fish industry.

Questions of transportation, tariffs and customs'
duties, and all matters pertaining to the exchange and
sale of fish product and by-products, should be in-

cluded so as to form not only reliable and interesting

information, but it would prove also a source of in-

spiration to the association.

With the formation of such a policy, I may be per-

mitted to say that we shall be in a position to com-
mand attention and respect both in the commercial
and scientific world of this Dominion.

MR. HARPELL.
It is to our worthy chainnan, Mr. Paulhus. that

wc owe the institution—national fish day—which we
are assembled here to celebrate, and the excellent re-

view of the work and aims of the Canadian Fisheries

Association he has just given, stamps this institution

with the earmarks of a thanksgiving day of the fishing

fraternity.

He has asked me to say something, and I will en-

deavor to keep on the trail he has blazed.

It is a fact not generally known that all the im-

portant deep sea fishing grounds of the world are

situated in the Northern Hemisphere. The valuable

food fishes of the ocean seemingly inhabit only the

shallow places of cool seas and all the continents of

the Southern Hemisphere end too abruptly and have

coasts that are too precipitous to allow of any ex-

tensive off-shore shoals. Moreover, none of the con-

tinents extend far enough into the Antarctic to secure

the low temperatures that are required by the better

class of food fishes. The warm tropical and sub-

tropical oceans abound with fishes, but not of the

varieties which the markets of the world demand.
These markets must, therefore, look for their sup-

plies of food fishes to the countries of the Northern
Hemisphere, and to only such of these as lie in close

proximity to the shallow places of cool seas, or what
are generally known as fishing banks. Such places

are only four in number, namely, the eastern and west-

ern shores of the North Atlantic and the eastern and
western shores of the North Pacific.

The most important of these four fishing grounds,

from the point of development and production, and
the second in importance from the point of area, are

the shoals of the Northeast Atlantic, lying off the

coasts of Great Britain, Iceland, Norway, Sweden,
Kussia, Germany, Denmark, Holland, Belgium and
France. Great (juantities of fish have been taken from
these waters continuously by the people of north-wes-

tern Europe, since the earliest times of which there is

any nicord, and the value of the present annual pro-

duction is still not less than $300,000,000. Of this,

fully $75,000,000 represents the catch of British fish-

erincn. Tiie value of herring alone, landed at the

Kritish ports, is fully $25,000^000, and cod and had-
dock taken by the British fishermen accounts for $15,-

000,000. These great staple fishes, namely,
herring, cod and haddock, are sold either fresh,

frozen, dried, smoked or pickled. Next in im-

portance on these grounds are flat fishes, such

(IS the lialibut, the turbot, the sole, the floun-

(cr iiiul the skate. These are generally marketed
lipsh or frozen, Tbeae waters also produce a small

quantity of salmonj, mackerel, sword fish, etc., as

well as shellfish, of which British fishermen take
about two-and-a-half million dollars' worth.

The fishing grounds of second importance as re-

gards development, and production, but least of the
four as regards area, are those lying off the coasts of

Japan and China. These waters have been fished for

fully four thousand years and are still producing an
annual catch valued at about $100,000,000.

The grounds third in importance as regards pro-

duction and development, but first as regards extent
of area, are those lying off the shores of Eastern Can-
ada and Newfoundland. They comprise the Grand
Banks, which alone cover an area as large as that of
Great Britain. These banks are the largest deep sea
fishing shoals in the world. Lying just where the cold
Labrador current rounds the south-east corner of
Nawfoundland, these cool shallow waters, with their

abundance of food organisms, that have been brought
down from the northern seas, form the greatest cod
fishing banks of the world. These grounds include also

the Gulf of St. Lawrence and the Bay of Fundy, as

well as the shoals off the coast of New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, Newfoundland and Labrador. On all

these shoals the greatest known quantity and the finest

quality of lobster is to be found. Practically every
other salt water fish may also be had here. These
grounds are now producing an annual catch worth
about $45,000,000, of which Canada takes about $15,-

000,000 worth, and the United States, Newfoundland
and other countries about $30,000,000.

The fishing grounds of fourth importance in point
of production and third in extent of area are those
lying off the west coast of Canada and Alaska. They
produce about $40,000,000 worth of fish per annum,
of which Canada takes about $15,000,000, and the
United States and other countries about $25,000,000.

The salmon, in one or more varieties, is found on
all the four grounds above mentioned, but nowhere
so plentiful as on those last mentioned. Of the total

production from these waters, the salmon accounts for
fully three-quarters. The next most important fish

on these grounds in point of value of production, is

the halibut.

It is, therefore, a fact not generally appreciated
by the average Canadian, that his country possesses

the unique geographical advantage of being located
in the closest proximity to two out of the four great

deep sea fishing grounds of the world, and these the
first and third in importance as regards extent of area.

On these two grounds are to be found practically all

of the most important varieties of food fishes, and
many of them, such as the herring, the cod, haddock,
salmon, halibut and the lobster, in quantities unsur-
passed by either of the other two grounds.

There is another fact that is not generally appre-
ciated by the people of this country, namely, that the
area of Canada's fresh water. fisheries—220,000 square
miles—is several times greater than the fresh water
fisheries of any other country. These are scattered

in the fonn of lakes and rivers pretty regularly across

the country, but the majority of them lie well in the

centre, comprehending the Great Lakes and Lakes
Nipissing, Nipegon, JIanitoba and Lesser Slave.

A third fact not generally appreciated is that, situ

ated in practically the centre of Canada lies one of

the largest inland bodies of salt water to be foimd

anywhere ou the Globe, In- area the Hudson's Bay
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is five times as large as all the Great Lakes combined.

Its waters are shallow and cold. Mr. J. W. Tyrrell,

the explorer and author, who spent a year and a half

on the shore of the Hudson Bay, and who has made

a study of the navigation and development of this

body of water, a part of his life work, writes in 1908

as follows :

—

"Little definite information seems to bo available

regarding the varieties and abundance of fish in the

Hudson Hay. but certain it is that some of the finest

fish 1 have ever seen or eaten have come from these

waters.

'•Salmon of the very finest ([uality are found in

abundance. Lake trout are found in all the streams

and lakes tributory to it. Sturgeon are plentiful in

the Xelson and other rivers flowing into it. White-

fish are caught at the mouth of every river. Cod

have been found at a number of points, and doubtless

other varieties of deep sea fish will be found when

properly fished f"'- '"it ;is yet this has not been

done."
One of the best f\ Kitncf?, thai ti>li are there in <iuan-

tity lies in the presence of such a large number of fish-

eating mammals. The white whale, the sea unieorn,

the walrus, the bearded seals, the harp seal, the ringed

seal, the harbor seal and the jiolar bear are all found

there in great numbers. Speaking of the white whale,

SfMr. Tyrrell says that he "has seen the surface of the

bay appear as a living plunged mass of white from the

presence of great schools of these creatures, nor do

they appear to be appreciably dinunishing, as some

animals are. 1 observed them in apparently as great

numbers in 1905 as I had in the same locality twenty

years before, although large numbers of them are

annually captured by the Hudson's Bay Company,

who find in them a profitable source of revenue—the

oil and hide of one animal being worth on an average

about $30.00."

Such a survey «>f the i>otential value of our fi.sher-

ies arotises the (piestion : Why has this great asset not

been more fully developed long ere now? Why have

the Canadian people been content for so many years

with only a fish production whose annual value has

fluctuated between twenty-five and thirty-five mil-

lions, when several times this was possible? This is a

question to which I have given a great deal of thought,

and 1 have come to the conclusion that there are two,

and only two reasons. These may be set down as fol-

lows :

. First.—Little or no effort has been made to make

these resources and the opportunities their develop-

ment affords known to the people of Canada, and to

acquaint them vrith the excellent food value of their

products. ,. ,. c ec i

Second—The delay in the application of efficient

means of development, and in the introduction of pro-

per education and training for those in the industry,

coupled with the constant tendency to make the in-

terests of the industry subservient to the political aims

and ambitions of the party in control at Ottawa and

elsewhere, has kept the industry for years in a primi-

tive stage of development, fished out many of the in-

land waters without properly re-.stocking them made

the business of fish production and distribution hazard-

ous and uncertain, and alienated from it the share of

capital and man power which its potential value

^^In'^Tht solution of these important problems, the

Canadian Fisheries Associatioin has now been engaged

for little more than three years, and a frank exposi-

tion of some of the obstacles encountered during that

time cannot but assist in the work that lays before

you. It is only by experience that we learn to suc-

cessfully evade or surmount the obstacles that lie in

the way of progress. Some people may say that this

is not the time for controversy concerning domestic
affairs, but when these affairs have to do with the

putting and keeping of so imjiortant a resource of food
stuffs as our fisheries, in the highest state of efficiency

and production, even the most extreme wiu-the-war
advocate surely cannot find fault.

It takes years to produce a carload of beef, pork,

or mutton, and twelve months before a new crop of

grain or vegetables can be grown, but it requires only

a few days to catch a carload of fish from the num-
bers that are to be found off the shores of Canada and
in her inland waters. The production of tjiis excel-

lent food stuff is limited only by the available equip-

ment and means of transportation.

Had the authorities at Ottawa acted upon the ad-
vice of your Association in the early stages of the war,
the Canadian fishing industry would be better able
now to .supply one of the means to victory in Europe.
But the several trips which your Executive Com-

mittee made to the office of the Minister of Trade and
Commerce were in vain. Also your urgent requests
to the Minister of Naval Service, to have fish served
to the soldiers came to nought. It was only when
Major Green interested Sir Sam Iliiges in the matter
that fish received a place in the soldiers' diet, and it

was not until your Committee interested those in
charge of the food problem that your urgent retpiests

for better transportation facilities and more publicity
to increase the consumption of fish in Canada received
attention and produced results. To Sir Sam Hughes
and the Hon. Mr. Hanna is due the credit for the in-

creased production of fish for export to Europe and
for home consumption the industry enjoys.

In like manner, the several representations that
were made to the Minister of Naval Service to have
the appointment of superintendents of fish hatcheries

and other important officers in the industry, whose
duties called for technical training, taken out of the

hands of political patronage boards and placed under
the jurisdiction of the Civil Service Commission, re-

ceived no encouragement until the Fish Commissioners
of the Food Gontroller's office interested themselves
in this question.

But about this time information was received,

through a source that has always been interested in

civil ser\ice reform, that the Government of the day
was likely to change the status of the Civil Service
Commission by removing the one man who had always
set his face against political interference and stood
out for efficiency in the appointments to the service

under his control, and that if these changes were
made it might not make much difference whether
superintendents of fish hatcheries were appointed by
the Civil Service Commission or, as they are now, by
patronage boards.

Since that time Professor Short has been removed
from the Chairman.ship of the Civil Service Commis-
sion, and it remains to be seen if the predictions of

our informant come true or not in the kind of ap-

pointments that will be made by the new Civil Ser-

vice Commissioin.

We cannot help but voice a disappointment at the
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silence of the press and the public when an efficient

public servant can be so easily removed from so re-

sponsible a position without a protest.

There is no department of our public service which
deserves the careful attention that the fish hatcheries

of this country do. They are the only means of re-

plenishing our fresh waters. Moreover, they are a

most efficient means when under the superintendence
of well-trained men. We have in Canada a number of

most efficient hatchery superintendents, and I would
not wish that any of my remarks should be taken as

aspersions, on the good service they are giving, but

the great majority of our hatchery superintendents

are incompetent, and their work results more in de-

struction than in propagation. For instance, there is

reason to believe that the millions of eggs which had
been so carefully collected last year by the fishermen

of Lake Erie were lost as a result of the incompetency
of the men who had to do with the hatching of them.

There are districts in which hatcheries have been

misplaced, and there are districts which should be

supplied with hatcheries before the waters are de-

pletect.- Undoubtedly there should be a hatchery on

the banks of Lesser Slave Lake.

When the interests of our fisheries, the food require-

ments of the people or the national economy which in-

creased production means, failed for so long to move
the Government at Ottawa to investigate the fish re-

sources of the Hudson Bay, one would have thought

that the needs of the railway that is now being built

to its shores would have demanded it, but not so. To
date there is no information beyond what has been

picked up by explorers and others equipped with the

sportsman's fishing outfit. The principal value of so

large a body of salt water must necessarily lie in the

number and kinds of its deep sea fishes, the possibilities

of which must be explored and investigated by ex-

perienced fishermen, with the aid of a trawler or other

equipment used in the commercial fisheries.

I believe that the Canadian Fisheries Association is

already beginning to move in this matter, and if noth-

ing has been done by the Government before, to ex-

plore the fish resources of the Hudson Bay, -Tames Bay
and Hudson Strait, it is the intention to fit out an ex-

pedition under the direction of Captain F. W. Wal-
lace, as soon as he can be spared from the work he is

now doing for the Food Controller.

The constant irritation and uncertainty to which
the fishing industry has been subjected by political

interference is unbelievable. Let me give you an ex-

ample. In 1915 an Order-in-Council was passed at

Ottawa for the purpose of extending the bonding privi-

leges to vessels landing less than carload lots of fish

at Prince Rupert, thus giving smaller vessels the same
privilege, as regards the United States markets, which
the larger vessels enjoyed. In the preamble of this

Order-in-Council it is stated that one of its purposes

is to induce the transfer of tonnage from United States

to Canadian registrar. The only consideration whicli

could have suggested such a deliberate wording was
the value which it might be to some politician. But
look at the troiible it has caused the Canadian fishing

indu.stry. Shortly after this Order-in-Council was
passed the fishing interests of the Pacific States began
an agitation in Washington for a law "prohibiting the

ijnportation into the United States of fisli cauglit in

the North Pacific through any foreign country, unless

in bond from a port of the United States or Alaska."
Had such a law been enacted - and it came near (>nough

to send a shiver through the industry—a heavy loss
and much mischief would have resulted.

Sixty per cent of the success of the above-mentioned
agitation at Washington was due to the wording of the
preamble of the above-mentioned Order-in-Council.
Another thirty per cent, of the success was due to a
ruling from Ottawa intending to increase the freight
on the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway by forcing all

the fish landed in bond at Prince Rupert over tliis

route, thus depriving the markets of the Pacific States
of such fish and making it difficult for the fishermen
at Prince Rupert to dispose of such o ftheir catch as
would not stand the transcontinental haul.

You are all aware of the exceptionally small run
of sockeye salmon there was in the Fraser River this
year, due, it is authoritatively .stated, to the obstruct-
ing of this River by rock cuttings made in the course of
building the Canadian Northern Railway, which pre-
vented the fish from getting to their spawning grounds
four years ago. So small was the run this year that it

did not pay to operate many of the canneries on this
River. Thus, this piece of careless administration has
resulted in the loss of much invested capital, injury
to an important industry and the destruction of a valu-
able resource.

You will recall the petition which the C. F. A. for-
warded early this year, begging the Minister of Naval
Service to appoint a commission to investigate the con-
ditions of the salmon industry of the Pacific Coast be-
fore putting into force the new regulations he proposed
for 1918. These regulations were .such a radical de-
parture from those that have been in force since 1908
when the last Commission was appointed, that many
of the older heads of the salmon canning industry were
apprehensive of the outcome. But the Minister of
Naval Service turned a deaf ear to the petition of the
fishing industry and did not appoint a commission un-
til urgent representations were made by the banking
interests. This is an excellent illustration of the po-

sition in which the fishing industry of this country has
ever found itself. It has been forced to work under
conditions and regulations imposed by ill-informed

and meddling politicians, unless it was able to enlist

the support of some other outside influence.

With what indifference to the machinery of pro-

duction and distribution has the Ontario Government
entered upon the fishing of certain waters within the

Province and the distribution of the fish therefrom at

prices below what the private operative can produce
and distribute them for and far below what they are

costing the Province of Ontario to produce. How much
better and more economical to the Province would it be

for the Ontario Government to improve and strength-

en the existing and experienced forces of prodvu'tion

and distribution instead of weakening them by the

cvreation of new machinerj' xinder the operation of in-

experienced and hence expensive operators.

The business of catching fish by highly-paid politi-

cians and distributing them from the Parliament

Building, must necessarily be but a temporary per-

formance, yet how much weaker will the ordinary ma-

chinery of production and distribution be as a result

of this unfair competition after the war is over and

when every piece of machinery for production and dis-

tribution will require to be in the strongest condition,

in order to stand the strain of the load that will be put

upon it and the competition it will have to meet.
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A MESSAGE FROM THE FOOD CONTROLLER
FOR CANADA TO BRITISH COLUMBIA

FISHERMEN.
Greater production of our fislu'rics is absolutHy .

sential to meet the need.s of Canada and of the Em-
pire. Canada must continue expoi-tiriji; meats and
dairy products to the utmost limit. The only adequate
reserve of flesh foods is in our fisheries. To organize
for maximum production so tliat the depleted larders

or our Allies may be supplied by our expe'ts and so

that Canada will be plentifully supplied, will require

the united and unremittinfr et forts of everyone prae-

tically identified with the fishing industry.

Every addit-onal pound produced beyond ordinary
domestic requirements will release a corresponding
amount of meat for those who are doing our fighting.

It is your duty and privilege to bring to this work
the same spirit of patriotism that iiispucs your kins-

men and comrades at the Front.

Canada knows that your response to this appeal will

be in keeping with the highest traditions of your call-

ing. No more urgent imperial duty could be assigned
you than helping to avert a calamitous shortage of

food-supplies.

Do not waste good edible fish.

W. J. HANNA,
Food Controller for Canada.

THE B. C. COMMISSION ON DECK.

LAKE FISH PRODUCERS MEET FOOD
CONTROLLER.

Representatives of the Canadian fishing interests

operating on the Western (Canadian Lakes, were in con-
ference on October 31 till November 2nd, with the Pish
Committee of the Food Controller's Office. Ottawa. The
object of the conference was to effect a solution of the
export winter caught frozen fish trade and to ensure
to Canadian consumers a sufficient supply of frozen
lake fish at reasonable prices.

Strong representations have been made to the Food
Controller, that the bulk of the winter caught fish of

the Western Lakes have been going into the United
States, and that the competition by irresponsible buy-
ers and peddlers forced the price of the fish up to an
unreasonable figure.

The result of the Conference, which was willingly as-

sented to by all present, was that all Canadian fisher-

men, producers, distributors and retailers shall be

licensed with the Food Controller; export trade to the

United States would not be restricted, but a permit
would be required for the purpose of export, and such

permits would only be issued to regidarly established

dealers licensed with the Food Controller; the Cana-
dian trade must have first call on the fish, and ref\isal

to supply a legitimate order from a (Canadian dealer

in good financial standing, would result in the cancel-

lation of license, and finally, a schedule of prices to be

paid the fishermen of the Western Lakes for winter

caught frozen fish was drawn up, and the price regu-

lated through all channels from fisherman to consumer.

This .schedule is not yet complete, but we hope to have

it for publication in the next issue of the Canadian

Fisherman. The prices were drawn up subject to al-

teration whenever it was thought necessary, and ap-

plies only to winter caught fish on Lakes Winnipeg,

Manitoba, Winnipegosis, The Pas and Big River Dis-

trict, Saskatchewan and Alberta Lakes.

Among the representatives of the Industry present

were Walter S. Campbell, President Alberta Branch

Canadian Fisheries Association; A. S. Duclos, Secre-

tary, Alberta Branch, Canadian Fisheries Association

;

From Left to Right: F. T. James, H. E. Thompson
and W. S. Evans.

John Bowman, representing Head of Lakes Branch,
Canadian Fisheries A.ssociation, Port Arthur, Ont.

;

Hon. Hugh Armstrong, C.F.A., Portage la Prairie; W.
Douglas, Director for Manitoba, C.F.A.; J. Simpson,
Director for Manitoba, C.F.A. ; Capt. Wm. Robinson,
C.F.A., Selkirk, Man.; A. S. Finlay, Seecrtary Lake
Erie Branch, C.F.A. ; P. W. Smithers, Booth Fisheries,
Chicago; C. C. Robbins, Chicago; W. Crewe, C. Van
Order, Lake Erie Branch, C.F.A. ; F. T. James, C.F.A.,
Director for Ontario.

TO ALL WHOLESALERS OF
FISH IN CANADA

Under the War Measures Act. all wholesalers of
fish in Canada must register as such with the
Food Controller's Office, Ottawa.

Failure to register renders the offender liable
lo a penalty not exceeding One Thousand
Dollars, or to imprisonment for any period not
exceeding three months, or both fine and
imprisonment.

Those who have not already sent in their
registration cards, must do so immediately.
Wholesalers who have hot received cards, can
ohtiiin same on application to the Food
Controller's Office, Ottawa.

W. J. HANNA,
FOOD CONTROLLER

OITAWA, Nov. 1st. 1017.
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HON. CHARLES COLQUHOUN BALLANTYNE.

BALLANTYNE, Hon. Charles Colquhoun, Minister of

Marine and Fisheries ; Vice-President and
Managing Director, The Sherwin-Williams
Company of Canada, Ltd., Manufacturers of

Paints and Varnishes, 897 Centre Street,

Montreal

;

Director, Canada Cement Co., Ltd.;

Director, Canadian Explosives, Ltd.

;

Director, Merchants Bank of Canada.

Born in Colquhoun, Ont., Aug. 9, 1867, son of John
and Christina M. ((lordon) Ballantyne.

Educated in public school, Colquhoun and Montreal.

Began his business career with

Paint Manufacturers. Montreal, 1882 ; appointed Sales

M;niager, Sherwin-Williams' entire Canadian business.

l?'J'i; General Manager, 1898-1911; one of the pur-

chasers of that concern, 1911, becoming Vice-President
and Managing Director.

President Montreal Branch, Canadian Manufactur-
ers' Association, 1905-1906.

Member Montreal Board of Trade.

Member Chambre de Commerce, Montreal.

Harbour Commissioner, Montreal, 1907.

Life Governor Montreal General Hospital and Wi.si-

ern Hospital, Montreal.

Married Ethel Tronholme, daughter of Thomas
Trcnholme. Montreal, 1901 ; has three sons.

Clubs : Mount Royal ; St. James' ; Forest and Stream ;

Montreal Jockey ; Montreal Hunt ; Canadian.

Politics : Conservative.

Creed

:

Residence: 678 Mountain St., Montreal.
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W. R. SPOONER
Chairman Transportation Committee; Director Canadian

Fisheries Association
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W. H. BARKER
Vice-Chairman Canadian Fisheries Association Hdo-IG; Director Vancouver

Branch Canadian Fisheries Association
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The Battle for the Fishes
HI

By the HON. W. E. MEEHAN,
Former Fish Commissioner of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania—Superintendent of the Fairmount Park,

delphia. Public Aquarium. - Author of Fish Culture in Ponds and Other Inland Waters, etc.

Phlla-

Soine years a^o, an enterprising siiowman started

an A<niariuin on Broadway, New York City, as a com-
mercial enterprise. He installed large tanks and pools

•with live fish and a(|uatic animals. The venture was
a pronounced success for the public flocked to the

l)lace and pai<l for the privilege. It was so popular

that a deinand arose for a public free institution of

the same kind, and .New York City was induced to

'oiuply.

A building in the extreme lower end of the City,

popularly known as Castle Garden was chosen for the

new public institution. It was originally built for a

fort in the latter part of the eighteenth centi»y. Later

This caused a situation so serious that the friends of
aquatic life took energetic measures to save the Aqua-
rium from sinking to practical uselessness as an edu-
cational institution. They accomplished this by secur-

ing the passage of an act through the New York State
Legislature to take the management of the Aquarium
away from the City authorities and place it under that
of the New York Zoological Society, a wealthy organ-
ization of public spirited men, that had already es-

tablished a wonderful Zoological Garden in the
Bronx.

The City was directed under the term of the act to
supply the necessary ground and buildings, and to

New York Aquarium, Battery Park.

it was used as a Government immigration station but
abandoned a short while before its location as an
Aquarium for a new station on ?]llis Island.

Its octagonal shape and massive low walls were ad-

mirably adapted and easily altered to the requirements
of a public A(iuarium. T^nfortuiiately the dominating
political element had no interest in the real advance-
ment or extended usefulness of the institution; but
regarded it as an adjunct to the party machinery.
Efficient employes, even to the scientific and '-apable

heads of the institution were removed to make room
for incompetent henchmen, appointed as rewards for
political services.

keep the latter in repair and when needed to enlarge

them if financially possible. The employes from the

Director to the door man and cleaners are all engaged
by the authority of the Zoological Society and paid
by that body. It also maintains the collections.

The Society put in charge one of the greatest ex-

perts in the country on fishery matters —- a man form-
erly i)rominently connected with the United States

Bureau of Fisheries, and he with an able corps of sub-

ordinates has brought the New York Aquarium up to

such a high state of excellence that it is known
fliroiighout the United States and is almost as well
known in Europe.
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People elsewhere were quick to reeofnize the value

of an Aquarium as an important medium of public

education not only of the habits and characteristics

of fishes in all parts of the world, but of their econ-

omic value as food products. The United States Bu-

reau of Fisheries, out of its meagre appropriations,

when the vastness of its work is taken into consider-

ation, built a small but beautiful grotto Aquarium on

the ground floor of its Administration Building in

Washington and supplemented it by a nearly complete

display of devices used in the fisheries of America and
Europe.

Wherever there has been an international or na-

tional exposition of large proportions in the United

States beginning with the international exposition in

Chicago, aquaria by the national government or by
states or by both have been among the most prominent

and attractive features. The exhibits of live fishes by
the United States Government and by Pennsylvania

at Chicago in 1893 and in St. Louis in 1903 attracted

the world's attention as did these of the national gov-

vernment at all subsequent world's fairs.

bined aquarium and distributing fish hatchery in th«

enterprising city of Montreal.

Detroit was the first of the cities in which an ambi-
tion to establish an aquarium was realized after the

great institution in New York was in successful oper-

ation and the smaller one in Washington was opened
to the public. Boston followed, Honolulu third and
Philadelphia shortly after. San Francisco it is said,

has its aquarium nearly completed. A small plant has
also been built at the capital of Maine and there is a
small but tasty sea water aquarium operated by a

private corporation on one of the great amusement
piers at Atlantic City, New Jersey. That city's public
aquarium is still among the enterprises only projected.

Chicago has made definite progress. The aquarium
has been authorized, the location and scope decided on,

the plans for the buildings nearly completed and the
maintenance guaranteed by Mr. Cyrus Field, one of

the wealthy and most progressive business men of that
city.

The public exhibition of the New York aquarium
is in one large octagonal room, and its more than

Kuv, iuik Aquariuiii Xi.^ floor View.

The movements in different cities, although diligent-

ly pushed, made slow progress, and in some they were
periodic, as was the case in Philadelphia, where fifteen

years elapsed before realization came. It was mani-

festly difficult to interest the municipal authorities to

the point of definite action. There were nearly always
some other public improvements under consideration

which they deemed of more immediate interest to them
than a display of fishes. It was easier to secure an
appropriation for an apology for a zoological display

in rude buildings located in some second class park.

Among the cities in which the movement for public

aquaria were early begun were Philadelphia, Boston
and Detroit. Later similar efforts were made in Chi-

cago, Cleveland, San Francisco, Cincinnati, Honolulu,
Baltimore, Pittsburg, Atlantic City and Augusta.
This list will constantly be added to. There is talk

for instance, that our Canadian friends are about to

inavigurate a movemout for the establishment of a com-

sevcnty-five tanks are arranged in two tiers, one on
the main floor and the other on a projecting gallery

above. The glass fronts are of a uniform height of

three by one and one half feet. Until a few months
ago there were nearly one hundred of these tanks
with a depth back the same as the height. The major-
ity were a little over three feet long, some were five

feet and others seven. Recently all the tanks on the
ground floor were enlarged by extending the backs
to the outer wall of the building and removing the
partitions dividing a number of them. While this re-

duced the number of tanks the swimming space was
more than quadrupled.

Grouped around the floor of the exhibition room are

seven large circular pools in which are displayed sea

lions and other large aquatic animals inchuling rep-

tiles and huge fishes. Twenty-five smaller glass tanks

grouped about these pools contain exhibitions of tur-

tles, reptiles and amphibians. The apparatus for
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[latching fish eggs is placed on the waits of the pools.

The big tanks of one half the building hold fresh water
fish and tho.se on the other sea water life. Nearly

86000 specimens including almost 200 species are on e.x-

libitioii of which more than 4000 are fish. Over the

p of each tank are illuminated labeLs on which are

t forth the scientific and common names of the fishes

exhibited; their habitat and range, and a short ac-

count of their economic value and any peculiarities

Ihey may possess. This illuminated label sj'Stem is

ts a matter of course to be found in all the public

aquaria in the United States.

Behind the scenes or back of the tanks and in rooms
fwhere the |)ublic may not penetrate are the vitals of

the institution : the heart, the lungs, the veins, the

force that maintains the being of the aquarium — on
twhich depends the healthful existence of the fish and
FoflMT ;Miiiiitii' life ill ({iiirini'iiii'iit.

Detroit Aquarium.

Few of the thousands who visit the New York and
Bimilar aquaria in other parts of the country have the

Bliphtest conception of the varied and intricate ma
fhinery and the human skill required to successfully

operate them. The vast majority while enjoying and
being educated in the habits and value of fishes are

ignorant of the fact that there is something more to

be done than to btiild tanks, arrange them artisticall.v.

fill them with water, introduce the fish, feed them
regularly and then stand aside for the pid)lic to en-

joy. They would be astonished to know that, to

maintain the exhibit in the highest state or efficiency,

to keep the death rate to low proportions, human eyes

must be open twent.v-four hours in the day; human
brains and hands ceaselessly at work ; engines, pumps
and other machiner.v operate from one year's end to

another without stoppage, and that sick fish are taken
from exhibition, placed in a hospital built especially

for then), nursed as carefully, and given medicine and
medical treatment the same as sick humans. Some
would be even more astonished if b.v chance they

peeped into the phannacy to find among the various

medicines for sick fishes, such familiar remedies as

castor oil. epsom salts, phenol sodique, Talkington's

balsam, common salt, iodine, and turpentine.

The engine room of a complete aquarium has all

machinerj' in duplicate, so that in case of a break down
in one set, the other may be put immediately in oper-

ation to keep the heart of the institution going, and
also that one set may have periodical rest, for ma-
chinery to be long effective must not continually labor.

In the engine room of the New York aquarium are

pumps for pumping warm and cold sea water and for

refrigerated fresh water to big overhead tanks, from
which it drops by gravity to the exhibition and stock

tanks. There are pumps to compress air and drive

the life sustaining oxygen to the fish. There is a large

machine for chilling thousands of gallons of sea and
fresh water for the maintenance of the lives of both

fresh and ocean fishes that cannot dwell in a water
temperature of much over 60 degrees F.

Everywhere excepting perhaps on the ceilings is

a seeming maze of pipes of different sizes and many
colors. Some are for the conveyance of normal tem-

peratured fresh water, some for sea water of a uniform
temperature of 70 degrees, and some for refrigerated

sea water. Others are for compressed air, electric

light wires and for gas. Others again, and these are

either on the ground, under the flooring, or back or

under the tanks, are for conveying the water after it

has flowed from the tanks, either to the sewer or to the

filters to be cleaned, aerated and used over again, or

])crhaps to the great sea water storage tanks outside

the building where the reserve sea water is kept.

Perhaps the sea water itself, that is used for the

ocean fishes, is an object of interest to a large pro-

portion of the public only second to that of the fishes

themselves. Everyone who visits the New York aqua-
rium knows or takes it for granted that the salt water
used in that institution is the genuine article; but
more than seventy-five per cent are convinced or be-

lieve that it is pumped directl.v from the New York
Bay just beyond the walls of the building. Hundreds
who have visited both it and the Philadelphia institu-

tion have expressed regrets to the superintendent that

the latter did not have the same advantage as the
former of having a ba.v of salt water close at hand and
was therefore either forced to convey it nearly a

hundred miles or as some supposed actually manu-
facture sea water. The astonishment of most of these

sympathizers is almost ludicrous when informed that

Detroit Aquarium—Interior.

the New York Bay water is not used for the sea fish
on account of its low salinity and strong pollution, but
brought from the blue ocean beyond Sandy Hook, near-
ly as great a distance as for the Philadelphia aquarium.
That the Bay water is only used for the aquatic animals
in the big pools and then only after being thoroughly
filtered.

Sea water in all public aquaria is used over and over
again by what is termed a closed circulation system.
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When clear and blue and pure and of a specific gravity

of at least 1.023, it is brought by water boats or light-

ers, thousands of gallons at a time, the sea water is

emptied into huge .slor.nge vats, where it is kept shad-

ed but air allowed to circulate over it. There it is

kept until needed. New York requires more than 300,-

000 gallon-i for it.s work. Philadelphia at present about

100,000 and Doiruit and Boston each about the same

amount.

After the exhibition, stock, gravity tank and filter

pool are filled, the water is set in motion. It flows

from the gravity tank to the exhibition and stock tanks

and from thence by ovei'flows and drains to a filter

where it drops in a fine shoot or spray to a sand bed

through which it }>asses and is cleaned, into a collect-

HON. WILLIAM E. MEEHAN, Superintendent.

Philadelphia .Aiiuai-ium. I'Vurmount I'ark.

ing pipe and from thence into the filter pool. From
there it is pumped back to the gravity tank, and used
over again.

Thoroughly aerated water is a necessity for the ex-

istence of fish and this is provided for in the circula-

tion of sea water. While making its round it receives

an aeration no less than four times without including
compressed or sucked air. The first of this oxygena-
tion is when the water plunges from the inflow pipes
into the exhibition tanks; the second when it flows
from the drainage pipe into the filter; the third is

when it dro()s from the collecting pipe inro the filter

pool and the fourth when after being pumped it emp-
ties -into the gravity tank.

All the public aiquaria in the United States, witk
the exception of Boston, have to pay for the sea water
they use, and considering the quantity of it in the

world, pay heavily. Consequently the head of each
institution guards his supply carefully as something
precious, and loss from leakage or other causes cause
him more anxiety than almost any other misadventure
in the institution. Cracking of pipes or other forms
of leaks, the sudden breakage of a pane of

glass may cause a serious loss of water in a
short time. A broken pane of glass in the

Philadelphia aqimrium one night, and aquarium glass

has an exasperating h^bit of breaking at night only,

when, there is a minimum of employes, resulted in a

wastage of over 6000 gallons of sea water in less than
five minutes. An unexplained cracking of a pipe un-
derground caused the loss of nearly 20,000 gallons

before the leak was located and repaired.

There is naturally an unavoidable loss of sea water
through evaporation, and that loss is heavier than
would generally be thought, because no matter how
cold the weather may be the water temperature must
be maintained at about 70 degrees and that means heat-

ed for more than half the year and constant evapora-
tion. Fortunately evaporation does not take all the
chemicals that make perfect sea water, hence most
of the loss can be replaced by the introduction of fresh
water. This however cannot be done continuously,
because some of the chemicals do disappear. To over-
come this it is the practice of the Philadelphia aqua-
rium to 'occasionally add to the natural water in actual
use a few thousand gallons of artificial sea water. This
is made by mixing 26.9 parts of sodium chloride; 3.2

parts of magnesium chloride; 2.2 parts of magnesium
sulphate; 1.4 parts of calcium sulphate; .0 parts of
pota.ssium chloride; .06 parts of sodium bi'^omide; .01

parts of potassium sulphate and 965.6 of pure water
or sand-filtered water.

Artificial sea water in itself i.s not very satisfactory
for aquariuiu purposes. It contains the same chemicals
and in the same propoitions as true sea water, and
has the same specific gravity; but it deteriorates ra-

pidly, and unless replaced in a short time by an entirely
new batch, the fish begin to exhibit a lower standard
of health. \Vhen mixed with sea water however, there
is not only no deterioration but apparently the true
sea water is improved.
Leakage is not the only danger to be avoided and

provided against. The character of the pipe through
which the sea water must pas.s to and from the tanks
must be very seriously considered. Iron cannot be used
for various reasons, one because it corrodes rapidly
and goes to pieces under the action of salt water and
another is that the corrosion tints the sea water a red-
dish color. This is not necessarily harmful to the
fish, but pellucid water is desirable for the most at-

tractive display. New York uses hard rubber, the
best piping known and although very expensive, when
once installed is virtually indestructable and never
gives any trouble. Boston uses lead lined iron pipes
but it is unsatisfactory, because it is apt to contain
many pin holes, often not detectable until some time
after being in operation. The pin holes allow corro-
sion of the iron and leaks become frequent. Lead
lined pipe was used some years ago in the New York
aquarium, but was discarded. Philadelphia experi-
mented with wooden pipe and still uses it; but while
in many particulars it meets the requirements for
conveying sea water, it is apt t» crack and leak and
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there is liabilitr of sap wood which also results in the
loss of watrr.

Boston's aquarium completed and opened to the pub-

lic in irtn is well located in Marine Park on the shores

of Massachusetts Ray. Tlie building was erected for

aquarium purposes and when completed cost in the

neighborhood of $150,000. it is in the form of a Greek
cross and contains between 40 and r)0 exhibition tanks,

and one large circular .seal pool. The tanks differ ma-
terially from most of those in use in Mattery Park.

The majority of the latter are built of brick or con-

crete and each is a separate and distinct tank. Those
in Boston are constructed of wood and are built in

series, each divided into separate tanks by sheets of

unground jdate glass extending to within a couple of

inches of the bottom. The divisions are all about three

feet a|)iirt and the crlass frontnire is ovci- fivo and one

of the waters of Massachusetts Bay is sufficient and
pollution is a minimum.

Detroit's aquarium located on Belle Isle, Lake Erie,

Detroit's leading pleasure ground, was erected and
opened to the public in 1904. The cost and equipment
of the structure was $114,000. The annual operating
expenses are about $12,000 a year. Al^ong each side

of the room which, like the Boston institution was
erected for aquarium purposes, are .'52 exhibition tanks,

30 for fr<>sh and 22 for sea water fishes . The average
number of species displayed is about 75. The original

supply of sea water was received from Buzzards Bay.
Mass., and the Director of the institution prides him-
self on the fact that it has been so carefully conserved,
it has not been necessary in the succeeding years to

purchase another supply. The water used for frans-

poftinL' fi'^li Jiiuinnlly from the soji const is snid fo be

Philadelphia Aquarium, Fairmount Park—Grounds and Buildings on the Banks of the Schuylkill River.

half feet high giving the deepest tanks of any aqua-

rium in the country.

One drawback to the system in Boston is that if a

pane of glass breaks or if for any reason it is desired

to run off the water from one tank in the section, all

the water in the entire section must also be drawn.
On the other hand when the section is filled with water
the uuground glass seems to shade into the surrounding

water and the effect is of one long unbroken body of

water.

The engine, machinery and most of the necessarj'

work rooms are in the basement, and form one of the

most complete and spacious sections of all the Amer-
ican acpiaria. Unlike New York. Boston uses bay

water when a new supply is necessary. The salinity

sufficient with occasional injection of fresh water to
replace the loss by evaporation.

Those to whom was intrusted the task of building
the Philadelphia aquarium had the benefit of the ex-
perience of the existing institution in addition to those
they themselves possessed. As a result in most features
it is the mo.st nearly up to date plant of the kind in the
country. It was created by an ordinance of City Coun-
cils of the City of Philadelphia. March 1911, and its

construction and operation placed in the hands of the
Commissioners of Fairmount Park, the City's huge and
rarely beautiful pleasure grounds.

In the lower i)art of Fairmount Park ii ar o e of the
cntrauces is a strip of ground bounded on on.' side by
the picturesque Schuylkill River and on the other by
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a high precipitous rock faced hill, which gives the name

to the city's recreation ground. It is occupied by a

group of buildings said to be among the finest examples

of the Grecian style of architecture in the United

States. Built in the early days of the last century

the were, for many years, the finest and among the

best known water works in the world. Until shortly

before the civil war they supplied a large portion of

Philadelphia with its water for domestic purposes.

A few years ago, on the introduction of filtration,

they became both inadequate to meet the modern re-

quirements and were abandoned for larger and more

up to date plants.

The buildings were pronounced admirably adapted

with few interior changes, to the requirements of a

huge aquarium and it was decided to utilize them

instead of erecting new structures. There were two

pump rooms, one 200 and the other 100 feet long and

from 50 to 70 feet wide. These were set aside to be

remodeled for the display of fishes, the smaller for

tropical sea water types exclusively and the larger

for temperate sea water and fresh water fishes.

The roofs of the two pump rooms are flat and on a

level with the grounds at one end and one side, and

constitute a spacious plaza, with the river on one side

Philadelphia Aquarium from the Schuylkill River.

and a long narrow pool formerly used as a forebay

and spanned by an artistic stone bridge on the other.

On the plaza stands the replica of an ancient open
Grecian temple and several small buildings. At the

lower end is a large edifice of Colonial style architec-

ture. One of the smaller buildings was set apart for

an administration office, one for a fish egg hatching
house and the others for work shops. The first floor

of the mansion it was decided to utilize as a hall for

public free lectures and motion picture exhibitions on
aquatic subjects, and other rooms as toilets and rest

rooms for men and women.

In order that the public might have something to en-

joy while the pump and other rooms were being re-

modeled and e<|uipped, a temporary fresh water aqua-
rium was installed in the big lecture room in the man-
sion. This was installed in three weeks and was in

operation four years. Crude as it was, the temporary
exhibit attained instant popularity and was visited by
thousands anniially.

On the fifteenth of June lOlf), the smaller of the

two pump rooms was completely etjuinped, stocked with

sea and fresh water fish and opened to the public. The
larger pump room was ab(,\it half completed when
iTailable fiin<lH were exhausted and no work has been

done on it since, although it is expected to be resumed

the beginning of the coming year.

The great exhibition tanks are built of reinforced

concrete, lined with asphalt to make them perfectly

water tight. The glass height is five feet and the

length seven, with the exception of one that is twelve

feet long and six feet high. Twenty four out of the

twenty-five hold each 1350 gallons of water and the

large one a little less than 3000. Arranged down the

centre of the room, in place of pools there are eight,

all glass tanks, each five feet long and two and one

half feet high, and the plumbing work has been so

arranged that the ebb and flow of the tides can be

fairly well timulated. The large tanks are built some-

what after the Boston system, that is to say in sections

;

but there the similarity ends, for the divisions making
the seven foot tanks are mostly of slate and water

tight, so that each can be emptied of water without

disturbing the others.

Glass for the front of an exhibition tank is one of the

most important problems to be solved. It is also one

of the most troublesome. It is an untrustworthy sub-

stance to deal with. No aquarist can feel perfectly

sure from day to day that a pane of glass, however
thick, will not crack. Irregular temperatured air

currents or half a dozen agencies other than water
pressure may cause the disaster. Water pres-

sure is easy to figure on. It is only a question of

multiplication of known figures. Glass one inch thick

will resist water pressure in a tank three or three and
one half feet deep. Glass seven eighths inches thick

held in tanks three feet deep at the Pennsylvania
State Fisheries exhibit at the St, Louis "Worlds Fair.

Boston's five and one half feet tanks are fronted with
glass one and one quarter inches thick, and half that

in the Philadelphia aquarium is the same, and holds as

firmly as the other half of one and one half inches,

put in because the lighter weight could not be procur-

ed.

While one inch glass is undoubtedly thick enough to

resist a water pressure in a tank three and one half

feet deep, and one and one quarter a tank of five or

six feet deep, there is not an aquarist, after so express-

ing himself but will add "but better use a pane of

glass a quarter of an inch thicker."

All the machinery and appliances used in other pub-
lic Aquaria are in place in the Philadelphia institution,

although some of the appliances are sn nrrnntrml jis fo

give greater effectiveness.

Nowada.ys it is not considered sufficicni lo pnn ide a

plain tank, fill it with suitable water and give the

fish their required amount of oxygen and food. Tin-

tanks must be artistically fitted up. In this particular

all the institutions differ according to the ideas of the

heads. All however use rackwork and some employ in

addition submerged logs and others replicas of sub-

aqueous coral scenes at the back of the tanks and pro

tected from the water be heavy plate glass. The rock

work at the Philadelphia a()uarium is calcarious tufa,

a porous fossiliferous coral like rock found in Ohio.

It is highly artistic and is easily arranged. For still

greater effect, water plants are encouraged to gro\\

among these submerged stones.

The cost of the one room of the Philadelphia atpi:!

rium together with the other rooms remodeled wa
approximately $100,000. Had less substantial material

been used, the cost of the remodeling would probabl.\

not have exceeded half that amount. There is exhib
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ited about 1(K)0 fish, iiiclinlinsj some 75 species, in th«

33 exhibition tanks, and about fortv sin'ci.'s of .'iiiiijitic

reptiles other than snakes.

As Pennsylvania is one of ihc .Siaic-* iimi iiaii> m
fish culture, and as it was in Penn.sylvania that almost
if not the first battle for the fishes was begun, and
as it is in Penn.sylvania tluit tlie j;reatest profjress has
been made towards the repoi)ulation of the waters, it

was deemed appropriate that the propagation of fishes

be made a conspicuous feature of the Philadelphia

aquarium. A separate, thouph small building on the

plaza was set aside for this purpose and added to by a

glass house. In the room was built four hatching and
rearing troughs for troiit and other cold water fish.

Against the wall was built a fi.sh hatching battery

for the incubation of eggs of such fishes as shad,

white fish, yellow j)erch and pike-perch. In the glass

house a concrete tank and shelves. This exhibit draws
as many people almost as the one of live fishes. The
success of this feature of the afpiarium is an unans-

werable argument in favor, wherever possible, of add-

ing a fish cultural establishment on a large scale to

any public aquarium that may hereafter be designed.

The plant in the Philadelphia aquarium is too

small to be of any material assistance in stocking

streams and other waters, but one on the same scale

as an aquarium proper would, and besides be of incal-

culable benefit as an educator of the public.

Attendance is the best evidence of popularity, and
with this as a basis for judgment, a public aquarium
is the most popular institution that a city can estab-

lish. The New York aquarium is visited annually by
more than 1,500.000 people and the number has ex-

ceeded 2,000,000. said to be the greatest attendance

of any one institution in the world. About 1,000,000

go through the Detroit aquarium annually, and the

same number visit the institution in Boston, and nei-

ther art' wliat thi' world enll* Imtl"- '•iti<'« Ovi»r lialf

a million visit the new unfinished and unadvartised

Philadelphia plant.

.\nother evidence of popularity almost equally strong
IN repeated visits by individuals. The testimony of

the heads of all the established public acpiaria is that,

with the possible exception of cosmopolitan New York
with its vast floating population, at least one half of

the annual attendance are repeated visits. In every

institution of this kind there is an astonishingly large

lunnber of people whose faces become familiar to the

attendants, and at no time can an attache stroll among
the visitors without hearing remarks from some show-
ing that they had been there before.

PhUadelphla Aquarium—Exhibition Room, Marine Hall.

Philadelphia Aquarium—Pickerel Tank.

On one Sunday an attendant at the Philadelphia

aquarium was directed to make a careful note of every

person he heard give utterance to any remark that

would indicate a familiarity with the place, or whom
he had himself seen before, and at the end of the day
of 4733 persons recorded as present, he found 2817

who had been in the place before.

By the establishment and operation of the New York,
Boston. Philadelphia and the Washington aquaria,

more than 6,000.000 people are being directly educated

in the habits and characteristics of living fish, both

sea and fresh water, from different parts of the world,

and education that cannot be imparted in any other

way. It is giving a tremendous impetus to the cause

of fish conservation.

A study of the life habits of fish when in their na-

tural environment.s, can only be made on very narrow
lines, both unsatisfactory and usually with extreme
difficulty. Little more than glimpses can be had of

fish when swimming in the free water. Through the

a(|uarium, especially where effort is made to arrange
the tanks so as to imitate as nearly as jiossible the

natural surroundings, and also to arrange the fish

themselves in family groups, the curious not to say
wonderful habits of fishes are laid bare to human eyes.

I'ntil the opening of buildings for the display of
living fishes, few excepting scientific men, and many
pf those only through the imperfect observations of
others, know that most fishes have the power and ex-

ercise it of changing the color of their bodies under
the stress of excitement, anger, fear, courtship and as

a protection against enemies. Further, that for each
sensation there is a distinct difference in color and
shade, and that in some instances the char e i ; made
with great rapidity.

The public is learning by direct observativU the
I liaracteristic traits of fi.shes — very human some of
them are although emphatically of the earliest time of
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primeval man — Conspicuously predominating are un-

bounded selfishness and greed, unbridled brutality by

all that have the strength to exercise it and self sa-

crifice absent, excepting by parents to a limited ex-

tent.

The field of education is broadened in New York

and Philadelphia by the facilities offered and taken

advantage of by the school authorities. Children are

sent to the two institutions in school hours and in Phil-

adelphia given brief lessons in the form of simple

lectures on the habits and values of fishes, and in

New York there are rooms properly equipped where

school teachers can pursue studies in aquatic biology.

CANADA'S FISHERIES OCCUPY SECOND PLACE
IN COUNTRY'S TRADE.

Thirteen Million of Dollars Brought in From the Sea

by the Fishermen of the Maritime Provinces Ea,ch

Year.—Unlimited Possibilities.

THE fisheries are worth $13,000,000 to $15,-

000,000 annually to the three Maritime Pro-

vinces. Nova Scotia's fishery production

every year is worth from $7,000,000 to $10,-

000.000, and the New Brunswick fisheries yield ap-

proximately $4,000,000 annually. The Prince Edward
Island fisheries always add from $1,000,000 to $1,2.50,-

000 to the wealth of that province.

The fisheries of the Maritime Provinces average

from one-third to one-half of the total fishery output

of Canada, being equalled only by the provinces of

British Columbia. The inland provinces produce a con-

siderable quantity of fresh water fish, which help to

swell the total values of the Canadian fishing indus-

tries.

The fisheries of Canada employ about 98,600 men,
of which over 86,000 are employed in the sea fisheries

and the balance in the inland fisheries. The boats.

traps and other equipment used in the sea fisheries of

the Dominion are worth approximatelv $25,000,000,

about equally divided between the Maritime Pro-

vinces and Briti.sh Columbia. At the last published

census (1913) the lobster traps in the Maritime Pro-

vinces numbered 1,617,195, and the lobster canneries

numbered 722. The traps had a value of nearlv $1,-

500,000.

The lobster industry is one of the biggest depart-

ments of the Nova Scotia fisheries, this with finnan

baddies, halibut and mackerel, making up the chief

products of the Maritime fishing industries. Fish

canneries are numerous in Nova Scotia and New
Brunswick, their products being shipped to all parts

of the world. They give employment to a large num-
ber of hands during the canning seasons and are

among the biggest industrial (Miterprisf^s of thesp pro-

vinces.

In 1913 there were over 18,000 men in tlie Maritime
Provinces receiving shipping bounties, and of these

2.328 were in Prince Edward Island, 14.300 in Nova
Scotia, and 2.225 in New Brunswick. The bounties

paid in this year totalled $11,082 in Prince Edward
Island. $93,456 in Nova Scotia, and $16,385 in New
Brunswick. The total bounties paid in Canada in the

year under review amounted to $158,661, Quebec com
ing in for $.37,738 paid to over 8.000 men.

It is no exaggeration to state that Canada possesses

the most extensive fisheries in the world. Abundant
supplies of all the principal commercial food fish, in-

eluding lobsters, herring, mackerel, sardines, haddock,
cod. hake and pollock are caught in Canadian terri-

torial water, especially along the Atlantic coast, while

British Columbia supplies a big percentage of the sal-

mon catch of the continent. The coast line of the At-

lantic provinces from the Bay of Fundy to the Straits

of Belle Isle, without taking into account the lesser

baj's and indentations, measures over 5,000 miles ; and
along this great stretch are to be found innumerable
natural harbors and coves, in many of which valuable

fish are taken in considerable quantities with little

effort.

On the Atlantic coast—in the Maritime Provinces

—the fisheries may be divided into two distinct

classes; the deep-sea and the inshore or coastal fish-

eries. The deep-sea fishery is pursued in vessels of

from 40 to 100 tons, carrying crews of from 12 to

20 men. The fishing grounds worked are on the sev-

eral banks, which lie from 20 to 90 miles off the Can-
adian coast. The style of fishing is that of "trawling"
by hook-and-line. The bait used is chiefly herring,

squid and capelin ; and the fish taken are principally

cod, haddock, hake, pollock and halibut.

The inshore or coastal fishery is carried on in small
boats with crews of from two to three men ; also in

a class of small vessels with crews of from four to

seven men. The means of capture employed by boat
fishermen are gill-nets, hooks and lines, both hand-
line and trawl ; and from the shore are operated trap-

nets, haul-seines and weirs. The commercial food fishes

taken inshore are the cod, hake, haddock, pollock,

halibut, herring, mackerel, alewife, shad, smelt, flound-

er and sardine.

The Lobster Fishing.

The most extensive lobster fishery known is car-

ried on along the whole of the eastern shore of Can-
ada whilst excellent oyster beds exist in many parts
of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, notably on the north coast
of Prince Edward Island and in the Northumberland
Strait. The most extensive canneries of the Maritime
Province include the lobster, sardine and finnan had-
die industries. New Brunswick is noted chiefly for
its sardine canneries, while Nova Scotia has some of
the biggest lobster and finnan haddie canneries.

Shows Big Increase.

While most of the fresh fish of the Maritime Pro-
vinces is sold to New England buyers, the trade in

cannery products with every part of the Dominion has
shoAvn big increases in recent years.

ANCIENT COLONY SHORT OF SALT.

Government commandeers all available stocks of salt

—WiU be distributed among fishermen.

A serious shortage in salt is causing much incon-

venience to the fisheries interests in Newfoundland.
Arrangements made some tinu^ ago to jjrovide for the

needs of the present year have proved inadequate.

The Government lias now conuuandeered all available

stocks of salt in the Colony and arranged for their dis-

tribution anu)ng the fishermen to the fullest extent pos-

sible, until additional supi)lies can be obtained from
abroad. Two ships laden with this commodity and
bound for this port were tor]>edoed.
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Ten Reasons Why Canada's Fish are a First Food Resource

My PROF. EDWARD E. PRINCE. LL.D., M.A., D.Sc,
F.R.S.C., Commissioner of Fisheries for

Canafla, Ottawa.

Ill .spite of much talk about Food Conservation, it

is a remarkable fact that the most important of our
natural food resources has been largely forgotten by
the authorities, and almost ignored by the general
public.

Most people are alarmed at the shortage of pota-
toes, or beef, or pork, or fruit, or eggs, but what about
fi.sh? It should be pointed out that in the Food Bill
prepared by the Committee on War in the New York
Legislature, no mention whatever is made of fish,

while in the United States Council of Natural De-
fence, every industry is represented except the fresh
fish industry, and some of our own Commissions in
Canada have apparently forgotten that our fish and
fisheries rank amongst the most important in the
world.

Canada 's fish and fisheries are entitled to a fir.st place
Hinong.st food resources. Fortunately there are far-
seeing men amongst us who have realized that fish
rank amongst the most delicious and most nutritious
foods. In public addresses SOuie prominent Canadians
have lately called attention to these important facts,
but, speaking generally, it has not been realized that
the Canadian people have a supply of the best kind
of food in the shape of fish, and that in every part of
the Dominion there is a sup|)ly which is practicalj.v
inexhaustible.

There are ten rea.sons why our fish and fisheries
rank amongst our greatest Natural Resources.

1. Fish are unexcelled as food because:
(a) They are rich in proteins, which build up the

tissues of the human body, and suppl.v energy for
warmth and muscular exertion and activit.y.

(b) They are more digestible than meat or vege-
tables, and contain little fat or waste material. Fish
digests in IV2 to 2y2 hours, but beef takes .3 to 4
hours, and pork as much as 5 hours.
Doctor Langworthy. a United States' expert re-

cently stated that cod-fish steak, for the same co.st.

provides more than twice the proteins and 2-3 of the
• nergy which sirloin beef.steak furnishes.

2. Fish are more universally distributed than any
'ither food resource.

Canada has waters everywhere, great oceans on her
a.st. west, and north boundaries, and there are lakes
and rivers spread like a net all over her vast terri-
tories. There are local fruit areas, great wheat fields
and grazing lands here and there, but wherever there
ire waters in the Dominion there are fish, east, west,
.orth and south.

3. Fish produce more human food per acre than
land crops yield.

"But once in the year," said the British Fisheries
'"ommission. 1863. "an acre of good land carefully till-

d produces a ton of wheat or 203 cwts. of meat. The
^MUie area on the bottom of the sea, on the best fish-
ing grounds, yields a greater amount of food to the
persevering fi.sherman every week in the year." The
waters in the opinion of the best authorities are far

more productive of food than the land.
4. Fish produce a harvest self-tilled, self^eeded,

self-matured
: they require only to be harvested and

marketed
; but the land requires to be properly plough-

ed, .seeded, and tilled, with great labor and expense,
before the crop is produced. Without labor, expense,
and care, the fish harvest ripens ready for the fisher-
man to gather, and the j)uhlic to enjoy.

'). Fish are food practically ready for use.
No/aetories or manufacturing equipments, abattoirs,

or other establishments, are necessary to make the
i)ro(iuction of the waters ready for the" kitchen. Some
races, like the Eskimo, and many European nations,
eat fish .iust as they are brought from the water, and
in the ca.se of even the mo.st fastidious peoples, the
cleaning and cooking of fish is one of the simplest of
domestic tasks.

Fish are not only the lightest and most digestible
of foods, but' they are the most available.

6. The fish harvest is most reliable, in spite of fluc-
tuations and hindrances, which are conunonly called
'"Fishermen's luck."
The fish harvest is safe from the danger of such

calamities as destructive storms, cyclones, earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, etc., which frequently make a wild-
erness where smiling fields, forests, and vineyards
formerlj' thrived.

Local destruction of fish occurs, no doubt, owing to
storms, pollutions, etc., but such loss is very slight,
and in a season or two entirely repaired.

7. The fisheries persist in spite of war and criminal
destruction associated with war methods.
The first aim of an enemy is to destroy its oppon-

ent's food sujiply. Ranches and fields "and forests
are, therefore, burned, but the fish in the seas and
lakes and rivers still continue uuharmed, prolific, and
abundant. Submarines, etc., may destroy a certain
amount of fish. b)it the supply on the whole is little
affected.

8. Fish cannot be completely depleted or destroyed
by natural or human causes; but may be relied upon
to furnish a permanent supply of food.

Eminent authorities like Professor Huxley and Pro-
fessor Mcintosh claim that our best food fish cannot be
completely exterminated. The late Professor Hind
estnnated, for example, that our Atlantic cod banks
had furnished no less than 150 to 17.5 millions of cod-
fish to the bank fishermen during the last half cen-
tury, though they have been fished for six hundred
years. This is probably much under estimated, and
the production of fish having been taken from the wat-
ers, the "Banks" still remain the most productive in
existence.

9. Fish are a chea]) food, or .should be.

Nature produces tlu' harvest, though the cost of
the harvesting may increase. The cost of labor, of
boats, of nets and fi.shing apparatus, may rise but the
first cost is the .same. In otlier words the water pro-
duces fish without labor or care on man's part, and
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very seriously affect the cost of fish, and if they do,

any increase in price is, therefore, due to the condi-

tions of catching or marketing, and these should not

very seriously affect the cost of f'sh. and if they do,

artificial trade causes are at work, and these can be

remedied, and in time of war should be promptly and

effectively investigated.

10. Fish are a welcome and palatable food.

Many people dislike pork or veal. Some dislike

notatoes, and others will not accept oat meal porridge

;

but the palate must be depraved, and the digestive

organs very abnormal, will find fish undesirable and

indigestible. Such degenerate natures are rare. What
is more appet'zing than cod-steak with oysters, and

haddock with anchovy sauce, or a trout or salmon-

steak with lemon ; or a boiled lobster. To most people

these form a most delightful and welcome food on the

daily bill of fare.

The above ten reasons prove the value of fish and
fisheries as a source of cheap, nutritious and reliable

food for our people, and they are summarized as

follows

:

1. Fish are the best of foods.

2. They are more universally distributed.

3. They are more productive than other food ma-
terials.

4. They are produced at less cost.

.5. They are ready for use without any manufac-
turing process.

6. They are not affected by calamities, storms, etc.

7. They are immune from the destructive methods
of warfare.

8. They are practically inexhaustible.

9. They are an economical food.

10. They are welcome and delicious on the table.

The Municipalities of Canada and the Fisheries

FREDERICK W. WALLACE.

(From "The Canadian Municipal Journal,"

May, 1917.)

In the following article Mr. F. W. Wallace points out

one of the shortcomings of our municipal administra-

tion, namely, the almost contemptible indifference of

many local authorities to public markets, the control

being left too often in the hands of superintendents

who are incapable of understanding that cleanliness is

very necessary to our present standards of living. In

every public market there should be one part allotted

entirely for the display of fish. This part, or separate

wing if necessary, should be kept so clean as to create

a demand for fish, and thus encourage one of the

great industries particularly indigenous to the waters

of Canada, but which up to now has had to find for-

eign markets for the larger part of the output. There

is no doubt but what municipal authorities in Canada
can do much, by the building of up-to-date fish mark-

ets, to encourage the people to eat one of the most

palatable and nourishing of foods, besides being one

of the cheapest, and thus help to keep down the cost

of foodstuffs in their respective communities.

Canada possesses in her rivers and lakes, and in the

territorial waters of, and ad.iacent to, her Atlantic

and Pacific coasts, the most abundant and prolific

fisheries in the world. There is no limit to their de-

velopment, but so far, Canadians have allowed most of

our fishery wealth — that immediately outside our ter-

ritorial jurisdiction but adjacent to our own ports —
to be exploited by the fishermen of other nations —
notably American and French.

The greater part of the catch of our own fishermen

—amounting in value to a total of .$34,000,000 annual-

ly—is not consumed in Canada, but is exported to oth-

er countries. Practically all the salt codfish caught by
Canadian fishermen on the Atlantic is exported to Eu-
rope, the West Indies and South America; the bulk
of our lobsters go to the United States or to Europe;
our I'acific halibut to the Thiited States takes a great

proportion of the fresh fish caught on the lakes and
rivers. Since the war started, enormous quantities

of Canadian fish have been exported to the Allied

countries to make up for the shortage in their own
home waters.

Huge quantities of the fish foods caught by United
States fi.shermen are taken from the "grounds" and
"banks" outside the three-mile-limit of the Canadian
Pacific and Atlantic coasts. Prior to the war, the
French Grand Bank fleet, coming from France and
operatinff from St. Pierre and Miquelon. reaped a big
harvest from the fishing grounds adjacent to' Canada
and Newfoundland.

There can be no legal objection to this- The seas
are free to all men outside territorial jurisdiction, but
it shows that Canadians are not utilizing for them-
selves the valuable sea foods procurable at their own
doors. Why should the bulk of our fish products be
exported? Why aren't the fishing grounds being de-

veloped more by Canadian fishermen?
There are two answers to these questions. First —

the population of Canada is not large enough to con
stitute a market capable of consuming the present
catch. Second—the present population does not ap-

preciate the value and economy of fish as a food. Can-
adians are not fish-eaters.

If the home market developed to tlie extent it should
to be on a par with the fi.sh consuming public of Great
Britain and Europe ; if Canadians would eat more fish

and less meat, there would be a vast increase in the
market for the products of our fishermen and more
fishermen and more vessels would go into the industry.
The export trade is largely a canned and cured fish

trade. Capital is tied up in the product until .such time
as it is marketed. The home market is for fresh fish.

Such fish is consumed sliortly after the fish leaves the
water. In the export trade, capital is turned over,
say, in six weeks; in the fresh fish home trade, it is

turned over inside of two weeks.

The home market means a quick turn-over of capi-
tal : it keeps the money in the country; Canadians are
utilizing as food one of our natural resources; they are
keeping down the cost of living; they are assisting to
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iiL-vfloj) nil- iishing (grounds which are primarily ours

by virtue of their loi-ation to our shores, and, last,

but not least, they are eneourapinp shipbuilding: for

the fishing fleets and the industries in its train, and
training youn^f Canadians in a sea-faring vocation
whi(;^i in Great Hritaiu to-day has proved to be the

salvation of the Empire. If the spirit of sea-faring

had been allowed to die in Great Britain, the masterj-

of the sea would be in Germany's hands now.
The cradle of the British Navy and the British Mec-

eantile i^Iarine is the British Fishing Fleet. The fish

eating population of Grfeat Britain has kept the fishing

fleets alive. There is no gainsaying that fact.

Every Canadian citizen, who is worthy of citizen-

ship and who is proud of his or her citizenship would
do well to look into their duties as citizens. I^pon the

citizen depends the State. It can either flourish or

become decadent by the varying moods of public spirit.

When the citizens of Rome began to fail in their dut-

ies as citizens, then Rome fell. When the aristocracy

of France began to over-ride the citizens, then the

Monarchy was wiped out, and the aristocracy went
with it.

Encourage home industries! is a war-time slogan

which should live. The fisheries, of all Canada's na-

tional industries, has been the most neglected by her

citizens.

How can the municipality do its duty to the fisher-

ies ? Very easily.

Every town has a public market, if it hasn't, it

should have. In most Canadian towns, the public

market relegates the poorest and dingiest corner in

the building to the local fish merchant. He is re-

garded by the grocer and the butcher as being a sort

of peddler to be poked into obscurity. If there is no
local dealer handling fish exclusively, the butcher will

carry fish of certain kinds as a Friday side-line for

the religious prescriptions of his customers.

This sort of thing should be done away with. The
fish stall in a small public market should be a good
stand. It should be properly equii)i)ed with tiled walls,

cement or tiled floors, slab counters, cooled glass show-
cases, and refrigerator chambers for storing. In large

cities, a market devoted exclusively to fish should be
erected.

Were these facilities given by the municipality, there

would be no lack of responsible men to occupy the
stalls. With first class equipment, fish could be at-

tractively displaj'cd and would appeal to the consumer.
The occupant of the fish stall woiild soon -work \ip a
trade. Give him a good stall and he'll do the rest.

In the city of Montreal, the local public fish markets
are housed in wretched buildings—antiquated, out-of-

date, and anything but attractive. The merchants who
occupy them would welcome a change. They have
fought for modern markets for years, but cannot get

them. They have to do the best they can in the places

that are given to them by the city. The same applies

to other towns and cities throughout Canada. Pish
markets are either neglected or conspicuous by their

absence.

This matter is of the utmost importance. It is a
really great problem, and one which should be taken
up by every municipal council throughout the Do-
minion. We have overlooked many such problems in

the past, and it is only in a time of stress like the

present that we begin to realize the big things \ye

have neglected.

The public fish market, properly equipped and run
by a man who knows his business, will encourage the
citizens to eat more fish and reduce living costs ; assist

in developing among ourselves a great natural re-

source, and encourage men to pursue a seafaring voca-
tion, which from time immemorial, has been the
strength of the British Empire.

Qualifications of Seamen

I

In course of time, following procedure in other

countries, the Canadian Government will no doubt re-

quire all skippers and second-hands of off-shore fish-

ing vessels, to take out certificates of oompetency. It

does not necessarily follow that such a requirement

will produce a more efficient type of fishermen ; about

the first tin)e St. Peter submitted to a public examina-

tion he made a very poor showing ; the great Drake,

after setting ablaze the hearts of English seamen with

a fierce resolve to break the ruthless might of Spain,

managed to secure from his queen, after paying a tre-

mendous fee in Spanish gold, a certificate to the ef-

fect that he was not a pirate and outlaw ; and in the

great days of the sailing clippers many of the most

famous drivers were without certificates of compet-

ency. But in all departments of human endeavor the

State more and more assumes the right to compel men
holding positions of responsibility to submit to a test

of (|ualifications. Miners, raihvaymen, plumbers are

being required to pass examinations.

In England and Ireland, no fishing boat, being a

trawler of 25 tons burthen and upwards, may leave

port without a duly certificated skipper and a duly

certificated second hand. In Canada prtovision is

made for the examination of fishing skippers, but it is

not compulsory for small vessels to carry certificated

men. However, just as (^anada copied the Merchant
Shipping Act from the Mother Country, it is likely it

will evcntuall.v follow along the same lines in respect

to the fishing service, and for this reason the Board of

Tiade requirements are worth noting. According to

the instructions to examiners and notices to candi-
dates these are :

—

For Second Hand.

A candidate for a second hand's certificate will be
required t(o pass in the following sub.iects:—The sight

tests; reading and writing; the working out of a few
siuns in simple numeration, addition, subtraction, mul-
tiplication, and division; the marks on the lead-line

and the use of the lead; taking bearings by compass;
ability to use a chart and find the course and dis-

tance between two points on the chart, and the ship's

position by cross-bearings of two objects; the Rule of
the Road at Sea, and generally the duties of a second
hand.

For Skipper.

A candidate for a Skipper's Certificate will, in ad-
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dition to the aubjecta required for a Second Hand's
Certificate, be required to work out a few sums in

compound addition, subtraction, multiplicati'on and
division ; to understand the use of the sextant, and be

able to observe with it, read on and off the arc, and
find the index error by the horizon ; to be able to find

the latitude by meridian altitude of the sun ; to under-

stand what is meant by deviation, variation , and
Docal attraction of the compass; to find the deviation
of his compass by bearings of two objects when in line,

and by bearings of the sun at noon, and approximately
by the Pole Star; to find the ship's position by two
bearings of the same object, the course and distance
run between the bearings being given; to find the
ship's pbsition approximately by the latitude and line

of soundings; and generally the duties of a skipper of
a fishing vessel as at present.

Limited Certificates.

A candidate for a Limited Certificate as skipper or

second hand will be examined -n the sight tests, read-

ing, chart, and all the oral subjects prescribed for the
grade of certificate required, btit the examination will

not include writing, arithmetic, use of sextant, or
finding the latitude by the meridian altitude of the
sun. .

An adequate system of technical schools for fisher-

men would be difficult tlo establish in Canada, owing
to the fact that so many live far from centres of popu-
lation. But the general standard of elementary and
.secondary education is higher than in England, and
the young fisherman with the average public school
education could qualify himself by self-study to pass
the examinations. At present, however, facilities are
lacking.

In Canada small, cheap hand-books on elementary
navigatioh such as are available to the fishermen of
Prance or England are not readily accessible. Out-
side of Halifax, nautical works of any kind arc hard
to get. And there the works on navigation usually
displayed in the .show windows are formidable-look-
ing tomes; not the kind of thing at any rate, to in-

trigue a young fisherman thinking of spending a few
dimes on the small treatise on navigation. In order to
arouse the interest of young fishermen, the Fisheries
Department of the Government might publish small,
cheap handbooks on navigation, and advertise them in
the columns of a journal like the Canadian Fisherman.
It might gio farther and provide something in the na-
ture of a correspondence school course.

Bounties

MANY years ago France adopted the policy
of paying bounties to the owners and crews
of deep-sea fishing vessels. The government
of the day was less interested in the develop-

ment of the fisheries from a commercial point of view
than in the maintenance and enlargement of a nursery
for the navy; and successive governments, moved by
the same considerations, carried on the same policy,
modified slightly now and then to meet new con-
ditions.

In recent years the state changed its attitude some-
what. As warships became gigantic boxes of ma-
chinery, requiring mechanics and .specialists of all

sorts, less importance was attached to the fisheries

as a recruiting ground for the naval service. More
and more the state authorities began to consider the
deep-sea fisheries from an economic point of view. In
1911 the French parliament adopted legislation, evi-

dently dictated more by the desire to develop the. deep-
sea fisheries as a national asset than to maintain a
nursery for the navy. This legislation is the more
significant in that while envisaging the possibilities of
the deep-sea fisheries, and providing new forms of
encouragement, it contemplated the gradual reduction
of state assistance. The act of February 26, 1911, or-

dained a system of subventions, operative from July
1, 1911 to December 31, 1916. It provided also that
between January 1, 1917, and December 31, 1921, the
various bounties should be reduced by ten per cent,

and that between January 1, 1922, and December 31,

1926, there should be a further reduction of 10 per
cent. At the end of this period of 15 years new legis-

lation will be required.

. The bounty system applies to tlie fisheries of New-
foundland, Iceland, the Feroe Islands, the Dogger
Bank, and the West Coast of Africa. The amount of
money which the French government pays out in

bonuses varies from year to .year. In 1877 the amount
was 1,366,158 francs- in 1910 it was 6,231,834 francs.

The average during nearl.v 50 years past has been
about 3,000,000 francs, or $600,000 yearly.

The bonus paid to the ordinary deep-sea fishing
hand is only 30 francs a year. Men attached to the
deep-sea fleets as curers receive 50 francs. Masters
and second hands have special subventions.

More important is the bonus i)aid on the exporta-
tion of dried cod from France, or the place of fishing,

to foreign countries or the colonies. This bonus ranges
from 12 to 20 francs per metric quintal (220 pounds).
The whole is only paid if the customs duty of the coun-
try to which the fish are sent is 10 francs or less per
quintal ; the bonus is reduced b.y one franc per each
franc of customs duty above 10 francs. Indirectly the

fishermen benefit from this subvention, since the mer-
chant owner is enabled to meet competition in foreign
markets, and pay bigger shares or wages.

A bonus of 15 francs per 100 kilogrammes is paid
on all cod roes landed by the fishermen. Cod roes

are extensively employed as bait in the sardine fish-

eries. Shore fishermen or associations of fishermen
are given a bonus of 15 francs, if they buy cod roes

from the French deep-sea fishermen.

Vessels in order to receive the bounties, must com-
ply with certain conditions as regards equipment, and
the housing and provisioning of crews. Regulations

adopted under the general provisions of the act have
considerably improved the lot of the French fishermen.

Just before the war France employed in her deep-

sea fisheries about 10.000 fishermen ; not as many as

some .years previous. The more expensive employment
of steam trawlers having the effect of reducing com-

I)liments. Their total eateh ranged in value from 25,-

000,000 to 32.000.000 francs per year, with an aver-

age during the decade. 1904-1914, of 29,000,000 francs,

nearly $6,000,000. Of the catch of cod about 24 per

cent was exported to foreign countries, the principal

markets being Italy. (Ireeee and Spain. The bounties

paid averaged about 10 per cent of the value of the

catch. Possibly as a result of the war the military

view of the value of the bounty system mny ncqnire

a new importance.
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The Order of the British Empire

A New Knight For Qrimsby.

For some consideruble time uow it lias been known
that men (and womeu) who have rendered their eount-

ry during the war exceptional and conspicuous service

other than military would, in due course, have such

service officially recognized by the bestowal upon

them of a new "order" called "The Order of the

British Empire. " A first list of recipients was pub-

lished in all the daily papers last Saturday morning,
and it gave great satisfaction iu the Borough and
Cleethori)es, but particularly "down dock," that one

of our own fellow citizens in the person of Mr. Thomas
Robinson, J.P., C.C, had received the great distinction.

He has been appointed a "Knight Commaniler of the

Order of the British Empire." He is now Sir Thomas
Robinson. K.H.K., and his wife becomes Lady Robin-

son.

SIR THOMAS ROBINSON, K.B.K

There has been so much in the I're.ss lately about

the methods by which, in pre-war days, honours were

obtained from and doled out by both political parties

that it is refreshing to be able to chronicle that no

financial considerations of any kind have entered into

the arrangements for the bestowal of the present or-

der, but only service, patriotic unreniunerated service

to the Empire in the time of its greatest need.

The motto of the new order "For God and the Em-
pire" will appeal to many by its directness and sim-

plicity and. if we mistake not, will be at least silently

adopted by others who are working their hardest in

the common cau.se at this critical time of our national

history. When the full story of the war comes to

be written the needs of the men and women of Grims-
by and Cleethorpes will constitute a glorious page
therein. Already many coveted honours have been
bestowed upon gallant fighters from our midst, and
the present recognition of the arduous and important
work done by leading civilians amongst us is as gra-

tifying as it is well deserved.

Mr Robinson received the first official intimation
i)f what was in store for him from Buckingham Palace
nearly nine weeks ago, and this was followed a few
days ago by the following letter from the Prime Min-
ister :

10. Downing-street, Whitehall, S.W.I.

Dear Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that His
Majesty has been graciously pleased to approve
that you should receive the honour of Knight Com-
mander of the Order of the British Empire in the
forthcoming list of the new Order of tin- British

Empire.

I have the honour to be.

Your obedient servant,

D. LLOYD GEORGE.

Sir Thomas is really not a Grimbarian by birth, as

he first saw the light at Cleethorpes as long ago as in

1855. Nobody, to look at his fresh countenance, his

alert step, and his jovial ways, would imagine that 62

summers have passed over his head. But so it is, and
that fact alone shows that he knows something of the

art of living—living well and looking well. His early

education was gained at Cleethorpes National School,

and that was followed by three years at Humberstone
Grammar School, of which institution he is now one
of the governors. Books, however, had no great charm
for Master Tom. The pull of the sea meant more for

liiiii and induced him to start a seafaring life by form-
ing one of the crew of a small vessel of only 19 tons

register. He stuck seven years in that ship, afterwards
going into a sailing trawler, and eventually qualifying

as skipper. Thus began the first steps in the ladder
which ha.s led him up and ever up from fisherman to

knight, and given him the unique distinction of being
the first fisherman in this country ever to be knighted.

Sir Thomas was well under thirty when he started

business for himself ashore, first as a fish merchant,
then as a trawler salesman and later as a steam traw-
ler owner. About fifteen years ago he paid his first

visit to the great Dominion of Canada. There, as here,

fish had a wonderful attraction for him, and induced
him to make several journeys across the Atlantic, with
the result that he became interested in "The Canadian
Fish and Cold Storage Co." at Prince Rupert, in which
concern he holds the position of Consulting Director.
Other successful ventures in Eastern Canadian Fishing
placed him in the position of being able to advise the
Government, where, soon after the outbreak of war,
they could put their hands on colossal supplies of
frozen fish with which to augment the food supplies
of this country as well as j)rovide an agreeable change
of diet for the troops. Over two years ago Sir Thomas
patriotically put his knowledge, his experience and his
services at the disposal of the Government. For many
months he has been a member of the Cured Fish Com-
mittee and also adviser to the Fish Food Committee.
His duties have necessitated his residing in London
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the greater part of his time, and the knighthood best-

owed upon him is some measure of the Government's

appreciation of the services he has been able to render

to this country, to the Allied cause and to the Empire.

In congratulating Sir Thomas upon the high distinc-

tion he has attained we must not forget the no in-

considerable part played in his career by his splendid

helpmate. It was in 1876 that they entered "double

harness"; they have always pulled together and al-

ways in the direction of what was truest and best, and

very cordial good wishes will go up from all Grimsby

and Cleethorpes that Lady Robinson may live long

to enjoy the well-merited honour which has descended

upon her and hers.

Space fails us to chronicle Sir Thomas's efforts as

a county councillor on behalf of Lindsey teachers and

education generally; to speak at length of his distin-

guished connection' with the Port of Hull and Primitive

Methodist Orphanages, or to dilate on the services he

has rendered to his church, but we do say to him, on

our own behalf, and on behalf of the great town and

industry with which he is connected, "Well done, Sir

Thomas, and may many a happy year still be yours in

which you may utilise your talents to the full for God

and the Empire."

MR. PERCY BOUTILIER'S DEATH.

Port Hawkesbury, C.B., mourns the death of Mr.

Percy Boutilier, for over ten years an active and res-

pected citizen. In conjunction with his brother, Pres-

ident of the National Fish Co. Ltd., he formed the

above company a few years ago, and as a result of

their efforts a large business with splendid connections

has been built up. The deceased was chiefly instru-

mental in making Port Hawkesbury the headquarters

for cold storage in Canada. It was the Boutilier bro-

thers who initiated, formed and brought into operation

the North Atlantic Fisheries. Only to them belongs

the credit of the existence of the Leonard Fisheries.

Mrs. Boutilier was also badly injured as a result

of the auto-accident. Mr. J. K. Johnes, the former

efficient book-keeper for the company, is promoted

to the managership in succession to the late Mr. Bou-

tilier.

CREAMED SHARK SERVED AT COMMERCE
CHAMBER DINNER.

An Agent of the Bureau of Fisheries, engaged in

the work of inducing the people of the South Atlan-

tic States to make proper use of neglected fishery

resources, recently gave an interesting demonstration

in Raleigh, N. C, on the occasion of a dinner given

by the Chamber of Commerce in honor of a distin-

guished visitor. At the conclusion of the banquet

the Bureau's representative, Mr. C. Arthur Orr, made
some remarks about his work and asked for an ex-

pression of opinion regarding the fish course. There

was nothing but praise for the dish that had been

served, and it was not until Mr. Orr made his an-

nouncement that any one at the dinner was aware of

the fact that the dish was creamed shark.

A company has taken over an old tannery in Pitts-

burgh with the intention of operating it hereafter ex-

clusively for the handling of fish skins. The com-

pany advises the Bureau of P''isheries that, at the out-

set, it will be able to handle IfiO skins daily and that

it is in the market for any shark skins 2 feet or more

in length.

The Wondrous Ocean
"And, best of all the long, quiet hours at the wheel,

hours when life seemed nothing but still waters, and
.slow m'oving shores sunshine and brooding clouds, the

throb of a living hull, the beat-beat-beat of a faithful

engine, hours when care and worry were forgotten
dreams, when pain and loss turned, somehow into

bles.sed memories; and when, as the foaming miles were
left behind, and ever new miles stretched out before,

the very peace of God came over one's heart and soul.

You've been there, haven't you?" — William Daven-
])ort Hulbert.

These beautiful words prove the value of the grey
old ocean to the inspired writer. Many are they who
have sung its praises where the zephyr simoons, so

spisily fragrant, blow caressingly across its calm ex-

panse around the climes where it is ever summer, and
at night the golden moon hangs low in a languorous
sky. Much too has been written of its tigerish violence,

when rude Boreas has reared the giant rollers high
in crested strife. Romance brings her quota of tales

out of the past, of those who, wild rovers in search of
fickle fortune, trailed the vasty deep and left their
annals of dark crime.

Modernity sends its menace, the submarine, and
mother Shipton's prophecy is realized, b«?cause, " Undev
water man may walk, sleep and talk". Leaving all

else aside, there is another aspect of the ocean which,
under present circumstances, is vastly interesting
to all Canadians, at home or abroad.
The Fisheries of Canada, forming half of the indus-

trial life of our Country are well worth our consider-
ation. There are close to one hundred thousand men
employed in the deep sea and inland fisheries of Can-
ada, and, besides, numbers of other employees of both
sexes in the numerous indu.stries, canning, and other
fish curing establishments. All of these help to sup-
port various other industries, and all of this great
production of wealth is drawn from the great ocean
and lakes and rivers of our native land, teeming with
fish of all kinds, easily taken, and turned to uses for
our benefit. Why, therefore, should nny Canadian
read with apprehension the news that "Bacon and
beef are becoming scarce?"
Around the streets of any city in Canada, today,

will be found scores of youths, HALF educated in our
public schools, unfitted to earn their living, who could,
had things been otherwise, be now engaged in taking
from the waters of Canada that bountiful harvest that
will never fail us. To what end are boys that have
to WORK young, kept at algebra and kindred studies
when a course of navigation would be more to the
purpose, and technical training in the work of the fish-

eries given to those desiring it? It is a notorious fact
that there are too many professional men, as well as
too many doing work that is effeminate. If these men,
only one of whom, say, in one hundred, ever amounts
to anything, had been given their choice, the pay of
the present day fisherman would tempt them if noth-
ing else.

The winter fisherman, whom the smug clerk pities,

and it may be looked upon superciliously, nevertheless
has five times the clerk's earning capacity. Two davs
winter fishing out of a week give the fisherman
thirty dollars to turn into the exchecquer of Canada
AND FOUR DAYS LEFT IN THAT WEEK Be'
SIDES UNINCLUSIVE OF THE SABBATH.
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kit
would he well for those responsible for the pub-

I
education of the youth of Canada, to institute a

urse of lectures in the schools, illustrated, so as to

»ke them interesting; and the movies, instead of

•esentin^ the cut and dried triangle, of divorce, etc.,

might just a-s profitably introduce plays that show

something of the industrial life of Canada. Is not the

picture of a graceful schooner gliding along under full

il a-s inspiring as a scene wherein the heroine looks

1 rough a keyhole at her recreant husband, and so on

I nauseum 1. And see the dories going over the side,

iiid the 'set' by torchlight. There are many real

things in our beautiful country that the youth of its

l)v ways knows nothing about. They know that pirates

uore once the sporting element who thronged the seas;

it would not the life of the high liner be just as in-

resting, especially the account of his crew sharing

ine hundred dollars per man for a trip, as the voyage

: some blood thirsty rover whose harvest of crim"-

rought nothing but remorse or death

t

In Canada today, fish is not eaten in a great many
i.ames other than once a week and then due to reli-

L'ious scruples.

The growing scarcity of meats of all kinds makes it

Miperative that we use more fish. The using of fish

lice each day will help also to solve the fuel ques-

!on, because the preparation of sea foods takes but a

iinimum of the time accorded for the cooking of

ii-ats. Statistics show that fish is a healthy food, be-

ause of its easily a.ssimilated properties. It is nearly

,^ strengthening as meat. The waters of Canada con-

lin numerous varieties, all edible, and the fame of the

almon fisheries of British Columbia is world wide.

I'here is, too, the flavor of the hidden treasure of old

ocean upon the fish course, that will inspire the heart

o poetic speech. From the depths whence the fisher

Irew the succulent morsel now upon our table, its

inny ancestor gazed upward at the pirate keel, or it

lay be, splashed against the sides of the <:alleon of old

IS she lay to. On moonlit waves the creatures of the

vasty deep sport along, gliding in and out of the little

coves and sweet rock strewn crevices of our coast.

Murmuring seas flowing all about them, our hope of

lefiance to the enemies legions, those treasures of our

wondrous ocean.

(By a Special Lady Correspondent.)

PERSONALS.
Major Hugh A. Greene, Director of Fish Supplies to

he Overseas Troops, is expected back from England

sometime this month. The major is to be congratulat-

ed on having fallen captive to the charms of a fair

English Maid, and when he returns, Mrs. Greene wOI
accompany him to Canada.

WOMEN AND THE WAR.

TO THE WHOLESALE FISH TRADE.

The Fish Committee of the Food Controller's

office, Ottawa, is paying half the cost of an

improved Fi.sh Display Case. Why not order

a dozen or so and distribute them to your re-

tail customers that they may increase their

business and yours. The cases will be shipi)ed

for $10 each F.O.B. Montreal, or Toronto.

The women of Canada are playing a most important

part in the great worhl struggle at i)re.sent going on,

as evidenced every day by the splendid work they are

doing on the various committees formed throughout

the country, for the promotion of the interests of the

men at the front, and along other lines. The Organi-

zation of Resources Committee of the Province of On-
tario, recognizing their value in connection with the

work they are carrying on throughout the province,

recently invited the women of Ontario to form an
auxiliary to their Committee, to work in co-operation

with them. This auxiliary is now eo-operating with
the Food Controller in his endeavor to conserve the

food supply of the country. Among other things, they
are issuing, through the press of the province, appeals

to the women of Canada to dedicate themselves and
their families to war service by signing the Food
Service Pledge being issued by the Food Controller.

In their publicity matter they are asking the women
of Canada to substitute other foods for part of the

white bread, beef and bacon their' families now eat.

Fish is unquestionably one of the best substitutes

that could be found for meats, and the women of Can-
ada have it in their power to greatly conserve the meat
supply by the increased use of fish as an article of diet.

The Canadian Fisherman is in full sympathy with
the Women's Auxiliary of Ontario in the effort they
have undertaken, and feel sure that what they have
set out to accomplish will be done by the hearty co-

operation of the women in this country as has been
done in all other undertakings with which they have
been connected since the start of the war.

GLOUCESTER'S BIGGEST FISH DAY FOR AT
LEAST 25 YEARS.

Gloucester had its biggest fisii day in a quarter of a
century on August 20, total receipts up to noon that
day being estimated at nearly 5.000,000 pounds of va-
rious kinds of fish brought in there since the preced-
ing Saturday.

The heavy mackerel arrivals of course swelled the
receipts, as did a dozen British crafts, 11 of whom had
a total alone of 3,714,000 pounds of salt cod and one
1180 barrels of pickled herring.

Fresh mackerel receipts figured nearly a half mil-
lion pounds alone, or to be more accurate, 488,000
pounds, while there were 1010 barrels of salted mack-
erel besides, totalling 202,000 pounds, it is estimated.
One shacker with a total of 170,000 pounds salt and

fresh fish, brought the morning's total up to 4,810,000
pounds, which is the port's record for any one day in

the last 25 years, at least, and perhaps longer.

Other arrivals, which will probably be recorded,
brought the total to nearly 5,000,000 pounds, the larg-

est fish day for any New England port in 25 years at
least, and perhaps longer.

LESS DANGER.

Passenger—Why are we going so slowT
Captain—This is the shallow part of the bay.
Passenger—But I should think you'd go slower in

the deepest part. There's more danger of drowning
there.—Philadelphia Ledger.
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Ou account of the wholesale waste of fruit and
vegetablea in the city and district, it is time that the

women realized that in order to win the war they must

save every ounce of food available and practice strict

household economy. Such was the sentiment express-

ed at a recent meeting of the Local Council of Women.
At the present time in this city several instances

are known where raspberries and black currants, as

well as cherries and vegetables are spoiling for the

want of being picked or taken care of.

This might bring to the minds of many the present

high cost of sugar, but it is well to remember that a

more up-to-date method of canning fruit is one that

does not require sugar. Sugar adds nothing to the

keeping qualities of a properly sterilized and properly
sealed product. It is because it is thoroughly sterilized

and properly sealed that it keeps. Fruits canned with
sugar lose much of the original exquisite flavor of the

raw fruit, and as- sugar is constantly advancing in

price it may well be eliminated in some of our canning.

Sugar, of course, may be added in serving, as is done
with raw fruits, allowing each person to sweeten to

taste, and in this way less will be required than for

preserving, and furthermore the outlay will be scat-

tered over a period of time and will not interfere with
the purchase of fruit and jars in the preserving season.

The following is a tested recipe for red raspberries
or similar fruits:

Red raspberries may be canned without sugar and
will keep splendidly. Pick over and clean berries, put
in .jars cold and fill same with cold water. Put tops
on jars; do not put rubbers on or seal down tight,

and place same in a boiler or basin of cold water,
water to the neck of jars, bring same to a boil grad-
ually and boil until fruit and jars are thoroughly steri-

lized, about fifteen minutes, then remove, place rub-
bers on jars and seal down. Put away in a cool, dry
place. This recipe is reliable if properly carried out.

A little melted parawax will hermitically seal the bot-
tles and secure its keeping.

Vinegar also may be made more economically at
home and at quite a saving. From three pounds of
brown sugar, which will cost about twenty-five cents,
and two gallons of fresh water, and one-half a Royal
yeast cake, a splendid vinegar may be nmde. This
should be kept in a warm place for about three days
and in six days will be ready for use. Vinegar at the
present time costs fifteen cents a quart and at twenty-
five cents for the sugar two gallons of vinegar may
be made for this amnnnt of uionev, which at the store
will cost $1.20.

Quite a number of women do not understand the
proper method of canning vegetables and fruits, and
it is well to remember that every piece of food, wheth-
er fruit, vegetable or meat, no matter how fresh, is

filled with tiny, invisible organisms, which cause it to
spoil. These organisms are in two elas.ses, yeast spores
which attack fruits, and which die at froiu 170 to 180
degrees Fahrenheit, and bacteria, which attacks vege-
tables and meats and which is killed only at 212 de-
grees of heat.

This is the reason that oftentimes when' vegetables
or meats are cooked in an open kettle and canned,
they do not keep. Meats and vegetables should always
be cooked in the jars and not exposed to the air.
Fruit* may be cooked in an open kettle and put in the

jars hot, and it will keep well if the (emperature is

studied.

Fish may also he canned at home. The following
is a splendid tested recipe for the canning of salmon,
which is so plentiful and so reasonable, particularly at

this time of the year.

Clean the fish, take out the backbone and cut into
convenient sizes and pack in jars, pepper and salt to

taste, fill jars with cold water and place clamped
cap on jars. Place jars on a rack in an ordinary wash
boiler and heat gradually, and after water is boiling
keep at 212 degrees or rapidly boiling, for four hours.
Fill boiler to necks of jars and keep the water up to
this mark for the full boiling period. Salmon canned
in this manner is delicious and will keep indefinitely.

Now that string beans are on the market and are to
be had in quantities a very good recipe for canning
same is the following

:

Have the beans as fresh from the vines as possible.
Be sure all pods are tender and brittle—old pods do
not cook well. Cut (do not break pods) into con-
venient lengths, or leave them whole. Pack jars
solidly full, fill to overflowing with fresh cold water.
Place jar caps on and proceed as for berries as above,
only boil for three hours. Keep lid on the boiler all

the time of boiling.

The above directions may be carried out in canning
any other kind of solid vegetable.

Patriotism may be emphasized by housewives, par-
ticularly at this time of the year in purchasing B. C.
home grown i)roducts. In doing this they not only
encourage the producers but keep . the money in our
own province which otherwise would be paid out in
excessive freight rates, duty charges and in profits to
an outsider, and at the same time they are doing their
duty by their country.—British Columbian.

PROPOSAL FOR A CITY FISH MARKET.
Chairman of the Fish Committee, Department of the

Food Controller, Reports on Investigation.
Mr. Frank R. Beer, chairnmn of the fish committee

in connection with the Food Controllers Department,
Ottawa, wrote the Mayor from Toronto that the mat-
ter of prices at Halifax and elsewhere for sea fi.sh had
been under consideration by the committee for some
weeks with a view to suggesting a course which might
prove satisfactory and feasible. It appeared that in
a seaport town, where the fish are actually delivered
from the fishing boats, he wrote, there might with ad-
vantage be arranged a fish wharf market where re-
tailers might buy direct from the fishermen. The in-

vestigations nmde as to costs of retailing in various
cities led the committee to the conclusion that a fair
spread for the retailer in" the case of low priced fish
was from 8 to 4 cents per pound, according to local
conditions.

For high priced fish a larger spread would be fair.
The shrinkage involved in the fish business and the
added cost which frequently occurred where i)areels
were required to be delivered woidd be understood.
The committee was of opinion the municipal authorities
were best able to judge just what spread was fair in

each case.

The Mayor brought the letter before the ('ity Board
of Control recently and the market suggestion was
referred back to him for report.—Quebec Moruin
Chronicle.

1
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Canadian Oysters

.1. STAFFORD, M.A., Ph.D., Montreal.

IV. Culture.

Tliis series of brief articles, setting forth the chief

events in the life and culture of the oyster, embraces
first (for July) the Adult Oyster (its organization

and activities), second (August) the Young (mode of

origin, development and growth), third (September)

the Surroundings (conditions of cxistncc), and fourth

(the i)resent article) the Possibility and Method of

Culture..

.\fter becoming acquainted with what pertains to

tlie oyster itself, its structure, activities and mode
of propagation (i.e.. with its outfit for the duties of

life) on the one hand, and with the enternal conditions

under which the oyster is able to live (environment)

on the other, we are then in a position to consider

methods of culture.

Perhaps the first question to arise is "Can the oys-

ter be raised by cultural methods from tlie egg to the

adult?" The answer is that oysters have not yet

been raised and kept under supervision throughout

the whole period. It is easy to begin with the eggs

of the eastern species and raise them to the swimming
stage or even to the early shelled stage (Rrooks, 1879).

It is not difficult to obtain embryos or larvae of the

western species and to keep them alive for a week or

more (Stafford, 1911). In both cases the young soon

die off, doubtless for want of food. It is possible to

eliiinge the sea-water, to aerate it, to maintain a suit-

able temperatuj-e, but it is impossible at present to

furnish a proper food-supply. The hardest parts are

to keep up a circulation of water without carrying

away and losing the larvae and to .supply food without

overstocking and contaminating the culture. It ap-

pears possible to overcome these difficulties, even in a

small experimental way. Then will arise the nee<l

of api)lying the method on a suffiejpntly large scale

to be of commercial value.

The period through whicii (i\ ^lll-ial vat- have imi

been kept alive and progressing in confinement has a

duration of about two weeks. During this period, in

their natural course of existence, the larvae are living

a free life in the sea-water of the bays where their

parents are and whore the eggs were deposited. It was
formerly thought that the period from fertilization to

the setting of the spat was a very brief one, and all

sorts of guesses were hazarded as to its duration —
from a few hours to two or three days. It was not
until 1904 that this idea was shown to be wrong, and
nearly all eulturists are still unaware of the mistake.
All the literature before that date, and most of it since,

either does not refer to the point at all or is completely
astray. The writer, working at Maljieque, P.E.I. . in

1904, had the good fortune to correct this mistake and
to make out the first complete story of the life of the
oyster.

To study the larva during this period requires the
employment of methods that had never been especially
applied to the oyster. Chief of these is the use of the
plankton net. Plankton is the general name given to
all minute plants and animals that live suspended in
tile water and are helplessly carried about by its move-
ments. A plankton-net is made of close-meshed ma-
terial, such as bolting-cloth, that will allow water to
pass through but keeps back small particles. The net
is towed by a boat over or in proximity to oyster beds,
and the catch is examined by means of a microscope.
In this way there can be found all the stages between
the oldest larvae raised by cultural metliods and the
youngest spat to be found on shells and stones. From
cidturul experiments it may be proved that the first

are approximately two weeks old from the time of
fertilization and from clo.se study of i)lankton larvae
it may be determined that between the youngest and
the oldest larvae there is a space of ap])ro.ximately
two weeks. Putting the two together, it takes a
month to develop from the egg to the spat. During
this month there is a" change of size from .05 mm. to
.385 mm. — an increase of nearly eight times the dia-
meter of the egg. If the length, breadth and depth
of the full-grown larvae were of equal dimensions, as
they are in a spherical egg, the increase of cubic con-
tents would be 8X8X8=-512 times that of the egg.
But as the front and lower edges of the larva are nar-
row, let us suppose two larvae applied together in op-
posite directions to be equivalent to an egg in shape,
and decide, that there has been an increase of at least
250 times the original cubic contents.

This is a very considerable growth, but a more note-
worthy change is the difference between an unorganiz-
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ed egg and a completely organized and active larva.

Some of the older investigators knew the egg and a

few of its succeeding stages. There then followed an
interval of about two weeks in the life of the larva

upon which there was absolutely nothing known —
the changes in size, shape, appearance and organiz-

ation of the larva, its age from fertilization, the

time of the year, and where and how to capture it.

They picked up the thread of the narrative again with

Unloading Connecticut Oyster Seed from a Great Northern

Car onto a Scow at Crescent, B.C.

the spat. It woidd seem that, even in the absence of

special knowledge of the larva, they should have

known that such a minute, unorganized, (luiescent egg

could not pass to the relatively enormous and com-

plexly organized living spat in the brief period they

proposed. It must be remembered, however, that most
problems look easy after they have been solved.

The spat is the earliest stage that comes prominently
before oystermen. They are familiar with the oyster

from some stage of the developing spat onwards to

the full-grown oyster. Young spat and stages preced-

ing belong rather to the specialist. Stages from fairly

small spat forwards are common property. It is with
these that all the more practical attempts at oyster

culture begin.

Another (|uestion may be asked — Are cultural

methods that apply only for part of the life of the

oyster worth whileT It may be answered — Yes, the
cqlture of fishes, lobsters and other anitiuils applies

only for a limited per nd. We must apply what we
know in order to make progress towards what we do

not know and can not yet do. Oyster culture dates

from about 100 B.C. Why have not all the difficulties

been met and overcome ? Many reasons may be given

:

lack of necessity, disinclination towards research, op
position to all scientific progress, limitation to few
investigators, the immensity of the field to be covered
etc. The cultivation of oysters has been followed
rather as a diversion than a business.

The observation that little oysters are sometimes
found attached to anchors, moorings, wharves, boats
or other objects, has no doubt been made in different

countries and suggested the putting out of solid bodies
such as stakes, stones, shells, earthenware, etc., for

their reception. Such things used for this purpose
have long been known as "cultch" (clutch). In Italy,

England, France, Belgium, Japan, United States and
some other countries, there are methods of culture that

have either descended from the ancient methods or

have been developed independently. There would he
nothing remarkable about such countries as Italy,

England, Japan, United States developing similar
methods without knowledge of one another. The set

manner of life of the oyster necessitates a certain
likeness in the operations of culture. Whether bund-
les (fascines) of the hazel or the gorse, stakes and
branches of bamboo, lumber, tiles, or shells are used,

they all have this in common that they are for the
countries in which used easily obtainable solid objects
put out to serve as spat catchers or cultch.

The oyster culturist, like the agriculturist, is not
satisfied with the natural supply; he seeks to increase
it by doing something to help nature. The stones,

oysters, oyster or other shells, that occur as natural
cultch, are not enough. He collects and puts out a
greater abundance of shells, or substitutes for them
anything else he can procure that lie thinks will serve

^
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place of fixation, Tlip loiinei" the eultch is in the water
the more tliis is the ease. In some places the deposit

is greater than at others. Shells niaj' become com-
pletely (covered. It is a great advantage to delay

planting cultch until the very beg-nning of the time
when it will be useful. To deterniinc this time is the

point.

The time to put out cultt-ii has been and still i.s large-

ly judged by the results of previous plantings. A sort

of customary time -- about the last of June or first of

July — has been arrived at, but it is known that at

some places this has to be advanced a little and in

Shovelling and Scattering (Planting) the b , ' '^

a Scow while being towed over the Bed at High Tide.

some years it does not give good results. Those who
want to be more exact open oysters to find when a

good proportion are swollen with eggs. As long as it

was believed that the egg became fertilized, developed

and .set as .spat in a few hours (or days) after being

spawned, the time of spawning could be taken as near

enough to the time of spatting to be used as a sign for

plant ng eultch. The writer has shown that this cal-

culation is from three weeks to a month astray.

To be quite exact and scientific it becomes necessary

to examine the oysters and the water of each bay for

everv season it is proposed to plant cnlt'li. A few nys

ters nia.v be examined from time to time in order to

follow first the maturing of the eggs and second the

spawning. Then plankton collections should be c^.

amiued every two or three days to follow the growth
of the larvae to the largest and oldest sizes. Wlien
full-grown larvae begin to get numerous this is the

time to put out eultch. Even with the first appear-

ance of full-si!?ed larvae a few shells may be put out

and examined dail.v with a lens to see if spat are

caught. Tlu' writer has repeatedly put out shc'ls on

one tide and found spat on them at the next tide. If

the weather looks promising it is best not to delay
after the first arrival of the full-grown larvai'. or of

the freshl.v-caught spat, because there ma.v not be

another so opportune an occasion in the whole season,

and because the early spat have advantages of climate,

food, growth and defence over those of a later date,

the numbers of full-grown larvae in the water. If

the num])ers of full-grown larvae in the water
are backed up by successive broods of .vounger

larvae, there will be contributions da.v after da.v of

fresh spat on the eultch, which may catch a good set

even though the full-grown larvae are not so very

pleat iiui. A capable experienced man can converge
all his sources of knowlcdg*- upon th»? decision to

plant or not to plant eultch.

The obtaining of spat is the first and most import-

ant event in the whole process of oyster culture. Suc-

cessful spat grow into oysters. There can be no oysters

if there are no spat. The spat is the first stage of the

oyster to come under the control of the culturist. Spat
become oysters — oysters make eultch — eultch

catches spat. This cycle of events is repeated over

and over again with accumulating effect.

To procure spat, eultch is neeessaiy. The great bulk
(if eultch in this country is sure to consist of shells;

most of the shells accumulate in the processes of cul-

ture. They should be spread out in the sun and shovell-

ed over a few times in order to dr.v the sand or mud and
I'lant or animal growth on them, and to let it droj) off

;ind leave a clean surface. In this condition they should
lie held ready for the time of planting. Such prepared
eultch will catch many more spat than the shells that

have been left continually in the water. It may hap-

pen that they catch more than can properly develop,

but too many is safer than too few especially when
\vc consider the numerous causes of destruction.

Only few oyster culturists have busied themselves

especially with the catching of spat. Some see only

Thinning Out the Planted Oysters and Breaking Apart the

Bunches after One Year of Growth. Low Tide.

the money end of the business, and, as advanced oj's-

ters are soonest ready for market, the.v have begun with
fhciii. The buying and planting of '^ or 4 year old
oysters to be taken up and sent to marlu^t in a few
months or a year is a very poor kind of oyster eul-
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ture—it scarcely deserves the name. The bviying and

planting of two-year-olds, or of spat, is better. The
collecting of spat from natural beds may be better

still. The raising of one's own spat is best of all. This

last is not only the cheapest way of obtaining seed-

oysters, but it is the most satisfying intellectual

achievement within the grasp of the culturist.

It must be mentioned that the catching of spat can

not be practiced at every place where oysters can be

grown. From the experiments we have learned that

e-J&'f'^': ..ri-:.. '^i<r. j*-*''^

Raking Native Oysters into little Heaps to be Carried and

Loaded onto a Sco>a/. Low Tide.

the older stages of the oyster are capable of greater

defence than the younger stages. Oysters can be grown
on flats or beaches tliat are exposed for several hours

to the air and the heat of summer or cold of winter,

but such a place is of little or no use for the planting

of cultch and catching of spat. The youngest stages

of the spat, as well as the preceding stages (larvae,

embryos, eggs), must be kept protected by water at

all times, otherwise they will soon dry out and die.

Many will succeed in living through tidal periods of

several hours in the shallow water of sloughs, in the

puddles of exposed flats, in the water (one might al-

inost say moisture) held back by tangled ell-grass. It

is in tile power of the cultiu-ist to reclaim portions of

bare flats for this purpose by surrounding them with

shallow dikes six inches or more in depth. The chan-

nels and lower portions of bays, from low tide mark
outwards, are, of course, suitable as far as presence of

water is concerned, but larval stages are liable to drift

out of the bay and never return, and, as larval stages

precede spat stages, there will be a great reduction in

the number of spat left as compared with the original

larvae. In like manner the larvae within dikes will

be continually rising and swarming or drifting out of

the dikes at each higli-water period. But as soon as

they are set even the youngest and minutest spat can

no longer be lost from this cause. Tlie cultui'ist

should collect young spat from less favorable places

and store them—cultch and all—in the diked areas, in

the sloughs, in suitable parts of channels, just below
low-tide mark of suitable beaches and flats, in cul-

ture-ponds and other safe places. Protection against

air and sun are .just as necessary as against frost. To
save a second handling, tiiey may be put down at first

where they will be fairly safe during the winter sea-

son. Of course by that time the spat saved will have
grown and thickened their shells somewhat and are not

so tender and easily destroyed as in their earliest stages.

The bulk of cultch should be put out if possible in

places where it will not need to be removed. There
is so much for the culturjst to attend to, and there are

so many interruptions with his work, that he must save
time and work wherever he can.

From the spawning of the eggs to the full growth of

the oysters there are natural oceul•rene(^s and w^nt
may be called accidents at work which continually re-

duce the numbers. The greatest losses are in the young
stages. A thin layer of sediment or a slight drifting

of sand or mud may cover and crush or starve mil-

lions of young. The drifting out to sea or up into

rivers by the ebb and flow of the tides may dispose of

vast numbers. Exposure to tlie sun or to rain while
stranded on beaches or flats during the period of low
tide will take a large toll. The depredations of animals
—seals, birds, fish, crabs, snails, starfish, worms, and
many others that feed or partly feed upon older or

younger stages of oysters—will account for thousands
upon thousands. By far the greatest number lose

their lives before the spat stage. Before this the young
are to be compared in number with the millions of

eggs; after this they are rather to be compared with
the few adults.

It may be that a culturist's grounds are so situated
that he can make most by raising s{)at and selling

to others who buy their seed and plant and grow it to

marketable oysters. In this case the seed-raiser is

likely to run short of cultch, which will come into the
possession of the grower, and the seed-raiser will have
to buy cultch back from the grower. Conversely, il

may happen that a man's property is not adapted to

the raising of seed but is suitable foi- the growing of

oysters. In that case he must buy his seed from the

seed-raiser, to whom he can supply cultch. It is best,

if possible, to carry on both sides of the industry. This
is one of the things to be kept in mind when selecting

grounds and planning the business.

Towing Two Scows Loaded with Oysters to the Wharf.

The culturist may be able to obtain seed near at

hand, either from natural beds or by buying, or nuiy
have to bring it from a distance by boat or by train.

In llie latter ease there arises the need for care in

luuulling and shipping. The oyster is a salt water ani
mal. But it has to be removed from the salt water and
transported in the air. It closes its shell and retains a

quantity of sea water, which keeps its gills and otiier

I
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(laits I1101.SI. |>reveiitin!j adlioreiice, and serving to .some

t'xti'iit ill earryiiifr oxvfreii to and earbon dioxide away
from tlip body. If oysters were packed by hand for a

long voyage, and had a good chance of being left in

position, they shonld be placed with the. deep left valve

downwards, so a.s best to retain the enclosed sea

water, or, in case they gaped for cool air, they would
not lose the water. It is well to have ventilation, so

as to facilitate any respiratory action that there is. At
the times when oysters are transi)lanted the air is

generally wanner than the sea, eonsequenlly cars

shonld contain ice to cool the air, but not

placed so as to freeze the oysters. Extremes either

way should be avoided. They should not be left ex-

iiKlu uliials may be taken advantage of in extendmi:

the beds and increasing the number of oysters. It

may happen that with little help the edges of the

beds may be extended to include new areas, either by

breaking down and spreading the shells and oysters or

by bringing fresh culteh and distributing on neigh-

boring grounds. Wherever there are isolated bunches

or individual oysters attached to stones, gravel, piles

or other objects, it is a sign that more could be ob-

tained by j)utting out culteh to furnish points of

fixation for the .swimming and floating larvae. Na-

tural beds arc valuable starting centres from which

to spread in all possible ways.
New beds may be originated in favorable places by

preparing a suitable bottom and distributing culteh.

Kven muddy areas may have a supporting crust formed

on top by spreading .sand, gravel or shells and making

a thicker, heavier surface for the culteh to rest on. ll"

such a prepared bed is not too far from a natural bed.

or if the tides or currents are favorable, it may become

seeded naturally. Hut this should be assisted and

hastened by planting full-grown oysters among flic

culteh, to act as spawners.

Oysterless bays ma.v sometimes be converted into

oyster bays by a similar process. Suitable places are

selected by comparison with natural oyster bays, or

suitable areas are prepared by cleaning, levelling, stif-

fening or otherwise improving the bottom. Then

culteh and spawners or seed, or both, are planted.

An oysterless bay in an oyster region Ts more likely

to be successful than one in an oysterless region, for

the reason that the climate, the character of the bay,

the depth and salinity of the water, and the natui'e

of the bottom are more likely to be nearer the require-

ments.

Froni Halifax Harbor to the Bay of Chaleur there

are many small, shallow-water bays that could per-

haps be made to raise oysters. The Bras d'Or Lakes

and Taraquctte Bay jut at iiroscnt the productive ex-

Sorting and Trimming Oysters.

posed on wharves, and the time o\U of water should
ill' reduced to the minimum.

The most convenient way of |»limting cither oystiTs

or shells is to scatter them with a shovel from a scow,

while being towed by a boat at high tide, the area hav-

ing been selected and staked out bcforeJiand. Shells

that fall through even a depth of one or two feet of

water without interference with one another will light

with the convex side down, concavity upwards. As the

part they rest on is not available for spat, and as

part of the concavity will doubtless fill with sediment,

it results that the catch is generally around the edge,

above or below. Oysters most frequently fall on the

left side.

After spat have grown one or two sciusons they .should

be sorted on the beds and the bunches broken apart

and distributed so as to have enough room for growth
and feeding without interference.

Natural beds of oysters or scattered bunches or

Boxing Eastern and Sacking Western Oysters to be Sent to

Market.

tremes, but, taking into account the records of earlier

distribution, it would appear that the oyster is be-

coming more and more restricted to narrower limits.

The bays that formerly supplied oysters but do not

now can not have changed much as yet. Their na-

t\iral adaptations, with the assistance of artificial meth-

ods of culture, may still bring them within the power
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of man to re-stock. From the Bras d'Or Lakes west-

ward the tendency is towards the conditions found in

the Bay of Fundy. From Caraquette Bay northward
the resemblance is towards Gaspe and Seven Islands

bays.

While the native oyster of British Columbia extends
from the region of Bella Bella to that of Sooke, the

productive bays are restricted to shallow water ex-

tensions of the Gulf of Georgia. Its culture is at pres-

ent confined to Boundary Bay and Oyster Harbor. At-

lantic oysters have been transplanted to Boundary
liay, Oyster Harbor, Horse Shoe Bay and Esquimault
Harbor by oyster companies, and in small quantities

to several other places by the Dominion Government.
The oysters grow well for a year or two and spawn,
but the young do not live to the spat stage,

GERMANY AND THE HERRING TRADE.
A Sidelight on the

'

' Freedom of the Seas.
'

'

The action of the Government in procuring against

the needs of winter, a large supply of Norwegian
pickled herring, and also in arranging for the curing

of surplus supplies of the British herring, will give pro-

found satisfaction, as a step in the right direction, to

those who hold with the Empire Resources Develop-

ment Committee, that the harvest of the sea should

be the special care of the State in peace as well as in

war. The Government has done particularly well in

preparing revised suggestions for the preparation of

this fish for the table. Half the prejudice against cured

as well as against frozen fish has arisen from faulty

methods of preparation. The Empire Resources De-

velopment Committee has more than once pointed out

that the loss of flavor and the flabby condition of re-

frigerated fish can be largely avoided by proper thaw-
ing out.

As to the acquisition and cui'ing of surplus stocks,

Mr. V. A. Malcolmson, secretary of the Fisheiies Or-

ganization Society, and a member of the Development
Committee's Fisheries Sub-Committee, calls attention

to the immense trade in herring done by Germany pre-

vious to the war. It has developed to such an extent

that it was sometimes difficult to get the fi.sh for the

English market at all. German buyers outbid their

competitor and caused the ruin of many British firms,

who had to submit to the Germans taking the whole
of the herring caught in our waters. Germany made
a speciality of herring curing, building extensive plant

costing thousands of pounds. She also catered for the

world's trade in bottling, tinning, and dry curing, the

goods being sent to Russia, Japan, America, and the

colonies. Thousands of tons were handled and enor-

mous profits were made.
The British people must see to it that by State de-

velopment and State encouragement along the lines

already initiated and foreshadowed, the wealth in Brit-

ish waters shall remain in British hands or circulate

through British trade channels.

CANADIAN TRAWLER LANDS AT PORTLAND.
The Canadian beam trawler Triumph arrived at Port-

land, Sunday, with a fare of 290,000 pounds of fish.

The craft found fish plenty on the Le Have Banks, fill-

ing up solid full, and could easily have doubled her

catch if she had room, the condition on the Banks, be-

ing widely different from those along shore, where the

fishermen complain that they .nrn finding fish very
scarce.

STEEL FISH CRUISERS LAUNCHED.
CoUingwood, On;.. October 3.

Two steel fish boats which are being built to the

order of the Government, the work being in charge of

Captain J. W. Norcross, have been launched here. The
boats, which are of the regular trawler type, are of

large dimensions.

The power consists of triple expansion engines, with
steam supplied by one boiler. The vessels have ac-

commodation for about a score of men. It is stated

that the shipyard will launch a large oil tank steamer
before the end of this week.

ANOTHER BEAM TRAWLER FOR GLOUCESTER.
The Seal Now at Portland Havino- Finishing Touches

Done—A Duplicate of the Walrus.

Painters and others aro putting the flu'shing touches
on the Gloucester beam trawler Seal, wh'ch for the

past three months has been lying at the Portland Co.'s.

wharf, taking on her eng'nes and machinery which
were furnished by the local company. Much of the

trawler's fittings and fishing gear arrived here a fort-

night ago on the Gloucester steamer Antietam, and
she will be all ready for business when she leaves here,

which she is expected to do in a few days, after having
a dock trial of her engines, and making a short mn
out of the harbor to adjust compasses.
The Seal is considered the last word in marine archi-

tecture as regards vessels of her class, she being prac-

tically a duplicate of the trawler Walrus, which left

here about three weeks ago for Gloucester, she being
five tons larger than the latter on gross, but three

tons smaller on net tonnage. The two boats are among
the largest beam trawlers afloat at the present time,

measuring 17.3 feet in length. 26 feet beam, and 13 feet

depth of hold. Both are owned by the Gorton-Pew
Fisheries Co. of Gloucester, and although it is under-
stood the United States Government has had an eye on
the two boats, it is probable the.v will be allowed to

continue in the busine.ss for which they are intended.

—Portland Argus.

JAPANESE OYSTER FARM.

In Japan there is a great oyster farm where the bi-

valves are taught to make pearls. A well known
scientist conceived the idea that oysters might be edu-

cated and made to work for man. After many
years of costly experimentation he discovered the meth-

od in use today.

The farm has an area of about fifty sqiuire miles and
the water varies in depth from five to fifteen fathoms.

The farmer selects the spots where the larvae of oys-

ters are not numerous and then he plants small rocks

and stones. These are then removed and placed in

special beds, where they lie undisturbed until the third

year.

It is said that an oyster will not produce a pearl un-

less it be irritated by some foreign substance. As soon as

it feels this it proceeds to cover it with nacre layer on

layer, until a few years it has made a pearl. When large

enough the oysters are taken from their beds and care-

fully ojiened ; a tiny speck of some foreign substance is

introduced into their bodies, and they are replaced in

the sea. By the end of from three to five years the

oyster has coated the foreign substance with nacre

and this has become a pearl.—Fishing Gazette.
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THE FOOD OUTLOOK.

The outlook in rojranl to food, is (iisfiuictinp. There
is not only a workl shortape, b\it a wofully diniinished
supply of shipping in which to carry the poods. Those
who jiredieteii — and wo fancy that Mr. Maurice was
among the prophets — that the nation would have to

turn to fish, and be only too glad to get any, may yet
be justified. One cause of difficulty is Government
interference with trade—some of it, of course, neces-
sary, but some quite the contrary. The Ministry of

Food, for instance, seems obsessed by the idea that the

middleman is superfluous; but to hold this opinion
only argues igiu)rance of the delicate fabric (tf busi-

ness. At the ])resent moment firms are being asked to

submit their bahinee sheets so that their profits may
be calculated, and in some cases eliminated. It is easy

enough for accountants with figures before them to

draw conclusions; it is easy, too, to fix prices. But
fixed prices do not necessarily yii>M inpr'^"sed sup-

plies, and if the nation gets through the coming winter

without serious trouble it will be lucky. The "Daily
Mail" and Co. are urging compulsory rations of

bread and meat as well as of sugar. We may come to

that, just as voluntary military service paved the way
for conscription, but we hope not. A fish ration, of

course, could be arranged if constant supplies were en-

sured, but the task would be almost as difficult as the

fixing of maximum prices, against which we advanced

what we consider unanswerable arguments last week.

In any ease every assistance should be rendered to the

fi.shing industry so that there may be greater landings,

for if but half that the butchers fear happens we shall

need, as a people, every pound of fish we can get. But

let there be no mistake about this—the middleman is

essential to the fish trade, and all the ink-slinging in

the world will not alter the fact. It is unfortunate that

at this critical moment the retail price of fish .should

be so high. According to the figures in this week's

"Labour Gazette", the percentage increase in the re-

tail, price of the fish on September 1, as comnared with

July 1914, was 158 in the big towns and 114 in the

small towns and villages, or for the whole of the Unit-

ed Kingdom 136. The August figures were respecti-

vely 136. 102, and 119. This increase of 17 per eent.

during the month is the largest of any recorded, eggs

coming next with an increase of I.t per cent. But this

fact alone shows the folly of dealing with fish as

though it were meat, or lard, or butter, or milk, be-

cause it is obvious that common pnidence would have

led the trade to keep prices down just now if it were

humanlv possible. Among the perishnhle articles of food

fish is unique. Our readers know this well
:
we wish

that some set in authority, strutting their little hour

on the stage, realized it equally.

Happily, fish is unique in another sense. The seas

need no sowing or planting, no spraying and tending

except to sweep the mines : if we have the men and

boats we can count on a plentiful harvest. By the

fortune of war a tremendous proportion of our men

and boats has been taken for other service. Fresh from

a danger area, we realize afresh the invaluable service

which our trawlers are doing on patrol and mine-

sweei)ing. and that it is difficult, if not imnossible. to

spare them for more peaceful pursuits. Sir .Auckland

Gedde's speech in Glasgow on f=!aturday la«t leads us

to hope that the trade mav obtain his sympathv if not

his active assistance; but it is one thing to make plans

for national service and another to carry out those

plans effectively. The Ministry of Food means well,
but there is room for considerable difference of opi-
nion as to whether it is doing or is likely to do, well.
A.sk the butchers and the grocers, to mention merely
two food distributors, for their candid opinion; but
we will not promi.se to print it, as our pages are, more
or less, for "family" reading.—The Fish Trades Ga-
zette. •

GOOD AND BAD FISHERIES.
The fishermen along the Baie (,'haleur are no

doubt, thinking at the present time that this is a very
perverse world. There they are with good supplies of
salt, thanks to the foresight of Robin, Jones & "Whit-
man, Limited, and scarcely a fish in sight on which to
use it, while over in Newfoundland and in parts of
Nova Scotia there have been more fish than there was
salt to salt them. The Gaspe coast fishermen have done
very poorly this season

; just about half the catch of
an average year. Of course, there may come improve-
ment during the balance of this month, but unless it

does come the season will be one of the poorest the
Baie Chaleur has seen for many years. Strange thing,

isn't it, that while fish are so plentiful everywhere else

the Chaleur waters have been barren. Along the
Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia supplies of fish are re-

markably plentiful. The steam trawler operating out
of Halifax, we understand, has been able to get what
she needs without going any great distance away, and
as for the coast of Newfoundland and Labrador, they
say that the catches have been so very large that often

the fishermen could not get them cleaned and pickled

before some of them spoilo<1.

Lobsters.

The "Merchant" is indebted to Mr. R. H. Williams,

or Roberts. Simpson & Co., for the following review of

the lobster situation :

—

In many minds the question arises as to whether the

food value of the lobster is at the present day and un-

der existing circumstances commensurate with its

cost.

To the consumer abroad Canned Lobster is more ex-

pensive than ever and yet to the consumer it is less

lucrative. The prospects are that while the present

war continues the cost will go on increasing for the

former without in any wav benefitting the latter. The

interim charges account for the difference.

Viewing the matter from the consumer's standpoint

it is argued that prices of fish food must be kept low

for the public weal. Non-essential items of food

should not be increased in price and used only as they

may assist in keeping down the costs of more essential

articles or as substitutes therefor.

If lobsters sent to Britain or France, for example,

shall not exceed pre-war prices, then the price netted

by Canadian exporters will have to be about two dol-

lers per case to cover extra freight char?res and one

dollar per case for additional insurnnce. Three dollars

per case is a eonsers-ative estimate. Differences equal

to six dollars have been reported. The packer receiv-

ing three dollars less needs to provide a minimum of

two dollars per case to cover the higher costs of cans,

solder, linings and labor and for 1918 may need an

even jrreater marn-in. This means then he will not be

able to afforfl within 2V^ cents per pound of the prices

formerly paid to fishermen and at such a redtiction it

is nuestionable whether the business would be worth

while attempting.
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The matter from the producer's viewpoint may be

regarded thus: The average fisherman operates say

100 traps and the cost of such equipment, has increased

so that these, "with their ropo, twine, nails and other

fittings, cost twice as much as formerly. If former

estimates of $1.00 per trap were correct, then the

equipment will average an extra $100 per fisherman.

His risk of loss from .storms becomes correspondingly

greater.

Recent government statistics show that an average

of 32 lobsters per trap per season are caught, which

means that the fisherman averages 3,200 pounds of

lobsters per season, and to cover the extra cost of his

gear would need to get 31/2 cents per lb. more for his

catch to produce the same nett results, while the H.C.

L increases his need for money is more than ever. Such

an extra price means at least $6.00 per case and if we

add five dollars as shown above for cans, freights etc.,

the consumer should pay at least $11.00 more per case

for his canned lobsters, which means 23 cents extra per

pound tin. The English consumer who formerly paid

50 cents per tin should now pay not less than 73 cents

and the price for French consumers who have to pay

duties in addition would be much higher.

These figures are not excessive but err possibly on

the other side, and the averages shown may not apply

to every individual fisherman or to each district alike,

but they draw the attention of fisherman, packer and

exporter to a problem now appearing for the industry.

In some districts the fresh lobster business modifies the

results to some extent, altho that, too, is confronted

with difficulties.

The average fisherman cannot afford to go catching

lobsters at lower prices and should not need to while

other fisheries with cheaper equipments are producing

good returns. Neither can the average consumer af-

ford to pay more for Canned Lobsters while other

canned goods and fresh foods remain at lower levels.

The intermediate charges represent profits for steel

and oil producers, shipping and insurance companies

and others. The losses from the absence of a lobster

business Avould not in.jurc them, but would enable goods

needed for war purposes to be substituted and help to

shorten the war.

To reduce the prices means an in.iustice to our fisher-

men ; to increase it will make the consumer suffer. At
present neither fortunately are totall.v dependant upon
this branch of industry for food, and had it not been

made to anpear by the prrnntin? of a snecial lob«te'-

season in these provinces for the present time, some hnd
thought the Canadian Government, in their desire for

conservation, would have made an effort to declare

a close season for this asset, causing slight inconven-

ience to the people of toda.v, but with considerable

benefit for those who are to follow.

These statements are not considered conclusive, but

may be found worth some reflection by those interested

in the industry.—The Maritime Merchant, Halifax.

Sept, 6.

SHIPBUILDING IN CANADA.

One of the most interesting reactions of the war up-

on Canadian industrial life is that which has caused

a recrudescence of shipbuilding.

The Imperial Munitions Board, on behalf of the Brit-

ish Minister of Shipping, has undertaken a program of

steel vessel construction in the Dominion. A sub-

commission to direct the turning out of wooden vessels

in British Columbia also has been appointed and is

now actively at work on the Coast. The provincial

government is guaranteeing 55 per cent of the cost of

this auxiliary fleet.

By the end of June, from one firm's yards in North
Vancouver, seven wooden schooners, equipped with
twin auxiliary Diesel engines of 320 horsepower, burn-
ing crude oil, and measuring 260 feet over all with a

44-foot beam, already had been launched from the
ways, and five others are under construction. One and
a quarter million feet of lumber—British Columbia
fir—are used for each ship, and each ship takes out
on its voyage 1,500.000 feet of lumber as cargo, so that
it needs no special knowledge to grasp the immense
fill'P given the coast lumbering industry by this new
war undertaking. In fact, before the program wns
begun the sawmills of the province were everywhere
closing down. As T write this—in the early da.ys of

July — the first of the auxiliary schooners has ,iust

reached Sydney, Australia, after a voyage of seventy-
six days. Th's time will be greatly cut down later,

as the 'nitial trip was reall.v by way of an experiment

:

in fact, the vessel had to put in at Honolulu for engine
ad.iustments, after which her behavior gave all-round

satisfaction to master and owners,

Vancouver is situated on a strip of land between
the Fraser River and Burrard Inlet ; between these two
bodies of water, running up into the cHy like a claw-
ing finger, is False Creek. Six months ago there was
a small machine shop on the shore of False Creek.
The concern that owned that machine shop is now
building six standard steel steamers to the order of the

Government, the vessels to be delivered in fourteen

months at a contract price of $8,000,000,

ICELAND FISHERIES.

The results of the herring fishery at Iceland this

summer are very poor compared with recent years,

owing to a variety of catises, and mainly to the lim--

tations which the circumstances of the war have put
upon the disposal of the fish. The total number of

barrels of salted herrings prepared up to the end of

August was 48.528. as against 814.184 barrels at the

same date last year, 256,629 barrels in 1015, and 195,-

807 in 1914. There was great scarcity of salt and bar-

rels, and foreign herring fishermen were conspicuous

by their absence. The cod fishery was successful,

motor boats making up to 350 tons and cutters 65

tons.

The Food Controller is paying half the cost

of nn improved Fish Display Case for the re-

tail fish merchant. They can be secured for

f*!l0. from the Secretary of the FiSh Committee,

Food Controller's office, Ottawa.

The Canadian Fisheries Association is now
helping to Win the War. If you haven't en-

listi^d in it. vou are in the slacker class!

1
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CANADIAN FISH FOR ENGLAND.
Great Britain is looking to Canada for iiicrenaed sup-

plies of fish. Addressing a meeting of the executive

1. Council of the newly formed National Organization of

The Fisli. Game. Poultry and Rabbit Trades. Mr. Towle,

B' the fish controller, drew special attention to the im-

|» portance of developing the demand for frozen fish from
Canada. In addition to salmon and halibut, he urged
the encouragement of the market for commoner vari-B eties of frozen fish, such as cod, hake and haddocks,

K all of which are now being imported in large quanti-

» ties for supplies to the army. The Government, he add-

ed were in a position to import larger quantities of

these fish from Canada, and desired the co-ojieration

fe of the trade in extending the demand for frozen fish

* among private consumers. It was very probable that

the shortage of meats would have to be met by supplies

qf fish, and it was hoped that jirices of fish wonld be

prevented from .soaring the extremes by providing a

substantial supply of Canadian frozen fish as well as of

l)ickled herrings.

Mr. H. Ci. Maurice of the Board of Agriculture and

Fisheries recently stated that the fish food supplies

lauded by British vessels bad fallen since the war to

P
about 2.5 p. c. of the normal, which in peace times was

about 800,000 tons a year. In view of the enormous de-

pletion of the herds of cattle available for food, it was

quite certain that before very long the fish trades

would stand in a portion of utmost importance from a

national point of view. Wlien the war is over there

would be a general scramble of all the nations for food

P.stuffs, and there ^ould not be enough to go round. In

the circumstances Great Britain was bound to become

a fish eating nation in a sense it has never been.

THE AGRFEMF.NT WITH HOLLAND.
The Fishing News.

The negotiations which have been proceeding for

some t'me between the Dutch owners and the British

Government have now been concluded, and a new

aereement has been effected regulating the exports

of fish to Germany. The object of the British Gov-

ernment is to prevent fish .supplies reaching Germany
or. nt nny rate, to reduce them as far as possible. In

the first two vears of the war there was a great in-

crease in the Dutch exports of fsh to Germany. High

prices were offered German buyers, and the result

was the Dutch fishing industry enjoyed a period of

the greatest prosperity. The profits, in fact, were

enormous, alike for the vessels engaged in the white

fi.sbing and for the herring fleet. While this country-

had no reason to grudge the Dutch their profits, it

could hardly be expected to view with equanimity

this big importation of food into Germany, and so last

year the British Government took steps to check it.

.\ number of Dutch herring boats were sczed in the

North Sea and brought into Aberdeen, Kirkwall, and

other East Coast ports, where they were detained for

a nund)er of weeks. The measure was admittedly a

strong one. but it could be defended technically on

the ground that the vessels were engaged in contra-

band traffic, that is, carrying food destined for the

enemy. This legal point was never threshed out. and

the boats were ultimately released. The incident

served its purpose, for it led to the Dutch owners

accepting an arrangement with the British Govern-

ment whereby the exports of fish to Germany were

severely limited and the bulk of the catch was re-

served tor British and Allied or neutral -marketa.

It has to be recognized, and it ought to be frankly
admitted, that the Dutch owners have acted very rea-

sonably and fairly all through in this matter. They
took the seizure of their boats in wonderfully good
part, and they agreed to the limitation of their profits

which was involved in the contract entered into last

year between them and the llriti.sh Government. The
first propo.«»al made by this country was that the
whole of the Dutch fishing fleet should be laid up and
that, in return, we should guarantee the owners their

ordinary pre-war profits. They declined this offer

—

naturally enough, for they wanted war profits and
not pre-war profits. Finally a comprom-se was ar-

ranged which m«.v be summarised as follows: — "Ger-
many was to receive not more than 20 per cent, of the
catch, 20 per cent, was to be reserved for home con-
sumption, and the remaining 60 per cent, was to bv
.sold to neutrals, such as the United States, it being
then a neutral. The British Government was to pay
a bonus of ,30s to the Dutch owners for every case
(of n.'i kilograms net or 2"):} lbs.) of the 60 per cent,

sold to neutrals. The fish were still to be sold in the
open market. If. for example. Germany offered 60s
per barrel and America 40s, the fish were to go to
America because the bonus brought the price up to
70s. If. however, Germany offered Tfis against Amer-
ica's 40s, Germany was to get the fish if it had .not

already got its stipulated 20 per cent." This was the
arrangement made last August, and the Dutch fish-

eries have been regulated under it since then. "What-
ever the cause be, whether it be this agreement or the
obstacles produced by the German U-boat campaign
and the declaration of a danger zone, the fact remains
that there has been a substantial reduction in the
Dutch white fishing. The number of trawlers fishing
and the quantity of white fish landed arc both ma-
terially reduced this year as compared with last.

The new agreement that has been made goes back
to the principle originally propo.sed. namely, that of
laying up the fleet or part of it and paying compen-
sation. The proposal is that 35 per cent, of the steam
and sailing fleet shall be laid up. provisionally during
two month.s, on condition (1) that the British Govern-
ment pay substantial compensation, part to be hand-
ed over during the currency of the agreement and
part after the war, and (2) that not more than 2000
barrels of fish be exported to Germany during the
two months. The agreement is provisional for two
months, but one gathers that the idea is to renew it in-
definitely. While 6.5 per cent, of the fleet will not be
laid up but will continue fishing, its catch will have
to be di,sposed of inside Holland, all except 2000 bar-
rels per two months, which is the most that may be
sent to Germany. The arrangement will involve con-
siderable expense to this country in the shape of com-
pensation, but presumably this is money well si)cnt
if it prevents food supplies from reaching (Jermany.
The Dutch trawlowners have by a large majoritv ap-
proved the agreement, but difficulty has emerged in
connection with the herring section of the indu.stry.
It is objected that the agreement, while .satisfactory
to the trawlowners or those engaged in white fishing,
is less favourable to the herring trade, and the latest
report is that on this account the agreement may fall
through. This will be regrettable. In connect!. mi
with last year's agreement, by which a bonus was pro-
mised upon herring in order to level up prices to what
would have been got had all the fi.sh been sold to Ger-
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many, it may be noted that the Dutch dealers have

put in a claim for 3,000.000 florins, or £250,000, to the

British Government as due on this score. A later re-

port from Holland states that the Government has

now- paid the bonus due, but whether this is the full

amount clnimod or not is not e.Nplained.

PRESENT CONDITION OF "YE ANCIENT
COLONY."

(Trade Review.)

St. Johns, Nfld., Sept. 1, 1917.

The future historian of Newfoundland will write

down the j'car of 1917, as one of the most prosperous

in the checquered history of the country The eod-

fisheiy. our staple and main industry will, when the

whole catch is gathered in, be the largest on record,

and will, we estimate, amount to one m'llion seven

hundred and fifty thousand nuinfnis, including Bank.

Shore. Straits, and Labrado" f'sheries. At a local

averncre value of $8 00 per quintal, this will amount to

it!! 4.000 000. Codqil. lobsters, herring, salmon and tur-

bot, will, we estimate, be worth roundly six millions

more, so that our total income from the fisheries will

be worth $20.000 000. A splend'd showing for a popu-

lation of onlv a nuarter of a million people, and forty-

five thousand fishermen.

It must be admitted that there is a good deal of rea-

son for the apprehension that prevails amongst the

trade in reference to getting th's bisr catch of fish to

the markets. Tonnage is scarce, fre-ghts a'-e abnor-

mally high, and insurance, especiallv to Southern Eu-
rope, has gone to staggering proportions. The dark-

est hour is before the dawn, and already there seems
to be a break in the war cloud, wb'ch shuts off our
trade from the ]\fcditerranefin markets in Ttalv and
Greece. With the taking of Trieste. Fumme and Pola.

rates of insuraneo w'll fall and be cut in two. and the

danger base of the Austrian littoral being cut off. our
ships will probably be able to get up to Italy and
Greece before many days. This 's the hope that an-
imates the breast of every man interested in the trade
of the eountry. If we are debarred from these mar-
kets, with our large Labrador catch, we can see only
one eventuality, and that is a big slumn '"n price with-
in a few weeks. We refer now particularly to La-
brador fish.

The Shore fish stands a good chaueo of holding its

own, or. at least, declining very little from the pre-

sent price, even if marketing condit'ons do not im-

prove. Brazil will take about 380 000 nuintals of our

new catch: Portugal. 330.000 quintals; Spa'n, 290,000

ouintals: and the West Indies about 80.000 nuintals.

Another 1 00.000 iiuiutals will be rennired by the Unit-

ed Kingdom, Canada, and a few otlier small importers.

This means a total of 1,180,000 quintals. We have
yet 570,000 quintals to dispose off. Greece, if we get

the way open, should take, at least. 70.000 quintals,

and Italy will want 200,000 quintals. If we get into

these markets, our estimated sur))lus 's reduced to

300,000 (|uintals. Half of this will go to the United
States — in fact, a good proportion of it is already

gone — in the shape of green fish. About twenty
thousand of the balance will be absorbed by French
West Indies, Malta, Madeira. Columbia, Gu'ana, etc.

We have then left 130.000 qtls. The cold storage
plant of the Reid-Nfld. Co. and Nfld.Am. Packing Co.,

will be responsible for 100,000 quintals to be exported

as fresh fish, so that our estimated catch is now down
to 30,000 qtls. Allowing for increased consumption

in war time, and the fact that the markets of Southern

Europe are passing some of our fish on to the French,

we may safely conclude that with all our old markets
open, the whole catch, large as it is, will be gone into

consumption before the new fish of 1918 comes into

the market. This :s our estimate. If anyone can

make a better one, and a more reasonable one, we
should like to have it for publication.

It is well to know where we stand in regard to our

stable industry, in order that time may be taken by
the forelock, and that the Government and the Board
of Trade may lose no opportunity of doing everything

possible to find ways and means to get our fish into

the markets. That we want more tonnage is quite

evident. That we should get access to the Greek and
Italian markets is imperative. If we, ourselves, can'f

get the means, the Home Government should be call-

ed on to help us. Now is the time to make provision.

Now is the time to put forwv"<i our cas« in the strong-

est manner possible.

EXTRACT FROM
"At the thought of wliat

the Empire. Mr. Macaulay
rubbed his hands together frantically, laughed with

delight at the alluring prospect of a fish diet for

everyone at 12 cents per pound "

NEWSPAPERS
he would accomplish for

leai)ed five feet in the air,
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HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT PACIFIC COAST PORTS

DURING THE MONTH OF AUGUST, 1917.

At Prince Rupert, B.C.

AiiR. 1. .North Cape. I". S.. ,s.()(Ml. Tlir C K & C S
fCo., Ltd.

AiiR. 1. Cora U. S.. 7.0(M). The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.
Aii(,'. '_>, IT. & R . r. S.. sooo. The ('. F. & C. S. Co..

Liiiiiteil.

AuR. -2, Luiii.ii. V. S.. U.OOO. Thf C. K. & C. S. Co.,
iliimited.

Aug. '2. Karl K.. .^..OiJO. Th,' C. K. .^c C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Au>r. 2. Heniull. lO.OOO. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
AiiK. 2, Apne.s U.. 8,0()(). The ('. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.
Aug. H, drieiit, U. S.. 22,000. Pneifie Fisliories Co.
An». 3, Olympic. U. S., 20,000, Tlie C. F. & C. S. Co.,

[Liinited.

Aug. 3. Gjoa, U. S.. 6,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.
Aug. 3, Alpha S., V. S., 12.000. The C. F. & C. S.

!Co., Ltd.

Aug. 4. Minerva. .'i.OOO, The C. F. &. C. S. Co.. Lf<l.

Aug. 4, Geo. E. Foster, 60,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,
Limited.

Aug. 5. Sitlta. 12.000 The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.
Aug. 6, Dolphin, U. S.. 10.000, Dybhaven.
Aug. 6, Convention, IT. S., 10.000. Dybhaven.
Aug. 6, Hilda. U. S.. 8.000. Dybhaven.
Aug. 6, Helgeland. U. S.. 70.000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 6, Kubien, U. S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

[Limited.

Aug. 7, Jupiter, U.S.. 10.000, Hooth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 7, Jupiter, U. S.. 10.000. Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 7, Viking, U. S.. 9.000. Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 7, North Cape, TT. S., S.OOO. The C. F. & C. S

Co., Ltd.

Aug. 7, Rose Spit. 10,000, Thr ('. F. & C. S. Co. Ltd.
Aug. 7, P. Doreen, 15,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.', Ltd.
Aug. 9, Chief Zibassa, 15.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Limited.

Aug. 9, Teddv J
,
V. S.. 14,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Aug. 9. Liberty, U. S., 6,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co..
Limited.

Aug. 9. Dip, U. S., 9.000, The C. F. & C. S. (^o.. Ltd.
Aug. 9, Lincoln, U. S.. 12,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 9, Aurora, T'. S.. 5.000. The C. F. & ('. S. Co..
Limited.

Aug. 9, Haysport 1, 10.000. Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
Aug. 9, Lillian M.. 6.000. Atlin Fisheries. liimited.
AHg. 9, Kitwiiiniar, 1,3,000. Atlin Fislieries, Limited.
Aug. 9, Royal 5. 5000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.
Aug. 11, Ani;iiro-..c, I- s;., 5n,non. The c r & c s

Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 12, Corona, I. .S.. 27,000. Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Aug. 12. La Paloma, V. S., 35,000 Booth Fisheries

Company,
Aug. 12, H. and R.. C. 8., 9,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 12, North Cape. U. S., 12,000, National & In-

dependent.
Aug. 12, Starr. C s li'.OOO. National & Inde-

|)endent.

Atig. 12. Margaret. 1. .^ 7.000. National & Inde-
pendent.

Aug. 12, D. C. F. 1, 13.000, The C. F. & C. .S. Co., Ltd.
Aug, 12. Margaliee. 5,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 12. Nautilus. 5.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

All;.;. I:!. N'akntjit C S :;". nii |' -, ( <

Co., Ltd.

Aug. I.'!. .->.iMi,:. i - --.cMMi, II,,. I
. r ,v ( , >. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 13, Director, V. S., 9.000. The C. F. & C; S.
(V. Ltd.

Aug. 13. Tahoma. V. S.. 21,000, Royal Fish Co.
Aug. 13. Bringold. U. S.. lO.OOO. Royal Fish Co.
Aug. 14. Agnes B.. 6.0(K), The C. F. &"(;. S,. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 14. Ilaysporl 2, 25,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 14. Alask.i I
' 3.5,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 14, Klfiii. r. .s., .-,.000. The C. F. & C. .S. Co..
Limited.

Aug. 14, Chief Skugaid, 26,000, The C. F. & C. S.
Co., Ltd.

Aug. 14. Polaris. U. S.. ."iO.OOO, Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 14, Todd. U. S., 22,000, I'aeific Fisheries Co
Aug. 14, Tom & Al, T'. S,. 60,000, Atlin Fisheries;

Limited,

Aug, 16, Amunsden, U. S., 12,000, The C. F. & C. S.
Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 16, Onah, U. S., 7,000 The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 16, Ila, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 16, Griet Starrett, 13,000, The C. F. & C. S

Co., Ltd.

Aug. 16, Dolphin, U. S.. 20.000. Booth Ksheries Co.
Aug. 16, Ringleader, 6,000, Atlin Fisheries. Limited
Aug. 16, N. & S., 8,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
Aug. 19, Liberty, U. S.. 50,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Aug. 19, Constitution, T*. S., .50.000. Booth Fishef-

ies Co.

Aug. 19, Gjoa, U. S., 8,000. The C. P. & C; S. Co.,
Limited.

'

' • •
.

'

,
'

Aug. 19, Nellie, U, S., 5,000, The C. F. & C' S. Co.',

Limited.

Aug 19, Kubien, 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 19. Ileeate. 5,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co. Lt<l
Aug. 20, Nornen, 6,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 20, Lumen, U. S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 20, Geo. E. Poster, 60,000, The C. F. & C. S
Co., Ltd.

Aug. 20, Sumner, U. S.. 35.000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,
Tiimited.

Aug. 21, Lincoln, V. S.. 11,000. Tli.. C F Sc C S
Co., Ltd.

Aug. 21. Vikintr, I". .S., 7.000. Th,- C. F. \- C. ,s. Co.,
Limited.

Aug. 21. Ilay.sport, 25,000. The C. F. & C S Co Ltd
Aug. 23, U. & R., r. S., 8,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.!

Limited.

Aug. 23. Teddv .1 C. s.. 4.000. Tiir C K. .v c s
Co.. Limited.

Aug. 24, Jo.. i.i.K.T, (i.OOO, The C. F. i: C. .S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 25. Margaret G.. T'. S., .5,000. The C F & C S

Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 25. Omaacy. C. .s.. 7,000, Atlin Iw.sl.erie.s. Ltd.
Aug. 25. Lill-an. M., 5.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Aug. 26, Director, U. S., 8,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 26, Clara N., 9,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Aug. 26." D. C. F. 1, 8,000, The C. F. & C. S, Co.. Lf<i.

Aug. 27. Dolphin. V. S.. 12.000. The C. F >.*;:(• .s

Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 27. Corona. I s 12.000, The C. F & C S
Co., Ltd.
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Aug. 27, Helgeland, U. S., 85,000, Atlin Fisheries,

Limited.

Aug. 27. Chief Skugaid, 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 28, Alliance, 10.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Aug. 28, Maud, 7.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Aug. 28, Gilford, 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co. Ltd.

Aug. 28, TTnitv. 5.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Aug. 28, Andrew Kelly, 50,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 30. Onah, II. S., 12,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 30, Nellie, U. S., 8.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 30. North Cape. U.S., 7.000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Aug. 30, Aurora. IT. S., 5,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Limited.

Aug. 30, Haysport, 14.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Aug. 30. N. & S., 10.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 30, Margalice, 8.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 30, Grier Starrett, 7.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Limited.

Aug. 31, Tahoma. IT. S., 15,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Limited.
At Vancouver, B.C.

Aug. 3, Madelyne Dyke, 8,000, The Canadian Fish-

ing Co., Ltd.

Aug. 6, Flamingo, 100,000, The Canadian Fishing

Co., Ltd.

Aug. 6, Celestial Empire. 70,000, The Canadian Fish-

ing Co., Ltd,

Aug. 6, Canada, 40.000. The Canadian Fishing Co..

Limited.

Aug. 6, Pescawha. 40.000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 7, Carlotta G. Cox, 45.000, The Canadian Fish-

ing Co., Ltd.

Aug. 7, Borealis. 25.000. The Canadian Fi.shing Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 14. Washington. U. S., 40.000, New England
Fish Company.
Aug. 15. Kingway, 55.000 .The Canadian Fishing

Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 17. City of San Diego. U. S.. 15,000. Crown
Fish Co.

Aug. 17, Madeline Dyke, 10,000. The Canadian Fi.sh-

ing Co.. Ltd.

Aug. 20, Celestial Empire, 60,000, The Canadian
Pishing Co., Ltd.

Aug. 24, Canada, 30.000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

Aug. 24. New England, IT. S.. 100.000, New England
Fish Company.
Aug. 25, Carlotta G. Cox, 45,000, The Canadian Fish-

ing Co., Ltd.

Aug. 2.5, Pescawha, 35,000. The Canadian Fi.shing

Co., Ltd.

Aug. 27, Flamingo, 60.000, The Canadian Pishing

Co., Limited. •

Aug. 29, Borealis, 35,000, The Canadian Fishing Co.,

Limited.

At Ketchikan, Alaska.

Aug. 1, New England. T. S., 100,000, New England

Fish Company.
Aug. 10, Manhattan, U. S., 140.000. New England

Fish Company.
Aug. 13, Violet. 8,000, New England Fish Company.

Aug. 15, Eureka, 5,000, New England Fish Company.
Note: All vessels not specified "U. S." are of Can-

adian registry.

HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT WEST COAST PORTS
DURING THE MONTH OF SEPTEMBER.

At Prince Rupert, B.C.:

Sept. 1, Tahoma, U.S., 15,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 1, Polaris, U.S., 50,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 1, Eureka, U.S., 6,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 1, Nornen, 15.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 1, Rose Spit, 4,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 2, Shamrock, U.S., 15,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 2. Kitwinmar, 8,000, Atlin Fi-sheries, Ltd.
Sept. 2, Lincoln, U.S.. 9.000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 2, Lumen, U.S., 14,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 3, Alaska, U.S., 50,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 3. Gjoa, U.S., 18,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 3. S. & S.. U.S., 8,000. The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 3, Stranger, U.S., 9.000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 3. Todd, U.S.. 8,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 3, Pram. U.S., 4,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 3. Bringold, U.S., 4,000. Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 3, Joe Baker, 8,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 5, Tom & Al, U.S., 40,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 5, North Cape, U.S., 9,000, Booth Fisheries

Company.
Sept. 5, Teddy J., U.S., 21.000, Roval Pish Co.
Sept. 5, H. & R., U.S., 7,000, Roval Fish Co.
Sept. 5, La Paloma."U.S., 42.000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Sept. 5. Glacier, U.S., 12,000, The C. P. & C. S Co.
Ltd.

Sept. 5, Dolphin. U.S., 15.000. The C. F & C. S. Co.,-

Ltd.

Sept. 5, Magnhel, U.S., 4,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.
Ltd.

Sept. 5. Mayflower, U.S., 8,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.*

Sept 5, Ilia, 8,000. The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 5, Rennell, 13,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.
Sept. 5, Agnes B., 9,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 7, Jas. Carruthers, 65,000, The C. P. & C.

Co.. Ltd..

Sept. 7, Geo. E. Poster, 35,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 7, Sitka, U.S., 2.5,000. The C. F. & r. s c,

Ltd.

Sept. 8, Sumner. U.S . 50,000. The ('. F. & ('. •>
. ..

Ltd.

Sept. 8, Orient, U.S., 50.000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd.
Sept. 8, Tide, 4,000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd.
Sept. 8, Doreen, 6.000. Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.

Sept. 8, Nautilus, 6,000, The C. P. & C S. Co., Ltd.

Sept. 8, Salten, U.S., 4,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 9, Haysport, 17.000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 9. Karl P., 7.000, Booth Fisheries Company.
Sept. 9, Unity, 6.000, Booth Fisheries Company.
Sept. 9, Maud, 4,000, The C, P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Sept. 9, Lillian M,. 4,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd
Sept. 10, Onah, U.S., 11,000. Dybhaven.
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Sept. 10, Cora, I'.S., 8,000, Dybhaven.
Sept. 10, Iluiitor, 6,000, Dybhaven.
Sept. 10, Corona, U.S.. 21,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

f Sept. 10, Murineag, 4.000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Sept. 10, Saturn, U.S., 8,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,
(Ltd.

Sept. 10. Director, U.S., 17.000. Tin- (
', K. & C S. Co ,

IZitd.

[
Sept. 10, Allianci'. ft.OOO. Tlic C. K. ^ C. S. Co., Lid.
Sept. 10, Chief Skugaid. 30,000, Tin- C. F & C. S.

>., Ltd.

Sept. 11, Lumen, U.S.. 20.000, Atlin Fisheries Ltd.
Sept. 11. Decker, Jennie F., U.S., 6.000, Atlin Fish-

pries, Limited.

Sept. 11, Gilford, 8,000. Tlie C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 11. Ringleader, 5,000, The C V. & (' S C,,..

jtd.

Sept. 11, N. & S., 7.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 11. Lillian S., 4,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd
Sept. 11. Margaret G., U.S., 6,000, The C. F. & C. S.

jO., Ltd.

Sept. 12, Margalice, 14,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

[jtd.

Sept. 13. Chief Zibassa, 5,000, The C. F. & C. S Co.,

Ad.

Sept. 13, Grayling, U.S.. 5,000, The C. F. & C. S.

3o., Ltd.

Sept. 13. Soya, 4,000, Atlin Fisheries Limited.

I Sept. 13, Omauey. U.S.. 65,000, The C. F. & C. S.

yo., Ltd.

Sept. 14, D. C. F. 1, 7.000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 15, Mayflower, 12,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Jtd.

Sept. 15, Grier Starrett, 14,000, The C. F & C. S.

Ltd.

Sept. 15, Shamrock, U.S., 18,000, The C. F. & C. S.

po., Ltd.
Sept. 16, Liberty, U.S.. 35,000, The C. P. & C. S.

3o., Ltd.
Sept. 16, Haysport 2, 7,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Jtd.

Sept. 16, Agnes B., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 16. Borealis. 13.000. Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 17. Tahoma, U.S.. 22.000. Roval Fish Co.
Sept, 18, Alten, U.S.. 65.000. Atlin Fi.sheries, Ltd.
Sept. 18, Polaris, U.S., 55,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 18, Helgeland, U.S.. 70.000, The C. F. & C. S.

., Ltd.
Sept. 18, S. & S. U.S., 7.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Jtd.

Sept. 18, Luicoln, U.S., 7,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 18. Dolphin, U.S., 7,000, The C. F. & C. S Co.,

litd.

Sept. 19, Andrew Kelly. 40,000 The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 19, Rose Spit, 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 19, Mars, U.S. 21,000, The C. P. & C. S Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. lit, Magnhel, U.S., 4,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Sept. 19, Brothers, U.S., 25.000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 19, Glacier. U.S., 4,000, Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 19. Joe Baker. 4.000. Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.
Sept. 21, Lancing, U.S. 11,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Sept. 21, Viking, U.S.. 11,000. The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

^'T - 1. Mill. 14.000. The C. F. & C. S. Co.,
Ltd.

Sept. 23, Onah. L;.8., 16,000. The C. P. & C. S. Co.,
Ltd.

Sept. 23, Isla. 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 24, Alaska. U.S., 35,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Sept. 24, Tide, 5.000. Booth Fisheries Company.
Sept. 24. Royal. 3,000. Booth Fisheries Company.
Sept. 24, Stranger, US.. 7,000, The C. F & C S Co..

Ltd.

Sept. 24. Direetor. U.S inono Tl.. -.

("o., Ltd.
Sejit. '2\. .Mnniifiiu'. I mn. m . i

i ,v i - i ,,

Ltd.

Sept. 25, James Curruthers, 50,000, The C. F. & C.
S. Co., Ltd.

Sept. 25. Ileeate. 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 25. ..\ ernes B . 10,000, The C. F. & C « C'n

Ltd.

Seiii L'7. ( hi, I Zil.iissa, 16,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,
Ltd.

Sept. 27, Thelma, U.S., 7,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,
Ltd.

Sept. 27, Ringleader, 6.000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,
Ltd.

Sept. 27, Mack, .3,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Sept. 28, Seymour, U.S., 30,000, The C P. & C S

Co., Ltd.
Sept. 29, Corona. U.S.. 7,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Note: All vessels not specified "U.S." are of Can-
adian registry.

At Vancouver, B.C.

:

Sept. 1, Madelyne Dyke, 8,000, The Canadian Pish-
ing Co., Ltd.

Sept. 4, Celestial Empire. 80,000, The Canadian
Fisliiiig Co., Ltd.

Sept. 5, Manhattan, U.S., 120,000, New England
Fish Company.
Sept. 10, Carlotta G. Cox, 50,000, The Canadian Pish-
ing Co., Ltd.

Sept. 24, Celestial Empire, 50.000, The Canadian
Fi-shing Co., Ltd.

Sept. 26, Madeline Dyke, n.OOO, Tlie Cnnadiaii Fish
ing Co , Ltd.

At Ketchikan, Alaska:
Sei)t. 1. Cora, 5,000. New England Pish Company.
Sept. 1, North Cape, 10,000. New England Fish

("oinpany.

Sept.
'

1, Selma, 4,000, New England Pish Co.
Sept. 19, Tyee, 50,000, New England Fish Company.
Sept. 23, New England, 100,000, New England Fish

Company.

GERMAN SALMON THRIVE IN THAMES.

Some good things come from Germany, and one of
them is the German .salmon, which is now being bred
on a large scale in the Thames and has the advantage
of being non-migratory. At least, it is non-migratory
in its native waters, but it may change its habit here,
as happened with the English and American brook
trout which were planted in New Zealand. In Eng-
lish waters the brook trout is never migratory, but in
New Zealand they rapidly develop into confirmed sea
rovers, and have now become a fine and healthy race
of sea trout, affording excellent sport and attaining un-
usual size.
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CAPT. ROBERT A. BARTLETT TELLS OF FISH IN
NORTH.

Rescuer of the MacMillan Party Tells an Interesting

Story of F sh Found in Arctic Waters.

The Fishing (.razetle in its issm- of Scpicnihcr 22n(l,

contains the following:

—

Agraduate fishcrinan and veteran of perluips tifteen

scaling voyages to the whelping ice fields of Labrador.

Captain Robert A. Bartlett, once of Newfoundland
and now of New York, is back from the most memor-
able voyage of his career as an explorer in the frozen

North. He rescued the MacMillan party at the en-

trance to Smith Sound, off North Greenland, and
brought its members safely to Sydney, C.B., his last

dash to the polar regions being all-important in its re-

sult.

"To tell of the fish of the Nortii," said the captain,

"would be an almost interminable undertaking, for

there are fish in the waters as far into the Arctic as

there is water, and for all 1 know even as far north as

there is ice, even in the congealed waters beneath the

floes that cross the Poles.''

"Fish is more or less a delicacy in the North," said

Captain Bartlett, in his discuss'on. "Arctic explorers

seldom have the time to fish, and a fish dinner is a

rarity. Still, in the far North there is plenty of rock

cod, sea trout, char (a kind of salmon), caplin shrimp,

and .of course, seals, and walrus, besides narwhal, right

whales, and perhaps half a dozen other varieties less

known in the temperate regions.

"A little farther south the cod is to be found, and
halibut abounds in waters that are frozen over for

eight months in the year. I have caught codfish in

Hudson Strait, and the Greely party actually lived on

shrim]) at Cape Sabine during one whole summer. The"

shrimp has been found in abundance as far north as

Cape Columbia in. latitude 86".

The observations of Captain Bartlett are those of a

fisherman whose early training in Newfoundland wa-
ters has never been forgotten. In the case of the
shi'imp they clearly show the wide range of this par-

t'cular species. Shrimp are found in greatest abund-
ance in the tropical waters about the Gulf of Mexico
and off' the Atlantic coast of Florida and Georgia.
"Of course, everybody knows that whales inhabit

the waters of the great North," continued Captain
Bartlett. "but no one seems to have discovered just

how far north they go. J have seen them in Smith
Sound, three or four at a time, and a few odd ones
(ionsiderably nearer the polar circle. But, of course,
the whale is not a fish. Sharks may be there, too, but
I have yet to see one.

'

'

Wild stories of the thrasher shark have come from
the frozen lands, and they have been described as be-

ing the most vicious of the family of sea monsters. If

they actually live in frigd waters about Grantland
the latitudinal range of the shark is from the Equator
to the Arctic circle.

"The only fish that are known commercially to be
found in the northern seas are the sea trout and rock
cod. I have caught both in the open waters off the ice-

bound coasts of Greenland and Grantland. As the
walrus feeds largely on small fish and shell fish, it may
be interesting for fishermen to know that there are
clams in the Arctic. I have seen them in clear waters
along the coast of Greenland, and actually taken them.
They are fine eating; the Eskimo loves them.

Service and Satisfaction
Is what you give your cus-

tomer's when you equip

your store with

ARCTIC
FISH CASES

With the daily increase in fish consumption your sales will increase if you install

a proper method of handling and display.

We manufacture different varieties of fish cases. Write for our illustrated folder.

JOHN HILLOCK & CO., 154 George St., TORONTO
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An Exceptional Opportunity for Fishermen

A few new <) to 7 ii.p. alow speed Mariiu t'liw-neM.

made l>y tho O:inn0a Gas rower l.aim ;nes. s.ijDihle icr
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quirk turnover. Lareie ftock of repair parts alwayn
available.

non't miss this opportunity to secure a hlBli srade
en---ine at a Hartaln Price.

Writ« Marine Sales Dept. to-day.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited

TORONTO - CANADA

olumbian
^W BOAT MOXOR

Saves Time and Labor

FtMl five years tlie Coliimbiaii Kow-Hoat Motor
has been giving SATISFACTION to thou-

sniuls of fishermen, whose eii-

-^ff gines must be RELIABLE.
jpft^_ STURDY. SIMPLE and ECO-
^""'^ NOMICAL. Although

this motor contains

modernevery modern im-

provement, we atp
.still selling it at ^ff» /^ ^-^

($10 extra for high ipOw
waterproof magneto built

y-wheel).
W-lth the aid of this hlgrhly efficient

motor. Fishermen not only save themselves
much heavy toll, but are able to go farther
in le.ss time, and so Increase their fares to
a large extent.
We can supply complete equipments of

two and four cycle marine engines up to
300 Il.P.

Tell us your needs to-day, and we will
t-e pleased to send you a catalogue. Ad-
dress:- -

CULLEN MOTOR COMPANY
112 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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"Once when a walrus was killed by Eskimos at Cape

Sheridan, Grantland, and dressed for use. a quantity

of clams were found in its stomach. They were re-

moved and made into one of the best clam stews ever

set before men in any climate. Walrus meat is tough

and fibred, but the heart and liver are splendid food,

and compare favorably with those of the steer, well

known to inhabitants of the temperate zone.

"Food fi.shes that are sold every day in the markets

of the United States are no different when taken in

the Arctic, than they are in warmer waters. The sea

trout found off Grantland, for instance, is a splendid

fish, with firm white meat and a delicate flavor. At

the same time some of the salmon found in the fresh

waters of Lake Hazen are pale or even white. They

are known as char in that country, and the Eskimos

catch them regularly through the ice. The supply

seems to be inexhaustible. At certain seasons the meat

is pink, like that of the salmon of Newfoundland, the

Pacific Coast and Alaska.

"In the Arctic, off Disco, North Greenland, I have

seen rock cod caught in goodly quantities. I tell you

it was a delicacy to the men on board ships bound for

the polar regions. Many of them preferred to eat it

in place of fresh or frozen meat. Also the squid is to

be found in latitudes below 80 degrees, and it is a good

food.

"In the open sea, in latitude 80 degrees, 30 minutes

north, our parties have caught sea trout weighing up

to two pounds, and in about the same latitude taken

char in fresh water through the ice weighing from

four to eight pounds. As far north as 87 degrees shrimp

have been found by exploring parties.

"The caplin, which in many respects resembles the

sardine herring caught along the coast of Maine, is

known to the natives of Greenland as upcrnavik, and

it is taken as far north as latitude 72. It is possible

that at other points farther north some caplin are to

be found also, but I am telling only of what I have seen

with my own eyes."

Captain Bartlett will make another voyage to the

Arctic, this time at the head of a party. He proposes to

have a ship built of steel strong enough to resist the

greatest pressure of ice and sail north from Seattle

and go around Behring Strait with the drift.

THE FISHERMEN'S HARVEST.
The high price of food benefits the harvester of the

sea as well as of the land. Gloucester, Boston and

Portland waterfronts are reported alive with gossip

of huge returns. The instance is given of the Glou-

cester schooner Iligco, which sailed to Barnstable Bay
on Monday and arrived at Boston next morning with

a cargo of mackerel worth $4,600; the eight members

of the crew received $258 apiece. The Nirvana of

Gloucester did even better, making a trip to Portland

waters from which she returned with 10,000 pounds of

fresh and 41 barrels of salt mackerel, worth $10,000,

yielding each man about $300. The Natalie Hammond
rrcently landed a mixed cargo of halibut and inacivcrei

for which every member of the crew received $223

;

the Waldo L. Stream is credited with bringing in .$226

worth of halibut for every member. The schooner

Progress is said to have stocked over $11,000 worth

of swordfish, and to have given the crew $1,000 each

since July 1. Portuguese fishermen who once went

out from lioston in dories are now seen in motor boats.

—New York Post.

TO BREAK ALL SEINING RECORDS.
Captain Lemuel Firth continues his wonderful mac-

kerel seining record in schr. Mary F. Curtis. Captain

Firth stocked $12,646 on the last trip landed in Boston

a few days ago. and the crew shared $294.15 for a

week's fishing.

Capt. P\rth is not only high line of the seining fleet

to date, but bids fair to break all records for a season's

work in this branch of the fishery. His total stock so

far is $65,610 and the crew have shared over $1,650.

Captain John Matheson's record last season was some-
thing ovei- $67,000, when the vessel was rammed and
sunk in Boston harbor. One more trip and Captain
Firth will have the record for all time in mackerel sein-

ing for a single season.—Shclburne Gazette.

-FISHING NETS-i
TWINE
FLOATS

GUNS, TRAPS, ANIMAL BAIT, HEADLIGHTS,
FLASHLIGHTS, FISHING TACKLE , SHOEPACKS,
SPORTING GOODS AT LOWEST PRICES.

CATALOG FREE.
ADDRESS, 455 Hallam Building.

JOHN HALLAM, Limited - TORONTO

"Caille"

Fisherman's Engine

Igniter

No Coils

No Batteriet

No Timer

Agents Wanted

Write for Catalogue

Sole Distributors

Perfection Motor Co., Montreal

WHOLESALE PRODUCERS, IMPORTERS AND ...;.. . -

FRESH CHILLED. SMOKED, SALTED LAKE AND OCEAN

Fill OYST E R S -o CLAM

S
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Modern Cannery Practice
Allows little time to clapje between the catch and the final opei'atlons on the pack. Prompt and

P,..,t iiiii.u.^ .iti'..^>ms "f -til Uv *'if'm**nt« T»«.p*^««;(rv to mMko rans fire fI*'i)on<l»'d upon tf> avert loss.

Clean cut. liiKh quality output required of all "Hlis.s" Automatic Can Making Machinery, but

•teadily continued production at high speed la like^wise a feature of importance. These things have been

developed In The "Bliss" lines through nearly sixty years of expei^ence and co-operation with canners

and can makpr- '• " parts of the world.

"BLISS" AUTOMATIC ROUND-CAN DOUBLE-END KLANGER. NO. 15-K.

This machine flanges both ends of can bodies simultaneously and is entirely

automatic and continuous In operation. It produces flanges on 100 to 150 cans per

minute and can be readily adjusted from one size to another.

Write for Catalogue Section No, 18-

A

E. W. BLISS COMPANY
Main Office and Works; BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE CLEVELAND OFFICE
lo57 Peopl 's Gas Bldg. Dime Bank Bldg. Union Bank Bldg. 1917

LONDON. S.E.. ENGLAND. Focock Street, Blackfriars Road PARIS. FRANCE, 100 Boulevard Victor-Hugo St. Ouen
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Canada's Fisheries for August, 1917

Summary of the Quantities and Values of all Sea Fish caught and

landed in a Fresh or Green State ; and an estimate of the Quan-

tities Marketed, or intended to be marketed, fresh, dried, pick-

led, canned, etc., in the WHOLE OF CANADA, for the MONTH
of AUGUST, 1917.

Kinds of Fish. Caught and Landed
in a Fresh or Green

State.

Proportion
used Fresh,

Dried,

Pickled,

Canned, etc.

Totals for the Month of
AUGUST, 1916.

Caught and Landed in

a Fresh or Green State.

Proportion
used Fresh,

Dried,

Pickled,

Canned, etc.

SALMON, t'wts

Do., used fresh (or frozen)

cwts
Do., canned, cases

Do., smoked, 'cwts

Do., salted (dry) cwts. . .

Do., mild cured, cwts. . .

.

Do , pickled, cwts

LOBSTERS, cwts

Do., canned, cases

Do., shipped in shell.

cwts
COD, cwts.

Do., used fresh, cwts

Do., green-salted, cwts. .

.

Do., smoked fillets, cwts..

Do., dried, cwts

BLACK COD, cwts

Do., used fresh, cwts

Do., smoked, cwts

Do., green-salted, Cwts.. .

.

HADDOCK, cwts
Do., used fresh, cwts

Do., canned, cases

Do., smoked, cwts

Do., green-salted, cwts....

Do., dried, cwts
HAKE AND CUSK, cwts. .

.

Do., used fresh, cwts

Do., green-salted, cwts.. .

.

Do., smoked, cwts
Do., dried, cwts

POLLOCK, cwts
Do., used fresh, cwts
Do., green-salted, cwts. . . .

Do., smoked fillets, cwts...

Do., dried, cwts
HERHJNG, cwts

Do., used fresh, cwts
Do., canned, cases

Do., smoked, cwts
Do., dry-salted, cwts
Do., pickled, brls

Do., used as bait, brls. . .

.

Do., used as fertilizer, brls.

MACKEREL, cwts
Do., used fresh, cwts

Do., canned, cases

Do., salted, brls

SHAD, cwts
Do., used fresh, cwts
Do., salted, brls

44,891

283,526

8,042

59,380

81,739

37,965

95,009

10,385

268

213,469

717,827

42,684

153,403

128,623

67,671

136,684

52,375

3,154

22,059

769

17,545

51,673

54,264

6,656

592

96

15,429

2,760

1,324

2,410

10,689

3.727

4,447

120

22,957

1,820

1,977

210
10,519

6,504

1,260

2.984

16,629

15,876

5,702

1,560

13,46!:

190,519

4.020

47,666

60,680

358,615

18,750

76,573

99,502

21.432

187,766

98,522

24,189

167,954

Quantity.

357,710
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W. R. SPOONER
Wholesale and Commission Dealer

Fish of all Kinds

1 1 9 Youville Square, - MONTREAL
I am in the market at all times to Buy or Sell on Commission,
Fresh, Frozen, Smoked and Salt Sea and Lake Fish, in Carload

Lots or Less.

Corretpondenca Solicited

1
Representing

LAKE FISH

J. Bowman & Co.

Port Arthur, Ont.

Wabakin Fish Co.

Montreal. Que.

BONELESS COD FISH

R. E. Jamieson

Rustico, P.E.I.

R«pr«eenting

SEA FISH

A. W. Fader, Canso. N.S.

Harbor Breton Fish Co.,

Ltd.

Harbor Breton, Nfld.

National Fish Co., Ltd.

Halifax and Port

Hawkcsbury, N.S.

STEAM TRAWLER TRIUMPH.

II
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ALEWIVES, .-wis

Do., used fresh, cwts. . .

.

Do., salted, brls

SARDINES, brls

Do., canned, cases

Do., sold fresh and salted,

brls

HALIBUT, cwts

Do., used fresh, cwts. . .

.

Do., smoked, cwts

SOLES, cwts
FLOUNDERS, cwts

SKATE, cwts.

SMELTS, cwts
OULACIIONS, cwts
WHITING, ewts

TOM COD, ewts
OCTOPUS, cwts
SWORDPISH, cwts
ALBACORE, cwts

OYSTERS, brls

CLAMS, brls

Do., used fresh, brls. . . .

Do., canned, cases

SCALLOPS, brls

Do., shelled, gals

QUAHAUGS, (sold fresh),

brls

CRABS, COCKLES, etc.,

cwts
WINKLES, cwts
SHRIMPS, cwts
SQUID, (bait fish), brls, ..

LAUNCE (bait fish), brls..

TOTAL VALUE

Canadian fisherman
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The tins shown herewith— familiar
throughout Canada- are made by the
A. R. Whittall Can Company , Limited, and
indicate a few of the many firms who are
using our cans.

We Manufacture

All kinds of Cans for packing Salmon,

Lobsters, Herrings, Sardines, Gray Fish, etc.

LEAD AND PUTTY IRONS

A. R. WHITTALL CAN COMPANY, LIMITED
MON'IRF>/r - CANADA

Write to us if you are interested in tin containers of any kind.
\Vc are doublinR our plant to take care of new business.

No. 11

Index to AdveKisars, pag* 57.
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PAOXrZO FISHZUES BSOTIOH.

The New "Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERING, CLEANING AND SLIMING MACHINE. THE ONLY

MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we Lave been manufacturing Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the sahnon industry.

These machines have proven themselves great labor and fish sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

The above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information,
prices, tenns, etc., furnished on application.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH - SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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THE CANADIAN FISHERMAN
A MONTHLY JOURNAL DEVOTED
TO THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
THE SCIENCE OF THE FISH CUL-
TURE AND THE USE AND VALUE

- OF FISH PRODUCTS - -

F. WILLIAM VVALLACP:
EDITOR

Thelndustrial & Educational

Press, Limited

3S-45 St. Alexander St. - Montreal

CANADA

Toronto Office - 263-265 Adelaide St., W.

Newfoundland Agency

Garland's Book Store, St. Johns, N.F.

SUBSCRIPTION!

Canada, Newfoundland and
Great Britain .... }1.U0

United State* and EUewhere. SI. SO

payable in advance.

ADVERTISING RATF.S

ON APPLICATION

Published on the 24th dav of each

month. Changes of advertisementi

should be in the publisher's hands ten

days belore that date. Cuts should be
sent by mail, not by express. Readers
are cordially invited to send to the

Editor items of Fishery news, alsu

articles on subjects of praclial intercji

If suitable tor oublication tlieso viii h<

))atd for at our regular rate
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AN S.O.S. CALL FROM ONTARIO FISHERMEN.

runhle to make m presentable sliowiiig in an effort

to prodnce fish from the virgin waters of Lake Nipe-

jron, the Provinee of Ontario Hhs rt'sorted to the des-

liicable expediency of holding up tlie fishermen of the

Province and demanding a portion of their catch at

prices below what is being paid in the o)>en market.

These fish are then offered for sale in a manner cal-

enlated to di.sorgani/.e and ruin the ordinary business

of the fish trade.

The peoi>le of Ontario arc being led to feel that

they are' getting cheap government tish. but when tin-

tinal costs, including the high salaries of the inex-

perienced officials having charge of the {)ri)vincial

machinery of fish production and fish distiibution.

are brought down in the government return, it will be

found that per pound the fish has cost much more

than if tliey had been procured in the onlinary way.

The fish produced by the Ontario Governmeni has

cost not less than fifty or sixty cents a pound.

If the I'rovince has money to spend it couhl be laid

out to a nujch better and more permanent advantage

by improving eontlitions in tlic fishing industry, cal

culated to alleviate the harrlships of the fisliernmn

and improve his power and cost of production, as has

been done for the agriculturists, miner and the manu-

facturer. Furtliermore, if the Provinee desires to

keep down the irost of fish to the eonsumor, it can

better do this by regulating the price. But there is

no justice in using the public revenue, part of which

the fishermen provide, to establish a com])etitive busi-

ness. This is bail enough, but when the Province re-

sorts to the practice of demanding part of the fisher-

man's catch, at its own price, it deserves tiie censure

of all fair-minded citizens. The farmer, the miner and
llie manufactiuer would not submit to such tyraiuiy,

and we believe they will not stand by and see it prac-

tised on their weaker fellow citizen.

If the Ontario Government is desirous of increasing

the production and consumption of fish in the Pro-

vinee, it could not pursiie a course better calculated

to defeat these aims than the one it is now following.

.\ discontented and disorganized industry does not

make for increased j)roduction, and it is a known fact

that the consumption of fish in the Province is less

to-day than before government fish came onto the

market. With the expensive preparations that have

been iiuide by the Province to fish Lake Nipegon. only

a fi'w tons have been j)roduecd. and the jieoplc who
have been led by annouuceuuMits to look for this fish

ai-e being disappointed. When the consumer asks for

ilieap governnn-nt fish and is told by the dealer that

lie has not been able to get the supplies promised, she

feels that she has been deceived l)y the dealer, and
'jof. away without making a purchase from the regu-

iK'ks which the dealer has to offer. For this roa-
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son the people arc buying less fish, and hence con-

suming less.

Since the Ontario Government could not make a

success in producing fish during the autumn months

—

the best time of the year for this business—it realizes

that it cannot hope to do even so well during the

other months of the year, particularly in the winter,

when the hardshij)s of fishing are so great. No doubt

it is this situation that has driven the Government to

hold up the fishermen for the supplies necessary to

make good its promise to the people, ju.stify the lavish

expenditure already made and keep employed those

who have been engaged to look after this government
fish business. We use the term "hold-up" advisedly,

because the fishermen are complaining of being com-
|)elled by Government officials to produce any con-

liacls they have with private firms, and to break these

and undertake to supply a part or all of their catch to

the Government, under the threat of having their

license cancelled.

In an interview which a deputation from the Can-
adian Fisheries Association had with the Hon. Mr. Mc-
Diarmid, the Minister in charge of the Ontario Gov-
ernment's fish business, the Minister defended the

1 ight of the Government to see contracts, and while

denying any intention of cancelling licenses, did not

seem to be very much exercised over the report that

threats of cancellation were being made by Govern-
ment officials.

If the Ontario Government persists in its present

course, a very serious and permanent injury will be

done an important industry, and it would appear from
the sense of security evinced by the Hon. Mr. Mc-
Diarmid, that there is not much likelihood of a change
being made, unless the public can be aroused to see

that justice is done.

The history of the opening of Lake Nipegon and
the entry of the Ontario (iovernment into the fish

I)usiness would indicate that this step was taken more
to make a good position for a political friend than to

serve the consumer or increase the production of fish.

Shortly after the Ontario Government, at the request

of the Food Controller, decided to open Lake Nipe-
gon. a Mr. Geo. H. Fiapsey, who is not a fisherman, an-

nounced that he had been given the sole right to fish

this lake and, from all accounts, was preparing for the

M'ork. The fishermen of the province raised a protest

against any one person being given the exclusive right

of so 'arge a territory as a lake sixty-five miles square,

and appealed to the Food (Jontroller, with the result

that a few days thereafter the Provincial Government

decided to operate the lake itself, and to put Mr.

Rapsey in charge of the operations at a salary much
higher than an experionced fisherman could be had

for.

ELIGIBLE FISHERMEN AND CONSCRIPTION.
It is to be hoped that instructions will be given

Exemption Tribunals to exempt fishermen of military

age in Class I on condition that they remain at their

occupation of fishermen for the duration of the war
There will be a great number of eligible men in the

F'ishiug Industry, but these men are highly skilled food

producers which cannot be replaced, and to conscript

them for Military Service overseas would be disastrous

to the fisheries. For winter fishing, especially, it takes

young men able to stand the hardship of .seafaring

and fishing in rough, cold weather.

We have suggested elsewhere in this issue that all

food producers be conscripted into an arm.v oi' labor.

It is the only fair proposal and we have heard it made
by fishermen themselves. It is the only form of X;i

tional Service that will be effective in fighting the

enemy's submarine policy by increasing production.

If fishermen are allowed exemption, they should be

sworn in to engage exclusively in fishing for the dur-

ation of the War. Just as soon as the exempted man
leaves fishing for some other non-essential occupation,

he should be liable for Military Service.

THE FOOD CONTROLLER'S FISH COOK BOOK.
Mr. llaniia's ofticc is to be congratulated upon the

publication of a small booklet of simple fish recipes

for war-time meals. The fish chosen are of the cheap-

est varieties and the menus ai e economical and readily

prepared.

The booklet makes no pretentions to be either hand-

some or expensively gotten up. There is no art paper
or elaborate illustiations. but in its khaki cover, it is

as effective as the boys at the front in doing its bit

to beat the Hun.

Copies in English and French can be had from
the Food Controller, Ottawa.

FISHERY OFFICIALS TO BE CIVIL SERVANTS.
One of the most pleasing actions to be taken by the

new Union Government is in the matter of Civil Ser-

vice Reform. Under the new plan, all appointees to

the "outside services" will have to qualify for their

positions by examination and will be employed accord-

ing to their fitness and not according to the number
of votes they can secure.

This especially applies to the Fisheries administra-

tion. Politics has been its curse. Fishery Overseers,

hatchery officers, and others have received their ap-

pointments through political influence and qualifica

tions have been overlooked and ignored. The results

are only too apparent in the slow development of the

Industry and the lack of any evidence or progress.

The bona-fide (Mvil Servants of the Fisheries De-

partment may be progressive enough, but the tools

they have to work with have been foisted on to them,

willy-nilly, by the professional politicians who are

helped into Parliament to secure jobs for their friends.
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Most of these political job seekers RVf worthless. If

they wero any pood, thoy woulil have struck out for

thoiiisclves and Sforncd being pulled into a Oovern-

inent Arcadia through political patronagr.

Canada can i)roduce plenty of elever men learned

in iethyology and piscatorial science whose services

have been refused because they had no "pull." These

men will pet a ehancH now. and their einployinent will

materially assist the Industry.

The P^isheries Department is not any worse than

other administrations. Political patronage lias been

the curse of our (Jovernment for years. Thank Heavens!

the dead wood is going to be cut out now, and ef-

ficiency encouraged.

A REVOLUTION IN NEWFOUNDLAND
FISHERIES.

.\ewfoundlanil is to be a factor in the fresh fish in-

dustry. To those who are acquainted with the main

business of the Island {\>lony, this is a momentous an-

nouncement. For centuries, the codfish of Newfound-

land and Labrador has never been marketed in any-

thing but a salted ami dried state, and Newfoundland

s.ilt codfish is famous all over the world.

Newfoumlland owes her new development to the

War, the Kcid-Newfouudlanil I'ompauy, and that

Kerensky of the fish business—Major Hugh Greene.

In response to the great demand for chea)) frozen fish

in England, Major (Jreene suggested to the Reid Com-

pany that they build cold storages in the colony for

the fresh fish trade.

The main storage at St. Jolin'^s is iicariiig coinpli-t i((ii

and will be capable of storing 20,000.000 pounds of

lish. and of freezing ^.'iO.OOO j)ounds per day. Smaller

storages will be built at various fishing port-s and

the fish shipped from them to St. John's or Port aux

Basques in refrigerator cars on the Held railway. Sev

eral of the Reid steamers will be fitted with refrigera-

tion chambers for carrying fish from the out-ports not

served by the railroad, and for transporting the cargoes

to Sydnej', N.S.. Halifax and Boston.

The value of the enterprise lies not alone in the cod

which will be shijjped, but it will be the means of

marketing for the Newfoundland fishermen species

formerly thrown away. Halibut, salmon, haddock,

flounders, sole, turbot, skate, etc., will find a ready

market, and Old Newfoundland and her fishermen

should prosper.

k

THE USE OF FISH. — A NATIONAL DUTY.

A great many iieoplc are obsessed with the idea that

the duties of the Food Controller is to lower the cost of

foodstuffs—to control" i>rices. This is an entirely

wrong conception of the Food Controller's duties, and

much of this may be blamed on the inadequacy and

ambiguity of the title. Food conserver. or food ad-

ministrator would be a better word.

In Qreat Britain, France and Italy, food controller

would be correct as these countries are very much in

the nature of the besieged nations, and a scarcity of

food stuffs and the difficulty of procuring supplies

render it necessary that both consumption and price

be controlled.

In Canada, we are in no danger of starvation. We
are not dependent upon other nations for our staple

food stuffs, as are the .\llies. Our status is that of a

food producing country and events have now placed

us and the United States in the position whereby the

Allies must look to us for their flour, beef and bacon.

To procure sufficient supplies of these articles, the

Canadian food 'controller, so-called, promulgated beef-

less days, and enjoined the people to eat less white

bread in order that present supplies may be conserved

for export. Plans have been made to greatly increase

production, and these two policies, conservation and

liioduction are the ]>rincipal features of Mr. Hanna's

work.

In order that beef and bacon may be conserved, the

food controller suggested that more fish be eaten as the

only flesh substitute we have in abundance that can

speed uj) production and increase facilities for distri-

bution. Since fish foods have come to the fore, the

universal complaint seems to be that fish is dear in

price and that same ought to be regulated by the food

controller.

The general public is very liable to come to conclu-

sions through superficial examinations. They work

upon the belief that fish costs nothing to produce and

that exorbitant profits are made by all engaged in

handing it. They expect to get fish cheap and are

imbued with the idea that the food controller suggest-

ed fish as a substitute for meat because of its cheap-

ness.

This is an absolutely wrong conception. Fish is the

only flesh substitute we have in abundance that can

adequately take the place of meat, and even if its cost

is high, or higher, than the latter, it is the patriotic

duty of every Canadian to eat fish and release the beef

and bacon in the country for those who need it more

than we do.

('anadians are .suffering no war hardships in com-

j)arison with the people of France. Belgium, Serbia,

(treat Britain and other European countries. Wages
arc higher than- they ever were before, and prosperity

is general throughout Canada, but the public, in spite

of these facts, have become critical and whining —
arrogating to themselves a species of martyrdom,

which is infinitesimal in comparison with that of the

millions in the belligerent areas.

Until the public believe more in the efforts of those

officials who are devoting their whole time to "Win-

the-War problems: until they rigidly conform to the

requirements of the food administration and refrain

from carping and unjustifiable criticism of their re-
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commendations, the speedy ending of the tremendous

fight we are making against a powerful and resource-

ful enemy will be postponed to drag on and on into a

period when general exhaustion and misery will call

a halt and force us into an inconclusive and ignomi-

nous peace.

GILL NETTING IN SALT WATER.

There is quite a gill-netting fleet of steamers operat-

ing out of Gloucester, and it seems to be quite a suc-

cessful nietliotl of fishing. Last week, one steamer's

crew shared $521 apiece within two weaks. It is said

that gili-netting in salt water was introduced by fish-

ermen from the Great Lakes. What's to hinder some

of our fishing firms takiugTlie method up? Arrange-

ments could be made with some Canadian tug outfits

to bring the boats to the coast before the close of nav-

igation and try it out this winter. There are gill net

tugs of the larger type on Lake Erie which should be

suitable for the Avork in moderate^'VPeather at sea. It

would be better to keep them employed, if possible,

than have them laid up all winter in the Lake ports.

If it can be done in Gloucester, it can be done here.

PRESERVING THE PACIFIC HALIBUT.

In this issue we iire publishing nn jirtiele by William

F. Thompson on the regulation of the halibut fishery

of the Pacific. The investigations on this subject

were conducted under the auspices of the Provincial

Fisheries Department of British Coluiribia—a Depart-

ment which has produced some of the best and most

useful Fishery Reports in Canada, and, in their

halibut and salmon reports, ainontr the most imj)0i-tjuit

fishery im])lications extant.

Thomj)son is a young man who has specialized in the

lialibut. From the scholastic atmosphere of Leland

Stanford University, he packed his kit and scientific

in.strumcnts aboard the lialibutters out of Vancouver

and Prince Rupert and voyaged to the Hecate Straits

and Gulf of Alaska "banks" and put in months of

earef\il, painstaking observations. He kept plugging

away at his objective in spite of seasickness, rough

<[uarters and the rude, though liarmless. pleasantries of

his shipmates, the fishermen. Thougli they jollied the

young scientist in his work, yet he was always on deck

wlicn the fishing was on, measuring the halibut and

deftly extracting their .nr-bones or "ootoliths" for

age determinations.

A fishing vessel is a poor place for the man of science,

hut Thompson stuck it out, and brought back inforrha-

tion never before published.

In his article in this issue, Mr. Thompson makes

tentative suggestions for the regulation of the halibut

fisliery before it is absolutely depleted. Briefly, he

proposes to divide the banks into six areas from the

Oregon Hanks to the inner Behring Sea — the said

areas being open and closed alternately for a period

of years to be determined and regulated by Inter-

national agreement.

While this seems to be the most feasible means of

preserving the halibut and at the same time keeping
the halibut fleet and fishermen employed, tlie big task

will be to keep the closed parallels properly policed.

Poaching is bound to occur — not that fishermen. are

dishonest or anxious to break the law — but the spirit

of adventure, of "taking a chance," is strong within

tkem. It is not hard to imagine a vessel homeward-
bound with a "skunk" trip and crossing a forbidden

area rounding up and stringing out her gear for the

halibut in the sanctuary below. And in such an enor-

mous area, this is going to be hard to prevent — es-

pecially in foggy weather when the skipper can swear
he never had an observation for latitude in days.

Seal poaching in the North Pacific went on mer-
rily years ago, and it was only wijied out when the

sealing fleet was wiped out by fnternntional Congress.

Still, if the fines were heavy enough and involving

seizure and confiscation of ves.sel and gear, it is pos-

sible to keep the closed areas free from j)oaching. but

the banks will have to be well patrolled.

This may be done outside the regidar Fishery Patrol

Service, if we had a .Vavnl Reserve with a small fleet

of auxiliary vessels for training pin-])oses. These

craft, on their training cruises, could very well act as'

liatrols all the year round, and do the policing which

would be too heavy a burden on the regular P^ishery

Patrol.

The sea is very wide. A vessel is below the horizon

Ion miles off. There is no chalk liiu; oi- stakes to mark
the limits. . Sun an<l lead are practically the onl\

guides to ])osition, and neither are certain, and over

a thousand miles of latitude is not going to be ])atrolled

by two or three fishery ci-uiscrs. Some will obey the

law. but there are others that will l;d<e the risk, and

give the latter two days on a small halibut patch un-

interrupted, there won't be much preservation.

NEW DEVELOPMENT OF PACIFIC FISHERIES.

Halibut and salmon— kings of the Paeifie fisheries

—are going to find rivals in the vario\is eods and flat-

fishes (other than halibut) now being nmrketed.

The Government are assisting in the marketing of

these fish in inland centres as far east as Winnipeg

by a rebate of two-thirds of the TRANSPORTATION
charges—freight or express, and the Footl t'ontroller's

Office are nuiking arrangetnents with the fishermen

and the producers on the Coast to have the fish re-

tailed to the consumer around 10 cents per pound.

The arrangenumts with the fishernu^n are to be In-

ternational in order that there will be competitive

bidding on either side of the line to raise the pri(!e.

It is expeeteil that the Deeji Sea Fishernu-u's Tinion

will agree to a price of from II4 <^» - c.-nts per lb. for

a term of years to establish a market, provided that

profits are cut down all along (he line by all handlers.
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Mr. .Josepli Muddock, ol the Glacier Fish Company,

I'acoma, is reprcseiiting tlie U. S. fish producers in the

iifgotiations. while Mr. A. L. Ilagor, Se^'ond Vic-c-

I'resideiit of the Canailiau Fisheries Association.

\'ancouver, will speak for the Canadian fish men. Mr.

.lohii P. Hackeock, Assistant Commissioner of Fisheries

of H. C. is acting for the Canadian P'ood Controller.

In addition to sui)plying a war time necessity of

heap sea fish for Western consumers, tlic scheme will

.• of the greatest benefit to Pacific fish men in creat-

ing a market to replace the decrea.sing supi>ly of hali-

hiit. The Pacific men urge that the transportation re-

liatf be extended to cover every class of edible Pacific

fish, other than salmon and halibut, and that centres

'.'» miles from tide-water be allowed the subsidy

A cook book, giving recipes on preparing the new

>|)ecies of fish, will be published and distributed to

lonsumers throughout the West and special efforts will

li." made by dealers and others to popularize the new
^lii-fiiods;.

opportunity to justify it« existence.

Fishermen should be enrolled into an army of food

producers, but along lines most essential to the needs

of the country. The salmon fi.shermen of British Col-

umbia could be drafted into the shore and deep sea

fishery for halibut, cod, flounder, herring, etc., until

the canning season opens again. The lobster fisher-

men of the Maritime provinces and the Lunenburg salt

fishermen can readily be kept fishing in other branch

es, while the Great Lakes men, not fishing through the

ice, could be sent to the Northern Lakes or down to the

sea coast.

We venture to predict that there would be no pro-

test from the fishermen. If it was pointed out to them

that by "carrying on" their worlc along the lines re-

quired of them they were doing their bit, they

would turn-to willingly in the interests of the Na-

tional Service. It remains for the National Service

Board to get busy NOW and do something to win the

war at home, while others are winning it for us over-

seas.

LINEN TWINE FOR NETS AFFECTED BY WAR.

The lake and river fishermen using gill-nets are up

ii^ainst a famine of linen twine, and nets made of

!liis fibre are liable to be scarce and high in price

liefore long unless greater supplies of flax come from

(Jreat Britain.

The enormous quantities of linen used for airplane

wings in Great Britain and the United States is ac-

countable for the shortage, and in the pursuits of war,

the pursuits of peace must suffer.

Of course, we have a substitute in cotton, but cotton

nets will not staiul the wear and tear of linen—though

if is possible to treat it with some dr<.ssing that will

l>rolong their use and prevent rot.

Many things used in the fishing industry have risen

ill price through the war, but a slight advance in the

price of fish seems to be regarded as a crime by the

general public.

CONSCRIPTION FOR THE FISHERIES.
Tht! vast importance of the fisheries to Canada and

the Empire at the present time calls urgentlj' for

greater ]>roduction. With Great Britain, the United

States and tlie hoinc market demanding all that

can be produced, and with Food Controllers Hanna

nd Hoover insisting that more fish be used in order

lat meat be released for overseas, it is imperative that

(the producing end of the fishing industry be marshall-

ed as an efficiency working force to keep up produc-

ioD.

With men being con-scriptcd for the fighting over-

Seas, it is only fair that men be conscripted for labour

Pat home —• essential labour in the production of food

Utuffs and munitions. Dealing with our Cajiadian fi.sli-

png indpstry, a .start should be made now and the Na-

rtional Service Board could very will ]» given an

HALIBUT AND SALMON — LUXURIES !

When we refer to the above fish, we cannot acclaim

fish as being cheaper than meat. Retailers are grumb-

ling at the price they have to pay for these fish. Con-

sumers arc writing to the papers about it, and the

butcher — oft cursed for the high price of meat —
points gleefully to halibut and salmon and expounds

upon the high cost of fish.

In Montreal, the consumer is paying from 35c to 38c

for fresh Pacific halibut. On the Coast the prodiic-

eis have paid as high as 63 cents apiece for Dog Sal-

mon — worthless a few years ago — and salmon of all

varieties have reached hitherto unheard of prices. Tru-

ly, both fish are in (he "lordly, aristocratic class"

and will soon be confined to the tables of the rich.

In an interview to the Vancouver Sun, Mr. A. L.

Ilager, Vice-President of the C. F. A., and Manager of

the Canadian Fi.shing Company. Ltd.. Vancouver,

sums up the situation as follows :^

—

"Our tonnage is much below last year, both for fresh

fish and frozen, in fact, considerably less than in any

previous year. This is to be attributed to the scarcity

of fish and the scarcity of labor. There are lots of

orders in sight, cxi)ort orders, but we cannot begin to

touch them. In the first place, the price offered is

too low, and apart from that we cannot get enough fish

for the export trade. We are not getting enough fish

for our Canadian and American trade.

"Both halibut and salmon are in the luxury class. T

cannot say what price halibut is retailing for back

east ; 1 suppose any price can be asked for it, but it is

surely very high right here. Halibut has been selling

around 16 to 20 cents a pound, and went as high as 30

cents for a little while. This is compared with five
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and six cents a pound three or four years ago. Just

two years ago it was selling at eight cents a pound,

and that was a good price.

"Take salmon again. Here we are today having

paid as high as 63 cents for dog salmon the cheapest

grade of salmon, getting close to what I might call the

world's record for sockeye at 70 cents."

"But the harvest is the fisherman's and not that

of the fishing and distributing companies, Mr. Eager

points out. The huge price for salmon it attributed to

the bidding of the American buyers and the Japanese

fishing fraternity being well organized, and Mr. Hager

does not question in the least that numbers of Japanese

fishing brokers, and even fishermen, are able to win-

ter in Japan off their -gains this season.

"The halibut fishermen are also enjoying remarkable

winnings by their percentage of the market price of

the fish the deep-sea boats bring in. For the halibut

fishermen to make $400 and $500 for a two-week's

stay on the fishing grounds has been no exception this

summer."

A CORRECTION.
In our September issue there occurred on page 430

an expression which might lead our readers to believe

that the Leonard Fisheries owed their origin to the

North Atlantic Fisheries. This, of course, is not cor-

rect. The Leonard Fisheries, Ltd., are sueeessors to

the businesses of three old, well established firms, viz.,

Leonard Brothers, Ltd., of Montreal, Que., and St.

John. N.B.; Mathews and Scott, Canso, N.S., and A.

Wilson & Son, Plalifax, N.S. Tn the course of the ex-

tension of its business the Leonard Fisheries, Ltd.,

purchased the large cold storage plant at Port

Hawkesbury, N.S.. which at one time belonged the

North Atlantic Fisheries, Ltd.

FOOD CONTROLLER'S MAXIMUM PRICES.

Maximum prices to be paid to fishermen in the

Provinces of Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan for

winter-caught fish have been fixed by the Food Con-

troller. The profit of the "Producing Companies" who
buy from the fishermen and sell to the wholesale houses,

lias been limited to a maxiirnim of 1 i)er cent per

jwund, while the profit of the wholesale houses on

sales to retail dealers must not be more than 2 cents

per pound. Tn this way, the price charged for such

fish to the retail dealers in any part of Western Canada
must not exceed by more than 3 cents the price

actually paid to the fishermen. i)lus transportation

charges from the primary rail shipping point. While

the Food Controller has not fixed the price to the con-

sumers, this may be done by the several municipalities

which are co-operating with the Fish Committee of

the F'ood Controller's office.

Persons .dealing in Western winter-caught fish in

quantity will be required to secure a license I'lOTn tli

Food Controller. Heavy penalties are providcl for

failure to register and take out such license or for fail-

ure to comply with the Food Controller's resrulations.

Deliberate waste of fish will be penalized. Wholesale
dealers must give first consideration ;o the needs of

the Canadian market. By this means it is hi>pe(l

to ensure for the people of Western Canada an ade
qiintc uiiii?>lv <,r ri-,.u>i fiuli ot fnir pri<'os. and thus to

release for export overseas a very large quantity of

beef and bacon.

The announcement to this effect follows a meeting
between the Fish Committee of the Food Controller's
office and representatives of the Western fi.shing indus-
try. A conference was also held between representa-
tives of the Food Controller for Canada and the United
States Food Administration at which the international
questions involved were considered and an agreement
reached.

Following are the maximum prices which may be
paid to fishermen for Western winter-caught fish until
further notice at the shipping points, named, f.o.b

railway track in each case

:

IK/

o. .

= z

5i
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WHOLESALERS OF FISH TO BE LICENSED.
By onler of the Food Controller, wholesale dealers

iu fi.sh of all kinds are required to apply for license

to act as such. All dealer-? niu.st apply for said license
before .January 1st, 1918.

All wholesale dealers in fish have been required to
register with the Food Controller. This regulation
has been made public for some time and no excuse will
111' accepted for non-i-oiiipliance with the ortler now.
Xo licenses will be granted to persons or firms who

have not registered. Penalties for non-compliance with
these laws are heavy, and we strongly advise all deal-

ers who have omitted to register, to do so immediately.
Those who have already registered, should now apply
for license. There is no fee required.

EMBARGO ON FISH EXPORTS.
Hy order of tiie Food Controller, an embargo has

been placed on the export of dried, smoked, cured,
prepared, canned and salted fish to the United States
and other countries. None of the above products will

be allowed to go out of the country unless a permit
is granted by the Food Controller's Export Bureau.
Ottawa.

Fresh fish in usual quantities can be exported with-
out a permit.

The order went into force on November 17th.

PROVINCIAL FISH COMMITTEES POOD
CONTROLLER S OFFICE.

British Columbia:

—

•lohii r. Babcoek, Asst. Coram 'r Fisheries, B. C.

John Wallace, Vancouver.
.\. L. Hager. Vaneotiver.

.\ld. 0. H. Nelson. Prince Rupert.

Nova Scotia:

—

A. E. Jones. Halifax. N. S.

H. R. Silver. Halifax, N. S.

E. C. Wliitnian. Canso. N. S.

Prince Edward Island:

—

W. F. Tidmarsh. Charlottetown.

A. F. McFadycn. Tigni.sh.

("has. Sterns. Souris.

C. H. B. Longworth. Charlottetown.

Alberta:

—

A. A. Craig. Edmonton.
Benj. Lawton.
Walter S. Campbell.

Saskatchewan :

—

F. N. Darke. Regina.

F. n. Auld. Regina.

P. McEliuoyle. Regina.

EXTENSION OF FISHING SEASON IN B. C. LAKES

In order that more fish foods may be produced this

Fall from the B. C. lakes, the Provincial Fish Com-
mittee of the Food Controller's Office recommended
that the net fishing season in the Okanagan. Arrow
and Kootenay lakes be extended until Dec. 31st.

An Order-in-Council has been passed on Nov- 3 by
the FVderal Fisheries Department extending the sea-

son as requested.

.\ considerable (juantity of red fish will thus be

marketed.

OBITUARY.
It is with feelings of the deepest regret that we an-

nounce the death of D. N. Mclntyre of Vancouver, B.
C., who was instantly killed in France while serving
as a lieutenant in the Ifith Scottish Canadians of Brit-
ish Columbia.

Lieut. Mclntyre was, until little over a year ago. De-
puty Commi.ssioner of Fisheries for British Columbia.
H" W!is born in Napanee. Ont.. and was a gi-aduate of
Queen's University. Kingston. He entered journn'ism
and was for a time with the Montreal Star- -latterly

going out to the coast as news editor of the Victoria
Colonist. From the editorial desk he went to the B.C.
Fisheries Department and filled the office of Deputy
Commissioner of Fisheries for a number of years.

"Mac", as he was familiarly known, was a good
fellow in every sense of the term and was well liked
by all who came in touch with him - officiady or
otherwise. Our sincerest sympathies are extended to
his wife HTid two children resident in Vnncnuver.

AMERICAN STE)VM TPAwlERS BREAKING
RECORDS

The new steam trawlers " Wnlnis" and "Seal" land-
ed trios of 300.000 Ihs each at Boston on November
.5th — stockinjr something like !?!l.'>000 anieee. The
"Walrus" landed 7.5 000 haddoek 1.50.000 cod. 75 000
.scrod. The "Seal" Iwnded 120 000 haddock. 120.000
cod. 10 000 nollick .50 000 serod The former vessel

is commanded hv Cant. Clayton Morrissey—a famous
h'eh-line salt bank fisherman in schooTiers and the lat-

ter by Capt. Lem Spinney—another schooner high-
liner. Both men are Nova Scotians. The fish were
caught on Western Bank.

For two month's mackerel seinmg on the schooner
"Helen B. Thomas" of Boston, the crew shared -1>1,-

171 apiece. It pays to be fishing these days.

Whaiemeat is now coming to the fore as food on the

Pacific Coast, and is being sold in Vancouver at 10
cents per pound. The meat is not unlike moose-ipeat

and has no fishy or oily taste - in fact it is as palatable

as ordinary beef. In California, where it has been

used for some time, whalenieat is used in restaurants

for making Hamburger steaks. At the whaling stat-

ions, the meat is cut out in great squaw blocks, frozen

hard, and boxed for shipment to market.

Alberton. P. E, T.

To the Editor of

Canadian Fisherman
Enclosed vou will find money order covering renew-

al of my subscription and three other new subscribers

whose names and addresses are on the back of this

paper. These men saw my copy and they want to

subscribe themselves.

You are certainlv puttinsr out a valuable journal

whieh is full of information for a fisherman.

The last week of October has been the best in the

history of Alberton — a big run of smc'ta — and good

prices. Rome of the buvers were naying as high as 10

cents a pound, Oood catches of .'od rl^-o are coming

in. There is a liveV time around the wharf.

There was a t-me wVien e^-cvliody talked Black Fox
bnt everv bodv is talkincr Fish now.

(Signed) ONT.Y A FISHERMAN.
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The Food Value of Fish

By A. BKOOKER KLUGH.

In the past the consumption of fish by the population
of Canada has been decidedly limited, but now, urged
by the high price of meat and by a patriotic desire to

conserve the stock of meat, its use is being consid-
erably extended. It is therefore of interest and of
importance to enquire into the matter of the food value
of fish. It is useful only to augment a reduced meat
ration? Is it to be used only as temporary, war-
time substitute for meat? Or is it a food which may,
without any danger of mal-nutrition. take the place of
meat, not only at the present time but indefinitely?

These questions of vital importance we can only an-
swer by a careful and scientific enquiry into the func-
tion of foods and the com])osition of fish as compared
with other foods.

In the first place it is necessary to get a clear idea
as to the main constituents of foods. There are three
of these — carbohydrates, fats and proteins. By carbo-
hydrates we mean such substances as starch and su-

gars. By fats Ave mean not only the animal fats which
are usually so termed but also butter and oils. By
proteins we mean such substances as the white of eggs,
the casein of milk and cheese, or pure lean meat.
The human body requires two things of the food

taken into it — energy and material for the manu-
facture of new cells, that is. material For groAvth and
repair.

Energy is furnished by the carbohydrates and fats,

they are, as it were, "burned" in the body and the
energy liberated in this process supplies the heat
which kee()s the body at its proper temperature and
the energy Avhich is used up in the action of the mus-
cles. The fats and carbohydrates provide the fuel

which keeps the human machine running, hut thcv do
not provide the material which repairs that machine,
and for this i)ur))ose protein is absolutely essential.

Proteins are far more complex-chemical compounds
than fats or carbohydrates. And not only are they
more complex but they differ far more among them-
selves than do the other constituents of foods. The
manner in which they differ is so fundamental a mat-
ter in nutrition that we have to consider it in some de-

tail.

Proteins are made up of combinations of some
seventeen different chemical compounds known as

amino-acids. Rome proteins, known as complete i^ro-

tcins, contain all these amino-acids, while others, the

incomplete proteins, lack one or more of these com-
pounds. For the maintenance of the body, .and parti-

cularl.v for growth, all the amino-acids are necessary.

and for this reason a diet which consists entirel.v of in-

complete protc'ns will not maintain the body in its

proper state of re[)air, On such a diet the bod.v will

slowly but surely starve for lack of one or more of

the essential amino-acids, Noav it is among vegetable

foods that we find incomplete ])roteins to be most com-
mon — the.v are very rare in animal foods, and it is

hecnnse of this fact that some animal |)rotein must be

hiclnded in nur menu We mav derive all our caibd

hydrates, and even all our fats, from plant products
and we may derive two-thirds of our protein from veg-
etable fare, but further than this it is unsafe to go—we
must obtain the remaining third of our protein from
animal products.

From the above discussion we can readily see that
the greater the content of protein in an animal food
the more valuable that food is to the body.
Now let us investigate the protein content of differ-

ent kinds of fish and compare them in this respect with
other animal foods high in protein, such as various
kinds of meats, eggs, and cheese.

Taking some of the common food-fishes we find thatm the fresh, uncooked, condition the amounts of pro-
tein are as follows :

—

Whitefish o'' 27
Cod steaks ',' ,','

.V ;; ;; ; ;
\g^c}^

lialibut steaks ^g <w

Mackerel |g ^c/

fjake Trout
[ 17 3%

Haddock jg rjfw

NoM' turning to meals wc I'iiid that the iirotein con-
tent of uncooked meats are as follows :—
Beef, round steak 20.7%
Beef, loin 1917"
Beef, ribs 17 %
Beef, rump ig g^^
Veal, cutlets 19.7%
Veal, ribs ' 20.1%
Mutton, leg 17 g^^
Mutton, shoulder 17.2%
Mutton, neck 164%
Mutton, loin 15.5%
Lamb, leg 18.6%
Lamb, shoulder' 17.6%
Lamb, necdc 17.2%
Lamb, loin 18.1%
Pork, ribs ig.gf^j,

Pork, loin 16.1%
Pork, shoulder 12.9%
Pork, side 8.8%
Comparnig these two lists we .sec that, fish compares

verj- well with meet in protein content and if we
average the percentages for fish and meat we find
that the average for meat is 17.1 9r and that for fish is

18.4%. and this in sjiite of the fact that we have in-

cluded all the prime cuts of meats in our list-

The protein content of eggs is 13%. that of milk is

;5.2%, and of cheese 25.19^, so that cheese is the only
food Avhich coiiqiarcs favorably with fish in the
amount of protein, and since it is not a raw material
but ii finished product it would be more correct to

compare it with either cured or canned fish than witli

raw fish,

'i'li(< percentage i>f ]irotcin in cured fish is as fol-

lows :

Smoked Herring :15.8%
Salt Boneless Cod 24,9%
Smoked Halibut 20.1%
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These values compare well with that of cheese and Halibut, steaks @ 25c per lb. . $1.57
also with that of Dried Smoked Beef which has pro- Canned Salmon, (7/ 2r>c per lb $1.24
teiu contt'iit of 29.1%. Averaginfr thfse figures wo see that the avera^^e cost
Turning to cimne<l fish wc find that Cauned Salmon of a pound of protein in the form of meat is $1.96

^has 21.1% of protein and Sardines 22.3%. while in the form of fish if is but .$1.08. or to put it in

So far we have been concerned only with the per- another way the cost of protein in the form of fish is

f«entagp of protein in the various foods which we have only 4/7 its cost in the form of meat.
compared, without referrence to j)rice. Now let us see Considering now the otlier main foo<ls rich in animal
how they compare with regard to the cost of protein |)roteiii we find that tiie cost of a pound of protein pur
hi the form of meat and the form of fish. The clearest chased in tlic form of cheese at thirty cents per
way to do this is to give the cost of n pound of protein pound is $1.00. in the form of milk at nine cents per

• if bought in tiie form of the various foods, though we <|"">"f if is $1.36 and in the form of eggs at sixty cents
[do not eat protein by the pound and in fact a poiind of per dozen it is $2.40. .So here again cheese is the only
faninuil protein will jirovide a man engaged in light food which comjiares favorably with fish.

[work with all the animal |)rotcin he requires for There is also a further point which we have to con-

[twelve days- sjder in relation to the food value of fish and that is

The cost of ii |>oiinil of pi-otein in (liffoi-.iii meals 's that it is easy of digestion and in this respect it differs

Ian follows: very materially from its nearest competitor in food
.Beef, siiloin (d '.i^n- per It) $2.18 value, namely, cheese, which is not by any means an
Beef, round, (« 30c per lb $1.45 easy food to digest.

Mutton, leg, (o 32c per lb $2.04 Now that we have examined carefuly into the food

Pork. loin. @ 30c per lb $2.2;i value of fish we can without any hesitation say that

Dried Chijjped Beef (ft) 50c ])er lb $1.90 it is a food which should not only very largely replace

The cost of a pound of protein in different fish is:

—

meat at the i)i"e>ent time and thus fulfill the laudable

Cod. steaks (n 12e per lb 71c. function of coiiserviiiL' the stock of meat, but that it

Haddock, (n 12c per lb 78c. should become a common and constaiil item on tlu

Lake Trout, (a' 15c jter lb $1.10 menu of the Canadian people.

The Regulation of the Halibut Fishery of the Pacific

B. C. Fisheries Report, 1916

Hv WILLIAM F. THOMPSON.

The Condition of the Banks.

It was made evident in a previous paper (B.C. Pish-

.'ry Report for 1915) that intense fishing on the hali-

but banks of the coast of British Columbia and the

United States has resulted in not only serious deple-

tion, but has made its influence felt throughout the

whole biological appearance of the species, and in do-

ing so has rendered precarious the future of the banks,

particularly the older or longer known. Tlie numbers
still found on them are so snndl, and the percentage

of mature fish in this population has fallen so low. that

It appears imminent that the halibut will drop to a

minor position among the food-fishes of the Pacific. It

may recede northwrd. as it did from the shores of

Massachusetts and from the coast of Knglaml. until

it exists only in the more remote and difficult to

reach of the lianks. It is very difficult to see wherein

more proof than is at hand may be adduced to empha-

size this tendency, save the final one of flie catastrophe

of commercial extinction itself.

The rate of decrease shown—oxer 70 jmi- cent

for each decade is surprisingly large. Yet it must be re-

menrbered that the constant shifting to new banks has

staved off a portion of the effects of impoveri.shmeuf

.

This extension is. in its way a measure of depletion.

.fust Hs i\ rnini- m)i\- be exhausted and its owners re-

<luced to working over tiie discarded low-grade ore, so

may the halibut fleet be compelled to rely on depleted
banks. The jirigress from Cape Flattery to Hecate
Strait, an from there to Vakutat and beyond, has been
at a constantly accelerated rate as the total catch has
grown from yea!' to year. When the end will be reach-
eil, perhaps in tiie Southern Bering Sea, perhaps on the
Sibcr'an coast, is, of course, difficult to forecast. In
the meant im(> the expenses of long voyages are grad-
iiall\- growing, and the necessity for vessels of large
steaming radius is becoming greater, so that it is a
iim-st^on whether the final reserves of halibut shall be
exploited by vessels from our coasts. When expansion
is at an end, as will inevitabl.v be, the vessels must
return to fishing on the older banks, which will then
be depleted l)eyond their |)resent ct^id'tion unless
measures are taken to allow them to recuperate. They
cannot sup])ort the fishery now existent, it is vpr>

plain, or anything compai'abie with it.

There are many reasons why this depict inn doe>* not
ivince itself in the i)rosper'ty of the fishing business in

direct proportion. The rising j)rices demanded of the
consumer and the extension to new banks re(|uire no
eonniient on their effects. More important than these.

Iiowevcr. is till- fact that the time and effort required
by the boats to cnlch tlie fisli is fiidv m portiim .if ttint
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necessary to carry the fish from the ocean to the con-

sumer, and a seemingly overwhelming increase in the

fishing-time of the boats is but a moderate increase in

the total. The length of the voyage, as has been shown,

does not increase in the same proportion as the actual

fishing-time, and the length of the voyage is but a part

of the whole journey over ocean and land. In other

words, the increased expense of obtaining the fish is

distributed between that of transporting and selling,

and is felt correspondingly less.

It is evident, therefore, that an automatic abatement

of the fishery in direct proportion to the rate of de-

pletion is far from what is to be expected, and those

who rest content in the belief that it will not pay com-

mercially to deplete the banks beyond the limit of re-

cuperation are on unsafe grounds.

Remedial Measures.

The rea.son for the existence of lialibut-fishing on

farther north, there should be no great obstacle to the
application of adequate measures to the older banks.

In addition to propositions discussed privately, there
has been a strong effort to pass a measure designed to
meet the urgent need for the protection of the banks.
This has resulted in the introduction into the Congress
of the Ignited States, and its passage by the Senate,
but not by the House, of a B-11 (S. 4586). establishing
a clo.se season for halibut during the months of De-
cember and January, and a nursery of approximately
290 sijuare miles near Hecate and Noyes Island.s.

Alaska. The enforcement of this was to be dependent
on the enactment of similar regulations by the Cana-
dian Government. It was the present author's opinion,
as expressed in a previous communication to the Pro-
vincial Fisheries Department, that the remedy for the
depleted condition of the banks "would be to mater-
ially I'estrict the fishery (1) by stopi)ing fishing en-

The Crew of a Halibut Fishing Vessel.

the older banks when they are apparently partly de-

pleted is seen also in the great seasonal variation in the

yield obtained. It is evident from almost all of the

data presented that during the winter months the yield

falls greatly, but rises to its maximum in summer, dur-

ing June and July. It is during these best months that

it is possible to do ])r()fitable fishing on these banks,

and that fact l«Pti)s a certain number of vessels in

flip impoverished areas. Xotwithstaiuling th-s, it is

( cminon knowledge that even during the best season it

now pays to go to the Far Xorth. It has also been

prove<l that there is an alarming lack of mature fish

on the older banks. It must be borne in mind, then,

that the vital need of the southern banks, with the

exception of those off the coast of Oregon, is protec-

tion during that portion of the year when they are

,\ ie'id't'g their largest proport'on of small and imma-
tuie fish. As the main fishery has shifted to a position

tirely over large areas, such as Hecate Strait ; (2)

by making a close season of, at the very least, twice the

length suggested; or (3) by limiting the number of

boats and men employed."
The [)rovisions of the Bill and the above alternatives

are here discussed in greater dcta'l, with the exception

of the (|uestion of lim ting the "niunber of boats and
men cm|)loyed."' which cannot be seriously considered
in view of the necessarily international aspect of the

proposed remedies. Brief comment on an additional

means of combating depletion—namely, artificial pro-

pagation — is also givenT

Artificial Propagution.
The eonteiiiplation of exjxM-inients in hatching the

halibut must lead s'niply to ill-founded optimism on the

part of the fishermen. The hatching of cod and plaii'c

has been carried on by several lilovernnients with re

suits which are local and limited, and have been dis
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fputed. These species are much smaller, more easily

landled, come to maturity at a smaller s'ze, and the

lear-ripe fish are obtainable in greater numbers than

}s the case with the halibut. The later's ova are shed
gradually, so that to get ((uantities of ripe ova it would

fbe necessary to keep fish in breeding enclosures, and,

as they reach maturity at a c;)nsiderable size, this

would be difficult and expensive. It is also very doubt-

iful whether, on the long sea voyages of the fishing-

[boats. enough ripe spawn could be captureil to make
[the attempt profitable. As the nmuber of eggs pro-

duced by a female during its lifetime is supposed to be
i proportional to the d fficult'cs encountered in survival

after being laid, the value of sucii ri])e eggs as arc

obtained from this species would be less than that of

those from less "prolific" forms. The number of ova

laid in each of the spawning periods of a halibut is

about 300.000 when 35 inches long, and 1,600.000 when
56 inches, and there must be about ten such periods

in the normal life of a twenty-year-old fish. So the

)tosed, and in view of the widespread acioption of

closed seasons in conserving other species is worthy of

careful consideration.

To be worthy of adoptim, however, it is imperative
that a measure be shown capable of conserving the num-
bers of the species as a whole or in threatened areas,

or adc((uate to increase the luimber of spawning fish

wiicrc it has fallen below the margin of safety. The
(|Ucstion in any case is simply one of ensuring the

existence of a sufficient number of breetling mali-s and
females in those large areas now lacking them.

It is a serious question whether the closed Keason

would not s'.mply result in a more intense fishery dur-

ng the open portions of the year. It must be remeni-
bcred that the cold-storage facilities now available ren-

der it possible to deliver a supply of halibut all the

year round, with or without a close season. There is

no question, then, of an interruption of the demand
from the consumer, with a consequent lessening of the

total called for: and there is, as we shall see, every

A Halibut Fishing' Vessel.

value of hatched eggs cannot be great unless the result-

ant young are carried through more of the precarious

stages than is usual, or possible without great expense.

Hence, in the face of the wholesale reduction in num-

bers of halibut on the banks, the establishment of

hatcheries cannot be regarded as anything but exceed-

ingly expensive experimental work, lis results, un-

likeiy as they are to be of value, could not be kiiown

for many years, and those years might mean the ruin of

the industry if action were delayed pending the arri-

val at a conclusion.

Close Season.

Recognizing tin- urgency of the situation, there has

been, among fishermen and dealers, a strong sentiment

in favor of the imposition of a close sea.son of two

months, December an<1 .lanimry. This has been per-

haps the most widely approved measure of any pro-

reason to believe that this demand will be satisfied,

whether there is a close season or not.

Catches of the Puget Sound Halibut Fleet.

The cost of catching is but a small part of the cost

of transporting, preserving, and marketing. It could

increase manifold before being fi'lt greatly. If the

fish may be j)urcha.sed on the docks in Seattle at 5 cents

per pound, as has been done, and sold by the retailers

at 25 cents, then an increase of 2'/j cents, or 50 per

cent of the or-ginal cost, would be but 10 ])er cent of

th<' retail price. Something essentially similar to this

has taken place in the fishery, the length of a voyage,

and with that the expense of obtain-ng a cargo, hav-

ing increased by about 100 per cent in the ten years

between 1904 and 1914. That means that the yield per

vessel lias fallen to a half, vet the total catch landed
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by the fleet lias steadily increased in response to the

demand. Such being the case, it is hardly to be ex-

pected that the reduction of the fishing-time by a

sixth would have much effect even if it were cap-

able of being accepted at its face value.

The apparent value of the close season during the

winter is greatly modified by certain considerations.

One of the most prominant of these is the fact that dur-

ing the two months of December and January the

catch is but half that prevailing during the summer
months, as is shown on the foregoing cliart. That is,

the effectiveness of such a close season would be half

that of a similar one in the summer. Furthermore, the

decrease in total catch is in accordance with the dim-

inished catch per unit of gear, and indicates with it

the fact that the two proposed months are the most
expensive. Providing the far greater consideration of

the future of the banks were not in (|uestion, there

would be no possible objection to legislating away the

unprofitable part of a business year. But, aside from
the fact that it is not the bona-fide object of the pro-

posed legislation to iiu'roase the immediate prosperity

of the industry, it can be isliown to have a really detri

mental effect on the condition of the banks. The pro

])osed close season would surelj' put vessels on a better

financial basis, encouraging the building of more and
rendering them capable of profitable operation on

smaller summer catches than is now the case. Tliis

woidd mean the enlargement of the fleet and the closer

fishing of the banks, including those considered llie

least profitable.

Fishing on these more depleted southern banks off

the coast of British Columbia is i)revalent mostly in

summer, liecause the catch per unit of gear is at that

time highest, and the reliance is on young fish almost
entirely. It has been shown that it is these banks which
need protection, and if they are to have it, it must come
while fishing is being done on them. Instead of that,

as has been pointed out above, a winter close season
will intensify the fishery, the more so as the most de-

])leted banks are nearer to market than the less de-

pleted.

Cold-storage plants play an important part in inten-
sifying this result of the closure. They not merelv

Bring ng in the Line on Halibut Vessel.

1912.
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Kiaintain the demand, but tend to counteract the ex-

tensive natural increase in price in winter and the de-

crease during; the summer. This results from the ab-

sorption of surplu.s fisli in summer for- freezing and
its Side dvjr'nsr seastms of scarcity. There is in the

winter, nevertiielcss, a considerable catch of fresh tish

witli which tile frozen product must compete. The
elimination of this catch durin^f several months would
without the cold-storaj?c plants apparently stop tlu-

i-onsumption, but with them i-ouid simply force the

layinp by of nu)rc cxteusive stocks of fish frozen dur-

ing the summer. It is obvious that this has a tendency
to impel still better jirices in summer and poorer in

winter. In other words, there would ensue a more pro-

fitable summer fishery, henee a more intensive one. It

should be observed in this connection that the near-by
banks off the coast of British Columbia yield a me-
dium of small-sized immature fish ("chicken halibut'')

\ fry suitable for freez'uj;. These banks are those fish-

to the effects of commercial fishing;. We therefore

come to the anonmlous conclusion that protection ia

proposed for banks which show exhaustion least, as

thev have a more nearly adequate supply of bveedinp

fish".

If, however, the claim had bcfMi that within the con-

fines of each bank winter fishing was carried on in

areas characterized by* spawning fish, more weight

might be given it. As a matter of fact, however, no

proof of siudi congregation has been found, and obser-

vation has not yet disclosed any annual change in

average size in one portion of a bank which did not

take place in another. The shift in the fishing-grounds

according to season, is something entirely different

from this, being a removal of the fleet to other banks
far distant. It is a fact worthy of every emphasis

that no such extensive movement on the part of the

fish is to be found, whether there is some possibility

of a limited and local movement or not.

Dressing Down the Halibut.

I'd most intensely in sinnmer and need better, not

poorer, protection. A certain measure of the harm
might, it is evident, be averted by forbidding the sale

of cold-storage halibut during the clo.se sea.son.

The most generally held reason for supporting a

winter close season is that it is designed to protect

the halibut during its spawning period. The assump-
tion is that the fleet resorts tS "spawning-grounds"
in which arc to be found spawning fish congregated

from other localities, and that the catch consists to

an unusual degree of such fish. However reasonable

this may sound, it is impossible to find any basis of

scientific fact behind it. On the contrary, so-called

spawning-banks are those less depleted than others be-

cause less accessible, or bcause it pays to resort to them
only during the winter seasons. It has been demon-
strated that at one time the banks now characterized

by small immature fi.sh had a population of large, un-

iloubtedlv mature, fish, and that their absence is due

It would seem certain that the closure woidd not

protect spawning fish especially, and there would be

little utility in extending protection to halibut spawn-
ing and immature alike at the cost of more intensive

fislrng during other seasons. As has been indicated,

the depleted banks arc characterized by a lack of

mature fish and a predominance of imnmture. If the
latter are caught, it is a matter of indifference at

which season it is done, as all succeeding spawning
periods are eliminated, anyway. This is also true of

the mature halibut. There is no reason why capture a
week before spawning-time should be more disastrous

than capture six months ))rcviously, all the remain-
ing periods of spawning being eliminated, anyway. If

the number of fish caught by the fleet remains the
.same, prohibition of fishing during such a season woidd
mean naturally that of those fish usually caught dur-
ing spawning the more inten.se fishery woidd cause
just as many to be captured before the season as would
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be caught 'ater because of the protection. As a result

the number of fish present each spawning-time would

be unaltered. As a matter of fact, the areas now need-

ing protection are those in which halibut rarely have

a chance to reacii maturity, and to allow them to do

so the only method available is to give them a better

chance of escaping capture. It is not sufficient merely

to alter the time of year at which they are caught.

Among other reasons advanced is one implying that

fish caught during winter are of poorer quality, with

larger heads and leaner l)odies, than those taken dur-

ing summer. Regarding this it should suffice to state

that the observed difference is due rather to the fact

that in summer immaturt; fish fi>()in banks with rapidly

growing fish are utilized, while in winter mature slow-

growing fish are obtained. These mature poor-quality

months, it is possible that certain modifications of it

might be feasible ; for instance, an extension to four
months. But if not disastrous to the fishery and to the

fishermen because of its length, the objection previous-

ly held that the already depleted banks would be sub
.jcct to a still greater strain woulii apply to an even
greater degree. The^ restraint, on the fishery would
be accomplished principally, perhaps, by forcing ves-

sels and men to lose a third of their time. It is pos-

sible that some other fishery could be developed to

supplement that for the luilibut during that season, but
at present none offers itself; and even if such were
tlie ease, the objection to the changed concentration
of the fishery still remains. So it is hardly conceivable
that such a measure could meet with unqualified
approval.

Deck Showing Fishing Operations on a Halibut Vessel.

fish come from undepleted northern, or outside, banks

naturally characterized by large-headed fish, and it is

extremely improbable that they change their appear-

ance greatly with the season. It is just as well that

these fish are utilized to some extent at least.

The difference between banks in so far as quality

is concerned is far greater than can be assign-

ed to seasonal differences. It is not to be denied that

there is such a seasonal difference, but it cannot be as-

signed the importance given it. This is the more true

as it has no immediate bearing on the all-important

objective of preservation of the banks.

An Extension of the Close Season.

Despite the fact that there are cogent reasons against

the fldojifidii of II close sciisoii during two winter

A Summer Close Season.

A course, on the other hand, whicli might obviate the

iiinst dangerous features of the close season would be
to place it in the summer. One summer month would
be e()uivalent of two winter months. Such action

would result in diseourag'ng the capture of small im-

mature fish, of which spring and summer catches main-
ly consist on the ohler banks, and would encourage
winter fishing. The influence of cold-storage firms

would not in such a case be adverse. But the serious

([uestion would still remain as to whether the total

catch fi'om any bank vvoidd be sufficiently decreased.
If the (Icinand overcame the handicap of an increase of

the voyage length of 200 per cent within ten years,

woidd it not overcome one- of a decrease in available
lisliing-time nf even 'M) per eetit? ,\Ithough it is prob-
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able thHl xvliat the Wanks lu-eil is a total cessation of

tisli 11^ in vi<>\v of tlie >;reat rat« of depletion, yet such

a measure as cldsni-e dniin^ suniuier months would be

eertaiiilv effeetivo lii its Tintnriv in cnntnisf U^ tlif win-

ter elose season.

A Nursery.

."^iipplement'ng the proposeil close season, the Bill

mentioned above for the conservation of the fisheries

defined a nursery of abotit 290 square miles to be with-

dniwn from use. Tliere are very decisive reasons for

reniirdinjr the measure as totally inadeciuate. There

!irc rio considerable m'jrrations l)etween banks, as has

Gaffing a Halibut as it Comes Out of the Water.

been shown, and it is not probable that any but the

zones nearest to such a permanently closed region

would profit by it at all. The area of the continental

shelf within the 140-fathom line off the coa.sts of

Alaska and Brit'sh Columbia, between Bering Sea and

the Strait of San Juan de Kuca. is certainly in excess

of 80,000 square miles, of which about 1-3 of 1 per cent

was to be made this nursery. The nursery itself, the

region to benefit principally, would never be opened to

the fishery. Behind the idea of such a nursery there

is .seemingly the conviction that the small fish charac-

teristic of this region are young, but it is far more

probable that they are simply a slow-growing popula-

tion, from which, in addition, the larger mature fish

may have been cut off. Added to this is the fact that

there is no reason to believe that the reserve in ques-

tion has been bearing even its proportionate amount of

fishing. So regarding this |)roposal it is safe to say

that it would protect only the region closed. How-
iver, the i<lea involved in this plan, that of extending
protect'on to an area by totally eliminating fishing

on it. is a suggestive one.

Closure of Large Areas.

lido,, . .>;,.-~..i.^ ,11^ lli<- lasi ..; ;^t proposals designed
to protect the banks, it would be well to observe those

conditions which are not met by the others. It is

obvious that the winter closed season would fail to

protect the ileplcted l)anks during the proper season

and appears inadequate even if changed to summer.
In fact, there is doubt wliether a season short enough
lo allow the vessels and fishermen a business in any
way continuous would be ade<|uate. The nursery, on
I lie other hand, does not benefit an adequate area
iiuts'de its own limits, and is not intended to be re-

|)('ned. It is hence obvious that any measure must
inotect a large area for a sufficient time and during
I lie proper season. This would be possible, consider-
iig the welfare of the fishery, only by applying It to

[lortions of the banks alternately, making it adequate
wth )Ut doubt by covering all seasons of the year. We
come then, logically, to a consideration of the closure
(if large areas for periods of years.*

There are certain general considerations which it

\\ mid seem must be borne in m'nd in ftirmulatiug such
ii'irulations. The areas must be so balanced as to add
iiiiil sui)tract nearly identical reserves of halibut when
closed or openetl. Otherwise the fleet would be sub-
ject alternately to failure of supjjly and abundance.
This would be the more so, the larger these areas are
made, and the endjarrassment would reach its maximum
with a division into two alteruately closed or opened
areas. S nee the depletion of the banks is une(|ual,

it is also obvious that fixed regulations suitable for one
year might become unsuitable on the replenishment of
the areas. In fact, some flexibility must be given to
Muy regulation applied for the preservation of favour-
able conditions in the fleet and the trade. A pre-
iei|uisite for the pa.ssage of fixed regulations wh'ch
woidd not beeoMU- dangerous woidd be the possession
of data as to the exact location and extent of the fish-

ery and the condition of the banks. It would seem
iiece.ssaiy, then, to make a careful collection and survey
of the logs of the fishing-vessels preceding definite
regulation.

A tentative outline of legislation for the regulation
of the halibut fishery may be made, taking into account
the aforesaid general considerations.

I —The banks .should be divided into districts of
such areas as: (1) Those off the Oregon and outer
Wash'ugton coa.sts; (2) the coast of British Columbia;
(8) between Icy Strait and Dixon's Entrance; (4) be-
tween ley Strad and Cape Clcare: (5) between Cape
(!leare and the entrance to Bering Sea; (6) any subse-
quently discovered banks not properly attached to the
foregoing, including Bering Sea.

Areas 1, 5, and 6 are tho.se least depleted; Area 2
has been shown to be badly exhausted ; Areas 3 and 4
are presumably also depleted, the latter less so.

11.—Areas 2 and 3 could be alternately closed and
opened, 2 closed for five years, then 3 for the next
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five, an so on alternately. Areas 1, 4, 5, and 6 could be

closed at the same time as either 2 or 3, their closure

being subject to the discretion of confreres appointed

l).v the two Governments; provided that, unless other-

wise agreed upon by these conferees. Areas 1, 3, and

r} would be closed together, and areas 2, 4, and 6. Each

iira would thus be closed five out of every ten years.

This arrangement would allow sufficient latitude of

time to overcome any differences in the productive

power of the areas, and at the same time make the

closures automatic if the times of their inauguration

were not agreed upon. It would also obviate any

danger of placing any particular port under a dis-

advantage.

ni.—To cover the period of adjustment and to ren-

der protection immediately available to the most

badly depleted regions, a special programme for the

first ten years might be formulated. Thus Area 2

could be closed for five years, its opening to be simul-

taneous with the closure of Areas 4 and 3. Subse-

(inent to the first ten years, the provisions of section

II. could apply. This programme would be felt very

slightly during the first five years, more in the second,

and fully in. the third, allowing in the meantime the ex-

ploitation of the least-depleted banks and protecting

those in the worst condition. It would be advisable

to close Area 2 for more than the five years during

this first decade.

IV.—There should be an emergency clause enabling

a further closure of any area upon mutual consent

of the conferees, a closure solely in addition to the pre-

scribed minimum.

V.—Provision could be made for the collection by

each Government of data from the official log-books

of the fishing-vessels, it being made compulsory for

the masters of such vessels to supply in these books,

over their signatures, the following information :

—

(a.) Place and date of each fishing operation.

(b.) Amount of gear utilized and its nature (size of

net, or space between hooks on long line).

(c.) Number and approximate dressed weight of hali-

but taken in each place. This should be collected by

each Government and placed at the disposal of the

other at the conclusion of each year, it being express-

ly stipulated that such data be placed in the hands

of the scientific departments of both Governments, and
that it be formulated by them, and in a way mutually

agreed upon by the conferees. This should be the ease

in order that the latter could utilize the information

obtained in making their decisions regarding the times

of closure.

The discretionai-y power vested in the officers desig-

nated as conferees should lead the fishermen to furnish

this information willingly, in the interests of their

trade.

It appears to the writer that the principal objection

which will arise will be one of inadequate amount of

protection, but it is difficult to see how any other

precaution than the granting of discretionary powers

• On February 26th, 1917, G. J. Desborrats, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of Naval Service, Ottawa, advised

the writer that, "In all the circumstances, and in the

light of your reports, the most feasible course that

appeals to the Department is to divide the ocean into

three areas, and allow no halibut-fi.shing. as such, in a

tjiven area dnriiiir m ti-rrii of years."

to the appointed officials could be taken. The objection
is ojie which would apply to any measure.

There may be some injury worked to vessels unable
to fish outside the three-mile limit, or those with
limited cruising radius. This might be greatly magni-
fied by opponents of the measure, but does not seem
important in looking over the list of vessels. It must
follow on the exhaustion of the banks in any case, or
071 the imposition of any other regulations.

Clonsumers Gonlage Co., Ltd., Montreal, manufactur-
ers of "Lion Brand" cordage, has just issued a very
attractive and serviceable blotter. Canadian Fisher-

man understands that any reader of this paper will be
furnished with these blotters on request, either at the

head office of Consumei-s Cordage Co., Ltd., at Mont-
real, or from their branch offices at Halifax, St. John
or Toronto, or from theii' agents. Tees & Persse, Ltd..

Winnipeg, Regina, Saskatoon, Calgay, Moosr Jaw,
Edmonton and Fort William ; James Bisset & Co.,

Quebec; MacGowan & Co., Vancouver.

SARDINE FACTORY AT ST. JOHN, N.B.

J. F, Belyea Applies for Concession for New Concern.
The American sardine canneries are to be subjected

to more Canadian opposition according to reports re-

ceived here last week from St. John, N.B., where J.

Fred Belyea, the well-known weir owner, is said to be
planning the erection of a plant to be ready for open-
ing at the beginuiiii; ul' Ihe mcyI sciisiui.

The new factory will be located in the city of St.

John, at the head of No. 15 berth, on the West Side,

and will cost around $90,000 to construct. These fig-

ures indicate that it will be a fairly large plant, and
also that there is considerable real money back of the

project. Mr. Belyea has already applied to the City

Council of St. John for tax exemption, and free water
to the extent of 25,000 gallons per day, the Council

reserving their decision in the matter.

The effect on canneries on this side is problematical.

The tariff on sardines will prevent any competition in

the American market, but it may affect the supply of

fish for the Maine factories, which have of late years
been securing a considerable proportion of their her-

ring from St. John and Lepreau, in both of which loca-

tions I\lr. Belyea 's interests in weirs and other fishing

property are extensive, and might easily determine
who Avould get the fish in case of opposing interests.

There are already two successful sardine canneries
on the Canadian side,—that at Chamcook and the Con-
nors Bros." plant at Black's Harbor, but there have
been many failures on the part of those who have tried

to build up a stable sardine business in the Dominion.
—Eastport Sentinel.

(Canadian Fi.sherman is receiving each month from

Cutting & Washington, Inc., manufacturers of wireless

apparatus especially suited for fishing vessels, a very

attractive series of blotters. Wc understand this

series will be mailed gratis to any readers of Canadian
Kishcrman who wish to apply for them to Cutting &
Wasliin<rton. 2(') Portland Stre(<t. Camhridge, Mass.
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The Battle for the Fishes
How Victory Was Won

nv.

By the HON. W. E. MEEHAN,
I ..rmer Klsh Commissioner of the Commonw.alth of Ponns> Ivania-Superlntendenl of

delphlti I'liblic Aquarium. Author of Fish Ciilturt' in
ilio Falrmount Park

I'onds and Othpr Inland Waters, etc.

Phllu

III ail important movciupnts soineoue starts a slogan,
- electrical and forceful,—that rallies the forces and
eiieouragi'S them to still greater endeavor. Fish cultur-
ists have one. It represents the potential line of work
that has done more than all else towards the restoration
of the fi.sherics. In the early days when eonservation-
i.sls were battling with selfish individual and corporate
interests to stop the wanton slaughter of fish life and
to put an end to the universal pollution of the streams,
to the destruction of fish life and the peril to human
health and life, and with tremendous odds against
tliiMii, the war cries were along these lines. Wlitii
tlitdr grand objectives were fairly realized and the
wcirk of rejuviiiation was well under way a new rally-

ing cry developed among the fish culturists.

They had mastered the problems of trout culture and
brought it to something approaching mathematical
exactness. Seth Green had invented a method of pro-

I)agating shad. The National Government had de-

signed jars for the incuhation of eggs in vast quan-
tities and I'ennsylviiiiia discovered a method to

separate the glutinous eggs of the pike-perch so that

they could be handled in the hatcheries, when the fish

culturists slogan came naturally into existence. It

was "Save the "Waste"
The phrase was a catchy one and a literail observance

of it has meant that at least seventy-five per cent, of

the fish hatched in National and State hatcheries have

been from eggs that would, had it not been for the in-

tervention of the fish culturist, either have never bi'cn

imjjregnated. or would have been mostly destroyed by
spawn eating fishes. At the very lowest estimate three

billions of young fish hatched under these conditions

have been planted every year for almost a quarter of a

century.

By the process of saving the waste, the principal

fisheries of Lake Erie have been almost completely

restored ; tTTe^sTlmon Ti.sheriea of the Pacific maintain-

ed nearly to their pristine value and the fisheries of

several large tidal rivers almost extermined, have been

revived to richly paying industries. As with other big

things wa.ste saving started on a small scale, on narrow

lines and without much conception of its coming im-
Iiortance and vastness.

From shad, white fish, lake herring, pike perch and
other uon nest-building fishes, the eggs of which are
deposited m large numbers, it was extended to nest
builders like the salmon and the fresh water basses.
Perhaps one of the greatest single accomplishment

with respect to this character of work was the study of
the lobster and its rescue from seriously threate'ncd
extinction. Two States, Mas.sachu.setts and Rhode
Island and the National (Jovernment began an investi-
gation of the possibilities of lobster cultivation about
the same time and independently of each other. The
two States solved the problem first and almost
simultaneously. Since then millions of young lobsters
have been saved and given a chance to grow up, that
would otherwise have been totally lost, for with few
exceptions the eggs were taken from females that had
been caught for the market.

Lobster culture was virtually a new line in waste saving
as well as a new enterprise in the work of restoring the
fisheries. It is true that before investigation into lob-
ster culture was begun, efforts had been made with
some success in artificial oyster culture, but the
triumph of lobster culture antedated the eminently
successful waste saving methods of oyster culture as
now practised.

From the very nature of the methods employed to
rescue eggs and young of wild fish from destruction a
name had to be found to apply to the enterprise as a
whole. Field work fittingly covered it. Under the
term field work nmy he classed all forms of fish cul-
tural work and scientific investigation outside of the
regular established offices and hatcheries. It embraced
the gathering of eggs naturally deposited by wild fish

es: the taking of eggs of ripe fi.shes caught in the nets
and other devices of the market fishermen ; the gather
ing and caring for the young naturally hatched and
threatened with total destruction by the mature of
their o%vn kind and other carnivorous fishes; the gath
eriiig and transferring mature wild fish from one water
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to another; the propagation of Crustacea and of shell

fish like oysters and fresh water mussels; the study

of fishes in their natural environments and investiga-

tions made at sea with specially equipped vessels.

Some discoveries of incalculable economic value have

been made by the National Government officials while

investigating ocean fauna. One of the greatest was
the location of an enormous bed of scallops, several

hundred miles in length, extending from the neighbor-

hood of Nova Scotia to near Cape Hattera.s. In fact

the find covered almost the entire area of the Banks.

It is estimated that the supply is .?qual to the highest

demand that could be made on it by the Avorld and at

the same time bring the market value down approxi-

mately to that of oysters. The find assumed a greater

importance from the fact that it was the large so-called

ed later entirely unknown to science. In a short time
he had boated over 5,000 pounds of them. He caught
nothing else.

The new fish was unusually beautiful- Not unlike

the cod in outline, its body, was thickly covered Avith

large yellow spots and the body itself had irredescent

tints similar to the weak fi.sh. On it back was a fleshy

fin very like that of the salrrion but located in front of

instead of behind of the dorsal. On the cheeks

were vari-colored tile shaped marks.
Knowing nothing of the fish. Captain Kirby threw

overboard most of his catch. He regretted it however
for on his return and testing the fish it was found to

be of the highest food quality and a good keeper.

Specimens were sent to Washington where it was
found that the fish was not only a new species but of

REARING PONDS FOR YOUNG BASS.

scallop clam, three or four times the size of the usual

scallop and of equal flavor. It is said however that

before the discovery can be profitably utilized, some
other method than the beam trawl will have to be de-

vised to dredge the .scallops.

Another interesting and valuable work of the Gov-

ernment sea investigation was the rediscovery of the

Tile fi.sh. This high grade fish considered by many as

almost if not quite equal to the cod in flavor and
average size, has a remarkable history. It rivals the

most thrilling work of human fiction ever written. In

human life it would be increliblc.

One day in May 1879 a CR))tfliu Kirhy of tlif schoon-

er Hutchings out of Gloueesler. Mass. was trawling for

cod on the outer edge of the banks southward of Nan-

tucket, in about 60 fathoms of water but without find-

ing many cod. Suddenly he began hauling in large

fish of ft kind totally unknown to him and. as it prov-

an entirely new family. It was given the ianuly name
of Latilidae ami the generic or tribal name of Lcpel-

atilis and the specific name of chamaeleenticeps. The
popular name of tile fish wa? also bestowed by Wash-
ington on account of the tile-like markings on tlii>

head.

The tile fish achieved immediate popularity with the

public. Huge (luantities were brought into the mar
ket and promptly sold. It became one of the most ini

portant and most sought for food fi.sh in the Hosion,

and New York markets. The supply continued abun
dant for nearly three years, then one day early in

spring of 1882 the boats that went out to the fishing

grounds failed to catch a sinsrle tile fish. This wa.s

the more mysterious since on the previous trip, the

boats had returned heavily laden with them.

A few days later, vessels arriving at the ports of

Philadelphia. New York aiul Boston reported passing
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I through milfs of (lead or dying tile fish, liivcstigaiioii

Uhowed that the area covereil by tli.sc doad fish \\&i-

[between o.OOO and 7.000 sqiu re miles and that the
Jnumber exceeded 1.000,000.000.

From 1882 until 191') not a tract" of tils fisii wan
[found anywhere in the world although another genus
fof the family and a couple of speeies of little or no
lvalue were di,seovere<i. Seientifie men bieanie « on-

irinced that the valuable food fish had beeonie suddenly
exterminated by some sudden subniiirine (iisturbanee.

|or by some |)oisono\is gas or by a sudden fatal malady.
Early in the season of 191.'> whilp the (loviMpment

flK'as engaged in marine work off Xjintucket. without

ay warning, tile fish were caught The localion was
bn the old groun<ls in almost the oime spot where <'ap

lain Kirby made his first catch in 1879. A hurried
ivestigation showed that 'he fish were present in vast

ibundance. Later, not only were the other old

grounds found to be occupied, but new ones were loeat-

|ied along the New Jersey coast and north of .N'antuck-

Bt. Boats were immediately chartered and in a few
IFeeks, the Bo-ston. New York. I'liiladelphia and Balti-

lore markets were well supplied and since then witli-

Jout interru|)ti<)n the tile fish have been held in high
jopular favor. It was evident that all the tile fish had
lot been e.xterminated by the mysterious catastrophy

1882. and that whatever the disaster was, it was of

mch a nature as to drive the survivors far away into

luch deeper water beyond the reach of the apparatus
)f fishermen.

The original lield work in waste saving consistcil

ehiefly in collating eggs of shad, wiiite fish, lake

(jerring and pik> piTch eauglu in the lut.i by coni-

Imercial fish'^rinou. l,at'?r it w;is extended to all tli.-

useful fresh water fishes and .some sea fishes caught in

the same manner. This was don ' by uflicijil spa\\'iiiMk-

ers either accompanying Ihi- fisiici incii on tl.eir boats

or being with the seines or oilier apparatus when they

were operated, selecting the ripo fish and taking the

eggs. Although the fishci-ineii wer-' being betiefilted

hugely by the work, and the taking of the eggs cost

them nothing eithei' in mioik >•. time oi- convenience,

for many years both Xiilional (i')vei-nnien;s and Stales

paid the fishermen so nnieh a (piai'. for the green eggs

they took and fertilized. Alop- tlwy gave them a pre-

mium whenever they wojdd *ake and fei'it ilizc the eggs

themselves and deliver them to the sjiawn takers .if ;lie

hatcheries

It would naturally be thought that under the circum-

stances the fishermen would from the very beginning

welcome the Government work ami. help the spawn tak-

'TS in every possible manner. But they did ru)t. I'or

several years with few excei)l!ons the fishermen were

either indifferent or actually hostile. It was so [no-

nounced that one or two of the States. Pennsylvania

being one, enacted legislation declaring fish spawn to

be the property of the State and eompelling fishermen

under |)enalty to receive and aid the spawn lakers. It

was never necessary to enforce this legislation because

there came a revulsion of feelinrr aided largely by the

element that had always given support 1o the fishery

authorities, anri nowadays both nre v.i«rkin<r h.ind in

hand.

Since the friendly feeling has been firndy establish-

ed, the National Go\ernment work in white fish has

been greatly enlarged by impounding green males and

females until they are ripe and the eggs ami ;ailt can

be taken This is done by the co-operation of the flov-

ernmeut and the fishermen. When the nets are lifted.

the best females ami males are seb-etd and put in big
••ribs and after becoming ripe and stripped are returned
to the fishermen. Any that die are pai<l for by the
Oovernment at the highest market price.

That |)hase of field work in whi..h fish eggs naturally
dej)osited are eollecte<l is valuable and interesting but
along narrower lines than that in which eggs are tak-
en from fish captured by commercial fishermen. In
fact the eggs of only a few fishes are so collected. Yel-
low perch eggs are annually eoHeeted by the National
Oovernment. Penn.sylvania. Iowa iiiM\ one or two other
States l.\ 111,- hundreds of millions. New York col-
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crib is set &o iliat noii.. of tin; litll'! fish eau escape, or

the enraged parent fi;h camiot kno;!k it over. Tlio litt'e

creatures are confined a few days in the crib and then

removed ^o iuilalie'.y or fiehl ponds coutaiuing no

animal life excepting small crustaceans. They are kept

there until four or five weeks old. They are then old

enough to take good o.irc of themselves and are r>;leas-

ed in waters in wh'cii it io intende I foi them ti; live.

A close study or tho bh'.^k bass ii> hatclcry ponds re-

vealed a tremendous destructiveness of the fish

among themselves- Even when kept from mature

fish and young of other Tish the death rate is from

fifty to seventy-five per cent by cannibalism in twelve

months. The little fish begin devouring each other

before they are two weeks old aud as days go by the

practice becomes more pronounced.

Many instances may be cited of the tremendous

benefit fish cultural work has been in the direction of

maintaining, restoring or increasing the fish in the bad-

ly depleted waters of the United States. Scarcely a

year passes without something Jiew or some additional

benefit to the fish culture developing. As might be

expected there are some who, in the face of overwhelm-

ing evidence doubt the value of so-called artificial

MM
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The Carp as a Food Fish

By J. B. FIELDING, F.Z.S.

[" Few of us realize the value of the Enropenn carp
a food fish, yet there are enujiht in Canada some

•J.OOO.OOO lbs., and in the United States 43.000,000 ll)s.

We are told that the eonsuniers of this fish eonsist of

the low class foreipn element from Central Europe.
Why has it not become one of the general foods of
the peoDle in this eoimtr\? This is a (|uestion worthy
of consideration.

Tn this country the earp 's offered to the consumer in

tlM» worst possible way, at the worst possible ape and
in the worst physical condition. Durinp the months
of May and June when the large mature fish come
into shallow water to deposit the-r ova they are netted
w'th a seiii sometimes j)acked and shipped, but more
often impounded in muddy i)onds until thi- price has
risen to its hitrhest point durin<r the fall of the year.
Xow the condition of these fish, sold immediately after
l>eing seined is first-class. Thev are mature fish of
from probably .5 to 15 years old. full of ova or milt,

in other words in grand condition. The fle.sh at such
1 time must of necessity be flabby and very unpalat-
.il)le. Again, they are taken at a time when they are
routing about mi the mud under shallow water look-
ing for food and a suitable place to spawn, from which
they assimulate that Avell known muddy taste which
is so objectionable.

Now. if these fish are impounded as is usual until

the fall, what is the difference T True they may be a

little less flabby. Iinving recovered from their gravidity,

but this is dotd)tful. since they receive little or no
food, and have no access to any feeding grotind. Many
tons of these large fish are put into a small |)on<l so

liiekly that the water is always in a roily or muddy
ondition. Tn tbe effort to escape they damage them-
selves considerably, and it is seldom a fish is seen that
s not attacked with a paraeitic fungoid disease known
IS sa|)rolegnia feras. The mycelium of this fungus
l>enetrates deeply into the tissues and causes great
fiiortality, often as high as 50 per cent of the whole
season's catch. Even at that, it pays the fisherman,
owing fo the increased price he gains by holding these
ish over. Even those fish that recover and manage
to live through' the attack by virtue of the fact that
ilie parasite lias not attacked a vital riart of the body,
the tissue must of necessity be abnormal and not
palatable. Further, fish impounded in these small
retaining pools must of necessity assimulate a muddy
taste.

Ilence it will be seen thai to a large extent the fish-

iman is to blame for the bad name the carp has
obtained in th's country as a table fish. Tn plain
langtiage. the fish now offered the consumer is of very
low grade, but it is the nearest these central European
settlers in this country can get to the genuine thing
they got in their former home.

Before dealing with the economic question, let us
look into the h 'story of the carp, for we must remem-
ber that it is not ind'genous to this continent. The
date of the introduction of the carp into this contin-
nt, I believe is not known, but I am under the iia-

pression it was introduced within the last 40 to 45
years.

Varieties.—There are many varieties of carp, in-

deed, so varied are they in Central Europe that stud
books or regi.sters are kept for them at all modern
carp farms; however, the three great groups of which
the many sub-varieties belong are:-

—

1-—Cyprintis carpio communis—the common scale
carp.

-•—Cyprinus carpio sju'cularis—the mirror carp.

3.—Cyprinus carpio coriaeeus—the leather carj).

The carj)s used for artificial cidtivation are selected
from these groups for their special tendency towards,
1st, rate of growth, 2nd adaptability to climatic
changes, that is between water temperatures of freez-
ing and 100 deg. F. ; 3rd, time of reaching maturity;
4th, contour of body, e.g., deep shoulder, high and
broad back, etc.

Now the term carj) therefore includes many
types and. further, we must bear in mind that the
carp will inter-breed with the so-called crucian carp

—

carassius vulgaris, a common fish in Europe of very
inferior table value. Thus the fish we know in Canada
is a mongrel gradually reverting to primitive type, and
it has under natural conditions inter-bred, crossed and
re-crossed until it has become coarse and quite unlike
the brood stock that in all probability was first intro-
duced on to this continent.

Rate of Growth.—As with all fish, the rate of growth
is dependent on the mean temperature of the water
and the abundance of food, but under favorable condi-

tions a fish tender expects to put his carp on the mar-
ket in its third .vear. weighing an average of 3 lbs., aiul

this without intensive methods being employed.

Food of the Carp.—Carp are often accused of be
ing vegetarians, but this is a wrong impression, for

they are omnivorous and for the most part only con-

sume vegetation incidental to seeking the microscopic
life living upon it. It is true that on opening a carp
the alimentary canal will be found highly charged with
algae, but I think German authorities are sat'sfied that

the carp can make very little use economically of veg-

etable diet alone, except in the case of micro.scopic

vegetation. The carp's habit of rooting amongst wild
rice beds and other vegetations is rather to obtain the

microscop'c vegetable food entomostraea larvae, and
small shell-fish. It appears to have all the propen.si-

ties of the hog in its power of rooting in pursuit of

food. Were it a fact that carp were vegetarians in

diet and that vegetation consisting mainly of algae,

we could not expect to get the ra|) d growth we do.
Such vegetation as we find in the alimentary canal of
the carp is of a very low order, so far as its nutritive
value is concerned, hence we must look elsewhere,
and the obvious conclusion is that the rapid growth
is mainly dependent on the animal food consumed.

Some fishermen when it suits their purpose tell you
that carp live on the young of other fish and ova; it

needs very little argument to prove that such is not
the case. It is, however, possible that at times when
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seeking other food a few ova may be sucked up into

the mouth, but to say the earp is cannibalistic is en-

tirely erroneous, as has been proved over and over

again on carp breeding establishments.

The carp breeder aims at the artificial stimulation of

all small animal aquatic life as a source of food for

his stock, but without rank and vigorous vegetable

life in the water he would be unable to promote the

rapid development of the former.

Propagation. -The spawning period of tjie carp is

spread over the months of May and June, but the exact

date is governed by the temperature of the water in

the locality. As a rule, the earp reaches maturity at

three years old, but much depends on temperature and

food supply. The female is very prolific, producing

about 00.000 eggs for every pound of her weight.

The period of incubjitioii of the eggs is very vari-

able, and is governed entirely by the temperature of

the water. The period varies from three to twenty
days, the warmoi- the water the quicker the incuba-

tion.

The eggs when deposited are scattered broadcast

over vegetation, and the actual process of spawning
and impregnation is spread over many days. During
th's period the eggs, naturally unprotected as they are,

become an ob.iect of food to many creations, particu-

larly the larvae of carnivorous insects such as Dytiseus
and dragon fly larvae. Spawning takes jilaec in very
shallow water amongst the thickest vegetation.

Under artificial conditions in Central Europe, the

method of procedure is as follows:

—

A pond Vi-acre in extent is kept dry all the year
except for the actual spawning time of the earp. The
bottom is well eultiviited and as ii rule carries a lieavy

crop of grass usually orchard grass. Dachtytes glom-
erata. It is then ditched in such a way that the water
when lowered leaves the grass exposed and the fish in

the ditch round the margin. From this pond is a large
pipe leading to a larger pond, generally about four
acres in extent: this latter is called the yearling p)ond.

Here the fish I'emain foi- a year before being pushed
by intensive means. The small .spawning pond is

known as stieh and a spawning unit is introduced.
This latter, as a rule, consists of two ripe females, two
ripe males, and one immature male, the latter being in-

troduced to stinudate the other or active males to prop-
erly fertilize all ova deposited. As .soon as spawning
is completed, the pond is lowered, and the parent fish

taken out. The pond is then rai.sed so as to have
about 3 to 4 inches of water over the eggs, which are
left until all are hatched out. As soon as the fry ap-
pear to be on the feed a sluice is opetn-d and they pass
into the yearling pond where food is awaiting them.
Here the fry develop rapidly, and by llip autumn they
have acquired a length according to food supply of
from 4 to ,H ins. in length, or from about 14 lb. to '/^

lb. in weight. [ need not describe the 8ubse(|uent
treatment wliieh eonsists of intensive cultivation of tlio

food neces.sary to the quick i)roduelion of marketable
fish weighing '\ to 6 lbs.

Pood Value of Carp.—The snggrslion that we should
have carp often on our table in this country always
meets with ridicide, mainly, I am of the opinion, be-
cause the fish offered is an old breeding fish off a mud
flat. Is it 8uri)rising we should object to .such food:
we would not consider eating any other animal in

somewhat analogous circumstances. Yet the Gernmns
of Canada will ahI this fish they say—possibly—be-

cause they cannot get the fish in its proper condition

they have to take it as it is offered.

The carp breeder sees to it first that he has no spots

in any of his ponds which contain mud highly impreg-
nated with decayed vegetation, secondly he sees that

liis fish are put on flic market at the end, not the be-

ginning, of the feeding .season: thirdly he would
never think of offering a "gravid" fish. His fish

would be young, firm, plump, and entirely free from
any offensive smell or taste. T my.self have known
carp cut in fillets and put on the table only boiled

in water, which have passed off as haddock, and in

one instance as |iickercl, and pronounced excellent. If

our car]) were properly handled after catching, much
of the i)re.indice now rampant would go but they
should not come on the market before the middle of

September and jireferably before the first frost. I

know of few finer fish grown under suitable condi-
tions and put on the market at the right time than the
carp. Carp is to-day served in many eating houses in

the States under other names. In 1902 some 224 men
of the Northern American Fish and Game Protective
.\ssoeiation. and representatives of the fishery depart-
ments in Canada were purposely deceived at a banquet
by being fed carp for red snapper. None of these
experts apparently discovered the trial of taste,

which tends to prove that when properly grown and
properly marketed and cooked there are few better
fish to be had in inland Canada. The food value of
tile earp is high, in fact it contains nearly as high a
percentage of i)rote!n (fle.sh growers) as sirloin beef.

Objections to Carp.—It has been said that the objec-
tions to carp are .so many that the question even of its

piotection cannot be even considered. Some of the

following reasons are raised :

—

1-—By its feed'ug habit it stirs up so much mud
that the ova of other fish are destroyed.
2.—That it destroys vegetation valuable to ducks.
3. -That it devours the si)awn of fish and also the

fry of other fish.

4.—That it is unpalatable and has no food value.
').—That it is of lU) sporting value.
Reply to objections:

—

1-—While it does stir up nmd. the basss is about the
only fish of economic value which deposits its eggs
about the same time and in approximately similar con-
ditions. The carp is a food fish, the bass a fish of less-

er value as good, though valuable to the sportsman.
2.—The (|uestion 's whether sport to the few is nmre

valuable to the country than food for the multitude.
•1.—This has never been proved as a habit.
4.—I*?ider proper conditions this objection is un

founded.
."). Quite true; the sanie apiilies to the white fish.

Advantages of Carp as a Source of Cheap Food in the
Interior Provinces.

1 The carp is very prolilic jind adaptable.
2. —it lives largely on foods easily stinuilaled and

of less value to othei- fish.

3.— Its extreuH' hardiness during all stages of its

existence.

4.— It will live in waters where other fish of high
food value cannot be economically grown.

5.—It has nou-caunibalistic habits of feeding -an
important point.

(i. K'apidity of growth.
\Vhile by no means an advocate for the broadcast
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|)laming of carp in waters now producing valuable

fish, it is worthy of consideration in times of food

siiortafrc whether many of our so-called iidand barren
waters could not with advantage be made to produce
a crop of cari). Many of these waters now do not pro-

duce the food essent-al to the lake trout and white-

fish, and might surely be allowed to produce carp un-

der technical supervision, so as to get the best food

results. Fish is last, under the able stimulation of the

(Jovcrntncnt. becoming a oommon food of the people,

imd many fish are eaten under the title of fancy names
w hich they would not were they given their true name.

(live any eouniiodity a bad name, and it is diffieult

Id place it on the market execpt by deceit: the same
ap[)lies to all food. Again, many erroneous theories

relative tii the carp are current, and it is well nigh

impossible to convince people of their incorrectness.

Until (|uile recently we were told the turbot could not

be sold in Canada, while in Eiiglainl it was being regn-

arly .sold as a delicacy at 60 cents per lb. On the other

hand we are told that until recently young veal was

put up in cans and sold as "boneless turkey." T'

is Fnore in a name than many people think. So \

able did the people of Oermany think before the war
the flesh of the carp, that carp farming had assumed

quite a large industry while stock registers were com-
n\on everywhere, T myself remember some ten years

ago visiting a large peintl establishment operating a

2.000 aere earj) farm in northern Hanover and the

superintendent telling me it was highly profitable and

more than paid all expenses.

The time is fast approaching when we have to con-

sider two great problems;

—

P*rst.—The fpiestion of obtaining the maximum of

food with least expenditure of labor and capital.

Secondly.—The (luestion of titili/.ing the vast lesser

areas of water in inland Canada now producing no-

thing.

Annual Report of British Columbia Fisheries

The report of the Provincial Fisheries Department

tor the year li)16 was issued by the King's Printer

to-day. As usual, it is a valuable publication, contain-

ing many spee-al papers, including "The Regulation of

the Pacific Halibut Fishery," the "Egg Production

of the Halibut." a "Contribution to the Life Hi.story

of the Pacific Herring," and "The Life of the Pacific

Oyster—Cultivation," besides reports from the fishing

iind spawning grounds of the principal salmon .streams

of the Province.

The report proper deals extensively with the salmon

lishery of the Fraser River District. It reviews the

history of salmon fishing in that district—which in-

cludes the wafers of both the Province and the State

if Washington, through which the sockeye seeking the

I'raser arc captured—and traces the decline in the

catch "n the lean years and the reasons for it in such

clear and forcciiblc language as to command the atten-

tion of the authorities on both sides of the international

line. It is an able presentation of the ease.

The Fishery Products of the Province.

The value of the fishery products of the Province for

the year ending March 31st, lOlti. are shown to have

totafled ii!l4,.'i38,320. or 40..^)4 per cent of the fishery

products of the Dominion, which totalled .^35,860,700.

.\s in recent years the Province again lead the Pro-

vinces of the Dournion in the value of its fishery

products. British Columbia exceeded Nova Scotia by

4"),.37 1,460. 00. and exceeded the total combined fishery

jtroducts of all the otln-r Provinces of the Dominion by

.1:2,482,783.00.

Xotwifh.staiKi'ng the ia.-l lliat the fisheries of the

Province show an increase in value of .$3,023,234 oyer

that of the previous year, the (|naiitity of the leading

species of fi.sh caught was notably less. The gain in

\ ahic is due to an increa.se in the price received for the

catch.

Of the fish marketed salmon produced $10,726,816,

herring .$1,009,708, halibut $1,972,000, cod $300,049, and

oysters and clams $98,130. The list of species marketed
induiled twenty-one varieties.

The 1916 Salmon Pack.

The salmon pack for the calendar year 1916 totalled

995,065 cases, as against 1,133,381 cases in 1915. The
pack of 1916 is valued at .$10,726,818, as against $8,-

018,835 in 1915, a decrease of 138,316 cases and an in-

crease in value of $2,707,983.

The Salmon Pack of Fraser River District.

The salmon pack in the Fraser River district, which
includes the catch from the waters of the Fraser
River, Gulf of Georgia and Juan de Fuca Strait in the
Province and the channels in the State of Washington
leading to the Fra.ser River, in 1916, was the smallest
ever recorded there, notwithstanding a notable in-

crease in the pack of chum .salmon, a species but little

used in former years. The total catch of sockeye sal-

mon in the entire district produced a pack of only
110,476 cases. Of that amount Provincial canncrs
packed but 32,146 cases or, 30 per cent, and the can-
ners in the State of Washington 78,478 cases, or 70
per cent.

The Pack in the District for the Past Eight Years.

The report gives a tabulation of the pack of sockeye
salmon caught in the Fraser River District, in British
('olumbia and the State of Washington for the past
eight years, which affords a comprehensive basis
for an understanding of conditions in both Provincial
and State waters of that di.strict. It displays the vast
difl:erence in the catch in the big and the lean years
for the entire district, as well as the great
difference in the proportion of the catch in the State

and Provincial waters, and also a decline in the run in

the lean years. The pack for the years given includes

the last two big years (1909 and 1913) and the last
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six lean yeai-s (1910, 1911, 1912 and 1914, 1915 and

1916). Together they constitute the last two four-

vear cycles of the run to the Fraser. The grand total

for the eight years is 5,775.397 cases, of which 1,-

939.488 cases, or 33.9 per cent were packed in the

Provmce and 3,81o,909 cases, or 66.0 per cent, in

Washington. In every recent year, except that of 1915,

the catch of sockeye in the State waters of the Dis-

trict has exceeded the catch in Provincial waters. The

pack from the State waters in the two big years ex-

ceeded the pack from Provincial waters by 2,671,003

cases, or more than 100 per cent. The pack in the State

in 1909 exceeded the combined pack in Provincial wa-

ters of the last Iwo big years (1909 and 1913). The

Sockeye pack in the State in the six lean years ex-

ceeded the pack in Provincial waters in those years by

1,038.74.') cases, or 157 per cent. The decline in the

catch in the lean years is pronounced. The catch in

Provincial waters in 1916 was 91,733 cases less than

tliat of the previous fourth year, a decline of close

to three hundred per cent. The pack in the State in

1916 was 105.420 cases, or 42.4 per cent less than in

the previous fourth year.

All Fraser River Sockeye.

It has been demonstrated in previous reports of the

Department, and by the findings of two international

commissions, tliat the sockeye caught in the Fraser

District, are predominately four years old, were hatch-

ed in the Fraser watershed, and when taken were seek-

ing to return to tlr.it river to s|)awn and die, it is, there-

fore manifest that the catch in both the big and lean

years are the product of the same spawning beds. The
catches in the big years show the maximum product of

the spawning l)eds—the harvest that may be reaped
four years after the beds have been abundantly seeded.

The catches in the lean years show the minimum pro-

duct of the spawning beds and are the natural result

of a failure to .s/'cd these same beds abundantly.

The Kesult of Abundant Seeding^.

If the beds were as aliundantly seeded in the lean
years as they ai*c in the l)ig years, they would produce
as abundantly.

Since the beds were abundantly seeded in 1909—

a

b'g year—the catch in that year represented that pro-
portion of the total run that was in excess of the num-
ber neces.sary to stock all the beds. The great catch
in 1913 was the product of the abundant seeding in
l.909~the natural result of that abundant seeding,
ts^otwithstanding the fact that the catch of 1913 was
Tery much greater than in any former year, investi-
gation disclosed that a sufficient number of the fish

escaped capture and pa.ssed above the fishing limits
that year to have stocked all the beds as abundantly
as in 1909.

The Capital Stock of the Run.

"The catches of 1909 and 1913. great as they were,
were not made at the expeii.se of the capital stock—
of the foundation of the run. The catches made in
1909 and 1913 disclose the vast numbers that may be
safely taken from every year's run when the beds
are abundantly seeded. The catches in the lean year
are growing less, because they are made at the expense
of the fish necessarv to seed the beds Thev are an

overdraft on the runs of the future. The runs can

neithei- be maintained nor built up under such condi-

tions."

Remedial Measures.

"If. for a period of lean years all the flish which re-

turn from the sea were j)ermitted to reach the spawn-
ing beds and there spawn, the runs in those yeai-s

would eventually reach the proportions of a big year.

It is simply a matter of conserving the brood stock

—

of seeding the spawning beds.

The salmon industry does not depend upon the

monies invested in canneries, boat and gear. It de-

pends upon the number of salmon which escape cap-

ture and successfully spawn. The fish that escape
are the stock in trade. If the catch is not confined
to that ju'oportion of the total number of fish in the
run, that is in excess of the numbers, necessary to seed
the beds, it is made at the expense of the capital stock
of the industry."
For the past fourteen years the reports of the Pro-

vincial Fisheries Department have called attention to

the conditions on the Fra.ser River spawning beds,

which forecasted the depletion of the runs in the lean
years. That not enough fish reached those beds to

maintain subsequent runs.

The Record of the State of Washington.

The history of the fishing in the Fraser River Dis-
trict for the past fourteen years is a record of deple-
tion—a record of excessive fishing in the lean years.
A record of the failure on the part of the authorities of
the State of Washington to realize the necessity of
con.serving a great fishery, notwithstanding the con-
vincing evidence submitted to them, by agents of their
own creation, that disaster was impending to one of
their great industries.

The Canadian authorities, on the other hand, by
their presentments and acts, evhiced in unmistakable
manner, their willingness to deal squarely and ade-
quately with conditions that foretold depletion, and to

join with the State of Wa.shington or the United States
Government, in legislation to prevent it.

Throughout the negotiations between the Canadian
and the State of Wa.shington authorities the former
has urged the passage of restrictive measures for both
Provincial and State waters. Following the investiga-
tion in 1905 of a joint commission representing the
Dominon of Canada and the Governor of the State of
Washington, the former approved the unanimous find-

ings of that body and passed, as recommended, an
Order-in-Council which suspended all sockeye fishing

in the Canadian waters of the Fra.ser River District

during the years 1906 and 1908, conditional upon the
legislature of the State of Washington passing an Act
.suspending all sockeye fi.shing in their waters of that
district in both 1906 and 1908. The legislature of the
State refused passage to such an Act, whereupon the
Dominion Act was recalled.

In 1908 Great Britaiii and the United States, "Recog-
nizing the desirability of un'forra and effective men.s-

ures for the protection, preservation and jiropaga-
tion of food fishes in waters contiguous to thi> Do-
minion of Canada and the United States" concluded
a convention for that purpose ami appointed an Inter-

national Commission, consisting of one person named
by each Government, to investigate conditions and
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prepare a system of uniform and common regulations

for the proteetion and preservation of food fishes. That

comm'ssion agreed upon a uniform system for the

protection, preservation, and propagation of the salmon

in the Fraser River District. The Canadian Govern-

ineiit promptly approved of the finding and announced

its willingness to adopt for her waters the regulations

lovided. The Senate of the United States, after years

r delay, refused approval and the eonvention was ter-

linated. Canada's record on this vital question is

far and uiniiistakahle. She has been, and still is.

I.sirous of maintaining ami building up the runs of

he salmon to the Fraser. The record of flic State of

Washington is one of inaction. Unforttinately Can-

ada alone eimimt preserve the fish. Until such time as

the authorities of the State of Washington indicate

by the-r enai'tments, their willingness to meet the issue

there is no relief in sight and the runs in the lean years

will cointinue to be decimated.

The failure of the State of Washington to recognize

the necessity and the advantages that would follow

the suspension of sockeyc fishing in the lean years in

her own and Provincial waters of the Fraser River

District is a reflection upon her business foresight. Her
interest in the catch of sockcye in each of the last

three years (lOOf), 1909 and 19K1) has averaged 1,399,-

-08 eases per year, and iiaving an average value of

-11.198,464. Her average in each of the last six lean

cars has been 182.091 cases per year, of an average

value of $1,486,726. The average value of her catch

of sockcye in the big years exceeds the average value

in the lean years of appro.ximately 9,741,736 per year.

.\s has already been submitted, the catches in both

lie b^g and the lean years arc the product of the same
-pawning beds. These spawning beds would produce

iivcragely as great a run in the lean years as they

now produce ''n the big years if they were as abund-

antly seeiled. It is simply a (|uestion of planting. The
failure of the State of Washington to join with Can-

ada in seeding those beds fver>- year as abundantly

as in the big years entailed a loss to the State of

Washington aloiic of $29,225,208 in the last three years.

If the State of Waslrngton wouhl join the Dominion
in the adoption of joint regulations that wotild insure

an abundance of fish reaching the spawning beds in

the lean years-—years in which there can be little if

any profit to those engaged in the industry—there can

he no question of the result. Provided fishing in the

lean years is suspended a sufficient period, the num-
ber of sockcye that reach the spawning beds would
eventually ai)proxiiiiate the number of- a big year.

The ultimate return from such a measure would be

so great that it is difficult to appreciate the failure of

those tnost concerned in the -ndustry to s<"'P" n'^'"";-

sary legislation in the State of Washington
The unwillingness of American authoriucs in take

appropr-ate action to perjx'tuatc the rtins to the Fra-

ser and the fact that their fishermen catch 66.3 per

cent of the fish taken annually, and the further fact

that under existing conditions the run of salmon to the

Fraser River will eventually be exterminated, lends

force to the contention that the Canadian authorities

are no longer warranted in maintaining the present

close seasons or in operating hat<heries in an effort

to ma-ntain the supply. Since the run will be destroy-

ed under conditions existing in the State of Washing-
ton, why should our fishermen be prevented from tak-

ing such fish as they are able to catch during such

times as they are in our water-s!

The Regulation of the Halibut Fishery.

The report deals extensively with the halibut <jues-

tion and advances a new measure for conserving the

supply. Mr. Thompson's pajier on "The Regulation

of the Halibut Fishery of the Pacific," is a timely and
valuable contribution to the discussion of this import-

ant iiucstion. and should be r<'ad by all concerned in

this industry.

Dr. Stafford's paper on the cultivation of the Pacific

oxsler is of practical value to our oyster folk.

The Herring Problem.

The paper dealing with the "L*fe History of the Pa-

cific Herring'' is of [)raetieal value to those concerned
in the development of the herring fishery. The princi

pal object of the work condui^ted by this Department
was to afford sotne basis upon which the future of

our herring fishery nuiy be judged, and to ascertain

whether there was evidence of dc|iIetion.

It is shown that the herring on our coast is siur-

lar to the herring of Europe and passes as the same
commercially. At present there is a growing market
for what is produced, thotigh the fishery is only in its

infancy. Whi'tlier it will starul the tremendous strain

liorne by tlic Furo)iean herring has yet to be demon-
strated. In order to determine that it is possible

to exploit the fishery to such an extent 't is neces.sary

to accurately and carefully investigate the biology of
the species, its normal condition, the distribution of
clas.ses and the ages of fish, and the habit of life. The
possession of such means of judging the stale of the
herring fishery, its progress and prosjiccts of perman-
ency, justify any effort to fulfil these rei|uircments. It

is obvious, as the rejtort shows, that for such work
there must be a far-reaching organization. The plan
for the work outlined is a broad nne, and one that
should command the attetition of the authorities while
the fishery is still in its infancy.

Report from the Spawning Beds.

The re|)orts from the spawning grounds of the F'ra-

ser. Xaas and Skeena Rivers and from Rivers and
Smith's Inlets, disclose that with the exception of the
N^aas River watershed, there were less spawning fish

to be found than in any previous year. The decrease in
the watershed of the Skeena River and Rivers and
Smith's Inlets is given at 7.') per cent of that of former
years.

The value of these reports to those engaged in the
salmon fishery was clearly disclosed this year on the
Fraser. The 1913 rcjiort from the spawning beds of
the Fraser gave n timely warning to canners and
fishermen of the great decrea.se in the run to that river
this year.

The rei)ort, as usual, is replete with statistics and
illustrations, and maintains the high standard which
the reports from this Department have .so long main-
tained.

The Lake Erie Fishermen's A.ssociation, affiliated

with the (TKATnTavc offered to sell fresh eiscoes and
herriTig to the Ontario Government at a price low
enough to retail to the consumer in Ontario at not over
10 cents per pound. By doing this, the fishermen arc

reducing their prices by two and three cents i)er pound
less than they could sell in Buffalo,
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Canada's Fisheries as a Source of Food Supply

III

The Place of the Salmon in a Clasiificaiion of Fishes

.1. STAFFORD, M.A., PH.D.

.\ftor the prccfdiiig (September) brief account of

I he stnictiire and organization of fishes, we are in a

better ]io:sition to jjfrasj) the principles upon which it

is possible to construct a classification of fishes, and to

understami the uses of a classification.

It may be llu' opinion of some i)eople that classifica-

tions are niinecessary. that they are only of interest

to the specialist, that the only things worth while are

the individual fishes with which we come in contact.

the characters of a mean than those of so many indivi^
duals.

As near as 1 can recall it has been claimed that there
are at least 70 varieties of the trout. A list of 569
species of fishes has been given for British North Ame-
rica. A classification of considerably over 3,000
species has b<>en made for the United States and
Canada. It is com[)letely beyond the ability of man
to comprehend in detail such numbers. Besides it is

BROOK TROUT.

Let us assume that these statements are correct, or

nearly so, and proceed to put them into practice.

Suppose we are just beginning to study fishes and
the first one we come in contact with is a trout. We
learn what api)ears to be all there is to know about it.

Perhaps the next fish will be a bass, then a ling, and

so on. and we remember our first imjiressions and the

facts of careful examinations. Sooner or later another

trout will come to hand, but may be much larger and

brighter colored than the first and, not being able to

STEELHEAD TROUT.

I cognize il as a trout, we set it down mentally as a

new kind of fish. After a while we luive seen so many
fronts that the difference does not seem so Avide as at

first. We have learned that a definite size or arrange-

ment of spots or ban<is of color is not essential, and
we insensibly form a mental jiieture intermediate be-

tween the extremes and si't tills up as a mean and in

fact as an ideal of what the liont is. in reality we
have been comparing and contrasting, i.e. classifying.

^vhethe^ we meant to or not. and have formed some
eonccption of what constitutes the species 'trout'.

Similarly with the other fishes. In time the mass of

Tacts connected with the individuals becomes too

great to retain. It is easier to grasj) and remember

SOCKEYE SALMON.

not necessary to try to do so. The alternative is meth-
od, and the methocl is classification.

By grouping numbers of fishes together according to

their resemblances and setting the groups apart accord-
ing to their differences, we reduce the great numbers
to relatively few types, and need only remember the

main characters of the types. Even this is not so

much a direct effort of the memory as an impression ob-

OUANANICHE, LAND-LOCKED SALMON.

rained by frequent observation and handling of speci-

mens.

In a similar manner by taking a broader and nu)rc
general view of the types the latter may be again class-
rd into groups of a higher order. This is one purpose
of c-hissification. viz. to reduce the whole to the
comiiass of a mental conception. Another advantage
is that a table of classes should indicate the position
of each fish among all those with which it is more or
less closely related. .\ trout is more closely related to

a snhiion than it is to a cod. In order to show this the
classification must be constructed according to the
blood-relationships or natural affinities of the fishes

what is called a natural classification.
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Uur uu-thod of jiulfriiiy: blood-relationship is fliiefly

by coniiiarisou of organization, i.e. comparative anat-

omy, bnt to this are added facts of origin aud develop-

ment of individuals (pmbryologyi and the study of

fossils (palaeontology). A third use of elassification is

as a convenience in searching out the species to which

any fish belongs aud in finding its proper name. For

this purpo.se a classification docs iml mcd to be a

I'lisition t(i understand anil follow il up. The word
scientific' cduie.s Ironi the Latin scientia' , know-
ledge, and facio' to make, i.e. mad knowledge,
whiit we are sure of in opposition to what we are
merely to suppose. .Scientific knowledgQ iloes not iliffer

frotn other knowledge that is correct and provable.
With regard to its being too t<!chnical it may be re-

called that when a seaman meets a landsman and be-

I

SILVER SALMON.

natural one but may be artificial or simply a key. Such

a table, built upon size, measurements, shape, color, or

other external features, peculiarities, habitat, and the

like, using only a miiiiniiim of organization, does not

re<iuire such a "broad and special knowledge of aiuitomy

and associate subjects. A jjcrfcct natural system

would mean perfect knowledge, which of course is im-

possible, for there are from tiiiR' to time new species

being discovered and- fresh facts nbouf the old are

CHINOOK SALMON.

gins to discuss nautical matters he will make use of
terms that, although familiar to himself, are sure to

sound highly technical to his auditor. In the same
way it wouUl be rather difficult, and indeed undesir-
able, to speak of the clas.ses of fishes without using
some terms that may be new to the reader. But such
as can be easily avoided should be, and those that are
likely to be new .should be defined. It is not proposed
to go into details or to treat of subjects that are too

technical or too special. The whole subject is too large

CHUM SALMON.

rontinuallv coming to light. The best that can be

done at aiiv time is to ai.proach the i)erfeet as nearly

MS attainable, and to seek to improve the system by

.orrecting and adding to what is already known.

Uefore going farther it may be well to correct any

uupressions that the mctho.l ..f classifying is too diffi-

,„lt to., scientific, too technical for fishermen ani

„,„st other people to bother with. I*
"^-1,,

"' Tl
it is outside of their habitual line, but that is not a

K A ( rs DU w

HUMPBACK SALMON.

to admit of being discussed in a brief article, so th;il

all that can be done is to select such parts as will servi-

to illustrate the method and at the same time perhaps
put those who desire in the v,ny of ohtjiiiiinjr fnrthei'

information.

What ino.st peojile would call a ivini of fish is what
is more accurately speaking a species'. There may
be one to many s()e<-ies included in a more coniiu'c

hensive group called a 'genus', one to many genera in

CUT-THROAT TROUT.

sufficient reason why they should not desire to lean,

something about the subject. Tp to a lim. there is

nothing difficulty

^i;;:;;;;^- ^-.f-l^i^f;;::,; '^:;^::;; .tract. Or. reversing the order, we may start with

Ss" Uh" ns".ermen r;::i flsh'andl^^^ arc in the best the higher, more general, and •
comprehensive

,1 ')'iiiinl.\ . iiii'i -• on up llirougli 'order', class', and

'suhkingdom' of animals rising from Individual to

class, from special to general, from concrete to ab-
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frroiipings ami work dowiiwanls to the species and
their numerous individuals thus:

Kingdom,
Suh-kingdoni (Branch, Phylum),
Class,

Order,

Family,

Genus,

Species.

In cases where the members of a group are vciy

numerous and variable in structure, it uuvy be neces-

sary to further subdivide them into 'sub-class', 'sub-

order' etc.. and sometimes into 'super-order', etc. Su])-

LAKE TROUT.

jiosiiig we have in mind the Atlantic salmon, I he i>r-

rjingement will b(; something like this:

Kingdom Animalia.
Sub-kingdom Vertebrata.

Class Pisces (Fishes).

Sub-class Telcostomi.

Scries Physostomi.
Super-Order Teleostei.

Order. Malacopteri.

Sub-Order Salmonoidoa
Family Salmonidae.

Genus Salmo.

Species salar.

We can recognize at once that the salmon belongs

to the kingdom Animalia or animal kingdom in contra-

distinction to the plant and mineral kingdoms. In this

way we exclude great groups of other natural objects

id)()ut us from the comparison and narrow our subject

down to fewer things to be further studied.

?^^

ATL/ NT C SALMON.

It must be mentioned at the outset that we are often

met by old and often fal.se ideas that have been handed
<lown from early and less scientific times, when the

minds of men were already striving to grasp the mean-
ings of things but often seized on some unimportant
ns4oeiated phenomenon rather than the essential part.

Man's first knowledge, we may be sure, did not refer to

foreign objects but to himself and his associates.

One of his early impressions was that when people

cease to live they cease to breathe, so he condiuled

that breath was the essence of life, and consequently

the living things with which he was ac(|iuii»tc(,l were

called 'animals' (from 'anima', air, breath, spirit, soul).
Posterity has retainetl the term but it has undergone
some change in meaning. The salmon is an animal
although it does not breathe air as man does and is not
generally thought to possess a spirit or sotd. Science
is sometimes hampered by the old meanings that are
read into certain words. Familiar words are used
where they can be, but it is often necessary to con-
struct new terms that have no traditional significance
and can consequently be given whatever meaning the
inventor chooses to give them.

That the salmon belongs to tlie sidi-kingdom Verte-
brata may be judged by f<'eling for the spiral column,
or, if that is not satisfactory, a .slit may be made
through the skin and muscles of the dorsal region,

exposing the vertebi'ae (so named from the Latin
'verto' to turn, because the jointed bones can turn on
one another and permit bending of the body of the

animal). All other sub-kingdoms of aiiimals, such as

Arthropoda and MoUuska, have no vertebrae, in fact

have no bones.

As to the salmon's belonging to the class Pisces

(Latin for fishes) thei'e will be no question—althougli

it must be acknowledged there are fishes not so readily

judged. The vertebrate classes are : fishes, amphi-
bians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. For our present

purposes a fish may be regarded as a vertebrate

aniinal that in the adult state moves by means of fins

SEBAGO TROUT.

and breathes by means of gills. It may not at first

be apparent why it is necessary to restrict the group
in this way, but upon further thought it will be re-

tneud)eied that tadpoles swim by a caudal fin and
breathe by gills, but they are the young (larvae) of

frogs and toads, not adults and not fishes. There are

related animals, such as the mud-puppy, which retain

their caudal fins and gills throughout life, but they

develop legs also which the fisli never does. There is

one little animal that is very fish-like in a number of

features, that iloes not occur on the coast of Canada
but comes as far north as Chesapeake Bay, that possess-

es unpaired fins and gills but no vertebrae, although it

has an unsegmented sujjporting rod in the place of a

veitebral column. Tiiis is the lancelet (Amphioxus
lanceolatus) and is interesting as showing a connection

between the vertebrated and the invertebrate animals,

as the tailed amphibians (mud-puppy) and tadpoles do
between the fishes and the higher classes of verti'

brates.

The class Pisces is divided into the tluee sub-classes:

(Vclostomi (cyclos, circle; stoma, mouth)

;

Plagiostomi (plagios, oblique; stoma, mouth);
Teleostomi (teleos. perfect; stoma, mouth).

Tlie first subclass is represented by the lamprey
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I'etrorayzon marinus), ^\llicll has a circular, sacking
mouth, by raeaus of which it eliiigs to large fishes
such as the sturgeon. The second sub-class includes
the dogfish iSqualus aciiiithias) mui skate (Kii.ja

^. ocellatii), ill which tlic mouth is ' transverse onK the under side of the liead. The third sub-class eom-
M piiscs the >.'ieat masses of lislu-s (the true fishes—
* with perfect moutli. opeoiiifj anteriorly at the end of

lie snout).
jl'

I have cliosen liicsc names beeau.sc they make use of
the same character, viz. the mouth. '1 he gills have
also been employed for the same subilivision, and then
the Cyclostomi are called Marsipobranchii (inarsipion,

pouch; brauchia, gill), and the I'iagiostomi are named
Elasiuobranchii elasnios, plait). In a similar manner
the jaws, the fins, and the scales iiave been nmde the
founilation for classifying, with the result that we
have a multiplicity of terms, and it often happens that

those terms which have come into most use are drawn
from different systems. Thus the terms mostly em-
ployed for the three sub-classes are Clyclostoniata,

Elasmobranchii and Tcleostonii—referring to two dif-

ferent organs instead of one.

The Teleostomes arc sometimes separated into two
series according to whether there is or is not an open
tluct (pneumatic duet) connecting the oesoi)hagus

with the air-bladder. It is a sort of fore-runner of the

trachea or wind-pi]ie of air-breathing vertebrates, and
in one group of foreign fishes the air-bladder really

acts as lungs). This cluiracter has been speeiaTzed and

leads over to the condition in the Amphibia (aniphi,

both; bios, life), our lowest class of air-breathing

vertebrates that can live in the water or in the air.

In the fishes the first of the two series, Physostomi

(physos, bladder; stoma, mouth), has the duct retain-

ed and functional, not exactly as a breathing organ

but as an hydrostatic organ for changing the sj)ecific

gravity of the fish, so that it can rest in higher or low-

er depths of water. In the second series, Phy.sodystic

(physos, bladder; dystos, closed), the duct is reduced

to an un-perforated fibre, that has lost all function

and has nearly disappeare<i. It is a jiohit of great in-

terest, but no essential to the classification. The sal

mon belongs to the first or more i)rimitive series.

There are two supra-orders of Teleostomes:

Proostei (pro, liefore : osteon, bone) with cartilag-

iiums skeletons or primitive boiK s. and

Teleostei (teleos. perfect), with jierfect bony skele-

lons—the true bony fishes.

The Proostei are interesting and instructive, includ-

ing what were formerly called (Janoids (ganos, splen-

dor; oid, like) from their conspicuous enamell.'d scales.

In this country there are two orders:

Chondrostei (ehondra. cartilage; osteon, bonei to

which belongs the sturgeon (Acipenser sturio) with

its cartilaginous skeleton, five rows of large ganoid

I)lates, plagiostonious mouth, betero-eereal tail and

other primitive characters.

Holostei (holos, whole; osteon, bone), including the

gar-pike (
Lcpidostetis osseus) with its bony skeleton

and characteristic ganoid plates, and the bowfin or

fre.sh-water dogfish (Amia calva) with its smaller

scales and forming a transition to the tnie bony fishes.

The Teleostei comprehend the masses of fishes, of

which those useful for food are included in the follow-

ing seven orders:

Malacopteri (malacos, soft; pteron, fm) or Malacopt-

erygii (pterygos, fin) with soft-rayed fins, to which

the bernag (Clupea harengus), whitefish (Coregonus
dupeiformis), salmon (Salmo salar). and smelt (Os-
raenis inorden) belong.
Ostariophysi (ostarion, a little bone; physos, bladder)
so named on account of the connection between the air

bladder and the ear by means of the small Weberian
bones. Catfish (Ameinrus, nebulosiis), channel cat,

sucker (Catostomiis eatoslomus), carp (Cypiiniis
earpo).

Apodes (a, without; podes, feet), having no pelvic
fins. Eel I .\iiguilla elirysypa), conger eel.

Haplomi (haplos, simple; omos, shoulder), because
of the absence of a mesocoracoid bone in the shoulder
(pectoral) girdle. Pike (Lucius lucius), mascallonge.
The following three orders belong to the Physoclysti.
—Anacanthini (an. without; acanthos, spine) with no
hard spines in the fins. Cod (Gadiis ealarias), haddock
(.Meianogramus aeglefiiuis). burbot or ling^ (Lota ma-
culosa).

Platysomi (platy. flat; .soma, body), flat fishes. Hali-

but (Hippoglossus hii)poglossus), flounder (Pseudop-
leiironcctes americanus).
Acanthopteri (.\canthopterygii) (acanthos, spine;

[iteron, pterygos, fin) having hard bony spines in the

fins. These are the most liifrhh' specialized fishes of

the present day.

The salmon, as we have seen, belongs to the first

order of the Teleostei, viz. the Malacopteri, which falls

naturally into two main sub-orders:

C'lupeoidea (clupea, herring; oid, like) and
Salmonoldea (salmo. oid).

Tile Saliiioiioids contain several families:

Salmonidae, salmons,

Tiiyniallidae, graylings.

.Vrgeiitinidae. smelt,

Mierostomidae, deep-sea smelt.

The family Salmonidae posse.sses the geiicia :

("oregoiius. white fishes.

Argyrosoinus, eisco, tullibec,

Oneorhyiichus, Pacific salmons,

Salmo, .Atlantic salmon,
Cristivoiiier. lake trout,

Salvelinus. brook trout.

Tile giMiiis Salmo has the species:

Salmo salar, Atlantic salmon.
Salmo elaikii. cutthroat trout.

Salmo riviilaris, steelhead trout.

Solma iri<lons. rainboAv trout.

NOTES
On the results of sea fishing operation in Canada for

the six months period, April-September, and
for the month of October, 1917.

A comparison of the totals for the six months, April-

September, this year with the corresponding six

months last year, shows that the landings of the two
great staple kinds, cod and haddock, on the Atlantic

coast (luring that period wer<' over half a million

cwts. greater this year than last. A greater propor-

tion of these were used fresh or frozen and in a green

salted state and less, relatively, salted and dried than
in the preceding year.

The herring catch for the six months this year
amounted to 645.844 cwts. against 946,487 cwts. for

the same period last year. The shortage was caused
by a smaller spring catch in the Gulf or St. Lawrence
owing to ice remaining late on the coast, and to a
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frreat scarcity throughout the past summer in the \vh-

t«>rs of Charlotte county. N. B.

The (quantity of salmon taken on the Atlantic coast

.luring the season of 1917 was l.oTS cwts. short of the

previous season's catch.

The salmon catch on the British Columbia coast for

the si.\ mouths period was greater than that for the

same time last year by 317.274 cwts.

But as the current year is the "big i-un" year on

the Fraser River a very much greater increase was

looked for.

Compared with the six months period iu tlie pre-

vious "big run" year, which happened to be 1913, this

year's total results are 152,129 cwts. less.

Taking the jjrovinee as a whole, the difference in

the result of the two "big run" years does not seem

great. But when the results in the various sections of

The <'oast are considered, the catch of 1913 in the south-

ern or Fraser river section is found to be 1iO% great-

er than that of 1917—the falling off iu 1917 being

mainly in the class designated 'Sockeye'.

In the northern section which is not affected like

the .southern section by quadrennial, "big runs" the

catch for the six months j)eriod of 1917 is 77'/, great-

er than that for a similar period in 1913.

It is !ioteworthy that the quantity of 'black cod'

brought to land iu British Columbia from April to

September 1917 was 56,211 cwts. as against 30,544

cwts. during that period last year.

The total value of the various kinds of sea fish at

the point of landing on both coasts for the six mouths

period in 1917 was $19 325.547 against $12,493,143 for

the same i)eriod in the preceding year.

It may be noted that notwithstanding aji extra

month's fishing for lobsters along the southern part of

the Culf of St. Lawrence, from Antigonish to Gaspe.

incliuHng Prince Edward Island, this season's pack is

short of last season's.

Sinee the opening of the season on the 15th of Nov-

end)er 1916 until the end. on the 10th September of

the present year, there were packed 181,227 cases,

while 70.321 cwts. were used fresh or shipped in shell.

ill the preceding year, from the oi)ening of the sea-

son, until the end, on August 11th, there were 188.545

cases j)a<-ked and 94.409 cwts. used fresh or shipped in

shell.

During the month of October rough and unfavour-

ehle weather greatly interrupted fishing operations on

the Atlantic coast. Two fi.shermen were lost at sea

from a Ijuncuberg vessel, while fishing gear along the

whole coast was cou.siderably danmged. A particularly

heavy gale at the end of the month wrecked many of

the fishing weirs in the Bay of Fundy.

The total landings of the chief kinds of fish for the

nu)nth were therefore much below that for OctoT^er

last year. For example, in the whole of the Atlantic

provinces there were 153640 cwts. of cod, haddock.

hake and pollock landed during October this year.

against 242,580 cwts. for the preceding October. In

Nova Scotia and New Brunswick there were 20,006

cwts. of herring landed against 73,563 cwts. la.st year.

This diminished herring catch was caused not so much

by the rough weather as by a contiinied scarcity of

these fish in the Bay of Fundy.

The total value of fish landed in eastern Canada du

ring October was .$736..567 against $886,095 for Oct

oher last vear.

In the southern part of British Columbia the

weather was generally fair during October, and fish-

ing resulted in a great measure of success. The run of
Fall salmon in the Fraser river district was satis-

factory: the catch amounted to 66,693 cwts. against

38,769 for October last year. In the Vancouver Island
district the catch of salmon amounted to 116,588 cwts,

mostly chums, against 156,600 cwts. for the jirevious

October.

The salmon catch in the north for the month was
10,428 cwts. which falls short of the catch for the same
month last year by 28.873 cwts.

The quantities of the chief kiiuls laiuled in the whole
province for the month were as follows,—207,186 cwts,
of salmon against 234,670 cwts. for October last year;
5,361 cwts. of black cod against 6.503 cwts.; 18,902
cwts. herring against 5,730 cwts,; and 14,587 cwts.
halib\it apiinst 23 249 cwts.

The tofa! vahu' ol" sea fish lauded iir British
Cohunbia in October was $1,794,568 against $1,11 6. .546

last year, and for the whole of Canada .$2,531 135
against $2,002,641.

THE FISH TRADE OF GREAT BRITAIN

(By our Special Correspondent)

In view of the iiu-reasing importance of the fish ex-
port trade with the Old Country, the CANADIA.V
FISHERMAN has made arrangements for a special
weekly report fnuu London on the conditions pros-
pects and prices prevailing in the princij)al fishin.--
ports atul consuming centres of Great Britain,

In considering the fish trade in Great Britain, the
effect which the cataclysm which overtook Eurojic in
August 1914 has had on this section of couunerce nuist
not be overlooked. From about 1910 onwards the
Admiralty eciuijiped several modern trawlers for
Naval work and sent them on a crui.se nmnd the |)rin-
cipal fishing ports (d" Engiaml and Scotlaiul with a
view to forming a Trawler Reserve for ser\-ice' in the
event of the outbreak of hostilities. For various rea--
sons this departure was not so successlul as had been
hoped

;
still a fair nucleus of a serviceable adjunct to

the Navy was formed, and immediate'y the horizon
darkened these vessels and their crew* were mobolived
forWar service, This.of course, natuially weakeiu-d the
catching power of the fishing fleets and as the Admiralty
has since 1914 commaiulccrcd large nnnd)ers of botli
steam trawlers and steam drifters for national recpiire
ments, the vessels still available for comnu'rcial fishing
bears little comparison with the luunbers of pre-war
days. Added to this, many vessels have been lost from
mines or .sunk by .submariiu>s, thus further reducing
the catching power. Nor is this all ; large areas of the
waters arouiul our coasts are "prohibited areas", by
order of the Naval Authorities, .so far as deep sea fish-
ing is coiu-erjied. In considering the quantities of fish
now landed at the British fishing ports as compared
with nornud times, all these factors mu.st be borne in

mind. The inevitable result of these attentuated land-
ings has been that prices for all kinds of trawl and
drift fisii have risen steadily until now most kinds
readily eoiiMuand rates that a few years ago would
have been considejcd imjiossible.

The fishci'ies of Great Britain divide themselves into
two nmin branches. i,e,, trawling and drifting Otluu-
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nielliods arc employed, such as seining, longlining.
etc., but these do not play an important part in the
total landings. The chief kinds caught by drifters
are herrings, mackerel and sprats, while trawled fish
compri.se all kinds of white-fish, known respectively as
prime fish, flat fish, round fish, and long fish. Of re-

cent years increased <|uantities of herrings and mack-
erel have been taken hy trawlers, but drifting still re-

mains the priticip,)! motliod of capture of pelagic fish-

es^

At the i)resent time, the landings of fish in Great
Britain are insufficient for requireinents, and keen
competition to secure a share has resulted in prices, as

mentioned above, rising to an extremely high, figure.

Under these circumstauces, there should be a ready

sale for frozen fish for which Canada must be looked

to as the main source of supplies. It must be admitted

that up to the present the people of Great Britain

have not shown that readiness to purchase frozen fish

that its quality and condition merit. This is largely

explainable by the fact that all parts of this country

are comparatively easy of access to the sea, and in or-

dinary times can thus rely on receiving regular sup-

plies "of fresh — i.e., unfrozen — fish. Secondly, it

must be admitted that largely owing to a lack of know-

ledge, there is an inherent conservatism among Brit-
ishers to anything frozen, although this country relies
on refrigeration for so much of its food, — meat, rab-
bits, butter, cheese, fruit, to mention only a few. Then
again it cannot be denied that in many instances fi.sh-

mongers,as the retailers of fish are known in this conn-
try, have not sold frozen fish for what it actually
is; Canadian fish is always disposed of by importers
and on the wholesale markets, as frozen fish, but froz-

en fish is scarcely ever seen advertized by the fish-

monger. No doubt, some of them thaw the fish out
and sell it as home caught, thus making a bigger profit.

The same thing happened with New Zealand meat some
years ago until the Dominion Government taught a
salutary lesson by prosecuting the offenders. However,
many of the leading retailers, including some of the

high-class West End dealers now regularly offer froz-

en salmon. No doubt, a little judicious publicity on be-

half of both the Home and Canadian Governments

should do much to popularize frozen fish in the Old

Country, to the benefit of all concerned. There is lit-

tle question that with the coming world shortage

of meat we shall be more and more dependent of the

"harvest of the sea."

The "Jacobson" Semi-Diesel Oil Engine

Most iisherinen realize the importance

of crued or fuel oil engines that work suc-

cessfully on practically any oil that flows.

The manufacturers claim these engines to

be giving every satisfaction and draw

special attention to the fact that these

engines have no carburators and no elec-

tric ignition systeins.

An interesting installation is in a com-

bination trolling and halibut boat owned

by Mr. A. Strubstad of Tacoma, which it

is said is the first of the kind on Puget

Sound. The engine is of the Jaeobson

Semi-Diesel type being a single cylinder

two-cycle 7 x 71/2, developing 10 H.P. at

42.^) r.p.m. The engine is of the surface

ignition type and it is possible to start

with hot torch and kerosene within three

minutes. The oil iii.iection is controlled by a governor

built into the flywheel and in operation it is stated

that the cng'ne will govern as low as 75 r.p.m. Air

comprcssinn is said to be about 170 lbs. with fuel

injection at about 200 lbs.

The Jacobson Gas Engine Company, Saratoga

Springs, New York, are now making a specialty of

engines of heavy design slow speed, from .') to 200 II.P.

in from 1 to (! cyclinders. These engines are said to

ite exceptionally well suited for fishing vessels. They
also build a specially designed engine in from 1 to 6

cylinders, starting with 35 h.p. up to 600 h.p. for aux-
ilinry power on larger vessels and in such works as

require an unu8\ially heavy design, and at the same
lime at exceptionally low speed.

The cut represents single cylimicr maiiiie enguie,
numufacturcd on single and multiple cylinder, and in

many sizes. Mr. Charles A. Jacobson, President of
the Jacobson Gas Engine Company when asked to give
us some information regarding their engine, sent us
the following:—"In the Jacobson Semi-Diesel Oil En-
gine we have embodied experience and experiments
of over 25 years of practical desig)iing, perfecting
from actual service experience, the details and best
suitable materials for producing a high standard of
oil engines. We have not patched up an old design
gasoline engine and called it an oil engine, but have
designed a medium compression engine and a more
perfect burning of the oil, hereby ohtaining a remark-
ably low fuel consumption."
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SEALING FILLED CANS
When the "speed-up" Is at Its height and minutes

count In the mind of the anxious manager—than Is

the time when he apprec'ates "Bliss" -Automatic Dou-
ble Seamers.

The can supply and the operntlons of packing must
Mow sinootlilv and without Interruption abreast of
'ach other until the last case has been added to the
pack

.

"Bliss" Equipment—complete—has been taken to the

far parts of the earth where repairs or replacements
would l-e difficult if not imposs ble to obtain—and has
m-i<le fsOou.

•BLISS" AUTOMATIC DOUBT.R-SKAMING MA-
CIIINK No. 31-K Is illiistnited. above. Kor sanitary
onus -the cans remaining stiillonary. May also be
used In can shops for double seaming the ends on
empty can bodies. Continuous chain feed delivers fill-

ed or <-mpty can bodle.^ to the seam ng position at
uniform (.peed. Covers fed automatically.

Write for Catalogue Section No. 18-

A

E. W. BLISS COMPANY
Main Office and Works; BROOKLYN, N.Y.. U.S.A.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE CLEVELAND OFFICE
1857 Peopl '8 Gas Bldg. Dime Bank Bldg. Union Bank Bldg. 1917

LONDON, S.E., ENGLAND, Pocock Street, Blackfriars Read PARIS. FRANCE. 100 Boulevard Victor-Huge at Oue
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A. R. Whittall Can Company Makes

Steady Progress

Jfrobably not in the history of manisiud has there

been such an insistent demand lor canned goods of all

kinds throughout the world, as at the present time, due

to a great extent to the conditions arising out of the

world war. As a result the tm can industry has re-

ceived a tremendous impetus in Canada, as elsewhere,

and in this connection the achievements ol the A. K.

Whittal Can Company have placed that concern in the

front rank of Canada s successful industrial companies.

The busines was started in a modest way in 1885 by

A. K. Whittall, and through careful management it

showed a steady development until 1916, when it be-

came an incorporated company. The company has the

unique distmction of bemg the first plant m Canada

to start work on a war order, the latter being receiv-

ed on August 4, 1914. No time was lost in handling

the first mstalment of a busines that was to show such

enormous development durmg the next few years. Ex-

tia labour was engaged, plant extensions made, and

new machinery instaUed, and for a considerable time

work was carried on day and night in order to fulfill

these orders. At the present time the company is con-

structmg an additional building at the plant, corner

ot Cliarievoix and MuUins street, in Montreal. In addi-

tion the company has recently purchased five acres of

land on the canal bank at St. Henri on which it is the

intention to erect a large manufacturing plant, plans

for which have already been made, and work will be

carried on with the least possible delay.

The big factory of the Whittall Company is well

laid out; there is a place for everything, and every-

thing is in its place. On the ground floor there is stor-

ed tin-plate, which should be more properly called

tinned-piate. This tin-plate is composed of thin sheet

steel, of the very finest and strongest quality to stand

bending and stamping of a very strenuous and violent

nature. The principal part of the material is steel;

the tin is only a fine, pure metal coating over the steel,

but the containers produced from these sheets are

"tin" cans all the same. Like in all other cases of

manufacturing increased costs enter very largely into

the question of production. Tin-plate is costly. Before

the war it was purchased at about $3.00 or so "base".

To-day for the same quantity the cost price is $10.00,

with the possibility of even a higher figure and great-

er scarcity.

From the basement the tin-plate is taken up in a

box, and in a shining pile the plates come to the first

machine, called a "slitter". The work of this machine

is to take each plate and slit it to the exact size re-

quired for the body of whatever kind of tin is re-

quired.

After the cutting the plateR are piled in an automatic

hopper from which they are fed at a groat speed into

the second mnehine ciilled the "locker." This machine

in one swift process curves the metal plate into the

body of the can, a simple cylinder of tin plate, and

golders the side seam. The soldering is done as the

metal cylinder passes swiftly along through a gas

heated section of the machine after the bending has

been done. In the meantime two other important but

independnnt machines called power presses have been

stamping from smuUt-r sheets of tin-plate the tof>s %Bd

bottoms, accurate as to size, are fed at a furious speed
into the next machine called the "Header", which
comes into play the instant the can body leaves the
locker, and fits on the tops and bottoms a million times
faster rate than any consumer can ever get them off
again. The next swift stage is from the header to the
crimper, the latter making sure the firmness of the
tops and bottoms of the cans, which have still to be
soldered, the 'floater' looking after the latter work.
The floater is fitted with a solder bath and dips the
advancing cans rapidly into the solder, first one end
and then the other, so that the tops and bottoms are
firmly fixed and rendered air tight. It, of course, will

be recalled that the top of most modern cans has an
aperture left through which the eatables are to be in-

serted in completed can, the final closing and sealing

up being left to the packer. While passing through
the process of the floater the cans are wiped free of
any superfluous solder, and are cooled on the belt con-
veyor as they are carried to the testing machine.
Of all the machines the "tester" is the most pictur-

esque, and the most impressive in all the factory. It

consists of a huge wheel inclined at an easy angle, and
revolving so that its great spokes or radial arms pass
a given point at a rate of 9,000 an hour. On each spoke
or arm, at the end nearest the circumference of the

big wheel, there is a completed can just as it has left

the cooling conveyor from the floater. As soon as the

cans reach this great wheel they are caught and firm-

ly clutched, while into each can is forced air at a press-

ure of seventeen pounds per square inch. As the wheel
turns it plunges each wheel under water at a given
point, in the steady progress of its revolutions. Di-

rectly above this point is applied the indispcnsible hu-
man factor in the making of tin cans. The testing of

the finished tin is done by the human eye. A man sits

like a kingfisher above the pool of water. During a

ten-hour day he eyes these passing cans as they dip in-

to the water still holding within them that pressure of

air. If there is ever so small a leak, or ever so slight

A defect in the manufacture, air bubbles will betray

it. It is for these air bubbles that the steadily train-

ed eyes of the testing operator watch—when they ap-

pear he has but to touch a lever when the faulty can

will be tossed aside to be fully examined later on, and
if possible repaired so as to stand all tests. Nine
thousand cans an hour revolve under his eyes. The
cans that show they are in every way perfect whirl

around their giddy course, and drop off into a convey-

or, which takes them dripping from the water plunge
away to the drier, where they remain just long' enough
to get nicely dried, whence finally completed, they are

sent to the packing room in the basement and from
that point sent to the railroad ear awaiting them at the

siding.

Mr. A. R. Whittall, the president of the company,
is ably assisted by his two sons, D. S. Whittall, the

vice-president, and Fred. R. Whittall, the managing
director. Both young men have a thorough know-
ledge of the business with which they are associated,

and their ability together with the keen interest dis-

played by them in the development and success of the

business, cannot but result in the pronounced expan-

sion of the company.
Another son, Lieut. F. A. Whittall. is serving His

King and Country on the battlefields of France, when
. W>-fcelonps t<i-the Royal Flying Corps.
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W. R. SPOONER
Wholesale and Commission Dealer

Fish of all Kinds
119 Youville Square, MONTREAL

I am in the market at all times to Buy or Sell on Commission,

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked and Salt Sea and Lake Fish, in Carload

Lots or Less.

CorreMpondencm Solicited

Representing

National Fish Company, Limited

Halifax and Port Hawkesbury N. S.

"National Brand"
Haddies,

Fillets,

Kippers,

Bloaters,

Scotch Cured

herring.

Producers

STEAM TRAWLER TRIUMPH.

LAKE FISH

J. Bowman & Co., Port Arthur, Ont.

Wabakin Fish Co., Montreal, Que.

BONELESS COD FLSH

R. E. Jamieson, Rustico. P.E.I.

SEA FISH
;

A. W. Fader, Canso, N.S.

National Fish Co., Ltd., Halifax and Port

Hawkesbury, N.S.
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THE ATLANTIC SALT FISH SEASON.

Both Newfoundland and Nova Scotia report a great

harvest of fish and a record cure, while prices have re-

mained at top-notch figures. Newfoundland, for a

time, was up again.st a serious difficulty in shipping

her fish owing to lack of tonnage, but it is reported that

some 20 schooners were purchased from Canada to

move the catch, and that the situation is now cleared

up. It is estimated that the Newfoundland catch

amounts to two million quintals and the price stands

at $8.oO per quintal.

The heavy Cape Breton stock dried salt fish has

been snapped up by Gloucester buyers, but Lunenburg,

fishing the smallest fleet in years, has rung the bell

with a record fishing season of 256.215 quintals landed

by 95 vessels. Fishing was exceptionally good through-

out the summer and all the vessels did well.

The schooner "Lucille Colp", Capt. Maynard Colp,

was high line Avith 4,700 quintals. The "Colp" was

hand-lining and has made a record for the county.

The Lunenburg catch at $10 per quintal amounted

to $2,562,150 — an increase of almost a million dollars

over the previous year. The stocks are as follows:

—

Quintals

Areola. Knickle 2700

Arcania. Hebb 2400

Araminta. Greaser 2850

Annie L. Spindler, Ritcey 2525

Aranoa. Sarty 14.50

Ada M. Westhaver. Westhaver 2350

Alfarata. Wambach 3050

Allison H. Maxner, Maxner 1800

Alicante. Cook 2950

Atacama. Wentzel 1600

Annie E. Conrad. Conrad 3500

Benjamin C. Smith, Coikum 3.500

Glintonia, Cook 3700

Carrie L. Hirtle. Hirtle 29,50

Cecil L. Berk. Heisler 2400

Carranza. Conrad 2500

Clayton W- Walters. "Walters 25-50

Cento. Fralic 1450

Clark L. Corknm, Corknm 1450

Carl S.. Silver 2400

C. M. Walters. Walters 2250

Dorothy Adam'i. Tanner 24.50

Delawana. TTimmelman 2850

Donald A. Greaser. CreaxfT 34.50

Donald A. Silver. Walters 3000

Dorothy P. Sarty. Sarty 2800

Elsie M. Hart. Corknm 3650

Evylin B. Miller, Spindler 28,50

Ttaska. Ritcey 30.50

E. B. Walters. Walters 3100

Edyth Newhall. Spindler 3400

Francis W. Smith, Mossman 3100

Frank J. Brenton. Gilfoye 2100

Golden West. Getson 1100

Granite, Richards 2700

Grare Hilda, Conrad 2600

Gladys Mosher, Mosher 33.50

Glacier. Knock ... 3650

Glooming Richards 3000

G. A. Rhiiland. Myra .
2350

H. n. Mcintosh, Splndb . .
3500

Hawanee, Cook .3400

Hare! E. Herman. iU-nnii' -MOO

J, D, Hazen, Himnielman 3025
James Douglass, Romkey 3750
Jennie E- Ritcey, Ritcey 3-300

J. B. Young, Himmelman 3100
J. W. Margeson, Corkum 2600

J. Henry McKenzie, Weinacht 3200
Kathleen Creaser, Creaser 2900
Lillian B. Corkum, Corkum 3700
Lauretta Francis, Spindler 3200

Lucille M. Smith. Beck 3200
Lewis H. Smith. Westhaver 2650

Lucille M, Sehnare, Schnare 2500

Lucille B. Creaser, Creaser 3350
Layola, Fralic 1000

Lucille M. Colp, Colp 4700

Laberge, Corkum 3120

Monarchy. Lohnes 850

M. M, Gardner, Baehman 33.50

Marian Adams. Knickle 2900

Marjory E. Baehman, Bachraan 3200

Mantaiizas. Oickle 3000

Muriel E. Winters, Winters 34.50

Marian Mosher, Shupe 33.50

Muriel B. Walters. Walters 2.500

Mary D. Young. Knickle 2100

Mark H. Grav. Mason 3000

Xorma P. Coolen, Coolen 20-50

Norma L. Conrad, Conrad 3100

Otokio, Ernst -14-50

Pasadenia, Wentzel 2350

Phylis L. Westhaver, Westhaver 2100

Pearl Beatrice. Hubley 400

R. L. Borden, Himelman 36-50

Revenue. Zink 2450

Review. Bushen 16-50

Silver Thread, Get.soii 23.50

Silver Oek, Lohnes 450

Tipperarv. Walters 17,50

Uda A. Saunders. Spindler 2600

Vivian P. Smith. Mack 3200

Vera E. Himmelman. Conrad 1600

Watauga, Zink 2850

William ('. Smith. Selig 3400

W. H. Smith. Wharton 3800

Warren G. Winters. Allen 21.50

W. C. McKay, Deal 3.500

W. G. Robertson, Publicover 2150

A. Hublev. Ilublev H""^

W. T. Wiiite, Corkum 33.50

Elsie Porter, Eisenhauer 3100

Grand total- 2-56.215 (|uiii1als.

BOSTONS FISH U EEK.

"The Food Facts Bureau of the Boston Women '.s

City Club held a fish Week in September. The Bureau
of Fisheries contributed large numbers of its economic

circ\ilars and other publications, which were given

to persons attending tlie lectures on the ju-eiiaratiiui of

fish-

"In addition, the Food Facts Bureau sent out much
|)rinte<l matter in respoTise to iiupiiries and re(|nests by
nuiil. It is estinuited that nearly three hundred jieo-

ple were in attendance at the Bureau each day during

the week, and the cami)aigii in beha'f of increased fish

consumption was well received."
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Fleet of Fishing Vessels in Lunenburg Harbour, N.S.

Perhaps no picture we could show would demonstrate more clearly the commanding posi-

tion occupied in Canada by ,.-....>/

MARINE PAINTS
Of this fleet of fishinpr vessels taken in Tainenburg Harbour, the great majority were

painted with B-H ANCHOR MARINE PAINTS.

For more than 30 years we have specialised in Murine Paint making with the result

that our paints for Marine purposes are being supplied in great quantities today to fish-

ermen and shipbuilders throughout Canada.

Among the varieties we manufacture are:

Hull Paints Anti-Corrosive Composition
Deck Paints Anti-Fouling Composition
Marine Zinc White Lower Hold Composition
Cabin Enamels Engine Enamels
Copper Paints

,
Aluminum Paints

White Lead Red Lead

RRANDRAM-HENPERSON
MONTREAL. HAiLir>OC ST *JOHN TORONTO WINNIPEO CAUOAJRY ttOMONTON VANCOUVER
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Billingsgate Market Report

London, October 27th 1917.

During the past week the aggregate deliveries of all

kinds of fish at Billingsgate Market have been com-

l)aratively generous, exceeding 500 tons on most days.

As herrings, and to a lesser extent mackerel, have

bulked largely in deliveries, however, the quantities

of trawled fish available have been rather on the light

side, and prices have ruled at a snbstantial level. At
the week-end several trneks of loose trawled fish were

received by a well-known firm from the Naval Author-

ities at an Essex port, and these proved very accept-

able to the trade, especially the haddock smokers. Fresh

haddocks have averaged about 10/6 per stone, and cod

much about the same rate. Prime fish—soles, turbots

and brills—have been at famine values and no kind ha.s

been cheap, even such fish as dogfish, monkfish. cat-

fish and colafish. which previous to the war were al-

most worthless, and foten a drug, commanding from

4/- to 10/- per stone. Now that the season for home-

caught salmon has closed the inquiry for frozen salmon

is falling off. but this trade is not quite so inactive as

is usual at this season. No doubt the shortage and

consequent high prices of all kinds of deep sea fish is

concentrating more attention on frozen salmon. Prices

for frozen salmon range from 1/- per lb. where fish arc

purchased ex-stores by the whole case up to 1/s V^^ ^^•

for single fish of selected weights.

Supplies at all the coast ports, Grimsby, Hull. Aber-

deen. Fleetwood. Milford Haven, etc., have gradually

fallen away as the week progressed, the gales hinder-

ing fishing operations, and prices have risen in sym-

pathy with the lighter deliveries. Cod appears to have

been" the principal variety landed at most ports, but

haddocks have been short of requirements. Flatfish

have been uniformly scarce and dear.

At this time of the year the great Autumn herrings

fishing at the two famous East Anglian ports of Oreat

Yarmouth and Lowestoft is in full swing, but the fleets

now operating are but a shadow of those working the

herrings grounds in normal times. On several years

prior to 1914 the number of drifters, steam, sail and

motor, fishing out of these two ports ran into four

figures. Buyers have scrambled for the herrings

brought in with the result that prices have been forced

up to an unremunerative level when the returns from

the consuming centres are considered- The appetite

of curers for fish for kippering and the bloatering for

the requirements of H. M. Forces is almost insatiable,

and this handicaps firms catering exclusively for civil-

ian demands.

Trade in the principal provincial cities and towns
has been fairly active at the high i)ricc ruling.

The immediate outlook is not particularly blight.

The weather has been very stormy throughout the past

week, and although this has allowed Tjon<1oiicrs to sleep

soundly o'nights without fear of aerial marauders fish-

ing operations have been hami)ered. Big prices may
be expected to rule for some days now and holders of

frozen halibut and other Canadian fish should bcTiefit

nfo'^rdifiglv.

London, November 3rd, 1917.

I ..M...>,i,i: „ |.. nod of stormy weather, the general

«ni)pl'es of fish landed at the various fishing ports

in the Tnited Kingdom linve been of meagre propor-

tions this week, At Orimsby, the prenijer fishing p'Tt

in this, or in any other country, for the matter of that,

for instance, there was not a single arrival on Tuesday
last. Naturally, with supplies at a famine level, prices

have ruled extremely high, owing to keen competition

among buyers. Tlie ])ublic lias not fully responded to

the increased cost of fish, with the result that the high

rates have checked demand and business has not been
j)articularly remunerative to distributors. At Grimsby,
fresh haddocks have gone out regularly round 15s per

stone, while at Hull the figures have varied between 10s

and 18s. At Aberdeen rates have ranged round 10s

per stone. Except on Tuesday, when 20s per stone was
touched on a few occasions, quotations at Billingsgate

have not been in harmony with cost values, and the

provincial markets have often been below cost price.

Flatfish of all kinds have changed hands at extremely
big prices, while the commoner kinds, used by friers

and cut-away fishmongers in working class districts,

have been uniformly expensive. Herrings have been
more prominent than trawled fish, and on the whole
have gone out pretty freely, although at high prices,

and smoked fish—kippers and bloaters—have risen in

value in sympathy.
Despite the scarcity of fresh fish, trade has not been

fast for frozen fish ; salmon has sold .slowly, the range
in prices being from Is to Is 8d and Is 9d per lb., while
frozen fresh haddocks have been offered by importers,
by the base, at 7d per lb., but there has not been
any rush for them.
The following list of typical quotations at Billings-

gate in November over a series of years, which T have
specially compiled for the "Canadian Fisherman," are
of interest as showing the extent to which prices of
fish have advanced in th's country. Two of the years—1908 and 1912—wei"e normal times in the pre-war
period, and thus are compared with the first year of
the war, and this year.

BiUingsgate Prices.

190S 1912 1914 1917
Supply Supply Supply Supply
654 tons. 566 tons. 482 tons. 428 tons,
per lb. per lb. per lb. per lb.

Soles Is 3d Is 7d Is 9d 4s 6d
Stone. Stone. Stone. Stone.

Turbots 10s 6d 12s Od 13s 9d 31s Od
Plaice 4s 9d 5s 3d Ss 9d 19s 6d
Halibut 6s 9d 9s 6d 138 3d 32s 6d
Cod 8s Od 3s 9d 7s Od 14s 9d
Haddock, fresh . . Is 7y2d 2s 6d 5s Od 10s 6d
Dogfish Nominal value only 10s Od
Monkfish Nominal value only 9s 6d
From these figures it is pretty evident that there is

a fine opening for Canadian fish on our markets if it

is marketed in prinu' condition at reasonable figures,
but this will be useless apart from a well-defined pub-
licity campaign.

TINPLATE SUPPLIES FOR CANADA.
As the readers of Candian Fishcrniiin know* tlic

u.scrs of tinplnte have had considerable trouble in
securing their sujjplies since the war began, more es-
peeiiilly since tin- Cnitcd States have entered the war.
The Department of Traile and Commerce is. working

in conjunction with a committee of prominent majiu-
i'aeturers. among whom is Mr, Fred R. Whiffal!
managing director of the Wliittal Can Co., Ltd., Mont-
real, endeavoring to hurry along tinplate supplies
Tor Canada,
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LION BRAND
CORDAGE

Stands the Strain
''Lion Brand" was used for all the operations in

the successful erection of the Quebec Bridge,

J .iy.Wll*^Ui*H!*ik.^wi **i...

As one of the world's engineering feats

this stands to the front Brains, Energy
and Lion Brand Cordage all produced
in Canada.

LION

z
>

•• ••

Vessels and Fishermen

Should Use Lion Brand

BRAND

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY, LIMITED
MILLS AT DARTMOUTH, N.S., AND MONTREAL BRANCHES AT TORONTO AND ST. JOHN, N.B.

T«*« ft Par***. Limited. Winnipeg, Rct'aa. Saskatoon. Cal(ar]r, Mooaa Jaw. Bdmoaloi
ad Fort William, Oni. Jama* BUsat it Co., Quabac, P.Q.;

Mactewaa * Ca.. Vaac«ii*ar, I.C.
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HALIBUT ARRIVALS AT WEST COAST PORTS,
OCTOBER 1st TO OCTOBER 31st

INCLUSIVE.

AT PRINCE RUPERT, B.C.

Oct 1.—Bringold, U.S., 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Oct. 1.—Cora, U.S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Get. 2.—J. P. Todd, U.S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Oct. 2.—Lincoln, U.S.. 5,000, The C. F- & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Oct. 2.—Adeline, U.S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Oct- 3.—Mayflower, 6,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Oct. 4.—Shamrock, U.S., 13,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 5.—Livingston, U.S., 18,000, The C. F- & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 6.—Alten, U.S., 45,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Oct. 6.—Pram, U.S., 4,000, Booth Fisheries Com-
pany.

Oct. 6.—Agnes B., 5.500, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Oct. 9.—Karl F , 7,000. The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Oct. 9.—Margaret G., 6.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.

Ltd.

Oct. 10.—Geo. B. Foster, 20,000, The C. F. & C- S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 10.—Convention, U.S., 4,000, The C. F. & C. S-

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 10.—North Cape, U.S., 4,000, The C. F. & C- S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 11.—Venus, U.S., 12,000, The C. F. & C. S- Co.,

Ltd.

Oct. 11.—Sitka. 41,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd-

Oct. 11.—Andrew Kelly, 15,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 11.—Tomandal, U.S., 20,000, The C. F. & C. S.

Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 12.—Ringleader, 6.000, Dybhaven.

Oct. 12.—Director, U.S., 11,000, Dybhaven.

Oct. 14.—Lincoln, U.S-, 10.000, Atlin Fisheries Limit-

ed.

Oct. 14.—Eureka, U.S., 5.000, Atlin Fisheries Limit-

ed.

Oct. 14.—Tahoma, U.S., 5,000, Atlin Fisheries Limit-

ed.

Oct. 16—Saturn. U.S., 5.000, Dybhaven.

Oct. 16.—Corona, U.S., 7,000, Dybhaven.

Oct. 16.—Adeline. U.S.. 5,000, Dybhaven.

Oct. 16.—Alliance, 3,500. Dybhaven.

Oct. 16—P. C. Hergert, 8.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co.,

Ltd.

Oct. 16.—Gilford. 10.000. The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Oct. 16—Ed. 3,000, The V. F. & C. S Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 16.—Cbiof Zibas.sa, 10.000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 18.—Alaska, US.. 20.000. Booth Fisheries Co.

Oct. 18.—Elfin, U.S.. 5.000, The C. P. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Oct. 18.- To.ld. U.S. 10.000, The C. P. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Oct. 18.— r. D..iven. 9.000, The C. P. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 19.—Agnes B-, 5,000. The C. P. & C. S. Co., Ltd.

Oct 19.—Relma. U.S.. 3,000. Booth Fisheries Co.

Oct. 19.—Stranger, U.S.. 4.000. The C. P. & C. S. Co

.

Ltd.

Oct. 19.—Margaret G., U.S., 6,000, The C. P. & C. S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 19.—Jas. Carruthers, 80,000, The C. F. & C. S-

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 21.—Grier Starrett, 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co-,

Ltd.

Oct. 21.—Convention, U.S., 18.000, The C. P. & C. S-

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 21.—N. & S., 7,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Oct. 21.—Ruria, 4.000, The C. F. & C. S. Co., Ltd.
Oct. 21.—Carlotta G. Cox, 20,000, Atlin Fisheries

Limited.

Oct. 22.—Thelma, U.S.. 7.000. The C. P. & C. S. Co
Ltd.

Oct. 22—Shamrock, U.S., 10,000. The C. F. & C S.

Co., Ltd.

Oct. 24.—Soya. 3,000, Atlin Fisheries, Limited.
Oct. 25.—Karl P., 5,000, The C. P. & C. S- Co., Ltd.
Oct. 25.—Ilia, 5,000, The C. F. & C- S. Co., Ltd.
Oct. 25.—Rainier, U.S., 5,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co-,

Ltd.

Oct. 26.—Vansee, U.S. 60,000, Booth Fisheries Co.
Oct. 26.—Rainier, US., 5,000, The C. P. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Oct. 27.—Bringold, 4.000. The C. P. & C. S. Co.. Ltd.

Oct. 28.—Seymour, U.S., 35,000, The C. F. & C- S. Co..

Ltd.

Oct. 29.—Yakutat, U.S., 22,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Oct- 30.—New England, U.S.. 110,000. Atlin Fisher-

ies Ltd.

Oct. 30.—Tom & Al., 80,000, The C. F. & C. S. Co..

Ltd.

Oct. 30.—Livingston. U.S., 27,000, Royal Pish Com-
pany.

Oct. 30.—Margalice, 7.000, Booth Fisheries Co-

Oct. 30.—Lincoln. U.S.. 7,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Oct. 30.—Hilda, U.S., 5,000, Booth Fisheries Co.

Note:—Vessels not specified "U.S." are of Cana-
.dian Registry.

AT KETCklKAN, ALASKA.
Oct. -1—Manhattan. U.S., 85,000, New England Fish

Co.

Oct. 6.—Knickerbocker, U.S., 5,000. New England
Fish Co.

Oct. 10.—New England, U.S., 100,000, New England
Pish Co.

AT VANCOUVER, B.C.

Oct. 2.—Carlotta G. Cox. .50.000, The Canadian Pish-

ing Co., Ltd.

Oct. 3.—Imperial, U.S.. 25 000. New England Pish

Co.

Oct. 10.—Tyee, U.S., 100 000, New England Pish Co
Oct. 13.—Celestial Empire, 40,000, The Canadian

Fishing Co., Ltd.

Oct. 25.—Manhattan, TT.S.. 80 000, New England Fish

Co.

STEAM TRAWLING IN CANADA.
Canada has now four .steaiii trawlers in operation.

On the Atlantic, the S. S. "Rayondor" is fishing out

of Canso. N.S.. for the Marit'me Pish Corporation.

Ltd.: the S.S. "Triumoh"' for the National Fish Co..

Ltd. out of Halifax. N.S.. and the S S- "Orontes" for

the A. & R Loggie Co.. T4d. out of ^rulsrrave N S. On
the racific. the Canadian Fish & Cold St(>fa<'e Co
Ltd.. are operating the S.S ".Tjimes Carrnthers" out of

Prince Rupert, B.C.
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LION BRAND
CORDAGE

Stands the Strain
"Lion Brand'* was used for all the operations in

the successful erection of the Quebec Bridge,

As one of the world's engineering feats

this stands to the front. Brains, Energy
and Lion Brand Cordage all produced
in Canada.

CONSUMERS CORDAGE COMPANY, LIMITED
MII.I-S AT DARTMOUTH, N.S., AND MONTREAL BRANCHES AT TORONTO AND ST. JOHN, N.B.

T«a« A f»rt»». Limited, Winnlpat. R't'oa, Sa*k>tooB, Calgary. Mooa* Jaw, BdaaaalaB
and r*rt William, Ont. Jama* BUict & Co., Quebec. P.Q.;

Macgawan * Co.. Vanrourar, B.C,

Mndax to Advartiiera. Paaa &31.t
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The New " Iron Chink
"

A COMBINED BUTCHERINQ, CLEANING AND SLIMING MACHINE. THE ONLY
MACHINE OF ITS KIND ON THE MARKET.

For the past fifteen years we have been mariufactming Butchering
and Cleaning Machines for use in the salmon industry.

These machines have proven tliemselves great labor and fish sav-
ers and a packing plant is not considered complete without one.

Tlie above illustration shows our latest improved model—one that
is far superior to any we have heretofore manufactured.

We are now taking orders for 1918 delivery. Full information,
prices, teiTOS, etc., furnished on ap]ilication.

Smith Cannery Machines Company
PATENTEES AND MANUFACTURERS

2413-2423 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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TO THE COMMERCIAL FISHERIES
OF CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND
THE SCIENCE OF THE FISH CUL-
TURE AND THE USE AND VALUE

- OF FISH PRODUCTS - -
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—

F. WILLIAM WALLACE
KDITOR

ThelDdustrial & Educational

Press, Limited

3S-45 St. Aleiander St. • Montreal

CANADA

Toronto Office - 263-265 Adelaide St., W
Newfoundland Agency

Garland't Book Store, St. Johns, N.F

SUBSCRIPTION!

Canada, ^Newfoundland and
Craat Britain - - . . (1.00

United Sutasand EUawhare. . SI. SO

payabia in advanca.

ADVERTISING RATES
ON APPLICATION

Published on the 2'4th dav o< each

month. Changes ol advertisemenit

should be in the publisher's hands ten

days before that date. Cuts should l>e

sent by mail, not by express. Readers

are cordially invited to send to the

Editor items of Fishery news, alsu

articles on subiects of practi:al intertst.

If suitable tor Dublication these will be
paid for at our regular rate
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THE Editor and Publishers of the Canadian

Fisherman desire to express to their many

subscribers and friends, the best and heartiest

wishes for Christmas, and prosperity and a speedy

ending to the War, during the coming year.
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EDITORIAL

THE HALIFAX DISASTER.

No disaster has so universally touched the human

heart and stirred the depths of human sympathy as

has the explosion of the munition ship at Halifax,

which took such a toll of life and property and spread

for miles around a plague of suffering and distress

which, for days, was so augmented by storms of rain

and snow and mid-winter temperatures.

This disaster forms the saddest tale in the annals

of Canada. But it also furnishes the finest example

of the love and sympathy of which an otherwise cold

business world is capable.

Hardly had the echo of the explosion died down

before relief trains and boats were hurrying from dis-

tant ports to the scene. These were immediately fol-

lowed by a universal effort to dispatch clothing,

foodstuffs and building material, which in turn was

followed by an equally universal subscription of

money.

In all these efforts the fishing fraternity has been

most active. Halifax, the nestor of Canada's Atlantic

deep-sea fisheries, meant more to them than to most

people. Much of what each has done has gone to

swell the results of local organizations, so that the

subscriptions which have come to the Secretary of the

Canadian Fisheries Association represent only a part

of what the members of the Association have given.

To date, however, the Secretary has received the fol-

lowing amounts from the branches of the Canadian

Fisheries Association:

Canso .'^1,000.00

Digby 100.00

Montreal 780.00

Ottawa 10.00

Toronto 235.00

Prince Rupert 200.00

$2,325.00

A complete report will be given in the next issue

of the Canadian Fisherman.

A NATIONAL BLUNDER.

Till' |)<Tson, be lie niinisler or departmental of-

ficial, who is responsible for the wording of the Order-

in-Council passed March 9th, 1915, dealing with ship-

ments of fish in bond from Prince Rupert, should be

discovered, and if he is still in office, he should be

dismissed. His blunder has been the cause' of serious

disturbance to the Canadian fisheries of the North

Pacific, and since March, 1915, has from time to time

threatened the cordial relations the people of Canada

are anxious to maintain with their neighbor and ally,

the United States. So far as is known, there is no ex-

planation that can be offered for the wording of the

preamble in this Order-in-Couneil. Those who are

forced to deal with it can only apologize for it, as has

the Honorary Secretary of the Vancouver Branch of

the Canadian Fisheries Association, a copy of whose

letter to the Pacific Fisherman appears elsewhere in

this issue. Such situation is humiliating to Canadian

citizens.

The attitude of the United States towards this

Order-in-Council was first made known to the British

Ambassador to Washington at a conference in 1916

in which Canada was represented by Sir Joseph Pope

and Mr. Found, Dominion Superintendents of Fisheries.

But the Ottawa Government has simply continued to

blink at the whole affair, evidently in the hope that

the matter would blow over. The action of a govern

ment, however, cannot be dealt with in this way. The

expressed intention of the Canadian Government is set

forth in the above-mentioned Order-in-Council, and

until it is properly dealt with will continue to remain.

For the time being the resentment of our good neigh-

bors may be smothered by other considerations, but

it will continue to smoulder and may burst into flame

later. The proper and statesmanlike way would be

for the Governor-General-in-Council to take up the

matter and negative the intention expressed in the pre-

amble of its Order of March, 1915.

The report which the United States Government
asked should be made by their Bureau of Fisheries, has

lately been published in Bureau of Fisheries Docu-

ment No. 838. The two opening paragraphs of this

report read as follows:

"The halibut fishery, not only of Alaska, but of

the entire Pacific coast, was in a very disturbed and

unsettled condition throughout 1916 because of the

alleged efforts of the Canadian Government to divert

the trade through Prince Rupert, the terminus of

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, which is approxi-

mately 90 miles southeast of Ketchikan. Much appre

hension has been felt by residents of Alaska and by

the fresh fish interests of Puget Sound'that unless

the Government afforded relief through proper legis-
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iHtion the halibut fishery with its attendant incidental

trade and benefits to Anierioan labor would be almost

wholly assimilated by Canadian interests. It has also

been felt that along with this would go the loss of

American fishermen and their families who would

take up their residence chiefly at Prince Rui)ert, and

that most of the fishing vessels would soon be trans-

ferred to the British flag.

•It has been said that there has been a well-studied

effort upon the part of the Canadian authorities to

effect this assimilation of the American halibut fishery.

It is a matter of official record, as clearly set forth

in the Canadian Order-in-Couneil of March 9, 1915,

one part of the preamble of which in referring to fish-

ing vessels registered in the United States says that

under certain conditions a considerable number of such

vessels 'would transfer their base of operations from

Seattle to Prince Rupert and would probably later

transfer their vessels or boats to the Canadian registry

itiiil permanently operate from Prince Rupert.'
"

ANOTHER BLUNDER THAT SHOULD BE

INVESTIGATED.

"The failure of the salmon to run as abundantly

in 1917 as in former big years entailed a loss that

year to the fishermen and canners of British Columbia

of over $8,000,000, and a loss to the fishermen and

canners of the State of Washington exceeding $19,-

oOO.OOO, and the loss will not be confined to 1917. It

will be repeated every fourth year, until such time

as the government of Canada and the United States,

by united, drastic, and long continued effort, shall

succeed in placing on the spawning beds of the Eraser

River the equal of the millions of adult .salmon that

spawned there every fourth year up till 1913." Thus

spoke Mr. John P. Babcock, Assistant Commissioner of

Fisheries for British Columbia at Ottawa a few

days ago.

Mr. Babcock explained that this great national or,

as a matter of fact, international loss, was occasioned

by the builders of the Canadian Northern Railway, al-

lowing the rock from their cuttings on the banks of

the Fraser River to so obstruct that River that the sal-

mon could not get up to their spawning grounds in

the year 1913, and "millions of sockeye salmon that

year died below the blockade without having

spawned."

Some person is responsible for this iireparable loss,

and the matter should be investigated without furth-

er delay. The obstruction of the Fraser River did not

occur over night, but was the work of months, and

any one of a number of government officials should

have foreseen the trouble that would result fr.nii this

indifferent filling up of the river.

LACK OF SALT LESSENS FISH PRODUCTION.
One of the fi.^li recommendations which the Can-

adian Fisheries A.ssociation niade to the Fish Com-

missioners after their appointment by the Food Con-

troller, was to arrange for a supply of salt, at all

tlie principal fishing ports, so that when the fish

began to run, the quantities taken would not be limited

' y the supply of salt. It was fully three months later,

however, before the Commissioners realized the force

of this recommendation and arranged for a supply

of salt. This arrived at many ports too late to save

large quantities of fish, as may be seen from the review

given elsewhere of the industry at Lunenburg. This

is only one of the many expressions that have reached

this office and which points to neglect on the part of

.some person.

TECHNICAL EDUCATION FOR FISHERMEN.

This is an old subject with us and it is one which we

will never drop until something is accomplished. Our

fishermen, more than any others in the world to-day,

are remaining in the rut through lack of facilities for

technical training in the taking, packing and curing

of fish. Japan, that nation of fishermen, realized the

advantages of technical training years ago. When
Western ideals permeated her deep-rooted and ancient

Oriental civilvization, she was quick to pick up the

best of the utilitarian phases of our Occidental culture.

Students from her colleges were sent at the expense

of the Government to British and American shipbuild-

ing yards and machine shops; her seamen were en-

couraged to sail in foreign ships, and the young Jap

was to be found in the colleges and night schools of the

Pacific Coast in great numbers. Insofar as the fish-

eries are concerned, the Japanese have spared no pains

to perfect themselves in studies that will develop the

resources of their waters to the utmost. Fishery stu-

dents came to the United States and worked as fisher-

men on the halibut schooners of the Pacific and the

(lory trawlers of the Atlantic, and went to Eng-
land to become acquainted with steam trawling and

drifting.

The Japanese are but one nation who have gone in

for specialized fishery training. Norway, Sweden,

Denmark, Holland, Germany and England are others

who have given great attention to the subject. Canada,

with at least one hundred thousand persons employed
in the fisheries, and possessed of the greatest fishery

resources in the world, has done practically nothing

along the lines of the technical education of the worker
in the fishing industry.

Now, we are well aware of the demands that are

made upon the Dominion's finances at the present

time, and with a war on, wc can hope for no appro-

priation to further technical training among our fish-

ermen for at least a year to come. The need of tech-
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nical training, however, is very great, and in two par-

ticular fisheries, it is essential at the present time if we

are to hold a trade which we can wrest from the

Scandinavians, viz. : dried salt fish and pickled herring

in the markets of South America and the United

States.

Both American and Canadian dealers recognize the

value of selling fish in a frozen state, and now is the

time to commence a campaign to bring frozen fish

before the public.

THE FUTURE OF FROZEN FISH.

A great future awaits the introduction of frozen

fish to the Canadian public, and the dealers would do

well to encourage the building up of this trade. At

the present time, there is a strong prejudice on the

part of the public to frozen fish, but this is an an-

tipathy which can be dissipated by education and a

steady pushing of the product.

A similar prejudice existed in Great Britain with

regard to frozen beef and mutton from the Argentine,

Australia and New Zealand, but steady work on the

part of the great meat firms who handled it, has suc-

ceeded in overcoming the popular aversion, and frozen

beef and mutton have become staples in the Old Coun-

try.

The U.S. Bureau of Fisheries endorse the frozen fish

idea, and they have set Dr. Mary Pennington to work

analysing and testing various species of frozen fish.

It is stated that Dr. Pennington has found frozen fish

to be in better condition for food purposes than fish

sold fresh at centres distant from the seaports.

This seems natural, as fish placed in the freezer as

soon as landed and kept frozen until thawed out by the

housewife, is protected from bacteriological deteriora-

tion during transit from freezer to market.

As those in the trade are well aware, certain fish

will stand freezing better than others. In some species,

the tissues break with the frost, but careful study will

suggest a remedy. In the meantime, it will be worth

while to build up a trade in those fish which stand up

well with freezing.

Frozen Saskatchewan whitefish, some two years old,

were placed on the table at a London, England, din-

ner by Major Greene, and the guests vowed it was

excellent. Halibut, salmon, mackerel, haddock, her-

ring and smelts, besides various fresh water species

freeze well and will keep indefinitely, provided they

are not allowed to thaw out.

The advantages of handling fish in a frozen state

are manifold. Transportation is greatly simplified,

and the loss through shrinkage and deterioration,

which is the curse of fresh fish, is done away with,

and the retailers' problems are simplified greatly.

The most important factors in the frozen fish trade

are in keeping the fish frozen from freezer to house-

wife, and the proper thawing out of the product by the

latter. Frozen fish has been spoiled by improper

thawing, which must not be done by the application

of heat, but only by immersion in cold water.

THE CLOSING YEAR.

The year 1917 has undoubtedly been the most momen-
tous in the fishing industry of Canada. During the

year, fish became recognized in its true colors as the

only substitute for meats, and the great need of the

latter for shipment overseas brought fish foods to the

fore. Tuesdays and Fridays were declared as beefless

and baconless days by the Food Controller, and fish

was suggested as a substitute, and a substitute it has

become.

Tuesday is now a recognized Fish Day, and our long

task of separating fish from Friday is fast becoming
an accomplished fact. We were the first to advocate

Tuesday as a fish day, and the Canadian PMsheries

Association made a campaign in favor of the day
for the past three years with encouraging success. The
Food Controller's edict has now succeeded in clinching

fish to Tuesday and the fore-end of the week is giv-

ing Friday a run for its money. It's here to stay.

The substitution of fish for meat in restaurants and
hotels has had the effect of introducing many strangers

to the advantages of a fish diet. The fish course is

now a staple in most restaurants and is gradually
becoming a staple in many homes.

The consumption of fish in Canada has increased

from 25 per cent to 300 per cent in many localities

and towns, and it is safe to say that on an average the

consumption is twice that of pre-war days. The great

demand has been on the staples of halibut, salmon,

cod, haddock and whitefish, and the two former have
gone into the luxury class—not from profiteering,

but largely through scarcity of catch, high cost of

operations, competitive bidding through keen demand,
and increased wages on the Pacific Coast.

While these fi.sh have gone up other lines have held

at prices but little over pre-war days. The price to

fishermen on cod and haddock has almost doubled on
an average, but their cost of operation has been great-

er. The demand ifor these fish has been heavy both for

home and British consumption, but the catcli has been

good. Salt cod brought top-notch prices for export

and the catch wa.s a record considering the smaller

fleet engaged.

The two steam trawlers operating out of Nova Scotia

made a good year with lieovy landnigs. Anotlier

trawler, the "Orontes' has been added to the Atlantic

fleet during the year, and has augmented the supply

The heavy shipments of frozen fish to Great Britain

continue and a great many varieties not marketed

in Canada are being caught and shipped. Fish is still

being contracted for in supplying the Canadian troops
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at home and overseas, and the United States market

is calling for increased ((uantities of Canadian fish

since the entry of the States into the war and their

Food Administration's campaign in favor of fish as a

meat substitute.

A disturbing elennut in the fresh water fish trade

has been the adventure of the Ontario Government in-

to the fish business. While the purpose is laudable

enough, yet the methods of distribution are to be

deprecated as being Bolshevik in its relation to fish-

ermen, wholesalers and retailers in Ontario. Through

a subsidized fishery, whitefish in irregular supply is

being retailed at less than cost and brought into com-

petition with fish produced through the regular chan-

nels—diverting the latter to the United States. In

the Western Provinces, the Pood Controller has adopt-

ed a fairer scheme by regulating the prices of winter

caught fish, and the trade are satisfied that the meas-

ure was a necessity and a war-time act. Ontario

might liave dono the same and whitefish would have

been retailed at fair prices with a legitimate profit

to all handlers—part of which would have been re-

turnable to the State in war taxation.

' On the Pacific Const, the four-year salmon run was

a failure and resulted in competitive b'dding between

U.S. and Canadian packers for Fall salmon to com-

plete contracted packs As high as 70 cents apiece

\< •• nfiid for doe salmon, and the price of all

dtlti"- salmon lines wore hoosted hv the fishermen.

Halihnt is becoming scarcer, and the fishermen are

getting high prices through competitive bidding for

their catches. Legislation to protect the halihnt is

heinc serionslv mooted and will probably he intro-

duced during 1918.

The Pood Controller is makinir arransements to find

a market for Pacific "scrap f'sh"—the cods, flounders,

soles, grey-fish, also herring and oolachons—and ne-

gotiations are at present under way for an agreement

on price to all handlers. The Government intend to

help the business by paying two-thirds of the trans-

portation charges on these fish to the eastern boundary

of Manitoba in order that a market may be made

and cheap fish introduced to the Western consumers.

This will be the salvation of the Pacific fisheries as the

halibut cannot be depended upon for all time, and

close season legislation will probably cut down the

catch.

A Commission investigated conditions in the salmon

canning industry of District No. 2 in British Columbia

during the summer, and made an exhaustive report

which is now before the Marine and Fisheries Depart-

ment. A decision will probably be announced early in

the new year.

The Food Controller has assisted the consumption of

fish greatly by advertising campaigns and the distri-

bution of fish display cases to retailers at half-price.

Transportation has been facilitated by him, and many

restrictions on fishing waters has been raised to in-

crease production during the war on his recommenda-

tion.

The Canadian Fisheries Association and this maga-

zine conducted a campaign for increased fish produc-

tion during the summer with eminently satisfactory

results. The Association has been of great assistance

to the Food Controller and has placed all its officials

at his service. This organization of the fishing in-

dustry has been of inestimable benefit to its members
and the fishing industry in general. Plans for the

future will be undertaken in greater magnitude and a

carefully organized policy for the development of the

industry will be carried out.

The 3'ear has been one of progress and the future

augurs well. Here's to 1918 and the biggest year of

all!

A MENACE TO CANADA.
It is an undoubted fact that an attempt so exten-

sively organ-zed and so deliberately carried out as to

make its origin ea.sily attributable to enemy agents

has been made in Canada to discredit the Food Con-

troller and to check-mate his efforts along the line

of conservation. Stories without even a vestige of

foundation have been scattered broadcast. Nor have
they come to life rasnally. They have started simul-

taneously in different parts of the country, and in

each instance have been calculated to arouse public

indignation. These untruths, intang"ble quantities

though they be. have the power of destruction that

lies in a battalion of soldiers. They are insidious,

subtle, persistent. BH by bit they dissipate public

trust, the great essential in the work of food control.

They hamper the work of the Pood Controller. It lies

with every individual to forbear from criticism ; to re-

frain from pa.ssing on the vagrant and harmful story;

and thus the more effeetivel.v to eo-operate in work,

which is going to mean more- than the majority of

people yet realize.

TO MARKET ALL EDIBLE FISH.

The Food Controller is planning to find and create

markets in Canada for those fish which are at present

thrown away or split and salted for export. Samples
of fresh pollock and sea cat-fish were tried by the

Food Controller's staff at recent luncheons, and both

were declared delicious and well worth placing upon
the market. Skate, hake, cusk, flounders, soles, eels,

burbot, greyfish. silver hake, herring, grey, red and
ling cod and oolachons are among the fish varieties the

Pood Controller intends to introduce to the Canadian
consumer as an alternative to the high-priced halibut

and salmon.

All of the fish named are excellent food fish, but
largely on account of their appearance, the public has
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refused to give them a trial. The heavy demands of

the home and overseas markets for certain lesser

known fish is causing occasional shortages, but if the

lesser known varieties could be introduced there would

be a good supply.

The campaign to popularise these fish will commence

with the New Year, and with the demand which now

exists for fish foods, they should soon become staples

and result in the commercializing of a present-day

waste or non-utilized product.

AN EARMARK TO PROGRESS.
"1 have studied this question for several years and

<lo not think that T have ever found a man consist-

ently reading the trade papers who was not a live

wire. On the other hand, I have found that the men

who do not read the trade .iournals are unprogres-

sive." Such is the verdict of Wm. L. Fletcher, Sales

Manager of Cutting and Washington, Radio Engin-

eers and Manufacturers of Cambridge, Mass., a man

who has had a wide and successful experience in sales-

manship.

NEW REGULATIONS FROM FOOD
CONTROLLER'S OFFICE.

The maximum price for mullets caught tlirough the

ice of the lakes and waters of Manitoba, Saskatchewan

and Alberta has been fixed by the Food Controller at

two cents at primary railway shipping points. Also

that for Southern Saskatchewan lakes half a cent may

be added to the prices fixed for winter caught fish at

the Big River District. Rumors having reached Food

Controller that itinerant American dealers have been

offering prices in excess of, those fixed, permission

to export has been withdrawn until satisfactory evi-

dence to contrary is produced.

DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVAL SERVICE.
Notes on the Results of Sea Fishing Operations in

Canada During the Month of November.

On the Atlantic coast sea fishing was carried on

during November under rather unfavorable weather

conditions, and as a consequence the quantity of the

principal kinds landed was barely equal to that land-

ed for the same month last year.

The total catch of cod, haddock, hake and pollock

in eastern Canada amounted- to 100,564 cwts. This is

5.400 cwts. less than for November, 1916. but almost

18,000 cwts. greater than for November, 1915.

Along the south shore of Nova Scotia, which is the

chief producing province of the east, fish were found

to be plentiful on the fishing grounds; but results

at the different centres varied with the condition of tlie

weather and the amount of bait available. For ex-

ample. Guysboro county and the counties of Cape

Breton Island show an increase compared with the pre

ceding November of 12,900 cwts. of cod. haddock, hake

and pollock, while Tliilifax county and the counties

to the westward show a decrease of 20,776 cwts. Gains

in some of the other counties, however, reduced thf

total shortage of these fish in Novh S-ntin to 3,242 cwts,

The total value of all fish at the point of landing
in Nova Scotia during November this year amounted
to $415,107 against $295,072 in November last year
The increased value is mainly due to the fact that the
price paid to fishermen was 30 per cent higher for cod
and 36 per cent higher for haddock than that paidm the preceding November. A comparison of the
price paid for these fish in November this year with
that paid in November of the pre-war year. 1913, shows
an increase of 85 per cent for cod, and 114 per cent
for haddock.
The sardine fishery in the Bay of Fundy resultedm a catch of 23,965 barrels, against 22,685 barrels for

the same month last year.
The new lobster fishing season opened in Charlotte

and St. John Counties, N. B., on the 15th of the month
The catch amounted to 1,080 cwts.. against 1,726 cwts.
for the same period in the preceding year.'
Very little fishing was carried on in any part of the

Gulf of St. Lawrence other than for smelts and oys-
ters. The smelt fishery produced 2,598 cwts., while
last year in the same month 3.510 cwts. were taken.
The price paid to fishermen for smelts so far this year
is 43 per cent higher than la.st vear, and 83 per cent
higher than in 1913.
Two fishermen of Cape Breton County, N. S., and one

fisherman of St. John County, N. B., were drowned in
the course of the month.
On the Pacific coa.st weather conditions, generally,

were not very favorable for fishing.
Fall .salmon fishing during the month resulted in a

catch of 168,404 cwts.. against 96,079 cwts. for the same
period last year. The price paid per cwt. to fisher-
men for the increa.sed catch was 7^ per cent higher.

^

Herring were caught in fair quantities at Nanaimo.
Cowichan Gap, Nanoose Bay, and Alberni Canal. The
catch for the month amounted to 89,247 cwts.. against
71,374 cwts. for the same month last year, while the
price to fishermen is 100 per cent higher this year
than last.

The quantity of halibut landed during November
was 13,030 cwts.. against 15.989 cwts. during No-
vember. 1916, and 26,415 cwts. during November. 1915.
A stoppage of railroad traffic out of Prince Rupert,
due to a slide, caused a number of halibut fishermen
to land their catches at southern ports for a part of
the month.
The total value of fish landed in British Columbia

during November was $1,599,031. against .$586,509
during the same month last year.
The total catch of sea fish in the whole of Canada

(luring the month realized a value of $2,145,240 at the
point of landing. In November last year the value
amounted to $1,074,398.

NEW CANNING ENTERPRISES.
Jackfish or pike from the Northern Lakes of Al-

berta is now being canned by the Athabasca F'ish

Company of Edmonton. The fish are being put up
in sanitary cans and are quoted at $2.10 per case of
1 doz. 1 lb. tails, f.o.b. Edmonton. Greyfish is being
canned in Prince Rupert and is quoted by Nickerson
& Co. at about $5.00 per case of 48 one-pound tails f.

o.b. Rupert.

Fish chowder, made from cod cheeks is being can-
ned in Nova Scotia by A, P. Tippet $ Co., Montreal,
and is an cxcellpnt line.
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The Vancouver Branch of the Canadian Fisheries Association

Rephes to the Contention of United States Fishing

Interests re Prince Rupert Dispute

Vancouver, B.C.

The Eliitor,

The Pacific P^isherman.

Dear Sir,—Your article on pages 14 and 15 of your

issue of September headed "Official statement on

Prince Rupert Question," has interested the fishing

men of British rolumbia. and a canvas of those en-

gaged in the fishing and canning industry has result-

ed in the eludication of points of view that may be

worth your consideration and on publication, worthy
of the serious contemplation of your many and influ-

ential readers.

In the first place, let it be admitted at once, that

the clause in the Order-in-Council of March 9, 1915,

referring to the transfer of American vessels to Can-

adian reg'ster, should never have been used; first, be-

cause sui'h transfer was never considered by the Can-

adian fishing industry, and second, because it is mani-

festly offensive to the free, people of our sister Nation.

Had that clause not appeared in this Order- in-Council,

the argument you have so pertinently extended would

have had no apparent foundat'on in words, as I hope

to show it has no basis in reality.

Who drafted the order-in-couneil with the effen-

sive clause—the wholly unnecessary and uncalled-for

clause— is no more a mystery than that typographical

errors creep into your excellent magazine. That

clause should have been exc-sed before the order-in-

council was promulgated. The sooner the order-in-

eouneil is amended by the excision of that hateful

elanse, the better pleased will be the fish men of Brit-

ish Columbia.

So much for the amende honorable to the amour
propre of our cousins to the South.

Tt is rieht for me to assume that if that clause were

omitted from the order-in-council. then the order-in-

council would have met with the approval of the fish-

ing interests in the United States, for its operation

and its intent'on are to grant benefits to United

States halibut fishermen and vessels,

As to the order-in-eouncil of .Taniiary .31st, 1916, re-

lative to bait, while it was a new feature, yet it did

not take any riehts from United States halibut fi.sher-

men and vessels, but rather extended to them valu-

able concessions if they cared to avaH themselves of

them.
I will be elnd if you and your readers of this article

will appreeiate the fact that in all that has been done

by Canadian orders-in-eouneil. no compulsion has been

.suggested; privileges have been offered, and it has

been left to the United States halibut fishermen and
vessels to take advantage of them of their own free

will and aecord. "With th's fair understanding, cor-

dial eo-operation in thinking may be achieved. With
the fallacious .suggest-on that the Canadian orders-in-

eouncil have been promulgated to coerce United States

halibut fishermen and ves.sels to trade with Prince

Rupert and not with Seattle or Ketchikan, neither

you nor I can be a party. For the indisputable fact

is that the freedom of the United States halibut fisher-

men and vessels and of the seas, is in no way inter-

fered with by Canadian governmental regulations.

That the privileges extended freely by the Cana-
dian orders-in-council to the United States halibut
fishermen and vessels were appreciated by them as
beneficial commercial aids is admitted by you when
you say that the United States vessels landed at
Prince Rupert in 1915, 7.000,000 lbs. of halibut and
in 1916, 13,000,000 ll\s Thiit T'l.ited States halibut
fishermen and vessel owners should protest against
this, when they benefit from it. seems hard to under-
stand. That Seattle fishing interests niay be affect-
ed by the transfer of so much of the halibut trade
from Seattle to Prince Rupert is more evident and
more easily understood ; but if they were benefited by
the transfer they would not surely protest. As a gen-
eral proposition we must all agree that those who
benefit from the privileges extended by Canadian or-
ders-in-council do not protest. They say protest who
cannot avail themselves of these free privileges.

The question arises, then, whether Canada should
abrogate these order-in-council and in doing so please
certain United States fishing interests and displease
certain other United States fi.shing interests; or
whether Canada should continue- to offer the present
privileges free to all who care to take advantage of
them. It .seems potent that Canada's position is em-
inently fair and friendly in this present matter.

In particular, the fish men of British Columbia
say that the obnoxious clause in the order-in-council
of 1915 is of no interest to them; they were never
consulted about it, all they desired was that United
States halibut fishermen and vessels might have the
privilege of landing their catches at Prince Rupert
and shipping them in bond to United States points.
That was a concession to the TTnited States fishing
interests. Canadian interests are as anxious as the
United States fishing interests to see that clause dis-
appear from the order-in-couneil, and it will.

What is the reason that Prince Rupert is the centre
of the deep sea fishing of the Northern Pacific Coast

t

You quote E. J. Brown as .saying: "The Canadian ad-
vantage is considered to be the result of artificial
stimulus by way of governmental regulations." He
says it is not one of geographic position, of superior
transportation facilities.

We have referred to the governmental regulations,
they are embodied in the orders-in-council. What
made Seattle the centre of the Pacific halibut fish-
eries for twenty years prior to 191.5T Surely it wa.-!
geographical position, superior fleets, fishermen and
methods, and superior transportation facilities Two
things have made Prince Rupert the new centre for
the Pacific deep sea fi.shing trade, 1st—the fact that
It 18 nearest to the greatest supply of fish, and second-
ly, that the Grand Trunk Pacific is now a finished
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transeontinentRl railway with connections over all

America. "What Seattle was fifteen or twenty years

ago, Prince Rupert is to-day. With all due respect

to Mr. Brown, the habitats of the halibut, the geog-

raphy of North America and adequate transportation

facilities have combined to create a condition whereby

a Canadain city has a fishing port advantage. Gov-

ernmental regulations will not make the halibut mi-

grate to more southerly feeding grounds. And giving

Ketchikan and Prince Rupert similar facilities, on«

van ea.sily imagine that the terminal of the transcon-

tinental railway will still be the Mecca for the fish-

prmen on their own initiative. It has been the superior

fleets, fishermen and methods of the former fishing

fleet of Seattle that have taken advantage of the

natural conditions in the Northern Pacific waters to

trade to and out of the port of Prince Rupert, and the

advantage has not all been on the side of the Cana-

dian city, as the United States halibut fishermen and

vessel owners can testify.

So far as the pre-eminence of Prince Rupert over

Seattle, as the halibut fishing centre of the Pacific

is concerned, it is a matter of creative geography,

and the act of creation was performed millions of

years ago, once and for all. In regard to Ketchikan

there may be another story. There is no good reason

why there should not be a United States port and a

Canadian port for the halibut fisheries of the North-

ern Pacific. That is a matter of business for the in-

terests in each country to work out. There is no bar

so far as Canada is concerned to the development of

a great halibut fishing port at Ketchikan. To the

casual observer it would seem strange that it has not

been done already. Public and piiblic enterprise, of

which our cousins to the South have ample, has an

opportunity for a wide swing in this direction. And
I know of no more opportune time, when greater food

production is desired in our united efforts to win the,

war, than the present for action along this line.

But in fairness, let not the Canadians be blamed for

developing their own port at Prince Rupert. Even
the halibut fisheries at Prince Rupert are doing some-

thing to feed the allied nations at the moment. And
to say that a paltry order-in-council or two can create

a great fishing centre is to go back on the teachings

of history and make the world unlearn all it has been

taught. Governmental regulations may assist condi-

tions, but only enterprise and energy will establish

any great industry on a permanent basis.

There seems no danger of the halibut supply caught,

in the United States waters and its cost to United

States consumers passing froin the United States to

Canada. There is only one big Canadian fishing com-

pany competing with five or six United States con-,

cems at Prince Rupert. The fish caught by inde-

pendent boats is offered for sale in the open market.

Everj- company has the same opportunity to bid for

it. It is inconceivable that tliat one Canadian Com-
nany can debate the price, the Booth Fisheries, the

Atlih Fi.sheries or the National Independent Fisheries,

must pay for halibut. It is in no more advantageous
position than are the United States. Its government
subsidy was f)aid years ago. niu] it is no longer in re-

ceipt of governTiiental assistance. It has to stand on

its own feet in the face of the keenest possible eoin-

petitjon from large United States fishing eoncernsi

that find achieved manhood in business before the

Canadian Fish and Col^ Stgrjigo Qompapy was in-

cubated. Let not bugaboos frighten the innocent
United States consumers. The price -ot fish will be
ruled by the law of supply and demand, with the
aid of Hoover and Hanna. Through business fore-
sight and fortunate circumstances, the Canadian Fish
and Cold Storage Company was in business in a big
way with its plant, with a capacity of 14,000,000 lbs.,

when the halibut, geograph and railway facilities

combined to create Prince Rupert into the deep sea
fishing centre of the Northern Pacific. That is the
condition. It isn't any argument. It is a fact. ,

Now, the United States fishing companies which
have buyers and fish houses at Prince Rupert have
been fairly treated by the Canadian Fish and Cold
Storage Company, which has supplied them with ice
either crushed or in block at $3.00 a ton, a price as
cheap as found anywhere on the Coaist. No advantage
has been attempted to be taken by the Canadian Fish
and Cold Storage Company of its competitors. No
United States halibut fishing boat has been refused ice
at the Company's plant, nor has it ever been stipu-
lated that ice and bait would be .supplied only if the
boat bought its other supplies in Prince Rupert. T.
H. Johnston, General Manager of the C. F. & C. S.
Company is the authority for this statement. It is

even said that Capt. Bernhoft, who is said to have
been refused ice, but who really himself refused to
buy ice and bait in Prince Rupert, proceeded to Ketch-
ikan for his supplies and then returned to Hecate
Straits, Canadian waters to catch his halibut. But
enough of that, for it is dealing with trivialities.
Modern business thrives on service and the fishing
concerns at Prince Rupert are nothing if not modern.

Mr. Brown refers to the cullmg of halibut. "It is
not the custom in Prince Rupert to cull the catches
of fish as it is the custom on the American side of the
line." This culling is a moot point with the halibut
fishermen. They seem to be satisfied with the methods,
adopted in Prince Rupert, by all the fishing houses,
both Canadian and United States. It is different from
the method in Seattle and Ketchikan, and the fisher-
men prefer it.

It seems evident that if the United States buyers
are to take advantage to the full of Prince Rupert as
the natural centre of the Pacific halibut industry, from,
the statements published in your paper, they must
erect cold storage and freezing plants there or locate
in United States territory and create a new fishing
centre. That states the situation. The great halibut
market is already established at Prince Rupert, jusi
as on the Atlantic. Boston is the centre of the deep
sea fishing. Other centres have arisen on the Atlan-
tic Coast, but Boston still leads: and that deep sea fish

market has not been created solely through govern-
mental regulations. The facts state the ease strongly
enough without dragging in the bugaboos of "The
fear of ultimate Canadian assimilation and impossible
conditions because of subsidies and other govern-
uiental regulations, favorable to Canadian interests."
These are specious arguments tending to prejudice
impartial judgment.

In a Avord. Prince Rupert is a free i)ort to United
States halibut fisheinien an<l vessels where special
privileges by orders-in-eouneil are given to our cousins
Id the South. There is no compulsion on the part
of C?anada. Nature and natural progj-ess have or-
dained that Prince Rupert be the centre of the Piwifie

halibut industry, and the right to trade freelv in thnt
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centre ia exteuded to the United SUtes fishing inter-

ests. If restrictions were imposed on the United

States fishing interests one could understand the case

as you have presented it. but when the greatest con-

sideration is voluntarily tendered to United States

fishing interests, one is at a loss to understand the

elaboration of trivialities to make a fair ease cloudy.

However, finally and in particular, the whole-heart-

ed entry of the United States into this world-war,

shoulder to shoulder with the Allies, has warmed the

hearts of Canadians, and he who suggests interna-

tional offence where none is intended docs a service

to his country at this time. Any movement that will

disorganize an established international trade that is

doing national work in increasing the production of

fish for food-stuffs during the war, must be prepared

to withstand criticism from all citizens, both in the

T'nited States and Canada, who desire first that thii

war shall be won by the Allies.

Canadians will be glad if United States interests

can establish a fi.shing centre in United States terri-

tory adjacent to the halibut banks. It is the undoubt-

ed and acknowledged right of the United States fish-

ing interests, ami in no way would Canadians think of

interfering with it. But Canadians maintain that

their attitude toward the halibut fishing centre at

Prince Rupert should be viewed in its true light, and

that fair dealing without the slightest shadow of com-

pulsion, .should be considered meritorious rather than

be construed into insidious means of unfavorably

affecting United States fishing interests, whose pre-

sence in Prince Rupert is of common advantage, with

detriment to none.

Yours faithfully.

WM. IIAMEK GREENWOOD.
Hon. Secretary,

The Vancouver Branch of the

Canadian Fisheries Association.

DEPARTMENTAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
Sir.—Adverting to my letter of the 24th October

ultimo, with regard to the new arrangement for the

transportation of fish from the Pacific coast to points

in the three Prairie Provinces, by which this Depart-

ment would pay two-thirds of the transportation

charges on the different kinds of cod and flounders, as

well as grayfish. I now beg to inform you that by

Order-in-Council of the 8th instant this arrangement

has been amended so as tn authorize the payment of

two-thirds of the transportation charges on all ship-

ments of British Columbia fish, other than halibut and

salmon.
It is hoped that with this assistance the dealers

on the Pacific coast will be able to work up an im-

portant demand in the western provinces for other

varieties of fish, .such as herring, oolachans. skate, etc.

I am, Sir,

Your obedient servant,

G. J. DBSBARATS,
Deputy Minister of the Naval Service.

Mr. H. H. Brittain, Vice-President of the C.F.A.,

was in a barber shop in Truro, N.S.. when the Hali-

fax explosion occurred. He states that the shock was

so violent there that everybody ran out into the streets

thinking an eaHhquake was on. Truro is over 50 miles

from llalifax,

REPORT ON FISH HATCHERY AT BELLEVILLE,
ONTARIO.

Reports from the Thurlow Hatchery, near Belle-

ville, Ontario, which have reached the Department of

the Naval Service, show that an eminently successful

whitefish egg-collecting .season there has come to a

close. The best collection of any previous year has

been increased by 50 per cent, and the Thurlow

Hatchery, which can handle 100,000,000 whitefish

eggs, has been filled to capacity and 50,000,000 addi-

tional eggs have been sent to the hatchery at Sarnia.

This result is dear evidence of the effectiveness of

the fish breeding work in Lake Ontario. A few years

ago this lake was regarded as practically depleted

of whitefish; now the catches are well over a million

pounds per year and are rapidly increasing.

Whitefish eggs for propagation purposes were first

collected in the Bay of Quinte in 1906. For several

years the collection of such eggs in this area did not

exceed 30,000.000. although no commercial fishing

was permitted in the Bay during the month of Novem-
ber, and the only nets authorized for whitefish were

those that were fished for hatchery purposes. The
Bay has been systematically stocked with fry and
whitefish have become so abundant that this season

the whole Bay with the exception of a small area

which is reserved for fishing for hatchery purposes

was thrown open for commercial fishing. Notwith-

standing the enormous number, taken on their way up
the Bay before they reached the hatchery nets, by
the commercial fishermen, the fish were so abundant
that the best previous collection of eggs was increas-

ed by over 50 per cent.

When commercial fishing was not allowed in the

Bay. the fi.sh taken in the hatchery nets were liberat-

ed after they were stripped of their eggs. In view
of the importance of increasing the production of

fish and rclca.sing larger quantities of meats for war
purposes, the fish taken in the hatchery nets were this

season sold after their eggs were procured. The fish

were sold at the hatchery to those calling for them
for Ic a pound above wholesale prices, and the bal-

ance that remained after the local demand was satis-

fied was sold to the wholesalers. Some 50,000 pounds
of fish were disposed of in this way.

LIEUT O. H. FORSTER.
The many friends of Lieut. George H. Forster will

be sorry to hear that the Linde Canadian Refrigeration

Company, Montreal, of which he was manager, has re-

ceived a cable that in the recent fighting he was badly
gassed. Although his condition is serious, there is

hope of his recovery.

Lieut. Forster joined the 148th McGill Battalion,

under the command of Lieut.-Col Magee. and left in

1916 for England, but later was transferred to the Im-
perial Forces.

TRAWLERS BEING BUILT AT GREAT LAKES
SHIP YARDS FOR ATLANTIC FISHERIES.

Nine steel fishing steamcj-s are being btiilt at yards
on the Great Lakes for Boston owners, the vessels be-

ing intended to replace trawlers of this type which
have been sold or taken for war purposes. Two wood-
en steam trawlers are being built at Cape Ann for

the Gorton-Pew Fisheries Company.
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Lunenburg's Banner Year

"The largest catch in the history of the fleet." Such
is the summary of the work of 95 vessels and 1,884

men engaged in the bank fishing industry for the year
1917, and the earning power per capita was $1,360.

Every year the resume of the banner industry of

Lunenburg spells prosperity; this year, however, it

is synonymous with affluence.

In 1916, the spring fare was sold for $7.10 per
quintal, the summer for $7.80, or an average of $7.50

for the entire season, netting the neat sum of $1,635,-

505. Many said then, "It can't last, or at least the

end of the high fish prices is in light."

I remember being in the office of one of the busy
fish firms on Montague Street last fall, when pricet

were being discussed. A noted fish killer, whose luck
is proverbial, said: "Don't talk such nonsense, the

end is not in sight, far from it; the markets will

open in 1917 with the figures they closed with this year.

Then watch her climb."

Let us see how his words were verified: In May
1917, $9.50 was offered for cod, and $7.50 for scalo.

There was a break then, but at the last of May, $9.60
was offered at Lunenburg, aJid $9.90 at Halifax.

About the first of July $10.00 was offered at Lunen-
burg, and $10.20 at Halifax, later in the same month
$10.25 was offered.

In September $10.10 was the Lunenburg price,

$10.30 the Halifax one. About the first of November,
Lunenburg offered $10.28 and on Nov. 19, the high-

est price was paid, $10.60.

Some climb, when it is considered that ten yean
ago, $4.00 or $4.50 was deemed a good price for salt

cod. $10.60 about that time as a suggested figure

for cod would have been voted as lunacy.

But whether figures don't lie, or liars don't figure,

here we are with our facts: 1916 's catch of 218,060

qls. At an average of $7.50 per quintal totalled $1,-

635,505; 1917 's catch, 256,215 qls.. at an average of

$10.00, amounts to $2,562,150, yielding a balance of

$926,650 in favor of the gross earnings of the fleet for

the present year. There were eight hand liner's car-

goes sold green to the local firm of Robin. Jones and

Whitman at $5.25 per hundred pounds, and two to

American markets.

The catch would have been even greater, but the

vessels were handicapped by the salt shortage, which

obtained in the latter part of August. A number of

the schooners had to terminate their voyages on ac-

count of lack of salt and the tension in that market

was relieved too late to help the fishermen.

Only about a dozen vessels engaged in fall fishing

for the same reason and, in a year when fish were

so plentiful and everything was being done to speed
up the fishing industry, this shortage was little short
of criminal. It is to be hoped, however, that 1918 will
see no such negligence

; every effort should be used to
guard against such a contingency. It is bad enough
to have a scarcity of fish, but a plentitude of fish
and no means of curing them seems unpardonable.
A glance at the following tabulated statement shows

the history of the industry for the past ten years :—

Average
Year. Vessels. Quintals, per vessel
1907 109 123,625 1,134
1908 110 138,180 1,256
1909 93 173,582 1,866
1910 102 216,400 2,051
1911 122 216,450 1,774
1912 136 211,080 1,552
1913 121 211,405 1,747
1914 118 154,065 1,305
1915 118 227,245 1,927
1916 106 218,060 2,060
1917 95 256,215 2,696

It will be seen by the foregoing that the catch per
schooner, and the total catch was the largest on re-
cord.

The fleet, however, was the smallest this year than
for any year since 1909. This was due to a number
of causes. Many vessels were engaged in carrying food
products to European countries, and in consequence of
the extravagant prices offered, a large number have
been sold.

The schooner Doris V. Myra. Captain Clarence
Myra, when fishing on the spring trip, was run down
by a British transport ship, and her crew were car-
ried to Liverpool. England.

This was a big set back, as not only the fine vessel
but her catch of 600 quintals was a total loss. Luckily
Captain Myra had contracted for a new schooner be-
fore leaving on his spring trip, and this having been
launched in July he finished up his season with 2,-

350 quintals, which was good w/brk for the time
spent.

February seems to have been an unlucky month for
the schooners, as the P. M. Toro was dismasted, and
the Henry W. Adams torpedoed in the Bay of Biscay
during that period.

Among the schooners sold were the tern JIary D.
Young. W. C. McKay, Jennie Kitcey, Marion Silver,

Hawanee, Associate, Abyssinia. Wautauga, Mark Gray.
Marjorie McGIashen, W. J. White, Assurance, Gigan-
tic, Amy B. Silver, A. H. Whitman, James Parker,
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Benevolence, Jennie K. Duff, Marina, Minni« Mother
and Guide.

The crevi of the ichooncrs have made tidj auiut

this year, some of them sharing over a thousand dol-

lars per man, while from $800 to $900 was considered

ordinary. These sums cover about five months' work,
include board, with little or no chance for expendi-

ture.

The wages of headers and throaters, boys ranging
from 14 to 18 years, were $30.00 a month, and the

cooks averaged $100 i)or month, though some of them
got $120.

Provisions, outfits, etc., have of course been higher,

much higher, than in former years, but even .so, there

Capt. Maynard Colp of the handliner Lucile Colp high

liner of the Ltinenburg fleet for 1917.

can be no kick coming from anyone when the cheques

are received.

One of the schooners sold, the W. T. White, was

bought last fall for $9,000. She cleared $8,000 on her

fishing trip, and was sold for $17,000, demonstrating

pretty clearly how these vessels make money.

There never was such a demand for dry fish or, in

fftct, fish in any shape, as at present. Pessimists my.

"It can't last, times will change, etc., etc.", but, why
can't it last! Why can't Lunenburg be alive to her
opportunities and increase her output as her market
widen

t

There is no doubt that with the campaign for in-

creased consumption of fish that has been going on
during 1917, this article of food is being used in the
West particularly, where it was scarcely known before.
As for boneless cod, the factory here could dispose
of its whole output to one Western American city were
it so disposed. This class of fish has become so popu-
lar that there is not even a pretence of supplying the
extraordinary (Iciiiand. But, wliy not supply it! Why
aren't there enough factories engaged in this lucrative
business to keep all the markets stocked!

Then the fresh fish industry in Lunenburg County.
Why aren't there enough enterprising men here to de-
velop tliis branch of the calling! At the mouth of the
Ijh Have river there is a firm, the La Have Outfitting
('ompaiiy, fjiiiiited. with vessels, men and the wish to

engage in this industry. Markets are crying out for
stocks: the solution to the high cost of living problem
lies largely in the increased use of fish as food, yet
tlii.s one spot in the whole of Lunenburg County, where
this industry would be prosecuted, is held up by a
paltry twelve miles of railroad necessary to connect
with the main line at Bridgewater. What is the use
of talking about the wonderful things that can be
(lone, the big things that ought to be done, when a
vast industry can be held up for the want of a little

spur line of railroad!

Never in the history of the fisheries has there been
a more urgent need for eo-operative action. The
ijrave problems which the war has placed before us,

can touch us verj' nearly when it comes to the fish-

eries and the important part they play in cheapening
the cost of living, should spur the residents of this

county to strive to secure that railroad necessary to

carry the fresh fish to a depot where they may be
shipped to the needed markets. Should urge them to

build boneless cod factories to supply the vast mar-
kets which the war is opening steadily.

These factories would involve other industries, box-
making being one of them. Wooden packages are re-

(Hiirod of many sizes to put these fish up attractively,

and such a factory would employ many hands, but
there is no day service in the town electric light plant,

so that industry is handicapped also.

But when Beohner Brothers started their business on
the La Have river, sash factory, wood working and
lastly shipbuilding, they installed their own power,
though they were nine miles from the nearest town,
and there is not the smallest part of their big plant
held up for an instant for want of power.

Efficiency raised to the Nth grade enables them
to grasp the least or greatest opportunities, and if

we are to participate in the competition which we
must surely face after the great tragedy is played to

the end, it behoves the citizens of tliis eominnnity to

gird on their armor and be ready

More vessels and more men should at once be got
into action, and when anyone comes along with the
time-worn argument that it is impossible to get men,
just remember that when the schooners were equipped
this year there were one hundred and eighty appli-

cations for berths, which had to be refused.

The fresh fishing industry should be developed at

the earliest possible moment, and the experience of
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the three bank fishing captains who ran into Halifax
last spring after ten day*' fishing and disposed of

their catch at a big figure, should be an incentive to

others.

It would almost seem, in view of the need of fresh

fish as a question of economics, that every effort

should be made to not only further the exportation of

the dried and salted forms to foreign markets, but to

cater to the popular, if somewhat recently developed,

taste for fish, and to accommodate the housewife who
is looking for a nutritious, j)alatable substitute to re-

place the food wanted for our troops, beef and bacon.
' In former times fish were considered largely in the

abstract. They w»e a widely recognized article of

diet of course, but as in many phases of the food ques-

tion, it was purely a matter of taste
;
you could take

it or leave it.

To-day, through the circumstances, attendant on

the world's greatest tragedy, you help to do your bit

through your appetite for fish, and those who have

vast value to Canada, and her value will be no less
to those countries to which she will bring the form
of food so essential to-day, cheap yet nutritive.
With these absolute facts in view, no lethargy should

allow these big opportunities to slip from our grasp,
for just as surely as we neglect them, just so surely
will other countries turn to the waters for their for-

tune.

Lunenburg has more or less got into a self-satisfied

groove, because there has always been the demand for
her product, superior or inferior, but she has never
had to face very serious competition hitherto, and it

is only reasonable to recognize that after the war
there will be competition, and none but the best
will get recognition.

Pursuing this line of argument, it is to be hoped
that our fishermen will give more attention to white
naping their catches, so that they may make as good
a showing as the Alaska or French stocks, all of

which are white naped.

One of Capt. Colp's crews that enjoys the distinction of being the tallest group of men
that have ever sailed out of Lunenberg.

looked askance at it in the past may now speed up
their patriotic fervor by cultivating a taste for fish

in any guise, from the kingly lobster, sold at so much
—and so much, is right—per half portion, to the hum-
blest member of the finny tribe.

Fish have arrived, and if life isn't turned into one

glorious long fish day, it has got to the pitch that

at least on two days of the week, the eating of it is

compulsory. At any time, should the war stretch over

a longer period than is anticipated, there may be

an edict issued, that four days must be given over

to fish, so great a substitute is it for meat, the main-

stay of our meat-eating nation.

How much better off we would be physically and
mentally, were this to be put in force, can scarcely

be measured, as there is absolutely no doubt that

Canadians eat too much meat. The home markets then,

must be given more attention and the foreign fields

where the food problem is more .serious and where

the fisheries have been blasted by loss of men and

ships, there awaits the export trade which will be of

It is hard to believe that in the entire fleet this

year there were only two vessels whose captains in-

sisted on white naped fish. These men. Captain Ritcey
of the Itaska and Captain Backman of the Marjorie
Backman, received 75 cents per quintal more for this

class of fish than the other captains, from Zwicker &
Company, who are making an uphill fight to have this

style of fish the rule, rather than the exception.

The French fishermen make a better job of white
naping than do the Lunenburg men, among whom it

is an innovation which they are slow to approve. The
French use a proper knife, which cuts away every
vestige of dark part and makes for a finished product.
The best class of trade in Rio Janerio. Santos, and
Havana, insist on this article, and when the extra
work ineatis 75 cents on a quintal, it >;bo)il(1 In- wnrth

while.

At any rale, llic Lunenberg fisliiTiiini shoniu i;iki

pride enough in their catcli, not to want their fish

compared with any other, to their detriment.

While the value of salt cod runs into big figures.
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there are still other varieties of fish which swell the
total value of our products of the sea to over $3,-

000,000. The edible varieties which commend them-
selves to the popular appetite and are a source of
revenue to our fishermen include halibut, mackerel,
herrinp. cod, pollock, hake, salmon, cusk. swordfish,
with lobsters and scallops leading among the crus-
taceans. The huge strides that the export business
in scallops has made in Lunenburg County is surpris-
ing. The Ajnetican markets insist on having all that
can be possibly spared, as they are of extra quality.

New beds were uncovered in Mahoue Bay during the
past year, which gave the scallop raking industry a

Doost, which has advanced it among the sure money
getters of the county. Hitherto this industry was
prosecuted in a rather desultory manner and all for

local markets. The American demand, however, has
put a different face on the matter.

With practically no outlay, as nearly all the resi-

dents along the shore have boats, these men get $40.00

per half barrel for their shelled scallops in Boston
and New Vork, and they have nmde good money. Boats
from Tancook, Mahone and all along the coast add to

their owners" incomes, and thus one more source of

revenue is added to Lunenburg.

Should the lobster season which has just opened,

prove auspicious, the men who depend very largely

upon this branch for their livelihood will no doubt
have a share in the prosperity which seems to obtain

wherever any of the sea foods are marketed.

The season in the early part of 1917 was rough

and boisterous, and the men suffered heavy losses.

Fine weather, is the prayer of the lobster fisherman,

as their traps are made into kindling wood, should

blizzards and high winds prevail..

If the men are only lucky enough to be able

to attend their traps and secure a haul, the

American market.s are waiting eagerly to snap

up the catch at the highest figure. One hun-

dred dollars for a crate of large fish under 200 lbs.

was often obtained last winter by Nova Scotia fisher-

men, during the months of February and March.

When you consider that only about 25 per cent of the

weight of a live lobster is actual meat, this means a

first cost of nearly $2.00 per pound. Should you care

to do a little mental arithmetic, you might estimate the

cost of a "Broiled Live' on Broadway. The poet of

the Great White Way who being evidently more fami-

liar with lobster palaces than with the briny deep, per-

haps had just been mulcted of a portion of his year's

salary for one of these when he sang:

Lo, when his scarl* cleaves the way.

The Cardinal of the seas."

The lobster, alas, is not invested with the "Red
Hat " while cleaving the seas. It is only when he is a

dead one that his rosy moments arrive.

The shore cod, haddock, are all cured and sold

dry to local markets, and the large No. 1 mackerel,

running 110 to 150 to the barrel brought the fisher-

men $24.00 at home for 200 lbs., not including salt or

barrels. Herring were very scarce, with a big demand

from New York and Philadelphia at $10.00 per barrel.

So it may be seen that individually and collectively,

the fishermen have received big returns for their labor.

The crew that can put it all over other fishermen

this year is that of the high line fishing schooner

Lucile M. Colp. Captain Maynard Colp, who landed

the biggest catch ever brought to this port by a traw-

ler or handliner. The Lucile belongs to the latter

class Captain Colp is proud of his honor, of being
high line skipper, proud of his schooner, and his men.
This successful captain, who is but thirty-two years
of age. is a tyincal master of a lucky Lunenberg fish-
ing schooner. When but 23 years of age he bought
the .schooner Minnee M. Cook from Captain Abraham
Cook, whose high line honors occupied a page of the
Canadian Fisherman in 1915 and 1916. Captain Colp
had two lucky years in this craft, and then disposed of
her to Captain Nat. Butler, of Newfoundland. In
1908 he had his first vessel built, the Argenia, launch-
ed December 26. In January of that year he went to
Newfoundland for herring for Captain Sol. Jacobs of
Gloucester. In the spring he .started fishing, making
three trips, lauding 4,968,000 lbs. of green fish.

In the fall of this year he made a trip to Bay of Is-

lands for herruig, which vrere disposed of at Boston.
For the fishing season of 1910 he landed 2,200 qtls. of
fish ami in the fall made a freighting trip to the West
Indies.

In 1911 he had another successful fishinfj season. In
the fall he went to Bay of Islands for frozen herring,
and on arriving at Port au Basque, found the harbor
frozen. Leaving his schooner, he went to another port
by rail, secured a cargo of herring in a week, but on his
way back got caught in a blizzard, and had to spend
three days in a box car, the passenger coach being
upset. The cargo was disposed of at Halifax and the
schooner was sold to Captain Burke, of Newfoundland
for $6,530.

In 1912 Captain Colp made two trips in the Minnie
M. Mosher, and in the fall made a trip to Bay of Is-
lands in the .schooner Associate for herring, which
were sold at Halifax. In May 1913, another new
vessel, the Warren Colp, was launched, and his first
trip was for the North Bay, where he sailed 1,350 miles
searching for fish; on that trip he landed 1,300 quin-
tals. In the fall he took a cargo of dry fish to Spain,
making a record trip from Newfoundland to Gibral-
tar in 11 days. He brought a return cargo of salt to
Lunenburg. Early in the following spring the Lucile
was loaded with dry fish for Trinidad, to bring a re-
turn cargo of salt from Turk's Island. Captain Spon-
agle sailed the vessel this trip and made the round
trip in six weeks. For the season of 1914 he fished at
North Bay, and landed 1,500 quintals, and in the fall

loaded produee at Prince Edward Island for Halifax.
In 1915, he made his first bank hand lining trip, land-
ing in the spring 900 qtls. of fish and for the sum-
mer 1,300 qtls.

In tlie fall. Captain Colp was the first to start double
dory handling on Scatterie Bank. That trip extended
from October 3 to November 10, the catch being 519
quintals, 200 being fished from the deck. The high
liner of the crew shared $112 on this trip. The Warren
Colp was then sold to Captain Bond of Newfoundland
for $8,400. This schooner cost the owners $6,400
when new. In 30 months she had cleared for the own-
ers $14,000.

The Lucile Colp, the high liner for 1917 was launch-
ed at Lunenburg in May 1916. Her first trip extend-
ed from June 4 to August 9, and her catch was 1,-
984 qtls., which was the highest handling catch ever
made. On August 2 Captain Colp started on another
double dory hand lining trip, closing November 2, when
he landed 745 ((uintals. In the fall he made a freight-
ing trip from Prince Edward Island to Boston. The
dividend for that year was .$6,850.

In 1917 the spring trip started April 22 and closed
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June 15 with the biggest hand-lining catch ever land-
ed. The next trip also was a record beater, extending
from June 27 to August 18, and landing 1,987 quintals,

which exceeded the best season of the previous year.

On September 2, another trip was made, closing Octo-
ber 2, with 1.075 quintals, making the grand total of

4,630 quintals, an unprecedented catch in the history

of the port. Each of the crew shared for the lait

trip $202, and for the entire season the average ihara

was $986, the high liner of the crew sharing $1,200.

Her total stock for the season equalled $44,892.11,

beating Captain Alden Geelc, the Gloucester record

breaker, of the schooner Elsie, by 86 cents.

Captain Geele's fishing season, however, extended
a month longer than Captain Colp's and ha uied 22

dories and Captain Colp but 18.

The Lueile's dividend for 1917 was $13,250. Her
dividends for two seasons were $20,100.00 and her cost

when new was $8,400.

The following schooners were added to the fleat

during 1917 at Smith & Rhuland 's yard :—The Alicante,

for Captain Milton Romkey; George A. Rhuland, Cap-
tain Clarence Myra; Prances Louise, Captain Lorraine

Backman; Berniee Zinck, Captain Dan Zinck; Irene

Corkum, Captain Leo Corkum; Andre is also a new
one to be launched this week for Captain Freeman
Corkum, and one, a knockabout, for Captain Emil
Mack. Captain Mack, it will be remembered, intro-

duced the first of the semi-knockabouts here, a style

that has been almost universally adopted.

New vessels have been contracted for by Captains

George Himmelman, William Cook, John Westhaver,

Scott Corkum, Abraham Cook, Angus Walters, Albert

Himmelman, Alvin Himmleman, Harris Heisler, James
Hertle, Roland Kniekle, Roy Spindler, Irving Sindler,

Willet Spindler, and Thomas Himmelman.
The fishing vessels were built 17 years ago at a cost

of $3,500, but have increased steadily until now they

run approximately to $12,000, which, ready for sea,

means $22,000 or $23,000. Vessels built last year can-

not be bought for $25,000. This will give some idea of

the vast sums of money represented by the tonnage of

the Lunenburg fleet, and the general prosperity which

is the reward of the toilers of the deep for 1917.

Bulletin 73, Educational Dept., New England Fish
Exchange.

TWO MORE WHITE HOPES.
If you happen to be eating Christmas dinner at one

of the most luxurious New York hotels this year, you
will find yourself eating, not the proverbial turkey
or roast goose, but greyfish

!

Christmas Day is to be strictly observed by the best
New York hotels as a meatless day; and, to show a
true American spirit, the most expensive and exclusive
of the hostelries has decided to accentuate this fact
by using the long-despised and re-named dogfish as
the basis for its menu.

It might be mentioned that the price per plate of
this menu will be three dollars.

But this use of greyfish betokens more than a mere
change of the Christmas menu. It indicates that after
years of effort on the part of government experts, the
public is beginning to take notice of the two white
hopes of the fisheries, greyfish and whiting.

These two varieties, the former long regarded as
a destroyer of fishing gear, and the latter as a harm-
less but useless fish, are the two kinds to which, more
than to any other, residents of the Eastern part of the
country must look for really cheap sea food.
Pending this delivery of the large fleet of steam

trawlers now building, no radical drop can be ex-
pected in the prices of the more widely popular
varieties.

While it is quite true that there are plenty of fish

in the sea, it is also true that there is no equipped fleet

prepared to bring to port sufficiently large catches to

fill the abnormal demand. Such a felt is now build-

ing, but, pending its delivery, the fishing industry is

faced with a terrific demand and a meager supply, so

far as the popular Viuielies arc concerned. The whole-
sale dealers, distriouting tiic catch as fast as it reaches
port, cannot keep up with the demand on many varie-

ties ; and, as a consequence, the price is forced up
slightly.

From this situation the consumer may find relief

by use of less well known varieties, and foremost
among these are Greyfish and Whiting.

DISTRIBUTION FROM FISH HATCHERIES,

Summary, by species, of the distribution of fish

from the Dominion Fish Hatcheries during 1917:

—

Specie. No. Distrubted.

Ouananiche Salmon 10,580

Steelhead Salmon 26,304

Kamloops Trout 655,637

Rainbow Trout 25,440

Cut-throat Trout 986,058

Sockeye Salmon 68,794,300

Spring Salmon 3,249,540

Cohoe Salmon 2,572,210

Dog Salmon 4,988,600

Salmon Trout 32,685,935

Speckled Trout 853,391

Whitefish 497,332,000

Herring 58,039,000

Pickerel 180,000,000

Shad 400,000

Lobsters 614,798,989

ICELAND FISHERIES.

The results of the herring fishery at Iceland this

summer are very poor compared with recent years,

owing to a variety of causes, and mainly to the limi-

tations which the circumstances of the war have put
upon the disposal of the nsh. The total number of

barrels of salted herrings prepared up to the end of

August was 48,528, as against 314,184 barrels at the

same date last year, 256,629 barrels in 1915 and 195,-

807 in 1914. There was great scarcity of salt and
barrels, and foreign herring fishermen were conspicu-

ous by their absence. The codfishery was successful

motor boats making up to 350 tons and cutters 65 tons.

—Gloucester Times.

None of the fish men in Halifax are reported as be-

ing injured in the recent disaster, though some had
narrow escapes.

1,490,671,104

Mr. R. H. Matthews, of Queensport, N.S., was in

Montreal recently.
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British Columbia Fisheries in 1917
The feature of the Salmon Pack in British Columr

bia for 1917, is the small run of sockeye salmon on
the Fraser River.

The big year fervently prayed for did not material-
ise. The |>overty of sockej-e now fairly compensated
for by a corresponding high price for other grades of
.salmon, perforce dropped into the market to take the
place of the aockeye.

From all standpoints except that by late transporta-
tion the year of 1917 may be said to have been a fair

year to all concerned, the greatest material advantage
going to the fishermen to whom unprecedented prices

were paid for raw salmon, owing to the great demand
and spirited competition among the buyers for the

canneries, and the buyers for the fresh salmon market.
The year 1917 was scheduled in the cycle of Big

Years for the sockeye salmon on the Fraser River. So
many thought in the fall and winter of 1916, and in

preparing for the 1917 pack, fishermen, canners and
buyers were all more or less obsessed with the glamour
of another Big Year.

In the regular course of events the big run which
has come every fourtli year was due. But in 1913.

four years ago, the passage of the Sockeye up the

Fraser River was for a considerable time blocked at

Hell's Gate, a narrow canyon, by slides of rock due to

railway construction, and there was uncertainty to

what extent the seeding of the spawning beds in the

upper reaches had been interfered with. The minority

opinion was that notwithstanding this interference

with the fish passages sufficient sockeye had reached

the spawning beds to ensure a big run in 1917. But
the majority opinion was that a half run might be

expected, or say a pack of 300,000 cases against a

total pack of Fra.ser River Sockeye in 1913 of 684,596

cases. The actual results for the season of 1917 show-

ed that everyone had been too optimistic for the actual

pack on the Fra.ser was only 123,614 cases.

The short run of .sockeye was in itself bad enough,

but the position was rendered even worse by the in-

creased intensity of fishing in Puget Sound waters;

purse seines in addition to traps being operated there

to such an extent that very little opportunity was af-

forded the fish to get through these artificial obstruc-

tions to the Fraser River itself, and thence to the up-

per reaches.

Extreme prices were paid to fishermen for the raw
salmon, not only for soekeyes. but for all other varie-

ties. These prices were to a certain extent warranted

by the small catches, but were largely due to exces-

sive competition between the packers and the fresh

fish trade. This comi)etition has been growing strong-

er every year during the past three years and bids fair

to increase in intensity rather than to relax. This is

a consideration that will now have to be taken into ac-

count yearly in estimating the pack of B. C. Canned

Salmon. How far reaching it is, is patent to all who
know the advance made in cold storage plants and

the facilities afforded transportation companies for

the long shipment of fresh .salmon. The canned .sal-

mon trade can adjust itself to this new condition there

is no doubt, but it is well to view the situation with

understanding, and as a permanent item in all cal-

culations regarding the canned salmon pack.

Packers who made early forward sales, basing their
estimates on a 50 per cent run of Sockeye on the
Pra.ser. found themselves in a rather bad position be-
cause the price of raw fish advanced to such an extent
that the costs of the pack exceeded all estimates. Pack-
ers were also in all districts faced with considerable
labor difficulties, and the necessity of paying such
higher wages than in any previous year. The cost
of all raw material going into the production of canned
salmon was from 50 per cent to 75 per cent higher in

1917 than in 1916, and this created additional anxiety
and expense for the packers.

It may be said in dealing with each variety of sal-
mon in detail

:

Sockeye. The Fraser River run was quite a failure
and the pack of Sockeye in other British Columbia
waters was more or less disappointing. The Fraser
produced 123,614 cases, less than a 25 per cent big year
pack. The Skeena River yielded 65,760 ca.ses; Rivers
Inlet, thoroughly disappointing, 61.196 ca.ses ; Naas Riv-
er 22,128, rather an improvement; Outlying districts
32,902. making a_ total Sockeye pack of 305,557 cases.

Red Springs. The run of these was disappointing,
and high prices paid for this variety of salmon by
the fresh fish trade made canning profitable. On the
Fraser the pack was 10.197 cases; on the Skeena 13,586
ca.ses; on Rivers Inlet 715 ca.ses; on the Xaas River
3.170 ca.ses; and el.sewhere 5,248 cases. These fish ap-
peal particularly to the fresh fish trade and were pur-
chased by the cold storage companies for immediati-
sliijmient fresh.

Cohoes. There was a strong demand for these from
the fresh fish trade, but the run in almost all locali-
ties was disappointing, the total pack for the Province
being a light one. The prices were so high for the fresh
fish trade that most packers found it unprofitable
lo jiack. On the Fraser the pack was 2;'),895 ca.ses; on
the Skeena 38,456 ca.ses; on the Naas River 22,180
cases; on Rivers Tiilct 8.124 f-Mses : elscwlicrc 30,201
cases.

Pinks. The lyin of pinks in Northern British Colum-
bia waters was satisfactory, and the quality in some
localities especially good. On the Fraser River the
pack was disappointing, because although there was
an excellent run of this variety of salmon towards the
Fraser River they were mostly intercepted by Ameri-
can fishermen on Puget Sound. The unfortunate posi-
tion ol Frasei River packers was accentuated by the
fact that Puget Sound Packers sent their collecting
boats up to th' Fraser River, and bidding excessively
high prices for the raw salmon obtained a large por-
tion of the small catches that were made by the Can-
adian fishermen. The pack on the Fra.ser River was
134,442 cases; on the Skeena 148,319 cases; on Rivers
Inlet 8,065 cases; on the Naas River 44,568 cases; else-
where 112,109 eases.

Chums. The run of this variety was patchy. In
many localities in Northern British Columbia the pack
was quite disappointing, but there was an exception-
ally good run on the "West Coast of Vancouver Island,
and it was [)Ossible to take full advantage of it owing
to the fact that two new packing plants had been in-

stalled and operated there for the first time tliis'year.

The pack on the FVaser was 59,973 cases ; on the Skeena
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21,516 cases; on Rivers Inlet 16,10l cases; on the Nans

24,938 cases; elsewhere 112,364 cases.

White Springs. These fish are slowly coming into

the range of the packers. Hitherto they have had only

moderate popularity either from the packers or the

fresh fish trade. The pack was small, it will be larger

as the years go on. On the Praser it was 18,916 cases;

on the Skeena 2,699 cases; on Rivers Inlet 102 cases;

on the Naas 1,326 cases, elsewhere 808 cases.

Market. It has been the practice for English buy-

ers to make contracts for considerable quantities of

the British Columbia pack in advance of actual pack-

ing, usually commencing purchases in the early months

of the year for the pack to be put up in July, August

and September.

All buyers were in a very difficult position when

considering purchase of the 1917 pack. There was the

great uncertainty regarding the Fraser River Sockeye

run which would necessarily be a great and even de-

termining factor in final prices not only for sockeye,

but for all varieties of salmon, and there was in ad-

dition the great uncertainty regarding transportation

facilities to Europe.

Packers were not willing to sell unless buyers

definitely undertook to take delivery of salmon when

ready, irrespective of freighting or other conditions,

and it' was therefore highly speculative to buy forward.

Notwithstanding this, however, trading in the 1917

pack commenced at the end of September, 1916, and a

large portion of the 1917 pack in all varieties had

been contracted for before packing actually com-

menced. Had there been even a 50 per cent run of

Sockeye on the Fraser River early buyers would have

probably found themselves in an unenviable position,

but as things turned out these early contracts proved

to be exceptionally favorable to buyers, costs advanc-

ing to such an extent that packers had to advance their

sale prices for such of their pack as remained unsold.

The demand continued very active notwitlistanding

the higher prices, and practically the whole of the

British Columbia pack has been sold with the excep-

tion of a few Chum tails and Chum half flats.

Buyers realizing the danger of transportation dif-

ficulties made every effort to ship their purchases as

soon as readv, with the fortunate result that a large

portion of the pack was shipped out before the freight

situation tightened up at the beginning of November.

As a whole the British Columbia pack may be consider-

ed as disposed of and shipped out most satisfactorily

under conditions which have prevailed.

Herrings. Increased attention is being given to the

canning of herring. The Wallace Fisheries during the

last three years have successfully developed a con-

siderable business in canned herring, fresh, kippered

and in tomato sauce, establishing the reputation of

British Columbia Canned Herring in the world markets.

If care is taken by packers generally to maintain the

high standard set the future of this trade is bright.

SCARCITY OP BAIT.
*

The need in Yarmouth of a cold storage or freezer

was urgently felt on Saturday, when the several fish-

ing vessels arrived in port with big fares of fish and
their supply of bait practically gone. The situation

is a very serious one and just how it will be imme-
diately met to any great extent is a problem.
The Lockport freezer is practically exhausted and

we are informed what little is left will be supplied
only to the vessels operating out of that port. We
also learn that what they have on hand at that place

is squid, refrozen, which at its very best is a poor
quality compared to frozen or salt herring.

Some two or three months ago tremendous schools

of herring were upon these shores. At that time large
quantities were taken at Lockeport and the freezer

filled to capacity. Still the herring continued to

school and they were used for fertilizer. About th«

same time there were great schools off Yarmouth.
Boat load upon boat load was brought into port and
local shippers bought the fish, pickled the fares and
then shipped to Boston, Gloucester and New York.
.Had Yarmouth at that time had a cold storage of

some sort whereby these fish could have been taken
care of, the fishermen to-day would not be facing the
serious situation that is now confronting them.

There is a quantity of salt bait at Grand Manan,
but for one of the vessels to go to that place at this

season of the year may mean many days on account of

the changeable weather conditions. The matter is

creating con.siderable consternation among the fisher-

men, for when the weather is at all favorable fish ia

great abundance are on the grounds.

DOG-FISH LEATHER.

As all fishermen are aware, dog-fish was considered
a pest and not valuable as a species of fish, but there

has been a gradual development in its uses for sev-

eral purposes, until now it is being rated as a most
valuable fish.

The tanners of Peabody, Mass., have been making
some interesting experiments lately with shark dog-
fish, and even dog-fish skins. It does not seem probable
that this hide, if such it may be called, can ever re-

place leather for shoes, but according to the tanners,

there is no reason to doubt that it will largely super-

sede leather, sheep skin and kid for book-bindings and
a thousand and one novelties. The shark skins are in

line with those recently made in that city by a local

tanner, who produced a splendid article from a big dog-
fish skin, which was used in the manufacture of pocket-

books. It would seem that a new economic field has
been opened up which should be developed, particu-

larly as leather has attained an almost prohibitive

price so far as the manufacture of novelties is concern-

ed.

MANITOBA FISH COMMITTEE.

The Manitoba Fish Committee of the Food Con-

troller's Fish Committee have been appointed. Mr. W.

DouKlafi, of the Guest Fish Co.. Winnipeg, is Chairman,

with Mr. Christian Paulson, Selkirk, and Mr. .lohaniies

Sij/nr.l'ion Winnipeg, as the other members.

Great quantities of herring have been caught on the

Lakes during November and December. The catch u
one of the greatest in years.

It is stated that oleomargarine can be made from
fish oil.
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In the Destruction of the Fraser River Big Run of Sockeye

Salmon, Canada Suffers a Heavy Loss in an

Important Natural Resource

John P. Babcoek, Assistant Commissioner of Fisher-
ies of British Columbia, read a paper at the annual
meeting of the Conservation Commission, Ottawa, on
"The Salmon Fishery of the Fraser River District," in

which he demonstrated that the soekeye salmon eaupht
in that district were all

hatehed in the Fraser

River in British Columbia,

spent the first year of

their life there, then mi-

ffrated to sea where they

remain until the summer
of their fourth year, when
they return to the Fraser

River to spawn and die.

In eoming back from the

sea they pass through both

Ameriean and Canadian

ehannels in order to again

enter the river. In pass-

ing through the American
channels. 6t) per cent of

the total catch is made by

.Vmeiican fishermen, and

on reaching C!anadian wa-

ters, 34 per cent of the

total catch is made by

Canadian fishermen. The
fishery is therefore an in-

ternational one.

Br. Babcoek said :
"A

study of the recorded

catch of the sockeye sal-

mon in the district for

the eight years—l'J09 to

1916—inclusive, affords a

comprehensive basis for an

understanding of the con-

ditions in both Ameri

can and Canadian Wii

ters up to 1917. It dis

plays the vast difference

in the catch every fourth

year.—known as the bi^r

year—and in the three

succeeding years termed

the lean years. Up to

1917, as well as the great

difference in the propor-

tion of the catch in Pro-

vincial and State waters,

Sa^ietlS rc:;eh for the last two^'^^year,

and the last six lean years.
^)'

J'^^^ '%'\[',\'^,
eight years is 5.775,397 cases, of which 33.9 per cent

JUll.V

Ass't Commissioner of Fi

and
The

the decline of the

catch for the years

were taken in Canadian waters and 66.1 per cent

in United States waters. The catch in state waters in

the two big years—1909 and 1913—exceeded the Cana-

dian catch more than 100 per cent. The catch in state

waters in the last six lean years exceeded the catch

in Canadian waters by 157

per cent. The decline in

the catch in the lean yeart

is pronounced.
Since all the sockeye

caught in the district are

native to the Fraser, are

four years old when
caught and die after

spawning, it is manifest
that the run in the big and
the lean years is the pro-

duct of the same spawning
beds, the run each year
consisting of those hatch-

ed in the fourth preceding
years. Records show that

in the big years the bedi
of the Fraser River have
been abundantly seeded
and that those same beds
have not been at all well

seeded in the lean years.

The catches in the big

years display the maxi-
mum product of the
spawning area of the river

—tile vast harvest that

can be reaped four years

after the beds have been
adequately seeded. The
poor runs of the lean years

are the natural results of

a failure to seed those

same beds. Since the beds

were abundantly seeded in

the big years, 1909 and
1913, it is manifest that

the catches in those years,

great as thej' were, were
not made at the axpense of

the breeding stock. The
catch in those years repre-

sents that proportion of

the total run of that year

that was in excess of the number necessary to stock

all the bed abundantly enough to produce other great

runs.

The catches in the lean years have grown imaller

because they were made at the expenee of the brood

BABCOCK,
sheries of British Columbia.
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stock. That enough fish in those years did not reach

the beds. The fish that are caught and canned are not

factors in the future runs. The fish that escape are

the stock in trade. For the past fourteen years, the

reports from the spawning bed have called attention

to these conditions, conditions that forecasted deple-

tion of the runs in the lean years. The history of

iishing in the Fraser River District for the past

decade and more is a record of depletion, a record of

failure on the part of American authorities to realize

the necessity of conserving a great fishery, notwith-

standing the convincing evidence submitted.by agents

of their own creation.

"On the other hand," Mr. Babcock said, "the Cana-

dian authorities have by their acts evinced in unmis-

takable manner their willingness to deal adequately

with conditions and to join with the State of Washing-

ton or the United States in legislation to prevent fur-

ther depletion.

Considering that the proportion of the catch made

by American fishermen in the last three big years aver-

aged 1,399,800 cases per year of an average yearly

value of $11,198,464, while their catch in each of the

last six lean years has been but 182,091 cases per year

of an average value of $1,456,728, it is difficult to

appreciate the failure of the American authorities to

take action.

The failure of the U.S. authorities to join Canada in

the adoption of measure to insure the seeding of the

spawn beds of the Fraser in the lean years, as abund-

antly as they were seeded in the big years has entailed

a loss of American fishery interest in excess of $29,-

000 000 Turning from a consideration of conditions

in the years previous to 1917, Mr. Babcock dealt with

the results of that year's fishing. He demonstrated

that the beds of the Fraser were not well seeded m
the previous big year 1913, owing to the fact that the

millions of fish which escaped capture in that year

did not reach the spawning beds because of a great

slide of rock which prevented the ascent of the fish.

That millions of .sock-eye salmon that year died be-
low the blockade without having spawned. The catch
of 1917, which should have been that of a big year
was 1,955,000 cases, or 86 per cent less than that of the
previous big year. And not only was the catch 86
per cent less than in 1912, the spawning beds were
not any better seeded in 1917 than in recent lean years.

"The result of that spawning," he said, "cannot
produce greater results in 1921 than were produced by .

the spawning of 1913. The failure of the salmon to
run as abundantly in 1917 as in former big years, en-
tailed a loss that year to the fishermen and canners
of British Columbia of over $8,000,000, and the loss to
the fishermen and canners of the State of Washington
exceeded $19,500,000, and the loss will not be confincti
to 1917. It will be repeated every fourth year, until
such time as the governments of Canada and the
United States by united, drastic and long continued
efforts shall succeed in placing on the spawning bed.s

of the Fraser River the equal of the millions of in-

dividual adult salmon that spawned there every fourth
year up to 1913.

"Such statements should bring a realization of the
extent of the measure that must be adopted if the runs
to the Fraser River arc to be restored. There have
been, and there will continue to be many suggestions
as to how this can be accomplished, but all of them
that fall short of closing the sock-eye fishery in the
district for a long period of years—years including
many four-year cycles, will fail to produce the equal
of the runs of former big years. The remedy cannot
be applied by one government alone. Neither Canada
or the United States alone can accomplish it. Thert
must be joint action. The need of joint action is

great. The longer it is postponed the longer it will
take. No other fishery (|uestion on this continent
is of such importance. In no other fishery can so much
be accomplished."

How to Cure Herring, Cod and Salmon

We are indebted to Mr. John P. Babcock, Assistant

to the Commissioner of Fisheries for British Columbia,

who has supplied the following extracts on "How to

Cure Herring, Cod and Salmon" from the manual on

"The Art of Fish-Curing," by R. J. Duthie, published

by the Rosemont Press. Aberdeen, Scotland.

Pickling Herring.

Barrels or Kits.—At the smaller fishing-ports the

price of fresh herring is usually too high to permit the

smaller dealer to cure profitably, but chances of cheap

fish are .sure to come to him who waits. It is wise,

therefore, to keep a few good barrels in stock—whole

barrels, half-barrels, or kits, according to trade re-

(luirements—as well as sufficient salt for the purpose,

80 as to be ready to take advantage of the chance

when it comes. If the operator is a novice to the trade

and has no skilled workers available, he had better

be content with one, or at most two, barrels at first;

or, even better, he might commence curing small bal-

ances left over from the counter trade, provided the

fish have not been kept until they have become soft or

stale. In the latter case, however, he should select

a barrel or kit which the herrings on hand are likely

to fill ; remnants packed into the same barrel on suc-

cessive days do not make a good cure.

If the barrels have not already been prepared, the

curer should now "unhead"' as many as he is likely

to require, and either fill or thoroughly rmse them
with water. If the barrels have previously been stored

in a dry place, a good soaking is absolutely necessary.

An old barrel or other good-sized vessel should be pro-

vided to hold the offal, which, by the way. should

always be got rid of as quickly as possible after each

day's work is finished. If the herrings are to be se-

lected—and this should be done if they show much
difference in size and condition—a basket, tub, or

other vessel will have to be provided for each selec-

tion.

The knife universally used for the gutting of her

rings is a sharp-pointed, short-bladed knife with a fix

ed handle, which should be obtainable at any iron-

monger's shop. The extreme length of the blade is

about 2Vl' inches, and the handle is about 4 inches.

Scotch girls who are employed in the curing of her-

rings wrap cotton or linen rags round the thumb of

tlie right hand and at least the forefinger of the left
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hand ; and this is a good plan for any novice to follow

to lessen the risk of aeridents.

In putting, take hold of the herring about the mid-

dle with the left hand, the thumb being over one side

and the rest of the fingers over the other, and the

liroat of the fish exposed. Insert the Itnife through

lie gills, with the edge towards the opcraror; give

the knife a sliarp turn upwards, and draw the right

liand outwards over the herring's head. If the opera-

Mtn ha.s been entirely .successful, the gills and stom-

ach, etc., will have been completely removed : if it has

not, a second movement will be necessary. Gentle

1
pressure with the left hand assists the operation. In

drawing out the intestines, however, care should be

taken to draw the right hand outwards rather than

upwards, as the latter movement is apt to tear the fish

if they are tender. If the gutting is neatly and pro-

|)erly done, very little of the fish will havo been re-

'Moved—onlv the pectoral fins and upwards to the

-'lis.

'Rousing " and Packing.—The most important pro-

-,s in the curiiie of herrings is know«i as ''rousing
"

'his is best done by hand in a large tub. A few plate

lis .f salt are first thrown over the gutted herrings,

after which the packer turns them up thorrughlv from

the li.iltom of th • tub, until ever> herring has eomo
•eely into contact with the salt. They are new ready

Ml pa<king. A tight barrel or kit. damp inside, i.s

placed beside the rousing-tub and the packer lifts a

luple of handfuls of the roused herring.s, shaking the

alt treely from them, and drops then- gently into the

,
barrel. Salt should not be spread in the bottom of the

' barrel before the herrings are put in. The packer

riimmences by placing one herring on its back, against

the side of the barrel: two others are placed against

if. their heads to the sides of the barrel, and their tail*

meeting or overlapping; a middle herring is placed in

front of the tails of the last two. followed by two
more with their heads to the sides of the barrel, and
s(i on until the tier is complete. The herrings should

he set well up on their backs, and the rier .should bt

tight. Salting is an important matter. The exact am-

ount of salt to be used on each tier should depend on

the size and strength of the fish, the strength of the

.salt, the market the herrings are destined for, and the

length of time they are likely to be kept in stock.

Large-sized herrings require more salt to each tier

than small, and full herrings more than .spent, but in

IK) case should the herrings be buried in salt. As a gen-

eral rule, one barrel of salt will he required to cur«

three barrels of herrings.

U|)on the heads of herrings of the first tier two
rrings (known as "head herrings") are laid at each

side, and above these the second tier is laid, the her-

rings crossing the first tier at right angles. Salt is

L'ain sprinkled over the tier, head herrings laid, and

lird tier crossed over the second, and so on until the

harrel is full. Fsually the herrings are packed above

the level of the barrel, as they sink rapidly in the salt.

On the following or second morning the herrings

hould be •filled up level, the ends put in and "tight-

1." and the barrels laid on their sides. Before the

tiiling-up it is usually advisable to lift off the top tier

(if the original, and wash the herrings In pickle, to

remove any discoloration resulting from exposure to

the air. After the barrels have been laid on their

sides for eight or ten days they should be bored in the

hilge, set on end. the heads taken out, and the pickle

run off through the bunghole. A barrel of herrings

will be recjuired to fill up five or six T)arrels, and the
filling up should be done, when possible, with the
same fish as those being filled up. Before starting to
fill the barrels, the herrings in each barrel should be
pres.sed down with the hands, and this will be most
easily done while the pickle is being run off. The
herrings to be used for upfilling should be well washed
in clean pickle in a large-sized tub. A ring of her-
rings laid around the sides of the barrel, with their
backs to the wood, will ensure firmness in the pack-
ing. The filling-up should be done in the same way
as the original packing, except that each herring
should be handled separately, and pressed Into the
proper .shape for its position in the tier. Great care
should be taken with the top tier, which, to make a
full barrel, should show above the chimb of the barrel
in packing. Each herring .should be pressed between
the thumbs and fingers of the packer, so that the
belly of the fish will be flattened out, and the herrings
should be set straight on their backs. When the tier
is complete the heads of the herrings should be press-
ed down and three head herrings laid at each side.
These also should be set straight on their backs. Very
little salt shotild be laid between the tier* m the up-
filling, and none at all on the top tier. A little clear
pickle thrown over the top tier improves the appear-
iince of the fish. Pres.sure is required to get the head
in, the cooper usually having tn get up on the barrel
and bring his own weight to bear on the end. When
the barrel is "tighted" it should be laid on its side
and pickled at the bung, after which, if care is taken
that the barrel does not leak, the cure is complete.
Pickling.—Immediately after a barrel of herrings

is packed, a quantity of clean made pickle should be
poured into it—about a bucketful to a whole barrel,
and half that quantity to a half-barrel. The usual
rough-and-ready method of making pickle is to dis-
solve .salt in clean water until the liquid is strong
enough to float a fresh herring or a potato, preferably
the latter. A special form of hydrometer registering
up to 40 per cent is also used. Put into the natural
pickle which herrings produce in the process of cur-
ing, this hydrometer ustmlly shows a buoyancy of
about 20 per cent. For herring-curing, pickle made
from Spanish salt is generally u.sed; and, as the cur-
ing of the fi.sh depends mostly upon the pickle, it
should show a buoyancy of 2^ per cent.

How to Make Bloaters.

Salting—If fresh herrings have to be dealt with,
the usual method of curing is to rouse them well with
dry .salt ujjon a brick or pavement floor, turning them
over with a wooden shovel during the process of salt-
ing, and leaving them overnight in the salt. In the
morning they are washed through light pickle and
hung on sj)its or tenters.

Hanging. -Spits, it may be as well to say, are round-
ed wooden rods, 4 feet long, about the thickness of a
man's finger, and sharpened at one end. As the wood
is apt to get blunted, tin eones with sharp points are
often fixed upon the points of the spits during the
process of .spitting. Occasionally iron rods are used
for spits, and these are much thinner than the wood-
en ones. To spit herrings, either for bloaters or reds
enter the sharp end of the spit below the gill-cover of
the fish and pu.sh it out through the mouth. Hang the
spits in the kiln—an ordinary iipper-kiln—in the
Pickhng.—Curers who make preparation for doina

.same way as the tenters or kippers.
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a large business in bloaters usually have vats or tanki,

large enough to contain great quantities of fish, con-

structed on their premises — sometimes below tht

floors of their stores. When herrings are plentiful

and cheap, these vats are filled with roused herrings

(usually sea-salted), which are then floated in pickle,

and afterwards drawn out and smoked at the curer's

convenience. A regular supply is thus assured for a

considerable time, even although prices of fresh her-

rings should rise or the fishing come to an end.

Smoking.—Bloaters are smoked in much the same

way as kippers, but a fire of hardwood billets is usu-

ally preferred to chips and sawdust. The soft fuel

gives rather more color than is desirable, as bloaters

should be dried rather than colored in smoke. Eight

hours' light smoking will generally make the fish

ready for market.

Packing.—Bloaters are packed across the box with

heads all to one side till the tier is complete ; then two

or four herrings with their heads to opposite ends of

the box are laid lengthwise across the tails of the fish

in the tier. The second tier is packed across the box

like the first, but with the heads of the fish to the

opposite side of the box—that is, over the tails of the

fish in the lower tier. Herrings are laid over the tails

of the fish again, and so on until the box is full.

A Small Kiln.—The fishmonger who may be left

with a balance of fresh herrings unsold—or any one

who wishes to prepare a few dozen bloaters—may, in-

stead of dry-salting, immerse the herrings in strong

clean pickle, and leave them in it overnight. In the

morning the fish will be ready for hanging. It should

be distinctly understood that the smoking of fish does

not depend upon the size of the kiln. All round the

Scotch coast, for instance, there may be seen small

smoke-houses, in which the fishermen's wives smoke
haddocks to perfection. They are generally rough
wooden buildings, often put together by the fishermen

themselves, perhaps 4 feet square and 6 or 7 feet high,

with bars at opposite sides and suitable intervals for

supporting the spits or tenters. Dwarf walls of stones

or clay inside may protect the wooden walls from the

fire. Even a large cask, with both ends out and a few
holes in each quarter for ventilation, may be convert-

ed into a kiln fit to smoke a few dozen bloaters. In

this case it is necessary to put the fire in an iron ves-

sel, and to spread a sack or other heavy covering over

the cask during the process of smoking.

How to Make Red Herrings.

Curing.—Rouse the herrings well and pack them
into barrels, with plenty of salt about them, the fish

being packed much flatter than herrings cured for

exportation ta the Continent. Herrings intended for

"reds" are not gutted, although gutted herrings arc

occasionally smoked as an after-thought. After stand-

ing on end for two or three days the barrels should b«

filled up, tighter, and laid down. They should be al-

lowed to lie on their sides for at least ten days—some
curers prefer to leave them six weeks or more—care

being ta^en to keep the herrings well pickled.

The curing might also be done in the close tanks

referred to in the notes on bloater-curing. In this

case thfi herrings should be well roused on the floor,

and turned over, during the process of rousing, with

, a wooden shovel ; then, >vhen being put into the tankt,

salt should be thrown over them freely, and strong

pickle afterwards poured in till the herrings arjB

afloat. Curing in barrels is, however, the more satis-

factory method.
Steeping.—When the herrings are sufficiently cured

they should be taken out and spitted in the same way
as bloaters, the sharp end of the spit being entered
under the gill-covers and pushed out through th«
mouths of the fish. After this the herrings have to

be steeped in water to extract some of the salt. The
"steeps" used are generally long, shallow vats, about
4 feet wide. Across these the full spits are spread,
the "steeps" are filled with water, and the herring*
left to soak for a night. In the morning the water
should be drained off and the vats refilled with fresh

water.

Drying.—After the herrings have been soaking for

about thirty-six hours they should be removed from
the water. If the weather be favorable the spits

should be spread upon racks in the open air to allow
the herrings to dry in the wind, after which they
should be hung up in the kiln to be smoked. Should
the weather be wet or otherwise unfavorable for out-

side drying, the fish would have to be hung up in the
kiln at once after removal from the steeps, but in that
case they would have to be allowed to "drip" for
some time before the fires were applied.

Smoking.—The smoking is usually done nowadays
in modern kipper-kilns. The herrings should first get
the smoke from a small billet-wood fire for one night,
and then be allowed to cool all the next day and night.
The following day and night another billet-wood fire

should be applied, and the fish then allowed to cool
again for twenty-four hours. Afterwards fires of
chips and sawdust should be burned, the fish being
smoked and cooled alternately till the required color
and firmness have been obtained. It might take from
three to six weeks, according to the requirements of
the market for which they were destined, before the
fish were satisfactorily smoked.

Packing.—When red herrings are put into small
boxes they are packed in the same waj' as bloaters,

the tiers being laid across the box, with four herrings
lengthwise over the tails of each tier. To pack into

barrels commence with the heads to the side of the
barrel, and pack the herrings on their sides till the
opposite side of the barrel is reached, when about a

third of the bottom of the barrel should be covered.
Commence again with the heads to the side of fhe
barrel, but so that the tails of the herrings previously
packed will be completely covered, and pack as be
fore till the opposite side of the t^rrel is once more
reached. Begin again with the heads to the side of-

the barrel, and work across till the tier is finished.

Repeat this process tier after tjer till the barrel is full.

The red-herring barrel is a wooden-hoQped. dry-waif
cask, like the barrels in which all the smoked "haddock.s
used at one time to be conveyed to market, and there
should be from twenty to twenty-five fair-sized her-
rings in each tier. The packing should be flat; that
is, the herrings should be laid on their sides, both in

barrels and in boxes. It is scarcely necessary to say
that the fish ought to be allowed to cool thoroughly
before being packed, otherwise they will deteriorate

How to Pickle Cod.

Plant, etc.—The,.requisites for this trade are an or
dinary fish-house, with bench and vats, a supply of

good fishery salt (second Liverpool generally pre-
ferred), and a stock oT cod-barrels, which are a littl*
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smaller than ordinary herring-barrels. Offal-barreli,

carrying-baskets, scrubbing-brushes, and a set of good
kjiives are, of course, indispensible.

Water.—The water-supply is a most important con-

sideration, as upon its purity the condition and ap-

pearance of the fish when finally cured will largely

depend. Spring water containing a moderate solu-

tion of lime will usually give very satisfactory results,

but brown, messy water is apt to leave a stain on the

fish that will detract from their value when offered

for sale. So well are some curers aware of this that

they will cart water in barrels considerable distances

from suitable wells rather than use the public water-

supply if the latter does not answer their require-

ments.

Gutting, etc.—The cod should be headed and gutted

and then put into clean water. They may be washed
and taken out of this water, either immediately or af-

ter about an hour's immersion; but they should not

be left too long in it.

Splitting.—The splitting cannot be too carefully

and neatly done. So much depends upon the appear-

ance of pickled cod when offered for sale that even

greater care is required in handling them than is

necessary with fish that are to be dried. Different

curers' methods of splitting often vary in certain de-

tails; but the following i.s the method followed by some

successful North County curers: The gutted fish

should be laid on the bench with its tail towards the

splitter, who should take hold of the upper lug of the

fish with his left hand, and with his right hand enter

the knife at the vent and draw it down above the zone

to the root of the t.-iil. He should then give the fish

a half-turn—its tail outwards and its shoulders in-

wards till its back is turned towards him—and, rais-

ing the lug with his left hand, split the fish carefully

from the bone from the shoulder dowuAvards, leaving

as little fish on the bone as possible, and at the same

time tr/ing to briog tli«' fi-'li away perfectly clean

and sniooth. He should next givf> the now split fi.sh

another half-turn, so that its shoulder.s will be to-

wards and its tail away from him. Then, steadying

the fish with his left hand, he should carefully run the

knife down under the bono so as to separate it tram

the fish, and then cit th ! bono off about twenty or

twenty-two joints from the tail. In doing this he

should cut through two joints at once, so as to leave

the appearance of the figure 8 on the end of the re-

maining bone. The outer ends of the rib-bones, if

still adhering to the fish, should be carefully cut, not

torn away.
To make sure that the remaining bone will be pro-

perly bled, it should be pierced with the knife near

the tail ; or, if preferred, it may be split down for 2

or 3 inches from the point of separation .

Cleaning.—The black lining of the stomach should

next be removed, and any rags of fish or skin which

may be visible sho\ild be carefully cut away. The

fish should then be washed thoroughly, a hand-brush

being used both inside and out. The bone should re-

ceive special attention, to make sure that the blqod

is thoroughly removed.

Pressing.—After washing, some curers press the fish

for a couple of hours. This may be done very easily

by laying the fish on a bench with boards and weights

above them, the object being to drain off the water

and any remaining blood from the fish. Other curers.

again, object to pressure being applied, on the ground

that it makes the fish look thio.

Salting.—The fish should then be salted into vats.

Good second fishery Liverpool salt is usuallj' consid-

ered best for this purpose ; but if a soft cure is de-

sired, Spanish salt is sometimes preferred. In either

case the fish should be completclj' covered with salt,

and the salting should be regular, otherwise the fish

are apt to have a spotted appearance when cured. The
actual quantity of salt necessary will, however, depend
to some extent ujion the length of time that the fish

are likely to be kept before being sent to market, and
this can be learned thoroughly by practical experi-

ence. Cod which are to be kept for some time should
be salted more heavily than fish that are to be dispos-

ed of at once. Three-ciuarters of a hundredweight of

salt may be considered sufficient to cure a barrel of

cod.

In salting, the fish should be laid in pairs, face to

face, just as kippers are packed. If laid otherwise,

there is always a risk that the inside of one fish may
be discolored through contact with the pigment or
natural coloring-matter of the skin of the fish next
to it. Extra salt should be added to the top tier; and,
as the fish make their own pickle, weights should be
put on them to keep them down.
Drawing, Washing, and Paring.—After lying in the

curing-vat for not less than forty-eight hours the fish

should be drawn out of the pickle. During this pro-

cess they should be well washed, either in their ovm
or in fresh-made pickle. As each fish is washed it

should be laid on the bench in such a position that the

pickle will drain from it. After they arc washed the
fish should be taken one by one and carefully pared.

The anal fins should be neatly cut away, and any rags
of fish or skin that may have been left about the sides

or shoulders should be pared off, so as to leave the
fish perfectly clean and well trimmed.
Packing into Barrels.—If they are obtainable, birch

or other hardwood barrels are preferable to fir. The
latter may impart a flavor of the wood to the fish ; the
former will not. The packer should lift and handle
the fish carefully, so as not to damage thcin. The best
way is to grasp the tail of the fish with the right hand
and the shoulder with the left, the skin of the fish

being downwards. The fish will thus fall into a par-
tial fold and allow of its being put inside the barrel
easily. The bone of the fish shoxUd be laid next the
side of the barrel. Two medium-sized fish will make
a tier, laid head and tail alternately, but overlapping
when necessary. A large fish might occupy the whole
circumference of the cask. With the exception of the
upper tier, which should be laid back up, the fish may
now be all packed with the skin downwards, as with
the two washings the slime and pigment should b«
thoroughly removed from the skin.

Salting.—If the fish are destined for immediate con-
sumption, no salt will be required between the tiers,

provided they are already well cured. This can, of
course, only be known by the touch of an experienced
curer, who will be able to tell by the firmness of the
fish. As a general rule, however, a light sprinkling
of salt is advisable. The barrels should be filled quite
full and the ends pressed in and "tighted," the bar-
rels tiered on their sides and bored on the bilge.
Pickling.—Pickle to put into the barrels should be

made a few days beforehand. Pickle is made by dis-
solving .salt in clean water until a potato will float,
or until a .salimeter immersed in it will register about
25 degrees. As for the washing of the fish, so for
the making of the pickle, the clearer and purer the
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water the better will the cure be. But before being

used the pickle should be strained once or oftener

through flannel to make it perfectly clean and free

from sediment, after which the barrels should be filled

with it to the bung and kept so.

Repacking.—Should they have to lie on hand for

a few weeks,' a careful curer will, before sending his

fish to market, open the barrels, take out the fish, and,

if necessary, wash and trim them again. After re-

packing, new pickle should be put into the barrels.

The Small Dealer.—Although the foregoing notes

are intended as a description of the working of a fair-

sized business, a small dealer who might be left with

some fresh cod unsold should easily manage to cure

them in pickle at very little cost by following the

above instructions. A couple of srood-sized tubs, a

<'lean. tight barrel, and 1 cwt, of fishery salt would be

sufficient stock to start with.

When saltine the fish in the tubs it would not be

ndvisable to put one day's fish down upon the top of

the previous day's cure. Each day's fish should be

salted in a ttib or tank bv themselves. Tf the dealer

hns an outlet for them, his fish should be ready for

tnai-ket after forty-eight hours' cure—or even twenty-

four hours if they were aroing into immcd'ate con-

sumption. Tf not. thev might, after being drawn,

washed, and pared, be packed into the same barrel,

one day's fish on the ton of the other, as they became

"due" or ready. A little salt would have to be

sprinkled between the tiers, clean pickle sufficient to

cover the fish would have to be poured into the bar-

rel, and weights would have to be laid on the top tier

to keep all the fish immersed until the barrel was full

and the end put into it.

How to Kipwer Salmon.—Scotch Method.

The Scotch method of kippering salmon is simple

enough : Wash and head and split it down the back,

removing the roe and intestines; then wash again to

free it from the blood-.stains. etc. Mix equal quanti-

ties of strong fishery salt and brown sugar: lay the

fish in plenty of this mixture, and allow it to lie in it

for forty-eight hours. The fish might be well rubbed
with the preservative before being salted down in it.

After forty-eight hours, hang the fish up. either in

the open air and sun or in an ordinary kipper or fin-

nan kiln. Three small double-pointed sticks should
be fixed through the skin at intervals along the back
of the fish, to keep it spread out during the process

of drying. Tf dried in a kiln, a few hours' smoking is

recommended. Some curers add a little saltpetre to

the salt and sugar.

With a fish so rich and fatty as the salmon, it is

plain that the above process can only be regarded as

a temporary cure : and the fish so cured will only keep
for about the same time as kippered herrings or fin-

nnn haddocks.
Norwegian Methods.

Mild Cure.—Cut the head off and split the fish down
the back. Wash it clean and then put it in salt or or-

dinary pickle. After lying in the pickle for three

days the fish is taken out and washed in clean, fresh

water and then stretched upon pieces of lath. These
pieces of lath arc about an inch and a half broad, but

nuite thin. They are cut to a length corresponding
to the breadth of the fish and sharpened at the ends
One of these spits is put across the back of the fish

pt the "lug,?" or .shoulders, another about half-way

down, and, if the fish is very large, another still far-

ther down, the points of the spits being stuck through
the skin of the fish. The fish is then "tentered" and
hung up in a chimney, where it is smoked over a fire j

of fir branches for a day and a half or two days. Sal- I
mon cured by this process come out something similar

in appearance to an Aberdeen-cured haddock, but
rather darker in the color.

Hard Cure.—Salmon meant to be kept for two or

three months are much harder cured. In this casi

the fish are split into halves to facilitate the opera
tion of curing, and to make them easier to handle and
to stow in the barrels. These should be clean and
tight, and preferably of hardwood. Although not in-

sisted on, it would be advisable first to rub the fish

well with a mixture of brown .sugar and fishery salt.

as in the Scotch method, and a little of the same mix-
ture might be thrown in between the pieces of fish a.n

they are packed into the cask. Hard packing should
be avoided, sufficient room .should be left to let the

pickle circulate freelj'. The barrel should be filled

quite full of strong, clean pickle (which in this ease

had better be filtered), the end put in and "tighted."
and the barrel laid on its bilge. If properly cured,

salmon treated in this way should keep for two or

three months, or even longer if required. The barrel
should, however, be opened occasionally and the fish

examined. If there were any risk of the pickle turn-
ing stale, it should be poured off and fresh pickle

substituted, the fish being well wa.shed in clean pickle
before being repacked. As a precautionary measure,
the fish might be taken out. washed, and repacked after

being two or three weeks in cure, even if there were
no suspicion of staleness.

When required, the pieces of fish should be taken
out. well washed in clean, fresh water, and smoked
in the same way as the milder-cured fish. Owing to

the rich nature of the fish, this is the only method by
which it seems pos.sible to preserve salmon for any
length of time, apart from tinning. Dry-curing would
fail to preserve such a fat fish. In Norway all the
smoking is done in the chimneys of the dwelling-
houses, in much the same way as finnan haddock cur-
ing was originally done on the Kincardineshire coast.

CONSUMERS' CORDAGE PLANT DAMAGED AT
DARTMOUTH.

Orders Can Still Be Filled.

We learn with regret the Dartmouth plant of the
Tonsumers' Cordage Company, Limited, was consid
erably damaged in the Halifax explosion.

Many of the employees were injured, fortunately
none fatally. Mr. R. L. Graham, manager, however,
was badly bniised and cut about the face.

The company is at work on the necessary repairs,

and will soon have everything in normal shape. We
understand that all orders on hand and any new busi
ness will receive prompt attention, and that order
which the Dartmouth plant cannot handle will 1)

rushed forward from the company's Montreal factory

EMBARGO ON OYSTERS AN ERROR.
The recent hold-up by U.S. Customs authorities of

consignments of oysters to Canadian houses, was un-
intentional. There is uo embargo on oysters from
the United States, and Customs officials have beer
instructed accordingly,
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The Leonard Fisheries

All industry is as great as the men engaged in it.

If n book were written describing the growth of the

industrial life of Canada from the days of the Fathen
of Confederation to the present tiuie, it Would contain

some remarkable chapters. It is the busy manufactur-
ing centres and huge plants hidden away in the re-

cesses of the country that are bringing Canada into

prominence in the world of commerce, and enabling
her to play no mean part in supplying Great Britain

with the re(iuiremcnts of the army in war-time. These
plants are the work of big men, men with vision, ambi-

tion, courage and steady nerve, men who saw the

opportunity and who had faith in the future. There is

an element of romance in the speed with which this

country has developed. It is as though the change had
been created overnight, so amazing is the transition

from bare fields and rocky .shores to hives of productive

industry.

The fish industry is one that has developed in a re-

markable manner, and great strides are being made at

this moment. Those at the head of the fish business

have not been slow to realize that owing to their high

cost, other staple foods can be substituted .satisfactorily

only by fish. An active propaganda has been insti-

tuted, and already the public is beginning to appre-

ciate fish as a food, and to look upon the industry

as one containing unlimited possibilities of develop-

ment.
But even yet the average man of the street probably

sits down to his meal of fish on the two meatless days
a week without connecting the dish before him with

anyone more remote than the corner tradesman. Be-

hind the retailer, however, is the wholesaler, and be-

hind the wholesaler is the producer, while behind them
both are years of silent development, concentration and
co-operation.

Among the leading firms that are contributing to

the progress of the fishing industry in Canada, is the

Leonard Fisheries Limited, they being to a large ex-

tent responsible for the automatic supply of fish in

Montreal and other towns in eastern Canada. Al-

though the present organization dates back but twelve
months or so, it embodies the fish handling facilities,

trade and goodwill of three of the oldest houses in the

line.

Leonard Brothers of St. John, N.B., whose name was
adopted at the time of tli(> amalgamation, dates back
to the palmy days of wooden sailing ships. In those

days the Leonard family did a flourishing business in

boat building and fi.shing at Leonardville, Deer Island,

in Passamaquoddy Bay. Deer Island is just as primi-
tive to-day as ever it was, but the Leonard's had an
imagination that carried them beyond the pretty is-

lands that dotted their horizon. In course of time
they established packing houses in St. John and a sell-

ing organization in Montreal under the direction of
W. F. Leonard and C. H. Leonard. Later, branches
were opened at Westport, >i.S., and at Grand River,
Gaspe. Instead of confining themselves to the fish

peculiar to Passamaquoddy Bay, they extended their

line until it included all kinds of lake and river fish,

even bringing halibut and salmon from the Pacific
coast.

The firm of Matthews and Scott, which was also

included in the amalgamation, was founded in 1885,
at Queensport, Chedabucto Bay, off the Strait of
Canso, \.S.. and at Eastern Harbor, Cape Breton.
This company brought another aspect of the fish in-

dustry into the amalgamation. Having seen the need
for supplying the fishermen with the necessities of
their trade, as well as with household requirements,
they had some years before, opened a general store in

Leonard Fisheries, Ltd., at Port Ilawkcsbury, N. S,
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eonnection with each of their branches. In this way

they handled ice, bait, gear, clothing, groceries and

drygoods, as well as fish of all descriptions, which

wai, of course, the outstanding feature of their turn-

over.

The third firm in the present corporation, introduced

the Cape Breton trade, dating back no less than forly-

«even years to 1870, when their head office was es-

tablished at Halifax. The company was founded by

the late Alexander Wilson, who later took his son, S.

Y. Wilson, into partnership with him, forming the firm

of A. Wilson and Son, general fish dealers at Halifax,

Canso and North Sydney.

Head Office of Leonard Fisheries, Ltd., at Montreal.

In 1916, when the trade of Leonard Brothers was

increasing beyond existing facilities, it was decided to

amalgamate with the other two firms and to do busi-

ness under the name of the Leonard Fisheries Limited.

Tn addition, a large cold storage plant was purchased

from the North Atlantic Fisheries Limited at Port

Hawkesbury, as well as the wharves, buildings and

producing equipment of the Canso branch of that com-

pany.

The workings of the large up-to-date plant of this

notable combination is of especial interest, If only as

an indication of the remarkable progress that has been

made in the fish industry by the adoption of modern

methods and automatic machinery.

To begin at the point of production, the company's

fleet of vessels includes a large steam trawler that

plies from the fishing grounds to port at a speed of

fifteen knots an hour, laden with a cargo of fish that

staggers the proprietor of an old-fashioned dory.

"The Baleine." as she is called, is up-to-date in every

respect, having a steel screw, triple exnansion engines,

electric lighting system, cold storage plant and all the

latest appliances for handling fish. With this steamer

it is possible to secure the catch and return to port

in a few days, landing the fi.sh in the cold storage plant

without deterioration.

Tn addition to the service rendered by "The Baleine"

the fishermc!) of the vicinity land thi ir catches at

the company's wharves, and are supplied with hn\t

and ice ready for their next trip to sea.

The fish mi landing frnin the boats are iDisscd ihroiiL'ii

various departments, according to the treatment they

are to receive, such as the splitting room, smoke housei,

fiifVlirip room, freezer, etc , and thenee to the store

room. From the store rooms or directly from the boat*

the fish may be loaded on to the cars on the company's
siding. The equipment includes ice crushers and
chutes which permit the delivery of ice direct to the

vessels at the wharves.

Their supplies of fish are drawn not only from their

own boats and those of the fishermen of the neigh

borhood. but they also trade with the American fleet,

which comes tlirough the Straits of Canso on its way
to the fishing grounds of the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
Their market, in addition to the towns of eastern Can-
ada, extends throughout the West, and to the largcr

distributing centres of the United States. No small

item also is the fish supplied to the Canadian military

authorities for their camps in Canada and Great Bri-

tain. Large quantities have also been sent to the Im-

perial army, the shipments made by this company for

this purpose already amounting to over dne hundred
cars.

In contrast with the humble beginnings of each of

the three amalgamated firms, the branches operated

by the new organization are very large in number.
They include most of the important fishing centres of

the Maritime Provinces, such as St. John in New Bruns
wick and Halifax, Canso, Digby, Westport, (Queens-

port, Mulgrave, Cape George, North Sydney, Ingonish,

Eastern Harbor or Cheticamp, Port Hood and Port
Hawkesbury, in Nova Scotia.

Few industrial corporations present the elements of

stability and success which the Leonard Fisheries pos-

sess. This company is not so much the result of capi-

talization of assets and goodwill as_Jt is a combination
of men who have brought together three old and well

established businesses for the purpose of eliminating

unnecessary duplication of effort and to provide the

large capital which the newer methods of production
and distribution of fish demand. The steam trawler

I'ai't of P^leet of Leonard Fisheries, Ltd.

brings to poi-t every five or six days from 10 to 20

car loads of fish in a single cargo. If these are to be

marketed as fresh they require to be dressed, iced,

boxed, dispatched to destination and disposed of with

a rapidity unknown of in any other industry. If the

demand is not equal to the production the surplus has

to be frozen, pickled, smoked or dry salted. More
Mver, most fish can be caught only at certain times,

and when they are in season an effort has to be made
to secure, ami store sufficient to supply the market
throughout the year.

This vequires large inve»tm«nt3 for freezing, curini
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and storage facilities as well as an excessive capital

for carrying stocks. The Directors of the Leonard
Fisheries, Ltd., are all men well seasoned to the fishing

business—men whose lives have been spent in it in

one capacity or another, who have their all invested in

it and whose future depends upon its success. Ftir-

thermore, none of them are dummies. Each is actively

engaged at the point where he is of the greatest value.

The President, W. V. Leonard, Esq., is located at St.

Johns, N.B., a point which combines both the business

of proiluetion and distribution. He is assisted by Mr.
W. W. Leonard.

Mr. D. J. Byrne, the Vice-President and General
Manager, is to be foimd at Montreal, the headquarters
of the company, where most of the work of distribution,

practically all the collections, as well as the majority
of the worries of transportation, etc.. are to be taken
care of. In order to relieve Mr. Byrne of a part of his

worries and work, the company has lately engaged
the services of an experienced sales' manager in the

person of Mr. C. Pratts, formerly sales manager for

The Andrew Hadel Oyster Co., of Connecticut. Mr.
Pratt is well known to the trade in the United States,

Great Britain and Western Canada. He will have

charge of the sales distribution. Anotht-r indispensiblo

person at the Montreal office is Mr. W. H. Love, who
has been with the Leonard people at this point for

over seventeen years. He is well known to the trade

of Montreal and district.

Mr. S. Y. Wilson is kept very busy at Halifax, a

])()int. like St. Johns. X.l?., which combines production

and distribution, so that he finds it difficult to get away
to attend the meetings of the Canadian Fisheries Asso-

ciation, of which he is the President.

Mr. R. T. Mathews lives at Port Hawkesbury, where,

assisted b.v Mr. Leonard, Jr., he takes care of the large

and varied operations necessitated by the existence of

the cold storage plant which is located here.

Mr. W. P. Scott is located at Queensport. where the

company not only handles quantities of fish product

by independent fishermen, but as well from their own
traps and gear, and does an extensive business in sup-

plying fishermen with both ice and general equipment.

Stores are also operated at Canso under the direc-

tion of W. G. Matthews. At Eastern Harbor the

business is umler the direction of Mr. K. Ellis. Mr. A.

A. Zinch. who for twenty years was eastern man-

ager for A. Wilson & Co., has charge of the company's

affairs at North Sydney.

SMELT FISHING SEASON OPENS.
Smelt fishing in New Brunswick opened November

28, and hundreds of nets were set from scows and

through the ice at many places in the province.

The quality and quantity caught at Chatham and

Ticinity thus'far have been small. The fishermen are

getting 10 cents a pound, but expect to get more soon.

At Rcxton the price paid the fishermen is 7 cents

per pound.
The TI. S. is the principal market for smelts.

MORE TECHNICAL TRAINING FOR FISHERMAN.

Arichat, Nova Scotia.

Editor, Canadian Fisherman

:

I have just received a copy of the Fisherman and
find it more interesting than ever. T have been very
busy this summer fishing off Canso. The fishing has
been fairly good, with the result that I have an engine
in my vessel now, a ("anadian Fairbanks 12 h.p. It

is a big help.

I have been speaking to some of the fish buyers
arounil here and we are going to ask the Government
to send some man around to the different fishing cen-

tres this winter to lecture on the methods of handling
fish and impress upon the fishermen that every fish

taken over the gunwale of his boat is used as an article

of food by someone. You know that it is all important
to have the fish looked after by the fishermen.

Fish that is carried all day in a boat with the gut
in in the summer time and then landed on the Fish
Buyer's Wharf at night is a poor article to try and
make a dollar out of it — and even as long as 24 hours.

Some fishermen keej) them this way, but it is not the
way a lot of fishermen who bring in large quantities

of fish. A man in a small boat has a poor chance to

dress his fish and keep them in ice, but those that are
fishing in larger boats have a good chance to dress their

fish after every run of the trawls and putting a small
lot of ice on them.
The fish buyers are a pretty^decent lot of fellows if

we use them right. They willingly find free of charge,
ice enough to keep the fish in good condition until sold.

Bad fish on the market hurts the fishermen. If the
man that buys it cannot make a dollar out of it he
will not be anxious to buy our fish the next time and
pay the price which good fish should bring. The
same is also true of those who eat the fish.

Now let us get together as fishenneii and help to

keep the trade that has been open to us by putting the
best of our efforts into the business. The different
Governments of this country have been doing every-
thing for the farmer. There are free lectures by the
Professors from different colleges, also gifts of animals
and seed which enables them to make the most out of
their work, but as yet we never have had any help in

the fishing line to get the most out of the business
that is greater and more important than farming in
Nova Scotia. We can all learn a lot yet in the fish

and fish curing and the sooner we get it the better.
Cour Fisheries Association is doing good work and I

bring this to your attention.

(Signed) FRANK YOUNG.

BRITISH FISHING LAWS SUSPENDED.
In exercise of powers conferred upon him under th«

defense of the realm regulations, the Food Controller,
with the consent of the Fishery Board for Scotland,
has authorized the use of methods or appliances, other-
wise unlawful for the plurpose of taking fish in the
parts of the sea adjoining Scotland either within or
beyond the territorial waters. The landing and sale in

Scotland of any fish which it would otherwise be un-
lawful to land or .^ell \n also anthorized

EXPORTATION OF CANNED LOBSTERS.
Canned lobsters can now be authorized for export

license by Customs endorsement of usual shipper's ex-

port entry.

DEFROSTED FISH.

In Great Britain, frozen fish are called "defro.sted"
fish. The name has a good sound, and might be used
io Caoada to offset the popular aversion to "frozen,"
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Some Supposed Race Characters in Young Herring, Known

as Bay of Fundy Sardines
By PROFESSOR EDWARD E. PRINCE,

Dominion Commissioner of Fisheries, Ottawa.

The sea-herring, owing to its great commercial im-

portance, has attracted the attention of fishery ex-

perts for a long period of years, and few points in its

structure, habits and life-history, have been neglected.

Excepting the salmon and trout, probably no fish has

formed the subject of more assiduous biological in-

vestigations. Much, however, remains to be done, and
information respecting the movements and migrations,

the local races and seasonal variations, of the herring

in our own and other seas. The Biological Board of

Canada, with the approval of the Minister of Naval
Service and Fisheries, wisely determined to secure the

aid of Dr. John Hjort, the famous Norwegian fish-

ery expert, and his researches in the Gulf of St. Law-
rence and off the Nova Scotia Coast, last fall and
during the present summer, will not only be of un-

usual interest but of great practical utility.

1. Do Sardine Catches Endanger the Herring Supply?
A very extensive and valuable fishery, valued at

over a million dollars annually to our fishermen, has-

been long carried on in the waters of Southern New
Brun.swick, between 400 and 500 traps or "weirs," of

wicker-work or brush and net, studding the shores of

Passamaquoddy Bay and the adjacent bays and islands,

and providing enormous quantity of small Canadian
herring, usually called "Sardines" for the flourishing

packing industries of Eastport, Lubec, and other towns
in the State of Maine. This so-called Sardine fishery,

brought in 1914-lii $1,349,000, and in 1915-16 $1,226,-

236. Twenty years ago, in an official report, publish-

ed by the Department of Marine and Fisheries (28th

Annual Fishery Report, 1895, pp. XXXI—XXXII), I

described this fishery, and raised the question: "Will
the destruction anniially of immature herring endanger
the future supply of full-grown herring in our wat-

ers?" Must not the herring supply become extinct

or seriousl.y diminished if Canadian weir fishermen
continue to capture vast schools of infant herring to

supply the United States' sardine factories whose
pack has ranged from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 in annual
value.

Herring, it is undeniable, have disappeared from
many of their former resorts in the Bay of Fundy, and
areas off Charlotte County shores. New Brunswick,
but I stated in my report, that no sufficient evidence
could be gathered to show that the "sardine fisheries"

had really resulted so seriously as many persons had
anticipated, and Professor Bensley pointed out,

(Contrib. to Can. Biol. 1901, pp. 59-62), that other
Clupeoids (Shad, Alewife, etc.), had also declined,

though not captured by the weirs in any great numbers.

2. Are There Different Races or Varieties of Herring?
One of the first points to decide, before any con-

clusions can be drawn, is the alleged existence of local

varieties in the Bay of Fundy, and their movements
and distribution. Early in Augu.st. 1916, I took the
opportunity of examining at the Biological Station, St.

Andrew.^, N.B., three familiar diagnostic features in

the Structure of the herring (Clupea harengns) taken

in the weirs in the St. Croix River estuary. I did so

in order to determine the amount of variation exist-

ing, and to ascertain if evidence appeawsd that dif-

ferent local schools could be distinguished. I paid at-

tention to the number of rays in the dorsal and anal
fins, and the number of joints or vertebrae in the
backbone or vertebral column.

3. Do Structural Differences Occur?

Zoologists state that the common sea-herring (Clupea
harengus L.) of the Atlantic Coast has 56 vertebrae
in the backbone, 18 supporting bony rays in the dorsal
fin, and 17 rays in the anal fin. Owing to the enor-i

mous catches frequently made in the brush weirs in the
bay near St. Andrews, and on the adjacent coast and
islands, abundance of specimens can be readily ob-

tained for such a comparative study as that which I

began in the laboratory of the Biological Station. Of
course, the accurate counting of small bones, in the
vertebral column and the two median unpaired' fins, is

a slow and laborious process ; but the results which I ob-,

tained are interesting.

4 Study of Herring Backbone (Vertebrae.)

Taking at random 100 herring from a quantity pro-
cured by the caretaker of the Station, varying from
51/2 or 6 inches to 71/2 inches (the smallest was 5.

15/32 inches, and the largest was 7 11/16 inches in

length), I found that over 50 per cent accorded well
with the specific characters already mentioned; but
there was a small percentage. . . higher and lower,
and a very small percentage (4 per cent, to 6 per cent.)
much above and much below. Thus the largest per-
centage liad 56 vertebrae, viz., 28 per cent., but about
as many had 57 vertebrae (i. e., 26 per cent.), while
24 per cent, had 55 vertebrae, and 8 per cent, had 54.
Only 6 in a hundred had the highest luimber of verte-
brae noted by me, viz., 58, and 4 per cent, had as low
as 53 vertebrae; 8 per cent, had 54 vertebrae. In
some specimens it was very difficult to determine the
precise number of vertebrae, immediately behind the
basi-occiptal element of the skull, owing to the fact
that they are often very much crowded together, and
even with the aid of a strong lens, it was not certain
occasionally whether there existed one more, or one
less, in that region. Hence, putting together those
with 56 or 57 vertebrae we have a total of 54 per cent,
of the hundred fish examined.

5. Variation in Rays of Back Fin.

The further interesting fact was elicited by my ex-
amination, viz., ' that of those possessing 56 or 57
vertebrae, the largest percentage had the normal or
specific number of dorsal fin-rays ; viz., 14 per cent
with 18 rays (56 vertebrae and 18 rays, 7 per cent,
and 57 vertebrae, along with 18 ra.vs. 7 per cent)!
while 4 per cent in both types had 19 ra.vs. Again!
one in a hundred fish (with 56 vertebrae) "had. on the
one hantl, 16 or 17 rays; and 2 per cent had 20 rays.
Of those with 57 vertebrae. 1 per cent had 17 rays, and
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1 per cent had 20 rays. In the small niimbpr of fish

possessing 58 vertebnu', 2 per cent had IS rays, and 1

per cont had 16 rays. Curiously enough, of those

with 55 vertebrae, one less than the accepted normal

number (24 fish in one hundred) 6 per cent had one

fin-ray more than the normal, thitt is to say they had

19 rays. Of those with 53 vertebrae (3 short of the

normal) 1 in 100 had 16 rays, but 1 in 100 also had

19 rays. 8 per cent, as stated, had 54 vertebrae, and

of these 1 per cent had 15. 1 per cent 16, 1 per cent

18, and 1 per cent 19 dorsal rays.

6. Anal Fin Differences.

The anal fin is of much importance taxonomieally,

and is of specific or even of generic value. The largest

percentage of herring examined had 56 or .57 verte-

brae, and 17 per cent of these had 17 or 18 rays; but

4 per cent of herring with 57 vertebrae had 16 anal

rays, and 3 per cent had 17 rays (the accepted charac-

teristic number) : while 5 per cent had 18 rays or one

in excess, and 1 per cent had 19 rays or 2 in excess.

The normal type, possessing 56 vertebrae showed 15

anal rays in 1 per cent. 16 rays in 2 per cent, 17 rays

in 5 per cent, 18 rays in 4 per cent and 19 rays in 1

per cent. The maximum niunber of anal rays noted,

viz., 20 rays (3 in excess of the normal) was possessed

by 2 per cent. This variation is curious and interest-

ing: but still niore so is the fact that those herring

having the largest number of vertebrae (58), in no

ease possessed the typical number of anal rays (17) ;

but in 1 per cent there were 16 rays (one ray short),

and 2 per cent had 1 ray in excess, viz., 18. So also

the typical anal-fin formula did not apply to those

with 2 vertebrae short, for 1 in a hundred respectively

had 13, 14. and 18, or even 19 rays, and the herring

with 3 vertebrae short (viz. 53) had in 1 per cent 2 anal

rays short (15) or 2 anal rays too many (19), but none

had the normal number. About one quarter of the fi.sh

studied had 1 vertebrae less than the normal and of

these only 2 per cent had the normal anal rays (17) :

1 per cent had 16, 2 per cent had 15, and 1 per cent

had 13, while 2 in one hundred had 19 rays and 3 in

one hundred had 18 rays.

7. Apparently One Race of Bay of Fundy Herring.

These observations were made, as stated, on a hun-

dred herring taken haphazard from a "Sardine Weir,"

and are regarded as half-grown migratory late summer-,

herring; hut I had hoped to have examined a much
larger n\imber. in order to increase the value and ap-

plication of the conditions observed. T shall contin\ic

my examination of these so-called "Sardines": but

the main facts, elicited by the study here detailed, will

no doubt be merely confirmed, and will show that while

there is no absolute uniformity in the diagnostic struc-

tural features investigated, but much variation within

narrow limits, the majority of specimens centre round

the recognized specific type, and possess .'>6 or .57

vertebrae, 18 or 19 dorsal fin-rays, and 17 or 18 anal

fin-rays. A considerable percentage have one ver-

tebra less, or one fin-ray more or less in the unpaired

dorsal and anal fins, while very I'ew so depart from

the norma! type as to have 2 rays less, oi 2 or 3 rays

more, viz.. only one or two in a hundred fish furnish

these exceptions. One interesting fact is lotieeable.

and the study of a large number of herring would add

to its interest, viz., the complete coincidence in the

number and percentage of dorsal and anal ra,vs. in

herring possessing the abnormal number of 58 ver-

tebrae. The few specimens obtained with 58 vertebrae

agreed in having 16 dorsal and anal rays in 1 per

cent of the fish, and 18 dorsal and anal rays in 2 per

cent of the fish studied.

8. Age of Sardines.

1 j)ropose to extend my studies so as to include ex-

amination of scales, with reference to age and keel

scales behind the ventral fins, also number of verte-

brae with haemal arch, and other features; but so

far these results confirm the research of Dr. Hunts-,

man in 191.5, and show that we probably have to do

with one "age-group" merely, though the spring and

fall hatched herring are mingled. The spring herring

reach 3Vi; inches by their first winter and 6 inches in

their second winter, while the fall herring are 5 inches

by their second winter. The bulk of the sardine catch

consists of herring 5 inches to 7 inches long in their

third year (26 to 30 months), while the spring herring

are 6 inches in their second year, and 8 inches in their,

third year (30 months.)

9. Are Vaist Sardine Schools Recruited from East and
North?

The po.ssibility has been suggested that the amaz-
ing schools of young herring, which crowd, each year,

the waters from the St. Croix estuary to Grand Manan,
resulted from Spawning beds and herring nurseries in

western Nova Scotia, Cape Breton, and even the Gulf

of St. Lawrence.
These distant schools of young herring, carried by

currents, or migrating over the 400 or .500 miles of

sea, between the Gulf of St. Lawrence and Grand
Manan, would, it was imagined, keep up the numbers
in these southern waters. If so, it is almost certain

that there would be some "race characters" which
would distinguish the Gulf herring from the Bay of

Fundy herring. Dr. Hjort's results in 1914, show that

there was a marked difference between the herring
(spring spawners) in the Gulf and west of Magdalen
Islands, and the open waters of the sea off Cape Breton
and Nova Scotia. lie regarded the latter fish as of

the same type as the western Nova Scotia and Bay of

Fundy herring. The age of the fish also presents .i

contrast, the Gulf herring being mainly of 5 years old,

though some were 6 to 10 years old, and a few even 17

years, the 11-year fish preponderate, while the western
coast type or sea variety are mainly 7 to 10 years
old, and few 12 or 13 years old, while a small pro-

portion near Halifax appear to be only 4 years old.

The most valuable kind of herring, the fat or "matje"
herring, are stated, by European authorities, to be
from 3 to 4, or 5, years old, though farther north
these fat herring may be a little older. In their fourth
or fifth year they become mature and "spawning her-
ring," and it is these mature herring which compose
the principal catches in Canada.

10. Vast Herring Nursery Near Grand Manan.
We know where the yo\ing herring, 1-3 of an inch to

% of an inch long, abound. They form a wriggling,
mass of life on the surface waters from Grand Manan
southwest for 20 or 30 miles, as Dr. Huntsman noticed
in October this year. Where are the va.st schools of
fish older than sardines, but younger than the herring
which constitute the main catches each year.

11. Where are the Schools of "Fat" Herrings?

As I said to the Conservation Commission (November
2nd, 19151, "Where are the sizes of herring which cor-

respond to the Norwegian and Scottish herring t Are
they, as js the case along the Norwegian coasts, mainlv
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confined to some special areas, or are they widespread
in the open waters outside or inside the Gulf of St.

Lawrence. Do they anywhere occur in such quantities
and under such circuuustanees that a new fishery of
supreme importance could be developed? That the
younger stages or immature herrings must occur in

vastly larger quantities than the larger and older ones
is obvious. Possibly the younger year-classes are less

numerous in a special .year, or shorter series of years,
but during a longer period of years, it is evident that
older herring must be reduced in number in com-
parison with the younger individuals."

12. Further Researches Important.

One of the great tasks of our marine biologists is to
discover the places where the valuable fat herring
occur, and determine their migrations; and with better
methods of capture, and improvement in handling,
curing and packing, our Canadian herring industry may
yet rise to the front rank of the heri-ing fisheries of
the world.

ARMSTRONG INDEPENDENT FISHERIES.

Hon. Hugh Armstrong, former provincial treasurer
of Manitoba and one of the most progressive business
men of the west, regards the food problem of Canada
as a most serious one. He believes not only that every
effort must be made to conserve the food supplies of
the Dominion, but that greater production in all lines
must supplement the conservation policy.

No man in Canada knows the fishery resources of the
country better than Mr. Armstrong, and on the de-
velopment and handling of these resources, in his opin-
ion, depends in large measure the solution of the food
supply difficult.v.

Last spring Mr. Armstrong resigned from the man-
agement of the Armstrong Trading Company and ac-
cepted the position of western representative for the
Booth Fisheries Company. He has resigned from that
position and organized the Armstrong Independent
Fisheries, the chief business of which will be dealing
in the product of the lakes of the Canadian west. He
believes that the business done by the new company,
owing to his acquaintanceship both with the sources
of production and the markets available for the sale
of fish, will result in a wider market and a more equit-
able distribution of that product.

FOOD CONTROLLER'S RULINGS ON WINTER-
CAUGHT WESTERN LAKE FISH.

It is to be distinctly understood that the prices
set to the fishermen are to be paid at primary railway
shipping points and not on the ice or at the lake
shore.

It is the practice for producers to make adv.ances to
fishermen or furnish them with nets and equipment
to be paid for out of the catch of such fishermen to be
purchased by the producer, and this practice is de-
fended on the ground that it stimulates production.
The Fish Committee of the Food Controller's office
re(iuest that any cases of .sale of catch to producers
other than producer making such advances (until such
advances are paid) shall be brought to the attention of
the Fish Committee for such action as they may deem
advisable.

SHIPMATE RANGES.
The Largest Line — The Oldest Makers.

Probably every reader of the Canadian Fisherman
knows the Shipmate line of vessel ranges, but all of
them may not know that the STAMFORD FOUNDRY
CO., STAMFORD, CONN., who manufacture "Ship-
mates'; IS nearly a century old, having been estab-
lished in 1830, and that they make the largest line of
vessel ranges in the world.

A few remarks regarding the Shipmate line are
worthy of mention. Up to a short time age the five-
toot range was the largest size made, but something
larger than this was required in many cases and now
three-toot sections are being produced. These sections
can be combined with the No. 6.5 (five-foot size) in
as many units as may be necessary so that ranges of
almost any length desired may be had. The five-foot
section has one fire and two ovens, the three-foot sec-
tion has one fire and one oven.

The fireboxes in both sections are regularly fitted
tor burning hard coal, but special fixtures can be
turnished for burning soft coal, and each firebox has
can be thoroughly sliced from the front of the range
on Its front a slicing door so that the soft coal fire
without moving vessels that may be over the fire.
The three-foot section is made also in the form of

a complete range by itself; or it can be combined with
other three-foot sections and ranges can be had in
lengths equal to any multiples of three, as 6 feet 9
feet, 12 feet, 15 feet, etc.

One important feature of all these ranges is that thoy
can, any of them, be so taken apart as to be in sec-
tions 2i\/.> X 28 X 30 inches, and can be put through
a doorway of 24 inches in width.

Mr H. K. Silver, of Halifax, N.S.. was in Ottawa
recently, consulting with the P^ood Controller on the
report of salt fi.sh from Nova Scotia. Mr. Silver is a
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TRANSPORTATION SUBSIDY ON PACIFIC FISH.

By an Urder-m-t'ouucil dated December blh, the pay-

ment by the Government of two-thirds of the trans-

portutiou charges on certain varieties of Pacilic Coast

fish, has been amended to cover all fish, other than

halibut or salmon, by all means of transportation and

in any quantity, from points in British Columbia to

points in Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba.

ATLANTIC SALMON HATCHERIES.

A total of over 30,U(X),UUO Atlantic salmon eggs have

been collected by the Fish Culture Branch of the

Department of the Naval Service for the hatcheries

in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces. The season

which has just come to a close has been a most suc-

cessful one, and all the lialclieries are filled to cap-

acity. The following quantities of eggs were collect-

ed:—
York River Pond, Que 600,000

Tadousac Pond, Que 3,639,000

New Mills Pond, N.B 1,554,500

Miramichi Pond, N.B 14,106,000

St. John Pond, N.B 6,035,000

Margaree Pond, N.S 4,259,000

Total 30,193,500

SUMMER CATCH OF SEA FISH SHOWS
INCREASE.

A report on the results of sea-fishing operations

in Canada for the six months from April to September,

and also for the month of October, has been issued

by the Department of the Naval Sfrvice. It is stated

that in comparison with a similar period last year the

landings of cod and halibut on the Atlantic coast have

increased by over half a million hundredweight. The

herring catch for the six months this year, however,

was far below that of last, amounting to only 645,844

cwts., as compar.'il with 946,487 cwts. The quantity

of salmon taken on the Atlantic coast during the sea-

son of 1917 was 1,578 cwts. short of the previous sea-

son's catch.

In spite of the fact that then- was aii uxlra month's

fishing for lobsters, along th^ southern part of the Gulf

of St. Lawn-ncf. this season's i)ack is short of last.

Since the opening of the season on the 15th of Novem-

ber, 1916, until the end of the 10th of September, 1917,

there were packed 181,227 cases, while 70,321 cwts.

were used fresh or shipped in shell. The figures for the

preceding year show 188,545 eases packed and 94,409

cwts. used fresh or shipped in shell.

Particularly rough and unfavorable weather during

October greatly interrupted fishing operations in the

Atlantic, with the result that t^ptal landings of the chief

kinds of fish were much below the figures of last

year.

In the whole of the Atlantic provinces there were

1.53.640 cwts. of cod, haddock, hake and pollock land-

ed during October this year, as against 242,580 cwta.

a year ago.

The total value of sea fish landed in Eastern Canada

during October was $736,567, as against $886,095, for

October last year. The total value of the various kinds

of sea fi.sh at the point of landing, on both coasts, for

the six-month period in 1917. was .$11,325..547. as

against $12,493,143 for the same period in 1916.

FISH DISTRIBUTED FROM GOVERNMENT
HATCHERIES.

Figures issued by the Naval Department November
28 show that I lie large number of 1,490,671,104 fish

were distributed from the Dominion fish hatcheries

during 1917. Whitefish were distributed in very large

number by the hatcheries, a total of 497,332,000 hav-

ing gone to re-stock tlie Canadian waters. More than

six hundred millixju lobsters were distributed and 180,-

(MM),(M)0 pickerel. The distribution of sockeye salmon

totalled 68,794,300 fish.

THE FISHERIES PROBLEM.

An editorial in the Toronto Globe recently says:

—

During the war, especially since the Food Controller

and the Fish Commission took a hand in the business,

the consumption of fresh fish has greatly increased.

Many are using it regularly for the first time, and
many have it on their tables two or three times a

week where formerly they had it once. The greater

sale is partly due to lower prices as compared with

meat, and partly to the response to the patriotic appeal

to substitute fish for beef and bacon. It has been

a welcome addition to the stock of wholesome food

ill a period of scarcity.

Will this boon last only during the war? Will the

business go back to the old conditions of restricted

supply and high prices? The Government has inter-

fered to advantage, and it is probable that the advan-

tage will cease if the interference is removed. Why
should plans not be laid now to .satisfy permaiii'ntly

the demand for fish which has been stimulated by the

efforts of the Dominion (.'ommissioii ? One great ob-

stacle in Ontario is the long rail haul from the pre-

.sent sources of supply in fresh and salt waters to the

large centres of population. The cost and weight of

ice in which fresh fish must be packed add so much to

the cost of carrying and handling that it cannot com-

pete in cheapness with meat, having regard to food

values, unless there is a great increase of the supply

in the waters nearer the markets. The small lakes and
streams in this Province, except in remote parts, and
even the GreatLake^ near the cities and towns, have

been depicted. Iflos' of tlie lake lisliiii<r is in the hands
of large concerns, which lind it more profitable to ex-

port the bulk of the catch to the unlimited United
States market, with it« Iwit.-i- f;i,.ilifi,w tnr distribu-

tion.

Apparently fresii-w ater nsii can oiiiy retain an im-

portant place in the Canadian dietary by a vigorous

policy of fish propagation and replenishment in con-

venient waters, joined to a marketing organization

which will protect consiuners. Fresh sea fish is being

sold in quantities in Ontario, but experts say prices

must remain high unless the coast fishermen use steam
trawlers more extensively. The fisheries problem is

deserving of the earnest attention of "the Government,
wifh the object of placing the industry on a new
basis. In any plans of fond piMiliiitinn the fisheries

cannot be overlooked.

The "Bay State Fisherman" is the name of a neat
little four-page monthly magazine published by the

Bay State Fishing Comjjany, Boston, Mass. Here'i
congratulations to our small brother, and a long life

to him

!
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BILLINGSGATE MARKET.
London, November 10th, 1917.

On the whole, conditions have shown an improve-

ment this week. Landings at many ports, notably

Grimsby and Fleetwood, have shown a distinct im-

provement, which has been reflected in heavier de-

liveries at Billingsgate, where arrivals have averaged

in the neighborhood of 480 tons daily. In the earlier

part of the week, the increased quantities available re-

sulted in some decline in prices, but from mid-week

onwards values again appreciated, partly owing to the

greater demand arising from the easier conditions on

the previous days, and partly by the shortage at ports

other than those mentioned, such as Hull, Aberdeen,

Milford Haven, etc.

The autumn herring fishing at the East Anglian ports

of Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft, which usually runs

well into December, shows signs of finishing. This is

much to be regretted, as there will be no other herring

fishing in home waters until the New Year. In pre-

war days this did not matter so much, as generous

supplies of herrings were received from Norway from

December until April, and even May. No doubt,

Admiralty restrictions — unavoidable under present

circumstances — are responsible for the early termina-

tion of the East Anglian season. In ordinary times,

there were no restrictions on the areas which could be

worked provided they were outside territorial waters,

but with the fish moving into deeper waters the fleets

have been unable to follow the shoals because of the

prohibitions of the Authorities.

The frozen salmon trade is going through its usual

seasonal experience, being more or less dormant, as is

always the case when native fish are out of season.

Other kinds of frozen fish are offered at the following

figures by importers : Cod, 7d ; witches, 8d ; fresh had-

docks, 7d per lb. by the case of about 200 lbs. nett. The
cod and haddocks are in excellent condition, but the

witches are rather thin when compared with similar

fish from home waters. Trade is not fast for any of

these fish.

Flatfish of all kinds continues very expensive, es-

pecially halibut and lemon soles, these two kinds often

making as much as, if not more than turbots, selected

varieties changing hands at upwards of 20s per stone of

14 lbs. regularly. Frying fish, too, still commands
famine rates, dogfish selling up to lis and 12s, and
roker to 14s and 16s per stone.

A feature of this week's markets has been the com-
paratively generous shows of plaice, prices for which
have dropped appreciably. Cod has predominated at

Hull, but has been ratber scarce at Grimsby and Aber-
deen. Sprats are now coming in more freely, but are

worth a lot of money. Smoked fish—bloaters and kip-

pers—remain expensive, large quantities being taken
daily by the Army. Whitings have been rather promi-
nent. Soles have been much more reasonable.

For the next few weeks supplies may be expected
to vary from day to day, the weather being very uncer-
tain at this time of year. Trade except for one or two
kinds, now falls away until after Christmas, when in-

quiry revives, and there should be a good sale for choice
frozen fish, provided this fish is bro\ight prominently
before the public.

It is rather surprising that some enterprising mer-
chant at your side has not tried the possibilities of the
London market for skinned dogfish. There is a huge
(leiiiand for this fish, if in good condition, from fish

friers, who freely give IDs, 6d and more per stone for

fresh "dogs." Best frozen "dogs," if suitable for fry-

ing, should certainly be worth round 5s per stone, and
might even make more.

London, November 17th, 1917.

In the early part of the week landings at East Coast
ports were comparatively good, but there was a short-

age at West Coast centres. As the week progre.ssed,

however, supplies shortened up generally, and the re-

port that the trawlers at one or two East Coast ports
had been recalled from sea by Admiralty orders
strengthened salesmen's hands. Prices have not shown
any violent fluctuations, but from mid-week onwards
soles became quite reasonable. Among flatfish, plaice
has been most prominent, and good fish have been
selling round 16s per stone, although selected sizes have
on occasions gone as high as 25s. Fewer herrings have
come in from Great Yarmouth and Lowestoft, but gen-
erous supplies have been received from the numerous
small stations in Cornwall and Devon (while Irish

mackerel has been prominent. The good arrivals of
the latter two kinds of drift fish have prevented prices
of trawled from soaring too high, but present indica-
tions give no reason for altering the opinion previously
expressed that supplies will be short and prices high for
the next month or two.

Billingsgate had a welcome addition to its supplies
this morning, in the shape of three trucks of loose
trawled fish, con.sisting of whitings, plaice, roker, and
some prime fish, consigned to a well known salesman,
Mr. Peter Forge, by the Naval Authorities at an East
Coast port. "Loose" fish is the term applied in this

country to fish sent in railway trucks without first

being placed in packages. This fi.sh, was in fine con-
dition and met ready buyers at remunerative rates.

(Consignments of this nature are sold in Billingsgate by
public auction.

Statements are being circulated to the effect that it

is the intention of the Government to import special
siiipments of frozen fish from Canada this winter.
Should this be the case it is to be hoped that the fish
will be marketed at Billingsgate, and that full pub-
licity be given to the project in the daily press. If this
be done, there need be little doubt as to the success
of the venture, provided the fish arrives in good con-
dition.

London, November 24.

Aggregate supplies this week have been fairly sat-
isfactory, but towards mid-week boisterous weather
presaged a shortage, and this prevented prices from
falling to any appreciable extent, so far as the porti
were concerned, merchants being eager to have sup-
plies in reserve in view of an approaching shortage.
In the consuming centres, however, prices, although
still ruling high, have not given any margin for pro-
fit when compared with cost rates at the coast. This
has been largely attributable to the fact that some-
what generous consignments of mackerel have come in
from Irish stations, and owing to delays in transit th«
condition of much of this fish has not been of the best.
As is inevitably the case, this has made buyers low-
minded, which has re-acted on the values given for
white fish. It is many years now since supplies of
mackerel have come from Ireland as regularly as they
have of late, and to the same extent, consignments to
individual salesmen being (piite liberal. This, of
course, is the outcome of the embargo on exports, as
in normal times the bulk of the catches of mackerel
taken off the coasts of Ireland, principally the South
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BOAT MOTORROW

Canada Gas Power Engines

complete with batteries,

spark coil and spark plug.

New and absolutely guaran-

teed.

These are specially suitable for small fishing boats,

and are high grade engines in •very way.

Write Marine Sales Dept. to-day.

The A. R. Williams Machinery Co., Limited

TORONTO - CANADA

Saves Time and Labor

OK five yi'urs the Columbian liow-Boat Motor
has been giving SATISFACTION to thou-

sands of fishermen, whose en-

gines must be RELIABLE,
STrROY, SIMPLE and ECO-

NOMICAL. Although
this motor contains

every modern im-

provement, we aiip

.«till selling it at (t^ aj ^^
($10 extra for high»fl>OL-'

tension waterproof magneto built

in fiy-wheel).
with the aid of this highly efriclent

motor, FlBhcrmen not only save themselves
much heavy toll, but are able to go farther
In less time, and so Increase their fares to
ft large extent.
We can supply complete equipments of

two and four cycle marine engines up to
300 H.P.

Tell us your needs to-day, and we will
be pleased to send you a catalogue. Ad-
dress:

—

CULLEN MOTOR COMPANY
112 W. Lake St., CHICAGO, ILL.
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Western districts, are pickled for the United Statei

and other foreign markets.

Herrings have been much scarcer, and prices have

risen in sympathy; as high as £9 has been paid in

Billingsgate this week for barrels of salted herrings,

but trade has been very slow at this figure.

Among flatfi.sh, plaice has again been prominent,

and compared with other kinds has been fairly reason-

able; soles, too, havo fallen honvily in value. It is a

curious feature of the fish trade in this country, that

when supplies generally are short and prices exces-

sive, soles are so often quite reasonable. This week

these fish have been down to Is 9d per lb. in Billings-

gate—quite a normal figure.

To sum up, conditions this week have not been con-

ducive to successful trading, excepting perhaps from

the vessel owners' point of view. There has been

slightly more call for frozen fish, and there is little

doubt that this class of food is slowly, in fact very

slowly, but none the less surely, increasing in favor.

Billingsgate, London, Dec. 1, 1917.

This week scarcity has reigned supreme at all mark-

ets, owing to severe weather at sea, gale succeeding

gale. The natural result has been that in the resulting

scramble to secure supplies merchants have rushed

up prices to a high level, so much so that prices at the

coast have on occasions been as high as, and in some

cases higher, than those luliug in the provincial mark-

ets. As an instance of the excessive prices ruling, at

Grimsby on Wednesday—fish of a rather large size

—touched £10.10.0 per box, this figure working out

at nearly 20s per stone. Some relief was given to the

markets by the arrival at Hull on Thursday of a con-

voy from distant waters, but unfortunately the quality

•

of this fish left much to be desired, although even

bearing that fact in mind, prices showing little re-

duction.

Herrings have been exceptionally scarce, and have

frcelv made £7 and more per barrel. The one

bright spot in the oasis of shortage has been compara-

tively good supplies of sprats, but the famine values

current for other kinds have been reflected m the

big rates realized for sprats. Another result of the

scanty deliveries has been a decided run on frozen fish,

holders asking as much as Is 6d per lb. for frozen

salmon by the case.
, . , i.

At varioug ports on different days some kinds have

been entirely absent. It is fairly obvious that the fish

trade in this country is going through a very trying

time as apart from the vessel owners whether limited

companies or individual owners, business is being car-

ried on -at a loss in many instances.
'

Steps are being taken to remov^ the prohibition pii

the prosecution of fishing operations within territorial

limits—threl miles from shore at low water
;
in addi-

tion, areas what are known as " extra-terntorial wat-

ers"—areas such as the Moray Pirth, off the north-

east coast of Scptland, and areas round the R-ish

coasts, which have been closed by the Ifovernment De-

partments administering the fisheries, will m all prob-

ability be thrown open to trawling for the period of

the war Even then, supplies will prove inadequate

for requirements, and immediate steps should be taken

by the authorities, in conjunction with the Dominion

Oovernmeiit. to encourage, and give facilities for the

importation of supplies from Canadian waters.

At present fresh haddocks, cod, hake, colefish, pol-

lock dabs, salmon and halibut, from Canada are offer-

-ing, but for some reason or other the firms which
occupy the premier position in the fishing industry

of Great Britain do not appear to have been given the

opportunity of distributing this fish.

CAILLE ENGINES IN THE FISHING INDUSTRY.
The Caillo Perfection Motor Company of Detroit,

Mich., are issuing a very attractive monthly house

organ. "The Compass," which should prove of great

interest to marine engine users, and those contemplat-

ing the purchase of same. The December issue con-

tains an export sectioii. r-i ^^ ''c rr'^ervision of Mr. J.

H. Blake, their Export Manager, and gives a fair idea

of the company's large connections in Canada, New-
foundland and other countries. In an article dealing

with export shipments, Mr. Blake gives the following

timely suggestions to prospective purchasers :

—

"Since the European War became general, the dif-

ficulties attending export shipments have multiplied

until at the present time quick shipments have become
almost impossible. In the first place, our own Gov-
ernment requires all shippers to obtain an Export
License before the great majority of American pro-

ducts can be shipped anywhere, even to neutral coun-

tries. Secondly, steamship tonnage is extremely
scarce, and sailings infrequent. To some of the neu-

tral countries of Europe additional permits, or Letters

of Assurance, must be obtained from the Allied Gov-
ernments before the steamship companies will accept

freight. Railroad traffic in all directions is greatly

congested, frequently causing shipments to miss con-

nections at seaboard points. These conditions cannot
be bettered while the war situation remains unchanged,
and we are, therefore, compelled to suggest to our
friends abroad the necessity of ordering supplies of

motors as far ahead as the}' can possibly arrange."
The Caille Perfection Motor Company is represented

in Canada by the Perfection Motor Company (S.

Thornton) Montreal, Que.. J. H. Davey, Port Albernie,

B.C. ; Chas. W. Goyetehe, Arichat. N.S. ; John Thomas,
Graham Island, B.C., and in Newfoundland by F. G.

House & Co., St. Johns. In the latter colony approx-
imately 2,000 Caille engines are in use in the fishing

industry.

EXPORTATION Or FISH.
Arrangements have now been made with the War

Trade Board, Washington, until further advised and
Collectors of (Justoms are authorized to i.ssue licenses

for dried, cured, prepared, salted and smoked fish

to all points in the United States for local consumption
or to foreign points if shipped direct from Atlantic
ports. If routed via a United States port and -shippers

hold license from War Trade Board, Washington, that
will be sufficient authority for Collectors of Customs
to allow exportation by endorsement.

In connection with shipments referred to "to for-
eign points" when shipped direct from Atlantic ports;
that is, where they do not route via an American
port, will you please note that by "foreign points" the
ruling is hereby given that this will mean to all points
in North and So.ulli Amerii'a including the West In-
dies. Therefore, in the meantime, for any sh,iRments
to other foreign points shipl\ers will require a license.
For shipments routed via United States to foreign
points regulations remain as at present, namely.-—
license required to be secured from the War Trade
Board, Washinglxm.
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"CANSl-MORE CANS!"
When the run of fish is good that is the cry. If the pack is to be successful and profit-

able the machines that meet emergencies must be dependable.

The supply of cans must meet the incoming rush of fish smoothly — always ahead, no

stoppage for repairs, no failure on the part of any of them to perform its share.

"Bliss" Automatic Can-Making Machinery is used in every part of the world where cans

arc required—is the development of nearly sixty years—can be depended upon.

"BLISS" AUTOMATIC LOCK-AND-LAP SEAM BODY-MAKEB.
No. 22-N is the machine illustrated above. "Shown with automatic
suction blank feed and roll solder attachment. Production speed up-
wards of 150 per minute.

Write for Catalogue Section No. 18-A

E. W. BLISS COMPANY
Main Office and Works; BROOKLYN, N.Y., U.S.A.

CHICAGO OFFICE DETROIT OFFICE CLEVELAND OFFICE
1857 PeopL'sGas Bldg. Dime Bank Bldg. Union Bank Bldg. 1917

LONDON, S.E.. ENGLAND. Focock Street. Blackfriars Road PARIS. FRANCE, 100 Boulevard Victor-Huge St. Quen
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Is the Price of Fish High?—Some
Facts

By J. A. PAULHUS,

Pres. of Educational and Publicity Committee, C.P.A.

"Eat More Fish, But Pay More For It." Under

this heading in one of our weeklies appeared a few

days ago an article, which is unfair to the endeavors

of our Food Controller, and a reflection upon the

standing of the fish trade of this country. It may be

admitted that fish is selling to-day at a higher price

than it was two or three years ago. In this it has

simply and naturally followed" the trail of all com-

modities in this Dominion. However, fish is still

much more economical than butcher's meat. For in-

stance, one can buy many varieties of our sea and

lake fish at a retail price of 12c to 15c a lb. on an

average, while butchers' meat ranges from 25c to 45c

a lb. Bacon sells at 50c lb., eggs at 60c dozen, and

butter at 54c lb.

Of course, if a customer demands a scarce kind of

fish—some species which is out of season, or which is

a scarcity at the time of buying; or if he asks for

a fish imported from far-away seas ; or for a fish which

is such a delicacy, a rarity, that it has to be put up

in a particular way and carried in a special manner

from the producing point to the market; or if the

same customer buys service and attention also—the

price will vary accordingly.

It would be unfair to judge from these particular

cases of high price to general. The law of supply and

demand and trade competition will always settle the

price of any commodity in any market. Academic dis-

sertations will never do it. If we want cheap fish we
must increase production. We must also abolish the

duties on imported fish. As it is, the consumer has

to pay a protective duty ranging from 20 to 30 per

cent, besides the war tax on fish that we don't pro-

duce ourselves. Moreover, we have even to pay duty

on fish delivered in our own ports, and. in some cases,

on fish caught in our own waters.

Th« article in question says that in food saving pro-

positions there is an element of patriotism and of

money making also. Perhaps so, but in the fish busi-

ness there is no more money making (and not so

much) than in the boot and shoe business, the auto-

mobile business, or the "movie"' business. Still, these

weeklies are not so eager, so intent to find fault with

them. Instead, they fix on provision dealers and de-

nounce them as profiteers, cxtortioneers, thieves, etc.,

thereby appealing to the prejudices of the consuming

classes.

It would be wiser for these weeklies to explain ra-

tionally the economic situation of the country. The
consumer is better off at the present time than ht

has ever been. It is true prices of all commodities

have advanced, but the distribution of wealth in this

country has increased comparatively and advantage-

«usly.

We have a proof of thi.s in the Statistics published

by our Savings Banks, which show tht enormous sum
of nine hundred millions of dollars, or nearly half a

billion more than at any period before the war. One
cannot eat an apple and have it ; we cannot .sell all

our land and water products and keep the same am-
ounts. Instead, we have the money. We are really

suffering from too much prosperity. The buying

power of money is depreciated. When butter, eggs,
meats were selling at a ridiculously cheap price years
ago, the consuming classes were not complaining of
the prices—most of them had no money to buy at any
price. To-day tliey have the money, and they are
complaining of the prices. And the people who were
influencing public opinion then were doing the sam»
demagogic work they are doing to-day—agreeing witli

the public that the consumer was right and every
thing else wrong.
As regards the fish bu.siness especially, the Food ;

Controller is not trying, under cover of patriotism, to ;

deceive the customer. His sincerity in this instance :

cannot be doubted. Hs work is one of the most ardu- '

ous tasks ever undertaken. It is well known that our
food supply of fi.sh is limited only by our capacity to

produce. Contrasted M-ith butchers' meat supply, pro-
duction is all in favor of fish. Hogs and cattle can- •

not he raised in a year or a few year's time; and at
this particular epoch, when whole herds are destroyed ;

by the allurements of high prices, a meat famine will
"',

be staring us in the face long before the present war
is over.

It is to prevent such a calamity and to counteract
the evil effects of a meat famine, and at the same
time develop a great national resource—the mo.st per-
manent that the country possesses—that the Fish Com-
mittee of the Food Controller's Office has undertaken
a campaign of publicity, appealing to the common-
sense of our people and to their patriotism.

In encouraging and supporting the Fish industry,
they allow a considerably large amount of foodstuffs
to be diverted for the use of our soldiers at the front,

;

and the soldiers of the Allies, and thus help to win the
war and augment at the same time the material wel-
fare of Canada.

HOW A FISHERMAN FIGHTS FOR LIFE.
Edward Nickerson, of Barrington, a member of the

crew of the Yarmouth fishing schooner Yafico, had a
narrow escape from drowning recently. While the
vessel was 15 miles off Yarmouth Light, Nickerson was
in his dory attending trawls. A sudden squall came up
and Nickerson was thrown fi'om the dory, which was
capsized.

He managed to divest himself of his rubber boots
and part of his oil clothing. Coming to the surface he
managed to get on the bottom of the dory only to be
washed off. Again diving, he secured the painter of
the dory, which he brought to the surface and made
the end fast to the plug on the bottom of the dory.
He then climbed back on the dory, and holding on to

the line Avith one hand, with his other he waved his

hat and coat in an endeavor to make himself seen
by those on the vessel.

While he was doing this tiie men on the vessel wcr.'

endeavoring to locate him, which was very difficult

owing to the heavy seas Avhich were ruiniing. He was
finally rescued after being in the water three-quarters
of an hour, and when placed on the vessel's deck tot.i

ly collapsed. Much credit is due Capt. Thcriault,
the Yafico, as well as his men for getting their shii>

mate to safety.

Mr. John P. Babcock. .Assistant Commissioner of
Fisheries for British Columbia, is at present in Ottaw.s
consulting with the Pish Committee of the Food Con
troller's Office on Pacific Fishery matters.
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W. R. SPOONER
Wholesale and Commission Dealer

Fish of all Kinds
119 You ville Square, MONTREAL

I am in the market at all times to Buy or Sell on Commission,

Fresh, Frozen, Smoked and Salt Sea and Lake Fish, in Carload

Lots or Le8&

Corretpondencm Solicited

Representing^

National Fish Company, Limited

Halifax and Port Hawkesbury N. S.

"National Brand"
Haddies,

Fillets,

Kippers,

Bloaters,

Scotch Cured

Herring.

STEAM TRAWLEE TRIUMPH.

LAKE FISH

J. Bowman & Co., Port Arthur, Ont.

Wabakin Fish Co., Montreal, Que.

BONELESS COD FISH

R. E. jamieson, Rustico, P.E.I.

SEA FISH

A. W. Fader, Canso. N.S.

National Fish Co., Ltd., Halifax and Port

Hawkesbury, N.S.
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THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS OF TIN PLATE
FOR 1918, 1,500,000.

Present Shortage Expected to be Relieved.

The Pood Controller's Ofiijce has recently issued a

set of questions asking the manufacturers of fish and
other containers to state the quantity of tin plate they

have used for the last three years and also to estimate

their requirements for the future.

A meeting was recently convened in the Food Con-
troller's Office at Ottawa where representatives of

the various can and packing companies met and dis-

cussed with Deputy Minister, F. C. T. O'Hara, the

situation. This Committee appointed a smaller com-
mittee composed of T. N. Anderson, of the American
Can Company, Hamilton ; Fred R. Whittall, of the A. R.

"Whittall Can Company, Montreal, and F. S. Corrigan,

Sheet Metals Product Company, of Toronto.

MK. FKEl) K. WHITTALL.
Managing Director A. R. Whittall Can Co., Ltd.,

Montreal.

The minimum requirement in (Janada for 1918 is

estimated to be 1,500,000 boxes. The TTnited States

Department has been asked for information as to the

definite method to be followed in submitting applica-

tions for tin plate, as all plate coming to Canada comes
from the United States.

The readers of the Canadian Fisherman who have

received the questionnaire .sent out for the purpose

of obtaining exact information as to the quantity used,

are asked to stnte ttieir iifods as definitely as pos-

.sible. Any attempt at over-estimating requirements
will be very detrimental. Every effort is being made
to see that supplies are carefully sent out and .judici-
ously distributed.

MORE FISH FOR PRAIRIES.
Committee Hopes to Prevent Waste in the Pacific

Fisheries.

Mr. John P. Babcock, Assistant Commissioner of
Fisheries for British Columbia and advisory member
representing the Pacific Coast on the Fish Committee
of the Food Controller's Office, was in conference with
the Committee in Ottawa recently. Under the present
practice of the halibut fisheries it is estimated that
forty per cent of the total catch consists of gray, ling,

and red cod, flounders, soles and herring. Halibut
and black cod (sable fish) alone are being marketed.
The other fish, although of high food value, are too
soft to be handled without special care, and on the
long halibut fishing trips, which last from eleven to
sixteen days, they are generally shaken off the hooks
and thro\vn back into the sea.

Mr. Babcock has been negotiating with the Deep
Sea Fishermen's Union and the wholesale dealers in

fish with a view to arranging a .suppi.y and a market in

Alberta, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, where these fish,

which up to the present have not been utilized, may
be retailed at a popular price. The Federal Govern-
ment has agreed to pay two-thirds of the transporta-
tion charges for all shipments whether in carload lots

or otherwise, and it is hoped, through the efforts of

the dealers, that the people of the Prairies may be-

come familiar with these varieties of Pacific fish and
a demand which will be createil will ensure a market.

Last October 1,680,000 pounds of halibut were land-

ed at Prince Rupert. It is estimated that the fisher-

men wasted 1,000,000 pounds of other edible fish

through the difficulty of handling them and the lack

of market for the unfamiliar varieties. The Fish Com-
mittee hopes to prevent this waste by developing a

market in the Prairie Provinces.—Bulletin, Food Con-
troller's Office.

'WAR MEASURES—PROHIBITED EXPORTS.
Licenses for Export of Cured Fish, Etc.—Memorandum

to Collectors of Customs.

Referring to Memo. 2139-B, etc., respecting food-

stuffs, it is ordered that dried, cured, prepared salted

and smoked fish for consumption in the United States

may be licensed by the endorsement of the Customs
Collector at the point of exit, on the usual Shippers"

Export Entry.
Arrangements have now been made with Washington

War Trade Board, and you are hereby authorized to

i.ssue licenses to all points in North and South America,
including the West Indies, for dried, cured, prepared,

salted and smoked fish shipped direct from Atlantic

ports.

When routed via United States ports, if shippers

hold license from War Trade Board, Washington, that

will be sufficient authority for you to allow exporta-

tion by endorsement for shipments intransit through
United States.

Note :—Frozen fish are to be classed as fresh fish

and dealt with by frontier license as provided in Memo.
2139-B .

JOHN M. DOUGALD,
Commissioner of Customs.
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Tug Helena at St. John, N.B., belonging to the

Department of Public Works, Canada

MARINE PAINTS
Tugs, Fishing Schooners and Yachts that see constant service and experience hard usage
should be protoetf<l insido and out with B-H ANCHOR MARINE PAINTS.

Our Marine paints include everything needed for the complete painting of a boat and a
uniform high-quality runs throughout the entire line.

Among the varieties we manufacture are:

Hull Paints Anti-Corrosive Composition
Deck Paints Anti-Fouling Composition
Marine Zinc White Lower Hold Composition
Cabin Enamels Engine Enamels
Copper Paints Aluminum Paints
White Lead Red Lead

Write us for prices and full information.

RRANDRAM-HENPERSON
MOKtTnCAL. l-l>Vl-ir>OC ST UOMN TORONTO WtlslNII9Ea CAU3ARV EDMONTON VANCOUVER

J
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BEAUTY'S DIET.

Those desirous of obtaining (and retaining) a good
complexion will achieve success far more speedily by
the use of such foods as are conducive to a perfect

digestion, than by the following of any other method.

In travelling about the world the observant may no-

tice that the complexion of the women of various fish-

ing hamlets, is as well nigh perfect as possible. This

is due, at least partly, to the simple fact that their

diet consists of fl.sh to a great extent, than which there

IS no food more easily assimilated by the human sys-

tem, and the ensuing perfect digestion leaves the

blood unclogged by poisonous particles which an over-

charged liver seeks vainly to dispose of, thus render-

ing the skin of the eater of heavy foods, blotchy and

unbeautiful.

A study of the method of life of the French work-

ing classes shows that the heaviest part of the daily

menu is re.served for those of the family who are

performing the most labor. The "demoiselles" who
trip lightly to their labor each morning in the French
Capital, are world renouned for their grace and
charm.
The workine girl of all the European countries has

always the wild rose blush of perfect digestion mant-
ling in her cheeks. Therefore Madam, or Madamoi-
selle, as the case may be, eat "Thy daily bread" with

a view to increasing thy beauty. Plenty of fish for

« month's diet will be found such a real beautifier

that its user will be amazed at the change wrought in

her appearance, and the cosmetics will be thrown
aside and the time spent in their unprofitable use will

be employed in more satisfying fashion.

The {flowing rose that nature paints,

"Will now sweet Nora's beauty make,
So rare that he who was heart-faint.

Would face dread peril, for her sake.

MARGARET McLAREN.

MAKES A DEMAND FOR CHEAPER FISH.

Order These Va.rieties at Hotels and Insist on Getting

Them.

The Educational Departinent of the New England
Fish Exchange is.sues the following bulletin.

It is to a more general use of grayfish, whiting,

nollock and hake that we must look if wo wish cheaper
fish just now.

And, despite the fact that those who have tried these

varieties praise them, and government experts urge
their use, few restaurants or hotels can be found
using them.
There is but one way to bring about their general

use, and that is by asking for them. Whether you
are a housewife or a diner in hotels, you can do your
bit to win the war by continually demanding these

varieties.

If you are buying your Tuesda.v or Friday food, ask

your merchant for crayfish, whitin^. pollock, hake.
cu.sk. shark or skate. If he says he doesn't keep them.
a.sk him why. Tell him you want them.

If you are ordering fish in a restaurant or hotel, ask
for the same varieties, and insist that they be served
or provided.

A general demand for these cheaper fish will, soon-
er or later, result in a better supply.

NEWFOUNDLAND FISHERIES.

The St. John's Herald, of November 13. reports
from the Straits of Belle Isle and Labrador a catch of

224,000 quintals of fish for the season to date:

Following is a comparative statement of the catch
of codfish up to November 3rd

:

1917. 1916.
Ferryland 28,200 2r\rM-,

Placentia and St. Mary's 60,170 40,490
B'lrin 201,155 131,800
Fortune Bay 124,815 75.485
Burgeo and La Poile 48,065 46.340
St. George's 12,940 7,130
St. Barbe 39,600 21,375
Twillingate 89,2.50 43.875
Pogo 37,825 12.530
Bonavista 131,855 70.910
Trinity 38,180 57,230
Harbor Grace 29,405 20.480
Port de Grave 12,520 6,210
Harbor Main 2,360 2,220
Straits 31,120 15,900

888,460 577,540

SHIPBUILDING PLANT AT HARBOR GRACE.

At present there is more than ordinary activity go-
ing on in the construction of the Newfoundland Ship-
building plant at Harbor Grace. The staff of work-
men have been greatly increased of late and there are
now not less than two hundred and sixty employees
on the pay roll, exclusive of the regular officials of the
Company. The work of laying concrete beds for two
breakwaters, as safeguards against ice conditions dur-
ing the winter and spring, is being carried on and
bases for huge derricks are under construction. From
people who have just reached town from Harbor Grace,
we hear, that matters are booming well at the scene of
the outlook that big possibilities are in store for the
second city. Operations for the construction of a sid-

ing are well in hand, the Reid Company having a .staff

of men engaged for some time doing the grading work,
which is now practically finished. The railway ties

and irons are expected along shortly to be laid.—St.

John's Telegram.

SCALLOPS AND ANCHOVIES.

The .shores of Cape Cod have been (juite destitute
of scallops since the season opened excepting in Chat-
ham, where the crop this year has been the biggest in

ten years.

Being scarce in all other sections. Chatham scallopi

are bringing from $3.75 to $4.00 a gallon, ^fo*t .if

them ultimately reach Boston markets.

Still another boom in the fish line sought Chatham's
historic Mill pond for favorite waters when large

schools of "anchovies," a fish found in the Medifer
ranean sea. struck in unexpectedly last week and the
fishermen with lanterns and dip nets reaped n harvest
of 500 barrels in a couple of nights. Maurice Ph'nne>
of Hyannis carried off a boat load of 100 barrels and
the other 400 barrels were landed at the Chatham
freezing plant,
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UNDE
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

IS USED BY THE MAJORITY OF THE CANADIAN FISH DEALERS.

PoUowiiij^ are only a few of the many

—

B. C. PACKERS ASSOC. LEONARD FISHERIES LTD.
ST. MUNGO CANNING CO. DOMINION FISH AND FRUIT CO.

SKEENA RIVER FISHERIES PACIFIC COAST FISHERIES
KINCOLITH PACKING CO. WALLACE FISHERIES

Our Machinery is ''Made in Canada"

The Linde Canadian Refrigeration Co., Ltd.

MONTREAL: 37 St. Peter Street

TORONTO, WINNIPEG, CALGARY, EDMONTON, VANCOUVER.

Twenty-five Years' Service to Canadian Users

When the Engine Fails.

It may mean not only loss of cargo, but loss of life, therefore,

the best motto is

"Safety First"

And when buying the engine fuel, always ask for the best

not the cheapest.

White Rose Motor GasoHne
EN-AR-CO National Motor Oil

Insures Safety, Satisfaction, Speed.
Manufactured in Canada and sold at

the following sea and lake ports, by

Canadian Oil Companies, Limited
Halifax, St. John, Quebec, Montreal,

Toronto, Owen Sound, Sault Ste. Marie.
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ARRIVALS OF HALIBUT AND COD AT PACIFIC
COAST PORTS.

November 1st to November 30th, Inclusive.

AT PRINCE RUPERT—
Nov. 2—Omaney, U.S., 60.000.—Booth Fisheries Go.

- Nov. 2—Polaris, U.S.. 65.000.—The C. F. & C. S. Co.

Nov. 2—Convention, U.S., 8,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Company.
Nov. 2—Director, U.S., 7,000—The C. F. & C. S. Co.

Nov. 2—Liberty, U.S., 30,000.—Royal Fish Co.

Nov. 3—Nellie, U . S., 4,000.—Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.

Nov. 3—Albatross, U.S., 18,000.—Atlin Fisheries,

Ltd.

Nov. 3—Geo. E. Foster, U.S., 15,000—The C. F. &
C. S. Co.

Nov. 3—Andrew Kellv, U.S., 15,000.—The C. F. & C.

S. Co.

Nov. 4—Alameda, U.S., 4,000.—Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.

Nov. 4—Saturn, U.S., 5,000.—Atlin Fisheries, Ltd.

Nov. 5—Tordenskjold, U.S., 10,000.—The C. F. & C.

S. Co.

Nov. 5—Advance, U.S., 5,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Company.
Nov. 7—Venus, U.S., 4,000.—The C. F. & C. S. Co.

Nov. 9—Doreen, P., 8.000.—The C. F. & G. S. Co.

Nov. 9—Carlotta G. Cox, cod 5,000.—Atlin Fisheries,

Ltd.

Nov. 10—Chief Zibassa, 15,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Co.

Nov. 11—Jas. Carruthers, 70,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Co.
Nov.ll—Alaska, U.S., 45,000- cod 2,000. — Atlin

Fisli6rics Ltd.

Nov. 12—Lumen, U.S.. 6,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Co.

16. Alten, U.S., 75,000.—The G. F. & G. S. Co.

Nov. 16—Republic, U.S., 75,000.—The C. F. & G. S.

Co.

Nov. 16—Vansee, U.S., 80,000.—The C. F. & G. S.

Co.

Nov. 16—Seattle, U.S., 65,000, cod 12,000.—The C.

F. & C. S. Co.

Nov. 21—Sumner, U.S., 2,000, cod 34,000.—The C.

F. & C. S. Co.

Nov. 23—Liberty, U.S., 40,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Co.

Nov. 23—Venus, U.S., 20,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Nov. 23—Venus, U.S., cod, 7,000.—The C. F. & C.

S. Go.

Nov. 25—Polaris, U.S., 50,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Co.

Nov. 25—Albatross, U.S., 20,000.—The G. F. & C. S.

Co.

Nov. 26—Ruth, 3,500.—Dybhaven.
Nov. 26—Doreen, 5,.500.—The G. F. & G. S. Go.
Nov. 29—Geo. E. Foster, 50,000.—The C. F. & C. S.

Co.

Nov. 29—Andrew Kelly, 60.000.—The C. F & C. S.

Co.

Nov. 30—Seymour, U.S., 35.000.—The C. F. & G. S.

Co.

Nov. 30—Adeline, U.S., 3,000.—The C. F. & G. S.

Co.

Nov. 30—Yakutat, U.S., 57,000.—Booth Fisheries
Co.

Note.—All vessels not .specified "U.S."' are of Can-
adian registry. Vessels wjth no price shown belong to

the company which they delivered.
AT VANCOUVER, B.C.

:

Nov. 2—Celestial Empire, 2,000; cod, 3,000.—The
Canadian Fishing Co., Ltd.

Nov. 17—New England, 70,000; cod, 4,000.—New
England Fish Co.

EUREKA REFRIGERATOR CO. BUILD FISH
CABINET.

The Eureka Refrigerator Company Limited of
Toronto are showing in their advertisement in another
column a reproduction of the "Government" fish
cabinet which they are manufacturing for the Fish
Committee, and pushing strongly among the fish deal-
ers of the country. This cabinet is the standard size,

one that has been fully described in the columns of the
Canadian Fisherman . in earlier issues. The Eureka
Refrigerator Company claim to be the largest exclusive

manufacturers of refrigerators in the British Empire.
Their up-to-date plant is located at Owen Sound.
Ontario, and they have a great advantage in manu-
facturing this line, due to the fact that all the lumber
used in the product is cut by them on their own timber
limits, manufactured in their own sawmill, and the

slogan, "from the tree to the finished product," is

particularly applicable in this respect. They manu-
facture a full line of ail classes of refrigerators for

the fishing industry, grocers, butchers, etc. as well as

a full line of refrigerated counters and ice machines.

They have issued an attractively illustrated catalogue,

which will be gladly supplied to the trade upon re-

quest.

LIMIT OF CATCH OF WESTERN LAKES
INCREASED.

By an Order-in-Council dated November 29th. the

Fishery Regulations for Manitoba were amended so as

to provide a limitation for Lake Winnipeg of 3,000.-

000 lbs. dressed whitefish for the summer season, in

place of the former limit of 2,500,000 lbs. In Alberta

the present winter fishing limits in Lesser Slave Lake
will only be regarded as .summer fishing waters,

and Lac la Biche will be permitted, but hereafter these

and winter fishing will be limited to purely domestic
puri)oses. Next summer and thereafter. 1.500.000 lbs.

of (Iressed whitefish will be allowed from Lesser Slave

Lake and vicinity, which is 240.000 lbs. more than the

present summer and winter limits, and from Lake
la Biche. a catch of 500,000 lbs. of whitefish will be
allowed instead of .')00,00 lbs. of all kind.s during the

summer and winter seasons.
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CONSULT YORK OWNERS
As to the BEST ICE MACHINE to buy

A few of the well-known FISH concerns who use them :

D. HATTON CO., Montreal.

WHITE & CO., Ltd^ Toronto.

NATIONAL FISH CO., Ltd., Port Hawketbury.

MARITIME FISH CORP.. Ltd.. Canton, N.S.

SMITH & CO., St. John, Nfld.

JOB. BROS.. Ltd., St. John, Nfld.

LEONARD FISHERIES. Ltd., Port Hawkeabury.

NFLD. ATLANTIC FISHERIES, Ltd., St. John't, N.F.

CANADIAN ICE MACHINE CO., LTD.
TORONTO

MONTREAL and WINNIPEG

« I il*11 10/^ f * *i. J Makers of High Grade Ri

John Hillock & to., Limitea 154 george street

Service and Satisfaction
Is what you give your customers when you
equip your store with

ARCTIC FISH CASES
Illustrated is the "Government" ^'ish Case made in two
sizes.- of white pine, galvanized iron lined, two sash with
two thicknesses of double thick glass.

We have a partiailarly attractive selling proposition to
make you on this case. Write us for particulars.

Makers of High Grade Refrigerators and Fish Cases
- TORONTO

POLSON IRON WORKS
Limited

TORONTO

STEEL SHIPBUILDERS

ENGINEERS and BOILERMAKERS

WANTED
Ocean and Fresh Water Fish

In any Quantity

Write or Wire

Fish Dealer

Care Canadian Fisherman 263 Adelaide S(. W. Toronto.
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S.S. Manhattan Wrecked

December, 1917

At two o'clock on the morning of November 15th,

the ss. Manhattan, owned by New England Fish Com-
pany, and conceded to be the finest halibut fishing ves-

sel on the Pacific coast, was wrecked at Lituya Bay,

which is one of the most dangerous spots on the North

Pacific Coast. The Manhattan is a total loss, and is

now entirely submerged, and all that remains to be

seen above the water at the present time is one spar.

This trip for the Manhattan crew and fishermen was
an eventful one all the way through. Just prior to

leaving on this voyage the Manhattan was in port

several weeks at Vancouver and underwent a thorough
overhaul, and sailed from Vancouver on October 29th

under the command of Captain Kolseth, with a total of

thirty-five men aboard. After leaving Ketchikan on
her way north to the fishing banks, and early one morn-
ing while passing Point Augusta, they sighted a lone

boat showing distress signals. On coming close they

found the boat to contain a sailor from the Al-Ki,

which vessel had been wrecked the day previous. The
sailor had been left asleep in his bunk and woke to find

the Al-Ki entirely deserted. The Manhattan took the

Al-Ki sailor on board, and thinking perhaps others

might have been left aboard the Al-Ki decided it was
their duty to go to their aid. On reaching the Al-Ki

they found a vessel by the name of Fernwood, and be-

longing to the Pacific American Fisheries alongside,

which vessel took the Al-Ki sailor on board and pro-

ceeded southward. There were no other persons left

on the Al-Ki, and as she was apparently quite deserted,

the Manhattan men thought it wise to endeavor to sal-

vage some of the stuff on board, and accordingly took

various articles aboard the Manhattan, among them
being blankets, some wearing apparel, a phonograph,
etc. These articles were all placed in the pilot house

•of the Manhattan, and it was the intention of Captain

Kolseth and the crew to turn these articles in to the

owners of the Al-Ki on reaching Kitchikan and claim

salvage. Being on the way to the fishing banks, how-
ever, it was decided best not to delay the vessel by en-

tering at some port account of these goods, but rather

to proceed to the fishing banks and settle the salvage

matter on the return to Kitchikan. While on the fish-

ing grounds the Manhattan caught approximately 90,-

000 lbs. of Halibut and Cod, and while returning, in a

blinding snowstorm got off the course and ran on the

rocks at Lituya Bay. At the time the vessel struck, the

engines were going full speed astern, but still the force

was such as to drive the rocks right through the hull,

and the vessel commenced to fill immediately and settle

forward. The chief engineer awakened by the crash,

found rocks sticking up through the floor, and had
barely time to grab some clothing and run for the deck.

Others in the forward part of the vessel left their

bunks hurriedly without clothing, and returned to find

the water up to the second tier of bunks. Lituya Bay
is exposed to the full swell of the Pacific, and when
one dory was put over on the port side it was imme-
diately smashed to pieces. Then six doi-ies were put
over the starboard side, and inside of fifteen minutes
after the vessel struck, the men were all safelj- in the

boats, but had no food, water, and little clothing.

Some of the dories had oars and extras to spare, some
sails and some not, so by dividing u]) they were all

iinffitted in this respect. One dory containcil two

skates of gear, and this the men decided to keep in the
event of finding it necessary to fish for food. The
dories all stayed near the Manhattan in the hope of
getting back aboard and getting some food, water and
clothing, but she turned broadside to the .swell, and
commenced breaking up.

^

The men then left her for the forty-six mile row to
Cape Spencer. Very fortunately there was not a gale"
blowing, else the boats could never have lived through.
The men became famished for food, and the boat with
the gear landed and taking the herring bait from the
hooks, roa.sted same and ate them. The others were
not so fortunate, and rowed for twenty-nine hours be-
fore reaching Cape Spencer, where at a cannerv thev
received food and drink. Shortly afterward five of
the six dories were picked up by the :\Iariposa, and the
sixth dory was later picked up by the James Carruth-
ers. The Mariposa landed the men she picked up at
Juneau, where they were immediately arrested for
looting the Al-Ki. The other men were later taken to
Juneau and also held on the same charge. These men
were given a hearing, and are all now at Vancouver,
although some of them are to come up for trial at
Juneau in January. The Captain saved his log book,
and this is being kept by the authorities at Juneau.

The ss. Manhattan was a steel vessel, built in Phila-
delphia in 1905, of 219 tons burthen, with a speed of
twelve knots per hour. Up until two years ago she
was a coal burner, but at that time the latest oil burn-
ing equipment was installed which gave her the widest
range of steaming days of any of the halibut fishing
steamers, and enabling her to go far to the Westward
and return. She recently liad a large steel deck house
built, completely covering her amid.ships, which made
her especially suited for the winter fishing on the
Northern banks.

BIG N. F. FLEET.

Losses of sailing vessels in the Newfoundland trade
through storms, German raiders and German submar-
ines since the war started have been more than made
up by building within the colony and purchases abroad.
The .sailing fleet now number 125 vessels, and 17 more
are on the stocks, the total of 142 making the largest
locally-owned fleet in a generation. This is exclusive
of boats used only in the island trade. The fleet, made
up of schooners ranging from 100 to 400 tons, has a
capacity which will enable the colony to take to for-
eign markets the entire catch of cod in island waters,
estimated at about 1,500,000 quintals, or 168,000,000
pounds.

FIRST CARGO N.F. HERRING ARRIVES AT
GLOUCESTER, MASS.

Sch. Smuggler, the first of the Newfoundland her-
ring fleet arrived here November 30. She is from
Bonne Bay of Islands, N.F., and had 1,100 barrels
salt and pickled herring.

There are two other vessel arrivals, sch. Marsala
from Gaspe with 112.000 pounds of salt cod and 56
quintals cured fish.

The gill netters lauded on the pollock Wednesday
and Thursday, and .several big catches Avere made.
Receipts over the two days are estimated at 300.000
pounds*— Daily Times, Gloucester, Ma.ss.
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ORDER NO. ti.

Office of the Food Controller, Ottawa
WHEREAS, by an Order dated at Ottawa, the thir-

•ieth day of November, 1917. it wa.s. amongst other
liings provided that on and after the first day of
January, 1918. no person other than a fisherman or
retailer shall deal in Canadian fish to an amount ex-
ceeding one thou.sand pounds in any one calendar
month, without first obtaining a license from the Food
Controller:

I Do Further Order

1. That the license fee for a wholesale fish license
I)ayable by any person engaged in the wholesale fish
business during the twelve months immediately before
the first day of January. 1918. shall be in accordance
with the following schedule

:

(A) When the value of the flsli dealt In does not ex-
ceed $100,000 per annum the fee shall be $10.00.

(B) When the value of the fish dealt In does not exceed
$200,000 per annum the fee shall be $20.00.

(C) When the value of the fish dealt in does not ex-
ceed $,100,000 per annum the fee shall be $30.00.

(D) When the value of the fish dealt in does not exceed
$400,000 per annum the fee shall be $40.00

<K) When the value of the fish dealt In does not ex-
ceed $500,000 per annum the fee shall be $50.00.

(F) When the value of the fish dealt in exceeds $500,000

per annum the license fee shall be $50.00. and in addition
$5.00 for each $100,000 or fraction thereof of the value of

the fish dealt in in excess thereof.

Any person desiring to carry on business in more
than one place or more than one premises shall pay
the above fee for the place registered by the applicant

IS the head office within Canada, and in addition sliall

obtain a license for each branch, premises or place in

which the business is carried on. In such cases a

license fee of $5.00 shall be paid for each sub branch.

premises or place, other than the registered head office,

at which such business is conducted.

2. That the license fee for a wholesale fish license

payable by any person not continuously engaged in

the wholesale fish business in Canada during the fish-

ing season or seasons in the twelve months imme-

diately before the 1st day of January, 1918, and who
is desirous of conducting a wholesale rish business in

Canada, shall be as set out in Section 1. The ap-

jilicant for the license .shall pay the sum of $100.00,

and shall, if such applicant carries on the wholesale

fish business continuously during the fishing season or

seasons of the period for which the license is granted.

he entitled, at the end of the license year, to have

the fee fixed upon the basis of the fees set out in

•ction 1, and to a refund of any difference between

the fees as .so fixed and the said sum of $100.00. But

if .such wholesale fish business is not carried on con-

iimously as aforesaid, there shall be no refund anil

the fee"shall be $100.00.

3. That the license fee for a wholesale fish license
payable by any applicant who has not been continuous-
ly carrying on an e.stablished commercial business in
Canada during the six months immediately before the
1st day of January. 1918. shall be $100.00.

4. That the value of the fish dealt in, referred to in
section 1, shall be the value as determined by the
wholesale sales of fish in the fi.scal year of the ap-
plicant next preceding the date of application for
license, and such sales shall include the value of all
fish sold whether for home consumption or for export.

5. That all persons licen.sed under this Order .shall

give primary consideration to the requirements of the
Canadian consuming market, and the Food Controller
may cancel the license of any j)erson who has refused
to fill a legitimate and reasonable order from a Cana-
dian wholesale di.stributor or from a Canadian retailer
in good financial standing.

6. That each license holder shall send, on or be-
fore the fifteenth day of each month, to the Food
Controller, monthly returns of the purchases and sales
of fish made by such license bolder for the preceding
calendar month. Such returns shall be made on the
forms to be obtained from the Pood Controller.

7. That all applications for licenses shall be in the
form "A" in the schedule hereto and verified by af-

fidavit as required by such form.

8. That every license holder sliall keep such books,
invoices, vouchers and other papers and records as
will enable the Food Controller or any person by him
thereto authorized to verify any report or statement
that such license holder is required t« make to the

Food Controller.

9. That in any case where a license is granted after

the 1st day of July in any year, one half only of the
foregoing fees shall be charged.

10. That all licenses shall expire on the 81st day of

December in each year.

11. That in this order.

(a) "Fisherman" means a person actually angaRed In

the work of flshinK and known to the trade aa a "fisher-
man."

(b) "Wholesale fish business" means any business oth-
er than that of a fisherman or retailer when the quantity
of Canadian fish dealt in exceeds one thousand pounds In
any calendar month.

(c) "Retailer" means a person who sells direct i" ilic

consumer and known to the trade as a "retailer."

DATED at Ottawa, this 15th day of December. 1917.

W. J. HANNA,
Food Controller.
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"DON'T ASK FOR A GALLON OF OIL"
Oils differ widely in (luality as well as character. You refiuire

more than "just oil" to efficiently and economically lubricato your
motorboat engine.

To ensure full power, reduced wear, and consequently low re-
pair bills, with high mileage from your gasoline you should demand

1anne
FRICTION REDUCING MOTDR OIL

It is made in two grades; Polarine and Polarine Heavy, one of which
will meet the requirements of your motor.

Polarine can be depended upon as always being un'form in
(luality because it is made at one Refinery from one crude oil. It
will feed freely at zero temperatures.

Premier Gasoline, Gargoyle Mobllolls, Royallte Coal Oil, Silver
Star Kerosene. No. 1 Engine Distillate, Arctic Cup Grease are other
Imperial Oil Products which are assisting the Fishing Industry in all
Canadian waters. You can get them at the following water front
points where we maintain stations: :

Halifax, N. S.

Yarmouth, N. S.

Digby, N. S.

St. John, N. B.

St. John's; Nfld.

Vancouver, B. C.

Steveston, B. C.

Victoria, B. C.

New Westminster, B. C,

Prince Rupert, B. C.

Curling, Nfld.

THE IMPERIAL OIL COMPANY
Limited

BRANCHES IN ALL CITIES
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